
Subject: Fwd: Thank you for attending Stanford Baseball Camp! 
Date:            845:55 AM PDT 

izmo 

First here’s (head coach): 



VIDEO LINK 

VIDEO LINK 

Links below will take you to video and PDF evaluations of your own play Nice work! 

Stephen Ki[aly 
Camp Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marilou McFarlane <T ~gmail corn> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 1:15 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: Questions for Coach Hatchell for SportsBoard press release 

Hello, Coach Hatchell and Jane 

We’d like to write up a press release regarding our partnership, and to this end, our PR director has put together 
some questions for Coach Hatchell regarding her feelings about SportsBoard 

Knowing how busy you all are, if you can’t get to them all, but only I or 2, that will be fine We’d like to use 
real quotes in the release and will of course route to you for approval, once we write it up We’ll also post to our 
own social media and hopefully you could post to your site and social media as well! 

Here’s what Duke men’s basketball has to say about using SportsBoard for their player efficiency ratings in- 
season, justfyi~:ii’~~a¥.~,oduke,:umiViewA~iic[edl’~[?r~B OfM ;!~ a20u&AT(L!E~ 2{15722087 

Many thanks{ 

Marilou 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Dave McKibben" <dmckibben~roadr~nne~ corn> 
Subject: Questions for Coach Hatchell 
Date: April 23,2013 11:34:39 AM PDT 

To: "Marilou McFarlane" 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 6:01 PM 

Brad Hecker <bhecker@theacc org> 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

SportsBoard flyer for ACC 

Hi Will have this flyer for you later today Will you print there or have it printed somewhere else? 

We have a 55x8 version and an 85x 11 version Do you have a preference? Not sure how the docs will be 
presented to the coaches 

Thanks much! 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP E~usiness Development 

SportsBoard 
O: 530 323.0202 ext 7001 

F 415 532 3234 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and qwitt÷d 

Notice The information contained in this message is intended only for use 
of the individual(e) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 
or legally privileged information No confidentiality or privilege ie 

waived o r lost by any miet ransmieeion If you are not the intended 
recipient of this meseage you are hereby notified that you must not use, 
diseeminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it If 
you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 
it a nd notify the sender immediately 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

@gmail.com > 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 7:08 PM 

Brad Hecker 

Hatchell, Sylvia R; Ben Tario; ecassidy@theacc.org 

Spor~sBoard flyers to be printed for ACC meeting in Amelia island 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Hi      Here you go! Thanks so much for offering to print this Basketball Scout pdf front and back and cut in 
hal£ It should be a nice size flyer for coaches to learn about SportsBoard and not have a ton of paper to carry 
around If it needs to be printed as a 85 x 11, please use the second attachment instead 

Again, we are happy to print this out here and ship to you, or have printed and cut and ready for you at a 
Kinko’s in Amelia Island if you prefer We are happy to cover any printing costs 

Eden, I’m copying you here since this is in reference to my voicemail message to you this week If it is possible 

to print this out for the men’s coaches as well that would be awesome In the ACC, we currently have UNC, 
Duke, Maryland, and Miami as Basketball Scout customers 

I’ll reach out to you tomorrow to discuss and confirm receipt I’ll reach out to Michael Strickland for football 
separately 

Thanks so much, Brad, and hopefully Eden too! 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

Spor~sBoard 
O 530.3230202 ext 7001 

F: 415.5323234 
~ sportsboard win corn 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

Notice The information contained in this message is intended only for use 
of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 
or legally privileged information No confidentiality or privilege is 
waived or lost by any mistran~mission If you are not the intended 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: kaela.q ullion~,sportsboa rd-win.com 
Subject: Flyers with Correct Name 
Date: April 25, 2013 3:39:55 PM PDT 
To: "Marilou McFarlane", @.qmail.com> 

Oops, I forgot to change the name of the file Here’s the correct one! 
Kaela 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 8:53 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Re: Hatchell and Summit 

Great a~icle Coach,you place such value on the fraternity of Coaching Glad you were able TI spend some time 
w/Coach Summit,you both have invested a lifetime into our game" 

Coach Billy Lee 
Women’s Basketball 
University of North Carolina 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 8:48 AM, "Sylvia R Hatchell" <s!latc helS~.:42~ed~!> wrote: 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From                      f~’2aa~:gprn> 
Date: April 26, 2013, 12:00:12 AM EDT 
To: <t sod ~m~ ;" email tm~, cd u> 
Cc: <st~alchc!@cma/l tmc cdu>, Bobby Hundley <bkamdlcv@uncaa ~m~: c&~>, "Jane 

Subject: Halel~ell and Summit 

Coach Hatchell visits with her long-time coaching friend Pat Summitt on Thursday 
afternoon, April 25, 2013 The visit with Coach Summitt was the start of Sylvia’s 900 
Win and Naismith Hall of Fame Thank You Tour 
Sylvia thanked Pat for giving her the opportunity to coach the University of 
Tennessee’s 1974-1975 Junior Varsity Women’s Basketball team Both coaches had a 
great afternoon reminiscing about their friendship and about coaching the sport to 
which they have devoted their lives and they both passionately love 



<IMG 0506 JPG> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marilou McFarlane @gmail corn> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 8:12 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Sylvia Hatchell 
<sylviahatchellsbasketballcamp@hotmail corn> 

Dom Isetta <dom isetta@sportsboard-win corn> 

Fwd: GoToMeeting Invitation - UNC Women’s Basketball 

Hi, Coach Hatchell and Jean Look forward to our camp discussion tomorrow morning at 1 lam Pacific Please 
see GoToMeeting invitation here below 

Please fox.yard to Chelsea Pinkstaff and/or Clarissa Adams and hopefully they can join us 

So excited to be working with you to bring this incredible value to your campers this summer[ 

AGENDA: Action items to discuss on call, starting with overview of project for all by SB 
I Ove~w-iew of project by SB, identification of key staff’to execute 
2 Import database of campers into your SportsBoard account 
3 Determine email video content: Hatchell inspiration, skills demos, highlights from camp, etc 
4 Promote "New Feature": Email blast to all 2013 registered campers and entire database, option at check-in, 
etc 
5 Sponsors to be included and additional potential revenue to be earned 
6 Camp logos and images to be provided to SB 
7 Deposit to SB to begin camp partnership (others payments determined at end of each camp based on 
additional revenue generated, rev share 50/50) 
8 SB begins development on the email template for review on next call 

Have a wonderful evening! 

ML and Dom 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

SportsBoard 
O: 530 323 0202 ext 7001 

F 415 532 3234 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitt÷~! 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Dominic Isetta <dora isetta~#~oor[sboard-win.com> 
Subject: GoToMeeting Invitation - UNC Women’s Basketball 
Date: April 29, 2013 4:22:50 PM PDT 
To: Marilou McFarlane <                ~qrnail.com> 



1 Please join my meeting, Apr 30, 2013 at 8:00 AM PDT 

2 Use your microphone and speakers (VolP) - a headset is recommended Or, call in using your 
telephone 

Dial +1 (619) 550-0000 
Access Code: 209-946-613 
Audio PIN: Shown after joining the meeting 

Meeting ID: 209-946-613 

GoToMeeting® 
Online Meetings Made Easy@ 

Dominic Isetta 
SportsBoard 
P: 530 323 0202, ext 7006 
C: 
~ttp:iiwww.~9o rtsboa rdowirL co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

MalN Clouse <         @gmail corn> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 I 1:45 PM 

Sylvia Rhyne Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
<shatchell@unc edu> 

got your message 

Hello Fellow Huskies docx 

Hey!! 
Have sent the attached letter to Jane and will wait for your and her approval and edits! We need to get this 

stuff out ASAP!! I keep getting new names on the list from the website!! Let me know if you think my letter to 
evel?~one is worthy! 

Mama/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Thursday,             8:42 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

beRecruited profile to contact the athlete View 

’thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 

If you’d like to unsubsc~ibe and stop receiving these emails click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Thursday,            9:08 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Coach Sylvia Hatchell, I Am Interested in Your Program 

Team- 

Hello l-lead Coach Sylvia I {atchell: 

Mv name is                and I play fk~r the 
Organization I want to express my interest to be apa~ of the University of North Carolina 

(UNC) at Chapel Itill Women Basketball program 

My interest in the UNC program was hightened after a conversafiou I had with 
of         High School I spoke with         fight before her High School team won the 

state title a_,~d she conveyed th~ you are an outstanding coach and person and UNC f~It llke a t~mily 

These a~e some of the qualities my family and | a~e interested in when deciding upon "the fight fit" for 

I understand that you may aheady have an idea of your     recruits but 1 respectfidly ask that you 
consider my strong desire/interest in your program Also, please fee I tree to speak with my Head 
Coach,                            High School,            Her infolraation is provided below 

My      summer schedule is noted below and attached for your review Hopefully I will see you at 
one (or some) of our baske*ba!l evems 

Please fee[ free to contact me using the ini’ormation below or via my beRecmded profile: 

My Head Coach HS, ) can be reached at or 

Again, we are an Basketbal! orga~izarkm - 



- and it is mandatory for our organizalion to 
attend spring and summer events hosted by adidas during the NCAA viewing periods in April and July 

EVENT INFO - DURING ’VIEWING’ PERIODS: 

If you’d like to unsubsclibe and stop receiving these emails c!ick t~ere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiln Jones <kim@ramsclub corn> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 I I : 13 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

May 7 Winston-Salem Tar Heel Tour travel & details 

To: Coach Sylvia Hatchell, Woody Durham, Coach Chris Kapilovic, Coach Roy Williams, Bubba Cunningham 

From: Kim Jones, Director of Special Events 

Re: 2013 T~ Heel Tour - Winston-S~em NC 

Please fhid below the det~ls for the upcoming T~ Heel Tour event at which you are speaking. We appreciate 

your willingness to visit with our donors m~d take time out of your schedule to help make the 2013 Tar Heel 
Tour a great stlccess[ Please don’t hesitate to contact l’ne with any questions or concerns. 

Dale: Tuesday, May 7 

Location: Winston Salem NC 

Place: Old Town Club 

2875 Old Town Club Road 

Winston Salem, NC 27106 5232 

Dress: Business Casu~ 

Format: buffet lunch (bbq & chicken) 

Departure: Ken Mack will drive Woody, Hatchell, & Kapilovic to Winston-S~em. Deputing at 10AM from 

campus. Will pick up Hatchell at Carmichael, Kapilovic at the football center. Bubba & Coach Williams will 

take their own transportation. 

Emcee: Woody Durham 

Program: Q & A from Woody Durham along with questions from the audience. 
Doors Open: 11:30AM 

Start Time: 11:30AM lunch buffet will be open 

Major Donors: (expecting 140 guests) 

Notes: 

Below is a list of the staff who will be attending the event if you need to g~t in touch with us for any reason. 

Mobile Numbers: 

Ken: 

Kim: 
i~ams Club Office: 919-843-2000 

Please do not hesitate to call with any questions or concerns. Thank you again for your time. 

Please note my new email address 
kim(azamschib.com, please remember to 
change this in your address book. 

University of Nortli Carolina ChapelHill 
]!te Rams Club 



kim(~ramsclub.com 

Celebrating the First 75 Years o] Supporting Carolina Student-Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Marilou McFarlane < @gmail corn> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 10:04 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey william s@unc edu> 

Draft of press release of our new partnership 

UNC women’s bball and SportsBoard release 050313docx 

Morning, Coach Hatchell and Tracey! Will you please review this draft and let us know your feedback and/or suggested edits~ 

Thanks much! Coach Hatchell, I’ll have a Camp Proposal to you and Jean Law later today So glad we talked earlier this week and 
excited about the oppor[unity to work with you for your summer camps I’ve significantly reduced any upfront costs to get stared, in 
hopes that you will see this as a low risk, wonder[ul and easy revenue sharing oppor[unity. 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

SportsBoard 
O: 530 323 0202 ext 7001 

F 415 532 3234 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow US on Face, book and Twirler! 

Notice The information contained in this message is intended only for use 
of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 
or legally privileged information No confidentiality or privilege is 
waived or lost by any mistra nsmission If you are not the intended 
recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate ~3py it in any form or take any action in reliance of it If 
you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 
it a nd notify the sender immediately 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Friday, 12:42 PM 

@email unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; 
~email unc edu> 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Play Day 

Coach needs the sound system set up Wed nesday in the Arena for the line dancing. I will be out of town so please see 

Jane on Wednesday morning. 

Greg A. Law 
University of Nor’h Carolina 
(o) 919/962-9663 

email: lawdaw~@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Marilou McFarlane < ~gmail corn> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 12:51 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~dlliams@unc edu> 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Dave McKibben 
@roadrunner corn> 

Re: Drafl of press release of our new partnership 

Wonderful, Tracey, thanks for this feedback, all of which makes total sense 

Will edit and route to you again for your review 

Just got off the phone with Clarissa and we are making progress on the camp front as well! 

Stay tuned, will get you revised release asap! Happy Friday! 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
415.272.2468 

On May 3, 2013, at 8:04 AM, "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <tr~tceL ,,,,tlljams,~,~!nc cdu> wrote: 

Hello Marilou, hope you are having a great day 
In the second sentence stating Tar Heel women, lets change it to North Carolina Women’s 
Basketball Actually, this is not our first year using the ipad out recruiting We have been using it 
for a couple of years with Scoutware Still not sure of the company that the Disney used for us last 
summer with similar features but of course would not like to include it in the press release Please 
take the sentence out about I st time using ipads on the sideline and not using any pen and paper 
and notebooks because as you know if you are not able to partner with some of the events we will 
not have all the rosters loaded in We do not want to back ourselves in a corner incase we do have 
to use the books at some sites because teams change there rosters all the time Regarding the camp 
voice over that will be for Ms Law and Coach Hatchell Have a blessed day Domonic and i have 
spoken nearly eve~Tday this week and we are making progress It is an exciting time Thank you, 
Tracey 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 3, 2013, at 9:07 AM, "Marilou McFarlane" < 

Morning, Coach Hatchell and Tracey! Will you please review this draft and let us know your feedback 
and/or suggested edits~ 

Thanks muoh! Coach Hatchell, I’ll have a Camp Proposal to you and Jean Law later today So glad we 
talked earlier this week and excited about the oppoRunity to work with you for your summer camps I’ve 
significantly reduced any upfront costs to get stared, in hopes that you will see this as a low risk, 
wonderful and easy revenue sharing opportunity 

ML 



Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

SportsBoard 
O: 530 323.0202 ext 7001 

F 415 532 3234 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Fsccbook and "r’witter! 

Notice The information contained in this message is intended only for use 
of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 
or legally privileged information No confidentiality or privilege is 
waived or lost by any mist ra nsmissien If you are net the intended 
recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 
disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 
you have received this message in error please delete it and any ~3 pies of 
it and notify the sender immediately. 

<UNC women’s bball and SportsBoard release 050313 docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marilou McFarlane ¯ ~gmall corn> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 12:55 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell~)unc edu>; Sylvia Hatchell 
@hotmall corn> 

Dom Isetta <dom isetta@spottsboard-win corn> 

Re: Camp Proposal as follow up to our meeting this week 

Hi, again I just want to let you know that I just spoke with Clarissa and showed her several examples of the 
way your evals can all be done via iPad, video AND pdf We will set up the templates ahead of time to say 
what the 1-5 ratings are, so that once camp starts, this will all be set up in iPads for coaches to evaluate away 
on each camper 

Whether or not you ttaj and capture video of each camper will be your call Look fotaxard to our next 
conversati on [ 

Happy Friday! 

ML 

On May 3, 2013, at 9:26 AM, Marilou McFaflane <marilou l~,cfa4at~e?7~oqshoa~ d-wi n cot,~> wrote: 

Hello Coach Hatchell and Miss Jean Happy Friday! 

As follow up to our call this week, please see the attached proposal for our working together on 
your camps This is a great wag to take advantage of your existing subscriptions with us and costs 
you nothing extra until you actually see revenue generated from this Camp Momentu/Player Eval 
Package sold to campers for whatever amount of S$ you determine it is worth 

Remember you can easily capture evet3~ camper’s photo with an iPad, along with any video 
evaluations coaches make during play at camp We’ll add in the DVD content, which we did 
receive this week, as well as other video captured during the camp, such as Welcome fi-om Coach 
Hatchell, camp highlights, skills demos by current players, etc 

Please confirm receipt and let me know when’s a good time for us to talk again, after you all have a 
chance to talk more with your camp staff" 

Thanks much, 
Marilou 

<NC Girls Basketball Camps SpottsBoard Proposal 050313 pdf> 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

Spo~sBoard 
0530 323 0202 e~ 7001 
C 
F: 415.5323234 



"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Fac÷book and twitter! 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 
of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 
or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 
waived or lost by any mistransmission If you are not the intended 
recipient of this message you a re hereby notified that you must not use 
disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 
you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 
it and notify the sender immediately 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kiln Jones <kim@ramsclub corn> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 5:01 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton~/email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; 
@gmail corn>; John MontgomelT 

<john@ramsclub corn>; Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu>; Melinda Joines 
<mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa unc edu> 

May 9 Charlotte Tar Heel Tour travel & details 

To: Coad~ L~ry Fedora, Coach Roy Williams, Coad~ Sylvia HatchelL Woody Durham, Bubba Cttm~h~gham, 

John Montgomery 

From: Kim Jones, Director of Special Events 

Re: 2013 T~ Heel Tour - Charlotte NC 

Please fh~d below the detMls for the upcoming T~ Heel Tour event at which you are speaking. We appreciate 
your willinbqless to visit with our donors and take time out of your schedule to help make the 2013 Tar Heel 

Tour a great success! Please don’t hesitate to contact mc with any questions or concerns. 

Date: Thursday, May 9 6:00 PM 

Location: Durham NC 

Place: Belk Theater Lobby & Booffi Playhouse 

130 North Tryon St. 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

Dress: Business Casual 

Format: hors d’oeuvres reception 

Departure: Bubba, John, and Coach Williams will take their own transportation to Charlotte (coming over 

from the lunch event in Hickory). Woody will be driven over from Hickory. Coach Hatchell & Coach Fedora 

will fly from Landmark at RDU. Meet at Lm~&n~k at 3:45 PM. John & Woody will join the flight back to 

Chapel Hill. *** If the a!ea&er is bad E, lursday, our pilo t may advise us that a!e need to drive. In that case a!e a!o~lld 

need to leave as close to 3PM as possible. Kinl a~ill conf~cf you ASAP if wea&er is an issue. 

Emcee: Woody Durham 

Program: Q & A from Woody Durham along with questions from the audience. 

Doors Open: 6:00 PM 

Start Time: 6:00 PM reception in th~ Belk Theatre Lobby followed by the program inside the Booth Playhouse. 

Notes: expecting 250 guests, Deems May will open the program 

Below is a list of the staff who will be attending the event if you need to g~t in touch with us for any reason. 

Mobile Numbers: 

Matt: 

Kim: 

Don: 

i~ams Club Office: 919-843-2000 

Please do not hesitate to c~l wiffi any questions or concerns. Thmak you ag~n for your time. 



Please note my new email address 
kim(a ramsclub.com, please remember to 
change this in your address book. 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
The Rams Club 
(919) 843 6433 
kim~mramsclub.com 

Celebrating the First 75 Years of Supporting Carolina Student-Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Friday,            10:39 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile a beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered studem-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 

about lhe athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visi t their beRecmited profile 

Athlete 

View 

Thanks! 

The beRecruited Team 

Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

beRecmited profile to contact lhe aIhlete 

If you’d like to unsubscfibe and stop receiving these emails click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brad Hecker <bhecker@theacc org> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 1:59 PM 

mj oseph@athletics gatech edu; coachmcconnellserio@ athletics pitt edu; 
erik s johnson@bc edu; audra@clemson edu; jpmccallie@duaa duke edu; Hatchell, 
Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>;                 ; ssemrau@mailer fsu edu; 
coachmeie@miami edu; wesmoore@ncsu edu; mmcgraw@nd edu; qihillsm@syr edu; 
bfrese@umd edu; Po4xd@virginia edu; djwolff@vt edu; hooverjm@wfu edu 
vfuchs@admin fsu edu; twenzel@athletics gatech edu; sbrann@athletics pitt edu; 
mooradjo@bc edu; kbarba@clemson edu; jsilar@duaa duke edu; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email unc edu>; julie@gocards corn; j strawley@miami edu; 
michaellipitz@ncsu edu; jbodenst@nd edu; tadonova@syr edu; Amy Ufnowski 
<aufnowski@theacc org>; Charlene Curtis <ccurtis@theacc org>; Georgia Davis 
<gdavis@theacc org>; Nora Lynn Finch <nlfinch@theacc org>; mehnens@umd edu; 
Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; ckl9e@virginia edu; jm2y@virginia edu; 
Imdd@vt edu; smcclosk@vt edu; walkerbg@wfu edu 

ACC May Meeting Materials: WBB Coaches and Committee 

On Behalf of Nora Lynn Finch 

Head Women’s gasketball Coaches and Committee, 

To assist your planning for the upcoming ACC Women’s Basketball Coaches and Committee sessions durinB the ACC 

Business Meetings in Amelia Island, you can find the agenda and supplements using the link below: 

WBg Agenda & Supplements Link 

We will be providing notebooks containing these documents for all coaches and committee. 

Note: There will be a few supplements added to your composite notebooks at the meeting. 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Travel safely and we look forward to seeinB you shortly. 

Brad Hecker 

Director / ACC Women’s Basketball 

4512 WeybridBe Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

Office: (336) 854-8787 / Cell: ,            / FAX: (336) 851-6074 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

G+eg A Law <greg/aw@unc edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 5:09 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: 2014 Thanksgiving Tournament 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Mary Wooley 
Date: May 10, 2013, 4:26:46 PM AST 
To: "Law, Ga-eg A" 
Subject: Re: 2014 Thanksgiving Tournament 

Hi Greg 
I can confirm that we have you in our Thanksgiving Tournament for 2014 I am still completing 
our 2013 schedule I will work on 2014 contracts after that IhaveagoalofAugusttogetthose 
contracts out 
Thanks for your patience 
Mary 

Mary Wooley 
University of Hawaii 
Assistant Women’s Basketball Coach 

(c) 
808-956-2710 ( w ) 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 7:39 AM, Law, Greg A wrote: 

I was checking back with you to get an update on us playing in your Thanksgiving Tournament 

in November of 2014. Please let me know. Thank you. 

Greg A. Law 
University of North Carolina 
(o) 919/962-9663 
(c) 
email: lawdawg~-~uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jane Start High <jhigh@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:13 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

FW: MUST READ - Sent from Coach Hatchell. 

From: Jon Glass [mailto:jglass@cressetchristian.org] 
Sent~ Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:06 PM 
TO~ High, Jane Starr 
Subjeet~ Re: MUST READ - Sent from Coach Hatchell- 

Jane, 

I had a good visit with                    is improving some. He said there is nothing he knows of that he needs right 

now. If I hear from him I will let you know so that we can help him in this time. 

Thanks 

Jon 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 3:54 PM, "High, Jane Starr" <jhigh@unc.edu> wrote: 

WIll do and thanks ion’. 

From: Jon Glass [mailto:iglass@cressetchfistian.orq] 
Sent: Monday, Nay 13, 2013 3:46 PN 
To: High, Jane Starr 
Subject: RE: MUST READ - Sent from Coach Hatchell- 

Thanks for this, Please let Sylvia know that I met with the dad iast Thursday and gave him my card 

and contact info, I plan to visit at Duke again tomorrow to see them, 

<imageOOl.gif> 

Pastor Jon Glass 

Senior Pastor 
Cresset Baptist Church 

3707 Garrett Rd, 

Durham, NC 27707 
Office -9J.9-489-2655 ext. 227 

Mobile - 

http://[onglass.me 



From: High, Jane Starr [mailto:ihioh(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 1:04 PM 
TO: helen~anoelministries.ora; iolass~cressetchristian.oro; acoolev~cresstchristian.oro; 
acreel(~cressetch ristia n.oro;         ~frontier.com 
Subject: MUST READ - Sent from Coach Hatchell-Ben Bowersox 

(Helen please send to Danny and Anne..) 

A great opportunity for the Lambs Club to reach out to a special situation. Sam my and I are at the ACC 

(atlantic coast conference) meetings in Florida until Wednesday night. Yesterday Sunday Mother’s Day 

May 12th, Sammy and I attended church at First Baptist in Jacksonville Florida. The minister of music 

Sammy and I talked with 

the pastor at First Baptist yesterday and offered ou r house for the family to have a place to stay the next 

few weeks. Can you imasine little    going through this traumatic experience without his Mother there 

to hold him and comfor[ him. OK. All you Lambs Club morns here’s an opportunity for you to minister to 

this widowed Christian man and his twins. Jane has more information or go to www.fbciax.com. Please 

pray for little     I will stay in touch Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charlene Curtis <ccurtis@theacc org> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 10:17 AM 

MaChelleJoseph <mjoseph@athletics gatech edu>; Suzie McConnell-Serio 
<coachmcconnellserio@athletics pitt edu>; Erik Johnson <erik johnson 2@bc edu>; 
Audra Smith <audra@clemson edu>; Joanne McCallie <jpmccallie@duaa duke edu>; 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Sue Semrau <ssemrau@mailer fsu edu>; Katie 
Meier <coachmeie@miami edu>; Wes Moore <wesmoore@ncsu edu>; Muff err 
McGq-aw <mmcgraw@nd edu>; Quintin Hillsman <qjhillsm@syr edu>; Brenda Frese 
<bfrese@umd edu>; Joanne Boyle <Jb4xd@virginia edu>; DennisWolff 
<djwolff@vt edu>; Jennifer Hoover <hooverjm@wfu edu> 

Brad Hecker <bhecker@theacc org>; Georgia Davis <gdavis@theacc org>; Nora Lynn 
Finch <nlfinch@theacc org> 

FW: NCAA Women’s Basketball Rules Change Comment Period 

It was great seeing everyone this week at the ACC Spring Meeting. Feel flee to contact me if you have a!W additiona! 

questions or concerns about offidating and/or the proposed rules changes. 

From: NCAA Playing Rules and OEJcJating [maJlto:rulesinterp@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 9:55 AM 
To: Curtis, Charlene 
Su~ect: NCAA Women’s Basketball Rules Change Comment Period. 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

May 16, 2013 

TO: Head Women’s Basketball Coaches 

FROM: Barbara Bm’ke, chah" 
NCAA Women’s Basketball Rules Committee 



SUBJECT: Women’s Basketball Rules Change Colnment Period 

The NCAA Wometfs Basketball Rules Committee proposed severM ne~a ~les cbanges during its mutual 
meeting May 6-9 Feedback is being collected regarding y our opinions of these rtdes changes through the 
online form accessible through the link belo\\ 

Before tbese ~les changes are implemented into tlte t~les book, tbey must be approved by tlte NCAA 
Playing Rules Oversight Panel (PROP) PROP will review tbese t~les proposals during an upcoming 
teleeonference PROP evaluates new rules in terms of negative impact on the image and integrity of the 
game. student-athlete safety concenls or financial impact on institutions 

You ha~c the opportunity to gi~c y our feedback to PROP about any of the ndcs changes before final 
approvM is granted 

To share y our thoughts x~ith the NCAA, please click on the follox\ing link: 

btips://ncaa quMtrics com/SE/?SID=S V 71~,Oklb 7cl~Npgp 

BB:af 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Doug Dubay <dougd@rainier corn> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 2:19 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Rainier Graphics 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

One of our installers is at UNC now and said you saw the work we were doing at the soccer facility and you had some 

similar work in mind to do for your team. 

My name is Doug Dubay, and I have been working with UNC Athletics on graphic proiects all over campus for the past 4 

years. 

I have an appointment with the folks over at Soccer tomorrow at 2:00, and could stop by at l:00 or 1:30 to listen to what 

you have in mind, and check out the location where the graphics would go. 

Let me know if tomorrow works, and I’d be happy to stop by and glad to meet you. 

Respectfully, 

Doug 

Doug Dubay 

Rainier Industries Ltd. Business Development Manager 

dougd@rainier.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Friday,             10:26 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visi t their beRecmited profile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

’thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 

~3[og 

If you’d like to unsubsc~ibe and stop receiving these emails click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

An~y Ufnowski <aufnowski]dgheacc or g> 

Frida5, May 17. 2013 1:19 PM 

MaChelleJoseph (mjoseph@athletics gatech edu); Suzie McCotmell-Serio (sins@athletics pitt edu); Elik 
Johnson <crik s johnson@be cdu>; Audra Smith <attdrala clcmson edu>; Duke2 

<elitamboladuaa duke edu>: Jeanne P McCallie (jpmccallieiaduaa duke edt0; Harebell, Sylvia R 

<shatchcllla unc edu>; Sue Scmrau (sscmrau@n~ailer I~u edt0; Katie Meier (coachmeicr@miami cdu); 
Wes Moore <\\esnloore@ncsu edu>; Mttf[’ct McGraw 0nmcgra\\ @nd cdu); Quentin Hillsman 

<lIihillsmla syr edu>: Brenda Frese (bfrese@tund edt0; Jeanne Boyle (Jb4xd@virginia cdu); Dennis 

Woll’i" (~jwoll]’TI~vt cdu); Jcn Hoover <hoovcrjm[a wfu edu> 

Great to see you! 

It was a pleasure seeing each of you this week in Amelia Island! For those new to the league, it was great to meet you, and I look forward 

to working with each of you. If I can assist in any way, please don’t hesitate to reach out. I hope your travels back to campus were easy and 

stress free. 

Enjoy the weekend. 

Amy 

Amy Ufnowski 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
Associate Director of Communication 
O: 336 ggg 1003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jane Start High <jhigh@unc edu> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 2:3 I PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

FW: Print Ad Contract 

From: Casandra Webb [mailto:cwebb@tarheelsports.com] 
Senb Friday, May 17, 2013 2:30 PM 
TO= High, Jane Start 
Subject= RE: Print Ad Contract 

Thanks Jane[ Let me know what changes she’d like to make and I’ll send it to the graphic design team. 

Thanks! 

Casandra Webb 
Tar Heel Spo~ts Properties 
919-419-8100 ext. 2074 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 

From: High, 3ane Starr [mailto:ihiqh@unc.edul 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Casandra Webb 
Subject: RE: Print Ad Contract 

From: Casandra Webb [mailto:cwebbt~tarheelsDorts.coml 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 4:52 PM 
To: High, Jane Starr 
Subject= Print Ad Contract 
Importance: High 

I hope you had a nice weekend ! I’ve attached this year’s agreement for the half page ad in the football and 

men’s basketball game programs. If everything looks good, please sign and send back to my attention. If you 
or Coach Hatchell has any questions, please let me know. 

I’ve asked Missy to send me the ads we ran last year and I can forward them to you to see what changes you’d 

like to make for 2013-14. Thanks! 

Casandra Webb 
Account Executive 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr. 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-419-8100 ext. 2074 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 
w~W.lea [llelds po ds.co m 

Tar H~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stiff; Carol <Carol Stiff@espn corn> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 4:22 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

RE: An Introduction to The Alliance of Women Coaches 

From: Hatchell, Sylvia R [mailto:shatchell@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, May 20, 2013 3:30 PM 
TO= Stiff, Carol 
Subject= Re: An Introduction to The Alliance of Women Coaches 

Sent from my iPad 

On May 20, 2013, at 3:05 PM, "Stiff, Carol" <CarohStiff@espn.com> wrote: 

From: Hatchell, Sylvia R rmailto:shatchell~unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Stiff, Carol 
Subject: Re: An Introduction to The Alliance of Women Coaches 

Su re. I will be happy to talk with her. 

If I’m in a seminar I will call her back. Take 

Sent from myiPad 

On May 20, 2013, at 12:25 PM, "Carol Stiff" <CaroI.Stiff~espn.com> wrote: 

Sylvia, great to see you quickly at ACC Spring Meetings. 

I wanted to introduce you to a Celia 5later who is the Director for the Alliance of Women 

Coaches. 

This noble grou p is trying to keep women in coaching of all sports (not just WBB). 

I am on their advisory board. Their web site is www.GoC:oaches.org. 

I adore this group for what they are trying to accom plish and try to help them. 

So, Celia would like to discuss the possibility of you addresses one of their North Carolina 

sessions. 

Would it be okay for her to call you? 

Or Email you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brad Hecker <bhecker@theacc org> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:13 AM 

vfuchs@admin fsu edu; twenzel@athletics gatech edu; sbrann@athletics pitt edu; 
mooradjo@bc edu; kbarba@clemson edu; jsilar@duaa duke edu; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email unc edu>; j strawley@miami edu; michaellipitz@ncsu edu; 
jbodenst@nd edu; tadonova@syr edu; mehrtens@umd edu; Beth Miller 
<bmille@uncaa unc edu>; jm2y@virginia edu; lrudd@vt edu; smcclosk@vt edu; 
walkerbg@wfu edu 

mj oseph@athletics gatech edu; coachmcconnellserio@ athletics pitt edu; 
erik s johnson@bc edu; audra@clemson edu; jpmccallie@duaa duke edu; Hatchell, 
Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; jeff@gocards corn; ssemrau@mailer fsu edu; 
coachmeie@miami edu; wesmoore@ncsu edu; mmcgraw@nd edu; qihillsm@syr edu; 
Amy Ufnowski <aufnowski@theacc org>; Charlene Curtis <ccurtis@theacc org>; 
Georgia Davis <gdavis@theacc org>; Nora Lynn Finch <nlfinch@theacc org>; 
bfrese@umd edu; Jb4xd@virginia edu; djwolf’f’@vt edu; hooverjm@wfu edu 

FW: (WBCA Coaches Captain- Erik Johnson-ACC): WBCA and NCAA Recruiting 
Model Docs for Division I 

NEW NCAA Recruiting Model 4 17 13 pdf; WBB Q and A Vol 1 docx; Division I 
Conference Captains Minutes- April 6, 2013 docx; Division I BM NOLA DOCX; 
Division I Conference Captains Term Expirations docx 

Quick reminder ti~at Edk Johnson is now ¥o~ r ACC Coaches’ Captain with the WBCA. Er[k wi!l periodically send 
corresaondence that require timely feedback in order to represent ou r grou a to the WBC&, Thank you, ~n advance, for 

Attached is the most recent correspondence from tt~e WBCA. We wanted to make sure you had this info as Coach 

Thank you Er/M 

From: Bonnie Norman [mailto:bnorman~wbca.om] 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 11:03 AM 
To: Aaron 3ohnston - South Dakota State University; AnneLte Watts Jacksonville State University; Audra Smith - 
University of Alabama - Birmingham; Bobbie Kelsey - University of Wisconsin, Madison; Brooks Donald-Williams - 
McNeese State University; Charity Elliott - Loyola Marymount University; Charli Turner-Thorne - Arizona State University; 
Cindy Griffin -Saint Joseph’s University; Darcie Vincent - Appalachian State University; David Six- Hampton University; Gail 
Striegler - Long Tsland University-Brooklyn Campus; Jean Marie Burr - Brown University; 3ennifer Gross - University of 
California - Davis; Jennifer Rizzotti - University of Hartford; 3im Flanery - Creighton University; 3oan Bonvicini - Seattle 



Univ.; Jose Fernandez - University of South Florida; Krista Kilburn-Steveskey - Hofstra University; Lori Gear McBride - 
Unive~ity of Vermont; Lynn Milligan - Rider Unive~ity; Mary Tappmeyer - Unive~ity of North Florida; Matthew Mitchell - 
University of Kentucky; Rick Pietri - University of South Alabama; Sandy Pugh - Southern University & A&M; Seton 
Sobolewski - Idaho State University; Tricia Cullop - University of Toledo; Wanda Watkins - Campbell University; Yvonne 
Sanchez - University of New Mexico; linda.laDae(~colorado.edu; nhavs~colaate.edu; Annette Watts Jacksonville State 
University; Garry Brodhead 
Co= Shannon Reynolds 
Subject= WBCA and NCAA Recruiting Model DOCS for Division I 

Good Morning, 

As we approach Division I conference meeting season, albeit some have already met, we wanted to forward all 

convention meeting documents again that would be helpful during your meetings. Attached you will find the Conference 

Captains Meeting Minutes, a copy of the new NCAA Recruiting Model, an NCAA Q and A document on the new model as 

well a copy of the minutes for the Division I Business Meeting. 

Additionally, we have captain terms approaching the August Ist expiration date. I have attached a roster of the 

conferences that will need to nominate either a new captain or retain their cu rrent captain for another term if they have 

only served one term. Outgoing captains are asked to please join us on the June 3rd call so that we can wrap up any 

issues previously discussed during the academic year. Incoming captains are also welcome to join the call. Finally, as a 

reminder, if you are u nable to participate on the call, please be su re to secure another head coach from your conference 

to serve as your substitute. 

We hope this information is helpful and are standing by to be of any assistance. 

Thank you, 

Find the right coach or the right job at the WBCA Career Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday,              3:08 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about lhe athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete% name to visi~ their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecruited profile to contact the athlete 

’thanks! 

The beRecruited Team 

If you’d like to unsubsc~ibe and stop receiving these emails click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday,              10:46 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile a beRecruited 

Coach Hatche]l, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 

about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visi t their beRecmited profile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

beRecmited profile to contact the athlete View 

Thanks! 

The beRecruited Team 

If you’d like to unsubscribe and stop receiving these emails click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Wednesday,              10:01 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visi t their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecruited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecruited Yearn 

If you’d like to unsubscribe and stop receiving these emails click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

R Ga-eg Pierce<           @yahoo corn> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 9:39 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Jane: Coach Hatchell - RSC Speaker Follow-up 

Jane: 

Since we last corresponded I saw where the UNC women’s basketball schedule had been released. We have some fall 

2013 dates that are also available if these dates work for Coach Hatchell. We do have some winter 2014 dates I can 
share if she would prefer that time period. 
On behalf of the Raleigh Spods Club, I would like to thank you for assisting in arranging for Coach Hatchell 1o speak at 
the Raleigh Sporis Club. 
EvepJone at the Raleigh Spods Club enjoys Coach Hatchell and we would like 1o extend this invitation early so we can get 
on her busy schedule. For your help I am including some information about our club. This coming meeting season will 

mark our 50th AnniversapJ of the Raleigh Spods Club. We presently have 350 members and are recognized as the largest 

and oldest sporis club in NoAh Carolina. We meet at noon at Highland Methodist Church, comer of Lake Boone Trail and 
Ridge Road. We are forever grateful for your supporL 
Please check Coach Hatchelrs schedule and confirm what works best for her. Possible dates are October 161h or 30th, 
November 61h or 201h If these dates do not work let me know and we can work on other Wed nesday dates (January 151h 
through March 2014). 

WEDNESDAY’s 
11:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 

Thank you again and best regards, 

R. Greg Pierce 
Raleigh Sporis Club 
Vice President & Treasurer 
919-418-7778 

h#p://www raleighsportsclub org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jane Start High <jhigh@unc edu> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 9:30 AM 

@hotmail corn 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Family Day August 18th 

I am Coach Hatchell’s Administrative Assistant and she has asked me to contact you as she has been out of the country 

on a Nike trip and now out of the office until Monday but she wanted you to know how excited she is that you are 

willing to be with u s on Family Day. Greg Law choose the size of the sweat suit that we sent you against many of us 

saying that we thought it was too big for you. Greg said to tell you that he thought that you were bigger than life and 

please accept his apology. What size would you take based on the one that we sent you? We would like to find one that 

fits. Definitely we need to get your children in Carolina blue and not that ugly burnt orange. Could we have a new 

address for you ? Coach said she would be willing to fly both of you here but we need to know times and days that you 

would like to fly. The Family Day will take place at 10:00 am on Sunday and last until around 3:00 Sunday afternoon. 

You may stay and long as you wish or come in earlier, whatever works for your schedule. Also, I need to know the age of 

your niece so that we do not break any compliance issues..... We are very excited to hear that you will share with us on 

our Family Day. Blessingstoyou and your family! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Angela Love               @yahoo.corn > 

Friday, June 07, 2013 4:09 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R 

Re: Approval for caps 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Hi Sylvia, 

Attached are the pictures of the cap redo with the lettering color change Let me know if you approve 

Thank you, 
Angela 

Angela Love 

Sales Representative 
Mac Adams Golf Sales 
1515 H-3 Absco Dr 
Little River, SC 29577 
Tel: 843-399-7670 
Fax: 843-399-8325 

From: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell@unc.edu> 
To: Angela Love               @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Thursday, June 6, 2013 1:31 PM 
Subject: RE: Approval for caps 

I like Ihc lettering but we need to put some ( aroliim bluc into the wriling, twt~ colors like tire Tar Itcd foot Cml we do 
~? 

Sent. Monda), June0 . 201 103 PM 

To: Halch¢lL Sylvia R 
Subject: Approval for caps 

Hey Sylvia, 

Mac asked me to send you these pictures of a cap they embroidered for your ladies View the attached and let 
me know if you approve 

thank you, 

Angela 



Angela Love 
Sales Representative 
Mac Adams Golf Sales 
1515 H-3 Absco Dr 
Little River, SC 29577 
Tel: 843-399-7670 
Fax: 843-399-8325 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Angela Love               @yahoo corn> 

Saturday, June 8, 2013 8:57 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Re: Approval for caps 

Thanks Sylvia We will go forward Have a great weekend 

Angela 

Angela Love 
Sales Representative 
Mac Adams Golf Sales 
1515 H-3 Absco Dr 
Little River, SC 29577 
Tel: 843 -399-7670 
Fax: 843-399-8325 

From: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell@unc.edu> 
To: Angela Love               @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Friday, June 7, 2013 6:00 PM 
Subject: Re: Approval for caps 

I like it 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jun 7, 2013, at 4:09 PM, "Angela Love" ~bvahoo corn> wrote: 

Hi Sylvia, 

Attached are the pictures of the cap redo with the lettering color change Let me know if you 
approve 

Thank you, 
Angela 

Angela Love 
Sales Representative 
Mac Adams Golf Sales 
1515 H-3 Absco Dr 
Little River, SC 29577 
Tel: 843-399-7670 
Fax: 843-399-8325 

From: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell~unc.edu> 
To: Angela Love               (~vahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, June 6, 2013 1:31 PM 
Subject: RE: Approval for caps 



Scnt: Monda?, June 03, 2013 1:03 PM 
Tu: Hatcbell, Sylvia R 
Subject: Approval for caps 

Hey Sylvia, 

Mac asked me to send you these pictures of a cap they embroidered for your ladies View the 
attached and let me know if you approve 

thank you, 
Angela 

Angela Love 
Sales Representative 
Mac Adams Golf Sales 
1515 H-3 Absco Dr 
Little River, SC 29577 
Tel: 843-399-7670 
Fax: 843-399-8325 

<010YPG> 

<0IIJPG> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu> 

Saturday, June 8, 2013 12:58 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Re: From Spain 

Got it Coach, 
I will send something out for us 

Coach Billy Lee 
Women’s Basketball 
University of North Carolina 

On Jun 8. 2013, at 8:25 Aivl, "Sylvia R Hatchell" <sh~tcl.c!! ?~aa~c cd~> wrote: 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Fran Garcia 
Date: June 8, 2013, 6:32:02 AM EDT 
To: <s~atui:c!@cmaii cmc cdu> 
Subject: From Spain 

Dear Coach 

My name is Francisco and Iam basketball coach in spain 
I hope you had a great season 

Iam writing to you because i would be interested if you could send me some file of 
your drills to work Man to man defense Close outs, Shell, I on I, helps and rotations 
And about t~ast break-conditioning drills Iam working in that for my team for next 
season 

Thanks a lot for all your help 

Sincerely 

Francisco Garcia 







Name 



Housing Summer 

First and Second Sessions - 

Room 1103 

PID 

PID 

Room 1109 - SECOND SESSION ONLY STARTING ON SUNDAYz 

PID 

PID 

First and Second Sessions - 

Room 1205 

PID 

PID 

PID 

First and Second Sessions - I 

Room 1307 

PID 

PID 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 3:52 PM 

~hotmail corn 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu> 

RE: From Spain 

Practice Organization docx 

Hi Fran 

Coach Hatchel forwarded your email to me as work very closebt on these type requests. 

Attached fired thoughts on Practice Organization that we have sent out to other coaches. This 

phase is the single most influential componenet of a successful program. God Luck Coach 

Hatchell joins me in wishing you a prosperous and successful summer, 

From: Sylvia R Hatchell [mailto:shatchell@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Saturday, June 08, 2013 8:25 AM 

To: Lee, William R Jr; Andrew Calder 
Subject: Fwd: From Spain 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Fran Garcia ?t~hotmail corn> 

Date: June 8, 2013, 6:32:02 AM EDT 
To: <shatchel(~email unc edu> 
Subject: From Spain 

Dear Coach 

My name is Francisco and Iam basketball coach in spain 
! hope you had a great season 

Iam writing to you because i would be interested if you could send me some file of your drills to 
work Man to man defense Close outs, Shell, 1 on 1, helps and rotations And about fast break- 
conditioning d~ills lain working in that for my team for next season 

Thanks a lot for all your help 

Sincerely 

Francisco Garcia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stafford, Harl7 C <harl7 stafford@reed unc edu> 

Tuesday,            4:58 PM 

Stratton, Rachel K <rkstratt@email unc edu>; Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A 
<carriers@email unc edu>; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred <jbeaulie@unc edu>; Taft, Tim 
<timothytaft@med unc edu> 

Hello, 

Hope things are going well. The summer went by so fast! 
AS you know the girls are here and will be in for physicals in the am. 

The labs for ALL players have been entered in the system. 
a. Vit D 
b. Ferritin 

The freshman have the above labs with Sickle Screen, and they will also have a Leep MRT drawn. 
the Leep MRT. 

The notes for all these have also been completed. Once we get the results, Rx for reeds will 

be sent downstaiN. (Vit D, Fish Oil, Etc) 

I would like for the freshman to come up starting around 9 and go to the lab first. 
That way when they are done with the physicals, the Sickle test results should be back. This will 
allow us to clear them faster. 

After the blood work they can come to clinic, we will start with EKG and general physical exam. 

At that point Dr. Taft and I will see , and 

will pay for 

I think the whole team will be bod poded in am. at 8. else at 8:40. 

is going to set up the IMPACT screening soon, she has already arranged for ; etc. 



Jason will have them after they have been cleared. 

Hopefully we will have a low injury year. 

Thanks, 

Go Heels, 

H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred <jbeaulie@unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 7:17 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Re: Sports Performance Team Feedback 

Great, the sooner the meeting the better 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun I N, 2013, at 6:00 PM, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <~_aZ;J%3:~[(~.~yA~_e_~!~> wrote: 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gwaltney, Clint" <c~%~_tt_p~(~’.mc ed~> 
Date: June 18, 2013, 9:57:57 AM EDT 
To: "Gwaltney, Clint" <~w~ltr~iac c<’l~> 
Subject: Sports Performance Team Feedback 

Coach, 

In an effort to better serve you and your athletes, l would like to get some feedback 
from you regarding your current Sports Performance Team (Atbletic Trainer, Strengtb 
Coach, Nutritionist, Doctor, and Orthopedist) I am happy to schedule a time to sit 
down with you or am equally as happy to discuss over the phone My cell phone is 

I look forward to hearing from you 

Thanks, 
Clint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woody Durham <" @gmail corn> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 4:06 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Congrats 

Sylvia, 

Please forgive my delay in getting this message to you, but I want to congratulate you for helping our women 
win the Capital Cup as the nation’s best program 

Even though Stanford will certainly capture another Directors’ Cup, the Tar Heel women outpointed the 
Cardinal by more than I 0 points, and ACC runner-up Duke by 85 

Overall, 12 women’s sports contributed points to the victo~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brandon Miller <            ~gmail corn> 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 12:36 PM 

Fila Nationals Update through 4:10 

C~-id - Fila Nationals (7-6 through 4 10) xls 

Coach 

Attached is grid for Fila Nationals through 4:10 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ca’id Gum <            @gmail corn> 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 2:31 PM 

Fila Nationals Grid (Final Saturday) 

C~-id - Fila Nationals (7-6 Final Sat) xls 

Coach 

Attached is final grid for Fila for Saturday Will send update for tomorrow after complete today 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brandon Miller            @gmail corn> 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 10:09 PM 

Fila Nationals for Sunday 

C~-id - Fila Nationals (7-7 for Sunday) xls 

Coach 

Attached is Fila Grid for Sunday I am just missing 17 Signature games and will keep eye on them For 
whatever reason that bracket didn’t update onlin 

I am sure it will eventually I will resend when I have those plugged in, but wanted to get this to you since the 
event was over for the day 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ca’id Gum             @gmail corn> 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 I 1:30 PM 

Fila Nationals for Sunday Again 

C~-id - Fila Nationals (7-7 for Sunday Again) xls 

The games that were missing have been updated 

Attached is new grid for Sunday 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brandon Miller             @gmail corn> 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 10:36 AM 

Fila Nationals as of 10:30 

Ga-id - gila Nationals (7-7 as of l0 30) xls 

Coach 

Attached is grid for Fila as of 10:30 

I misread a game yesterday and update 1:50 on Ct I - SE Lady Blazers 17u on that court! 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brandon Miller             @gmail corn> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 12:02 PM 

Boro UPDATED GRID (7-8) 

Ca-id - Boro (7-8) xls 

Coach 

Attached is Boro grid UPDATED They only have one double court Its on Monday at 4:30 and the game that 
caused it was moved from NCC 1 which is now open 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hecker, Brad <bhecker@theacc org> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 6:00 PM 

mooradjo@bc edu; kbarba@clemson edu; jsilar@duaa duke edu; 
vfuchs@admin fsu edu; twenzel@athletics gatech edu; mehrtens@umd edu; 
j strawley@miami edu; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; michaellipitz@ncsu edu; 
jm2y@virginia edu; smcclosk@vt edu; lrudd@vt edu; walkerbg@wfu edu; 
sbrann@athletics pitt edu; tadonova@syr edu; jbodenst@nd edu; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email unc edu>; erik s johnson@bc edu 

erik s johnson@bc edu; audra@clemson edu; jpmccallie@duaa duke edu; 
ssemrau@mailer fsu edu; mjoseph@athletics gatech edu; bfrese@umd edu; 
coachmeie@miami edu; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; 
wesmoore@ncsu edu; Jb4xd@virginia edu; djwolff@vt edu; hooverjm@wfu edu; 
coachmcconnellserio@~thletics pitt edu; qjhillsm@syr edu; mmcgraw@nd edu; Finch, 
Nora Lynn <nlfinch@theacc org>; Hecker, Brad <bhecker@theacc org>; Curtis, 
Charlene <ccurtis@theacc org>; Duke, Alyssa <aduke@theacc org> 

INTENT TO BID: 2014 NCAA WBB 1st & 2nd Round / Regionals 

TO: ACC Women’s Basketball Committee 

CC: ACC Women’s Basketball Coaches 

FR: Nora Lynn Finch 

RE: INTENT TO BID: 2014 NCAA WBB ist & 2nd Round / Regionals 

LINK: NCAA White Paper Response DIWBB Committee 

In light of the NCAA’s most recent decision to allow REGIONAL HOSTS TO PLAY ON THEIR HOME FLOOR IN 2014, and the 

fact that the NCAA is still accepting bids for 2014 1st/2nd Rounds and Regionals, please reply with your intent (or no 

intent) to bid on hosting either Ist & 2nd Rounds or Regionals in 20147 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Saturday,              I 0:56 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View beRecruited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccnthed on l’acebc,ok, fc~!o,~, r~’~i=,~eR~cl~i~=-’d on fwit~er, or g~t~hc Lat<s} wRh 

If you’d like to unsubscribe and stop receiving these emails click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday,                1:49 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to View Athlete’s beRecmited Profile 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View beRecruited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccmlted on l’acebc,ok, ~’c~!o,~, r~’~i=,~eR¢cl~i~=-’d on fwit~ec, or g~t~hc Lat<s~ wRh 

If you’d like to unsubscribe and stop receiving these emails click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Monday,                2:48 PM 

Subject: 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Hello From Coach Hatchell 

Hello to Everyone, 

Just wanted to get in touch with you and tell you that excitement is building on campus for the beginning of Fall session. 

Cannot wait to see you on Sunday for Family Day. UNC has a lot of things going on Saturday and my family is coming in 

for Family Day as well. If you need me for anything please do not hesitate to call or text me and I will be here for you. 

You will be receiving an email about a reception on Saturday the of at the Loudermilk. Please respond to 

the email if you would like to attend, the RSVP is due today and I apologize for the delay. 

GO HEELS! 

Coach Hatchell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Tuesday, 2:04 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>: 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; 
Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greglaw@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu>; Beaulieu, Jason 
Wilfred <ibeaulie@unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

AGENDA FOR DAYS TO COME 

AGENDA FOR DAYS AHEAD 

OPTIONAL-Ifyou responded to inviteonline 

Saturday, ’ 3:30-5:00pm Athletes and Parents @ Blue Zone for Reception 

REQUIRED 

Sunday,           10:30 Family Day @ Cresset Baptist Church & Lunch@ Friday Center-See Greg Law for the 
shir~ that you will wear to Convocation and Fall Fest before you leave the Family Day Event 

Sunday, 

Monda% 

Monda% 

Tuesday, 

Wednesday, 

7:45 Convocation @ Smith Center (Details to follow, transportation provided) 

8:00 Fall Fest @ corner of South Road and Raleigh Road 

10:00-12:00 pick up gear from Equipment Room and put items back in locker room 

i:o0 4:00 Meeting with the Team and Michelle Brown @Carmichael Media Room 

Classes Begin 

1:30 Compliance and Fall Policy Meeting @ Carmichael Media Room 

GO HEELS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Wednesday,                2:48 PM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head 
Coaches <uncaaasstheadcoaches@groups unc edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu> 
Welcome Picnic on 

Picnic     docx 

Hello Coaches, 

Hope you all have a good summer. 

Please join us for the     Welcome Back Picnic on Monday            from 6pro to 7:lSpm in the Eddie Smith Field 

House. It’s a kick off gathering for        season, with all the student athletes and coaches are invited. We will have 

Barbeque food and different sport stations for everyone to have some fun. Also, there are some "vendor booths" of 

various campus resources, which will be helpful for student athletes. And it will be followed by the first Carolina CREED 

Meeting that all first-year student-athletes are required to attend. 

50 please make sure you let your student athletes know and come to this event! Looking forward to seeing everyone on 

. Please direct any questions to @live.unc.edu, . Thank you. 

Cricket & 

UNC Student Athlete Development 

Carolina Outreach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                3:53 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu> 

Welcome Picnic 

Picnic     docx 

Subject: Welcome Picnic on 

Hello Coaches and Athletes 

Hope you all have a good summer. 

Please join us for the     Welcome Back Picnic on Monday          , from 6pm to 7:15pm in the Eddie Smith Field 
House. It’s a kick-off gathering for        season, with all the student-athletes and coaches are invited. We will have 

Barbeque food and different sport stations for everyone to have some fun. Also, there are some "vendor booths" of 

various campus resources, which will be helpful for student-athletes. And it will be followed by the first Carolina CREED 

Meeting that all first-year student-athletes are required to attend. 

5o please make sure you let your student-athletes know and come to this event] Looking forward to seeing everyone on 

Please direct any questions to ~live.unc.edu, ). Thank you. 

Cricket & 



A B I E 

Name PID 

c I D 
NCAA Drug 

Physical Date Testing Consent 

All Forms 

Completed Eligible to Practice 

Completed Yes 

Completed Yes 

Completed Yes 

Completed Yes 

Completed Yes 

Completed Yes 

Completed Yes 

Completed Yes 

Completed Yes 

Completed Yes 

Completed Yes 

Completed Yes 

partially Completed Yes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Harris, Stacey Elaine <shalTis@unc edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 2:01 PM 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc edu>; 
Barnes, Philip E <pebarnes@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Gales, 
Bobby H <bgales@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy 
<guycathro@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Domina, Julie 
<jdomina@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@email unc edu>; Fulton, Grant 
<gfulton@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc edu>; Law, Gqeg A 
<greg/aw@unc edu>; Haney, Sarah K <shaney@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
<shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Hipps, Travis 
<jthipps@email unc edu>; Jednak, Matt <jednak@email unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S 
<jenny levy@unc edu>; Koenig, Kaye T <koenig@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Kolat, Ca~2¢ J <kolat@email unc edu>; Hohnan, Laurie J 
<lholman@unc edu>; Maddox, Danny <dmaddox@email unc edu>; Marsh, Patrick 
<pmarsh@email unc edu>; Miller, Ron C <rmiller2@email unc edu>; Millet-, Steven L 
<smiler21 @email unc edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; MO~TiS, Steven 
<Steven Morris@facilities unc edu>; Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Papadatos, 
Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Pembetton, Chelsea Anne 
<chelsea pemberton@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Rea, Dana M 
<drea@unc edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane 
<amy smith@unc edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email unc edu>; Teryn Brill 

@gmail corn); Tyler, Brie Farley <brie tyler@unc edu>; Webb, Josh 
<jdwebb@email unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu> 

floor 

Hi everyone! 

Just an FYI - they will start putting the seal on the floor down tomorrow arou nd lunch, and another coat on Friday. 

It’s gonna be smelly in here, so plan accordingly with your meetings, etc © 

~Stacey 



Hi, 

Attached you will find a roster identifying the women’s basketball players in the Leadership Academy this year. 

Last year,              and               participated in the program as Rising Stars. 

All fleshmen partidpate as members of CREED 

We do not have any Veteran Leaders, which is a level more for seniors, would have been considered as a 

Veteran Leader but she had not gone through the step before, Risln8 Stars. 

The players receive email reminders of all upcoming meetings from myself and Cricket Lane or Shelley Johnson. All the 

meetings are mandatory but they all know that classwork and basketball take priority. When scheduling conflicts arise, 

they are told to notify myself, Cricket and/or Shelley and they will be excused, 

If there are any changes that need to be made, please let me know. 

Cladssa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Wednesday, I 0:16 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Coach Sylvia Hatchell, I Am Interested in Your Program 

Coach Sylvia Hatchell at UniversitT of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

I HAVE BEEN BRAINWASHED CAROLINA BLUE[ ! thoroughly enjoyed camp at UNC the past 

I play 
in a tournamen~ on 
your scou~s will be there 

and we have one more ex~osum event this season We are pla~ing 
in                          I’m praying tha~ you or 

I am writing to express my strong interest in University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and your 
Basketball program I c~rrently attend         High School in     I will graduate in spring of 
and have a strong desire to compete in college ] would Ire to initiate a dialo~ae regarding your 
athletic prograrn and academic institution 

1 [?el that your universit-y and team are ideal matches for my athletic and academic abilities and goals 
invite you to access my beRecmited profile which contains pertinent person a!, academic, and athletic 
information: 

Below is some of the ~elevant information flora my beRecmited profile: 

Email: 

Address: 

Phone: 
School High School 
Cnad: spring 

I am excited to move ~Brward in this process and look tl)rward to speaking with you at grea*er length 
Please feel free to contact me using this iniBrmation or by accessing my beRecraited profile at 



If you’d like to unsubscribe and stop receiving these emails : tic here 



Florida Vision 2015 (Florida Vision Basketball) 
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HT 
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5’6" 
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Roker, 
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Stramel, 5’10" Lindsay 

Westend 
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6’2" 

on~, 
Jordan 
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Graduat 
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er 

3.96 2637                 339 
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FIori 
17 281 
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da             997 
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00 
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2nd Coral da 

573 996 
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23 

4.00 481 341 239 
25th Naple Flori 

20 298 
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Collier Myer 
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90 339 
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10 

2.76 905                  339 
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NW Cape FIori 93 244 01/03/1 
20th Coral da 997 

7438 
Ave 

32 

2015 

2015 

2015 

2015 

2015 

2015 

2015 

2015 

www.floridavisionbasketball.com 

Coach Ellis 

 cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Saturday, 7:56 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visi t their beRecmited profile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccnthed on l’acebc,ok, fc~!o,~, r~’~i=,~eR~cl~i~=-’d on fwit~er, or g~t~hc Lat<s} wRh 

If you’d like to unsubscribe and stop receiving these emails click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:25 PM 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu> 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Budget Meeting 

Martina/Mike, 

Coach was wanting to meet about some items that, to our knowledge, were not approved for this year’s budget. She 

said that she could possible meet this Thursday morning at 9:30 or 10. Would this possibly work for you? 

Greg A. Law 

University of North Carolina 
(o) 919/962-9663 

email: lawdawgabuncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Ballen, Mariina K <mballen@unc edu> 

Tuesday, September I 0, 2013 3:29 PM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc edu> 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

RE: Budget Meeting 

[ am interviewing a candidate for the Anthony Travel open position du ring that time. Please let me know if there are 

other times tbat you have available. 

From: Law, Greg A 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Perkins, Michael; Ballen, Martina K 
Cc: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: Budget Meeting 

Martina/Mike, 

Coach was wanting to meet about some items that, to our knowledge, were not approved for this year’s budget. She 

said that she could possible meet this Thursday morning at 9:30 or 10. Would this possibly work for you? 

Greg A. Law 
University of North Carolina 

(o) 919/962-9663 

(c) 
email: lawdaw~@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Tuesday, September I 0, 2013 3:52 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

FW: Our schedule 

From: Law, Greg A 
Sent= Tuesday, September 10, 2013 2:47 PM 
TO: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject= Our schedule 

Bubba, 

We are currentlytryingto finish our schedule for THIS season, 2013 14, and are running into the same problems as we 

move forward into next year, 2034 15. First, for 2013 14, we have completely run out of options except for one team, 

Rhode Island, who had a freshmen dominated team in 2012-13. We desperately need to fill one time slot, Dec. 29-Jan. 

2, which is in a 15 day break du ring the middle of the season before we open the Conference schedule with Maryland on 

television, and this works for Rhode Island also. Though they were not a strong RPI last year, they were young and feel 

that they will be much improved this season. Could you please consider approving us to play them to allow us to have a 

completed schedule? 

Second, we are ru nning into a lot of the same problems for the 2014 35 sched ule that we faced for the 2013 14. With 

the exceptional recruiting class and the conference agreement on higher RPI’s the following conflicts have occurred: 

1. We are being asked to produce a schedule with higher RPI’s. 

2. The higher RPI teams are getting offers for ~20,000-~25,000 from other BCS Conference schools and Duke in 

our conference. 

3. We are told that we are willing to pay 514,000 538,000 to play these teams. 

4. The higher RPI schools are saying that, for the amount that we are offering, they would rather play a lower 

caliber BCS opponent that they may have an oppor[unity to defeat. 

5. We have asked some higher RPI teams such as Butler, Tulsa, Oral Roberts, etc. to start home/home series but 

they are not willing to do so at this time. This raises another concern with budget being a problem. If you take 

the actual cost of a 2 year home/home series based on air and bus transportation, hotel, and team subsistence, 

the cost for those two years would be between ~60,000-~70,000, making the mean between ~30,000-~35,000 

annually. This is the approximate cost if we take the 30 seat jet and not the 50 seat jet that some of our 
competitors/counterparts are using which could increase the cost tremendously. Even, at this cost, it seems 

more cost effective to pay the higher guarantee. 

When looking at these points, while trying to build a schedule with a higher RPI, I hope that you can see my our 

concerns. We are constantly having to battle an increasing market in the world of scheduling where we are viewed as 

those that have. Combine this with the young and upcoming talent that we have acquired and a major scheduling 

problem rises. If you can do so, could you please give me your thoughts on how to resolve this situation? Thank you. 

Greg A. Law 
University of North Carolina 
(o) 919/962-9663 
(c) 
enlall: lawdaw~(a)uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adams, Clarissa <cladssa adams@unc edu> 

Thursday,                   3 : I 0 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; 
Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfi-ed 
<jbeaulie@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr 
<billylee@unc edu> 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu> 
UNC WBB S-A Development Notes: 

HiEveryone, 

I just wanted to give you a quick run-down of events planned for the players over the next few days. They are receiving 

email reminders about each event but feel free to remind them if you like. 

~Clarissa 

Thursday, between 1 & 2pm 

Saturday,     at 8:30am 

(~et Heeled gK event 

Location: 100 Friday Center Drive 

Carolina Dream will hold the "l Miler", which is for the kids. The responsibilities for our student athletes are cheering for 

the kids and being good representatives of our athletic department. 

Monday,     at 6:45 g:00pm 

Leadership Development Workshop 

Location: 3rd floor, Loudermilk 

For Rising Stars: 

Monday,     at 8pm-8:45pm 

Alcohol Education Workshop for your first-years 

Location: 5th floor of Loudermilk 

A mandatory workshop, presented by Cricket Lane and 2-3 members of SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) Peer 

Educators. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 3:43 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: ] 
Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

RE: Weekly Infi-action Notice 

@live unc edu>; 

FY[, this is just a warning for I , and she ta!ked to me last night immediately upon her arrival She had a mandatory 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, 3:37 PM 
To: 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Su~ect: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for being more than 5 minutes late in your CHEM     tutoring 

session on          at 7:00pm. This is your first documented infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of 

infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

1st infraction - Warning 

4th infraction - Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services will be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to 

appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinaton The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved 

by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state all per[inent facts and provide any 

other proof to support the student athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and you r schedule. If you are traveling and know you 

cannot keep your appointment, it is you r responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and 

email the tutor coordinators (ASPSATutol ng@ u nc.edu) within the timeline listed below. 

For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct 

questions to 919 962 9892. 

Sincerely, 



~3en Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Suppor~ Program for Student-Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 3:58 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Ivo~ 
Latta 

Fwd: Talking to Coaches this weekend 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 7:00 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Talking to Coaches this weekend 

Hello Lance, just had a few questions this weekend regarding communication with AAU Coaches 

I Can we have contact with AAU Coaches during the event this weekend june 27-29? Yes. 
Cow, tact wlth coaches i~ per~ni~slhle o~ the ~tay of a ga~e per 13A.~2. 
restricts contact with the kid and their family. 

2 Can we talk with Head AAU Coaches who is not a High Scho Coach that has a Junior prospect 
daughter about another player on his team? This ~onld c~unt as a contavt t~r the daughter 
you ~ould be pernfitted to discuss another prospect as ~ell per 13.L5.4.1 even tho~gh they’re 
not the HS coach. 

3 Can we have contact with Seniors at the event once the event is over and they have been 
released from their team? No - we’re still bound by 13A.7.8~2(a)(3) uhich limits us to n~ 
contact ~n the entire calendar day of the game ~itl~ the prospect and their familiy. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sheila Oliver 

Monday, 12:32 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

In home visit 

UNC vs NC STate docx 

Sylvia, 
Do you remember the date you made the in-home visit to house? If not the actual date - how 
about the year? 
This a~icle states you offered her a scholarship in her freshman year, but it appears the in-home visit would 
have been later in her high school career 

Thanks, 
Sheila 

Sheila Quinn Oliver 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:19 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Ivo~ Latta , Beaulieu, 
Jason Wilfred <jbeaulie@unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greglaw@unc edu> 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Meeting with Coach Hatchell - Tomorrow, Oct 1st @ 10:15 am 

Please let me know that you received this email...thanks! 

91:hgID~..2506 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:30 PM 

Ivony Latta                        ; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu>; Law, C~-eg A 
<greglaw@unc edu>; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred <jbeaulie@unc edu>; Latta, Ivory 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Meeting Changed to 11:00 instead of 10:15 tomorrow, Oct 1st 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred <jbeaulie@unc edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 7:09 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Ivo~N Latta                        ; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greglaw@unc edu>; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred <jbeaulie@unc edu>; Latta, Ivory 
<ilattal 2@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
<shatchell@unc edu> 
Re: Meeting Changed to 11:00 instead of 10:15 tomorrow, Oct 1st 

image001 jpg 

I will be there 

Thanks, 
Jason 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 4:30 PM, "High, Jane Start" <jhi~hW~,unc edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Thursday,                I 1:47 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View beRecruited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccnthed on l’acebc,ok, fc~!o,~, r~’~i=,~eR~cl~i~=-’d on fwit~er, or g~t~hc Lat<s} wRh 

If you’d like to unsubscribe and stop receiving these emails click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Friday,               4:39 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccnthed on l’acebc,ok, fol!o,~, r~,~i~,~eR~cl~i~=-’d on fwit~er, or g~t~hc Lat<s} wRh 

© 2013 beRecruited, All rights resetwed I beRecruited 1539 BtTant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails click hc~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

t@live unc edu> 
Monday                 4:29 PM 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
RE: Homecoming 

Mrs. High, 
I’m so sorry to hear that. Did Coach Hatchell want to find a different date and time, or could she indefinitely 

not participate? Thanks for letting me know[ 
Kindly, 

From: High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc.edu> on behalf of Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:54 PM 

TO: 

Subject; RE: Homecoming 

Sorly to say but Coach tlatchel! wi!l not be ab!e to do this. I know that I toid you she would but drcumstances have 

arised and she is not able to do it. 

Sent: Friday, 5:49 PM 
TO: HaLchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Mrs. High, 

The     at 9:30am would work perfectly. We are so excited that Coach Hatchell is willing to participate! Is 

there a particular place that she would like to film (ie. basketball court, her office)? 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

From: High, Jane Starr <[high@unc.edu> on behalf of Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:31 PM 

TO; 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

How abouv the ~) 9:30am 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: FW: Homecoming 

12:24 PM 

Hello, 
I hope this email finds you well. My name is 

. One of our campaign themes this year is "IT 



We are planning to create a video with key figures on campus simply saying, ~’~"11 ~.~ I~!~’ ~:~..~ ~,’~!~u~’’’ These 

videos will be played on several social media websites and other hopefully other campus locations. 

The recording of this phrase being said would only take about 10 minutes max, and we would really appreciate 

your pa~icipation! 

We are planning to film between the and the 

whatever dates and times work best for you. 

Please consider participating and showing your homecoming spirit! 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Wishes, 

We could work around your schedule, for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adams, Clarissa <cladssa adams@unc edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:44 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Late Night PlaNTwitter 

Late night ideas 2pdf 

Hi Coach Hatchell, 

I’ve attached a layout of what we have planned for Late Night this year. I went over it with the rest of the coaches and 

staff this rnorning, If there’s anything you would like to add or change just let me know, 

Also, I wanted to know how you would like to handle twitter. I can tweet messages or quotes from you if you want to 

email or text them to me or can tweet them or send them to me. When you get some time think about it and let 

me know. 

Thanks, 

Clarissa 

Clarissa Adams 

#holdtherope 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday,                 I 1:34 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about lhe athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete% name to visi~ their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View heRecruited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccnthed on l’acebc,ok, fol!o,~, r~,~i=,~eR~cl~i~=-’d on fwit~er, or g~t~hc Lat<s} wRh 

© 2013 beRecruited, All rights resetwed I beRecruited 1539 BtTant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails cJ~ck hcze 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:29 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

FW: UNC Women’s Basketball vs Tennessee 

From: McCall, Karen [mailto:Karen.Mccall@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 6:32 AM 

TO: Steinbacher, Rick 
¢¢: McCall, Karen A; Herman, Suzanne; Miller, CrysLal H; DibberL, Debbie; Palanjian, ScotL; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 

Subject: Re: UNC Women’s BaskeLball vs. Tennessee 

We will get the word out, thanks, Rick. 

On Nov 4, 2013, at 10:11 PM, "5teinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> wrote: 

Karen, 5uzanne, Debbie, Crystal, 

I hope you are all doing well and had a wonderful weekend. I was so thrilled to hear the positive reporL on 

Coach Hatchell’s prognosis on Friday. She sure is a fighter and in great hands at Lineberger. 

There is a huge women’s basketball game next Monday night, 31/31 against Tennessee in Carmichael 

Arena. We have struggled in year’s past letting folks know that all UNC hospital employee can attend 

women’s basketball games for free. Are there any internal UNC Health Care communication vehicles you 

can use to spread the information below to your employees? We are hoping for a great crowd at the this 

game to supporLtheteam and honor Coach Hatchell and her courageous battle. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

All UNC Hospital employees can gain free access for themselves and their immediate 
family (limit 4) to women’s basketball games, by displaying their UNC Hospitals ID at 
the gate of Carmichael Arena, based on availability. 

#11 UNC Women’s Basketball vs. #4 Tennessee Lady Vols 
11/11/13 
Game sta~s @ 9pm 
Doors open at 7:30pm 
Carmichael Arena 
Buy tickets 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher ~ u ncaa.unc.edu 



mobile: 

www.~oheels.com 

@goheels 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: Nathan Lovett <nlovett@activ8game corn au> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:35 AM 

To: 

Subj ect: Prospect - 

Attach: - RESUME -2 docx 

World Championships Squad Member 

Greetings Coach, 

My name is Nathan Lovet~, I am the Director of Acrlv8 Game, an Australian based Athlete Recruitment 
Agency We have recently launched our operations and are currently assisting a group of athletes seek 
scholarships in NCAA Div I Colleges 

I have a player who has been a part of the          National squad for the 
graduating fi-om high school in December and is seeking an opportunity to play 
She is an exceptional           and a hard working 

World Championships 
for your program 

I have attached her playing resume and below is a series of links to game footage of her playing 

If you would like to further discuss and her potential to play for you, please feel free to email or phone me 



Part 2 

Part 3 

Part 4 

Part 5 

Regards, 

Nathan Lovett 
Director 
Activ8 Game 
0412 099 172 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@unc edu> 
Tuesday,                   6:18 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Latta, IvolT <ilattal2@unc edu>; Williams- 
Johnson, Tracey D <traceywilliams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr 
<billylee@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred 
<jbeaulie@unc edu> 

We Learn and Drive On[ 

I know we are not pleased with the outcome last night vs Tennessee you all will forget more basketball than I will 
ever know, but I sa\\ some vet3 good things from our team last night 

We continued to play hard especially in the second half. we rebounded well. and we never had the look of "this is over" 
This young team will continue to grow, and when they learn how to play with each other, they will be a team that will be 
difficult to play 

So back to work today - hax e fi.tn, and get ready for the trip to LA and our game on Sunday vs UCLA 

Hopeful is OK! 

Take care, and be well -~ GO HEELS! 

Proud of you! 

Lan) 

Executive Associate Director of A-~hlefics 
Universfiy ol" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Responsibility ll::lo,,ai~l Se:,ir ~xc ll,llce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Law, G-ceg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 1:56 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, 
Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Game vs Tulsa 

Bubba, 

As you know, I am assigned the duty of scheduling for Women’s Basketball. It has become very challenging because very 

few teams are willing to do home/home series and the better RPI teams are asking for more guarantee money than I am 

being allowed to give. We are still in need of 5 more games, all in December and the num ber of teams still needing 

games are steadily decreasing. Coach Hatchell wanted me to ask you would be willing to place a call to Tulsa to see if 

they would be willing to start a home/home series. This would be an opportunity to get one of ou r players back to her 

hometown and would be home/home opportunity for us. If you would be willing to help, she would greatly appreciate 

it. Thank you. 

Greg A. Law 
University of North Carolina 

(o) 919/962-9663 
(c) 
email: lawdawaUa)uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Dibber:, Debbie <deborah dibbevt@med unc edu> 
Wednesday, November 13, 2013 8:40 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

RE: Question 

Thanks so much Coack It will mean a gt~at deal to tlfis young cancer patient Jane, I have given your 1mine and phoebe nun~ber to 
Robin Williams from Wilson              to make Ih¢ armng¢m¢nls Thanks for helping 

Coack I hope ever3 tlting goes OK with your treatment today [ 

..... O~ginal M¢ssag¢ ..... 
From: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Sent: Tuesda?, Noven~ber 12, 2013 11:41 PM 
To: Dibb¢rt, Debbie 
Sul~iect: Re: Question 

Let me know what you wtutt to set up so 

On Nov 12, 2013, at 8:57 PM, "Dibbert, Debbie" <deborah dibbert~a~ned unc edu> wrote: 

Site is so inspired by your battle Would you b¢ willing Io spent a few minul¢s wllh her? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:46 AM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc edu>; 
Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Gales, 
Bobby H <bgales@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy 
<guycathro@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob 
<tjchinn@unc edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M 
<kmdowd@unc edu>; Fulton, Ga-ant <gfulton@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P 
<derekg@unc edu>; Green, Ct’ystal <ctystag@email unc edu>; Haney, Sarah K 
<shaney@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Hipps, Iravis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Jednak, Matt 
<jednak@email unc edu>; Koenig, Kaye I <koenig@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Kolat, Ca~’y J <kolat@email unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~3~ 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Holman, Laurie J <lholman@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greg/aw@unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu>; Lynch, Becky 
<rmlynch@live unc edu>; Maddox, Danny <dmaddox@email unc edu>; Marsh, Patrick 
<pmarsh@email unc edu>; Miller, Ron C <rmiller2@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea 
Anne <chelsea pemberton@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Rea, Dana M 
<drea@unc edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane 
<amy smith@unc edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email unc edu>; Streett, 
Shelly <sjgreen@email unc edu>; Tel~n Brill (         ~gmail corn); Tyler, Brle 
Farley <brie tyler@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D <tr~cey williams@unc edu> 

Carmichael schedule 

Carmichael Weekly doc 

Attached is the rest of this week, and next week. 

Have a great day! 

~Stacey 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@unc edu> 
Sunday,                   9:17 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Latta, IvolT <ilattal2@unc edu>; Williams- 
Johnson, Tracey D <traceywilliams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr 
<billylee@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred 
<jbeaulie@unc edu> 

WICKED AWESOME WIN ON THE ROAD, Coaches! Congratulations on the victotT over UCLA ~- 
cading the wa?, but it certainly looked like a vc~ good solid pcrfonnm~cc by our tcmn 

Terrific win. and e~ioy the flight home - be safe and all the best! 

GO HEELS!!! 

Be well, 

Lan) 

Executive Associate Director of" Athletics 

Universily of North Carolina aI Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Sunday,                   9:55 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccnthed on l’acebc,ok, fol!o,~, r~,~i~,~eR~cl~i~=-’d on fwit~er, or g~t~hc Lat<s} wRh 

© 2013 beRecruited, All rights resetwed I beRecruited 1539 BtTant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails click hc~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 I 1:02 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

FW: Be The Match marrow regisUy 

From: Betsie Letterle [mailto:Blet[erl@NMDP.ORG] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 10:59 AM 
TO: Betsie Letterle; High, Jane Starr 
Subjeet: FW: Be The Match marrow registry 

Hi Jane - As per our conversation a few mh~utes ago, you will check with coach to confirm her statement and 

can CHANGE the statement to read: "All patients are looking for a perfect match and no more perfect match than 
TarHeeh" !fsheisnotreadytoputherselfoutthere-Thanks 
E~et$ie Letterie 
Account Executive Recruitment a~d Community Development 
i183 University Drive, #105-z2~ - Burlington, NC 27215 

To!l Free: (888) 298-6375 Ext 772~ Fax: (6~2) 294-4470 

http : Ewww.bethematchfo~mdat~on.o: q/~oto/ marrowfoH~fe 

From: High, Jane Starr [mailtodhieh~unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Betsie Let~erle 
Subject: RE: Be The Match marrow registry 

From: Betsie LeEerle [mailto:Blet~erl@NMDP.ORG] 
Sent: Saturday, November 16, 2013 9:49 AM 
To: High, Jane Starr 
Cc: Kim Logan; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
Subject: Be The Match marrow registry 

Good morning Jane - it was a pleasure to meet you last week and I appreciate your showing me the back way 
to the parking deck as well. 



I know that you were makin8 some phone calls to inquire about our potential upcomin8 typin8 campaisn on 

Tuesday December Brd and wanted to follow up with you about that and make sure that I have also included 

Kim Losan and Tracey Williams-Johnson as well. You were waitin8 on some call backs .... 

Do we definitely have a lobby reservation for this date? If not, who would be makin8 the reservation 

and request for tables/chairs? Is that somethin8 you can do or should I do it? 

2. Let’salsodiscussthetimes: Iwouldsusgest$$-5oreven3.0amto4andwecangolatertoSpmif 

need be. Would that workalright? 

3. Publicity-thiswillbethemostimportant. How will we be reaching out to get the word out to all 

students? What is the best way to engage/encourase them? Kim, I have the publicity consent, but I do 

not have photo’s....We can do a flyer (this can be emailed) but I need a photo in j.pe8 format and a 

brief bio for it. A personal Call to Action by Coach or her family or Chancellor would be most 

appropriate and effective. 

Tracey and I spoke about using the Lobby of Carmichael. We would need tables/chairs. My thousht is I’d 

rather have more than I need than not enoush. I’ve attached a sample room layout. We can adjust everythin8 

to accommodate the size and layout of the lobby. Here is the flow: 

¯ Potential donors will review a quick Health/height/weight Eligibility guideline 

¯ Donor will fill out a tri-fold resistration form. This is the longest par~ of the process (takes about 3.0 

minutes if they are not talkin8 to each other). 

¯ Donor goes to a Health History Review Station where we evaluate their form for completeness, ask 

questions to clari~ and document answers on their form and barcode the form to match their swab 

kit. 

¯ Donor takes their "Swab Kit" to the last area and is instructed in a self-swab of the inside of their 

cheek {mouth). The sealed kit is collected and the donor can leave 
We will provide students the opportunity to purchase a Pin Up (~$.00) that they can pen a note to Coach 

Hatchell onto and we can post them all at the event, then Kim can set them all to her after the event is over. 

All donations 8o toward helpin8 support our mission and addin8 more members to the resists. (the actual 

cost to add a do nor is ~$00). Kim - can you and I talk about this and see i~ we can get a student group to 

MAN this table? 

8etsie Le~ter~e 

ACCOURL ~x~cut~v£ RecFu~Lm~t and Community Deve~opmer~t 
2283 U~ivers~ty Drive, #£05-22~ - Buc~ngton, NC 272~.5 

Cell:               Toil Fcee: (888) 298-6375 Ext 7722 Fax: (652) 294-4470 

Please join my team and make a tax-deductible contribution to help add more people to the registry! 
htto :!/www. bethemat ;hfou~;d~tiom O;O!qoto/marrowfodife 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 I 1:49 AM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc edu>; 
Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Gales, 
Bobby H <bgales@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy 
<guycathro@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob 
<tjchinn@unc edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M 
<kmdowd@unc edu>; Fulton, Ca-ant <gfulton@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P 
<derekg@unc edu>; Green, O?¢stal <c~?~stag@email unc edu>; Haney, Sarah K 
<shaney@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Jednak, Matt 
<jednak@email unc edu>; Koenig, Kaye T <koenig@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Kolat, Ca~’y J <kolat@email unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~?~ 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Holman, Laurie J <lholman@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greg/aw@unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu>; Lynch, Becky 
<rmlynch@live unc edu>; Maddox, Danny <dmaddox@email unc edu>; Marsh, Patrick 
<pmarsh@email unc edu>; Miller, Ron C <rmiller2@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea 
Anne <chelsea pemberton@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Rea, Dana M 
<drea@unc edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane 
<amy smith@unc edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email unc edu>; Streett, 
Shelly <sjgreen@email unc edu>; Telayn Brill (         @gmail corn); Tyler, Brle 
Farley <brie tyler@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D <tr~cey williams@unc edu> 

weekly schedule 

Carmichael Weekly doc 

Here’s the schedule for Carmichael this week. 

Hope you all have a great week! 

~Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu> 

Monday,                   4:43 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu> 

Coastal Carolinsa Scout 

Coastal Carolina scout : docx 

Nice road win for the TarHeels -attached find the CCU thoughts. Other players need to 
and will step up w/two players out. I assume       will be back. 



The Women’s Basketball Coaches at Ocean State UnJvelsJty (OSU) 

or other form of electronic correspondence (e.g., text message) to a 

competition site (e.g., arena, stadium). However, it is permissible to 

send general ¢orr~pondence (including electronic correspondence) 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 9:03 AM 

’@gmail corn; Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Latta, 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E 
<dcheek@email unc edu>; High, Jane Start <jhigh@unc edu>; Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
<nlalexan@email unc edu>; Stafford, Harry C <harry stafford@med unc edu>; Kimmel, 
Mark D <mdkimmel@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Cancun Itinerary 

Cancun 2013 itinerary (players)xlsx 

Greg A. Law 
University of North Carolina 
(o) 919/962-9663 
(c) 
email: lawdaw~@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Monday,                   I 0:46 AM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc edu>; 
Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Gales, 
Bobby H <bgales@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy 
<guycathro@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob 
<tjchinn@unc edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M 
<kmdowd@unc edu>; Fulton, C~-ant <gfulton@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P 
<derekg@unc edu>; Green, CtNstal <CtNstag@email unc edu>; Haney, Sarah K 
<shaney@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Hipps, Iravis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Jednak, Matt 
<jednak@email unc edu>; Koenig, Kaye I <koenig@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Kolat, CalN J <kolat@email unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~N 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Holman, Laurie J <lholman@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greg/aw@unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu>; Lynch, Becky 
<rmlynch@live unc edu>; Maddox, Danny <dmaddox@email unc edu>; Marsh, Patrick 
<pmarsh@email unc edu>; Miller, Ron C <rmiller2@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea 
Anne <chelsea pemberton@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Rea, Dana M 
<drea@unc edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane 
<amy smith@unc edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email unc edu>; Streett, 
Shelly <sjgreen@email unc edu>; TelNn Brill 

@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D <tr~cey williams@unc edu> 

this week in Carmichael 

Carmichael Weeldy doc 

Have a Happy Thanksgiving! Safe travels to all! 

~Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Sunday,                  I1:29 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about lhe athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visi t their beRecmited profile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View beRecruited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccnthed on l’acebr,ok, foJ!o.~, r~’.i~beR~cl,i~=-’d on fwitter, or g~tthc Lat<s} wkh 

© 2013 beRecruited, All rights resetwed I beRecruited 1539 BtTant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails cJJck hc~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday,                  12:48 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about lhe athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete% name to visi t their beRecmited profile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccnthed on l’acebc,ok, fol!o,~, r~,~i=,~eR~cl~i~=-’d on fwit~er, or g~t~hc Lat<s} wRh 

© 2013 beRecruited, All rights resetwed I beRecruited 1539 BtTant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails cJ~ck hcze 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 5:02 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW: 2015 Division I Women’s Basketball Site Selection 

M EMO 2015 Site Selection 120213 pdf; ATT0000 Ic 

From: Cleaver, Meredith A. [mailto:mdeaver@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 4:12 PM 
To: diwbkb 
~:: Browne, Anucha 
Sul~ect: 2015 Division I Women’s Basketball Site Selection 
Importance: High 

Please see the attached memo for more information regarding your bid to host the 2015 Division I Women’s Basketball 

Championship. 

Sincerely, 

Meredith Cleaver 
Associate Director, Championships and Alliances 
NCAA 
PO Box 6222 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 
(w): 317-917-6510 
(c): 
(f): 317-917-6095 
mcleaver~bncaa ore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nisbet, Cecily TatibouOt <cnisbet@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                7:01 PM 

Friday Focus: News from the William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
<fiiday focus@listsel~ unc edu> 

Friday Center Newsletter 

View this email in your browser 

rid:y 







Ih]l 

aker 

L~r 





Celebrafin~ Gerhard Weinber~: Cn’: c [ t!e ~odds !o dk t~ !g! shod W~r[~ \Va" [[ 



TI..II2 FI,’,I[?I,~" Cl? Nlrli~R 

Conference Center 

Credit Proqrams 

Noncredit Proqrams 

You are currently subscribed to friday focus as: shatchell@uncaa unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: hnp://lists unc edu/u? 
id 6970772706cdf06dd5efc8c578c6c8aae6df2ced&n Y&l friday focus&o 33953926 

(It may be necessaq¢ to cut and paste the above URL if" the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33953926-69707727 06cdf06dd5efc8c578c6c8aae6df2ced@listse~w unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  12:48 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Results from Discovery Reports 

Here are the results from the Discovery Reports: 

D/C 

S/C 

C/D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu> 

Sunday,                  9:28 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: 

Got if Coach see you soon ~’ [] 

Coach Billy Lee 
Women’s Basketball 
University of North Carolina 

On at 9:08 PM, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatche![@tmc edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Hello 
My name is and I am extremely interested in playing Carolina basketball 
I am years old and am a High School I play for the 
schools varsity team and play the position ot I would love to receive any type 
of information on how I can play for you I’d also love to attend one of your camps or 
games Thank you and go heels! 



Calhoun Falls Charter (Calhoun Falls, SC) Girls Varsity 
Basketball Winter 13-14 

Stat Report Compliments of Shawn Turman and MaxPreps 

Non-Conl~rence: Calhoun Falls Charter (Calhoun Falls, SC) 35 ,~} Greenwood Christian (Greenwood, SC) Date: 12/6/2013 



Calhoun Falls Charter (Calhoun Falls, SC) Girls Varsity 
Basketball Winter 13-14 

Stat Report Compliments of Shawn Turman and MaxPreps 

4 

o 

0 

2 

5 

Greenwood Christian Game Statistics 

I o I o tooo ~ I 2t ooo 100 000 I 000 

Dell 



Calhoun Falls Charter (Calhoun Falls, SC) Girls Varsity 
Basketball Winter 13-14 

Stat Report Compliments of Shawn Turman and MaxPreps 

Game Statistics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Monday,                  I 0:34 AM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc edu>; 
Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Gales, 
Bobby H <bgales@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy 
<guycathro@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob 
<tjchinn@unc edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M 
<kmdowd@unc edu>; Fulton, G+ant <gfulton@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P 
<derekg@unc edu>; Green, CtNstal <ctTstag@email unc edu>; Haney, Sarah K 
<shaney@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Hipps, Iravis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Jednak, Matt 
<jednak@email unc edu>; Koenig, Kaye I <koenig@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Kolat, Ca~’y J <kolat@email unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~7 
<ilat~al2@unc edu>; Holman, Laurie J <lholman@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greg/aw@unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu>; Lynch, Becky 
<rmlynch@live unc edu>; Maddox, Danny <dmaddox@email unc edu>; Marsh, Patrick 
<pmarsh@email unc edu>; Miller, Ron C <rmiller2@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea 
Anne <chelsea pemberton@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Rea, Dana M 
<drea@unc edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane 
<amy smith@unc edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email unc edu>; Streett, 
Shelly <sigreen(?~)email unc edu>; Telajn Brill (         ~gmail corn); 

@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D <tr~cey williams@unc edu> 

this week in Carmichael 

Carmichael Weekly doc 

Schedule is attached! 

Have a great week! 

gtacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Wilson, Ryan C <wilson 2360@buckeyemail osu edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:31 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Christmas Request for Coach Hatchell 

Coach Hatchell, 

My name is Ryan Wilson and I’m student atThe Ohio State Universib/. Being a college student, I don’t necessarily have 
the funds to give my Dad the Christmas present he deserves. Since I was born, he’s instilled in me Tar Heels basketball, 

and once the fall arrives, North Carolina basketball has our full aLtention. 

I was hoping for Christmas you may be able to send an autograph for me to give him! It’d mean the world to me, and 
he’d love it (although I think a 7-2 start has sufficed!! My address is: 

Ryan Wilson 

Again, thank you for even~hing you do for the University of North Carolina, and I wish you the best of luck going 
forward! 

Ryan Wilson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   4:05 PM 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Adams, Clatissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc edu>; 
Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Gales, 
Bobby H <bgales@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy 
<guycathro@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob 
<tjchinn@unc edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M 
<kmdowd@unc edu>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P 
<derekg@unc edu>; Green, CtTstal <crystag@email unc edu>; Haney, Sarah K 
<shaney@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Start 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Jednak, Matt 
<jednak@email unc edu>; Koenig, Kaye T <koenig@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Kolat, Ca12¢ J <kolat@email unc edu>; Latta, IvolT 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Hohnan, Laurie J <lholman@unc edu>; Law, C~eg A 
<greg/aw@unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Maddox, Danny <dmaddox@email unc edu>; Marsh, Patrick 
<pmarsh@email unc edu>; Miller, Ron C <rmiller2@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler21 @email unc edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea 
Anne <chelsea pembetton@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Rea, Dana M 
<drea@unc edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane 
<amy smith@unc edu>; Staffiord-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email unc edu>; Streett, 
Shelly <sjgreen@email unc edu>; Tel2cn Brill          @gmail corn); 

@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu> 

Re: ants, ants and more ants 

Follow the trail The crumbs lead down to Sagulas office 

Dennis Papadatos 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Tar Heel Wrestling 
Assistant Coach 
919-962-5212 Of’rice 

Cell 
919-843-8175 Pax 

On at 3:34 PM, "Warner, Stacey Harris" <stacevwarnerabunc edu> wrote: 

We are not really sure what is causing all the problems with ants, but we will have an exterminator come in 

on Monday at loam to treat the building. Please be sure you have items in your office off the floor and 

away from walls (not including furniture of course) if you can. 

Thanks for your help with this! 

~Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 10:19 AM 

@gmail corn; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; 
Latta, Ivo~?¢ <ilattal2@unc edu>; Lee, laimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr 
<billylee@unc edu>; High, Jane Start <jhigh@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E 
<dcheek@email unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Stafford, Harry 
C <han~ stafford@meal unc edu>; Kimmel, MarkD <mdkimmel@email unc edu>; 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred <jbeaulie@unc edu>; 
Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Itinerancy 

02 - Myrde Beach (Players) xlsx 

Attached 

Greg A. Law 
University of Nor’h Carolina 
(o) 919/962-9663 

email: lawdaw~a)uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday, 2:02 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about [he athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete% name to visi ~ their beRecmited profile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccnthed on l’acebc,ok, fol!o,~, r~,~i=,~eR~cl~i~=-’d on fwit~er, or g~t~hc Lat<s} wRh 

© 2013 beRecruited, All rights resetwed I beRecruited 1539 BtTant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails cJ~ck hcze 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday, 2:09 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

is Interested in University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Basketball 

Coach Sylvia Hatchei1 at Ur~iversity of Noah Carolina ~t Chapel H~ll, 

I am a recent g~aduate flora                   High School in and have a strong desire to 
continue competing in college 1 would like to initiate a dialogue regarding your athletic program and 
academic institutio~ 
I have excelled in this skill as Team Caption and Floor Caplion during this l0 yea~ span I have lead 
my teams to several High School championships t 

, 1 have been reward with many honors dufin~ rn¥ basketball career 

I feel that your university and team are ideal matches for my athletic and academic abilities and goals 
encourage you to access my beRecruited profile (iv~p:/&cwlcrecmltedcomia*hlctcs         , which 
conlah~s pertir, ent personal, academic, and a~hletic h~formation I also have iacluded severa! links to 
articles that highlight my senior basketball career l have include a link go my youtube corn page to 
view video ht~jl:iiwwwvo~m.bec<m~ichannel/LC-~R~w~3S~P~,~v~P~Z~zbbODA 
I am excited to move fo~vard in this process and look t~*~vard to speaking with yon at greater length 
Please feel free to contact me using the inf~ormation below or via my beRecruited profile: 

h~://new herec~uited comiathlele~,, 

The beRecmited Team 

LJ~e beRecruited or? Facebool\, f~)Jlow ~’,beRe~’rt~it~d or Twitter or :<et ~he Latest with beRec~t~i~ed’s 

© 2013 beRecruited, All rights rese~ed I beRecruited 1539 B~ayant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails cJick herf~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Monday,                   I 1:44 AM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc edu>; 
Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Gales, 
Bobby H <bgales@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy 
<guycathro@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob 
<tjchinn@unc edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M 
<kmdowd@unc edu>; Fulton, Ga-ant <gfulton@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P 
<derekg@unc edu>; Green, Ct’ystal <ctTstag@email unc edu>; Haney, Sarah K 
<shaney@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Hipps, Iravis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Jednak, Matt 
<jednak@email unc edu>; Koenig, Kaye I <koenig@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Kolat, Ca~’y J <kolat@email unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~7 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Holman, Laurie J <lholman@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greg/aw@unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Maddox, Danny <dmaddox@email unc edu>; Marsh, Patrick 
<pmarsh@email unc edu>; Miller, Ron C <rmiller2@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea 
Anne <chelsea pemberton@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Rea, Dana M 
<drea@unc edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane 
<amy smith@unc edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email unc edu>; Streett, 
Shelly <sjgreen@email unc edu>; TelNn Brill                      ,; 

@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D <tr~cey williams@unc edu> 

weekly schedule 

Carmichael Weekly doc 

Hope you all have a great week[ 

~Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheila Oliver <       @icloud corn> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:25 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Woo hoo! 



Gifts of Publicly-traded Securities 
Office of Gift Services 

Office of University Development 

Gi~¢?s cart be made m +he U~dversity usiag shares of publicly:traded secutities, 

If the securities are held electronically: 
Your bank or broker may transi+r stock to UNC’s brokerage account with the inff)rmation below. It is important 

dmt ti~e bai~k or broker contact Tina Zinunela~mn. Often, shares are transfmTed into our account without a donor’s 
name. The pi~one call will enable us to match your name with the conect stock gift. 

Brokerage: 
Account Name: 
Account Number: 
DTC Number: 
Contact: 

Wells Fat-go Advisors 
UNC Chapel Hill 

0141 
Bruce Edwards (888) 647-3633 

If you hold the securities in certificate form: 

Please send by first-class mail or hand deliver the unendorsed certificate(s) along with a letter <ff transmittal 

which includes your name, ad+hcss and whmc you want the gift designated. 

Send to: Tina Zinunmman, Stock & Wire Transfm Specialist 
Office of University Development 
Post Office Box 309 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 0309 

in blank for each stock certificate you arc donating. You should sign one stock power for each stock certificate 

If your certificate represents more shares than you wish to donate: 
You must provide your social security number and a letter detailing how many shares you wish to donate and how 
many shares should be re-issued in your name. It generally takes four to six weeks to receive your new certificate. 

If you prefer to have your certifica|e re-registered: 
The shares that you wish to donate to UNC should be registered to ’:The University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill." The tax identificallon number is 56 6001393. 

For more information, please contact: 
Tina Zimmennan 
919 962 8189 
tina zimmerman @unc.edu 



Cash Wire Instructions 
Office of Girl Services 

Office of University Development 

Gifts cmt be made to ~!~e U~iversigy through a cash wire transfer or through an automated 

clearing house CA Ctt) trausfer. 

University Development Account 
Gifts of cash made via whe aansfer to any school, unit or department on campus are received into a 
University Development account. Please notify the Office of Gift Services of any incoming wires so that 
the gift may be directed properly. 

Information Needed 
All incoming cash wires must specil~ the University department receiving the wire and a contact person 
in the department. 

Transfer Institution: Domestic 
lactating domestic whcs should include thc following information: 

Ba~k Namc: 

¯ Address: 

¯ ABA Number: 

Bank of America 

l O0 N. Tryon Street, Charlotte, NC, USA 

¯ Account Number: 

¯ Account Name:     UNC Gift Clearing 

Type of Account: Depository Plus 

Transfer lnstitu|ion: Foreign 
Along with the inlk)rmation above, incoming foreign wires should also include: Swill # 

For more information, please contact: 

Tina Zimmcrman 
919 962 8189 
dna zilnmerman@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Friday,                 8:19 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 

about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visi t their beRecmited profile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccnthed on l’acebc,ok, fc,,l!o,~, r~,~i~,~eR~cl~i~=-’d on fwit~er, or g~t~hc Lat<s~ wRh 

© 2013 beRecruited, All rights resetwed I beRecruited 1539 BtTant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails click hc~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Sunday,               8:23 PM 

Order of the Golden Fleece Nominations 

Hello Argonauts, 

On behalf of the Active Order, I would like to remind you that we are accepting nominations for the Order of the Golden 
Fleece. Nominations will be accepted until this Friday,           at 5pro. Nomination forms can be found 
at _b_~LL~~af:~.~!~’. We recognize that many of you may be extremely busy, therefore we can accept a 
list of names from you though nomination forms are preferred. 

If you have any questions, please let us know. Thank you for your time and we look forward to ~ceiving your nominations. 

Best, 

l~e University of Nor[h Carolina 



Calhoun Falls Charter (Calhoun Falls, SC) Girls Varsity 
Basketball Winter 13-14 

Stat Report Compliments of Shawn Turman and MaxPreps 

Stats: Season Stats 

2’alhoun l~’alls Charier School Girls team has one ofils slrongcst slarl in years, current record 7 3. Will start Ihc regions 
:ompefition l~riday at home against Dixie lligh 



Calhoun Falls Charter (Calhoun Falls, SC) Girls Varsity 
Basketball Winter 13-14 

Stat Report Compliments of Shawn Turman and MaxPreps 



Lib E. Eo is a volleyball studenbathlete at Ocean State University 

(OSU). Lib earned All Amedca honors t~is fall and will be honored 

during the home men’s basketball game this weekend. Lib would like 

her parents and grandparents to attend the game and see the 

halftime ceremony. Is it permissible for OSU to provide Lib’s parents 

and gl~ndparents with complimentary tickets to the game, so they 

can see their daughter be honored at halftime? 

This legislation is applicable to Division I and 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Sunday,                 10:51 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Invitation to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requestad you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete% name to visi t their beRecmited profile 

Athlete 

Sport Basketball 

Grad Year 

Location 

Height 

Weight 

View beRecruited profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 
LikebeRccnthed on l’acebc,ok, fc,,l!o,~, r~,~i=,~eR~cl~i~=-’d on fwit~er, or g~t~hc Lat<s~ wRh 

© 2013 beRecruited, All rights resetwed I beRecruited 1539 BtTant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails cJ~ck hcze 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@unc edu> 

Tuesday,               3:11 PM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
<uncaa seniorstaff@groups unc edu> 

Student-Athlete Development Social Media 

UNC SAD - Social Media Examples docx 

All, 

Help us share the positive stories about our awesome student-athletes! UNC student-athletes do amazing things on and 

off the field, in the classroom and in the community, but sometimes go unnoticed. 

I have attached a word document with links and example tweets for Outreach, Leadership Academy, and SAAC. Your one 

tweet can make a huge impact! 

Thanks! 

Graduate Intern 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ania Duensing <ania@sbairbus corn> 

Saturday, Janua~2¢ 18, 2014 8:04 PM 

ania@sbairbus com 
Team Travel 

Ania K. Duensi~g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joy Farley           @gmail corn> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 8:15 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Fw: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

Hey Sylvia, 

I just wanted to make sure that you saw this. 
Joy 

From: Bubba CLmnindham 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 6:02 PM 

Subject: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

On behalf of University of North Carolina student-athletes, coaches, and staff, I want to thank you for your 
continued interest in the Department of Athletics. The suppo~ of loyal alumni and friends is a cornerstone to 

Below you will find a link to our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations for Alumni and Friends of Carolina 
Athletics. This brochure has been developed to inform you of certain guidelines that affect your involvement 
with prospective and current student-athletes. It is important to understand the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA), Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) and University rules by which we are governed. As a 
member of the NCAA and ACC, we are not only responsible for the actions of our coaches, staff and student- 
athletes but also our alumni and fans. Regardless of the intentions, any violation of these rules can result in 
sedous consequences for our program and those associated with it. 

As the Department of Athletics strives for academic and athletic excellence, we must always seek the highest 
standard of ethical conduct. With your help and cooperation in adhering to NCAA and ACC rules and 
regulations, we are confident we can accomplish both of these objectives. Please contact the Athletic 
Compliance Office directly at (919) 962-6000 or ncaaL’amcliaqce¢’~unc e![’. with ANY questions you may 
have. 

Thank you for your contin ued interest and support of the University of North Carolina. 

To view our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations, please click her~. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 





Calhoun Falls Charter (Calhoun Falls, SC) Girls Varsity 
Basketball Winter 13 14 

Star Report Compliments of Shawn Turman and MaxPreps 

Stats: Season Stats 

Ealhoun Falls Cha’ter School girls a’e having a great season. Ms. Davis is having a good ,year also 

~ Kayla 

~ Kayla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 10:12 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Re: 2nd Annual UNC National Gifts and Women in Sports Day 

Scott has that listed as pa~ of the activities for marketing for the Miami game 

Sentj~om my }~rizon ~/~retesx 4G 1. TE 

"Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell@unc edu> wrote: 

How does tilis fit in with our game? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket/(v~mc ;:dn> 
To: "UNCAA-Everyone" 
Subject: 2nd Annual UNC National Girls and Women in Sports Day 

Please join us for tile 2nd Annual National Girls and Women in Sports Day in the Eddie Smitia 
Field House on Sunday, Februatay 2, 2014 from l2pm l:30pmforgirls(andboys)ingradesl 8 
National Girls and Women in Sports Day is a day to recognize, celebrate and encourage girls and 
women in sport This year’s theme is "Passing the Torch, Blazing the Trail" This free event will 
give participants an opportunity to learn skills and engage in fun activities witia UNC female 
student-athletes This event is meant to showcase opportunities in the community for young girls 

Visit our Facebook page: htt~:Hv,,wwt?~cebookc~>m/12r~(l~GWSD 
Contact us at 

Hope to see you there, 
NGWSD Committee 

<NGWSD Postcard jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Simmie Colson <simmie@girlzpreprepo~ corn> 

Thursday,                 I : I I PM 

simmie@girlzprepreport corn 

Texas place four on McDonald’s team 

all were named to the McDonald’s All American roster 

which really comes as no su rprise to me, especially since I have them listed as the fou r top players in the state. 

was virtually unknown on a national level two seasons ago even though I’ve stated that she was the best player in Texas 

since her sophomore season. For whatever reason, so many players go unnoticed or don’t get the deserved 

recognition they deserve year after year and I don’t mean just in Texas but this is a hot bed for talent, always has been 

and always will be 

I keep everything on the u p and u p when evaluating players, I have no ties, motives or agendas. My job is to let college 

coaches know who the best players are that I have truly seen with my own eyes, regardless of what shoe they wear or 

who they train with, I know talent and trust me, many people truly don’t when throwing names out on social media sites 

There are still several     players remaining who can play at various levels but the classes from 

simply get better and better each year 

Please let me know what you need and also consider signing up for my service, it’s only 5200 annually. To subscribe, 

click on link below 

SUBSCRIBE 

Simmie Colson 

(713)291 3232 

www.~irlzprepreport.com 

http://girlzprepreport.blogspot.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 8:02 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Fwd: Honorary Coaches for Women’s Basketball 

Complimentat7 Admissions Form - IVlFB pdf 

Fyi 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Honorat7 Coaches for Women’s Basketball 
From: "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown@unc edu> 
To: "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>,"Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc edu> 
CC: "High, Jane Starr" <jhigh@unc edu>,"Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc edu>,"Vangelder, Marielle A" 
<mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Back in November, we discussed honorary coaches. At this time, the ASPSA is not involved in coordinating any honorary 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:53 PM 
To= Brown, Michelle; jaimelee@uncaa.unc.edu 
C¢= High, Jane Starr 
Subject: Honorary Coaches for Women’s Basketball 

Hi Michelle and Jaimie, 
As you know the Women’s Basketball has had an honorary coaching program for several years It is very popular 
and the opportunity to be an honorary coach has been included in charity events We have at least 3 who have 
"won" the opportunity and it would be good if" we could honor them 

How would you like to handle these? Please respond to both Jane and me 

Jan 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
Michel De Montaigne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Sunday,                 8:38 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

I wanted to inform you that parents, are speaking at UNC’s 

Fellowship of Christian Athletes’ meeting on Monday, . We would love for your team to come and 

hear the          as they speak to our group. The meeting will be held in Chapman 125 and will star~ at 8:00 

pm. I have attached an invite if you would like to send it to the rest of your team. 

We appreciate all you do for our university and student athletes. We hope to see you and your team there! 

In Christ, 

FCA Leadership 



First of all the mentality of aggressiveness, which is by definition 

"the disposition to dominate" is imperative in this battle. We cannot 

be psychologically fragile, we must be Warriors from the "Get Go". 

"VVe cam not pl~y Ti~id" nor be concerned with the crowd noise. 

Things to consider 

- we will need to drive and pass or drive and shoot, intelligently 

-we will need mid range game off the dribble against Duke since there 

is little help accept at the basket by 

-We need early receivers as we are crossing midcourt to release 

pressure and get the possession off to a stable start 

- Early Ball screens for would be hard to guard 

-Hard & back was well scouted drew a charge on Z cutting through ( 

flop) 

-" Buckets" - start with ball above the foul line extended improving 

the driving angle 

- On gd to gd pass in "buckets" we should look at both post 

Duke is scoring 88 ppg giving up 63 ppg in overall play, 3 shooter.~ 

on the f~oor ~;ir~ta~o~y, at th~ 3 ~t arc the t~am i~ sho~g 42%. 

Obvlously their defense provides strength for their offense. They are a 

solid team in their half court offense yet not unguardable, we have 

played against high powered offensive teams already, so we can 

guard them bring it on. We must get back on defense to make them 

face us which will also cut into their production 



They will open in an tight M/M defense denying everything accept the 

low post -good ball pressure they are physical in this defense. We 

will need to move and cut hard to get open for passes (thought if you 

can’t pass it drive it) however this cannot force us into difficult shots 

offthe drive. We must be good passers as we drive as well making 

good decisions to get open looks. 

Attacking the 3-2 matchup zone with inside and outside play will be 

a factor for us. Note they will double team the ball in the corner if 

circumstances allow it and on a double fi~ call ; they will also deny 

pass back out of the corner on occasion, We can skip it out from the 

baseline or to the baseline plus one taking advantage. Match Up 

Zones have difficulty guarding ball and player movement (Ball 

Reversals -Skips) tend to distort the coverage areas and take 

advantage of their own principles. Hard Pass Fakes will move and 

freeze the Zone, allowing us to gain advantage with what we see, 

Our dribble penetration will be a key asset against this defense as 

well. Flashing into the middle (logo) from the baseline and backside is 

difficult for the Zone to pick up. Take the bal~ ~nd m~ke 2 pl~vers play 

~. by ~ing ,~ur dribble ~he~ p~ss it ~gai~t the zo~eo 

are playing pt gd ( status is uncertain) although 

plyed some pt gd against Notre Dame, 

NOTE: halfcourt offense is a Maior strength for them with 5 scorers 

and 3 3pt shooters on the floor together ; 

"We will have to give up strength somewhere in playing this team" 

Beat ~he Zone d~wn the fio~ when pessib~e 



~ Their Zone is solid ,ultimately it wi~l take patience to work for a 

~ g~*~ Use E3 g ~2 ~t t~mes - d~ nst let then~ get sta~ted,~ Use 

B~ when ~s out of the ga~e, at t~es t~ ~ ~t up 

~ Po~se and composure are major factor 

* We have 5 th~ngs [n m#~d to use vs their Zone 

a) Forward -up the gut~ pop bacR rescreen for rover on 

baseline 

b) High Low -circle and sta~/ 

~) "B~ckets~ 

d) S~nker vs Zone meeds suring it up in practi~e 

e) Stack, Top,and Wave 

f) h~rd & back was weE[ sco~ted they drew a ~harge on Z 

right away 

g)Drag dHbb[e~ Drag series 

DEFENSE 

- M/M= will open in this, deny one pass away up, hard on the ball, not 

good on ball screens inconsistent zones - deny fight the low 

post hip you out- when we drive the ball power drive it no help on 

ball one pass away 

- ~-2 mat{hup zone & will trap out of it, but the trap is a call- spread 

wide-- 

~al[=2 fists up= zone with trap on wing or corner 



~___W 
" press -full court or 213 level of court ~=~=mllu aft#r FT, they 

dl_deny the =nbounds pass -,~L~..t~’~l t~/nl~ 

%~~ove’-2-2-1 ¾ Press - they bring the guards and 2’~d line of the 

well press 

down well ~nto back court - take advantage here we can stretch it out 

r the tap -They will trap with guards on occasions:--~’/~ll~ 

-M/M full court 

-2-2-1 half court press 

-2-3 Zone 

oeu -M/M and Zone 

Sideline -M/M and Zone 

Duke Offense - 

-will Fast Break 

-Scoring 81 ppg- giving up 65 ppg in conference play- shooting 45% 

from the 3 as a team 

- Home base = High -Low ball screen motion generally is low 

while is the high ball screener, everything goes back into this- 

pop and shoot the 3 after screening on the ball 



-NOTE: they run a sideline fast break after Free Throws down either 

side into and overload for low post or a ball screen high for 

Thev a~so run this as a set plav~ has developed a lef~ 

hand jump hook! 

-They have provision to post perimeter players in their arsenal 

generally out of the Lane game with - we will be 

guarding numerous bali screens at the .hjg~_9_!~s_t__~.!_e_~ and less on the 

-Sets (itemized in player scouting report) - 

* when screens for 

on ball screens 

she then pops as a shooter ,the same 

A) Secondary with zipper off two posts then high ball screen with clear 

out to open side 

B) I-4 high set- dribble the wing- will use elbow ball screens -post to 

post screen then down screen for opposite the ball- into high 

into high low 

C) 1-4 high- Diagonal B-l- with stagger down screen 

D) 1-4 low -Baseline’- will drive it - may vacate an 

open block or driving Notre Dame played a 1-3 zone behind 

guarding the ball on top 

E) Box set -Easy’- last year’s play have not seen it this year - up screen 

on one side down screen on the other 

F) Special for 

G) Clear out for to drive right from the high post- a 2-1-2 set 



e) pair up and down screen simultaneously with the ball in or 
hand on the top 

f_J. set doing more out of this with 

g) Early ball screens for on the Fast break 

Ca~!=T~£L,~hi~t = Lane game with 3 around 2 

Cat~ 4 = 4 outside players with in high post for the drive 

Ca!l ~er ~i~ = high low motion = home base 

Cal~ Fi~t =        at high post w/      low -hit        she drives 

the open block w/her right hand 

~ fi~’S ~ide= single -double on the baseline 

Opened 2"d half with 1-4 high B-1 w/a stagger down 

-Vs our 14 they may use ball screen at the top spin out for shot if it is 

if playing point can pass wing and receive flare away 

with overload 

Zone offense high Ball screen with      who can Pop and shoot - 1- 

3-1 set - two stacks take it off the top, break the stacks and reverse the 

ball to three people - pass corner to post and cut through bump 

around and reverse ball to three people 

-3 around 2 

SOB= flare for inbounds passer- or back screen lob for 



Personneh 

=they can go big with two posts with at the :3 spot 

=Homebase would be :3 perimeter with and at post 

~ OUT" - driver 
/shooter- pt gd- "The wind beneath their wings" one on one player- will 

use numerous high bail screens - Head on the Giant -good passer- Can 

hurt us with her pass as much as her scoring- dribbles the ball high, but 

great athlete 

- pt gd/wing- lefty-13 PPG/4 RPG-Shooter, Driver/ 

MVP of the ACC tournament -Keep her in front of you 

. wing- 20 ppg/6rpg -wing -SHOOTER Supreme- 

fundamental-55% from the 3- stronger and has become more skilled- 

driving with a spins and posting more-receives early ball screens on 

the fast break. With injuries to             she played some pt gd vs 

ND, if she has the bail at the point area she will pass to post on elbow, 

then receive a flare screen from the post for a shot going away from 

her pass-will shot fake, stay down 

- :[1 PPG/SRPG- Wing-athlete-driver/spi~s - 

offensive rebounder 

- 11 PPG- 8 RPG- Shooter-Post-4 man- 53% from 

the 3 pt line- Can stretch the defense out. High post ball screener in 



their motion, can roll or spin out and shoot- drives left from high or 

wing- "The Glue" 

¯ post- 13. ppg/8 rpg- 4 blocks per game- 

Rebounder-posts hard -turns over left shoulder in low post -drives 

right if catches it in high post- aggressive-can run the rim- if she moves 

out to corner she will come off a flex screen when the ball is reversed. 

-PG/Wing-SPPG/2RPG-Shooter, Good on ball defender 

- Sub Wing-3PPG/4RPG- 

- sub post- Off rebounder 

sub post-screener offensive rebounder 

-Wing-4PPG/2RPG- 



Duke                      2o1,~ 

First of all the mentality of aggressiveness, which is by definition 

"the disposition to dominate" is imperative in this battle. We cannot 

be psychologically fragile, we must be Warriors from the "Get Go". 

"We can not play Timid" nor be concerned with the crowd noise. 

Things to consider 

- we will need to drive and pass or drive and shoot, intelligently 

-we will need mid range game offthe dribble against Duke since there 

is little help accept at the basket by 

-We need early receivers as we are crossing midcourt to release 

pressure and get the possession off to a stable start 

- Early Ball screens for would be hard to guard 

-Hard & back was well scouted drew a charge on Z cutting through ( 

flop) 

" Buckets" - start with ball above the foul line extended improving 

the driving angle 

- On gd to gd pass in "buckets" we should look at both post 

Duke is scoring 88 ppg giving up 63 ppg in overall play, 3 shooters 

on the floor simultaneously, at the 3 pt arc the team is shooting 42%. 

Obviously their defense provides strength for their offense. They are a 

solid team in their half court offense yet not unguardable, we have 

played against high powered offensive teams already, so we can 

guard them bring it on. We must get back on defense to make them 

face us which will also cut into their production 



They will open in an tight M/M defense denying everything accept the 

low post - good ball pressure they are physical in this defense. We 

will need to move and cut hard to get open for passes (thought if you 

can’t pass it drive it) however this cannot force us into difficult shots 

offthe drive. We must be good passers as we drive as well making 

good decisions to get open looks. 

Attacking the 3-2 matchup zone with inside and outside play will be 

a factor for us. Note they will double team the ball in the corner if 

circumstances allow it and on a double fist call ; they will also deny 

pass back out of the corner on occasion, We can skip it out from the 

baseline or to the baseline plus one taking advantage. Match Up 

Zones have difficulty guarding ball and player movement (Ball 

Reversals -Skips) tend to distort the coverage areas and take 

advantage of their own principles. Hard Pass Fakes will move and 

freeze the Zone, allowing us to gain advantage with what we see. 

Our dribble penetration will be a key asset against this defense as 

well. Flashing into the middle (logo) from the baseline and backside is 

difficult for the Zone to pick up. Take the ball and make 2 players play 

1 by using your dribble then pass it against the zone. 

are playing pt gd ( status is uncertain) although 

plyed some pt gd against Notre Dame. 

NOTE: halfcourt offense is a Major strength for them with 5 scorers 

and 3 3pt shooters on the floor together ; 

"We will have to give up strength somewhere in playing this team" 

¯ Beat the Zone down the floor when possible 



¯ Their Zone is solid ,ultimately it will take patience to work for a 

get a good shot vs their Zone if we do not beat it down the floor 

¯ *** Use at times - do not let them get started- Use 

Blue when is out of the game. Black at times to mix it up 

¯ Poise and composure are major factor 

* We have 5 things in mind to use vs their Zone 

a) Forward -up the gut- pop back rescreen for rover on 

baseline 

b) High Low -circle and stay 

C) "Buckets" 

d) Sinker vs Zone -needs suring it up in practice 

e) Stack, Top,and Wave 

f) hard & back was well scouted they drew a charge on Z 

right away 

g)Drag dribble- Drag series 

DEFENSE 

- M/M= will open in this, deny one pass away up, hard on the ball, not 

good on ball screens inconsistent zones - deny fight the low 

post hip you out- when we drive the ball power drive it no help on 

ball one pass away 

- 3-2 matchup zone & will trap out of it, but the trap is a call- spread 

wide-- 

Call=2 fists up= zone with trap on wing or corner 



press (1-Z-1-1-) -full court or ¾ level of court usually after 

FT or MFG they will deny the inbounds pass 

-1-2-1-1 ½ court press - they bring the guards and 2nd line of the press 

well down well into back court - take advantage here we can stretch it 

out over the top -They will trap with guards on occasions 

-M/M full court 

-2-3 Zone 

OBU -M/M and Zone 

Sideline -M/M and Zone 

Duke Offense - 

-will Fast Break 

-Scoring 81 ppg- giving up 65 ppg in conference play- shooting 45% 

from the 3 as a team 

- Home base -- High -Low ball screen motion generally is low 

while is the high ball screener, everything goes back into this- 

pop and shoot the 3 after screening on the ball 

-NOTE: they run a sideline fast break after Free Throws down either 

side into and overload for low post or a ball screen high for 

. They also run this as a set play, has developed a left 

hand jump hook! 



-They have provision to post perimeter players in their arsenal 

generally out of the Lane game with - we will be 

guarding numerous ball screens at the high post area, and less on the 

side. 

-Sets (itemized in player scouting report) - 

* when screens for she then pops as a shooter ,the same 

on ball screens 

A) Secondary with zipper off two posts then high ball screen with clear 

out to open side 

B) 1-4 high set- dribble the wing- will use elbow ball screens -post to 

post screen then down screen for opposite the ball- into high 

into high low 

C) 1-4 high- Diagonal B-l- with stagger down screen 

D) 1-4 low-Baseline’- will drive it - may vacate an 

open block or driving Notre Dame played a 1-3 zone behind 

guarding the ball on top 

E) Box set -Easy’- last year’s play have not seen it this year - up screen 

on one side down screen on the other 

F) Special for 

G) Clear out for 

e) pair up and down screen simultaneously with the ball in 

hand on the top 

to drive right from the high post- a 2-1-2 set 

o.~r 

set doing more out of this with 



g) Early ball screens for on the Fast break 

Call=Tug shirt = Lane game with 3 around 2 

Call Fist = at high post w/ 

the open block w/her right hand 

Call 4 = 4 outside players with 

Call Finger twirl = high low motion = home base 

low -hit 

in high post for the drive 

she drives 

2 fingers side= single -double on the baseline 

Opened 2nd half with 1-4 high B-1 w/a stagger down 

-Vs our 14 they may use ball screen at the top spin out for shot if it is 

if playing point can pass wing and receive flare away 

with overload 

Zone offense high Ball screen with who can Pop and shoot - 1- 

3-1 set - two stacks take it off the top, break the stacks and reverse the 

ball to three people- pass corner to post and cut through bump 

around and reverse ball to three people 

-3 around 2 

SOB= flare for inbounds passer- or back screen lob for 

Personnel: 



=they can go big with two posts with at the 3 spot 

=Homebase would be 3 perimeter with and at post 

"OUT’ .13 PPG/6 RPG/- 6 apg - driver 

/shooter- pt gd- "The wind beneath their wings" one on one player- will 

use numerous high ball screens - Head on the Giant -good passer- Can 

hurt us with her pass as much as her scoring- dribbles the ball high, but 

great athlete 

- pt gd/wing- lefty-13 PPG/4 RPG-Shooter, Driver/ 

MVP of the ACC tournament - Keep her in front of you 

- wing- 20 ppg/6rpg -wing -SHOOTER Supreme- 

fundamental-55% from the 3- stronger and has become more skilled- 

driving with a spins and posting more-receives early ball screens on 

the fast break. With injuries to she played some pt gd vs 

ND, if she has the ball at the point area she will pass to post on elbow, 

then receive a flare screen from the post for a shot going away from 

her pass-will shot fake, stay down 

- 11 PPG/5RPG- Wing-athlete-driver/spins - 

offensive rebounder 

11 PPG- 8 RPG- Shooter-Post-4 man- 53% from 

the 3 pt line- Can stretch the defense out. High post ball screener in 

their motion, can roll or spin out and shoot- drives left from high or 

wing- "The Glue" 

- post- 11 ppg/8 rpg- 4 blocks per game- 

Rebounder-posts hard -turns over left shoulder in low post -drives 



ril~ht if catches it in hil~h post- al~l~ressive-can run the rim- if she moves 

out to corner she will come off a flex screen when the ball is reversed. 

PG/Wing-5PPG/2RPG-Shooter, Good on ball defender 

- Sub Winls-3PPG/4RPG- 

¯ sub post- Off rebounder 

sub post-screener offensive rebounder 

.Winls-4PPG/2RPG- 



Pittsburgh 2014 

A team with good overall quickness and speed. We will be guarding the 

drive a great deal with and with out the ball screen. Very adapted with 

shot fakes and pass fakes they are an aggressive group like Syracuse. 

Capable. Scoring 64 ppg we need to be ready to play against the 

perfect game. With out beating Pittsburgh the Duke win is diminished. 

Offense- 

Will fast break on opportunity but allow opponent to determine tempo. 

¯ 5 out give and go Motion similar to Tennessee some down 

screens-Much simultaneous movement -( See Ball and Man) 

¯ Flat ball screen on top (HBS) - sometimes with a low post some 

times without a low post 

¯ Sinker- will scissors off the high post like Miami -also will 

backcut and stagger screen off it as well 

¯ Buckets 

¯ Horns 

¯ 3out 2 in pass wing cut ball side corner then Pinch post to a 

stagger for corner 

¯ Drag with a baseline runner 

¯ Zone offense 

1-3-1 set HBS or SBS which moves into a 2-1-2 

set as spacing occurs 

1-3-1 set pt to wing interchange ,while post X 

*Press offense- 2 in bounds receivers and a middle into a quick 

1-3-1 alignment or a 2-1-2 alignment vs soft presses 



SOB = vs pressure post screen for pt guard at top, while other post 

screens at the block for wing coming ball side corner from opposite 

block 

Pitt Defense 

*M/M= 

play personnel - did not guard at GT-average ball pressure yet 

can put good heat on the ball ( 4 man)-will DT low post if 

available switch perimeter hand offs- play behind in the post-Do Not 

help one pass away on Drives (Duke)- Over under on Ball screens if 

post involved switch others-no deny-Rotations are suspect 

transition match up with their player 

*2-3 Zone- standard at times bump other times stay what ever 

is convenient it appears-They also try to match up out of this 

OBU =M/M do not guard the ball or 2-3 zone 

SOB= M/M do not guard the ball or 2-3 Zone 

- 2-2-1 press 

- Diamond (1-2-1-1 full court on the ball) 

-1-1-3 half court Zone press 

Personnell 

-pt gd-17 ppg/3rpg- driver- shooter -tear 

drop- good with the ball- Moves on the move 



wing /4man 

-wing- 9ppg/3rpg-Shooter/driver-lefty- 

i post 12ppg/6rpg-17’ range- 

screener -offensive rebounder 

rebounder 

-wing -lefty/driver scorer- pt gd occasionally 

high post in Sinker- 

- wing-6ppg/4rpg-shooter 

-wing-5ppg/2rpg-lefty- 

-post strong 4ppg/4rpg-screener Offensive 

- wing 2ppg/2rpg 

sub post¯ 2pp/4rpg-high post in Sinker 



Virginia               ~o~ 

UVA is team that controls the Tempo with half court offense coupled 

with mixing Zone and M/M defenses. One of their strengths is their 

ability to execute on the half court level. They run a variety of sets with 

the patience’s to work for and get good shots, yet on occasion they will 

drive the ball early in the possession. A majority of their shots come 

from the perimeter players, although they have made a system 

change with MUCH Sinker and out old 44 shuffle cut with 2 staggers 

mixed, this also will be joined by 1-4 high 

Virginia Offense -Long possessions 

-A team that plays with patience-long possessions on offense - 

running various sets vs M/M and Zone- A perimeter oriented team, 

HOME BASE= Sinker with much quick movement ( like Miami) 

various scissors and splits of the post-post will also ball screen at ant 

time 

-Sets -Drag ,ball screens, Staggers - 

-1-4 high series -B-1 - pass elbow cut same side into Rod Over with 

back cut or side split the post- hit elbow flare off other post - HAND 

OFF into shuffle cut and into 2 staggers ( old 44 ) - hit elbow then 

opposite wing flash low post- 

- 1-4- elbow zipper up catch then opposite elbow down screen- if pass 

wing cut ball side go into Buckets with a baseline runner 

-HBS and SBS 

Zone offense= 



- Star offense vs Zone = offensive attack w/4 players ( Gonzaga ) 

moving high post. Pt. and wing on each wing pass 

-Wave Play" vs zone- Like Split" start w/dribble off the top of the 

key, shallow cut- then ball screen 

-Sinker- 

- 1-3-1= SBS or HBS 

-Vs our 22 Blue =2-1-2 set 

Virginia Defense= Multiple Zones 

-3-2 matchup Zone -Trap in corner 

-2-3 Zone playing more of this % 

-1-3-1 wide zone - on dead balls and FT in back court last year vs UNC 

last Year 

-M/M=can be full or half court- Hard Hedge or DT ball screens-Played 

a great deal of this vs Maryland- switch off ball screens -front low 

post- will shoot gaps if athletic player 

-1-2-2 Half court press back into Zone generally 3-2 zone 

-1-2-2 ¾ court press - back into 3-2 Zone generally 

-OBU= 2-3 zone or M/M 

-SOB def= M/M or -3-2 zone or 2-3 Zone / 1-2-2 press in back court 



OBU def= 2-3 Zone or M/M 

Personnel- 

-pt gd-2ppg/lrpg-shooter- driver- strong 

-Wing- 11 PPG- 3RPG-Shooter. Will drive it and 

draw fouls. Good fakes, savvy, fundamental, tough 

-Wing-13ppg/5rebs-SHOOTER- 3pt-quick, 

athletic, Driver, Explosive, Most Field Goal Attempts on the team. 

Leading returning scorer. Will drive in jump stop and shot fake to get 

you up drawing a foul. Go to player. 

-8ppg/Srebs- Wing- shooter-, tough, smart- ball 

quick from the waist up. Fundamental, explosive driver to her right, pull 

up jump shot. Knows how to play 

¯ sub post-11ppg/8rpg- lefty- offensive 

rebounder supreme-leads team, strong, 64% FG, athletic, leaper 

-pt gd-2ppg/lrpg-shooter- driver- strong 

12PPG/3RPG--Sub Wing-Strong, Offensive 

Rebounder, goes left-play her as a shooter/driver/scorer- 

-3PPG/2RPG-Sub Post- strong- screener plays High 

Post in Sinker 

-sub post- screens-offensive rebounder-has started 

-wing/sub -3PPG/2RPG 





Virginia               ~o~ 

UVA is team that controls the Tempo with half court offense coupled 

with mixing Zone and M/M defenses. One of their strengths is their 

ability to execute on the half court level. They run a variety of sets with 

the patience’s to work for and get good shots, yet on occasion they will 

drive the ball early in the possession. A majority of their shots come 

from the perimeter players, although they have made a system 

change with MUCH Sinker and out old 44 shuffle cut with 2 staggers 

mixed, this also will be joined by 1-4 high 

Virginia Offense -Long possessions 

-A team that plays with patience-long possessions on offense - 

running various sets vs M/M and Zone- A perimeter oriented team, 

HOME BASE= Sinker with much quick movement ( like Miami) 

various scissors and splits of the post-post will also ball screen at ant 

time 

-Sets -Drag ,ball screens, Staggers - 

-1-4 high series -B-1 - pass elbow cut same side into Rod Over with 

back cut or side split the post- hit elbow flare off other post - HAND 

OFF into shuffle cut and into 2 staggers ( old 44 ) - hit elbow then 

opposite wing flash low post- 

- 1-4- elbow zipper up catch then opposite elbow down screen- if pass 

wing cut ball side go into Buckets with a baseline runner 

- Continuity- 5 out dribble at the wing back cut then pass to corner 

man go ball screen 



-HBS and SBS 

Zone offense= 

- Star offense vs Zone = offensive attack w/4 players ( Gonzaga ) 

moving high post. Pt. and wing on each wing pass 

-Wave Play" vs zone- Like Split" start w/dribble off the top of the 

key, shallow cut- then ball screen 

-Sinker- 

- 1-3-1= SBS or HBS 

-Vs our 22 Blue =2-1-2 set 

Virginia Defense= Multiple Zones 

-3-2 matchup Zone -Trap in corner 

-2-3 Zone playing more of this % 

-1-3-1 wide zone - on dead balls and FT in back court last year vs UNC 

last Year 

-M/M=can be full or half court- Hard Hedge or DT ball screens-Played 

a great deal of this vs Maryland- switch off ball screens -front low 

post- will shoot gaps if athletic player 

-1-2-2 Half court press back into Zone generally 3-2 zone 

-1-2-2 ¾ court press - back into 3-2 Zone generally 



-OBU= 2-3 zone or M/M 

-SOB def= M/M or -3-2 zone or 2-3 Zone / 1-2-2 press in back court 

OBU def= 2-3 Zone or M/M 

Personnel- 

-pt gd-2ppg/lrpg-shooter- driver- strong 

.Wing- 11 PPG- 3RPG-Shooter. Will drive it and 

draw fouls. Good fakes, savvy, fundamental, tough 

¯ Wing-13ppg/Srebs-SHOOTER- 3pt-quick, 

athletic, Driver, Explosive, Most Field Goal Attempts on the team. 

Leading returning scorer. Will drive in jump stop and shot fake to get 

you up drawing a foul. Go to player. 

-Sppg/Srebs- Wing- shooter-, tough, smart- ball 

quick from the waist up. Fundamental, explosive driver to her right, pull 

up jump shot. Knows how to play 

-sub post-11ppg/8rpg- lefty- offensive 

rebounder supreme-leads team, strong, 64% FG, athletic, leaper 

.pt gd-2ppg/lrpg-shooter- driver- strong 

12PPG/3RPG--Sub Wing-Strong, Offensive 

Rebounder, goes left-play her as a shooter/driver/scorer- 

-3PPG/2RPG-Sub Post- strong- screener plays High 

Post in Sinker 

.sub post- screens-offensive rebounder-has started 



-wing/sub -3PPG/2RPG 



Virginia Tech 2014 

We need to force tempo- VT is a half court team however will run 

on rebounds and turnovers if advantaged .Perimeter oriented 

scoring team we must contain the dribble and contest all shots, the 

posts serve as screeners and rebound the Flex offense.. 

are the primary scorers. A team much like Clemson accept 

not as much size. They run their offense with patience yet they will 

likely come in to this game with unexpected wrinkles (Press etc)- BE 

READY for whatever. 

VT Defense 

M/M defense= play personnel according to strengths -,will drop off 

at the high post ,play the Pt gd at top of the key, and 

under on ball, but not consistent other players may not hedge hard at 

all- Deny and front the Post- Double team post to post on post feeds 

-2-3 zone match up 

Last year-l-3-1 Zone defense - Pt gd on the back covering corner to 

corner 

OBU = M/M 

VT Offense 

Home base= Flex with follow your pass ball screens or dribble hand off 

(HBS) as a secondary-will bump cuts -will ball screen running out of the 

low post 

-3 around 2 pin down UCLA cut into B-1 to flex 



-Diagonal up screen initiate 

- R&R initiate 

- Back screen then cross screen initiate 

- Secondary break-Carolina alignment w/corner player zippering up 

the middle with a bacl~ screen at top for post 

- Zone Offense = 

- Star offense (Gonzaga) 

-1-3-1 set vs zone with post men X 

- Defensive lump ball alignment 

- Rarely see a power move in the post rather turn around J 

OBU-=Very good in this phase- 

Personnel 

-pt.gd.-shoter 13ppg/3rpg 

-pt gd-4ppg / 5rpg-shooter lefty 

¯ 12 PPG/5 RPG- Wing-Shooter (last year) -quick 

release with range 

14 ppg/8rpg-lefty-Post-turnaround jumper over 

right shoulder, drive left pull up range, 17 ft range, athlete-leaper 



, a~ PPG/SRPG-Post- Offensive Rebounder, 17 

ft range, turnaround jumpers over both shoulders, no power moves 

-wing 5 ppg/3rpg 

- 2ppg/2rpg-wing/shooter- quick- release 

¯ 1 PPG/1RPG-Pt Gd sub/Wing-Can shoot with 

space-Big (3uard, Drive her-not quicl~ 

¯ a, ppg/3 RPG-Sub Post-Wide Body, banger, 

Offensive Rebounder)- 





Notre Dame 2014 

A team with outstanding fundamental players with high basketball IQ. Mental 

quickness personified with great shooters 42% shooting as a team. Scoring 87 

ppg giving up 61 ppg, at the 4 position is a pt gd in thought and deed 

from the waist up and a pivotal part of the team yet she is not quick of foot and 

venerable to the drive and post up by Z. They are solid yet in all S positions but we 

also can post up with will probably guard 

and will guard They are beatable and we can cause them so 

problems 8uarding our people and our offense. They are weak guarding ball 

screens if the post is involved. All 3 perimeter players have pt gd Mentalities as 

passer/scorers- "Strength of the team is the ability of all 5 players to see people 

on offense and deliver the ball to the open man instinctively on offense" 

ND Offense= 

-Fastbreak= DRIBBLE OUTLET-with a sprint out dribble by the rebounder 

(whom over)- Early ball screen at any time as secondary 

-Sinker - will hit the high post at any time and go Rod- will post on the 

back side on dribble up 

-Rod -away or over depending on the direction the passer cuts 

-Drag- with a flare on opposite side-will flash high from other side if post rolls 

low 

-Roll & Rise 

-Kansas Flex-into 2 staggers- 

- 1-4 high wing passinto SBS while staggering on the otherside 

-Pinch post 



-1-3-1 set 

-3 out 2 in -off the top, shallow cut bring other wing flashing in (Brief shot 

clock) 

-3 out 2 in - off the the top, cut through, bump around reverse the ball to wing, 

slide post up mid post and bring the other post to short corner "Like Top" 

OBU offense= 1 rubs off 4 - in bounds passer cut across mid post then stagger 

screen or if against Zone screen for return skip on the backside 

Press offense = quick out -over the top if possible like us- then flash middle into 

a 2-2-1 set the rest of the way 

Vs our blue a 2-1-2 set with in middle 

ND Defense 

-M/M defense- Home base= good pressure by at times average 

ball pressure every where else soft when is on the ball outside- Front 

low post when possible- Ball screens will Zone up or hedge if the post is on the 

screener, will switch if perimeter is on screener -same for hand offs- Poor on 

guarding ball screens 

-2-3 Zone- 

-OBU defense=M/M no one on the ball or someone on the ball -2-3 Zone 

-SOB defense =M/M -occasionally DT receiver or dribbler- 



¯ wing-17ppg/6rpg- shooter 41% from 3-driver pull up 

jumper-Quick release- drive her and post her up 

18 ppg/6rpg-wing- shooter 41% from 3 pt- drive her and 

post her up 

-4man with passing skills in Sinker- 14 ppg/7rpg-fakes with 

the ball-offensive rebounder 

-post-3 ppg/5rpg- high post in Sinker-offensive rebounder 

-lOppg/2rpg- wing sub-shooter 42% from 3 pt- we can 

drive her and post her up 

-post - screener -offensive rebounder 

wing sub- 6ppg/4rpg- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday,                  9:47 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Hatchell, 
Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

RE: Weekly Infi-action Notice 

After confirming wth our tutor, we have fixed the e~ror. 

You do NOT have any documented infractions atthe moment, 

Sorry for the mix-up~ 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant TutoNal Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppor~ Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheud’Jema[Lunc edu 

Office: 93.9-843-2328 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 5:35 PM 

TO; ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc; Lee, Jairnie; Calder, Andrew G; Hatchell, Sylvia R 

Subject; Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

This is a mistake I even met with Jaimie Lee before my session at I pm on this date because my session was 
with                at I pm 

Sincerely, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:19 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASP:’;ATuto~ing~!!~<. ed~l> wrote: 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your gocI    tutoring session 

on at 1:00pro. This is your first documented infractions and shall be considered your first 
warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have 

a history of infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction- Warning 

3rd infraction - Strike one 

4th infraction - Strike two 

5th infraction - Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head 



coach, academic counselor, associate director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been 

HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the 

email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first 

be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal 

must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or 

required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (ASPSA/~oiin~.(~un~ .~:duj within the timeline listed below 

and inform your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments Spm or later Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before gprn - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled 

nolaterthan noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or 

direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Ben Sheu 

<Infraction Appeal Form docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dtmjillo@wbca org 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 II :59 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
State Farm Coaches’ All-America Nomination Receipt 

Thank you for submi[ling the following State Farm Coaches’ All-America Teams nomination. 

PLAYER INFORMATION 
Player Name: 
School: University of North Carolina 
Height: 
Age: 
Shoe Size: 
Warm-up Size: 
Uniform Number: 
Year in School: 
Position: 
Year of Eligibility: 

NOMINATOR INFORMATION 
Name: Sylvia Hatchell 
School Address: University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 



Work Phone: 919-962-5187 
Emaih shatchell@uncaa, unc.edu 

SCHOOL INFORMATION 
College/Institution: University of North Carolina 
WBCA Affiliation: NCAA I 
Conference: Atlantic Coast 
WBCA Region: 2 
Win/Loss Record: 21-7 
Regular Games Remaining: 2 

MEDIA INFORMATION 
SID Contact: Mark Kimmel 
SID Work Phone: 9199620084 
SID Fax: N/A 
SID Emaih mkimmel@unc.edu 
Newspaper Name: Durham Herald-Sun 
Contact: Harold Guttman 
Phone: 9174467356 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu> 

Tuesday,                3:21 PM 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywame@unc edu>; 
Marsh, Patrick <pmarsh@email unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; 
Morabito, Eric Michael <emorabi@email unc edu>; High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; 
"Labar, Daniel P’ <Labar-Daniel@aramark corn>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<dlhawkin~)psafety unc edu>; Stone, David W <dwstone@psafety unc edu>; 

@gmail corn>; Kimmel, Mark D <mdkimmel@email unc edu>; Miller, 
Beth <bethmille@unc edu>;                       @email unc edu>; Brenner, John 
F <JohnBrunner@unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <traceywilliams@unc edu>; 
Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Plunkett, Mary Rob <maPyrobp@unc edu>; 
Plumblee, Jordan L <jplumble@email unc edu>; ’Beros-Adrian@aramark corn’; 
Tichenor, Megan <megan@ramsclub corn>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

WBB vs Duke t ) Mktg Plan 

Duke Marketing Plan- UNC WBB ~      )pdf 

Team, 

Please find the attached marketing plan for the women’s basketball game against Duke on 
Sunday,    I, We have a lot going on and it should be a great atmosphere, 

Thanks for all of your help and go Heels! 

Scott 

Scott Palanjian 
Assistant Director of Marketing 
UNC Athletic Department 

919-962-5499 (W) 
(c) 

ScottP~unc.edu 



Notre Dame 2014 

A team with outstanding fundamental players with high basketball IQ. Mental 

quickness personified with great shooters 42% shooting as a team. Scoring 87 

ppg giving up 61 ppg, at the 4 position is a pt gd in thought and deed 

from the waist up and a pivotal part of the team yet she is not quick of foot and 

venerable to the drive and post up by Z. They are solid yet in all S positions but we 

also can post up with will probably guard 

and will guard They are beatable and we can cause them so 

problems 8uarding our people and our offense. They are weak guarding ball 

screens if the post is involved. All 3 perimeter players have pt gd Mentalities as 

passer/scorers- "Strength of the team is the ability of all 5 players to see people 

on offense and deliver the ball to the open man instinctively on offense" 

ND Offense= 

-Fastbreak= DRIBBLE OUTLET-with a sprint out dribble by the rebounder 

(whom over)- Early ball screen at any time as secondary 

-Sinker - will hit the high post at any time and go Rod- will post on the 

back side on dribble up 

-Rod -away or over depending on the direction the passer cuts 

-Drag- with a flare on opposite side-will flash high from other side if post rolls 

low 

-Roll & Rise 

-Kansas Flex-into 2 staggers. 

-1-4 high wing passinto SBS while staggering on the otherside 



-1-3-1 set 

-3 out 2 in -off the top, shallow cut bring other wing flashing in (Brief shot 

clock) 

-3 out 2 in - off the the top, cut through, bump around reverse the ball to wing, 

slide post up mid post and bring the other post to short corner "Like Top" 

OBU offense= 1 rubs off 4 - in bounds passer cut across mid post then stagger 

screen or if against Zone screen for return skip on the backside 

Press offense = quick out -over the top if possible like us- then flash middle into 

a 2-2-1 set the rest of the way 

Vs our blue a 2-1-2 set with in middle 

ND Defense 

-M/M defense- Home base= good pressure by at times average 

ball pressure every where else soft when is on the ball outside- Front 

low post when possible- Ball screens will Zone up or hedge if the post is on the 

screener, will switch if perimeter is on screener -same for hand offs- Poor on 

guarding ball screens 

-2-3 Zone- 

-OBU defense=M/M no one on the ball or someone on the ball -2-3 Zone 

-SOB defense =M/M -occasionally DT receiver or dribbler- 



-wing-17ppg/6rpg- shooter 41% from 3-driver pull up 

jumper-Quick release- drive her and post her up 

¯ 18 ppg/6rpg-wing- shooter 41% from 3 pt- drive her and 

post her up 

-4man with passing skills in Sinker- 14 ppg/7rpg-fakes with 

the ball-offensive rebounder 

¯ post-3 ppg/5rpg- high post in Sinker-offensive rebounder 

-lOppg/2rpg- wing sub-shooter 42% from 3 pt- we can 

drive her and post her up 

-post - screener -offensive rebounder 

¯ wing sub- 6ppg/4rpg- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu> 

Saturday, March I, 2014 9:16 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu> 

FW: 

20140228130757836 pdf 

HW Coach 
Attached is the Duke report- will l~ot plW their fore 
have gone Big bringing in mid moving to 3 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 
Frmn: Cheek, Donlm E 
Sent: Ffida?, Febnm~y 28, 2014 1:25 PM 
To: L¢C. William R Jr 

will pla> point b,~ard They will pla~" us mine Zone and 

Domm Cheek 

..... Original Message ..... 

Sent: Fdda>, Febnm~y 28, 2014 1:08 PM 
To: Check. Donna E 

Tlfis E-mail was sent from "R11411" (Aficio MP C3300) 

Scan Date: 02282014 13:07:57 (-0500) 
Queries m: scanncr~aunc cdu 



Duke                 ~ 

First of all the mentality of aggressiveness, which is by definition 

"the disposition to dominate" is imperative in this battle. We cannot 

be psychologically fragile, we must be Warriors from the "Get Go". 

"We can not play Timid" nor be concerned with the crowd noise. 

Things to consider 

- we will need to drive and pass or drive and shoot, intelligently 

-we will need.mid range game off the dribble against Duke since there 

is little help accept at the basket by 

-We need early receivers as we are crossing midcourt to release 

pressure and get the possession off to a stable start 

- Early Ball screens for would be hard to guard 

-Hard & back was well scouted drew a charge on Z cutting through ( 

flop) 

-" Buckets" -start with ball above the foul line extended improving 

the driving angle 

- On gd to gd pass in "buckets" we should look at both post 

Duke is scoring 88 ppg giving up 63 ppg in overall play, 3 shooters 

on the floor sirrmltaneously, at the 3 pt arc the team is shooting 42%. 

Obviously their defense provides strength for their offense~ They are a 

solid team in their half court offense yet not unguardable, we have 

played against high powered offensive teams already, so we can 

guard them bring it on. We must get back on defense to make them 

face us which will also cut into their production 



They will open in an tight M/M defense denying everything accept the 

low post-good ball pressure they are physical in this defense. We 

will need to move and cut hard to get open for passes (thought if you 

can’t pass it drive it) however this cannot force us into difficult shots 

off the drive. We must be good passers as we drive as well making 

good decisions to get open looks. 

Attacking the 3-2 matchup zone with inside and outside play will be 

a factor for us. Note they will double team the ball in the corner if 

circumstances allow it and on a double fist call ; they will also deny 

pass back out of the corner on occasion, We can skip it out from the 

baseline or to the baseline plus one taking advantage. Match Up 

Zones have difficulty guarding ball and player movement (Ball 

Reversals -Skips) tend to distort the coverage areas and take 

advantage of their own principles. Hard Pass Fakes will move and 

freeze the Zone, allowing us to gain advantage with what we see. 

Our dribble penetration will be a key asset against this defense as 

well. Flashing into the middle (logo) from the baseline and backside is 

difficult for the Zone to pick up. Take the ball and make 2 players play 

:~ by using your dribble then pass it against the zone. 

are playing pt gd (     status is uncertain) although 

plyed some pt gd against Notre Dame. 

NOTE: halfcourt offense is a Maior strength for them with S scorers 

and 3 3pt shooters on the floor to~ethrer ; 

~’We will have to give up strength somewhere in playing this team" 

~ Beat the Zone down the floor when possible 



e Their Zone. is solid ,ultimately it will take patience to work for a 
get a good shot vs their Zone if we do not beat it down the floor 

~ ~ Use :[3 & :12 at times o do not let them get started° Use 

Blue when      is out of the game.     at times to mix it up 

e Poise aud composure are major factor 

~ We have 5 things in mind to use vs their Zone 

a) Forward -up the gut- pop back res~reen ~or rover on 

baseline 

b) High Low =circle and stay 

c) "Bgckets" 

d) Sinker vs Zone -needs suring it ~p in practice 

e) Stack, Top, and Wave 

f) hard & Back was well scouted they drew a ~harge o~ Z 

right away 

g)Drag dribble- Drag series 

DEFENSE 

- M/M= will open in this, deny one pass away up, hard on the ball, not 

good on ball screens inconsistent       zones - deny fight the low 

post hip you out- when we drive the ball power drive it no help on 

ball one pass away 

- 3-2 matchup zone & will trap out of it, but the trap is a call- spread 

wide-- 

~all=2 fists up= zone with trap on wing or corner 



"    ly 

- press ~t or 2~evel of court usually after FT, they 
’~ will deny the inbounds pass-~~ 

i 
-M/M full court 

-2-3 Zone 

OBU -IV]/M and Zone 

Sideline -M/M and Zone 

Duke Offense - 

-will Fast Break 

-Scoring 8:t ppg- giving up 65 ppg in conference play- shooting 45% 

from the 3 as a team 

- Home base = High -Low ball screen motion generally is low 

while is the high ball screener, everything goes back into this- 

pop and shoot the 3 after screenin~ on the ball 



-NOTE: they run a sideline fast break after Free Throws down either 

side into and overload for        low post or a ball screen high for 

They also run ~his as a set play, has developed a left 

hand jump hook! 

-They have provision to post perimeter players in their arsenal 

generally out of the Lane game with - we will be 

~uarding numerous ball screens at the ~hi~h__p_o_st are_a, and less on the 

side. 

-Sets (itemized in player scouting report) - 

when Peters screens for 

on ball screens 

she then pops as a shooter ,the same 

A) Secondary with zipper off two posts then high ball screen with clear 

out to open side 

B) 3.-4 high set- dribble the wing- will use elbow ball screens -post to 

post screen then down screen for opposite the ball- into high 
into high low 

C) 1-4 high- Diagonal B-I- with stagger down screen 

D) 3‘-4 low -Baseline’-             will drive it - may vacate an 

open block or     driving Notre Dame played a 3.-3 zone behind 

guarding the ball on top 

E) Box set -Easy’- last year’s play have not seen it this year - up screen 

on one side down screen on the other 

F) Special for 

G) Clear out for to drive right from the high post- a 2-1-2 set 



e} pair up and down screen simultaneously with the hall in 

hand on the top 

f) set doing more out of this with 

g) Early ball screens for on the Fastbreak 

Call=Tu=g~shirt = Lane game with 3 around 2 

Call 4 = 4 outside players with 

Call Finger twirl = high low motion 

Call Fist =        at high post w/ 

the open block w/her right hand 

in high post for the drive 

= home base 

low -hit 

¯ 
"    " " single double on the baseline ~ fingers side= - 

Opened and half with 1-4 high B-:I w/a stagger down 

or 

she drives 

-Vs our 14 they may use bail screen at the top spin out for shot if it is 

if playing point can pass wing and receive flare away 
with overload 

Zone offense high Ball screen with      who can Pop and shoot - 1- 

3-1 set - two stacks take it off the top, break the stacks and reverse the 

ball to three people - pass corner to post and cut through bump 

around and reverse ball to three people 

-3 around 2 

SOB= flare for inbounds passer- or back screen lob for 



Personnel: 

=they can go bi~ with two posts with at the 3 spot 

=Homebase would be 3 perimeter with and at post 

"OUT’                  ,13 PPG/6 RPG/- 6 apg - driver 

/shooter- pt gd- "The wind beneath their wings" one on one player- will 

use numerous high ball screens - Head on the Giant -good passer- Can 

hurt us with her pass as much as her scoring- dribbles the ball high, but 

great athlete 

- pt gd/wing- lefty-13 PPG/4 RPG-Shooter, Driver/ 

IVIVP of the ACC tournament - Keep her in front of you 

wing- 20 ppg/6rpg -wing-SHOOTER Supreme- 

fundamental-55% from the 3- stronger and has become more skilled- 

driving with a spins and posting more-receives early ball screens on 

the fast break. With injuries to             she played some pt gd vs 

ND, if she has the ball at the point ar~a she will pass to post on elbow, 

then receive a flare screen from the post for a shot going away from 

her pass-will shot fake, stay down 

offensive rebounder 

- 11 PPG/SRPG- Wing-athlete-driver/spins - 

¯ 11 PPG- 8 RPG- Shooter-Post-4 man- 53% from 

the 3 pt line- Can stretch the defense out, High post ball screener in 



their motion, can roll or spin out and shoot- drives left from high or 

wing- "The Glue" 

post- 11 ppg/8 rpg- 4 blocks per game- 

Rebounder-posts hard -turns over left shoulder in low post -drives 

right if catches it in high post- aggressive-can run the rim- if she moves 

out to corner she will come off a flex screen wl~en the ball is reversed. 

-PG/Wing-SPPG/2RPG-ShooteD Good on balldefender 

,Sub Wing-3PPG/4RPG- 

-sub post- Offrebounder 

sub post-screeneroffensiverebounder 

.Wing-4PPG/2RPG- 



Duke                      2o1~ 

Update bullet points 

¯ is out injured will play at pt gd. -will probably 

allow the one that is not guarding to bring it up 

¯ Likely will play more Zone under the circumstances 

¯ Point of reference for type defense Duke is playing -If is at the 

foul line it is the 3-2 match up -if      is on the baseline it is a 2-3 zone 

¯ Will deny ball in M/M defense this has given us problems the 

past 3 games in running things fluidly with ball reversals 

¯ They will play a diamond and 1 defense on 

*They will play a and i on 

*Early Ball screens for in the middle third of the court 

would be hard to guard on the secondary break 

First of all the mentality of aggressiveness, which is by definition 

"the disposition to dominate" is imperative in this battle. We cannot 

be psychologically fragile, we must be Warriors from the "Get Go". 

"We can not play Timid". 

Things to consider 

- we will need to drive and pass or drive and shoot, intelligently 

-we will need mid range game offthe dribble against Duke since there 

is little help accept at the basket by 

-We need early receivers as we are crossing midcourt to release 

pressure and get the possession off to a stable start 



- Early Ball screens for would be hard to guard 

-Hard & back was well scouted drew a charge on Z cutting through ( 

flop) 

-" Buckets" - start with ball above the foul line extended improving 

the driving angle 

- On gd to gd pass in "buckets" we should look at both post 

Duke is scoring 88 ppg giving up 63 ppg in overall play, 3 shooters 

on the floor simultaneously, at the 3 pt arc the team is shooting 42%. 

Obviously their defense provides strength for their offense. They are a 

solid team in their half court offense yet not unguardable, we have 

played against high powered offensive teams already, so we can 

guard them bring it on. We must get back on defense to make them 

face us which will also cut into their production 

They opened in an tight M/M defense denying everything accept the 

low post - good ball pressure they are physical in this defense. We 

will need to move and cut hard to get open for passes (thought if you 

can’t pass it drive it) however this cannot force us into difficult shots 

offthe drive. We must be good passers as we drive as well making 

good decisions to get open looks. 

Attacking the 3-2 matchup zone with inside and outside play will be 

a factor for us. Note they will double team the ball in the corner if 

circumstances allow it and on a double fist call ; they will also deny 

pass back out of the corner on occasion, We can skip it out from the 

baseline or to the baseline plus one taking advantage. Match Up 

Zones have difficulty guarding ball and player movement (Ball 

Reversals -Skips) tend to distort the coverage areas and take 



advantage of their own principles. Hard Pass Fakes will move and 

freeze the Zone, allowing us to gain advantage with what we see. 

Our dribble penetration will be a key asset against this defense as 

well. Flashing into the middle (logo) from the baseline and backside is 

difficult for the Zone to pick up. Take the ball and make 2 players play 

1 by using your dribble then pass it against the zone. 

are playing pt gd ( status is uncertain) although 

plyed some pt gd against Notre Dame. 

NOTE: halfcourt offense is a Maior strength for them with S scorers 

and 3 3pt shooters on the floor together ; 

"We will have to give up strength somewhere in playing this team" 

¯ Beat the Zone down the floor when possible 

¯ Their Zone is solid ,ultimately it will take patience to work for a 

get a good shot vs their Zone if we do not beat it down the floor 

¯ *** Use at times - do not let them get started- Use 

Blue when is out of the game. at times to mix it up 

¯ Poise and composure are major factor 

* We have 5 things in mind to use vs their Zone 

a) Forward -up the gut- pop back rescreen for rover on 

baseline 

b) High Low -circle and stay 

c) "Buckets" 

d) Sinker vs Zone -needs suring it up in practice 



e) Stack, Top,and Wave 

f) hard & back was well scouted they drew a charge on Z 

right away 

g)Drag dribble- Drag series 

DEFENSE 

- M/M= will open in this, deny one pass away up, hard on the ball, not 

good on ball screens inconsistent zones - deny fight the low 

post hip you out- when we drive the ball power drive it no help on 

ball one pass away 

- 3-2 matchup zone & will trap out of it, but the trap is a call- spread 

wide-- 

Call=2 fists up= zone with trap on wing or corner 

press (1-2-1-1-) -full court or ¾ level of court usually after 

FT or MFG they will deny the inbounds pass 

-1-2-1-1 ½ court press - they bring the guards and 2nd line of the press 

well down well into back court - take advantage here we can stretch it 

out over the top -They will trap with guards on occasions 

-M/M full court 

-2-3 Zone 

OBU -M/M and Zone 

Sideline -M/M and Zone 



Duke Offense - 

-will Fast Break 

-Scoring 81 ppg- giving up 65 ppg in conference play- shooting 45% 

from the 3 as a team 

- Home base = High -Low ball screen motion generally is low 

while is the high ball screener, everything goes back into this- 

pop and shoot the 3 after screening on the ball 

-NOTE: they run a sideline fast break after Free Throws down either 

side into and overload for low post or a ball screen high for 

They also run this as a set play, has developed a left 

hand jump hook! 

-They have provision to post perimeter players in their arsenal 

generally out of the Lane game with - we will be 

guarding numerous ball screens at the high post area, and less on the 

side. 

-Sets (itemized in player scouting report) - 

* when screens for she then pops as a shooter ,the same 

on ball screens 

A) Secondary with zipper off two posts then high ball screen with clear 

out to open side 

B) 1-4 high set- dribble the wing- will use elbow ball screens -post to 

post screen then down screen for opposite the ball- into high 

into high low 



C) 1-4 high- Diagonal B-l- with stagger down screen 

D) 1-4 low-Baseline’- will drive it - may vacate an 

open block or driving Notre Dame played a 1-3 zone behind 

guarding the ball on top 

E) Box set -Easy’- last year’s play have not seen it this year - up screen 

on one side down screen on the other 

F) Special for 

G) Clear out for 

e) pair up and down screen simultaneously with the ball in 

hand on the top 

to drive right from the high post- a 2-1-2 set 

o_~r 

f_J_ set doing more out of this with 

g) Early ball screens for on the Fast break 

Call=Tug shirt = Lane game with 3 around 2 

Call 4 = 4 outside players with in high post for the drive 

Call Finger twirl = high low motion = home base 

low -hit Call Fist = at high post w/ 

the open block w/her right hand 

she drives 

2 fingers side= single -double on the baseline 

Opened 2nd half with 1-4 high B-1 w/a stagger down 

-Vs our 14 they may use ball screen at the top spin out for shot if it is 

if playing point can pass wing and receive flare away 

with overload 



Zone offense high Ball screen with who can Pop and shoot - 1- 

3-1 set - two stacks take it off the top, break the stacks and reverse the 

ball to three people - pass corner to post and cut through bump 

around and reverse ball to three people 

-3 around 2 

SOB= flare for inbounds passer- or back screen lob for 

Personnel: 

=they can go big with two posts with at the 3 spot 

--Homebase would be 3 perimeter with and at post 

"OUT .13 PPG/6 RPG/- 6 apg - driver 

/shooter- pt gd- "The wind beneath their wings" one on one player- will 

use numerous high ball screens - Head on the Giant -good passer- Can 

hurt us with her pass as much as her scoring- dribbles the ball high, but 

great athlete 

- pt gd/wing- lefty-13 PPG/4 RPG-Shooter, Driver/ 

MVP of the ACC tournament - Keep her in front of you 

¯ wing- 20 ppg/6rpg -wing -SHOOTER Supreme- 

fundamental-55% from the 3- stronger and has become more skilled- 



driving with a spins and posting more-receives early ball screens on 

the fast break. With injuries to she played some pt gd vs 

ND, if she has the ball at the point area she will pass to post on elbow, 

then receive a flare screen from the post for a shot going away from 

her pass-will shot fake, stay down 

- 11 PPG/5RPG- Wing-athlete-driver/spins - 

offensive rebounder 

11 PPG- 8 RPG- Shooter-Post-4 man- 53% from 

the 3 pt line- Can stretch the defense out. High post ball screener in 

their motion, can roll or spin out and shoot- drives left from high or 

wing- "The Glue" 

post- 11 ppg/8 rpg- 4 blocks per game- 

Rebounder-posts hard -turns over left shoulder in low post -drives 

right if catches it in high post- aggressive-can run the rim- if she moves 

out to corner she will come off a flex screen when the ball is reversed. 

-PG/Wing-5PPG/2RPG-Shooter, Good on ball defender 

Sub Wing-3PPG/4RPG- 

sub post- Off rebounder 

- sub post-screener offensive rebounder 

.Wing-4PPG/2RPG- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 1:30 PM 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@uric edu> 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~y <ilattal2@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 

<acalder@unc edu> 

Re:      Commit          Twirler Campaign for 

Thanks i saxx it last tfight    ~esponded too and so did rite TalHeel lmtion] [] 

> On Mar 6, 2014. at 1:23 PM. "Adams. Clafissa" <clafissa adams ?t,m~c ¢du> wrolc: 
> 
> On the 4th 13a~ze you will see the hfitial gx eet from     to his followers to tell     to come to UNC 
> 1911 
> Ayee Tar Heel Nation do me a favor, mention ira." bailer and convince her to come be a Tar Heel Blow her twi~er 
up!! 
> Expmtd Reply [] Retweet 

> < pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 1:34 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey u, illiams@unc edu> 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@uric edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; 
Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey u, illiams@unc edu>; Latta, Ivory 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Re:      Commit          Twitter Campaign for 

I asked how the? met and ske said they l~ever met but just texX mtd ske leallv likes hint [] 

On Mar 6, 2014. at 1:30 PM. "Willianls-Johnson, Trace5 D" <lracoy williams@uric ¢du> wrol¢: 

Thatiks i saxx it last night responded too and so did fire Ta~Heel lmtion! [] 

Sent front m? iPhone 
Trace? Williams-Jolmson 
U~fiversit~ of Nor~ Caroli~m 
Women’s Baskclball and 
Home of N~ismith Hall of Fame SyNia Hatchell 

>> On Mar 6, 2014, a/ 1:23 PM, "Adams, Clatissa" <clad ssa adams@uric cdu> 

>> On the 4th r~a~e you ~ ill see the htitial t~ eet front     to Iris followers to tell     to come to UNC 
>>                         1911 
>~ Ayee Ta~ Heel Nation do me a fax’or, ~nention my ballet               and convince her to co~ne be a Tar" Hee! Blow her lwilter 

and she has also tn~ eeted a few lespoitses 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Monday,               4:31 PM 

Adams, Clatissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc edu>; 
Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Gales, 
Bobby H <bgales@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy 
<guycathro@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob 
<tjchinn@unc edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M 
<kmdowd@unc edu>; Fulton, Ga-ant <gfulton@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P 
<derekg@unc edu>; Green, O’ystal <ctystag@email unc edu>; Haney, Sarah K 
<shaney@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Jednak, Matt 
<jednak@email unc edu>; Koenig, Kaye T <koenig@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Kolat, Ca~’y J <kolat@email unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~3~ 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Holman, Laurie J <lholman@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greg/aw@unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu>; Lynch, Becky 
<rmlynch@email unc edu>; Maddox, Danny <dmaddox@email unc edu>; Marsh, 
Patrick <pmarsh@email unc edu>; Miller, Ron C <nniller2@email unc edu>; Miller, 
Steven L <smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; Papa, 
Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Pemberton, 
Chelsea Anne <chelsea pemberton@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Rea, 
Dana M <drea@unc edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane 
<amy smith@unc edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email unc edu>; Streett, 
Shelly <sjgreen@email unc edu>;                     ~gmail corn); Tyler, Btie 
Farley <brie tyler@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D <tr~cey williams@unc edu> 

this week in Carmichael 

Carmichael Weekly doc 

Attached is the schedule for this week in Carmichael. 

Don’t forget, our Annual ACC Lu nch will be on Friday at 12pm! $5/plate. (We will not have chicken as I previously 

indicated, just BBQ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 4:38 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

FW: Billboard Photo - Women’s Basketball 

imagejpg 

From: Palanjian, Scot[ 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 4:37 PM 
TO~ High, Jane Starr 
Subjeet~ FW: Billboard Photo - Women’s Basketball 

We have had a billboard up on 40/85 since early February. The picture is attached if you would like to share it with 

coach. 

Scott 

From: Beale, Michael 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 5:55 PM 

TO; Palanjian, Scott 

Subject: Fwd: Billboard Photo -Women’s Basketball 

FYI 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

919 962 5193 (w) 

r,~Jchaelbeale~? u hc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

Beginforwarded message: 

From: "James Lee. Isley" <!~e is!ey@faiEwaycutdoor.com> 

Date; February 6, 2014 at 3:06:45 PM EST 

Michael, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Attached is a photo of the new vinyl installation for Women’s Basketball. Please let me know if you have 

any questions or need anything else. 

Lee Isle¥ Account Executive 336.268,0035 I FAIRWAY 



Find our Artwork Guidelines here. Find our Design Templates here. 

Ready to send vour design to production? U~v~r a ~_ h_~_r~=. 

User name is 

Password is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <info@twitter corn> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 I:10 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Sylvia R Hatchell, you have new followers on Twitter[ 

Sylvia R. Hatchell, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 I 1:50 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu> 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Ballen, Manina K <mballen@unc edu> 

Women’s Basketball Budget Update through February! 28, 2014 

31961 I - Women’s Basketball - FebruatT 28pdf 

Coach, 

Attached is your budget update through February 28, 2014. Please review and do not hesitate to contact your 

Business Office representative or me, with any questions or concerns. You should have received your budget letters 

recently for the 2014-2015 budgets. I would like to meet once again to discuss additional needs, and go over the 13-14 

budget as well as the ~4-~5 budget. Please contact me with a time that is convenient for you so that we can set these 

meetings up before the April 19th deadline. Thank you for your consideration. 

Mike 

Michael Perkins 

Assistant Athletic Director for Business Operations 

DepaF~ment of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 962 5155 

Cell: 

Fax : (919) 962 0125 

m pe rkin s~’a~ u nca a.u n c.ed u 



Michigan State 

Offense= 

35% from the 3 pt line 

ncaa 2014 

*Fast break like Maryland on Secondary go to the blocks 3 around 2 

at GT-if she *Roll & Rise- If is at 4 use her like 

screens at elbow she receives a flare- if they go to 

usual R&R- Can put on Elbow as well 

*Sinker 

* Box set -zipper up then down screen- B-4 

* High Low Motion look- 3-2 set or Box set - 

it is a 

pin down to blocks-pass 

wing cut ballside- SBS like GT accept down screen the low post rather 

than up screen 

* Drag w/a Pin Down on the other side 

"1-4 high- Post since she is a wing 

"1-4 high -wing pass run our ’over’ drive off the SBS elbow 

* 1-4 high- Captain Play 

Defense 

-M/M= will shoot gaps on steals but generally sagging- Ball screens 

switch or go over while post zones up- switch off ball screens if 

beaten- helpside is suspect- Low post defense, knee out,deny but no 

front, we can get it in there strong and physical though with 

and 



-2-3 Syracuse 

-3-2 zone 

-2-2-1 zone press 

Personnel and Special situations are recorded on players scouting 

reports 

¯ Note - played only 3 minutes vs Nebraska 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

ASPSA Tutorin~ <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday,               9:34 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <j aimielee@unc edu> 

Weekly Infl-action Notice 
Infraction Appeal Form docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for showing up more than 5 minutes late in your PHYS tutoring 

session on at 6:00pro. This is your second documented infraction and shall be considered your second 

warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of 

infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

ist and 2nd infraction - Warning 

3rd infraction - Strike one 

4th infraction - Strike two 

5th infraction - Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, 

academic counselor, associate director of academic suppor[, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business doy$ from the date of the email to 

appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and 

approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and 

provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and you r schedule. If you are traveling or required to 

attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is you r responsibility to email the tutor 

coordinators (ASPSAT!ltolm~!~unc~d’qj within the timeline listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior 

to missing. 

For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than 

noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct 

questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday,                1:29 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecmited profile to contact the a~hlete 

’rb~nks! 

The beRecruited Team 

~3[og 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights reset+ed I beRecruited 1539 Bt’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!]ck lere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday,               4:19 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecruited profile to contact the athlete 

’thanks! 

The beRecruited Yearn 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights reset+ed I beRecruited 1539 Bt’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!ick 



SYE D1 Black Team 

NAME 

TBA 

] H~IGHT I POSITION [ 
SCHOOL HOMETOWN 

Cibolo, TX 

San Antonio, TX 

San Antonio, TX 

Port Lavaca, TX 

Marion, TX 

San Antonio, TX 

Cibolo, TX 

San Antonio, TX 

San Antonio, TX 

Date 

Tentative Schedule 
(Sul~[¢ct to change and addi|ionl 

Tournament Location 

DFW Elite Marchfest 

SB Extravaganza 

%Cy Fair Invite 

**Adidas Heart of Texas 

% Nike Top 16 Invitational 

College Tours/Camps 

RP Alamo Basketball Classic 

Big State Flora Jam 

* *Battle of the Born 

**Basketball on the Bayou 
OF 

TBD 

**Adidas Nationals 

**NCAA Sanctioned Events 

Mansfield, TX 

San Antonio 

Houston 

Frisco, TX 

San Antonio 

Duncanville, TX 

Nashville, TN 

New Orleans, 
LA 

Suwanee, GA 

MOde of Transportation 

Must provide 
transportation/C arpool 

Home 

Must provide own 

transpur tation/Carp0n! 
Must provide own 

transpnrtation/Carpoo! 

Must provide own 

transpuviation/Carpool 
Van/Must provide own 

transportatioulCarponl 

Home 

Must provide uwn 

Team ~ans~c~rpo0i 

Teams Vans/Carpool 

YoRankmg and Scouting Events 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Tuesday,              5:05 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecruited profile to contact lhe athlete 

’thanks! 

1-he beRecmited 1-earn 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights reset+ed I beRecruited 1539 Bt’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!ick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frankie Porter < > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 8:18 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Wednesday,                11:55 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; 
Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E 
<dcheek@email unc edu>; High, Jane Start <jhigh@unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~i 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu> 

Girls Basketball 

Hey Coach, 

My Name High School Class of 

I have very high interest in North Carolina University Girls Basketball Program 
Head Coach:Tyrus Ward Cell: Email: 
My Cell # is: 
My Highlights 



South Carolina (sweet sixteen 20~.4 ncaa) 

Bullet points 

IVlan Offense 

*Now inside oriented on offense -pounding the ball inside to 

*secondary 4 around one-4 man hand off then B I with      ( set play) 

*will play two bigs together moving to the wing or high post 

* running more 4 around one with as a high post screener away keeping 

down inside posting HARD- poor spacing here at times 

* 3 around 2 motion - with 3 perimter players ,can be high low look or both post 

low 

* Triple Post -with high post and double low posts 

* 5 out occasionally 

* B-4 with pt gd as a baseline runner 

* 1-4 high hit elbow- screen other post by the pt gd( Mich State) 

* Overload 

* Zone offense- 

a) 4 around 1- skip it and into the post 

b) Stack into our Forward going to the posts 

c) 3 around 2 - skip into the post 

d) sinker 

*SOB offense= Lob for while posting our B-4- Zipper up to BBS 

then post up 



*We must pull the chair out from under the post if needed they will fall 

December Scout 

An athletic team with ~ood overall size Iookin~ to take the ball inside.Primarily a 

M/M defensive team yet they mix in a 2-3 zone and a 2-2-1 press. Asroup of 

toush kids that play physical, runnin8 as often as possible yet not with our 

commitment to the fast pace game. They can be satisfied with half court offense 

and it is in this phase that we can cause them problems as the Nation’s number 

one defensive field goal % team. We can run on them their transition defense is 

just okay, yet on turnovers we can lay it in. Fastbreak will run the wings and 24 

can rim run with speed. 

Offense 

-SBS- like Buckets- will refuse wing ball screen at times 

-1-4 High-Zipper across then hit on elbow for Ice 

- Dribble to wing into B1 

- pass wing SBS in to Buckets 

- 3out 2 in pass wing cut to corner- run our 44 from last year( shuffle cut with a 

stagger screen) 

- Box set Zipper up- then down screen- run the baseline screens like forward. 

( can finish with a cut under the pass) - this I~oes into SBS Buckets 

-Box set- dribble the wing opposite block comes corner - Zipper up then HBS 

-Sinker- go into high post rolling low on wing pass ,after dribble up and cuts 

-Lane game- 

-High low motion -look at times 



Zone Offense 

-Overload-much like T-game accepts cutter come from different places 

-3out2in 

-1-4 high into baseline runner (forward) 

-"Angel " 

-Sinker -with the high post stations low 

- Double stacks- below the elbow- off the top screen down with a flash 

OBU offense 

-Box set- hand it back to 

-Box set into Flex 

the inbounds passer 

-Triple stack on ball side elbow, with a player on the other elbow 

Press offense- diagonal screen or just get open with the guards- then 4 the 

inbounds passer cuts to middle, the 3 & 4 man are down the floor- in a 2-1-2 set 

no initial middle man after inbounds reception 

Defense 

_-M/M -home base- 

-deny one pass away occasionally but not consistently, depends on 

the mood of the player, nor do the post deny perimeter passes, they zone up 

when there player moves to the top- the pt gd will not gd our pt gd, 

but she appears to try to lock in and deny a perimeter player with out help at 

times, she is and can be posted, will DT low post if her man is 

high post when the ball enters low post, if convenient. Will dig back on the 

wing pass to low post if dribble. -Deny low post, Hip and also have seen a front 

on occasion( physical).- solid ball pressure not insurmountable we have seen 

more.- Ball screens Tight and Under or over under- have seen Ice and an early 

hedge 

-2-3 zone -wide gaps-Syracuse coverage 



-2-2-1 press after FT or dead balls -guards are down front 

-1-2-2 press ¾ court 

-OBU Defense- M/M- do not start guarding the ball but will then jump on the 

ball after a 2 count- they will trail us on our 30’s 

SOB Defense -M/M - will guard the ball -at times will not guard the ball 

Personnel 

our point guard 

start in her place 

-PG-8ppg/2rpg-Shooter/driver-will deny, will not guard 

Wing-lSppg/4r pg-Shooter/d river 

-Wing-5ppg/3rpg-plays Point Gd defense- #31 Dozier could 

-Post-14ppg/8rpg-Lefty-Lengthy, takes ball out-17ft range, Rim 

Runs with Speed 

.Post-llppg/6rpg-Does not come out of the post to defend on 

the perimeter, Offensive Rebounder, Screener 

-Post Sub-12ppg/Srpg-Athletic, Big/Wide 

¯ Wing-Sppg/4rpg-Shooter, could start for #23 Roy 

-Post Sub-2ppg/3rpg-Offensive Rebounder, screener 

Gd Sub-2ppg/lrpg-Shooter, plays 10 minutes a game 

~*They can go Big by bringing in a post and moving to the 3 position 



Stanford ncaa 2014 

A team with good overall size coupled with good shooters, not the most 

athletic team, but a team that packs their defense in to contain and contest 

shots while keeping solid box out position note that and 

can put more pressure on and off the ball. Against this style of sagging 

defense down screens are effective. A fundamentally sound team that will 

push the ball up ( with quick outs at times ) on makes or misses yet seem to 

have patience to also work for a good shot on the half court level. Hence a 

"team that can hurry up and wait". They run a version of the Triangle 

offense using stagger screens on ball reversal as well as post ups or pinched 

post. Stanford is not a team that drives the ball consistently in their 

offense, although it is used to supplement their execution.. This prep should 

be a lot like Michigan State both on offense and defense. 

DEFENSE (Contain and contest) 

- M/M = homebase- deny/front the low post- play the ball square on the 

sidelines- ball screens hedge or switch if they know the play (game plan) 

have seen them Ice a SBS, we can expect that on the drag series. Do not 

help on the ballside perimeter- will switch off the ball if they know the play 

and have predetermine to switch a stagger. 

-2-3 match up Zone 

-1-2-2 match up Zone 

SOB defense= M/M or zone 

OBU defense= M/M or Zone 



OFFENSE 

-Fast break on makes or misses on opportunity 

-Triangle offense with stagger screens, pinch post, post ups and blind pig if 

the guard cuts behind the wing after the pass-HBS and SBS- can start it in a 

2gd front or 1 guard front- is a great left hand passer 

Sets -Bucl<ets- Sinl<er - 4 around 1- HBS-High Stack into 2 staggers - roll and 

rise if pass to elbow flare with a diagonal screen 

Zone offense- 3 around 2 high low - Buckets- 1-3-1 cut and slide offense 

Forward - Roll and Rise- 1-3-1 pass wing dribble up to a 2 guard front 

Press offense 1-3-1 walk up 

SOB offense= Box set cross screen double down-or elevator 

-Box set HBS will a baseline runner at the same time 

-Victory set 

"The play" they used against us in 2011 from sidelines 



Personnel: 

PG/Wing-10ppg/4rpg-Shooter/Lefty-Driver 

-Wing/PG-Sppg/3rpg-Shooter/Driver 

-3man-(7ppg/lrpg)-Shooter, Offensive reb 

-Post(7ppg/10rpg)-Lefty- great left hand passer on 

backdoors-Lefty-Offensive Rebounder-strong and stocky, not quick, drive on 

her 

-Post-(27 PPG-12RPG)-athletic, quick, 

dynamic rebounder, pogo jumper, Offensive Rebounder without setting her 

feet to go back up 

Wing(4ppg/2rpg)-Shooter 

-Wing (5ppg/3rpg)-Shooter 

¯ Wing (Sppg/3rpg)-Shooter 

(4ppg/4 rpg)-Offensive Rebounder, Screener 

Wing 

-Post Sub-Offensive Rebounder, Screener 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Ioui sa@l oui sagarrett corn 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 2:08 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Latta, Ivol7 <ilattal2@unc edu> 

RE: 

Hey Coach, 

Just touching base with you regarding              She is a hidden jewel waiting to be snatched up by 
the right school. I promise you she will work harder than any player you’ve coached. Let’s chat about this 
special kid. Please let me know when you’re available. 

thanks, 
Coach Lou 

Original Message 
Subject: 

HiCoach, 

Touching base with you again regarding your needs for 2014. We’d communicated about 
earlier this year. Please let me know if you still have scholarships available and if you’re 

interested in this versatile player. Watching the different tournament games, I know        would 
be beneficial to a great program like yours. She has the ability to play the 1-4 with great shooting 
range. Look forward to speaking to you in more detail. 

thanks, 
Coach Lou 

Original Message 
Subject: 
From: < louisa @1o u Jsa~a rr~t:L con!> 
Date: Wed, November 20, 2013 12:00 am 
TO: sh a tche!!~’uDcaa~ u -,c~ed ~! 

Hey Coach, 

Touching base with you regarding 2014 recruits. What do you need? I have a secret 
weapon who would be beneficial to your program and make an immediate impact. She’s 
a special kid; looking for the right fit. 

High School 
Great scoring ability when aggressive. Can shootthe 3 ball and take her opponent off the 



dribble. Good handles who never gets frustrated or out of control when the opposing 
Learn pressures the ball. Not a natural point guard but plays one well. She has court 
awareness and the ability to make the correct passes to her teammates. She is a deadly 
shooter who isn’t afraid to take the big shot. Very quick on her feet which makes her a 
solid defender. She is the playrnaker who runs the show. Has a nice size and can plan 
anywhere on the floor. Currently plays 1,2,3,4 for her high school and played 1,2 for her 

summer team. 

Summer: averaged 17 points, 12 assists, 10 rebounds, 9 steals per game 
High School: 
2012-2013: Area leader in assists. 3rd overall Area leader in rebounds, 2nd Team All 
District 
2013-2014:11 points, 6 assists, 10 rebounds, 5 steals per game 

Would love to talk to you more about this special player. 

thanks, 
Lou Garrett 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Thursday,                I 1:16 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Kimmel, Mark D 
<mdkimmel@email unc edu> 

Press Conference 

I want to say that I am extremely disappointed in fact that our own coaches association 
has not recognized                   as one of the top 52 players in the country as 
every other news media or selection group has named docx; Doing fantastic and the only 
reason that I have not been more visible lately is that I am not taking any changes as my 
immune system continues to do one of favorite words docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Quintin Williams <            @aol corn> 
Thursday, March 27, 2014 I 1:03 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; 
Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; 
High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; 
tsodom@uncaa unc edu; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <traceywilliams@unc edu> 

High School 

Hey Coach, 

I was asked to send you the link to 
School in She is a 
playing college basketball. 

YouTube link: 

To contact her directly, her cell phone number is 

highlight tape from         High 
and is very talented and capable of 

Enjoy the video and Thank you in advance 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Friday,               2:50 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Weekly infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received infractions for not showing up in your BIOL    tutoring session on          at 

8:00pro and for not showing up in your BIOL     tutoring session on           at 6:00pro. These are your first and 

second documented infractions and shall be considered your first and second warnings. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of 

infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction Strikethree 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, 

academic counselor, associate director of academic supporl, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business dogs from the date of the email to appeal 

in writing (see attached Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved 

by the Head Coach a nd then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal m ust state all pe~inent facts and provide any 

other proof to support the student athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments a nd your schedule. If you are traveling or required to 

attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know you can not keep you r appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor 

coordinators (ASFSA ! utoHi3g@unc.÷du) within the timeline listed below and inform your tutor d uring you r session prior to 

missing. 

For Appointments 5pm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than 

noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct 

questions to 9~9 962 9892. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Iutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

hshetJ@e ~a]J unc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chad Bell <cbell@csaprepstar corn> 

Saturday,                1:3 1 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

- former player - 2 years Elig - Full Release 

GPA Major: Psychology Sport: Basketball Height: 



Rank: Unknown ACT: 

SAT: 

Financial Aid: N/A 
NCAA Clearinghouse Yes 

Stats & H oqors 

Position: Weight: 
Jersey #: Division: I 

Other Sports: N\A 

N\A 

Attributes 

Personal Information School Inform=fion 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@unc edu> 
Sunday,               9:11 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Latta, IvolT <ilattal2@unc edu>; Williams- 
Johnson, Tracey D <traceywilliams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr 
<billylee@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred 
<jbeaulie@unc edu>; Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@email unc edu> 

WICKED AWESOME[ 

GREAT WIN OVER THE GAMECOCKS ~- YOU PLAYED SO HARD AND JUST KEPT GRINDING IT OUT 

CONGRATULATIONS AND GET SOME REST - ENJOY THIS WIN - TAKE CARE, AND GO HEELS! 

PROUD OF YOU! 

Be well 

Lan) 

PS Everyone pla3 cd hard and x~ell, but I really think         gave us a huge lift, especially with her defense and 
relentless style ofpla3 ! She can get in there x~ith "the bigs" and challenge them on the boards 

E~ecafive Associate Director of A*hlefics 
University of North Carofina at Chapel Hfl[ 
Req~o~ ~b I ty/s:*o~,: ~o: ~e:v~cs, E~:cel 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mitar Kustudija < ?~ gqnail com> 

Monday, 3:38 AM 

Halchcll, Sylvia R <shatchcll@unc cdu> 

available for fall 

HOW are you, hope everythinq is well. I want to represent to you one big 9irl from         she is ve~/good pot er~tial and very 5mar~ 9irl. Her SAT 
score IS: (Critical reading:     Math:     Writing:    , she will take TOEFL in April and ] will apply her on NCAA in next few days. ] have all her 
documents ready to send to you if you are interested for        Please check video of                     she is a member of 

Highlights 
Gym: 

Practice: 
Please contact me if you need more infor matioll’s for and if you are interested for her. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SYLVIA HATCHELL 

Monday, March 3 I, 2014 3:12 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; 
<atimoll@shawu edu> 

myrtle beach clinic schedule 

@bellsouth net> 

@bellsouth net; Ashante Timoll 

April 11, 12and 13,2014 

Friday, April 1 I, 2014 
* 4:00 pm - 9:00 pm registration 
* 6:15 pm - 7:30 pm "my Favorite Team and individnal drills" - Joe dooley, Florida Gulf Coast 
* 7:45 pm - 9:00 pm "villanova’s basketball offensive Concepts" - Jay wright, villanova 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 
* 9:00 am - 10:15 aln "A Complete Guide To building your program" - heather macy, east 
Carolina 
* 10:30 am - I 1:45 mn "ballscreen offense and ballscreen defense" - rick byrd, behnont 

* 1 1:45 am - 1:45 pm lunch on your own 

* 1:45 pm - 3:00 pm "Full Cottrt pressure defense and breaking pressure defense" - Keith 
dambrot Akron 
* 3:15 pm - 4:30 pm "Zone Attack" - mike dtmlap, Former NBA and NCAA Coach 

* 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm dinner on yottr own 

* 6:30 pm - 7:45 pm "offensive principles" - bruce weber, Kansas State 
* 8:00 pm - 9:15 pm "our 1-2-2 Three Quarter Court press" Fran McCafficey - Iowa 

Stmday 
8:00 am 9:15 am Transition Offense Andy Toole Robert Morris 
9:30 mn 10:45 am Alan Major UNCC 



From: Coach Hootner < ~gmail corn> 

Se~t: Monday, 9:37 PM 

To: 

Subject: First Team All PCAC Juco 

Coaches, 

our dynamic who is a candidate for All-Ame~ican and was a unanimous First Team All 
Conference selection is still looking for a home for this fall She averaged over eighteen points and seven 
boards while shooting nearly forty seven percent from the floor and thirty percent from three 

She’s a great kid who comes from a great family I’ve been a part of sending seven players to the D One level in 
the last eight years and     is by far lights out the best of the bunch She’s an impact player in my opinion who 
can play in any system and handle anything thrown her way 

I know many of you are still interested but many of you may have situations that have arisen late and are 
scrambling for a great player who I think will be even better at that level with better players So, if this is the 
case, please email me back and I’ll send you her bio with her most recent footage (full games, no editing) 

I hope this finds all of you well and if you’re going to the Final Four, enjoy the trip! 

Best Swishes, 

Coach Hootner 
Head Women’s Basketball Coach 
San Diego Mesa College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~cuemail net> 

Tuesday,            10:34 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Future Prospect Hopeful 

Coach Hatchell, my name is                and I’m interested in learning more about your school, and your 
women’s Basketball program I’ve been playing the game for 10yrs now and hope to play beyond high school, 
I’m also interested in learning about some of your basketball camps that you may have out in the future I know 
the NCAA doesn’t allow much contact due my grade level class of      all I’m looking for is to get my foot in 
the door, and I’m sure my game will speak for its self I’m currently in my off season and just working out 
getting ready to travel with my      team this summer I’m excited that I will be sharing time between     and 
my High school team this summer I also will be playing in some exposure events in between teams, such as the 

showcase           in Chicago & Maximum l~xposure Clinic date to be determined 
this summer I want to thank you for your time and consideration 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mia Jacobs <           ~gmail corn> 

Tuesday, April I, 2014 11:36 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

I want to play for UNC ! 

Hello my name is I’m interested in UNC! 

~ :iiwww thea0~l cti csdepa~ e~ t cot~ iot:vsiTG C A/l~o~rsi2<) t i-2014-AI!-State-5 A-Girl s-Be, s~ etba/I-.~ [477/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach Aaron Seybevt <coachseybert@customcollegerecruiting corn> 

Wednesday,              I 1:02 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

New talented prospect w/summer schedule 

Hey Coach, below is some information on a ve~3~ promising younger prospect to keep an eye on for the future 
Only in      however she spent this past season leading her high school varsity team to the            Final 
Four averaging 17 points, 4 assists and 3 6 steals per game She is younger than most of the girls we pass along 
to you, but this is one that you may want to touch base with early on and watch her progress over the coming 
years Video is included as well as her summer/fall live event schedule and her full contact info 

High School: 
Club: 
Notes: 

Evaluation: 

Highlights: 
, 

Game Film: 
* Coming soon 
Contact Info: 
* Address: 
* Home Phone: 
* Email: ~gmail corn 
* HS Coach Email 
* HS Coach Phone 
* AAU Coach Phone 

AAU SummerFYall Schedule w/ 

All the best, 

Aaron Seybert 
Custom College Recruiting LLC 

(941) 875-1563 



www customcollegerecmiting corn 
twitter com/coachseyb ert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

m (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Wednesday,              10:30 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

ce ( ~ has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Sylvia R. Hatchell, 

Thank you coach! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Sarro <michael sarro@agmsports corn> 

Thursday,             8:38 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

AGM SPORTS - Female Basketball Prospect: Fall 

Academic/Contact Information: 

¯ Fall 
¯ H$ Graduation: 

¯ HS GPA: 

¯ SAT:TBD 

TOEFL: TBD 

Athletic Information: 

Height: 

o Highlight Video: 

, Fu~l Game Video: 

~bhotmail corn 

Estimated American GPA) 

¯ FullAGMSportsl~rof!le:http://wwwa~msportscom/esp/plaverasp?id=GMLLKDL 



Sincerely, 

Michael Sarro 
Coordinator of International Programs 

NU EVAS OFICINAS: 
C! Emilia Patdo Baz~n 18 Local - 50018 Zatagoza 

Tel. +34 976 733778 Fax. +34 976 733778 

Skype: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

~att net> 

Thursday,             6:39 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,adlliams@unc edu>; Latta, Ivory 
<ilatta 12@unc edu> 

’Unofficial Visit 

Hi Coach Hatchell, wanted to let you and your other coaches know I visited your school today with my       Scholars 
group and was very impressed with what I saw. As a          I was there for your Team Camp with Coach Quick (who 
you know very well). I will not be able to do your camp this summer so last weekend I completed your recruitin~l 
questionnaire online. Hopefully you have followed our successful undefeated season (                         ) 
which I am very proud of. Hope to bring some of that winning defense to UNC to assit you in taking you back to the 
NCAA Championship & win the ACC Tournament. Keep checking Hudl and the all the other recruiting websites for 
updates throughout my off season (AAU Tournament Schedules), you can’t miss me. 

Take care! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

For Better < ~yahoo corn> 

Friday, 3:40 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Latta, Ivory <ilattal2@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greg/aw@unc edu> 

Fw: Update and reminder of SCHOLAR Athlete Morgan Muchorl 

On Fridav, 3:26 AM, For Better ¯ ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Shot[ talent highlight clip 

"bono malum superate" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Mills Kelvin R MR (USASOC) < 

Friday, April 4, 2014 I 1:15 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Elite College Prep Camp 

First let me Congratulations you guys on a great season! And run to the Elite 
8 .... I am also writing to ask for a spot at North Carolina’s Women’s Basketball 
Elite College Prep Camp. This will be my 6th time at the Prep Camp and along 
with (PGC). I can say it is one of the best camp experiences I have every 
summer. And look forward to it each year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach Rizzo < ~yahoo com> 

Sunday, 11:52 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

COACH, 

If you click on the Link n~w to watch the live event we will know and we will send you A 
FREE COLLEGE PACKET OF all players info, emails & addresses via email. 

WW~¥~PASPO RTSLIV E~CO~’~ 

Check out 

CLICK HERE FOR SCHEDULE AND ROSTERs 

Big 60 Shootout 

WATCH LIVE: 
II:40AM 12:I5PM 
2PM & 2:40PM 
WWWoPASPORTSLWE~C©M 



WATCH ON YOUR LAPTOP/COMPUTER/IPHONE 

WATCH LIVE: NOW ~ ~ ~PASPORFSL~ 

Chanqe email address / Leave mailinq list 



394 
CREER 

Mentors 

RECOGNITION 
BANQUET 
[Monday, 



TAR HEEL LEADERS OF DISTINCTION 
Richard A. Baddour 

CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 
Recognition Banquet 

Opening 

Remarks ....................................................................................... Buhha Cunnin ham 
Director o~At~le~cs 

Coaches Cer~fica~on ........................................................................ Shelley Johnson 
Director, Leadership Academy 

Leadership Liaison Recogni~on ...................................................... Shelley Johnson 
Director, Leadership Academy 

CREED Mentor Recogni~on .................................................................... Cricket Lane 
Asststant AD, Student-A thlete Servtces 

Reflection Panel ........................................................................................ Cricket Lane 
Assistant AD, Student Athlete Services 

Brian Kalbas 
COACHES 

Tar Heel Leaders of Dish’nc~on ............................................................ Dick Baddour 

~.0 Year Commemorah’on ............................................................... Shelley Johnson 

TEN Year TENured Coaches .................................................................. Dick Baddour 

Tweet us at @UHC_bCLA with the lO-year 
commemorative hashtag #bCLAIO. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Monday,             5:07 PM 

~gmail corn>; Markos, Lance M 
<markos@email unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
<shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; shatchell@email unc edu 
To whom it may concern 

To whom it may concern, 

As per my conversation yesterday with Coach Hatchell I have informed her that I would like to transfer to 
another university I would like to request your formal permission to speak with other institutions and be 
released immediately 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

Monday,             7:03 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Congratulations! You’ve been selected as a Rammys Finalist 

Dear 

Congratulations[ You have been selected as a finalist in the 

awards this Monday, at 7 pm at Memorial Hall, 

categories for our second annual Rammys 

This event will be a wonderful celebration of your team’s and your accomplishments and I look forward to 

seeing you there. There will be reserved seating for you as an award finalist in the front sections of Memorial 

Hall, your coach will be sent your special finalist ticket this week, please be sure to sit in that seat so that we 

can locate and identify you as a finalist. Also, please confirm to             via email 

@email.unc.edu) that you will be in attendance Monday night. 

Immediately following the Rammys awards at Memorial Hall, there will be a desserts / social event at the 

Carolina Inn where I look forward to seeing you and congratulating you on your contributions to Carolina 

Athletics. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 



Sent: Tuesday, 

To: fe < 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~att net> 

12:28 AM 

~att net> 

~yahoo corn 

- NIKE DFW ELITE TEAM SELECTION/SCHEDULE 

team and schedule doc 

SUMMER N [KE TEA~I/SCIIEI)[JLE (see attachment) 

DFW ELITE TOP NIKE TEAM- Season 

Num Coach Title 

Otis Nicksion Head Coach 

Num Player Pos Height Year School 

3 

4 

5 

10 

College 
Committed 

12 



23 

42 

O0 



DI%V ELITE TOP NIKE TEAM- 

Num Coach Title 

Otis Nicksion Head Coach 

Num Player Pos 

3 

4 

5 

10 

11 

12 

14 

21 

23 

42 

00 

Season 

Height Year    School Hometown 
College 

Committed 



DFW Elite Calendar 

CvFair Invitational 

All Day Event 

Houston, TX 
Tournament Information 
Tag(s): 

NIKE EYBL - [lampton 

All Day Event 

Hampton, VA 

Tag(s) 

WCP ln~Jtatlonal 

All Day Event 
Los Angeles, CA 
Tournament Information 
Tag(s): 

Mansfield Memorial Championship 

All Day Event 

Mansfield, TX 
Tournament Information 
Tag(s): 

TJ Basketball Sho~ case 

All Day Event 
Austin, TX 

Tag(s): 

Bi~ State Fla~a Jam 

All Day Event 

Duncanville, TX 



Tag(s): 

Nikc EYBL-Chica~o 

All Day b,vent 
Chicago, IL 

Tag(s): 

Basketball on the Bayou 

All Day b,vent 

New Orleans, LA 

Tag(s): 

NIKE EYBL - Nike Nationals 

All Day l~vent 
North Augusta, SC 

Tag(s): 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Tuesday,            10:55 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about [he athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete% name to visi g their beRecmited profile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

’thanks! 

Yhe beRecruited Yearn 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights reset+ed I beRecruited 1539 Bt’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!ick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:04 AM 

IvotN Latta               @yahoo corn>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; 
Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Katie Kuester           @gmail corn>; Cheek, Donna E 
<dcheek@email unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Meeting with Compliance 

Marielle was confirmed our meeting with them for April 16 th @ 11:00 

Se~tj~om my Veriztm ~Vireh, ss 4U L rE DROfD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Thursday,               I 1:02 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Fwd: Be The Match Event 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Fwd: Be ]-he Match Event 
From: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell@unc edu> 
To: "High, Jane Starr" <jhigh@unc edu>,"Adams, Clarissa" <clarissa adams@unc edu>,"Latta, Ivory" 
<ilatta 12@unc edu> 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "High, Jane Start" <~o,c2,d!~> 
Date:             3:19:30 PM EDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <slmtchc~l~?unc,cd!:.~ 
Subject: Fwd: Be The Match Event 

5’entjbom my ~ ))rizo~t W~reIes~ 4(; L TF DRO[D 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Be The Match Event 
From 
To: "High, Jane Start" 
CC: 

Hey Ms. High, 

I’d like to update you on the progress of the event. Right no,*" we have our catering from 
Chipotle confirmed and have received a other sponsorships. We created a facebook page 
%r the event located at: h~tp,~:iiw,~,~vd’a:l:ll~k.com/cvcntslk~q49~224.~oT94o2] 

Do you have any updates on whether SyMa Hatchell will be able to attend and speak? We 
had an idea that we thought would be a great way, to make the event even more 
meaningful, by hax4ng some members of the Women’s Basketball team attend and talk for 
a few minutes about how Coach Hatehell’s disease has affected them and the team. Any 
members of the team that can attend would be guaranteed a t-shirt and food at no cost. 

Would you be able to spread this info among the team and gauge their interest? Whether 



SyMa Mll be able to make it or not I think this would be a great way to raise awareness 
about the necessity of bone marrow donations and joining the registry. We are also 
inviting other members of the UNC sports teams and being able to say that, 5o% f~r 
example, of all UNC athletes are on the bone marrow registry would look great f~r the 
athletic department. 

As of now we have ordered the t-shirts that volm~teers and athletes will be wearing at the 
event on          We’ll recieve a proof of the what the shirts will look like tomorrow if 
you’d like to see it. If the Women’s Basketball team is interested in coming and sa?~ng a 
few words just let me know and I can prm4de however man?, tickets are needed. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo corn> 

Thursday,              5:44 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Basketball Articles 

NBAPLAYS pdf; NBA pdf; NBA Three pdf; NBA Crash pdf 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 
I hope that you are doing well. I was the Carolina student that you met with about this time last year. 

, hopefully that rings a bell. I just would like to share a few ariicles with you that 
I picked up at the              Conference. These articles are supposed to give you a insight on the future of 
basketball and how it will affect coaching. I also hope you are doing well. I know that you have been through alot. Just 
know this, you have touched many people lives and continue to inspire everyone at Carolina and the world. I know you 
inspire me. You are a tremendous person that did so much for everyone. As I mentioned to you, I know people judge you 
by wins/loses (I don’t) but your impact on the region is so much more. I hope they are truely grateful for you there. Take 
Care and if I can ever assist you in anything let me know. I will t~ to watch a workout in the nexl few weeks because I 
might be in the area. 
Take Care all the BEST Coach 
Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Thursday,              5:5 1 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Fwd: Basketball Articles 

NBAPLAYS pdf; NBA pdf; NBA Three pdf; NBA Crash pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Fw: Basketball Articles 
From:                   @yahoo corn> 
To: "High, Jane Starr" <jhigh@unc edu> 
CC: 

Hey Jane, 
I hope you are doing well. I was the Carolina student that met with Coach Hatchell last year which you gracefully allowed. 
Thanks again. I just wanted to fo[ward some great ar[icles to Coach Hatchell that I think she might like. Thanks and take 
care. I hope everything is going well for you. 
Sincerely 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From:                   @yahoo.corn> 
To: "shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu" <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, 5:43 PM 
Subject: Basketball Articles 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 
I hope that you are doing well. I was the Carolina student that you met with about this time last year. 

hopefully that rings a bell. I just would like to share a few articles with you that 
I picked up at the                         These articles are supposed to give you a insight on the future of 
basketball and how it will affect coaching. I also hope you are doing well. I know that you have been through alot. Just 
know this, you have touched many people lives and continue to inspire everyone at Carolina and the world. I know you 
inspire me. You are a tremendous person that did so much for everyone. As I mentioned to you, I know people judge you 
by wins/loses (I don’t) but your impact on the region is so much more. I hope they are truely grateful for you there. Take 
Care and if I can ever assist you in anything let me know. I will try to watch a workout in the next few weeks because I 
might be in the area. 
Take Care all the BEST Coach 
Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

m (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Friday,             I I: I0 AM 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Sylvia R. Hatchell, 

It going well and not yet it’s due 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Friday,             3: I I PM 

@live unc edu> 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <j aimielee@unc edu> 

Weekly Infl-action Notice 
Infraction Appeal Form docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your 

6:30pro. 

tutoring session on at 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of 

infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

ist and 2nd infraction - Warning 

3rd infraction - gtr[ke one 

4th infraction - Strike two 

5th infraction - Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, 

academic counselor, associate director of academic suppor[, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to 

appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and 

approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and 

provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and you r schedule. If you are traveling or required to 

attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is you r responsibility to email the tutor 

coordinators (ASPSA hltorin~@!~nl :ed[~ within the timeline listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior 
to missing. 

For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than 

noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct 

questions to 919 962 9892. 

Sincerely, 

t3en Y, heu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Saturday,              9:13 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about [he athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete% name to visi ~ their beRecmited profile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

Vi ew 

’thanks! 

The beRecruited 1-earn 

beRecmited profile to cotuact the athlete 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights rese~ed I beRecruited 1539 B~’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!ick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

m (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 
Sunday,              5:56 PM 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Sylvia R. Hatchell, 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACH Payments@unc edu 

Monday, April 14, 2014 7:45 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Disbursement Services 

~04 Airport Drive Ce 1220 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC-Chapel Hill 

Paid Control Gross Disc Net 
To 

Date Number Paid Paid Paid 

SYLVIA R HATCHELL 04/14/14 185.50 0.00 185.50 

Please allow 3 business days for this transaction to post into your account. 

Invoice Details 

Invoice invoice Gross Discount Net 
Date Number Description Billed Taken 8iiied 

03/12/14 K762760 REIM-WBBALL 185.50 0.00 185.50 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach Aaron Seybert <coachseybert@customcollegerecruiting corn> 

Monday,               I 1:37 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

New         forward available 

Hey Coach, here is new prospect from         we just got some video for that is still available for 
forward with good athleticism and a really good feel for the game Her game film is included below along with 
contact info If interested be sure to reach out ASAP to get involved 

High School: 
Club: 
Academics: Contact prospect for ~ansc6pts 
Ev~uation: 

Full Game Film: 
, 

Highlights: 
* Coming soon 
Contact Info: 
* Email: 
* Home Phone: 
* Cell Phone: 
* Parent’s Email: 
* Coach Email 
* Coach Phone 

7~hotmail corn 

~hotmail corn 

All the best, 

Aaron Seybert 
Custom College Recruiting LLC 
(941) 875-1563 
www cust omcollegerecruiting corn 
twitter com/coachseybertccr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 9:47 AM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Ivo~ Latta < @yahoo corn>; Adams, 
Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu>; Calder, 
Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Williams- 
Johnson, Tracey D <traceywilliams@unc edu>; Katie Kuester 

@gmail corn>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu> 

Meeting with Compliance reminder 

Compliance meeting tomorrow, April 15 th @ 11:00 am. 

From: High, Jane Starr 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:04 AM 

To~ Ivory LarVa; Adams, Clarissa; Lee, William R Jr; Calder, Andrew G; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; 
Katie Kuester; Cheek, Donna E; Law, Greg A 
Subjeet~ Meeting with Compliance 

Marielle was confirmed our meeting with them for April 16 th @ 11:00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Karen Vaifanua <kv8749@stu armstrong edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 I 1:04 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; 
Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; 
High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; 
tsodom@uncaa unc edu; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <traceywilliams@unc edu> 

Exhibition Game 

Good morning Coach, 

Hope all is well your way. As our season has concluded we are working on next seasons schedule and looking for exhibition 
games. We a~e willing to bavel and wondering if you guys have any openings? 

If you are not familiar with us here is a little bit about our program. We are a division II program apart of the Peach Belt 
Conference. This past season we finished the year off headed into the conference tournament with the #1 seed on the east 
side, a record of 21-8, and a sweet 16 appearance in the national tournament. We are a very competitive DII program and 
would love to give our kids that opportuni~ to compete with the top of the line programs in our p~eseason. 

Thank you for your time and we hope to make this happen. Please email me when you can or call/text me at 
My once information is below as well. 

Thanks and have a great day! 

Shanae Vaifanua 

Armstrong Atlantic State University 

Women’s Basketball Graduate Assistant Coach 

(912)344-3117 



BANQUET 

6:00 PM - WALTER STORHOLT INTRODUCES FOR INVOCATION 

INVOCATION - 

DINNER AND YEAR IN REVIEW 

AFTER FILM OVER - WALTER STORHOLT THANKS FOR HIS HARD WORK ON THE YEAR 

IN REVIEW FILM 

WALTER STORHOLT INTRODUCTION / WELCOME & INTRODUCES COACH HATCHELL 

COACH HATCHELL - RECOGNITION OF SPECIAL GUESTS 

CAROLINA CLUB AND STAFF 

MY FAMILY 

MY EXTENDED FAMILY PLEASE STAND: 

PLAYERS & THEIR FAMILY AND GUEST (PLEASE STAND) 

ASSISTANT COACHES & STAFF (PLEASE STAND) ANDREW CALDER, BILLY LEE, TRACEY 

WILLIAMS-JOHNSON, IVORY LATrA, GREG LAW, KATIE KUESTER, CLARISSA ADAMS, DONNA 

CHEEK, JANE HIGH AND THEIR FAMILIES OR GUEST 

MANAGERS: MELANIQUE DEVEAUX, WHITNEY SIMMONS, CARMEN WOOD, NICOLE SIEGEL, 

HALLE THOMPSON, ODERA OKANEME, KALANIE JAMES, MORIAH DAVIS AND THEIR FAMILIES 

AND GUEST 

TARHEEL TEAM TEM PO MEMBERS AND BOARD MEMBERS 

SENIOR ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: LARRY GALLO 

ASSOCIATE ATH DIRECTOR FOR OLYMPIC SPORTS: DR. BETH MILLER 

ASSOCIATE ATH DIRECTOR FOR BUSINESS & FINANCE: MARTINA BALLEN 

ACADEMIC ADVISOR: MICHELLE BROWN & JAIMIE LEE 

STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING COACH: JASON BEAULIEU (BULLYA): 

EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION: SUE WALSH 

SPORTS MEDICINE STAFF: DR. HARRY STAFFORD, NICOLE ALEXANDER, LAUREN HAWKINSON, 

TIMOTHY TAFT 



ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS: HELEN BUCHANAN 

MARKETING AND PROMOTIONS: ScoTr PALANIJAN, JORDAN PLUMBEE 

SPORTS NUTRITION: RACHEL STRATrER 

HUMAN RESOURCE OFFICE: JOYCE DALGLEISH AND KATHY DuTroN 

ACADEMICS CENTER STAFF: CRICKET LANE-DIRECTOR OF LIFE SKILLS 

RADIO AND TV SHOW: WALTER STORHOLT, JAN BOXILL, DEBBY STROMAN 

I WANT TO RECOGNIZE THE FAITHFUL RADIO SHOW PEOPLE - PLEASE STAND 

SCORERS TABLE: 

UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES: VICKI LOTZ (RETIRED) 

FORMER UNC ATHLETE: 

MUSIC MAN: ED AND WEISS 

FORMER RETIRED CARMICHEAL POST MAN,. SAM CLARK/AND WIFE          - 

HOUSEKEEPING ~ CARMICHEAL 

ETTIQUETTE TRAINING SESSIONS: CECILIA GRIMES AND HUSBAND 

WALTER PAYNE-IMAGINE MARK PRINTING: SUSAN ANDERSON & WALTER PAYNE- 

PRESIDENT, JASON HARMON, WIDE FORMAT SPECIALIST, AND GREG SELLERS-CFO OF 

IMAGINE MARK AND ALL THE PEOPLE WHO GAVE TO THE GRAPHICS PROJECT 

PICTURE MAN: BOB MITCHELLJ 

FORMER PLAYERS - PLEASE STAND- 

SCHOLARSHIP DONORS - PLEASE STAND 

HONORARY COACHES - PLEASE STAND 

SEASON TICKET HOLDER - PLEASE STAND 

FRIENDS FROM OUT OF TOWN- PLEASE STAND 

PEOPLE ON TRIPS WITH US-PLEASE STAND 

SPONSORS-LISTED ON BACK OF PROGRAM 

BALL KIDS - PLEASE STAND 



KATIE KUESTER RECOGNIZES PRACTICE PLAYERS AND HAS COMMENTS 

PRACTICE PLAYERS 19)- PLEASE STAND- 

WALTER RECOGNIZES THE PRESENTERS OF THE AWARDS: 

GREG LAW PRESENTS OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD TO: 

WALTER INTRODUCES MR. RAY JEFFERIES TO PRESENT THIS YEAR’S VOLUNTEERS OF THE YEAR 

AWARD 

WALTER - POINTS OUT THAT MR. JEFFERIES WAS THE FIRST RECIPIENT OF THIS AWARD. TELL PAST 

WINNERS TO STAND. CALL MR. JEFFERIES U P TO PODIUM TO PRESENT AWARD) 

(MR. JEFFERIES PRESENTS PLAQUE TO ENTIRE TAR HEEL TEAM TEAMO GROUP) 

WALTER INTRODUCES COACH TRACEY WILLIAMS-JOHNSON TO PRESENT THIS YEAR’S MOST 

INSPIRATIONAL AWARD: 

(COACH TRACEY WILLIAMS- JOHNSON PRESENTS PLAQUES TO                 ) 

WALTER INTRODUCES JASON BEAULIEU TO PRESENT THE STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING AWARD 

(JASON PRESENTS STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING AWARD TO AND 

MOST IMPROVED TO 

WALTER RECOGNIZES PLAYERS AND MANAGERS MONOGRAM AWARDS 

WALTER TELLS RECIPIENTS TO STAND WHEN THEIR NAME IS CALLED. WALTER READS LIST OF 3.sT, 2NDz 

3RD AND 4TM YEAR WINNERS. THESE CAN BE 

~.sT YEAR (LINED WINDBREAKER) 



2ND YEAR (WOOL JACKET) 

3RD YEAR (BLANKET) 

4TM YEAR (RING) 

JAIMIE LEE RECOGNIZES DEAN AND PROFESSORS (PLEASE STAND) SAY SOMETHING ABOUT ACADEMIC 

SUCCESS OF THE PROGRAM...STUDY HALL ON TRIPS 

WALTER INTRODUCES JAN BOXILL AND SHE WILL PRESENT THE JAN BOXILL ACADEMIC AWARD - 



WALTER INTRODUCE COACH CALDER AND COACH LEE FOR THE TEAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND 

MILESTONES 

COACH CALDER 

Universit~ of North Carolina - Milestones and Honors 

Team Accomplishments 

NCAA Statistics Rankings - Top 25 

Milestones 



Honors and Recognition 





COACH LEE PRESENTS PLAQUES/CRITTERS TO: 

MOST ASSISTS: 

BEST THREE POINT PERCENTAGE: 

MOST OUTLETS: 

MOST CHARGES DRAWN: 

PASSES TO POST: 

BEST FREE THROW PERCENTAGE: 

MOST DIVES: 

MOST STEALS: 

BEST FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 

MOST OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS: 

MOST SCREENS: 

MOST DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS: 

MOST DEFLECTIONS: 

SIXTH PLAYER OF YEAR: 

COACH’S AWARD: 

BEST OVERALL DEFENSE: 

BEST OVERALL OFFENSE: 

OVERALL CHAMPION : 

WALTER ANNOUCES ABOUT COACH HATEHELL’S HONOR & REEOGNITION 

Sylvia Ha~cEell 

¯ Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame - Class of INDUCTED 



GREG LAW INTRODUCES AND SAYS SOMETHING ABOUT EACH SENIOR 

MANAGER 

MANAGERS:-SENIOR HIGHLIGHTS~SPEECHES 

CLOSING COMMENTS BY COACH HATCHELL- BRING TEAM AND MANAGERS BACK AND HAVE FINAL 

APPLAUSE FOR THIS YEAR’S TEAM AND MANAGERS. 

CLOSING COMMENTS BY COACH HATCHELL AND COACH CALDER 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey \~illiams@unc edu> 
Wednesday,              9:52 AM 

Halchcll, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc cdu> 

FW: Judge clears the way for lawsuit against NCAA 

From= AI Gray [mailto: 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:52 AN 

To: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 

Subject= RE: Judge clears the way for lawsuit against NCAA 

From: Williams Johnson, Tracey D [mailto:tracey williams~unc.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, 7;50 PM 
To: AI Gray 
Subject: Fwd: Judge clears the way for lawsuit against NCAA 

Sent from my iPhone 
Tracey Williams-Johnson 
University" of North Carolina 
Women’s Basketball and 
Home of Naismilh Hall of Fame Sylvia Halchcll 

Bcgm fora ardcd message: 

From: "Kirschner. Steve" <stevekirschner ~ unc edu> 
Date:             at 9:54:07 PM EDT 

Subject: Judge clears the way for lawsuit against NCAA 

Judge clears the way for lawsuit against NCAA 

A federal judge on Friday cleared the way for a trial in a lawsuit against the NCAA per[aining to th~ 

of college athletes’ names and likenesses. 

The case could result in a ruling that ends the NCAA’s current limits on what college athletes can 

receive as compensation in exchange for playing sporls. 



The lead plaintiff i 
case is former UC 

basketball player 

In a 48-page rulin 

U.S District Judg 

Claudia Wilken d~ 
both the plaintiffs’ 

the NCAA’s requ~ 

for full rulings in tl 

favor without trial. 

The ruling said a 

trial will begin on 

While setting the 

for the trial, Wilke 

the plaintiffs that 

reconsider her decision not to grant class-action certification to a broad range of current and form~ 

athletes seeking monetary damages from past live television broadcasts of games. That will preve 
the plaintiffs from seeking an award that could have been in the billions of dollars 

However, absent a settlement, the trial will include efforts by at least some of the roughly 20 name 

plaintiffs to obtain individual monetary damages awards. If successful, that could open the door to 

lawsuits from other individual current and former athletes 

t, MIken’s ruling handed another small victory to the plaintiffs. She ruled that at the trial, the NCAA 

cannot use one of the five justifications it had been hoping to offer as a reason for its limits on wh~ 

athletes can receive for playing college sports. She said that the NCAA cannot say that the limits 

enable increased support for women’s spods and less prominent men’s sports. 

Wflken also handed the NCA~, some requirements if wants to use two other of the five justification 

has offered for the its limit on athlete compensation: 

--The limit promotes the integration of education and athletics because it keeps athletes from bein 

t[~ated markedly differently from other students for their padicipation in an extra-curricular activity 

NCAA had presented a set of statements from several university officials to that effect, but Wilken 

rejected those, saying that that if the NCAA wants to make this argument at trial "it must present 

evidence to show that (the limit) actually contributes to the integration of education and athletics" ~ 

must show this integration enhances competition among the schools. 

--The limit promotes competitive balance among the schools in Bowl Subdivision football and Divh 

men’s basketball. Wilken wrote that the NCAA has "presented some evidence that the (limit) prom 

competitive balance" but added that in order to prevail on this at trial, the NCAA "will have to pres~ 

evidence that the (limit) promotes a level of competitive balance that (1) contributes to consumer 

demand for Division ! football and basketball and (2) could not be achieved through less restrictive 



In addition, Wilken’s ruling appears to take issue with the NCAA’s argument that the plaintiffs have 

ability to demand compensation for appearing in live television broadcasts because the First 

Amendment protects these broadcasts as a form of non-commercial speech. 

~,Afnile rejecting the plaintiffs’ argument that live game broadcasts are commercial speech, she wro 

that the question of whether college athletes "hold any ownership rights in their athletic performan 
does not depend on the scope of broadcasters’ First Amendment rights but, rather, on whether the 

student-athletes themselves validly transferred their rights of publicity to another party. Because t~ 
current record does not demonstrate that all Division I student-athletes validly transferred all of th~ 

rights, the First Amendment does not preclude student-athletes from asserting rights of publicity in 
broadcasts or re-broadcasts of entire games" 



STEVE KIRSCHNER 
Universi~" of North Carolina 
Senior Associate A D for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
ccll 

stcvckirsclmcr~a unc cdu 
GoHccls com 



This message was processed through the WCBOB Spam Filter to catch junk messages. 
If you feel this message has been tagged incorrectly, you can 
change its category by clicking the link below. 
click here to mark email as junk. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Wednesday,               1:32 PM 

Kimmel, Mark D <mdkimmel@email unc edu> 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Release 

Mark, 

Do not release this but use it as my quoted response if you are asked about 

morning 

after 8:00am on Thursday 

Quote from Coach Hatchell: 

I do not know or understand why        has decided to leave The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. As most 

everyone knows, I was out and missed the entire season and will 

be back 100% for next season. It breaks my hear~ that I will not have the opportunity to coach and help 

develop her on and off the courL I love her and wish her well. 

9 9..962..5 ~ 
9.1.9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              3:50 PM 

~@gmail com> 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; 
Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 
RE: To whom it may concern 

PTC pdf 

Attached, please find permission to contact other institutions regarding your interest h-, t~ansferring from the University 

of North Carolina. 

Please !et me know if you have any additional questions ol concerns about the transfel process, 

Thank you 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:47 PM 

~c: Calder, Andrew G; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Broome, Lissa L; Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= RE: To whom it may concern 

#:~ this time, the University of North Carolh~a does not grant you permission to contact other institutior~s, It is our 

understanding that on           in a meeting with Coach Hatchel[ and Coach Calder, there was a mutual agreement 

that your request for a release would be considered after 



have copied our Faculty Athletics Representative (FAR) Lissa Broome on this emaii. If you wish to appeai the decision to 

Mar[el[e A. wnGe[der 

Assodate Ath!et[c Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919] 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:46 AM 
To: Calder, Andrew G; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Cc: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject: RE: To whom it may concern 

Thanks for the note. Per NCAA rules - see below - we have 7 business days to respond to your request, so we’ll be able 

~.3.~..1.3 Four-Year College Prospective Student-Athletes. 

An athletics staff member or other representative of the institution’s athletics interests shall not make contact with the 

student athlete of another NCAA or NAIA fou r year collegiate institution, directly or indirectly, without first obtaining 
the written permission of the first institution’s athletics director (or an athletics administrator designated by the 

athletics director) to do so, regardless of who makes the initial contact. If permission is not granted, the second 

institution shall not encourage the transfer and the institution shall not provide athletically related financial assistance 

to the student-athlete until the student-athlete has attended the second institution for one academic year. If permission 

is granted to contact the student athlete, all applicable NCAA recruiting rules apply. If an institution receives a written 

request from a student athlete to permit another institution to contact the student athlete about transferring, the 

institution shall grant or deny the requ est within seven business days {see Bylaw 13.02.1) of receipt of the request. If 
the institution fails to respond to the student athlete’s written request within seven business days, permission shall be 

8ranted by default and the institution shall provide written permission to the student-athlete. 



From: ~gmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, 5:17 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Calder, Andrew G; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject= To whom it may concern 

To whom it may concern, 

As per my conversation yesterday with Coach Hatchell I have informed her that I would like to transfer to 
another university I would like to request your formal permission to speak with other institutions and be 
released immediately 



To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance ~ith NCAA Byla~ 13113, hhur Year College Prospectv, the University of North 
Carolina grants your institution permission to discuss future academic and athletic plans with 

a current Women’s Basketball studcnt-atblctc at UNC 

However, please note that Section VI-2 of the ACC Manual stipulates that a student-athlete who trm~sfers 
directly to an ACC institution from m~ ACC institution m~d who was recruited by the institution from 
which they are transferring, for whom the athletics department intemeded in the admissions process, or 
who received any athletically related finm~cial aid during the academic year irmncdiatcly prior to the 
transfer is required to complete one (1) academic year (two full semesters or three full quarters) of 
residency at the certii’ying Conference institution before being eligible to compete for or to receive 
athletically related finm~cial aid from the ccrti~ing institution Such m~ academic year of residency shall 
count as one of the student-athlete’s four (4) permissible seasons of competition permitted under NCAA 

Please contact mc \~ith m~? questions or concerns ?ou ma? ha~e Thank ~ou for ~our attention to this 
matter 

Sinccrcb, 

Maricllc vm~Gcldcr 
Associate Director of Athletics 
(919) 962-7853 
mvan~elder~;unc edu 

Cc: Head Coach S}l~,ia H~tchcll 
Mr Bubba Cunningham 
Dr Beth Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Thursday, Aplil 17, 2014 9:58 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; 
Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr 
<billylee@unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~ <ilattal2@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; @gmail com 

additional needs 14- 15 budget 

Please emafl me any additional needs you foresee for next year by Sunday evening at lOpm. 

Greg A. Law 
University of North Carolina 
(o) 919/962-9663 

email: lawdawg~a)uncaa unc edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoringCa unc edu> 

Thursday,             2:45 PM 

Ca live unc edu> 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Hatchell. Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>: Lee. Jaimie 
5iaimielee@unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received infractions for not showing up in your ENGL    tutoring session on          at 8:00pm 

and for not showing up to your AMST    tutoring session on          at 7:00pm. These are your fourth and fifth 

documented infractions and shall be considered Strike two and Strike three. 

At this point in time, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial 

services is at risk. 

All infractions will be recorded cum ulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of 

infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

J.st and 2nd infraction Warning 

3rd infraction Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction Str~ke three 

With Strike three~ all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic 

counselor, associate director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accu rate, you have 5 business dt~l~s from the date of the email to appeal in 

writing (see attached Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the 

Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to 

support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend 

CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators 

(&S~S&Tutorirlg~,~url~,ed~) within the timeline listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appolntments 5pro or later Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before gpm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before gpm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on 

Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 

93.9 962 9892. 

Ben Sheu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coaches Choice USA < @aol corn> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 8:02 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Black Diamond Girls’ Basketball Championships - "The Main Event" 

Thank your customer, tell them how valuable they are to you, but don’t go overboard. 
Insincerity is easy to spot. 

Sincerely, 

Coaches Choice USA I 129 Joseph Street I East Brunswick NJ 08816 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 

Monday,               10:28 AM 

UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaaseniorstaff@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
<uncaaheadcoaches@groupsunc edu>; UNCAA Academics 
<uncaaacademics@groups unc edu> 

Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development 

Weekly Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Happy Monday! Please see the weekly schedule of Student Athlete Development in the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested. Thank you. Good luck to every competing team this week! Go Heels! 

Best, 

Connect With Us On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Monday,              8:00 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Fwd: Please Stay at UNC 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Please Stay at UNC 
From: William Poteat" 
TO: " 

CC: 
~live unc edu> 

Dear 

We the boosters of UNC 

performing feats with a 

see we love the UNC 

heard all the hype. It sounded like you could actually fly, 

never before seen here or anywhere else. We were willing to believe. You 

~rogram. Through good years and bad, we hang in there. 

Then you came here to play and you actually do fly, at least in jaw dropping spurts that leave normal players 

down below. You do perform feats with a         we haven’t seen since another 23, now long ago. And, 

soon you were called on to lead, because that’s where you belong out in front. As soon as we saw who you 

are and what you can do, we believed in you and the new excitement surrounding the team, your team. 

What a load to carry for anybody, young or old, even a freshman in college. You handled it very well, even 

through injuries and what must have been some disappointing losses. But young teams have lots of ups and 

downs. 

You talked about next year and how you and the team would only get better and better. We believed you and 

wanted you and the team to succeed with all our hearts. 

Now you have said you are leaving, transferring. You haven’t told us why, but it must be something is missing 

that you need. We your fans and boosters of UNC                  are very sad, Of course there are 
other schools and other teams, but you have come so far here in only one year. At UNC you could build on 

that success without having to start over. 

If there is hope you may change your mind and stay at UNC, please do. We want you here with the team and 

with us. 

God Bless You, 

Gail McKinley, Bill Poteat and many other boosters of UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 9:44 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc.edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia 

R <shatchell@unc.edu>; Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Calder, Andrew G 

<acalder@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-$4 

Good question Beth. 

What is that picture? 

All the others look good. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Miller>, Seth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 at 4:42 PM 

TO: "High, Jane Starr" <ihi~h@unc.edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell(~unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" 

<bubbac@emaihunc.edu>, "Grimsley, Richie" <rgrimsley@unc.edu>, "Calder, Andrew G" <acalder@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

Thanks, Jane, is the graphic that has "Locker Room Eievator" going on the wall in the alcove at the entrance to the 

elevator and locker room? 

From: High, Jane Starr 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 3:22 PM 
TO: Hatchell, Sylvia R; Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Grimsley, Richie; Calder, Andrew G 
Subject= FW: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

From: Jason Harmon [mailto:Jason.Harmon@imaqemarkonline.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:58 PM 
To: Walter Payne; High, Jane Starr 
Subject= FW: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

httDs://imaoemark.box.com/s/i0ba07Da Dai51dc7elbc 

Wide Format Specialist i ImageMark Business Services, inc. 
3145 rqorU~wes[ Bird. ] Gastonia, NC 28052 



O: 704-855-4922 I D: 704-879-0034 E: jason.harmon@ima~emarkonline.com 

CON F!D ENT!ALITY NOT!CE: 

This is an e-mail f~om ImageMark Bdsiness Services, it is for the intended recipient o~31¥ and contai~s proprietary, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               11:25 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; Calder, 
Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Latta, IvotT <ilattal2@unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu> 
Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Dressier, 
Carly <cldressl@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

FW: ECU Grants Permission to Contact -                    ~ 

- ECU Pem~ission to Contact pdf 

FYI 

From: Keddie, Alexandrea R [maiEo:KEDDIEA14@ECU.EDU] 
Sent= Wednesday,            11:24 AM 
TO= Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Total $1kirby5@uncaa.unc.edu 
~c: Johnson, Jamie; Malcolm, Jay Dee; Lipay, David W 
Subject: ECU Grants Permission to Contact - 

Good afternoon Mr. Ille, 

Please find the attached release request granting you and your institution’s stuff permission to contact 
student athlete, from East Carolina UniversiW [ECU]. Should you have any questions or need 
anything further fiom us, please let me know. 

Thankyou, 

Alex K(~ddi(: 

East Carolina University I 359 Ward Sports Medicine Bldg. I Greenville, NC 27858 

Office: 252.737.4941 I Fax: 252.737.2775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 12:08 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu> 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

RE: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

Ok look forward to hearing from him soon. 

From: Miller, BeLh 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:58 AM 
To: High, Jane Starr; Grimsley, Richie 
~: Hatchell, Sylvia R; Cunningham, Bubba; Calder, Andrew G 
Subject: RE: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

OK,....thanks. Looks good to me, This will all need Bubba’s approval. 

*’Beth 

From: High, Jane Starr 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:03 AM 
TO: Grimsley, Richie 
Cc: Miller, Beth; High, Jane Starr; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Cunningham, Bubba; Calder, Andrew G 
Subject= Re: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

Yes 

"Grimsley, Pdchie" <r~rimslev~?unc edu> wrote: 

I believe the images labeled Locker Room Elevator refers to the long wall in the hallway that has the locker 
room entrance and elevator on the same side Jane, is that correct? 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-452-9472 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:43 PM 
TO: High, Jane Starr; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Cunningham, Bubba; Grimsley, Richie; Calder, Andrew G 
Subject= RE: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

Thanks, Jane. is the graphic that has "Locker Room Elevator" going on the wall iP, the alcove at the entrance to the 

"Beth 



From: High, Jane Starr 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 3:22 PM 
TO= Hatchell, Sylvia R; Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Grimsley, Richie; Calder, Andrew G 
Subject= FW: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

Here are the corrections with no sweat bubbles and not white down the picture and switching the blue and white on the 

sign over the entrance at South Road. Hope this is what was expected and v¢e can proceed on the 12th of May with 

From: Jason Harmon [mailto:Jason.Harmon@imaqemarkonline.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:58 PM 
TO= Walter Payne; High, Jane Starr 
Subject= FW: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

httDs://imaaemark.box.com/s/i0ba07oa Dai51dc7elbc 

Wide Format Specialist ! ImageMark Business Services, Inc. 

3145 ~orthwest Blvd. I Gastonia, NC 28052 

O: ~04~g,%4~.2 [ D: ~04-879-0034 E [ason.harmon@imagemarkonline.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brandon Miller <           @gmail corn> 

Wednesday, April 23~ 2014 12:32 PM 

Boo Grid Updated 

C~-id - Boo Williams (4-23) xls 

Attached is updated Boo grid, changes are as follows: 

Joe Smith 11 Group 
Pool B - NJ Panthers Blue became NJ Panthers White 
Pool D - NY Lightning 16 became Lightning - Slater 

Pat Williams 11 Groun 
Pool B - GA Pistols Martins became GA Pistols Platinum 
Pool C - Lightning Slater became NY Lightning 
Pool C - Jaguars HS White became Jaguars HS Blue 
Pool D - NJ Panthers White became NJ Panthers Blue 
Pool G- Salesian Force Elite became Black Widows 
Pool G- Fencor Peers became Fencor Peeps 

Newport News 11 Group 
Pool D - TX United Nike Blue became TX United Nike DearT 
Pool D - Norfolk Xpress Brooks became All OH Moss 
Pool E - GA Pistols became GA Pistols Diamond Elite 
Pool H - Black Widows became Salesian Force 
Pool H - Exodus became Norfolk Xpress Brooks 

Marques Jackson 10 Group 
Pool B - TX United Nike Dea~?¢ became TX United Nike Elite Blue 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 4:37 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hatchell, 
Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Calder, 
Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 
Re: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

image001 png; image002 png; image003 png; image004 png; image005 png 

Ok let’s go 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 23, 2014, at 12:07 PM, "High, Jane Starr" <ihi~h~?unc edu> wrote: 

Ok look forward to hearing from him soon, 

From= Miller, Beth 
Sent= Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:58 AM 
To: High, Jane Starr; Grimsley, Richie 
(;c: Hatchell, Sylvia R; Cunningham, Bubba; Calder, Andrew G 
Subject: RE: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

From: High, Jane Starr 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:03 AM 
To: Grimsley, Richie 
(;e: Miller, Beth; High, Jane Starr; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Cunningham, Bubba; Calder, Andrew G 
Subject: Re: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

Yes 

&~t(]’kom my V~)rizo~ Wireless 4<; L TE DRO[D 

"Grimsley, Richie" <r~rimslev@unc edu> wrote: 

I believe the images labeled Locker Room Elevator refers to the long wall in the hallway that has 
the locker room entrance and elevator on the same side Jane, is that correct? 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-452-9472 



From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:43 PM 
TO: High, Jane Starr; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Cunningham, Bubba; Grimsley, Richie; Calder, Andrew G 
Subject: RE: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

Thanks, Jane. [s the graphic that has "Locker Room Elevator" going on the wa!l in the alcove at the 

From: High, Jane Starr 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 3:22 PM 
To: Hatchell, Sylvia R; Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Grimsley, Richie; Calder, Andrew G 
Subject: FW: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

From: Jason Harmon [mailto:Jason.Harmon@imaoemarkonline.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:58 PM 
TO: Walter Payne; High, Jane Starr 
Subject: FW: UNC Powerpoint for 5 slides 4-22-14 

https://imaqemark.box.comls/jObaO7pqpai51dc7elbc 

Wide Format Specialist j JmsgeMark Business Services, Inc. 

3145 Notlhwes[ Bird ] Gas[onia, NC 28052 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 4:55 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Thank you 

Coach Hatchell & Coach Calder, 

I just wanted to say thank you for including me on the individu al meetings this year. It is the first time in my career that I 

have been able to be a part of them as a staff member anywhere. It is very helpful to hear from the coaches what is 

expected of the players so that I can make su re to incorporate that in the training room. 

Looking forward to a great summer & an even better season! 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

N~ ~c~eA~e~er, MS, ATC-L 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(959) 962-2067 (office) 
nlalexa n @e mail.u nc.ed u 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, disolosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are nol lhe intended re¢ipienL please contact 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all c~pies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ga’id Gum <            @gmail corn> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 9:44 PM 

PSB GA Grid UPDATED 

C~-id - PSB Tip-OffClassic GA (4-23) xls 

Coach 

Attached is grid for PSB GA They released an update this afternoon Changes are marked in BOLD 

Looks like they have a few TBDs 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 9:58 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 
Fwd: hallway dance studio side 

Hallway DanceStudio Side pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: hallway dance studio side 
From: Jason Harmon <Jason Harmon@imagemarkonline corn> 
To: "High, Jane Starr" <jhigh@unc edu> 
CC: 

3145 NorLhwest Blvd. [ Gastonia, NC 28052 

O: 704-865-49:12 I D: 704-879-0034 E: iason.harmon@imagemarkonline.com 

This is an e-mail from !mageMark Business Services. !t is for the intended recipient on!y and contains proprietary, 

confidential, snd!or pr[vi!eged information. No one other than the intended recipient may read, print, store, copy, 



Subject: 

coaehes~ here are some of the top playels ir~ the state~ all are mid to BCS locks and they will be pla¥ir~g either at Boo Williams or Hea~L Of Texas. 

Height Positior~ City High School Club WHERE 

Simmie Colson 

(713)291 3232 

www.girlzpreprepo~.com 

htt p://girlz preprepo ~ blogspot corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 10:54 AM 

Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E 
<dcheek@email unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia 
R <shatchell@unc edu>;           ~gmail corn; Latta, IvotN <ilattal2@unc edu>; 
Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 
High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Phones Being Used on Monday, April 28th 

Please note that there will be a number of people coming in to make calls for Coach Hatchell and all of our offices will be 

used beginning at 5:00pro. Thank you for understanding and sharing your space. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Thursday,              6:21 PM 

Hatchell, SyMa R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 
From:          @yahoo corn 
To: "High, Jane Starr" <jhigh@unc edu> 
CC: 

Sent froln ~n> Verizon Wi~eless BlackBerD" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Albert Long < _@frontier corn> 

Thursday, 7:04 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: "JUST FELT LED TO WRITE YOU" 

I’ll probably never hear fi-om her, but I must felt led to write this 
albert 

From: Albert Long ¯         /~frontier.com> 
Subject: "JUST FELT LED TO WRITE YOU" 
Date: at 4:55:18 PM EDT 
To: ~’~2<~ ~ r~ ~!:~. 

Hi           My name is Albert Long and I have been a follower of Tar Heel Ladies 
for the past 15 years or so In fact, Coach Hatchell has had me over to speak at her 
camps almost each of those years This afternoon I was outside "walking and talking" during my 
two miles, which I enjoy doing eve~’y other day, and the Lord spoke to me Now I did not hear 
from Him audibly, but often the Holy Spirit directs me like you would never believe This is what 
I feel like I was led to write to you 

I have no idea in the world what your future plans are         , but I hope and pray that each 
night when you are in the bed with the lights out that you will ask the good Lord to help in 
directing your path and to make certain that you made the right decision I can assure you that 
only He can do that No parent, no coach, no friend, only the good Lord can, and He will if you 
lean on Him totally. I can also assure you that if in the next week or so if you might be led to 
change your mind concerning your decision, that Coach Hatchell would be the first one to come 
running to you w-ith her arms outstretched to greet the Prodical daughter for returning home Trust 
me when I say that I believe that that all your friends, as well as your team-mates, would do the 
same I know I would and you don’t even know me 

Thanks for listening           I’ll close by saying that NOBODY knows that I am w-riting this 
letter Just me and the good Lord Check me out (Google) Albert Long, FCA or Albert Long, 
University of North Carolina May the good Lord continue to bless you[![[!![ 

albert long 



Higher Goals Elevation Elite (HGEE) 

Top Prospects 

Heart of Texas 

HGEE 

HOT Schedule 

Saturday, 

HGEE      :~0:20~m vs. Hoop 55 Storm (Fieldhouse Court 



HOT Schedule 
Saturday, . 







HOT Schedule 
Friday, 

Sunday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brandon Miller <          @gmail corn> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 12:08 PM 

PSB GA Updated Grid 

Gq-id - PSB Tip-Off’Classic GA (4-25) xls 

Coach 

Attached is updated grid for PSB GA 

Changes are in BOLD They switched groups for a few teams, and Prospects Nation division is no longer 
bracket as they lost teams/shuffled Just games for teams left in division 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brandon Miller <           @gmail corn> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 7:06 PM 

Boo Update as of 7:00 

C~-id - Boo Williams (4-26 as of 7 00) xls 

Coach 

Just got some pictures of wall pools I filled in what they had 

Hopefully get more! 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brandon Miller <           @gmail corn> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 I : 13 AM 

Boo Update (Some) 

C~-id - Boo Williams (4-27 for Sun) xls 

Coach 

Attached is Boo Grid for Sun I have some of the games from pics I got, but they were not the complete pics 

I will send again once I have more 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brandon Miller <          @gmail corn> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 1:52 AM 

PSB GA for Sun 

G~-id - PSB Tip-OffClassic GA (4-27 for Sun) xls 

Coach 

Missing a few games, but Here is update on grid for PSB GA Will send another after the post those missing 
games 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brandon Miller <           @gmail corn> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 8:19 AM 

Boo Sun as of 8:15 

C~-id - Boo Williams (4-27 as of 8 15)xls 

Filled in games! Attached is updated grid 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday,               12:50 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visi t their beRecmited profile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecmited profi]e to contact the athlete 

’thanks! 

]-he beRecruited ]‘earn 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights reset+ed I beRecruited 1539 Bt’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!]ck lere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 8:42 AM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc edu>; 
Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Gales, 
Bobby H <bgales@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy 
<guycathro@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob 
<tjchinn@unc edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M 
<kmdowd@unc edu>; Fulton, C~-ant <gfulton@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P 
<derekg@unc edu>; Green, C~?¢stal <c~?zstag@email unc edu>; Haney, Sarah K 
<shaney@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Jednak, Matt 
<jednak@email unc edu>; Koenig, Kaye T <koenig@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Kolat, Ca~’,J J <kolat@email unc edu>; 

@unc edu>; Holman, Laurie J <lholman@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greg/aw@unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu>; Lynch, Becky 
<rmlynch@email unc edu>; Maddox, Danny <dmaddox@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Miller, Ron C <nniller2@email unc edu>; Miller, 
Steven L <smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; Papa, 
Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Pemberton, 
Chelsea Anne <chelsea pembevton@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Rea, 
Dana M <drea@unc edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane 
<amy smith@unc edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email unc edu>; Streett, 
Shelly <sjgreen@email unc edu>; TelNn Brill (         @gmail corn); Tyler, Brle 
Farley <brie tyler@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D <tr~cey williams@unc edu> 

weekly schedule 

Carmichael Weeldy doc 

Have a great week everybody! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 

Monday,               10:40 AM 

UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaaseniorstaff@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
<uncaaheadcoaches@groupsunc edu>; UNCAA Academics 
<uncaaacademics@groups unc edu> 

Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development 

Weekly Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Happy Monday! Please see the weekly schedule of Student Athlete Development in the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested. Thank you! 

Best, 

Connect With Us On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Monday,               10:16 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Fwd: Set Up Meeting 

image001 jpg 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Set Up Meeting 
From: "Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc edu> 
To: "High, Jane Starr" <jhigh@unc edu> 
CC: 

Jane, please go ahead and arrange this meeting 

Thanks, 
-Beth 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at I 0: I g AM, "High, Jane Starr" ~ihigh@unc edu> wrote: 

Good Morning, 

Coach Hatchell wanted me to reach out to you and see if you could set u p a meeting with you, gubba, 

Mar~ina, Sylvia and Andrew. It concerns reasons why is leaving us for another school. Thank you 
so much! © 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu> 

Tuesday,             10:3 I PM 

Sylvia Hatchell <sylviahatchellsbasketballcamp@hotmail corn>; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
<shatchell@unc edu> 

Elite Camp Coach 

Hello Coach Hatchell, Coach Sug Parker Coach would love to work Elite camp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 12:13 PM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc edu>; 
Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Gales, 
Bobby H <bgales@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy 
<guycathro@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob 
<tjchinn@unc edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M 
<kmdowd@unc edu>; Fulton, G+ant <gfulton@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P 
<derekg@unc edu>; Green, Ct?vstal <ct?~stag@email unc edu>; Haney, Sarah K 
<shaney@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Hipps, lravis Joseph <jtbipps@email unc edu>; Jednak, Matt 
<jednak@email unc edu>; Koenig, Kaye 1 <koenig@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Kolat, Ca~’y J <kolat@email unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~3~ 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Holman, Laurie J <lholman@unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greg/aw@unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu>; Lynch, Becky 
<rmlynch@email unc edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac unc edu>; Marsh, Patrick 
<pmarsh@email unc edu>; Miller, Ron C <rmiller2@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea 
Anne <chelsea pemberton@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Rea, Dana M 
<drea@unc edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane 
<amy smith@unc edu>; Stffford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email unc edu>; Streett, 
Shelly <sjgreen@email unc edu>; Tel~n Brill          ~gmail corn); Tyler, Brle 
Farley <brie tyler@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu> 

FW: Strawberries! 

!f you would some strawberries delivered tomorrow for 54,50/qt,.. let me know ASAP so I can let Brenda know ![ @ 

From: Brenda Haithcock [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 11:46 AM 
TO: Jayne Barnwell; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Maynor, Terri B; Warner, Stacey Harris; janine@ramsclub.com; 
dawn@ramsclub.com; koening@uncaa.unc.edu; Streett, Shelly; Anderson, Melinda; Cheek, Donna E; High, Jane Starr; 
Haydon, Joe; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Strawberri~! 

Hi everyone! Hope your having a great Monday! 

Jean will have some strawberries that I can deliver tomorrow (Tuesday, May 6) if you are interested I should 
be at EWAC around 11:00, then on to Carmichael and Football I1" you think there is an interest, please let me 
know If you don’t mind spreading the word for me/us! The berries are $450 a quart Once I hear back fi-om 
some of you, I will confirm that there is enough interest for us to come tomorrow! Thanks so much! Have a 
great day! Go Tar Heels! 
Brenda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday,             12:43 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about [he athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete% name to visi ~ their beRecmited profile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecrui ted profile to contact the ~thlete 

’thanks! 

The beRecruited Yearn 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights reset+ed I beRecruited 1539 Bt’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!ick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Monday,            2:05 PM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Hatchell, 
Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Eatta, Ivo12¢ <ilattal2@unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; @email unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu> 

Draft 

Good Afternoon - 

I wanted to touch base with you regarding the upcoming Draft. It was brought to my attention that 

and may be dating. Do you know if has plans to attend the draft on Thursday? 

If so, there are specific rules that apply relative to benefits she may receive. 

Can you confirm? 

Thank you. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Monday,            3:23 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

’thanks! 

]-he beRecruited ]-earn 

~3[og 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights reset+ed I beRecruited 1539 Bt’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!]ck lere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:27 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trisha Stafford Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: Last 8 Seconds of Championship Game 

Sylvia R Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

019 962 5187 Office 

919 962 2506 Fax 

>>> Beth Miller 3:10 PM >>> 

After talking to Nora Lynn and Charlene, below is Charlene’s response ..... 

~BM 

Beth: 

1:54 PM >>> 

I reviewed the video of the foul called 8.5 seconds remaining in the game, and I spoke with Denise Brooks, the official who 

called the foul and who was closest to the action. The foul was assessed to UNC but UNC was also involved in 

illegal contact after the rebound by Duke#g4. I can see on video that after the foul was called, Duke#g4turned towards 

UNC     Denise did not hear what was said by the Duke player. Had she heard it, she would have addressed it. 

If you have not already done so, please review the foul that occurred at 8.5 seconds remaining. UNC    displayed her 

frustration first by illegally contacting Duke #3.4 with a shove with her right forearm prior to the Duke player turning back 

towards her. The action by your    and the Duke player are both unacceptable. 

I appreciate your alerting me to the end of game situation. This is a good example for us to use in the off-season as a 

reminder to all our officials that they cannot stop FofficiatingF until the game is over and they have left the visual 

confines of the court. Note, theofficiatingcrewonthisgamecontinuedtoofficiatethroughtheendofthisgamewiththe 

last foul being called on Duke with 1.5 seconds remaining. 

Let me know if you have other concerns. 

SAWBO Coordinator of Officials 

(336) 771-7398 (Fax) 
ccmtis@theacc org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,               8:56 AM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: Project[ 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ Hi,mail corn>" ¯ 
Date: 7:19:47 PM EDT 
To: "Sylvia Hatchell" <~ha~chell%unc~a u~c ed~l> 
Subject: Project! 

Hi! I’m                 a                                      and for the month of March 
we are doing famous women in history and my friend and I have the pleasure to be doing research 
on you! I know to me it’s a great honor and I couldn’t ask for a better person So the project is that 
the students have to do research on the person and have to make it look like a interview and i 
thought it would be so cool to actually semi interview you by asking you some questions over 
email and my teacher said it would be fine to email you It has been a joy watching you and your 
team play this year and I hope to be hearing from you soon! 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 4:47 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Annual John Lotz Award 

The John Lotz Award Nomination Form UNC.docx 

Jan, 

Could you help with this? 

Sylvia R Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

919 962 5187 Office 

919 962 2506 Fax 

> > > Spencer Welborn 3/12/2013 10:46 AM > > > 

Hello All: 

Attached you will find the 2012 2013 nomination form for the annual John Lotz Award 

The description of the John Lotz Award is as follows: 

The John Lotz Award is given annually to the University of NorLh Carolina student athlete who best exemplifies the spirit of the 

late John Lotz Coach Lotzwasanassistantmen~sbasketballcoachat UNCfrom 1965 to 1973 Afteratenureasthehead 
coach at the University of Florida, where he was named SEC Coach of the Year, he returned to UNC as an Assistant Director of 

Athletics for Campus and Community relations He see~ed in that capadty from 1980 to 2000 Coach Lotz was known 

throughout the department as one who always had an encouraging word, especially for those who were facing adversity 

The winner of the John Lotz Award will be a student athlete who has demonstrated a passion to succeed under adverse 

circumstances The winner will have faced difficulties and overcome them while maintaininq a positive attitude and servinq as an 

inspiration to all 

We request that nominations are submitted (email or campus mail) to Spencer Welborn by April 1, 2013. The winner of the 

John Lotzaward will be announced durng the All Sports Banquet in late Aprl 

Thank you for your 6 me, 

Spencer Welborn 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3507 
Chapel HIll, NC 27533.E~.07 

9~.9-843-2328 (w) 

welbor n(~ u nca a.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:12 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford Odom 
<tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Six Named by the 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

919 962 5187 Office 
919 962 2506 Fax 

>>> "Ufnowski, Amy" <aufnowski@theaccorg> 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE I Tuesday, 

ACCWomenl s Basketball News 

Complete Release http://theacc.COl 

5:10 PM >>> 

Six Named          by the 
Duke, Georgia Tech, Maryland and North Carolina represented on the Region 2 Team 

GREENSBORO, N.C. ¯ Six Atlantic Coast Conference women¯s basketball student-athletes from five institutions have 
been named All-Region nominees for the 

Included on the Region 2 Team, and among the 52 nominees, are Duke ju nior guard Chelsea Gray and sophomore 

center Elizabeth Williams, Georgia Tech junior guard Tyaunna Marshall, Maryland senior forward Tianna Hawkins and 

iunior forward Alyssa Thomas, and North Carolina 

All six were named to the                by both the Blue Ribbon Panel and the head coaches. Thomas was named 

the ACC Player of the Year by the Blue Ribbon Panel and shared the same honor as named by head coaches with Gray. 

Williams was selected the league Is Defensive Player of the Year for the second straight season. 

The selection committee will select the 10 member from the 52 

selections. 
Region 2 
Name Institution Year POS. Height 

Chelsea Gray Duke Jr. G 5-11 

Elizabeth Williams Duke So. C 6-3 

Tyaunna Marshall Georgia Tech Jr. G 5 9 

Elena Delle Donne Delaware Sr. G/F 6 5 

Tianna Hawkins Maryland Sr. F 6 3 

Alyssa Thomas Maryland Jr. F 6-2 

North Carolina 



Amy Ufnowski 

Associate Director of Communications 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridse Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Aufnowski@theacc.or8 

(336) 369-1003 - office 

- cell 

(336) 854-8797 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 3:21 PM 

Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Updated Tentative Itinerary NoAh Carolina to Newark, DE 

01 First and Second Rounds Itinerary (TEAM).xlsx 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

919 962 5187 Office 
919 962 2506 Fax 

> > > Greg Law 3/20/2013 2:00 PM > > > 
Attached a Tentative itinerary. If I sent you an email for Saturday night, please reply ASAP if you have not done so. 

Greg A. Law 
University of NoF~h Carolina 

(o) 919/962 9663 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 9:18 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: Fan 

Sentfiom myiPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Michael Sculley c~/a~aii corn>" < 
Date: March 22, 2013 8:09:18 PMEDT 
To Sylwa Hatchell sl a c ~ell ~:unc~a t!~c ~d > 
Subject: Fan 

I am going to be honest To start off witll I am active duty milita~’y and have been in for 165 years 
I have deployed to Afghanistan and Iraq a combined 4 times I am going to be honest as I stated 
from the begining I am a huge IcSU fan, but my wife is a UNC fan I have been contacting FSU 
and quite a bit of FSU memorabilia We just recently got stationed in Hawaii and she agreed to give 
me a wall to show my sports stuff Well I didn’t want to be selfish and hang all FSU stuff so I was 
wondering if there was anything you could do or know where to point me too to get a few posters 
or pictures (autographed or not) sent I will gladly take pictures of all that is sent and send it back to 
you so show our support Please let me know Thanks you 
Sergeant First Class 
Michael Sculley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday,              0:19 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: Dress to Impress Setwice Project 

DresstoImpress docx 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Date: 50225 PM EDT 
To:"UNCAA Academics"<uncaa a,.,a,~.ra,.,~,d~t~u~tu~ccdu> UNCAA-AsstHeadCoaches 
</mc~a asst~cadcoacl~e~,~lvap~ ur~c~du~, "~CAA-ExeStaft" 
<unca~ exestaCDv~*ou~s ut,~ edu> "UNCAA-Head Coaches" 
<m~car~ headcc,a,:hesq~rotsps ~xc cd~*>, "~CAA-Rams Club" 

<~mcaa ra.a~sc[t~b@gr{ ups urtc cdu>, "~CAA-Senior StNt~’ 

Subject: Dress to Impress Service Projeel 

we are a group of UNC students taking on a semester long service project in hopes of 

supplying less tortunate individuals in the Durham area with protessional clothing for interviews 
and workplace settings Our group is looking to collect donations of any and all gently used 
business clothing, from suits and khakis to dresses and ties, even shoes! Donations will be 

collected in person on or you can bring donations to the 2nd floor of 

Loudermilk (Cricket’s office) anytime before The protessional clothes will ultimately 

be passed on to the Durham Rescue Mission They would appreciate your interest and support 
in giving back to the communit~ Please contact us about donating or to get more 
information, send anemailtoocso -pr?ss20-3{aL~mfilcs ~ 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 9:26 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: adidas Heartland Classic 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 



Coaches, 
When traveling this April please consider the Heartland Spring Classic in Chicago, IL 
run by adidas Grassroots Girls Basketball m~d held at Attack Athletics 2641 West 
Harrison St. Attack Athletics will serve as our headquarters and is located 15 minutes 
just west of Downtown Chicago. I now serve as the National Director for Adidas 
Grassroots Girls basketball and promise you that our event will have some gq-eat clnbs 
and some oI’tl~e lop players in the counlly ill attendance. Our l:acilities oI’AItack 
Athletics and Moody Bible 820 N Lasalle Blvd are two fantastic facilities and our 
coaches lotmge will be second to none. Please see our registration website thr all 
inihrmation and to sign up thr our college coach registration. Registration will also be 
available on site. lgt~s:..www.hosm~vtoc~n~amenLconv{~dex.cfm’~ 
load t~ma,nent&tom~mme~t 212 
Committed teams/clubs are: 
New Jersey Sparks, Indiana Elite Patberg, Indiana Elite Bailey, Indiana Elite Swish, 
Minnesota Stars, Atlanta Celtics, TNBA, Ohio Glory, Tennessee Glory, Team St. Louis, 
Team Maryland, Georgia Pearls, Full Package, Michigan Top Ten, Alabmna 
Roadrmmers, GSB, Wisconsin Impact, Pittsburgh Rockers and more added daily. These 
teams hold some of the top recruits across the nation and in your areas. 
Thanks for your consideration and see you in Chicago!I! Please call me with any and all questions 
Kevin McNamara 
adidas Grassroots National Director 
440-387-6439 

Demond (dj) Halrston 
615-484-5262 

"gifts basketball at its best" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 2:24 PM 

Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 20]_3 20]_4 Schedule Openings and International Trips 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

919 962 5187 Office 

919 962 2506 Fax 

> > > "Sallie Gordon" <sallie@spor~tours.net > 3/25/2013 1:57 PM > > > 

Hello Coach, 

Hope you are well. Still looking for games for the 2013-2014 season or interested in taking an international trip? 
Below you will find information on our tournaments and foreign trips. 

2013 2014 Tournaments 

Tournament price includes transportation to and from the airport, practices, and games, four nights at a 4 star hotel, 

and breakfast. Availability is limited contact me today! 

San Juan Shootout ¯ San Juan, Puerto Rico, November 27th to December 1st 

Las Vegas Holiday Hoops Classic ¯ Las Vegas, NV, December 18th- 22nd 

Puerto Rico Holiday Classic I San Juan, Puerto Rico, December lgth 22nd 

International Trip 
We offer great prices for our International Trips. You tell us where you Id like to go and wel II organize everyLhing. 

Our trips include hotel, fights, breakfast, an escort, games, excursions, ground transportation and tours. Some options 

are Canada, Italy, Spain and/or Portugal, Belgium, Costa Rica, Ireland and/or London; just to name a few. 

SJG 

Sallie Gordon 

Sport Tours International 

414-228-7337 (o) 

Twitter @SporLToursWBB 

Like at www.facebook.com/SportTours 

sallie~sporttou rs.net 

www.sporLtours.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 10:44 PM 

Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa unc edu>; Tracey Williams 
<t~villiams@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: 10 grade prospects 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Ronald E Hubbard" 
Date: March 25, 2013 10:19:29 PM EDT 
To: "Clafissa Adams" <cadams’?~I~caa tmc eda>, "Sylvia Hatchell" <sl’~a~chci[@~ncaa tmc e~b~>, 
"Tracey Williams" <~williams@~mcaa un~" eda> 
Subject: 10 grade prospects 

My name is Coach Champ Hubbard I am the head varsity girls basketball coach at 
High School in              I have two talented 10th graders who dream really big and 

they informed me that Noah Carolina is one of their schools of choice I am going to send you a 
YouTube highlight film of them mid-season 

my contact information is below let me know if you have any interest 
Remember they are still developing as complete players but have enormous potential 

Coach Champ Hubbard 
High School 

Head Girls Varsity Basketball Coach 

This email transmission may contain confidential or legally privileged information that is intended 
only for the individual or entity named in the email If you are not the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this email 
is strictly prohibited It" you have received this email transmission in error, please reply to the 
sender, so that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message 
from your in box 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 10:48 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa unc edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa unc edu>; 
Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: SportsBoard System - meetings 4/11 or 4/12 

Sentfiom myiPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Subject: Re: SportsBoard System - meetings 4/11 or 4/12 

Thanks so much, Beth Nice to meet you, coaches, and appreciate your time to get to know us 

Look fo~-ard to my visit in Chapel Hill on 4/I I and 4/12 and to seeing you one day or the other 

Tracey Williams-Johnson reached out to us over the weekend to connect since she’s heard about 
SpoctsBoard from Jenny I’m totally fired up to cheer for our women tomorrow v Delaware! 

Thank you, Jenny, for speaking on our behalf about the capabilities and benefits of SportsBoard 
Congrats to you on your killer season so Par[! 

(So proud of my alma mater in every way Thrilled my girls are Tar Heels too[) 

Go Heel!! 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 



SportsBoard 
O 530.3230202 ext 7001 
C 
F: 415.5323234 

Follow us on F~cebook and Twitt¢:r! 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 
of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 
or legally privileged information No confidentiality or privilege is 

On Mar 22, 2013, at 12:09 PM, Beth Miller <bmi[ler,3;,.mcaa ~a~c cd~> wrote: 

Coaches, 

At our last coaches’ meeting, Jenny Levy gave a brief over view of the Spor[sBoard System 
that can be used for recruiting, scouting, analyzing your team and camp. Many of you 

indicated you would like to learn more about the system. Mar Iou McFarlane, a company 

representative, will be on campus and present further information through a webinar on Awl 

11 and Z2. You can choose to attend either April lZ at 9:00 or April Z2 at 9:00. The sessions 
will be in the Carmichael Arena conference room and last approximately Z hour. 

Currently the Spor[sBoard System is operational for M. Soccer, W. Soccer, W. Lacrosse, M. 
Lacrosse, M. Basketball, W. Basketball, Baseball, Football, Ice Hockey, Rugby, Volleyball and 

Softball. They are continuing to add more sports, so if your spor~ is not currently available, 

feel free to attend one of the webinars so you will have the information when your spor~ is 
added. 

Please let me know which day you will attend, so Marilou can plan accordingly. 

Thanks, 
-Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:57 AM 

~live.unc.edu > 

Re: Middle Schoolers Visiting Carmichael 

I am actually not sure of my schedule at this time. You may check by and we will see if T am here. 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

919 962 5187 Office 

919 962 2506 Fax 

> >           <         @live.unc.edu >           9:03 AM > > > 
Thank you so much. The kids will be excited to visit the courL Would you happen to be in your offce at the time and 

have a second to meet the kids? 

UNC Chapel Hill c/o 

On at 8:40 AM, "Sylvia Hatchell" <shatche i@ mcaa.u-~-.edc> wrote: 

Glad you are coming to Carmichael but due to the results of the game last night, we will not be practicin9. 
Hope you enioy your time on campus. 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 
Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Bask~ball 

919 962 5187 O~ce 

919 962 2506 Fax 

Good Evening Coach Hatchell, 
11:21 PM >>> 

My name is       and I am a                major here at UNC. An organization 
that I am a part of, Students for Education Reform, is hosting fift~ eighth grade students 
from Durham on a field trip to campus tomorrow,        . As part of the day, the 
students will be visiting Carmichael Arena, to talk about the great history of athletics 
here at UNC. I talked to an administrator in the arena earlier today who mentioned that 
your team will be practicing at the same time that the group is visiting the arena (around 
1:00). I was wondering if it would be possible for the students to observe a little bit of 
your practice? They will be very quiet and respectful. I understand this is an important 
time of year for the team, and we would not want to put any burden on you. 

Best, 



UNC Chapel Hill c/o 
~live.urlc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 4:23 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Beaulieu 
<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 
Stafford-©dom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Fwd: Fouls, Really? 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Basketball 

919 962 5187 Office 

919 962 2506 Fax 

> > > "JeFFy DobFzyW’ 
Coach Sylvia Hatchell, 

@comcast.net> 3/27/2013 4:06 PM > > > 

If you were playing football on Tuesday, your team would have won. 

Having played competitive basketball for years there is one importa nt fact of life you learn as you age and gain weight: 
you will not be able to stop your body when you want to. Most of your girls are ove~-weight, plain and simple. For the 
first ten minutes of this game the officials could have called several fouls on your players for running into the ball 
handler. They missed a ton of blatant holding calls on your team. 

If your team plays like this, they should have been in foul trouble all year. Someone be[ler look into the officiating in your 
league if they do not consider holding or jumping on a shooter after a head & shoulder fake a foul. 

Coaching isn t easy and I give you credit for being at it for so long. But whining about the foul calls when so many were 
missed is a detriment to your team and school. Take a good long look at the tape. 

Sincerely 

J. Dobrzyn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:06 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Annual John Lotz Award 

I am leaning more toward ..would like to discuss this wth you. What do you think? 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

919 962 5187 Office 

919 962 2506 Fax 

>>> "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu> 1:39 PM >>> 

From: Sylvia Hatchell [mailto:shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday 4:47 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Su~ect: Fwd: Annual John Lotz Award 

Jan, 

Could you help with this? 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

919 962 5187 Office 

919 962 2506 Fax 

> > > Spencer Welborn 10:46 AM > > > 

Attached you will find the nomination form for the annual John Lotz Award. 

The description of the John Lotz Award is as follows: 

The John Lotz Award is given annually to the University of North Carolina student athlete who best exemplifies the spirit 
of the late John Lotz. Coach Lotz was an assistant men@s basketball coach at UNC from Z965 to 1973. After a tenure as 



the head coach at the University of Flodda, where he was named SEC Coach of the Year, he returned to UNC as an 

Assistant Director of Athletics for Campus and Community relations. He served in that capacity from 1980 to 2000. 

Coach Lotz was known throughout the department as one who always had an encouragin9 word, especially for those 
who were facing adversity. 

The winner of the John Lotz Award will be a student athlete who has demonstrated a passion to succeed under adverse 
circumstances. The winner will have faced difficulties and overcome them while maintainina a positive attitude and 
servinq as an inspiration to all. 

We request that nominations are submitted (email or campus mail) to Spencer Welborn by 

the John Lotz award will be announced during the All Sports Banquet in late Aprl. 

The winner of 

Thank you for your time, 

Spencer Welborn 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 
College o~Arts & Sciences 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 (w) 

(c) 
welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 2:25 PM 

Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa unc edu>; Tracey Williams 
<twilliams@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: Recruits 

Sentflom myiPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Charles Tubbs <              ~gm~l[~f~m>" <              (;i/~9K~_~rrL> 
Date: March 28, 2013 6:51:08 PM EDT 
To: "Andrew Calder" <ac~ldel ~wmcaa tmc cd~:>, "Clarissa Adams" <ca:!~ts~wunc~a .~c cdu>, 
"Sylvia Hmchell" <sh~rche!l@ancaa ~mc cdu>, "Tracey Williams" <t~ai111ams,?~sncaa m~c c h > 
Subject: Recruits 

Coach, 
My name is Charles Tubbs, Head Women’s Basketball Coach at School in 

I was writing you to see if you were still recruiting for the class of 
2013 and to give you some information on some of my athletes that I believe have the ability and 
the drive to play at the next level 

Well Coach I j ust felt compelled to write to you about these ladies because I think that they are 
outstanding athletes that can make a differences on anyone team If you have any question or would 
like to have film on these girls, please feel free to email me back or give me a call at (91!?) 2/<,r 

Thanksin Advance, 
Coach Charles Tubbs 
Head Women’s Basketball Coach 

School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Saturday,               8:55 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: First Annual UNC Day Invitation 

I will be out of town 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: 8:45:38 PM EDT 
To: "Sylvia Hatchell" <sha[chell%uncaa u~nc ed~l> 

Cc: "Andrew Calder" <ac~ldel:?wmcaa tmc cda>, "Trlsha L Stafford-Odom" 
<tsodom!~;emr~!! ant edu> 
Subject: First Annual UNC Day Invitation 

G~eetings to UNC Chapel Hill Women’s Basketball Team: 

On behalf of the UNC Chapter of New Bethel College Ministry, your presence as our 
special guests has been requested as we host out First Annual UNC Day[ The purpose of UNC Day 
is for organizations and students across the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to come 
tugether for an annual event as we lift up the name of Jesus Christ! Special perl’ormances will be 
forth coming, your organization will be recognized, and refreshments will be sel~ed immediately 
following the event We ask that you reply via email whether or not you will be able to attend the 
event by             at midnight 

Date: Sunday, 

Time: 1 lam-1:00pm 

Location: New Bethel Missionary Baptist Church 

2508 Crest Street 

Durham, NC 27705 

We will also be hosting a cookout on Saturday,.              in preparation for UNC Day 
The cookout will take place from 2pm-6pm on the basketball court of Morrison Dormitot’y Free 
food will be provided to the campus along with basketball tournaments, water balloons, spades, etc 
I encourage you to join us for the cookout if you are available[ Thank you for the impact that you 
have had on our campus and we hope that you can be a pa~ of our First Annual UNC Day [ 



Sincerely, 

UNC Campus Representative 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Media Production I Department of Communications 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, April I, 2013 I 1:51 AM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: Can you please help? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Frank Pataki" 
Date: April 1, 2013 11:39:43 AMEDT 
To: "Sylvia Hatchell" <~ha~chell%uncaa u~c ed~l> 
Subject: Can you please help? 

Dew Coach 

My daughter is 13 years old and loves basketball She wants to purchase one of those NC Lady Tar 
Heels headbands (NIKE) that we saw the team wearing @ Delaware last week Lauren will be a 
freshman for Hazleton Area HS in Hazleton, Pa next season Her AAU team (Pocono Stars) wears 
North Carolina Blue and Lauren LOVES eve~3zthing NC She was heartbroken after last week’s 
game but upbeat about next season Please let me know (I1:) or where Lauren can buy the 
headband 

Lauren’s E Mail is 

Lauren’s cell # is 

Thanks for taking the time to read this and good luck with recruiting GO Heels{ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday,             I 1:52 AM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: Representation of UNC 

Sentflom myiPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Charles Gamble < r~,kof~:,il .,:o~a>" < 
Date: 11 : 16:26 AM EDT 
To: "Sylvia Hatchell" <~ha~chell’~unc~a u~c ed~l> 
Co: "Andrew Calder" <ac~ldel ~wmcaa tmc cda>, "Clarissa Adams" 
"Donna Cheek" <dcbee[~@allca~ line edu>, "Greg Law" <[awda,~ ~(~2~t~ aa imc edit>, "Trisha 
Stafford-Odom" <!~_@_~n2,&~.~i~Kg_~at/c.Kd_~..~.>, "Tracey Williams" <~wi[liam~,,2~mtcaa ~nc cda> 
Subject: Representation of [JNC 

Dear UNC Staff: 

As you may know, I am 
would like to represent’ 

agent based in Norlh Miami Beach, Florida. I am w6ting to you because I 
and               as they begin their professional careers. 

I am a               Certified Players’ Agent and I have been a licensed attorney in Florida since 
My agency, Gamble Sports Management, enjoyed great success and growth during the season, 
placing women players in 10 European countries and receiving offers from numerous others. I think 
and will have great pro careers and I believe we can offer them the quality representation they 
deserve. 

My list of clients can be found on hoog~sitCl~nts com. Please feel free to contact me at any time. 

Charles D. Gamble, Esq. 
WNBA and FIBA Certified Players’ Agent 
Gamble Sports Management, Inc. 
14050 Biscayne Blvd., Suite 207 
N. Miami Beach, Florida 33181 
Phone: (786) 308-6301 
Fax: (305) 787-1502 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, April I, 2013 I h55 AM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 
Fwd: WBCA Convention Hospitality Suite Invite 

Sent flom my i Pad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Beth Bass <Beth Bas’;q~bca ~ rup" <Beth Bass@wbca org> 
Date: April 1, 2013 lhSh59 AMEDT 
To: "Sylvia Hatchell" <s/m[chell%uncaa u~w edu>, "i~Jd-, swee~@,~0coac/~es o~g" 
~mdyswcet%90coacheso~g>, "hro v~n(~a~mri caeast corn" 

~)ao! corn" @aol corn>, ~gaoi cc,m" 



<rnarsh~, skarj~ttu edu>, "jCho~hn@l;cdavi!, cchl" <jehoe~m@;l,..davi!~ cd/~>, "christirtc- 

<ccallal~@.usabasl,-etball cow~>, "~c_,Api?~@_" <~ oan(~;~!~ ~du>, 
i:<hounad cow~CC Simone Trice" <S[rice~}wt.!ca o!g>, 

Subject: WBCA Convention Hospitality Suite Invite 

Hello WBCA Friends, 

As tbey say in the Bayou, "Laissez les bons temps rouler" Let the Good Times Roll! Thank you for 
your support of the Women’s Basketball Coaches Association (WBCA) I am excited and hope you 
will be able to join us at the 2013 WBCA National Convention in New Orleans, Louisiana I want 
to extend an invitation for you to visit with me on Sunday. Aoril 7. 2013 from 3:00 om to 4:00om 
CT so I can personally thank you for all you do for the WBCA 

If you will be attending, please contact Simone Trice so she can provide you with more 
information If there is anything we can do to make your stay more enjoyable please let us know, 
and again, welcome! I look fol~:v-ard to seeing you in New Orleans! 

Please RSVP by Thursday, April 4, 2013 to Simone Trice, 

Beth Bass, WEO 

WBCA 



At the WBCA National Convention on April 5-9 in New Orleans 

Don’t sit on the bench. Register NOW at WBCA.org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday,             9:04 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: shag club shirts! 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live nnc cd/~> 
Date: 8:59:32 PM EDT 
To: "Jane High" <.lhig~u~caa u~c edu> 
Cc: "Sylvia Hatchell" <shalchell ~.~anca¢ ~:nc e h > 
Subject: shag club shirts! 

Hello, MS. High! I hope you have been doing well! This is 
just wanted to let you know that we have gotten our club shirts in so I was wondering if I could come by 
sometime this week and drop off the two that Coach Hatchell had ordered. I know you said you work 
regular business hou~ pretty much every weekday, but I just wanted to make sure you would be in this 
week! 

Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 1:12 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Fan 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 
919 962 5187 Office 

919 962 2506 Fax 

> > > Michael Sculley ~ 

Peadine SCULLEY 

@gmail.com > 4/4/2013 1:10 PM > > > 

Thank you so much she will be excited. 

On Apt 4, 2013 7:06 AM, "Sylvia Hatchell" <£~!!.~.b.%_~9f/n<aa~.i<~:£j!> wrote: 

Could you please send a mailing address and T will t~] and send you something for your wife? 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 I:00 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: autograph business card request 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "brett lollar < 
Date: April 5, 2013 9:31:37 PM CDT 
To: "Sylvia Hatchell" <~ha~chell’~uncaa u~nc ed~l>, "brett lollar" < 
Subject: autograph business card request 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

Hello coach. We are big fans and wish you the best of luck. Can you please mail us 2 autographed business 
cards? We would be happy to have them. 

Thankyou, 

Brett Lollar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 2:42 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa unc edu>; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa unc edu>; 
Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa unc edu>; Tracey Williams 
<twilliams@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: 2013 Deep South Classic - Work Schedule 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fo~,varded message: 

From: "Kevin Wilson i~;dS~nail col n>" 
Date: April 7, 2013 8:13:04 PMEDT 
To: "Greg Law" <lawdawgd~ anc~ a nnc edu>, "" <kscngcr:~d~aa hike cdu>, "" 

~e: "Sylvia Hatchell" <sha¢chell@~anvaa unc egu>, "" <c!~e~ tbo%gt aa dul<e ~&~>, "" 
<mwhilc@michacltwhitc corn>, "" <~clici ~ 
Subject: 2013 Deep South Classic - Work Schedule 

Coaches, 

I hope all is well Per my last e-mail, my name is Kevin Wilson I will be handling the scheduling 
for the Deep South Classic In order to complete scheduling ASAP I need the following 
information on each of your players/managers that will be working: 

Player Name (Please denote a DRIVER with a *) 
Mailing Address (Where checks will be mailed) 
Phone Number (Best contact number) 
E-Mail (Work Schedule will be sent here) 
Hours of availability for EACH DAY including hours 

Workers will be paid $10 an hour We will use two (2) players at each court - one on the clock and 
another to keep score The event will take place at the Raleigh Convention Center: 500 S Salisbuu 
St, Raleigh, NC 27601. Again, I need this information ASAP. Thank you for your help! 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 919 358 9389. 

Regards, 

Kevin 

Kevin M Wilson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:49 PM 

Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa unc edu>; Tracey Williams 
<twilliams@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: AAU schedule 

Ohio Glow3z Schedule 2013 doc 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Derrick Moore <              ?~k-~ma~l corn>" < 
To: "Sylvia Hatchell" <sha+che!! rv/mcaa tmc cdu> 
Subject:                 AAU schedule 

Hi Coach Hatchell, 

finished her 
points and 10 feb for 
conference 

season averaging a double double with 108 
HS She was named 2nd team all 

is vet3~ excited about potentially playing in the NCAA She is 
working very hard to improve in all areas She has maintained a GPA 
and is serious about her academics 

I have attached a copy of 

see her Her I st choice is UNC 
AAU schedule Hope you get a chance to 

Thanks 
De~+ick Moore Sr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:48 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tri Sigma Founders Day 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 
919 962 5187 Office 

919 962 2506 Fax 

> > > .... < @live.unc.edu> 12:50 PM > > > 

Coach Hatchell, 

Congrats on a great season! My name is          and I a member of Tri Sigma here on campus. As the outgoing 
I am responsible for planning our 115th Founders Day Luncheon. Founders Day is traditionally a time for our 

current members and alumnae to get together and reflect on our values: wisdom, power, faith, hope and love. When 
trying to think of a way to make this year particularly meaningful and unforget[able, you immediately came to mind! Is 
there any way you would be available or willing to drop by our luncheon on Saturday,         between 1-2pro to 
speak briefly on the meaning of any or all of these values during your time as a woman, coach, and member of the 
Carolina communib/? Please exLend the invitation to your team as well! There will be a great lunch and I would love for 
some of our members to get to know your team. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday,              6:36 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu> 

Re: Document (how to stay eligble) 

image002 jpg; image004 jpg 

The people want to talk to you about’ 
the morning 

Sent from my iPad 

On 

not being in the draft I will get you together with them in 

I was able to find the following document: 
[]t~.,:Hgrt2,:cstvc~rniph~tosischoo{siwastige~re{iaul~ pdff mist, no~’ eventloarcer -ir~ 
wnba pdf I haven’t seen an updated version for     and therefore the d~tes are incorrect but the 
six points to remember and helpful tips are all still accurate 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of ComplianceTYin Aid [ University of North Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ICell IFax 9199626002 

<image004.j pg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Saturday,              7:57 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa uric edu>; Clarissa Adams 

<cadams@uncaa unc edu> Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa uric edu> 

Fwd:                ’ Release Papers" 

PDF 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: 
Date: 2:21:04 PM EDT 
To: <shatcfteb~-) cln~,i! u n~ cd~> 
Subject:                    "Release Papers" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Saturday,              7:58 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa uric edu>; Clarissa Adams 

<cadams@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa uric edu> 

Fwd: Draft Prospect- UNC 

Player Profile-            pdf 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Clarissa Adams" <c[afis~a 

Co: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <sh~lchc!!~ ~nc ,M~>, ?~,mNl corn" 

Subject: WNBA Dr~ft Prospect- UNC 

New York Liberty 
Bill Laimbeer- Head Coach 

With the 
Profile for UNC" 
link below 

Draft approaching, please take a moment to review the attached Player 
player            and the highlight video provided in the 

Thank you 



Re: DRAFT 

Greetings from the University of North Carolina! I hope you are as excited about this 
time of year as I 

I am sure you are inundated with all forms of information coming your way, and 

hopefully you relish the opportunity to find the most suitable fit for the building of or the 
addition to your powerhouse Organization I would ask you to take serious 
consideration of who played an integral part in our 29-7 season, which ended in 
second round play of the NCAA tournament 

Thank you so kindly for you time I can assure you will not regret the giving 
careful consideration 

All the best, 

Trisha Stafford-Odom 
Assistant Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-428-7186 

cc: Sylvia Hatchell, UNC Head Coach 





Sent: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, SylviaR</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOI~F23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 4:12 PM 

Williams-Jolmson, Tracey D <i]-aceywilliams@lmc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu> 

From: Mollie C. Pawlowski (mcpawlow) [mailto:mcpawlow@henrico.kl2.va.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 12:03 PM 
To: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Hatchell, 

I wanted to briefly touch base about a player that I presently have. I am reaching out to you now in case 

you are going to the Nike Invitational at Boo Williams Complex this weekend, you will be able to see her 

playl Her name is                and she is currently a                      High Schooll She 

started every game for us this year and was our leading scorer with 14 points per gamel The second half 

of the season she averaged a double double with 14 points per game and 10.6 rebounds per gamel The first 

half of the season she averaqed 9.2 rebounds per qame. 

is a coach’s dream as she is so coachablel She has developed great post moves and can go left 

or right. She has a very nice jumper from anywhere just within the 3 point line and is working on her 3 

point shOtl We run a flex type offense that if she can develop that shot she will be even more unstoppable 

than she is now, Defensively she guarded the other team’s best post player and at times I would have her 

guard a wing if need bel She is agile and has outstanding footwork for a bigl           is a gym ratl She 

wants to be in the gym 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, she just can’t get enoughl She received 2nd team all 

district honors this past season and in my 24 years of being the varsity coach at       I have never had a 

finish so high. She is in program which is a dual 

enrollment program for advanced students. When she leaves       she will have an associate’s degree 

with 61 college credits under her beltl           JS the real deal in skill, physique and academics. 

hoping if you are at the tournament you will get a chance to see her play. Thank you for your time good 

luck as you begin off season practicesl 

Sincerely, 

Mollie Pawlowski 

Mollie Pawlowski 

High School 

Physical Education/Drivers Education Department Chair 

Health/PElO Teacher 

Girl’s Varsity Basketball Coach 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,              4:13 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu> 

FW: - NCAA Waiver 

UNC - - Buckley Statement pdf 

Sent: Thursday,            3:13 PM 
TO: Calder, Andrew G; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject:           - NCAA Waiver 

Coach Hatchell and Coach Calder, 

Could you let me know what date the recruitment of began? 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919,962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962,6002 



AMA - Online Signature Page 

Student-Athlete Signature (If Required) 

Student Athlete Signalure Dale 

Prospective Student-Athlete Signature 

Printed Nan]e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,              4:13 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW: - NCAA Waiver 

UNC - - Buckley Statement pdf 

Sent: Thursday,            3:13 PM 
TO: Calder, Andrew G; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject:           - NCAA Waiver 

Coach Hatchell and Coach Calder, 

Could you let me know what date the recruitment of began? 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919,962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962,6002 



AMA - Online Signature Page 

Student-Athlete Signature (If Required) 

Student Athlete Signalure Dale 

Prospective Student-Athlete Signature 

Printed Nan]e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,              4:13 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu> 

FW: - NCAA Waiver 

UNC - - Buckley Statement pdf 

Sent: Thursday,            3:13 PM 
TO: Calder, Andrew G; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject:           - NCAA Waiver 

Coach Hatchell and Coach Calder, 

Could you let me know what date the recruitment of began? 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919,962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962,6002 



AMA - Online Signature Page 

Student-Athlete Signature (If Required) 

Student Athlete Signalure Dale 

Prospective Student-Athlete Signature 

Printed Nan]e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,             4:09 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,a, illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW:               - new game film 

From: Coach Aaron Seybert [maJlto:coachseybert@customcollegerecruiting.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:41 AM 
To: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: - new game film 

Hey Coach, just wanted to get you some updated information on                a talented & big 
prospect from         I’ve included a link for recently uploaded game film from an international tourney she 
played in this past Christmas in 

**If interested contact her father directly as soon as possible to get involved 

School: 
Club: 
Academic htfo: GPA; NCAA # - 
Stats: 
Evaluation: 

Highlights: 

* h~p://www voutube corn/watch 
Full Game Film: (wearing # 
* h~D://www voutube corn/watch 
Contact Info: 
* Parent’s Email 
* Home Phone: 
* Parent Cell Phone: 

(*~New) 

Thanks, 

Aaron Seybert 
Women’s Recruiting Director 
Custom College Recruiting LLC 
941-875-1563 
www CustomColle~eRecruitin~ corn 
coach seybevt~cu store colle~erecmitin ~ corn 
Facebook corn/Aaron Seybevt 
Twitter corn/Coach S eyb err 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 8:48 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa unc edu>; Jason 
Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa unc edu>; Martha Wilson < ~gmail corn> 

Fwd: Hatchell and Summit 

IMG 0506 YPG 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Sheila Oliver <       @me corn> 
Date: April 26, 2013, 12:00:12 AM EDT 
To: <v~odom q~, emai! ~lc cd~> 
Cc: <shatcttei ~’).cmrd! ant cd~>, Bobby Hundley <bh/a~dicy(~lmcaa mc du>, "Jane High" 
<j Irig[,~,)u~caa un c ed u> 
Subject: ~tehell ~nd Summit 

Coach Hatchell visits with her long-time coaching friend Pat Summitt on Thursday afternoon, April 
25, 2013 The visit with Coach Summitt was the start of Sylvia’s 900 Win and Naismith Hall of 
Fame Thank You Tour 
Sylvia thanked Pat for giving her the opportunity to coach the University of Tennessee’s 1974-1975 
Junior Varsity Women’s Basketball team Both coaches had a great afternoon reminiscing about 
their friendship and about coaching the sport to which they have devoted their lives and they both 
)assionately love 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 5:57 PM 

@hotmail corn 
@hotmail corn> 

Fwd: staff numbers? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Jaci Field <ifield~?unc edu> 
Date: April 29, 2013, 2:52:05 PM EDT 
To:"       @aol corn" <       @aol corn>, "      @aol corn" <      @aol corn>, 

(~aol corn" < 7~,aol corn>, <shatchel(~,email unc edu>, "Andrew Calder" 
<acalder~buncaa unc edu>, Anson Dorrance <anson~buncaa unc edu>, "Brian Kalbas" 
<bkalbas@uncaa unc edu>, Bill Palladino <bnalladino@uncaa unc edu>, Joe Breschi 
<breschi(~a)uncaa unc edu>, C D Mock <cd(~a)uncaa unc edu>, C B McGrath 
<cmc~rath(~a)uncaa unc edu>, Carlos Somoano <csomoano(7~uncaa unc edu>, "Derek Galvin" 
<derek~uncaa unc edu>, Donna Papa <dip~uncaa unc edu>, "Dominic Morelli" 
<dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>, Andrew Parker <drewn@uncaa unc edu>, "Eric Stefanski" 
<estefanski(~a)uncaa unc edu>, Greg Gatz <~z~z(7~uncaa unc edu>, Jan Mann 
<ianmann(a~uncaa unc edu>, Josh Langley <ilan~lev~?uncaa unc edu>, Joe Sagula 
<isa~ula@uncaa unc edu>, Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa unc edu>, Greg Law 
<lawdaw~(~uncaa unc edu>, Andrew Sapp <masapp(~,uncaa unc edu>, Harlis Meaders 
<meaders~buncaa unc edu>, Mike Fox <mfox~?uncaa unc edu>, Nicole Hudson 
<nhudson~?uncaa unc edu>, Rich DeSelm <richdeselm~?uncaa unc edu>, Sam Paul 
<sDaul@uncaa unc edu>, Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu> 
Subject: staff numbers? 

I need an idea of how many staff mere bers you em ploy for you r camps. Please send me a best guess of the 

number of different individuals you employ and/or volunteer for your summer camps, please. 

Thank You 

Jaci 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN SYLVIA R HATCHELL (SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday April 30, 2013 4:01 PM 

Williams-Johnson. Tracey D <tracey ~illiams@unc edu>; Adams. Clarissa 

FW: 5 Minutes Please 

FromI 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 3:50 PM 
To: Hat�hell, Sylvia R; @gmail.¢om 
Subject: 5 Minutes Please 
Importance: High 

Dear Coach! 

I will not take up m uch of your time, maybe 8 minutes to be exact © Can you give me 8 minutes? 

My name is My daughter, is a scholar athlete that has recently decided that she would like to 

play sports at the next level, honor student taking all AP courses, is a natural athlete and was 
running a sub 60 400m in the 8’’’ grade. She is very raw and with the right coaching can be a "smaller" Maya Moore. 

I am not sure how the recruiting process works; however, I have attached a few links. She is a true scorer. 
She has been playing collectively 3 years has a super shot, amazing footwork/speed, and plays the 

2/3. 

Here is her channel I am starting to create:; 

Take a look and let me know if you would be interested in someone like and I will try and send her to your camp... 

Have a totally awesome day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,            2:09 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,a, illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu> 

FW: hi 

Froml 
Sent: Tuesday, 
TO: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: hi 

2:07 PM 
~cuemail.net] 

My name is               Im from              Im a My strength as A player is 
To knock down big shots when You need them I shoot 47% fi-om ]-he 3 & 89% from the line Another thing 
people love is my IQ on the floor hn a hard worker and can ~n the floor pretty well, I also can dominate with 
Both hands which Is kind of hard to stop My favorite shoot is the down the middle hook Im 56 As a player I 
put God first in eve~aything I do my grandmother teach me well To believe In the Lord and have faith I would 
love to be apart of your womens basketball Team I know due to The NCAA rules you cant write back but I 
would love is you can send me a basketball form of your program so I can send you tapes of me and my game 
Thanks coach, Be blessed & take care & my phone # is 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,            2:09 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW: hi 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
"1"o~ Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject= hi 

2:07 PM 
@cuemail.net] 

My name is                 hn from               Im a                     My strength as A player is 
To knock down big shots when You need them I shoot 47% from T~ae 3 & 89% from the line Another thing 

people love is my IQ on the floor hn a hard worker and can mn the floor pretty well, I also can dominate with 
Both hands which Is kind of hard to stop My favorite shoot is the down the middle hook Im 56 As a player I 
put God first in evet~jthing I do my grandmother teach me well To believe In the Lord and have faith I would 
love to be apart of your womens basketball Team I know due to The NCAA rules you cant write back but I 
would love is you can send me a basketball form of your program so I can send you tapes of me and my game 
Thanks coach, Be blessed & take care & my phone # is 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,            3:13 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa uric edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa uric edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd:              - Medical Hardship Waiver Appeal Decision 

image001 jpg; ATT00001 htm; image002 jpg; ATT00002 htm; - NCAA 
Decision pdf; ATT00003 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fo~,varded message: 

Date: 3:11:08 PM EDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <sk3ccl3c!!@unc ed~>, "Calder, Andrew G" <a, alde1~n~tc edu> 
Co: "Ille, Vince" <il[e~-,tc~cd!t>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bt bhac@cmaii ~nc cdu>, "Broome, 
Lissa L" <lbroo~e@emai[ tmc edu>, Lance Markos <t~a~ kos i~_",~mcaa u~nc edu>, "Vangelder, 
Marielle A" <mvan~cide~,)~mc eda> 
Subject:              - Medical Hardship Waiver Appeal Decision 

Coach Hatchell, 

The NCAA has denied Medical Hardship waiver appeal for the season (rationale 
attached). Althoush the amateurism case was still pendins, the NCAA staff took a look at the medical 

hardship case and rendered a decision since the case was time sensitive in resards to opportunity 
to turn professional. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 9~_9.962,785~_ I Cell             I Fax 9~_9.962,6002 



Case Management System 

InstitulJon: University of North Carolin& Chapel Hill 

Case Type: Hardship Waiver Appeal 

Case ID: 352205 

Decision PDF 

Conditions 

Requirem ents of the legislalion a~e not satisfied: Specifically, staff noted SA did not m eet any of the legislated requirern ents for a 
hardship waiver givaq she com peted in greater thai130 percent of the season, con] peted during the second half of the season, 
and in stilution was unable to provide contem poraneous m edical docum enta~on sta~ng SAwas incapaetated for duration of 
season. While staff was syn] pathelJc to SA’s derision to return to inslJtution, staff did not find extraordinary circu m st~lces whiab 
warranted granting the waiver. Further, instilution did not assert medical rnisdiagnosis. 

If you accept this decision, did< "1 Accept" below. Once you accept the dedsion the case will be dosed. Do not did< "1Accapt" if 
your institution intends to appe~ the de~sion. An appeal m ust be submitted within 30 days of the deasion issued date and shail 
b e subnfitted via t h e oase "With draw/App eal/Re~onsideration" tab. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,            3:13 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa uric edu> 

Fwd:              - Medical Hardship Waiver Appeal Decision 

image001 jpg; ATT00001 htm; image002 jpg; ATT00002 htm; - NCAA 
Decision pdf; ATT00003 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fo~,varded message: 

Date:             3: [ 1:08 PM EDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <~,h~tchc!l@~nc c&~>, "Calder, Andrew G" <a,;aidc~_~u~tc edu> 
Co: "Ille, Vince" <ill~:@m~c edn>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubhac@cmail ~nc cd~>, "Broome, 
Lissa L" <[bro~m;;@e~ai[ ur~dn>, Lance Markos <marko~2c2~nca~ ~n~) c~u>, "Vangelder, 
Marielle A" <mvar gelder ;~)unc ed~> 
Subject:             ,- Medical Hardship Waiver Appeal Decision 

Coach Hatchell, 

The NCAA has denied Medical Hardship waiver appeal for the season (rationale 
attached). Althoush the amateurism case was still pendins, the NCAA staff took a look at the medical 

hardship case and rendered a decision since the case was time sensitive in resards to opportunity 

to turn professional. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 959.962,7855 l Cell             I Fax 959.962,6002 



zq il ,-, C I1 
Case Management System 

Institution: University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill 

Case Type: Hardship Waiver Ap peal 

Case ID: 

Date: 

Requirements of the legislation are not sal]sfieal Spe~ificaJly. stall noted SA did nel meet any of the legislated reguirer~ents for a 
h ardehip waJver given sh e corn peted in greater th an 30 percent of th e season, corn petab dab ng the second h all of the season. 
and institution was unable to provide conterlporaneous m edi~aJ documentation stating SAwas incab ablated for duration of 
season While staff was sym pa~helic to SA’s deusien 1o relurn to inslitulion, staff did net find exlraOrdinary arcumstances which 
warra]ted granling the wave[ Furihe~. insl]lution did nol asserl m edicaJ m isdiagnes~s. 

If you accept this de¢ision, did4 "1 Accept’ below. OnCe you accept the dedalon the case will be closed DO not dick "1 Accept" if 
your institution intends to appeal the deasion An appeal m ust be submitted within 30 days of the dedalon issued date and shall 
be su bmilted via the case "Withdraw/Appeal/ReCon sideratio n" tab. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 6:56 AM 

Jane High; Andrew Calder 

Fwd: New Professional League Launches Pre draft Camp 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent fiom Bay iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Deborah Willis <          ,, (-a)gmail corn> 
Date: May 15, 2013, 12:24:36 AM EDT 
To: "misavage@davidson edu" <misavage@davidson edu>, <elitambo@duaa duke edu>, 
<hooverjm@wfu edu>, <christina thomaskuttv@emorv edu>, <ssemrau@mailer fsu edu>, 
<J ackie Carson (-a) furman edu>, <mioseph(-a)athletics gatech edu>, 
<stephaniemccormick@ncsu edu>, <mdean@rhodes edu>, <amandab@gators ufl edu>, 
<lstockt(~tulane edu>, <coachmeier(~miami edu>, "shatchel(~email unc edu" 
<shatchel~a)email unc edu>, "melanie balcomb~Vanderbilt Edu" 
<melanie balcomb@Vanderbilt Edu>, "proberts@agnesscott edu" <proberts@a~nesscott edu>, 
"rcram@belhaven edu" <rcram@belhaven edu>, "Terence Brooks@berea edu" 
<Terence Brooks~a)berea edu>, "jason smith(?~brvan edu" ~iason smith(?~bwan edu> 
Ce: <,        ~,,comcast net>, Paul King ~            ~,,gmail corn> 
Subject: New Professional League Launches Pre-draft Camp 

Hello Coaches, 

I am contacting you on behalf of Dr John Howard Jr, President of MGBA, INC (Mixed Gender Basketball 
Association) 
We have launched the first mixed gender professional basketball league. This is the only league where men and 
women will be competing together in hopes of obtaining the "Challenge Cup" 

The league/owners will pay the players for par[icipation in all games. The game of the week will be seen on the Soul 
of the South Television Network 
We are seeking women and men with hopes of fuRhering their careers in competitive basketball. 
In depth information regarding the league has been attached If you have any questions or feel you need additional 
information, please feel free to contact Paul King at 

Thank you for your time 
Sincerely yours, 

Deborah Willis 
On behalf of the MGBA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:22 PM 

sylviahatchellsbasketballcamp@hotmail corn 
<sylviahatchellsbasketballcamp@hotmail com> 

Fwd: Release fom~ 

Summer Camps Release Form and Affirmation of Compliance docx; ATT00001 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Jaci Field <jfield~)unc edu> 
Date: May 15, 2013, 10:11:07 PM EDT 
To: " {rbaol corn" < ~?aol corn>, " {rbaol corn" < ,~?aol corn>, 
"] ~baol corn" < ~?aol corn>, <shatchel~?email unc edu>, "Andrew Calder" 
<acalder@uncaa unc edu>, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa unc edu>, "Brian Kalbas" 
<bkalbasU~uncaa unc edu>, Bill Palladino <bpalladino(~,uncaa unc edu>, Joe Breschi 
<breschi~buncaa unc edu>, C D Mock <cd~buncaa unc edu> C B McGrath 
<cmc~rath~buncaa unc edu>, Carlos Somoano <csomoano~?uncaa unc edu>, "Derek Galvin" 
<derek~@uncaa unc edu>, Donna Papa <diD@uncaa unc edu>, "Dominic Morelli" 
<dmorelli(~,uncaa unc edu>, Andrew Parker <drewp(~,uncaa unc edu>, "Eric Stefanski" 
<estefanskiUa)uncaa unc edu>, Greg Gatz <~z~z(~uncaa unc edu>, Jan Mann 
~ianmann@uncaa unc edu>, Josh Langley ~ilangley@uncaa unc edu>, Joe Sagula 
<isa~ula~?uncaa unc edu>, Karen Shelton <kcs~?uncaa unc edu>, Greg Law 
<lawdaw~buncaa unc edu> Andrew Sapp <masapp~?uncaa unc edu>, Harlis Meaders 
<meaders~buncaa unc edu>, Mike Fox <mfox~?uncaa unc edu>, Nicole Hudson 
<nhudson@uncaa unc edu>, Rich DeSehn <richdeselm@uncaa unc edu>, Sam Paul 
<spaul~?uncaa unc edu>, Jenny Levy <uncwlax~uncaa unc edu> 
Subject: Release form 

I have attached a copy of the release form in a format that will be easier to distribute. (you can thank CD ;) 

Jaci Field 
UNC Athletic Facilities Planning & Management 
Eddie Smith Field House 
C 

K 9198434636 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:08 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa uric edu>;                            ~hotmail corn 
@hotmail corn> 

Fwd: release form clarifications 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Jaci Field <ifield~)unc edu> 
Date: May 23, 2013, 2:17:02 PM EDT 
To: "      @aol corn" <      ~?aol corn>, "._     @aol corn" <     ~?aol corn>, 

(-a),aol corn" < (~,aol corn>, <shatchel(~,email unc edu>, "Andrew Calder" 
<acalder~buncaa unc edu>, Anson Dorrance <anson~buncaa unc edu>, "Brian Kalbas" 
<bkalbas@uncaa unc edu>, Bill Palladino <boalladino@uncaa unc edu>, Joe Breschi 
<breschiKa)uncaa unc edu>, C D Mock <cdKa)uncaa unc edu>, C B McGrath 
<cmc~rathKa)uncaa unc edu>, Carlos Somoano <csomoano(7,~uncaa unc edu>, "Derek Galvin" 
<derek~K&uncaa unc edu>, Donna Papa <djpK&uncaa unc edu>, "Dominic Morelli" 
<dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>, Andrew Parker <drewo@uncaa unc edu>, "Eric Stefanski" 
<estefanskiKa)uncaa unc edu>, Greg Gatz <g~g(7,~uncaa unc edu>, Jan Mann 
<]anmann(a~uncaa unc edu>, Josh Langley <ilan~lev~?uncaa unc edu>, Joe Sagula 
<isa~ula@uncaa unc edu>, Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa unc edu>, Greg Law 
<lawdaw~Ka),uncaa unc edu>, Andrew Sapp <masapp(~,uncaa unc edu>, Harlis Meaders 
<meaders~buncaa unc edu>, Mike Fox <mfox~?uncaa unc edu>, Nicole Hudson 
<nhudson~?uncaa unc edu>, Rich DeSelm <richdeselm~?uncaa unc edu>, Sam Paul 
<sDaul@uncaa unc edu>, Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu> 
Subject: release form clarifications 

A few more things to clarify: 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->A) <!--[endif]-->The release forms will need to be signed. An electronic 

signature will not be sufficient. 

<! [if !supportLists] >B) <! [endif] >We will need the new release form signed even if the old one 

was already signed and returned. 

Thanks 
Please let me know if there are other questions 
Jaci Field 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Halchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL (SHATCHEL)> 
Thursday.             4:18 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliamsa;uncaa unc edu>; Clarissa Adams <cadams~ mcaa unc edu>: Andre\~ 
Calder <acalder a;uncaa uric edu> 
Fwd: - High Academics 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin I’om arded message: 

Date:             6:55:15 AM EDT 
To: <::hatcbel a emai[ m~c ~du> 
Subject: - High Academics 

Coach: 

is one of our players on our AAU - team tbat is playing 
Ihis weekend at Cormnotion by Ocean in Rhode Island You can vie\~ a short highlight 
film Ihat \~ as just crealed of her 

Great kid and hard worker Come scc her play Game times arc bclo\~ for her team 

Saturda) - Roger Williams Court 4 - 11:30, 1:50 
Sunday - Roger Williams Court 5 - 8:00am, 10:20am 

[ have tbree otber 6’0" guards witb solid skills 

Jimmy O 

Please call / text if you are interested 



www.UnitedBasketball.or¢l 

Hul~terdon Hoosiers, ]nc. I PO Box ~.059 I Flemington N3 08822 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Sunday,              8:43 AM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa uric edu>; Clarissa Adams 

<cadams@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa uric edu> 

Fwd: Prospective Student Athlete - 

Sentfrom myiPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: (Basketball Student Athlete)" < 
Date: ,8:12:48 AM EDT 
To: <shatchel~)email unc edu> 
Subject: Prospective Student Athlete - 

Coach Sylvia Hatchell 

Women’s Basketball Head Coach 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

My name is and I am asking you to consider me for a roster spot on your Tar 
Heels Women’s Basketball Team. I have recently finished up my season as a starting guard 
on the Hiqh School varsity basketball team in For the second 
year in a row, I was the top scorer. My plans are to continue and improve my all around game and 

attend college in the fall of 
I am having a great     summer AAU season with my new basketball team, the 

under Coach Jeff Miller. This is clearly one of the best teams I have ever had 
the privilege to being a part of, making summer AAU tournaments much more fun. Playing with 

more talented teammates and coaches has allowed me to accelerate my knowledge of the game. 
Below is my updated summer AAU schedule. Hopefully you can make it to one or more of the 

games. 

Austin Elite Austin, TX 
Houstonians Houston TX 

Nike invitational 
Prime Time 
Bball on the Bayou 

Dallas, TX 
Chicago, IL 
Houston, TX 
New Orleans, 
LA 

TX Finale Houston, TX 

I am confident I can compete at the college level given the opportunity. I would also be 



excite about the opportunity to attend a school in NC and play for a Division I institution 

such as University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. My NCAA Eligibility Center registration [D is 

If you have any question please contact me, my parents or my coaches at your earliest 
convenience. Thank you for your time and consideration as a new member of your team. 

Sincerely, 

Prospective Student Athlete 

Coach Todd Abbott 

High School Varsity 

Work phone# (281) 357 3230 ext 1093 

email: todda bbott ~tomballisd.net 

Coach Jeff Miller 

~ Cell phone# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 3:34 PM 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa uric edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa uric edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: Galle~7 

Galle~ay of projects pdf; ATT00001 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Walter Payne <walter pavne~bima~emarkonline corn> 
Date: May 27, 2013, I 1:09:02 AM EDT 
To: <shatchel~?email unc edu> 
Subject: FW: Gallery 

Walter Pavne 
President I ImageHark Business Ser~,ice~, inc. 
141 Robins Street I Lowell, NC 28098 
O: 704.4788988 I C: I E: walter.oavne¢)imaQemarkonline.¢om 
LinkedIn Profile 

Sent= Wednesday, May 22, 2013 5:02 AM 
To: Walter Payne 
Sebject: Fwd: Gallery 

Jason Harmon 
704-728-3709 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ritchie Elkins <ritchie elkins¢-a)creBtve corn> 
Date: May 20, 2013, 4:40:38 PM EDT 
To: Jason Harmon <Jason Harmon(7~ima~emarkonline corn> 
Subject: Gallery 

I forgot to sent this sorry! 



See attached 

Ritchie Elkins 

CREo8oTVE WORKS 
STRATEGIC I DESIGN I PARTNER 

ph 7047921855 

ritchieelkinsUa)creStvecom 
vcwwcre8tvecom 







W 



W 











Jason Harmon 
WTde Format SpecTalTst I ImageMark Business ServTces, Irlc. 
141 Robins StreetI Lowell, NC 28098 

Cell: 
O: 704.478.8988 ID: 704-879-0034 E: jason.harmon@fmagemarkonline.com 

htt p://www.fmegemerkorllfr]e.com 



Walter Payne 
Presfdent I ImageMerk Busfness Services, Inc. 
141 Robins StreetI Lowell, NC 28098 
O: 704.478.8£88 1 C:          I E: walter.payne@fmagemerkonline.com 

http://www.imagemarkonline.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday,              9:55 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa uric edu>; Clarissa Adams 

<cadams@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: < ick harmon ~boeb*iI~,c~ in~:elhcim corn> 
Date:             9:10:49 PM EDT 
To: <~i~!j_~c[~2~Lmc~ij.~>, Tracey Williams <t~ur~c:&a__~%ff~> 
Subject: 

Coach 

Hope that all is well. I just wanted to give you a quick update on 

School is officially out for the summer, as the    was their last day of school. I believe that 

finished the year with a    GPA this year. Since the end of the HS season, she has been getting in the 

gym, lifting and shooting 3 days a week. On the days that she isn’t in the gym, she’s typically outside 

shooting 

go far this AAU season, the                are 24-5. While our record isn’t as good as we’d like it to be, 

we have played some pretty good competition. Coach Johnson has challenged the team, as we have been 

playing in the ELITE division in most tournaments. Here are our tournament results so far. 

3 ~ Bearcat Classic (ELITE Bracket) 

5 0 Peach State Tip Off Classic (10/11th grade Bracket) 

4 1 Cincy Finest Invitation (ELITE Bracket) 

2 3 Nike Midwest Showdown (ELITE Bracket) 

has been playing quite well so far this season, as she’s been averaging around 17pts a game.. Her 
mid range game has really improved, which has been a focal point of our workouts. You can see where the 
weight lifting has helped, as she’s been able to finish more around the rim and can take contact better this 

year. She still has to get stronger, and she’s working hard to get there. 

With the month of J u ne upon us, the AAU team is now focused on their HS teams. Coach Baker definitely 

has the team busy during the month. The schedule includes a week of (2) a day practices, a summer 

leaBue with (3) other local HiBh schools (                                       ,, a shootout, and 

attending the The HS teams summer schedule can be found on the teams website 

( ) HS games and highlights can be found on www.hudl.com 

The last weekend in Ju ne, the AAU team will get back together for a couple of practices, before heading to 
Texas. Below is our July schedule 

PBR Super 64 Dallas, Texas 



Battle of the Boro 

Summer Invitational 

ELITE 32 Summer Jam I 

OGBR/MGBR Border Battle 

Murfreesboro, Tennessee 

Marietta, Georgia 

Augusta, Georgia 

Findlay, Ohio 

As always, you may Bet a hold us throuBh our AAU or HiBh School coach 

AAU Coach: Scott Johnson; .~yahoo.com 

HS Coach: Joel Baker; ibaker@tvsd.us 

Hope to see you at a tournament this su miner 

Sincerely 

Rick Harmon 

Rick.harmon @ boehrin~er-in~elheim.com 



MORAMARCO REPORT (Class of 2013) 

CLASS of 2013 

Jone’ Akins (2013) Haines City High School (Haines City, Florida) 5’6" Guard 
Plays for her mother, Ladreda Akins Very athletic, quick guard who sees the floor well 
and passes well Nice shot from 10-15 feet Penetration and passes with precision I think 
a small D I school would be great fit Academically sound SIGNED WITH ROLLINS 
COLLEGE 

Tianah Alvarado (2013) - Lakewood High School (St Petersburg, Florida) 6’0" 
Fo~:v-ard Plays for Necole Tunsil Long legs and long arms C~-eat torso Did have a 
knee injury her junior year Soft/big hands and a nice stroke fiom 15+ feet Defense is 
very good She can alter shots Mid+ to high potential SIGNED TO SETON HALL 
GOT RELEASE WHEN ANNE DONOVAN LEFT TO WNBA SIGNED WITH 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 

N’Kiru Anyagaligbo (2013) Dr Krop High School (Miami, Florida) 5’11’ post Good 
upside with potential Runs track in offseason Good handles Needs to develop better 
shot fiom 5- I 0 feet from bucket Good defense, but not great Footspeed is developing 
SIGNED TO BOSTON UNIVERSITY 

Jamie Appelt (2013) - Palm Harbor University High School (Palm Harbor, Florida) 
5’8" Guard Plays for Darren Dublin Medium build player who needs work with 
some handles Attends Gannon Baker and Point Guard College events to improve Has 
thirst for knowledge Footwork development is necessary Shot is okay, but inconsistent 
NAIA would be a good fit for this young lady 

Shaneese Bailey (2013) University Christian (Jacksonville, Florida) 5’8" guard Plays 
for Keith Stroud Athletic fiame guard who moves well without the ball Nice shot fiom 
10+ feet Solid defender Good footwork Needs to get stronger upper body Plays 
volleyball in offseason SIGNED TO FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY 

Emerald Bell (2013) - Tenoroc High School (Lakeland, Florida) 5’10" Fo~,vard Plays 
for HemT McIntyre Thicker body track athlete that is strong, but not very quick on the 
court Smaller school may be interested in her She may also sign with track Fair ball 

handler who gets most of touches in the paint Could be a coach’s project kid Works 
hard and supports teammates fiom what I see- Unsigned 

Tyra Bolden (2013) - Clearwater High School (Clearwater, Florida) 5’11" Forward 
Plays for Tom Shaneyfelt Nice size and long arms Needs development of footwork and 
more consistency on short jumpers Good physicality Potential to play at a small DI or 
D2 program She is taking visits this week (April I 6) SIGNED WITH MIAMI 
DADE COLLEGE 



Brittany Brown (2013) - Choctawatchee High School (Fort Walton Beach, Florida) 
5’9" Guard Ve~T quick and athletic guard Sees floor very well Excellent shooter 15-18 
feet Will hit 3 pointer if open Percentage drops to about 30% if covered Developed 

consistency over past 4 years Coachable and open to constructive criticism SIGNED TO 
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY 

Reggine Brown (2013) - Plant High School (Tampa, Florida) 6’0" Forward - Plays for 
Carrie Mahon This young lady will get you 8 and 8 per game Not a great fox.yard, but 
plays hard and discipline Good size body Consistent inside l0 feet Division 2 prospect 
She is on an official visit this week (April 1-6){ SIGNED WITH EVANGEL 
UNIVERSITY (Springfield, Missouri) 

Simone Brown (2013) Father Lopez (Daytona Beach, Florida) Smaller, athletic quick 
guard Defender Sees floor well Good court decisions Can play point or shooting guard 
SIGNED TO LIBERTY 

Te’kerria Brown (2013) - Boynton Beach High School (Boynton Beach, Florida) 5’8" 
Guard Plays for Lisa Johnson Medium build guard who can play defense Not a great 
shot, but can get it in the hole from 10 feet Not much seen on rebounding or assist I 
would like to watch her again before I make an official level of play SIGNED WITH 
PALM BEACH STATE 

Bri Burns (2013) Dillard High School (For~ Lauderdale, Florida) 6’ 1" Forward 
Transferred to Dillard and plays for Marcia Pinder Played last year for Natasha 
Kossenko at American Heritage Plantation Good size forward that plays with fellow D1 
prospects Good stance Needs work on lefl side of the bucket (drop step) Big hands and 
big feet Good footwork D1 prospect SIGNED WITHMORGAN STATE 

Mallory Burton (2013) Charlotte High School (Punta Gorda, Florida) Small size 
guard C~eat teammate Coachable Leader of her high school team Needs work on 
shooting with hand in her face Makes good court decisions but needs work seeing the 
whole floor Defense is good, but needs to get better SIGNED WITH NORTHWOOD 
UNIVERSITY 

Julie Calice (2013) - Palmetto High School (Miami, Florida) 5’4" Guard - Plays for 
April Taylor This young lady is a small school prospect who has good handles, but not a 
great shot (biomechanics) She plays on a high school team that is not as strong as others 
in the Miami-Dade area Could be a late spring/early summer pick up SIGNED WITH 
TRINITY BAPTIST COLLEGE (JACKSONV~LE) 

Laniere Coleman (2013) Lake Mary High School (Lake Mary, Florida) 6’0" post 
Plays for Rick Weyers Big bodied young lady who has moderate footwork Good 
rebounder Good hands Needs to be more consistent fiom the elbow 12-15 feet Runs 
floor, but does need to develop on a good weightroom program SIGNED WITH 
CANISUS 



Alex Coyne (2013) Lake Placid High School (Lake Placid, Florida) 5’5" Guard great 
ball handler that can see the floor Defense is solid Can shoot consistently from 12+ feet 
Needs to develop frame, but that can be done in the weight room with proper diet 
SIGNED TO SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI 

Shannon Cranshaw (2013) Father Lopez High School (Daytona Beach, Florida) 5’9" 
Guard Long arms and long body Smaller frame work Good speed Can hit the 12-15 
foot jumper consistently Needs a little work from the elbow Good defender Coachable 
SIGNED TO GEORGE WASHINGTON 

Lauren Day (2013) Choctawatchee High School (Fort Walton Beach, High School) 
6’0" Post Plays for Don and Stephanie Brown Big body, long arms, good hands Needs 
work on developing footwork/speed Has a good 7- I 0 foot jumper Finishes well around 
the bucket SIGNED WITH SPRILL HILL COLLEGE 

Shanovia Dove (2013) - Palm Beach Lakes Community High School (West Pahn Beach, 
Florida) 5’8" Guard Plays for Cassandra Rahming Quick guard who can score at 
will She is not a very big body guard, but is strong vs other top guards Good court 
vision and tries to get her teammates involved She can take over a game Defense is need 
of work Free throw shooting is mediocore but with more practice, she can develop this 
part of her game SIGNED TO LONG ISLAND-BROOKLYN 

Brirtney Dinkins (2013) Norland High School (Miami, Florida) 5’7" Guard Plays 
fbr Carla Harris-Curry Solid guard that is coming offknee injury It has slowed her 
some, but skills are very solid Good court vision and leadership on the court Coming off 
inju~3z, she led her team to the state championship game vs Alexis Prince and Edgewater 
Plays physical and hard for all game Leader on the court Division I mid to mid-major 
SIGNED TO SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI 

Jessica Doyle (2013) Heritage High School (Pahn Bay, Florida) 5’8" Guard - Plays 
for Colin Turley Nice guard who can play at the Division II level Too small for D I, but 
has a nice shot and can dribble-drive to the right Needs work on let~ Has visit to Florida 
Tech and one other Florida school in April SIGNED WITH EASTERN FLORIDA 
STATE COLLEGE 

D’arcy Draper (2013) Pensacola High School (Pensacola, Florida) 6’3"Forward 

Plays for Allison Davis Tall, strong bodied player who runs the floor very well Can hit a 
long outlet pass and plays hard on defense I have never see her take "off" a play Has 
developed over the years I have watched her Needs to develop 15 footer more 
consistently SIGNED TO AIR FORCE ACADEMY 

Kasey Drayton (2013) - Lakewood High School (St Petersburg, Florida) 6’1" 
Fo~:¢ard Plays for Necole Tunsil Big body with good size arms/legs Little slower than 
teammate Alvarado Good short jump shot, but needs work with feet Defensive player 

who can aher shots from guards t@ng to penetrate Overall, a smaller D1 prospect to 
possible mid SIGNED TO UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA @ BIRMINGHAM 



Maddie Evans (2013) Olympia High School (Orlando, Florida) Plays for Lauren 
Bradley Medium size build/frame Good upside Needs work on finishing and being 
more consistant from I 0+ feet Good around the bucket Needs to get quicker and 
develop upper body SIGNED WITH INDIAN RIVER STATE 

Bailey Florin (2013) Boone High School (Orlando, Florida) 5’7" Guard Plays for 
Jerry Williams Mid-size guard who handles the ball well Needs to develop left hand 
under pressure Good footwork and coachable Good shooter Need to get stronger Able 
to dribble right comfortably but left hand needs more development Sees floor well for 
her size Very good potential in right situation SIGNED TO UNIVERSITY OF NORTH 
FLORIDA 

Ashley Folsom (2013) Father Lopez High School (Daytona Beach, Florida) 6’ 1" 
Forward Plays for Brad Ridenhour Lanky, long arms Can handle the ball in pressure 
situations Court leader Vocal Coachable Needs to continue to develop shot from 15+ 
Mid-range game is good Can create offthe dribble Footwork has got better SIGNED 
TO SOUTHERN MISS 

Heather Freeman (2013) Wekiva High School (Orlando, Florida) 6’3" Post Plays 
for Tommie Butts Body fiame is there, but needs developing Needs work on developing 
speed and agility Handles ball well Moves okay without the ball Needs weight 
room/nutrition plan as soon as she gets on campus Potential is definitely there Left hand 
not the greatest, but again capable of development SIGNED WITH MISSISSLPPI 
VALLEY 

Ta’lena Freeney (2013) Winter Haven High School (Winter Haven, Florida) 5’5" 
Guard Plays for Jolmnie Lawson Small guard who does well at the point guard 
position Smaller frame but built Good quickness and works well under pressure Needs 
to develop shot and moving without the ball SIGNED WITH WEBBER UNIVERSITY 

Chelsea Gibson (2013) - Pensacola High School (Pensacola, Florida) 5’ 10" Post 
Plays for Alison Davis Big body physical beast in the paint Works hard to get rebounds 
and pushes the ball up the floor offrebound Gibson has the tools to develop into a nice 
player at a mid-D I conference This undersized post player will play with bigger, more 
athletic post/centers Evaluated in the high school season and she did not have as much 
help from the guard position, but played a Coral Springs Cha~er team well in a losing 
effort She has gained some weight and has slowed She could be a pot of’clay that needs 
molding and a good exercise/diet regimine SIGNED WITH GULF COAST STATE 

Shekinah Gibson (2013) Forest High School (Ocala, Florida) 5’11" - Plays for Teresa 
McNair Long arms Big hands Lanky frame that can be developed Okay ball handler 
with good shot at 5 to l0 feet Needs to develop more of an off the dribble game Speed 
and agility need improvement Carried team this season Potential is there SIGNED 
WITH TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY 



Samantha Glodis (2013) Dwyer High School (Palm Beach Gardens) 6’3" Post player 
Plays for Jeryl Akins Big, strong body player who is consistent around the bucket Has 
a nice 10-12 tboter Creates offthe dribble Nice game overall Continue development of 
shot and foot speed and this young lady is a nice pick up for anyone SIGNED TO 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA 

Erin Graham (2013) DeLand High School (DeLand, Florida) 5’4" Guard Plays for 

Brittany Cymbolin Small fi-ame, but athletic Runs track for school Big hands and 
handles the ball well Good defender with speed Needs better shot selection and work on 
creating offthe dribble Will rebound with much taller posts (great jumper) SIGNED 
WITH INDIAN RIVER STATE 

Shanti C~oover (2013) - Barrow High School (Bartow, Florida) 6’2" Plays for Richard 
Murvin Long bodied and has a good build Groover can rebound and throw nice outlet 
passes to fellow teammate Zykira Lewis Good hands and nice shot tbom 10 feet Needs 
work on shot fiom elbow and fiom fiee throw line Okay footwork Division 2 / Low D I 
prospect SIGNED TO GEORGIA STATE 

Stephane Granada (2013) - Palmer Trinity Christian School (Miami, Florida) 5’4" 
Guard Plays for James Valle Small fiame/body Handles the basketball, but needs more 
speed/agility Will play hard on defense Needs to get more physical SIGNED WITH 
NORTHWOOD UNIVERSITY 

Nina Guillaume (2013) Colonial High School (Orlando, Florida) 5’ 11" 
GuarcVYorward Plays for Cindy Richardson Big bodied player who is athletic and can 

get physical Okay shot fiom outside Good with left hand, but needs development on 
right Definitely a Division 2 top level or Division I Low+ to mid level SIGNED TO 
CLAYTON STATE DECOMMITTED AND SIGNED WITH LYNN UNIVERSITY 

Jaitesha Hanson (2013) Seffner Christian (Seffner, Florida) - 5’10" Guard/Wing Played 
for C~-eg Fawbush this year Has overcome an ACL tear and will be playing at the BOO 
WILLIAMS Camp in a couple of weeks Expected to draw offers from mid-majors once 
she is seen on the court Has received oilers from Lower Dl’s and D’2 already but 
hoping to sign with a larger school SIGNED WITH LIBERTY UNIVERSITY 

Brandy Harrington (2013) Dr Krop High School (Miami, Florida) 5’6" Guard Plays 
for Ray Thompson Mid-size body Speedy, but needs better footwork to create more 
speed Nice upside for a size of her body Shot needs development/better form Will 
rebound with rather big hands SIGNED WITH SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 

Giavanna Haseley (2013) - The First Academy (Orlando, Florida) 5’4" Point Guard 
Plays for Julie De La Fe Thin bodied guard Decent court vision I would like to re- 
evaluate her this summer under new coach Right now, I would rate her as an NAIA / 
Division 3 prospect --- Watched this young lady and with academics and good court 
awareness, she can play at the D-3 level for sure Smaller NAIA programs that need a 
court leader should take a look - Unsigned 



Parisia Hayden (2013) DeLand High School 5’6" guard who plays out of position on 
high school team (small forward) Plays for Brittany Cymbolin Mid-size frame with 
strong arms Defense and free throw shooting needs improvement Creates decent shot 
off dribble vs similar caliber player Footwork needs work She is more of a rebounder 
than a scorer SIGNED WITH WEBBER INTERNATIONAL 

Brekia Henderson (2013) - Haines City High School (Haines City, Florida) 5’6" 
Guard Flays for Ladreda Akins Smaller sized guard Flayed behind division I player 
her junior year Flays behind Jon’ay Akins when at point guard Good hands with okay 
court vision Makes good decisions Small Division 2, D3, NAIA prospect SIGNED 
WITH HILLSBOROUGH STATE COLLEGE 

Khadijah Howell (2013) Winter Haven High School (Winter Haven, Florida) 5’T’ 
Guard Plays for Jolmnie Lawson Mid-size guard who can handle pressure of playing 
guard spot Needs to develop scoring mentality, but good passer Good speed, but needs 
to get quicker for college level SIGNED WITH SANTA FE COLLEGE 

Kai James - (2013) - Dwyer High School (Palm Beach Gardens) 6’5" Center/Forward 
Very thick/big body Torso is what college coaches love Wing span, big hands, long 
arms Little slow in transition (needs physical development/weight training), but is a high 
major D I prospect Free throw shooting is an Achilles heel Footwork could be quicker 
Made Team USA 18U team SIGNED TO FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY 

Pdckae Jinks (2013) Hollywood Christian Academy (Hollywood, Florida) 6’2" 
Forward - Played for Carlos Adamson School in middle of coaching change Athletic, 
long body with the ability to score almost effortlessly Jinks is a major to high major 
prospect in my humble opinion She is smooth with handles and will battle on the boards 
Footwork is good, but should be developed faster SIGNED TO UNIVERSITY OF 
TULSA 

Karrah Johnson (2013) Lake Highland Prep (Orlando, Florida) 6’0" Center/Power 
Forward Plays for AI Honor Solid body and long arms Big hands Solid inside of 7 feet 
Development of shot from 7-12 feet will make her a very good college player Speed is 

good, but could get quicker with fuotwork drill Sees court well Likes to play bigger post 
players SIGNED TO FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL 

Tanaya Jones (2013) Evans High School (Orlando, Florida) 5’6" Guard Plays fbr 
Alex De La Fe Long arms and nice body Smaller fiame that will develop on college 
level Good speed A true point guard as she can hit the perfect pass/assist Has a full 
oiler on the table from Rollins College but needs 2 points on ACT to qualify If she does 
not qualify, Daytona State College seems to be where she will continue to her academic 
and basketball career SIGNED WITH ROLLINS COLLEGE 



Shamari Josey (2013) Coconut Creek High School 5’T’ Guard Plays for Max Ruback 
Small to midsize frame for her height Handles the ball, but needs work on shot, court 

vision, and needs to get stronger for next level SIGNED WITH ST AUGUSTIN 

Jasmine Kearse (2013) - St Augustine High School (St Augustine, Florida) 5’6" Guard 
Plays for John Algreen Mid-size build Nice hands Sofi touch, but needs work on 

outside game Athletic Sees the court well Could be best player in county/area Division 
2 with potential to play small division I --- Re-evaluated Has improved her stock Body 
has got stronger and thicker Speed has improved Division 2 for sure with stronger 
NAIA programs should take a look I think she does need a higher ACT score for the 

stronger academic institutions SIGNED WITH LIMES]-ONE COLLEGE 

Jayla King (2013) - Pine Forest High School (Pensacola, Florida) 5’ 10" Guard/Wing 
Plays for Chris Godwin Quick guard who can score in transition or pull up for a soft 10 
footer Deadly if open from the outside Athletic and team leader/floor general Great size 
for guard spot Mid to Mid-Major DI prospect SIGNED TO UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH 
FLORIDA 

Marissa Lee (2013) Gainesville High School (Gainesville, Florida) 5’5" Guard Plays 
for David Gordon Small guard with athleticism Quick and good footwork Good court 
vision Needs to develop shot from beyond 12 feet Pull up jumper is good Needs to 
create more offthe dribble Good passer Lee could play at a Division 2 or Smaller 
Division 1 Currently receiving interest from Alcom State and Fairfield University 
SIGNED WITH ST THOMAS UNIVERSITY 

Zykira Lewis (2013) Bartow High School (Bartow, Florida) 5’9" Guard/Wing Plays 
for Richard Murvin Strong, athletic body Scorer Creates shot off dribble consistently 
Good biomechanics of shooting Needs a little work on footspeed/agility and that will 
make her even stronger SIGNED TO UNIVERSI]-Y OF CEN]-RAL FLORIDA 

Khayla Livingston (2013) - Archbishop McCarthy Catholic High School (Southwest 
Ranches, Florida) Plays for Wally Haywood Good build Likes to score at the hole, but 
has been developing pull up jumper Good footwork Court vision is good I plan to re- 
evaluate her again this summer She was teammates with 3 Division I players this past 
season and was overshadowed SIGNED TO CLEVELAND STATE 

KaylaLovett (2013) Gainesville High School (Gainesville, Florida) 5’7" Guard 
Plays for David Gordon Quick guard with okay body size Athletic and can push the ball 
up the floor Nice handles and can see the entire floor Most of her outlet passes are a 
thing of beauty Shot is needing development Footwork and freetha-ow shooting is okay, 
but not great I would recommend a lower D1 SIGNED WITH ALABAMA A&M 
UNIVERSITY 



Tiara Lundy (2013) Eastside High School (Gainesville, Florida) 5’6" Guard Played 
for Ash’lea Moore Now plays for Lance Radford Thick bodied guard who plays 

aggressive and can shoot from the outside Not sold on coach-a-bility as she did not listen 
to former coach as much Can score at the hole and bang inside JUCO route is 
recommendation as I understand grades are not up to par She played in the ICACA All 
Star game at Indian River State College a few weeks ago - Unsigned 

Tatiana Manuel (2013) Academy at the Lakes High School New Port Richey, 
Iclorida) 6’2" Center Now plays for Karim Norha alter playing at Brooks DeBartolo 
High School last year Played last year for Dexter Bryant Nice hands and good footwork 
Needs work on short jumper I would like to re-evaluate her this summer Definite a D2 
prospect if not higher SIGNED WITH COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 

Andrea Mauger (2013) - Academy of Lakes (New Port Pdchey, Florida) 5’9" Guard 
Plays for Karim Norha Small body/frame guard that needs to get stronger/more upper 
body strength Good passer and can score Needs to develop footwork/speed SIGNED 
WITH FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL 

Briana Maxwell (2013) - St Augustine High School (St Augustine, Florida) 5’ 10" 
Icolw~-ard Plays for John Algreen Medium build, but has long arms and big hands Re- 
evaluated Has developed a nice jumper and creates a better shot offthe dribble She has 
got bigger bodied SIGNED WITH SANTA ICE COLLEGE 

SydneiMcCaskil (2013) Dr Phillips High School (Orlando, Florida) 5’7" Guard 
Plays for Anthony Jones Small frame guard who likes to go inside and pass Does not 

finish well all the time Will battle for rebounds Works well with teammates Ta~?cn 
C~-ift’ey and Hannah Schible Sees court well Needs more consistent shot from perimeter 
Small Division I SIGNED TO GEORGIA 

Tramaine McCollough (2013) - Edgewater High School (Orlando, Iclorida) 5’9" Point 
Guard Plays for Malcom Lewis Had knee inju~T but has recovered well Solid handles 
and good shot She does well getting to the hole and can run both the point or become the 
shooting guard If she continues to develop her lelt hand, she will raise her stock Mid- 
Major prospect with potential to go high-Major SIGNED TO UNIVERSITY OF 
SOUTH FLORIDA 

Alicia McCray (2013) Trinity Christian Academy (Lake Worth, Florida) 6’0" Combo 
Guard Athletic and Academically sound Plays for father, Luke McCray Sister plays at 
Ole Miss Nice body Up for her classification player of the year in Iclorida Definitely a 
D1 prospect that is flying under radar{ SIGNED WITH FLORIDA A&M 
UNIVERSITY 



Brooksie McC~-aw (2013) PK Yonge Developmental Research School (Gainesville, 
Florida) - 6’2" Center Plays for Willie Powers Big body Big hands Strong with 
potential to be a very solid mid major to major conference player Consistent shot from 8- 
l0 feet Solid post moves Needs to get faster and create a molded basketball body, but 

the potential is limitless I see a statue inside of the stone Just needs chisel! SIGNED 
TO UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA 

Azwana McNair (2013) DeLand High School 5’5" Guard Plays for Brittany 
Cymbolin Thick bodied guard that needs to develop in the weightroom and create more 
of the dribble Okay ball handler Speed needs development, but has potential Can score 
and pass and passed inside to her teammates with precision SIGNED WITH WEBBER 
INTERNATIONAL 

Daja McPhee (2013) Gainesville High School (Gainesville, Florida) - 5’10" 
Guard/Wing Plays for David Gordon Long arms and legs Body needs more muscle 
McPhee can rebound and shoot fiom the line, but needs more consistency from beyond 
15 feet Footwork is okay Defense is developing over time Mid to Low D I prospect 
SINGED TO JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY 

Ashley Michel (2013) Evans High School (Orlando, Florida) 6’3" Center Plays for 
Alex De La Fe Thinner body with potential/growing room Has nice touch around the 
basket Needs to rebound with two hands and get better at mechanics of shooting This is 

a young lady to keep an eye on if she goes JUCO Runs floor well Coachable SIGNED 
WITH ST PETERSBL~.G COLLEGE 

Cynkeria Mobley (2013) Winter Haven High School (Winter Haven, Florida) 5’8" 
Guard Plays for Johnnie Lawson Strong and athletic guard who has had to overcome 
knee injury Good speed considering Has developed her shot again after injury She can 
create shot off dribble and hit the pass Can run the point or shooting guard position 
SIGNED WITH UNC-WILMINGTON 

Raigyne Montcrief- American Heritage Plantation High School (Plantation, Florida) 
5’9" Guard/Wing Plays for Natasha Kossenko Long arms Long legs Long body Great 
floor leader Smooth with the shot and with passes Has developed nice outside game 
Intelligent on and off the court Mid-Major or High-major prospect SIGNED TO 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 

Brandi MontgomelT (2013) - Lincoln Park Academy (Fort Pierce, Florida) 5’ I 0" Plays 
for Wendel Adams Long arms and body Wears goggles to see, but she can play! Shot 
has developed over high school career Loves to be aggressive on both oft’ense and 
defense Scores at will vs all levels of competition Mid to High Major prospect 
SIGNED TO AUBURN 



Tyisha Moore (2013) DeLand High School (DeLand High School) 6’2" Fol~vard 
Plays for Bri~any Cymbolin Big Bodied frame that has very good upside Good 
footwork and good moves for the post She is 4 points shy of qualifying South Carolina 
State and Jacksonville recruiting SIGNED "vVITH PENSACOLA STATE 

Eva Myers (2013) Dillard High School (Fort Lauderdale) 5’8" Guard Plays for 
Marcia Pinder Dynamic guard who can run the floor and deliver key passes Aggressive 
on defense and ofi’ense Has developed a better/quicker shot offthe dribble Shot has 
gained consistency from 12+ feet Mid-Major to Mid prospect SIGNED WITH 
MORGAN STATE 

Neena Pacholke (2013) Freedom High School (Tampa, Florida) 5’T’ Guard Plays 
for Laurie Pacholke Small guard that plays defense Needs work on the shot Good fiee 
throw shooter Good ball handler Okay court vision Can play at the NAIA level Plays 
hard the entire game PREFERRED WALK ON TO UNrlVERSITY OF SOUTH 
FLORIDA 

Kiara Palmer (2013) Lourdes High School (Miami, Florida) 6’0" Forward Plays for 
Chris McKeon Long arms Nice hands Good ball handler Solid rebounder Needs to 
develop first step more to play at mid-D I level If she can develop a little more range on 
her jump shot, she can be very good SIGNED TO RHODE ISLAND 

Joelle Patterson (2013) Coconut Creek High School 5’5" Guard Plays for Max 
Ruback Small bodied guard that has quickness Needs work on lefi hand dribble and 
extending the jump shot range Strength is questionable and needs to finish on offensive 
end Average defender Solid moving without the ball Has potential SIGNED WITH 
JOHNSON AND WALES 

Ashley Perry (2013) Leesburg High School (Leesburg, Florida) - 5’11" Wing Plays 
for Mark Oates Had knee injury as a junior Coach Oates has informed me that Perl2¢ will 

be playing on the JUCO level next season but still remains unsigned SIGNED WITH 
NORTHWEST FLORIDA STATE COLLEGE 

Jurnee Pettigrew (2013) Eastside High School (Gainesville, Florida) - 5’10" Fox.yard 
Played for Ash’lea Moore Now plays for Lance Radford Medium build Long arms 
Needs work on ball handling and finishing Sma~ player and will play hard Footwork is 
not bad, but shot needs development Academics is not a question, but needs to develop 
more to play at a higher level A year or two of JUCO should help! (Currently being 
looked at by NC Central of MEAC) SIGNED WITH WEBBER INTERNATIONAL 

KP Pound (2013) - Sebastian River High School (Sebastian, Florida) 6’0" Forward 
Plays for Terri Amy Big bodied post who can box out! Plays hard and can create short 
jumpers off the dribble Big hands that paw rebounds Can put back misses without 
bringing the ball down She has great potential to be a mid-major prospect I see great 
potential in her SIGNED TO FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL 



Stephanie Ratliff(2013) Dr Phillips (Orlando, Florida) 6’3" Center Plays for 
Anthony Jones Average size frame with long, lanky arms Good hands and can handle 
the basketball better than the average player Can score in both transition and in set 
of’tEnse Plays on a national rank caliber team SIGNED WITH TOWSON 

Jasmine Reddick (2013) - Haines City High School (Haines City, Florida) 5’6" Guard 
Plays for Ladreda Akins Smaller bodied athletic guard Not consistent from 12 foot+ 
Good defender, but needs work on boxing out/footwork Not a great free throw shooter 
Division 2 SIGNING WITH WARNER UNIVERSITY 

Sherranda Reddick (2013) - Pdbauk High School (Jacksonville, Florida) 5’6" Guard 
Plays for Shelia Seymore Pennick Athletic guard who can put the ball in the hole 
Additionally, she can involve teammates with precision passing Cn-eat court vision and 
definitely leader Can shoot consistently up to 15 feet but then gets a little inconsistent 
SIGNED TO JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY 

Joharra Russell (2013) Leesburg High School (Leesburg, Florida) 5’T’ Point Guard 
Plays for Mark Oates Solid ball handler with great court awareness Fairly strong upper 
body that should develop more in college Needs to work on making 10 t~ +jumper, 
especially from elbow Solid defender with fair foot speed Passing has developed over 
time and I see continued improvement SIGNED WITH ST PETERSBURG 
COLLEGE 

BreaSaunders(2013) HillardHighSchool(Hillard, Florida) 5’5" point guard 
Midsize guard that sees floor well Needs to develop body and get stronger, but that will 
come with college program Solid passer and good foot work Needs to develop 12-15 
foot jumper from elbow and baseline off the dribble Will rebound on both ends of the 
floor and can slash through defense Passing is efficient and can hit no look pass 
SIGNED TO STETSON 

Tia Sanders (2013) Pine Forest High School (Pensacola, Florida) Plays for Chris 
Godwin Average size body frame with room for development with weight program 
Good to above average speed Needs to work on first step and moving without the ball 
Potential to grow as a all around player 2 years of JUCO will make her into a nice 4-year 
college prospect! SIGNED WITH NORTHWEST FLORIDA STATE COLLEGE 

Hannah Schaible (2013) - Dr Phillips High School (Orlando, Florida) 5’9" Forward 
Plays for Anthony Jones Medium build player who plays in the post for Dr Phillips 
Nice size hands and decent length arms Will run floor hard and can lead a fast break 
Consistent from 12 feet in Good rebounder Division 2 prospect with potential for lower 
end D1 - SIGNED TO GEORGE WASHINGTON 



Desa’rai Shaw (2013) Palatka High School (Palatka, Florida) 5’8" Guard Plays for 
Jason Shaw Medium size fbame Average arm length Ball handling above average Foot 

work needs improvement along with her ability to penetrate Court awareness above 
average Shot from baseline and elbow needs improvement SIGNED WITH SANTA 
FE COLLEGE 

Miah Sheppard (2013) Sebastian River High School 5’7" Guard Plays for Terri 
Amy Smaller body fiame Good ball handler Quickness is above average Fair to good 
handles Needs work on shooting from 12+ feet Good court awareness SIGNED 
WITH PALM BEACH STATE UNIVERSITY 

Ieshia Small (2013) Florida High School (Tallahassee, Florida) Plays for Lisa Kelley 

at Florida High Long arms and body Tried out for TEAM USA but did not make it 
Good vision and plays hard for entire game Good free throw shooter and defender 
Quick defender and good passer Lost mother tragically two years ago after Final Four 
Currently up in the air where she will attend school next year Will update next report 
High-Major prospect SIGNED WITH BAYLOR UNIVERSITY 

Litisha Speights (2013) East Ridge (Clermont, Florida) 6’2" Center Plays for 
Angela House Medium Build post player with good upside Long arms and big hands 
Solid rebounder and can hit an outlet pass on a rebound Needs work on speed/agility, but 
a prospect for colleges to keep an eye on SIGNED WITH SANTA FE COLLEGE 

Chelsey Springs (2013) Olympia High School (Orlando, Florida) 5’9" Fot~-ard 
Plays for Lauren Bradley Medium Build Speed has improved over games I have 
watched her this season Needs to continue to develop scoring to go along with 
rebounding Needs work on defensive end of court Coachable SIGNED WITH 
DAYTONA STATE COLLEGE 

Christin Strawbridge (2013) Kathleen High School (Lakeland, Florida) 6’3" 
Post/Fol~-ard Plays for Doc White Above average size body Big hands Needs work 
on speed/agility Finishes strong Average moves in post Needs to get aggressive on 
board Potential for next level SIGNED WITH FLORIDA SOUTHERN 

Tiffany Suarez (2013) Our Lady of Lourdes (Miami, Florida) 5’9" Guard Plays for 
Chris McKeon Athletic build Strong upper body Consistent fbom 12+ feet Big hands 

Handles the ball well Needs a little work on foot speed when in paint/on the block 
Hustles Definite a high Division I prospect Ve~3z close to Dwayne Wade of Miami Heat 
AND works with Ganon Baker SIGNED TO UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA 

Onika Swaby (2013) - Miami Country Day School (Miami, Florida) 5’ 11" Forward 
Medium build Long arms Good torso Good footwork and can create a shot offthe 
dribble Good fiee throw shooter Defense has improved If she can develop a nice 12 
tbot jump shot, she will be wanted by every college coach Academics uncertain 
SIGNED WITH ST THOMAS UNIVERSITY 



Jessica Thomas (2013) - Buchholz High School (Gainesville, Florida) 5’7" Guard 
Plays for Rebecca Williams Very strong guard Smaller hands than most, but she plays 
aggressive Needs more consistent tbom outside 12 feet though vs bigger competition 
Overall, a mid-D I prospect with potential to be a mid-major C~-ades are in the 25-28 
range SIGNED WITH UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI (FL) 

Andrekia Thompson (2013) Coconut Creek High School 5’T’ Guard Plays for Max 
Ruback Smaller bodied guard with long arms and decent hands Average ball handler but 
can score Needs work on footwork and seeing floor better Coachable SIGNED WITH 
THOMAS UNIVERSITY (GA) 

Kim Tricker (2013)- Seminole High School (Sanford, Florida) 5’8" Guard Long 
arms Midsize body fiame Decent size hands and has good ball handling Sees court 
well Has to work on getting quicker and rebounding (defensive end) SIGNED AVE 
MARIA UNIVERSITY 

Alexis Ungro (2013) Lakewood High School (St Petersburg, Florida) 5’9" Guard 
Plays for Necole Tunsil Thin bodied guard Artitude is questionable Does like to win 
and plays hard on the court Grades could be questionable as well Was thrown offthe 
team at Boca Ciega High School for not following team roles Has seemed to grow and 
mature some at Lakewood Inside jumper and can finish at the hole Not afi-aid to get 
fouled and can go to the line and knock down tbee throws most of the time If she has 
grades, she would make a nice division 2 kid SIGNED WITH MIAMI DADE 
COLLEGE 

Jasmine Watson (2013) Coconut Creek High School 5’1 I" Fol~-ard Plays for Max 
Ruback Thin fiame, long body, lanky Long arms Average handles Needs work on 
transition game and footwork Good on rebounding and putting back shots Needs to 
work on being consistent on jump shot and finishing strong to play at next level 
SIGNED WITH Southeastern (Iowa FUCO) 

Tijuanna Weatherspoon (2013) Escambia High School (Pensacola, Florida) 5’6" Guard 
Played for Coach Olson before he stepped down Unaware of her current coach Small 
fi-ame and not a strong scorer Good passer, but needs work on seeing whole court Body 
is not size of typical point guard size Not consistent fiom outside and average fi-om 7 
feet in not a high prospect, but has potential SIGNED WITH ELLSWORTH CC 
(Iowa) 

Johnetta Williams (2013) - Dunbar High School (Fort Myers, Florida) - 5’8" Guard 
Plays for Dwayne Donnell Medium build guard who sees the floor well Needs 
development of foot speed Defense is very good Plays hard for entire game Free throw 
shooting okay, but can be better Like to score first, but can put passes to a low post 
easily RE-EVALUATED Has arm and shoulder issue during tournament games, but 
did come back to play in the state semifinal vs Ribault She has got leaner/stronger but 
footspeed still needs development - Unsigned 



Ronni Williams (2013) - Atlantic High School (Port Orange, Florida) - 6’2" Fol~vard 
Plays for George Butts Long arms, big hands, nice body frame Consistent on shot, 
freethrows, and rebounding Hands are soft and shot like butter (smooth) Runs floor 
well Had a knee inju~T her sophomore year, but has recovered High Major prospect 
SIGNED WITH UNIVERSITY OF FLORE)A 

Zeneka Willix (2013) Winter Haven High School (Winter Haven, Florida) 5’ 10" 
Guard/Fox.yard Plays for Johnnie Lawson Mid to bigger size frame Good arm length 
and torso Needs to continue to develop ball handling and creating a faster first step Nice 
shooting touch and solid defender Coachable SIGNED WITH SOUTHERN (Louisiana) 

Faith Woodard (2013) Riverview High School (Riverview, Florida) - 6’2" 
Wing/Fol~vard Transferred to Tampa-Freedom Plays for Laurie Pacholke at Freedom 
Big hands and long bodied She has a long stride and wingspan Developing into a high- 
major prospect Free throw shooting needs work Development of 15-18 footer would 
major her high major SIGNED TO GEORGETOWN 

Kayla Wright (2013) Dillard High School (Fort Lauderdale, Florida) 5’10" Forward 
Plays for Marcia Pinder Big bodied prospect with good build Continued development in 
the weight room will improve her stock! Big, soft hands and consistent shot inside of 10 

feet Footwork continues to improve Mid to Mid-Major level Every time ! watch, I am 
impressed SIGNED TO TULSA 

Erica Young (2013) - Tampa Bay Technical High School (Tampa, Florida) 6’3" 

Wing/Forward/Center Plays for Reggie Lawrence Vet?i long bodied young woman 
Big hands and arms Frame is consistent with most major prospects Had a knee injut3~ 
her sophomore year that slowed her down, but has recovered nicely Needs to continue 
developing 15 foot jumper to make her a high major prospect Right now, she would rate 
as a mid-major level SIGNED TO KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday,              1:43 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu> 

Fwd: Schedule Confim~ation 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: 51’~ o/corn> 
Date: 9:21:01 PMEDT 
To: 
Subject: Schedule Confirmation 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

I will be participating in the 
Complex from 

I hope you have a chance to attend this event 

My athletic profile website can be seen at: 

C~-ade exposure and the AAU Nationals atthe Disney Sports 
with my AAU Team 

Thankyou foryourconsiderafion, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday,              1:50 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: Schedule Confim~ation 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: ~,’c’~ o/corn> 
Date: 9:21:01 PMEDT 
To: 
Subject: Schedule Confirmation 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

I will be participating in the 
Complex from 

I hope you have a chance to attend this event 

My athletic profile website can be seen at: 

C~-ade exposure and the AAU Nationals atthe Disney Sports 
with my AAU Team 

Thankyou foryourconsiderafion, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday,              1:54 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,Mlliams@unc edu> 

Fwd: Schedule Confirmation 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Date: 9:21:01 PMEDT 

To: <!;h~tchcl@emm! ~nc eda> 
Subject: Schedule Confirmation 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

I will be participating in the 
Complex from 

I hope you have a chance to attend this event 

My athletic profile website can be seen at: 

Thank you for your consideration, 

C~-ade exposure and the AAU Nationals atthe Disney Sports 
with my AAU Team 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Halchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL (SHATCHEL)> 
Thursday.             6:07 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey \~illiams@unc edu>: Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams,;uric edu>; Calder. Andrew G <acalder~;unc edu> 

Fwd: - Post 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fore arded message: 

Coach: 

is one of our players on our AAU She is an 
absolule BULL in Ihc paint, and gets to Ihc flee t[trow line at least 10 tflnes per game This 
weekend she \~ill be at the Crym Ratz Tournament m NY 

Level - D I / D2 player Bard working kid 

Highlight Film - HERE 

Jitmn3 0 

Please call / text if you are interested 

www.UnitedBasketball.orq 



Hul~terdon Hoosiers, ]nc. I PO Box ~.059 I Flemington N3 08822 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:21 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Please sign and return ASAP 

Third Pa~y Ce~ification of Crim Checks 052313 docx; ATT00001 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Field, Jaci" <ifield~bunc edu> 
Date: June 14, 2013, 11:50:18 AM EDT 
To: "Calder, Andrew G" <acalder@unc edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu>, 
"Kalbas, Brian J" <bkalbas~?unc edu>,        (~a?aol corn " <       ~baol corn>, "Palladino, 
George W" <bpalladino~bunc edu>, "Breschi, Joe" <breschi~bunc edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" 

<cdmock@unc edu>, "cmc~rath@uncaa uric edu" <cmc~r~th@uncaa unc edu>, "Somoano, Carlos 
M" <csomoano(~unc edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" <derek~(~unc edu>, "Papa, Donna J" 
<dip~bunc edu>, "Morelli, David Dominic" <dmorelli~bemail unc edu>, "Parker, Andrew 
<drewp~?email unc edu>, "Stet~anski, Eric Edward" <estet~ans~bemail unc edu>, "Gatz, Gregory" 

<~@unc edu>, ’       @aol corn" <      @aol corn>, "Mann, Jan M" <ianmann@unc edu>, 
"Langley, Raymond Joshua" <ilangley(~unc edu>, "Sagula, Joseph A" <isagula(~unc edu>, 
"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs(T~unc edu>, "Law, C~eg A" <~zre~z law(3)unc edu>, 

@aol corn" < @aol corn>, "Sapp, Andrew" <masapp@unc edu>, 
"Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders~)unc edu>, "Fox, Mike" <mfoxabunc edu>, "Hudson, Nicole" 
<coach huddvabunc edu>, "DeSelm, Rich L" <rlchdeselm~)unc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" 
<shatchell~)unc edu>, "Paul, Sampson L" <spaul(rbunc edu>, "Levy, Jennifer S" 

~ienny levy@unc edu> 
Subject: Please sign and return A.S.A.P 

This form needs to signed and returned to me immediately, please. Please complete this form prior to your 

camp starling. If you r camp has already started, please do so today if you can. 

Thank You 

Jaci 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 2:57 PM 

Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW: camp - facility cleaning 

From: Field, Jaci 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 2:19 PM 

TO: Calder, Andrew G; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; @aol.com ; Palladino, George W; Breschi, Joe; 
Mock, Conrad D Jr; cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu; Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Morelli, David 
Dominic; Parker, Andrew F; Stefanski, Eric Edward; Gatz, Gregory; @aol.com; Mann, Jan M.; Langley, Raymond 
Joshua; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Law, Greg A; @aol.com; Sapp, Andrew; Meaders, Harlis James; 
Fox, Mike; Hudson, Nicole; DeSelm, Rich L; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Paul, Sampson L; Lew, Jennifer S 
Subject: camp - facility cleaning 

If you r camp requires more frequent cleanings than the facility is already scheduled for (once or twice a week), please 

contact me and/or your facility director a.s.a.p, to make appropriate arrangements. 

Thanks 

Jaci 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,             5:59 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,a, illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu> 

Fwd: Coach it’s                                with my July AAU schedule 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Date: 12:38:37 PM EDT 

To: <~i~!5_,h~ ~ f_~4.a~2~.e..d ~ > 
Subject: Coach it’s with my July AAU schedule 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

Coach this is I’ve contacted you before As a reminder I play basketbll at 
High School in and would like to continue at the college level I graduate from 
high school in and I am interested in learning more about the Basketball program at the 
University of North Carolina Recently I updated my player profile with new atheltic awards, 
academic information, sports event calendar and statistics The most current information about me 
is now available for your review I also have game highlights on my profile page for you to 
evaluate Please let me know if there is any additional information you need at this time to 
consider me for your program 
My profile can be seen at: 

Thankyou foryourconsideration, 

’(~ hotmai! corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 6:00 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred <jbeaulie@unc edu>; 

Stafford, Han~ C <han~ stafford@meal unc edu> 

Fwd: Sports Performance Team Feedback 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Gwaltney, Clint" <cg~,~Mtncv@ar~c eda> 
Date: June 18, 2013, 9:57:57 AMEDT 
To: "Gwaltney, Clint" 
Subject: Sports Performance Team Feedback 

Coach, 

In an effort to better serve you and your athletes, I would like to get some feedback from you 
regarding your current Sports Performance Team (Athletic Trainer, Strength Coach, Nutritionist, 
Doctor, and Orthopedist) I am happy to schedule a time to sit down with you or am equally as 
happy to discuss over the phone My cell phone is I look forward to hearing from 
you 

Thanks, 
Clint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 6:00 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Sports Performance Team Feedback 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Gwaltney, Clint" <c~3wa/me~22~ur~c ed~> 

Date: June 18, 2013, 9:57:57 AMEDT 
To: "Gwaltney, Clint" <c~xwalmei~(~tmc ed~> 
Subject: Sports Performance Team Feedback 

Coach, 

In an effort to better serve you and your athletes, I would like to get some feedback from you 
regarding your current Sports Performance Team (Athletic Trainer, Strength Coach, Nutritionist, 
Doctor, and Orthopedist) I am happy to schedule a time to sit down with you or am equally as 
happy to discuss over the phone My cell phone is I look forward to hearing from 
you 

Thanks, 
Clint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 10:19 PM 

High, Jane Staff <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Future Conference Calls: ACC Women’s Basketball Strategic Planning 

image004 j pg; image001 j pg 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Davis, Georgia" <gdavis~?theacc or~> 

Date: June 20, 2013, 2:36:17 PM EDT 
To: "j strawley@miami edu" 5i strawley@miami edu>, "Theresa Wenzel 
(twenzel~bathletics ~atech edu) (twenzel~?athletics ~atech edu)" <twenzel~?athletics ~atech edu>, 
"Jaclyn \"Jacki\" Silar (isilar~?duaa duke edu) (isilar~?duaa duke edu)" <isilar~?duaa duke edu>, 
"Miller, Jane 0m2y) (im2v@eservices virginia edu)" <im2v@eservices virginia edu>, "Sylvia 
Hatchell (shatchelF~uncaa unc edu)" <shatchell~i!uncaa unc edu>, "Sue Semrau 
(ssemrau~bfsu edu)" <ssemrau~?fsu edu>, "mmc~zraw~bnd edu" <mmc~raw~?nd edu>, "Finch, 
Nora Lynn" <nlfinch~btheacc or~>, "Hecker, Brad" <bhecker~?theacc or~>, "Curtis, Charlene" 
<ccurtis@theacc or~>, "Ufnowski, Amy" <aufnowski@theacc or~>,          @~mail corn" 
<           (-~gmail corn>, " 

Ce: "mbruner(7~mailer fsu edu" <mbmner(7~mailer fsu edu>, "ihi~zh~a)uncaa unc edu" 
~ihigh@uncaa unc edu> 
Subject: Future Conference Calls: ACC Women’s Basketball Strategic Planning 

Here is a reminder of the conference call dates set during today’s initial Strategic Planning Committee 

meetings: 

-Monday, July 15th from 10:30a to 12:30p 

Wednesday, August 14th from 10:30a to 12:30p 

Thursday, September 5th from 10:00a to noon 

Call in information for all of them will be: 

Toll free: 1-800-591-2259 
Participant passcode: 810206 

Please let Brad, Alyssa or Nora Lynn know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Georgia Davis 



Asst. Director, Women% Basketbail/SWA 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Ln 
Greensboro NC 27407 
(p) 336-854-8787 
(f) 336-547~b267 

From: Tracey, Christina 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 1:50 PM 
To: Davis, Georgia 
(~c: Watkins, Emily 
Subject= RE: WBB Conference call Line 

Cops.,, forgot conf, call info on my last e-maih 

Participant passcode: 810206 
Moderator passcode: 810206858 
Dial in Phone Numbers: 

Toll free: 1-800-591-2259 
Toll: 1-719-867-0075 

Conference Shortcuts: 
- Press "1 to hear a help menu. 
- Press *0 to reach an operator. 
- Press *6 to mute or ’un-mute’ line. 
- Press *4 to increase conference volume. 
- Press *7 to decrease conference volume. 
- Press *5 to increase your voice volume. 
- Press *8 to decrease your voice volume. 

Moderator Features: 
- Press "91 to hear a participant count. 
- Press *92 
- Press *93 
- Press *94 
- Press *95 
- Press *96 
- Press *97 
- Press "21 
- Press "31 
- Press *22 

to roll call of participants. 
to disconnect all participant lines. 
to lock or unlock conference. 
to dial out to participants. 
to mute all participant lines. 
to un-mute all participant lines. 
to activate Subconferencing. 
to turn Conference Security Code on/off. 
to initiate record and playback (*22 again to pause/stop the recording). 

Recording Instructions for ALWAYS AVAILABLE (24/7) ReadyConference: 
The moderator can start and stop recording at any time during the call by pressing 

*22. 

Playback Instructions for ALL ReadyConference Recordings: 
You will receive an email notice once your recording is available for playback.The 



email will contain replay dial-in numbers and a passcode to access the recording. All 
recordings are available for playback for 30 days.Each recording will have its own set of 
dial-in numbers and passcode. 

From: Tracey, Christina 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 1:46 PM 
TO: Davis, Georgia 
Ce: Watkins, Emily 
Subject: RE: WBB Conference call Line 

~hank% 
Chris 

From= Davis, Georgia 
Sent= Thursday, June 20, 2013 1:03 PM 
To= Tracey, Christina 
Subject: WBB Conference call Line 

Please reserve the conference call line for the Women’s Basketball Strategic Plannin8 Committee for the 

following dates times: 

July 15th from 10:30a to 12:30p 

August 14th from 10:30a to 12:30p 

-September 5th from 10:00a to noon 

Georgia Davis 
Asst. Director, Women’s Basketball/SWA 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Ln 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
(p) 336-854-8787 
(f) 336-5474~267 

I 
,< ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Sunday,              2:29 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,Mlliams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: AAU schedule - 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Date: 12:19:46 PM EDT 
To 
Subject: AAU schedule - 

Hello Coach Hatchell! 

With July just around the corner I wanted to pass along my summer schedule. I am playing with a new team 
this year called out of My coach is ,~,gmail.com. I was a 
member of that won nationals in I have also played with out of 

for the last 5 years during the and AAU seasons. I am a but can also 
play wing. I just received my SAT scores and plan on retaking it in the fall. I maintained a 
average in grade 

Run for the Roses - Lexington, KY 

USJN - Washington, DC 

NCAA Event - Scarborough, Ontario (Sir W~lfred Laurier Collegiate) 

Aug Dates- will play against : Hofstra University, NCAA D1, Colonial Athletic Association 
and 
South Carolina State, NCAA D1, Mid Eastern Athletic Association games held at George Brown College 
Toronto 

I have some highlight and game film posted: 

I hope you will be able to come to one of the tournaments and watch me play. 

I look forward to meeting you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 7:03 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Sunday, June 30, 6:00 pro, Galloway Ridge 

Sentflom myiPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Beverly Long Chapin < 7(,~ac oom-> 
Date: June 25, 2013, 10:08:13 PM EDT 
To: <sha~cke[@et~ail ~t~c edu>, ~ high@~n~aa u~c edu> 
Subject: Sunday, June 30, 6:00 pm, Gallo~vay ~dge 

Dear Coach Hatchel, 
The folks at Galloway Ridge are excited about hearing you on Sunday Someone will meet you at 
the front door and escort you to the auditorium where 100-150 people will be assembled After the 
talk, I hope you and whomever is with you, will come to my apa~ment (A- 107, next to auditorium) 
for wine and cheese (or some such) It would only involve a few people, mostly members of the 
Special Events Committee And no one would expect you to stay long The resident who will greet 
you and introduce you is Farrel Potrs, a longtime, ardent Tar Heel Fan 
We have a lectern, mics, lights, and could get almost anything else you might need It’you need 
directions for getting here, please let me know In a separate email, I will send along a program 
Hope the basketball camp is going well Lucky campers! 
All the best, 

Beverly Long Chapin 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:25 AM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: 

Program info for The Special Events Committee of Galloway Ridge docx; 
ATT00001 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fo~,varded message: 

From: Beverly Long Chapin < ’aAl~ac corn> 
Date: June 25, 2013, 10:23:03 PM EDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <sha~chc!!g*~ ~tlc ,,xt~l>, "High, Jane Star" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:25 AM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Sunday, June 30, 6:00 pm, Galloway Ridge 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Beverly Long Chapin < 
Date: June 25, 2013, 10:08:13 PM EDT 
To: <si~atchcl@emm! ~nc eda>, 
Subject: Sunday, June 30, 6:00 pm, Galloway Ridge 

Dear Coach Hatchel, 
The folks at Galloway Ridge are excited about hearing you on Sunday Someone will meet you at 
the front door and escort you to the auditorium where 100-150 people will be assembled After the 
talk, I hope you and whomever is with you, will come to my apartment (A- 107, next to auditorium) 
for wine and cheese (or some such) It would only involve a few people, mostly members of the 
Special Events Committee And no one would expect you to stay long The resident who will greet 
you and introduce you is Farrel Ports, a Iongtime, ardent Tar Heel Fan 
We have a lectern, mics, lights, and could get ahnost anything else you might need If you need 
directions for getting here, please let me know In a separate email, I will send along a program 
Hope the basketball camp is going well Lucky campers! 
All the best, 

Beverly Long Chapin 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday,            9:55 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@uric edu>; 
Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu> 

FW: Tournament schedule and training video 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:05 PM 
TO: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject= Tournament schedule and training video 

Hello Coach Hatchell, 
I just wanted to let you know how well I’ve been progressing over the past year, share my training video with 
you, and invite you to come out and watch me play in the upcoming July tournaments I have been continuing to 
develop and improve my skills by training with my travel team,                       Our 2 hour workouts 
and 1 hour beach trainings have well prepared me for the upcoming July tournaments where I will demonstrate 
my superior skills, structure, execution and defense 
Here is a link to a video on how I train on a weekly basis. 

The password is 
I hope you can make it to see me play in July: 
Fila National- Atlanta, Ga. 

Real Deal in the Ville. 
Battle in the Boro- ¯ Franklin, TN 
Music City Madness- -Nashville, TN 
Elite 32 Summer Jam (Sessionl) -           - Augusta, Ga. 
If you have any questions you can reach my coach/trainer: 

at                  e-mail:       ~)comcast net 
Sincerely, 

On Mon, at 9:40 PM, 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

My name is              and l graduate in 

,~?~mail corn> wrote: 

I am very interested in the Biology progq-am 
at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill as well as the basketball program. 

I have a HPA and GPA. My PSAT score is 

I am a                          . l have great speed and defensive play and can shoot 
accarately from anywhere on the cottrt including the 3 point line. My shooting percentage last 
season was 73% overall, 50% ti~om the 3 point line and foul shooting was at 60%. 

I will be playing with mv college exposure team at the Deep South 
tournament in Raleigh, NC on and would like you to come out and watch me 



play. 

My Coach’s name is               and his number is              if you have any questions 
or need more information. Thal~k you for ymtr time and I would greatly appreciate any feedback 
if you attend. 

Look forward to hearing from you, 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 

Cell phone: 

Home phone 



Florida Vision 2015 (Florida Vision Basketball) 

Name 

Beach, 
McKenna 

Pos/ GPA                       ZZP                 .~erse 
Graduat 

HT Unweigh Addre City Star Pho Birthda    y 
ion 

ted ss e ne y Numb 
Year 

er 

PG 
5’6" 13 2015 

Leanne 

PG 
5’7" 00    2015 

G 5’5" 
Fasano, 
Jenni~r 23      2015 

G/F 
Lines, 

6’1" 
Emily 

Middleto 

Gabriela 

3G 
Roker, 

5’9" 
Larissa 

3 

33 

2015 

2015 

2015 

F 
Stramel, 

5’10" 
Lindsay 

Westend 
F/C 
6’2" 

Jordan 

10 

32 

2015 

2015 

www.floridavisionbasketball.com 

Coach Ellis 
~ cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 12:17 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 

<acalder@unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu> 

FW: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

From: proflles@csaprepstar.com [mailto:profiles@csaprepstar.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 8:43 PM 
To: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,           12:18 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 

<acalder@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu> 
FW:                Updated     AAU Summer Schedule 

From: [mailto: Nyahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 8:33 PM 
Subject: Updated AAU Summer Schedule 

Hithisis 

There has been a change in my summer schedule There is an updated version below 

Head Coach: Demond (DJ) Hairston 
Jersey Number: 

: PBR Super 64, Frisco, TX 
Battle in the Boro, Muffreesboro, TN 
Music City Madness, Franklin, IN 

Atlanta Summer Slam, Atlanta Georgia 
Adidas Nationals, Suwanee, Georgia 

Contact Information 

High School Coach 

Cell Phone: 
Address: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday, 12:18 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,a, illiams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@uric edu> 

FW: 

Froml 
Sent: Monday, 
TO: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: 

7:52 PM 
@gmail.com] 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

I previously sent you a direct link to my athletic profile I have recently added a video to my profile, which is 
now available for your review by clicking on the "Available Video" button located on my profile Please let me 
know if you need additional information or statistics 

My athletic profile website can be seen at: 

Thank you for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,           I:00 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,a, illiams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu> 

FW:                 / NCAA Live Period Schedule 

From: ~grnail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:17 AM 
TO= 
Subject: / NCAA Live Period Schedule 

Coach, 

I wanted to let you know that my travel team the 
) will be playing at the      FILA Nationals at the Suwanee Sports Academy in 

Atlanta, GA on The field looks very strong and we open up against 
on court #4 at 4:10 PM on Saturday. The following link will take 

you to my teams FILA Nationals schedule/bracket 
hLLo://asar.info/LournamenLs/ scores/FN17UOoen.odf. I have also included my 
updated NCAA I.ive Period Schedule below as well as this link to my updated websiLe 

where you will find additional 
information about me. The website has information regarding my GPA, Coaches Contact 
information, Awards, Facebook, Twitter & YouTube links. I am very interested in learning 
more about your school and program and will keep you updated as Lo my game schedule 
in future tournaments. 

Thank you for your consideration 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,           I:01 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 

<acalder@unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu> 

FW:                             GPA 

From: ~hotmail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:45 PM 
TO~ Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: GPA 

~hotmail.cem] 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

I j ust finished my weekend at the Keystone State Skills Camp held at Bloomsburg University from 
and it was great[ It really opened my eyes to the amount of competition and skill there is outside of the teams I 
play during the AAU and high school seasons I got the chance to meet gMs and coaches from all over the 
country, while also learning and further developing my skills through drills, 2 v 2, 3 v 3, and 5 v 5 games The 
highlight for me came on Saturday night when I got the honor of being chosen as one of fourteen girls to make 
the Camp All Star Team We were then separated into two teams, and to close camp on Sunday morning, we 
played a full 5 v 5 game against each other I found camp to be ve~?~ beneficial and successful, and I will 
definitely be attending again next year 

Ua)hotmail corn 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 8:16 AM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 

<acalder@unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu> 

FW: AAU Orlando C~-id 

Grid - AAU Orlando (7-2) xls 

From: Brandon Miller [mailtc 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 9:53 PN 
Subject: AAU Orlando Grid 

Coach 

Attached is grid for AAU Orlando 

@gmail.com] 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 8:16 AM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,a, illiams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu> 

FW: Boro C~-id I st Release 

Grid - Battle in the Boro (7-2) xls 

From: Brandon Miller [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 8:59 PM 
Subject: Boro Grid 1st Release 

Coach 

Attached is grid for Boro Good bit of double up courts I will probably have to re-do within next two days I 
will keep eye on it 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 I : I I PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW: Boro C~’id Update 

Grid - Battle in the Boro (7-4) xls 

From: Brandon Miller [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 04, 2013 9:48 AM 
Subject: Boro Grid Update 

Coach 

Attached is updated Boro grid They changed it twice yesterday, but still some courts doubled up Coming 
together! 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,            I : 15 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW:                  (Highly Skilled Mentally Tough PG/Combo     Class) 

Froml 
Sent: Wednesday, 
Subject: 

Coach, 

[mailto          ~gmail.com] 
7:28 PM 

(Highly Skilled Mentally Tough PG/Combo Class) 

Here is the information on an extremely talented             in the     Class. 

is a highly skilled guard with the ability and mentality to lead a 

team. She has very little weakness to her game. She has an unshakable confidence and 

demeanor on the court that is fun to watch. What I love about her game is she plays 

with an extremely high motor. She excels in an up-tempo style of play. She is one of 

the best guards I have seen in terms of turning defense into offense. When her or her 

team gets a defensive rebound or turnover, she will push the ball. She will even create 

fast break opportunities after the other team scores by getting it and going and she 

always keeps her eyes up court for teammate sprinting their lanes. 

Skill wise,           can get to the basket at will and finishes extremely well with 
either hand. She has an unbelievable handle with either hand and is very shifty and 
deceiving with it. Really good at coming off high Pick N Roll and getting to the hoop! 
Outstanding at turning the corner tight off the screen and putting pressure on the 
defense as she gets to the key for a score or assist!            high level ball 
handling, quickness, and ability to finish very well, make her a difficult cover. She is 
also a more then capable perimeter shooter with range that extends easily to beyond 
the arc. She also makes her teammates better with her great court vision. 
attracts so much attention when she attacks the basket that passing lanes and kicks 
outs open up. She loves to drive and kick out to teammates for open looks or make 
drop off passes for lay-ups. 

Defensively,           creates havoc on the court by her all out play. She is in constant 
movement and has outstanding feet, hands and anticipation skills. Her high energy and 
very active hands helps her get lots of steals and deflections. She is a great on the ball 
defender. She can guard the other team’s primary ball handler the entire length of the 
floor. She also loves to play off the ball, darting into passing lanes for steals. She 
moves very well laterally and loves to get after it. She has a little bit of nastiness to her 
game. What I mean is she plays with a chip on her shoulder and takes it as an insult if 
someone scores on her. She has a knack for figuring out what the offense is trying to 



do and counter,           is consistent at being a strong help-side defender. She 
seems to place herself in position to dive down and double team the post or rotating 
over to take away driving lanes. I don’t believe that a lot of high school kids can step 
in their          year and play defense at the college level. I think           is one of 
the few I have seen that I believe will understand how to. 

Year Highlights: www.youtube.com/watch? 

had an outstanding season where she averaged 19 PPG, 6.3 APG, 6.1 SPG, & 
5.8 RPG leading her team to the State Playoffs Regional Final (Elite 8) and was 
recognized as alst Team 8A All State, 1st Team All South Florida Region, and 1st Team 
All Broward County (Fort Lauderdale, FL). Her attitude, demeanor, energy, and 
dedication to the game is refreshing. She really demonstrates a true love for the game 
and a willingness to get better. Her high School Coach Latravis Bernard absolutely 
raves about her. He tells me all the time that           and her younger sister 

are the hardest working players he has ever coached. They are the 1st 
in the gym and last to leave (cliche). 

Coach, is already receiving Major Offers & interest. You will find all of 

PERSONAL & CONTACT INFORMATION as well as FULL GAME 

FILMS, SUMMER SCHEDULE, TRANSCRIPTS & TEST SCORES available at 
¯ I believe that 

is a NO QUESTION MID TO HIGH MAJOR PROSPECT with a great upside 

because she doesn’t even think she is that good. All she talks about is getting better. 

She has great mental toughness and is not a~raid to make mistakes. I believe she will 

be able to contribute solid minutes as a freshman! 

If you need any other information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at (954) 288- 
2961 or rsqedeon~,athletescoutinq.com. Also please feel free to visit our NCAA 
CERTIFIED Database on our new website at 
www,athletescoutinq,com/cateqory/womens-basketball! for any future 
recruiting needs. We are adding prospects daily. I look fo~ard to hearing from 
you soon regarding                   or any other recruiting needs! 

Sincerely, 

Ralph 

Ralph S. Gedeon 
Director of Scouting 
Athlete Scouting INC. (ASI) 



(954) 288-2961 
rsgedeon~athletescouting.com 

~[[~Twitter ~,~Facebook 
w~wv.at hletescou tin~.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,            I : 15 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW: 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 7:17 PM 
Subject= 

Coach, 

is an elite level Guard with outstanding quickness and athleticism. At 
a legit          posses good size to play both guard positions. As a Combo/Scoring 
Guard, she has an outstanding handle an explosive first step going right or left. She has 
the ability to attack the key at will and finish very well with either hand. When she does 
attack the basket,      can finish in a variety of ways. She has a nice floater or pull-up 
jumper which she uses to score over bigger defender but is not afraid to attack, create 
contact, get fouled and finish. Her pet or favorite move seems to be driving to basket and 
attacking off the 2 foot jump stop or pro hop. She uses this move going either right or left 
while still maintaining control and court vision to either power up through traffic and 
contact and finish or to draw the defense and find an open teammate for easy or wide 
open scoring opportunity. The lost art of the mid-range game is not loss when it comes to 

game. Her ability to attack at full speed and stop on the dime and pull-up and 
knock down the mid range jumper or ability to get into the 10-15 foot area and shoot 
floater make her very difficult to defend. 

Against zone defenses       supreme quickness make it hard for teams to stay in front 
of her. If the ball is being swung side to side, its only a matter of time before she is able 
to penetrate a gap in the zone (as defense is relocating) and create problems within the 
interior of the zone. She is also a very solid 3 point shooter. She can shoot it off the catch, 
the bounce, and spotting up in a corner. Her ability to shoot the deep ball along with her 
elite level quickness and her elite level court vision make her a tough guard. 

Defensively,      has great lateral quickness and outstanding anticipation skills aide her 
in creating turnovers. Whether in the passing lanes or on the ball,      has 
demonstrated the ability to force turnovers and immediately change them into points. If 
she is not defending the ball handler, she likes to come of her person and trap or sneak 
behind the ball handler and force a steal, deflection, or errant pass. She has showed the 
ability to defend the ball full court putting a lot of pressure on the ball and wearing down 



the ball handler. 

Highlights: www.youtube.com/watch 

weakness or limitation at this time can be her shot selection. I love when she is 
in attack mode and trying to get to the basket because it leads to so many scoring 
opportunities for her teammates and herself. Sometimes she will let the defense off the 
hook by shooting the deep perimeter shot. Not that she can’t make the deep perimeter 
shot because she is an above solid shooter from that range but she has the ability to 
impact the game so much more by breaking down the defense and getting into the key 
which will lead to easy scores, free throws and foul trouble for the other team. 

accolades include being named in back to back years 1st Team All 
State Team, 1st Team All South Florida Region, while leading her high school team to 
back to back 2A State Playoff Final 4 Appearance. She was also 

As a she averaged 22.1 PPG, 8.7 APG, 6.7 SPG, 3,1 
RPG. is an elite level guard with all the tools in the class. She has an 
outstanding work ethic and plays hard all the time. is already getting attention and 
offers from High Major Universities. She will be an asset only get better at whatever Mid 
to High Major School she selects to attend. Coach you will find all of 
PERSONAL & CONTACT INFORMATION as well as FULL GAME FILMS, SUMMER 
SCHEDULE, TRANSCRIPTS & TEST SCORES available at 
www.athletescoutinq.com/womens-basketball/ 

If you need any other information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at (954) 288- 
2961 or rsqedeon@athletescoutinq.com. Also please feel free to visit our N(;AA 
CERTIFIED Website/Database on our new website at 
www.athletescoutinq.com/cateqory/womens-basketball/for any future recruiting needs. 
We are adding prospects daily. I look forward to hearing from you soon regarding 

or any other recruiting needs! 

Sincerely, 

Ralph 

Ralph S. Gedeon 



Director of Scouting 
Athlete Scouting INC. (ASI) 
(954) 288-2961 
rs~edeon~athletescoutin~.com 

~Twitter ]~Facebook 
www.athletescouting.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,            I: 16 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams~)unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder(?b~unc edu> 

FW: 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:07 PM 
Subject: 

Coach, 

Here is some information on an outstanding      prospect by the name of 
out of               High School in              At 

about            has a solid frame, and well put together to take on and 
play through contact,        has all the tools needed to be an elite level 
combo guard. She has a strong handle and finishes well with either hand, she 
has the ability to get to the basket at will and she is an elite level perimeter 
shooter with deep range. 

Offensively I consider her scoring point or shooting guard because she can flat 
out fill it up from everywhere. When it comes to scoring the basketball 

has no limits. She has very good speed and plays at great pace. She 
has unbelievable confidence in her abilities to score the ball especially from the 
perimeter. She is outstanding in isolation situations. She will use jab step to 
get her defender leaning and then utilize her quick first step going right or left 
and can get to the basket and finish or pull up and knock down mid range. Her 
game reminds me a lot of Carmelo Anthony of the New York Knicks. Her 
biggest offensive weakness maybe that she will take the pressure of the 
defense by falling in love with the 3 point shot. I have seen her several times 
during her high school season and when she decides she is going to get to the 
basket, I haven’t seen any one person that could stop her. I have seen her 
blow by multiple defenders and finish at the basket on several occasions. She 
has really taken the next step in her offensive game this past high school 
season. Her game has really matured and she knows it. 

Defensively,        game has improved probably more than her Offensive 
game. A year ago I would have labeled her a selective defender, meaning she 
would select which plays to really dig in and get after it. It just didn’t seem it 
was part of her mind set. This is where I give her high school Coach Kelina 



Swarm a lot of credit because she is the first coach that 
had that held her accountable. Beginning of the season, coach Swann 

would bench her if she didn’t give the same effort on both sides of the ball and 
got the message and really improved. There were no limitations to 

her defensively, it was that she needed to change her mind set. By the end of 
her      season,        became a consistently great defender who played 
with the same fire she always had on offense. She always had the lateral 
quickness, athleticism, strength to be an elite defender, now she also has the 
mindset. 

has matured tremendously over the past 10 months and it is 
very apparent in her overall demeanor and activity on and off the court. Her 
work ethic has improved significantly; she has put herself on a strict diet (no 
more junk food) and has dropped close to 15 pounds which has made her 
even quicker. She had a very strong High School season averaging 19.7 PPG, 
5.5 RPG, 3.2 APG, & 3.1 SPG while leading her team to the State Playoffs 

Regional Finals. Her hard work paid off as she was named ist Team 4A All 

State Team, ist team All South Florida Region, and ist Team All Miami Dade 

County. She has positioned herself to havea monster summer circuit season 
and could easily play herself into a top 100 prospect by the end. 

Year Highlights: 
http: l lwww.youtube.com/watch 

Coach you will find all of                 PERSONAL & CONTACT 

INFORMATION as well as FULL GAME FILMS, SUMMER EXPOSURE SCHEDULE, 
TRANSCRIPTS & TEST SCORES available at 
www.athletescoutinq.com/womens-basketball/                 ’ If you need 
any other information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at (954) 288- 
2961 or rsqedeon@athletescoutinq.com. Also please feel free to visit our 
NCAA CERTIF:IED Database on our new website at 
www.athletescoutinq.com/cateqory/womens-basketball/for any future 
recruiting needs. We are adding prospects daily. I look forward to hearing 
from you soon regarding                 or any other recruiting needs! 

Sincerely, 

Ralph 



Ralph S. Gedeon 
Director of Scouting 
Athlete Scouting INC. (ASI) 
~954) 288-2961 
rsgedeon~athletescouting.com 

Ill’Twitter ~acebook 
~wwv.at hletescou tin~.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,            I: 16 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW: 

Froml 
Sent: Wednesday, 
Subject: 

Coach, 

7:01 PM 

Here is some information on a highly skilled and talented Player out of 
is a High Major 

Prospect oozing with talent and potential. At a legit        has dominant size, great 
athleticism, huge hands and a great basketball body, that catches coaches eyes as soon 
as she walks in the gym. Her appearance will catches coaches’ eyes, her athleticism, 
footwork and skill set will wow you.     really worked hard this past high school season 

changing her from an intriguing prospect to an elite prospect. She was named ist Team 

All 2A State Team, 1st Team All South Florida Region, and ist Team All west Palm Beach 
County the last 2 years while averaging 23 Points, 14 Rebounds, 6 Blocks and 3 Steals per 
game this past season, taking her high school team to a repeat trip to the State 2A 
Playoffs Final 4. 

Offensively she can be dominant at times in the post. She has great hands and multiple 
moves to go to when in the post but predominantly just powers thru her defender or 
multiple defenders. She also has a jump hook over her lefL shoulder she likes to use to 
score as well. This year she has added the ability to knock down the wide open mid range 
jumper and even knocked down more then a handful of 3 pointers,     can be an 
relenting beast on the boards when she locked in. She can and will dominate both 
offensive and defensive boards, not just boards in her area but boards outside of her 
area. 

Defensively she is a great shot blocker that will not only block her persons shot but come 
over in help side an block shots as well. Her ability to rebound will limits opponents to one 
shot attempt per possession. She is not afraid of or doesn’t shy away from contact at all. 



She loves playing physical basketball and will bang and through her body around with the 
best of them. 

Highlight Video: www.voutube.com/watch 

The key with     is her being locked in. She will for whatever reason take plays off 
during the game. Part of the reason seems to be fatigue because her high school coach 
Gary Dowling can’t afford to take her out of games for long periods of time. Part of the 
reason maybe that her engine just doesn’t always run high. 

At Boo Williams     April Evaluation    announced to the world that she is a High 
Major prospect picking several high major offers. In my opinion she is hands down the 
best pure post player in the state for the class and if she can learn to play hard all 
the time her potential is limitless. 

Coach you will find all of                PERSONAL & CONTACT INFORMATION as 
well as FULL GAME FILMS, SUMMER EXPOSURE SCHEDULE, TRANSCRIPTS &TEST 
SCORES available at www.athletescoutinq.com/womens-basketball~ 

~ If you need any other information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to 
me at (954) 288-2961 or rsqedeon@athletescoutinq.com. Also please feel free to visit our 

NCAA CERTIFIED Website/Database on our new website at 
www.athletescoutincl.com/cateclory/womens-basketball/for any future recruiting needs. 
We are addinq prospects daily. I look forward to hearing from you soon regarding 

or any other recruiting needs! 

Sincerely, 

Ralph 

Ralph S. Gedeon 
Director of Scouting 
Athlete Scouting INC. (ASI) 
(954) 288-2961 
rsgedeon@~athletescouting.com 

i~]~Twitter ~Facebook 
~wwv.at hletescou ting.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 1:36 PM 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, A~drew G <acalder@unc edu>; 
Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,z, illiams@unc edu> 

FW: Boro UPDATED GRID (7-8) 

Grid - Boro (7-8) xls 

From: Brandon Miller [rnailto: 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 12:02 PM 
Subject: Boro UPDATED GRID (7-8) 

~gmail.corn] 

Coach 

Attached is Boro grid UPDATED They only have one double court Its on Monday at 4:30 and the game that 
caused it was moved from NCC 1 which is now open 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 3:09 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@uric edu>; 
Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,z, illiams@unc edu> 

FW: AAU Orlando through 2:40 

Grid - AAU Orlando (7-8 through 2 40) xls 

From: Grid Guru [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 2:14 PM 
Subject: AAU Orlando through 2:40 

Coach 

Attached is AAU through 2:40 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@email unc edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 12:3 I AM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu> 

Fwd: Sport Financial Comparison Study 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ballen, Mattina K" <mballen~)unc edu> 
Date: July 18, 2013, 12:39:15 PMEDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchellU&unc edu> 
Cc: "Miller, Beth" <bethmillerat~unc edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac~)email unc edu>, 
"Law, Greg A" <greg law~)unc edu> 
Subject: Sport Financial Comparison Study 

I received your phone message the other day. I am trying to identify some options for you. 

This summer, we are working on a project that identifies where we stand compared to other peer 

institutions financially. There are three groups we are looking at as part of this exercise. The first group is 

the other ACC institutions. The second group is made up of institutions that the University as a whole 

compares itself to. Finally, the last grou p will be comprised of five competitive peers for you r specific sport. 

We would like your input on which five schools should be included in this section. We took a stab at 

identifying five schools we thought might make your list, however, please add and subtract schools to 

tailor the group to your liking. 

1. Connecticut 

2. Tennessee 

3. Duke 

4. Maryland 

5. Notre Dame 

Additionally, we also want to look at how we measure up against our peers competitively. We are already 

looking at Directors’ Cup points and ACC standings, but we wanted your input on what ranking system you 

use to compare yourself to your peers. This could be a coaches poll, media poll, RPI ranking, or other 

metric that your specific sport uses. We feel that it is imperative that we are looking at our peer 
institutions in the same manner as you do. 

Please reply with your five peer institutions and your ranking metric by the end of the day on Wednesday, 

July 24. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks so much for your help! 

Martina 



Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962 2715 

Cell 

Fax (919) 962-0125 

mballen (~uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Hatchel[, Sylvia R <"O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYD[BOHF23SPDl,T}iCN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHEI,L (SHATCHEI,)> 

Saturda’,, 1:33 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Trace?. D trace?, wiIliams:a~unc edu-" ; Adams. Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>: Calder, Andre** G <acalder@unc edu> 

Sent from m:, iPad 

Bwin Ik~rwarded message: 

Date: 12:43:43 PM EDT 
To: tmdisclosed recipients:: 
Snhject: 
Reply-To: 

~0, ahoo corn> 

avahoo corn> 

The second half of my AAU career is coming up, ~md the schedule is belov~ I have also aaached m? 

AAU learn Name: 
Dead Coach: Demond {D J) Itairston 

Mimtrdze 
Close 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Sunday,             9:55 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Adams, Clarissa <clarlssa adams@uric edu> 

Fwd: Possible Collegiate Recruit, 

Sere from my iPad 

Begin fo~,varded message: 

<bfi~!get cat~!J e.,e(g~ ~te’;en~ edu>, <al~sba ~]aJ~a~a~s~evens edt~>, 



<deatma kting,~,a~t@<crat,t~.n, edu>, <eledv@*te< edu>, <ce(ar*a@wm edu>, 
<yosinl~f~iz cmma~mel c’I/l>, <       ~o~imlsm l~t> 
Subject: Fwd: Possible Collegiate Recruit, 

Hello Coach(s) 

Below is my Battle of Baltimore basketball schedule 

Battle of Baltimore 

Date: Time: Court# Place: 

9:00 Aivl 2 Park School 2425 Old Court Road, Baltimore, MD 

I 1:20 AM 5 Park School 2425 Old Court Road, Baltimore, MD 

12:30 PM I Park School 2425 Old Court Road, Baltimore, MD 

2:50 PM 3 Park School 2425 Old Court Road, Baltimore, MD 

Thank you, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
To: 

Sent: Wed, 10:27 am 
Subject: Possible Collegiate Recruit, 

Dear Coach(s), 

am vetT/interested in 
playing collegiate basketball for your university I’m playing AAU 
basketball this spring/summer with the My 
graduate year is      Below is my      AAU summer schedule ( i will 
also be doing individual showcases and will keep you all posted ) 

I don’t have the basketball schedule for the Battle of Baltimore, as 
soon as I obtain it, I will fot~:¢ard to you 

Battle of Baltimore 
Baltimore. MD 

Quaker City Challenge 
King of Prussia, PA 



My AAU Head Coach is John E Stone 
~igrnaii clam, also Coach John Fredricks 

]r,~gmail c~lrt Please feel free to contact them with any 
questions anytime either via phone or email I am hoping that you will 
follow me this spring/summer AAU season My AAU organizations website 
is ’~,~,;w %cdef~nde~ s co~t which has all of my slats and tournament 
updates in which I will be participating in 

Also my high school season stats are available at 

Please visit w~.2~52:!~j c~.r)? for my High School accomplishments for the 
season If interested in contacting my Varsity Basketball 

Head Coach her information is as follows 

Head Coach: Tara Currie 
Phone #: 
E-Mail: tar~ cnrlie@~;ay’~e~,i!!ek 12 net 

*** Also a highlight DVD of my 
found on YouTube under 

High School season can be 

Below is a quick summatay of my 

High School Top Performer for Week: 6 
All Middlesex County: Third Team 
3- Point Shooting Leaders: Ranked 3rd In State, 26-79-3 0 
Averaged 178 Points per Game 
Greater Middlesex Conference Division All-Star Team 
Varsity Basketball Team Captain 

Sincerely, 

Phone: 
E-Mail: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 10:53 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: USJN DC 17 C~-id UPDATED (7-21) 

Grid - USYN DC 17 (7-21) xls; ATT00001 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Grid Guru < 
Date: July 21, 2013, 12:45:26 PM EDT 
To: undisclosed-recipients:; 
Subject: USJN DC 17 Grid UPDATED (7-21) 

Coach 

Attached is updated USJN DC 17 G~id They switched some games late on Tuesday in groups M, 
N and P 9:00 on Court 20, 21, 22 and 6:30 and 7:45 on Courts 27, 28, 29 I marked in Bold font 

Also, I missed a team switch in Pool E when changing the other day 
Pool E - E4 - was PA Comets 16 Manning is now Jersey Cardinals 17 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 9:21 AM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@uric edu> 

FW: Nike Nationals Grid 

Grid - Nike Nationals (7-23) xls 

From: Grid Guru [mailto:          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 7:59 AM 
Subject: Nike Nationals Grid 

Coach 

Attached is grid for Nike Nationals 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 4:18 PM 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW: NCAA Ce~ified Event - Gifts National Invitational Details - July 27th & 28th 

Gifts National Invitational Master Schedule pdf 

From: Corey Ru$in [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 3:48 PM 
Subject: NCAA Certified Event - Girls National Invitational Details - July 27th & 28th 

Coaches, 
BasketBull will be hosting the Girls National Invitational this Saturday and Sunday, July 27th and 
28th at Springfield College in Massachusetts. The schedule and list of teams is attached to this 
email. 
A college coaching packet will be available at the door. The packet will be $75 for Division I college 
coaches and $30 for Division II 8, III college coaches. Packets are available to purchase online at the 
following links: 
Division I 
Division II 
Division III 
Tournament information is available on our website: 
hr~p://basketbulI or~/t ournament s/~irls-national-invit ationaI 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me: 
Corey Rusin, Tournament Director 

Email: corey, rusin~basketbull.orq 

Sincerely, 
Corey Rusin 

Corey Rusin 
Girls Director 
BasketBull, LLC 
corev, rusin(~basketbull.oro 

(cell) 
ww~v basketbull or~ 

Upcoming Events: 



July 27-28, 2013 - Girts Natiot~at t~vi~attor~t (NCAA 
October 12-13, 2013 - Girls Columbus Day Challenge 

Ask about our BasketBull Skills Challenges and Individual Instruction 
BasketBull is an official licensee of Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 12:18 AM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Carmichael Banners 

image001 png 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Doug Dubay <dou~d~?rainier corn> 
Date: July 23, 2013, 9:08:57 PM EDT 

To: "shatchell@uncaa unc edu" <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 
Cc: "ihi~hgbuncaa uric edu" <ihi~hgbuncaa uric edu> 
Subject: FW: Carmichael Banners 



There is no doorway big enough into the arena to get a mechanical lift inside that is big enough to get a 

person up to the banners. That means scaffolding has to be set up to access the area in order to make the 
repairs. 

Currently there are 11 spans or sections between beams where banners are hung. There are 5 other 

sections that do not have banners, and an additional 2 sections without banners on the fourth side of the 
arena. 

My understanding is that the scaffolding must be rented for a one month minimum, and it is very labor 

intensive to set up the scaffolding and move it from position to position. 

Richard has quoted us approximately ~18,500.00 to rent the scaffolding, set up the scaffolding, and 

provide the labor to install a new banner system. Our thought is to have UNC contract with Richard directly 

to do the work so that you do not have to pay any mark up on the labor that Rainier would have to charge 

if the transaction went through us. 

While Richard is there he is willing to perform other graphic, maintenance, or safety services to the rafter 

and baffle area just for the additional time and labor required. 

What Rainier proposes to provide is a beam and pulley banner system where a large load bearing beam will 

be installed on top of the big blue structu re beams. A second smaller beam will have a slot on the bottom 

in which your banners will attach. The small beam and banners will be raised into position with a rope and 

pulley system attached to the load bearing beam that is mostly hidden by the fabric baffles. 

The advantage of this system is that when your team retires another number, gets to a tournament, or 

wins a championship, your own maintenance staff can lower the banner beam using the pulleys, slide on 

the new banner, and raise the banners back into position, thus saving thousands in installation costs over 

time. 

For Rainier Industries, Lid to produce the custom beams, powder coat the beams Carolina Blue, prep the 

beams for install, provide the needed ropes and pulleys, and ship the beams and supplies to Chapel Hill, 

will cost around 51,900.00 per position. We would recommend changing out all 11 current positions, and 

add a few more positions while the scaffolding is available and paid for. Before these extra beams are used 

for permanent banners, Rainier could print giant grand format banners 10’ x 25’ or larger that could be 

raised and lowered on a daily basis to highlight specific teams, events, or recent accomplishments. 

On a separate note, I did walk out to the main street in front of Carmichael and looked at the pole banners 

installed along the street. The good news is that the banners are still in good shape, and your team did a 

great job mounting the main brackets to the poles. The issue is with the su pport pole plates for the little 

banner rods and how they are attached to the main bracket. All that needs to be done is to pull the 

banners tight, and then tighten the set screw that secures the rod plates to the bracket. 

Thanks again for you r time, and feel free to give me a call if you have some questions or we can be of 

service. 

We very much appreciate the work UNC turns our way, and look forward to serving you and your 

basketball program soon. 

Doug 



Doug Dubay 

Rainier Industries Ltd. Business Development Manager 

dou~d@rainier.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 12:19 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: Carmichael Banners 

image001 png 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Doug Dubay <dou~d~?rainier corn> 
Date: July 23, 2013, 9:08:57 PM EDT 

To: "shatchell@uncaa unc edu" <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 
Cc: "ihi~hgbuncaa uric edu" <ihi~hgbuncaa uric edu> 
Subject: FW: Carmichael Banners 



There is no doorway big enough into the arena to get a mechanical lift inside that is big enough to get a 

person up to the banners. That means scaffolding has to be set up to access the area in order to make the 
repairs. 

Currently there are 11 spans or sections between beams where banners are hung. There are 5 other 

sections that do not have banners, and an additional 2 sections without banners on the fourth side of the 
arena. 

My understanding is that the scaffolding must be rented for a one month minimum, and it is very labor 

intensive to set up the scaffolding and move it from position to position. 

Richard has quoted us approximately ~18,500.00 to rent the scaffolding, set up the scaffolding, and 

provide the labor to install a new banner system. Our thought is to have UNC contract with Richard directly 

to do the work so that you do not have to pay any mark up on the labor that Rainier would have to charge 

if the transaction went through us. 

While Richard is there he is willing to perform other graphic, maintenance, or safety services to the rafter 

and baffle area just for the additional time and labor required. 

What Rainier proposes to provide is a beam and pulley banner system where a large load bearing beam will 

be installed on top of the big blue structu re beams. A second smaller beam will have a slot on the bottom 

in which your banners will attach. The small beam and banners will be raised into position with a rope and 

pulley system attached to the load bearing beam that is mostly hidden by the fabric baffles. 

The advantage of this system is that when your team retires another number, gets to a tournament, or 

wins a championship, your own maintenance staff can lower the banner beam using the pulleys, slide on 

the new banner, and raise the banners back into position, thus saving thousands in installation costs over 

time. 

For Rainier Industries, Lid to produce the custom beams, powder coat the beams Carolina Blue, prep the 

beams for install, provide the needed ropes and pulleys, and ship the beams and supplies to Chapel Hill, 

will cost around 51,900.00 per position. We would recommend changing out all 11 current positions, and 

add a few more positions while the scaffolding is available and paid for. Before these extra beams are used 

for permanent banners, Rainier could print giant grand format banners 10’ x 25’ or larger that could be 

raised and lowered on a daily basis to highlight specific teams, events, or recent accomplishments. 

On a separate note, I did walk out to the main street in front of Carmichael and looked at the pole banners 

installed along the street. The good news is that the banners are still in good shape, and your team did a 

great job mounting the main brackets to the poles. The issue is with the su pport pole plates for the little 

banner rods and how they are attached to the main bracket. All that needs to be done is to pull the 

banners tight, and then tighten the set screw that secures the rod plates to the bracket. 

Thanks again for you r time, and feel free to give me a call if you have some questions or we can be of 

service. 

We very much appreciate the work UNC turns our way, and look forward to serving you and your 

basketball program soon. 

Doug 



Doug Dubay 

Rainier Industries Ltd. Business Development Manager 

dou~d@rainier.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Hatchell. Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL (SHATCHEL)> 

We&lesday. July 24. 2(113 12:25 AM 

Calder. Andrew G <acalder %uric edu>; Law. Greg A <greg~/aw a.unc edu>: Humplnies. Sarah 
<shumph.’ies@unc edu>: Sreinbacher. Rick <rick@uric edu> 

Fwd: UTAD Launches Tennessee Hoops TixPix Contest 

image003 jpg: image001 jpg: image002 png 

Sent from tn? iPad 

Bcginlbn~ardcdmcssagc: 

Date: Ju[? 23. 2013.10:45:56 AM EDT 
To: "Jaclyn \"Jacki/" Silar (isilar’, duaa duke edu)" <isilar’d duaa duke edu>. "Jennifer Strawley 
(i strawlev a ~niami edu)" <i stmwlev’, mimni edu>. "im2v~ ~irginia edu" <im2v’, vh gilfia edu>. "Muffet McGraw 
(mmc~raw a;nd cdu)" <mmc~raw a;nd cdu>. Sue Scmrau <sscmrau~Imailcr &u cdu>. "Hatch¢ll. Sylvia R" 
<shatch¢ll~t tmc cdu>. "Theresa Wcnz¢l (twcnzcl a athletics aatcch cdu)" <twcnzcl a athletics aat¢ch cdu> 
Cc: "Miller. Beth" <betlmdller’tt uric edu>. "Michael Lipitz (michael lipitz’tt ncsu edu)" <michael lipitz’tt ncsu edu>. 
"Vanessa Fuchs (~35~chs’tt admm fsu edu)" <~fuchs aadmin fsu edu>. "kbarbar a CLEMSON EDU" 
<kbarbar’tt CLEMSON EDU>. "waLkerbg a ~ fu edu" <~ a[kerbg’cgs~ fu edu>. "Jill Bodensteiner (ibodenstandedu)" 
<ibodcnst aa~d cdu>. "Tort) Donovan (tadonova~I syr cdu)" <tadonova~I svr cdu>. "mooradio a;bc cdu" 
<mooradio~t bc cdu>. "smcclosk~t vt cdu" <smcclosk a vt cdu>. "Lisa Rudd (Irudd a v[ cdu)" <lrudd~t vt cdu>. 
"Stacey Bmm~ (sNam~’, athletics pii~ edu)" <sbrmmaathleticspittedu>. "Kelb L Mehrtens (melmens’cgamd edu)" 
<mehriens’cgamd edu>. "Swofford. John" <iswofford a theacc or~>. "Lynde. Tim" <tlynde a theacc org>. "Hecker. 
Brad" <bhecker’tt theacc org>. "Duke. A[? ssa" <aduke’ailheacc org>. "Ufnowski. Am?" <aufnowski’tt theacc org>. 
"Curtis. Charlene" <ccurtis a;thcacc or~> 
Subject: FW: UTAD Launches Tennessee Hoops TixPix Contest 

From: Debbie Antonelli [mailto: Nao ~om] 
Sent: Nonday, July 22, 2013 6:0t PN 
To: Finch, Nora Lynn 
Nubje~t; Fwd: UTAD Launches Tennessee Hoops TixPix ContesL 



Debbie Antonelli 

..... Onginal Message ..... 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Monday, July 22, 2813 
Contact: Eric Trainer 
(865) 974-8173 / etrainer@utk.edu 

TIXPIX WEB PAGE: http://www.utspotts com/promotions/tixpix html 

UTAD Launches Tennessee Hoops TixPix Contest 

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.-- Tennessee Athletics is looking for tans who are passionate about Vol and Lady Vol Basketball and are 
excited to share their Big Orange pnde 

The Tennessee Hoops TixPix Contest offers UT supporters a chance to be featured on a 2013-14 men’s or women’s basketball 
season ticket All fans have to do is enter their best fan photo of themselves cheering on the Vols or Lady Vats at a home 
basketball game 

Those interested in taking part may enter their best photo by emailing to Ten n essee(~crowdcameo corn, specifying whether 
they wish to appear on a men’s, women’s or either ticket, or t~veet the photo to @LadyVol Hoops for women’s ticket or 
@Vol Hoops for men’s ticket, using the hashtag #tixpix Be aware that if the Twitter se~ting is on private, the photo will not 
upload into the database. 

The contest will run from Monday, July 22, to 11:59 p.m. on Friday, July 26, and entrants must be 18 years or older to enter. Go 
to the Tix Pix web page at http://w~utspottscom/promotions/bxpix.html to get more info or to submit your photo via links to 
Twitter and email 

Winners, who also will receive t~vo tickets for the game they are featured on, will be contacted by a member of the Tennessee 

Markebng staff Fans must approve the use of their photo on the tickats if selected, and may visit 
httpBttennessee crowdcameo corn/ to view approved photos 

39 

Eric 



cid:51C25D FC-58DC~!951-SA3D-844D6887C DA1 

Eric Trainer 
Associate Director of Media Relations 
University of Tennessee Athletics 
1551 Lake Loudoun E~lvd 
Anderson Training Center, Ground Floor 
Knoxville, TN 37996 3110 

Emaih etrainer(~tennessee edu 
Office Phone: 865 974 8173 
Personal / Sport Twitter: @UTSpaceWrangler / @LadyVo/Hoops 
UT Athletics Website: UTSports corn 
UT Athletics Twi~er: @Vol Sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 8:26 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; Miller, 

Beth <bethmiller@unc edu> 

Fwd: Planning for August 22 Meeting - Rival Partners 

image002 jpg; ATT00001 htm; WBB 16 game 15 team- Partner Options Regional- 
Men pdf; ATT00002 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Pinch, Nora Lynn" <nlfinch@theacc org> 
Date: July 24, 2013, 8:15:11 AMEDT 
To: "Jennifer Strawley (i strawlev~?miami edu)" <i strawleygbmiami edu>, "Theresa Wenzel 

(TWenzel@~taa ~atech edu)" <TWenzel@~taa ~atech edu>, "Vanessa Fuchs 
(vfuchs(7~,admin fsu edu)" <vfuchs~&admin fsu edu>, "walkerb~(7~,w[’u edu" <walkerbg(7~,wfu edu>, 
"kbarbar~?CLEMSON EDU" <kbarbargbCLEMSON EDU>, "bmillergbuncaa uric edu" 
<bmillergbuncaa uric edu>, "Michael Lipitz (michael lipitz~?ncsu edu)" 
<michael liNtzgbncsu edu>, "Jaclyn \"Jacki\" Silar (isilar@duaa duke eduY’ 
<jsilar~&duaa duke edu>, "jm2v(7~,virginia edu" <jm2y~&virginia edu>, "smcclosk~&vt edu" 
<smcclosk~a)vt edu>, "Lisa Rudd (Imdd~a)vt edu)" <lmdd~a)vt edu>, "Stacey Brann 
(sbrann@atillefics pitt edu)" <sbrann@athletics pitt edu>, "Jill Bodensteiner (ibodenst@nd edu)" 
<ibodenst~?nd edu>, "mooradio~?bc edu" <mooradio~?bc edu>, "TenT Donovan 
(tadonova~?syr edu)" <tadonovagbsvr edu>, "Christine Krellwitz (christinegbgocards corn)" 
<christinegbgocards corn> 
Cc: "Swofford, John" ~iswofford@theacc org>, "Hecker, Brad" <bhecker@ti~eacc org>, "Duke, 
Alyssa" <adukegbtheacc or~>, "Curtis, Charlene" <ccurtis~?theacc or~>, "Ufnowski, Amy" 
<aufnowskigbtheacc or~>, "Audra Smith (audra~?clemson edu)" <audragbclemson edu>, "Dennis 

Wolff (diwolff@vt edul" <diwolff@vt edu>, "Erik Johnson Cerik s iohnson@bc edu)" 
<erik s johnson(-a),bc edu>, "Jeff Walz (j walz(-a),louisville edu)" <j walz(7~,louisville edu>, "Jennifer 
Hoover (hoovedmgbwfu edu)" <hoovedmgbwfu edu>, "Joanne Boyle (Yo4xdgbvir~inia edu)" 
<Jb4xd~?vir~inia edu>, "Joanne P McCallie (ipmccallie~?duaa duke edu)" 

<inmccallie@duaa duke edu>, "Katie Meier (coachmeier@miami edu)" 
<coachmeier(-a),miami edu>, "MaChelle Joseph (mioseph(7~,athletics gatech edu)" 
<mioseph~?athletics gatech edu>, "Muffet McGraw (mmc~rawgbnd edu)" <mmc~rawgbnd edu>, 

"Quentin Hillsman (oihillsm@svr edu)" <clihillsm@svr edu>, "Sue Semrau (ssemrau@fsu edu)" 
<ssemrau(7~fsu edu>, "Suzie McConnelI-Serio (coachmcconnellserio~a)athletics pitt edu)" 
<coachmcconnellserio~a)athletics pitt edu>, "Sylvia Hatchell (shatchell(7~uncaa unc edu)" 
<shatchell(7~,uncaa unc edu>, "Wes Moore (wes moore~&ncsu edu)" <wes moore(7~,ncsu edu>, 

"Lissa L Broome (lbroome@email unc edul" <lbroome@email unc edu> 
Subject: Planning for August 22 Meeting- Rival Partners 

From the Desk o~: Nora Lynn Finch 

TO: 2014-20J.5 ACC Women’s Basketball Committee 



CC:           Commissioner Swofford, Head Coaches, Brad Hecker, Alyssa Duke, Charlene Curtis, Amy 

Ufnowski, 2014-15 Head Coaches 

SUBJECT: Plannin8 for August 22 In-Person Meeting 

DATE: July 23, 2013 

One of the hot topics for our August 22 in-person Women’s Basketball Committee meetin8 will be our 

recommendation to the Athletics Directors at our Fall Meetin8 for rival partners for future ACC women’s 

basketball schedulinB. 

To help you prepare for your vote, I have attached a chart that identifies the ACC men’s rival par[hers and 

identifies proposed reBionalized par[hers that was shared with you earlier. As no one has offered another 

rival partner model, the corn mittee will be asked to vote for one of the models outlined on the charL 

I encourage you to visit with you r head coach and your Director of Athletics prior to our meetinB to help 

define your vote. Feel free to discuss these recommendations with Brad or me. 

Thank you for planning now for our Ausust meetin8 because we will have a very full agenda! 

NORA LYNN FINCH 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Women’s Basketball 

O 336.369.4669 C 
nlfinch~theacc orq 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, SylviaR</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOI~F23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday,             8:30 AM 

Williams-Jolmson, Tracey D <traceywilliams@lmc edu>; Adanls, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fw& 

Sent fiom my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

F rom: ~Lr~y.a3. L c o r~> 
Date: ,2:27:37 AM got 

To: "~J3~.c_l.~£{J.~l~t,;:ia url~; edu" <-.ha che!l@mlcaa 
Subject: Re: 

Hey Coach Hatchell, 

This is                  again, i am just reaching out to you guys so that you know who I am My 
summer has been going pretty well AAU is pretty much over and I did pretty well playing with a few 
teams I also went to the Stanford Camp a few weeks ago and made the All Star team there at camp It 
was a fantastic experience because I was able to play with and against top players that may even 
attend Stanford or other top D1 schools Lastly i am making a shift fiom schools to i 
plan to do great things there and mabey a state run Thanks for your time :) 
Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:38 PM, 

Dear Coach Sylvia Hatchell, 

i would first like to start off by saying i have maintained a    GPA I feel that this is 
extremely important because it shows that not only am I an athlete, but a student athlete 
I have an abundance of interest in North Carolina University My address is 

if you would please send me information about your 
establishment 

I have just finished my     grade year at                                    as my 
first year as the starting point guard averaging 10 points and 10 assists I was awarded 
best defensive player as well as most improved After the season ended I ran track to stay 
in shape I will contact you more to tell you when I play in the summer and hope that you 
can watch me play I will also send you fihn as soon as possible Thanks for yore time 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:35 AM 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@uric edu> 

FW: Bayou as of 8:25am 

Grid - Basketball on the Bayou (7-24 for Wed as of 8 25am) xls 

From: Bmndon Miller [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:31 AM 
Subjeet: Bayou as of 8:25am 

Was able to put in some more games Here is as of 8:25am 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 3:24 PM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@uric edu> 

FW: PSB Elite 32 #1 GRID UPDATE 

Grid - PSB Elite 32 Session I (7-24) xls 

From: Grid Guru [mailto:          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 2:54 PM 
Subject: PSB Elite 32 #1 GRID UPDATE 

Coach 

Attached is updated grid for Elite 32 #1 

They filled in team that was TBD in Stephen Peck Division 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 I 1:00 AM 

Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: ACC Campus Visits- Finch and Curtis 

From: Hecker, Brad [mailto:bhecker@theacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 5:44 PM 
TO: brannc@bc.edu; kbecke4@clemson.edu; ksenger@duaa.duke.edu; mbruner@mailer.fsu.edu; 
cgreene@athletics.gatech.edu; Iphall@miami.edu; greg-law@unc.edu; mjmurra6@ncsu.edu; jbodenst@nd.edu; 
nrivers@athletics.piR.edu; suwball@syr.edu; holsinger@virginia.edu; old07@vLedu; givensjm@wfu.edu 
Cc: mooradjo@bc.edu; kbarbar@clemson.edu; jsilar@duaa.duke.edu; v~uchs@admin.fsu.edu; 
b~enzel@athletics.gatech.edu; mehrtens@umd.edu; j.strawley@miami.edu; Miller, Beth; michael lipitz@ncsu.edu; 
jbodenst@nd.edu; sbrann@athletics.piR.edu; tadonova@syr.edu; jm2y@virginia.edu; smcclosk@vt.edu; Irudd@vLedu; 
walkerbg@~fu.edu; erik.s.johnson@bc.edu; audra@clemson.edu; jpmccallie@duaa.duke.edu; ssemrau@mailer.fsu.edu; 
mjoseph@athletics.gatech.edu; bfrese@umd.edu; coachmeier@miami.edu; Hatchell, Sylvia R; wesmoore@ncsu.edu; 
mmcgraw@nd.edu; sms@athletics.pitt.edu; qjhillsm@syr.edu; Jb4xd@virginia.edu; djwolff@vLedu; hooverjm@~fu.edu; 
Finch, Nora Lynn; Curtis, Charlene; Duke, Alyssa 
Subject: ACC Campus Visits- Finch and Curtis 

Cc: Head Coaches, Women’s Basketball Committee 

Date: July 25, 2013 

RE: ACC Campus Visits- Finch and Curtis 

Nora Lynn Finch (Senior Associate Commissioner Women’s Basketball) and Charlene Curtis (Coordinator of Basketball 

Officials)will be visiting each of you r institutions prior to the star~ of the season. The intent of the visits is to conduct a 

review of game management procedures and conference operational policies, as well as provide a rules change 

presentation to your women’s basketball coaching staff and team. 

To facilitate the planning of these visits, we are asking that you send us you r September/October practice schedules, 

once completed. Nora Lynn and Charlene will schedule the visit around a practice. 

Please reply to the following with you r schedule and we will get back in touch with you to discuss more specifics once 

the master schedule of visits starts to take shape. 

nlfinch@theacc.org 

ccurUs@theacc.org 

bhecker@theacc.org 

aduke~theacc.org 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. 

We hope everyone is not only surviving, but thriving, in an extremely busy month! 



BRAD HECKER 
Director, Women’s Basketball 
Q: 336 369 4670 I C: 
bhecker~theacc ore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@email unc edu> 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 2:09 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu> 

Fwd: Planning for August 22 Meeting - Rival Partners 

image002jpg; ATT00001 htm; WBB 16 game 15 team- Partner Options Regional- 
Men pdf; ATT00002 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Miller, Beth" <bethmiller~?unc edu> 
Date: July 24, 2013, 9:15:54 PM EDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell~t~unc edu> 
Subject: FW: Planning for August 22 Meeting- Rival Partners 

From: Finch, Nora Lynn rmailto:nlfinch(~theacc.ora] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 8:15 AM 
To: Jennifer Strawley (i.strawlevt~miami.edul; Theresa Wenzel ITWenzel~ataa.oatech.edu); Vanessa 
Fuchs (vfuchs~admin.fsu.edu); walkerbo~wfu.edu: kbarbar~CLEMSON.EDU: Miller, Beth; Michael Lipitz 
(michael liDitz@ncsu.edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (isilar@duaa.duke.edu); im2y@virqinia.edu; 
smcclosk@vt.edu; Lisa Rudd (!rudd@vt.edu); Stacey Brann (sbrann@athletics.pi~c.edu); Jill Bodensteiner 
(ibodenst@nd.edu); mooradio@bc.edu; Terry Donovan (tadonova@syr.edu); Christine Krellwitz 
(christine@gocards.com) 
Ca: Swofford, John; Hacker, Brad; Duke, Alyssa; Curtis, Charlene; Ufnowski, Amy; Audra Smith 
(audra@clemson.edu); Dennis Wolff (diwolff@vLedu); Erik Johnson (erik.s.iohnson@bc.edu); Jeff Walz 
(i.walzC~louisville.edu); Jennifer Hoover (hoovedmC~wfu.edu); Joanna Boyle (Jb4xd@virainia.edu); Joanna 
P. McCallie (iamccallie@duaa.duke.edu); Katie Meier (coachmeier~miami.edu); MaChelle Joseph 
(mioseah@athletics.eatech.edul; Muffet McGraw (mmcerawCoJnd.edu); Quentin Hillsman 
(aihillsm@svr.edu); Sue Semrau (ssemrauC~fsu.edu); Suzie McConnell-Serio 
(coachmcconnellserio~athletics.agt.edul; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Was Moore (was moore@ncsu.edu); Broome, 
Lissa L 
Subject: Planning for August 22 Meeting - Rival Partners 
Importance: High 

From the Desk o[ Noro Lynn Finch 

TO: 2024 2015 ACC Women’s Basketball Committee 

CC:            Commissioner Swofford, Head Coaches, Brad Hecker, Alyssa Duke, Charlene Curtis, Amy 

Ufnowski, 2014 25 Head Coaches 

SUBJECT: Planning for August 22 In Person Meeting 

DATE: July 23, 2013 



One of the hot topics for our August 22 in-person Women’s Basketball Committee meetin8 will be our 

recommendation to the Athletics Directors at our Fall Meetin8 for rival partners for future ACC women’s 

basketball schedulins. 

To help you prepare for your vote, I have attached a chart that identifies the ACC men’s rival partners and 

identifies proposed resionalized partners that was shared with you earlier. As no one has offered another 

rival partner model, the corn mittee will be asked to vote for one of the models outlined on the chart. 

I encourage you to visit with you r head coach and your Director of Athletics prior to our meetin~ to help 

define your vote. Feel free to discuss these recommendations with Brad or me. 

Thank you for plannin~ now for our AuBust meetinB because we will have a very full a~enda! 

NORA LYNN FINCN 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Women’s Basketball 

C 336 369 4669 C 
nlfinchOtheacc.orR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday,              10:51 AM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@uric edu> 

FW: Admissions Update: 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 9:31 AM 
TO: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
C~: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Update: 

Dear Sylvia and Tracey, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and 

joining your program. Please see the list below and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment 

plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to you r in-coming class, either 

first year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office 

help you with anything before I leave. 

Please let me know ASAP if I can 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most imporLantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:01 PM 

@bellsouth net < @bellsouth net>; Van Hatchell 
<’           ~gmail corn>; Van Hatchell < @extraordinatyventures org> 

Fwd: Information for Enshrinement Weekend 

Enshrinement Weekend pdf; ATT00001 htm; image003 jpg; ATT00002 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "High, Jane Start" 
To: "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <~acey willia~@ ~nc edu>, "Calder, Andrew G" 
<ac~k]~ r@~nc cd~>, "Adams, Clafissa" <clarissa ada~rn~iaamc cd~>, "Lee, William R Jr" 
<biilv[~:~:~anc edu>, "Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred" ~bca~lie~g~mc cd~>, "Ivo~N Lmta 

"Cheek, Donna E" <dcheek@emai[ tmc ~du>, "Law, Greg A" <~law@~r~c ed~> 
Ce: "High, Jane Starr" ~high L~tmc edn>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" 
Subject: Information for Enshrinement Weekend 

Please see attached the information concerning the Enshrinement and dress attire 
Jane High 
UNC Women’s Basketball 
Admin Assistant 
919-962-5187 ofc 
919-962-2506 fax 
[cid:image003 j~j/!CE~;C55 0 ! CEC540] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday,              8:26 AM 

@email uric edu 

CPR 

Could you please clarify if tomorrow is CPR recertification class or not? I 

Sylvia RHatchell 
Head Coach 
UNCWomen’s Basketball 
919-962-5187 Office 
919-962-2506 Pax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Saturday, August 3, 2013 5:02 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Williams, 
Roy A <williara@email unc edu> 

Fwd: a potential favor from Rives Fleming Collegiate 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Sylvia Hatchell <sS, lvlah~tuh~!lsbaskclb¢,l!.:arap@lolmailc~rt~> 
Date: August 2, 2013, 9:08:00 PM EDT 
To: SYLVIA HATCHELL <~_t_’~r~:aa~£gL c~_~>, JANE HIGH 
Subject: FW: a potential favor from Rives Fleming Collegiate 

Coach Hatchell 

Read the email below Is there anything you can do to help Rives He brings his teams to camp 
every year It would be nice if we could help him 

Jean Law 
Jean Law, Camp Administrator 

From: Aleming~co!l~’~ate 
Date: Fri, 2 Aug 2013 20:51:42 -0400 
Subject: a potential favor 
To: s?~J~ i:~ h a~che!! sb:4 skctb~[~canz~(~ [~o~mg~J corn 

Jean (or whomever checks this email in non-camp season), 

This is Rives Fleming from Collegiate School in Richmond, VA I have been coming to team camp 
for many years, and this has encouraged me to write with a favor I know this is probably not the 
best way to go about this, but you all are my best contact at UNC, so I thought I would give it a try 

A good friend of mine and fellow basketball coach at my school, Barry Pierce, 
Needless to say, it is an awful tragedy, and I 

am looking for a way to help Barry in this tough time 

I am wiring because Barry lives and breathes basketball (he coaches our 8tla grade boys team at tlris 
point, very well I might add), and, specifically, he lives and breathes the University of North 



Carolina I was thinking it would be vel"y special to him if he received a short note or anything from 
UNC 

Would their be a way to pass this request on to Coach Roy Williams or anyone in the boys 
basketball program who might be willing to help out? Anything that we could do I would be vet3z 
appreciative of 

I know this is an unusual way to go about this, but I was thinking it might be a way Please don’t 
worry about it if this goes above and beyond; it was just an idea I am hoping to bling him down to 
UNC this fall for a coaching clinic, or at least to tour the Hall of Fame; I think he will think he is in 
heaven 

Thanks for your time, and, again, please don’t worl2¢ if this is too much It was just an idea Looking 
fotwv-ard to seeing you all next summer Hope all is well and you all are recovering from camp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Saturday, August 3, 2013 5:03 PM 

Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc edu> 

Fwd: Rives Fleming response Collegiate 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Sylvia Hatchell <~,;[viahatchell~ba ked~all~at~np@hot~tnail cotn~> 
Date: August 2, 2013, 10:43:20 PM EDT 
To: SYLVIA HATCHELL <sh~rchell)~tmcaa unc c~n>, JANE FEGH 
Subject: Rives Fleming response Collegiate 

See below 

From: * I[e~,in g~’) col[~gi a te-v a org 
Date: Fri, 2 Aug 2013 22:02:35 -0400 
Subject: Re: a potential favor 
To: ~,y~ l~xrtcb~l!~,baske~bNlca,np(@~otr~ai]:com 

thank you, Jean, for following up so quickly I appreciate anything you all can do You all always 
make me feel a part of the UNC family, so I wasn’t scared to ask I appreciate it Please thank 
Coach Hatchell and anyone else for me 

On Fri, Aug 2, 2013 at 9:15 PM, Sylvia Hatchell <sy)vi;~ha~che!lsbaske~J)~d!camp(~otma:Avom> 
wrote: 

Rives, 

I am so sot-u/to hear this I know this is devastating to Coach Pierce and his family 

I am in Tennessee now, but I have foiaxarded your email to Coach Hatchell I am not 
sure if she is in Chapel Hill as I know she has been on the road for the last 2 weeks 

I will check with her on Saturday afternoon to see if she is in town if she does not 
respond to the forwarded email by then 

Hopefully, Coach Hatchell can get in touch with Coach Williams and honor your 
request 



Jean Law 
Jean Law, Camp Adminstrator 
Sylvia Hatchell’s Basketball Camp / Carolina’s Finest Team Camp 

P O Box 241 I, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office: 919-942-9208 Fax: 919-968-3719 

Philippians 4:13 I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me 

Ralph Waldo Emerson: "Make the most of yourself, for that is all there is of you " 

From: rfiemingS;4 co!le~iare ~, a org 
Date: Fri, 2 Aug 2013 20:51:42 -0400 
Subject: a potential f~vor 
To: sylviah atcttel[ shaske!ha[lcaml.~@!!~ ~[m a~t[, c~wa 

Jean (or whomever checks this email in non-camp season), 

This is Rives Fleming from Collegiate School in Richmond, VA I have been coming 
to team camp for many years, and this has encouraged me to w~fite with a favor I 
know this is probably not the best way to go about this, but you all are my best 
contact at UNC, so I thought I would give it a try 

A good friend of mine and fellow basketball coach at my school, Barry Pierce, 
Needless to 

say, it is an awful tragedy, and I am looking for a way to help BanT in this tough 
time 

I am wiring because Barry lives and breathes basketball (he coaches our 8th grade 
boys team at this point, very well I might add), and, specifically, he lives and breathes 
the University of North Carolina I was thinking it would be very special to him if he 
received a short note or anything from UNC 

Would their be a way to pass this request on to Coach Roy Williams or anyone in the 
boys basketball program who might be willing to help out? Anything that we could 
do I would be velN appreciative of 

I know this is an unusual way to go about this, but I was thinking it might be a way 
Please don’t worry about it if this goes above and beyond; it was just an idea I am 
hoping to bring him down to UNC this fall for a coaching clinic, or at least to tour 
the Hall of Fame; I think he will think he is in heaven 

Thanks for your time, and, again, please don’t worry if this is too much It was just an 
idea Looking fot~:¢ard to seeing you all next summer Hope all is well and you all are 
recovering fiom camp 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 11:59 PM 

@extraordinaryventures org> 

Fwd: INFORMATIONAL: Have a Startup Idea? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Date: August 8, 2013, 8:16:40 PM EDT 

To: <sla~tchcll@uncaa anc eda> 
Subject: INFORlVIATIONAL: Have a Startup Idea? 
Reply-To: <patrick ve~no~(~r~ker, an-flag[er~nr, c edt.> 

Have a startup idea? Wonder if it is feasible? Interested in joining a 
startup team? 

Launching the Venture, a class offered by Kenan-Flagler Business School, 
has been helping UNC grad students, staff and faculty turn ideas into 
startups for 15 years 

If you have a great idea or want to join a startup team, please visit 
the Launch Connections website to post your idea or your skills: 

Apply by Oct 6 at: ,5 ~ laur~ctl tmc edt~ia~ 
Launch Class officially begins Monday, October 21 

Patrick Vernon 
Clinical Assistant Professor of Entrepreneurship 
Executive Director, Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

[a!mcbZ~t!~ce04~ &#9642; tw,iOcr~com/und~l~mch 

This email is sponsored by: Kenan-Flagler Center for Entrepreneurial 
Studies 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~tp: :my w_~c edu. and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday,              12:00 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: SAAC Representatives 

Sere from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lane, Cricket" <crickeff~@unc edu> 
Date:             ,8:27:07 PM EDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell~bunc edu> 

Cc: "Adams, Clarissa" <clarissa adams@unc edu> 
Subject: SAAC Representatives 

you have one representative for the 
additional representative 

Student Athlete Advisor/Council (SAAC) currently 

and you need to submit one (1) 

Please submit your additional representative by Friday, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 

(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 12:54 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>:           @bellsouth net 
@bellsouth net>;              @comcast net 

~comcast net>; johnrhodes@beachballclassic corn 
<johnrhodes@beachballclassic corn>; Betty Jaynes <Betty Jaynes@wbca org> 

Fwd: Pac- 12’s Lanay Scott on NCAA restructuring 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" 
Date: August 9, 2013, 10:25:09 AM EDT 

Subject: Pac-12’s Larry Scott on NCAA restructuring 

With NCAA restructuring imminent, Pac-12’s Larry Scott 
muses on why and how it might happen 

Submitted by Allie Grasgreen on August 9, 2013 - 3:00am 

For the first time in a while, the idea that the biggest and richest college athletics programs might 
circle their wagons and form a new, exclusive, best-of-the-best competitive body seems less 
like lofty_speculation [ I ] and more like an imminent necessity Conference commissioners[2], 
football coaches and even academic watchdog groups like the Kff@~t Commis£~on on 
Intercollegiate Athletics [3] have endorsed the idea in recent weeks 

On Thursday, Wake Forest University President Nathan Hatch, who chairs the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association’s Division I Board of Directors, said the "ambitious" goal is to approve a 
restructuring plan for the NCAA’s top level at tbe board’s August 2014 meeting (Far less likely is 
the occasionally tossed-around theory that the "Big Five" conferences the Pacific- 12, Big Ten, 
Big 12, Atlantic Coast and Southeastern will break away entirely from the NCAA) 

While the details of how exactly this will work have yet to be nailed down for instance, whether 
and under what circumstances these programs would compete with the rest of Division I, and what 
rules they can set and how they would set them the most likely scenario is some subset of the 
current Football Bowl Subdivision members forming a "Division IV" or "super division" Those 10 
conferences (plus the University of Notre Dame, in football only) compete within Division I, along 
with the less wealthy and less competitive members of the Football Championship Subdivision 
conferences 

Despite operational expense~ [’or Division I programs [4] ranging from $5 million at Coppin State 
University in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference to more than $134 million at the Big 12’s 
University of Texas, tbey all play by tbe same rules (except in football) when it comes to recruiting, 
scholarships, academics and safety and the richest programs say this is holding them back The 



simplest and most widely cited example of this is the $2,000 stipend rule [5], which would have 
given athletes more money to cover the ihll cost of attendance The Division I Board of Directors 
pushed the rule through in 2011, only to see "the have-nots" (as the less-wealthy programs are 
sometimes referred to) come out in droves to overturn a provision that clearly would have put them 
at a disadvantage 

And while this and other potential rules changes are often framed in the context of improving 
"student-athlete well’are,’’ there’s no denying that they would also make the biggest-spending 
programs even more dominant (and almost certainly bigger-spending) Athletics directors know 
that, for instance, offering more scholarships and covering full cost of attendance would be a strong 
draw for star recruits 

Due to the extreme variation in size and wealth of programs, this sort of gridlock is common[6] in 
Division I In addition to talk of changing the governance structure, there’s talk of changing who 
exactly governs Right now, that’s college presidents [7] and only college presidents and their 
lack of understanding of the complexity of athletics is partly to blame for that gridlock 

l~.~ide Higl~er Ed spoke with Pac-12 Commissioner LartT Scott, who, compared to his peers in the 
Big Five conferences, has been mlddling [8] in the severity of his calls for change But, along with 
the others, he made pointed comments at recent conference media days that the status quo will no 
longer do Excerpts of the conversation follow 

Talk a little about your vision for the future of NCAA governance, what you think is 
important and how things should transpire from here. 

I’d like to see some evolution in terms of NCAA governance on a couple of different levels I’d 
certainly like to see, for the high-resource schools and conferences, more autonomy and flexibility 
in policy making, because I’ve certainly come to the view that one size does not fit all, and the 
notion of"even playing field" has been an impediment to high-resource schools doing a better job 
supporting student-athletes So fundamentally, we want to support student-athletes better I think 
there is some mlemaking and restrictions that should apply differently, simply put, to schools with 
$60 million to $100 million budgets than they would to schools with less than $10 million budgets 

I’d also like to see that all happen within the big 10 [conferences], if possible, of the NCAA, and 
an overarching governance structure for the NCAA that includes more outside perspectives and 
practitioner involvement, but still maintains the idea of presidential control I think it’s a concept 
that makes sense, but presidential control in my view can be maintained without presidential 
exclusivity 

Have you thought at all about what kind of other structure you would have? You want to 
maintain the idea of presidential control, which would mean still having presidential input. 
But who else is it important to have at the helm? 

I think these discussions tend to get overly complicated To me, there’s two simple concepts that 
are tried and tree and proven that could be applied here One is simply changing the makeup of the 
NCAA board to be a more diverse group without giving up the notion of presidential control You 
could certainly have a significant population of presidents on the board, but you could have 
outsiders on the board You could have athletic directors, you could have commissioners, you could 
have faculty representatives, you could have coaches represented You could ensure that there’s 
presidential control for a diverse board that brought practitioners’ viewpoints and different helpful 
perspectives, which would simply make the board more ePi’ective and more credible 

The other thing you could do and these are not mutually exclusive -- is you could follow the 
model of the Bowl C~ampionshiI~ Ser~es and the Co]!e~e Football PlavoPP [9], where you continue 



to have a board made up just of presidents, but define better -- to more high-level and supe~w-iso~’y - 
- their role, and create a managing board In the BCS and CFP, that’s strictly commissioners And 
in this model it doesn’t have to be exclusively commissioners, it could be commissioners, outside 
business people, outside athletic directors, faculty It could actually be more the management 
running the day-to-day affairs of the NCAA, with certain decisions needing to go to presidents for 
ratification, and they could have veto power That would get presidents out of having to make 
decisions that might be outside their comfort zone and their area of expertise, but still preserve the 
important notion that I support, of presidential control at bottom And in those instances you 
could dismantle some of the very complicated committee and cabinet structures [10] that exist 
currently, but are considered anemic or ineffective 

How do you see athlete welfare factoring into this entire discussion? 

On a lot of different levels I think what’s brought this conversation to a head, to a large extent, is 
the desire from the high-resource schools and conferences to re-look at the scholarship rules We 
want to cover the fhlI cost of attendance [ I I ] rather than just the more limited definition of what 
scholarships are allowed to cover today [room and board no living or textbook expenses, etc] To 
be clear, we’re not talking about paying student-athletes We are talking about using the resources 
that are available to take better care of student-athletes and make sure they’re not at a disadvantage 
compared to other students who can take on jobs du~ing the school year, can work during the 
summer I actually believe student-athletes are at a disadvantage compared to other students in 
financial respects -- other scholarship students I think that’s fundamentally wrong 

The $2,000 stipend, on that note, has been kind of the main talking point for this, but it’s 
about bigger issues than that. What is it, in your view, that the major conferences are not 
getting that they need, that this would help them address? 

Well, decision-making autonomy Othe~wv-ise, right now that issue is still not resolved It would 
have been resolved by now and we would have had a more generous policy in place benefiting 
student-athletes So that’s just one issue There are other areas where I’m sure we’d be up to make 
better progress -- things like minimum academic standards for student-athletes, amateurism rules, 
which need a fresh look Because of the governance structure and every level of school needing to 
be on board, to a large extent, it holds those things up Number of scholarships that are awarded 
Even when it comes to plas~in~g~alles [ 12] -- I sit on the Playing Rules Oversight Panel and I can’t 
tell you the number of times a rule comes up that would be about the safety of the student-athlete, 
and it gets delayed or rejected because not eve~3:body can afford to do it Well, does that mean that 
the schools that can afford to have a safer playing environment for the student-athletes shouldn’t be 
allowed to do it j ust because eve~ayone can’t do it? My answer is no 

And when you talk about academic rules, are you mainly talking about APR minimums for 
low-resource institutions that arel~+t able to keep up [13] as well? 

Yeah I don’t want to get into the weeds of the specific policies, but I think the economic distances 
between schools and the vast differences between schools do hold up our abili~ t~:,r academic 
reform [ 14] as well 

You’ve been less eager to call for immediate major change, and you mentioned you see it 
more as an evolution. Why not act now? 

Well, I am for acting now The media reports were suggesting that this is likely to lead to some 
type ofbreakaway from the NCAA, and I just don’t believe it’s that complicated And I believe 
there’s a sense of focus and urgency I know the NCAA Board of l)i~ecturs [7] is addressing this 
topic at their meetings this month I don’t see any reason why there can’t be proposals developed 



and decisions taken as early as the January NCAA convention [ 15] 

Is there any sense of how things would work under a new division, or some sort of subset of 
Division I, how things would operate in terms of competition and rule-making? Because it 
seems like people want all the schools -- all the Division I schools -- to be able to continue to 
compete with each other, but the non-football sports to be able to make their own rules. Is 
that accurate, and is there any sense of how that might work, or is it still too early to say? 

It’s still too early Those are still some of the details we need to work out I think we’re at more of a 
philosophical and principled stage right now 

Do you think that commissioners should also be seeking input from students and faculty? 

Absolutely I’ve always tried to make sure we get tbe input of student-athletes and faculty 

Do you have a sense of whether athletes and academics think this is a good direction to be 
moving in? 

I don’t know yet, but I’d love to find a role for student-athlete representation in whatever structure 
that we have I’d be all for that 

There’s obviously already a big concern, especially among the academics we write for, about 
the escalation of spending [16] and the so-called arms race, and Oregon’s new |~otball 
building [171 is a good example of that. Would you see that sort of spending shooting up even 
further and faster under a new division? 

I would not To the contrary, I would like to see more of the available resources going to support 
student-athletes, less going to buildings and coachin~ salaries [ 18] 

Because you would have different ways to incentivize students? 

Precisely Right now you’re limited on what you can do, therefore the available resources go to 
other places 

And is there any resistance that yoll~Ve COllie across among the so-called "have-nots," or even 
just the institutions with more mid-level budgets? 

Sure There’s prestige factor, tbere’s the aspirational factor about being part of Division I I think 
we saw it with realignment [ 19] and conferences [20] to a degree It’s important to be sensitive to 
the fact that as many schools as possible want to be considered at the top echelon of NCAA 
Unfortunately, that’s resulted in, sometimes, schools that don’t have the resources stretching to 
eitber try to have football program s or get to a level of "making it" that’s not sustainable for them 
So I’m not sure it’s the healthiest tbing, but I certainly expect that tbere will be resistance to any 
further federation that comes with a new label that only a smaller group of schools and conferences 
might be part of and that has to be weighed up compared to the benefits 

What’s your perception of how the NCAA is or isn’t responding to this conversation? 

I give NCAA President Mark Emmert a lot of credit for initiating the dialogue about governance 
reform He brought in an outside consultant that’ s been working for the better part of the year 
traveling around the country talking to everyone about it, so I think they very much have it on the 
agenda But like a lot of things and reforms, it’s moved slowly and there’s not a lot of progress to 
show I’m hopeful that the recent open discussion at the conference level and the role that our 



commissioners are able to play and our presidents are able to play in bringing some vision and 
focus to this will create a little bit more urgency and focus, which has been lacking 

The other thing I wanted to ask you about is enforcement. Does that play into this discussion 
at all to you? 

Certainly, yeah I th nk there s a real d ssat sfact on w~th the way enfbrce nent s work 
currentl2 [2 I], and it’s certainly something the bigger conferences would like to be transforming 

Would that be something that the system would look potentially a lot different? 

I think it’s too early to say I don’t want to get too much in the weeds on what exactly the outcomes 
will be But yeah, I think there’s some commonality about the current system being too slow, there 
being cultural issues around guilty-until-proven-innocent rather than the other way around, trial-by- 
media with leaks and what not, and other related concerns that are out there 

Anything else you wanted to add? 

I think the only thing I’d say to kind of wrap around it all is, I want the overall discussion to be 
about what the future of college athletics should be and look like, not just what governance and 
how you make the sausage I believe we must not only look at reforming the governance of the 
NCAA, but also at larger issues smlounding college athletics such as student-athlete welfare, 
enforcement, and the one-and-done rule in college basketball 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 
Senior Associate AD for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 4:59 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Light the Night Walk-April Remaly Fundraising-Women’s Basketball 

image001 j pg 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: April Remaly <april ra¥~bduke edu> 
Date: August 12, 2013, 4:23:51 PM EDT 
To: "shatchell@uncaa unc edu" <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 
Subject: Light the Night Walk-April Remaly Fundraising-Women’s Basketball 

{~ood afternoon Coach’. My name is April Remaly. I am participa Ling in the Light the Night walk to 

h ttp://pages.lightt henight.org/ne/I)urh am 131A Ilemal¥ 

April RemMy 
Clinical Research Associate 11 
EUCLID 

Description Description: dcricmyk hi-res[1] 



Subject: 

Altach: 

Halchcll, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL (SHATCHEL)> 
Monday, August 12, 2013 5:23 PM 

High, Jane Start <jkfgb?~;unc cdu> 
Fwd: Head Coaches’ Celebration 

envelope jpeg; footer png; faccbook png; twitter prig; get iphoneapp png 

Sent from myiPad 

Bcgm for~x ardcd message: 



View invitation: 
ww~,~,, paperless post .com/event s/4742404- 

cc5 ld7d51replies!88922808- lafca7b3 
View on map 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the move: Get the iPhone 
app now 

Head Coaches’ Celebration 
Friday, August 23rd at 7:00 PM 

Block this sender "rein your Paperless Post 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 5:50 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: ACC Women’s Basketball on ESPN (13-14)- UNC 
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Sent from my iPad 

Begin foi~varded message: 

From: "Hecker, Brad" <bhecker@theacc org> 
Date: August 12, 2013, 5:40:31 PM EDT 
To: "bmiller~buncaa unc edu" <bmiller~?uncaa unc edu> 
Co: "shatchell@uncaa unc edu" <shatchell@uncaa unc edu>, "Finch, Nora Lynn" 
<nlfinch(~,theacc or~>, "Duke, Alyssa" <adukeU&theacc org>, "Ufnowski, Amy" 
<aufnowski~btheacc or~>, "Curtis, Charlene" <ccurtis~?theacc or~> 
Subject: ACC Women’s Basketball on ESPN (13-14)- UNC 

From the Desk o[ Noro L!~nn Finch 

TO: Beth Miller 

Sylvia Hatchell 

CC: Brad Hecker, Alyssa Duke, Charlene Curtis, Amy Ufnowski 

DATE: August 22, 2013 

SUBJECT: ACC Women’s Basketball on ESPN (13-14) 

~SPN has finalized the selection of games to be included as part of the ACC regular season broadcasts for 

2013 2014. Below are the game(s) involving your program. 

Tennessee @ North Carolina, Nov. 11, 9p ET, ESPN2 (Marathon) 
Maryland @ North Carolina, Jan. 5, TBD, ESPNU 

NC State @ North Carolina, Jan. 9, TBD, ESPN3 

North Carolina @ Duke, Feb. lO, 7p ET, ESPN2 

North Carolina @ NC State, Feb. 16, TBD, ESPN2 (Play 4Kay) 

North Carolina @ Notre Dame, Feb. 27, TBD, ESPN3 

Duke @ North Carolina, Mar. 2, lp ET, ESPN 

This information is CONFIDENTIAL and CANNOT be released to anyone until ESPN or the ACC releases the 

schedule of telecasts to the media. 

In addition, we are waiting for Raycom/FOX to advise us of clearances so we may begin the selection 

process for the RSN schedule. 



If you have questions, please contact me at your convenience! 

Nora Lynn Finch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:21 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@uric edu>; Law, Greg A <greg law@uric edu> 

Fwd: ACC Women’s Basketball on ESPN (13-14)- UNC 

image001 j pg 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Hecker, Brad" <bhecker~btheacc or~> 
Date: August 12, 2013, 5:40:31 PM EDT 
To: "bmiller~buncaa unc edu" <bmiller~?uncaa unc edu> 
Co: "shatchell~?uncaa unc edu" <shatchell~buncaa unc edu>, "Finch, Nora Lynn" 
<nlfinch@theacc or~>, "Duke, Alyssa" <aduke@~heacc or~>, "Ufnowski, Amy" 
<aufnowski(~&theacc orB>, "Curtis, Charlene" <ccurtis(~t),theacc or~> 
Subject: ACC Women’s Basketball on ESPN (13-14)- UNC 

From the Desk o[ Noro L~,nn Finch 

TO: Beth Miller 

Sylvia Hatchell 

CC: Brad Hecker, Alyssa Duke, Charlene Curtis, Amy Ufnowski 

DATE: August 12, 2013 

SUBJECT: ACC Women’s Basketball on ESPN Q.3-~.4) 

~SPN has finalized the selection of games to be included as part of the ACC regular season broadcasts for 

2013 2014. Below are the game{s) involving your program. 

Tennessee @ North Carolina, Nov. J.J., 9p ET, ESPN2 {Marathon) 

Maryland @ North Carolina, Jan. 5, TBD, ESPNU 

NC State @ North Carolina, Jan. 9, TBD, ESPN3 

North Carolina @ Duke, Feb. 10, 7p ET, ESPN2 
North Carolina @ NC State, Feb. 16, TBD, ESPN2 {Play 4Kay) 

North Carolina @ Notre Dame, Feb. 27, TBD, ESPN3 

Duke @ North Carolina, Mar. 2, lp ET, ESPN 

This information is CONFIDENTIAL and CANNOT be released to anyone until EBPN or the ACC releases the 

schedule of telecasts to the media. 

In addition, we are waiting for Raycom/FOX to advise us of clearances so we may begin the selection 

process for the RSN schedule. 



If you have questions, please contact me at your convenience! 

Nora Lynn Finch 

BRAD HECKER 
Director, Women’s Basketball 

O 336.369.4670 C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday,                3:34 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Welcome Picnic on 

image002 jpg; ATT00001 htm; Picnic docx; ATT00002 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ,~? email unc edu> 
Date: 2:47:48 PM EDT 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups unc edu>, UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
<uncaa asstheadcoaches~)~roups unc edu> 
Co: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket(cbunc edu> 
Subject:      Welcome Picnic on 

Hello Coaches, 

Hope you all have a good summer. 

Please join us for the     Welcome Back Picnic on Monday           ~ from 6pm to 7:15pm in the Eddie 

Smith Field House. It’s a kick-off gathering for        season, with all the student-athletes and coaches 

are invited. We will have Barbeque food and different sport stations for everyone to have some fun. Also, 

there are some "vendor booths" of various campus resources, which will be helpful for student athletes. 

And it will be followed by the first Carolina CREED Meeting that all first year student athletes are required 

to attend. 

So olease make sure you let your student-athletes know and come to this event! Looking forward to seeing 

everyone on Please direct any questions to @live.u nc.edu, ). Thank you. 

Best, 

Cricket & 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,                2:27 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu> 

FW: 

Froml 
Sent: Thursday, 
TO: HaLchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: 

~cuemail.net] 
11:46 AM 

Hi Coach Hatchell! 

My name is               and I’m very interested in your team My gpa has been above a    my entire school 
career Also, I recently got first team all district and first team all region Please contact me for any information 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,                7:33 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; Williams- 
Johnson, Tracey D <traceywilliams@unc edu> 

Fwd: Carolina Men’s Basketball Schedule 

MBB Schedule docx; ATT00001 htm; Schedule pdf; ATT00002 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner~?unc edu> 
Date: August 22, 2013, 3:00:12 PM EDT 
To: UNCAA-Eve~ayone <uncaa-ever¥one~b~roups unc edu>, "McFarland, Michael B" 
<mike mcfarland~?unc edu>, "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs~bunc edu>, "Moon, Karen B" 

<karen moon~bunc edu>, "Dibbert, Douglas Steven" <ddibbert@email uric edu>, Aaron Keck 
<akeck(~&wchl corn>, Aaron Schoonmaker <aschoonmaker(~&wral corn>, ACC Digital Network 
<production~btheaccdn corn>, Andrew Carter <aca~er~bnewsobserver corn>, Andy Siegel 
<asie~el~btheACCDN corn>, "Chansky, Art" <Art~bchapelboro corn>, Barry Leffier 

<bleffier@wchl corn>, Ben Sherman <ben~?insidecarolina corn>, 
f~,live unc edu>, Bret Strelow <           ~,~mail corn>, Brooke P~’yor 

7~mail corn>, Chris Moore <             (~mail corn>, Chris Wright 
<cwright@newsobse~er corn>, Dane Huffinan <dhuthnan@wncn corn>, David Mo~+ison 
<david morrison~bnews-record corn>, Dennis Garcia <sports~?courier-tribune corn>, Ed Hardin 
<ed harding?news-record corn>, Eddie Wooten <eddie wooten~?news-record corn>, Elliort 

Warnock <ewarnock~bnando corn>, Eric Montross <eric~?ramsclub corn>, Harold Gutmann 
<hgutmann@heraldsun corn>, Jared Fialko <ifialko(~a)wral corn>, Jeff Giavley 
<i~r~vlev~?wral corn>, Jerod Brooks <             2b~mail corn>, Jim Connors 
<iim connors~?newsl4 corn>, Jim Heavner <iim(~a?theheavners corn>, Jim Young 
<ivoun~@accs~orts corn>, Jimmy Dupree <idu~ree@her~ldsun corn>, Joe Mazur 
<ioe mazurU&abc corn>, Joedy McCreal’y <JMcCrealw(~,ap org>, John Gwaltney Jr 

h)~mail corn>, "Angell, Jones" <ian~ell~bunc edu>, Kellen Holtzman 
<kholtzman~?hendersondispatch corn>, Kenny Beck <kbeck~bhearst corn>, Mandy Mitchell 
<MMitchell@wral corn>, Mark Armstrong <mark ~ armstron~@abc corn>, "Bowers, Matthew B" 
<mattbowers(~,unc edu>, "Crowe, Michael" <mcrowe(~,unc edu>, Mike Maniscalco 
<mmaniscalco~?999thefan corn>, News 14 Carolina <sports~?newsl4 corn>, News 14 Assignment 

Desk <news~bnewsl4 corn>, Ran Northam <rnortham~bwchl corn>, "Willett, Robert" 
<~-illettUa)newsobse~er corn>, Ronnie Gallagher <r~allagher(~salisburypost corn>, Stephen 
Schramm <schramms(~a)fayobse~er corn>, "Phillips, Steve" <sphillips(~theacc or~>, Leesa Moore 
<lmoore(~,wral corn>, Shawn Krest &aol corn>, Spencer Turkin 

<sturkin@curtismedia corn>, ’ ~?live unc edu>, Derek Medlin 
<dmedlin(~wral corn>, Gieg Barn~s T~mail corn>, Aaron Beard 
<abeard(~ap org>, Brian Bailey <bailey(~wnct corn>, "Bitting, Angelyn S" <abittin~Ua)unc edu>, 
Will Bratton < ~vahoo corn>, Gerry Broome <~broome(~at) or~>, Lauren 
Brownlow < h)¥ahoo corn>, Bill Cole < ~bmindsprin~ corn>, Luke DeCock 

<ldecock(~newsobse~w-er corn>, Brett Priedlander < ,~,yahoo corn>, Todd Gibson 
<cgibson(~wncn corn>, Dave Glenn <d~lennUa)accsports corn>, Adam Gold 
<a~old~?999thet~an corn>, Brian Hall <brnhall~bwfm¥ ~annett corn>, Danny Harnden 



<Danny Harnden(-ab, wghp corn>, Barry Jacobs <      ?~,earthlink net>, Andrew Jones 
~)aol corn>, Fred Kiger <          ~)aol corn>, Adam Lucas <       ibnc rr corn>, 

Tucker McLaughlin <tucker@thenewsrecord corn>, Ken Medlin <kmedlin@wral corn>, Charlie 
Mickens <charlie mickens(~abc corn>, Brian Morrison <bmorrison(~theacc ora>, Dave Nathan 
< ~,gmail corn>, Brian North <bnorth(~wcti 12 corn>, Hayes Permar 
< ~gmail corn>, Adam Powell 7*),yahoo corn>, Derek Rowles 

<derek rowles@abc corn>, Brad Simmons <bsimmons@wral corn>, Mike Solarte 
<mike salarte(~news 14 corn>, Bob Sutton <bsutton(~thetimesnews corn>, Turner Walston 

7~amail corn>, Taylor Zarzour <taylorzg~wfnz corn>, Heather Hirschman 
<hhirschman(~z)theacc oru>, Lindsay Humbert <lhumbert(-abtheacc or~> 
Subject: Carolina Men’s Basketball Schedule 

Note: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
THURSDAY, 

CONTACT: Steve Kirschner (stevekirschner(~,unc.edu; 919-962-7258) 

CAROLINA MEN’S BASKETBALL BEGINS REGULAR SEASON ON NOV. 8TH 

CHAPEL HILL - The University of North Carolina men’s basketball team begins regular- 
season play on Friday,              at home against Oakland University, one of 32 
dates announced today by the Atlantic Coast Conference. 

The Tar Heels have a possible matchup against defending national champion Louisville in 
the Hall of Fame Tipoff Tournament in Uncasville, Conn., and play 2012 NCAA champion 
Kentucky at the Smith Center on 

In addition to 18 ACC games, the Tar Heels play 13 non-conference games and an 
exhibition (      ) against UNC Pembroke. 

Carolina plays Holy Cross and Belmont at home in the Hall of Fame event and faces 
Richmond on              in Uncasville. Fairfield and Louisville are in the other bracket 
and UNC will play one of those schools on November 24th in either the championship or 
consolation game. 

UNC begins December with a trip to East Lansing, Mich., on             to play at 
Michigan State in the ACC/Big Ten Challenge. The Tar Heels then play their final six non- 
ACC games in Chapel Hill, beginning with an in-state matchup against UNC Greensboro 

on             and culminating with a New Year’s Eve game against UNC Wilmington. 

ACC play begins on Sunday evening,           when UNC travels to Winston-Salem to 
play Wake Forest. The Deacons are one of four opponents the Tar Heels play home-and- 
away. The others include Duke, NC State and Notre Dame. Each of the 15 ACC 
schools will play four opponents twice and 10 opponents one time. The Tar 
Heels will play host to Boston College, Clemson, Maryland, Miami and 
Pittsburgh and travel to Florida State, Georgia Tech, Syracuse, Virginia and 
Virginia Tech. 



Carolina plays at Syracuse on           , is host to Pittsburgh on            ~ and 

plays Notre Dame twice (in South Bend, Ind., on           and Chapel Hill on 

). 

Duke visits the Smith Center on            ; Carolina plays at Duke on 
game that will be featured on ESPN’s Gameday. 

The ACC Tournament is at the Greensboro Coliseum. 

A number of games have times and television designations still to be determined. Those 
times and designations are expected to be announced by mid-September. The 11th 

annual Late Night with Roy Williams is Friday, . More details about 
Late Night will be announced in the next few weeks. 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 
Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

f9197 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 1:29 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW: 2013 -2014 Women’s Basketball Schedule 

2013-2014 Women’s Basketball Schedule doc 

From: Timoll, Ashante [mailto:atimoll@SHAWU.EDU] 
Sent~ Monday, August 26, 2013 8:12 AM 
TO:          ~bellsouth.net; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Suhjeet~ 2013-2014 Women’s Basketball Schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,                9:58 AM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,~,illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

FW: 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:12 PM 
To: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject:     PG Is A Diamond Of A Player 

Hey Coach, is a PG at High School. She really impressed me from start to finish in her 

hishlisht. If you are in the market for a point 8uard, she is must to put on your list. I really like her a lot, and I think 

you will too. Here is a link to her hishlisht video, please let me know if she is someone that you’re interested in. She is a 

8reat student as well. Her ACT score is and she has a    GPA. 

Thank You! 
Coach Wim bley 

www ba ,k~tl’ml[rcstur~c corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@email unc edu> 

Friday,               8:14 AM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,a, illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 
Fwd: PG Is A Diamond Of A Player 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Date:              , 10:11:51 PM EDT 
To: <shatchell~?uncaa unc edu> 
Subj ect:     PG Is A Diamond Of A Player 

Hey Coach, is a PG at High School. She really impressed me from start to finish 

in her highlight. If you are in the market for a she is must to put on your list. I really like 

her a lot, and I think you will too. Here is a link to her highlight video, please let me know if she is someone 

that you’re interested in. She is a great student as well. Her ACT score is and she has a     GPA. 

Thank You! 

Coach Wimbley 

www basket bN Ire’:,u m e.co m 



Florida Vision 2015 (Florida Vision Basketball) 

Name 

Beach, 
McKenna 

Pos/ GPA                       ZZP                 .~erse 
Graduat 

HT Unweigh Addre City Star Pho Birthda    y 
ion 

ted ss e ne y Numb 
Year 

er 

PG 
5’6" 13 2015 

Leanne 

PG 
5’7" 00    2015 

G 5’5" 
Fasano, 
Jenni~r 23      2015 

G/F 
Lines, 

6’1" 
Emily 

Middleto 

Gabriela 

3G 
Roker, 

5’9" 
Larissa 

3 

33 

2015 

2015 

2015 

F 
Stramel, 

5’10" 
Lindsay 

Westend 
F/C 
6’2" 

Jordan 

10 

32 

2015 

2015 

www.floridavisionbasketball.com 

Coach Ellis 
cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@email unc edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 6:17 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Leadership Academy: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, September 10) 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Johnson, Shelley H" <shellioat~unc edu> 
Date: September 5, 2013, 5:18:53 PM EDT 
To: "Sapp, Andrew" <masappg~,unc edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansong~,email unc edu>, 
"Kalbas, Brian J" <bkalbas~)unc edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock~)unc edu>, "Somoano, 
Carlos M" <csomoano~)unc edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" <derekg~)unc edu>, "Papa, Donna J" 
<din@unc edu>, "Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders@unc edu>, "Mann, Jan M" 
<janmannU&unc edu>, "Levy, Jennifer S" <jenny levvg~,unc edu>, "Breschi, Joe" 
<breschiat~unc edu>, "Sagula, Joseph A" <isagulagt~unc edu>, "Shelton, Karen C" <kcsat~unc edu>, 

"Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc edu>, "DeSelm, Rich L" <richdeselm@unc edu>, "Miller, Ron C" 
<m~iller2(~email unc edu>, "Paul, Sampson L" <spaul(~unc edu>, "Haney, Sarah K" 
<shaney(-a)email unc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchelV-a)unc edu>, "Workman, Aaron" 
<aworkman(~,unc edu>, "Sanchez, Abel" <abel2sl~,unc edu>, "Smith, Amy Diane" 
<amy smith@unc edu>, "Williams, Andre" <willia46@email unc edu>, "Calder, Andrew G" 
<acaldeff-a)unc edu>, "DiBitetto, Andrew F" <afdibite(-a)unc edu>, "Reckart, Angela" 
<recka~(a~unc edu>                          ~a) aol corn>,               a?gmail corn" 

@~mail corn>, "Holman, Brian" <bdholman@email unc edu>, 
(~,unc edu>, "Gaines, Bl2cant Anthony" <bagaines(-a),email unc edu>, "Kolat, Cary J" 

<kolatat~email unc edu>, "Pemberton, Chelsea Atme" <chelsea pembertonat~unc edu>, "Ducar, 
Chris" <ducarat~unc edu>, "Feifs, Chris" <cfeifsa/unc edu>, "Garth, Christy Lynn" 
<cuarth@unc edu>, "Holliday, Corey L" <chollidav@unc edu>, "Papadatos, Dionisios" 
<dpapa(~,email unc edu>, "Biener, Eric" <beric(-a),email unc edu>, "Hernandez, Erik H" 
<ehhernan~)email unc edu>, rackham <rackham(~a)unc edu>, "Fulton, Grant" <gfultonat~unc edu>, 
"Porter, Grant" <c~tnorter@unc edu>, "Gatz, Gregory" <~u~@unc edu>, "Cathro, Guy" 
<guycathroUa)unc edu>, "Negalha, Jeff" <jneaalhaUa)unc edu>, "Charles, Jennifer S" 
<jenchar(~unc edu>, "Langley, Raymond Joshua" <ilangleg(-a)unc edu>, "Webb, Josh" 
<jdwebb(~,email unc edu>, "Dowd, Katrina M" <kmdowd(-a),unc edu>, "Wigger, Leah Marie" 
<wiu~er@unc edu>,                          @live unc edu>, "VanAlstyne, Mark" 
<coachmvaUa)unc edu>, "Jednak, Matt" <jednak(7~)email unc edu>, "Litzinger, Michael B" 
<mlitzina(-a)email unc edu>, "Hudson, Nicole" <coach huddg(-a)unc edu>. "Mvers. Patrick Jacob" 
<Datmvers(~*)unc edu>, "Barnes, Philip E" <t)barnes(~*)unc edu>, 

tat~unc edu>, "Forbes, Scott" <sforbesa/unc edu>, "Jackson, Scott C" 
<siacksonUa)unc edu>, "Rubin, Stephen Aaron" <mbins(7~email unc edu>, "Gqsselman, Steve" 
<sdgiss(-a)email unc edu>, "Baldwin, Richard Anthony" <tonybaldwin(-a)unc edu>, "Williams- 
Johnson, Tracey D" <tracey williams@unc edu>, "Chinn, Trevor Jacob" <fichinn@unc edu>, 
"Phillips, Tripp" <tphillipsat~unc edu> "Adams, Tyler G" <tadams~)unc edu>, 

/-a)live unc edu>,                                      ~amail corn>, 
7~,gmail corn> 

Cc: "Johnson, Shelley H" <shellio~)unc edu>, "Lane, Cricket" <cricketat~unc edu> 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, September 10) 

** He~ Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 



Who: Head Coaches 

What: Leadership Development Workshop 

Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of se~ice and success] 

** ~sistant Coaches Wor~hop Reminder ** 

Who: Assistant Coaches 
What: Leadership Development Workshop 
When: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 (10:45am-12:OOpm) 

Where: Concourse Club, Loudermilk Center 
Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success! 

* Continental breakfast will be sen/ed. 

(1)Please notify us ASAP if you will not be able to attend. That way, we can plan our room set up 

and catering request accordingly. 
(2) Fol those wiio ale unable to attend this wolkshop, th~!e is a ni~ke up meeting scheduled for 

Wednesday. Septer~ber 18 (10:O0-11:00am) in the 2nd floor Conference Room of Loudermilk 

L~’[[[ ’CIJ 3me Ui’l:bl to a:i:md :lid::cn :his link Go :c, 

Join us on Facebook. Follow us on ]nstaqram. Follow us on Twitter. Subscribe to us on YouTube. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday,                4:31 PM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@uric edu> 

Fwd: Women’s Basketball Endowment Distribution 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: (~,em all unc edu> 

Date: 10:57:46 AM EDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell~bunc edu> 

Cc: "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc edu>, "Law, Greg A" <~re~law@unc edu>, "Miller, 
Beth" <bethmiller(~&unc edu> 

Subject: Women’s Basketball Endowment Distribution 

Coach Hatchell, 

I am a         student in the sport administration graduate program and currently interning in the 

Business Office. Martina Ballen asked me to contact you regarding your endowment distribution for 2013. 

Based on the information from Diane Aldridge of the Rams Club the distribution amount is as follows: 

Women’s Basketball Operating Endowment $1,503,30 

Please let me know by Friday,                if you want this amount distributed to your Athletics 

endowment income account or you would like the amount reinvested to increase the principal balance. 

Best wishes for a successful year! 

Graduate Intern I Athletic Business Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Saturday,                   9:50 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@uric edu>; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred <jbeaulie@unc edu> 

Fwd: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form docx; ATT00001 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fo~varded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <A SPSA~I alod~@tmcA.d.k!> 
Date: ~ ,3:37:14 PM EDT 
To: @!ive ~n;; ed~> 
Co: "Lee, Jaimie" <[aimle!;;c@~nc edat>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" 
Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for being more than 5 minutes late in your CHEM 

tutoring session on at 7:00pm. This is your first documented infraction and shall be considered 

your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded curnulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have 

a history of infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

Zst infraction - Warning 

2nd infraction - Strike one 

3rd infraction - Strike two 

4th infraction - Strike thr~e 

With Strike three, all tutorial services will be suspended until a mandato~5, meeting with the student, head 

coach, academic counselor, associate director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been 

HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the 

email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be 

signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal 

must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and 

know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session 

prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (AS F SATuto ri!]~(~ u n~: ed u) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments gprn or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before gprn - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Malay or 



direct questions to 919 962 9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919 843 2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Saturday,                   9:53 AM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: Flu Shots 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Alexander. Nicole Lynn" <nlalexan(~,email unc edu> 
Date:                  10:37:15 AM EDT 
To: "Calder, Andrew G" <acalder~)unc edu>, "                            {rblive unc edu>, 

h?~mail corn" < 7b~mail corn>, ’ 
< (~,live unc edu>, :~live unc edu>, " 

’2blive unc edu>, "                            ~?live unc edu>, "Lee, Jaimie" 
<iaimielee@unc edu>, "Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred" <ibeaulie@unc edu>, "Lee, William R Jr" 
<billylee(~a)unc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell(~a)unc edu>, "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" 
<tracey williams(7~unc edu>, "             :~a)yahoo corn" <.             ~yahoo corn>, "Law, 
Cneg A" <~re~ law(~,unc edu>, "High, Jane Start" <ihigh(~unc edu>, "Cheek, Donna E" 
<dcheek~?email unc edu>, "Adams. Clarissa" <clarissa adams@unc edu> 
Co: " ,~a)live unc edu> 
Subject: lqu bi~ots 

The team is scheduled to get flu shots on Thursday              in the Woolen athletic training room 

from 12:30-2:00. If you would like to receive a flu shot during this time, please let me know so that we can 

enough doses for the staff. 

Thank you, 

Nicole 

N~eA~e~w~r, MS, ATC-L 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

nlalexa nd @email.unc.ed u 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:25 AM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@uric edu> 

Fwd: Hotel Pre£erence £or Future Tournaments 

image001 j pg 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin £orwarded message: 

From: "Finch, Nora Lynn" <nlfinchgbtheacc or~> 

Date: September 18, 2013, 8:54:50 AM EDT 

To: "Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc edu> 
Cc: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchellgbunc edu>, "Law, Greg A" <~re~ law~?unc edu>, "High, Jane 

Starr" <ihi~hgbunc edu> 

Subject: Hotel Preference for Future Tournaments 

Good morning, Beth! 

Only a few schools have not yet advised Alyssa or me of their preferences for hotels for future 
tournaments in Greensboro, and Carolina is one of them. The deadline is still a few weeks away, but since I 

have heard from almost everyone, we can move of this selection sooner if the remaining few can assist me. 

Will you please visit with Sylvia to identify her 5 preferences in rank order? 

Thanks, Beth ! 

Nora Lynn 

NORA LYNN FINCH 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Women’s Basketball 

0 336 369 4669 I C 
nlfinch~thea¢c orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 12:38 AM 

Teresa P Inman,    @triad rr corn> 

Re: Details for Junior League of Winston-Salem Speaking Engagement- 9/23/13 

I’m looking fo~,vard to being there on Monday 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 10:00 PM, "Teresa P Inman" 

See you then 

~triad rr corn> wrote: 

I am just following up to make sure you have received the email below and did not have any additional 

From: Teresa P. Inman [mailto: @triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 1:55 PM 
To: ’Sylvia Hatchell’ 
I::e= ’High, Jane Starr’ 
Subject= Details for Junior League of Winston-Salem Speaking Engagement- 9/23/13 

First, congratulations on your induction! I watched your acceptance speech (confession: I DVRed the 

ceremony so I could watch your part and hit the other highlights)! Your message of success being about 

relationships was great! The support that you give and get in teamwork (and life) really does generate 

positive outcomes. I would love for you to share that part with our membership also. So, a focus on 

empowering women, teamwork, and relationships being about success would be perfect for our 

organization. 

Needless to say, we are really looking forward to this! 

Details: The meeting begins at 7pm on Monday September 23rd at Novant Health Forsyth Medical Center 

Conference Center. The address is 3333 5ilas Creek Parkway Winston Salem, NC 27103. It is a pretty 

straight shot down I 40 for you and lust off the Hanes Mall Blvd exit (g190). There is parking in a deck (we 

will provide a free parking voucher) or in the lot directly in front of the hospital. We would love to have 

your arrive at 6:45, if you are able. Your speaking pare begins at 7:30. You are free to leave after you speak 

oryou canstaythroughthemeeting. I will let you andyourschedule makethat determination. Iwill 

present you with a small gift and payment at the conclusion of you r speech. 

Please let me know if I have omitted any other details. I am happyto answer any questions. I can also be 

reached on my cell phone 

Thank you! 



Teresa 

2013-2014 President 
Junior League of Winston-Salem, Inc. 
~,Von~en Buildi~g a Bett~r Con~mu~ity 

president@ilws.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 1:05 PM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Fwd: summer camp 2014 schedule requests 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Field, Jaci" <ifield(~unc edu> 
Date: September 20, 2013, 9:56:33 AJvI EDT 
To: "Calder, Andrew G" <acalder~?unc edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~bemail unc edu>, 
"Kalbas, Brian J" <bkalbas@unc edu>,         @aol corn "         @aol corn>, "Palladino, 
George W" <bpalladino(~unc edu>, "Breschi, Joe" <breschi(~unc edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" 
<cdmock~bunc edu>, "McGrath, Colin B" <mc~rathc~?email unc edu>, "Somoano, Carlos M" 
<csomoano@unc edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" <derek~@unc edu>, "Papa, Donna J" <dio@unc edu>, 
"Morelli, David Dominic" <dmorelli(7~email unc edu>, "Parker, Andrew F" 
<drewp(7~email unc edu>, "Stefanski, Eric Edward" <estefans~a)emad unc edu>. "Gatz, Grego~?~" 
<g~g(~,unc edu>,        (~aol corn"        (~aol corn>, "Mann, Jan M" <ianmann(~,unc edu>, 
"Langley, Raymond Joshua" <ilan~lev@unc edu>, "Sagula, Joseph A" <isa~ula@unc edu>, 
"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs(7~unc edu>, "Law, C~eg A" <~zre~z law(~a)unc edu>, 

(a~aol corn" ~?aol corn>, "Sapp, Andrew" <masapp~?unc edu>, 
"Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders@unc edu>, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc edu>, "Hudson, Nicole" 
<coach huddy(~unc edu>, "DeSelm, Rich L" <richdeselm(~t),unc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" 
<shatchell~?unc edu>, "Paul, Sampson L" <spaul(rbunc edu>, "Levy, Jennifer S" 
<iennv levv~?unc edu> 
Subject: summer camp 2014 schedule requests 

It is almost time for the cam p meeting. Once we have all of the procedures and information ready I will 

contact you with a date. In the meantime, please go ahead and submit your schedule requests so we can 

star~ working on that coordination. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks 

Jaci 

939 612 7239 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R 

Monday, September 23, 20:]-3 :]-:32 PM 

High, Jane Start 

FW: Mac Adams NC Women Basketball Order 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: Angela Love [mailto: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:39 PM 
"ro~ Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject~ Fw: Mac Adams - NC Women Basketball Order 

Sylvia, 

Attached is a proof of the t-shirt. Let us know. 

Thaak you, 
Angela 

Angela Love 
Sales Representative 
Mac Admns Golf Sales 
1515 H-3 Absco Dr 
Little River, SC 29577 
Tel: 843-399-7670 
Fax: 843-399-8325 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: Debbie J                  ~’~¥ahoo.com> 
To: ~yahoo.com" ~yahoo.com> 
Co: Identity Promotions Art Dept          ~’~¥ahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 11,2013 2:49 PM 
Subject: Fw: Mac Adams - NC Women Basketball Order 

Attached are the art proofs for NC Woman’s Basketball logo 
Same print FF/FB 
Please review and reply with approval or let me know 
if you have any questions. 
Thanks Debbie 



Identity Promotions 
843-399-5727 

~vahoo.com 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: Rogers’ Screenprinting-Devin <art~,roqersseinc.com> 
To: Keith Rogers <keith~,roqersseinc.com>; Paul Thompson 

~yahoo.com>; Debbie J ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 11,2013 2:04 PM 
Subject: Re: Mac Adams - NC Women Basketball Order 

,~,yahoo.com>; identity art 

The following attachment is for the NCWB shirts. If there is 
anything that needs to be changed please let us know. If 
not then message us back with your approval. Thank you 

After approval is received we are ~ot responsibIe for mistakes to the art~vork. 

Rogers" Screen Printing & Embroidery 
Phone: (910)628-1983 

From: Debbie J                ~yahoo.com> 
To: Devin Williamson <art((~,roqersseinc.com>; "keith~,roqersseinc.com" <keith(~,roqersseinc.com> 
Cc: Identity Promotions Art Dept ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 3, 2013 1:10 PM 
Subject: Mac Adams - NC Women Basketball Order 

Attached is an order for Mac Adams 
North Carolina Women Basketball 
Same logo on both FF and FB 
2colors / White & Navy see customer layout attached 
Please send art proof for customer approval 
Thanks Debbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:47 PM 

Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: SCHEDULING : LOOKING FOR GUARANTEE GAME 

From: Charlie Buscaglia [mailto:buscagliac@rmu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:47 AM 
"ro: Charlie Buscaglia 
Su~ect: SCHEDULING : LOOKING FOR GUARANTEE GAME 

Coach, 

We are looking to travel for a guarantee game Please get back to me ASAP, if you are looking to bring us out 

Thank You! 

Sineer~.~, 

Cbarlie Buscaglia 

Associate Head Coach 
Women’s Basketball 
Robert Morris University 

Office: 432o3q7-4973 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:15 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu>; High, Jane Start 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarlssa adams@unc edu> 

Fwd: ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament Game Times Set 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Ufnowski, Amy" <aufnowski(~a),theacc or~> 
Date: September 25, 2013, 3:08:20 PM EDT 
To: "Ufnowski, Amy" <aufnowski~?theacc or~> 
Subject: ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament Game Times Set 

For Immediate Release-Wednesday, Sept. 25 

ACC Women’s Basketball News 
Complete Release: http://theacc.co/WBB14ToumeyTimes 

Tournament Bracket: http://theacc,co/WBB14bracket-pre 

ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament Game Times Set 

GREENSBORO, N.C. - Game times and television designations are set for the 203.4 ACC Women’s Basketball 

Tournament announced Thursday by Commissioner John Swofford. The tournament, in its 37th year, will include all 3.5 

teams and will be held at the Greensboro Coliseum March 5 9. 

Seeds 20-3.5 will face each other on the first day of action, while seeds 5-9 will receive a first-round bye and seeds 3.-4 

will earn a double bye. 

Tip times for the first round games on Wednesday, March 5 are set for 3. p.m., 3:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. The second 

and quarterfinal round games are set for 3.3. a.m., 2 p.m., 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Thursday, March 6 and Friday, March 

7. Friday’s quarterfinals will feature the top four seeds facing the winners from the first two days of action. 

The first, second and quarterfinal rounds will be broadcast on the ACC’s Regional Sports Networks (RSN). 

RSN, which reaches in excess of 46 million homes, includes FOX Sports South, FOX Sports Carolinas, FOX Sports 

Florida, Sun Sports, FOX Sports Indiana, Comcast Sports Net Mid Atlantic, New England Sports Network (NESN), the 

YES Network, the Madison Square Garden Network (MSG) in New York and Root Sports in Pennsylvania. All ACC 

games produced as part of the RSN package will also be available via WatchESPN. 

Saturday’s (March 8) semifinal contests will tip off at 5 p.m and 7:30 p.m. live on ESPNU, and the ACC Championship 

game will be held on Sunday, March 9 at 7 p.m. on ESPN. 

Second Round Thursday, March 6 



Game 4: Seed #5 vs Game 1 winner - 11 a.m. (RSN) 
Game 5: Seed #8 vs Seed #9 - 2 p.m. (RSN) 

Game 6: Seed #7 vs Game 2 winner - 6 p.m. (RSN) 

Game 7: Seed #6 vs Game 3 winner 8 p.m. (RSN) 
Quarterfinals - Friday, March 7 

Game 8: Seed #4 vs Game 4 winner 11 a.m. (RSN) 
Game 9: Seed #1 vs Game 5 winner 2 p.m. (RSN) 

Game 10: Seed #2 vs Game 6 winner - 6 p.m. (RSN) 

Game 11: Seed #3 vs Game 7 winner - 8 p.m. (RSN) 

Semifinals- Saturday, Ma~h 8 

Game 12: Semifinal 1 - 5 p.m. (ESPNU) 

Game 13: Semifinal 2 - 7:30 p.m. (ESPNU) 

Championship- Sunday, March 9 

Game 14: Winners of semifinal contests 7 p.m. (ESPN) 

AMY UFNOWSKI 
A~ociate Director, Communications 

O 336.369.1003 C 
aufnowski@theacc.oru 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:34 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: 2015-2017 ACC WBB Tournament Hotel Assignment 

image001 j pg 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Millet-, Beth" <bethmiller(T,~unc edu> 
Date: September 25, 2013, 6:13:08 PM EDT 
To: "Law, Greg A" <~re~ law~?unc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell~?unc edu> 
Subject: FW: 2015-2017 ACC WBB Tournament Hotel Assignment 

From: Finch, Nora Lynn [mailto:nlfinch@theacc.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, SepLember 25, 2013 5:54 PN 
TO: Hiller, Beth 
(:c: Hatchell, Sylvia R; Hecker, Brad; Duke, Alyssa; Pope, Ava (aBoDe(~visit~reensboronc.com/; Demp 
Bradford (d bradford (~o reensborosDorts.om / 
Subject: 2015-2017 ACC WBB Tournament Hotel Assignment 

Beth, 

Thank you for providing us with your top 5 hotel choices for the 2015 2017 ACC Women’s Basketball 

Tournament in Greensboro. If the ACC Cham pionship moves from Greensboro to another location, we will 

revisit our hotel assignments relative to the new host city. 

Carolina has been assigned the Embassy Suites Hotel, your #2 ranked preference. Alyssa will send you the 

sales representative’s name and peRinent hotel information in a timely manner prior to the 2014-2015 

season. If you need to have it prior to next su mmer/fall, please feel free to contact us. 

I look forward to my retu rn to your beautiful campus next Monday to visit with Sylvia and her team. I will 

catch games throughout the season at Carolina, and I plan to star my season on November 8 in Carmichael 

when you host Air Force at 4:30 and on Novem her 11 when you host Tennessee at 9:00. Speaking of the 

Tennessee game, I want to let some of your alumnae know about the game in hopes that a couple will 

meet me for dinner and attend the game. Can you advise me about ticket prices? As you know, I really 

enjoy my visits to Carolina! Go Heels! 

Nora Lynn 

NORA LYNN FINCH 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:42 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu> 

Fwd: Championship’s New Coaching Clinic Website 

image001 j pg; image002 j pg 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <thom mcdonald~?championshipproductions cam> 
Date: September 26, 2013, 11:42:54 AM MST 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell@unc edu> 
Subject: Re: Championship’s New Coaching Clinic Website 
Reply-To: <thorn mcdonal d~? championshipproductions cam> 

Thank you!! Let us know what works for you and the team!! This will be a great video!! We are 
ready when you are!! 
Sent fi-om my U S Cellular BlackBerry® smavtphone 

From: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell~?unc edu> 
Sender: "High, Jane Starr" <jhigh@unc edu> 
Date: Thu, 26 Sep 2013 18:40:15 +0000 

To: ’Thorn McDonald’<thorn mcdonald@chamnionshiooroductions corn> 
Subject: RE: Championship’s New Coaching Clinic Website 

From: Thorn McDonald [mailLo:thom.mcdonald(~chamaionshioaroducLions.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:27 AM 
TO: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: Re: Championship’s New Coaching Clinic Website 

Letters have been faxed (they were accidentally sent face down the 1 st time, but they were resent) 
If you didn’t get them, let me know we will resend them Look at your schedule let me know what 
two days you are looking at We can’t wait to work with you 

On Thu, Sep 26, 2013 at 9:02 AM, Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell(3)unc edu> wrote: 

From: thom.mcdonald@championshipproducLions.com 
[mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproducLions.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:44 AM 

To: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: Re: Championship’s New Coaching Clinic Website 



5152323739 
Sent from my U S Cellular BlackBen~® smartphone 

From: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell(7~unc edu> 
Sender: "High, Jane Start" <ihi~zh@unc edu> 
Date: Thu, 26 Sep 2013 13:26:01 +0000 

To: 
’thorn mcdonald(7~championshipproductions corn’<thorn mcdonald@championshipproductions corn> 
Subject: RE: Championship’s New Coaching Clinic Website 

From: thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com 
[mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:58 AM 
TO: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: Re: Championship’s New Coaching Clinic Wabsite 

You pick the 2 day!! We are in Whatever works for you! Let me know 
Sent from my U S Cellular BlackBen~® smartphone 

From: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell~)unc edu> 
Sender: "High, Jane Starr" <ihi~h@unc edu> 
Date: Wed, 25 Sep 2013 15:55:56 +0000 
To: ’Thorn McDonald’<thorn mcdonald@championshipproductions corn> 

Subject: RE: Championship’s New Coaching Clinic Website 

Thom, 

From: Thom McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@chamDionshiDDrOductions.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 1:18 PM 
Co: Doug Yetman 
Subject: Championship’s New Coaching Clinic Website 

~,, Inline image 1 

Dear Coach, 

Championship Productions is ve~j excited to announce the launch of www.ChampionshipClinics.com -- a new 
website devoted to promoting top coaching clinics and conventions! This site will serve as one-stop-shopping 
for coaches looking for quality learning oppor[unities. Our goal is to quickly become "The World’s #1 Coaching 
Clinic Calendar!" 



Our website will promote the top coaching clinics and serve as a singular source for local, regional and 
national clinics in over 22 sports! Coaches will be able to search for clinics by sport, location and date. Clinic 
directors will have a website dedicated to helping them reach as many coaches as possible and increase 
attendance! 

As a valued partner of Championship Productions, we are very pleased to offer you the opportunity to post 
you r 2013-2014 coaching clinics at no charge. We hope this will be a great way to help promote your 
events! Click on this link to register your clinic. It is easy and FREE! 

1. Create a new account as a clinic director 
2. Enter details of your event (speakers, topics, location, registration details, etc.) 

NOTE: We will be officially launching the site on September 17th and want to make sure that we are able to 
include your coaching clinics in the initial public relations push that we will be doing. 

Thanks so much for your continued partnership with Championship Productions! 

Sincerely, 

Thorn McDonald, 
Coaching Education Director 

Trip Heddck, 
Coaching Education Director 

p.s. If you have any questions about ChampionshipClinics.com, please feel free to contact 
Doug Yetman at doug.yetman@championshipproductions.com. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This c-mail message is inlcndcd only for Ihc use of Ihc individlml or cnffiy Io which il 

is addressed and nmy contaat i]ffornmtion that is privileged, co[ffidential and exempt front disclosme under appticable 
law If you are not fire attended ~ecipient, am" disse]nhmtio]t distribution or copyatg of this co]mnuoicadon is strictb 
prohibited Please noti~ the sender by e-nmil at the address shown and delete or destroy the ofigi]ml message and a][~ 
attaclmtents Thmtk you 

Thorn McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 
(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual 

or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and 
exempt from disclosure under applicable law If you are not the intended recipient, any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited Please notify the 
sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any 
attachments Thank you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, SylviaR </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday,                   10:58 PM 

High, Jane Start <jhigh@unc edu>;           <       @unc edu> 

Fwd: In home visit 

UNC vs NC STate docx; AII00001 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sheila Oliver < 
Date: , 12:31:51 PMEDT 
To. Hatchell, SylvlaR 
C~: H%h, Jane Start <~_h~n,~2unc edu> 
Subject:            In home visit 

Sylvia, 
Do you remember the date you made the in-home visit to house? If’not the actual date - 
how about the year? 
This ariicle states you offered her a scholarship in her freshman year, but it appears the in-home visit 
would have been later in her high school career 

Thin,ks, 
Sheila 

Sheila Quinn Oliver 



From: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMTNIS~.ATfVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPLENTS/CN SYLVIARHATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday.              8:45 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: class on Wed          - AAAD 

Sent fiom my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Janken, Kenneth R" <!~[i!!~2~em~il m’~c ei!u> 
Date:              8:00:22 PM EDT 

Subject: RE: class on Wed.          - ~ 

Indeed you were there and on time and involved in the work of the class I’ve copied Ms Hatchetl on 
this email If this doesn’t get you out &the doghouse, let me know, and I’ll email her directly 

Regards, 
Dr Jmlken 

Dr Kenneth R Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 

h~rg,:,,’uncpress u~c etltcL oo} s,q -805 hlJN 

From: 
Sent: W~nes~ay, 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: class 

7:45 PN 

sorry for the inconvenience, 

is there anyway you could email my coach to let him know I was in class this morning and not only that 

but I was on time my checker said that I wasn’t in my class this morning and I obviously was there 

participating. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday,                 5:51 AM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Homecoming 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Date: 
K~live unc edu> 

8:39:06 AM EDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell~bunc edu> 
Subject: RE: Homecoming 2013 

Mrs. High, 

Best Wishes, 

From: High, Jane Starr <ihigh@unc.edu> on behalf of Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:54 PM 

TO: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Sorry to say but Coach Hatchell will not be able to do this. I know that ] toid you she would but 

circumstances have arised and she is not able to do it. 

Friday 5:49 PN 
Hatchell, Sylvia R 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Mrs. High, 

The 21st at 9:30am would work perfectly. We are so excited that Coach Hatchell is willing to 

participate! Is there a particular place that she would like to film (ie. basketball couP, her office)? 

I look forward to hearing from you, 



From: High, Jane Starr <ihi~h@unc.edu> on behalf of Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday,                 8:31 PM 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

How about the 21st @ 9:30am 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: FW: Homecoming 

12:24 PH 

Hello, 
I hope this email finds you well, My name is and I am the 
for the     Homecoming Committee. One of our campaign themes this year is "i’ll,%: 

We are planning to create a video with key figures on campus simply saying, ’~;t be ale,r,;,. !a;J[,f 

yma?" These videos will be played on several social media websites and other hopefully other 

campus locations. 

The recording of this phrase being said would only take about $0 minutes max, and we would 

really appreciate your participation! 

We are planning to film between the 15th, 16th, and the 21st-24th. We could work around your 

sched ule, for whatever dates and times work best for you. 

Please consider participating and showing your homecoming spirit! 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday,                10:44 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form docx; ATT00001 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSA’I ~**ofing%anc cdu> 
Date: 10:32:54 AM EDT 
To: " < ~/ive unc ~du> 
Cc: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <sh~tchc!l@~nc cd~>, "Calder, Andrew G" <acaidc~2~u~tc e~u>, "Lee, 
Jaimie" <~ aimie!;;c@/~nc eda> 
Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your BIOL    tutoring session 

on           at        This is your first documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have 
a history of infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 
2st infraction - Warning 

2nd infraction - Strike one 
3rd infraction - Strike two 
4th infraction - Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head 
coach, academic counselor, associate director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been 
HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the 

email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be 

signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal 

must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and 

know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session 

prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (,~SPSATu~ e @~g@ u n c:~:d u) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments gpm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before gpm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or 

direct questions to 929-962-9892. 



8en Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Prosram for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919 843 2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday,                10:48 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form docx; ATT00001 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSA’I u*ofing%anc cdu> 
Date: 10:30:59 AM EDT 
To: <    ~dive un,.: edu> 
Cc: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <sh~tchc!l@unc cd~>, "Calder, Andrew G" <acaidc~2~u~tc e~u>, "Lee, 
Jaimie" <j aimie!;;c@unc eda> 
Subject: WeeMy Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PHIL    tutoring session 

on           at        This is your first documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have 

a history of infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

Zst infraction - Warning 

2nd infraction - Strike one 

3rd infraction - Strike two 

4th infraction - Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head 

coach, academic counselor, associate director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been 

HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the 

email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be 

signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal 

must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and 

know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session 

prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (,~SPSLiFu~eI!!~g@un¢:edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments gpm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before gpm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or 

direct questions to 919-962-989Z 



8en Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Prosram for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919 843 2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday,                11:30 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form docx; ATT00001 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <A SPSA~I alod~@at~,~A.d.k!> 
Date:                4:09:01 PM EDT 

Co: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <~&~cchc!!~ui~c e&~>, "Calder, Andrew G" <a, aide1~n~tc edu>, "Lee, 
Jaimie" <i aimie!cCu~ !nc :c~d~’> 
Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your BIOL     tutoring session 

on           at 11:00am. This is your first documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have 

a history of infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 
1st infraction - Warning 

2nd infraction - Strike one 

3rd infraction - Strike two 
4th infraction - Strike thr~e 
With Strike t~ree, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head 

coach, academic counselor, associate director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been 
HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the 

email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be 

signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal 

must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and 

know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session 

prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (AS PSA ruto~ glgg3 u o cx~d~) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments gpm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5prn - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or 



direct questions to 919 962 9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919 843 2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@email uric edu> 

Wednesday,                 4:35 PM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@uric edu> 
Fwd: Last Chance to nominate at wbca org Deadline is this Friday, 

Give him     also 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Adams, Clarissa" <clarissa adams,?uric edu> 
Date:                2:08:23 PM EDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchellK~unc edu> 
Cc: "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <tracer williams~?unc edu>, "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" 
<tracey williams~?unc edu>, "Law, Greg A" <~re~ law~bunc edu>, "Calder, Andrew G" 
<acalder@unc edu> 
Subject: RE: Last Chance to nominate at wbca.orlL Deadline is this Friday, 

From: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Sent: Thursday, 1:42 PM 
To: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Adams, Clarissa; Law, Greg A 
Subject: Fwd: Last Chance to nominate at wbca.oro. Deadline is this Friday, 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Daniella Tmjillo <dtruiillo(~Swbca org> 
Date:               , I 1:18:03 AM EDT 
To: <shatchell~buncaa uric edu> 
Subject: Last Chance to nominate at wbca.or~. Deadline is this Friday, 
Reply-To: Daniella Trujillo <dtrujillo@wbca org> 

Dear Coach: 

LAST CHANCE: Submit your player(s) nomination for the 
Want To Be A Coach" program The deadline is this Friday, 
pm ET No Exceptions 
The nomination form is available here 

WBCA’s "So You 
at 12 



Your player(s) application packet will not be accepted if ALl= documents are not 
included 

PS Also, don’t forget to nominate a player for the Allstate WBCA Good Works Team 
Nominations for this award are due Friday,                 at 5 pm ET No 
Exceptions Log in by clicking here in order to access the online nomination form 
(make sure to log out from any previous session and that you receive a confirmation 
email upon completion) 

Best of luck for a successful season, 

Daniella Trujillo 
WBCA Manager of Events & Awards 
dtruiilloF~wbca org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,                 I 1:02 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,a, illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: Basketball 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 



want to be the first youn~ 8it! from the    to !!ave ~ scholarship to ~o North Caroline University, to 

Please give me ~ chance eve,s/one needs one, howeve~ please just let me know if a[~ytbk;g because 

~eallydo want to set into this university, as is one of the best in academics as well as spo[ts. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 1:20 PM 

@gmail com 

Fwd: Season Tip Off 

image001 jpg; ATT00001 htm; Season Tip Off Schedule docx; ATT00002 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "High, Jane Start" <ihighabunc edu> 
Date: November 1, 2013, 3:52:26 PM EDT 
To: " <@ourclub corn" <~ @ourclub corn>, 

tabourclub corn" <1 ~)ourclub corn>, "’ 
2bgmail corn>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchellabunc edu> 

Cc: "High, Jane Starr" <ihi~h@unc edu> 
Subject: Season Tip Off 

(a)~mail com’" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Halchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL (SHATCHEL)> 
Sunday,                  6:51 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey \~illiamsa;unc edu>; 
Adams, Clarissa <clarissa admns a;unc edu>; High, Jane Start Ejhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin t’om arded message: 

Subject: 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

In summer      your team played against my club                      Unfortunately I was 
injured and unable to play 1 would have loved taking the opportunity to compete with Division 
1 college players 

My name is                 I was born on                                       Since I 
started playing basketball at the age of it has always been what I love doing the most! In 
youth competitions my team and I have always been ve~?¢ successful We won the 
Championship 12 times and I was named MVP of the season several times 

With years I started practicing and playing with my clubs Women’s Team (Division 1) 1 
benefited a lot from competing against more experienced players, and after my rookie season 1 
got the starting            position, like on my youth team 

In                             but with a lot of patience, long rehab and hard work I had my 

comeback 11 months later getting 2 Place with the Women s Team for the first time in club 
history was a great way to finish my Comeback-Season 

Preseason showed me that I am 100% fit! This season we will compete in a new League 
teams - this will provide new experiences and 

chances to improve! I’m vel?¢ excited to have new challenges 



My new goal is, at}er finishing school in           to study and play basketball on the highest 
level possible! After playing 4 European Championships representing        during my career 
and some games as starting in the National Women’s Team last summer I feel like 
l can play on the next level 
It would be an honor for me if you took the time to review my capabilities on the attached 
videos! I think I could be great asset to your team! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday,                  12:46 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr 
<billylee@unc edu> 

Fwd: Athlete 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ¯ @y{~hoo corn> 
Date: , 12:03:54 PM EST 

Subject: Athlete 

Hello, my name is I am more of a combo guard, I play both pg and sg; but mostly pg 
I will be graduating in the year I’m pounds I currently go to 
Highschool and am the starting point guard I transferred from where I was tbe 
secondary point guard right behind who is now attending This 
summer I got selected as one of the top aau players for basketball and I will be in the vypesetx 
magazine tbat will be coming out               But not only am I a good fit for you athletically, I 
am also a good fit academically I have a    GPA, that is the main reason I transferred to      so I 
could have an academic challenge I would love to hear back from you soon! You can contact me 
on my cell               or my email which is              ~:’al~oo cor~ Thank you so much 
for your time, have a blessed day 

Click I~ERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 I 1:05 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: The weekend 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Culler, Ellen B" <eculler(~,unc edu> 
Date: November 6, 2013, 10:59:47 AM EST 
To: UNCAA-EvelNone <uncaa-ever¥one~b~roups unc edu> 

Co: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email unc edu>, @~mail corn)" 
(~,gmail corn>,          ~gmail corn"          (~gmail corn>, "Hawkins, Deborah 

Lynn" <dlhawkin~bpsafetv unc edu>, "Joan~?chapelhillsportswear corn" 
<Joan@chaDelhillsoortswear corn>, "kathv@chaoelhillsoortswear corn" 
<kathy(~chapelhillspovtswear corn>, "Beros-Adrian(3)aramark corn" <Beros- 

Adrian(3)aramark corn>, "Labar, Daniel P (Labar-Daniel(3)aramark corn)(Labar- 
Daniel(~,aramark corn)" <Labar-Daniel(~,aramark corn> 
Subject: The weekend... 

A brief rundown of our activities this weekend through Monday follows. We hope that this will 
assist you with your travels around campus particularly between 4:00 and 9:00 on Friday evening 
and assuming no repeat of fast night’s fire. A her[copter might be in order: 

Friday, November 8 

1:00 1:30 ish pm 
4:30 pm 
7:00 pm 
8:00 pm 
9:00 pm 

Virginia football equipment arrives at Kenan Stadium 
Women’s Basketball vs. Air Force 
Men’s Soccer vs. NC State 
Volleyball vs. C[emson 
Men’s Basketball vs. Oakland 

Doors open at 3:30 at Carmichael, gates open at Fetter at 6:00, doors remain open at Carmichael 
for Volleyball: and doors open at the Smith Center at 7:30 pm. 

Saturday, November 9 

9:30 am 
11:00 am 
12:30 ish pm 

Tar Heel Town opens 
Gates open at Kenan 
Virginia vs. North Carolina kickoff 



Sunday, November 10 

2:00 pm Volleyball vs. Georgia Tech 
]0:00 pm NCAA Field Hockey selection announcement (keeping our fingers crossed to 
host NCAA First and Second Rounds November 16 17) 

Plonday, November 11 

4:30 pm            NCAA Women’s Soccer selection announcement (keeping our fingers 
crossed for a Top Four seed) 
7:30 pm Carm[chae[ doors open (30 minutes earlier than our standard) 
9:00 pm Women’s Basketba[[ vs. Tennessee 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler @ u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday,                7:23 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: APR response from Coach Calder 

What are our new numbers? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Calder, Andrew G" <acalder(-~unc edu> 
Date:                 2:54:34 PM EST 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell~bunc edu> 
Subject: FW: APR response from Coach Calder 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 5:20 PM 
To: Calder, Andrew G; Calder, Andrew G 
Cc: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: RE: APR response from Coach Calder 
ImporLance: High 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:05 PM 
TO: Calder, Andrew G; acalder(~uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: FW: APR response from Coach Calder 
Importance: High 

From: BlanLon, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:01 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: APR response from Coach Calder 

From: Lee, Jaimie 



Sent: Monday, 4:08 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject~ APR response from Coach Calder 
Iml)ortance~ High 

Hi Brent, 

coach Hatchell needs to know our APR from last year and this year’s new one as 
soon as possible. Thanks! why can’t            get an exception on the transfer. 

she transferred to 
Also, what is our 4 year APR that they are turning in to the NCAA? 

Will you please help me answer his questions? Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, SylviaR</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOI~F23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 7:56 PM 

Palanjian, Scott <scot:tp@lmc edu> 

Fwd: WBB Tennessee Mktg Plan 

image003 jpg; ATT00001 htm; Tennessee Marketing Plan- UNC WBB (11-11-13) pdf; 
ATT00002 htm 

G~-eat job Scott Thanks for doing a great job CoachHatchell 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Williams-Jolmson, Tracey D" 
Date: November 8, 2013, 2:42:53 PMEST 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <sb:~tcheit@ut~c e&l> 
Subject: Fwd: WBB Tennessee Mktg Plan... 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Palanjian, Scott" <scog p:f~m c ed~> 

Date: November 8, 2013 at 2:15:18 PM EST 
To: "Culler, Ellen B" <eca!ler~;unc ed~, "Brunner, John F" <John fArllnneri?:)u~c e~m> 
"Warner, Stacey Harris" <~tace w~merr~?~Kc eda~, "Marsh, Patrick" 
<~,an~rs[~il mc e&~> "Steinberg Jason" %~s~einber~?t~/mc edu>, "Miller, Beth" 
<b~hmiller~:tm~cfJu>, "Kimmel, Mark D" <mdkimmcl@~erna ! u~c ~lu>, "Williams- 
Johnson, Tracey D" <~ra~’c~, y~Sams~;t~c e~Jt~>, "Adams, Clarissa" 
<clarissa a~tams(~u~ ~dt~>, "High, Jane Starr" <~ nc ccu> 
Cc: "Plumblee, Jordan L" %~pJumb!e@emai! unc edit> 
Subject: WBB Teunessee Mktg Plan... 

Please find the attached marketing plan for the women’s basketball game against 

Tennessee on Monday night. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Go HeeIM 

Scott 

Scott Palanjian 
Assistant Director of Marketing 
UNC Athletic Depa~ment 
919-962-5499 (W) 

(c) 
ScottP@unc.edu 





Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, SylviaR</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHq723SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday,                   2:23 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, Iracey D 
<tracey williams@mac edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Latta, ivoiy 
<ilattal2@m~c edu> 

Fwd: 

image001jpg;image002png;image003png 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: College Bound Jocks < 
Date:                   1:55:32 PMEST 

Subject: 

Good Afternoon Coach Hatchell, 

College Bound Jocks would like to introduce you to                  This scrappy player is like a 
hornet on defense She has a great instinct for the ball which makes her a leader in steals She has a 

GPA and SAI is scheduled for Januai?¢ Please click on the link below to see 

http://colle.~eboundiocks com/index ~h/basketball!womens-basketball/        -basketball- 
womens~                            html 

To view the video m.fidl.fi~tme dm~bl,~ clic~ on the video once it start.~ to play. 

If you would like to coutact directly please e-mail her at 

Please let me know if there is anything we can do t~or you, we are here to help 

Thanks for yore time, 

Brian Chidester 
Director of Operations 
College Bound Jocks 
313-995-0863 
http://colle~eboundiocks corn/ 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  6:05 PM 

Willimns-Johnson, Tmccy D <traccy \\illiams a~unc cdu>: Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder%unc edu>; Latia, IvoD" <ilatial 2.~a~unc edu> 

Fwd:                 Talented. Versatile Basketball Player, Excellent Student. gpa 

Sent fi’om my iPad 

Begin for~ arded message: 

gpa 

HJ Coach Hatchell, 

information re.qarding our profi!es a~d company 



Athletic Resource provides educated and practical solutions to families 
of athletes navigating the college recruiting process by implementing 
personalized m arketing st r ategies Services include proactive 
marketing and consulting for student athletes and their families. We 
hope that you find that our service is an asset to your institution and 
program. We appreciate your taking the time to review the profile(s) 
we sent to you and hope to provide other top, qualified student 
athletes 

Benefits 

We Assist 



TO: Women’s Basketball Committee and Women’s Basketball Directors of 
Operations 

CC:              Commissioner Swofford, Head Coaches, Brad Hecker, Alyssa Duke, Charlene 
Curtis, Amy Ufnowski 

SUBJECT: Quick Shot Inclement Weather Protocol 

When I visited your campus in September or October, I met with your women’s basketball game 
day manager and discussed the inclement weather protocol Today I write to you to ask that you 
ensure that your women’s basketball Director of Operations fully understands our protocol From 
the perspective of the Conference Office, the DOBO is the designated "hub" for communication 
from the Conference Office to your women’ s basketball staff relative to inclement weather 
throughout the season Brad Hecker will be the "hub" for communication from the ACC staff to 
your DOBO and to Charlene Curtis It is imperative that your DOBO be well informed of the 
responsibilities 

Attached are two vein important documents for your duplication and distribution as appropriate on 
your campus First, on page 21 of the 2013-2014 ACC Women’s Basketball Home Game 
Ma~lageme~ttMamtal, the INTERRUPTED/SUSPENDED GAME POLICY is cited Please read 
it carefully, and if you have any questions, please call Brad, Alyssa, or me right away 

Second, a list of Conference Office staff and member institutions’ DOBO contact information is 
attached Please print and circulate it as appropriate to your staff 

Please be aware of weather forecasts If inclement weather is on the forefront, please communicate 
with the visiting team and Brad Hecker EARLY a week prior to the game if possible If travel 
plans require altering, the traveling team requires time to make the changes Brad will be in contact 
with Charlene, and Charlene will be in contact with the game officials The key principle is 
EARLY COMMUNICATION! The best planning is advanced planning 

Please let Brad, Alyssa, or me know if you have any questions Thank you! 



NORA LYNN FINCH 

Senior Associate Commissioner, Women’s Basketball 

© 336 369 4669 C 



ACC 

Staff Member 

Nora Lynn Finch 

Charlene Curtis 

Brad Hecker 

Alyssa Duke 

ACC Women’s Basketball Staff 

Cell Phone 

bhecker@theacc.org 

aduke@theacc.org 

Institution 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

North Carolina 

NC State 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Directors of Basketball Operations 

DOBO 

Chris Brann 

Kathy Becker 

Kate Senger 

Melissa Bruner 

Catherine Greene 

Libby Ellis 

Lonette Hall 

Greg Law 

Mike Murray 

Katie Schwab 

Nick Rivers 

Cedric Solice 

Sarah Holsinger 

Bill Old 

Jamey Givens 

Cell Phone 

brannc~bc.edu 

kbecke4~clemson.edu 

ksenqer~duaa.duke.edu 

mbrunerC~,mailer.fsu .edu 

cq reene~,at hletics.~at ech.ed u 

lawdawq~uncaa.unc.edu 

mimurra6@ncsu.edu 

kschwabC~,nd .edu 

n rive rsC~,at hletics.pitt .ed u 

suwball~syr.edu 

holsinqer~virqinia.edu 

old07C~,vLedu 

qivensim@wfu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 1:34 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Fwd: UNC WBB SU14 Camps 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Law, C~eg A" <greg law(-~unc edu> 
Date: December 8, 2013, 12:35:16 PM EST 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell~bunc edu> 
Subject: FW: UNC WBB SU14 Camps 

From: Neal, Peter [mailto:Peter.Neal@nike.com] 
Sent: Saturday, December 07, 2013 4:19 PM 
To: Law, Greg A; Miller, Steven L 
Cc: Westendorf, Lauren; Macsisak, Emily; Thompson, Tim 
Subject: UNC WBB SU14 Camps 

Hi Greg and Steve, 

Time for Camp orders! 

Please try and get your order in early. The UNCWBB camp tee order has some special needs. The earlier 

you get your order submitted to the Camp System the more apt we are to meet all your special licensing 

requirements. 

Here is your log on info. 

Link: http://www.niketeamsports.com/CampTees/Camps/default.asp 

Due Dates : Camp Tees 4/1114 

Some additional call outs... 

<! [if !supportLists] >o <! [endif] >cotton tee shit~s $6.50, minimum 150 

<! [if!supportLists] >o <! [endif] >drif[tteeshirts$10.OO, m[n[mum150 

<! [if!supportLists] >o <! [endif] >polos$15.OO, nominimum 

<!--[if !su ppor~Lists]-->° < !--[en dif] --> * basketballs 57.00, m[nirnurn 3.50 



Licensing Information 

Your camp order will need to be approved by your Licensing Director before it can be submitted to NIKE. 
Our records show that Derek Lochbaum is the Licensin8 Director for your school. Once your order is 

completed, you will su bmit you r order online to your Licensing Director for their approval. This will send 

an automatic e-mail, with a prompt to view your camp order, and a request to either approve or deny. 

New this year, once your Licensin8 Director approves the order, it will 8o directly to ou r factory to be 

produced. 

We ask that you take the time to inventory your product as soon as it arrives. Tees & polos will ship 

separately, and from different locations. Polos will ship from the warehouse in April, while tees will be 

shipped from the printer, and can arrive at any time. 

If you have any questions please feel free to let me know[ 

Peter Neal 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchcll, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 7:44 PM 

High, Jane Start <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Coach Hatchcll 

Please let her know that I would bc glad to talk to her when my numbers arc up I will know after tomoawow morning 

Sent fi’om my iPad 

Begin for~\ ardcd message: 

From: "High, Jane Start" 
Date: December 9, 2013, 5:38:01 PM EST 
To: "Hatchell. Sylvia R" <~,ba~ct~e/l@~.~c ed~> 
Subject: Fwd: Coach Hatchell 

.~,¢,m f?om my ~2,rtzon 7/trdess 4G LTE DRO1D 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: FW: Coach Hatchcll 

To: "High, Jane Start" <~tl 2uoc ~du> 
CC: 

Lauren Brownlow is asking to go visit with Coach Hatchell this week Is this a good week? 

Thin,ks 

Date: Monday, December 9, 2023 4:00 PM 

Subject: Coach Hatchell 

I cm~ go through Jm~c for this if need be, but I was wondering if you thought there was m~y wa? I’d be able 
to go visit with Coach Hatchell this week lbr a piece that would run on FOX Sports Carolinas And. quite 
fi’ankly, for me I’ve known her lbr years and she’s always been great to me She’s been in my 
thoughts/prayers since this happened, and all I’ve heard/mad is how strong she’s been through all of this So 
I’d love to bc able to share that in m~ article (as best I cm~, obviously) 

Let me know what you’re thinking, or if I should go through Jane. and I’ll start the process Thanks so much 
in advance 

Oh, and I should definitely be at a game in the vet3" near future I’ll give you a shout via email when I know 
what’s going on there 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 I 1:37 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Christmas Request for Coach Hatchell 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Wilson, Ryan C" <wilson 236~l@buckeye~n ai[ o~t~ ed~> 

Date: December 10, 2013, 10:30:30 PM EST 
To: "sl~mche[l@tmcaa uric edu" <sh~rche!l@ctn~:aa um ed~> 

Subject: Christmas Request for Coach Natchell 

Coach Hatchell, 

My name is Ryan Wilson and I’m student at The Ohio State University. Being a college student, I don’t 
necessarily have the funds to give my Dad the Christmas present he deserves. Since I was born, he’s 
instilled in me Tar Heels basketball, and once the fall arrives, North Carolina basketball has our full 
attention. 

I was hoping for Christmas you may be able to send an autograph for me to give him! It’d mean the world 
to me, and he’d love it (although I think a 7-2 start has suffice!)! My address is: 

RyanWilson 

Again, thank you for everything you do for the UniveNity of North Carolina, and I wish you the best of luck 
going forward! 

Ryan Wilson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, December I I, 2013 8:3 I PM 

sylviahatchellsbasketballcamp@hotmail corn 
<sylviahatchellsbasketballcamp@hotmail corn> 

Fwd: Last year’s camp order 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "High, Jane Start" <ihi~h~bunc edu> 
Date: December 11, 2013, 4:26:16 PM EST 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell@unc edu> 
Subject: FW: Last year’s camp order 

From: Neal, Peter [mailto:Peter.Neal~nike.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, December J1, 2013 J J:28 AM 
To= Law, Greg A 
Cc: High, Jane Starr; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: RE: Last year’s camp order 

HI Gregl 

From: Law, Greg A [mailto:oreo law~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:22 AM 
To= Neal, Peter 
Cc: High, Jane Starr; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: Last yea~ camp order 

Can you email Coach Hatchell and I a copy of last year’s styles and quantities ordered for camp tees? 

Thank you. 

Greg A. Law 
University of North Carolina 
(o) 919/962-9663 
(c) 
email: lawdawu@uncaa unc edu 

<mime-attachment> 



COLLEGE BASKETBALL 

This ~eek in DI Men’s Basketball: 

This week in DI Women s Basketball: 



Top 10: Women’s D1 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 I I : 15 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~ 
<ilattal2@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Carmichael Arena 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Walter Payne 
Date: December 19, 2013, 10:24:06 PM EST 
To: "Grimsley, Richie" <rgrims!e,~(~unc ;:dn> 
Cc. High, Jane Starr 
Subject: Re: Carmichael Arena 

Richie are working on that now because things have changed from our original cost projections 

We will submit after Christmas because I have people out until then 

Thanks 

Walter 

Walter Payne 
President I ImageMark Business Services, Inc 
3145 Northwest Blvd 
Gastonia, NC 28052 
O: 7048654912 I C: 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 9:34 PM, "Grimsley, Richie" <~drnsle,,_~a:unc edu> wrote: 

Sorry, I do also need the cost estimate from you for this work Thank you 

Richie Gfimsley 

Asst Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



919-452-9472 

OnDec 19, 2013, at 4:03 PM, "High, Jane Starr" <jh ~lUa)u~c cd/a> wrote: 

Please let me know that you got this 

From: Walter Payne [~ ai[r~o:walter 

Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:54 AM 

To: High, Jane Starr 

Cc: Jason Harmon 

Subject: FW: Carmichael Arena 

Importance: High 

Carmichael Arena 

Next Steps to Completion 

1 For the attached pictures of areas in Carmichael arena, please provide 
the following: 

a Confer with Women’s basketball officials to insure you understand 
the areas to be designed and wall wrap applied 

b Each participant should measure, design and submit for approval 
their suggested design to improve the aesthetic qualities of the walls 
included as attachments 

c Note all walls will to be wrapped should be flattened and prepped 
prior to vinyl graphic installation 



d All work including design, wall preparation and installation must be 
completed by Friday, J anuary 3 I, 2014 

e Materials to be used for vinyl graphics are: Arlon 8000 vinyl and 
3220 laminate 

f Your bid should include permitting, wall flattening, design charges, 
installation and an agreement to use the above products for installation 

g Winning company must demonstrate its ability to complete this 
project within the time frame required 

h Winning company will be responsible for all permits required to 
complete this task 

2 Your bid should be submitted F~iday, December 27th 

3 All questions regarding this project should be directed toward: 

<UNC Carmichael Pix zip> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, SylviaR</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOI~I:23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 3:50 PM 

Law-, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@lmc edu> 

l:wd: Camp Schedule 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Field, Jaci" <ifieldb-gunc edu> 
Date: December 23, 2013, 2:59:42 PM EST 
To: ’       ~t~aol corn" <       ,@aol corn>, ’                                £t~hotmail corn" 

,@hotmail corn>, "Gaines, BtNant Anthony" 
<ba~aines~t~email unc edu>, ’               ,@varsity corn"                @varsity corn>, "Parker, 
Andrew F" <drewp~email unc edu>, "Sapp, Andrew" <masapp~unc edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" 
<ansonb-gemail unc edu>, "Palladino, George W" <bpalladinob-gunc edu>, "Kalbas, Brian J" 
<bkalbas(a)unc edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmockb-gunc edu>, "McGrath, Colin B" 
<mc~rathcb-gemail unc edu>, "Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano(a)unc edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" 
<derek~(a)unc edu>, "Morelli, David Dominic" <dmorellib-gemail unc edu>, "Papa, Donna J" 
<dip,@unc edu>, "Garth, Christy Lynn" <c~arth~t~unc edu>, "Gatz, Gaegm2¢" <~t~unc edn>, "Law, 
Ca-eg A" <~re~ law,@m~c edu>, "Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders,@m~c edu>, "Mann, Jan M" 
<ianmann,@unc edu>, "Le’~2¢, Jennifer S" <iennv le’~w,@unc edu>, "Breschi, Joe" 
<breschi(a)unc edu>, "Sagula, Joseph A" <isa~ulab))unc edu>, "Langley, Raymond Joshua" 

<ilan~le¥~thmc edu>, "Shelton, Karen C" <kcs,@unc edu>, "Fulton, Grant" <~fulton,@m~c edu>, 
"Fox, Mike" <mfox~thmc edu>, "Hudson, Nicole" <coach hudd%@m~c edu>, "DeSehn, Rich L" 
<richdeselm~t~unc edu>, "Paul, Sampson L" <spaul~t~unc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" 
<shatchell~m~c edu>, "Wigger, Leah Marie" <wigger~unc edu>, "Gaines, Bryant Anthony" 
<ba~aines(a)email unc edu>, "Negalha, Jeft" <ine~alha(a)unc edu>, "Haney, Sarah K" 
<shanevb-gemail unc edu>, "Miller, Ron C" <rmiller2b-gemail unc edu>,         ~aol corn" 

(a)aol corn>, "Frederick, Brad" <brad frederick(a)unc edu>, "Garth, Christy Lynn" 
<c~arth(~gunc edu> 
Co: "Hinton, Reggie" <hinton,@email unc edu>, "Bitting, Angelyn S" <abittin~thmc edu>, "Warner, 
Stacey Harris" <staceywarner,@m~c edu> 
Subject: Camp Schedule 

Attached are the most up~o date camp schedules based on the information I have been given. If you have 

th not sent me your hourly facility schedule, please do so. I will be out of the country from Dec. 25 -January 6 . 

I will have limited, if any access to email and phone messages. I would love to have the contracts to the 

University Cou nsel before the end of Janua ry. Thank you to those that have been timely. 

Have a great holiday! Happy New Year 

Jaci 

<facility hourly schedule 2014 xlsx> 

<Facility Request Schedule - 2014 xlsx> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Halch¢ll. Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(EYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIARHATCHELL (SHATCHEL)> 

Monda), December 30, 2013 8:44 PM 

@bellsouth net             ~abellsouth net> 

Fwd: D1 Bask¢lball Rankings Through D¢c¢mbcr 30 

Sent from in? iPad 

Begin fore aided message: 

llate: December 30, 2013, 12:33:59 PM EST 

Subject: DI Basketball Rankings Through llecember 30 

COLL GE BASKETBALL 

Click oft the di~pl {v imc4~e~ link above if im ~ge~ lo rtot ~ppear 

Updalcd rankings for a[[ D [ [CrqlllS Crql] be Found 

This ~seek in DI Men’s Basketball: 



This week in DI Women’s Basketball: 

Tnp lO:Mcn’sD1 

Too 10: Women’s D1 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGF/OU EXCHANGE ADMTNIS~.ATfVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPLENTS/CN SYLVIARHATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday. January 2, 2014 7:49 PM 

High, Ja~le Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: Cm~ we get m~ update? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Walter Payne <walter pavne(a~ima~emarkonline corn> 
Datm January 2, 2014, 3:18:04 PM EST 
To: "Grimsley, Richie" <r~rimsley(a~unc edu> 
Cc: "Grimsley, Richie" <r~fimslev~unc edu>, "High, Jm~e Start" <ihi~h,@unc edu>, Jason Harmon 
<Jason Harmon(i~,ima~emarkonline corn>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell(a~unc edu> 
Subject: Re: Can we get an update? 

Thin,ks Richie for d~e update Have a great vacation 

All the best, 

Waiter 

Walter Payne 
President I ImageMark Business Services, Inc 
3145 Northwest Blvd 
Gastonia, NC 28052 
O: 70486549121 C: 

On Jm~ 2, 2014, at 3:16 PM, "Grimsley, Richie" <r~rimslev(~unc edu> wrote: 

Yes, I have contacted the Director &Purchasing explaining our Project and what efforts 
have already been made on it Because of the proposed project completion date and the 
efforts already made by hnageMark, i am hoping he will allow us to sole source it to you 
That is completely up to them though If we are not able to justify the sole source, the 

proj ect will need to be bid out to yourself and at least two other vendors I have made d~e 
information provided to me by Jane and Jason prior to the Holidays available to UNC 
Purchasing for the Request for Bid if that is the direction we have to go I think that since i 
have not heard back from them yet, their office has been closed for the Holidays and I am 
awaiting their response I will be leaving tomorrow on vacation until January 13, but will 
still be receiving email on my phone and cm~ keep d~e process moving while away The 
Business Manager in my office, who normally walks through the paperwork with 
Purchasing m~d lamws the process d~e best is aware of what is going on and will be helping 
out in my absence where needed Thank you 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst Director for Facilit~ Planning and Management 
UNC Ad~letics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



919-452-9472 

On Jan 2, 2014, at 3:03 PM, "Walter Payne" <wNter pavne(a~imaRemarkonline corn> 

3145 Noff-hwest Bird I Gastonia NC 28052 

From: Grimsley, Richie [mailto:rqrimsley@unc.edu1 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:33 PN 

To: Walter Payne 
(:¢= Grimsley, Richie; High, Jane Starr; Jason Harmon 
Subject= Re: Carmichael Arena 

I understand, I just wanted to lay out some of the realities of how long the 
process normally takes so there were no unrealistic expectations We will keep 
out fingers crossed and work towards as speedy and first class a completion as 
possible Thanks for all your help 

Richie Grimsley 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 10:27 PM, "Walter Payne" 
<walter pavne(a~imaRemarkonline corn> wrote: 

Thanks Richie The goal was to try and complete the work I dme 
for the 20 year celebration of the national championship team 
which is February 2nd 

I used the 3 1 st because it allows for a few extra days in case 
something went wrong 

Will get size info over to you tomorrow 

Walter Payne 
President I hnageMark Business Selwices, hlc 
3145 Northwest Blvd 
Gastonia, NC 28052 



O: 70486549121 C: 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 6:09 PM, "Grimsley, Richie" 
<r~rimsley(~unc edu> wrote: 

Thank you This is helpful information, but in order 
for UNC Purchasing to invite other vendors to bid 
apples to apples on this project they will need to know 
the size walls that all the scaling and that vinyl 
graphics will be the only t~pe of graphic application 
being used There will probably be additional 
information asked for from Purchasing once they get 
the Purchase Requisition Also, whereas the 
requested completion date of 1/31 could be helpful in 
limiting who is able to meet the requirements of the 
bid, I seriously doubt submittals will be required by 
the stated date of 12/27 As you can imagine, we are 
in a time of year where it is going to be tough to get 
all the necessary approvals and signatures to move 
forward from the Athletics side, not to mention the 
other involved University groups that i am not sure 
about their Holiday availabilit~ That being said, I will 
get the information to the appropriate people as 
quickly as we can and keep this moving forward as 
best I can 

Richie Grimsley 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 4:03 PM, "High, Jane Start" 
<ihi~h~r~unc edu> wrote: 

[mailto:walter.payne@imaqemarkonline.com] 

Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:54 
AM 
To: High, Jane Starr 
Co: Jason Harmon 
Subject: FW: Carmichael Arena 
lmportance: High 

Next Steps to Completion 

<!--[if !supportLists]--> 1 <!--[endif]-- 
>For the attached pictures ef areas in 
Carmichael arena, please provide the 
following 



<!--[if !supportLists]-->a <!-- 

[endif’]-->Confer with Women’s 
basketball officials to insure you 
understand the areas to be designed 
and wall wrap applied 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->b <[-- 

[etldi~-->Each pa~icipant should 
measure, design and submit for 
approval their suggested design to 
improve the aesthetic qualities of the 
walls included as attachments 

--[if [supportLists]-->c <[-- 

[endif]-->Note all walls will to be 
wrapped should be flattened and 
prepped prior to vinyl graphic 
installation 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->d <!-- 

[en dif’] -->All work including design, 
wall preparation and installation must 
be completed by Friday, January 31, 
2014 

--[if [supportLists]-->e <[-- 

[endif]-->Materials to be used for 
vinyl graphics are: Arlon 8000 
vinyl and 3220 laminate 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->£ <!-- 
[endif’]-->Your bid should include 
permilting, wall flattening, design 
charges, installation and an 
agreement to use the above 
products for installation 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->g <[-- 

[endif]-->Wlnning company must 
demonstrate its abilily to complete 
this project within the time frame 
required 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->h <!-- 

[endifJ-->Wlnning company will be 
responsible for all permits required to 
complete this task 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->2 <[--[endif]-- 
>Your bid should be submilted Friday, 

December 27th 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->3 <[--[endif]-- 
>All questions regarding this project should 



<UNC Carmichael Pix zip> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 3:27 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

Fwd: I just saw it on CNN corn: Illiterates in big time college sports 

Sere from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Date: January 8, 2014, 2:10:42 PM EST 

To: <shmchcll@uncaa anc edu> 
Subject: I just sa~v it on C~.’_&o_!2_n.: Hliterates in big time college sports 

EMAILTHIS 
Powered by 

* Please note, the sender’s email address has not been verified 

Have you seen this 

Click the following to access the sent link: 

~ Illlterates in big time college sl~or’~s* 

Get your EMAIL THIS Browser Button and use it to email contem from 
any Web site ~" lick here for more information 

*This article can also be accessed if you copy and paste the entire address 
below into your web browser 
b;rtp:’ ’> ~,w cn~_ cornlv de/data’2 0ivideo0~s~2014i0 liO7ilead-pka.~mlim- 
coil ege-~.vi~-ilh te!~tes cm!.hm!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,                I 1:43 AM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey udlliams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr 
<billylee@unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~ <ilattal2@unc edu> 

Fwd:                                           High School, 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Coach, 

I’ve attached a few clips for                I hope you have an opportunity to watch these, and if 
you have any questions or feedback please contact me at              or 

would love to attend Chapel Hill and continue to play basketball, she has an older 
sister that is currently attending and will soon finish her Jr year 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Sunday, Janua~2¢ 12, 2014 3:36 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Coach Hatchell 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Wayne Roberts < 
Date: January 12, 2014, 3:07:23 PMEST 
To: <!;h~chc[l@uncaa anc eda> 
Subject: Coach Hatchell 

Coach Hatchell: 

It is a pleasure to contact you. I am a big fan of yours, and of the program. I love 
College Sports, and have been collecting Media Guides & Programs for a couple of 
years. Space has now become an issue, so I have decided to turn my focus to 
another hobby. I have a cousin who collects autographed business cards, and he 
enjoys it, and says it is a relatively inexpensive hobby. 

I was wondering if I might trouble you to send me an autographed business card 
to kind of get me going? I appreciate you taking time out of your busy schedule 
for me, and here’s wishing you a successful 2014. 

Wayne Roberts 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINIS~,ATfVF, 
GROUP (FYDIBOIA~23SPDLT)/CN~ECYPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
( SHATCI~EL)> 

Monday, 10:58 AM 

Williams-Jolmson, Tracey D <n’aceywilliams@mlc edu>; Adams, Clm’issa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu> 

Fwd: Basketball Prospect 

Sere fiom nay iPad 

Begin forwmded message: 

Personallnfo 

School: 
Position(s) 

Academics 

GPA: SAT: ACT: 

G~ad Date: 
Desired Major: Computer Science 
Clearinghouse: 

Statistics 

14 Games, 15 Avg. Points, 7.9 Avg. Rebs., 0.7 Avg. Assists, 1.1 Avg. Steals, 54.400 FG%, 48.800 FT% 

View Entire Profile    Not Interested In This Athlete 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,               4:55 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr 

<jhigh@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@uric edu> 

Fwd: Student-Athlete Development Social Media 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~?unc edu> 

Date: 3:10:31 PM EST 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches(Thgroups unc edu>, UNCAA-Senior Staff" 

<uncaa seniorstaff~groups uric edu> 
Subject: Student-Athlete Development Social Media 

All, 

Help us share the positive stories about our awesome student athletes[ UNC student athletes do amazing 
things on and off the field, in the classroom and in the community, but sometimes go unnoticed. 

I have attached a word document with links and example tweets for Outreach, Leadership Academy, and 

SAAC. Your one tweet can make a huge impact! 

Thanks! 

Graduate Intern 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

<UNC SAD - Social Media Examples docx> 



TO: Women’s Basketball Coaches, Women’s Basketball Committee 

CC:             Commissioner Swofford, Women’s Basketball DOBOs, Brad Hecker, Charlene 
Curtis, Alyssa Duke, Amy Ufnowski, Debbie Williamson 

SUBJ£CT: NCAA Uniform Rules Pertaining to Play 4Kay Games 

Altached is an official naenaorandum from Debbie Williamson outlining the uniform parameters for all 
times that your teams will wear pink uniforms in games, which will include the Wear Pink Wednesda5 
games on March 5 at the 2(114 ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament P~ease r~te tha$ t~e ~*~a~ver t~ 

Please ensure that the staffmembers responsible [’or your team’s uniforms receives this NCAA 
memorandum It is important to coordinate your home and a~ ay uniform colors during Februm3, so 
please ask your DOBO to communicate with your February visiting teams to ensure that the 
uniforms will be contrasting in color If?ou have am questions about the uniform parameters, please 
contact Charlene Curtis with your inquiries (As a side note regarding your abili~ to contact Charlene 
directly, please do not provide her contact information to people outside your institution’s women’s 
basketball staff and~or administration, and certainly, do not provide it to fans or media) 

Thank you for hosting Pla5 4Ka? games, and thank you for agreeing to wear your pink uniforms on 
Wednesday, March 5! 

NORA LYNN FINCH 

Senior A~ociate Commissioner. Women’s Basketball 

O: 336.36~.4669 C: 

nlh nchZ~l he acc org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:58 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,a, illiams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu>; Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Ivory Latta 

~yahoo corn> 

FW: 6"4" Shannon Ryan and the Beekmantown Eagles climb to #13 ranked in NY State 
Class B Girls Basketball 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 

Senl: Wednesday, Janlmly 22. 2014 l1:20 AM 
To altsa klesge a nmnst edu. ajacques,T*stetm edu. abmx~na duaa duke edu, Calder, Andrexx G. adoneth,T*sbu edu, alt,T* smfotft edu, 
bill brock~aba)lor ed ; brian giorgis,~i)nafis ¢d brooks30,~i;canisi s ed ; bro nja~ajm ed b sn,~i;adzona ed ; 
qiones@magam edu; Admns, Chiftssa; cas062?*bucknell edu; cjackso~ra;duaa duke edu: cooachabe@albam" edu: 
dani¢ll¢ santos@ally ¢du: ddurkin~a providence ¢du: dbadkins@umd ¢du; gdoyle~ichmond ¢du; ingles¢c@mail uti edu; 
i hiw?*utk edu: kim mulkey?*ba? lot edu: loft mcbride@uwn edu: msw154@psu edu; ~thays@colgate edu; mele d hiey 5@ND EDU; 
owelts 16 nd@~d edu; shelbyb.?zx~ edu: s?tia messer%baylor edu: spi225@uk) edu: Hatche[1. Syhda R; Wdliams-JoNtso~t Tmcey 
D; Ioyelle wilson~abaylor edu 

Sul~iect: 6"4" Shiumon Ryan and fire Beekmantown Eagles clhnb to # 13 ranked hi NY State Class B GMs Basketball 

Hello Coach 

6’4" julfior ShaJmon Ryan and the Be¢kmanlown Eagles hay¢ posled a 13-0 record, and have climbed Io #13 in NYS Class B Girls 
Bask¢lball 

31 points. 22 rebounds, and 5 blocked shots in a victoiy over previously undefeated Ausable Valley HS (70-653, and registered 35 
poinls, 31 rebounds, and 5 blocked shols in beating Samnac HS (67-49) Shannon Ryan leads upslale New York in scoring 
(27 6pls/gm), rebounding ( 165 tbs/gm), and blocked shots (55 blks/gm) - eslablishing herself as one or Ihe premcire post players for 
file class of 2015 in all of NYS Gifts Basketball 

Click "Girls Baskelball Page": then click "Libra~." Io access all gam¢ film ShaJmon is number 24 

Th 1/23 Home vs Samtmc Lake HS 
Th 1/30 Home vs Samnac HS 
T 2/4 Home vs Ausabhi Valley HS 
Th 2/6 Home vs Norlhcasl Clinlon HS 
T 2/11 at Northern Adirondack HS 

Shannon had an incredible baskclball off-season She competed with Ihe Philadelphia Bell¢s in USJN ¢vcnls in Las Vegas and 
Cldcago In addition, she played for the New York Belles at the USJN Natio~ud Chiunpioltsbips ht Waslthtgton DC, and file Fall 
Finale in Long Island Sba~mon was selected to phi) in the NY Coaches Association state all-star game in Aug~st -- ~epresenthtg the 
Adirondack team On top of all tlmt, she improved her st rengCdt and overall fitness b) wo~!dng with a pet~o~ml tmhter 

Shanlton is not oaly a great basketball player - she is an excallent s~dem, a posithie role model for othet~, and has a solid work ethic 

W¢ hope thai you will b¢ abl¢ Io s¢¢ Shannon play 

Gteg Waters 
Beeklnantown HS Girls Basketball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday,                 8:01 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Latta, Ivory 
<ilatta 12@uric edu> 

Fwd: Hey Coach[[ 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: ,7:28:17 PM EST 

Subject: Hey Coach!! 
Reply-To: ~)~;2~.~!9~£~_n2> 

Hey coach!! My name is at High school in FiNt off, I 

I play          . I call push the ball down the court fast or I can slow it down and run offensive plays, I’m 
I average double double a game (steals && FJints) I get the most rebounds on my team, I am also a 

, and can play            I love shooting beyond the atg, I’m a pute shootet) and I am also a 

high percentage free throw shooter, I arn ve~-/coachable, 1 can shoat, rm a good passer, very good dc#ense 
of player, can push the pal! up the court fast, can dribble with both hands and can go either way strong, I play 

Here is my facebook : 

:[ am working on some highlight tapes!! but 

Thankyou for your time coach!! I really hope you get a chance to respond 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN SYLVIA R HATCHELL (SHATCHEL)> 

Sunda5 9:11 AM 

Calder. Andrew G <acalder~ajunc edu>; Williams-Johnson. Tracey D 

<tracey \\i[liams@unc cdu>; Latta. Ivory <ilattal2@unc cdu> 

F~d: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Pla5 cr Profiles 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin for\\ arded message: 

Date: 9:26:13 PM EST 

Subject: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Sunday,                9:20 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,Mlliams@unc edu>; Mary Clouse 
~gmail corn>; High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~N 

<ilattal2@unc edu>; Van Hatchell <van@extraordina~Nventures org>; Van Hatchell 
~gmail corn>; Albert Long <albertlong@frontier corn>; Albert Long 

~verizon net> 

Fwd at UNC FCA 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From:, @live uric edu> 
Date: ,8:38:12 PM EST 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia" <sk~chclli~mc~J~ unc 
Subject:         at UNC FCA 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

I wanted to inform you that                                      parents, are speaking at 

UNC’s Fellowship of Christian Athletes’ meeting on Monday, February 3. We would love for your 
team to come and hear the         as they speak to our group. The meeting will be held in 

Chapman 125 and will star~ at 8:00 pro. I have attached an invite if you would like to send it to the 
rest of your team. 

We appreciate all you do for our university and student athletes. We hope to see you and your 

team there! 

In Christ, 

FCA Leadership 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 4:42 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; 
carri e@ppunitedway org; farmerei@wofford edu;           @gmail corn; 

r@yahoo corn; a hancock@wingate edu; Hatchell, Sylvia R 

<shatchell@unc edu>; @yahoo corn; Lehn, Clairbeth G <clehn@ad uric edu> 
lorimcbrlde@uvmedu; ~aimcom;~ " " ~mecom; 

@gmail corn; Emily Muq~hy@brockandscott corn; ~bellsouth net; 
~yahoo corn; csmith95@elon edu; gsmith@nccu edu; 

~)yahoo corn; @earthlink net; ~hotmail corn; 
~gmail corn; waddelhn@uark edu; ~gmail corn; 

syelton@uw[" edu;           ~gmail corn 

Re: 20th Anniversary- Team Pic 

image001 png 

Great pictures and great job! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 4, 2014, at 4:01 PM, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILLU~email unc edu> wrote: 

T[IANK ’fO~J SO MUC!I. TtiESE ARE BEAUTIFUL 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent= Tuesday, February 04, 2014 3:54 PN 
TO= Boxill, Jan; Calder, Andrew G; carrieC~oounitedwav.ora; farmereiC~wofford.edu; 

bqmail.com         ~vahoo.¢om; a.hancock(~wineate.edu; Hatchell, Sylvia R~ 
(~vahoo.¢om; Lehn, Clairbeth G4 Iori.mcbrideC~uvm.edu #aim.¢om; 

~vahoo.¢om; csmith95(~elon.edu; asmiLh(~nccu.edu; Nvahoo.com; 

I lere is a link to the team photos taken this weekend, If you have any problems downloading tile pk:tu res 

Clarissa Adams 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 7:01 PM 

Whitman, Jennifer <Jennifer Whitman@unchealth unc edu> 

Re: Upcoming plans 

I agree My motto is the six P’s Proper Prior Planning Prevents Poor Peffommnce 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 5, 2014, at 4:18 PM, "Whitman, Jennifer" <Jermifer W~ hmar@;ut~chealth ~c edu> wrote: 

I was always taught better to have it and not need it than need it and not have it © 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 5, 2014, at 12:14 PM, ’Whitman, Jennifer" 

<imageO01 gif> 
Sylvia, 

l’m going to paraphrase an old saying. God willing and the 

to give you a heads up that that was out there. 

.fenn(fer Whi~ma:n, RN, BSN, 0CN 

NC Cancer 

.Tax: 9~9 843~267 

rise © 
Just wanted 

..... Con[identiality Notice ..... 
The information contained in (or attached to) this electronic message may be legally 

privileged and/or confidential in[ormation. I[ you have received this communication in 
error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, Februat?¢ 6, 2014 I I : 17 A M 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Leadership Academy: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, Februala£ 11) 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Johnson, Shelley H" <shellio(~unc edu> 

Date: Februala£ 6, 2014, 9:14:55 AM EST 
To: "Sapp, Andrew" <masapp~?unc edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~?email uric edu>, 

"Kalbas, Brian J" <bkalbas@unc edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock@unc edu>, "Somoano, 
Carlos M" <csomoano(~,unc edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" <derekg(~,unc edu>, "Papa, Donna J" 
<dip~bunc edu>, "Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders~?unc edu>, "Mann, Jan M" 
<ianmann@unc edu>, "Levy, Jennifer S" <iennv levv@unc edu>, "Breschi, Joe" 
<breschi~a)unc edu>, "Sagula, Joseph A" <isa~ula,~,unc edu>, "Shelton, Karen C" <kcs~a)unc edu>, 
"Pox, Mike" <mfox(7~unc edu>, "DeSelm, Rich L" <richdeselm(~a)unc edu>, "Miller, Ron C" 
<mfiller2(~,email unc edu>, "Paul, Sampson L" <spaul(~,unc edu>, "Haney, Sarah 

<shanev@email unc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell@unc edu>, "Workman, Aaron" 
<aworkman(7~unc edu>, "Sanchez, Abel" <abel2sl~email unc edu>, "Smith, Amy Diane" 
<amy smith~?unc edu>, "Williams, Andre" <willia46~?email uric edu>, "Calder, Andrew G" 

<acalder@unc edu>, "DiBitetto, Andrew F" <afdibite@unc edu>, "Reckart, Angela" 
<coachreck(~un c edu>, (~,aol corn>, 

,~?~mail corn>, rbaol corn" 
?baol corn>, "Holman, Brian" <bdholman~bemail unc edu>, "Gaines, B~Nant Anthony" 

<ba~aines@email unc edu>, "Kolat, Cary J" <kolat@email unc edu>, "Pemberton, Chelsea Anne" 
<chelsea pembevton(~,unc edu>, "Ducal Chris" <ducarU~unc edu>, "Fells, Chris" 
<cfeifs~?unc edu>, "Garth, Christy Lynn" <c~arth~bunc edu>, "Holliday, Corey L" 

<chollidav@unc edu>, "Papadatos, Dionisios" <d~a~a@email unc edu>, "Biener, Eric" 
<bericUa)email unc edu>, "Hernandez, Efik H" <ehhernan(~email unc edu>, rackham 
<rackham~a)unc edu>, "Suarez-Malaguti, Gina" <suarezma~a)live unc edu>, "Fulton, Grant" 
<gfultonU~unc edu>, "Porter, Grant" <~tporter(~t),unc edu>, "Gatz, Grego~?~" <~g~U~unc edu>, 
"Cathro, Guy" <~uvcathro@unc edu>, "Larta, Ivory" <ilat~al2@unc edu>, 

Y~mail corn>, "Negalha, Jeff" <ine~alha(?~unc edu>, 
"Charles, Jennit~r S" <ienchar(tOunc edu>, "Langley, Raymond Joshua" <ilan~zleyUa)unc edu>, 
"Webb, Josh" <idwebb(~email unc edu>, "Dowd, Katrina M" <kmdowd(~unc edu>, "Wigger, 
Leah Marie" <wig~er~?unc edu>,                          ?blive unc edu>, "Young, Marissa 
Veronica" <mvyoun~z(~email unc edu>, "VanAlstyne, Mark" <coachmva(~unc edu>, "Jednak, 
Matt" <iednakUa)email unc edu>, "Litzinger, Michael B" <mlitzin~z(~email unc edu>, "Hudson, 
Nicole" <coach huddy@unc edu>, "Myers, Patrick Jacob" <patmyers@unc edu>, "Barnes, Philip 
E" <pbarnes~?unc edu>, "Anundsen, Sara" <anundsen~?unc edu>, "Forbes, Scott" 
<sforbes~a)unc edu>, "Jackson, Scott C" <siackson(?~unc edu>, "Rubin, Stephen Aaron" 
<rubins(~email unc edu>, "Gisselman, Steve" <sdgiss@email unc edu>, 

~?~mail corn>, "Baldwin, Richard Anthony" 
<tonvbaldwin~bunc edu> "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <tracey williams~bunc edu>, "Chinn, 
Trevor Jacob" <tichinn~bunc edu>, "Phillips, Tripp" <tphillips~?unc edu>, "Adams, Tyler G" 
<tadams(~unc edu>, ’                       ~live unc edu>,           ~mnail corn" 



U~gmail corn>,                                 ~,~mail corn> 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, February 11) 

Sorry for the second emai[, but the date for the make-u p meeting was incorrect in the last emaik Per 

coaches requests, make-ups are scheduled i week and i day after the actuai workshop. In this case, it is 

scheduled for Wednesday, February !9 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 8:47 AM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, February 11) 

** [lead Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Head Coaches 

What: Leadership Development Workshop {Wooden Block: SKILL) 

Who: Assistant Coaches 

What: Leadership Development Workshop {Wooden Block: SKILL) 

When: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 (10:45am-12:OOprn} 

Where: Concourse Club, Loudermilk Center 

Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success! 

* Continental breakfast will be served, 

(1)Please notify us ASAP if you will not be able to attend. That way, we can plan our room set-up and 

catering request accordingly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday,               8:57 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey udlliams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr 
<billylee@unc edu> 

Fwd: This is             I’d like to update you on my high school season so far 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date:                4:53:27 PM EST 
To: <~hatO~e[i(~ancaa~n’,,: edu> 
Subject: This is              I’d like to update you on my high school season so far 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 

Last week we played undefeated and #4 ranked Marshall on our home court and beat them 71-61, 
at the time the game put is in a tie for first place in conference Since that win we’ve lost 2 straight 
and have fallen out of first place We are now 9-6 overall and 3-2 in conference Personally I feel 
like I’m having a solid season I’m avera~in~ I am getting the 
video of our win over Marshall in the game, and will add it to my 
profile in the next week or so If you go on my profile and look at the documents section you can 
see the newspaper sto~?~ about that game 
My profile can be seen at: 

Thankyou foryourconsiderafion, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday, February I I, 2014 11:14 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Latta, Ivory <ilattal2@unc edu>; Williams- 
Johnson, Tracey D <traceywilliams@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greg law@uric edu>; 
High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Cunningham, 
Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna 
E <dcheek@email uric edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc edu>; Folt, Carol Lynn 
<carol folt@unc edu>; Sobba, Gray <gsobba@tarheelsports corn>; Paul Hardin 

~gmail corn>; Dick Baddour < i @gmail corn>; Baddour, Richard A 
<dbaddour@unc edu>; j swofford@theacc org <j swofford@theacc org> 

Fwd: Article Stephanie wrote about Alumni Weekend 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: 
Date: February I I, 2014, 8:44:09 PM EST 
To: 
Subject: Article Stephanie wrote about Alumni Weekend 

Stephanie wrote this article for UWP: 

UWF women’s basketball head coach Stephanie Lawrence-Yelton went back to Chapel Hill, N C 
for the 20th anniversary of the 1994 national championship 

On April 3, 1994, the University of North Carolina women’s basketball earned the program’s first 
national championship on a last-second three-pointer from Charlotte Smith Trailing by two with 
07 seconds on the clock, UWF women’s basketball head coach Stephanie Lawrence Yelton 
inbounded the ball to Smith on the fight wing The play is widely regarded as the greatest play in 
NCAA women’s basketball postseason history The following account is a recollection of Yelton’s 
experience on the 20-year anniversary of the 1994 NCAA Women’s National Championship 

Photo Gallery 
UNC 1994 National Championship Reunion Video 

As I drove north on 1-85, so many memories surrounding the 1994 national championship began to 
flood my mind It was a special year, a very special season -- one that will tie me to my teammates 
forever 

Although the basketball season ended with a three-point shot at the buzzer, it would only be the 
beginning of a lifetime bond to be shared with a group of very special individuals 

When I looked around the room at all of my college graduate teammates, I saw two doctors, a 
dentist, a teacher, a social worker, seven coaches, two sports analysts, an athletic director, three 
business owners and 12 mothers The connection and love each of these women has for one another 
is indescribable 



Throughout the course of the past 20 years, each member of this team has experienced the ups and 
downs of life: from weddings to divorce, from births to deaths, from career advancements to job 
losses, from severe illnesses to great fortune Through it all, these women have remained united to 
pray, encourage, laugh and c12~ with one another 

I know these women will always be an instrumental part of my life and I am honored and grateful 
to call tbem my sisters 

The weekend began with a welcome reception for our coaches, players, team managers, student 
assistants, athletic trainers, strength coaches, support personnel, athletic administrative staff, as well 
as the Chancellor of the University of North Carolina We greeted each other with hugs and smiles 
It was a time of fellowship and a chance to catch up on life 

I found it to be even more exciting that the 1994 national championship game was being looped on 
televisions throughout the restaurant Many of us had not seen the entire game in years, while some 
of our guests had only seen tbat final 00:00 7 seconds of the game It was not uncommon to pause 
during the middle of a conversation to watch an exciting play or a critical moment during the game 

The next morning, we gathered at Carmichael Auditorium, which was our ’home away from home’ 
during our collegiate careers Although Carmichael has had a face-lift since our departure, it still 
felt like home I can remember many hours of blood, sweat and tears that were left on that court It 
was the one place where we all had the same goal, where we developed that deep passion for one 
another 

While at Carmichael, we were able to roam around the building to see the new additions and 
upgrades made to the facility in recent years as well as watch the current Tar Heels prepare for their 
game against Miami 

After practice, we ate lunch with the current team and had a special appearance by our leader and 
head coach Sylvia Hatchell, who is fighting a personal battle with leukemia this season We were 
instructed the night before that Coach Hatchell could only make a few appearances for the weekend 
because her health was not as good as her doctor had anticipated 

She had to avoid crowds and the potential of catching a cold could be detrimental to her recovery 
Not being able to hug my coach was the most dift]cult part of the weekend 

After lunch, we were whisked away to the Dean Smith Center to watch the UNC men’s basketball 
team play NC State as our team was honored at halftime We were VIP guests in the Smith Center 
and were greeted by fans with a standing ovation during the halftime presentation I had the honor 
of holding the crystal Sears Cup trophy 

After the men’s game, I took the rest of the afternoon to walk tbrough campus with a few 
teammates and my special guest It was fun to point out my dormitory, classroom buildings and 
stop the Old Well for a quick sip of water and a picture We continued our walk to Franklin Street 
to buy a few souvenirs for my two little boys 

Later that evening, we were honored with a banquet in the UNC Alumni Center After a short video 
about the 1994 season, we began to reminisce about the special season Many players took the 
opportunity to speak, including myself How could I miss the opportunity to express my love for 
this team and for Sylvia Hatchell, the courageous woman who saw so much potential in each one of 
us and pushed us to be better tban our own individual talents? 

The next morning, the team shared a private chapel se~ice The se~w-ice was led by two of my 



teammates We laughed and cried while we prayed and encouraged one another through scripture 
and song It was a special moment that we once shared weekly with one another 

We packed our cars and headed back to Carmichael Auditorium for lunch with the Ram’s Club and 
spent a few minutes with other alumni and boosters before taking our seats for the UNC women’s 
basketball game There were many fans in attendance that followed our team during the 
championship season 

There were waves of people I hadn’t seen in decades that came to say hello We were honored once 
again at halftime of the women’s basketball game and greeted with another standing ovation 

It’s not often that I get to publicly cheer for the Tar Heels (remember I spent nine years of my 
coaching career t~?cing to beat them) 

After the game, the team was escorted to the coaches’ conference room where the ’Official Post 
Game Meal of the 1994 National Championship Team’ was provided; it was McDonald’s Yes, 
after the 1994 national championship win, the Tar Heels ate at McDonald’s for their post game 
meal 

The most exciting pa~, unlike prior stops at the infamous fast-%od chain, was this time we could 
order whatever we wanted 

Stephanie Lawrence Yelton 
UWF Women’s Basketball Coach 

North Carolina, ’96 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 11:05 AM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Quick Shot: March 5 Tip OffLuncheon Invitation 

Sere from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Pinch, Nora Lynn" <nlfinch(~theacc org> 

Date: FebrualN 18, 2014, 10:05:52 AM EST 
To: "Kelly L Mehrtens (mehrtens~bumd edu)" <mehrtens~?umd edu>, "Donna Sanft 
(dsanft@athletics Ntt edu)" <dsanft@athletics Nt~ edu>, "bmiller@uncaa uric edu" 
<bmiller(~uncaa unc edu>, "Christine Krellwitz (christine(~gocards corn)" 

<christine~b~ocards corn>, "Erik Johnson (Erik s ]ohnson~?bc edu)" <Erik s iohnson~?bc edu>, 
"Jaclyn V’Jacki\" Silar (isilar~?duaa duke edu)" <isilar@duaa duke edu>, "Jane Miller 
(im2y(7~vir~zinia edu)" <im2y(~a)vir~inia edu>, "Jennifer Strawley (i strawley(~a)miami edu)" 

<i strawleg(T~miami edu>, "Jill Bodensteiner (ibodensff3)nd edu)" <ibodensff3)nd edu>, "Jody 
Mooradian (mooradio(~bc edu)" <mooradio(~,bc edu>, "kbarbar(~CLEMSON EDU" 

<kbarbar@CLEMSON EDU>, "Lissa Broome (lbroome@email uric edu)" 
<lbroome(3)email unc edu>, Michael Lipitz <michael lipitz(T~ncsu edu>, "Sharon McCIoskey 
(smcclosk(a~vt edu)" <smcclosk(a~vt edu>, "Stacey Brann (sbrann(a~athletics pitt edu)" 

<sbrann@athletics Ntt edu>, "Stan Wilcox (swilcox2@fsu edu)" <swilcox2@fsu edu>, "TerlN 
Donovan (tadonova(~,syr edu)" <tadonova(~syr edu>, "Theresa Wenzel 

(twenzel~bathletics ~atech edu)" <twenzel~?athletics ~atech edu>, Vanessa Fuchs 
<vfuchs~?admin fsu edu>, "walkerb~bwfu edu" <walkerb~bwfu edu> 
Cc: "Swofford, John" ~iswofford@theacc or~>, "Hecker, Brad" <bhecker@theacc or~>, "Duke, 
Alyssa" <aduke(~theacc org>, "Ufi~owski, Amy" <aufnowski(~,theacc or~>, "Curtis, Charlene" 
<ccurtis~?theacc or~>, "Yakola, Amy" <avakola(~a?theacc or~>, "Audra Smith 

(audra@clemson edu)" <audra@clemson edu>, "Brenda Frese ¢bfrese@umd edu)" 
<bfrese(3)umd edu>, "Dennis Wolff (diwolff(~vt edu)" <diwolff,~,vt edu>, "Jeff Walz 

(i walz(T~louisville edu)" <i walz(3)louisville edu>, "Jennifer Hoover (hooverim(3)w[’u edu)" 
<hooverim(~,wfu edu>, "Joanne Boyle (Jb4xd(~,virginia edu)" <Jb4xd(~,vir~inia edu>, "Joanne P 

McCallie (iDmccallie@duaa duke edu)" <i~mccallie@duaa duke edu>, "Katie Meier 
(coachmeier(~a)miami edu)" <coachmeier(7~miami edu>, "MaChelle Joseph 
(mioseph(~a)athletics ~atech edu)" <mioseph(7~athletics ~atech edu>, "Muffet McC~aw 
(mmc~raw(~a)nd edu)" <mmc~raw(~a)nd edu>, "Quentin Hillsman (oihillsm(7~svr edu)" 
<qihillsm~bsyr edu>, "Sue Semrau (ssemrau~bfsu edu)" <ssemrau~bfsu edu>. "Suzie McConnell- 
Serio (coachmcconnellserio(~a)athletics pitt edu)" <coachmcconnellserio(7~athletics pitt edu>, 
"Sylvia Hatchell (shatchell(3)uncaa uric edu)" <shatchell(T~uncaa unc edu>, "Wes Moore 

(wes moore@ncsu edu)"<wes moore@ncsu edu> 
Subject: Quick Shot: March 5 Tip OffLuncheon Invitation 

ACC Women’s Basketball 



Quick Shot 
Focus point for the week of February 17, 2014 

TO: Women’s Basketball Committee 

CC:         Commissioner Swofford, Head Coaches, Brad Hecker, Alyssa Duke, Amy 
Ufnowski, Charlene Curtis, Amy Yakola 

SUBJECT:    Quick Shot: Invitation to the March 5 Tip-Off Luncheon 

Attached is your invitation to the 2014 ACC Men’s and Women’s Basketball Tournaments’ Tip-Off 
Luncheon to be hosted by Greensboro Tournament Host Committee on Wednesday, March 5 in 
the Terrace at 11:00 AM. 

The luncheon will be held on the first day of the ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament, so I am 
hopeful that many of you will be able to attend because you will be in Greensboro for the 
tournament. The luncheon will be held in The Terrace, the location for the VlP hospitality meals. 

If you wish to attend, ignore the directions on the invitation to advise Andrew Brown, but rather, 
please advise Alyssa Duke and/or me. We will coordinate the committee and coaches who wish 
to attend with Andrew. If there is another staff member or guest you wish to accompany you to the 
lunch, just let us know that when you RSVP to us. 

If you have any questions, just give Alyssa or me call! 

attachment 

NORA LYNN FINCH 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Women’s Basketball 

O 336 369 4669 I C 
nlfinch@~heacc.ora 

<TournamentTownLunch pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 5 : I 0 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

Re: Article on the 1994 National Championship team 

Great job Some good thoughts 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 22, 2014, at 2:39 PM, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL(T~email unc edu> wrote: 

I decided to send the article to the Alumni Review editor, and this is what she did! 
Thanks, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Clmh of the Faculb 
DitectoL Parr Centei for Eflfics 

UniverSily o f Norgl C3rolina al Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 

Michel De Montaigne 

From: Oliver, Regina [re~ina oliver~unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2014 10:46 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan; King, James Keith 
Cc: Dibbert, Douglas Steven 
Subject: RE: Article on the 1994 National Championship team 

Hi Jan -- This post keeps doing well -- 12,744 people have now seen it; 321 have "liked" it; 8 comments; and 
16 shares. (Was a very lucky week to be among our posts; the outcome of the men’s game against Duke 
eclipsed all of our previous records for activity/reach/engagement.) 

Are you on Facebook? Even if you’re not signed up, this link will take you to the post: 

hRos://www.face boo k.co m/u n ca aa/oosts/10101842173062238 

You might encourage other campus groups 1o share this post from our page -- it’ll get even more exposure, 
and the cross-pollination of messages helps everyone. I have not seen this yet on GoHeels’ Facebook page 
-- httos://www.facebook.com/tarheels -- which has more than 803,000 followers -- or UNC’s main Facebook 
page -- https://www.facebook.com/uncchapelhill -- ~214,000 followers. Some of the other women’s teams 
have their own Facebook pages (track & field, volleyball...) but doesn’t look like the women’s basketball team 
has done that yet. Would be a really good year for someone to get that going... 

Anyhow, hope this helps. Let me know if you have questions. -- Regina 

From: Oliver, Regina 

Sent: Fri 2/21/2014 12:19 PM 
3"o: ’Boxill, Jeanette’; King, KeiLh 
Co: Dibbert, Doug 



Subject: RE: Article on the 1994 National Championship team 

Jan, hope you’ve seen the great engagement re: this clip on the GAA’s Facebook page: 
htt os://www.face boo k.co m/u n ca aa 

As of right now, 7,572 people have seen the post; 160 have "liked" it; 4 comments; and 2 shares. 

It’s also out on our Twitter feeds & is set to repost there a few times over the weekend. 

Thanks again - Regina 

From: Oliver, Regina 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 6:17 AM 
To: Boxill, Jeanette; King, Keith 
Co: Dibbert, Doug 
Subject: RE: Article on the 1994 National Championship team 

Thanks, Jan. Keith, let’s see what we can do -- looks ideal for immediate use online & on social media. 

Best wishes -- Regina 

From: Boxill, JeaneLte [mailto:JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thu 2/20/2014 9:07 PM 
To: Dibbert, Douglas Steven; Oliver, Regina 
Co: Boxill, JeaneLte 
Subject: Article on the 1994 National Championship team 

Hi Doug and Regina, 

Here is an article written by Stephanie Lawrence Yeltin on the reunion of the 1994 Women’s Basketball 

National Championship team. I have also attached a photo of "then" and "now" 

This is the kind of message we need to be getting out. 

Go to this website: 

http://~oar~os.com/article.asp?ar[iclelD-7279 



Suhject: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,                2:34 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Nomination Receipt 

Please print for me 

Sere from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: <dtr~iill Lin~wh ca or~1> 
Date:                 11:59:14 AM EST 

Subject: Nomination Receipt 

Thank you for submitting the following nomination. 

PLAYER INFORMATION 
Player Name: 
School: University of North Carolina 

Special Awards Received by Player This Season: 

Player’s Impact on Team:         has quickly asserted herself as the best player on a team 
ranked inside the top 15 for nearly the entire season Despite being a          she is a leader on 



and offthe for the Tar Heels 
Success of the Team: North Carolina currently owns a 21-7 record, 9-5 in the ACC UNC owns 
six victories over top 25 ranked teams, including Duke, South Carolina, Nebraska and two wins 
over NC State 
Player’s Sportsmanship and Attitude:         is an emotional leader that does her best to 
work within the team framework and get the most out of her teammates 
GPA: 

NOI~HNATOR INFORMATION 
Name: Sylvia Hatchell 
School Address: University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
Work Phone: 919-962-5187 
Email: ~_/~ ~_~.c_h~!~.~ ~a.2~ n c ~ dU 

SCHOOL INFORMATION 
College/Institution: University of North Carolina 
WBCA Affiliation: NCAA I 
Conference: Atlantic Coast 
WBCA Region: 2 
Win/Loss Record: 21-7 
Regular Games Remaining: 2 

MEDIA INFORMATION 
SID Contact: Mark Kimmel 
SID Work Phone: 9199620084 
SID Fax: N/A 

Newspaper Name: Durham Herald-Sun 
Contact: Harold Guttman 
Phone: 9174467356 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  7:26 PM 

Adams, Clarlssa <clarissa adams@unc edu> 
Fwd:        eval 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <trace¥ williams~bunc edu> 

Date:                ,4:04:55 PM EST 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchellU~unc edu> 
Subject: Fwd:        eval 

Hello Coach this is the email that the family uses 

Sent from my iPhone 
Tracey Williams-Johnson 
University of North Carolina 
Women’s Basketball and 
Home of Naismith Hall of Fame Sylvia Hatchell 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: at 1:31:38 PM EST 
To: "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <trace¥ williams~bunc edu> 
Subject: Re:        eval 

Ok Thanks for the evaluation 

Sent from my iPhone 

On             , at I1:55 AM, "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" 
<tracer williams~bunc edu> wrote: 

She currently has a so in order to be NCAA eligible she will need a 

Sent from my iPhone 
Tracey Williams-Johnson 
University of North Carolina 
Women’s Basketball and 
Home of Naismith Hall of Fame Sylvia Hatchell 

On , at 11:06 AM, h)sc rr corn> 
wrote: 



Thanks For clarification, are you saying she has a current 
on ACT or needs it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On              at 10:36 AM, "Williams-Johnson, Tracey 

D" <tracevwilliams@unc edu> wrote: 

From: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
Sent: Sunday, 1:46 PM 
TO:           ~GMAIL.COM.; 

¢¢~ Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
Subject: FW:      eval 

Subject: eval 

See attached... 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: {919J 843-7259 

Fax: (919J 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 

transcript eval xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday, Pebma~-y 28, 2014 2:43 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Latta, Ivou <ilattal2@unc edu>; Dibbert, Debbie 
<deborahdibbert@med uric edu> 

Fwd: Hatchell, Cutcliffe, Rodon honored at Evening of Champions :: 
WRAL SportsFan corn 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fol~varded message: 

Froru: Sheila Oliver <        ~_c_~.c.m> 
Date: Februat~J 28, 2014, 12:40:23 PM EST 
To: Sylvia Hatchell <shatchcii@tmcaa a~c cd~> 
Subject: Hatchell, Cutcliffe, Rodon honored at Evening of Champions :: 

Sylvia, 

Congratulations on being the recipient of the inaugural Kay Yow Champion Award! 
Accompanying you to the WRAL Evening of Champions was such a treat, and I am honored you 
asked me to go with you 

The link below features highlights of the event: 

~l:’:’~’wa~,,,,ta!s~rtsfanco~n/hatchc!!. cutalitt).-~odon-will he-honored. 
chan~dol’si!3-113792/ 

Wishing you the best, 

Sheila Oliver 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,             I 1:00 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,a, illiams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~N <ilattal2@unc edu>; 
<         ~live uric edu> 

Fwd: Total Access videos 

I’m pushing hard for to be of the year in the count~N this will be out tonight 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "StiIt; Carol" <Carol Stiff~espn corn> 
Date:              7:14:53 PM EST 
To: Sylvia R Hatchell <shatchell(~,unc edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Total Access videos 

This will be posted on EspnW site later tonight 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Jackson, Melanie J" <Melanie J Jackson@espn corn> 
Date:             at 7:08:18 PM EST 
To: "Robinson, Ashly J" <Ashlv J Robinson~?espn corn>, ESPN W Editorial Staff 

<ESPN W Editorial Staff@esDn corn> 
Subject: RE: Total Access videos 

From: Robinson, Ashly J. 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:34 PM 
To: ESPN W Editorial Staff 
Subject: Total Access videos 

These are all set! 

; Breakdown 
Debbie Antonelli breaks down why North Carolina’s 

freshman fl~ the countt3 

CE ID: 10552231 

Breakdown 
Debbie Antonelli breaks down why North Carolina State’s 
hardest players to defend in the post 

is the most talented 

is one of the 



CE ID: 10552228 

Breakdown 
Dcbbie Antonelli breaks down what makes so effective in Duke’s offense 

CE ID: 10552266 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OTHER AVAILABLE PROSPECTS 

WE CAN H ELP YOU Want us to blast your camp info to our clients? Want us to blast generic information about yeur schoel to our clieni 
Have specific recruiting needs er looking for a unique type ef recruit9 Simply send us yeur tnformatien and we can pass it aleng to our 

database of potential prospects Th~s can save you the time of weeding through them all We can do the weeding out for you Just reply 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday,               8:38 AM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Johnson, Shelley H" <shellio(-~unc edu> 

Date:              ,8:36:15 Alvl EDT 
To: "Sapp, Andrew" <masapp~?unc edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~?email unc edu>, 

"Kalbas, Brian J" <bkalbas@unc edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock@unc edu>, "Somoano, 
Carlos M" <csomoano(~,unc edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" <derekg(~,unc edu>, "Papa, Donna 
<dip~bunc edu>, "Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders~?unc edu>, "Mann, Jan M" 
<ianmann@unc edu>, "Levy, Jennifer S" <Jenny levv@unc edu>, "Breschi, Joe" 
<breschi~a)unc edu>, "Sagula, Joseph A" <isa~ula,~,unc edu>, "Shelton, Karen C" <kcs~a)unc edu>, 
"Pox, Mike" <mfox(~unc edu>, "DeSehn, Rich L" <richdeselm(-a)unc edu>, "Miller, Ron C" 
<mfiller2(~,email unc edu>, "Paul, Sampson L" <spaul(~,unc edu>, "Haney, Sarah K" 

<shanev@email unc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell@unc edu>, "Workman, Aaron" 
<aworkman(7~email unc edu>, "Sanchez, Abel" <abel2s(7~email unc edu>, "Smith, Amy Diane" 
<amy smith~?unc edu>, "Williams, Andre" <willia46~?email unc edu>, "Calder, Andrew G" 

<acalder@unc edu>, "DiBitetto, Andrew F" <afdibite@unc edu>, "Reckart, Angela" 
<coachreck(-~un c edu>, ~,aol corn>, 

~?~mail corn>, 2baol corn" 
?baol corn>, "Holman, Brian" <bdholman~bemail unc edu>, "Tyler, Brie Farley" 

<bne tvler@unc edu>, "Gaines, Blayant Anthony" <ba~aines@email unc edu>, "Kolat, Cary J" 
<kolaff-~email unc edu>, "Pemberton, Chelsea Anne" <chelsea pemberton(-~unc edu>, "Ducal 

Chris" <ducar~bunc edu>, "Feifs, Chris" <cfeifs~iunc edu>, "Rich, Chris" 
<chrisr@email unc edu>, "Garth, Christy Lynn" <c~arth@unc edu>, "Holliday, Corey L" 
<cholliday(-a)unc edu>, "Papadatos, Dionisios" <dpapa(~email unc edu>, "Biener, Eric" 
<beric(-a)email unc edu>, "Hernandez, Erik H" <ehhernan(~email unc edu>, rackham 
<rackham(-~unc edu>, "Fulton, C~ant" <~fulton(~,unc edu>, "Porter, C~ant" <~tporter(~t),unc edu>, 

"Gatz, Gregory" <~@unc edu>, "Cathro, Guy" <~uvcathro@unc edu>, "Larta, Ivory" 
<ilatka 12(-a)unc edu>,                                    ~,~zmail corn>, "Negalha, JeW’ 
<jne~alha(7~unc edu>, "Charles, Jennifer S" <jenchar~a)unc edu>, "Langley, Raymond Joshua" 
<ilan~lev(7~unc edu>, "Webb, Josh" <idwebb(7~email unc edu>, "Dowd, Katrina M" 
<kmdowd~?unc edu>, "Wigger, Leah Marie" <wig~er~?unc edu>, 

~live unc edu>, "Young, Marissa Veronica" <mvyoun~z(~email unc edu>, "VanAIstyne, 
Mark" <coachmva(~unc edu>, "Jednak, Matt" <iednak(-a)email unc edu>, "Litzinger, Michael B" 
<mlitzing@email unc edu>, "Hudson, Nicole" <coach huddy@unc edu>, "Myers, Patrick Jacob" 
<patmvers~?unc edu>, "Barnes, Philip E" <pbarnes~?unc edu>, "Anundsen, Sara" 

<anundsen~a)unc edu>, "Forbes, Scott" <sforbes~,unc edu>, "Jackson, Scott C" 
<~iackson@unc edu>, "Rubin, Stephen Aaron" <mbins(7~email unc edu>, "Gisselman, Steve" 
<sd~iss~bemail unc edu>,                                               ~)~mail corn>, 
"Baldwin, Richard Anthony" <tonybaldwin~?unc edu>, "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" 
<tracey williams~?unc edu>, "Chinn, Trevor Jacob" <tichinn~bunc edu>, "Phillips, Tfipp" 
<tuhillius~a)unc edu>, "Adams, Tyler G" <tadams t~unc edu>, 



~live unc edu>,                                  f~,gmail corn>, 

~)gmail corn> 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Coaches~ 

Thank you for contribution to the Richord A. B~ddour Carolina Leadership Academy! Rest assured that you 

have done your part to ensure the Leadership Academy’s status as the premier leadership development 

program in collegiate athletics, 

We would appreciate your thoughts and feedback in making our programming as [mpactful and effective 

as possible. Your feedback will help inform chanBes for future workshops and proBramming. Below is a 

link to a Survey Monkey evaluation. Please complete the evaluation by Friday,          by Spin. 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/BRQWQKP 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:27 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey udlliams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Latta, Ivory 
<ilatta 12@uric edu> 

Fwd: Women’s Basketball Program 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 24, 2014, 3:26:58 PM EDI 
To: <shatctte[i(.q :!ncaa tnr, c edu> 

Subject: Women’s Basketball Program 

Sylvia Hatchell, 

My name is ind I am very interested in your university and basketball program. I 
currently attend . I will graduate in spring of 2014 and have a 
strong desire to compete at the college level, which is why I have begun contacting coaches of basketball 
teams and university’s that are strong academic, athletic, and personal matches. 

I have currently played 20 games this season and am averaging 29.3pts, 7.2rbds, 8.4asst, and 5.7stls. 
Overall I have scored 586pts, 169assts, 115stls, and 145rbds so far. I am a 5’9 shooting guard, however I 
also am very flexible and can play a strong small forward and power fo~-ward. I am determined to work hard 
and play at the college level. 

I would love to speak with you at a greater length if you are interested! Please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,              10:51 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey udlliams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Latta, Ivory 
<ilatta 12@uric edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~cucmai! ael> 
Date: 4:47:56 PM EDT 
To: Sylvia Hatchell <sbatcheiI~;r~uncaa uric ed~> 
Subject: 
Reply-To: <              ~cucmad ne~> 

Hi Coach Hatchell! 

My name is and I am a big fan of your team 

My strengths as a basketball player are my post moves and ability to rebound 

I hope to get out of my college experience all types of skills that will help me throughout my life 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,              10:51 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey udlliams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Latta, Ivory 
<ilatta 12@uric edu> 

Fwd: Invitation to see me,                    play in the Deep South Classic 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin Eorwarded message: 

From: ~rcbclisoath nct> 
Date: 4:05:58 PM EDT 
To: "sha*chelk(~ uncaa ~c edu" <s~atd~ell@uncaa t*t,c edu> 
Co: Darlene Beale Norris <dadeJlcx~i,~d!:sinc or2>, "tv~il!lams~,~alcaa u~c e~h~" 
<t v, illiam@t~ncaa unc edu> 
Subject: Invitation to see me, play in the Deep South Classic 
Reply-To: ~i~ellso~t/~ ne~> 

Dear Coach Hatchell 

I am writing to express my interest in your women’s basketball program at the 
University of North Carolina I am an                       Middle School 

in and I am looking at prospective colleges. I would appreciate any 

information that you can send me regarding your program, school and the 

availability of athletic scholarships. 

lama 

Club’s 

on 

and play for the         Girls Basketball 
Elite Team. We will compete at the Deep South Classic in Raleigh, NC 

I realize how valuable your time is and I appreciate your consideration. If you are 

scheduled to attend the Deep South Classic in Raleigh NC, please stop by to watch 

my team compete. I would truly appreciate it. Coach Hatchell, please let me know if 

there is any other information that I can provide for you. My Club President is 

Darlene Norris and my team coach is Dwayne Hansberry, he can be reached at: 

~ and ~gmail.com. 

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration. 



Regards, 
 
 

~be[tso~th~m~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:55 PM 

sylviahatchellsbasketballcamp@hotmail corn 
<sylviahatchellsbasketballcamp@hotmail corn> 

Fwd: Summer Lacrosse Camps 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Field, Jaci" <ifield~bunc edu> 
Date: March 27, 2014, 3:47:44 PM EDT 
To: "Holman, Laurie J" <lholman@unc edu>, "Calder, Andrew G" <acalder@unc edu>, 
"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~&email unc edu>, "Kalbas, Brian J" <bkalbas~&unc edu>, 

~baol corn "<       ~baol corn>, "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino~?unc edu>, 

"Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock@unc edu>, "McGrath, Colin 
B" <mc~rathc~a)email uric edu>, "Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano~a)unc edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" 
<derek~Ua)unc edu>, "Papa, Donna J" <dip(~unc edu>, "Morelli, David Dominic" 
<dmorelli(~,email uric edu>, "Parker, Andrew F" <drewp(~,email unc edu>, "Stefanski, Eric 

Edward" <estefans@email uric edu>, "Gatz, Gregory" <~@unc edu>, ’      @aol corn" 
f~aol corn , Mann, Jan M lanmann(~unc edu , Langley, Raymond Joshua 

<: an ev~?unc edu>, "Sa u a Jose h A" <sa~u a~?unc edu>, "She ton, Karen C" I ~ g ,    P 
<kcs@unc edu>, "Law, Greg A" <~re~ law@unc edu>,            @aol corn" 

(-&aol corn>, "Sapp, Andrew" <masapp(-&unc edu>, "Meaders, Harlis James" 
<meaders~bunc edu>, "Fox, Mike" <mfox~bunc edu>, "Hudson, Nicole" <coach huddy~bunc edu>, 
"DeSelm, Rich L" <richdeselm~bunc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell~bunc edu>, "Paul, 
Sampson L" <soaul@unc edu>, "Levy, Jennifer S" <Jenny levv@unc edu> 
Subject: RE: Summer Lacrosse Camps 

Good questions, Laurie! I thought everyone would benefit from this question. Yes, background checks need 

to completed annually. They are valid for 3. year. 

Please [e~ me know if yogi have any other questions about this process. 

From: Holman, Laurie J 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 1:33 PM 
TO: Field, Jaci 
Subject: Summer Lacrosse Camps 

Jaci, Hi_just wanted to double check. Do we need to have background checks done every year. Or can the 

person pay once and complete and we can continue to use that? 

Thanks so much! laurie 

Laurie Holman 



University of North Carolina Women’s Lacrosse 

310 South Road 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

CAROLINA LACROSSE CAMPS Register Online Today! 



Subject: 

How are you, hope eve,/thing is well. I want to represent to you one big girl from        she is ve~/good potential and very smart girl. Her SAT 
score is: (Critical reading:      Math:      Writing:     i, she will take TOEFL in April and I will aDDIv her on NCAA in ne~ few days. I have all her 

Mimr Kustt di{a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Monday, March 3 I, 2014 6:59 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Coach Hatchell 

Sere from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Date: March 31, 2014, 5:46:19 PM EDT 
To: <sh~tchc[l@uncaa anc eda> 
Subject: Coach Hatchell 

Coach Hatchell, 
Can you please send me an autographed 
business card of you�s? 
Thank you very much. 

John Galliera 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@email unc edu> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 10:23 AM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Fwd: M&W Lacrosse Double header Saturday at Fetzer Field and ESPN 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Warner, Stacey Harris" <staceywarner~?unc edu> 
Date: April 2, 2014, 10:02:53 AMEDT 
To: "Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders(~,unc edu>, "Langley, Raymond Joshua" 
<ilan~lev~?unc edu>, "Hudson, Nicole" <coach huddv~?unc edu>, "Reckart, Angela" 
<coachreck~bunc edu>, "VanAlstyne, Mark" <coachmva~bunc edu>, "Rubin, Stephen Aaron" 
<rubins~?email unc edu>, "Adams, Clarissa" <clarissa adams@uric edu>, "Adams, Tyler G" 
<tadams(~,unc edu>, "Barnes, Philip E" <pbarnes(-&unc edu>, "Miller, Beth" 
<bethmiller~?unc edu>, "Gales, Bobby H" <b~ales~?unc edu>, "Calder, Andrew G" 

<acalder@unc edu>, "Cathro, Guy" <~uvcathro~?unc edu>, "Cheek, Donna E" 
<dcheek(~email unc edu>, "Chinn, Trevor Jacob" <tichinn(~a)unc edu>, "Domina, Julie" 
<jdomina(7~email unc edu>, "Dowd, Katrina M" <kmdowd(7~unc edu>, "Fulton, Grant" 
<gfulton~&unc edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" <derekg(~b, unc edu>, "Green, OTstal" 
<crvsta~bemail unc edu>, "Haney, Sarah K" <shanev~?email unc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" 
<shatchel~(~unc edu>, "High, Jane Start" <jhi~h(~t)unc edu>, "Hipps, Travis Joseph" 
<ithipps(a~email uric edu>, "Jednak, Matt" <iednak~?email uric edu>, "Koenig, Kaye I" 
<koeni~@unc edu>, "Koenig, Sara Elizabeth" <skoeni~@unc edu>, "Kolat, Cary J" 
<kolat~&emad unc edu>, "Latta, Ivo~T" <ilattal 2(~unc edu>, "Hohnan, Laurie J" 
<lholman~?unc edu>, "Law, Greg A" <~re~ law,�?uric edu>, "Levy, Jennifer S" 
<iennv levv~?unc edu>, "Lynch, Becky" <rmlynch~?email unc edu>, "Maddox, Danny" 

<dmaddox@email unc edu>, "Marsh, Patrick" <~marsh~?email uric edu>, "Miller, Ron C" 
<mfiller2(~,email unc edu>, "Millet-, Steven L" <smiler2 I(~,email unc edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" 
<cdmockabunc edu>, "Papa, Donna J" <dip~)unc edu>, "Papadatos, Dionisios" 

<d~aoa@email unc edu>, "Pemberton, Chelsea Anne" <chelsea ~embetton@unc edu>, rackham 
<rackhamUa)unc edu>, "Rea, Dana M" <drea(~unc edu>, "Sagula, Joseph A" <isaaula(~unc edu>, 
"Smith, Amy Diane" <amy smith(~unc edu>, "Stafford-Odom, Trisha L" 
<tsodomg~,email unc edu>, "Streett, Shelly" <sigreeng~,email unc edu>, "TetTn Brill 

~)~mail corn)" < @~mail corn>, "Tyler, Bile Farley" <brie tvler@unc edu>, 
"Webb, Josh" <idwebb(~emad unc edu>, "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" 
<tracey william s(~*2unc edu> 
Cc: "Brenner, John F" <John Bmnner(~unc edu>, "Parnell, Trey" <tt)amell(~unc edu> 
Subject: FW: M&W Lacrosse Double header Saturday at Fetzer Field and ESPN 

Thanks everyone’, 

From: Brunner, John F 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 9:58 AM 
To: Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Riggsbee, Larry L; Confer, Richard T; Stone, David W; Heath, Johnny; Field, 



Jaci; Robinson, Kevin T; Warner, Stacey Harris; Parnell, Trey; Lang, Kyle; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Gaines, 
Timothy M; Palanjian, Scot~; Hill, Allison; Plumblee, Jordan L; Martin, Joseph T; Holman, Laurie J 

C¢~ Lancaster, Elizabeth; Bowers, Matthew B; Lohse, Dave Clark; Fuchs, Jeffrey W 
Subje~t~ M&W Lacrosse Double header Saturday at Fetzer Field and ESPN 

Good Morning, 

We are preparing for an exciting Saturday with Women’s Lacrosse vs. Maryland at 12 noon on ESPN3 

followed by Men’s Lacrosse vs. Virginia at 3:00 p.m. on ESPNU at Fetzer Field. 

The ESPN Production vehicles are set to arrive at the Na~/Field/Eddie Smith Field House parking lot at 6:00 

a.m. on Saturday morning with a 6:30 a.m. requested park and power. Her[z is scheduled to deliver 4 lifts 

(2 to the west side of Fetzer Field and 2 to the east side of Fetzer Field Friday afternoon at approximately 

4:00 p.m.). 

A video game truck is scheduled to arrive via Carmichael Drive at 10:30 a.m. on Saturday and we plan to 

park this vehicle on the Carmichael Ramp for Kids Club Day at Women’s Lacrosse - 

<image001.png> 

Deborah can you arrange for the coning off of the spots to ensure T~/has adequate space? 

Stacey/Trey can you ask the folks who park in ESFH particularly track vans to make sure the space 

adjacent to Eddie Smith Field House is open? Additionally, can you ask the Carmichael Folks that the ramp 

stay open and to minimize parking in the back to accommodate the extra lacrosse people? 

Thanks to all and please respond with any questions and concerns. 

Appreciatively yours, 

John 

John Brenner 
Director of Event Management 
UNC Athletics 
PO BOX 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-4736 
Fax: 919-962-6002 
www ~oheels corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 I 1:35 AM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@uric edu>; High, Jane Start <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: 2014-2015 Budget Meetings 

Print 

Sere from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Perkins, Michael" <mperkins(-~unc edu> 
Date: April 3, 2014, 9:59:07 AM EDT 
To: "Perkins, Michael" <mperkins~?unc edu> 

Cc: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc edu>, "Gallo, Jr, Larry A" <ath~allo@unc edu>, "Miller, Beth" 
<bethmill er(~,unc edu> 
Subject: 2014-2015 Budget Meetings 

Coach~ 

With the additional needs deadline quickly approaching, we would still like to schedule meetings to go 

over 13 14, and discuss needs for 34 15 as well. I have several openings next week as well as the following 

week, Please let me know what times work best for you, Thank you for your attention to this matter, and 

have a great day, 

Mike 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

Michael Perkins 

Assistant Athletic Director for Business Operations 

Department of Athletics 

University of NoEh Carolina 

Offce: (9Z9) 962 5155 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Saturday,             6:40 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,a, illiams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@uric edu> 

Fwd: Spring and Summer Tournaments 

Sentfrom myiPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Dear Coach Hatchell and Coach Calder, 
I am very interested in The University of North Carolina and playing in a program like 
yours. Your team’s success is something that I would like to be a part of and I believe that 
The University of North Carolina can help me succeed as both a student and an athlete. I 
have enclosed information on my spring and summer club basketball schedule along with 
some other pertinent contact information. 

This spring and summer I will be playing for Colorado Basketball Club, which is being 
coached by Caryn Jarocki. She can be reached at _qarockigbcoloradobaskelb~lJcluh corn 
Cell Number: 
Contact information for the club: 
i nfo{L~;colo ratio b as kat b a!lclu b. coql 
www coloradobask~tballclub corn 

My address is: 
My email address is: 
My cell phone number is: 

My parents’ contact information: 

My high school coach’s information: 
Paula Krueger:             pt.-.rueger6,7~dcsdk ! 2.org 

TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE: NCAA Viewing Tournaments 
Heart of Texas, Frisco, Texas 

End of the Trail- Portland, Oregon 



Nike Summer Showcase- Chicago, Illinois 

Nike Oasis- Phoenix, Arizona 

Western National Championships- San Diego, California 

Other Re~qional and Local Events 

Triple Crown Pre NCAA- Thornton, Colorado 

MAYB (CBC Host)- Hiahlands Ranch, Colorado 

USJN Battle on the Border- Kansas City, Missouri 

I look forward to seeing you this summer, GO TARHEELS! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGF/OU EXCHANGE ADMTNIS~RATfVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIP~ENTS/CN SYLVIARHATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Tuesday,             3:07 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey udlliams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Larta, Ivoly <ilartal2@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: Still looking for a great player with international background for fall ? If yes, 
please read further 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: 12:02:29 PM EDT 
TO: < hatch~ l@~rnafl ul~c edu> 
Subject: Still looking for a great player with internafional background for fall 
read fi~r tber 

? If yes, please 

Dear Coach, 

I j ust want to inform you that        national and         international player 
is still looking for an institution tl~at fits her atifietic m~d academic demands 

Looking forward to your answer 

Have a great day, 
Max 

Max Brebtck - Captain 

MONACO SPORTS - A NEW HORIZON 
Hef3str 41 - 80798 Munich - Germany 

phone +49 89 57 95 36 41 - mobile fax +49 89 57 95 36 40 

"Champions aren’t made in the gym Champions are made from something d~ey have 
deep inside them a desire, a dream, a vision" (Muhammad All) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 8:51 PM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Fwd: UNC game on Dec 17th 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kimberly Record <ksre¢ oJ~l@tmcg edu> 
Date: April 9, 2014, 2:32:44 PM EDT 
To: "Lee, William R Jr" <bil/vlee@unc edu> 
Co: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <sl’~atchell,Ta/~i~c eda> 
Subject: Re: UNC game on Dec 17th 

Hi Billy - Our women’s schedule is already set for 14-15 so that’s not a possibility Thanks for 
reaching out 

Kim 

On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 2:29 PM, Lee, William R Jr <biitTlee@~mc cdtt> wrote: 

Hey Kim 

I hope you are doing well, we are interested in making the game on 

Dec 17th at the Greensboro coliseum between UNC and UNCG a double 

header if possible, please let me know your thoughts on this possibility. 

Thanks.             mobile 



Kim 

NOTICE: Any e-mails sent to or from this address is subject to Public Records Law and 
may be disclosed to third parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,              9:53 AM 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Johnson, Shelley H" <shellio(~unc edu> 
Date:              8:21:31 AM EDT 
To: "Sapp, Andrew" <masapp~)unc edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~)email unc edu>, 
"Kalbas, Brian J" <bkalbas@unc edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock@unc edu>, "Somoano, 
Carlos M" <csomoano(7~,unc edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" <derekg(7~,unc edu>, "Papa, Donna 
<dip~bunc edu>, "Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders~?unc edu>, "Mann, Jan M" 
<ianmann@unc edu>, "Levy, Jennifer S" <Jenny levv@unc edu>, "Breschi, Joe" 
<breschi~a)unc edu>, "Sagula, Joseph A" <isa~ula,~.unc edu>, "Shelton, Karen C" <kcs~a)unc edu>, 
"Pox, Mike" <mfox(7~unc edu>, "DeSehn, Rich L" <richdesehn(~a)unc edu>, "Miller, Ron C" 
<mfiller2(7~,email unc edu>, "Paul, Sampson L" <spaul(7~,unc edu>, "Haney, Sarah K" 
<shanev@email unc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell@unc edu>, "Workman, Aaron" 
<aworkman(7~email unc edu>, "Sanchez, Abel" <abel2s(7~email unc edu>, "Smith, Amy Diane" 
<amy smith~?unc edu>, "Williams, Andre" <willia46~?email unc edu>, "Calder, Andrew G" 
<acalder@unc edu>, "DiBitetto, Andrew F" <afdibite@unc edu>, "Reckart, Angela" 
<coachreck(~unc edu>,              (7~,aol corn" <             (7~,aol corn>, 

~?~mail corn" <1            ~?~mail corn>, "      ~baol corn" 
[gbaol corn>, "Holman, Brian" ~bdholmangbemail unc edu>, "Tyler, Brie Farley" 

<brie tvler@unc edu>, "Gaines, BlNant Anthony" <ba~aines@email unc edu>, "Kolat, Cary J" 
<kolatU~email unc edu>, "Pemberton, Chelsea Anne" <chelsea pembertonU~unc edu>, "Ducal 
Chris" <ducargbunc edu>, "Feifs, Chris" <cfeifsgiunc edu>, "Rich, Chris" 
<chrisr@email unc edu>, "Garth, Christy Lynn" <cuarth@unc edu>, "Holliday, Corey L" 
<chollidayUa)unc edu>, "Papadatos, Dionisios" <dpapa(7~email unc edu>, "Biener, Eric" 
<bericUa)email unc edu>, "Hernandez, Efik H" <ehhernan(7~email unc edu>, rackham 
<rackhamU~unc edu>, "Fulton, C~ant" <~fulton(7~,unc edu>, "Porter, C~ant" <~tporter(Tt),unc edu>, 
"Gatz, Gregory" <~u~@unc edu>, "Cathro, Guy" <uuvcathro@unc edu>, "Larta, Ivory" 
<ilatta 12Ua)unc edu>, a)~zmail corn" <imsisnerosUa)~zmail corn>, "Negalha, Jeff" 
<ine~alha(7~unc edu>, "Charles, Jennifer S" <iencharCa)email unc edu>, "Langley, Raymond 
Joshua" <ilan~levUa)unc edu>, "Webb, Josh" <idwebb(7~email unc edu>, "Dowd, Katrina M" 
<kmdowd~?unc edu>, "Wigger, Leah Marie" <wi~ger~?unc edu>, "Roberts, Logan" 
<lo~anwr(~,live unc edu>, "Young, Marissa Veronica" <mvyoun~z(7~email unc edu>, "VanAIstyne, 
Mark" <coachmva(7~unc edu>, "Jednak, Matt" <iednakUa)email unc edu>, "Litzinger, Michael B" 
<mlitzing@email unc edu>, "Hudson, Nicole" <coach huddy@unc edu>, "Myers, Patrick Jacob" 
<patmvers~?unc edu>, "Barnes, Philip E" <pbarnes~?unc edu>, "Anundsen, Sara" 
<anundsenCa)unc edu>, "Forbes, Scott" <sforbes~,unc edu>, "Jackson, Scott C" 
<~iackson@unc edu>, "Rubin, Stephen Aaron" <mbins@email unc edu>, "Gisselman, Steve" 
<sd~iss~bemail unc edu>,                 ~)~mail corn" <               ~?~mail corn>, 
"Baldwin, Richard Anthony" <tonybaldwin~?unc edu>, "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" 
<trace¥ williams~?unc edu>, "Chinn, Trevor Jacob" <tichinngbunc edu>, "Phillips, Tripp" 
<tohilliosUa)unc edu>. "Adams, Tyler G" <tadams tC~unc edu>, 



tU~live unc edu>,          ~U~gmail corn" <          f~,gmail corn>, 
" ibgmailcom" <    " " ,~?~mail corn>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman~buncedu>, 

"Adams, Clarissa" <clarissa adams@unc edu> 
Ce: "Lane, Clicket" <cricket~a)unc edu> 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications 

Coaches attached are the applicants for 2014-15 Rising Stars (as o 

Thank you for your help. 

). Again, the deadline is 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, 3:47 PM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications 

We would appreciate your help in getting the word out about applications for the Rising Stars Program. 

Typically, we provide a pitch for this at our March Carolina CREED meeting; however, winter weather 

forced us to cancel this meeting. Also, our April Carolina CREED meeting has been pushed back until April 

21 given the scheduling of the Rammy’s,      , and our Recognition Banquet      . Much appreciated. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:45 PM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications 

Who are you looking to lead your team 2-3 seasons from now?! Get those student-athletes in the 

leadership pipeline next year. Help position them so that when you say to them, "You are a senior.., a 

captain.., a leader, now LEAD!" that they are ready for that moment, that they have the necessary insights, 

experience, skills and rapport to do so. 

Deadline is Tuesday, 

Online Rising Star Application: Surveymonkey.com/RisingStarApplication 

Attached is a flyer for applications to the        Rising Stars Program and for Carolina CREED Mentors. 

Normally, we would distribute these at the March Meeting for Carolina CREED; however, the weather 

conspired against us. We can’t wait until the rescheduled meeting. We would appreciate your help in 

sharing this information with your student athletes and possibly posting it to a visible and highly trafficked 

area in your locker room or team room. Thank you for your help. 

Shelley 

<Rising Star Applications xls> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday,              9:54 AM 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@uric edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

Fwd: Leadership Academy:         Rising Star Applications 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <t~ac~v wi!lia,~s@~lr~c ed~> 
Date:              5:37:00 AM EDT 
To: "Calder, Andrew G" <acalder@~mc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchd[@uJ~c c~bl> 
Subject: Fwd: Leadership Academy:         Rising Star Applications 

Sent from my iPhone 
Tracey Williams-Johnson 
University of North Carolina 
Women’s Basketball and 
Home of Naismith Hall of Fame Sylvia Hatchell 

Begin fot~-arded message: 

From: "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <~zace2_?d!lmnlS~;~;;mc ed*~> 
To: "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <tracer wilfi~:ns@~mc edu> 
Subject: FW: Leadership Academy:         Rising Star Applications 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, 3:47 PM 
To: Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Mock, Conrad D Jr; 
Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Meaders, Harlis James; Mann, 
Jan M; Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, 
Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, 
Sylvia R; Workman, Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; 
Calder, Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela; 

~,~gm~!~?n~ ~ ~ao! ~,m; Holman, Brian; Tyler, Brie Farley; 
Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducal Chris; Feifs, 
Chris; Rich, Chris; Gar’h, Christy Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; 
Biener, Eric; Hemandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Porter, Grant; Gatz, 
Gregory; Cathro, Guy; Latta, Ivory;.,         ,(~gmail corn; Negalha, Jeff; Charles, 
Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah 
Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Marissa Veronica; VanAIstyne, Mark; Jednak, Matt; 
Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; 
Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, 
Steve;               ~mai! corn; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, 



Tracer D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, Tyler G; 
~i~gma;l ;;ore; Sander, Thomas J; Adams, Clafissa 

Subject: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications 

We would appreciate your help in getting the word out about applications for the 
Rising Stars Program Typically, we provide a pitch for this at our March Carolina 
CREED meeting; however, winter weather forced us to cancel this meeting Also, our 
Aprl Carolina CREED meeting has been pushed back until April 21 given the 
scheduling of the Rammy’s ( ) and our Recognition Banquet ( Much 
appreciated 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, 
Subject: Leadership Academy: 

2:45 PM 
Rising Star Applications 

Coaches, 

Who are you looking to lead your team 2-3 seasons from now?! Get those student- 
athletes in the leadership pipeline next year Help position them so that when you say 
to them, "You are a senior a captain a leader, now LEAD!" that they are ready for 
that moment, that they have the necessary insights, experience, skills and rapport to do 
SO 

Deadline is Tuesday, 

Online Rising Star Application: Survcym~r~kc~, c~ m/l’~siJtgSt~rAl~glicaliorL 

Attached is a flyer for applications to the        Rising Stars Program and for 
Carolina CREED Mentors Normally, we would distribute these at the March Meeting 
for Carolina CREED; however, the weather conspired against us We can’t wait until 
the rescheduled meeting We would appreciate your help in sharing this information 
with your student-athletes and possibly posting it to a visible and highly trafficked area 
in your locker room or team room Thank you for your help 

Shelley 

<Get Involved Application Flyer pdf> 

<CREED Mentor GM Flyer pdf> 

<Rising Star LFL Flyer pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 8:57 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: Basketball Articles 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Bobby Paul 
Date: April 10, 2014, 5:43:55 PMEDT 
To: "sl~mchell@tmcaa uric edu" <sh~rche!l@ctn~:aa um ed~.> 
Subject: Basketball Articles 
Reply-To: Bobby Paul 

Dear Coach Hatchell, 
I hope that you are doing well. I was the Carolina graduate economic student that you met with about this 
time last year. I worked under Jim Foster and Pete Gaude[l, hopefully that rings a bell. I just would like to 
share a few articles with you that I picked up at the Slcan Analytical Conference. These articles are 
supposed to give you a insight on the future of basketball and how it will affect coaching. I also hope you 
are doing well. I know that you have been through alot. Just know this, you have touched many people lives 
and continue to inspire everyone at Carolina and the world. I know you inspire me. You are a tremendous 
person that did so much for everyone. As I mentioned to you, I know people judge you by wins/loses (I don’t) 
but your impact on the region is so much more. I hope they are truely grateful for you there. Take Care and if 
I can ever assist you in anything let me know. I will try to watch a workout in the nex[ few weeks because I 
might be in the area. 
Take Care all the BEST Coach 
Sincerely 
Bobby Paul 

<NBAPLAYS pdf> 

<NBA pdf> 

<NBA Three pdf> 

<NBA Crash pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Thursday               6:23 PM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@uric edu> 

Fwd 

image jpeg; ATT00001 htm; ATT00001 c; ATT00002 htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvan~e[@~email tmc c&~> 
Date:             ,5:18:29 PM EDT 
To: "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <~ace ~llia~+~! ~nc edu>, "Calder, Andrew G" 
<acakk r@~nc cdtx>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shr.tcl~elFa.tmc cd~*>, "Latta, IvotT" 
<i!attai2,?{~t~c edu>, "Adams, Clarissa" <c[afissa adams@me ed~>, "Law, Greg A" 

Co:’ ~emai[ unc ed’,~> 
Subject: 

Good Afternoon - 

Please see the picture below that                   posted to her Instagram account It is not 
permissible for her to use her identifying, personal social media account to promote a commercial 
product or se~ice 

Please have her remove the post as soon as possible 

Thank you 

Marielle 



a)Counter move to the drop step over right shoulder 

b) jump shot to make defense guard you 

c) shorten free throw stroke -start at mid chest area 

d) play 1on 1in the post this summer- use your moves often- at times shoot all 

bank shots in a game 

a) finishing move going right 

b) pull up jumper 

c) 1on 1with a passer- 

a) High jump on your shots 

b) Pass off the dribble or jump stop pivot then pass 

c) Ball handling Kentucky dribbling- pivoting 

d) Play 1on i w/a passer to start the possession-do this often this summer- 

finishing moves- 

e) - learn both post play and perimeter play-finishing moves 

a) Use finishing moves at the end of Drives 

b) Kentucky dribbling moves on the move 

c) Shooting 

d) Play more Ion 1 w/a passer ( V cut) this summer-work your finishing 

moves going left and right- at times shoot all bank shots in the game 

a) Use your step back move more 



b) Get your shot off as quick as you can but as slow as need to in order not to 

rush your shot 

c) Play 1on 1 more this summer start with a passer if available( V cut)- 

finishin8 moves 

a) Finishin8 moves- play 1 on z often this summer 

b) Moves 8oin8 risht 

c) shotfake-show and Go--then finishing moves 

d) Shoot off cuts while coming off screens reading the defense -flare ,- curl, or 

pop back 

a) Tear drop/Step back 

b) All finishin8 moves 

c) C) shootin8 

d) ADD Strensth 

a) Play 1 on 1 in the post a lot( Finishin8 Moves)- at times shoot all bank shots 

in the same 

b) Add the Jump Hook to your arsenal -point toe 

c) ADD STRENGHT- 

d) Ball handling Kentucky dribblin8 -finishin8 moves 

a) Finishing moves 

b) add to le8 lift for shots and reboundin8 

a)Get Healthy 



b)Arm speed on shot- 

c) Kentucky dribbling 

d) finishing moves - play much 1 on 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday,             6:38 PM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu>;                            @hotmail corn 
@hotmail corn> 

Fwd: hnportant Camp Schedule Update 

Sentfrom myiPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From. F~eld Jam ~teld~vlln~ edx 
Date: ,4:48:29 PM EDT 
To: "Calder, Andrew G" <~caMer,.a_~.u~c edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" 
Kalbas. Brian J [ kalbas~aunc ~-au ,          ?~aol corn            ~ac[c~.m    Palla&no 

George W" <b9alladfl~o?~ +n~ ed~>, "Breschi, Joe" <b~e,;chlqv +nc ed~>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" 
<cdmockfft~<~c cdu>, "McGrath, Colin B" <~E~K~¢e r mlu , ,.a~>, "Somoano, Carlos M" 
<co~ oaao~!~t~c edu>, "Galvin, Derek P <~?.~[~:unc ~ lu>, Papa, Donna J <~!~c~t[ >, 
"Morelli, David Dominic" <dq~ord[i(a~email ut,c edu>, "Parker, Andrew F" 
<d e,v~"~e ~ ail t~ ~c edu>, "Stefansk, Eric Edward" <esce ~ms’~e~ a [ uw~ edu>, "Gatz, @egow" 
<~%?~g~ed u>,_.~ ~ol copd’ ........         ~ao c~ m>, "Mann, Jan M " <~t~ ,na~                                 =_ _.~._.t "duroc__. __edu>, 

Langley, Raynond Joshua <1[£v92~9. :=~5.[~>, Sagula, Joseph A ~i::~4[£~.- ~ ~,du>, 
"Shelton. Karen C" <kcaLQ .~c:e h~>, "Law, Greg A" 

9~ol corn>,    pp, Andrew" 
"Meaders, Hadis James" <t ~eader~a ~mc ~du> "Fox Mike" <ml>~xr?2,mc edu> "Hudson, Nicole" 
<~)gg~h [?Udt[>~u~?c cdu>, "DeSelm, ~ch L" <gchde~clm@ u~c ~ d*~>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" 
<shatchd!@uac e~ha>, "Paul, Sampson L" <q~:m!?j3t~* ,c~{g>, "Levy, Jennifer S" 

Cc: "Bitting, Angelyn S" <ab tting@u’,c ed!/>, "Warner, Slacey Harris" <staces-wa~:er~{{2uvc:etJa!>, 
"Robinson, Kevin T" <Mo*~5~ac cdu>, "Bunting, Mike" <n~bumfi~2~unc edu>, "Brunner, John F" 
<~ohn Brtmner@tmc e*!t~>, "Holliday, Corey L" <cbollida @uric ec/u>, "Steinbacher, Nck" 
<~5cl qttmc ed~>, "Gallo, Jr, LanT A" <a~hgal!o(?~ u~c edu>, "Hinton, Reggie" 

<)!~!9~0]j~/:~d~>, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <~?k~X~]~’~2~k!L~[24~j~>, "Miller, Beth" 
<bethmille~ ~{{)unc ed~>, "Gwalmey, Clint" <c~allney~unc edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" 
<bubbac~:vcmai[ unc cd~>, "Ille, Vince" <]l!e~2cunc cdt~>, "Pogge, Paul" 

~[ive unc eO~/>, "Kirschner, Steve" <s~eveld ~<chJter;’~’~m. edu>, "Beale, 
Michael" <wichaelbea]e@ur~c edu>, "Ballen, MaNna K" <n~ballengFunc edu>, "Johnson, Shelley 
H" <~hell~ur c ~du>, "Cleau, Kenneth Eugene" <kdea~unc edu>, "Best, Kevin S" 
<kbes*@tmc e&~>, "Lane, Cricket" <cr~ckefft{dmc edu>, "Culleg Ellen B" 
"Sabo, Tim" <tsabo~?’ema~l unc edu>, "Perldns, Michael" <~pe~kins(~’ur~c edu> 
Subject: hnportant Camp Schedule Update 

confirm those Please note the tabs at the bottom of the document indicating the month 

As always, thank you for your cooperation and flexibility as we support the success of our student- 
athletes preparing for the football season and beyond 



Reminder: Please make sure that all of your staffworking overnight camps pass a certified 
background check It is your responsibility to verify these checks and then confirm that by signed 
form Please look for another email regarding these and other details 

Please also contact me directly with questions regarding scheduling, backgrounds checks, and/or 
other camp related topics It is my pleasure to work with you all Thank you for sharing Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 12:17 PM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@uric edu> 

Fwd: Still looking for games for next season? Limited space available 

Sere from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Sallie Gordon 
Date: April 30, 2014, 10:56:20 AM EDT 
To: Sallie Gordon <~r,!lie@s~w!tours nct> 
Subject: Still looking for games for next season? Limited space available 

Coach, 

Still in the need of games? Sport Tours has limited space available in our Thanksgiving Shootouts 
in Puerto Rico and Las Vegas and in our Pre-Christmas, Puerto Rico Classic Below you will find 
more information Hotel, breakfast, and ground transportation is included in the price Contact me 
with any interest and/or questions 

San Juan Shootout 

San Juan, PR 

N ovember 26-30, 2014 

2 games - set opponems 

South Point Shootout 

Las Vegas, NV 

N ovember 26-30, 2014 

2 games - set opponents 

Puerto Rico Classic 



December 18-22, 2014 

2 games - set opponents 

SJG 

Sallie Gordon 

Executive Director, Women’s Basketball Invitational 

Sport Tours International 

414-228-7337 (o) 

(c) 

Twitter - @SportToursWBB 



From: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O UNC EXCHANGF/OU EXCHANGE ADMTNIS~.ATfVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPLENTS/CN SYLVIARHATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 

Friday.           I 1:42 AM 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu> 

Re: UNC ~VBB - Season Recap 

Great Job! Please send to all the girls including 

Sent from my iPad 

On at I I: l0 AM, "Adams, Clarissa" <clarissa adams(i~,unc edu> wrote: 

Subject: FW: UNC WBB - Season Recap 

From: Matt Wilcox [mailto:mattw@quarter4media.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 20:46 PM 

To: Palanjian, Scott 

C¢: Taylor Kavanaugh; Jim kanglois 

Subject: UNC WBB - Season Recap 

Hey Scott, 
Hope all is well We have completed the first cut of the season review edit and it is ready for your 
feedback We are really happy with the season sto~? we were able to tell within the edit 
Also, we have yet to do any polishing elements on this cut as of now (sound mix, color correct, etc) 

UNC Season Recap V3//https:/ 

Looking forward to hearing your feedback[ I’ll be available to discuss anytime tomorrow if you wanted 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 3:28 PM 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email unc edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
<anson@email unc edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc edu>; Sisneros, Jason M 
<sisneros@email unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>; Somoano, Carlos M 
<csomoano@unc edu>; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalha@unc edu>; Porter, Ca-ant 
<gtporte@unc edu>; Adams, Clatissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G 
<tadams@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Miller, Beth 
<bethmiller@unc edu>; Gales, Bobby H <bgales@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G 
<acalder@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E 
<dcheek@email unc edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob <tjchinn@unc edu>; Domina, Julie 
<jdomina@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc edu>; Fulton, Grant 
<gfulton@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc edu>; Caeen, ClTstal 
<cl2¢stag@email unc edu>; Haney, Sarah K <shaney@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia 
R <shatchell@unc edu>; High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph 
<jthipps@email unc edu>; Jednak, Mat* <jednak@email unc edu>; Koenig, Kaye T 
<koenig@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth <skoenig@unc edu>; Kolat, CalN J 
<kolat@email unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~T <ilattal2@unc edu>; Holman, Laurie J 
<lhohnan@unc edu>; Law, Caeg A <greg law@unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S 
<jenny levy@unc edu>; Lynch, Becky <rmlynch@email unc edu>; Maddox, Danny 
<dmaddox@email unc edu>; Marsh, Patrick <pmarsh@email unc edu>; Miller, Ron C 
<rmiller2@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiler21@email unc edu>; Mock, Conrad 
D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios 
<dpapa@email unc edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne <chelsea pembetton@unc edu>; 
rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Rea, Dana M <drea@unc edu>; Sagula, Joseph A 
<j sagula@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane <amy smith@unc edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha 
L <tsodom@email unc edu>; Tel2cn Brill,         @gmail corn); Tyler, Brie Farley 
<brie tyler@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu> 

Re: IMPORTANT INFO - PLEASE READ 

Dennis Papadatos is out of town so there should be plenly of food Stacey ..... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apt 16, 2014, at 2:53 PM, "Warner, Stacey Harris" <staceywamer~unc edu> wrote: 

Hey evetTbody! 
Just another reminder about the track meet starting tomorrow and all the building and parking 
components that goes along with it 

Another note - there is going to be food set up in Carmichael, McCaskill and Eddie Smith Please 
keep in mind this is for the volunteers, officials, etc working the meet so please refrain from eating 
food so they do not run out :) 

Thanks in advance!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apt 14, 2014, at II :32 AM, "Waraer, Stacey Harris" <staceywarner(-a)unc edu> wrote: 



Hi everyone! 

I’ve attached this week’s Carmichael schedule, but more importantly, I wanted to go over 

logistics for this week’s ACC track meet as it relates to Carmichael and parking. 

Carmichael Arena will remain locked Thursday-Saturday. You will be able to enter the 

bu tiding via you r fob at any fob location. If you are expecting a visitor or student athlete and 

are aware they are coming, please try to meet them at the front doors for their easy access. 

PARKING 

g3 Permit Holders: You will need to park in the Hw¥ g4!Raieigh Rd Visit~r Lot on Wednesday 

and Thursday 

.�5 I’ ~.,irnit I= <d ~ s: You will need to park on ~out~ ~" a,~ "~ t~’:! I~e ~.! s with your $5 permit 

on Wednesday and Thursday 

Si.~o~t ~ 1~1~’,~: Please move the vans out of the back lot Wednesday-Saturday. 

(~i ¢, . i ~r If you’re team is traveling this weekend, please let me know so we can make 

alternate plans for where you can leave your car. 

Thanks for everyone’s patience and understanding during this event. It is going to be the 

largest, single event we have ever hosted here on campus with over 2gOg student athletes 

competing!!! 

If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know and please let anyone I may have 

left off this list aware of this information. 

<Carmichael Weekly doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Wednesday,              9:47 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about lhe athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete% name to visi~ their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

’thanks! 

1-he beRecmited 1-earn 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights reset+ed I beRecruited 1539 Bt’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!ick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brandon Miller            ~gmail corn> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 12:21 AM 

Deep South Grid 

Ga-id - Deep South (4-21) xls 

Coach 

Attached is grid for Deep South 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu> 

Wednesday, _           2:08 PM 
Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; 
Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu> 

FW: Maze Day 

Is it ok fop the players to parti¢lp~te in this event this year? 

From~ 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:45 AM 
TO~ Adams, Clarissa 
Subject~ Maze Day 

Hey Clarissa, 

Hope you are doing well. 

UNC Department of Computer Science will host their annual event for blind and visually impaired children to come do 

fun and educational activities and games on . They want to invite student athletes to have lunch with children 

(12pm-1pm) at the lower lobby of the Sitterson Hall on campus. They mentioned some members from the women’s 

basketball team were there to help last year, and all the kids love it! So I want to check with you r team again. Would you 

please talk with girls on your team and see if anyone is available and interested? I know some student athletes from 

swimming and diving and fencing team will join them as well. Thank you. Looking forward to your reply[ 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ~illiamsCaunc edu> 

We&~esday,             2:30 PM 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adamsCa unc edu> 

Hatchel[, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Williams- 
Johnson. Trace?, D <tracey ~illiams@unc edu> 

Re: Maze Da5 

Yes i take them eve~?, year but only for the ones who can do it time permitting Thanks. coach txq 

Sent from m5 iPhone 
Trace?, Williams-Johnson 
Universib of North Carolina 
Women’s Basketball and 
Home of Naismith Hall of Fame Sylvia Hatchell 

On at 2:07 PM. "Adams. Clarissa" <clarissa adams~,unc edu> wrote: 

Sent: wednesday, 11:45 AM 
To: Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: Maze Day 

Hey Clarissa, 

Hope you are doing well. 

U NC Department of Computer Science will host their annual event for blind and visually impaired child ren to come 

do fu n and ed ucational activities and games on They want to invite student-athletes to have lunch with 

children (J.gprn-J.pm) at the lower lobby of the Sitterson Hall on campus. They mentioned some members from 

the women’s basketball team were there to help last year, and all the kids love it! So I want to check with you r 

team again. Would you please talk with girls on your team and see if anyone is available and interested? I know 

some student athletes from swimming and diving and fencing team will join them as well. Than k you. Looking 

forward to your reply! 

Connect With Us On 

<imageOO9.png><imageOlO.png><imageOll.png><imageO12.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Friday,             4:56 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorlng@unc edu>; 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 

PLEASE EXCUSE XYLINA RE: Weekly Infi-action Notice 

Please excuse this one. This is my fault, I sent he~ to a professor at noon and told the tutor. ] should have to!d the tutor 

coordinator before this was sent! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, . 4:27 PM 
TO: 
Co: Hatchell, Sylvia R; Calder, Andrew G; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your GS tutoring session on 

12:00pro. This is your first documented infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

at 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of 

infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

ist and 2nd infraction - Warning 

4th infraction - Strike two 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to 

appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and 

approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and 

provide any other proof to support the student athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and you r schedule. If you are traveling or required to 

attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is you r responsibility to email the tutor 

coordinators (AgPSA ~utoli~L~)unc ÷d’.~) within the timeline listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior 

to missing. 

For Appointments gpm or later Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before gpm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before gpm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than 

noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct 

questions to 919 962 9892. 

Sincerel% 



bsheu@em~[[,unc~edu 
Office: 9!9-Sz13-232g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Saturday,              9:31 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited profile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

beRecruited profile to contact the athiete View 

Thanks! 

The beRecruited Team 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights rese~ed I beRecruited 1539 B~’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!ick lere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 1:57 PM 

USJN Windy City through 2:! 5 

C~-id - USJN Windy City (4-27 for Sun) through 2 15xls 

Coach, 

Attached is the grid for USJN Windy City through 2:! 5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 3:50 PM 

USJN Windy City through 3:30 so far 

C~-id - USJN Windy City (4-27 for Sun) through 3 30 so far xls 

Coach, 

Attached is the grid for USJN through 3:3 0 I am still waiting on some games to be updated 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu> 
Wednesday, March 26, 2014 6:17 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
<tracey williams@unc edu>; Latta, Ivo~’y <ilattal 2@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr 
<billylee@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu> 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Congratulations and Best Wishes[ 

Congratulations on you r win against Michigan State and best wishes against South Carolina! 

Safe travels. 

Martina 

Marfina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell 
Fax (919) 962 0125 

Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Saturday,               9:52 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about [he athlete [i sted below, click on the athlete% name to visi ~ their beRecmited profile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecmitud profile to contact the athlete 

Thanks! 

The beRecmited Team 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights resetwed I beRecruited 1539 Bt2cant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!ick lere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Tuesday,            1:50 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visi t their beRecmited profile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

’thanks! 

The beRecruited Team 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights reset+ed I beRecruited 1539 Bt’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!ick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 12:28 PM 

print@ad unc edu 

Fwd: Banquet Awards 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "High, Jane Start" ~r{/mc eda> 
Date: April 3, 2014, 5:08:22 AM EDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <ahacchell@ut~c edu>, "Cheek, Donna E" <dcheek£g~et~nail mnc edu>, 
"Adams, Clarissa" <darissa admw @me edn>, "Law, Greg A" <=~re:~ law@~n,,:edu>, "Calder, 
Andrew G" <acalder;h;nnc edu>, "Lee, William R Jr" <billv[ec@,-mc cd~>, "Williams-Johnson, 
Tracey D" <im_~_%~_~vj~j.ia_~i~ur~__i:~d_.t!>, "Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred" <£~auli_c~C~!!>, "Latta, 
Ivo~T" <i[at~a 12~?~!unc edu>, Katie Kuester ~c,~gmai! coq~> 
Subject: Banquet A~vards 

There will be a meeting to discuss the end of the season awards presented at the banquet This 
meeting will be on Tuesday, April 8th @ 11:00 please reply and let me know you have read this 
message Thank you!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shatchel@email unc edu 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 7:52 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 
Fwd: Congratulations 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: William Blackwood 
Date: April 3, 2014, 11:51:06 AMEDT 
To: "sh~ch~[[(L~tmcaa .~ ic edu’’ <sha~chell’i~ancaa ~ ic ~d~a> 
Subject: Congratulations 

Sylvia, I hope you don’t mind me sending you this email directly but I felt the need to congratulate 
you and your players - such a fine team[ I love watching women’s sports, basketball in pa~icular 
has become so competitive (!), and I must say that when I saw your last game in the NCAA 
tournament on IV I was immediately converted to a North Carolina fan When you go to the Big 
Dance next year I promise I will be rooting for you all 
Bill Blackwood, Buffalo NY 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shatchel@email unc edu 
Saturday, April 5, 2014 9:29 AM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 
Fwd: Autograph Business Card Request 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: < 

Date: 12:36:28 AM EDT 
TO: < 

Subject: Autograph Business Card Request 

Hi, 

I hope you’re doing good. I just wanted to ask if nuN brother and I could get an autographed business card of 
you? It would mean a lot to us! We have been collecting signed business cards of different people. We have 
a large collection and would love to add you to it. Thank you for taking your time to read my message!!! 

If you would like to add to my collection, please send to: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shatchel@email unc edu 
Saturday, April 5, 2014 9:29 AM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 
Fwd: Autograph Business Card Request 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: < 
Date: 12:34:54 AM EDT 
To: < 
Subject: Autograph Business Card Request 

Hi, 

I hope you’re doing good. I just wanted to ask if my brother and I could get an autographed business card of 
you? It would mean a lot to us! We have been collecting signed business cards of different people. We have 
a large collection and would love to add you to it. Thank you for taking your time to read my message!!! 

If you would like to add to my collection, please send to: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday,             I 1:3 I AM 

@live unc edu> 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <j aimielee@unc edu> 

Weekly Infl-action Notice 
Infraction Appeal Form docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your EXSS tutoring session or 

at 8:00pro. This is your second documented infraction and shall be considered your second warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of 

infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

ist and 2nd infraction - Warning 

3rd infraction - gtr[ke one 

4th infraction - Strike two 

5th infraction - Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, 

academic counselor, associate director of academic suppor[, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to 

appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and 

approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and 

provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and you r schedule. If you are traveling or required to 

attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is you r responsibility to email the tutor 

coordinators (ASPSA hltorin~@!~nl :ed[~ within the timeline listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior 
to missing. 

For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than 

noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct 

questions to 919 962 9892. 

Sincerely, 

t3en Y, heu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday,             I 1:3 I AM 

<, ~live unc edu> 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <j aimielee@unc edu> 

Weekly Infl-action Notice 
Infraction Appeal Form docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received infractions for not showing up in your EXSS    tutoring session on        at 

8:00pro and for not showing up in your COMM    tutoring session on          at 7:00pro. These are your second and 

third documented infractions and shall be considered your second warning and Strike one. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of 

infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

ist and 2nd infraction - Warning 

3rd infraction - Strike one 

4th infraction - Strike two 

5th infraction - Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, 

academic counselor, associate director of academic suppor[, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business doy$ from the date of the email to 

appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and 

approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and 

provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and you r schedule. If you are traveling or required to 

attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is you r responsibility to email the tutor 

coordinators (ASPSAT!ltolm~!~unc~d’qj within the timeline listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior 

to missing. 

For Appointments gpm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before gpm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than 

noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct 

questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday,             I 1:3 I AM 

< @live unc edu> 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>: Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <j aimielee@unc edu> 

Weekly Infl-action Notice 
Infraction Appeal Form docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ENGL    tutoring session on 

at 8:00pro. This is your second documented infraction and shall be considered your second warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of 

infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

ist and 2nd infraction - Warning 

3rd infraction - gtr[ke one 

4th infraction - Strike two 

5th infraction - Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, 

academic counselor, associate director of academic suppor[, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to 

appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and 

approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and 

provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is you r responsibility to keep track of you r tutor appointments and you r schedule. If you are traveling or required to 

attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is you r responsibility to email the tutor 

coordinators (ASPSA hltorin~@!~nl :ed[~ within the timeline listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior 
to missing. 

For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than 

noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct 

questions to 919 962 9892. 

Sincerely, 

t3en Y, heu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Tuesday,            7:54 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

beRecmited profile to contact the athlete View 

’thanks! 

The beRecruited Team 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights resel~ed I beRecruited 1539 Bl’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!ick lere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shatchel@email unc edu 

Wednesday, 11:41 AM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Fwd: UNC FCA for Monday, 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "High, Jane Start" ~r~/mc eda> 
Date:             10:47:58 AM EDT 
To: "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shaLcbell@u~c ed~>, "Cheek, Donna E" <dcbeek~eu~ail u~c edu> 
Subject: Fwd: UNC FCA for Monday, 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Fwd: UNC FCA for Monday, 
From: Albert Long <~.~!~ 
To: "High, Jane Starr" 
CC: 

Jane: Just in case there might be someone who just might want to come and "check me out" Here 
are the directions Thanks! Once again PLEASE let me know immediately when Sylvia gets a 
date for the picnic I hope she has contacted Anne I stay away from that part 

albert 

Subject: UNC FCA for Monday, 
Date:,           at 5:34:02 PM EDT 
To: "albertlo~.9£c~front]er.co!’.’¢’ <albertlon~..fror~tier.com> 

Hi, Mr. Long[ 

This is from UNC FCA[ 

Thank you so much for being willing to come and share with us[ 

The meeting is on Monday, at 8:00 PM in Chapman Hall, room 3.25. 

You’ll want to come into campus on Raleigh Road, will turn into South Road (the blue 

arrow on the map) and you will stay straight on that road. You’ll pass the Student 

Store on your right, Wilson Library on your right and then the Bell Tower on your 

le~t. You’ll go through the stoplight that follows, and then just beyond the stoplight, 

there will be a parking lot on your right, Venable Lot. It’s just past Morehead Lab 

Building. You can park there for ~ree and then go up the stairs toward the class 



buildinss you’ll see up the hill, You’ll see Sitterson Hall right in front of the stairs and 

Chapman will be to the right of Sitterson. There will be someone standin8 at the door 
of Chapman you’ll be facing to let you in! 

Also, my phone number is 

have! 

You can call me with any questions you 

Thank you asain for comins! Can’t wait to hear what God has put on your heart for us 

to hear! 

In Christ, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shatchel@email unc edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 8:58 AM 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 
Fwd: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Johnson, Shelley H" <shellioat~unc edu> 
Date: April 10, 2014, 8:21:31 AMEDT 
To: "Sapp, Andrew" <masapp(7~,unc edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(7~,email unc edu>, 
"Kalbas, Brian J" <bkalbas~)unc edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock~)unc edu>, "Somoano, 
Carlos M" <csomoano~)unc edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" <derekg~)unc edu>, "Papa, Donna J" 
<diD@unc edu>, "Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders@unc edu>, "Mann, Jan M" 
<janmannU&unc edu>, "Levy, Jennifer S" <jenny levv(7~,unc edu>, "Breschi, Joe" 
<breschiat~unc edu>, "Sagula, Joseph A" <isagulagt~unc edu>, "Shelton, Karen C" <kcsat~unc edu>, 

"Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc edu>, "DeSelm, Rich L" <richdeselm@unc edu>, "Miller, Ron C" 
<m~iller2(7~email unc edu>, "Paul, Sampson L" <spaul(7~unc edu>, "Haney, Sarah K" 
<shane?Ua)email unc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchellUa)unc edu>, "Workman, Aaron" 
<aworkman(7~,email unc edu>, "Sanchez, Abel" <abel2s(7~,email unc edu>, "Smith, Amy Diane" 
<amy smith@unc edu>, "Williams, Andre" <willia46@email unc edu>, "Calder, Andrew G" 
<acalderUa)unc edu>, "DiBitetto, Andrew F" <afdibiteUa)unc edu>, "Reckart, Angela" 
<coachreck(a~unc edu>, ’             ~)aol corn" <             alaol corn>, 

~? ~mail corn" <            ~?~mail corn>, ’      ~baol com" 
~aol co~n>, "Holman, Brian" <bdhohnan~&email unc edu>, "~-yler, Brie Farley" 

<brie tvler~?unc edu>, "Gaines, B~ayant Anthony" <ba~aines~t~email unc edu>, "Kolat, Cary J" 
<kolat~t~email unc edu>, "Pemberton, Chelsea Azme" <chelsea pemberton~t~unc edu>, "Ducar, 
Chris" <ducar@unc edu>, "Feifs, Chris" <cfeitk@unc edu>, "Rich, Chris" 
<chrisr(7~,email unc edu>, "Garth, Christy Lynn" <cgarth(7~),unc edu>, "Holliday, Corey L" 
<cholliday~t~unc edu>, "Papadatos, Dionisios" <dpapa~?email unc edu>, "Biener, Eric" 
<beric@email unc edu>, "Hernandez, Erik H" <ehhernan@email unc edu>, rackham 
<rackham~a)unc edu>, "Fulton, C~ant" <~fulton(7~unc edu>, "Porter, C~ant" <~tporter(7~unc edu>, 
"Gatz, C~-ego~y" <~g:k~&unc edu>, "Cathro, Guy" <gu¥cathro~a)unc edu>, "Latta, Ivory" 
<ilatta 12~&unc edu>,           ~gmail corn"           ~&gmail corn>, "Negalha, Jeff" 
<ine~alha@unc edu>, "Charles, Jennifer S" <ienchar@email unc edu>, "Langley, Raymond 
Joshua" <ilangley~a)unc edu>, "Webb, Josh" <idwebb(7~email unc edu>, "Dowd, Katrina M" 
<kmdowd(7~unc edu>, "Wigger, Leah Marie" <wi~er(7~unc edu>, "Roberts, Logan" 
<lo~anwr(~live unc edu>, "Young, Marissa Veronica" <mvvoun~(7~email unc edu>, "VanAIstyne, 
Mark" <coachmva~?unc edu>, "Jednak, Matt" <iednak~t~email unc edu>, "Litzinger, Michael B" 
<mlitzin~a)email unc edu>, "Hudson, Nicole" <coach huddy~a)unc edu>, "Myers, Patrick Jacob" 
<patmgers(7~unc edu>, "Barnes, Philip E" <pbarnes(7~unc edu>, "Anundsen, Sara" 
<anundsen@unc edu>, "Forbes, Scott" <sforbes@unc edu>, "Jackson, Scott C" 
<siackson~t~unc edu>, "Rubin, Stephen Aaron" <mbins~?email unc edu>, "Gisselman, Steve" 
<sd~zi ss~a) em all unc edu>,                 (7~ ~m ail corn"                ~mail corn>, 
"Baldwin, Richard Anthony" <tonybaldwin@unc edu>, "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" 
<trace¥ williams~?unc edu>, "Chinn, Trevor Jacob" <tichinngt~unc edu>, "Phillips, Tripp" 
<tphillipsgt~unc edu> "Adams. Tyler G" <tadams~?unc edu> "Johnson, Zoya" 
<vaseka~blive unc edu>, "         ~bgmail corn" <         ~?~mail corn>, 

~a)mnail corn" < 7~,gmail corn>, "Sander, Thomas J" <Dacman~a)unc edu>, 



"Adams, Clarissa" <clarissa adams(~#,unc edu> 
Ce: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket(rbunc edu> 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications 

Coaches attached are the applicants for 2014-15 Rising Stars (as of 4/10/14). Again, the deadline is 

4/15/14. Thank you for your help. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 3:47 PM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

We would appreciate your help in getting the word out about applications for the Rising Stars Program. 

Typically, we provide a pitch for this at our March Carolina CREED meeting; however, winter weather 

forced us to cancel this meeting. Also, our April Carolina CREED meeting has been pushed back until April 

21 given the scheduling of the Rammy’s (Apr14) and our Recognition Banquet (Apr7). Much appreciated. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

Coaches~ 

Who are you looking to lead your team 2 3 seasons from now?! Get those student athletes in the 

leadership pipeline next year. Help position them so that when you say to them, "You are a senior.., a 

captain.., a leader, now LEAD[" that they are ready for that moment, that they have the necessary insights, 

experience, skills and rapport to do so. 

Deadline is Tuesday, April 15. 

Online Rising Star Application: Surveymonkey.com/RisingStarApplication 

Attached is a flyer for applications to the 2014 15 Rising Stars Program - and for Carolina CREED Mentors. 

Normally, we would distribute these at the March Meeting for Carolina CREED; however, the weather 

conspired against us. We can’t wait until the rescheduled meeting. We would appreciate your help in 

sharing this information with your student athletes and possibly posting it to a visible and highly trafficked 

area in your locker room or team room. Thank you for your help. 

Shelley 

<Rising Star Applications 2014-15 (4 ] 0 14) xls> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shatchel@email unc edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:01 AM 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu> 
Fwd: Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <traceg wi!liams’~@mc edu> 
Date: April 10, 2014, 5:37:00 AMEDT 
To: "Calder, Andrew G" <aca/der~mnc edu>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" 
Subject: Fwd: Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

Sent fiom my iPhone 
Tracey Williams-Johnson 
University of North Carolina 
Women’s Basketball and 
Home of Naismith Hall of Fame Sylvia Hatchell 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" 
To: "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <~racc?<y~ilfta:ns~mc edu> 
Subject: FW: Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 3:47 PM 
To: Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Mock, Conrad D Jr; 
Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Meaders, Harlis James; Mann, 
Jan M; Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, 
Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, 
Sylvia R; Workman, Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; 
Calder. Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela; 

~z~all co!n; f~)ac!l ccl~?; Holman, Bnan; Tyler, Brie Farley; 
Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Caty J; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducar, Chris; Feifs, 
Chris; Rich, Chris; Garth, Christy Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; 
Biener, Eric; Hemandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Porter, Grant; Gatz, 
Gregot?¢; Cathro, Guy; Latta, Ivot?¢;          ))gr~ai] corn; Negalha, Jeff; Charles, 
Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah 
Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Marissa Veronica; VanAlstyne, Mark; Jednak, Matt; 
Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; 
Anundsen. Sara: Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Crlsselman, 
Steve;              ~4n~.~ ~’~; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, 
Tracer D: Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, Tyler G; Johnson, Zoya; 

~nail corn; i~,-~tnai] cot,-; Sander, Thomas J; Adams, Clarissa 



Subject: Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

We would appreciate your help in getting the word out about applications for the 
Rising Stars Program Typically, we provide a pitch for this at our March Carolina 
CREED meeting; however, winter weather forced us to cancel this meeting Also, our 
April Carolina CREED meeting has been pushed back until April 21 given the 
scheduling oftheRammy’s (Aprl4) and our Recognition Banquet (Apr7) Much 
appreciated 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 2:45 PM 

Subject: Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

Coaches, 

Who are you looking to lead your team 2-3 seasons from now?! Get those student- 
athletes in the leadership pipeline next year Help position them so that when you say 
to them, "You are a senior a captain a leader, now LEAD!" that they are ready for 
that moment, that they have the necessary insights, experience, skills and rapport to do 
SO 

Deadline is Tuesday, April 15 

Online Rising Star Application: Stuv;-vmol~ e’, ~ omiRisiJz~St~rAm~iicadort 

Attached is a flyer for applications to the 2014-15 Rising Stars Program and for 
Carolina CREED Mentors Normally, we would distribute these at the March Meeting 
for Carolina CREED; however, the weather conspired against us We can’t wait until 
the rescheduled meeting We would appreciate your help in sharing this information 
with your student-athletes and possibly posting it to a visible and highly trafficked area 
in your locker room or team room Thank you for your help 

Shelley 

<Get Involved Application Flyer pdf> 

<CREED Mentor GM Flyer pdf> 

<Rising Star LFL Flyer pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

berecmited@berecmited corn 

Friday,             8:48 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 
Invitation to view an Athlete’s profile at BeRecruited 

Coach Hatchell, 

Recently, a registered student-athlete requested you to review their beRecruited profile To learn more 
about the athlete Ii sted below, click on the athlete’s name to visit their beRecmited p~ofile 

Athlete Sport Grad Year Location Height Weight 

Basketball 

View beRecmited profile to contact the athlete 

’rh~nks! 

The beRecruited Team 

~3[og 

© 2013 beRecruited, All ~ights reset+ed I beRecruited 1539 Bt’yant St, Suite 301 I San Francisco, CA 94103 

If you’d like to stop receiving these emails c!]ck lere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email unc edu> 

Monday,               10:33 AM 

UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaaseniorstaff@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
<uncaaheadcoaches@groupsunc edu>; UNCAA Academics 
<uncaaacademics@groups unc edu> 

Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development 

Weekly Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Please see the weekly schedule of Student Athlete Development in the attachment and share with anyone that you 

think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week! Go Heels! 

Best, 

Connect With Us On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Morten Nielsen <morten@recolnmendedscouting corn> 

Monday, Aplil 14, 2014 3:35 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; 
Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc edu>; High, Jane Start 
<jhigh@unc edu>; Latta, Ivory <ilattal2@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu> 
International Scouting Setw-ice 

Dear coaches of UNC Women’s basketball 

[Recommended Scouting is interested in presenting our scouting service to the coaching staff 
at UNC, Therefore we wouid like to offer you a free triai period to our website where you will 
find scouting reports including video material on Scandinavian prospects. 

We provide information on all the best Scandinavian girl’s prospects and believe we cover 
Scandinavian girl’s basketball better than any other scouting service in the world, We ars of 
course aware that only a very smart fraction of the talent poo! is of relevance for a program of 
your caliber. What we can offer UNC basketball is a thorough scouting service that wilt keep 
you well informed on prospects in Scandinavia and ensure that you have knowledge of any 
players in the region with potential to compete at your level at any time. 

Please use the usemame and password below to access the player database on 
w’~v.recommendedscouting.com 

Password: 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have. 

Morton Nielsen 
International Scout - www, reeommendadscouting.eom 
Cell: 
Skype ID: monids77 
Certified by the NCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shatchel@email unc edu 

Wednesday, 2:5 1 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey ,adlliams@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Latta, Ivol?~ 
<ilatta 12@unc edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fol~varded message: 

Date: 1:36:29 PMEDT 
To: Sylvia Hatchell <sbalci~ell@nncaa an~ ed~> 
Subject: 
Reply-To: < 

Hi Coach Hatchell! 
My name is also called for easiness hn a at highschool and is 
well known for being the nicest person you’ll meet Easy to talk to and can take criticism very well 

My number I strenght as an high school gaurd is my basketball IQ i can make decisions on the 
court as needed and im a ve~?~ skilled ball handler with a smooth jump shot and enjoy getting 
eve~ayone involed because winning together is what a team is all about 
As i approach college i hope to get a chance to develope as an athlete and a person on and offthe 
court through the teachings of coaches and my peers 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shatchel@email unc edu 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 11:47 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu> 

Fwd: Marketing 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Date: Ap)il 17, 2014, 11:43:46 PM EDT 
To: <sha~cl~e[[@uncaa ~mc ,~du> 
Subject: Marketing 

Dear Coach Hatchell: 

I hope you and your family are doing well I am a fan and follow the Heels I have been 
disappointed in the attendance to the women’s games I have a marketing idea that I think could 
really be a success in helping increase attendance by a large number I would be glad to discuss 
with you, if you are interested 

Thanks 
Roy B Twisdale 

"Go Heels" 



a)Counter move to the drop step over right shoulder 

b) jump shot to make defense guard you 

c) shorten free throw stroke -start at mid chest area 

d) play 1on 1in the post this summer- use your moves often- at times shoot all 

bank shots in a game 

a) finishing move going right 

b) pull up jumper 

c) 1on 1with a passer- 

a) High jump on your shots 

b) Pass off the dribble or jump stop pivot then pass 

c) Ball handling Kentucky dribbling- pivoting 

d) Play 1on i w/a passer to start the possession-do this often this summer- 

finishing moves- 

e) - learn both post play and perimeter play-finishing moves 

a) Use finishing moves at the end of Drives 

b) Kentucky dribbling moves on the move 

c) Shooting 

d) Play more Ion 1 w/a passer ( V cut) this summer-work your finishing 

moves going left and right- at times shoot all bank shots in the game 

a) Use your step back move more 



b) Get your shot off as quick as you can but as slow as need to in order not to 

rush your shot 

c) Play 1on 1 more this summer start with a passer if available( V cut)- 

finishin8 moves 

a) Finishin8 moves- play 1 on z often this summer 

b) Moves 8oin8 risht 

c) shotfake-show and Go--then finishing moves 

d) Shoot off cuts while coming off screens reading the defense -flare ,- curl, or 

pop back 

a) Tear drop/Step back 

b) All finishin8 moves 

c) C) shootin8 

d) ADD Strensth 

a) Play 1 on 1 in the post a lot( Finishin8 Moves)- at times shoot all bank shots 

in the same 

b) Add the Jump Hook to your arsenal -point toe 

c) ADD STRENGHT- 

d) Ball handling Kentucky dribblin8 -finishin8 moves 

a) Finishing moves 

b) add to le8 lift for shots and reboundin8 

a)Get Healthy 



b)Arm speed on shot- 

c) Kentucky dribbling 

d) finishing moves - play much 1 on 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shatchel@email unc edu 

Friday, April 25, 2014 6:38 PM 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc edu>; 
<sylviahatchellsbasketballcamp@hotmall corn> 

Fwd: Important Camp Schedule Update 

@hotmail corn 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Field, Jaci" <iftcld@anc cd~> 
Date: April 25, 2014, 4:48:29 PM EDT 
To: "Calder, Andrew G" <acalder@mc e/lu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" 
"Kalbas, Brian J" <bka!t’.as)~ur~c eda>,                            ~@~o1 =c,m>, "Palladino, 
George W" <_b_~a2~dir~;~mc ed~s>, "Breschi, Joe" <)±c.’5~in~.,~>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" 
<cdmock~)ul~c cdt~>, "McGn-ath, Colin B" <n,~,cra’0tcd~’£e~na~l u~c ed~>, "Somoano, Carlos M" 
<c~omoaJto~u~ced~>,"Galvm, DerekP <kckg~qx .~a~>, Papa, DonnaJ <~.t ,.e,.’l >, 
"Morelli, David Dominic" <~morcilQ~crn~d/me edu>, "Parker, Andrew F" 
<d_,.;~.~tai__12~l~___c~..~j4>. "Stefanski. Eric Edward" <e__%c~]),as’?~en?_.¢~j.~!~ e_ ~t~>. "Gatz, Gqego~T" 
<gg~.~’iunc edu>,                          ~o! corn>, "Mann, Jan M" <lan~:~a~a~uac edu>, 
"Langley, Raymond Joshua" <i[a~gley@u~,: edu>, "Sagula, Joseph A" <j.:agula~;m~c edk~>, 
Shelton. Karen C <~ c~u:tm., edu>. "Law, Greg A" 

~24.~:!L::2:QE~.>, "Sapp, Andrew" <n~ asa~;unc edu>, 
"Meaders, Haflis James" <c0eadec@!~c e!h/>, "Fox, Mike" <mtL~x63?unc/edu>, "Hudson, Nicole" 
<!’~L~la~jzd<ka~4!x,¢_,&.>, "DeSelm, Rich L" <richdcselm(a;_,mc edt~>, "Hatchell, Sylvia R" 
<sha;cit!e]!({/2;!nc:ed¢~>, "Paul, Sampson L" < Rau!(z~_’ur c~du>, "Levy, Jennifer S" 

Cc: "Bitfing. Angelyn S" <a~,)~¢ln2~mcxdta>. "Warner. Stacey Harris" <stace2.:.amer£z{ ~mc ~:/h~>. 
"Robinson. Kevin T" <~nob@ tree edu>. "Bunting. Mike" <mb*~mimz~.unc edu>. "Brunner. John F" 
<~ohn_~3r~ ~me~@ ~c eda > "Holliday. Corey L" <chollidayra2m~c eda> "Steinbacher Rick" 

<r~:k@ J~;’,e~!~a>. "Gallo. Jr. LanT A" <~nlxgaD~;tmc ed~!>. "Hinton. Reggie" 
<hint( n~emall m~c edt~>. "Vangelder. Mafielle A" <m an~eld r~:emai[ tmc edna>. "~ller. Beth" 
<bet?~miJJe~2~’t~c ed~>. "Gwalmey. Clint" <~Caalmev~unc edu>. "Cunningham. Bubba" 

~;live tmc eda>. "Kirschner. Steve" <~e~:ek~schner/c~:~nc e&~>. "Beale. 
Michael" <michac!be~lc@~mc edu>. "BNlen. Maaina K" <mb~!!en@unc ed~>. "Johnson. Shelley 
H" <~helbo@u nc ~du>. "Clea~. Kenneth Eugene" <kc/ea~ut~c edu>. "Best. Kevin S" 

<Lbest@m c edta>. "Lane. Cricket" <crE:ket~tmc edu>. "CulleL Ellen B" <ect~lle~@~.mc eda>. 
"Sabo. Tim" <is tbo2~Zema]] ur c edu>. "Perkins. Michael" <~erJd~s(~’ut~c edu> 
Subject: Important Camp Schedule Update 

confirm those Please note the tabs at the bottom of the document indicating the month 

As always, thank you for your cooperation and flexibility as we support the success of our student- 
athletes preparing for the football season and beyond 

Reminder: Please make sure that all of your staff working overnight camps pass a certified 
background check It is your responsibility to verify these checks and then confirm that by signed 



form Please look for another email regarding these and other details 

Please also contact me directly with questions regarding scheduling, backgrounds checks, and/or 
other camp related topics It is my pleasure to work with you all Thank you for sharing Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday, 1:26 PM 

~live unc edu> 

SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

BAS PostCard IUppdf 

University Friend, 

We are excited to announce the inaugural SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit hosted by the Frank Hawkins 

Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill! Our 

mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts who love, research, 

and work in the discipline of performance and business analytics. 

This conference, to be held Friday,       - Saturday,             represents Analytics, a growing industry 

that has changed the way we organize, administer, and compete in sports. 

BAS features Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken Pomeroy, Coach George Karl, the entire NBA 
Bobcats Analytics staff, and more! The NBA Case Competition will be open to all students (undergrad and 

grad) from across the country. It is a virtual competition, and the winners are invited to share at the Summit. 
We will also have a special student-only entrepreneurship session for anyone interested in learning more 

about Spor~ Analytics (non-basketball focus). It will be hosted by Elias Sports, the official company of stats for 

the NBA, NFL, NHL, and MLB. 

Please use the attachment to share with your university community. Note: The Early Bird registration deadline 

is Selection Sunday, 

www.kisporLunc.edu 

Continued success to you[ 

Yours in spor~, 

BAS Planning Team 

Department of Exercise and Spor~ Science 

MA, Sport Administration Candidate 

University of North Carolina 

@liw.~unc edu 

[~ cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6A85FAgC0 ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 11:12 AM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu>; Lee, William R Jr <billylee@unc edu>; 
@gmail corn; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 

<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu> 

2014 WBCA National Convention Schedule 

2014 WBCA National Convention Schedule pdf 

FYI 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:49 AM 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc edu> 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Ga-aduate Learning Coach Letter of Interest 
Coach Cover Form-                doc; 

docx; C~aduate-Student-Learning- 
Resume      ~2V2 docx 

Hello Kim, 

Here is my completed application. 

My three references are: 

Thank you for your time, and I look foward to meeting early next week, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:02 PM 

To: Abels, Kimberly 

Co: Willingham, Mary 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hello Kim, 

Next week is fine. I should be free most of the day on Monday or Tuesday (so 9-5 would be fine for me), 

since I don’t have any classes or meetings during finals. I will get started on the application right away. 

Thank you, 

From: Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,              2:55 PM 

TO: Willingham, Mary; Abels, Kgnberly 

Subject: Re: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hi 

Let’s try to next week. Would you mind forwardingacoupletimesthatworkforyouthen? 



In the meantime, if you haven’t already submitted an application to the Learning Center as a graduate learning 

coach (look for link at learningcenter.unc.edu), please do. 

Thanks, 

gim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 
Learning Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.unc.ed u 
learningcenter.unc.edu 

I will be out until Monday (after today/tonight). 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

On at 12:36 PM, "Abels, Kimberly Town’ <kabe!s@uqc,edu> wrote: 

Mary, 

Looks like I can meet this Thursday at 3 or this Friday between 12-37 Any of those a match? 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Learning Center Director 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

walt [~gcenter unc~d~.~ 

Date: Monday,             11:29 AM 

TO: Mary Willingham <q~willi[l~l~al-~l~ ul~l: 8du> 



C~:: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabi~ls~;unc ~du> 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

That sounds great[ What time are the both of you free this week? I would have time to meet 

Tuesday or Thursday after $$ or anytime on Friday. Do any of those times work for the both of 

you? I hope you both had a happy Easter. 

Thank you again, 

Thanks for the reminder, [ would like to introduce you to Kim Abels nex’~ week. She is the Dilector of both 

the Writing and Learning Center. I’ve copied her on this erna[!, Mary 

Sent= Thursday, 11:50 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hello Professor Willingham, 

I just wanted to check and see how things had developed since we talked a couple weeks ago 

about my desire to get more involved with the peer tutoring program and/or the learning center. 

If you want to meet sometime before, after, or seperately from tutoring next week, I will have a 

fairly open schedule to talk. 

Thanks for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,             3:05 PM 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc edu> 

Willingham, Mal~J C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hello Kim and Mary, 

I was wondering if we were still trying to meet sometime this week. I am free all day Thursday. 

Thank you, 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 3:48 AM 

TO: Abels, Kirnberly 

Cc: Willingharn, Mary 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hello Kim, 

Here is my completed application. 

My three references are: 

Thank you for your time, and I look foward to meeting early next week, 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:02 PM 
To: Abels, Kimberly 

Cc: Willingham, Mary 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hello Kim, 



Next week is fine. I should be free most of the day on Monday or Tuesday (so 9-5 would be fine for me), 

since I don’t have any classes or meetings during finals. I will get started on the application right away. 

Thank you, 

From: Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,            2:55 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary; Abels, Kimberly 

Co; 

Subject: Re: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hi 

Let’s try to next week. Would you mind forwarding a couple times that work for you then? 

In the meantime, if you haven’t already submitted an application to the Learning Center as a graduate learning 
coach (look for link at learningcenter.unc.edu), please do. 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 
Learning Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
writingcenter.unc.ed u 

learningcenter.unc.edu 

From: <Willingham>, Mary Willingham <[T~w]llinAbam@unqedu> 

Date: Tuesday,             12:38 PM 

Subject: Re: Tutoring and the learning center 

I will be out until Monday (after today/tonight). 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www.unc.edui~wi!!Jngh 

On at $2:36 PM, "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabels@un¢.edu> wrote: 



Mary, 

Looks like I can meet this Thursday at 3 or this Friday between $2-37 Any of those a match? 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D~ 

Writing Center Director 
Learning Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From:. @!ive.4nc.edu> 
Date: Monday, 21:29 AM 
To: Mary Willinsham 

Co: "Abels, Kirnberly Town" <kabels@unc edt~> 
Subject; RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

That sounds great! What time are the both of you free this week? I would have time to meet 
Tuesday or Thursday after $$ or anytime on Friday. Do any of those times work for the both of 

you? I hope you both had a happy Easter. 

Thank you again, 

From: Willinsham, Mary C. 

Sent: Thursday, 2:42 PM 

To; 

Co: Abels, Kirnberly 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Thanks for the rern[nder. ! v,zould like to introduce you to Kim Abels next week. She is the Director of both 

tbe Writing and Learning Center. i’ve copied her on this erna[I. Mary 

Sent: Thursday, 11:50 AM 

Subject: Tutoring and the learning center 



Hello Professor Willinsham, 

I just wanted to check and see how thinss had developed since we talked a couple weeks aso 

about my desire to get more involved with the peer tutoring program and/or the learning center. 

If you want to meet sometime before, after, or seperately from tutorin8 next week, I will have a 

fairly open schedule to talk, 

Thanks for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Thursday,            9:41 AM 

Willingham, MatTC <mwillingham@uncedu> 

hey! 

Before you leave and eveo~thing I wanted you to read my blog Thank you so much for all that you’ve done 
for me I hope you have more success after this xoxoxo 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Thursday, May I, 2014 10:32 PM 

Britt Bernheim Ludwig < @aol corn> 
WV senator 

Britt, 
I have been invited to testify in front of Senator Rockefeller’s commerce committee on May 14 about the 
welfare and well being of student athletes Do you and Bob know him? 

Mmay Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc.edu/- willingh 



Start: 5/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/8/2013 7:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail corn> 

Tuesday,             5:05 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: Tutoring help? 

Thanks so much Mary[ 

I would suggest that     make an appointment with Christina Perry or Robin Blanton in the Learning Center. 

In addition, I will be available during Steele Building Walk in Hours (lower level - grad division) tomorrow from 

2-5 if she wants to stop by. I will also be there next week every afternoon for walk in hours at the same time. 

Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 

On , at 9:19 PM, ’ 

Mary, My daughter,     is a sophomore at UNC this year. She is a good student, works hard, and 

seems to be doing well in most of her classes. However, she tells us that she is having some 

trouble with her Econ    class. She feels like she knows the material, but usually runs out of time 

on her exams, which affects her grades significantly. Unfortunately, this is leading to some "test 

anxiety" for her. I am pretty familiar with the Academic Success Program ( our son got help from 

the Learning Center), but am not sure if you all might offer something that could help her...or if 

you might have a suggestion ( tutor, advisor?) for where she could look for some help. We are not 

aware of any learning issues, but she does seem to need to study longer than many of her 

peers...and time is often a problem. Sorry to bother you, but I was not sure how to advise her. I 

would appreciate any suggestions you might have. Thanks so much, 



Ms. Willing ha m, 

Would you consider an honors thesis that entailed 2 3 hours of work per week, and involved weeldy or biweeldy meetings of 10 20 minutes between the 

student and faculty sponsor, as occurred in my CLAS and courses in my CLAS and courses this past year, be[n8 sufficient for six 

hours of credit? 

Are the guidelines given ]n the Independent Study Task Force for one hour of contact weekly 8u[del[nes to be approximated, or are they arbitrary values set 

for the repot? 



To= Willingha m, Mary 

Subject= FW: Question about independent studies 

What constitutes "poorly su peiMsed" ]ndependent studies in your op]n]on? 

To= Willingha m, Mary 

Ms. W]ll]ngha m, 

Would you cons]tier an honors thesis that enta]led 2-3 hours of work per week, and ]nvolved weekly or b]weekly meetings of 10-20 m]nutes between the 

student and faculty sponsor, ]n my CLAS      and      courses this past year, being suff[c]ent for six hours of credit? 

Are the guidelines given in th e Independent Study Task Force for one h our of co ntact weeldy guidelines to be a pproximated, or a re they a rbitra ry values set 

for the repot? 

Thankyou, 



Ms. Willing ha m, 

Would you consider an honors thesis that entailed 2 3 hours of work per week, and involved weeldy or Nweekly meetings of 10~20 minutes 

between the student and faculty sponsor, in my CLAS      and      courses tNs past year, being s uffic[ent for six hours of credit? 

Are the guidelines given in the Independent Study Task Force for one hour of contact weekly guidelines to be approximated, or are they 

arbitraw values set for the report? 

Thank you, 



i. NO, I was not a longtime advisor in the Steele Building I did have a stint as an EXSS departmental advisor that required me to hold i0 hours/week in a 

Steele building office in addition to mv legular office hours. It was velv helpful to lealn the process and meet some of the Steele Bu]Idlng admln]strators 

and full time advlsols 

#HeelForward 



debbx 





If this email is not displayed properly, click here 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Hello Roy! 

Thank you for participating in today’s ACS Team Manager training session, I hope you found it helpful 
as you being using the roster functions within your ACS Team Manager so,ware system. We are 
excited to be partnering with the University of North Carolina! 

If you did not attend today’s training session and you are receiving this follow up email please take a 
moment to review your username and password information below. 

Training Videos! 
For users who participated in today’s training and tho~e that did not, I highly encourage everyone to 
Iogin and go to the Team Manager tab and select Training Materials. Here you will find helpful online 
training videos to help you get started with the ACS Team Manager software system. 

Login Information 
URL: httDs://in control.acsat hletics.com 
Save this URL to your Favorites! Just a reminder, Internet Explorer 7.0 or greater is the recommended 
browser for PC and Safari is the recommended browser for Mac users. 
Username: 
Password: 

**If you are using Internet Explorer and logging in for the first time do the following: 
Login to ACS 
Select Tools in your Internet Explorer browser in the upper right hand corner. 
Select View Compatibility View Setbngs 
When acsathletics.com appears in the field, click Add. Close the Window and your page should refresh. 
If you do not update these settings you will not be able to send emails or text messages to your roster. 

Training Recap: 

1. Today we reviewed sending emails to the roster, sending text messages to the roster, viewing 
and updating information on your athletes and running reports. 

2. Try sending a test text message or email to your roster or a few athletes on your 
roster. 



Go to Athletes in the Team Manager tab 

Check off the athlete(s) you want to email or text 

Select Send Te~ Message or Send Email from the Functions drop down on the right 
side of the page. 

Click Go 

Type the email or text message - don’t forget to SIGN YOUR TEXT MESSAGES! 

Click Ne~ and Preview 

Click Send! 

Try running the Grid Report. Don’t forget to click to Customize Grid on the Athlete list to make 
sure you have the information you want in your report! Remember, by clicking Print next to the 
Print Report dropdown on the right side of the screen, it only opens on your computer. It won’t 
actually print until you send the document or spreadsheet to your printer! 

We also reviewed setting up Alumni and Boosters in ACS Recruiting Coordinator. TO get 
started, don’t forget to go to Recruiting Coordinator and add University of North Carolina as a 
University in the Schools section so you have a school to associate your Alumni and Boosters 
within the Contacts section! 

Need Help?? 
To contact the ACS Help Desk with questions: 
Emaih helDdesk~acsathletics.com 
Phone: 800.343.6220, Option 2 
Live Chat: Use the Click Here for Customer Service butLon on the top of each screen within the ACS 
InControl system! 
FAQ: Click the FAQ link in the upper right hand corner to access an online help manual. 

Please let us know if you have any questions. Have a great holiday weekend! 

Melanie Cabezas 
Client Services Director 

rncar ter@acsathletics.com 
http://www.acsathletics.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:47 AM 

Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Commitment 

TEXT.htm 

Nadia, if you could please pass the email below on to Coach Williams, it would be greatly appreciated[ Thanks so much[ 

Pat 

Coach Williams 

lwanted to i nf~rm you that the Recruit you met with 2 weeks ago recently committed to UNC 

isthebest Rising in the country and you made a lasting impression on him Ihavelearneda 

great deal froma recruiting standpointinjust 2 meetings with you and one our recruits [wanttopersonallythankyou 

again for taking the time to meet with and make his experience at UNCthat much more special Thanks fur your 

continued support of the program 

On a different note,              recruiting class is arriving this weekend and will finally be on the field for us this fall 

is the #1 ranked player in the country and our class is also ranked #1 in the country Again, you were instrumental in 

wrapping up and selling him onUNC Ithoughtyouwouldenjoyseeingthelinkbelow it’sthecoverof 

Magazine’s "Recruiting Issue" 

Thanks for everything Coach, I admire the classy manner in which you handle all aspects of your program Your passion for 

UNCis contagious and we hope to reach the mountain top of college        in the near future 

Pat 

Patrick Myers 

Assistant Coach 
(919) 962 2890 (o) 

(919) 962 2893 (~ 

Regular Mailing Address: 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 

27515 

Fedex/UPS Address: 

216 Finley Golf Course Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 

27517 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 12:03 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Carolina Gymnastics Facebook Page! 

TEXT.htm 

The Carolina Gymnastics Team would like to invite you to visit our newteam Facebook page, just click on "Like" and 

become a FAN! 

News about the current team and happenings here in Chapel Hill, as well as alum news and photos will be added on a 

regular basis. We have already posted a lot of wonderful photos and video from past teams to present. We hope you 

will ioin us as a "Fan" and also share the page with your Facebook friends. Our goal is to spread the word about Carolina 

Gymnastics to as many people as possible. Please help us reach our goal of over 10,000 FANS! Just click on "Like" to 

help us reach the goal. It’s Fun and it’s free! 

All the best, Derek & the team 

Derek P. Galvin, Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell Phone: 

Office Phone: 919 962 52~3 

Web Page: www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kirin Kumar <kkumar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 7:41 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank you from UNC Softball 

[MAGE:jpg 

Coach Williams, 

Thank you very much for allowing    and I to watch practice today. We throughly enioyed it and hope to come to 

others. I was amazing to watch you coach in action behind the scenes. I understand Basketball and Softball are very 
different, but learning the way a practice is run and what is done is great. Also, T want to thank you, for letting us have a 

tour of the amazing basketball facilities. Tt is truly a great set up. You were on your omce phone when we came by your 

orate. Again thank you and I look forward to meeting you in person one day. 

Kirin Kumar 

Assistant Softball Coach 

University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 6, 2011 5:45 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thanks! 

TEXT.htm; ]MAGEjpg 

Roy, 

My grandson,      aaEicipated in the basketball clinic that you and your team conducted on New Year’s Eve. He had a 

wonden~ul time and really enioyed meeting your players,      is 10 years old and the impression your team made on 

him was unbelievable. He is looking forward to participating in one of your camps this summer. He loves basketball and 

of course, he loves Carolina! 

Good luck to you and the team the rest of the season. 

Go Heels, 

Jan 

Jan Mann - UNC Women’s Golf - 910-962-4273 I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:48 PM 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Roy Williams 

< raw20@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 

Violation Result 

TEXT.htm; Violation Response.pdf 

Coach Williams and Coach Holladay, 

I wanted to pass on to you the NCAA’s response to our           eligibility certification violation (attached). As you’ll 

see, they’ve levied a $1,000 fine on the depar[ment, which is their typical penalty when a student athlete competes prior 

to being certified as eligible ($500 per contest). 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Angie Sitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 8:23 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting 

<abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anne Sexton <aesexton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angle King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Hoots <amyhowe@ad.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Ann Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Amy Piland <apiland@ad.unc.edu>; Alison 

Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <Beros-Adrian@aramark.com>; Bobby Hundley 

<bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Guthridge <billg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff 

Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Andrews 

<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Curt Brossman <cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chris Gallo <cgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase 

<chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hir[h <chir[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

CMatheson@FAC.UNC.EDU; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Christopher Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu >; Cynthia Stone 

<cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

< david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dawn McPherson <ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu >; deborah hawkins@unc.edu; 

Danielle Gaynor <dgaynor@ad.unc edu >; Diane Aldridge 

<djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe <dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse 

<dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Debbie 

McDermott <dmcd@ad.unc.edu >; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu ; 

Emily Cozart <ecozart@ad.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Elizabeth Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu >; Eric Montross 

<emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff 

Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Neal Harrell < harrelln@ad.unc.edu >; Jason 

Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Janine Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jack Daly <jdaly@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jerry Crain 

<jerrycrain@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Reavis         @gmail.com>; Jerod Haase <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Marc Davis <jmskate@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian 

<jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Joyce Dalgleish 

<joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Whitman 

<jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 

Crowder <kcrowder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Dutton 

<kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kim Jones 

<kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Kyle Lang <klang@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katherine Marlow 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<kmarlow@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack 

<krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lee Snyder 

< Isnyder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Linda Woods <lwoods@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Don McCauley 

<mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Michael Crowe <mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Margie 

Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 

< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@fac.unc.edu> 

Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell 

<mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Brewer <rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny 

<rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ronnie 

Pendleton <Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; Ross Schwarzber 

< rschwarz@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Brianna Apple 

<santeramo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jordan Skolnick <skolnick@ad.unc.edu>; Shane 

Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sean Quinn <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sue Walsh < suewalsh@ad.unc.edu >; 

Terri Maynor <tmaynor@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Lawrence 

<uncdiving@uncaa.unc.edu>; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu >; William 

Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Weekly Schedule 

TEXT.htm; TH]SWEEK-2011-16.pdf 

is attached thanks. 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tiffany Hall          [@yahoo corn> 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 1:25 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

You signed the basketball for my deployed soldier please read my email 

TEXT htm 

Hi, my name is Tiffany Hall, you and the team signed a basketball a couple weeks ago, for my husband Melvin D. Hall 
who is currently deployed to Iraq. 

I pray and hope this email finds you in good health and peace. I wanted to email you and tell you thank you, if you only 
had a faction of the idea of how happy my husband was to see his ball. I know you must hear this all the time coach, but 
my husband IS Tarheel #1 fan. My husband BLEEDS TARHEEL BLUE. I am trying to coordinate with you and/or "Life 
Time Coming Home" tv show to give my husband the surprise of his life. Usually the show surprises the family with the 
coming home soldier.....I want to surprise the soldier. I know it would probably be out of the question to have you and the 
team come to Austin TX (wink wink) ....but can we brain storm on a SUPER surprise for him? If we can’t bring the 
Tarheel’s to Austin, can we bring the soldier to the Tarheers? 

I know you do not know me, but my soldier means everything to me. And I will do ANYTHING, above and beyond to make 
his dreams come true. 

Thank you for your time coach, 

Sincerly Mrs. Hall 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Summer Sneed" <       I@carolina rr corn> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 10:34 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Ice <     ~scentair corn> 

Thank you from the Wolf Packer’s wife! 

TEXT htm 

Coach Williams... 

My husband stopped you in the Las Vegas airport last night as you boarded a plane for Charlotte. As he told 
you...he IS a Wolf pack fan through and through. In fact, there are three days throughout the year we agree to 
disagree - that’s one football game and generally two basketball games] And yet he knows how much [ love UNC 
and Tar Heel basketball, so he stopped you. 

Thank you for being so very gracious and taking the time to talk with him! We may turn him into a Carolina Blue 
fan yet! 

Many thanks...and have a great day] 

Go Heels] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Vickie Riddle" <       @hscgkc org> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 3:54 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

post season satisfaction 

TEXT htm; image001 jpg 

Coach Williams 

I attended grad school KU while you were head coach...I was at a gas station near the airport when you 

announced you were staying at KU and cried buckets of tears of joy...cried other buckets when you left...but as 

I watch NBA post season play it occurs to me that you must feel so proud of the wonderful young men you 

staVced on their you must be on a constant joy ride[ You deserve great credit for your work with these young 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Flora, Nicholas"< ~ttuedu> 
Monday, May30, 2011 6:05 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaauncedu> 
Thanks 

M5 name is             and I’m Ibom Ka/y, TX Jusl a little while ago you signed Ihe back of my tick¢l in tb¢ Charlotte airport as 
you were about to get on a fligbt I’m a staldent at            J~tivetsig" and I’m mqjori n~ in Eye rcise and Sports Science wifl~ a 
mfltors hi Education and Matbematics rm also on tbe male practice squad latown as’           wbo scfinmmge against the Lad> 
Raiders Basketball team I’m slud5 ing to b¢com¢ a baskelball coach, preferably high school An3 ways, I was jusl sending Ihis emall 
sa) that~ks for fire autograph because you’re one of tbe n~m) great coacbes I look up to and aspire to be like Thtuiks for your time, it 
meant a lot Have a great Memorial Da) mid lest of sununer! Good luck nex~t season! 

God Bl¢ss 

Sincerely, 

Nicholas Flora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Tom Neff"       "@comcast net> 

Tuesday, May 3 I, 201 I I 0:12 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

departures to UCLA 

TEXT htm 

Dear Coach Williams, 

I became a Kansas BB fan because I loved the way they were coached and played. I later realized that you 
were the coach. So it is with mixed feelings, as a UCLA alum, that I read about the transfers to my 
university. Some kids just get homesick I guess. 

While I was always a IWde dismayed when the Tarheels pulled kids out of California - the upside always 
has been that at least they weren’t heading to USC. ;>) 

And speaking of SC, after reading an arUcle a few years ago in Sport~ Illustrated about the UNC-Duke 
rivalry I realized that in North Carolina Duke fulfills the role of a "USC" - although I certainly hope that the 
average Duke alum isn’t as full of themselves as too many USC alums are. 

Anyway, it will be easy to continue to root for UNC. A~ter all, light blue is almost like sky blue, right? 

Tom Neff 
UCLA ’59 
West Linn, Oregon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, June 13, 2011 6:58 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

hey coach 

TEXT htm 

mr williams i wrote you last year hoping you could send me a autographed picture of yourself was hoping you could do 
that for a big tar heels fan also if you could send any other stuff from the tarheels also do you ever see coach smith 
around there could you get him to sign something for me thanks richard " p.s 
anything you can send i would appdcate it thanks richard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 11:06 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Strength and conditioning 

TEXT htm 

Good afternoon, 

My name is            ’, and I will be a Junior in college this coming fall I’m currently doing Summer 
research, but aside from the workday I’ve been hitting the gym everyday, doing the air alert vertical jump 
program, and just working on my basketball skills However, I was wondering if you (or someone on your 
basketball staff) could give me some direction as to a workout schedule I’ve been playing basketball for about 4 
years now, and I’m currently about 6’1" and 160 lbs I’m not asking for personal help, just a general schedule 
(with weight training or specific drills) to follow that will help me improve my game Thank you in advance for 
your time and feedback 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@t~iad rr corn> 

Thursday,              1:30 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

request 

Coach Williams: 

wbo hmldles lequests l~ke tltis, I was just not sine wbme to start 

I am w~iling Io s¢¢ ifI mighl b¢ abl¢ Io gel an anlogmphed 
basketball frmn tbe          temn as a live auction item at ~W 
cNldmn’s Swi~n for Cm~cer event on        All proceeds go to tbe 
American Cancer Societs" 1 plan to dmmte tlfis ball to the auction ~l~ 

undeistmld ffyou ate not able to honor it, but just tl/ougbt I would 
ask 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Meadows <              @gmail coin> 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:06 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

For a fan or UNC basketball 

TEXT htm 

Hello Mr Williams, 

My name is Amy and my husband and I are hugefansofyourbasketballteam!Iknowyouareabusyman, 
so I won’t take up a lot of your time, but my husband, Mitch will be turning 30 this December and I am t~aying to 
do something extremely special for him I was wondering if there was anyway to get a signed basketball by tbe 
201 1-2012 men’s team for him to display in his "man room" as he calls it I am working on getting some tickets 
to one of the games, but thought if there was any way to get an autographed ball, that might be something over 
the top! I would even buy a ball and send it to you special and pay for the shipping and handling both ways if 
we could work this out I know this might be an odd request, but it would be amazing if I could get this done 

I apprecaite your time and look fox.yard to hearing from you 

From a huge fan wanting to do something awesome for her super amazing husband on his 30th 

Amy Meadows 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

¯ @live unc edu> 

Saturday,              4:00 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

@email unc edu 

Question about Basketball Game on US Carrier 

TEXT htm 

Mr. Williams, 

I was wondering about how a student might go about purchasing tickets to this game if at all possible. I’m going to be a 
Senior next year and it would be a memorable experience to attend this event. I figured there might be a discount for 
enrolled students if purchased through the school. 

I deployed on six submarines while serving in the Navy so I never had the chance to board a Carrier. Although I saw one 
in the Harbor in Japan from a distance. It would be cool to experience it as well as witness history as the first college 
basketball game not held on land. 

I didn’t know who to contact specifically about this event so I thought I would contact you directly. 

Best, 

GO HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, June 29, 201 I 4:16 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

100th birthday 

TEXT htm 

We have a lady at our church who will be 100 in September 2011. She is a BIG Roy Williams, Carolina Basketball fan. 
She lives in a Retirement Center and when Carolina ball is on everyone knows she is watching and will ask what the 
score is. She can name eveoJone on the team. After all it is her Boys & Roy!! That’s what she says. 
I was wanting to know if you would sent her a card to our ch urch for a surprise that we are doing for her 100th bir[hday. 

Her name is 

Pleaselet me know. 

Thanks, 

Pam Edney 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Marc Khourie <            ~gmail corn> 

Monday, July 4, 2011 10:14 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

2011-2012 schedule release 

TEXT htm 

Hi Mr Williams, 

I was born and raised up here in Massachusetts I’ve grown up a die hard UNC and recently had the chance to 
see you guys against BC in Boston and was thrilled to see you guys destroy them I’d love to experience a game 
at the Dean Dome Making the trip obviously requires planning Do you know when your schedule will be 
finalized? Look forward to hearing back 

Regards, 

Marc Khourie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Livingstone ¯           ’@yahoo corn> 

Saturday, July 9, 201 I I 1:09 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Practice 

Dear Mr Williams, 

My name is Will and I am a huge fan of UNC and will be flying in from California by myself’in September 
just to attend the Heels opening football game The reason I am writing you is to see if you hold any practices 
open to the public that I may attend during the time I am there of Sep 2nd to the 6th 

Thanks for your time, 

Will Livingstone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Shah, Aaron Daimon" < ~med unc edu> 

Tuesday, July 12, 2011 2:57 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Roy Williams Camp 

Coach Williams, 

m) hoine l :un grateful for you allowing me to wink for you I have become successfifl in an htdus~y that I didfft coine froin You 
ha~c Intly blcss¢d this Family 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@monette corn> 

Tuesday, July 12, 2011 5:08 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Veterans Day Basketball Game 

TEXT htm 

Coach Williams, I am writing to inquire if there will be any tickets made available to the 
forthcoming Aircraft Carrier basketball game. l am an alumnus of UNC and a member of 
the UNC NROTC Alumni Association. Our President, Mr. Joe Lyons, may also be contacting 
your office to inquire about this matter. I live in Virginia and have thought our association 
might wish to take pa~ in this event in suppo~ of UNC because of our UNC Navy affiliation. I 
will pass along any reply you send me in this regard to Joe for further follow through. 

I know from the Internet that tickets will not be sold, but if there is anyway that a few could 
be allocated to the NROTC Alumni Association it would be great. I am sure we would be 
willing to muster a small contingent who would travel to the area and pay our way, including 
any cost associated with the tickets. 

This is a fantastic way to open the season and I am sure the Navy is also very excited about 
hosting such a morale lifting event. 

Thank you for any information you can provide. 

Sincerely, UNC- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Dean Kanipe" <      ~mcdowelltech edu> 

Monday, July 18, 2011 5:0g PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Pictures from Marion Event 

DSCO336 JPG; DSC 0360 JPG; DSCO366 JPG 

Coach Williams, 

Het~ are thiee pictures from file dedication of your marker in Maoon toda? Tlmlflcs for comh~g and spending so much time wifl~ your 
~ans It merest a lot to them I was glad you got to spend some thne with your coushis while you were here Marion wdl always be 
one of your special homes 

DeanKahipe 

McDowell Teclufical Colnmmfity College 
54 Co11¢g¢ Dove 
Mafiosi NC 28752 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jeffrey Riggs" <     ,@pinehurst net> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 10:08 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Coach Williams, I have an idea for your game against Michigan State that can benefit the 
soldiers 

TEXT htm 

Coach, I apologize for taking up you r time, but I had an idea for helping ou r troops when I read that the game with 

Michigan State was finalized. Why don’t you and Coach Izzo have a camouflage version of you r uniforms made just for 

this game, and auction them and ones like it off to benefit the Wou nded Warrior Project? I just thought it was a win-win 

situation for both sides. I am a lifelong Carolina fan and my daughter is planning on going to Chapel Hill in a couple of 
years. I appreciate ever~hing you’ve done for the University and those of us who support it. 

Just give my idea some consideration and good luck on the upcoming season. 

Jeff Riggs 

Slier City, North Carolina 

~pinehurst.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

b@live unc edu> 

Sunday,              12:06 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa uric edu> 

Basketball tryouts 

TEXT htm 

Dear Mr. Williams 

Hello, I willl be aLtending UNC Chapel Hill this fall. I heard from a lady in the EXSS department that there were open 
tryouts for any team on campus. I played basketball for my high school and am very interested in the JV/Varsib/ 
opportunities that are available. I was wondering if you had already set the date for tryouts or if you know who I should 
contact to find out the date. 

Thank you for your time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 2:19 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC W lacrosse touching base 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Coach Williams, 

I hope you had a good summer and found a little time off before hitting the recruiting trails again. 

My husband and I took our 3 kids to Germany for the Women’s Soccer World Cup it was amazin9. 

I think I saw a few of your boys at a Yoga class today on Franklin Street (I for sure). I was impressed they 

were there! 

I do a lot of yoga and have used it with my team since 1998! It is very hard and humbling for these fit 18 22 year olds 

who can run fast,jump high but can not touch their toes! 

Another challenging summer for Carolina athletics, I know we will come through strong. 

Best to you in the star[ of the new school year, 

Jenny 

Carolina 2011WinterCamp 

REGISTER NOW! 

Jenny Levy 

Head Coach 
Carolina Lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jones, Edith’’<       @srmc org> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 8:27 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Meet the Players Day??? 

TEXT htm; image002 png 

Good Morning CoachiH 
I will be attending Late Night With Roy which I have the past 4 years 

And I was wondering is there a day that you have to meet the players 

And maybe get Autographs,,.My duke co-workers talk about the Day 

After the Camden Crazies have their Night like Late Night with Roy 

They go in the Gym and see some of the players and get Autographs. 

DO we have a Day That I don’t know about? Can’t wait to see our New 
Guys and I am so Excited about this upcoming year!!!! GO TARHEELS!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew DiBitettu <afdibite@uncaa unc edu> 

Saturday, October 8, 201 I 7:45 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Thank You 

Thursda) lnoimng We greatly appreciate you mtddng roon~ in what I ctm o]fl) imagine is an ext]e]nely busy schedule, to speak to 
about UNC trod what it metuts to be a Tar Heel 

I’ve o]tl> been a T~u Heel for a few montbs now, but I have quicld> learned how special tiffs place is mtd what mt inc]edible 
oppomnfi~" it is to be a part of tbis mha’ersit) and atlitetic departlnent Hopefully       tealiaed flits througbout lits visit, as well as 

At so]ne pohtt, we ]teed to get out and pla) a round at Fi]fley Please let us know if we can ever do am’flitng for you over hate at tha 

Thanks again, 
Andrew 

Andrew DiBilcllo 
U niverstu" of Notflt Caro[i]~a 
Assistant Men’s Goif Coach 
PO Box 2126 

Chal~l Hill, NC 27515 
Mobile: 
Office: 919-843-4061 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Wednesday,                 6:54 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

UNC Dance Marathon 

Dear Mr Williams, 

My name is~           ~ and I am a                        .           at UNC Currently, I am in charge of gathering speakers and 
per[’ormers to come to this years UNC Dance Marathon which benefits the UNC Children’s Hospital Students 
raise money throughout the year and then stand for 24 hours straight in February in order to support the kids 
and families that struggle with multiple disabilities and illnesses This year I wanted to invite you to make an 
appearance at the marathon, knowing how important you are to the UNC community As a huge basketball fan 
like many others, I know your participation would be greatly appreciated at the marathon and surely help 
students get through the challenge of standing for 24 hours Please let me know if you are at all interested I 

look fo~-ard to hearing back fiom you 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

"Clay, GTSgt" <tclay@email unc edu> 

Friday, October 14, 201 I 7:05 PM 

Doug Wright <dewright@email unc edu>; Daniel Urban Spano 
<dspano@email unc edu>; Kraig M Rauen <rauen@email unc edu> 

Angie Bi~ing <abitting@uncaa unc edu>; Alexa Forsyth <aforsyth@email unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; Angela Miller (amm54@duke edu); 

Keith Pfannenschmidt <armyroo@email unc edu>; Anthony Ford 
@yahoo corn>; Bet~ina C Shuford <bcshufor(?*)email unc edu>; Bob Tomasulo 

@gmail corn>; Browning Sanderson <                  @gmail corn>; 
A~am A Carollo <carollo@email unc edu>; Janis Carter <carierl@email unc edu>; 
CharlesNewnam@unc edu; Courtney Machelle Poythress <cmpoythr@email unc edu>; 

@nyc rr corn; David Legault <david legault@duke edu>; dguthe@franklin- 
street corn;             @yahoo corn; Datyl J Meeks <djmeeks@unc edu>; 
edward somuk@mannes usmc rail; EDWARD STRAPP@USMC MIL; Erin Connor 
<enc7@duke edu>; Everett Withers <ewithers@unc edu>; Frank W Boaz 
<Pooaz@email unc edu>; Jaci Terese Field <field@email unc edu>; Reginald F 
Hildebrand <hildebra@email unc edu>: Jacquelene W Gorman <jackie@unc edu>; 
Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; 
james byrne@marines usmc mil; jjd23@duke edu; jjraglan@unity ncsu edu; ,lohn Bailey 
<john90@email unc edu>; joseph reconnu@usmc rail; Jessica Pasion 
<jvpasion@email unc edu>; Kate D Torrey <katetorrey@unc edu>; 
KEVIN ALSTON I@USMC MIL; Stephen Edward Klukovich <kluko@email unc edu>; 
Gn-ego~y Duffy <majduffy@email unc edu>; Martin R Pomerantz <martyp@unc edu>; 
Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa unc edu>; Mike R Smith <msmith@sog unc edu>; 
NCSUMOI@GMAIL COM; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Panagiotis A 
Papadopoulos <ppapadop@email unc edu>; rac44@duke edu; Roy Williams 
<raw20@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew J Recame <recame@email unc edu>; 
reidc824@duke edu; Ryan Kotowski <rkotowsk@email unc edu>; goodies 

@comcast net>; scott birckhead <scott birckhead@jqh corn>; Sarah Ruth 
McNelis <smcnelis@email unc edu>; Phil Suchyta <suchyta@email unc edu>; Kristen 
M Swanson <swansok@email unc edu>; Thomasmlacademy Thomas 
<thomasmlacademy@yahoo corn>; Tommy Thompson (tt36@duke edu); Tim Nichols 
<twnichol@email unc edu>; David Steven Heesacker <uncusmc I@email unc edu>; 
William A Cowan <wcowan@email unc edu>; @aol corn; W J McCoy 
<wjmccoy@unc edu>; Wayne E Lee <wlee@unc edu> 

UNC-CH 201 I VETERAN’S DAY CEREMONY 

UNC VETERAN’S DAY CEREMONY INVITE pdf 

GumleD Smgemlt T O C1W 
Assistant Marine Officer Instructor USMC 
Naval Resetn’e Officet~ Tmimng Corps 
Norlh Carolina Piedmont Region 
U niversits" of North Caroli~m at Clmpel Hill 

Phon¢ (919) 962-3668 

"Leadet~ are nmde, tile) ate l~ot born Tile) ate made by brad effort, wlrich is tile price wlrich all of us lnust pa) to aclfim’e aW goal 

Vhlce Lombardi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bob Tommes <            @yahoo corn> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 1:39 PM 

tonightshow@nbc corn 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Requesting an Autograph 

TEXT htm 

Hi there My Name is Robert and I am a huge fan of yours from a very small town in Wisconsin I admire your 
work greatly, and I love the model person your aspire to be on a daily basis I truly admire all the effort and 
hard work you put forth day in and day out I was wondering, if you had the time, would you please send me an 
autograph of yourselI? That would mean a great deal to me if at all possible 

Sincerly, 
Robert 

My Address: 

Robert Holmquist 

Thanks again and have a nice day, God Bless! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Ivester <      ’@yahoo corn> 

Thursday, November 10, 201 I 9:37 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 
UNC Asheville game 

Coach, 
My name is Jason Ivester and I just want to say I’m velN excited about this year I live in Canton and I was 
unable to aquire tickets to see my beloved Tar Heels play I was just curious if there is any time for the team to 
meet people, I do understand the ve~N short time schedule the team will be on Oh and by the way I wanted to 
say welcome sat when you get to Asheville Coach Williams Go Heels!! 

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Seagle, Carol" <Carol Seagle@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   I 1:03 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 
A note of thanks 

comprtf 00 I; image001 jpg; image002 jpg; image003 jpg; image004 jpg; image005 jpg 

Dear Coach Willian~s: 
This inessag¢ is a scmcslcr over dire, so I apologize for {ha/. bltl will co11111 on Ihe scnlilllelll Of die old saying "d’s belier la/c dlan 
never" 

discussion 

I’m not exngemting when I sa? tlmt knowing how lmt~ nmst woik to participate on the UNC Men’s Basketball team wlfile 

such grace under piessme when so nmm" Tarheal frets a~e watching in a stadmm and on nafiot~al TV, 1 should exhibit mo~e co~ffidence 
and poise in fronl of Ihe classroom Seeing     play baskelball made m¢ hop¢ Ihal he and his leammal¢s don’l lose sighl of Ih¢ fun 
of playing a gmn¢ and reminds m¢ Ihal I should ¢njoy Ihe ¢xpcti¢nce leaching and not lose sighl of wha/a ptivileg¢ d is Io be at 

fltought ful, t~specfftd, and engaged young men such as While I wish you success on the court tlfis year. I also wish fl~at you 
confiime to posifi~’al? ilffluence your pla?ers and the UNC conmmlfit) 

Warm t~gat~ls, 
Carol Seagl¢ 

CAIrol Seagl¢.PllD .Res¢archDirccloroflheC¢nlerfor SuslainableEnl¢rprise ¯ AssistanlProfcssorofSIm/egy and 
Entrep~eneurslfip - UNC’s Ke~an-Flagler Business School ¯ Cmnpus Box 3490 - 4538 McColl Building - Clmpel Hill, NC 
27599-3490 ¯ Phol~e: 919-962-3785 - Fax: 919-843-7986 - F~-lnad: carolseagle@m~c edu 

UNC Business - Slmping Leaders, Driving Results 

[D¢sc~iplion: cidalnage001 jpg@0 ICB2 IB I 8AF23C101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael DiGa-egorio <         @pennsol corn> 

Wednesday, January I I, 2012 8:18 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Hard Work 

TEXT htm 

Good Morning Coach Williams, 

My name is Michael DiGregorio; I live in Rochester, NY and am a die hard UNC fan. I wanted to send you an e-mail in 
regards to your book Hard Work. I had got the book for Christmas this past year and couldn’t put it down. I found your 
stoo/extremely inspiring and learned a great deal about things that go on behind the scenes that no one ever knows 
about. Your loyalty to family and friends is something I don’t think you see anymore these days among coaches in all 
sports. I appreciate what you do for the college game and more importantly the Tarheels and am looking fo~qard to 
Syracuse joining the ACC so I can see UNC play at the Dome. Great win last night and best of luck the rest of the 
season!! 

- Michael DiGregorio 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:36 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

New uniforms 

Coach Williams, 

Please do not let Nike force these new "Hyper Elite" uniforms on the team. The uniforms are nice and "cool," but they’re 
not Carolina. They look more like something Oregon might wear. Grey is also the base color for the new uniforms. 
When has Carolina ever won a national title in grey uniforms? We wear Carolina Blue and white and have done so for a 
very, very long time. I won’t even mention the lack of argyle that has given our uniforms a unique flair for a number of 
years. 

Thank you for all you do for our great university. It is not forgotten by the vast majority of my fellow students and fans - 
- just the impatient ones who want a title in December. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 11:47 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo 
Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Cook 
<cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke 
<dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 
Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff= 
Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 
Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 
<nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Patricia Earley 
<pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Penny Jernigan <pennyj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 
<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard 
<rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Perelman <       @gmail.com> 

Carolina Leadership Academy: An Evening with Roy (recap) 

Text.htm; Roy Williams Recap new.m4v 

Veteran Leaders, 

Our trusted graduate intern, has assembled a video recap from your evening with Roy with a bit of help from your own Veteran 

Leader colleague, She made a valiant effort to distill his numerous words of wisdom and leadership lessons into a single- 
setting video morsel. It is recommended that you save the clip onto your Desktop for optimal viewing. Enjoy! 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Terrell, Matt" <mterrell@unc edu> 

Friday, July 20, 2012 8:28 AM 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Su~w-ey Reminder 

To: Stall" of Carolt]m Atl~letics 
Re: Dcnison Sut~ cy 

A week ago today, Bubba Cummlgham sent a department-wide message to all employees tegat~ling a suts,ey we will use to evaluate 

As of tlfis monmtg, 97 of the 255 permanent employees included in tlte survey solicitation have completed fire ooline survey (38%) 
Our goal is 100% parlicipa/ion! A reminder ¢mail about tlt¢ sur~ c3 will be sent later Ioday to die 158 employees who have yet to 
complete tlte sur~-e? 

ff you did not receive tlte ofigiiml entail last week, please check your spmn filter for tlte message, or wait for toda) ’s ledistributioit 
The link conlaincd in dial cmail is unique to you so please do not use a co-worker’s sur~ey link The message will be Idled 
"Cardiilm Athletics - Demson Olgamzatioiml Cdituie Assessment", and will arm’e front tlte entail addiess 

That~k you for your participation[ Your tesl~nses will ltelp gmide our orgamzation as we week to serve our sta~dent-atl~letes, our 
University and each olher bet/eft 

-Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Terrell, Matt" <mterrell@unc edu> 

Tuesday, July 3 I, 2012 7:54 PM 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Coaches Meeting Materials 

CT 073012 - Coaches Meeting Draft deck pdf" 

To: Carolina Coaches 
Re: Strategic Plan Coaches Deck 

I look fore ard to visiting with you tomorrow lnormng to share our progress to date on the strategic plaiming process As a tenfinder. 
we will meet al 10:30 am on the second floor of the Loudcnnilk CCnler 

Bubba Ctnminglmm and Dr Paul F~iga (our consultm~t fm]n Kenm~-Flagler Business School) will johl ]ne to slmte with you where we 
arc through Phase 2 (of 3) or our process - the Visioning phase l have attached Ihe deck we will present Iomon’ow for your review 
befot~ the meeting Please note flint tiffs is a draa version of our progress to date, and is not yet complete or ~eady for pubhc sharing 

Thatlks for ta!dng the time to participate in tiffs process Your input is vital to our success[ 

-Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Terrell, Matt" <mterrell@unc edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 8:52 AM 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Coaches - Strategic Plan Action Steps 

To: Camlitm Coacbes 
Re: Ncxl Phase in Strategic Plan - Aclion Slops 

Thank you for a productive session yestet~lav to discuss tbe progress on our Strategic Plan As mentioned in fltat meeting, your 

As a follow-up to something lneNioned yesterda), I ant asking for soine quick assistance Toinorrow (Ffida)), the task foice woikhtg 
on fire strategic plat will have a retreat At tlfis retreat, we wit1 begin fomndating tbe goals and action steps l~ecessat5 to accomplish 
our vision for Carolina Atblcllcs to be leaders in all tlu~l we do - academic, atblcllcs and adminislm/ion If you ha~¢ any action steps 
flint you tltfltk Carolina Atltletics shauld employ to nmke us better and achieve that vision, please fore at~l tbem to me 

I kuow it’s quick tun~around, but m~ suggested action steps received before tomorrow wdl be discussed at the ~eneat ffyou wan to 

of weeks as well: tomorrow’s retreat is not our fi~ml step in this process I encourage you to sba~e your ideas on all areas of our 

opera/ion arc apprecialcd I will keep Ihc source or all suggcsllons confidential 

-Matt 

Matt Terrell 
Tile UniverSily o f North Carolina 
Associate Dtiector of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of Extcn~al Opcmlions 
O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Rennet, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med unc edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 1:26 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 
Joy Renner - Chair Faculty Athletics Committee 

U niversits" comnfiRee, I mn meeting with various leadet~ in athletics Would you be willhlg and avaihible to have a 15 to 20 lrdm~te 

I look fore ard to our conversation 

Joy J Re~mer, MA, RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
U niversits" of Notllt CaroIi~m at Chapal Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
32 I-A South Calumbia SI 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including allachm¢nls, if any, is intended only for Ihe -person or entily to 
which it is addressed and ma? contain co~ffidenfial and/or privileged material An? ---mmufltofized review, use, dischisute or 
distribution is prohibited If you ate not the inte~]ded recipient, please contact the sender by ~epl? e-nmil and destroy all copies of the 
origitml message 

Emai1 correspondence to mid fmin tNs address may be sul~iect to the North Carolhm ih~b lic Recot~ls hi~ and may be disclosed to tNt~l 
parties by an authmized state official (NCGS ch 132) Student educatiotml ~eco~ds a~e sul~iect to FERPA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                    1:03 PM 

~live unc edu; Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 
URGENT: Rally for Chancellor Thorp 

Clumcellor Holden Thorp alld lequest your help in asking that he 
tecoitsider lfis t~sigimtion While I camtot s~ak for all students, 1 

employees, mtd m) fellow trustees in expressing this sentiment to hint 
and to the uhiversit3 coimnuhit3 

Thorp His conmfitmem to accessibility" mtd affo t~labilits’, open door 

his lesigtaation Ullder Clmncellor Thorp’s leadership, the uhivet~it~" has 

as an exemplar of public higher cducalion This is Ihc lypc of 
leadership we need as we coitstmct and execute the vision for Carolhia 

An ovem hehmng nun~ber of facult3, stall" membet~, and sit,dents agree 
flint the Clmncelhir’s lesigtaation would be detlimental to 
Univcrsily’s hilur¢ We see Ihis as a cfflica[ opporlunily for our 
ColrHrllllfft~ to come together 

We have plam~ed a deinoitstrafion of solidaffts" among ~ac~dt~, staff 
membet~ and studeNs tiffs week For mote information, go to 

The Carotiim Wa) advances the idea flint we as Tar Heels stand nlongside 

support of Chmtcellor Thot-p Togeflter. we ale Carolhia 

the Carolhia Wa3, 

University of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Bell, Bianca" <bianca bell@unc edu> 
Tuesday, October 23, 2012 I 1:00 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 
Join us Monday, November 12th for Give Thanks to U-NC Day! 

Fund I see fltat you hm-e had a Nstmy of supporting the U mversits’, and l.just wanted to thmtk you for your comnfitlnent to Carolitm 
over the yems 

I also wanted to im’ite you to j oin lne mtd the Heehaiset~ Council, a student orgamzation that pminotes private giving to the 
U niversits’, on Monda). November 12th for Give That~ks to U-N C Day from 10 ant to 2 pm in fire Pit We me callhtg upon all 
htvolved facults" and staff to show their support by confing out and participating wiflt students on tiffs da) to teach fltem how hnportmtt 
private donations arc, as well as give Ihcm Ihe opportunity Io Ilmnk our many donors and alumni Please consider joining us so thai 
you may sign our gimtt card and lecmd a video message for those that support our Camlitm fanfil) 

Bianca B¢ll 

Bimtca Bell, ’l l 
Director of Student Giving Progt-ains 
The UniverSily of North Carolina a/Chapel Hill 
208 West Fmt~kIin Stieet, Campus Box 6100 
Chal~el Hill, NC 27599-6100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Earp, Shelton" <shelton earp@medunc edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 2:10 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

We have a rely special donor wha has vim~all? never asked for am’firing but has lequested sometlthtg for his daughters, tickets to 

Hooker mtd decided to give a    dollar professotMtip that is occupied by Chuck Perou our world class breast cancer geneticiat For 
fire last 4 yeat~ he has been ghiing us        a year to develop and test new fltempies in lnouse models of bunmn cmtcers It is his 

He’s modest and didfft even tmme the professorship for himseff But I suspect what happened was fltat his daughiet~ ( both of 
whamwenttoUNC) askedhimtogetthemticketsmldhesaidsuie(aswedoforourkids) DebbieDibharthas ta[kedtoJolm 
Montgomet5 and be said the best be could do ( unforlunately for 8 tickets) weie tickets in tbe upper deck      was disappointed mtd 

For obvious reasons I would hive to be able to get lfim UNC section tickets that would make hint a " bero" to fire fanfily He does 

Shelley 

H Shcllon Earp III, MD 
Professor and Dircclor 
Li~ebelger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
Professor o f M¢dicin¢ and Pharmacology 
The Schaol of Medicine 
The Ulm-eisit) of North Carolitm at Chapel Hill 
450 West Drhie CB 7295 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
Tel: 9199662335 
Fax: 9199663015 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mr Charles A Limerick" <clilnerick@gardner-webb edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 12:04 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa uric edu> 

alumnus in enemy territory[ 

536420 10151119276901476 1262394391 njpg 

Coach Williams, 
Attached is a photograph of a 2005 graduate, Matthew Greenway, from Rutheffordton, N.C., 

I realize you don’t know either Matt or myself from Adam, but if you have a minute in your busy day to spare, I would 
sincerely appreciate it if you or anybody from the men’s basketball program could drop in for a morale-boosting visit, to 
let him know he’s not going through all this alone in "enemy territory". Regardless, I wish you the very best this season. 
Both Matthew and myself will be pulling for you all. 

Sincerely, 
Charles A. Limerick 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Attach: 

@aol.com> 
Sunday, November 11,2012 5:30 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Best Wishes 

TEXT.htm 

Roy, I am 961/2 year old Hugh D. Max-well Jr. Colonel USAF Ret, class of 1936, originally from Pink Hill NC. In my mid- 
eighties I was We decided against              at my age, and I am still kicking. (My 
tombstone, alongside my beloved wife’s inscription, reads WVVII Bomber Pilot, Career Intelligence Officer). 

Hang in there. You are still a kid - the same age as my 62 year old Son, Hugh D. III, Class of ’72, who is retired from the 
Federal Government and moved in with us in 2004 to help Drive Mr and Miss Daisy. 
Congratulations and best wishes to you and your family. Go Heels !!    Hugh Maxwell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Ashley P McCurdy" 

Friday, November 16, 2012 5:02 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Hi Coach Williams! 

@gmail corn> 

Dear Coach Williams, 

I am writing because I drew my brother-in-law’s name for Christmas, and he just happens to be your biggest fan. My 

sister’s husband, Josh Odom is a huge basketball fan and an even bigger UNC fan. 

Not only is he a huge fan of UNC basketball and basketball itself, he is an even bigger fan of you. He respects your 

leadership and enthusiasm and is happy that you are the face of his favorite team. 

V~th that said, I can’t thin k of any Christmas gill he’d appreciate more than to hear or receive something from you. I know 

you are a very busy man, especially now, so absolutely anything you are able to find time to do would mean more to me, 

and him, than you’ll ever know-whether it be a personalized autograph, note, etc. 

If it isn’t too much trou ble for you to mail something to me, my address is 

to pay for shipping and handling. If you’d like to email me with the total, I’ll ceriainly take care of that. 

lam happy 

Please know that I will absolutely understand if you aren’t able to oblige. I’m sure you get lots of requests like this and may 

not have time to make all of your fans happy, but again, anyihing - big or small - I’d sincerely appreciate. 

Thank you so much for taking the time to read my letter. 

Sincerely, 

Ashley McCurdy 

p.s. If you’re feeling extra generous, my husband is an even bigger fan! His name is Tom McCurdy, and I know he’d love 

something from the great Coach ~lliams as well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Tanner, Michael" <mtanner@spartanburgcounty org> 

Monday,                   10:45 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 
Speaking Request 

Coach Williams, 

M5 name is Eric Tanner. and I work for the Spartanburg Counly Sh¢~iffs Offic¢ in Spartanburg SC I am currently assigned as a 
School Resource Officer at tbe Wlfitlock Flexible Learmng Centec which includes the Spartm~butg CountT Alten~ative School Mare" 
of our smde~ts come from broken bomes, have been hwolved with the justice s? stem as jm-e~t~es and adults, lmve ~d ~mmerous 
school discipline incidcnls, tic One Ihing we t~ Io do is bring in people to speak to soln¢ of the stndcnls who faced some of Ihcs¢ 
same cimumstm~ces as youflk but We ovetvome tbem to lead a successful life In tbe past we ~’e lind Tom" Elliot (Rm~ng Bac~ 
Coaclz Clemsonh and Slm~mnond Williams, in addition to Aufl~ors Soltcttot~ and hmmtes wifl~ tbe SC Dept of Cor~ctio~m As a 
Noah C~olhm fm~ I am fmmliar with                 sto~y as a young nmn facing tbe same issues nml~ of our s~dents deal 

unde~stal~d you g~’s ~e a li~e busy at the moment, so fl~ete’s no rash I appreciate your time coaclk and I look fonva~d to heating 

Sincerely, 
Eric Tzumer 

Spa~nburg Counb" Sbefiffs Office 
School Resource Officer Division 
Wlfitlock Flexible Learmng Center 
364 Successftd Way 
Spa~nburg SC 29303 
864-594-4482 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ryan Morley <nnorley@jccc edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 5:29 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Transfers 

TEXT htm; Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) I jpg 

nothing changes, nothing changeM" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday,                  ):19 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaauncedu> 

Please 

Mr Williams+ 

M3 husband is a huge UNC         Fan, and also a 
sludent He often sees you in passing Tlmt~:fiJlly I do not lmve a sad 
stot3 to give you but I xx ould REALLY like to give Nm an autogt-aphed 

do you lmve am" bails signed from the team last yem? I mn 

not a wezdthy lady but I mn willing to pa)/do]rote to the UNC Atlfletic 
Club 

Respecfful~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sharon Rhoden <sharon rhoden@duke edu> 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 1:22 PM 

’chasek@unc aa unc edu’; Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: Autograph photo 

TEXT htm; image001 jpg 

Not that you care but tbis is very disappointing baying been a UNC fan for all my life. This is the only tNng that he 

wanted for Christmas,,, real!y??? 

From: Sharon Rhoden 
Sent~ Thursday, December 06, 2012 8:46 AM 
TO~ ’raw20@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Subjeet= FW: Autograph photo 
Importanee~ High 

know you have much bigger and better things on your agenda than my request, b~lt if you co,lid find it in your heart do 



From: Sharon Rhoden 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 8:16 AM 
TO: ’chasek@unc.aa.unc.edu’ 
Subject: Autograph photo 

Dear Kay, thanks for talking to me today. My Dad, is Arnold Leroy Rose (Rough House is what everyone around here 

knows him by). He is 85 years old, almost blind and can barely walk now. He was an ACC official for years calling UNC 

baseball, football, basketball years ago when Dean Smith was here. He has called Duke, State, and many other ACC 

games, as well as, locally at the high schools and athletic fields and church leagues. He has asked me to see if I could get 

him an autographed photo of Carolina Basketball team signed by Coach Williams. I know Coach Williams does not know 

my Dad... but if you could do this for my Dad.. it would certainly make my Dad’s Christmas!!! 

When I was a little girl I used to go with Dad when he had to work the games so I have always loved CAROLINA[![ One 

time when Carolina was in the tournaments my Dad and I drove to Greensboro. We did n’t have any tickets....Dean Smith 

saw my Dad as we were walking up to the coliseum and gave us tickets for the whole weekend[! I still have those tickets 

framed[![ {just a little historythere[Iol) 

If by some miracle Coach agrees to sign. please sign To Rough House Rose .............. I will be happy to pay you for this. 

Thank you for considering my request[ Happy Thanksgiving[ 

S,qaron Rose Pdtoden 

9t9 68t 3844phone 

9~9 68~ 8400 

ceil 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Sunday, Janua~?¢ 27, 2013 4:47 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 
Our Smith Center needs a better student section 

Coach Williams- 

I am a UNC gmd~ml¢, class of 2006 I probably went to just aboul ¢vc~ basketball gam¢ I was able to and v¢~) rott unat¢ Io lu~v¢ 
flint oppot~umt) to attend nmn?, hawever, we never t~all? had a tn~e student section If you wet~fft hicks" to get riset~ tben you wet~ 
seated high in the rafters or luck) to get lower level seating around fanfilies and old people As an ahim i have t~alized tbe difficult) in 
teturmng to gmnes after graduation because tickets ate pricey and [infited, so undergrad at UNC is the absolute best ckmce you have 

vely much and I understand, its a once in a lifetime opportmdts" 

lille tbe court, tbe smdems bring thase big heads and sigus and dress all craz) and i’ve l~oticed our smdeNs don’t do that, most of tbe 

better cheering section I just feel as If we could lhte the court, get eur boys mote pumped up and fire students mole into the games that 

file) have to fear tbe Carohrm blue mid tbe legacy that we ate CAROLINA, but the obnoxious crowd surrounding tbem could phi) a 
nNior impact in flteir focus and a lr~ior factor ht our bo) s playhtg wit1 mote emotion It’s a lot mote fun to d~ain a three and runt to a 
student section for applause flten it is to a 75 yeaJ old man and his grandson in tbe flhr~l row 

concenls and hapes that someda? I will tunt on tbe television to a UNC/Duke game at tbe Dean Smith center and see tbe court lined 

Thank you For your hin¢ Mr Williams Good luck on Ih¢ rcsl or the season and GO HEELS You do a wonderful job coaching well 
nmm~e~ed, haiti working athletes I have so much respect for you mid tbe programs you build and look forward to tbe yeat~ to come 
wa/ching you on Ihos¢ sidelines[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Angela Swanger <angela swanger mbze@statefarm corn> 

Wednesday, JanuatT 30, 2013 10:l I AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Need a few players willing to make a difference 

TEXT htm; Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) I jpg; Picture (Device Independent 
Bitmap) 2jpg; Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 3jpg 

Ph: 919-563-5048: Fax: 919-563-5053 
Email: an �lela~,an �lelaswancter.co m 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H" <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 5:05 PM 

Christy H Suits <Christy Suits@uncedu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Windows Updates and patches 

TEXT htm 

I would like to ask you to please leave your computer running as you leave the office tonight. There are a lot of patches 

and updates that need to be deployed to all of the computers. If you can leave them turned on and running, hopefully 

the patches will get to the computers tonight and cut down on interruptions during your work day tomorrow. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

Christy Suits 
I’I’S-OSS System Ana[ysl: for UNC Ath~edcs 
Email: CI~ risty_÷mi t,~;@ uric. e d u 
Ce~l: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler unc edu> 

Tuesday,                2:11 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Fraternities Role in Basketball Recruiting 

Dcay Mr Williams, 

recently beat~l a few fiiends in m> fraternit~ talMng about an idea that I fltought you nfight find httetestmg Tbeir idea was to have 
each ft-atmmt~ display a bmmer during impotent lecnfitment visits, specificall? during visit Messages like 

for Naismflh" will build ¢xcilemenl du~ing visfls 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H" <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:06 PM 

UNCAA-EvetTone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Patch Tuesday - Please leave your computers on tonight 

TEXT htm 

Does not apply to Rams Club 

Hello All, 

There are a lot of security updates for this week. Please leave your computers on this evening and if there are other 
computers in your area like the lab computers, please turn those on for me as well. 

Answers to frequently asked questions: 
If you have your laptop with you that is okay your computer should receive the updates once you are back on campus. If 
you have already left for the day and your computer is off, same as above the computer should receive the updates once 
turned on and on the campus network. I am doing this every Tuesday, so if you cannot leave your system here this 
Tuesday, hopefully I will reach it the following Tuesday. 

Thank you all for your cooperation as it is extremely important to keep our computers patched and up to date to protect 
from security vulnerabilities. 

Christy 

IIN O~% UNC Arhle~ics 

O~})ce: 919 843 5296 

Ceil: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timmem~ans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 2:3 I PM 

UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaaasstheadcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA- 
Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups unc edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Spring Break CARA Reminder 

TEXT htm; image001 jpg; image002 jpg 

Coaches, 

Just wanted to send out a quick reminder in re8ards to SprinB Break (starts Friday March 8 at 5:00 P.M. and ends 

Monday March 18 at 8:00 A.M.). Spring break is an official university holiday. 

Sports not in their declared playing season (currently in 8 hour weeks): No countable athletic related activity can occur 

between Friday March 8 at 5:00 P.M. through Monday March 18 at 8:00 A.M. 

Sports currently in their declared playinB season (currently in 20-hour weeks): Since sprinB break is an official holiday, it 

is permissible to pay the actual costs (cannot provide cash) for reasonable entertainment that takes place with a 30 mile 

radius of campus (e.g. movie, bowling). 

Let us know if you have questions, 

Tom 

17.1.6.2.1.1 Spor~s Other Than Championship Subdivision Football. 

In spor[s other than championship subdivision football, a student athlete may not participate in any countable 

athletically related activities outside the playinB season durin8 any institutional vacation period and/or summer. 

Strength and conditionin8 coaches who are not countable coaches and who perform such duties on a depa~ment-wide 

basis may desi8n and conduct specific workout pro8rams for student-athletes, provided such workouts are voluntary 

and conducted at the request of the student-athlete. (Adopted: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03, Revised: 4/28/05, 12/15/06) 

16.7.1 Away4rom Home Contests and Vacation Periods. 

The institution may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) for reasonable entertainment that takes place 

within a 100-mile radius of where a team plays or practices in connection with an away-from-home contest or en route 

to or from such a contest. In addition, an institution may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) for reasonable 

entertainment that takes place within a 30 mile radius of the institution’s campus or practice site during vacation 

periods when the team is required to reside on campus (or at a practice site normally used by the institution) and classes 

are not in session. [R] (Revised: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91, 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 4/24/03 effective 8/1/03) 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919,962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962,6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tahana Sowell               ~gmail corn> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 2:27 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa uric edu> 

Meeting with a US Marine 

TEXT htm 

Dear Mr Williams- 

I hope this email finds you well I apologize, as I’m sure your email [] gets flooded with f~an mail My husband is 
a United States Marine and is the biggest fan of the Tar Heels The only tattoo he has is the UNC logo on his 
ann! He’s completed a tour to Iraq and one to Afghanistan where he worked the Ent~?~ Control Point, and is 
now getting ready to graduate Drill Instructor School in Parris Island, SC I don’t know if you or your school 
allow people to come in the Dean Smith Center other than for games, but I would love if at all possible to 
schedule a time my husband could meet you and/or your team If this isn’t allowed I completely understand I 
am just so proud of all my husband does and I know how much it would mean to him 

Thank you for taking the time out to read this 

Sincerely, 
Tatiana Sowell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email unc edu> 
Friday, March 8, 2013 5:26 PM 

UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaaasstheadcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA- 
Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups unc edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 
Paperwork Reminder 

TEXT htm 

Coaches, 

Monday is the deadline for February paperwork. 

All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacts or evaluations, you must still notify 

the Compliance Omce. Tn addition, all participation logs and countable hours are due for activities in February. 

For those sports that held offcial visits in February, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and Guidelines) on 

file for all visits through the weekend of February 22nd 24th. 

Contact for ALL SPORTS 

necessary. 

Holds will be placed on Tuesday. Thanks. 

at or @uncaa.unc.edu. Or you may contact me directly, if 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Markos, Lance M<markos@email unc edu> 

Friday,             5:26 PM 

UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaaasstheadcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA- 
Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups unc edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups unc edu> 

Papei~,vork Reminder 

TEXT htm 

Coaches, 

Monday is the deadline for Februa~/paperwork, 

All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacts or evaluations, you must still notify 

the Compliance Orate. tn addition, all partidpation logs and countable hours are due for activities in Februa~/. 

For those sports that held omcial visits in FebruaQ/, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and Guidelines) on 

file for all visits through the weekend of 

Contact for ALL SPORTS 

necessa~/. 

Holds will be placed on Tuesday. Thanks. 

Lance 

at 537 3350 or @uncaa.unc.edu. Oryou may contact me directly, if 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H" <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:54 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~ayone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Updates and Patches Tomorrow - Please Read 

TEXT htm; image001 png 

(Does not apply to the Rams Club) 

Hello Everyone, 

This has been a busy few weeks for virsus, hackers, spyware and other vulnerabilities. There are a lot of patches to push 

out. ~amaskingevery~ne~eavetheirc~mputers~nandturn~nany~ab~rextrac~mputersiny~urareat~m~rr~w 

night. 

There are Softball and Baseball games tomorrow night. I will not send patches to systems involved with the events until 

iipm. This includes Sports Information, Ticketing, Spor~s marketing, and New Media. If there are other systems that 

need to be patched later tomorrow evening please let me know and I will make those adjustments. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Suits, Christy H <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:54 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~None <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Updates and Patches Tomorrow - Please Read 

TEXT htm 

{Does not apply to the Rams Club) 

Hello Everyone, 

This has been a busy few weeks for virsus, hackers, spyware and other vulnerabilities. There are a lot of patches to push 

out. I am asking everyone leave their computers on and turn on any lab or extra computers in your area tomorrow 

night. 

There are Softball and Baseball games tomorrow night. I will not send patches to systems involved with the events until 

21pm. This includes Sports Information, Ticketing, Spor~s marketing, and New Media. If there are other systems that 

need to be patched later tomorrow evening please let me know and I will make those adjustments. 

Thank you. 

b~m~Ji~: Christv SuitsOunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H" <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:08 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~None <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Reminder - Please leave your computers on tonight for updates! 

TEXT htm; image001 png 

(Does not apply to the Rams Club) 

Hello Everyone, 

This has been a busy few weeks for viruses, hackers, spyware and other vulnerabilities. There are a lot of patches to 

push out. I am asking everyone leave their computers on and turn on any lab or extra computers in your area, tonight. 

I will begin sending updates to your computers after 5pro. 

Because of Softball and Baseball games tonight. I will not send patches to systems involved with the events until llpm 

tonight. This includes Sports lnformation, Ticketing, Sports marketing, and New Media, Ifthereareothersvstemsthat 

need to be patched later this evening please let me know and I will make those adiustments. 

Leave your computers on. When you leave just do a Ctrl ÷AIt +Del and choose to lock your computer. Also please don’t 

forget to turn on any lab or extra computers in your area. 

Thank you, 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Suits, Christy H <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:08 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~ayone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Reminder - Please leave your computers on tonight for updates[ 

TEXT htm 

{Does not apply to the Rams Club) 

Hello Everyone, 

This has been a busy few weeks for viruses, hackers, spyware and other vulnerabilities. There are a lot of patches to 

push out. I am asking everyone leave their computers on and turn on any lab or extra computers in your area, tonight. 

I will begin sending updates to your computers after 5pm. 

Because of Softball and Baseball games tonight. I will not send patches to systems involved with the events until 11pm 

tonight. This includes Sports lnformation, Ticketing, Sports marketing, and New Media. Ifthereareothersystemsthat 

need to be patched later this evening please let me know and I will make those adjustments. 

Leave your computers on. When you leave just do a Ctrl +AIt +Del and choose to lock your computer. Also please don’t 

forget to turn on any lab or extra computers in your area. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

}2mail: Christv Suits@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timmem~ans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:37 AM 

UNCAA-EvetTone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email unc edu>; H Holden Thorp <thorp@email unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

March Madness - Don’t Bet On it! 

TEXT htm; image005 png; image006 jpg; image007 jpg 

All, 

Please see below for the timely reminder from the NCAA enforcement staff that student-athletes, athletic department 

staff members and institutional staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department are 

prohibited from participating in a March Madness bracket pool orthe like where something is put at risk (i.e., money, 

entry fee or tangible item ) for the oppor[unity to win something. 

Please contact us if you have any questions. 

Don’t Bet On It March Madness® 

Don’t Bet On It March Madness® Reminder. Did you know tilat tbe Federal Bureau of Investigations 
estimates that more than $25 billion is illegally wagered on March Madness each year? Did you know that 

some sports wagering industtT experts estimate the number to be as 
high as $7-10 billion annually? Did you know that last year it was reported that wagering at Nevada sportsbooks 
on March Madness had surpassed wagering on the Super Bowl? (Ma~, h Madr~ess Bei~fi~ Nosy Tops 
Bowk LSA l-odav, M~rcb 27, 2012)? 

With March Madness on the horizon, the NCAA enforcement staff would like to remind the membership about 
the prohibition of pa~icipating in a March Madness bracket pools, fantasy leagues or the like where something 
is put at risk (i e, money, entry fee or tangible item) for the 
opportunity to win sometlling This prohibition applies to all student-atl~letes, conference office staff members, 
athletics depa~ment staff members and institutional staffmembers who have responsibilities within or over the 
athletics depa~ment 

The enforcement staff would like to stress ti~e importance of educating all of ti~ese individuals on tills 
prohibition In this regard, the enforcement staff has created a Don’t Bet On It poster (see a small version below) 
geared towards student-athletes for institutions to display in its athletics facilities and on campus The poster is 

available in two sizes (8 5 x 11 and 11 x 17) under the "Additional Multi-Media" section on the Dolt’~ Bet On ~ 
~s Wa.g~! ~ Resourge 



Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

~: E~"II~’~’:~ ~ r tl ~s ~ ’..~ t~ ~ ,gl~ ’~ !t ;s I ~o!.i~eis ;~1 I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               8:54 PM 

UNCAA-EvetTone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email unc edu>; H Holden Thorp <thorp@email unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Ram Rules: Don’t Bet On It! 

All, 

Please see below the Ram Rules that was sent to all UNC student athletes this morning. 
M~lke sure th~lt you understand ~lll the neceSS~lry rules regarding sports w{igcrZng ~lnd then 
reiterate this informution to your student athletes. With March Madness starting tomorrow it 
is imperative that all UNC student athletes and staff undcrstund the NC.~ byluws relutcd to 
Sports W~gcring/Gambling. K you have any questions, plc~sc contract the Compliance office 

Thanks! 

The Ram Rules 
UNC Department of Athletics 
Vol XII * No. 3 * 

Anewsletter designed Lo educate [ niversity of NorLh CarolinasLudcnt athletes about 

Dear UNC Studem-Athletes, 

With the NCAA basketball tournaments beginning this week, the UNC Compliance office would 
like to remind you that NCAA rules (bylaw 10.3) prohibit athletics deparnnent staff members, 
student-athletes, and other individuals associated with intercollegiate athletics (e.g., Chancellors, 
Faculty Athletics Representatives) from participating in any gambling activities. This inchides 
participating in any type of March Madness bracket pools or fantasy leagues where 
something is put at risk (e.g. money, entry fee, tangible items) for the chance to win 
something. This is against NCAA rules and you could lose your eligibility. 

Please note that this prohibition does not apply to contests held by certain websites(e.g., 
www.espn.com), which has a bracket contest that is fiee of charge. Since there is no fee associated 
with this contest, it would be permissible for you to participate, even though there is the 
opportmiity for a prize at the end. 

Take a tkw minutes to check out this website created by the NCAA and remember, DON’T BET 
ON IT! 

10.02.1 Sports Wagering. Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or 
student-athlete’s own behalf or on the behalf of others) of any type with any individual or organization on any 
intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited to, the 



use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, individuals or 
contests; and pools or fantasy leagues in which an enh~ fee is required and there is an oppor[unity to win a 
prize. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

10.3 Sports Wagering Activities. The following individuals shall not knowingly participate in sports wagering activities or 

provide information to individuals involved in or associated with any type of sports wagering activities concerning 

intercollegiate, amateur or professional athletics competition: (Adopted. 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(a) Staff members of an institution’s athletics department; 

(b) Non athletics department staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., 

chancellor or president, faculty athletics representative, individual to whom athletics repot[s); 

(c) Staff members of a conference office; and 

(d) Student-athletes. 
10.3.1 Scope of Application. The prohibition against sports wagering applies to any institutional practice or any 
competition (intercollegiate, amateur or professional) in a spot[ in which the Association conducts championship 
competition, in bowl subdivision football and in emerging sports for women. (Adopted. 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

10.3.2 Sanctions. The following sanctions for violations of Bylaw10.3shall apply: (Adopted. 4/27/00 effective 8/1/00, 

Revised: 4/26/07 effective8/1/07) 

(a) A student-athlete who engages in activities designed to influence the outcome of an intercollegiate contest or in an 

effort to affect win-loss margins ("point shaving") or who participates in any spor[s wagering activity involving the student- 

athlete’s institution shall permanently lose all remaining regular-season and postseason eligibility in all spor[s. (Revised: 

4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 
(b) A student-athlete who participates in any sports wagering activity through the Internet, a bookmaker or a parlay card 

shall be ineligible for all regular-season and postseason competition for a minimum period of one year from the date of the 

institution’s determination that a violation occurred and shall be charged with the loss of a minimum of one season of 
eligibility. If the student-athlete is determined to have been involved in a later violation of any portion of Bylaw10.3, the 

student-athlete shall permanently lose all remaining regular-season and postseason eligibility in all sports. (Revised: 

4!26/07effective 8/1/07) 

The Ram Rules Bottom Line: 

It is your responsibility to understand NCAA and UNC rules. You can find all UNC Department of 
Athletics’ policies and other NCAA resources at goheels.com underthe "Inside Athletics" tab and the 
"Compliance" link. Please contact the Compliance Office (919-962-6000 or compliance@uncaa.unc.edu) 
if you have any questions about contact with prospective student-athletes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email unc edu> 

Thursday                I 0: I 0 AM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups unc edu> 

Cynthia Stone Friend <cstone@unc edu>; Greg A Law <greg law@unc edu>; Thomas J 
Sander <pacman@unc edu>; Andre Williams <willia46@email unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Spring Team Compliance Meetings 

TEXT htm 

Coaches, 

It is that time of year again, Spring Team Compliance Meetings! This is the time of year when our staff gets in front of 

you r student athletes and prepares them for all NCAA rules that will affect them over the su miner. These team 

meetings are mandatory for all student athletes and at least one coach will need to be present for each meeting. Fall 

and Winter Sports will need to have completed their meetings by Friday Spring Spor~s can schedule their 

meetings after exams, if necessary. The meetings will only last about 30 minutes and will take place in the Loudermilk 

Center. Please respond to this email with three dates and times that will work for your team and we will do our best to 

make one of those time slots work. 

Thank you for you r continued suppor~ of the U NC Compliance Department and ou r efforts to keep you and your 

student-athletes educated on the NCAA rules. 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                I 0: I 0 AM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups unc edu> 

Friend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc edu>; Law, Greg A <greglaw@unc edu>; Sander, 
Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Spring Team Compliance Meetings 

TEXT htm 

Coaches, 

It is that time of year again, Spring Team Compliance Meetings! This is the time of year when our staff gets in front of 

you r student-athletes and prepares them for all NCAA rules that will affect them over the su miner. These team 

meetings are mandatory for all student-athletes and at least one coach will need to be present for each meeting. Fall 

and Winter Sports will need to have completed their meetings by Friday . Spring 5por~s can schedule their 

meetings after exams, if necessary. The meetings will only last about 30 minutes and will take place in the Loudermilk 

Center. Please respond to this email with three dates and times that will work for your team and we will do our best to 

make one of those time slots work. 

Thank you for your continued suppor[ of the UNCCompliance Department and our effor[sto keep you and your 

student athletes educated on the NCAA rules. 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H" <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 I 1:26 AM 

UNCAA-Eve~ayone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Kenneth Wayne Yow <ken~ow@unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

C~-oupwise Maintenance tonight 

TEXT htm; image001 png 

{does not apply to Rams Club or Stu dent Health) 

Hello everyone, 

We are having database issues with the Groupwise server and need to take it offline for maintenance this evening. 

Planning the maintenance to begin arou nd 8pro. Maintenance may take several hours but will have it back online as 

soon as possible. 

You may use http://outlook.unc.edu - Iogin with your onyen and onyen password to send emails during the 

maintenance time this evening. 

Thank you for you r patience as we work to resolve these issues. 

Christy Suits 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Suits, Christy H <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 I 1:26 AM 

UNCAA-Eve~None <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Yow, Kenneth Wayne <ken~ow@unc edu> 

C~-oupwise Maintenance tonight 

TEXT htm 

(does not apply to Rams Club or gtu dent Health) 

We are having database issues with the Groupwise server and need to take it offline for maintenance this evening. 

Planning the maintenance to begin arou nd 8pro. Maintenance may take several hours but will have it back online as 

soon as possible. 

You may use http://outlook.unc.edu Iogin with your onyen and onyen password to send emails during the 

maintenance time this evening. 

Thank you for you r patience as we work to resolve these issues. 

Christy Suits 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H" <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 4:00 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~ayone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Mobile Phone email fi-om Outlook 

TEXT htm; image001 png 

Everyone, 

Your phones are not blocked, please ignore the email if you see it. 

Thank you, 

Christy Suits 

From: Microsoft Outlook <MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@ad.unc.edu> 

Date: March 22, 2013, 2:37:54 PM CDT 

Subject: Your mobile phone is temporarily blocked from synchronizing using Exchange ActiveSync until your 
administrator grants it access. 

Your mobile phone is temporarily blocked from accessing content via Exchange ActiveSync because the phone 
has been quarantined No action is necessary on your part Content will automatically be downloaded as soon as 
access is granted by your administrator 

**** ACTION IS REQUIRED **** Your Apple device has been quarantined because it is running iOS 6 1 or 
6 1 1 This problem can be rectified by upgrading your device to the latest version The block does not affect 
desktop clients like Outlook or web access through outlook unc edu Instructions on the upgrade process can be 
found here: http://support apple com/kbfht4623 If you have trouble downloading the update, please 
restarting your device Our helpdesk is standing by if you need assistance with the upgrade You may reach 
them at 919-962-HELP 

Infom~ation about your mobile phone: 

Device model: 
Device type: 

Device ID: 

Device OS: 

Device user agent: 

Device IMEI: 

iPhone4C1 

iPhone 

iOS 6.1.3 10B329 

Apple-iPhone4C1/1002.329 

Exchange ActiveSync version: 14.1 

Device access state: Quarantined 

Device access state reason: Global 

Sent at 3/22/2013 3:37:54 PM to mattbowers@unc edu 



~a~: Christ~_$uits@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Suits, Christy H <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 4:00 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~None <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Mobile Phone email from Outlook 

TEXT htm 

Your phones are not blocked, please ignore the email if you see it. 

Thankyou, 

Christy Suits 

From: Microsoft Outlook <MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@ad.unc.edu> 

Date: March 22, 2013, 2:37:54 PM CDT 

Subject: Your mobile phone is temporarily blocked from synchronizing using Exchange ActiveSync until your 

administrator grants it access. 

Your mobile phone is temporarily blocked from accessing content via Exchange ActiveSync because the phone 
has been quarantined No action is necessary on your part Content will automatically be downloaded as soon as 
access is granted by your administrator 

**** ACTION IS REQUIRED **** Your Apple device has been quarantined because it is running iOS 6 1 or 
6 1 1 This problem can be rectified by upgrading your device to the latest version The block does not affect 
desktop clients like Outlook or web access through outlook unc edu Instructions on the upgrade process can be 
found here: h~p://support apple com/kb/ht4623 If you have trouble downloading the update, please try 
restarting your device Our helpdesk is standing by if you need assistance with the upgrade You may reach 
them at 919-962-HELP 

Infom~ation about your mobile phone: 

Device model: 
Device type: 

Device ID: 

Device OS: 
Device user agent: 

Device IMEI: 

iPhone4C1 

iPhone 

iOS 6.1.3 IOB329 
Apple-iPhone4C1/1002.329 

Exchange ActiveSync version: 14.1 

Device access state: Quarantined 

Device access state reason: Global 

Sent at 3/22/2013 3:37:54 PM to mattbowers~bunc edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc edu> 

Friday,              5:32 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uric edu>;                            @live uric edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaaacademics@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head 
Coaches <uncaaasstheadcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
<uncaaexestaff@groups uric edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
<uncaaheadcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Rams Club 
<uncaa ramsclub@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
<uncaa seniorstaff@groups unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa uric edu> 

Dress to Impress Service Project 

TEXT htm; Dresstohnpress docx 

We are a group of UNC students taking on a semester long service project in hopes of supplying less fortunate 

individuals in the Durham area with professional clothing for interviews and workplace settings Our group is looking 
to collect donations of any and all gently used business clothing, from suits and khakis to dresses and ties, even 

shoes! Donations will be collected in person on and or you can bring donations to the 2nd floor 

of Loudermilk (Cricket’s office) anytime betore The protessional clothes will ultimately be passed on to the 
Durham Rescue Mission They would appreciate your interest and support in giving back to the community Please 

contact us about donating or to get more intormation, send an email to 

Thank you for your time and consideration! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lane, Cricket<cricket@unc edu> 

Friday,              5:32 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>;                            @live unc edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaaacademics@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head 
Coaches <uncaaasstheadcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
<uncaaexestaff@groups uric edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
<uncaaheadcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Rams Club 
<uncaa ramsclub@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
<uncaa seniorstaff@groups unc edu> 

Dress to Impress Service Project 

TEXT htm; DresstoImpress docx 

We are a group of UNC students tal~ing on a semester long service project in hopes of supplying less fortunate 

individuals in the Durham area with professional clothing tor interviews and workplace settings Our group is looking 

to collect donations of any and all gently used business clothing, from suits and khal~is to dresses and ties, even 

shoes! Donations will be collected in person on and or you can bring donations to the 2r~d floor 

of Loudermill~ (Cricket’s office) anytime before The professional clothes will ultimately be passed on to the 

Durham Rescue Mission They would appreciate your interest and support in giving back to the community Please 
contact us about donating or to get more intormation, send an email to 

Thank you tor your time and consideration! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H" <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 1:42 PM 

UNCAA-EvetTone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Kenneth Wayne Yow <ken~ow@unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Please do not log into Groupwise 

TEXT htm 

We are still working on the groupwise servem to see if we can recover email lost from accounts. Please do not log into 
groupwise email. I will send an update as to when you can log in. 

Please, use http:outlook.unc.edu if you need to send email. 

Thank you, 

Oll~ce: 929 843 5296 
Ceil: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Suits, Christy H <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 1:42 PM 

UNCAA-EvetTone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Yow, Kenneth Wayne <ken~ow@unc edu> 

Please do not log into Geaupwise 

TEXT htm 

We are still working on the groupwise sewers to see if we can recover email lost from accounts. Please do not log into 
groupwise email. I will send an update as to when you can log in. 

Please, use http:outlook.unc.edu if you need to send email. 

Thank you, 

ITS OSS YNC ALhleLiCS 

O~})ce: 919 843 5296 
Ceil: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa unc edu> 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 7:17 PM 

Christy Suits@unc edu 

ken~ow@unc edu; uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Please do not log into Groupwise 

TEXT htm 

Why send an email to not log into email? 

Michael H Wilkinson PGA 
Head Golf Professional 
UNC Finley Golf Course 

On Mar 23, 2013, at 1:42 PM, "Suits, Christy H" <C[~,iscv ~uitsi?~qc edu> wrote: 

We are still workin9 on the groogwise servers to see if we can recover email lost from accounts. Please do 
not log into groupwise email. I will send an update as to when you can log in. 

Please, use http:outlook.unc.edu if you need to send emaih 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Wilkinson<mhwgolf@uncaa unc edu> 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 7:17 PM 

Christy Suits@unc edu 

ken~ow@unc edu; uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu 

Re: Please do not log into Groupwise 

TEXT htm 

Why send an email to not log into email? 

Michael H Wilkinson PGA 
Head Golf Professional 
UNC Finley Golf Course 

On Mar 23, 2013, at 1:42 PM, "Suits, Christy H" <Chrixlv Su]ts((?~unc edu> wrote: 

We are still working on the groupwise servers to see if we can recover email lost from accounts. Please do 
not log into groupwise email. I will send an update as to when you can log in. 

Please, use htLp:outlook.unc.edu if you need to send email. 

Thank you, 

ITS OSS LrNC Ad~lctics 

Of}~ce: 919 ~%43 529(~ 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H" <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 9:07 AM 

UNCAA-Eve~ione <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Kenneth Wayne Yow <ken~ow@unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Missing emails in C~oupwise 

TEXT htm; image001 png 

Hello Everyone, 

This weekend Groupwise had a hard crash of the email database and email previous to March 7th has disappeared from 

users mailboxes and folders. We are working to repair the issue as best we can. We have stabilized the database and 

email is working but emails previous to March 7th have not been recovered. We are doing all that we can to figure out 

what happened and recover email if possible and using every resource available. 

Outlook users are not affected and we will be working to get the rest of you over as soon as possible. 

Everyone please use outlook for sending emails. If you do not have the outlook client setup on your com puter you can 

use http://outlook.unc.edu and use your onyen credentials to Iogin. Please note on the outlook clients your Iogin is 

ad\onyen and onyen password. We will help with getting your email forwarded to your outlook account from 

groupwise. 

I will send out instructions for forwarding groupwise email to outlook. In a few min. 

Christy 

Em~t~: ~hristv.SuitsOunc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Suits, Christy H <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 9:07 AM 

UNCAA-Eve~ayone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Yow, Kenneth Wayne <ken~ow@unc edu> 

Missing emails in C~oupwise 

TEXT htm 

Hello Everyone, 

This weekend Groupwise had a hard crash of the email database and email previous to March 7th has disappeared from 

users mailboxes and folders. We are working to repair the issue as best we can. We have stabilized the database and 

email is working but emails previous to March 7th have not been recovered. We are doing all that we can to figure out 

what happened and recover email if possible and using every resource available. 

Outlook users are not affected and we will be working to get the rest of you over as soon as possible. 

Everyone please use outlook for sending emails. If you do not have the outlook client setup on your corn puter you can 

use http://outlook.unc.edu and use your onyen credentials to Iogin. Please note on the outlook clients your Iogin is 
ad\onyen and onyen password. We will help with getting your email forwarded to your outlook account from 
groupwise. 

I will send out instructions for forwarding groupwise email to outlook. In a few min. 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Zach Harbaugh <         @sbcglobal net> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 4:43 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 
Game Sun 

Coach Williams: 
As a Kansas sta~dent early in your career tbem (1990 - 1994), I would hke to let you know I ant extremely disappohtted in tbe ~an 
Ircalmcnl of you during introductions of Ihe game yesterday You arc a "class" individual and a grcal ambassador for baskelball and 
college athletics You were tremendous during your time at KU and you continue to excel at UNC 

wha attended as a Kansas supporter approve or even believe am’firing but support and adnfiration for you as an outstanding individual 
and Coach both at U NC and at KU shauld have been displayed - not that I can control at> thing, but you shauld have been welcomed 
with applause to give credit to your legacy and appreciation for your time in Lawrence 

Congrataflatio~ts on a good season and best wisbes for your conthmed success! 

All the bcsl. 
Zach Hatbaugh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doug Cyr <dmcyr@med unc edu> 

Tuesday,              2:38 PM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 
Acts of Kindness 

alwa3 s vmy friendly, well mamteted, mid ~eptesent UNC well 

door for ~ne Last yem, I watched           ki~ldl) engage a hameless man who was curious about whetber or not     pla) ed 
basketball because is so tall I can stdl see tbe snfile on face wben be told the hamaless nmn be played a " htile" basketball, 
and tbe homeless man ~etorted "well you shauld pla) a lot" 

Then, yesterday, I was on FraNdin street and saw              and posing for a picture with a group of school 
kids on a field trip The sludcnls walked a\~ay from taking Ilia[ picture beyond gidd>, and       and       also seemed Io enjoy 

As you head into the offseasot~ please be assured that your pla) ers bring pride to rite U~fiversit) through their act[mrs on and off tbe 
baskelball court 

Direclor o f Gmdua/e Sludics 
Facult~ Advisor for Post-Doctoral Affait~ 
Member UNC Cystic Fibrosis Center 
Departinent of Cell BioloD" 
School of Medicine 
University of Norlh Carolina 
526 Twlor Hall 
Mason Farm Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Offic¢: 919 843 4805 
Cell : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H" <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 12:18 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~ayone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Mobile phone contact backup 

TEXT htm; image001 png 

Hello all, 

As a part of the email transition we have been installing and backing up your local phone contacts using a free ’Backup 

Assistant’ app from Verizon Wireless, downloadable through the App Store. When in the App Store search for ’backup 
assistant’ then install it to your iphone. Pleasegothroughthesetup, allowing it to communicate with your contacts and 

go ahead and run the app to back up your contacts. 

Android users, backup assistant is already installed on your devices. 

iPhone and Android users please create a login to Verizon Wireless. Once your phone has backed up your contacts 

please go to http://verizonwireless.com please register your phone ( Register is under the login section when you 

bring up the page) please take note of username and password to be able to log into the site. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

E~I~: Ehrist~.Suits@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H" <Christy Suits@unc edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 I 1:40 AM 

UNCAA-EvetNone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday Software Updates - please leave your computers on tonight 

TEXT htm; image001 png 

Asking everyone to please leave their computers on tonight for computer updates. 

Softball computers and those involved with the game tonight, I will wait until after llpm to update those computers. 

Thank you, 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Suits, Christy H <Christy Suits@uric edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 I 1:40 AM 

UNCAA-Eve~ajone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Tuesday Software Updates - please leave your computers on tonight 

TEXT htm 

Asking everyone to please leave their computers on tonight for computer updates. 

Softball computers and those involved with the game tonight, I will wait until after 11pro to update those computers. 

Thank you, 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 7:07 PM 

@gmail corn; Andrew J Perrin <andrew~errin@unc edu>; Tony Tucker 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Beverly B Foster <bbfoster@email unc edu>; Barbara Jo 
Polk <bpolk@admissions unc edu>;             @gmail corn; 

@gmail corn; ~gmail corn; Christopher P Derickson 
<cderickson@unc edu>;                           ~live unc edu>; Carl J Boxberger 
<cibox@email unc edu>; C~Tstal Nolan Linebemy <clinebe~Ty@unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; ~gmail corn; @nc rr corn; 
Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc edu>; Eugene P Orringer 
<eugene orringer@med unc edu>; Fred M Clark<fred clark@unc edu>; 

; Cassandra B Gregot’y 
<gregolTc@email unc edu>; Glynis S Cowell <gscowell@email unc edu>; Kevin M 
Guskiewicz <gus@email unc edu>; Holden Thorp <holden thorp@unc edu>; Jacquelyn 
D Copeland <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Jack Evans <jevans@email unc edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email unc edu>; Joanna Carey Cleveland <joanna@unc edu>; Joy J 
Rennet<Joy Renner(?~med unc edu>; Stephen Katsaounis<katsaoun@emailunc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email unc edu>; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email unc edu>; Mark J Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@email unc edu>; Layna Mosley <mosley@unc edu>; Missy Pyecha 
<mpyecha@admissions unc edu>;           @gmail corn;        @gmail corn; 
Rocky Horton <rockyh@email unc edu>; Eileen R Parsons <rparsons@email unc edu>; 
Shirley A Ort <sao@unc edu>; Stephen Keadey <sckeadey@email unc edu>; Stephen M 
Farmer <sfarmer@admissions unc edu>; Richard Michael Southall 
<southall@email unc edu>; Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc edu>; John B Stephens 
<stephens@sog unc edu>; Leslie Chambers Strohm <strohm@email unc edu>; 

@gmail corn; Terry K Roberts <tkrobert@email unc edu>; UNCAA- 
EvetTone <uncaa-evetyone@groups unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - April, 2013 

TEXT htm; 4-3 - 13 pdf 

All, 

See attached for the April, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M<markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 7:07 PM 

~@gmail corn; Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Foster, Beverly B <bbfoster@email unc edu>; Polk, 
Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu>;             @gmail corn; 

@gmail corn; @gmail corn; Derickson, Christopher P 
<cderickson@unc edu>;                           @live unc edu>; Boxberger, Carl J 
<cjbox@email unc edu>; Linebeny, Ct?cstal Nolan <clinebenT@unc edu>; 

t@live unc edu>; @gmail corn; @nc rr corn; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Orringer, Eugene P 
<eugene orringer@med unc edu>; Clark, Fred M <fred clark@unc edu>; 

!@live unc edu>; Ga-egotT, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email unc edu>; 
Cowell, Glynis S <gscowell@email unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
<gus@email unc edu>; Thorp, Holden <holden thorp@unc edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn 
D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Evans, Jack <jevans@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc edu>; Renner, 
Joy J <Joy Renner@med unc edu>; Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email unc edu>; 
Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email unc edu>; Nusbaum, Mark J 
<mnusbaum@email unc edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions unc edu>;           @gmail corn;        @gmail corn; 
Honon, Rocky <rockyh@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email unc edu>; 
Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc edu>; Keadey, Stephen <sckeadey@email unc edu>; Farmer, 
Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 
<southall@email unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu>; Stephens, John B 
<stephens@sog unc edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email unc edu>; 

~gmail corn; Roberts, TenT Kermit <tkrobert@email unc edu>; UNCAA- 
EvelTone <uncaa-evetyone@groups unc edu> 

Compliance Newsletter- April, 2013 

TEXT htm; 4-3-13 pdf 

All, 

See attached for the April, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bingham, Mary Ellen" <binghamm@email unc edu> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 5:13 PM 

Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email unc edu>; UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa- 
everyone@groups unc edu> 

Alain Aguilar <alaguila@email unc edu>; Darin A Padua <dpadua@email unc edu>; 
Kevin M Guskiewicz <gus@email unc edu>; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@email unc edu>; William E Jr Prentice <prentice@email unc edu>; Troy 
Blackburn <troyb@email unc edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: new sports dietician 

TEXT htm 

Raci~e[’s email address i~ rkstratt@emaihunc.edu 
We wi[[ share an office phone with me 919 96~J 3462 

Facebook <http://www.facebook.com/WeFuelTheHeels> 

I wirier <http://twitter.corn/WeFu elTheHeels> 

From= Ciocca, Mario F 
Sent= Monday, April 01, 2013 3:36 PM 
TO= UNCAA-Everyone 
Cc: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Padua, Darin A; Petschauer, Meredith A; Aguilar, Alain J; Blackburn, Troy; Prentice, William E Jr 
Subject: new sports dietician 

Rachel Stratton has joined the UNC Sports Medicine staff starting today, April 1, 2013, and will assist Mary 
Ellen Bingham in meeting the nutritional and performance needs for our athletes. Rachel holds a BS in Life 
Science from the University of Portland in Portland, OR, where she was also a varsity athlete and team captain 
on the women’s basketball team. Rachel completed a dietetics certificate program at Middle Tennessee State 
University before completing her clinical dietetic internship in Nashville, TN through Lipscomb University. She 
is credentialed as a Registered Dietitian (RD) and one class away from an MS in Exercise Science and 
Nutrition from Lipscomb University. 

Prior to coming to UNC, Rachel Stratton served as a Sports Dietitian at the University of Oregon with primary 
responsibilities with basketball, volleyball, tennis, softball, and assisted with track and field/cross country and 
soccer. She coordinated individualized recovery nutrition plans, conducted body composition and hydration 
testing as well as provided nutrition education and nutrition counseling for athletes. 

Rachel Stratton is a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) and the Collegiate & 
Professional Sports Dietitians Association (CPSDA). 



Please join me in welcoming Rachel to UNC 

Mario 

Mario Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 
University of North Carolina 
James A. Taylor Campus Health Services 
C B# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7470 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosureordistributionisprohibited Ifyouarenottheintendedrecipient, pleasecontactthe 
sender by reply e mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sommers, Janice K" <jsommers@email unc edu> 

Thursday, Ap61 18, 2013 8:56 AM 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Mike Kouta£ <        @hotmail corn> 

Your random act of kindness 

UAllan & Coach W jpg 

Coach Williams 
My busbmld Mike’s Uncle Allan called us with nmch excitement in his voice and told us about your com’et~ation His wife Atice sent 
us the attached pboto You ate not oral) a GREAT basketball coacb, you are a vet3 kind nmn ai~d we ate fortunate to lmve you here at 
Carolitaa Tlm~ik you for ALL you do 
Go Hccls[ 
JaoJce 

Climcal Assistant Professor. Department of Nutrition 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Hcallh 
P~oject Director, Center for Tmhfing and Research Trmtslation 

U niversit3" of Norfl~ Caroti~m at Clmpal Hill 
9198435245 (campus) 
9199669126 (HPDP) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 3:12 PM 

hayeskb@alumni unc edu 
Re: Totally agree with you, Coach (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> Kell) Ha)es @gmail corn> 11/29/11 15:12 >>> 

Coach Wdliams, 

I just wanted to take a irdimte to let you know flint I completely agt~e wifl~ 
your calling oul ~lns who sell bck¢ls behind Ih¢ UNC bench I undcrsland 

UNC fans 1 sa? this because I can oifly inmgine wlmt it’s l~ke to 
experience a UNC game from Ihc pcrsp¢cbvc offered by seals behind 

~Pans! I’ve attended nmik~, mare" games in the Dean Dome For most of those 

level And yet, I’m still theie cheering as loud as I can and having a 

Good luck tNs season[ And tlmt~k you for being our coach[ 

Kelly Hayes 
B S, c/o 2005 
MD,c/o 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, December 8, 201 I 12:19 AM 

Tammy Worrell              ~gmail corn> 

Re: Adam Coble, unsigned 6’8 Power Forward, Video (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email ltis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> TannW Worrell < a;gnmil corn> 12/08/11 00:18 >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Saturday, December 10, 2011 12:22 PM 

Sean Dotson <        @gmail corn> 
Re: A Birthday Request (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad ltis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> SeanDotson @gmall corn> 12/10/11 12:22 >>> 

Coach Wdliams, 

My nzune is Sean Dotsot~ and I am a Tulane U lm-et~it~ law sludenl front 
Boone. NC M5 girlfriend al/ends Ih¢ Eshchnan School ofPhamlacy al UNC, 
finishing h¢r sev¢nlh and final year at Carolina She has been a Carolina 
fan all her life. and Carolina Bask¢lhall is p¢rhaps h¢r grcalcsl 
non-acadelhic httetest We have been togeflter for t~x o yeais by the end of 
d0s mondk and one Ihing I ha~¢ lean~cd is Iha/she prefers Ihal I do nol 
gel her big gifls, or even any a/all, for birlhdays, anniversari¢s, or 
halida) s I mn forced to tlthtk outside the box, mtd because of this I was 
wondering if Iher¢ would b¢ an5 chance I cohid ask an enormous fiwor of you 
to call mtd offer a brief mtd persotml Happy Birfltdav wislt 

I realize tltis is an odd ~equest, but you a~e o11e of the figmtes that sbe 
idolizes Ihe mosl in Ihe sporlhig/cclcbrily world She loved your book. 
Hat~l Wink: A LLPe On and Off the Court, and while mare" plavet~ have come 
tltrough Carolitm dining your tenme, you ate the one constant UNC has had 
over the last several yeat~ that ske can alxx a) s look up to Her birthda) 
is on December 26, and by ~o means do I wmlt to intpose on you during your 
holiday and family time If Ihis rcqucsl hi an~ way burdened you I would 
not ask it: haweve~; in the eyelet that you have a spa~e nmmte or do~ n time 
during that day, I wonder kf I might prevail upon you to halp me make her 
birlhday thai much more special and unforgellabl¢ 

I understand tlu~l your hint is vahmblc, and apologize for bothering you 
with trivial nmttet~ :unidst your busw schedule trod the upcomhtg holidays 

Have a good 

Sean Dotson 
JD Candidal¢, 2012 
Tulan¢ Univ¢rsdy Law School 

@gnmil corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, December 21, 2011 11:03 PM 

Tristen Seymour,             @hotmail corn> 
Re: High School English Project (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach W~lliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or ema~l lfis 

Tlmt~k you and GO HEELS 

@hotlnail cmn> 12/21/11 23:03 >>> 

Hello Mr W~lliams My nmne is Tfisten Seymour I an a 15 yea old freslunan front Mafinette High School in Mafinet~e Wiscol~sm 
In English class we were assigned Io int¢~icw a professional in a certain field I chose college baskclball, and I was wondering ifI 
could interview you I chose to interview you because I love basketball and UNC is IW favmite college It is a faill? short interview, 
wilb less than 20 queslions I would love if you could answer me soon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday,                 5:19 AM 

@gmail com> 
Re: Go Tar Heels[ - Funny, Feel good sto~N (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

Roy, 

I just want to say that you have done mt excellel~t job with rite Tar Heels 
Ibis y¢ar I am vet) ¢xcilcd for Ihis s¢3so11[[ 

haskethall temn I have been a Tar Heels Pan ever since I was a young boy 

waned into the stadmm, I just paused mtd took fire moment in It was rely 

I have ~lwa) s waning to live in the tfimtgle area mtd rite job that I 
wanted, took me 8 yeat~ to get Heie is where your basketball temn comes 

phone m March of this yem T~ o months had gone by alld I didnt hear 

leaving UNC was a minor that nfight coine tn~e Around fire lust of 
IViay, 1 FINALLY GOT THE CALL telhng me I got the job!! They weie waiting on 

and pr~’ed to ask God to show me an at~swer (1 would be lem-mg my faiml? 
and all that I have ever known) I told my mother and wife that ff its mean 
Io be. Ihcn              will announce he is bypassing the NBA drafl and 
coimng back to UN C T~ o d@s later he amtounced it and gvo weeks later I ant 
a rcsidcnc¢ from L¢xinglon, Ky 

one cmt inmgme how lnuch your basketball team plays a role in ira." fife 1 
moved here for Ih¢ baskclball team and I proud to I¢11 pcoplc tlull I anl a 
2005 graduate o f Marshall Univcrsily, but plan to at/end UNC for grad 
school next f~ll Eventhaugh I did not attend school heie yet, I will 
alwa? s and forever be a Tar Heel 

Go Heels[ 

Vefizon Busil~ess 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 3:07 PM 

carolball@agilent corn 
Re: please read this suggestion (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email lfis 

Thank you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> <carol b~ll@agilent corn> 01/09/12 15:06 >>> 

Hello Coach, As a long thne fm~, one of lm." favorite parts of a gmne is listeithtg to the post-game htterview Sadl) that puts me ht a 

Would it possible Io broadcast the poslgam¢ program Ihnt the speakers in Ih¢ arclu~’? 

Also, tlfis nfight spread out the ’mass exodus’ from the at~tm in the last mhmtes of the game mtd few nfinutes after the game 

Carol 

Carol Hmte) Bail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaauncedu> 

Tuesday,               5:00 PM 

~uncaauncedu> 
Re:VetTIMPORTANT Carolina Outreach InIBrmation(EmNINotUsed) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad ltis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> 17:00 >>> 

THIS FridW.            The Cbafles House is taMng the da) to conunemorate rite dW basketball was im’ented Caroliim Outreach 
is asking those who ha~c time on Friday Io join Ihcm in facililaling baskclball activities with their clients Please come dressed to 
represent UNC 

-The following ti~nes am available: 10:45-1 I:30AM - (lst session of basketball activities); 2:00-3:00PM - (singing ~nusic): 3:00- 
4:00PM - (2rid session of baskelball aclivdies) 

-Additioiml hffommtion: The Clmrles House Eldercam Center in Carrbom provides quaht) persotmlized care to elders and respite for 
Ihcir caregiving families 

-Location: 109 Hillctest Avenue, Carrboro, NC 27510 

***Pl¢ase direcl any fuffimr questions Io Kal¢ Sha~ (Program Director for Th¢ Charles Hous¢ Association) Phon¢: (919)967-7570 
That~ks in advance for your support of Caroh~m Outreach, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, J anuary 20, 2012 3:18 PM 

Paul G Szabady <paul szabady@unc edu> 

Re: Question / Favor from a UNC staffer (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> "Paul G Szabady" <paul szabady~aunc edu> 01/20/12 15:17 >>> 

Greetings, IVh Williams! 

I was wondering ff fl~ete’s m~) chtmce of you, one of your coaches or a 
learn member would be willing to lake a picture of "Flal Stanley" (see 

Paul G Szabady 

U niversits" of Norflt Carohl~a at Chapel Hill 
9199665862 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 4:3 I PM 

Deborah Kirman <dkirman@rescinio corn> 
Re: The Mother of a UNC fan with (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email ltis 

Thank you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> "Deborah l~irman" ~rman?~eschtio corn> 01/23/12 16:30 >>> 

but I will understand if you do not 

Since Ih¢ ag¢ of 12 Lucas has been a UNC fan He lugs dreamed of going Io a 
gmne someday, but has never had the oppomntiU to do so As his mother; 1 
dream of making one magical and impossible ilfing happen for him I can’l 
fltmk of mr) thing he would love mo~e than to see a UN C gmne in person I mn 

fltat Lucas has lalown noflting but ba~dship these last yeat~ mid that I would 
give am’flthig to see one wondeffiilb unexpected and hnpossible thing happen 
to him He has an old childhood ffi¢nd who just bought a hom¢ in Chapel 
Hill. and Ihis was what gay¢ me tile idea Ihal perlu~ps it might just b¢ 
possible Growing up, I taught ltfln tbat possibilit) was the most wonderful 
word hi Ih¢ English language I still behave thai More imporlanlly, so 
does Luke He is the bravest person 1 lmow, and m) hero 

ff flte~e is am’firing you can do to help nmke a dtemn coine tn~e for m) solz 

Deborah gArman 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, January 27, 2012 8:20 PM 

Charlie Roten <           @yahoo corn> 

Re: Fw: Asking a t~avor (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

Tlmt~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> Chadie Roten ?zyahoo corn> 01/27/12 20:19 >>> 

..... Fom~arded Message ..... 

To: ~a skybcsl conl" ?i, skybcsl corn> 
Cc: ?~yahao corn" ~(3"ahoo coin> 
Senl: Thursday, Januau 26, 2012 8:31 PM 
Subjccl: Askhig a 

To wham it may concern, 1 hope Roy Witliains wit1 be the one madhtg tlfis, 
I have a favor to ask and it is rather sinall in the teahn of tNngs M? dad has been a Carolina baskethall fret before I was born, and 1 

wall say that bas been a htde longer than 42 yea~s! At1 lfis "good shirts" have a UNC logo on them M? dad wall be mnthtg 68 on 
Fcbnm~) 1 glh o f Ihis year 

My dad has budt a "shrh~e" for at1 
of his beloved tarhee[ artifacts, ac t~al[) it is the whole smtroont and I was tDing to thi~tk what would ~nake tbe perfect gift to put h~ 
bis tarheel morn one last fl~ne You, Mr Witlimns crone to ~mnd, not you physicall), although that would thiill my dad to pieces, but 
nm) be a simple handwritten note thankh~g lfim for bis yeat~ of Iwalt~ and a get well wish, nmybe even a signed photo of "roy’s bws" 
would b¢ greal This 
I gmamntee is not a joke or spank just a si~nple wish from a daughter whose dad ~neans evelytbing to her I would love to see Ns face 

kf tlfis could arrive in lfis nmil, from you, I cm~ accoinpaW m~) ilffonnation you nmy lleed to undet~land tiffs is what it actually is, just 
a daughlcr asking a favor tirol would make her dad one of the happiest dads around You may gel cmails like Ihis all [he lime.someone 
asking for someflfing and you getthtg nothing in ret~lrK but I call hanestl? guarantee that the ret~rn would be a lmllion flml~ks for 
making my &~d’s dream come Imc, jusl a simple nolo from you! l ~ill include my persolml hifo and m3 dad’s name and mailing 
address I would just Rke an entail back to know you got tiffs one at~d if you have time to do this for me, for my dad If not I will tnd? 
~mdcrsland. I know you are vc~3 busy, and I wanl to Ihank you hi ad~ ancc for laking Ihc lime Io read [his and hopefidly respond on 
positive side! Sincetel?, 
Candac¢ Rolcn 

Dad’s hffo: Luther Russell (His mcklmme is LC) 

PS" I a/lach¢d a pholo of my dad’s greal grandson in front of his tarh¢el Iree tiffs past chfislmas! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday,                5:38 PM 

Re: Asking a favor (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Men’s Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

Thatlk you and GO HEELS 

>>> 17:34 >>> 

Hi CoacK 

Tough one Wednesday Kudos for not calling out rite lefs in your press 
conference Class move (although you coald ha~¢ easily andjuslifiably 
ha~c done il!) 

I ant actllall? asking a favor for ill3." daughter,      who is a jumor 
Ihcrc al UNC-CH She is working wilh 2 olhcr young men al UNC to pul 
Iogclhcr a non-profil sporls camp where Ihc5 Imvclcd lasl summer in Ih¢ 
Balkan legion 

She Ires asked me if you could spate 20-30 lrdnutes at some point to talk 
with them about what thin" ale trying to do, mtd to see it" am" of your 
fornter pla) et~ ale in that legion’fltey could talk to as well, Wl~o lrdght 

God luck file lest of the season Since both of ira." kids ale hi school 
fllete now, I told them I thought flits year nlay be flleir best clmnce 1o 
gel Ih¢ir own "Clu~mpionship"! no pressure .... 

all file time It’s fun watclitng people aflerwaids tt5 to figque out who 
Iha/tall gu3 is Roy was lalking Io! (even Ihough I was only a lowly JV 
gray back hlthe day[) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 2:18 PM 

Holly Boggs         @gmail corn> 

Re: Favor From a Fellow Tar Heel Fan (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad ltis 

Tlmt~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> Holly Boggs @gnmil corn> 02/15/12 14:18 >>> 

Good afternomt Mr Willimns, 

I hope you am doing well mid don’t nmld me sending you a note I wanted to roach out to you mtd ask a huge favor 

My husband is a di¢ hard Tar Heel and ~n He is a gmdtkalc of UNCW and has always loved Ihe Tar Heels and rarely misses aJU 
game, especially baskelball d is his ~orile sporl Growing up h¢ met Dean Smith and when you came Oll board he has ah~ays 
waNNed to meet you so hme is my favor 1 smpfised ~W husband (Dustin) yesteNay wifll tickets to the UNC/UVA gmne next 
Saturday file 251h bl Charlollesvill¢ (we aclually live bl Cville) Needless to say he was so surprised and rely ¢xciled thai he will be 
able to see ’his’ Tar Heels play live l would absolutely love Io tell him thai not only are we going to Ih¢ game bul you gel Io meel Roy 
Williams m~d get a pictme with him 1 lalow tltis probably is a vmy vet3 busy time for you and gmne day is incredibly bus?, but 1 
wanted Io ask if there would be one minul¢ we could meet you Io say hi and Duslin can ha~¢ his piclure taken wdh you I complel¢ly 

unde~stm~d i[’it is not possible, but just fl~ougN I would teach out mid ask m~? way 

He would be exXtemely excited ffyou had a lrdimte to spare to say hello m~d I would be grateful Its the sinall tlfings in life we do 
for our spouses thai mean Ihe most and this ~ould be Ihe lop of Ihe list! :) 

Take care mtd all best, 

Holly Boggs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Sunday,                  12:18 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Wedding Gift Favor (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad ltis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> @live unc edu> 12:17 >>> 

Dear Coach Williants, 

I hope tltis entail finds you well Congmmlatioits on your wm over Clentson M? 1mine is           m~d I am first year law student 
here a/Carolina I am willing because I ha~c Iwo imporianl weddings this year M> cousin is getting roamed and so arc I~o of my 
good friends Clearly, I want to give bolh couples somclhing Ihcy \~ill remember and cherish for Ih¢ rcsl of their lives 

All four of thein ate Carolhm grads and huge fans It is their zealotts" that gives me the gmmption to ask if you would be so kind to sign 
Iwo screen prinlings I know you are a vet3 busy man and I am sure you gel hundreds of Ihese requests on a &bly basis That said. this 
would make dleir weddings here in Chapel Hill exceptionally more memorable Please let me kllOW if you are willing Io sign [hese 
screen pfimings If you am, I will cleml> get them down to your office Regardless, flm~k you for your ti~ne and mlrem down tar heel 

PS Please beat the snot out of State 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, March I, 2012 7:53 PM 

John Spangler           @gmail corn> 
Re: Good Luck Saturday from the North (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> John Spangler @glnail coin> 03/01/12 19:52 

Coach Wdliams, 

I’m a lmge Tarheels fan front PA trod I just wanted to wish you good luck 

Once again good luck and Go Heels] 

Sinceteb, 
JolmSpmtgler 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 6, 2012 9:24 AM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: UNC Women’s Golf Team prior to the start of Saturday’s tournament round[ (Email 
Not Used) 

State Elnployees are requited to have an einail address on file. however. Coach Williants does not utdize eirmil services Therefore, if 
you need Io gel in contact with Coach Williams please conlact the UNC Men’s Baskclball officc a/919-962- I 154 or cmail his 
Excculivc Assislanl Nadia Lynch at nlynch@uncaa itnc edit 

Tlmt~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> JmlMam103/06/12 09:23 

Roy, 

Thought you would get a kick out of tlfis picture The temn was fi~ed up before Satut~lav’s round in Hilton Head They lind file "Roy 
Williants" pose going] We went over to Jim Ferree’s house to watch the game What a great victory to top off a fantastic tegmlar 
season! Good htck Io you and your learn al Ihc ACC Clulmpldnships We will b¢ a/LSU bul for good luck Ihc learn will dcfinilcly 
strike tile pose 

JAN MANN 
Head Coaclk Carolhm Women’s Go[f 
PO Box2126, Clmpel Hdl, NC 27515 
Office: 919-962-4273 Tayhcclbht¢ corn 
C¢11: Fax: 919-843-4062 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 5:33 PM 

Mark Elingburg <           @gmail corn> 
Re: Greetings from an Elingburg! (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meifs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> MaN Elingbmg < @gmail corn> 03/19/12 17:32 >~’> 

Dear Mr Willimns, 

I know tiffs is an ex~remel) busy thne for you, but I wanted to introduce 
his self I am Mark Elingburg, 28 yrs old and illc youngcsl son or John 
"Tommy" Elingburg, nephew to Charlic, Earl, Rick, Ray, Shcila. 
Shannon Ih¢ whole clan ftom Ardc~/Skyland NC I always here tall oryou 
front ~W father mid uncles, mid even front m) "Mmnnmw", who passed awa) 
rcccnlly Ms late Uncle Carrol always lalked about you as well (TC 
Robcrson High School a/hlehas arc slill in Iher¢ blood and tiles love to 
re-five theh glmy days) In less than t~ o weeks, 1 ant ge~ng married to 
Ihe love of my life, Reb¢cca Our (large) w¢dding is in h¢r hom¢lown of 
Myrtle Beack SC We have 18 in our wedding ptu~.’, ~ot inchiding her tutd 1 
My groomsmen wet~ picked because they have alwa? s sta~ck by me tutd will 
alwa? s be thet~ for me even though we nfight not see each other as often as 
we would like Choosing them was a huge deal for me b¢cans¢ I didn’t want 
iust am’one to stand wiflt me up on the altar My good friend, Joint Jones, 
is an exceptimml basketball pla? er still to tiffs day tutd has al~ a? s loved 
North Carolhm basketball We bectune fiiends in fire 6fit grade at Norfl~side 
Middle School in our hometown of Greemvood, SC Jones left in the 8th grade 
Io go and play baskelball at a SCISA high school, where he was Ihe 
COl~Sistent all-stac pla? ing beside Josh Chiles, who later went on to pla?, 

for Gardner-Webb U~m-ersit~ The gifts that I mn giving ~W groomsmen a~e 

and halp show ~W gratitude towat~l them as htdividuals Jones works as a 

faith in the lind I tun very proud of lfim M? cmffusion is what to get lthn, 

passion for basketball and will alex a? s have that I have have made a 
hand-crafted box for him and wa s going to gel him a aulh¢nbc UNC j¢rscs 

basketball as far as we are concerned In our high school years and 

busy time for you fight now, tutd in no way mn I set~htg a deadline I just 

how much I vane nfine and his fiiendship That~k you for your time and 

Mark Davidson Elin~burg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,              12:33 PM 

@comcast net> 
Re: Carolina’s finest hour (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emai1 lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

Coach Williams, 

I ant a 1984 graduate of UN C, now rite proud patent of my daughter who 
is an undcrgmd Ihcrc now (and my son allendcd yo~tr baskclball camp a 

giving up 

Ijusl wanl¢d Io lell you how much I admire how your arc handling all 
of tNs You’le a great coacK but a betler n~m, mtd tlmt is evidel~t 
Ihroughoul this ads ersily How you’ve cared for       and his 
~anfily, how you~’e ~esponded to C~eighto]~ and how you are leading 
your temn ate nemendous, nmking all of us proud of you and the 
Carolhia fanfily 

You often sa) fl~at you’~e "corn? ", and so ant I So l.just thought I’d 
suggest a movie for your insp~ratiot~ and maybe for your team On a 
few occasiol~s of adve~sit~ for m) congregation, l~’e found the movie 
Apollo 13 very moving rm sure you lecall the stot5, a NASA ~mssion 
where cvc~) Ihing goes wrong In one scene, NASA Flighi Direclor Gone 
Kmoz (pla) ed by Ed Hams) tells his men on the ground, after told of 
all fire obstacles, "Faihue is not an option" My favorite scene, one 

a co[leagme saving fl~at this would be fire worst disaster NASA has ever 
experienced, he replies. "Wdh all due rcspccl sir, I believe Ihis is 
going to be our finest hour" It’s a great movie about leadership, 

Call me corny, bul for the record, I Ihink Carolina is on Ih¢ verge of 

, Class of’84 
Pastor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Sunday, March 25, 2012 11:37 PM 

Bob and Becky Tackett ¯       @wamego net> 
Re: Your dedication to KU and your family (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad ltis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

IVh Roy Wilhmns, 

poinl g~mrd could nol play Scaphoid fractures are tough bul given proper 
treatment can completal? heal I ant a graduate of KU ht 1983 and KU med 
school in 1987 I also complclcd a KU residcnc5 in Wichila I have been a 
fan0ly ph5 sician in Wamcgo, KS from 1990 fill 2005 when I became 
Medical Director of Lafene Healflt Cm~ter ht Manlmtian, KS wltich is the 
sludenl heallh se~icc for sludenls al KSU (simila~ Io Walkins al KU) Yes 
....... ~n3." emad at wink is ja? doc@ksu edu 

I have respected you greatl) ever since you came to KU That~k you for 
spending 15 years of your life al KU I would like Io apologize for Ihc KU 
Pans in St Louis that booed you toNght I was saddened gteatl) to read 
ot~line about that happeiP ng Yes, I was disappoit~ted flint you left KU 
several yeat~ ago but I can lespect your decision for going home Life is 
mine hnportmtt tban KU or North Carolit~a basketball[ I hope that you wdl 
forgive Ih¢ near sided KU fans Ihat did the booing 1 honcsdy feel thai 
most KU Pans ate l~ot that 

I was reading Ioday online Ihat one of your biggcsl goals is to get a 
chmtce to teach your grand kids about fire fine game of basketball I hope 
for yo~tr sake and ll~¢irs thai you will b¢ able Io do thai Family, next 
to our faith in God, is the most importmtt firing in life I teall) do 
rcsp¢cl your decision Io go back Io NC for ~mfily reasons 

Tlmt~ks for wearing the KU Jaybawk on your slfirt m 1988 I know that did 
not go over well wllh Ihe NC failhfld but II meanl a Iol Io KU fans I can 
unde~stm~d wl\x mbmla~ gmnes wiflt KU is smnetlthtg that you do not wm~t as 
it is too hard on you 1 RESPECT THAT! 

You do not need to respond Io this ¢mail I jusl wanl¢d to apologize for 
some h~sm~sitive KU fm~s I did not mean to rmnble but I hob3e the best for 
you and your ~mfily 



Bob Tack¢ll 

Robcrl J Tackcll, MD 

cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, March 26, 2012 11:18 AM 

David Lcc < ~ggmail corn> 

Re: Lcttcr to Coach Roy Willmns (Email Not Uscd) 

>>> David Iee < @gmail coin> 03/26/12 I 1 17 >>> 

I mcl your son a few years back al a Waclaovia conference, it was c\cilh~g 
I~ lllC~l hiln m~d you itavc a grcal sonl I asked hart Io 1cll you tltat wc (my 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 9:06 PM 

Shane Burcaw <            @gmail corn> 

Re: Laughing At My Nightmare (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact tbe UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

Thank you and GO HEELS [ 

Hello, 

My nmne is Sbmle Burcaw 1 am a 19-yea~-old smdel~t at Mot-avim~ 
College in Bcddehcm, PA 

@glnail cmn> 04/05/12 21:05 >>> 

Ahnost a yea~ ago, 1 started a blog on Tumblr called Lauglmtg At My 
Nigbmmre, where I write stories about what it’s hke to hve with a 
disease that is slowl? kdling me I write tbe blog in a bumomus mid 
positive manner, because Ihat is how I believe life should be lived I 
wanted to show people that it’s okay to laugh at tbe challenges of 
life Evmyone has problems, but it’s how you deal with those problents 
fltat define your fife Awway, since I started tbe blog last smnmer 1 
have gahted over 40,000 registered followet~ to date I hope it 
do¢sn’l sound like l’m bragging, because I am quite honestly blown 
away by fl~e reception IW blog has received 

M} blog was a source for ClllCrlainl~lelll. bul I realized 11lOW had die 
oppomnit~" to lnake a real hnpact on fl~e world In Jmmmy, 1 started 
a nonprOfil organization, called Laughing At M3 Nighmmre. Inc. wdh 
a group of awesmne indNiduals Our nitssion is to ~aise money for 

appreciation of life You can fred 1note ilffornmtion at 

Forournonprofittobesuccessful to raise sigtmqcant mone> forMD 
research[~we need to spread tbe wind about what we re doing All I in 
asking is thai you consider helping me spread my message to as man3 
people as possible lfyou reply to lids email, we can start a 
dialobmeanddiscusswwsforyoutobelp! 1 ddeeply appreciate aW 
way you mighl be able to gel involved, and I look for~ ard Io your 
msponse 

President 
Lauglitng At My Nigbtmate, lnc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 12:48 PM 

@telenet be 

Re: coming to America (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

Thank you and GO HEELS 

Good evemng Coach Williants, 

l’ln Hans De Wispelaere and I ant a Belgmln BasketBall coach 
My loam tiffs season was BC S[js¢l¢ (Sijs¢l¢ is a small Iown near Bntges, Bclgimn) 

I ant honored to be imdted by head coach Dale Lwer of Libet~" U niversit~ for mt intentslitp with Libet~ Flames m L? nchbmg, 
Virginia 
Tiffs inlcmsbip will lake place from Oclobcr 15 and will last 6 weeks 
I have the opportumt~ to participate in the fldl preparation for fire new NCAA season of the Lib ell~ Flmnes 
I am vet3 honored and delighted thai lifts opporlunily falls to m) share 

During m) 6 week stw, I would like to use the oppomnfi~" to visit the p~estigious Notflt Carohim Ulfivet~it~ at Clmpel Hdl and of 
course especiall? rite falnous m~d renowned basketball tealn of the umvet~ib" the Tar Heels and you, fltem coach, Roy Withalns 
UNC was also THE college of m3 favorite player Micbaal Jordan. for me. still, by far. the besl of the besl 

I suppose the Tar Heels also begin flteir preparation around this period 
I would teall? hke to come look at 1 or mine basketball tmimng, or experience a nmtch it’fltey would play a hmne game in tbat 
period 
The question is. can tiffs, is thai allowed? 
Is it possible to answer flits question please 

Gmlcfid and rcspcclfid grcclings, 

Coach Halts De Wispelaete 
Bruges 
Belgm~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 9:58 AM 

Andrew M Shirlen <andrew shirlen@med unc edu> 
Re: Pleasant Gardens, NC (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> "Slfiflelk Altdtew M" <andrew slfirlen?lmed uric edu> 05/14/12 09:57 >>> 

Coach Wdliams, 

I ant writing you to ask a favor for m) dad It is lfis birthdW in a few weeks and I cmt’t flfit~k of a better present titan an autographed 
pholo from you                     grew up in your neck of Ihe woods in Pleasanl Gardens, NC He has always been a Carolina 

cmmng years Agaht I know tbis is a huge favor but if you would have the time to grant me tlfis it would be fire best gift I could give 

Sinceteb, 

And?" Sbiflen PA-C 
Sutgmy 
Burnett-Wonmck CB #7065 
Chapel Hill, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday,              12:25 PM 

@med unc edu> 
Re: Grandma loves basketball (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

Howd~" Mr Williams or whomever handles lfis entail, 

Tlfis is a vet~ long shot, but 1 lind to tly 1 ant a graduate student heie at UNC and the olfl? season m? gtmtdmoflter can lemember 
Iha/. is because of Ihe baskclball learn loves wa/ching college and professional baskelball Would you be willing tu 
aulogmph a baskclball for her? 

With enthusiasm, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 I : 19 PM 

Drew Smith <             @nc rr corn> 
Re: Perspective (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email lfis 

Thank you and GO HEELS [ 

Dear Coach Williants: 

With all due respect, the specter and potential for acadeimc fraud permeates 

faculty and slaff plus loyal ahtmni 

Sincereb, 
Andrew Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 I 1:51 PM 

Chad Palowski <              @gmail corn> 
Re: Any help please (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> ffimd Palowski < @gmall corn> 06/20/12 23:50 >>> 

My nmne is Clmd Palowski, mtd in? wife and I ale entailing you from Nofflt 
Dakola We am cmailing you Io ask each of you a ~l~or This is enbrcly 
up ~o you ir you wan~ ~o do an5 thing at all I just thought il was worth a 
sho[ However, please lake Ihe lime Io read [he slo~, abou[ my cousin and 

My cousin, Jason Viestel~z, is a single dad who absolutely loves the 
Universily of Norlh Carolina Tar Heals They ha~e been his favorite 
for as long as I can remember A wldle back, Jason saved up some mon~" mtd 
pumbased a leather UNCjacket He loved this jacket He treated tiffs 
iacket like it was lfis own kid, until he had a kid of lfis own In 2001, 
Jason dithered a son ~ullned Eli Eli became Jason s life. and he just 
celebrated his I lilt birthday last week He Ires been invoNed m 
basketball, baseball, football, and soccer He loves pla?ing sports, and 
he is rely talented at all of fltem 

On June 5th, Jason was to take Eli over to lfis morn [] s l~ouse for the day 
The fuel pump had gone out in his car so he and Eli both jumped on his 

g-ave lds ooly hehnet to Eli 

I suppose wlu~l I am asking is if you would b¢ able Io help out Eli H¢ has 
been a Tai Heels fm~ lds entire life because that is the team lfis dad 
loved Jason would always pul Eli before an3 Ihing Aflcr woN. Jason 
would play catch with Eli or work on am" diffeient sport fltat Eh wrested 
Io M5 qucslion is, is Iher¢ any way Ihal my wife and I could gel a 
jack¢l, jcrsc3, or somclhhig UNC Io remember his falher by W¢ wahl 
be sometlthlg special and not just something we pick up from a sporting 
goods stole A letter from you along with am’thing would be so much 
appreciated 

Het~ is a video of the kind of life tlmt Jason mid Eli lived befot~ the 



I know you m~ at1 busy, but thmtk you so much for your time trod effort 

GO TAR HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, July I I, 2012 1:25 PM 

Jeremy Lindsey <jlindsey@humana com> 
Re: UNC Picture Request for Wedding Gift (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

Thank you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> Jmeln) Lindsey <jlindse)@humatm corn> 07/11/12 13:23 >>> 

Coach Wdliams, 

First of all, flmiiks for all you’ve done to promote college basketball mtd the U N C basketball program M3 fianc[~, Elizabeth and 1, ale 
gelling nlarded Augusl 1 h 2012 and I Ihought l’d sec if you could make our special day even belier 1 undersland Ihat this request is 
on shorl ilOlice and you arc bus3 wdh man3 Ihings, inchtding rccndling and preparing your learn for anolher clu~mpionship rim. bul 
wanted Io see if il was possible for you Io do me a huge favor for one of my groomsmen S1¢v¢ Corder is a lifelong UNC fan and I’ve 
aheady mdmed bJm a Carolina cooler zmd koozie but thought I’d try to take it up a notch zmd get a persotmlized picture from one of 
Ihe grealcsl baskclball coach in Amcdca This may nol be feasible bul Ihoughl Pd give il a shol al Icasl 

Would it be possible to get a picture signed wifl~ the following message? 

"Steve - Tlm~iks for being part of Jetemy and Elizabeth’s special da3. Go Tarheels!" 

I would be morn thin1 lmppv to cover aW cost related to tlfis tequesl I’ve never requested awtbing like tiffs so I hope an entail wit1 

My contact infornmtion is as follows: 

JereiW Lhldsey 

Thanks. 

Jcremy Lindscy 

The infornmtion trans~mtted is httended tufty for the porson or entig to wlfich it is addressed 
and nmy coNain CONFIDENTIAL lnaterial ffyou receive this ~natefial/infonnafion in error, 
please conlact the sender and delete or dcslrOy Ihc ma/ctial/in fommlion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 9:57 PM 

Distinguished Americans Oral History Project < 
Re: Oral History Interview Request (Email Not Used) 

~gmail corn> 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> Distmgmished Americans Oral Histot5 Project < @ginail corn> 07/28/12 21:56 >>> 

I ant an indeNndent lfistorian based in South Florida, alld I ant writing you 
Ioday Io invilc you Io parlicipa/c in a vet3 ¢xciling undcrlaking of mine 
I have recently slarl¢d wha/I am calling Ihe Disling~dsh¢d Americans Oral 
Hislm3 Prqiecl, in which I hope to spend 15-25 hours wilh well-known 
Antericm~s, interviewing fltmn on flteir lives, camera, and icomc 
accomplishments II is m3 hope thai each or Ihes¢ oral histories will span 
Ihe sul~jccl’s ¢nlir¢ life. from birlh to file presenl day 
Once rite inters’Jews lmve been cmnpleted, I will dmmte them to collections 
both of the subjcct!s choosing and m3 own The libraries I am personally 
dmmting fltein to include, but are not linfited to, the Boston Public 
Librar?, Syracuse Umvet~ib’, the Libmr? of Congress, and Columbia 
U niverstu" If you lmve aW otter collections tbat you would lkke these to 
be given Io, please Icl me know as soon as possible so I can make 

I hope tlmt we will be able to find thne to conduct an oral lfistot3 in the 
nero flg~tm I mn able to tcavel witltflt about a moNh’s notice, so please 
let me know when your schedule penmts tlfis to occur 
As is common praclicc, you will own all tights to Ibis intcr~ i¢w and will 
have the fnml decision as to how it nmy be used Again, I’d appreciate 
flits can be winked out in advm~ce 
1 look for~ard to ]lealtilg from yolt, and iileelillg yolt, re1} SO011 Tlmnk yoIt! 

Best alwws, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <ra~ 20~;uncaa uric cdu> 

FridaY, August 17, 2012 3:42 PM 

Boo Crillettc <bgdllet~;uncaa uric edu> 
Re: Donna Papa - Hall of Fame video (Email Not Used) 

Wben: Coach Papa will be inducted at the NliCA Convenlion November 2g-December 1 2012 in Orlando, 110rida More details will be available 



Ollicc: 919 962 5224 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 1:27 PM 

Joy J Renner <JoyRenner@med unc edu> 
Re: Joy Renner - Chair Faculty Athletics Committee (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> "Rem~er. Joy J" <Joy Relmer@med unc edu> 08/22/12 13:25 

ht mt effort to strengthen the Facult) Atlfletics Conurdttee and its abiht) to advice the Chancellor. the AD, mtd others m our 

conversation perhaps one day new week? I can be reached at mtv of the nun~bet~ below 

Joy J Re~mer, MA, RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associal¢ Professor and Director 
University of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduranl Hall 
321-A South Cohnnbia St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Dcsk 

Cell 
919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tlfis e-nmil lnessage, including attacl~nents, if am’, is intended old? for rite -person or emit) to 
which i[ is addressed and may con[3ill COllfidelllial and/or privileged malctial AnI ---iillaulholized review. USe. disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If you ale not the intellded recipient, please contact the sender by ~epl) e-nmil and destroy all copies of the 
origitml message 

Emafl correspondence to mid fmin tNs address may be sul~iect to the North Carolhm ih~b lic Recot~ls lm~ and may be disclosed to tNt~l 
parties by an aulhofized S131¢ official (NCGS ch 1321 Studenl cduca/ional records are subjecl Io NERPA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday,                  I 1:34 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: a humble request (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meifs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

Good evening Coach Williants, 

I hope tlfis message finds you in great spirits mid health! 

Because you arc among the busiesl people in Chapel Hill tight now I will 

getting nmiried on *Saturda?, October 13 * Tlfis is the day after "Late 

Night wilh Roy," and I’m sure it will b¢ a tiring one for you But if you 
wel~ solllallow able to show itp b~iel]y tu Ihe rcccplion al *The CAirolina CIitb 
h~ the Alunufi Center* around *6:30pro* (or an?~ime omx ards), that would be 

Ihc bcsl possible gift I could arrange as his Best Man 

You wouldn’t have to sta> for long, and them woift be ml) tltrong of people 
asking for autographs or photos All fin asMng is that you show up. shake 

Imnd. and leave There will be food and refrcsluncnls (including 
Coke!) around if you are bungs" 

A little background on     he mid I were the grays in the student Risers 
section for virtually m’et) home game in our 4 yeais at Camlitm (we caught 
3 T-shins from you!) He grew up as a Tar Heel die-hard, walching and 
attending games with his fafller He pla~’ed baseball mid basketball m lfigh 
school, and tiled out for the JV squad at UNC hi     He is also a huge 
supporter of Caroli~m Football, being one of the firsl fans to purchase 
Blue Zone tickets last season, despite all the off-field difficulties with 

and your bws donfinate fl~eir way to the Natimml Chmnpiol~slitp 

Despite lits dedication to UN C aflitetics, stir lnatmged to graduate 
Tile only 

Ihings hanging in his office a/work are his UNC diploma, a picture of his 
Panfily m~d fim~cee, and lits Marcus Gil~x ard jersey He isift just the 
biggest Camltim fan I know he is ever) thing that is good about the 
University of Norlh Carolina He is in the process of leaving his job as a 
big-lime hcallhcarc consallanl Io work al a communily hcallh center in 
Carrboro that assists the under-served populatimts of the area 

1 oi~ce mad m~ interview where you said: "*We don’t have but 17 hame gmnes 

basketball games m a yeai *" I feel the stone ww about       weddh~g My 
best fliend only gels married I lime. and I haven’t been Ihis fired up for 
an event since file Career Classic against Miclitgan State last year The 
mere possibilily oflhe legenda~3 Coach Roy Williams showing up on the nlosl 

flm~g I can inmgine 

wouldn’l b¢ doing my Ta~ Heel duly if I didn’l at leasl ID [ In any case, I 
am vet) gratufid to have you as the unofficial mnbassador for The 



well, especiall? offthe court, and that is sometlthlg I will al~ a? s be 
proud of Thmtk you for eveiything you do, Coach 

[image: hflJne inmge 1 [ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 7:26 AM 

Bailey and Bonnie Cobbs - mobile ~yahoo corn> 

Re: Greetings from fellow UNC 1972 alumnus (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach W~lliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or ema~l lfis 

Tlmt~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> Baile? and Bo]mie Cobbs - mobile ~lyal~oo corn> 09/I8/I2 07:25 >>> 

Roy, Hope this note finds you and your fanfil? well Tlmltk you for fl~e outstmlding.job flint you lmve done since retmlfing hmne to 
UNC, and For Ihc wonderful coaching slaff and young men wdh whom you Imve worked From when we firsl met playing basketball 
hi Woollen G?m and tt3ing out for the fteslm~en basketball team in the fall of 1968 [lemember file water shot~ge flint cut down on the 
lime and Frcqucnc3 of our ability Io shower in Ihc donns?] you ha~e always been a slmighi Fon~ ard, energetic and engaging person 
The purpose of Ihis email is Io ask you ir Ihcrc is a chance Ihal our &mghlcr Brooke, UNC 1998. a Fellow member of Ihe Rams Chib 
since her graduation, would be able Io procure lickels Io the UNC al Long Beach Sla/c men’s basketball game on November 16lh We 
have checked with the UN C ticket office and the Rams Club, who lmve no tickets m’ailable for this road contest They lind 

gmne tickets will be available for public sale From wlmt we mldersland, the meffs basketball office ~eceives away gmne tickets 

am" of those categories, but if all of these tickets ate 1lot accounted for, Brooke would love to be able to pumlmse two or four, or 
dmmte the cost of same to ?’our favorite clmrilable orgmfizatim~, such as the Chiismms shopphtg experience tbat ?,our playet~ do each 
December She works in the pharmaceutical research industly in San Diego, and supports the Heels with her attendance at fire 
C~rolina Alumni Club functions, such as Ih¢ "Game Wa/ch" for Ihc Lohisvill¢ Football game lasl Sa/urday Great comeback Tough 
loss She, ~W wife Botmie and I have 

ballwws Brooke’s mobile pl~one number is             and nune is              mid her mnail address is copied above 
That~ks for your consideration on tlfis nmtter Have a great week Best wishes for m~other successful season[ Go Tar Heels! - 
Bailey Cobbs 

BaRe3" m~d Bomfie Cobbs 
(Mobiles) 
(Home/Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   9:34 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: Dress Shirts (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

Coach Wdliams, 

I dofft kuow how mare" entails you get with tiffs sul~iect line, but n~" dad is a big fan of your dress shirts and would like to know 
where you purchase yours from He has asked me Io send Ihis cmail as a fi~or Io him and he and I would really apprccialc i[ if you 

replied I wish you a speed> rccovc~ and hope Io hca~ back from you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 10:43 PM 

Pat Audick <               @gmail corn> 

Re: LIVE STRONG AND FIGHT ON LIKE A TAR HEEL!l[![ (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> Pat Audick < @gnmil corn> 09/19/12 22:42 >>> 

Coach Wdliams, 
Know you are missed at the 

Flight School aka file Ulfiversit~ of North Camlitm[ Go Tar Heels! Hope to 
make il for some games Ihis year Know thai l supporl you through Ihick and 
Ihin because know what it like is because been through a lot: " Obstacles 
danl II have to slop you If you run into a wall. donl II lun~ around and give 
up Fibmre out how to climb it, go tltrough it, or wink aromld it [], comes 
from the bask¢lhall legend who has ¢am¢d numerous MVP a~ards and who has 
won six NBA chalnpiollships He is considered by i~la11} people as one of Ire 
greatest pla? et~ of all time Mdchaal Jet, lint is mdy exceptimml figmre in 
Ihe hislo~3 of basketball Below you will find more than 70 great quoles 
front Michael Jmdan on motivatiolt falhue, success, life alld 
basketball-Michael Jordan" 

Hold tyue Io some of my fa~ofile quotes b3 MJ thai helped gel through 
obstacles during m) hfe: 

[]ffyou mt~yingtoachieve, there will be roadblocks I vehadfl~em: 
evmybody has had them But obstacles don t have to stop you ffyou nm 

fltrough it, or work around it [] 
- Mdchael Jot~lan 

[]Talent wins gmnes, but temnwmk and intelligence wilts champio~slrips [] 
- Michaal Jordan 

- Michaal Jordan 

[]ffyou quit ONCE it becomes a habit Nm’er quit!!! 
- Michaal Jordan 

I will be praying for you and your beloved Family ,supporlive family and 
now flint all of us ate bebitad you! We love you Coach Roy Wilhmns and know 
Iha/you are one o f kind and UNC Baskelball would be vet3 diffcrenl 
direction wiflt you as our Coach! ! You have tainted the progrmn into a 
Traditio!!! GO TAR HEELS!!!! 

Regards and God’s blessings alwws, 
Patrick G Audick 
Concordia University -lr~ ine Addelics Dclx~rhncnl 

(cell phone) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday,                 6:50 PM 

Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc edu> 
Re: CSBC Project CASPER (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> "Stmlnan, Deborah L" <dstm@unc edu> 18:49 >>> 

Hi Coach If you hm-efft herod ahead), I ant writing to let you know of a new ambitious p~qject I mn undertaking with rite assisiance 

about this project and he also excited about the possibilities 

My goal is Io crca/c a database of ALL Tar Heel alumni (undcrgmd and grad) who work ill die sporl indus03 The benefils of IIffs 
database arc immense! The new projccl is called Carolina Ahtmni in Sporl Prqjcct - Each One, Reach One. which is an acronym for 
"Caroli~m Ahnmfi in Sport Plqiect- Each m~e, Reach one (Casper x~as friendly[l) 

I would like to reward Ihese sludenls wilh Carolina gifts so if you ha~¢ an} ¢xlnl ]la/s. shirts, jackels, or giveaways in yoltr c[osel or 
storage for 15 people - a BIG t lamtk you I mn witling to crone by and pick up ANYTHING ) 

If you have aW coNacts or leads for the database, feel free to contact               or 
leach out to you (in pet~mk phone or entail) with the necess~" information for fire database 

team leadet~ The> will 

Please share tl~is note with your coaclthtg staff, mmmget~, office staf£ and pkl? ers We welcome aflfletes to rite Club and hope that 
fire? wdl take advmttage of tlfis great lesource for all sta~dents, legardless of ltDioc who ale intelested in a career in the sport industt3 
We seek Io prepare Ihem for life after UNC academics and exll~aculdClda* acliviftes 

Thanks for all you do for rite Tar Heel fmml? 

Continued Success, 

DebomhL Stmlnan, PhD CLU 
Explore Engage Empower 

315 Woollen- CB #8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9198430336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday,                 8:30 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Invitation from Signature Charity: sign your name on a T-shirt and help children 
education (Email Not Used) 

State Elnployees are requited to have an einail address on file. however. Coach Williams does not utdize emall services Therefrom, if 
you need Io gel in contact with Coach Williams please conlact the UNC Men’s Baskclball office a/919-962- I 154 or cmall his 
Excculivc Assislanl Nadia Lynch at nlynch@uncaa itnc edit 

Tlmt~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> ?~ live unc edu> 20:29 >>> 

Dear Coach Williams, 

My nmne is         and I ain a semor in UNC Cbapel Hill I ain writing tlfis entail to introduce to you a non-profit program I am 
mmm~g R is c~led Si~mmm C~i~ ~fis progrmn plal~ to fil~d outstm~ding professot~ atlfletes entrepreneurs and let thein sign 

buy them ~1 profit ~ill go to help clfildmn education in rite Umted States and Clmm 

We sincerely bope tbat you can sign on a T-shirt or a book mid give it to us We will provide you with tlfis T-slfirt ffyou need 
Signa/ure Chafily aim Io raise people’s attenlion to education and help underprivileged children gain access Io belier cducalion 
oppomnfifies You liRle favor could generate a big impact on a kid’s 

BeN RegaNs, 

TEL: 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This c-mail m¢ssagc (including all Ih¢ allach¢d files) contains confidential and~or privileged information and is intended for tl~c 
addressee(s) only An3 unaulhorized review, use, disclosure or dislribulion is prohibilcd If you are nol Ihc inlcnded recipient(s), 
please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the ofigi~ml message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 I 1:01 AM 

Bianca Bell <bianca bell@unc edu> 
Re: Join us Monday, November 12th for Give Thanks to U-NC Day! (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact tile UNC Men’s Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

Thatlk you and GO HEELS 

>>> "Bell, Bianca" <bimlca bell~aunc edu> 10/23/12 10:59 >>> 

Dear Coach Williants, 

I hope that this email finds you well[ My llame is Bimlca and I mn the Director of Student Giving Progrmns at the Carolitm Ammal 

I also wanted to imdte you to j oin lne mid the Heehaiset~ Council, a student orgamzation that pminotes pro’ate giving to tile 
University, on Monday, Novemhar 12th for Give Thanks Io U-NC Day from 10 am to 2 pm in the Pil We are calling upon all 
involved faculty and staff to show their supporl by coming out and parlicipaling with students on this &~y to leach them how imporlanl 
private dollatimts me, as well as give them tile oppomnfiD" to thank our mare" donors and alumm Please cmtsider johfing us so that 
you may sign our gianl card and record a video message for those thai supporl our Carolina family 

Please do not hesitate to contact me ffyou have ml) questioits, and if you do have tile chance to make it out please send us enlail so we 
will know when to exbxct you Have a great 

Director of Studem Giving Progt-ains 
The University of North Carolina a/Chapel Hill 
208 West Fmnkhn Stieet, Campus Box 6100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 12:31 PM 

Christopher McNealy <            ~gmail corn> 

Re: Coach Clemon Johnson referral (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

Thank you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> ffiuistopher McNeal) < ?lgmail corn> 10/23/12 12:30 >>> 

Hello Coach, 

My nmne is Chits McNeal? I was given your contact ilffommtion front Coach 
Clemon Johnson al Florida A&M Universily Clemon and I were Ieamma/es here 
hi Ilaly during Ihe early 90 s 

My partner Dmt Gay and I ate founders of Pro Exposme Residence Tmimng 
Program here hi Bologna, Ilaly Pro Exposure is for professional players 
who are wilhoul a job and looking for European placcmenl. Ihe opporlundy 

to practice, train and scmmnage agaiitst European temns to gaht valuable 

The ol~jectives dubmg the stay will be for players to nmint~in top 
condition and be m game shape at ~11 times to transfer at a moment E s 
notice upon any learn s rcqucsl to sign and play wilh a learn or parlicipal¢ 
ht practices for t~youts The pla) ers will be cmtslantl) marketed by Pro 
Exposme as well as flteir agents We ate in ever5 da) contact with GMs, 
dubs, and coaches to inform fltem about our players profiles tlmt we hm-e 
ca~rrenfly available in residence for lequests fltey nmy hm-e for clmnges 
Players will gain cxpcrl references from our rcsp¢cl¢d and rccogni/ed slab 
of coaches, ex European pla) ers and Europemt NBA Scout which wdl lead to 
easier t~yout arrangements and eventually contract sighing 

We ate targethtg top lm’el plwers out of wink or looMng for exposure m 
Europe We llano high cxpeclalions I]lerefore we musl be you seleclive ill 
rite pla) ers we accept 

The first sessions will be fmln November 1st thin December 15fit and the 
second session will be Janual) 15111 flint December 15111 We will cat~) only 
12 players and each player is allowed to a/lend only one session with no 
exceptimts Pm Exposure is mt independent mgmt~zation and not affiliated 
with am" agency The cost for the exposme tlai~thtg is ooly 2200 Euro a 

The price includes acconmtodatioits in a four stars residence contai~fing 
large spacious morns equipped with kilchen and spacious ba/hmom, wireless 
htternet cmmection and satellite TV, weight room, temeafion lounge and 
slud} lounge Also hichidcd arc daily hmch and dinner, Imnsporlalion. 
health dub entrmtce, pool, tt) outs arrangements, job seekhtg, 
Imnsporla/ion to scrimmages and Ioumamcnls. plus our mcnlofing on 
European baskclball 

EumNan [~ Athletics[~ track work, and swinmfing pool workout thi~aughout the 



week On Sunday we will lake players to see a lop level pro fcssional game 
which also inchlded 

Please take a look at what Pro Exposure is about mtd pass on rite 
hffonnation to aW former plwet~ you nm? have or fltose loo!dng to belp 
direct players in a direction Ihal could possibly help furlhcr their career 

will be avaihible soon 

*Chiistopher McNealy* 
*ph 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 2:10 PM 

Shelton Earp <sheltonearp@med unc edu> 

Re:                 (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email ltis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> "Ea~p, Shelton" <shelton ea~p@med uric edu> 10/25/12 14:09 >>> 

H SheltonEat-p 111, MD 
Professor and Director 
Lil~ebmger Cmnp~ehensive Cancer Center 
Professor of Medicine and PhannacoloD" 
The School o f Medicine 
The U~m-msit3 of North Camlitm at Clmpel Hill 
450 West Drive CB 7295 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
Tel: 9199662335 
Fax: 9199663015 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 12:05 PM 

Mr Charles A Limerick <climerick@gardner-webb edu> 
Re: Ill alumnus in enemy territory[ (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad ltis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> "Mr Clmrles A Limerick" <climerick@gat~lner-webb edu> 11/08/12 12:04 

Coach Wdliams, 
Allach¢d is a pholograph ora 2005 gmd~ml¢, from Rulhcffordlon, NC, who is currcnlly(as in right d0s minul¢) 

I realize you don’t kllow eilller Mall or myself ]’to i~1 AOlII~I. bit[ il" you have a i~linule in y our bus) day Io spare, I would sincerely 
appreciate i[ if you or an) hod) from Ihc men’s baskclball program could drop in for a momlc-boosling visi[, Io le[ ]tim know he’s nol 
going Ihrough all [his alone in "them) lenilo~" Regardless, I wish you [he vet) bcsl Ihis season Bodl Ma0hcw and myself will be 
pulling for you all 

Sincerely, 
Charles A Lhnerick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Sunday, November I I, 2012 5:31 PM 

@aol corn 
Re: Best Wishes (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

Roy, I am 961/2 year oM Hugh D Maxxx ell Jr Colonel U SAF Ret, class of 
1936, originally from Pink Hill NC In my mid-eighlies I was diagnosed wdh 

We decided agailtst htvasive surgely at ~ny age, and I ant 
slill kicking (M} tombstone, alongside my beloved wife’s inscription, reads 
~VII Bomb¢r Pilot. Career Inl¢llig¢nc¢ Offic¢r) 
When Doctors ask me how I’m doing I 1¢11 them Ihal, for a 96 y¢ar old 

I am doing Grea/ [[ 
Hat]g i~ there You ate stir a kid - the same age as ~ny 62 year old Sot~ 
Hugh D III, Class of ’72, who is rclircd from the Federal Govcnm~enl and 
moved ht with us in 2004 to help Drive Mr mtd Miss Daisy 
Congt-atadatio~ts mid best wishes to you and your fanfily Go Heels !! 
Hugh Maxxx ell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 5:02 PM 

Ashley P McCurdy <                @gmail corn> 

Re: Hi Coach Williams! (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email lfis 

Tlmt~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> "Ashley P McCurdy" < @gnmil cmn> 11/16/12 17:01 >>> 

Dear Coach Williams, 

I ant writing because I draw my brother-in-law’s lmme for Cluistnms, and he 
jusl happens to be your biggest fan Ms sisler’s husband, Josh Odom is a 
huge baskelball fan and an even bigger UNC fan 

Not mtl> is he a huge fan of UNC basketball and basketball itsel£ he is at 
even bigger fan of you He respects your leadership and cnlbusiasm and is 
happy IbaI you arc the face of his fa~odle learn 

Wilb tba/said, I can’l Ibink of aW Cbtislmas gift he’d appr¢cia/e more 
titan to hear or receive smnetbing fm~n you I know you are a vmy busy 
especially now, so absolutely an>ffiing you are able to find time to do 
would mean ~nore to me, and him, titan you’[1 ever know[~wheflter ~t be 
personalized aulogmplb hole. 

Please l~tow that I will absolutel) undet~tmld ffyou aren’t able to oblige 

all of your ~Pans happ), but agaht mt) thing - big or snmll - I’d shtcmel) 
appreciate 

Sincerely, 

Ashley McCut~ly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday,                   I 0:45 AM 

Michael Tanner <mtanner@spartanburgcoumy org> 
Re: Speaking Request (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

Coach Wdliams, 

My nmne is Eric Tamtm. and I wink for the Spartm~butTg CountT Sheriffs Office m Spartm~burg SC I ant currentl) assigned as a 
School Resource Officer a/file Whdlock Flexible Learning Ccnler. which includes the Sparlanburg Counly Allenmlivc School Many 
of our students come from broken homes, ha~c been involved wdh the justice s3 stem as jm cnilcs and adulls, ha~c had numerous 
school disciplble incidcnls, elc One Ihing we ID Io do is bring in people to speak to some of the students who faced some of Ihese 
same circmnstmtces as youflL but have ovetvmne thmn to lead a successful life In the past we have lind ToW Elliot (Rmming Backs 
Coach. Clemson), and Shammond Williams, in addition Io Aulhors SolicilorS. and inmates wilh file SC Dcpl of Corrections As a 
Norlh Carolina fan. I am familia~ ~ilh                 sloU as a young man facing the same issues man5 of our sludenls deal 
with I ant interested in havhtg lfim speak Item at school at stone Imint dining the school yea~, kf he is htterested and able 1 
~mdersland you guys are a lillle busy at the momenl, so Ihere’s no rush I appreciate your lime coach, and I look for~ ard Io hea~ing 
fromyou 

Sinceteb, 
g~ic Tanner 

Eric Trainer 
Spat~nbm-g Counb" Sheriffs Office 
School Resource Officer Division 
Whdlock Flexible Learning Ccnlcr 
364 Successftd Way 
Spat~nburg SC 29303 
864-594-4482 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday,                   12:09 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: Men’s Basketball Gifts (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

Thank you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> 71 email m~c edu> 12:04 >>> 

Hello, 

I know this is your busiest time of the ~’eai, but I ant wfitin~ to ask you for a stoat1 favor I have been in touch with a fmrdN in which 

lifts year I don’t want dlis to happen for Ihcm They arc HUGE CAirolina ~lns. and would b¢ dclighl¢d to receive a~uthing you can 

offer Is the~e am" wa~" I could get something signed by you or some of the pla~’et~ at a low cost? Agai~k I don’t lmve tons of mon~" 

Io spend, I just wanted Io give these boys a good Clmslmas 

I apologize for taking your time, and I thmtk you for reading ira." eirtail 

Tlmnk you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 9:20 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Please (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emall ltis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> ?~ gnmil corn> 21:19 >>> 

My husbmtd is a huge UNC Basketball Fan. and also a 3~d year UNC Law 
sludcnl He ollcn sccs you in passing Tlu~nkfidly, I do nol ha~¢ a sad 

piclur¢ from you His favo~ilc lineup was lasl years wllh     and 
do you lmve am" balls signed from the team last yem? I mn 

Club 

R¢sp¢clfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Saturday, Janua~2¢ 19, 2013 8:37 PM 

***** *****          @gmail corn> 

Re: A Last Wish (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

@gnmil corn> 01/19/13 20:37 >>> 

Dear Coach Williants, 

My nmne is Leyla Slmtlk and I have a long ovet~lue request I don’t lnean to be a bother, but I feel tlfis is intpot~nt enough to risk it 

disthtction of being the one to graduate in 2005; lny cousin is tufty len yeat~ old 

evmydn> Buy todn>, the medical staff of Gaston Memorial Hospital kuow it fmin her Ta~ Heel Snuggle fltat constantly covers her 
bedding Or because she has jusl Iold diem, always beginning wilh how she has followed die Tar Heels since Charha Scoll. and 
usuatly ending wiflt haw I got to see the 2005 NCAA Champioitslfip game as a member of the Mamlfing Tar Heels 

U nfortmmtel), I don’t tlrit~k I can do the stories .justice, so I will spa~e you -- except ol~e, the reason for tlris request In 1997. I belim’e, 
Coach Dean Smilh visited Ga slonia. NC wid~ Ihe purpose o f recmiling Ktis Lang And like in an3 small Iown. word spread qaickly 
My brothel a friend of Kxis’s, had fire wheiewithal to nm to in) grmtdmoflter’s house, about t~x o blocks or so from Hunter Huss High 
School and bring her back to meet Coach Snfiflt Apparentl) they lind one of those long, rife-altering com-et~atioits (at least on her 
part) that sla) s with you, concluding with Coach Smith autographing a UNC mousepad for her (even though m) gmlldmother has 
never owned a computer) 

Now fast forwaid to 2005, ira." semor yeai. when I got rite privilege of playhtg with rite band during rite lnen’s ACC mid NCAA 
tounmments, and therefore fire oppot~nfity, to travel wiflt the team to Waslthtgqot~ DC, Cbarlotte, NC, Syracuse, NY, mid fiimlb,, St 
Loais. MO My gmndmolhcr had "subdy" hinted on numerous occasions tirol I should gel your autograph to round Olt[ her colleclion 
I wall adnfit I was a bit sl\x and womed about embarrasshtg m? baud nmtes, m? director Mr Fucbs, and m? seff by acting like a 
groupie, so few opporlunilics presented Ihcmselvcs Io fulfill her request 

m) seat, m’en pausing to wait because it was occupied when you got there But I thought it was dowimght rode to ask for mr) nmn’s 

one opportunily passed me by It Ires becoming a nmningjokc in my family 

Now, wlfile I know m3 gml~dmother is proud of me for m3 various accomplislunent s, I cmmot help but feel -- as trivial as it ran> seem 

Well, todn> we learned that her da>s with us ate mnnbeted so as to be able to count fltein on one hmtd And I dofft know wit3", but 1 
would grcally like to make this ~ighl -- for her 

I have mo ideas: 

almost an> other (nm)be belrind fmndy wedding, birth, and death amtouncements, although not veiy far belfind) These dn>s she ran> 

case An>wn> my mother’s cell phone mnnber is her lmme is IV~chelle 



moon But I can’t say flint I’m sort), because I have 11o doubt that she would have done tha stone for me; better tban that. sbe would 
have done it figbt, tha first thne Sbe’s mole titan a gmndmotller: site’s tbe fatber I nm’er had, file lit~k to a proud beiitage, mid tha 

Tlmt~k you for your time, 
Lcyla Smilh 
Class of 2005 

gem from m? iPhane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~?~ 23, 2013 5:49 PM 

Christy H Suits <Christy Suits@uncedu> 
Re: Mailing list in Outlook (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

Thattk you and GO HEELS 

>>> "Suits, Clmsl~, H" <ffiuisl~ Suits@uric edu> 01/23/13 17:48 >>> 

I ant pleased to am~ounce that the GroupWise group mailhtg list have been added to the UNC Outlook address book For fltose 
alrcad5 using oudook ¢mail. ifyoIt go 10 Ihc address book and search UNCAA you will see all or the mailing lisl So Ihc 
GroupWis¢ Evc~) on¢ group is now UNCAA-Evc~) on¢ 

GroupWise to Outlook Mdgrafion update: We are ca~rrently scheduling with groups mtd htdividuals Please continue to woik on 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

Clmsl~, Suits 
ITS-OSS Systeln Analyst for UNC Atlflefics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Sunday, Janua~?¢ 27, 2013 4:47 PM 

Ma~¢ Casale <       @gmail corn> 

Re: Our Smith Center needs a better student section (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact tile UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> Mat5 Casale < ?lg~nail coin> 01/27/13 16:46 >>> 

Coach Wdliams- 

I understand, rile chance of you leading this email is veiy stint however. I just waNNed to expiess my concents trod hopes for 

I am a UNC gmd~mle, class of 2006 1 probably went to just about ¢vc~ baskclball game I was able to and v¢~) fortunate Io lu~v¢ 
fltat oppotlumt~ to attend nmn?, however, we never t~all? had a tn~e student section ff you wet~fft hicks" to get fiset~ then you wet~ 

sealed high in [lie raflers or hick3 Io gel lower level Sealing aroltnd families and old people As an aluln i ]lave realized Ihe diffichily in 
reluming to games after graduation b¢cans¢ lickels arc p~icey and limiled, so undcrgrad at UNC is the absolute best chance you have 

to going to a game alld as an aNN 1 hope vet5 much tile staaleNNs have tile same oppottuhities 1 did because I lhiss at~endhlg gaines 

I love college basketball and spelld most of in? weekends watching gzunes all da? and total? miss a Carolhut game however, l~’e been 
observing tile atmospheies of the oilier college Atetaas and have noticed how hltense, loud and excited their student sectioits are They 
line Ihe coutt, Ihe sludenls bffi~g those big heads and signs and dress all cmz5 and i’ve nobced our sludenls don’t do thai, most of the 
hrne they don’t even look hlto the game mfless its close Oilier than tile fiset~ we dofft have a true smdeNN section and in some wa?s 1 
believe it hurts our pla? eta, l~or is it fair to the bo?s and certaliity not to tile students who lmgtit just be mot~ enthusiastic ff we had a 
better cheering section I just feel as it’we could lhle the court, get our boys mote pumped up and file students mole into the games that 
it would benefit file enhre aieiut It would nutke it harder for opposing teams to come in al~d pla? at our stadmm, because not olfly do 
Ihc~x ha~c to fear [he Carolina bhi¢ and [he legacy thai we are CAROLINA, hit[ [lie obnoxious crowd surrounding [hel~l could play a 
nNior impact in flleir focus and a lr~ior factor hi our bo?s playhlg wifll mot~ emotion It’s a lot mot~ fun to dialn a three trod tunl to a 
student section for applause fllen it is to a 75 yezu old man and his grzmdson in tile flfird row 

I m~derstand you probably have httle control of it and I am sme you wdl not even lead flits emad, but I just wanted to voice my 
concents and hapes that someda? I wit1 tunl on tile television to a UNC/Duke game at tile Dean Smith center and see tile court lhled 
with ent]lltSia SliC studenls, la illllhig and cheering a\~ay like []lose Cameron Crazies do to our boys when we go there 

Tlmt~k you for your time ~ Withzuns Good luck on tile lest of the season and GO HEELS You do a wonderful job coaching well 
mannered, lu~rd working alhl¢les l ha~¢ so much respect for you and Ih¢ programs you build and look for~ ard Io Ih¢ years Io come 
watching you on fllose sidelines[ 

Sinceteb, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, Febma~?¢ 25, 2013 3:31 PM 

Roundball Rundown < @hotmail corn> 
Re: Roundball Rundown/Corey Evans (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Men’s Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

Thatlk you and GO HEELS 

>>> Roundhall Rundown < ?1hatnlail corn> 02/25/13 15:30 >>> 

I hope you am doing well zmd fllat you and your squad am enteiing fire fitml 

Roundball Rundown Rcporl 

Within rite past five yezus, I have worked with rite Xavier. Old Dolldnioiz 
Duquesne Univcrsily men’s baskclball programs I lucre also compl¢lcd 
exteitsive work alongside Boo Wilhmns and lfis suimner leabq~e progranz 
Mike Duncaffs, Ohio Basketball Club AAU program I beheve that with 
strong network and fltorough evaluating teclmiques, fllat my sen’ice would be 

tecndts mtd wbat zdl is involved in their fitml decision of attendhtg 

Virghfia, DC/Baltimoie, alld the New England piep rmlks My last lltree events 
fllat I have coveted weie the Flyin’ to the Hoop event in Da) tolz Dmlk 4 

to share with you some smnples front each of these events, or from am" of in3." 

I would love to have the North Carolitm basketbzdl program as a subscriber 

to both discover fi~tute prospects that could be an ideal fit for your 

be vei5 htt dgn~ed by in3." sen’ice zmd if you have am" questions or coimnent s, 

fltoughts and hope to be able to be a middle man ht comlecting you to your 
fuhtr¢ players 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,                2:11 PM 

~kenan-flagler unc edu> 
Re: Fraternities Role in Basketball Recruiting (Email Not Used) 

you need to get ht contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

Dear Mr Williams, 

My n~ne is            and I ant a Tar Heel front Durh~n, North Carohlm, who ~nade it to Clmpel Hill as soon as I could 1 
rcccnlly heard a few friends in m5 fmlcmily lalking aboul an idea Ihal I Ihoughl you mighl find inlcrcsling Their idea was Io ha~c 
each fmlcmily display a banner during imporlanl rccndlmcnl visds, specifically during visil Messages like 

for Naismd h" will build cxcilcmcnl during visds 

discuss this further, please let me know 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 2:32 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc edu> 
Re: Spring Break CARA Reminder (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lris 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> "Tinunermalts, Tom" <thnmemm~ts@unc edu> 03/06/13 14:31 >>> 

17 1 6 2 1 1 Sports Other Thzm Cbampio~tslrip Subdivision Footbzdl 

16 7 1 Away-front-Home Comests mtd Vacation Periods 

The iltsfimtion mini pa? the actual costs (but nmy not provide cash[ for t~asonable entertahm~ent flint takes place witlrin a 100-male 

nt~e radius of the insrita~rioffs cmnpus or practice site during vacation periods when the temn is required to t~side on cmnpus (or at a 
pmcrice site normall? used by fire i~tsfimrion) and classes ate not in session [R] (Revised: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91, 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 
4/24/03 ¢ffcclive 8/1/{)3) 

Tom Tinmtennans I Assistant Dilectur of Compliance/Fro Md I Ul~iversits" of Nor~t Carohim 
Office 919 962 7851 ]Cell            ]Fax 919 962 6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 2:27 PM 

Tatiana Sowell <            @gmail corn> 
Re: Meeting with a US Marine (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> Tatiatm Sowell < ?zgmail corn> 03/07/13 14:26 >>> 

Dear Mr Williams- 

I hope tlfis entail finds you well I apologize, as I’m sure your entail gets 
flooded wilh ~n mail M3 husband is a Undcd Slalcs Marine and is 

Tatimm Sowell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,              11:13 AM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: - PTC (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

Please find a~ached the Pemfission to Contact , a 

Thanks. 

Let me know ffyou 

U niversits" of Norflt Carohlm 
Complimtce Assistant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 7:18 PM 

Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Please do not log into Groupwise (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> Mike Wi[kit~son <nfltwgolf a;uncaa uric edu> 03/23/13 19:16 >>> 

WI\~ send an email to not log into entail? 

Miclu~el H Wilkinson PGA 
Head Golf Professional 
UNC Finley Golf Course 

entail I wdl send an update as to when you can log in 

> Please, use !A~t.[~: o ~!~E~ L.u~:~: e d E ~fyou need to send entail 

> Tlmt~k you, 

> Clms b" Suits 
> ITS-OSS UNC AIhlelics 

> Office: 919-843-5296 
> Cell: 
>entail: cltust3" suits@uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,              2:38 PM 

Doug Cyr <dmcyr@med unc edu> 

Re: Acts of Kindness (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emall lfis 

Tlmt~k you and GO HEELS 

Dear Coach Williams, 

I have el~ioyed watching your teams pla? over the yeats, and often see your pla? ers on campus and in public They are 

door for lne Last yem, I watched          killdl) engage a homeless man who was curious about whether or not     pla) ed 
baskclball because is so tall I can sbll s¢¢ lll¢ smile oll      Face when he Iold tile homeless man h¢ played a " Ill/le" baskclball. 

Then, y¢stcrday, I was on Franklin sir�el and saw                                 posing for a picture wllh a group of school 
!rids on a field trip The students walked away from taking flint picture beyond giddy, mid also seemed to m~ioy 
fire experience 

basketball court 

Doug C) r 

Direclor o f Gmdua/e Sludics 
Facult~ Advisor for Post-Doctoral Affait~ 
M¢mber UNC Cyslic Fibrosis Cenler 
Departinent of Cell BioloD" 
School of Medicine 
U niversits" of Notflt Carohlm 
526 Taylor Hall 
Mason Farm Road 
Chal~el Hill, NC 27599 

Office: 919 843 4805 
Cell : 
enmil:dmcyr?* reed uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Saturday,               8:21 PM 

@sog unc edu> 
Re: First Annual UNC Day Invitation (Email Not Used) 

you need to get m contact with Coach W~lliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or ema~l lfis 

Tlmt~k you and GO HEELS 

Greetings to UNC Chapel H~I 

On behaff of the U NC Chapter of New Bethel College MAid stiy, your presence as our special bmests has been requested as we host out 
Firsl Anmml UNC Day! The purpose of UNC Day is for organizalions and sludenls across file Univcrsily o f North Carolina a/Chapel 

whether or not you will be able to aRend fire event by at ~mdmght 

Date: Sunda>, 

Location: New Bethel MJssimm~? Baptist Chmvh 

2508 Crest Street 

Durhant NC 27705 

We w~ll also be hosting a cookout on Sam~da>,             in preparation for UNC DW The cookout will take place front 2pin- 
6pm on the basketball court of Momson Dorndtmy F~ee food w~ll be provided to the cmnpus along with basketball tournmnents, 
wa/cr balloons, spades, clc I encourage you to join us for the cookoul if you are available! Thank you for Ihc impact thai you ha~c had 
on our cmnpus and we hope that you cmt be a part of our First Ammal U NC Day [ 

UNC Campus Reprcsenlalivc 

U niverstu" of Notflt Carohim at Chapel Hill, Class of 

%entail uric edu I (<n~iilto 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, 1:30 PM 

City Kitchen < @live corn> 
Re: UNC Childrens Cancer Hospital Fundraiser at City Kitchen (Email Not Used 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS [ 

>>> "Cit) Kitcheff’ < ¢llive corn> 13:29 

Fundraising event for UN C Cl~dtens Cancer Hospital 

E~joy drunks, dimmer and a faslfion show 

Thursda} 

5:00pm-10pm 

Cily Kdchcn will be hosling a Fundraising Fashion show Io mist money for UNC 
Clfildtens Cancer Hospital alktwing gmests to enjoy dilmer, whte, $5 cocktails 
and Ihc opportunity Io shop and bu) new sp~ing at/ire from local chapel hill 
boutiques 

At1 proceeds from the silent auction wit1 go to UNC Cbild~et~s Cm~cer Hospital 

FREE MASSAGES FROM FLAWLESS DAY SPA 

Reservafiot~s ate teconunended [llclick here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 8:56 AM 

Janice K Sommers <jsommers@email unc edu> 

Re: Your random act of kindness (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Williams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or email lfis 

That~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> "Sommers, Jamce K" <jsonm~ers@enmil uric edu> 04/18/13 08:55 >>> 

Coach Williams 

us the attached photo You at~ not oN) a GREAT basketball coach, you are a vet5 kind man mid we at~ fortunate to lmve you het~ at 
CAirolina Thank you for ALL you do 
Go Hccls[ 
Janic¢ 

U NC Gi[lings School of Global Public Health 

U NC Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention 
U niversits" of Norflt Carohlm at Chapel Hill 
9198435245 (campus) 
9199669126 (HPDP) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday,               10:47 AM 

Curt Alan Brossman <cbrossman@unc edu> 
Re: (Email Not Used) 

you need to get hi contact with Coach Wdliams please coNact the UNC Meffs Basketball office at 919-962-1154 or emad lfis 

Tlmt~k you and GO HEELS 

Good morning to you all, 
lr you Imve not alrcad5 done so, please remcmb¢r Io fill out you parking rcgislmlion by tiffs F~iday, It is a quick process. 
so go to ifie lit~k provided below and fdl it in just a mailer of ~mnutes Thin[ks you for your attention to tlfis nmtter[ 

From: Bmssman. Cut[ Alan 
Scnl: F~iday, 4:49 PM 
To: Aldfidge, Diane Scobie: Andrews, Jason: Angell. Jones; Babec Nellie C: Beale. IVficlmel: Bersticker. Brian P: 
abilbng~a uncaa unc ¢du: Bowers, Maflhcw B; Brewer. Rick; Brossman. Cult Alan; ’John Bnmn¢r’: Buchanan, Helen; Bunting, Mike: 
Camamli. J¢ffr¢y Allan; Cartick, Case3 L: Caloe. V¢lvel E; Chas¢. Kay¢ Walls:             Claylon, Dani¢l G¢org¢; C1¢m3, 
Kemleth Eugene: Cocknm~ George David Jr: Comx a?. Comfie Mmgan; Council. Albert C; Ct~ech. Karlton W; Crowdec Kem~eifi C: 
Crowe, Miclmel; Culler. Ell¢n B: Cunninglmm. Bubba; Dalgleish, Jo3ce L; Davis, Hubett Ira Jr: D¢S¢hn, Rich L: Doran, Abigail Joy; 
Dub~raiMc~. Ma[iorie M; Duff?. Kathy B: Ellis. Bobby Joe: Ellis. Glint? ; Friend, Cynflfia Stone: Fultot~ Nick: Gaines, Timotl\~ M: 
Gallo, Jr. Larr? A: Garth. Clmsg. Ly~m: Gfiggs, Katl\~ ; Gfimsley, Riclfie: Gutluidge. William W: Gwaltn~’, Clint: Hams, 
Clmstopher J; Harris. Trac? U; Heffrick Griff: Hollada?. Joe; Hollmtd. Jam~e W: Hoots. Eric M; Hunmlmes. Sarah: Hundle~. Bobb? ; 
II1¢, Vinc¢: Johans¢n. Jenny; Jones, Kim; Karslacdl, Jack W; Kidd, Alison Parsons; King, J Ang¢la; 
KhscN~ec Steve; Knowles. Mark A; Lang, Kyle: nflitzh~ge r.~a uncaa unc e du; Lobse. Dave ClaN; Lowe, DiAm~e Knox; Lynck Nadia 
Suzamte; Mack, Ken: Markos. Lance M; McCauley. Do[mid F: McGmth. Colin B; McPherson. Dawn D; Montgomet5. Jolm R; 
Montmss. Eric S; Morns, Libron R; Noell. Brace A: Nor[oil Moll?: Palm!iian. Scott; Parnell. Trey; Pamsh. Slmne; Peimy, Rachek 
PerD’, Clam A; Pogge. Paul: Quiim. Sean: Remds, Joshua: Roberts, Logmt: Robil~soit Steve A: Sabo. Tim; Salwatiat~ Jotms R: 
Sanders, Bc~iamin A: Schmidk Dave; Scroggs, William E; Smifil, Tim Dillon; Sn} def. Lee: Slallings, B~ian D: Walsh, Sue; Sic fanski, 
Eric Edwat~l; Steinbachec Rick; Steinberg. Jason: Terrell, MaR; Theby, David C; Tichenoc Megmt: Thnmem~ms, Tom: Touloupas, 
Mmy AI? son; Tucker. Tot~; Ungano. Robht Lyim: Watldns. Ciawa; Wilhmns, Roy A; Wdson. Jmmthmt M; Woods. Lhtda W 
Subject:        PaNing Registration- Io be completed by 

The ¢mployee parking pennil registration process for the        y¢ar is m~dcmay W¢ swilched from Ihe pap¢r applica/ion Io an 
ooline t~gistration process, to be completed at ltl.!~:~ ’p~det-. webur cedp/by 1 lmve attached dit~ctimts for tlfis process. 
should you need them Keep in mind the following when filling oil[ yoltr 

Home dcpattm¢nt- ATHLETIC ASSOC/SMITH CENTER (nol ATH OR ATHLETICS) 

Department number- 9801 

Depa*llnelll Penni[ Zone Requcsled- s¢1¢cl yoltr Cltll~lll parldng zone 

Unfortmmtel?. perinit prlaes will be higher tlfis yea~ titan last Ol~ce I know lnote mgaidh~g the specifics, I wdl pass along ifie 

Curl Brossman 
Dean E S~nith Center 
(919)962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 3:29 PM 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc edu> 
Re: ACC release on "grant in tights" and Bubba Cunningham statement (Email Not 
Used) 

State Elnployees are required to have an einail address on file. however. Coach Williants does not utdize eirmil services Therefore, if 
you need Io gel in contact with Coach Williams please conlact the UNC Men’s Baskclball office a/919-962- I 154 or cmail his 
Excculivc Assislanl Nadia Lynch at nlynch@uncaa itnc edit 

Tlmt~k you and GO HEELS 

>>> "Kirschner. Steve" <steve!dt~clmer@unc eda> 04/22/13 15:28 

U niversits" of Norflt Care[Jim Director of Athletics Bubba Cmmingham, April 22, 2013: 

[~ These are strong and defilfitive moves b3 rite ACC and its member schools to f~rther amtounce our desire to sta3 together and 
position out.elves among fire top confmences in the countiy We look fern ard to collrilmed tans with fire ACC and ESPN on how to 
bcsl strcnglhcn and position our multi-media package The ACC has bccn one of the premier academic and athl¢lic conferences for 60 
yem s and its memberslfip going fern ard o~fly mmtgqhe~ts and advances our standing among our ~mfiotml peers Toda? s 
announc¢mcnl should pul (conference) rcalignm¢nl on Ih¢ shelf II Is lillle Io pul Ihe locus back on cclcbmling Ih¢ successes of our 
students and teants 

ACC Release Below 

Monda?, April 22. 2013 

ACC Announces Grant of Rights 
Council of PresideNs dentoltsWates continued solidarit3 

Greensboro, NC - The Atlantic Coast Colfferellce Councd of Presidents announced toda3 tlmt each of rite currem and fl~mm 15- 
member inslihtlions has signed a gmnl of media dghls, e ffccdac immcdia/cly 

Conumssioner Joint Swoffmd "The Council of P~esidents has shown tremendous leaderslfip in iltsuring the ACC is exnemely well 
positioned with mtfi~mted potential" 

"The ACC has long been a leader in inlcrcollcgiat¢ a/hlclics, both academically and a/hlclically," said Ih¢ collective ACC Council of 
P~esidents "Collectively, we all agree the grant of rights fi~rther positimts the ACC and its ca~rrent and future member scl~ools as one 
of the nation’s p~emier confmences" 

The ACC’s current mtd furore 15-1nember htsfitufions include: 
Boslon College 
Clemson U mvet~it~, 
Dltkc Universily 
Florida State Umvet~ity, 
Georgia lnstilute o f TcclmoloD 
University of Louisville 
U niversity" of Mian~ 

University of Norlh Carolina 
Norlh Carolina Sla/c UnivcrSily 
U niversity" of Notre Drone 
U niversity" of Pitlsbmgh 
Syracuse Univcrsily 
U niversity" of Virgi~tia 
Virgfida PolyI¢chnic lnstilulc & State University 
Wake Forest UmversW 



4512 Weybfidge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

Direct: 3363691215; Cell: 

[Desc~iplion: ACC2012EmailSignalltrel 

Steve Kit~clmer 
Universily or Norlh Carolina 
Se~fior Associate AD for Conunumcatio~s 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekit~ ctmer,?z uric e du 
GoHccls corn 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tatiana Sowell <            @gmail corn> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 2:27 PM 

raw20@uncaa uric edu 

Meeting with a US Marine 

Dear Mr Williams- 

I hope this email finds you well I apologize, as I’m sure your email gets flooded with fan mail My husband is a 
United States Ma6ne and is the biggest fan of the Tar Heels The only tattoo he has is the UNC logo on his 
arm[ He’s completed a tour to Iraq and one to Afghanistan where he worked the Entry Control Point, and is 
now getting ready to graduate Drill Instructor School in Parris Island, SC I don’t know if you or your school 
allow people to come in the Dean Smith Center other than for games, but I would love if at all possible to 
schedule a time my husband could meet you and/or your team If this isn’t allowed I completely understand I 
am just so proud of all my husband does and I know how much it would mean to him 

Thank you for taking the time out to read this 

Sincerely, 
Tatiana Sowell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 3:28 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc edu> 
ACC release on "grant in rights" and Bubba Cunningham statement 

B7063C I D-97E4-438 l-B44F- I EA4DA82550C png 

U niversity" of Notflt Carohlm Director of Atlffetics Bubba Cmmingham, April 22, 2013: 

"These are strong and defufifive moves b? rite ACC and its member schools to flwther amtounce our desire to stay together mtd 
position ourselves among file top confmences in the countiy We look fore ard to col~tilmed talks with file ACC mtd ESPN on how to 
best slrcnglh¢n and position our mullJ-m¢dia package The ACC has b¢¢n on¢ of Ih¢ prcmi¢r academic and alhl¢lJc conferences for 60 
years and da membership going ronsard 0lily slrollgdlells and ad,, allCeS OIIT slanding alllOllg Oltr na/ional pc¢rs Today’s 
amtouncement should put (cmfference) mahgmnent on the shelf It’s time to put file foca~s back on celebrating the successes of our 
students and teants" 

ACC Release Below 

For lnmtediate Release 
Monday, April 22, 2013 

ACC Announces Grant of Rights 
Council of Presidcnls delnonslm/es continued solidarity 

member instita~tioits bas sigl~e d a grmtt of media ffghts, effective iirmtediatel) 

"Tiffs mmouncemeN fi~rther Iff glflight s the continued solidmit~ and conmfitment by our member instimtioits," said ACC 
Conumssioner Joint Swoffmd "The Council of Plesidents Ires shm~n tremendous leadeislffp in iltsufing the ACC is extiemely well 

"Th¢ ACC has long b¢en a leader in inl¢rcollegiate a/hletics, both academically and a/hletically," said Ih¢ collectJv¢ ACC Council of 
P~esidents "Collectively, we all agree the grmtt of fights fi~rther positimts the ACC and its ca~rrent and future member scl/ools as one 
of the natioffs p~emier confmences" 

The ACC’s current mtd furore 15-1nember htstdutions include: 
Boston College 
Clmnson U mvet~it~, 
D~tk¢ Universdy 
Florida State Umvet~ity, 
Georgia lnslJlule o f TeclmoloD 
University of Louisville 
University of Miami 
U niversity" of North Caroh~m 

Norlh Carolina Sla/e UniverSily 
University of Nolre Dame 
U niversity" of Pitlsbmgh 
Syracuse Universily 
U niversity" of Virgi~da 
Virginia Polytechnic lnslihtle & Slate University 
Wake Freest Umversity" 

About the Atlmttic Coast Conference: 
The Allanlic Coast Conference, now in ils 601h yea~ of compelJlion has long eqioyed Ihe repulalion as one of the slronges[ and most 
competitive intercollegiate conferences in Ihe ha/ion Since the league’s inception in 1953. ACC schools have captured 127 nalional 
championships, including 67 in women’s COl~lpelJlion and 60 in men’s hi addition, NCAA individlml [ides ]Rive golle 1o ACC sludenl- 
athletes 146 thnes in men’s competition and 102 times in women’s action For mine ilffornmtimt visit theACC corn 



ACC Semor Associate Conmfissioner 
Public Relatioits and Marketing 

4512 Wcybfidgc Lanc. Gr¢cnsboro, NC 27407 

Direct: 3363691215; Cell: 

[Description: ACC 2012EnmilSig~mm~e] 

U niversits" of Notfl~ Caroti~m 

(919) 962-7258 office 

GoHeels corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 3:57 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@ unc.edu> 

SI.com: AD’s tired of being shut out of NCAA process 

Nation’s athletic directors tired of being shut out of NCAA process 

Andy Staples, SI,com 

SANTA MONICA, Calif. -- As outgoing North Carolina chancellor Holden Thorp explained in Chapel Hill on Friday how ill-equipped 
most collegiate CEOs are to handle the issues surrounding major collegiate athletics, several dozen Division I athletic directors 
gathered at a beachside hotel probably nodded in agreement, The ADs came to Santa Monica not for the pier, but to discuss the 
major issues facing college athletics without anyone from the NCAA around, Besides, several athletic directors said, few people 
at NCAA headquarters seem to care what the ADs think these days. 

And that might be the NCAA’s biggest problem, 

Under president Mark Emmer~, the NCAA has aggressively embraced a model that puts all the power in the hands of university 
presidents and chancellors. That would be fine, some high-profile athletic directors said, if the presidents sought the advice of 
the people who work in athletics on a daily basis, Instead, Emmerc and his hand picked group of CEOs have rammed through 
rules and policies with only minimal consultation of the people who must actually implement those rules and policies. Why will 
much of the recently passed football recruiting deregulation package probably get tabled? Because no one bothered to ask the 
people working in athletics, ff they had, they might have realized a relaxation on the rules that govern how offen coaches can 
contact recruits would be fine with most ADs and coaches, They also would have realized a relaxation on the rules that govern 
exactly who may conLacL recruits could resulL in a hiring spree by the wealthiest schools that would leave everyone else go~ng 
further into debt while trying to keep up, Why did the plan to offer athletes up to a $2,000 annual stipend to cover the full cost 
of attendance get scuttled affer its passage at a 2011 presidential retreat? Because no one bothered to check with less wealthy 
schools to see how they felt about it, If they had, they’d have known it stood no chance of passing an override vote, 

The athletic directors want to have an open dialogue with the NCAA about the pending Ed OIBannon lawsuit, which 
could lad C9 ly res’~ag¢ me bl!~il ¢~ model of major college sports. They want to talk about the potential impact should Former 
tootball players sue over concussion-related issues. They want to talk about conterence realignment, which has upended the 

industry in the past three years. They talked about all those issues Thursday and Friday in Santa Moniea because the NCAA 
leadership doesn’t seem to want to discuss any of it with them. And the people in charge of some of the nation’s most powerful 
athletic programs are fed up, 

Even Emmert himself has acknowledged his tactical error, "l think when we’re moved toward a more presidentially driven 
decision structure~ that’s a good one/’ Emmer~ said at the Final Four. "But we shoved athletic directors~ coaches to a certain 
extent, commissioners too far to the sides. So we haven’t had enough conversations what policies and procedures mean on the 
grass roots level." 

Upon hearing that statement, one athletic director at one of the nation’s most successful programs reached out by phone. The 
AD wanted me to know the sentiment was stronger than outside observers realized, "It’s not just the enforcement stuff~ which is 
all anybody is writing about," the AD said, referring to the high profile foibles in the NCAA’s infractions case against Miami and 
the choice to circumvent the regular enforcement process to punish Penn State. It wasn’t the first such phone call I’d received. 
While the ADS are glad Emmert has recognized his mistake, some question whether someone who would so quickly cut out the 
people on the ground has any business running the NCAA. At the meeting in Santa Monica, another AD said there is "zero 
confidence in the guy in that chair," referring to Emmert, While the enforcement issues have received the bulk of the attention, 
this issue may be the most critical for Emmert’s NCAA. Because while problems with enforcement aggravate the handful of 
schools being investigated, the systematic shoving aside of some of the brightest and most experienced people in college spor~s 
aggravates people at every school. And, despite what has transpired in the past three years, the schools still ultimately run the 
NCAA, The schools want the NCAA to work, The wealthiest schools could strike out on their own, but that would require 
significant time and investment. They would prefer to create a workable system within the NCAA. 

Why are these ADS -- all of whom work in BCB automatic qualifying conferences -- being quoted without their names attached? 
Still another AD explained the need for anonymity, "We don’t want the NCAA getting back at us by going looking for one of our 
kids who might have gotten a free soda once," the AD said. 

That may sound extreme, but that’s how toxic the relationship has become. Respected professionals making six- and seven- 
figure salaries are afraid to speak out for change because they worry their governing body will take revenge on them by making 
a 20-year-old suffer. This doesn’t necessarily mean the leaders at the NCAA would actually do that, but the fact that the fear 
exists is proof enough that the people running some of the nation’s biggest athletic programs have lost confidence in the 
organization that governs them, That’s why Thorp’s comments Friday were so welcome to those forced to deal on a daily basis 
with the proclamations handed down by Emmert and his favorite eROs, 

"[Chancellors and presidents] donIt have time to do what is asked of us by this presidential control idea ... we go to conference 



Lhey’re usually right," Thorp Lold Lhe crowd Friday aL a panel discussion of Lhe role of athleLics in college life. (His words 
were Iovh-’#!~, ~.~p’:~,:d by Y~iid~ew Carte~, who covers the Tar Heels for The News and Observer of Raleigh,) "The presidential 

approved by the membership. This is because presidents are fighLing poliLical batLles, fundraising, dealing with Lhe hospiLal and 
Lrying to help Lhe governing boards understand the inner workings of higher education." 

Obviously, itIs more than a little ironic that such a statement comes from a chancellor chased from his job by an athletics 
scandal~ but Thorp is correct. University CEOs must deal with more pressing issues that~ because of our out of whack priorities~ 
receive far less attention. ALhletie direeLors have plenLy of Lime LO deal with athleLics issues, because that’s whaL Lhey’re paid LO 

do. They’re the ones talking LO coaches, compliance direeLors and aLhleLes every day. 

The problem and plenty of ADs will concede this point is that the membership in Division I is so diverse that the ADs 
usually have a broad spectrum of opinions on a given topic, While that makes for robust debate, it also makes meaningful 
progress difficult, "Our group probably needs to do a better job of having a consistent message," one AD said, "It hurts our 
ability to get some things done when we’re not together with one voice." Emmert elected to go this route to cut through some of 
Lhe bureaucratic red tape that bogged down Lhe NCAA in Lhe pasL UnforLunately, passing rules wiLhout much inpuL from the 
people on Lhe ground has further bloaLed the process by forcing overridden rules back Lhrough the same bureaucraLic process 
Emmert had hoped to avoid. 

To help that, the ADs who met last week decided they need to form their own representative body of veteran administrators 
that can go to Emmert and company and voice concerns as well as help shape policy, That way, the presidents can still approve 
Lhe creation or removal of rules, but they’ll be doing so on the advice of Lhe people who musL deal with Lhe fallouL from any 
decisions. That’s how iL should have worked all along, but EmmerL didn’L always feel LhaL way. "We need the NCAA," one AD 
said. "We need a body that can govern and keep everyone accounLable. We want to make Lhis work.... If we can all listen to 
each other, we will be so much stronger at the end of the day." 

Read More: h~t~://~p~rt~ustra~ed~cnn~c~m/c~ege~f~tba~/news/2~13~422/aLh~e~Jc.direc~rs~q~aa-mark- 
emmert/#ixzz2RDwIjUr6 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:00 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@ unc.edu> 

SI.com: ACC’s 15 member schools agree to Grant of Rights deal 

ACC’s 15 member schools agree to 
Grant of Rights deal 
Pete Thamel, SLcom: 

Read More: http://sportsi!lustrated,cnn,com/co!lege football/news!20130422!acc grant of rights/#ixzz2RDxM3dbg 

While the "Grant of Rights" is one of those quintessential realignment terms that can make eyes glaze over, this is incredibly 
significant progress for the ACC. 

"This is the first recent indication of the long-term promise of mutual stability in one of the conferences most likely to be 
affected by future realignment," said Kevin Q’Malley, a spor~s media consultant, "It is really significant," 

Essentially, this announcement protects the ACC from seeing other leagues the Big Ten and Big t2, specifically take its 
teams, For the next few decades, no teams will be able to leave the ACC without sacrificing their media rights, hence giving 
those schools no value to the leagues looking to expand. 

Theoretically, this would protect the 15 member ACC through 2026 27, which is the length of the league’s current contract with 
ESPN. That’s a similar model to the deals in play in the Pat-12, Big 12 and Big Ten, all of which have Grant of Rights 
agreements in place. 

"This announcement further highlights the continued solidarity and commitment by our member institutions," said ACC 
commissioner 3ohn Swofford, "The Council of Presidents has shown tremendous leadership ~n insunng the ACC is extremely well 
positioned with unlimited potential," 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

steve graham <       @aol corn> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 9:01 PM 

Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu>; 

Basketball 
@aol corn 

Attached Message 

From steve graham @aol corn> 

To 

Subject: 

Date: 

Coach W~llia ms, 

I feel embarrassed to write this email but its something I just wanted to do. My name is Steve Graham. I am 68 and 
have coached basketball for 42 years. I played basketball at Stedman HS under Leon Brock and was on his 1963 
team which lost in the State finals to North SurpJ. I played junior college basketball at Sandhills Community College. I 
started coaching in 1971, retired as a teacher/coach in 2000 and have served as a head or assistant coach for the last 
13 years.(affer retiring fiom the classroom) This past year I served as an assistant coach to the Fayetteville 71st team 
that lost in the Eastern final to Raleigh Broughton. I was one of the first HS coaches in NC to run a full court press the 
entire game, being influenced by John Wooden’s UCLA teams. I was one of the first HS coaches to run the Carolina 
Passing/Motion offense. Before the motion offence I had a offense for a zone defense, man defense, delay and 
sometimes other offenses. In those days teams played a defense which you could prepare for and they didn’t change 
up until they got behind late in a game and would be forced to press or go man or some combinations of zone traps 
etc... One of our conference teams began to utilize the Carolina method of changing defenses on made shots, missed 
shots, free throws etc.. This blew my mind as a coach. It would take us time to adjust to their defense and as we got 
adjusted they would do something else. Next time around rather than practicing on one offense I would try to practice 
on many offenses, wasting precious practice time and not doing anything outstanding. I soon realized that I needed to 
get one offense for all defenses, adding plays and adjustments. That’s when I started using the Carolina motion 
offense which was around 1976. At the time most colleges and certainly most high schools did not run it. High school 
coaches felt it was too complicated. So did I at first until I realized how flexible and adjustable it was. It also freed up 
players to create and play loosely almost like pick-up basketball with rules. I soon leaned I could teach a group of kids 
a simplified version in ten minutes or less. I also studied and tried to run the John Wooden UCLA offence. I could not 
understand it and was never successful at using it. I felt that even though he had great talent his offense was 
something special also. I just couldn’t figure out how. Over the years it seems that every college and high school runs 
their version of the Carolina passing game. No more is it unique, surprising or advantageous over other teams. It now 
comes down to who has the most talent since it seems everyone is doing almost the same thing. Of course now the 
offense of vogue seems to be some form of pick and roll with spot shooters outside. It seems most everyone is doing 
one or the other offense. All of this brings me to the point of this email. I have continued to study the John Wooden 
UCLA and his latest material that he published before he died. In his latest materials he admits that he intentionally left 
out information on his early writings of his offense. He cited that he was not inclined to give his competitors a scouting 
report on his team. After studying his new material I find his offence fairly simple and superior to the Motion Offense or 
the Drive/Pick and Roll, kick out offenses. These offenses often lack rebounding balance and defensive balance on 
missed shots. Often there is no rebounder, or one or two only. On the UCLA offense all shots including fast breaks 
have triangle(3) rebounding and defensive balance to slow the fast break. It simply is a superior offense to the Motion 
offence. I suggest that if you supplement your passing game with Joh n Wooden UCLA High Post that your teams will 
be much harder to defend and you r overall offensive quality will improve greatly. This offence can be run against all 
defenses just like the Motion Offense. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@ unc.edu> 

Thursday 12:27 PM 

UNCAA-Communications <uncaa_communications@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff 

<uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Men’s Basketball 

<uncaa_mensbasketball@groups.unc.edu> 

12:15 p.m. 

"Coach Williams and (directoc of athletics) Bubba Cunningham are aware of a situation that took place 
last evening with            We’re curcently looking into it to gather the facts. We will issue a 
statement when we have enough informat~on to do so." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962 7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday,             8: IO PM 

Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu> 

Nominations for ethical coaches 

Dear Coach Williams, 

Do you know a Fellow head coach who stands out as a person of great character and integrity? My doctoral 
research at the University of Minnesota explores collegiate head coaches who are exceptional moral leaders in 
the face of the immense and varied pressures of Division I athletics By "moral," I mean someone who is 
concerned with the care of others and seeks to act in fair and just ways I am seeking nominations for male and 
female coaches who fit most of the following c~iteria: 

¯ Has high ethical standards and conducts him/herself with professionalism 
¯ Follows institutional and organizational rules/policies 
¯ Honors the game by demonstrating sportsmanship and showing respect for the rules, opponents, officials, 

athletes, and self 
¯ Demonstrates a willingness to put the well-being of his or her athletes ahead of self-interest and/or 

winning 
¯ Teaches and inspires good character and sportsmanship in his or her athletes and others 

Do any oFyour coaching peers come to mind? They can be men’s and/or women’s head coaches of any sport 
either at your own institution or at another Division I school If so, please take a second to hit "reply" and 
provide his or her name and sport (you can nominate as many people as you’d like) It’you could jot down 
reasons for your nomination(s), that would be vetay helpful, but it is not required All nominations will remain 
confidential 

If you have any questions about this study, please feel free to contact me In addition to my graduate work, I 
am also a collegiate coach, and I know how valuable your time is, so thank you in advance[ 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc edu> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 8:06 AM 

Aldridge, Diane <diane@ramsclub corn>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; 
Angell, Jones <jangell@unc edu>; King, J Angela <aking@unc edu>; Baber, Nellie 
<nellie@ramsclub corn>; Barnwell, Jayne <jayne@ramsclub corn>; Beale, Michael 
<michaelbeale@unc edu>; Beros-Adrian@aramark corn; Bersticker, Brian 
<brian@ramsclub corn>; Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc edu>; Bowers, Matthew B 
<mattbowers@unc edu>; Brewer, Rick <rbrewe@unc edu>; Brossman, Curt Alan 
<cbrossman@unc edu>; Buchanan, Helen <helenb@unc edu>; Bums, Gary 
<gary@ramsclub corn>; Camarati, Jeffrey Allan <camar~ti@email unc edu>; C~toe, 
Velvet <velvet@ramsclub corn>; Chase, Kaye Watts <chasek@unc edu>; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc edu>; Copeland, Michael Dean 
<mdcopela@email unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Crowder, 
Kenneth C <crowder I@email unc edu>; Crowe, Michael <mcrowe@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc edu>; 
Davis, Hubert Ira Jr <hidavis@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <~ichdeselm@unc edu>; 
Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <Deborah Hawkins@unc edu>; Doran, Abigail Joy 
<abbeyjoy@email unc edu>; Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email unc edu>; Dubnansky, 
Margie <margie@r~msclub corn>; Dutton, Kathy B <K~thyDutton@unc edu>; 
Edwards, John M <John M Edwards@facilities unc edu>; Ellis, Bobby Joe 
<bellis@unc edu>; Ellis, Ginny <ginny@ramsclub corn>; Escobar, Laura 
<lescobar@email unc edu>; Friend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc edu>; Fulton, Nick 
<nick@ramsclub corn>; Gallo, Jr, Lan2i A <athgallo@unc edu>; Garth, Christy Lynn 
<cgarth@unc edu>; G+iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@unc edu>; Halverson, Doug <halverso@email unc edu>; Harris, Tracy U 
<tharris@email unc edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@unc edu>; Holland, Janine 
<janine@ramsclub corn>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Humphries, Sarah 
<shumphries@unc edu>; Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Johansen, Jenny <jjohanse@email unc edu>; Guthrie, Jonathan Layne 
<Jonathan Guthrie@facilities unc edu>; Jones, Kiln <kim@ramsclub corn>; Kidd, 
Alison <alison@ramsclub corn>; Lang, Kyle <klang@unc edu>; Litzinger, Michael B 
<mlitzing@email unc edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc edu>; Lowe, Dianne 
<dlowe@ramsclub corn>; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc edu>; Mack, Ken 
<ken@ramsclub corn>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, Sydney 
<sydney@ramsclub corn>; McCauley, Don <don@ramsclub corn>; McC~ath, Colin B 
<mcgrathc@email unc edu>; McPherson, Dawn <dawn@ramsclub corn>; Modlin, 
William F <William Modlin@facilities unc edu>; Montgomery, John 
<john@ramsclub corn>; Montross, Eric <eric@ramsclub corn>; Morris, Johnnie Craig 
<Craig Morris@facilities unc edu>; Morris, Steven <Steven Morris@facilities unc edu>; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email unc edu>; Oliver, Ann <aoliver@ramsclub corn>; 
Parrish, Shane <sparrish@unc edu>; Penny, Rachel <rfpenny@email unc edu>; Pogge, 
Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; randall young@f~c unc edu; Reavis, Joshua 
<joshreavis@unc edu>; Robinson, Steve A <coachrob@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Sahratian, Jonas R <jonasrs@email unc edu>; Schmidt, Dave 
<dhschmid@email unc edu>;           ~gmail corn; Smith, Tim 
<tim@ramsclub corn>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa unc edu>; Stefanski, Eric Edward 
<estefans@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason 
<j steinberg@unc edu>; Terrell, Matt <matt@ramsclub corn>; Theby, David C 
<theby@email unc edu>; Thomas, David M <David Thomas@facilities unc edu>; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
<matouloupas@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Ungano, Robin 
<robin@r~msclub corn>; Wade, Chad E <Chad Wade@facilities unc edu>; Walsh, Sue 
<suewalsh@ramsclub corn>; Watkins, Ciarra <ciarrajw@email unc edu>; Williams, Roy 



Attach: 

A <williara@email unc edu>; Woods, Linda W <lwoods@unc edu> 

Weekly Schedule 

THI S~¢2EEK-2013 -26 pdf 

Is attached. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             1:52 PM 

UNCAA-Men’s Basketball <uncaa mensbasketball@groups unc edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu> 
PTC - 

PennSt pdf 

Please find attached the permission to contact for                 a men’s         student-athlete at Penn State 

University. Let me know if you have any questions or would like any additional information on 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MK & Ken Cawthome        @embarqmail corn> 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 3:43 PM 

Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu> 

Hi Coach Williams: 

I support your wise decision to not comment or take action on the circumstances of 

arrest until you know all the facts. Just because         is a star athlete does not 

negate his right to privacy and the entire constellation of legal protections. I’m SURE you and 

many others at UNC have repeatedly counseled your young men on their status as role models 

and on the hyper-vigilance from the NCAA for anything remotely-related to UNC athletics. Yet 

is charged with driving without a license, marijuana possession, and a loaded 9mm 
pistol was found outside the expensive rental vehicle?! How could he POSSIBLY expect good 

things to come out of such a bad situation? 

My grandchildren are entering their teen years and are participating in church activities 

relating to living a good life, including zero tolerance for drugs. Both their mother and I were 

graduated from UNC-CH and their father’s graduate degree is from the UNC School of Public 

Health. We all are ardent Carolina sports fans, especially basketball. Once the facts are in, I 

look forward to your taking appropriate action that I can easily explain to them. 

If this is clearly a oneltime, illlconsidered variation from an otherwise respectable life, then I 

would expect your actions to stop short of dismissal from the team. If, instead, the young man 

regularly associates with disreputable people, and if he feels entitled to special treatment 

because of his athletic skills, he could be on a path like that of NC State’s and 

dismissal from the team might be in ~ best interest. (More on here - great 

story of redemption - perhaps would benefit from reading it). 

Best wishes for a favorable outcome for and the team. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Cawthorne 

Just a "little ram" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ryan Morley <nnorley@jccc edu> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 3:58 PM 

’Davidson, Joel’ <Joel Davidson@unco edu>; ’jjohn07@vt edu’; 
’pthompson@duaa duke edu’; ’bzdelijj@wfu edu’; ’jlhamilton@fsu edu’; 
’coachl@miami edu’; ’izzi metz@bc edu’; ’jeff dunlap@ncsu edu’; ’mturgeon@umd edu’; 
’brownel@clemson edu’; ’raw20@uncaa unc edu’; ’rlm2ea@Virginia EDU’; 
’mghopkin@syr edu’; ’ahipsher@us£edu’; ’larry davis@uc edu’; 
’GEORGE BLANEY@uconn edu’; ’ljepsen@depaul edu’; ’jordan sucher@louisville edu’; 
’brad autl?~@marquette edu’; ’sreed2@nd edu’; ’dmatic@southalabama edu’; 
’jdixon@athletics pitt edu’; ’alafleul@providence edu’; ’shaheen holloway@shu edu’; 
’lavins@stjohns edu’; ’fdunphy@temple edu’; ’jerold wright@villanova edu’; 
’Coach C~oce@illin oi s edu’; ’fran ci s-m ccaffe~?~@hawkeyebasketb all corn’; 
’basketball m@umich edu’; ’mbball@umn edu’; ’bjohnson@huskers corn’; ’t- 
hardy@northwestern edu’; ’pbcl 0@psu edu’; ’jowens@purdue edu’; 
’gec@athletics wisc edu’; ’scott drew@baylor edu’; ’mabde@iastate edu’; 
’bweber@kstatesports corn’; ’tommy wade@okstate edu’; ’christopher walker@tin edu’; 
’Larry Ha~+ison@mail wv~ edu’; ’joanstep@ku edu’; ’kirklande@ecu edu’; 
’mbrandle@central uh edu’; ’millerca@marshall edu’; ’bab3@rice edu’; 
’lhbrown@smu edu’; ’d tyndall@usm edu’; ’econroy l@tulane edu’; ’jb- 
bauman@utulsa edu’; ’jhaase@uab edu’; ’jpclark@athletics ucf edu’; 
’mjramos4@utep edu’; ’rcsimmons@bsu edu’; ’lstone@bgsu edu’; ’dhopson@bgsu edu’; 
’ub-mensbasketball@buffalo edu’; ’gambllkd@cmich edu’; ’olivalmj@cmich edu’; 
’mbrowl 1 l@emich edu’; ’kmondro@emich edu’; ’rsendero@kent edu’; 
’walkercl@muohio edu’; ’townsend@niu edu’; ’jlarson5@niu edu’; 
’tod kowal czyk@utoledo edu’; ’angres thoq~e@utoledo edu’; 
’dwkellogg@admin umass edu’; ’steve hawkins@wmich edu’; ’heath schroye@unlv edu’; 
’uwmbb@uwyo edu’; ’mfisher@mail sdsu edu’; ’emdildy@eiu edu’; ’dbrew@unm edu’; 
’keithbrown@unr edu’; ’garnold@hawaii edu’; ’roterry@csufresno edu’; 
’Leonard Perry@colostate edu’; ’Steven Snell ct@usafa edu’; ’seanmiller@arizona edu’; 
’Dedrique laylor@asu edu’; ’td@berkeley edu’; ’mike rohn@colorado edu’; 
’Doug Stewart@oregonstate edu’; ’madsen@stanford edu’; ’mschrage@stanford edu’; 
’pmathews@athletics ucla edu’; ’uschoops@usc edu’; ’rcanm@usc edu’; 
’akolb@huntsman utah edu’; ’tconnor@huntsman utah edu’; ’jimshaw@uw edu’; 
’jamee@uw edu’; ’curtisa@wsu edu’; ’jhironaka@wsu edu’; ’dhipsher@ia ua edu’; 
’mlwatkin@uark edu’; ’mazimmer@uark edu’; ’aumensbasketball@auburn edu’; 
’mbasketballmail@gators ufl edu’; ’pgauld@sports uga edu’; ’jhayes@sports uga edu’; 
’ldcarm2@email uky edu’; ’rkirby@lsu edu’; ’barmstro@olemiss edu’; 
’RickRay@athletics msstate edu’; ’fullert@missou~i edu’; ’FrankMartin@sc edu’; 
’gcyprien@athletics tamu edu’; ’david cason@vanderbilt edu’; 
’brad frederick@vanderbilt edu’; ’tmdavis@ualr edu’; ’jbrady@ast~te edu’; 
’mj a~is4@t~au edu’; ’mdliebe@fiu edu’; ’nhardin@louisiana edu’; ’richard@ulm edu’; 
’kermit davis@mtsu edu’; ’rob evans@unt edu’; ’mjcurry@troy edu’; 
’ray harper@wku edu’; ’joseph scott@du edu’; ’verlin@uidaho edu’; ’mikew@latech edu’; 
’menzies@nmsu edu’; ’george nessman@sjsu edu’; ’dollarc@seattleu edu’; 
’scross@uta edu’; ’brooks thompson@utsa edu’; ’rf25@txstate edu’; 
’ronda christoffersen@usu edu’; ’mbb@calpoly edu’; ’jhayford@ewu edu’; 
’olowe~?~@calpoly edu’; ’verlin@uidaho edu’; ’slcarson@msubobcats corn’; 
’brlan jones@~thletics und edu’; ’Jermone Riley@nau edu’; ’brian hill@unco edu’; 
’tylerg@pdx edu’; ’andy mcclouskey@pdx edu’; ’bkatz@csus edu’; 
’nickrobinson@suu edu’; ’knosek@ucdavis edu’; ’randyrahe@weber edu’; 
’laingr@campbell edu’; ’bradebaugh@csuniv edu’; ’cellis@coastal edu’; 
’choltmann@gardner-webb edu’; ’adorsett@highpoint edu’; ’nberry@highpoint edu’; 
’jeaker@liberty edu’; ’gillianj m@longwood edu’; ’gnibert@presby edu’; 



’kgetter@radford edu’; ’ebiedenb@unca edu’; ’baucomrf@vmi edu’; 
’kelseyp@winthrop edu’; ’rossm@udel edu’; ’flint@drexel edu’; ’phewitt2@gmu edu’; 
’mfields@gsu edu’; ’mo cassara@hofstra edu’; ’bradymx@mu edu’; ’buzz@uncw edu’; 
’w coen@neu edu’; ’amanley@odu edu’; ’pskerlT@towson edu’; ’tlshav@wm edu’; 
’gravellec@cookman edu’; ’rmitchell@coppin edu’; ’gdjackson@desu edu’; 
’clemon j ohnson@famu edu’; ’edward j oyner@hamptonu edu’; 
’kevin nickelberry@howard edu’; ’gjbrown@umes edu’; ’todd bozeman@morgan edu’; 
’aevans@nsu edu’; ’cwalexan@ncat edu’; ’lmoton@nccu edu’; 
’broadnax@savannahstate edu’; ’tjcavter@scsu edu’; ’dggraham@bradley edu’; 
’gjm52@creighton edu’; ’chris brazelton@drake edu’; ’je77@evansville edu’; 
’dsford@ilsm edu’; ’Grego~2¢ Lansing@indst edu’; ’PBaldwin@MissouriState eduate edu’; 
’ben jacobson@uni edu’; ’tomhankins@siu edu’; ’cjans@goshockers corn’; 
’Tosheal@bryant edu’; ’vetrone@fdu edu’; ’john perri@liu edu’; ’wilkins@msmaty edu’; 
’bashir mason@wagner edu’; ’gbraica@sfc edu’; ’rkrimmel@francis edu’; 
’biked@sacredheart edu’; ’sean doherty@quinnipiac edu’; ’toole@nnu edu’; 
’~2¢ans@ccsu edu’; ’john perri@liu edu’; ’loosd@apsu edu’; ’~ick byrd@behnont edu’; 
’rasundvold@eiu edu’; ’dmatic@eiu edu’; ’jeff neubauer@eku edu’; 
’rodney crawford@eku edu’; ’jegreen@jsu edu’; ’s woods@moreheadstate edu’; 
’rob mcdonald@murraystate edu’; ’lforres@siue edu’; ’twilli 16@tnstate edu’; 
’spayne@tntech edu’; ’jjames@utm edu’; ’mlangel@colgate edu’; 
’mbrown@holycross edu’; ’brr3@lehigh edu’; ’dechelli@usna edu’; 
’drp01 l@bucknell edu’; ’zachary spiker@usma edu’; ’kierand@american edu’; 
’mcconnellkm@appstate edu’; ’wojcikd@cofc edu’; ’chuck dtiesell@citadel edu’; 
’bomckillop@davidson edu’; ’mmatheny@elon edu’; ’JeiZJackson1063@Furman edu’; 
’cyoung@georgiasouthern edu’; ’mikeroberts@uncg edu’; ’bseltzer@samford edu’; ’john- 
shulman@utc edu’; ’hunter@email wcu edu’; ’youngmk@wofford edu’; 
’cwilliamson@uca edn’; ’kem~it holmes@lamar edu’; ’dsimmons@mcneese edn’; 
’mikem@nsula edu’; ’YP Piper@nicholls edu’; ’ssutton@oru edu’; ’jhooten@shsu edu’; 
’jyarbrough@selu edu’; ’dkaspar@sfasu edu’; ’martin gross@kamucc edu’; 
’mbb@calpoly edu’; ’anewman@fullerton edu’; ’bobby braswell@csun edu’; 
’Dan Monson@csulb edu’; ’rdtumer@uci edu’; ’aggiebasketball@ucdavis edu’; 
’Robert Williams@athletics ucsb edu’; ’jim wooldridge@ucr edu’; ’rverlin@pacific edu’; 
’gamold@hawaii edu’; ’willie hayes@aamu edu’; ’ljackson@alasu edu’; 
’tevester anderson@jsums edu’; ’lriley@alcorn edu’; ’pricej@gram edu’; 
’avpotts@mvsu edu’; ’bnrimm@pvamu edu’; ’romanbanks@subr edu’; 
’legreejk@tsu edu’; ’broylesk@uapb edu’; ’j asicka@ipfw edu’; ’tchoward@iupui edu’; 
’broughs@umkc edu’; ’halldoug@umkc edu’; ’Saul Phillips@ndsu edu’; 
’kampe@oakland edu’; ’dhansen@unomaha edu’; ’dboots@usd edu’; 
’Scott Nagy@sdstate edu’; ’jr-molinari@wiu edu’; ’g waters98@csuohio edu’; 
’stacey barns@udmercy edu’; ’carlos briggs@udmercy edu’; ’wardleb@uwgb edu’; 
’agates I @luc edu’; ’rmalnati@luc edu’; jeter@uwm edu’; ’chadbou@uwm edu’; 
’albianca@uic edu’; ’stew@uic edu’; ’Roger PowellJr@valpo edu’; 
’BtTce Drew@valpo edu’; ’billy donlon@wright edu’; ’mwernicki@ysu edu’; 
’bdepaoli@ysu edu’; ’lcmmp@walsh edu’; ’glkamansky@csupomona edu’; 
’sbecker@csudh edu’; ’darren french@csueastbay edu’; ’gvasque5@calstatela edu’; 
’vinglima@csumb edu’; ’anjones@csusb edu’; ’briley I@csustan edu’; 
’cmcobb@csuchico edu’; ’cyv@humboldt edu’; ’pribble@sfsu edu’; 
’~ich shayewitz@sonoma edu’; ’eolen@ucsd edu’; ’geraldholmes@bloomfield edu’; 
’mcorino@caldwell edu’; ’balce~j@chc edu’; ’brian sondey@concordia-ny edu’; 
’joe clinton@dc edu’; ’deferrarid@felician edu’; ’cuvtisv@georgian edu’; 
’hammond@gbc edu’; ’rkehoe@holyfamily edu’; ’jason crafton@nyack edu’; 
’mageeh@philau edu’; ’asokaitis@post edu’; ’d pauley@usciences edu’; 
’mbasketball@wihnu edu’; ’lastewart@bowiestate edu’; ’weaksk@chowan edu’; 



’kjalston@mail ecsu edu’; ’cthomp28@uncfsu edu’; ’msherrill@jcsu edu’; 
’dmosley@lincoln edu’; ’aholliday@livingstone edu’; ’eghatchett@st-aug edu’; 
’~ficky jackson@shawu edu’; ’dbutler@vsu edu’; ’jdfurtado@vuu edu’; 
’wilhehnijj@wssu edu’; ’rlievens@barton edu’; ’stephenmiss@bac edu’; 
’dan schmotzer@coker edu’; ’mlp@ersldne edu’; ’gspitts@king edu’; 
’polsgroves@lmc edu’; ’bscott@limestone edu’; ’jhigginbotham@moc edu’; 
’j eremy currier@fsmail pfeiffer edu’; ’ksenadhi@bridgepovt edu’; 
’ksenadhi@bridgepovt edu’; ’tstokes@udc edu’; ’hayns@dowling edu’; 
’MercyMensBasketball@gmail corn’; ’mcortese@molloy edu’; ’slagano@nyit edu’; 
’Kyriakos Peponakis@qc cuny edu’; ’nhuling@stac edu’; ’woodmff@uamont edu’; 
’dkarleskint@atu edu’; ’rodmmcc@ecok edu’; ’l~-oods@harding edu’; ’pauld@hsu edu’; 
’schansen@nwosu edu’; ’nuttd@obu edu’; ’cmcgill@se edu’; ’almcdonald@saumag edu’; 
’abohac@snu edu’; ’wayne anderson@swosu edu’; ’jronai@ashland edu’; 
’AndyBronkema@ferrls edu’; ’shardod@findlay edu’; ’bauerje@gvsu edu’; 
’bmccauley@hillsdale edu’; ’kconley@lec edu’; ’tkisne@lssu edu’; 
’twalker@malone edu’; ’keluke@mtu edu’; ’kno~vood@nmu edu’; 
’daviss3@ohiodominican edu’; ’cmnwachu@svsu edu’; ’buccillaj@tiffin edu’; 
’jyoung@walsh edu’; ’ar9503@wayne eclu’; ’mscott@bellarmine edu’; 
’jhavens@dm~?¢ edu’; ’charm2@uis edu’; ’wrightat@uindy edu’; 
’ghemmingsen@kwc edu’; ’demongad@lewisu edu’; ’mstrickerl@maryville edu’; 
’enechelbarger@mckendree edu’; ’jccnqf@mst edu’; ’ribbled@umsl edu’; 
’pertyjo@quincy edu’; ’fbush@saintjoe edu’; ’DQTilmon@usi edu’; ’wolfej01@uwp edu’; 

isl!ghm@william jewell edu’; ’bnewman@cedarville edu’; ’wrandolph@centralst~te edu’; 
~yahoo corn’; ’ghemmingsen@kwc edu’; ’mapmax21@aol corn’; 

’rsharbaugh@urbana edu’; ’alcSd@uvawise edu’; ’cturner 1 l@alaska edu’; 
’j vclift@alaska edu’; ’colemang@cwu edu’; ’j wetzel@msubillings edu’; 
’pbrohman@nnu edn’; ’Antonio McClinon@stmartin edu’; ’gleep@spu edn’; 
’ccline@sfu ca’; ’gibsonj@wou edu’; ’tony dominguez@wwu edu’; ’david ivey@uah edu’; 
’kcouvion@cbu edu’; ’crichardson@deltastate edu’; ’kmorris@una edu’; 
’ndgast@valdosta edu’; ’troden@uwa edu’; ’wanderson@uw£edu’; ’andyy@westga edu’; 
’mtsteelman@anderson edu’; ’hartzlerc@bluft’ton edu’; ’psullivan@defiance edu’; 
’gillma@earlham edu’; ’jfleming@franklincollege edu’; ’millerjo@hanover edu’; 
’blnadbome@Manchester edu’; ’tobycarrigan@mail msj edu’; ’loyd@rose-huhnan edu’; 
’nvalentine@transy edu’; ’bubl la@acu edu’; ’kmangrum l@angelo edu’; 
’ngamet@cameron edu’; ’stott carter@enmu edu’; ’burmeist@uiwtx edu’; 
’tres segler@mwsu edu’; ’creisman@tarleton edu’; ’Robert Taylo@tamuc edu’; 
’brlan duross@tamuk edu’; ’vpatel@wtamu edu’; ’loos@ucmo edu’; ’rdindy@uco edu’; 
’wbook@emporia edu’; ’jabrown3@Ilasu edu’; ’williamss@lincolnu edu’; 
’thollander@lindenwood edu’; ’ressel-r@mssu edu’; ’mnicholson2@missouriwestern edu’; 
’loftonk@unk edu’; ’havens@nsuok edu’; ’meyer@nwmissouri edu’; 
’rstock@pittstate edu’; ’tguiot@sbuniv edu’; ’tlorensen@tmman edu’; 
’dave brown@washburn edu’; ’savino@adelphi edu’; ’art luptowski@aic edu’; 
’m mahar@assumption edu’; ’jlawson@bentley edu’; ’chadbod@franklinpierce edu’; 
’evanssw@lemoyne edu’; ’greg herenda@uml edu’; ’hammelb@merrimack edu’; 
’thotaling@newhaven edu’; ’jharter@pace edu’; ’kdickson@ansehn edu’; 
’mharding@smcvt edu’; ’beau~?~b@strose edu’; ’donnellym3@southemct edu’; 
’s spirou@snhu edu’; ’damclaughlin@stonehill edu’; ’jefftrumbauer@augie edu’; 
’welk@csp edu’; ’lfflora@umary edu’; ’jacksodr@umn edu’; 
’kevin williamson@gmail corn’; ’daniel weisse@mnstate edu’; 
’j ack nelson@minotstateu edu’; ’matt sevareid@novthem edu’; 
’taro fujimoto@usiouxfalls edu’; ’brooks mckowen@sm su edu’; 
’mmreimer@stcloudstate edu’; ’bradleyk@uiu edu’; ’jopugli I@wsc edu’; 
’lbrown@winona edu’; ’mbasketball@academyavt edu’; ’aaron henderson@fresno edu’; 



’pbond@apu edu’; ’Mark Nelson@gcu edu’; ’wagnerk@byuh edu’; 
~yahoo corn’; ’jcoleman@calbaptist edu’; ’dvord@hpu edu’; 

’darrell matsui@chaminade edu’; ’jschroeder@dixie edu’; ’dmaldonado@ndnu edu’; 
’~ichard mendoza@dominican edu’; ’j ordancoumeya@pointloma edu’; 
’Jeremy Luther@armstrong edu’; ’dmetress@aug edu’; ’gordongibbons@clayton edu’; 
’moore robevt@columbusstate edu’; ’bclark@flagler edu’; ’gedwards@fmarion edu’; 
’terl?~ sellers@gcsu edu’; ’mike leeder@gsw edu’; ’jburkhamer@lander edu’; 
’youngd@montevallo edu’; ’benton miller@uncp edu’; ’cfaulkner@northgeorgia edu’; 
’vincea@usca edu’; ’pfllerm~ann@yhc eclu’; ’bkarli@bloomu edu’; ’roth@calu edu’; 
’gbenjamin@cheyney edu’; ’amodrejewski@clarion edu’; ’justinp@po-box esu edu’; 
’jcleary@edinboro edu’; ’viscuso001 @gannon edu’; ’fite@iup edu’; 
’tyork@kutztown edu’; ’boleksia@lhup edu’; ’gcabrera@mansfield edu’; 
’mcapell@mercyhurst edu’; ’dpitts@millersville edu’; ’EDRahause@ship edu’; 
’Jan grady@sm edu’; ’rblumenthal@wcupa edu’; ’rdodd@adams edu’; 
’Samuel Holden@bhsu edu’; ’mmajkrzak@csc edu’; ’mplaisier@ccu edu’; 
’ashantz@coloradomesa edu’; ’bschick@mines edu’; ’pietrack r@fovtlewis edu’; 
’awallS@msudenver edu’; ’coachharge@nmhu edu’; ’edaniels@regis edu’; 
’dhargrov@uccs edu’; ’enriquezm@wnmu edu’; ’mmoskowitz@western edu’; 
’stanley mccormick@asuram s edu’; ’j onessh@benedict edu’; 
’terrence jenkins@claIIin edu’; ’alamarr@cau edu’; ’jacksons01@fvsu edu’; 
’darnell williams@kysu edu’; ’nwallace@lanecollege edu’; ’demetrius burchett@loc edu’; 
’dr~hompson@miles edu’; ’daugusta@morehouse edu’; ’abeard@paine edu’; 
’whines@stillman edu’; ’ecolvin@myTU tuskegee edu’; ’rsaunders@mail banN edu’; 
’wilsonk@eckerd edu’; ’tchurch2@flsouthern edu’; ’bmims@fit edu’; ’jfurr@lynn edu’; 
’bc784@nova edu’; ’bash@rollins edu’; ’walter blount@saintleo edu’; ’jpecka@ut edu’; 
’zimmermang@ab edu’; ’jjackson@bluefieldstate edu’; ’markdowney@ucwv edu’; 
’coachmcbride@concord edn’; ’mar~inb@dev, rv" edn’; ’jcalhoun3@fairmontstate edn’; 
’stephen dye@glenville edu’; ’mike snell@ovu edu’; ’rukavina@pitt edu’; 
’morocco@setonhill edu’; ’jnamolik@shepherd edu’; ’cmtchj k@westlibel~?~ edu’; 
’pooreb@wvstateu edu’; ’Beilein P@w~wc edu’; ’dsancomb@wju edu’; 
’vanhaaften@bvu edu’; ’doumac@central edu’; ’jdecker@coe edu’; ’rsieverd@dbq edu’; 
’buddy sodemann@loras edu’; ’franma03@luther edu’; ’brandon strome@simpson edu’; 
’jason steege@wavtburg edu’; ’mtsteehnan@anderson edu’; ’nealg@bluffton edu’; 
’kbrumet~@defiance edu’; ’plumebo@earlham edu’; ’jbrett@franklincollege edu’; 
’cutter@hanover edu’; ’blnadbome@M~nchester edu’; ’toby carrlgan@mail msj edu’; 
’loyd@rose-hulman edu’; ’nvalentine@tr~nsy edu’; ’vraneyb@beloit edu’; 
’dbuchana@carrollu edu’; ’ddoyle@cornellcollege edu’; ’arseneaul@grinnell edu’; 
’morgan braucht@ic edu’; ’mdashner@knox edu’; ’davis@lake forest edu’; 
’joel t depagter@lawrence edu’; ’sschwee@monmouthcollege edu’; ’kaner@rlpon edu’; 
’jlancast@aurora edu’; ’kaiona@ben edu’; ’Tyler Jones@CUChicago edu’; 
’shawn cassidy@cuw edu’; ’keitemick@dom edu’; ’jumeyer@edgewood edu’; 
’aanonsenaa@lakeland edu’; ’mboyle@marianuniversity edu’; ’rrebsom@rockford edu’; 
’skip noon@wlc edu’; ’jdriggs@allegheny edu’; ’sullivanc@denison edu’; 
’boilar@depauw edu’; ’kiblercm@hiram edu’; ’priestd@kenyon edu’; 
’timothy mcCro~?~@obeflin edu’; ’stcooper@owu edu’; ’mcclungj@wabash edu’; 
’tschwab@wittenberg edu’; ’dcline@wooster edu’; ’~-ecker@austincollege edu’; 
’awalsh@centena~N edu’; ’andy partee@coloradocollege edu’; ’j samples@udallas edu’; 
’raleighb@southwestem edu’; ’pcunning@trinity edu’; ’muchowkc@uwec edu’; 
’rka~ius@uwlax edu’; ’juckemp@uwosh edu’; ’gardj@uwplatt edu’; 
’pedro renta@uwv[" edu’; ’kent dembach@uwsp edu’; ’bessenm@uwstout edu’; 
’rbyrns@uwsuper edu’; ’ChapmanDR30@uww edu’; ’greg holzhueter@blc edu’; 
’singhi@crown edu’; ’skarz024@morris umn edu’; ’ssorenson@novthland edu’; 
’bjaune@nwc edu’; ’jhenness@css edu’; ’jason baribeau@blackbum edu’; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

’aarbogast@eureka edu’; ’lthomhill@fontbonne edu’; ’stephen groves@greenville edu’; 
’derek james@mac edu’; ’ebrian gavaletz@principia edu’; ’landonkurz30@webster edu’; 
’nvillFIoyd Davis@westminster-too edu’; ’M ark svagera@briarcli f[" edu’; 
’Grant Schmidt@cune edu’; ’shmurphy@dwu edu’; ’jim weeks@doane edu’; 
’Ross Douma@dordt edu’; ’lcreech@hastings edu’; ’ludwig@midlandu edu’; 
’sykes@momingside edu’; ’theodore quinn@mtmc edu’; ’wdelgado@NebrWesleyan edu’; 
’bcarlson@nwciowa edu’; ’rodney perry@avila edu’; ’tzerr@bakem edu’; 
’cwilson@centralmethodist edu’; ’jschrader@culver edu’; ’masherma@graceland edu’; 
’rlamar@mnu edu’; ’lancec@moval edu’; ’mrandle@peru edu’; 
’gene hartman@sckans edu’; ’lcureton@sterling edu’; ’anthonym@tabor edu’; 
’bishop47@stmaty edu’; ’cobbd@bethanylb edu’; ’ajamison@bethelks edu’; 
’faberd@friends edu’; ’nate thies@kwu edu’; ’eskildst@mcpherson edu’; 
’eric carter@ottawa edu’; ’kiennings@bluefield edu’; ’btmilburn@campbellsville edu’; 
’cbattle@cumberland edu’;        ~yahoo corn’; ’starksc@lindsey edu’; 
’jeason@shawnee edu’; ’arthur latham@sccky edu’; ’tighcompton@upike edu’; 
’heathm@rio edu’; ’mark vernon@ucumberlands edu’; ’alc5d@uvawise edu’; 
’aainsworth@belhaven edu’; ’jmonceaux@faulkner edu’; ’glowe@kcu edu’; 
’kharrington@unionky edu’; ’jwilliams@ben edu’; ’mebrockl @ccis edu’; 
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’jcotton@judsonu edu’; ’rhodge@olivet edu’; ’JD Deloney@purduecal edu’; 
’popen@pnc edu’; ’abruehl@robertmorrls edu’; ’kdevitt@roosevelt edu’; 
’omalley@sxu edu’; ’brandon nicol@tmty edu’; ’ji~,vin@tiu edu’; ’jbaines@stfrancis edu’ 
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@aol corn’; ’shane paben@bellevue edu’; ’aprlce@cbc edu’; 
’tony romero@centralchristian edu’; ’shepherd@cofo edu’; ’sbyington@haskell edu’; 
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ballard@umlsa edu’; ’dkirksey@uic edu’; ’adm0032@aubum edu’ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 8:02 AM 

Aldridge, Diane <diane@ramsclub corn>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; 
Angell, Jones <jangell@unc edu>; King, J Angela <aking@unc edu>; Baber, Nellie 
<nellie@ramsclub corn>; Barnwell, Jayne <jayne@ramsclub corn>; Beale, Michael 
<michaelbeale@unc edu>; Beros-Adrian@aramark corn; Bersticker, Brian 
<brian@ramsclub corn>; Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc edu>; Bowers, Matthew B 
<mattbowers@unc edu>; Brewer, Rick <rbrewe@unc edu>; Brossman, Curt Alan 
<cbrossman@unc edu>; Buchanan, Helen <helenb@unc edu>; Bums, Gary 
<gary@ramsclub corn>; Camarati, Jeffrey Allan <camar~ti@email unc edu>; C~toe, 
Velvet <velvet@ramsclub corn>; Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email unc edu>; Chase, 
Kaye Watts <chasek@unc edu>; Copeland, Michael Dean <mdcopela@email unc edu>; 
Creech, Kaflton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Crowder, Kenneth C 
<crowder I @email unc edu>; Crowe, Michael <mcrowe@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc edu>; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr 
<hidavis@unc edu>; DeSehn, Rich L <richdesehn@unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<dlhawkin(~,~safet~ unc edu>; Doran, Abigail Joy <abbeyjoy@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Dubnansky, Margie 
<margie@ramsclub corn>; Dutton, Kathy B <KathyDut~on@unc edu>; Edwards, John 
M <John M Edwards@facilities unc edu>; Ellis, Bobby Joe <bellis@unc edu>; Ellis, 
Ginny <ginny@ramsclub corn>; Escobar, Laura <lescobar@email unc edu>; Frederick, 
Brad <brad frederick@unc edu>; Friend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc edu>; Fulton, 
Nick <nick@r~msclub corn>; Gallo, Jr, Lanay A <~thgallo@unc edu>; Garth, Christy 
Lynn <cgarth@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@unc edu>; Halverson, Doug <halverso@email unc edu>; Harris, Tracy U 
<tharris@email unc edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@unc edu>: Holland, Janine 
<janine@ramsclub corn>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu> 

~unc edu>; Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Guthrie, Jonathan Layne <Jonathan Guthrie@facilities unc edu>; Jones, 
Kiln <kim@ramsclub corn>; Kidd, Alison <alison@ramsclub corn>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lang, Kyle <klang@unc edu>; Litzinger, Michael B 
<mlitzing@email unc edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc edu>; Lowe, Dianne 
<dlowe@ramsclub corn>; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc edu>; Mack, Ken 
<ken@ramsclub corn>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, Sydney 
<sydney@ramsclub corn>; McCauley, Don <don@ramsclub corn>; McC~ath, Colin B 
<mcgrathc@email unc edu>; McPherson, Dawn <dawn@ramsclub corn>; Modlin, 
William F <William Modlin@facilities unc edu>; Montgomery, John 
<john@ramsclub corn>; Montross, Eric <eric@ramsclub corn>; Morris, Johnnie Craig 
<Craig Morris@facilities unc edu>; Morris, Steven <Steven Morris@facilities unc edu>; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Oliver, Ann <ann@ramsclub corn>; Parrish, 
Shane <sparrish@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; 
randall young@fac unc edu; Reavis, Joshua <joshreavis@unc edu>; Robinson, Steve A 
<coachrob@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Sahratian, Jonas R 
<jonasrs@email unc edu>;             ~gmail corn; Smith, Tim <tim@ramsclub corn>; 
Snyder, Lee <leesnyder@unc edu>; btetanski, Eric Edward <estefans@email unc edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason <j steinberg@unc edu>; Terrell, 
Matt <matt@ramsclub corn>; Theby, David C <theby@email unc edu>; Thomas, David 
M <David Thomas@facilities unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; 
Touloupas, Mary Alyson <matouloupas@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Ungano, Robin <robin@ramsclub corn>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Wade, Chad E 
<Chad Wade@facilities unc edu>; Walsh, Sue <suewalsh@ramsclub corn>; Watkins, 
Ciarra <ciarrajw@email unc edu>; Williams, Roy A <williar~@email unc edu>; Woods, 



Attach: 

Linda W <lwoods@unc edu> 

Weekly Schedule and Smith Center Closing Reminder 

THISXVEEK-2013-32 pdf 

Is attached. 

Reminder, the Smith Center is closed for annual maintenance until August 19. 

Thanks. 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pare Harmon <               @hotmail corn> 

Thursday, August I~ 2013 11:41 PM 

Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu> 

Happy Birthday, Coach 

Hello, Coach Williams, and Happy Birthday[ 

I know you’re busy, and I don’t want to take m uch of your time. 

I have loved Carolina for forty years, and I share my passion for almost everything Tar Heel with other Carolina fans 
partly t hrough my Carolina Facebook page. I would like for you to see some of the posts from that page today. 

You may recognize a few of these fine folks. Literally hundreds of people clicked LIKE to send their birthday wishes your 

way, but I’ve only included the folks below who actually posted a message. 

We appreciate, respect, and love you, Coach! I know Coach Smith was as proud of you as he could be too. 

Take care of yourself, 

Go Heels Go! 





4~ Steve Robinson @heelsoaach 1111 
Hey Tar Heel Nation let’s get [ogether and wish our Coach Roy Williams a Happy Bir[hday tomorrow 8/1/13, Make his day 
spedal Go Heels! 

Happy birthday to the legend Coach Williams #63 

68 I [ 8h 
Special Happy BDay to the one and only O~ch Williams! Turn up coach! 

Happy birthday to my Future coach, Coach William[~!!! UNC 

II 7h 
Happy ~rcneay Lo my ru[ur~ coach, Coach Williams! Enjoy it! TarHeelNation 

55 I              @tarheel_o~ 4h 
Happy biFihday LO [he greatesL coach in [he world -.. My roain man Roy 

"@SarcasticRoy: Happy birthday, Roy! Here’s an inside look at the path,. Coach K is rnad he wasn’t invited 
pictwittar.comiaCuwq8H 6HO" 

54," Protected account 3h 
Happy Birthday to my future coach! Coach Williams! 

66 Carolina Basketball @UNC_Basketball 2h 
Happy 63~d birthday today to head coach Roy Williams of UNCBBalh GoHeel~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc edu> 

Saturday, August 3, 2013 5:02 PM 

High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc edu>; Williams, 
Roy A <williara@email unc edu> 

Fwd: a potential favor from Rives Fleming Collegiate 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Sylvia Hatchell <5~[viah~tuhel!sbaskc~br~llc~m~l-~mcdl c~,m> 
Date: August 2, 2013, 9:08:00 PM EDT 
To: SYLVIA HATCHELL <sh~tche[l(~&mcaa ~mc c~u>, JANE HIGH 
Subject: FW: a potential favor from Rives Fleming Collegiate 

Coach Hatchell 

Read the email below Is there anything you can do to help Rives He brings his teams to camp 
eve~-y year It would be nice if we could help him 

Jean Law 
Jean Law, Camp Administrator 

From: ~fiemi~. gSk’)colle4)z.~e.:va oLg. 
Date: Fri, 2 Aug 2013 20:51:42 -0400 
Subject: a potential favor 

Jean (or whomever checks this email in non-camp season), 

This is Rives Fleming from Collegiate School in Richmond, VA I have been coming to team camp 
for many years, and this has encouraged me to write with a favor I know this is probably not the 
best way to go about this, but you all are my best contact at UNC, so I thought I would give it a 

A good friend of mine and fellow basketball coach at my school,             lost his son, 
this past weekend at the age of 21 Needless to ~ay, it i~ an awful tragedy, and I 

am looking for a way to help in this tough time 

I am wiring because      lives and breathes basketball (he coaches our 8th grade boys team at this 
point, ve~T well I might add), and, specifically, he lives and breathes the University of Norfl~ 
Carolina I was thinking it would be very special to him if he received a short note or anything from 
U-NC 



Would their be a way to pass this request on to Coach Roy Williams or anyone in the boys 
basketball program who might be willing to help out? Anything that we could do I would be ve~T 
appreciative of 

I know this is an unusual way to go about this, but I was thinking it might be a way Please don’t 
wonT about it if this goes above and beyond; it was just an idea I am hoping to bring him down to 
UNC this fall for a coaching clinic, or at least to tour the Hall of Fame; I think he will think he is in 
heaven 

Thanks for your time, and, again, please don’t wonT if this is too much It was just an idea Looking 
fo~:v-ard to seeing you all next summer Hope all is well and you all are recovering from camp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid & Fiorentino Events < 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 10:27 AM 

Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu> 

Roy Williams 

~gmail corn> 

To Roy Williams, 

I am writing on behalf of Reid & Fiorentino Events, an annual golf tournament, fundraising dinner, and auction run by Eric 
Reid and Tony Fiorentino, the voices of the Miami Heat. 

Our events benefit two charities Lauren’s Kids, which is based on the goal of educating children on the prevention of sexual 
abuse, as well as the Dade Schools Athletic Foundation, which provides funding for athletic programs in the Miami Dade 
County public school system. 

Last year’s events were an absolute smash hit! In addition to honoring p~ominent members of the South Florida sports 
community with our four annual awards, the events raised over $440,000 for these two worthy causes. $90,000 of this figure 
came f~om silent and live auction items alone[!! 

For 2014, our Celebrity Golf Classic (sponsored by Sharp) will be held on March 13th at Turnberry Isle Resort in Aventura, 
and our Call of the Game Dinner and Auction (sponsored by Publix) will be held on March 15th at the Seminole Ha~d Rock 
Hotel and Casino in Hollywood. 

I’m writing to you today, on behalf of the entire Benefit Commitlee, to introduce a new undertaking of ou~s that we hope you 
would be able and willing to assist with. 

We’re considering compiling a "celebrity cookbook", with proceeds to be split beb~een our two amazing causes. It won’t be 
ready until long after the 2014 benefit, of course, but something like this is a gif~ that keeps on giving, of course!! 

Please take some time to select one of your (or a family member’s) favodte recipes, [~pe or wdte it on your letterhead, and 
either scan and email it to our offices at rekffiorcr~t[nocverds~2qmail cram or mail it to an address that I can give you if you’d 
rather "snail mail" the recipe. 

It doesn’t have to be anything elaborate at all one celebrity who shall remain nameless donated a recipe for fruit salad. We 
do hope to teach our supporters something a bit more advanced, however! The name value of our celebrity contributors 
matters just as much, if not more, than the recipes, however. 

Thank you so much! 

Best always, 
David 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Vickie Guert3~ < ~@gmail com> 

Friday, 3:27 PM 

Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu> 

Fwd: PJ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Rebecca S Williams, MILS, PhD" <rcbecca~,i[I arr, s@a~c ~./u> 
Date: ,2:42:24 PM EDT 
To: Vickie Guerry ~.,~mail con~> 
Subject: Re: PJ 

Roy, 

I have no idea if this will reach you, or indeed even be read 

As a 1975 graduate, I have followed the Heels for a long time and have been extremely proud 
of our university, our teams, our personnel and our f~aculty I was distressed and embarrassed 
over the Butch Davis mess, including and especially the loss of academic integrity that UNC 
experienced, Ihere are people evet3~where who were thrilled to see Carolina criticized, as our 
reputation up to that point had been exceptional 

i know in yore position that you are totally hounded to win, win, win and i also know that 
~ou cannot satisfy everyone However, I would like to add my "two cents’, which is 

something that I have never done before 
Let me also pref~ace this s~atement by saying that I to~ally believe in second chances 

Please do not let play this year If he is serious and if he wants to be a Iarheel basketball 
player and to represent our school he will sit out one year Let him practice, let him travel, 
but don’t let him play Let’s show the world that at Carolina integrity means something and 
that there is zero tolerance for the kind of behavior that he exhibited 

Thank you for reading this 
Go Heels! 

VickieGuerry 

Speech Lca~g~oge P~hologist 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 8:08 AM 

Aldridge, Diane <diane@ramsclub corn>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; 
Angell, Jones <jangell@unc edu>; King, J Angela <aking@unc edu>; Baber, Nellie 
<nellie@ramsclub corn>; Barnwell, Jayne <jayne@ramsclub corn>; Bass, Allison 
<ajbass@ramsclub corn>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Beros- 
Adrian@aramark corn; Chacos, Brian <brian@ramsclub corn>; Bitting, Angelyn S 
<abitting@unc edu>; Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc edu>; Brewer, Rick 
<rbrewer@unc edu>; Brossman, Curt Alan <cbrossman@unc edu>; Brunner, John F 
<John Brunner@unc edu>; Buchanan, Helen <helenb@unc edu>; Bums, GatT 
<gary@ramsclub corn>; Camarati, Jeffrey Allan <camarati@email unc edu>; Catoe, 
Velvet <velvet@ramsclub corn>; Chacos, Brian <chacos@ramsclub corn>; Chalfin, 
Peter L <chalfin@email unc edu>; Chase, Kaye Watts <chasek@unc edu>; Clea~T, 
Kenneth Eugene <kcleatT@unc edu>; Coggins, Hurley <hjcoggin@email unc edu>; 
Copeland, Michael Dean <mdcopela@email unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc edu>; Crowder, Kenneth C <crowder l@email unc edu>; Crowe, Michael 
<mcrowe@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc edu>; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr 
<hidavis@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<dlhawkin@psafety unc edu>; Doran, Abbey Joy <adoran@unc edu>; Dressier, Carly 
<cldressl@email unc edu>; DubnanskT, Margie <margie@ramsclub corn>; Dutton, 
Kathy B <KathyDutton@unc edu>; Edwards, John M 
<John M Edwards@facilities unc edu>; Ellis, Bobby Joe <bellis@unc edu>; Ellis, Ginny 
<ginny@ramsclub corn>; Escobar, Laura <lescobar@email unc edu>; Frederick, Brad 
<brad fl-ederick@unc edu>; Friend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc edu>; Fulton, Nick 
<nick@ramsclub corn>; Gallo, Jr, LartT A <athgallo@unc edu>; Garth, Christy Lynn 
<cgarth@unc edu>; C~-iggs, Kathy <kgrlggs@unc edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@unc edu>; Halverson, Doug <halverso@email unc edu>; Harris, Tracy U 
<tharris@email unc edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@unc edu>; Holland, Janine 
<janine@ramsclub corn>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Hundley, Bobby 
<hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Guthrie, Jonathan Layne 
<Jonathan Guthrie@facilities unc edu>; Jones, Kiln <kim@ramsclub corn>; Kidd, 
Alison <alison@ramsclub corn>; Kimmel, Mark D <mdkimmel@email unc edu>; 
Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth 
<lizlan@email unc edu>; Lang, Kyle <klang@unc edu>; Leiendecker, Grant 
<grant@ramsclub corn>; Litzinger, Michael B <mlitzing@email unc edu>; Livers, Tom 
<livers@unc edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc edu>; Lowe, Dianne 
<dlowe@ramsclub corn>; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc edu>; Mack, Ken 
<ken@ramsclub corn>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, Sydney 
<sydney@ramsclub corn>; McCauley, Don <don@ramsclub corn>; McGrath, Colin B 
<mcgrathc@email unc edu>; McPherson, Dawn <dawn@ramsclub corn>; Modlin, 
William F <William Modlin@facilities unc edu>; MontgometT, John 
<john@ramsclub corn>; Montross, Eric <eric@ramsclub corn>; Morris, Johnnie Craig 
<Craig Morris@t~acilities unc edu>; Morris, Steven <Steven Morris@facilities unc edu>; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Oliver, Ann <ann@ramsclub corn>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parrish, Shane <sparrish@unc edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L 
<jplumble@email unc edu>; Plunkett, MatT Rob <maryrobp@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; randall young@fac unc edu; Reavis, Joshua 
<joshreavis@unc edu>; Robinson, Steve A <coachrob@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Sahratian, Jonas R <jonasrs@email unc edu>; Sanchez, Abel 
<abel2s@unc edu>;            ~gmail corn; Smith, Tim <tim@ramsclub corn>; 
Snyder, Lee <leesnyder@unc edu>; Stefanski, Eric Edward <estefans@email unc edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason <j steinberg@unc edu>; Stewa~, 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert House <rhstewar@email unc edu>; Terrell, Matt <matt@ramsclub corn>; Theby, 
David C <theby@email unc edu>; Thomas, David M 
<David Thomas@facilities unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; 
Touloupas, MatT Alyson <matouloupas@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Ungano, Robin <robin@ramsclub corn>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Wade, Chad E 

<Chad Wade@facilities unc edu>; Walsh, Sue <suewalsh@ramsclub corn>; Watkins, 
Ciarra <ciarrajw@email unc edu>; Williams, Britta <britta@ramsclub corn>; Williams, 
Roy A <williara@email unc edu>; Woods, Linda W <lwoods@unc edu>; Workman, 
Aaron <aworkman@unc edu> 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2013-48 pdf 

Isattached thanks. 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962 7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New York Carolina Club 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 9:57 AM 

@gmail corn> 

UNC v Old Dominion - Football Game Watch Party! 

Fellow Tar Heel, 
Prognosticators left Carolina for dead after the team fell to I-5 with a heartbreaking loss to Miami However, 
Carolina alumni are well aware that just when the challenges seem insurmountable, Tar Heels find a way to 
succeed Fast forward over the past montb and tbe Heels have won 4 games in a row, all against ACC teams, 
and are playing fantastic football in all three phases of the game On the offensive side of the ball, Marquise 
Williams has embraced the Fed Spread and once again led the team in rushing, punching in two touchdowns on 
the ground to go along witb an impressive passing attack against Pitt The defensive side featured Kareem 
Martin who se~wed as a one man wrecking crew on the defensive line and picked up 35 sacks against the 
Panthers Perhaps most impressive however, was Ryan Switzer who returned not one, but two touchdowns on 
punt returns, including the game winner To put Switzer’s accomplishment in perspective, no UNC player 
(including the great Gio) had ever returned more than two punts for tuuchdowns in a single season and 
Switzer did it in one game on the road against an ACC team for tbe game Oh, and he returned a punt for 
a touchdown the previous week against UVA It’s time t’or an encore and the New York Carolina Club invites 
you to a game watch party this Saturday as Carolina takes on Old Dominion and looks to clinch bowl 
eligibility! 

Football: 
Date: Saturday, November 23, 2013 

Opponent: Old Dominion 
Time: 12:00 
Television: RSN (YES Network in New York City) 
Location: Brother Jimmy’s Union Square 

Drink / Food Specials: 
$4 Bud / Bud Light Drafts 
$12 Bud / Bud Light Pitchers 
$5 Sam / Sam Seasonal Drafts 
$14 Sam / Sam Seasonal Pitchers 
Plus, 15% off all food! 

For table resetwations, please e-mail ~n)c~@-~tl~%iirn~n2s~?m as soon as possible Please also cc 
~ncne~,~w ~kalumnila?mnai~ corn on your request 

If you have any questions, please e-mail William Pardue at 

The New York Carolina Club will host a viewing party for every Tar Heel football and basketball game this 
season at Brother Jimmy’s Union Square! 

See you there; go Heels! 
William Pardue 

For a list of all events, please visit The New York Carolina Club on the web at: 
wwa>c~elapple o~, 



The New York Carolina Club has moved to a new Facebook page! 
"l~ike" us at t2~*.:ebo~k comiCl~ape! ~k~11!!e to continue receiving club news and learn about all of our events 

The NYCC is also on Twitter! 
Follow @Chapel Apple at t,~.’i tter covniCIr~:~.&p~!!~ for updates on club events, as well as UNC news 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 3:18 PM 

Aldridge, Diane <diane@ramsclub corn>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; 
Angell, Jones <jangell@unc edu>; King, J Angela <aking@unc edu>; Baber, Nellie 
<nellie@ramsclub corn>; Barnwell, Jayne <jayne@ramsclub corn>; Bass, Allison 
<ajbass@ramsclub corn>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Beros- 
Adrian@aramark corn; Chacos, Brian <brian@ramsclub corn>; Bitting, Angelyn S 
<abitting@unc edu>; Bokhoven, Willem <willem@ramsclub corn>; Bowers, Matthew B 
<mattbowers@unc edu>; Brewer, Rick <rbrewe@unc edu>; Brossman, Curt Alan 
<cbrossman@unc edu>; Brunner, John F <JohnBrunner@unc edu>; Buchanan, Helen 
<helenb@unc edu>; Burns, Gary <gary@ramsclub corn>; Camarati, Jeffrey Allan 
<camarati@email unc edu>; Catoe, Velvet <velvet@ramsclub corn>; Chacos, Brian 
<chacos@ramsclub corn>; Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email unc edu>; Chase, Kaye 
Watts <chasek@unc edu>; Clean?c, Kenneth Eugene <kclea~?~@unc edu>; Coggins, 
Hurley <hjcoggin@email unc edu>; Copeland, Michael Dean 
<mdcopela@email unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Crowder, 
Kenneth C <crowder I@email unc edu>; Crowe, Michael <mcrowe@unc edu>; Culler, 
Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Dalgleish, 
Joyce L <joyced@unc edu>; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr <hidavis@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L 
<richdesehn@unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety unc edu>; Doran, 
Abbey Joy <adoran@unc edu>; Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email unc edu>; Dubnansk~, 
Margie <margie@ramsclub corn>; Dutton, Kathy B <KathyDutton@unc edu>; 
Edwards, John M <John M Edwards@IScilities unc edu>; Ellis, Bobby Joe 
<bellis@unc edu>; Ellis, Ginny <ginny@ramsclub corn>; Escobar, Laura 
<lescobar@email unc edu>; Frederick, Brad <brad frederick@unc edu>; Friend, Cynthia 
Stone <cstone@unc edu>; Fulton, Nick <nick@ramsclub corn>; Gallo, Jr, Larry A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Garth, Christy Lynn <cgarth@unc edu>; G~iggs, Kathy 
<kgriggs@unc edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc edu>; Halverson, Doug 
<halverso@email unc edu>; Ha~+is, Tracy U <tharris@email unc edu>; Holladay, Joe 
<jholladay@unc edu>; Holland, Janine <janine@ramsclub corn>; Hoots, Eric M 
<ehoots@email unc edu>; Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Guthrie, Jonathan Layne <Jonathan Guthrie@facilities unc edu>; Jones, 
Kim <kim@ramsclub corn>; Kidd, Alison <alison@ramsclub corn>; Kimmel, Mark D 
<mdkimmel@email unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lang, Kyle <klang@unc edu>; Leiendecker, Gqant 
<grant@ramsclub corn>; Litzinger, Michael B <mlitzing@email unc edu>; Livers, Tom 
<livers@unc edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc edu>; Lowe, Dianne 
<dlowe@ramsclub corn>; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc edu>; Mack, Ken 
<ken@ramsclub corn>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, Sydney 
<sydney@ramsclub corn>; McCauley, Don <don@ramsclub corn>; McGrath, Colin B 
<mcgrathc@email unc edu>; McPherson, Dawn <dawn@ramsclub corn>; Modlin, 
William F <William Modlin@facilities unc edu>; Montgome~ay, John 
<john@ramsclub corn>; Montross, Eric <eric@ramsclub corn>; Morris, Johnnie Craig 
<Craig Morris@t~acilities unc edu>; Morris, Steven <Steven Morris@facilities unc edu> 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Oliver, Ann <ann@ramsclub corn>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parrish, Shane <sparrish@unc edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L 
<jplumble@email unc edu>; Plunkett, MalN Rob <maryrobp@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; randall young@fac unc edu; Reavis, Joshua 
<joshreavis@unc edu>; Robinson, Steve A <coachrob@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Sahratian, Jonas R <jonasrs@email unc edu>; Sanchez, Abel 
<abel2s@unc edu>;            ~gmail corn; Smith, Tim <tim@ramsclub corn>; 
Snyder, Lee <leesnyder@unc edu>; Stefanski, Eric Edward <estefans@email unc edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason <j steinberg@unc edu>; Stewa~, 



Subject: 

Robert House <rhstewar@email unc edu>; Suits, Christy H <christy@unc edu>; Terrell, 
Matt <matt@ramsclub corn>; Theby, David C <theby@email unc edu>; Thomas, David 
M <David Thomas@facilities unc edu>; Tichenor, Megan <megan@ramsclub corn>; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
<matouloupas@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email uric edu>; Ungano, Robin 
<robin@ramsclub corn>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Wade, 

Chad E <Chad Wade@facilities unc edu>; Walsh, Sue <suewalsh@ramsclub corn>; 
Watkins, Ciarra <ciarrajw@email uric edu>; Williams, Britta <britta@ramsclub corn>; 
Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu>; Woods, Linda W <lwoods@unc edu>; 
Workman, Aaron <aworkman@unc edu> 

Smith Center Closed Tomorrow - Wednesday, November 20 

The Smith Center will be closed to the pu blic tomorrow, Wednesday, November 20, in order to set u p for the live 

television special on Coach Smith scheduled for 7:30 pm on WNCN. Thanks for your cooperation! 

h ttp:~/ww~.~ncn.c~rn/st~r¥/23961671~dean-srniths-wife-calls-award-a-pinnac~e-explains-whV-he-w~nt-attend 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962 7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 8:06 AM 

Aldridge, Diane <diane@ramsclub corn>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; 
Angell, Jones <jangell@unc edu>; King, J Angela <aking@unc edu>; Baber, Nellie 
<nellie@ramsclub corn>; Barnwell, Jayne <jayne@ramsclub corn>; Bass, Allison 
<ajbass@ramsclub corn>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Beros- 
Adrian@aramark corn; Chacos, Brian <brian@ramsclub corn>; Bitting, Angelyn S 
<abitting@unc edu>; Bokhoven, Willem <willem@ramsclub corn>; Bowers, Matthew B 
<mattbowers@unc edu>; Brewer, Rick <rbrewe@unc edu>; Brossman, Curt Alan 
<cbrossman@unc edu>; Brunner, John F <JohnBrunner@unc edu>; Buchanan, Helen 
<helenb@unc edu>; Burns, Gary <gary@ramsclub corn>; Camarati, Jeffrey Allan 
<camarati@email unc edu>; Catoe, Velvet <velvet@ramsclub corn>; Chacos, Brian 
<chacos@ramsclub corn>; Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email unc edu>; Chase, Kaye 
Watts <chasek@unc edu>; CleatT, Kenneth Eugene <kcleatT@unc edu>; Coggins, 
Hurley <hjcoggin@email unc edu>; Copeland, Michael Dean 
<mdcopela@email unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Crowder, 
Kenneth C <crowder I@email unc edu>; Crowe, Michael <mcrowe@unc edu>; Culler, 
Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Dalgleish, 
Joyce L <joyced@unc edu>; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr <hidavis@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L 
<richdesehn@unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety unc edu>; 
Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email unc edu>; Dubnansky, Margie 
<margie@ramsclub corn>; Dutton, Kathy B <KathyDutton@unc edu>; Edwards, John 
M <John M Edwards@t~acilities unc edu>; Ellis, Bobby Joe <bellis@unc edu>; Ellis, 
Ginny <ginny@ramsclub corn>; Escobar, Laura <lescobar@email unc edu>; Frederick, 
Brad <brad frederick@unc edu>; F~iend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc edu>; Fulton, 
Nick <nick@ramsclub corn>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A <athgallo@unc edu>; Garth, Christy 
Lynn <cgarth@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@unc edu>; Halverson, Doug <halverso@email unc edu>; Harris, Tracy U 
<tharris@email unc edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@unc edu>; Holland, Janine 
<janine@ramsclub corn>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Hundley, Bobby 
<hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Guthrie, Jonathan Layne 
<Jonathan Guthrie@facilities unc edu>; Jones, Kiln <kim@ramsclub corn>; Kidd, 
Alison <alison@ramsclub corn>; Kimmel, Mark D <mdkimmel@email unc edu>; 
Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth 
<lizlan@email unc edu>; Lang, Kyle <klang@unc edu>; Leiendecker, Grant 
<grant@ramsclub corn>; Litzinger, Michael B <mlitzing@email unc edu>; Livers, Tom 
<livers@unc edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc edu>; Lowe, Dianne 
<dlowe@ramsclub corn>; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc edu>; Mack, Ken 
<ken@ramsclub corn>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, Sydney 
<sydney@ramsclub corn>; McCauley, Don <don@ramsclub corn>; McGrath, Colin B 
<mcgrathc@email unc edu>; McPherson, Dawn <dawn@ramsclub corn>; Modlin, 
William F <William Modlin@facilities unc edu>; MontgometT, John 
<john@ramsclub corn>; Montross, Eric <eric@ramsclub corn>; Morris, Johnnie Craig 
<Craig Morris@t~acilities unc edu>; Morris, Steven <Steven Morris@facilities unc edu>; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Oliver, Ann <ann@ramsclub corn>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parrish, Shane <sparrish@unc edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L 
<jplumble@email unc edu>; Plunkett, MatT Rob <maryrobp@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; randall young@fac unc edu; Reavis, Joshua 
<joshreavis@unc edu>; Robinson, Steve A <coachrob@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Sahratian, Jonas R <jonasrs@email unc edu>; Sanchez, Abel 
<abel2s@unc edu>;            @gmail corn; Smith, Tim <tim@ramsclub corn>; 
Snyder, Lee <leesnyder@unc edu>; Stefanski, Eric Edward <estefans@email unc edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason <j steinberg@unc edu>; Stewa~, 



Attach: 

Robert House <rhstewar@email unc edu>; Suits, Christy H <christy@unc edu>; 
Temple, Abbey <adoran@unc edu>; Terrell, Matt <matt@ramsclub corn>; Theby, David 
C <theby@email unc edu>; Thomas, David M <David Thomas@facilities unc edu>; 
Tichenor, Megan <megan@ramsclub corn>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Touloupas, Mary Alyson <matouloupas@unc edu>; Tucker, 
Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Ungano, Robin <robin@ramsclub corn>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Wade, Chad E 
<Chad Wade@facilities unc edu>; Walsh, Sue <suewalsh@ramsclub corn>; Watkins, 
Ciarra <ciarrajw@email unc edu>; Williams, Britta <britta@ramsclub corn>; Williams, 
Roy A <williara@email unc edu>; Woods, Linda W <lwoods@unc edu>; Workman, 
Aaron <aworkman@unc edu> 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2013-49 pdf 

Is attached. Thanks! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962 7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DmiW Spivak <      @gmail corn> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:00 AM 

Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu> 

A huge huge f~avor 

Hello Coach Williams, 

I don’t know if this email will even get to you, much less if you would be able or willing to grant me this favor 
But it is totally worth a shot! 

You see, I’m a male NC alum who is currently planning to spend the rest of my life with a female UNC alum 
As with evet2¢ other female who has graduated UNC in the past decade or so, my girlfriend’s love for me comes 
a (vet2/) distant second to her love for you Nonetheless, you have made your choice of a wife, and I believe my 
girlfriend is sort of at peace with that fact This gives me hope that she would say "yes" when I ask her to marry 
me this Sunday However, my chances for a favorable response would GREATLY increase if you asked her on 
my behalf Of course we both live in New York now, and would be unable to attend the UAB game But you 
bet your eve~2¢ last dollar that we will be watching it 

So, the favor is: is there ANY chance at all that during one of the interviews you do before or after the game, or 
during halftime you could say something to the ePi’ect of"Meredith, will you please marry DmittT?" I realize 
the chances of this occurring are slim to none, but I would not forgive myselfifI didn’t at least try 

Thank you for your consideration, and GO HEELS!! 

DmittT Spivak 

PS She takes few photos, so here is evidence of her love of the Heels: sawing wood at a campsite in a Carolina 
basketball shirt 



"Nearly all me ~ ca ~ stand advers ty, but fyou want to test a ma ~ s chmacter, g ve h n powe L ncol ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 7:56 AM 

Aldridge, Diane <diane@ramsclub corn>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; 
Angell, Jones <jangell@unc edu>; King, J Angela <aking@unc edu>; Baber, Nellie 
<nellie@ramsclub corn>; Barnwell, Jayne <jayne@ramsclub corn>; Bass, Allison 
<ajbass@ramsclub corn>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Beros- 
Adrian@aramark corn; Chacos, Brian <brian@ramsclub corn>; Bitting, Angelyn S 
<abitting@unc edu>; Bokhoven, Willem <willem@ramsclub corn>; Bowers, Matthew B 
<mattbowers@unc edu>; Brewer, Rick <rbrewe@unc edu>; Brossman, Curt Alan 
<cbrossman@unc edu>; Brunner, John F <JohnBrunner@unc edu>; Buchanan, Helen 
<helenb@unc edu>; Burns, Gary <gary@ramsclub corn>; Camarati, Jeffrey Allan 
<camarati@email unc edu>; Catoe, Velvet <velvet@ramsclub corn>; Chacos, Brian 
<chacos@ramsclub corn>; Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email unc edu>; Chase, Kaye 
Watts <chasek@unc edu>; Clean?c, Kenneth Eugene <kclea~?~@unc edu>; Coggins, 
Hurley <hjcoggin@email unc edu>; Copeland, Michael Dean 
<mdcopela@email unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Crowder, 
Kenneth C <crowder I@email unc edu>; Crowe, Michael <mcrowe@unc edu>; Culler, 
Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Dalgleish, 
Joyce L <joyced@unc edu>; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr <hidavis@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L 
<richdesehn@unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety unc edu>; 
Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email unc edu>; Dubnansky, Margie 
<margie@ramsclub corn>; Dutton, Kathy B <KathyDutton@unc edu>; Edwards, John 
M <John M Edwards@t~acilities unc edu>; Ellis, Bobby Joe <bellis@unc edu>; Ellis, 
Ginny <ginny@ramsclub corn>; Escobar, Laura <lescobar@email unc edu>; Frederick, 
Brad <brad frederick@unc edu>; g~iend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc edu>; Fulton, 
Nick <nick@ramsclub corn>; Gallo, Jr, Lana£ A <athgallo@unc edu>; Garth, Christy 
Lynn <cgarth@unc edu>; C~iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@unc edu>; Halverson, Doug <halverso@email unc edu>; Harris, Tracy U 
<tharris@email unc edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@unc edu>: Holland, Janine 
<janine@ramsclub corn>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Hundley, Bobby 
<hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Guthrie, Jonathan Layne 
<Jonathan Guthrie@facilities unc edu>; Jones, Kiln <kim@ramsclub corn>; Kidd, 
Alison <alison@ramsclub corn>; Kimmel, Mark D <mdkimmel@email unc edu>; 
Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth 
<lizlan@email unc edu>; Lang, Kyle <klang@unc edu>; Leiendecker, C~ant 
<grant@ramsclub corn>; Litzinger, Michael B <mlitzing@email unc edu>; Livers, Tom 
<livers@unc edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc edu>; Lowe, Dianne 
<dlowe@ramsclub corn>; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc edu>; Mack, Ken 
<ken@ramsclub corn>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, Sydney 
<sydney@ramsclub corn>; McCauley, Don <don@ramsclub corn>; McGrath, Colin B 
<mcgrathc@email unc edu>; McPherson, Dawn <dawn@ramsclub corn>; Modlin, 
William F <William Modlin@facilities unc edu>; Montgometa£, John 
<john@ramsclub corn>; Montross, Eric <eric@ramsclub corn>; Morris, Johnnie Craig 
<Craig Morris@t~acilities unc edu>; Morris, Steven <Steven Morris@facilities unc edu>; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Oliver, Ann <ann@ramsclub corn>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parrish, Shane <sparrish@unc edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L 
<jplumble@email unc edu>; Plunkett, MalN Rob <maryrobp@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; randall young@fac unc edu; Reavis, Joshua 
<joshreavis@unc edu>; Robinson, Steve A <coachrob@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Sahratian, Jonas R <jonasrs@email unc edu>; Sanchez, Abel 
<abel2s@unc edu>;            ~gmail corn; Smith, Tim <tim@ramsclub corn>; 
Snyder, Lee <leesnyder@unc edu>; Stefanski, Eric Edward <estefans@email unc edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason <j steinberg@unc edu>; Stewa~, 



Attach: 

Robert House <rhstewar@email unc edu>; Suits, Christy H <christy@unc edu>; 
Temple, Abbey <adoran@unc edu>; Terrell, Matt <matt@ramsclub corn>; Theby, David 
C <theby@email unc edu>; Thomas, David M <David Thomas@facilities unc edu>; 
Tichenor, Megan <megan@ramsclub corn>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Touloupas, Mary Alyson <matouloupas@unc edu>; Tucker, 
Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Ungano, Robin <robin@ramsclub corn>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Wade, Chad E 
<Chad Wade@facilities unc edu>; Walsh, Sue <suewalsh@ramsclub corn>; Watkins, 
Ciarra <ciarrajw@email unc edu>; Williams, Britta <britta@ramsclub corn>; Williams, 
Roy A <williara@email unc edu>; Woods, Linda W <lwoods@unc edu>; Workman, 
Aaron <aworkman@unc edu> 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2013-50 pdf 

Isattached thanks! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962 7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jessica Ward               @gmail corn> 

Sunday, December 8, 2013 5:23 PM 

Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu> 

Hello Coach Williams, 

My name Jessica and I’m writing you because I have a special recluest MV sister, Courtnev, 

And I would do 
anything to make it a celebration she’ll never forget 

She has idolized the UNC Tar Heels basketball program since she was 8 years old She has news clippings from 
when Brendon Haywood was tripped by Shane Battier for the 2 point victory in 2001 Followed players like 
Vince Carier, Ed Cota, Terrible T, Joseph Forte, Wayne Ellington, Sean May, Harrison Barnes, Ty Lawson, 
Vince Carter and of course her all time favorite Michael Jordan I had to sneak into her room to find out all this 
She has framed work r-ore the National Championships that the team has one She cried when Bill Gutherage 
left the team leaving cheerleader Matt Daughe~y in charge I remember her being skeptical about you coming 
from the nemesis Kansas Jayhawks She scrutinized your eve~ay move for a year before deciding that you were 
the perfect choice 

When you beat Michigan St this last week creating history she called eve~ayone she knew to brag Through 
thick and thin of the team she has always bled baby blue Eve~aything she owns is baby blue and mostly has 
smack talk against duke She also worries about your health hoping your not suffering from vertigo again eve~ay 
time she sees you kneel down You are literally her hero She t~ies to imitate your achons, your attitude and the 
way you calmly compose yourself I remember once she relapsed and said if Roy and come back from a loss so 
can I I want to thank you for being that for her 

Ifi may make a small request, could you please send her an autographed photo I can only imagine the 
inspiration that would give her The motivation for her to never quit no matter the odds You have showed the 
world that you can over come no matter what life/the schedule throws at you I don’t understand her love for 
you but it is indescribable 

JessicaWard 

Ps the address is: 

Courtnev Ward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 8:07 AM 

Aldridge, Diane <diane@ramsclub corn>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; 
Angell, Jones <jangell@unc edu>; King, J Angela <aking@unc edu>; Baber, Nellie 
<nellie@ramsclub corn>; Barnwell, Jayne <jayne@ramsclub corn>; Bass, Allison 
<ajbass@ramsclub corn>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Beros- 
Adrian@aramark corn; Chacos, Brian <brian@ramsclub corn>; Bitting, Angelyn S 
<abitting@unc edu>; Bokhoven, Willem <willem@ramsclub corn>; Bowers, Matthew B 
<mattbowers@unc edu>; Brewer, Rick <rbrewe@unc edu>; Brossman, Curt Alan 
<cbrossman@unc edu>; Brunner, John F <JohnBrunner@unc edu>; Buchanan, Helen 
<helenb@unc edu>; Burns, Gary <gary@ramsclub corn>; Camarati, Jeffrey Allan 
<camarati@email unc edu>; Catoe, Velvet <velvet@ramsclub corn>; Chacos, Brian 
<chacos@ramsclub corn>; Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email unc edu>; Chase, Kaye 
Watts <chasek@unc edu>; Clean?c, Kenneth Eugene <kclea~?~@unc edu>; Coggins, 
Hurley <hjcoggin@email unc edu>; Copeland, Michael Dean 
<mdcopela@email unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Crowder, 
Kenneth C <crowder I@email unc edu>; Crowe, Michael <mcrowe@unc edu>; Culler, 
Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Dalgleish, 
Joyce L <joyced@unc edu>; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr <hidavis@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L 
<richdesehn@unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety unc edu>; 
Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email unc edu>; Dubnansky, Margie 
<margie@ramsclub corn>; Dutton, Kathy B <KathyDutton@unc edu>; Edwards, John 
M <John M Edwards@t~acilities unc edu>; Ellis, Bobby Joe <bellis@unc edu>; Ellis, 
Ginny <ginny@ramsclub corn>; Escobar, Laura <lescobar@email unc edu>; Frederick, 
Brad <brad frederick@unc edu>; g~iend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc edu>; Fulton, 
Nick <nick@ramsclub corn>; Gallo, Jr, Lana£ A <athgallo@unc edu>; Garth, Christy 
Lynn <cgarth@unc edu>; C~iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@unc edu>; Halverson, Doug <halverso@email unc edu>; Harris, Tracy U 
<tharris@email unc edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@unc edu>: Holland, Janine 
<janine@ramsclub corn>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Hundley, Bobby 
<hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Guthrie, Jonathan Layne 
<Jonathan Guthrie@facilities unc edu>; Jones, Kiln <kim@ramsclub corn>; Kidd, 
Alison <alison@ramsclub corn>; Kimmel, Mark D <mdkimmel@email unc edu>; 
Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth 
<lizlan@email unc edu>; Lang, Kyle <klang@unc edu>; Leiendecker, C~ant 
<grant@ramsclub corn>; Litzinger, Michael B <mlitzing@email unc edu>; Livers, Tom 
<livers@unc edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc edu>; Lowe, Dianne 
<dlowe@ramsclub corn>; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc edu>; Mack, Ken 
<ken@ramsclub corn>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, Sydney 
<sydney@ramsclub corn>; McCauley, Don <don@ramsclub corn>; McGrath, Colin B 
<mcgrathc@email unc edu>; McPherson, Dawn <dawn@ramsclub corn>; Modlin, 
William F <William Modlin@facilities unc edu>; Montgometa£, John 
<john@ramsclub corn>; Montross, Eric <eric@ramsclub corn>; Morris, Johnnie Craig 
<Craig Morris@t~acilities unc edu>; Morris, Steven <Steven Morris@facilities unc edu>; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Oliver, Ann <ann@ramsclub corn>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parrish, Shane <sparrish@unc edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L 
<jplumble@email unc edu>; Plunkett, MalN Rob <maryrobp@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; randall young@fac unc edu; Reavis, Joshua 
<joshreavis@unc edu>; Robinson, Stephen <stepher@email unc edu>; Robinson, Steve 
A <coachrob@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Sahratian, Jonas R 
<jonasrs@email unc edu>; Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@email unc edu>; 

~gmail corn; Smith, Tim <tim@ramsclub corn>; Snyder, Lee 
<leesnyder@unc edu>; Stefanski, Eric Edward <estefans@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, 



Attach: 

Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason <jsteinberg@unc edu>; Stewart, Robert House 
<rhstewar@email unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Suits, Christy H 
<christy@unc edu>; Temple, Abbey <adoran@unc edu>; Terrell, Matt 
<matt@ramsclub corn>; Theby, David C <theby@email unc edu>; Thomas, David M 
<David Thomas@facilities unc edu>; Tichenor, Megan <megan@ramsclub corn>; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
<matouloupas@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Ungano, Robin 
<robin@ramsclub corn>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Wade, 
Chad E <Chad Wade@t~acilities unc edu>; Walsh, Sue <suewalsh@ramsclub corn>; 
Watkins, Ciarra <ciarrajw@email unc edu>; Williams, Britta <britta@ramsclub corn>; 
Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu>; Woods, Linda W <lwoods@unc edu>; 

Workman, Aaron <aworkman@unc edu> 

Weekly Schedule 

THIS’vVEEK-2013-51 pdf 

Is attached. Thanks! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 8:13 AM 

Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Frederick, Brad <bradfred@email unc edu>; 
Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu>; Robinson, Steve A <coachrob@unc edu>; 
McGrath, Colin B <mcgrathc@email unc edu>; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr <hidavis@unc edu> 

Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch(?*)unc edu>; Markos, Lance M 
<markos@email unc edu>;                       @email unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Gwaltney, 
CEnt <cgwaltney@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

FW: Scouting Seats Memo 

Memo - Comp Admissions MBB 2014 pdf 

Good Morning- 

Please see the reminder below from the ACC regarding the use of scouting seats ~t the tournament this week. 

As you know, the pd rpose of the scouting table is to provide a designated place for cou ntable coaches to sit and scout a 

if othel coaches would like the seats to scout, 

l et rne know if you have any quest[,ms. 

Thank you[ 

MaHelle A. vsnGeldei 

Associate Athletic Director 

From: Hostetter, Brad [mailto:bhostet[er@theacc.org] 
Sent= Monday, March 03, 2014 8:05 AM 
TO= Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu.edu); Alex Stone; Amanda Gray 
(agray3@demson.edu); Amy Badorf; Amy Herman; Andy Campbell (wcampb2@demson.edu); Angel Cavanaugh 
(as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brent Moberg; 
Bret Cowley; Bret[ Luy (bd111@my.fsu.edu); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vLedu); Bud Pough; Dressier, Carly; Carly 
Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Caroline Nourse (cmnourse@syr.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie doyle@ncsu.edu); Christine 
Lowthert; Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 
Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (craig.anderson@miami.edu); Cyndi Sykes; Dan Bartholomae 
(dbartholomae@athletics.pitLedu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Daniel Gossom; Danielle Barnes; Deborah Foley 
(dfoley@miami.edu); Derek Gwinn; Derrick Coles; Dr. Louis Marcoccia; Emiy Garr; Eric Baumgartner 
(emb8p@virginia.edu); Erin Moran (e.moran2@umiami.edu); Erlease Wagner (erleasem@syr.edu); Heather LaFon; Heidi 
Uebelhor; Herman Frazier; Jamie Mullin; Jason Greco; Jason Montgomery; Jeff Poulard; Jen Vining-Smith; Jill 
Bodensteiner; Jim Curry Omcurry@fsu.edu); John Carns; Julie Mallet[e; Kate Mat[hews; Kirsten Elleby 
(ellebykc@wfu.edu); Kristi Giddings; Kyle Buffolino; Kyle Snoke; Markos, Lance M; Lance Markos; Lauren Rust; Marcus 
Wilson; Vangelder, Marielle A; Marissa Sprick; Marquita Armstead; Marra Hvozdovic; Matt Pot[roff; Matthew Banker; 



Meeghan Ford; Michelle Lee (michelle_l~e@ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Pogge, Paul; 
Strassner, Rachel; Ralph Shick; Rob Slavis (rslavis@virginia.edu); Ryan Clingan; Seth Barwick; Shardonay Blueford; 
Shoshanna Engel; Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Tasha Fisher; Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hair,on 
(hairstct@~fu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Timmermans, Tom; Tom Timmermans 

~gmail.com); Vanessa Fuchs (v~uchs@fsu.edu); Ille, Vince; Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Zac 
Saunders (zsau nders@at hletics.pilt.ed u) 
C~ Burgemei~er, Malt; Giardina, Mary 
Subject: Scouting seats memo 

All 

This is my am~ual plea for your assistm~cc in reminding your coaches and non-coachh~g basketball staffwho ma} scout in 
person m~d therefore, ma? sit in the scouth~g seats at the conference tournament Our staffwill be monitoring the coaches 
seats to ensure tbat tbere is enough morn for full-time coaches to sit and scout during tbe tournament Witb 15 teams tbis 
year. tbe space is even more limited tban in tbe past; so, your help on tbe front end to remind tbe Directors of Ops, etc tbat 
tbose seats are t’or tbe coacbes who can scout in person is much appreciated 

Thanks m~d I hope to see you in Greensboro 

BRAD HOSTETTER 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Compliance & Governance/Human Resources 
O: 3363694640 I C: 
bhostet~e r@t heacc or,g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bar~’y Amlin <barrya@uwindsor ca> 

Friday, April II, 2014 12:40 PM 

Williams, Roy A <williara@email unc edu> 

Windsor tour 

Coach Williams, 

I hope all is well. 

We would love to host your program on a trip to Canada this summer. 

I know you are well aware of the benefits that these tours can provide your team. With your great class 
coming in the timing looks great. 

We have hosted Ohio State, Virginia Tech, and Kentucky to name a few over the last 9 years we have 
done foreign tours. 

Our proximity to Detroit allows for easy travel for you and your fan base who wish to attend. 

There is a huge Tar Heel fan base in Windsor believe it or not. 

It would be great to speak to you or someone on your staff in more detail. My cell is 

Look forward to hearing from you. 

Barry 

Barry Amlin 
Assistant Coach 
University of Windsor Men’s Basketball 
DeparLment of Athletics 
401 Sunset Ave. 
Windsor, ON N9B3P4 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, .         ¯ 11:16:13 AM 
UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA Academics 
Lane, Cricket; ; Johnson, Shelley H; Gelin, Dana E; Hoots, Er]c M; W~lliarns, 
Andre; Adams, Clarissa 

Tomorrow - Loudermilk DeStress Fest 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
DeStress Fest S~ (575.4K) 
DeStress FestSpring pdf (769.3K) 

All - 

Tomorrow is our Spring DeStress Fest at Loudermilk. A flyer is attached to this e-mail with more 
information and a schedule of events, including a pancake dinner at 10:00PM on the 3rd floor (first 
come, first serve). 

Please share with your team/department, and feel free to join us throughout the day. 

Thanks, 

Graduate Assistant 

Student-Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919-843-2306 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 12:26 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~ayone <uncaa-everyone@groups uric edu> 

~gmail corn 

FW: DRAFT: Please Welcome Ochuko Jenije 

Ochuko Jenije jpg 

Ochuko Jenije (oh - CHOO - toe J EN - uh - jay) joins the Student Athlete Development staff as an Assistant Director 
effective May 5, 2014. He will assist in administering the five services areas of Student-Athlete Development but will be 

the primary contact for Carolina Outreach and the Student-Athlete Advisory Council (SAAC). 

Ochuko holds a BS in Sport Management from Florida State University in Tallahassee FL where he played football. He 

received an MS in Higher Education with an emphasis in General Administration from FSU as well. 

Prior to coming to UNC, Ochuko served as an Intern, Assistant and then Coordinator of Student Services at FSU. 

Ochuko interned in Sports Information at FSU as well and spent time in Marketing at Oral Roberts University in Tulsa OK 

and the University of Tulsa. 

His office (Room 2108) is located in the Student Athlete Development office suite in Loudermilk and his phone number is 

919- is 843-2306. Please stop byto welcome him to UNC. 

Check out his full bio HERE. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dully, Kathy B <kdufi’y@unc edu> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 I 1:34 AM 

UNCAA-Evetryone <uncaa-everyone@groups uric edu> 

PLAY DAY 

What a GREAT play day! 

I just wanted to thank everyone involved for creating such a fun day. 

From Bubba, Dr. MiLLer, Stacey Warner et aL.......and our wonderful "hosts and hostesses" at Tennis, Walking, Line Dancing, 
GoLf and other activities........a[[ the way to everyone who parddpated and had FUN!! 

Hope to see as many people as possible at the Friday night baseball game and picnic or at NCAA M&W Tennis or NCAA 
WLax!! 

GO HEELS!!! 

Kathy Duffy 
919 962 0040 office 

mobile 
919-843-5972 fax 

kdu ffv@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@ unc.edu> 

Thursday, Mayg, 2014 1:53 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff 

<uncaa_seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches 

<uncaa_headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

book review 

No judgments here, just passing this interesting review along 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(93.9) 962 7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Ballen, Marina K <mballen@unc edu> 

Monday, May 12, 2014 5:39 PM 

UNCAA-EvetTone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

FW: Anthony Travel Smwey 

Please see the email beiow from John Anthony, President/CEO of Anthony Travei, Inc. It would be extremeiy helpful if 
you would take a few moments to complete the survey. Anthony Travel needs our in pat so that they can provide the 

best selv[ce possible, 

From: John Anthony [mailto:JohnAnthony@anthom~ravel.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, May 07, 2014 9:58 AM 
TO~ Ballen, MaRina K 
Subject~ Anthony Travel Survey 

dcpa~ tJl:mnt o~er th~ 211 20L4 a,= i ::mi,. ,eat "[o tb:t end ,,,ie te.,pe~ tl’flly ,".sk/0,1 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ballen, Marfina K <mballen@unc edu> 
Tuesday, May 27, 2014 2:36 PM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups unc edu> 

UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaaseniorstaff@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Business Office 
<uncaabusinessoffice@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
<uncaaexestaff@groups unc edu> 

Training Session with Anthony Travel 

Dear Coaches, 

As we prepare for fiscal 2014 15, in an effort to meet your travel needs in the most efficient and effective way possible, 

the Athletic Business Office, in collaboration with Anthony Travel,, will conduct a mandatory travel training session on 

Tuesda% June J.7th at J.0:00 a.m. Please designate one individual from your staff to attend this session. This should be 

the individual who coordinates most of you r team’s travel arrangements. 

This meeting is meant to be informational, but will also cover proper procedures and timelines for booking of air travel, 

hotels, and buses. We hope to develop open lines of communication between the Athletic Business Office, Anthony 

Travel, sport administrators and our sport programs through discussion of your current practices, what we could be 

doing differently, and what would be helpful to you and your staff in the future. The end goal is to streamline our 

processes to make the travel procedures for team travel easier and more efficient for coaches and staff, and to provide 

you with the best service possible. 

It is important that we have complete participation, so please respond to me by Tuesday, June 3rd,with your designee 

and whether or not they will be able to attend on the above date. If they are unable to attend, we will schedule a 

make-up session for them. 

Thank you for your continued support of our unit. 

Best wishes for a successful year! 

Martina 

Margna K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office [919) 962 2715 
Cell 
Fax (929) 962-0225 

"~We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 9:26 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~ayone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Marketing Office Newest Member - Alexis Henderson 

Alexis Henderson jpg 

All - 

The marketing office is excited to welcome Alexis Henderson to the Carolina Athletics family. Alexis, who comes to us 

from the Vanderbilt Athletic Department will join our staff as an Assistant Director of Marketing. She will oversee all 

marketing efforEs for our Men’s & Women’s Soccer and Men’s and Women’s Lacrosse programs. 

As a basketball student athlete, Alexis earned her BS in SporEs Marketing/Management and BA in Communications in 

Electronic Media from Xavier University in 2005. She went on to receive her Law Degree from Marquette University in 

2010. She has also worked at the NCAA and in the Marquette and New Mexico athletic departments. 

nd Alexis first day with us will be the week of June 2 and her office will be located on the 2nd floor of the Ernie 

Williamson Athletics Center. 

Please join me in welcoming Alexis to Carolina Athletics. 

Go Heels, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The University of NorEh Carolina 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
michaelbeale@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gallo, Jr, Larry A <atbgallo@unc edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 1:00 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaaexestaff@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
<uncaaheadcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
<uncaaasstheadcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAASportsMed 
<uncaa sportsmed@groups uncedu>;UNCAA Academics 
<uncaaacademics@groups unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Lynch, Nadia 
Suzanne <nlynch@unc edu>; Friend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey 
L <cholliday@unc edu>; Anderson, Melinda <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; High, Jane 
Start <jhigh@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Streett, Shelly 
<sjgreen@email unc edu>; Holt, Joan M <jholt@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email unc edu>; UNCAA-Compliance 
<uncaacompliance@groups unc edu> 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>; 
Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc edu>; Frederick, Brad <bradfled@email unc edu>; Hoots, 
Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Law, C~eg A <greg/aw@unc edu>; Te~2cn Brill 

@gmail corn>; Martin, Joseph T <jmartinl@email unc edu>; Oliaro, Scott M 
<oliaro@email unc edu> 

TIME SENSITIVE AND URGENT - 2014-15 STUDENT-ATHLETE MEDICAL 
INSURANCE AND PRESCR~TION DRUG INFORMATION 

Sports M edicine Infom~ation(2014-15)pdf 

Friends: 

Once again, we are requesting your assistance in obtaining medical insurance information fl-om your respective 
sport’s 2014-15 student-athletes Additionally, we ask for your help in makin~ sure all student-athletes and their 
parents are aware of the reouirements re~ardin~ mandato~w medical insurance for all UNC students Finally, we 
ask for your assistance in obtaining NCAA required documentation from your student-athletes who might be 
taking prescription medications that include banned substances (eg, stimulant medication for learning 
disabilities) 

Mandatu~N Medical Insurance Requirement 

I Please take the time to review the enclosed letter to the parents regarding the mandato~T insurance 
requirement The answers to any 
questions you and/or the parents might have are likely found in the attached document or on the 

referenced websites 

2 Parents should be informed tbat. pursuant to NCAA regulations, this mandatory insurance IS NOT 
covered by an atbletics’ scholarships! The cost of the system-wide policy, should the parents choose 
to purchase the plan for their son/daughter, will be the t~amily’s responsibility 

Procedures for Medical Insurance Fom~s 

I Print offthe attached document: "Sports Medicine Information (2014-15)" 



2 Make the appropriate number of copies and mail the entire packet to the parents/legal guardians of each 
of your student-athletes you are expecting to be on your squad list during the 2014-2015 year (i.e., 
returnees, transfers, incoming freshmen, medical exempts - EVERYONE! 

As an alternative to mailing, please note that you can also email this packet to parents if you have their 
email addresses - however, it will be your responsibility to follow-up with each of them to make sure 
that they have successfully received the email and are proceedin~ with completin~ the required 
documentation 

This medical insurance process should be completed in its entirety~ with all forms returned to Sports 
Medicine, by Friday, June 20~ 2014. 

The NCAA Medical Excention Policy for Banned Drues information is to be nrovided to our Snorts 
Medicine Department by Tuesday, July 1, 2014 

This email has been sent to each head coach, assistant coaches, administrative assistants/directors of operations 
of certain sports, the sports medicine staff; and to the teams’ administrative assistants 

Thank you for your immediate attention to this velN important welfare issue concerning our student-athletes 
Please be very diligent in disseminating this information to all of your 2014-15 "to-be" student-athletes in a 
timely fashion Please feel free to share this information with your colleagues in your work unit I appreciate 
your cooperation and assistance in advance 

Take care, and GO HEELS 

Be wcl[, 
Larry Gallo, Jr 
Executive Associate Director of Addctics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc edu> 

Friday, May 30, 2014 I : 18 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~ayone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Athletic Business Office 2013-2014 Year End Memo 

Year End Memo pdf 

All, 

Please see attached memo for various deadlines for the 2023-2014 year. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael Perkins 

Assistant Athletic %rector for Business Operations 

Department of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 962 5155 

Cell: 

Fax : (919) 962 0125 

m De rkin s(a~ u nca a.u n c.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc,edu> 

Friday, 1:20 PM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa_headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

Patterson Medal 

Head Coaches: 

Please let me know if your respective sport has a nominee for the Patterson Medal. You may call me (999-962-7258) or reply 

by email. I have already received a number of candidates from the SIDs. 

The Patterson Medal is the top athletic award given annually to a UNC student athlete. Consider it a lifetime achievement 

award, not just a single-season recognition. 

The award is given to a departing senior or a junior who has competed at least three seasons but has turned pro (for example, 

would be eligible for consideration as he played three seasons and declared for the          but 

was not a nominee last year because played two seasons despite being on the roster for three as he red 

shirted his first year). 

Athletic achievement over his/her career is the top consideration but academics and good citizenship may be disqualifying 

factors. (Please do NOT email me with the names of people who would be disqualified for academic or citizen issues). 

We select a male and female recipient. Last year’s recipients were 

from 

Thanks. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(999) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 4, 2014 12:09 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-eve ryone@grou ps.unc.ed u> 

NACDA Names UNC’s Bubba Cunningham as 3rd Vice President 

NACDA Names UNC’s Bubba Cunningham as 3rd Vice President 

CLEVELAND - The National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA), along with its Officers, 
Executive Committee and Past Presidents, Nominating Committee Chair and NACDA President Mike Alden, 
director of athletics at the University of Missouri, announced that University of North Carolina (UNC) Director 
of Athletics Lawrence R "Bubba" Cunningham, would become the Association’s 3rd Vice President after the 
2014 Convention 

"It is an honor to be named the 3rd Vice President of NACDA," says Cunningham "Representing my 
colleagues on the board is a privilege and I look forward to addressing the challenges that each of us is 
dealing with in today’s dynamic world of college athletics " 

Cunningham is in his third year at the helm of the North Carolina athletics program and has already achieved 
unprecedented success During Cunningham’s first full season with the Tar Heels, Carolina finished eighth in 

the Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup standings behind the strength of national championships in women’s soccer and women’s lacrosse 

During the 2012-13 academic year, a record 328 student-athletes made the ACC Academic Honor Roll and 120 and 128 student- 
athletes made the Dean’s List for the fall and spring terms, respectively One of Cunningham’s first accomplishments at UNC was 
developing a strategic plan for Carolina athletics, including a new mission statement, "We Educate and Inspire through Athletics," with 
four core values responsibility, innovation, service and excellence 

Nationally, Cunningham was named the 2008-09 Under Armour Athletics Director of the Year and has served on the Board of Directors 
of the Alzheimers Association of Oklahoma and the Folds of Honor Foundation Board Cunningham also served on the Gatorade 
National Advisory Board and has been a featured speaker at numerous NACDA and 1A institute conferences 

Prior to his arrival at North Carolina, Cunningham served as director of athletics at the University of Tulsa and Ball State University 
Cunningham also worked for Notre Dame Athletics in various positions from 1988 to 2002. 

About NACDA: NACDA, now in its 49th year, is the professional and educational Association for more than 10,400 college athletics 
administrators at more than 1,600 institutions throughout the U nited States, Canada and Mexico More than 4,000 athletics 
administrators annually attend NACDA & Affiliates Convention Week Additionally, NACDA manages 13 professional associations and 
three foundations For more information on NACDA, visit w~vw nacda com 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, June 4, 2014 3:08 PM 

UNCAA-Evetayone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Coleman Scott To Join Wrestling Staff 

c scott medal jpeg 

Hi all, 
Please see below for the press release announcing Coleman Scott as our newect wrestling assistant. He doesn’t have a 
UNC head shot yet, but I’ve attached a photo of him with his Olympic medal so you know what he looks like. Welcome to 
Carolina, Coleman! 
Bobby 

CHAPEL HILL --- Coleman Scott, a four-time All-America performer at Oklahoma State and the 2008 NCAA champion at 
133 pounds, has been named an assistant coach with the North Carolina wrestling program, head coach C.D. Mock 
announced Friday. Scott, who has also excelled at the international level as a four-time member of the United States 
National Team and a 2012 Olympic bronze medalist in freecb/le at 60 kg, will be involved in all aspects of training and skill 
instru~ion for the Tar Heels. 

"We are very excited to have Coleman Scot~ join ou r Tar Heel family," Mock said. "Coming from one of the most 
successful wrestling programs in the history of the sport, his knowledge and experience as a competitor and a coach will 
add immeasurably to the existing staff and team." 

Scot~ will work directly with the light and light/middle weights on technique and training for Carolina afrer wrapping up 
competition for the summer in July. 

Prior to starring at Oklahoma State, Scott was a three-time Pennsylvania state champion at Waynecburg Central High 
School. 

Bobby Hundley 
Assistant Director, UNC Athletic Communications 
bhundley@unc.edu 
919-843-5678 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Thursday,             8:56 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~ayone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu> 

Online Staff Directo~ay 

All, 
I write to inform you that one of our interns this summer, will be working with Dana Gelin to update our 

online staff directory over the course of the next few months,     has been asked to directly contact staff members to 

u pdate their biographies and photographs on ou r website. If for some reason you do not wish for certain biographical 

information and/or your photograph to be included on the website, please just let    know. 

I encourage everyone to get to know    as he completes this project. He has served as the              and a 

manager for our team at Carolina over the last few years and will be a great resource for our Department this 

summer. 

Best, 
Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 10:49 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-eve ryone@srou ps.unc.ed u> 

My Carolina Experience: 

To UNC Athletic Department Staff: 

We continue our GoHeels.com "My Carolina Experience’~ features this evening with a look at former UNC 

We will be running features on current and former UNC student athletes throughout the summer at GoHeels. 

The link to the feature on can be found at: 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2926, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 (Mail) 

300 Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 2753.4 (Shipping) 

(Phone) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Monday, $:45 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-eve ryone@grou ps.unc.ed u> 

My Carolina Experience: 

UNC Athletics Staff: 

linvite you to read about UNC 

GoHeels.com. 

Thanks again to 

The link to story is below: 

Sincerely, 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

(Phone) 

for her efforts on this series. 

as part of continuing My Carolina Experience series on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tilnmermans, Tom <tilnmermans@unc edu> 

Thursday              9:08 AM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head 
Coaches <uncaaasstheadcoaches@groups unc edu> 

Vangelder, Matielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Markos, Lance M 
<markos@email unc edu>;                          ~email unc edu> 

~email unc edu> 

Paperwork Reminder 

Coaches, 

Tomorrow          is the deadline for May paperwork, All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you 

don’t have any contacts or evaluations, you must still notify the Compliance ONce. 

For those sports that held offcial visits in May, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and Guidelines) on file 

for all visits through the weekend ol 

In addition, we also need all countable hours and participation logs for the remainder of the year submitted by tomorrow. 

Contact for ALL SPORTS 0email.unc.edu. 

Holds will be placed tomorrow. Thanks. 

Tom Timmermans I Associate Director of Compliance/Monitoring I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell              I Fax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu> 

Thursday, June 12, 2014 9:34 AM 

Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@unc edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
<uncaa exestaff@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
<uncaaheadcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
<uncaaasstheadcoaches@groups unc edu>; UNCAASportsMed 
<uncaa spor~smed@groups uncedu>;UNCAA Academics 
<uncaaacademics@groups unc edu>; G~iggs, Kathy <kgliggs@unc edu>; Lynch, Nadia 
Suzanne <nlynch@unc edu>; Friend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey 
L <cholliday@unc edu>; Anderson, Melinda <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; High, Jane 
Starr <jhigh@unc edu>; Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email unc edu>; Streett, Shelly 
<sjgreen@email unc edu>; Holt, Joan M <jholt@unc edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
<skoenig@unc edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email unc edu>; UNCAA-Compliance 
<uncaacompliance@groups unc edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>: Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc edu>; Frederick, 
Brad <bradfled@email unc edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Law, Greg A 
<greglaw@unc edu>; Te~Tn Brill           @gmail corn>; Martin, Joseph T 
<jmartin I @email unc edu>; Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email unc edu> 

RE: T]ME SENSITIVE AND URGENT -- 2014-15 STUDENT-ATHLETE IVIEDICAL 
INSURANCE AND PRESCR12TION DRUG INFO~TION 

Head Coaches, 

We have had a few calls of parents having difficulty generating medical record numbers at the hospital, We 
have called over to the hospital and hav~ verified the number in the letter that was sent out is correct Can 
you please inform parents that when they dia! the number they wi!l be told they have reached "Bed 

Placement", Thevql then be prompted to pick an option, They should pick option #~t which will state that it is 
for same day/psychiatry appointments and this [s going to be the correct option to place them with someone 

that will generate a new medical record number. 

Sorry for the confusion. The hospital has been transition[ng to a new electronic medical record system and no 

longer has a method to set up medical record numbers before the patient is actually scheduled for any 
tests/appointments, Theg are accommodating us so that we can obtain these beforehand and avoid any 

delays [f an athlete needs any ~esting or to see any specialists at the hospital. 

I apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused and thank you for getting the word out to avoid any 

further frustration 

Thank you, 

Mario 



From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 1:00 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_SportsMed; UNCAA_Academics; Griggs, 
Kathy; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Friend, Cynthia Stone; Holliday, Corey L; Anderson, Melinda; High, Jane Start; Cheek, 
Donna E; StreeLt, Shelly; Holt, Joan M; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth; Domina, Julie; UNCAA-Compliance 
Cc: Ciocca, Mario F; Sander, Thomas J; Arendas, Dave; Frederick, Brad; Hoots, Eric M; Law, Greg A; Teryn Brill; Martin, 
Joseph T; Oliaro, Scott M 
Subject: TIME SENSITIVE AND URGENT ~ 2014-15 STUDENT-ATHLETE MEDICAL INSURANCE AND PRESCRIPTION 
DRUG INFORMATION 
Importance: High 

Friends: 

Once again, we are requesting your assistance in obtaining medical insurance information from your respective 
sport’s 2014-15 student-athletes Additionally. we ask for your helo in making sure all student-athletes and their 
parents are aware of the requirements re~arding mandatuw medical insurance for all UNC students Finally, we 
ask for your assistance in obtaining NCAA required documentation from your student-athletes who might be 
taking prescription medications that include banned substances (eg, stimulant medication for learning 
disabilities) 

Mandatory Medical Insurance Requirement 

1 Please take the time to review the enclosed letter to the parents regarding the mandatory insurance 
requirement The answers to any 
questions you and/or the parents might have are likely found in the attached document or on the 

referenced websites 

2 Parents should be informed that, pursuant to NCAA regulations, this mandatory insurance IS NOT 
covered by an athletics’ scholarships[ The cost of the system-wide policy, sfiould the parents choose 
to purchase the plan for their son/daughter, will be the family’s responsibility 



Procedures for Medical Insurance Fom~s 

1 Ptintofftheattacheddocument: "Sports Medicine Information (2014-15)" 

2 Make the appropriate number of copies and mail the entire packet to the parents/legal guardians of each 
of your student-athletes you are expecting to be on your squad list during the 2014-2015 year (i.e., 
returnees, transfers, incoming freshmen, medical exempts - EVERYONE!!). 

As an alternative to mailing, please note that you can also email this packet to parents if you have their 
email addresses - however, it will be your responsibility to follow-up with each of them to make sure 
that they have successfully received the email and are oroceedin~ with comNetinu the reouired 
documentation 

"rite e~closed Sttidem-A*hle*e h~sur*mce lnf~rma~io~l Form, ~d ~ther requested mcd~c~t 

information, are tu be ret~rned per ~he directi~m~ in ~he letter fr~m ~he Dire~’t~r of S~orts 

/he~e procedm’e~ have been completed 

This medical insurance process should be completed in its entirety, with all forms returned to Sports 
Medicine, by Friday, June 20, 2014. 

The NCAA Medical Exception Policy for Banned Drugs information is to be provided to our Sports 
Medicine Deoartment bv Tuesday. July 1.2014 

This email has been sent to each head coach, assistant coaches, administrative assistants/directurs of operations 
of certain sports, the sports medicine staff, and to the teams’ administrative assistants 

Thank you for your immediate attention to this vet2/important welfare issue concerning our student-athletes 
Please be ve~-y diligent in disseminating this infom~ation to all of your 2014-15 "to-be" student-athletes in a 
timely t~ashion Please feel free to share this inibrmation with your colleagues in your work unit I appreciate 
your cooperation and assistance in advance 

Take care, and GO HEELS 

Be well, 
Larry Gallo, Jr 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 





















This will blow your mind! 

Just do it - don’t cheat!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Try this its actually quite good 

But don’t cheat! 

Count the number of F’s in the following text: 

FINISHED FILES ARE THE 
RESULT OF YEARS OF SCIENTIFIC 
STUDY COMBINED WiTH THE 
EXPERIENCE OF YEARS 

OK? 

How many? 

Three? 

Wrong, there are six - no joke! 

Read again! 

FINISHED FILES ARE THE 



RESULT OF YEARS OF SCiENTiFiC 
STUDY COMBINED ~TH THE 
EXPERIENCE OF YEARS 

TIIree is norrnaL 











Quick Eye Exam... 
This will blow your mind...! 

Just do it - don’t cheatllllllllllll 

FINISHED FILES ARE THE 
RESULT OF YEARS OF SCIENTIFIC 
STUDY COMBINED V~ITH THE 

OK? 

How many? 

Three? 

Wrong, there are six - no joke! 

Read again! 

FINISHED FILES ARE THE 



RESULT OF YEARS OF SCIENTIFIC 
STUDY COMBINED WITH THE 
EXPERIENCE OF YEARS 

Incredible or what? 

Anyone who counts al~ six F’s on the first go is a genius 
Thr~e is normal. 

Now forward this to all of your friends and back to the person who sent it to you, but for the subject write 
if you got it right or wrong, And please don’t lie because it will spoil all the fun of this forward! 











Attach: 

cam 





Subject: 

Attach: 



Subject: 

Wednesday January 1212005 324 PM 

~.ao corn:            @ao corn:           @ao corn:         ~yahoo corn;           ~hotmail cem; 



Ashley Eyre <adb54@emaihbvu,edu>: Ashley Lake @col,corn>; Becky ]ensen 

..... 0 iginal Message ..... 

..... Original Message 





a~oar~ th~s~ 8~ ~ates ~s the ~a~, 



t it( f yo\ are a [4Jcroso L ~dows L :e o ;< wo wee] 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu 

Monday, 10:3 I AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@mail UNCAA UNC edu> 

Sunday 

T will 11ol be available to lulor the wriling lab next Sunday nighl I spok¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu 
Monday, 4:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@mail uncaa unc edu> 
Re: This Week’s Schedule 

available that ltight I apologize for fire late notice, but I hope you 
have a great break 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email unc edu 
Sunday,                   6:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@mail uncaa unc edu> 
Re: SP06 

Untitled attachment 02536 txt 

Here’s the form I included this on the form, but I need to clmnge in) 
days next semester to Sunda) mid Monda) (instead of Sun and Tues) 
Let me know ir lifts will be a problem OIhcr~is¢ have a grcal break 
and happy holidays[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu 

Thursday,.                4:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@mail uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Revised Tutorial Schedule 

After looking a/m5 sch¢dul¢, I can work Wednesday nighls in addition 
to Sunda? 1 saw that you don’t need me for Mondays, but I would like 
to do mot~ thtm one day a week (helps keep me hi a ~1\~ tlun) So if 
Wednesday looks like d will lulv¢ some Im ffic. I can work then too 
Just let me know and rll catch you around soon 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 

Tuesday,. 2:27 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@mail uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Study Hall on Sunday 

If it’s op¢n I’ll be thero, but I figured Ihc A¢ Ccnl¢r would be 
closed For in> vote, I say go ahead and close it, but ff you do decide 
to keep it open r[1 be there 

Quoting Bt~m Blmtton -~olanton~a mad uncaa unc edu> : 







From: @email unc edu 
Sent: Monday, 

To: blanton@uncaa unc edu 
Subject: wallet 

earlier Ioday thank goodness) I’ll drop by b¢forc the c¢nler closes 



















List of books for 

Monday ] 2/I t/2006 

Book Title/Subject Author Ix}cation in Library 

Paul Lawrence Dunbar Catherine Reef Youth 

I,angston Hughes Pat McKissack Youth 

’Life of Langston Hughes" A Rampersad Stacks?Humanities 

Alice Walker Tony Gentry Youth 

I Joan Urhan 
Richard Wright Stacks 

2 Constance Webb 
÷ 

Maya Angelou Jayne Petlit Youth 

Ralph Ellison Lawrence P Jackson Humanities 

~With Billie" Julia Blackburn Fine A~’~s 

Jay Z John Bankston Youth 

Loais Armstrong Louis An~astrong Fine Arts (biography) 

Ella Fitzgerald Katherine Krohn Youth 

Denzel Washington Alex Simmons Youth 

I Carol Bergman 1 Stacks 
Sidney Poitier 

2 Aram Goudsiouzian 2 Fine ~affta 

1 James Earl Jones 1 Stacks 
2 Judy Hasday 2 Youth 

Samuel L Jackson Tracey Dils Youth 

"Will Pou, er[" (Will Smith)    Jan Berenson                  Stacks 
÷ 

Morgan Freeman             Gina DeAngelis              Youth 
÷ 

Dorothy Da*~&~dge            Donald Bogle                 Fine A~s 
÷ 

Halle Beuy                   Kelly Kenyatta                Popula* Library 
÷ 

Queen Latifah Kathleen Tracy Youth 





List of books for 

Monday ] 2/I t/2006 

Book Title/Subject Author Ix}cation in Library 

Paul Lawrence Dunbar Catherine Reef Youth 

I,angston Hughes Pat McKissack Youth 

’Life of Langston Hughes" A Rampersad Stacks?Humanities 

Alice Walker Tony Gentry Youth 

I Joan Urhan 
Richard Wright Stacks 

2 Constance Webb 
÷ 

Maya Angelou Jayne Petlit Youth 

Ralph Ellison Lawrence P Jackson Humanities 

~With Billie" Julia Blackburn Fine A~’~s 

Jay Z John Bankston Youth 

Loais Armstrong Louis An~astrong Fine Arts (biography) 

Ella Fitzgerald Katherine Krohn Youth 

Denzel Washington Alex Simmons Youth 

I Carol Bergman 1 Stacks 
Sidney Poitier 

2 Aram Goudsiouzian 2 Fine ~affta 

1 James Earl Jones 1 Stacks 
2 Judy Hasday 2 Youth 

Samuel L Jackson Tracey Dils Youth 

"Will Pou, er[" (Will Smith)    Jan Berenson                  Stacks 
÷ 

Morgan Freeman             Gina DeAngelis              Youth 
÷ 

Dorothy Da*~&~dge            Donald Bogle                 Fine A~s 
÷ 

Halle Beuy                   Kelly Kenyatta                Popula* Library 
÷ 

Queen Latifah Kathleen Tracy Youth 



~ F stratlve Assistants are nvted also, but please make sue that we have cove age n the office whle you attend. 

if you wl be attending Thanks 

~to[OgyOncologyFelows wi I be f nishing up the r fel owship in and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:10 PM 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 

B]OL Exam Review - Monday @ 8pm.msg 

Tony, 

i think this is Looks like her email address did not go through. Please be sure this is correct in the 

database and let her know of this review. 

Thankyou, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 4:27 PM 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email unc edu>: Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Saturday’s Game 

Staff, do any of you have two tickets you’re not using for this Saturday’s game? 

Bradley R~H. Bethel 
Reading and Writing Specialist 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Emaih bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
C)flqce: 919-962-2237 

Cell: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <crickett~guncaa unc edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 4:13 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@erRail unc edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbetheltiguncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blantontiguncaa unc edu>; Seth 

Bridger <bridgerb(~)uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket(~)uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince [lie <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimieleetiguncaa unc edu>; John Blanchard ~jgb(~)uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa uncedu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>, 

Shelley Johnson <shel~otiguncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo(~)uncaa unc edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn(~)uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa uncedu> 

Powell, Candice Sheilds FlerRing <candicef@ernail unc edu> 

Fwd: Carolina Firsts Homecoming Event Raffle items 

Hey there, 

[ think Robert took care of this in the past So Z’m looking for Carolina items can you ask your coaches for 

some items for the Carolina Firsts Homecoming celebrations? [ would like to have items by November 7th [ 

will store in my office until delivered 

> > > On 10/3/20~2 at 2:07 PM, in message <d69cf402fcOe480fa4bbb4Zdb549645etigits msxht3 ad unc edu>, 

"Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming <candiceftigemail unc edu> wrote: 

Dear Cricket, 

I hope this message finds you doing well. We are gearing up for the Carolina Firsts Homecoming celebration on 

November 3.0. In the past, athletics has been very generous to give us some items to raffle off. Are there a few (3 5?) 

items (bags, balls, shirts, etc.) that you would be able to donate to this year’s celebration? Thank you for any help you 

can offer. 

Candice Powell, M.Ed. 

Retention Specialist 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

303.7 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

999.843.6443 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:46 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Schedule 

Iiust wanted to let you know that . schedule has changed to 7:00pm lOpm Sunday Thursday. There will be 
a drop in each day at 9pm that I have given permission to stay beyond lOpm as needed. He felt like swapping the 

6pm drop in for extra minutes after lOpm would be the best use of time and money. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (offce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 4:09 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: [orientationpresenters] NSCPP Student Leader Recruitment 

FyT, T don’t know if anyone else received this email but please let me know if you have any students who would be 

interested in these oppoEunities so that I can submit their names for nomination. 

I know that being an Orientation Leader requires a large time commitment, but it would be a really good experience for 

anyone who is chosen. 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > DSA NSCPP New Students < newstudents@unc.ed u > 10/10/2012 3:56 PM > > > 

Greetings Carolina Campus Partners and Friends, 

The Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs (NSCPP) is pleased to announce the beginning of our 
recruitment and selection process for the 2012-2013 Orientation Leader (OL), Tar Heel Beginnings (THB) Co- 

Chair, and T-Link Peer Mentor leadership positions~ 

OLs: Orientations Leaders 
¯ introduce new first year and transfer students and their parents/family members to our Carolina 

community 
¯ communicate information regarding University resources and services 

assist new students in connecting with peers, faculty, and staff 

help communicate the expectations for living and learning in our diverse Carolina community 



THB Co-Chairs: Tar Heel Beginnings Co-Chair 

¯ assist with the coordination, and implementation of Tar Heel Beginnings, intentional programming 
designed to enhance the student experience through the duration of the students’ first semester at 

Carolina 
¯ provide key leadership in the planning, coordination and implementation of the Week of Welcome 

(WOW), the introductory aspect of Tar Heel Beginnings 
¯ communicate with faculty/staff, student, and local community stakeholders 

recruit and train Tar Heel Beginnings Board student leaders 

T-Links: Peer Mentors 
¯ send at least one monthly group communication to assigned Mentees from April 2023 through 

December 2023 
¯ respond to individual mentee communications in a timely and appropriate manner 
¯ support New Student & Carolina Parent Programs staff with aspects related to Transfer Student 

Orientation and other Transfer Student Program Initiatives 
¯ engage with new transfer students at Week of Welcome programs and Tar Heel Beginnings 

programming 

We seek your assistance in identifying outstanding student leaders for these positions and encourage you to 
submit nominations. Each nominee will receive an email encouraging them to complete an application. 

To submit a nomination, please email newstudents@unc.edu with the following information: 
¯ Student Name: 
¯ Email Address: 

Academic Year (if possible): 

For more information about our student leadership positions or to access the application, please visit 

hI~p://t.co/Y3YGPDCU, contact our office at 929 962 8304, or e mail us at newstudents@unc.edu. 

The application deadline is Wednesday, October 31, 2012. 

Thanks so much for your support and all you do for Carolina!! 

The Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

<ul> 

<li > You are curre~tly subscribed to 

</ul> 
orientatio~prese~ters as: <a href-"mailto~townse~d@uncaa.u~c.edu">jtownse~d@u~caa.unc.edu </a >. To unsubscribe 

send a blank <br> 

email to <a href-"rnailto:leave 32278019 26768180.28555d55bd31929cdTe60fed0d2bdb64@listserv.unc.edu">leave 
32278019 26768180.28555d 55bd 31929cd7e60fed0d2bdb64@listserv.unc.edu </a > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 9:16 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridget 
<bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: new ENGL I 01 sections for Spring 2013--tell your students 

Colleagues, 

Please contact me if you have questions, 

Harold 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 8:36 AM 
TO: Beth Bridger; Beth Lyons; BlanLon, BrenL S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Kym Orr; Shelley Johnson; 
Spencer Welborn; Susan Maloy; Tia OversLreet; Tony Yount; Vince Ille; Wally Richardson 
Co: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: FW: new ENGL 101 se~ions for Spring 2013--teli your ~udents 

See below. Let me know if you have further questions. 

Loudcm~iik Center tbr Excc[lcllcc 
344 Ridge Rd i Campus 13o-4 3107 
Cha#el Hi]l, NC 27599I T (919) 9(~2-2277 

I F t919) 9(,?-8247 
braxllev 0etnel(a unc edu 

From: Danielewicz, Jane M 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 5:01 PM 
To: Veggian, Henry; Cohen, Marc D 
Cc: Hammer, Bradley Aaron; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: new ENGL 101 sections for Spring 2013--tell your s~udents 



Hi Henry and Marc--Please inform your students of the opportunity to enroll in ENGL 101 as a bridge- 
course, before taking ENGL 105. Here are the course times, etc.: 

The ENGL 101 / Spring 2013 schedule is: 

101001 TR      9:30-10:45 Kathleen Crosby MU 204 
101002 MWF 9:00-9:50 Ashley Reed MU Ill 

Students may "opt-in" to ENGL 101. They will receive 3 credits. They can take ENGL 105 either next 
summer (it will be offered in both summer sessions) or in the Fall 2013 if they choose to take ENGL 
101 in Spring 2013. 

They are only required to take ENGL 105, so some students may decide to move directly to ENGL 
105 after ENGL 100. Please take an active role in advising your students as to their best options. 

Bradley B--please pass this information along to Athletic Academic Advising. 

Let me know if any of you have questions. Thank you. 
Best, 
Jane 

Jane Danielewicz 
Hiskey Distinguished Professor in Research and Undergraduate Teaching 
Associate Professor 
Director of the Writing Program 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
CB# 3520 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

Writing Program (919) 962-6920 
Office (919) 962-1988 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 8:21 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince [lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.eclu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Please help publicize Spring 2013 Performance Course on H]V/A]DS 

Education 

FyT Academics. Cr cket and T have worked with Amy and Tnteractive Theatre Carolina in the past, and the interactive role 

playing and facilitation has been very well received by student athletes and coaches. Apparently, she is co teaching a 

performance course where no previous performance experence is required in the spring semesten She had asked 

that we forward the information to the appropriate persons. 

>>> "Bu~aine, Amy Van Bever" <bu~aine@email.unc.edu> 10/12/2012 3:33 PM >>> 
Cricket and Shelley, 

Thanks so mucM. 

Amy 

Here’s the blurb: 

NEW COURSE OFFERING: Spring Semester 2013 

Have you ever wanted to be in a performance that could potentially change someone’s life? If so... register 
for Comm Studies 390: Performing Sexual ffealth! 

Course # and Title: CommunicaUon Studies 390 (Special Topics]: Performing Sexual Health (UNE Sex Ed Squad) 



Course Description: In this course, we will form a theater collective known as the "UNC Sex Ed Squad." The UNC 

Sex Squad will receive intensive training in activist theater techniques as well as historical patterns and current 

trends in HIV/AIDS. As an ensemble of artist-educators we will write, rehearse, produce, and tour an engaging 
and challenging piece of activist theater aimed at educating ninth graders in the Carrboro Chapel Hill Unified 

School District about HIV/AIDS and sexual health. 

�ourse Credits: This is a 3 credit hour course. It is also an APPLES Service Learning Course that requires 30 

hours of academically relevant service and fulfills the Experiential Learning requirement 

�ourse Meeting Time: Spring Semester 2013, Fridays fi~om 9am 12pm. Students enrolled in the course w~fi 

be required to paffdcipate in a 2-week script building intensive from January 13-24 in fulfillment of their service 

learning hours (see details on the application). 

Instructor Permission Required: Enrollment for this course is by application. Please fill out the application by 

opening this link: click here to fill out the form. No prior experience in theater is necessary.. If you flare 
questions, please email Arianna Taboada: ataboada@arts.uc]a.edu or Amy Burtuine: burtuine@emafl.unc.edu 

Applications are due by Oct 31. You wig be notified by Nov. 5. 

Amy Burtaine, MFA 
Program Coordinator, Interactive Theatre Carolina 
Counseling and Wellne~ Sendces 
Campus Health Se~vicos 
CB# 7470 James A Taylor Bldg 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
919 966 2999 

Check out ITC’s we bsite: http://campushealth uric edu/itc 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail mes~ge, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not ~he intended recipient, please co n~act the 
sender by reply e mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
Monday,               ~ 9:02 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: Confirmation of your participation on So You Want to Go to Med School? Panel on 
Monday,           6-7p, 239B Hanes Hall 

From: Stiles, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, 9:19 AM 

To: Falk, Katherine Huffman; Fifield, Jessica; Blanton, Robin C; Kessler, Frank S 
~c: 

Su~ect: Confirmation of your participation on So You Want to Go to Ned School? Panel on Monday, October 15, 6-7p, 

239B Hanes Hall 

I want to thank each of you for volunteering as a participant on the "So You Think You Want to Go to Medical School" 

panel on Monday           from 6 7pro in 239B Hanes Hall {University Career Services). 

Because of a great suggestion from our pre-med advisors,                           we are focusing more on 

preparing for the MCAT, writing application essays/personal statements, and practicing for admissions interviews. 

It is hard to predict how many students will attend, but in the past we have had around 25 35 students. 

We are targeting first year through iuniors for this event though we might have a senior or two who will be applying to 

medical school after graduation. 

The room we are in has a computer and proiector if you have AV needs. 

I have organized the agenda as follows {if you need a little more time for your pot[ion of the presentation, let me know): 

1. Learning Center {preparing for the MCAT/pros and cons of test prep services) 10 min Robin Blanton, Frank 

Kessler 

2. Writing Center {writing essays/personal statements)-10 min-Jessica Fifield 

3. UNC Medical School {practicing for admissions interviews) 10 rain Dr. Katherine Huffman 

4. Q&A 15 30 minutes depending on # of questions from audience 

Limited parking is available after 5pro in the Hanes Lot right outside our building (look for P service spots that say 8-5 M- 

F only and avoid the 24 hour spots). 

If you would like, I can reserve a space for you in the Morehead Visitors Lot or temporarily provide a 2 hour service 

permit {we have two) so that you can park in 24 hour service spots in the Hanes Hall Lot. 

Please let me know by TODAY (Thursday, if you need a reserved spot. 

If you have any questions or need directions to our building, call me at my cell phone, or my office phone, 

919-962-7887. 



Asain, I appreciate you 8oin8 the extra mile for our pre-med students! 

Tim 

I im St iL?s 

Associate Director 

University Career Services 

Upcoming career and informatien fairs: 
Graduate / Professionai School In[ormation Fair: 
Nursing Job Fair: 
Law School Exploration Day: 
Maste[’s/PhD Caree~ Fair: 

Post a job/internshiplfel~owship: http://careers.u nc.ed u/employers/employers/post-iob-or-internship.html 

h[~p://www, face boo k.co m/u n cu cs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 2:02 PM 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount@unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan <JM BOX[LL@email.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, Brent S < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince file 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Staff meeting tomorrow 

Please do not forget our staff meeting tomorrow at 3 pm. Barbara Polk from Admissions will be attending, so please 
make sure you are on time. 

Please let me know if you have any items to add to the agenda. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 3:30 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Bridger, Beth 
<bridgerb@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; TONY YOUNT 

~gmail corn); Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

ACC ACADEMIC HONOR ROLL CERTIFICATES 

Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:32 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

B]OL Drop-In Canceled on 

Just wanted to let you know that 

the BTO drop ins from 7 9pm. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

will be out of town tomorrow evening and will not be available to conduc~ 

Susan Maloy 
Tutodal Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (off’ce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,’ 2:39 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Field Hockey APR 

Karen, 

l hope you had a nice weekend. Congratulations on a great start to the year. 

As the APR Adjustment Period ends this Wed nesday, T wanted to communicate you r team’s current standing to you so 

that you can review it. The APR data below reflects what was submitted for the : academic year and includes 

your current multi year score. 

Eligibility Points: 24/25 ( 

Retention Points: 22/24 I 

Single Year APR: 939 

Multi-Year APR: 977 

lost an eligibility point.) 

and             each lost a retention point.) 

Please let me know if you have any questions on the above information. Tf you’d like to do so, T can sit down with you 

sometime in the next couple of weeks to discuss your APR score and how vadous scenarios could impact the team’s 

standing. 
I’ll be happy to help however I can. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rong Hua <rhua@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:49 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Food in Break Room 

Hello Everyone, 

Happy Tuesday! 

Richard A. Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy had a great workshop with all head coaches and assistant coaches this 
morning. And we had some food left in the break. Please feel free to get some bagels friitata and fruits as snacks when you 
have a break. 

Have a great day! :) 

M.A. Candzdate, Sport Administration 
Student-Athlete Development Graduate Intern 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@ uncaa, un& edu 



luesday, 2:51 PM 

ANTI I GEOG AFRI Tutoring Tonight Canceled 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 8:29 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
err <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Organizational Change 

The article linked below is very relevant for us, as we are going through organizational change. 

http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/10/this is your brain on organizational change.html 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudcnndk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3197 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599I T (919) 962-2237 
c          I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcthcl@unc edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 4:46 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

State tix 

Folks, 

I have a bunch of folks coming in next week. If you’re not using your State football tickets, I probably could. Let me 

know if you have any available. Thanks. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:58 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; ;@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ALL 

ALL 

Just a reminder about our Fall Potluck this Friday at 1230 in the Conference Room. Thanks for wanting to participate. If 

you need a reminder of what you signed up for, pleaseiust swing by my offic!! 

ALSO Let’s all wear our PINK tomorrow! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor~ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 
(w) 919 843 5669 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:22 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

No GEOL Tutoring this Week 

I wasjust informed that our GEOL tutor,             was called to 
not be available to tutor thisweek. If all goes well, l expect to have him back on Monday, 

students. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

this week. He will 
. Pleaseinform your 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:00 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Olympic Travel 

Olympic Travel.msg 

Tony, 

] assume the appointments for 

that correct? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

and on Wed and Thursday this week should be canceled. TS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 3:08 PM 

Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaauncedu> 

Olympic Travel 

Hi Susan, 

accordingly 
Just wanted to let you know who will be travelling next week so you can plan tutoring 

Volleyball - Wednesday and Thursday 
Men’s Soccer - Thursday 

Hope you are having a great day and have a great weekend! 
B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



On 

on Wed and Thul sday this wee k should be ca heeled s that correct? 

Subject: O~ympic Travel 
Date:                3:08:15 PM EDT 
To: "Susan B Maloy" <sbmaloy~’~uncaa unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 10:15 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu> 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr 
<knor@uncaa unc edu>;                         @uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

Staff mtg tomorrow 

Yes, we will be meeting, for a short meeting, Tuesday at 3pro I understand it is the 5th Tuesday of the month, 
but with registration sta~ing next week, Dean Woodard has some announcements for us 





UNC Chapel Hill Class 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 8:22 PM 

@aims.unc.edu; 

<tonyyount@unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu > 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu > 

@live.u nc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu > 

@live.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent $ 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECON Exam Review - Thursday @ 7pm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for ECOK    Section 
conducting on Thursday evening      at 7:00pm in Room 2310C. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

that our ECON tutor, will be 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:25 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Beth Lyons < emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ECON Drop In Moved to Thursday 

Hey Eve,/one, 

Just wanted you to know that will conduct his typical Wednesday ECON drop ins on Thursday this week 
8pro and 9pm due to Halloween. He will also conduct an ECON Exam Review at 7pro. Please inform 

your students of this change. 

at 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutodal Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



UNC Clmpe] Hill Class of 
~* J]vc ,une,cdu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:28 PM 

@live.unc.ed u >; 

@live.u nc.edu >;                      @live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony <tonyyou nt@unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; @live.unc.ed u >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.ed u > 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Beth Lyons < emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXS$ Exam Review Sunday @ 6pm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for EXSS    that our EXSS tutor, 

conducting on Sunday evening      at 6:00pro in Room 2310A. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

8usaR 

will be 

Susan Ma~y 

919 962 9892 (o~ce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:33 PM 

@live.u nc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.u nc.edu >i 

@live.unc.edu > 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.u nc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.ed u >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@yahoo.com 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent $ 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

EXSS Exam Review - Sunday @ 7pm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for EXSS 

be conducling on Sunday evenin9      at 7:00pm in Room 2310A. 

Hope you all can make it. Brin9 any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

that our EXSS tutor, 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 

@aims.unc.edu; 

<tonyyount@unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 
@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu>, 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

6:02 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony 

@live.unc.edu>; 

#live.unc.edu >; 

’@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu > 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

B]OL Exam Review Monday @ 8pm 

] would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for BIOL 

conducting on Monday evening      at 8:00pro in Room 2310B. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

that our BTOL tutor, will be 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutodal Coo~inato~cademic 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email unc edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:49 AM 

Schaefer, Adam R <adschaef@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Triangle High School Ethics Bowl 

HSEB press release pdf; HSEB schedule I I- 17-12 docx; N HSEB-NQE-cases-2012- 
13pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

I know this email finds you extremely busy, but I hope you don’t mind my intrusion to introduce to you an 
innovative and new approach to civic discourse that has captured the enthusiasm of high school students across 
our state and indeed the nation that selves to strengthen learning in the classroom, the Ethics Bowl 

Some of you may be aware of the Parr Center for Ethics at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
which se~es as the public face of the university’s commitment to ethics, not just to our students but to students 
in the public schools as well We sponsor an Ethics Bowl for college students, but we have extended this to 
reach out to the high schools in North Carolina, hosting an event here at UNC The Ethics Bowl is a 
competition in which teams of students debate ethical issues and form arguments that show logical, reasonable, 
and rational thought Teams participate in multiple rounds of competition Panels of three judges -- university 
faculty, graduate students, and other members of the community -- score the rounds while a moderator manages 
the event 

We held an inaugural Triangle High School Ethics Bowl in the Spring of2011 and held the second one in 2012 
(East Chapel Hill High won the event both years) These events were very successful mainly because of the 
enthusiasm of the participants As a result this year the Parr Center will be hosting not just the Annual Triangle 

High School Ethics Bowl, which will be held Saturday, November 17Ih, but will embark on a bigger venture, a 

national event For both of these events we need judges, so I am wfiring to ask first if you would be willing to 
serve as a judge for one, or preferably both, of these events, Both events will serve to showcase Chapel Hill and 
the University, taking advantage of what our great comnmnity has to offer 

I hope this is something you would be excited to be a part of and so I would like to invite you to se~w-e as a 

judge for the Regional/Triangle HS Ethics Bowl: Saturday, November 17th 

Competition rounds run fiom 8:25 am to noon and 1:40 to 5:15 pm (full schedule attached), but you will not 
be asked to judge the entire day of course you are welcome to do so You may choose to do any part of the 
day All cases, information and training will be provided As a significant contributor to the vitality of 
education across the state, you are most appropriate and well suited to serve as a j udge for this kind of 
competition 

For more information about the Parr Center visit our website: parrcenter unc edu. and for more information 
regarding the High School Ethics Bowl visit: http://nhseb.unc.edu 

I look fox.yard to hearing from you Also attached is a press release regarding the HSEB and a copy of the cases 
for the competition 

Thanks so much Feel free to contact me or my Assistant. Adam Schaefer if you have any questions 

Best, 
Jan 



Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:25 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Olympic Sport Absences This Week 

Olympic Sport Absences This Week.msg 

Tony, 

Are 

Thurs? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

and not traveling this week either, which means we should not cancel their appointments Wed and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
Monday,                  8:55 AM 

’Susan Maloy’ <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu> 

Olympic Sport Absences This Week 

Volleyball is on the road and will Wednesday and Thursday, Men’s Soccer will miss Thursday and Wrestling is excused from last 
night’s misses. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 otc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

http://goheels.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 4:16 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

staff meeting tomorrow 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow, 5pm. Please send me any agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Have a happy first day of registration! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor[ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 



Academic AdvisingIs webpage: http://advis nR uilc edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:29 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.ed u > 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu > 

@live.unc.edu >; 
@live.unc.edu > 

@liveiunc.edu >, 

@live.unc.edu > 

@liveIuncIedU> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
< overs[re@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

B10L Exam Review MOVED TO Wednesday @ 8pm 

Sorry for the inconvenience, but the BTOL 

Wednesday      at 8:00pm in Room 23:]-0B. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

xam Review scheduled for tonight has been moved to 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (omce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



[07pM >>> 

tYesent-From: <tonwou])~@unc edu> 
From:                          {t~]ive.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Academic Appeal Update 
Date:                 12:31:02 PM EST 
To: <#yount~email.unc.edu>. Tony Yount <tonwount@unc.edu> 

From: "Smith, Shana" <shanasd{t~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Academic Appeal Update 
Date: 11:44:27 AM EST 
To: {t~]ive.unc.edu> 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 3:24 PM 

~live.unc.edu > 

@live.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; 

@live.u nc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

;@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu >; 

~yahoo.com 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PSYC Sec --xam Review Tuesday @ 9pm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC    Section 001 that our Psychology tutor, 

will be conduc[ing on Tuesday evening       at 9:00pm in Room 23:]-0B. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (omce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:10 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 

<emlyons@email.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 

<orr@email.unc.edu>; Restivo, Sandra S <srestivo@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, 

Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally 

<wricha@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 

< sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

out of the office today 

All, 

I will be out of the office today I hope to be in tomorrow. Have a great day. 

Nate 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:38 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; 
Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cindi Atwater <catwater@uncaa.uncedu >; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clare Dully <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez 
<ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.uncedu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Keyes 
< kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@u ncaa.uncedu >; Kevin 

Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

G regory Lewinter < lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Luis Hernandez 
<louh@uncaa.uncedu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 
G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Simon Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Taylor Harper 
<tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

Ifthe Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, willit be set up for staffto park in the Ramshead 

Deck? 

MaRina 



> > > Richie Gdmsley 1~-/28/20~-2 8:43 AM > > > 
We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Frday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking offthe Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that T may be 

unaware of. Thankyou. 

Richie Gr msley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 9:]_9 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:01 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cindi Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane 

<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clare Dully <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez 

<ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Keyes 

< kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin 

Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

G regory Lewinter < lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Luis Hernandez 

<louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Simon Haake 

<sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taylor 

Harper <tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

Absolutely. Anytime parking is blocked off in the Loudermilk Lot, whether it be the entire lot or a portion, permit holders 
should be able to tell the Ramshead attendant and park in the deck. Sorry I did not clarify that in the earlier email. 

Richie Gdmsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

offce 9Z9 982 9472 

> > > Martina Ballen 1Z/28/20Z2 10:38 AM > > > 



If the Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, will it be set up for staff to park in the Ramshead 

Deck? 

Martina 

> > > Richie Grimsley 11/28/2012 8:43 AM > > > 

We are hosting the NoEh Carolina High School Football Championships this Fdday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 
11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking off the Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that T may be 

unaware of. Thankyou. 

Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:11 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Bill Deferment 

FYI 

>> > Tom Timmermans 

Coaches, 

10:07 AM > > > 

The below e mail was send out to all student athletes to remind them to defer their           semester charges. 

Please follow up with your student athletes who will receive G]A to cover even a portion of their funding. Any student 

athletes receiving G]A who has not deferred their charges by will run the risk of having courses dropped 

from their schedule. 

Unfortunately, PeopleSof~ still doesn’t have the capability of automatic deferment for students who are receiving any 
sort of aid, hopefully this feature will be added in the future. Therefore the students deferring is the only way to assure 

that they won’t lose their classes. 

Contad me with any questions, 

"Tom TJmmermat~sII <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 9:57 AM > > > 

This Email Was Sent From UniversiLy of NorLh Carolina. 

[fyou cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL[CK HERE. 

Student Athlete, 

Bills for the           semester are due to be paid by Tuesday,              which is prior to the first day of 

classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship funding hitting your account. 



Therefore, all student athletes who are receiving Grant in Aid to cover even a portion of their funding will need to go 
through the process of deferring their charges so that their courses aren’t dropped. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here are the instructions to defer: 

Loq q to MvUNC ~:,’iwww ui:c eduimyun,:/) and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Student Centen Look at the 

Finances Section and select Request Deferment in the drop down box. Click/check the box for Financial Aid Deferment 

AND the Statement of Understanding and then click submit. There will be a conf’rmation screen after you hit submit, 

click OK. Click the Account Inquiry tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. Please note that the due date 

on the invoice will not change, only the due dates for the individual deferred charges, which you can see in the "Details 

by Due Date" section. 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North 
Carolina 
Office 919.962.7851 ICell            IFax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 12:50 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Bridger, Beth 
<bridgerb@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jjtuwns@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Welbom, Spencer <swelborn@email unc edu>; Richardson, 
Wally <wricha@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blantun@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <j aimielee@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Scholarship Programs 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 12:30 PM 
To: Spencer Welborn; Ille, Vince; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Fwd: NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Scholarship Programs 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Lori Thomas <lthomas~?ncaa org> 
Date: December 3, 2012, 4:25:00 PM EST 
To: <bubbac~bemail unc edu> 
Subject: NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Scholarship Programs 

TO: Faculty Athletics Representatives ] 
Directors of Athletics           ] 
Senior Woman Administraturs ] 

-- at NCAA Member Institutions 

FROM: Kathleen McNeely 
Vice President of Administration and Chief Financial Officer 

SUBJECT: 2012-13 NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Scholarship Nominations 

The period for FARs’ nominations for the distinguished 2012-13 Walter Byers and Jim 
McKay Scholarships is now open Nominations must be postmarked not later than Friday, 
January 25, 2013 

The Walter Byers Scholarship Program provides one male and one female student-athlete to 
receive a $24,000 postgraduate scholarship in recognition of outstanding undergraduate 



achievement (minimum of’3 5 cumulative grade point average) and potential for success in 
postgraduate study and their chosen careers The scholarship may be renewed for a second 
year 

Application information can be obtained by clickin~ here 

The Jim McKay Scholarship Program provides for one male and one female student-athlete 
to receive a $10,000 postgraduate scholarship in recognition of outstanding academic 
achievement (minimum of 3 5 cumulative grade point average) and potential to make a major 
contribution in the sports communications industry 

Application information can be obtained by clickin~ here 

Should you have any questions regarding these two scholarship programs please contact Lori 
Thomas at lthomasF-a)ncaa or~z or at 

Thank you ve~?¢ much for your assistance 

KM:lmt 



UNC Chapel Hill Class ;ff 
(!O]ix e.une.edu 

On 



UNC Chapd Hfll Class of 
@lis e.une,edu 





Hope all is well! and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Breakfast treats... 

...are available in the Break Room. Left over from today’s Coaches Workshop. Enjoy! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:31 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Beth Lyons < emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

H[ST Drop-in Tonight at 7pm 

All, 

Please know that a HIST drop in with 

unable to be here last night. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

has been added to tonight’s schedule at 7pm in WL2 since he was 

Susan .~aloy 
Tutonal Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (off’ce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, December 1 I, 2012 

Dee. 17:19 Policy, Procedure & I awlogix class 

Dee. 24-26: Winter Holiday 
Dec. 31: University holiday New Year’s Eve 
Jan. ~_: University holiday New Year’s Day 
Jan. ~-0 & 17: Time Management class 

Jan. ~-5: I 9 Policy, Procedure & Lawlogix class 
Jan. ~-5: Moving From Peer [o Manager class 
Jan. ~-6: Foundations or High Performing Team class 

Toys for Tots - OHR Drop-off Location 

FROM: OHR Community Activity Committee 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources is sponsoring the Toys for Tots Drive now through Friday, Dec. 
20. We are collecting new, unwrapped toys for infants through children age 12. We are accepting 
toys for children of any age, but there is a special need for toys for children ages 0-2 and children 
ages 10-12. (Please note that Toys for Tots will not accept realistic looking weapons and gifts 
with food.) 

If you or your department would like to participate, donations can be dropped off at the HR 
Service Center in Suite 1500 of the AOB bet~veen the hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. through Dec. 
20. Contact David Foskey at 962-1175 for more information. 

Community Service Leave 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

This is a reminder that your Communit~ Service Leave balance for 2012 will expire on Dec. 
31. The University recognizes the importance of community involvement and encourages 
employees to parUcipate in volunteer activities by providing flexibility in work schedules and paid 
leave oppor[unities. Communit~ Service Leave (CSL) is a paid time off program for participation 
in the educational process of children through the high school level and to suppor[ other 
communit~ service volunteer activities for non profit organizations. Click here for more 
information. 



Chancellor’s Award & Excellence in Management Award Recipients 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

On Dec. 6, the Office of Human Resources recognized seven deserving UNC employees who were 
nominated for this year’s Chancellor’s Awards & Excellence in Management Awards. The winners 
were honored during a special ceremony that gave tribute to their career achievements at the 
Carolina Club Alumni Hall. Each recipient received a plaque and a cash stipend in recognition of 
their outstanding contributions to the University. 

The Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence was established in 1991 to recognize the contributions 
made by University employees based on meritorious or distinguished accomplishments in the 
categories of devotion to duty, innovations, public service, safety/heroism, human relations, and 
other achievements. The recipients from this award have become the University’s nominees for 
the Governor’s Awards for Excellence. The five individuals selected were the following: 

¯ Lisa Daley, Energy Services ¯ Lori Harris, Asian Studies ¯ Christopher Martin, Jr, Energy 
Management ¯ Michael O’Conner, Health Sciences Library ¯ Rebecca Owen, Cystic 
Fibrosis/Pulmonary Research and Treatment Center. 

The Excellence in Management Award recognizes meritorious and distinguished 
accomplishments in management at the University. Nominees for this award have demonstrated 
a high level of efficiency in managing employee or student resources, financial resources, 
facilities and/or coordinating special projects or efforts such as leading a task force or an ad hoc 
commit[ee of a sizable nature. The t~vo individuals selected for this a~vard ~vere the following: 
¯ Christene Tashjian, Allied Health Sciences ¯ Todd Nicolet School of Government. 



Tis the season to... 

T me 

Community Service Leave 

Use it before you lose it! 
Current Leave Expires 12/31/12 



As for the final, have you thought about me taking the exam up here with an administer or old high school teacher? 

I hope you are enjoying tile last day of classes today 



Here is my critical reflection #1 I am working on the second as we speak 

As for the final, have you thought about me taking the exam up here with an administer or old high school teacher? I 
would prefer to not take an INC, but understand if that is the only way. V~th that said, I am coming back doom to 
Chapel Hill So if there isn’t a way I can take the e×am before the end of finals, we can hopefully work 
something out then 

hope you are enjoying the last day of classes today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   9:58 AM 

Bridger, Beth <brldgerb@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; Welborn, Spencer 
<swelbom@email unc edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<j aimielee@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: Survey: Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

From: Faye T Lewis [mailto:flewis@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday,                1:30 PM 
TO:           Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; Gil, Karen M; Broome, Lissa L; Richardson, Wally; 

Lyons, Meghan; Renner, Joy J; Carney, Bruce 
William; Woodard, Harold 
¢c~ Matson, Steve; Lewis, Faye T 
Subject~ Survey: Dir~tor, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

You participated in an interview with               , a candidate for the Director, Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes position. We appreciate the time you took to talk with            and would like to get you r 

impression of him as a candidate for this important position. Please take a few minutes to corn plete a shor~ su rvey. This 
information will be shared with the search committee after all the candidates have visited campus. 

The survey link is https://unc.qualtrics.com/SE/?SlD SV_SqBcLhQyBcXiOel 

Thank you for your paCdcipation and for your feedback. 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 
The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson@bio.unc.edu 

Visit us; ~radschool.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:51 AM 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu >; Kiziah, Shad < skiziah@unc.edu >; Clay, Kendra Ann 
<kfday@store.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated book list as of 

Book list as of .xlsx 

All, 

Please see attached for an updated book list. 

I have added: 

have removed: 

Let me know if you have questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 
Oft5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



Dear 

I am concerned about your academic progress and would like to see you succeed, 

Your current academic standing is ~neBgible. 

If you are still missing grades, your academic standing may change. I encourage you to check 

ConnectCarolina on a regular basis until all of your grades have been posted, 

Students who are Ineligible cannot attend on campus classes during the fall or spring terms. While this 

may be difficult news for you to hear at this time, please keep in mind that you can still world on your 

I encourage you to enroll in Carolina Courses Online (CCO). Performing well in Carolina Courses Online 

count towards graduation You will need the signature of your academic advisor or dean giving you 

approval to enroll in a CCO course--see Advisor/Dean Approval Form, For further information on ways 

to restore you~ eligibility, please visit http://advising.unc.edu/and speak wil:h you~ academic advisor. 

It is my hope that you will work on raising your UNC Chapel Hill cumulative GPA and/or credit hours and 

For more information on academic eligibility, please visit 

http://studentsuccess.unc.edu/academi¢ eligibility/ol meet with an academic advisor. 

If you plan to appeal for probation or continued probation, please note that appeals are due by 5 p.m. 

on Wednesday, 

(:ynthia Demetriou, Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention, Office of Undergraduate Education 

3016 Steele Building .CB# 3504 

The Universitg of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess,unc,edu 
www.flrstgeneration,unc.edu 



THE COMPLIANCE NEWSLETTER 

NUMBER 

ENROLLEES 

Any new student-aLIzlete enrolling at 

UNC in must complete eligibil- 

ity paperwork and be cleared by Sports 

Medicine PRIOR to participating in any 

tountable activities. Contatt Lance 0 

7959) to i omplete eligibility paperwork. 

ELIGIBLE TO COMPETE 

As a new semester qukkly approaches, 

please remember teat all student 

atEletes must be certified and released 

by the Compliance deparhnent before 

they can compete. Prior to the first 

competition, all coaches will receive an 

email from Lance Markos with a list of 

those S-As that are eligible. Do NOT let 

any S-A compete before receiving that 

eligible to compete memo. 

CAMP BROCHURES 

ALl camp and dimc brochures must be 
approved by the CompLiance Office 
befl)retEeyare printed and distributed. 
Brochures sEould be submitted to 

BOOKS 

NATIONAL LETTER OF INTENT INLI} SIGNING PERIOD 

Please note the upl oming NLI signing dates: 

FOOTBALL: 

FIELD HOCKEY, SOCCER, TRACK!CROSS COUNTRY: 

FIELD HOCKEY, SOCCER, TRACK/CROSS COUNTRY: Coaclzing staff members 
m~ty make u~zlimited telephone calls to a prospect from 

FOOTBALL: Coaclzing staff members may make ulzlimited telephone calls to pro- 
spet ts from              at 7:00 am until              at 7:00 am. 

Coaches, please remember that Tom will be preparing all NLI/ASA packets. In 
order to have a packet prepared, you must complete the NLI/ASA hfformation 
Form (found on the J: drive, Compliance, Financial Aid, NLI/ASA hfformaLion) 

Recruiting 

Calendar 

Basebafl 

Quiet Period: 
Dead Period: 

Football 

Dead Period: 

Contact Period: 

Quiet Period: 

Dead Period: 

Contact Period (No lax Evals): 

Quiet Period: 

Quiet Period: 

Contact Period: 

Softball 

Quiet Period: 

Contact Period: 

Track/Cross Country 

Quiet Period: 

Contact Period: 

Other Sports 

Contact Period: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Januat2¢ 8, 2013 9:27 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelbom@email unc edu>; 
Richardson, Wally <wricha@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
use this one! 

academic team mtg attendance sheet xlsx 

Sorry for the typo in the attendance sheets I put in you r boxes--feel free to use those and cross out fall 2012 and 

replace with spring 2013, or use the following updated sheet. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

B¢lh Bddgcr 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Direclor 
Academic Support Pmgmnl for Student-Atlfletes 
UNC-Chap¢l Hill 

(xQ 919-843-5669 

bddgcrb’a uncaa uric ¢du 



ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

XELG 

XELG 

ACTV 

10:45 O0 AW XAA Advisor Approval Flag 

8:00:00 A[V RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:0000 AM RTE parking & Trmnspor~ation 

8:0000 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:1500 AN CPD Account Past Due 

8:0000 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:1500 AN CPD Account Past Due 

8:1500 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:0000 AM RTE Parking & Trmnspor~ation 

8:0000 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

10:1500 AN RTE Parking & Trmnspor~ation 

8:0000 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

1:3000 pN RAC Academic Advising 

1:3000 PW CRX Diploma Hold 

1:3000 pN CPD Account Past Due 

8:1500 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:1500 AN CPD Account Past Due 

8:1500 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:1500 AN CPD Account Past Due 

8:0000 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:1500 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

11:1500 AN CPP Student Must Pre Pay 

11:1500 AN RAC Academic Advising 

1:15 O0 PN RAC Academic Advising 

8:1500 AN CPD Account Past Due 

8:1500 AN CPD Account Past Due 

8:1500 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:0000 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:1500 AN RTE Parking & Trmnspor~ation 

8:1500 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:0000 AN RTE Parking & Tr~nsporLation 

10:3000 AN CSL Exit interview not complete 

10:3000 AN RAC Academic Advising 

8:0000 AN CPD Account Past Due 

8:1500 AN RTE Parking & Trmnspor~ation 

9:3000 AN CPD Account Past Due 

9:3000 AN CSL Exit inte~iew not complete 

8:1500 AN CPD Account Past Due 



L 

Your Primary Major department requires departmental advising prior to registration for the upcoming term Please visit your Primary Major department to have this Service Indicator lifted before your enp 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~wv.dps unc.edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: ~ dps unc edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gist r 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gistr 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Enrollment in mot~ than eight semesters t~quit~s special permission Please consult your Academic Advisor 

You have been identified as a degree candidate with unpaid charges A hold has been placed on registration and release of transcript and diplomas. Once your account balance is paid in full, holds are 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gist r 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gistr 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gistr 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

This hold will ONLY affect registration for the above referenced term. Since the Billing Period has ended for this teml, please pre pay for the classes for which you plan to enroll. 

Enrollment in mot~ than eight semesters t~quit~s special permission Please consult your Academic Advisor 

Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gist r 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc edu with your PlD and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Complete exit interview material at www ecsi.net. The school code is J6, your account number is your PlD If you need your password, please email Ioanrepay@unc edu and be sure to include your PlD 

Enrollment in mor~ than eight semesters r~q uir~s special permission Please consult your Academic Advisor 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc edu with your PlD and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc edu with your PlD and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 

Complete exit interview material at www ecsi net The school code is J6 your account number is your PID If you need your password please email Ioant~pay@unc edu and be sut~ to include your PID 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc edu with your PlD and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 



Advisor Approval Required 

Dept Hold Enrx)l/Tr~ns/Diplom 



cl 
ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

MEDX 

XELG 

ACTV 

XELG 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

L I J J K 

8:1500 AW CPD Account Past Due 

8:1500 AN CPD Account Past Due 

8:1500 AN RE1 Academically Ineligible 

8:15:00 AN RTE ROIC Naval Sciences 

8:0000 AN RTE parking & Transportation 

8:1500 AN RE1 Academically Ineligible 

8:0000 AN RAC Academic Advising 

8:30 00 AN RAG Academic Advising 

8:1500 AN RE1 Academically Ineligible 

8:1500 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:1500 AN CPD Account Past Due 

8:0000 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:0000 AN CPD Account Past Due 

8:1500 AN CPD Account Past Due 

8:1500 AN RTE Parking & Transportation 

8:1500 AN CPD Account Past Due 



L 

"~" Past due charges on your student account must be paid you make a payment online, please email cashier@uncedu with your PID and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr After 

42 Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and i~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents i~gistr 

43 Contact your academic advisor or Dean’s Office for information about restoring academic eligibility. 

44 Call department or contact Supply Ofiicer. 

45 parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www dps unc edu 

46 Contact your academic advisor or Dean’s Office for information about restoring academic eligibility. 

47 Enrollment in mol~ than eight semesters i~quil~s special permission Please consult your Academic Advisor 

46 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

49 Contact your academic advisor or Dean’s Office fur infomlation about restoring academic eligibility 

50 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps unc.edu 

51 Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and i~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents i~gistr 

52 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps unc.edu 

53 Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and i~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents i~gistr 

54 Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 

55 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www dps unc edu 

56 Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 



41 Account Past Due 

42 Account Past Due 

43 Academically Ineligible 

44 Dept Hold EntgllTt~nslDiplorn 

45 Dept Hold Enl~l/Tl~ns/Diplom 

46 Academically Ineligible 

47 Dept Hold Admit/Enrol 

48 Dept Hold Admit/Enrol 

49 Academically Ineligible 

50 Dept Hold Enrol/Trans/Diplom 

51 Account Past Due 

52 Dept Hold Enrol/Trans/Diplom 

53 Account Past Due 

54 Account Past Due 

55 Dept Hold Enl~l/Tl~ns/Diplom 

56 Account Past Due 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, . ~:53 PM 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu >; Kiziah, Shad < skiziah@unc.edu >; Clay, Kendra Ann 
<kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Timrnerrnans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Updated book list as of 

Book list as of .xlsx 

All, 

I have added: 

Let me know if you have questions, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:53 AM 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount@unc.edu >; Kiziah, Shari < skiziah@unc.edu >; Clay, Kendra Ann 
<kfday@store.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

@ownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated list as of 

Book list as of xlsx 

All, 

] have added: 

Let me know if you have questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of Norfll Carolina 
Oft5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard [jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Wednesday,                11:07:12 AM 
Yount, Ton,/; Boxill, ~]an; Bradley Bethel; Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Cricket Lane; 

Dana Gelin; Beth Lyons; Vince Ille; Jaimie Lee; John Blanchard; Jennifer Townsend; 
Kym Orr;               Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy; Shelley Johnson; Sandy Restivo; Spencer 
Welborn; Wally Richardson; Nate Yarbrough 

Robedson Scholarship 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
FY Info Flyer - UNC         .docx (1.2M) 

Folks, 

I hope that you know this is now open to current first years. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:48 AM 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu >; Kiziah, Shad < skiziah@unc.edu >; Clay, Kendra Ann 
<kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent 8 <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

Book list as of xlsx 

All, 

l have added: 

Thanks! 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 

........ . I(;.u’4*~,,, I~I,~~ Ft ~:e 



ACTV 1045:00 AM XAA 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 
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ACTV 

ACTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

AOTV 

XELG 

XELG 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

8:00:00 AM RTE 

800:00 AM RTE 

815:00 AM RTE 

815:00 AM CPD 

800:00 AM RTE 

815:00 AM CPD 

815:00 AM RTE 

800:00 AM RTE 

800:00 AM RT~ 

1015:00 AM RTE 

800:00 AM RT~ 

130:00 PM RAC 

130:00 PM CRX 

130:00 PM CPD 

815:00 AM CPD 

800:00 AM RTE 

815:00 AM RT~ 

815:00 AM RTE 

115:00 PM I:~C 

815:00 AM CPD 

815:00 AM CPD 

815:00 AM RTE 

800:00 AM RT~ 

815:00 AM RTE 

800:00 AM RTE 

1030:00 AM CSL 

800:00 AM CPD 

815:00 AM RT~ 

930:00 AM CPD 

930:00 AM CSL 

815:00 AM CPD 

815:00 AM CPD 

815:00 AM CPD 

815:00 AM RE1 

815:00 AM RTE 

815:00 AM RT~ 

Advisor Approval Flag 

Parking & Transpo~ation 

Parking & Transpo~ation 

Parking & Transportation 

AccountPastDue 

Parking & Transportation 

AccountPastDue 

Parking & Transportation 

Parking&Transpo~ation 

Parking & Transportation 

Parking&Transpo~ation 

Parking & Transportation 

Academic Advising 

Diploma Hold 

Account~astDue 

AccountPastDue 

Parking&Transpo~ation 

Parking & Transportation 

Parking&Transpo~ation 

Academic Advising 

AccountPastDue 

AccountPastDue 

Parking&Transpo~ation 

Parking & Transportation 

Parking&Transpo~ation 

Parking & Transportation 



L 

Your Primary Major department requires departmental advising prior to registration for the upcoming term Please visit your Primary Major department to have this Service Indicator lifted before your enp 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~wv.dps unc.edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: ~ dps unc edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gist r 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gistr 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Enrollment in mot~ than eight semesters t~quit~s special permission Please consult your Academic Advisor 

You have been identified as a degree candidate with unpaid charges A hold has been placed on registration and release of transcript and diplomas. Once your account balance is paid in full, holds are 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gist r 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc edu with your PlD and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gistr 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc edu with your PlD and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w dps unc edu 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Complete exit interview material at www ecsi net The school code is J6 your account number is your PID If you need your password please email Ioant~pay@unc edu and be sut~ to include your PID 

Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gistr 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gistr 

Complete exit interview material at www ecsi.net. The school code is J6, your account number is your PlD If you need your password, please email Ioanrepay@unc edu and be sure to include your PlD 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gistr 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc edu with your PlD and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and t~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents t~gistr 

Contact your academic advisor or Dean’s Office for information about restoring academic eligibility. 

Call department or contact Supply Officer 

Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w.dps unc.edu 



Advisor Approval Required 

Dept Hold Enrx)l/Tr~ns/Diplom 



A LB C 
ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

MEDX 

XELG 

ACTV 

XELG 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

8 00:00 AM RTE 

800:00 AM RTE 

815:00 AM RE1 

8:00:00 AM RAC 

830:00 AM RAC 

815:00 AM RE1 

815:00 AM RTE 

815:00 AM CPD 

800:00 AM CPD 

815:00 AM CPD 

815:00 AM RTE 

815:00 AM CPD 

K 

Parking & Transportation 

Parking & Transportation 

Academically Ineligible 

Academic Advising 

Academic Advising 

Academically Ineligible 

Parking & Transportation 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Parking & Transportation 

Account Past Due 



41 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: w~w~.dps unc.edu 

42 parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www dps unc edu 

43 Contact your academic advisor or Dean’s Office for information about restoring academic eligibility. 

44 Enrollment in rnot~ than eight semesters t~quit~s special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

45 Enrollment in mol~ than sight semesters i~quil~s spscial permission Please consult your Academic Advisor 

46 Contact your academic advisor or Dean’s Office for information about restoring academic eligibility. 

47 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www dps unc edu 

48 Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@uncedu with your PID and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 

49 Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online please email cashier@unc edu with your PID and i~quest that the hold be removed This hold prevents i~gistr 

50 Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@uncedu with your PID and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 

51 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www dps unc edu 

52 Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@uncedu with your PID and request that the hold be removed This hold prevents registr 
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t!iiibete~iiSiation 
Resilience 
Integrity 

Vision 
Enthusiasm 

RESILIENCE: 

Resilience means 

facing life’s difficulties 
with courage and 

patience, refusing to 
give up. It is rooted in 
a tenacity of spirit, a 

determination to 
embrace all that makes 
life worth living even in 

the face of 
overwhelming odds. 

Author Unknown 

Notes: 

Off 

Off 

2:00 Practice 

4:45 S!C 

2 

12:00 UNCNT 

Off 



~eter~i~ation 
Resilence 
Integrity 

Vision 
Enthusiasm 

VISION: We go 
where our vision is. 
Joseph Edward 
Murphy 

Notes; 



~eter~i~ation 
Resilence 
Integrity 

Vision 
Enthusiasm 

~N~HBS|AS M: 
Th~r~ i~ a real 
magic in 

enthusiasm. It 
spells the difference 
between mediocrity 
& accomplishment. 

Norman Vincent 
Pea/e 

Notes: 

Practice during exams 

will be based on exam 
schedules Exact times 
TBD 

NCAA Regio~als 

27 28 





CHEMISTRY 

Class Times: Monday/Wednesday/Friday, 

Course P~erequisites: Math Chem Chem 

Email: @email.unc.edu 

Office Hours: Monday, $0:00 - :1:[:00 AM 

Tuesday, 7:30 - 8:30 AM 

Wednesday, :[0:00- :[:[:00 AM 

Required Textbook; Brown, LeMay & Bursten. Chemistry, the Central Sdence, 12th edition. 

Attendance: Not required, but highly, recommended if you wish to be successful. 

Communication: Please come to office hours if you have questions about course content or 

your performance. Please allow for a 48 hour turn-around time on ernails, and note that I 

cannot discuss grading issues over email. 

Extra Help: There are a couple of additional resources on campus for the ambitious student 
who wants improved grades, The Chemistry Resource Center is located in Kenan Labs, Room 

C143. There are volunteers available [o help Monday -Thursday, rrom 2:00 -7:00 PM 

The Learning Center at UNC {http://leaeningcentee. unc. edu/) has a plethora of free 

resources, including tutors for specific classes, as well as information about studying, test 

taking, etc. If you want an individual, private tutor, I have a list of names I can give you 

If you’re star[ff~g [o struggle, seek help ASAP If you score lower than 1.5 standard deviations 
below the average on any exam, you are required to meet with me to discuss your grade. You 

will be notified when the exam is handed back if you fall into this category,. Failure to meet 
with me will result in a penalty to your grade. 

Laptops: You may use laptop computers to take notes for this course (though I recommend 

pencil and paper). If you choose [o use your lap[op, please be on-task. 

Cell phones: If it rings in class, I get to answer it. Please keep it on silent or off. Texting during 
the lecture distracts your classmates, so please keep all cell phone usage to a minimum. 



Schedule 

-irst day of class 
- last day to drop (Tuesday) 

guest lecturer -break starts at 5 PM 

holiday, no class 

- first hourly exam 

- third hourly exam 

- second hourly exam - last day of class 

8 AM - final exam 

Grading 

Homework~ The problems provided as homework in this syllabus will not be collected or 

graded However, i[ is in your bes[ in[eres[ to comple[e these problems. Help with homework 
problems is available from the tutors in the Chemistry Resource Center. 

Exams: Your grade is based on three hourly exams and one comprehensive final. If you have 

concerns about test taking, please consult the Learning Center. Please bring your one card to 

all exam sessions. Failure to bring your one-card may result in a zero on that exam 

Important notes about exams: 
The hourly exams are optional, The final is required, No calculators are allowed on exams, 

There are no make-up exams. No exams will be given early 
Grading is based on the average and standard deviation. Here’s how it works, 



If you take all [hree hourly exams, the lowest exam grade is dropped, and your final 

semester grade = 0.25 hour exam + 0.25 hour exam + 0.50 final exam OR = 0.17 hour 

exam + 0.17 hour exam + 0.66 final exam. I will take whichever one is higher. 

If you take two hourly exams, your final semester grade = 0,17 hourly exam + 0,17 

hourly exam + 0.66 final exam. 

If you take one hourly exam, your final semester grade- 017 hourly exam + 083 final 

If you take no hourly exams, your final semester grade is whatever you score on your 
final. Historically, those who choose this option end up failing the course. 

Re-grading: A random number of exams will be photocopied prior to their return, You may 

request a re-grading of any exam, but note that any request must be applied to the whole 
exam, not just one question, Your score after re grading could therefore be higher OR lower 

than your original score. 

(:heating and p~agiarism: It is against the UNC honor code to cheat by any means, including 
looking on someone else’s paper, using cheat sheets/cell phones, passing notes/talking during 

an exam, etc. Please don’t do this. 

Policy adopted by the faculty of the Depa rtment of Che mistry on 

"Since all graded work (including homework to be collected quizzes, papers, mid term 

examinations, final examinations, research proposals, laboratory results and reports etc.) may 
be used in the determination of academic progress, no collaboration on this work is permitted 

unless [he instruc[or explicitly indica[es [hat some specific degree of collabora[ion is allowed 
This statement is not intended to discourage students from studying together or working 

together on assignments which are not to be collected." 

How your fina~ ~etter grade is determined: 

A >[average {av) + 1.83 x s[andard 

deviation (sd)] 
A- >[av + (1.50 x sd)] 
B+ >lay + (1.15 x sd)] 
B >[av + (0.g3 x sd)] 

B >[av + (0.50 x sd)j 

C+ >lay + (017x sd)] 

C>[av (0.17 x sd)] 
C- >[av - (0.50 x sd)] 

D >[av (1.00 x sd)] 
F <[av- (1.50 x sd)] 

Note: I reserve the right to alter these multipliers. I lowever, if I do so, it will a!wavs be to help 

your grades, not hurt them. 



Homework Problems 

ChapterlO:%lT, 23,27,29,35,37,39,4&,45,53,59,65,63,65,73,83,85, g&,95,99 

Chapter$5:$$,$3, $7,$9,25,23,27,35, 37,39,43,45,55,59,65,63 

Chapter$2:9, ZS,$7,25,35,33,37,47,49,53,59,65,85,83,$05 

Chapter $3:55, 25, 23,35,33,37,39,45,43,45,47,49, 5%53,65,69,8%87 

Chapter54:9,59,25,23,25,27,29,35,33,35,37,43,47,55,57,6%55,73,75,85,9%93 

Chapter$5:15,$7,21,23,25,27,33,37,45,45,49,55,57,65,65, 

Chapter16:~5,17,2%23,25,29,35,43,45,5~,53,57,59,61,63,75,79,83,89,9~,97 

Chap[er$7:~7,$9,2~,23,27,29,37,4~,43,45,55,53,59,65,67,7~,73,77 

Chapter$9:~$,$7,23,25,27,29,37,41,43,47,53,55,57,59,65,69,7~,77,85 

Chapter20:~7,2~,23,27,35,37,43,45,51,55,65,73,83,9~,93 

Chap[er2~:7,9,~,$3,$5,17,~9,2~,27,29,35,39,4~,43,47,49,55,53,59,65,67 



Lifetime Fitness 

LFIT 

Mailbox: Woollen Gym 215B 
Email:         @live unc edu 

Time and Location: One hour, twice a week 
1’’ Day meeting = Fetzer Hall Gym A 
Activity Space = Tennis: North Campus ReclJoyner Cobb (behind cemetery) 

Badminton: Fetzer Gym B 
Racquetball: Fetzer Racquetball Courts 

Lab Space = Fetzer Hall Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a lasting interest in 
lifetime participation and to increase the student’s level of physical fitness and knowledge of life-long 
health. Students will be able to describe the physical, psychological, and socio-cultural factors and 
human behaviors that influence human well-being and affect the major health problems of our society; 
understand the components of health-related physical fitness and their relationship to personal health 
and well-being; and develop and enhance physical fitness or lifetime sport psychomotor skills. 

Coupe Requirements 

Required MatedaL 
1. Lifetime Fitness Lab Manual: The TarHeel’s Guide to a HealthyandActive 

Lifestyle. 
2. EXSS/NASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $4000 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab fees If you drop 
your LFIT course before                you may receive a refund. We will not be checking to see 
who has dropped. Please email amcculle@email.unc.edu to facilitate this process. Requests after this 
date will not be honored and your money will not be carried over to another semester You will have to 
repay the fee if you decide to take the course at a later date 

Grading Sca~e: 
A 93.0-100% B- 800-829% D+ 670-69.9% 
A- 90.0-929% C+ 770-799% D 600-66.9% 
B+ 87.0-899% C 730-769% F < 60.0% 
B 83.0-86.9% C- 70.0-72.9% 

Grading cdteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 20% 
Quizzes (9)         20% 

Final exam (1) 25% 
Attendance 25% 

Attitude and 10% 
Participation 

Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab assignments 
There will be a quiz at the end of each online presentation, for a total of 
9 quizzes. 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online lectures 
Students will be expected to come to class and actively participate in the 
daily activities. 
Students will be expected to have a positive presence in class and 
engage in each activity 



Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms. The instructions for the labs are 
located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website (under Lifetime Fitness) They are to be 
completed and turned in on the scheduled date, There will be no make-up labs dates, Labs are worth 5 
points each, and failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 points for the lab 

Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, varying in length from 15-35 minutes, are required for 
to students to view through Sakai After the lectures have been viewed, the student will have 30 
minutes to complete a short quiz The deadline for completion of the quizzes is midnight on the due 
date Failure to meet the deadline results in an automatic zero. 

Final Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts from all 9 lectures on 
Sakai. The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false, and short answer questions. The final exam 
will be given on the last day of class - not during the scheduled finals period 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken. Classes and labs are mandatory. Students may not miss more 
than 1 lab during the semester. 7 or more unexcused absences may result in an F, A total of 10 
excused and unexcused absences will result in an F or the need for a medical drop of the course 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
Each day will be worth 2 points 
An unexcused absence will lose both points. 
An excused absence (after the 3’°), failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one point 

Weather- For outdoor classes: Class will never be cancelled due to weather Class may be moved 
inside in the event of inclement weather - but this will be at the discretion of the teacher and you will 
need to check your email and the board in front of the equipment room before class Expect to be 
outside everyday othe~dse 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity and lab days Jeans 
are not acceptable, nor are sandals Your participation grade will be affected if you do not dress out 
properly 

Honor Code - It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself within the 
guidelines of the Honor System All academic work should be done with the high level of honesty and 
integrity that is University demands. For more information on the honor code, refer to 
http:fihonor unc.edu 

Students may be videotaped by instructat~ through the use of classroom or handheld monitoring 
devices during any exams or graded assignments taken in class. 

Please note that effective 
YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LFIT. 

you will no longer receive credit for more than one LFIT course. 

Students may take only one 1 credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH If you have taken an 
LFIT prior to and enroll in an LFIT course during or after , this will not count towards 

your 120 hours needed for graduation 



Lifetime Fitness 

Lifetime Fitness Outline: 

Outline: 

Lifetime Fitness introduction 
Fetzer Gym A 

NO CLASS 

Log onto Sakai 

Online: Current Health Status/Quiz 

Fitness Assessnlent Lab ¯ Complete Data Collection Sheet 
Fetzer Gym B ¯ Online: Fitness assessment/Quiz 
{R) Serve & Serve Return 

(R) Kill Shot & Begin Lab #2 = * Online: Nutrition/Qlliz 
Dieta~T ~alysis ¯ ~egi[~ Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis 

INTERACTIVE THEATER MEET AT STHDENT UNION AHDITORHJ~ 
GROUP 

Stabilization Training Lab Online: CardiorespiratoW Training/Quiz 
¯ 8t’ing lab [nanual 

NO CLASS ¯ Online: FiexibiliW Training/Quiz 

No CLASS 

gMRi Resistance Training Online: Weight Control/Quiz 







Biology 101 : Principles of Biology 
Section 002, Spring 2013 

Tuesday and Thursday, 11:00 am to 12:15 pm 
Genome Sciences Building G100 

Dr. Justin ShaffeF 
Email: shafferj@unc.edu 
Phone: 
Office: 309 Wilson Hall 
Office Hours: Monday l:00pm - 3:00pm and Wednesday 10:00am - 12:00pm or by appointment 

Course Description and Goals 
Biology is a wonderfully expansive subject that covers all that is pertinent to life, including 
climate change, heredity and reproduction, animal behavior, plant ecology, and human health 
and disease, to list just a few topics from the tip of the iceberg With such a bounty of subjects to 
choose from, it is impossible to cover absolutely everything in a single semester, but we will still 
be covering a fair number of topics though that will expose you to the breadth that biology has to 
offer. Through learning these topics, I hope that by the end of the course you will not only be 
excited about science and biology, but that you also be able to apply scientific and biologic 
principles in your daily lives to make more informed decisions (i.e you will be a more scientific 
literate citizen). You will also have learned a great deal about biology in the process! 
Specifically, at the end of this course, you will be able to... 

Explain how the components of the cell work together to support life 
Explain why we need to eat food and why we need to breathe oxygen 
Use principles of genetics, cellular reproduction, and molecular biology to discuss the 
causes of (and possible cures for) cancer and other inherited diseases 
Apply natural selection and evolutionar~ theory to predict changes in populations 
Evaluate the influence that humans have on the earth’s ecosystem and biosphere 
Use the scientific method to develop and test a hypothesis, make predictions, design 
experiments, and analyze and interpret scientific data 
Use critical thinking and problem solving skills to tackle scientific issues 
Make informed scientific decisions in your daily lives 

More specific learning objectives and goals are presented for each unit as described in the 
course schedule below, and ~,vill also be provided at the beginning of each day of class 

Required Textbooks and Materials 
Textbook: Campbell Biology. Concepts and Connections, Reece, Taylor, Simon, and Dickey, 7t" 

edition The book is available as a hardcover and as an eText I highly recommend buying the 
book for this course. Please see the "What do I need to buy for Biology 101?" document on 
Sakai for more details. 

Masterinq Bioloqy: You are required to purchase a Mastering Biology account 
(w~w masteringbiology com) in order to complete homework assignments, take quizzes and to 
access helpful study aids and course materials. You can purchase a Mastering Biology account 
by itself, with the eText, or with a hard copy of the textbook. The course ID# for Mastering 
Biology is BIOLOGY101SPRING2013SHAFFER Internet access is required to use Mastering 
Biology Please see the "Mastering Biology instructions" and the "What do I need to buy for 
Biology 101?" documents on Sakai for more details 
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Course Structure and Components 
Active Learning: You might be used to taking courses in which the professor simply lectures the 
entire class period. This course is going to be very different, as it is going to be an active 
classroom By active I mean that you will be required to interact with myself and your fellow 
students to learn the material presented in this course We will be using activities such as small 
group work, case studies, class discussions, and Poll Everywhere questions to actively engage 
in the learning process. In order to have an active classroom attendance and participation are 
extremely important. Participation is counted as part of your grade, but will count towards more 
than that, because through these active learning exercises you will develop critical thinking and 
problem solving skills that are essential to performing well in this course and others. 

Learninq Objectives: In order to do well in this course you will need to know exactly what I want 
you to be able to, and this is where learning objectives come in. At the beginning of every day of 
class, in the homework assignments and quizzes, on the study guides, and in the course 
schedule below, you will be presented with learning objectives that clearly state what I expect 
you to be able to do For example, "At the end of this class session, you will be able to compare 
and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis." Learning objectives are things that you 
can actually DO, so you will be able to tell whether or not you really know the material Learning 
objectives come in all levels, from the very basic to the very complex (see Bloom’s Taxonomy 
below), and you will be challenged at all levels in this course. 

Bloom’s Taxonorny~ There are marly kinds of knowledge, from rote memorization up to critical 
thinking and the synthesis of new ideas Memorization is important - you can’t describe biology 
without knowing biological definitions - but to do well in this course you will have to use the 
information you have learned to solve problems in new and different ways and to evaluate and 
weigh multiple solutions to a problem. To test your ability at these different levels of thinking, 
will rely on the structure of Bloom’s Taxonomy, a system used to classify levels of knowledge, 
from lower-level (remembering, understanding) to higher-level 
(applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating) Throughout this 
course, you will be exposed to the levels of learning described 
by Bloom’s Taxonorny and also will be challenged on exarns and 
in class to solve problems at all levels Learning objectives (see 
above) and questions can be categorized at different Bloom’s 
levels, so as we go through class you will get a feeling for what 
an "understanding" question is versus an "analyzing" question. I 
will not simply ask you to memorize facts and regurgitate them 
on exams; rather, I expect you to be able to think critically and to 
apply and analyze biology in new and interesting ways Learning 
to solve higher-level problems will not only help you succeed in 
this course, but in your other courses as well 

it/1,aste~inq Bioloqv. We will be using the online system Mastering Biology for homework 
assignments and online quizzes Mastering Biology is more than just a grading tool, however, it 
is chock full of extremely helpful tools to help you succeed in this course (hence the name) 
There are 3D animations, tutorials, study sheets, videos, practice tests, and more to be found 
within Mastering Biology, and I highly encourage you to take advantage of all of these tools 
Please see the "Mastering Biology Instructions" document on Sakai for more details 
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Pofl Even~/here: In order to gauge your level of understanding, improve course participation, 
earn course points, and to make the classroom more fun and engaging, we are going to be 
using Poll Everywhere in this course. Poll Everywhere is a web based poll system that you can 
submit answers to in real time from your cell phones (via texting), smartphones, laptops or 
tablets Throughout the course, I will pose questions to the class, and you can respond using 
your device. This will give me a real-time reflection of your thoughts and views on a certain 
topic, and can spark interesting discussions in the class. Poll Everywhere is also a fun and 
engaging way for you to "compete" against your classmates! Please see the Poll Everywhere 
document on Sakai for how to properly register and for more details 

Science Seminars: Do you know how much exciting biological, biomedical, and other scientific 
research is going on at UNC? As a student here, you should be exposed to these amazing 
scientists and their fascinating work. Over the course of this semester, you’ll need to attend two 
scientific seminars on campus They can be in any subject, ranging from ecology to cancer to 
tissue engineering, just make sure that you are interested in the topic! Who knows, you might be 
inspired and find a new career path to follow! A list of UNC seminar calendars and more details 
are posted on Sakai. 

Sharinq Science News: When you are skimming Google News, checking your Twitter feed, or 
looking at your friends’ Facebook posts, do you click on science news stories and read more 
about them? Whether you do it or not already you’ll get the chance to do just that in this class. 
As part of being a scientifically literate citizen, you should be aware of the science and biology 
research that is going on eve~ day and how it can affect you and your family You’ll be asked to 
find science and biology news stories, post them to Sakai, and comment on each otheCs 
postings This is called the Sharing Science News project, and more details can be found in the 
Evaluation section below as well as in the Sharing Science News document on Sakai. 

Open Topics You as the student are an integral part of this course, and what you want to learn 
about truly matters to me We will have two "Open Topics" days during the semester, in which 
you will get to vote to determine what we will learn about These could be specific areas of 
biology that we don’t normally have time to cover in detail (e.g. some aspect of animal 
physiology), applications of biology in medicine (eg stem cells, drug design, specific diseases), 
or an exploration of some interesting topic that might not have an answer (eg. does 
extraterrestrial life exist?). Hopefully you will have some personal connection to these topics and 
will learn a lot about theml 

Supplemental Instruction (Sl): Supplemental instruction (SI) sessions are extra help sessions 
taught by UNC students who have taken and excelled in Biology 101 in the past Sl sessions 
will be offered several times a week and each session will be scheduled for one hour The times 
and location of these sessions will be posted on Sakai during the first week of class. You are not 
required to attend SI, but d is highly recommended, since this is your opportunity to get more 
"one-on-one" attention for this course I suggest you fit one into your schedule early in the 
semester and attend weekly as if it is a required class 

Sakei Website: Everything that you need to know about this course will be posted on Sakai, so 
please make sure you are familiar with the system and how to use it You’ll be required to use 
Sakai to participate in the Sharing Science News project (see above and below), and take 
surveys throughout the semester You can also use Sakai to check your grades, find contact 
information, and view exam information. For help with Sakai, please check the UNC Student 
Sakai Blog: http://blog.sakai.unc.edu/students/ 
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Evaluation and Grading 
There will be multiple grading opportunities in this course, giving you many chances to do well 
A summary of the various grading opportunities is given below. 

Poll Everywhere: Attending class and participating is essential to doing well in this course, and 
you will also have the opportunity to earn course points by participating in Poll Everywhere 
exercises. Please see Sakai for information about how to register for Poll Everywhere and for 
the detailed grading breakdown. Participating in Poll Everywhere is worth a total of 50 points 
towards your final grade 

Science Seminars: During the course of the semester, you have to attend two scientific 
seminars on campus at UNC. You’ll need to provide a brief summary of the seminar and your 
thoughts on the topic. Each of the two assignments will be worth 25 points, for a total of 50 
points. Please see the Science Seminars document on Sakai for more details 

Sharing Science News: The Sharing Science News project is worth 50 points towards your final 
grade. Basically, you will have to post at least one science news story a week and post four 
comments a week to Sakai, for 10 weeks of the semester (this works out to 5 points per week) 
Please see the Sharing Science News document on Sakai for more details 

Review Quizzes: Weekly quizzes will be given to emphasize the essential topics from the class 
as well as to give you practice taking timed assignments. There will be a quiz each week of 
lecture when there is not an exam (see course schedule below for details) and it will be posted 
on Mastering Biology each Thursday after class You will have until Sunday (four days later) at 
11:59pm to complete Once you start the quiz, you will have 30 minutes to complete it, and you 
are only allowed one attempt to answer each question. There will be 11 quizzes total, but only 
10 will count towards your grade - the lowest score will be dropped. Each quiz is worth 10 
points, for a total of 100 points. 

Homework Assignments: There will be daily, online Mastering Biology homework assignments 
in this course to encourage you to read the book, keep you up to date, and to help you prepare 
for each day of class We will be applying the concepts that you read in the book and encounter 
in the homework in each class, so it is very important that you do the homework assignments! 
There will be 23 homework assignments total (one for each day of lecture; none due on exam 
days), but only 20 will count towards your grade - the lowest three homework scores will be 
dropped. Each homework assignment is worth 5 points, for a total of 100 points. All homework 
assignments will be due on Mondays and Wednesdays at 11:59pm (see course schedule for 
due dates). 

Exams: There will be three mid-term exams and a final exam in this course. These exams will 
assess your in-depth knowledge and maste~J of the course material Each mid-term exam is 
worth 200 points, and the final is worth 250 points. The mid-term exams only cover certain 
material, while the final is cumulative. The lowest scoring mid-term exam will be dropped (only 2 
of the 3 will count towards your final grade). See the course schedule below for exam dates and 
the material that they cover. 
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The breakdown for course points is as follows: 

Poll Everywhere 5% 50 points 
Science Seminars 5% 50 points 
Science News 5% 50 points 
Review Quizzes (I 1) 10% 100 points 
Homeworks (23) 10% 100 points 
Mid-term Exams (3) 40% 400 points 
Final Exam 25% 250 points 
Total 100% 1000 points 

(2 at 25 points each) 

(10 points each, drop lowest) 
(5 points each, drop 3 lowest) 
(200 points each, drop lowest) 

Based on the above point structure, you can calculate your grade at any time during the 
semester (ask for help if you need it), and you should calculate your grade regularly to keep 
track of how you are doing in the course The number of points will be converted to letter grades 
based on the following: 

A 925 - 1000 points B- 795 - 824 points 
A- 895 - 924 points C+ 735 - 794 points 
B+ 855 - 894 points C 685 - 734 points 
B 825 - 854 points C- 595 - 684 points 

D 545 - 594 points 
F Less than 544 points 

Course Policies 
Courtesy to Fellow Students: We are going to have a positive learning environment in this class, 
so courtesy to your fellow students (and to me!) is imperative Do you want to be distracted 
while trying to learn? Probably not, so please treat your classmates as you want to be treated 
This includes putting your cell phones on silent before class starts, not using cell phones during 
class (unless prompted to for a Poll Everywhere question), limiting side conversations and 
comings and goings during class, not reading newspapers or doing the crossword puzzles, and 
other possible distractions You are more than welcome to use your laptop to take notes and 
answer the Poll Everywhere questions, but please do not surf the web and post on Facebook 
during class - this is detrimental to your learning and is distracting to other students. 

Attendance: Attendance is vital to succeeding in this course, as some of the material that you 
will be tested on will not be found in the textbook Participation in the active learning activities 
during class will also help you develop your critical thinking and problem solving skills which will 
help you on the exams. I expect to see you in class every day. 

Academic Inteqdty: Enrollment in this class means that you agree to abide by the expectations 
of the University of North Carolina regarding academic integrity and the honor code For specific 
information, please refer to the UNC Office of Student Conduct website 
(http://studentconduct uncedu/) The University’s Honor Code will be strictly enforced Your 
responsibilities in the area of honor include, but are not limited to, avoidance of cheating, 
plagiarism and improper or illegal use of technology Your assignments are expected to be your 
own work If you have questions, please ask. Integrity is an important characteristic that should 
be exemplified in the lives of all UNC students. Dishonesty will not be tolerated in any form in 
this class Any student caught cheating on an examination or any other class assignment will be 
given a grade of zero for that examination or class activity and reported to University officials for 
further disciplinary actions. 
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Late Work: No late work will be accepted The homework assignments and quizzes on 
Mastering Biology have a due date and time (see above for details), and if they are not 
completed by then you will get a zero on the assignment, no exceptions. 

iV, ake-up I/Vork: No make-up work will be allowed in this course. If you don’t complete a 
homework assignment, don’t take a quiz, or miss an exam, these will count towards your 
dropped assignments for the course (lowest three homework assignments, lowest quiz and 
lowest exam dropped). The only exception to this rule is the final exam. If you have an official 
university excuse for missing the exam (death in the family, sickness, university activity), then a 
make-up will be possible. Please see me ahead of time if you know you will miss the final exam. 

How to do well in this course 
There is no one single best way to succeed in this course that works for everyone, but I can 
offer you some tips that have been proven to help Check Sakai for more study resources 

Read your book and do your homework before class! The textbook and Mastering 
Biology assignments will prepare you for class and get you ready to learn more Take 
the homework assignments seriously as they really will help you "master biology." 
Come to class and participate! Coming to class is very important, but if you just play 
Angry Birds the whole time you might as well not have come Paying attention, taking 
notes, asking questions, answering Poll Everywhere questions, and working with your 
classmates is essential to learning the most that you can during this course. 
Review your notes after class! Don’t wait until the night before the exam to look over 
your notes for the first time - I guarantee that you won’t do well and you won’t learn 
much at all. Make reviewing your notes a daily activity. Spend 15 - 30 minutes in the 
afternoon after each class going over your notes and the lesson slides and make sure to 
write down anything that is confusing or any questions that you may have Doing this will 
help you learn the material while also preparing you for the weekly quizzes and exams. 
Start early! When you are preparing for exams, don’t wait until the night before to cram! 
Start a week before the exam with daily, rigorous study sessions of about an hour or 
more. Set a goal for each study session, and do more than just re-read your notes or the 
textbook. Take time to re-draw diagrams, write out concepts in your own words, 
summarize topics, re-do Mastering Biology assignments, take practice exams, etc 
Ask yourseff - do I really understand this? Think about what you are learning and if 
you really are learning and understanding each concept. Ask yourself questions about 
how you are studying and if what you are doing is effective This is called metacognition 
and has been shown time and time again in the research literature to be an effective 
studying and learning tool 
Work in groups! Working with each other both in and out of class is highly encouraged, 
and peer-teaching can be more effective in helping you learn than studying the material 
on your own. Ask each other questions, make up practice tests for each other, and use 
each other for support and help throughout the semesten 
Attend supplemental instruction[ Sl is a valuable tool that is provided for you to help 
you learn and do well in this course. Make it a habit to attend the same Sl session once 
a week. Our own research at UNC tells us that the average of students that go to SI 
perform a half a grade better than the average of students that don’t attend SI 
Come to office hours! I’m here to help you as much as I can in any way possible 
Please come to office hours if you have questions or concerns about the course 
material, your major, careers, or life in general. Don’t wait until the end of the semester 
to come see me, as I won’t be of much help if it is too late! 
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Get peer tutoring help! Free peer tutoring is available at Dey Hall on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings from 6-9 PM. There are not usually too many people there and 
you can often get one-on-one attention, http://www unc edu/deptsilcweb/ 
Get one-on-one tutoring help! if you feel you need scheduled tutoring and one-on-one 
attention with a fulltime tutor, don’t wait too long. See Robin Blanton at the Learning 
Center She is the biology specialist and is wondedul. However, her time fills up fast 
because she is popular! http:fllearningcanter.unc edu/ 

Cou~e Schedule 
The following is the schedule for the course The assigned chapters are intended to be read 
before that day of class (e.g read Chapter 1 before class on January 15) More detailed reading 
assignments will be given with the homework assignments on Mastering Biology. All homework 
assignments are due each Monday and Wednesday at 11:59pm. Quizzes will be posted on 
Thursday and will be due by 11:59pm on Sunday night (four days later). The exams will cover 
the material that precedes them (stated in parentheses) The schedule is subject to change. 

Intreduetien te Bielegy 

BIG QUESTION: What is biology and how is science done? 
At the end of this unit, you wili be able to.. 

Describe the scientific method 
Use the scientific method to develop a hypothesis, make predictions, and analyze data 

Thursday January 10 
Tuesday January 15 

Course introduction and overview 
The scientific method Chapter 1 HW 1 

Unit 1: Molecules and Cells 

BiG QUESTION: Why do we need to eat food and breathe air? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain why water and carbon are essential to life 
Describe the properties of the macromolecules of life 
Draw an ideal cell and explain each organelle’s function 
Explain how molecules can be transpoFted across cell membranes 
Compare and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis 
Draw the path of a CO2 molecule through the carbon cycle 

Thursday January 17 
Tuesday January 22 
Thursday January 24 
Tuesday January 29 
Thursday January 31 
Tuesday February 5 
Thursday February 7 
Tuesday February 12 

Nutrition & Carbs & Fats Chapter 3 
Nutrition & Proteins Chapter 3 
The Science of Cooking TBA 
Cell Structure & Function Chapter 4 
Cell Membranes & Transpod Chapter 5 
Energy & Cellular Respiration Chapter 6 
EXAM 1 (on Jan 10 =Jan 31) 
Photosynthesis & Carbon Cycle Chapter 7 

HW2 Q 1 
HW 3 
HW4 Q2 
HW 5 
HW6 Q3 
HW 7 

HW 8 

Thursday February 14 OPEN TOPICS # 1 TBA Q 4 
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Unit 2: Genetics and Biotechnoloqy 

BIG QUESTION: How can changes in your DNA lead to cancer and other genetic diseases? 
At the end of this unit, you v;ill be able to.. 

Compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis 
Explain how disruptions in the cell cycle can lead to cancer 
Use a Punnett square to predict the traits of offspring 
Use the central dogma to determine a protein sequence given a DNA sequence 
Explain why cells can be very different even though they all have the same DNA 
Evaluate the ethical implications of biotechnology, forensic science, and GMOs 

Tuesday February 19 
Thursday February 21 
Tuesday February 26 
Thursday February 28 
Tuesday March 5 
Thursday March 7 
March 11 - 15 
Tuesday March 19 
Thursday March 21 
Tuesday March 26 

Mitosis & Cancer Chapter 8 HW 9 
Meiosis & Sex Determination Chapter 8 HW 10 Q 5 
Inheritance Chapter g HW 11 
DNA to RNA to Protein Chapter 10 HW 12 Q 6 
Gene Regulation Chapter 11 HW 13 
EXAM 2 (on Feb 5 - Feb 28} 
SPRING BREAK 
Human Genome Chapter 12 HW 14 
DNA Profiling & Forensics Chapter 12 HW 15 Q 7 
Genetically Modified Organisms    Chapter 12 HW 16 

Thursday March 28 OPEN TOPICS # 2 TBA Q 8 

Unit 3: Evolution, Diversity, and Ecology 

BIG QUESTION: How did we get to where we are today? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain Darwin’s theory of evolution 
Use natural selection to predict the evolution of populations 
Use phylogenetic trees to evaluate life’s history 
Compare and contrast prokaryotes and eukaryotes 
Describe the diversity of prokaryotic and eukaryotic life 
Explain the impact of human interaction on the biosphere 
Evaluate the evidence for and against climate change 

Tuesday April 2 
Thursday April 4 
Tuesday April 9 
Thursday April 11 
Tuesday April 16 
Thursday April 18 
Tuesday April 23 
Thursday April 25 

Evolution & Natural Selection 
Origin of Species 
Prokaryotic Diversity 
EXAM 3 (on Mar 5 - Apt 4) 
Eukaryotic Diversity 
Human Population Growth 
Climate Change, Part 1 
Climate Change, Part 2 

Chapter 13 HW 17 
Chapter 14 HW 18 
Chapter 16 HW 19 

Q9 

Chapter 18-19 HW 20 
Chapter36 HW21 Q 10 
Chapter 38 HW 22 
Chapter 38 HW23 Q 11 

Saturday May 4 at 12pm    FINAL EXAM (curnulative) 



Lifetime Fitness 

Mailbox: Woollen Gym 215B 
Email:       @uric edu 

Time and Location: One hour, twice a week (MonfWed at 1PM and 2PM) 
1"~ Day meeting = Fetzer Hall Gym A 
Activity Space = Fetzer Gym B, Tennis Courts, Racquetball Courts 
Lab Space = Fetzer Hall Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a lasting interest in lifetime 
participation and to increase the student’s level of physical fitness and knowledge of life-long health. Students 
will be able to describe the physical, psychological, and socio-cultural factors and human behaviors that 
influence human well being and affect the major health problems of our society; understand the components of 
health-related physical fitness and their relationship to personal health and well-being; and develop and 
enhance physical fitness or lifetime spor~ psychomotor skills 

Required Material: 
1. Lffetime Fitness Lab Manual: The Tar Hee/s Guide to a Healthy and Active Lffestyle 
2. EXSSINASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $40.00 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab fees. If you drop your 
LFIT course before                 you may receive a refund. We will not be checking to see who has 
dropped Please email amcculle@email.unc edu to facilitate this process Requests after this date will not be 
honored and your money will not be carried over to another semester You will have to repay the fee if you 
decide to take the course at a later date 

Grading Scale: 
A 93.0-100% B- 800-829% D+ 670-69.9% 
A- 90.0-92.9% C÷ 77.0-79.9% D 60.0-66.9% 
B+ 87.0-89.9% C 73.0-76.9% F < 60.0% 
B 83.0-869% C- 700-729% 

Grading criteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 20% 
Quizzes (9)         20% 

Final exam (1) 25% 
Attendance 25% 

Attitude and 10% 
Participation 

Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab assignments 
There will be a quiz at the end of each online presentation, for a total of 
9 quizzes. 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online lectures. 
Students will be expected to come to class and actively participate in the 
daily activities. 
Students will be expected to have a positive presence in class and 
engage in each activity 



Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms. The instructions for the labs are located in 
your lab manual, end on the EXSS website (under Lifetime Fitness) They are to be completed and turned in 
on the scheduled date. There will be no make-up labs dates. Labs are worth 5 points each, and failure to be in 
lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 points for the lab. 

Online Lectures and Quizzes = Nine lectures, varying in length from 15-35 minutes, are required for to 
students to view, through Sakai. After the lectures have been viewed, the student will have 30 minutes to 
complete a short quiz. The deadlirle for completion of the quizzes is midnight on the due date. Failure to meet 
the deadline results in an automatic zero 

Fina~ Exam = The final exam is a comprehensive exam, which covers concepts from all 9 lectures on Sakai 
The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false, and short answer questions. The final exam will be given 
on the last day of class - not during the scheduled finals period. 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken Classes and labs are mandatory Students may not miss more than 1 
lab during the semester. 7 or more une×cused absences may resuft in an F. A total of 10 excused and 
unexcused absences will result in an F or the need for a medical drop of the course. 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
Each day will be worth 2 points. 
An unexcused absence will lose both points 
An excused absence (after the 3~), failure to dress out, or e tardy will lose one point 

Weather - For outdoor classes: Class will never be cancelled due to weather. Class may be moved inside in 
the event of inclement weather - but this will be at the discretion of the teacher and you will need to check your 
email and the board in front of the equipment room before class Expect to be outside everyday otherwise. 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity end lab days Jeans are not 
acceptable, nor are sandals Your participation grade will be affected if you do not dress out properly 

Honor Code - It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself within the guidelines of 
the Honor System All academic work should be done with the high level of honesty and integrity that is 
University demands For more information on the honor code, refer to hftp://honor.unc edu 

Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of classroom or hendheld monitoring devices 
during any exams or graded assignments taken in class 

Please note that effective 
YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LF~T. 

, you will no longer receive credit for more than one LFIT course. 

Students may take only one 1 credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH If you have taken an LFIT 
prior to and enroll in an LFIT course during or after , this will not count towards your 120 

hours needed for graduation. 



Lifetime Fitness Outline 

Lifetime Fitness Introduction Log onto Sakai 
Fetzer Gym A 
Racquetball - Rules & ~ntroduction On~ine: Current Health Status/Quiz 

Racquetball - Forehand 

NO CLASS 

Fitness Assessment Lab Complete Data Collection Sheet 
Fetzer Gym B On~ine: Fitness assessment] Quiz 
Racquetball - Backhand 

Racquetball ! Begin Lab #2 = On~ine: Nutrition/Quiz 
Dietary Analysis Begin Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis 
Racquetball - Serve & Other Shots 

Racquetball - Doubles Intro 

INTERACTIVE THEATER GROUP MEET AT STUDENT UNION AUDITORIUM 

Racquetball - Tournament Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis Due 

Badminton i Rules & Introduction 

Badminton - Forehand Online: Stabilization Training/Quiz 

Badminton - Backhand 

Stabilization Training Lab Online: Cardiorespiratery Training/Quiz 
Bring lab manual 

Badminton - Serve 

Badminton - Smash & Volley On~ine: Fle×ibi~ity Training! Quiz 

NO CLASS 

NO CLASS 

Badminton - Tournament 

Badminton - Tournament Online: Resistance Training/Quiz 

Tennis - Rules & ~ntroduction 

SMR/Resistance Training Lab Online: Weight Control! Quiz 
Bring lab manual 

Tennis - Forehand 

Tennis - Backhand Online: Behavior Modificatienf Quiz 

Tennis - Serve & Return 

Tennis -Volley & Smash 

Tennis = Tournament & Games 

Fitness Assessment (~} Lab Complete Data Collection Sheet 
Fetzer Gym B Turn in "TA COPY" 
C~ass Choice Prepare for Fina~ E×am 
F~NAL EXAM F~NAL EXAM - Fetzer Gym A 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,               10:42 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>;                           @uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa unc edu>;                         @uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

Latest from Loudermilk 

FYI, the email below went out to senior staff and several key people on campus (Joy Renner, Abigail Panter, 
Lissa Broome, Jan Boxill) this morning Wanted to let you all know and also ask you to keep an eye out for 
info we could include -- awards (I will include links when there are stories on GoHeels corn), achievements 
anything we’d like to showcase 
This will go out each Tues or Wed 
Thanks! 
-- Dana 

The Latest from Loudermilk 

* This is lhe.firsl of weekly emails intended to offer a brigfoverview of the lalesl news, evems and 

successes from UN(! Studem-Athlete Setwices, housed in lhe Loudet~nilk ( ’emer for Excellence. 
7 hanks f!)r reading/ 

ACADEMICS 
¯ Approximately 135 UNC student-athletes earned Dean’s List recognition t’or the    semester. 
Tbis nmnber is np slightly fi-om last total (129) and is equal to nearly 20 percent of all UNC 
student-athletes. 
¯ Ten student-afl~letes earned perfect 4.0 grade point averages in the 
¯ A total of 27 student-athletes earned their degrees in 

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 
¯ Look for our slfirts, which feature the new logo of the newly renamed RichardA. Baddour 
Carolina Leadership Academy. Shirts are color-coded according to the participants’ level of 
involvement be it CREED (gray), CREED Mentor (black), Rising Stars (na’,3z), GAP Year 

(wlfite), and Veteran Leaders (Carolina blue). 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
¯ Carolina Outreach has set up a bin in Loudemfilk to collect extra hotel toiletries student-athletes 
bring back from road trips. The toiletries will be donated to the Inter-Faith Council for Social 
Services. 



¯ Student-athletes have taken a leading role in the plmming of National GMs and Women in Sports 
Day, which will take place       fiom I I a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Eddie Smith Field House. The 
event is targeted to children in first through eighth grades and will include the opportunit2¢ to 
interact with and learn skills ffOln representatives of each Tar Heel women’s team. 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa unc edu 



STOR Section 

General Information 

Syllabus 



Homeworks 



material via err_ail will be very dit~cult so p_ease come by ©~ce iIoLcs 

Office Hours 



Ex~;ra credit project 



Contact Information 

Administrative details 

Checklist, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:41 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Feedback Forms 

Hi Everyone, 

Feedback forms from the last two nights are on the H drive under Aca~lemic~/Tutor Fee~lback Forms/Your Sportj 

There is also a Drop In spor~ for you all to review to see which of your students attend a Drop in each night. Be 

sure to check each of your sports each day as sometimes drop in tutors will write up a student who does not have a 

specit’c appointment. Obviously ifthe t’le is empty, no feedback forms were completed. 

The plan is for     to be here each morning to scan the forms from the night before, and I will save them into each 

respective sport t’le as soon as possible each morning. 

I hope this works well for everyone. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (oft’ce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 22, 2013 9:20 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridse, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 

Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>;                  @email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montsomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Hisley, Pamela 

<phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>;                       ~ad.unc.edu>; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry 

Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; 

Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@ FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade 

<cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 

<MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas 

<david.t homas@facilities.u nc.ed u>; 

~facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>;                           _~email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                        @unc.edu>; Creishton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<sanesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C <harry_stafford@ med.unc.edu>; 

Spans, Jeffrey T <jspans@ med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@ med.unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 

<ryanmills@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ansie Bitting 

<abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert 

C <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>;                     _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angle King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athsallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

<bellis@ uncaa.unc.edu>;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bsales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

,~uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Hundley <Schedule@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:01 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@unca&unc.edu>; 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@unca&unc.edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unca&unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@unca&unc.edu>; 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 

Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Miller, Bteven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Compete semester 

We have all 33. It looks good! 

Thankyou. 

Phil 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 

> > > La nee Markos 

Coach Levy, 

12:09 PM >>> 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are off’cially eligible for competition for the      semesten Please 

look it over and let me know if it matches up with your list or not. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 9:37 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Bridger, Beth 
<bridgerb@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email unc edu>; 
Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Richardson, Wally <wricha@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu> 

Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 
Assistant Dean Inte~wiew today at I I 

, friday jan 25 morning pdf 

This is a reminder that we will have a candidate in for one of our new Assistant Dean of Advising positions today at 11. I 

am attaching the resume and cover letter for today’s candidate, 

Please let me know if you have any questions or if you will be unable to attend the interview. 

Thanks, 

Associate Director 

Academic SuppoE Prog~mforStudent Athletes 

Unive~ity of NoAh Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247(fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 10:16 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig <ckalbrig@ernail.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_rncpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <ernontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 

Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>;                  @email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <krnack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <rnegaloud@ernail.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <rnterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela 

<phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros < 

@aramark.com>;                            @ernail.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@ernail.unc.edu>; Bingharn, Mary Ellen <binghamm@ernail.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>;                  @email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@ernail.unc.edu>; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@ernail.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <torn_brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kerrnit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@ernail.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 

Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

< ra pe ndle@ ernail.u nc.ed u>;                           ~email.unc.edu>; 

<         ~live.unc.edu>;                      @unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@rned.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@rned.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C <harry_stafford@ med.unc.edu>; 

Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@ med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@ med.unc.edu>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>;                       _~ernail.unc.edu>; 

~ernail.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanrnills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>;                     @uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<      ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <arnysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliarns@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

< bellis@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u>;                 @ uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.eSubject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 1:24 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 

<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 

<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 

Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>;                  ~email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu >; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 

Marjorie M <m dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 

<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@u nc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<suewalsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 

<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary 

Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>~ Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 

<jematson@email.u nc.edu >;                       @ad.unc.edu>; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; 

Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 

<ryounq@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland @facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

< rapendle@email.u nc.edu >; @email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu >; ~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.u nc.edu >; @unc.edu>; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 

< harry stafford @med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >;                      ~email.u nc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

<        @email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edSubject: Signing Day Reminder>; Adrian Beros 

<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

< acou ncil@uncaa.unc.edu >;                     @uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew 

DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angle King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [[ 



Subject: 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 

<basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 

< bear@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bob Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

< @uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 1 

Just a reminder to RSVP to me by Friday, February 1st if you plan to attend; tickets will be required, so please be sure to 
send your name and the name of your guest to me. Thanks. 

TO: Athletic Department Staff 

Carolina Football, UNC Athletics, and the Rains Club are hosting an event on Wednesday, Febmal?¢ 6Ih, 2013 

at 6:00 pm in the Blue Zone Concourse Club to celebrate the football signing class of 2013 You and a guest 
are invited to attend this event as we celebrate together all the hard work of our entire department in supporting 
our football student athletes and our coaches throughout the 2012 season and 2013 recruiting process 

All ticket purchasers and Rams Club members have been invited as well and offered the opportunity to 
purchase tickets to the event for $15 per person Athletic Department staff and their guest can attend free of 

charge by sending your RSVP via email to Kathy Griggs (kRriR~s(~t~email unc edu) by Friday, FebrumN 1st 
Tickets will be required to attend, so please be sure to send your name and the name of your guest to Kathy 
Ga-iggs if you will be attending Your tickets will be available for pick up at the Blue Zone the night of the 
event 

The event will begin at 6:00 pm and include, Heavy hors d’oeuvres, Coach Fedora and his entire staff in 
attendance, a signing day celebration program hosted by Jones Angell and featuring the Carolina Football 
staff, Video highlights and features of all of Carolina Football’ s 2013 Signees 

Kathy Griggs 
UNCAthletics 

Athletic Direc[or’sOffice 

843 5834 

Go Heels!! 



Tutor Contact List 

@hotmail corn 

@live unc edu 

@unc edu 



Tutor Contact List 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Shelley H Johnson <shelljo@unc edu> 

Friday,               12:44 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>;                @uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu> 

REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudennilk?!" Bingo 

SAS Bingo         pdf 

Thanks for everyone’s help] Here is the installment of bingo. Enjoy! Again, identities will be revealed 

at the end of the month. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday,               2:56 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

RE: 

Done 

..... O~iginal M¢ssag¢ ..... 
From: Younl. Tollv 

To: Blanlon. Brcnl S 
Subject: 

has gmdua/ed, posl¢d in 

She’s still on the temn list should I lnake her hmctive, or is flint someflfing you wm~t to do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 9:48 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbri8 <ckalbris@ernail.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_rncpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridse, Diane Scobie <daldridse@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <ernontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 

Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>;                  @email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montsomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <rnterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Hisley, Pamela 

<phisley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros < 

@aramark.com>;                            _~ernail.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>;                  ~email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

~ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@ernail.unc.edu>; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kerrnit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 

Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

<                ~facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

< ra pe ndle@ ernail.u nc.ed u>;                          @email.unc.edu>; 

_~live.unc.edu>; ~unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C <harry_stafford@ med.unc.edu>; 

Spans, Jeffrey T <jspans@ med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@ med.unc.edu>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>;                      ~email.unc.edu>; 

_~ernail.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bittin8 <abittins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>;                     ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Kin8 <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<      @uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

< bellis@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u>;                 @ uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncSubject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weel~ly Schedule.xlsx 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:24 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince ]lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger 

<wigger@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete semester 

W Golf - Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are omcially eligible for competition this semesten Please let me know 

if this list matches the one you were expecting. If you have any questions, j ust let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: LeahWigger 

Brent Blanton 
TonyYount 

Steve Miller 

Beth Miller 

Scott Oliaro 

Steve Gisselman 

Karlton Creech 
Compliance Staff 

Travis Hipps 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:59 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Beth Lyons < emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Drop in 

Drop In Schedule by Da~ .pdf 

Hey Guys, 

Just wanted to let you know that we have added another ECON    drop in on Wednesdays at 6pm with 

Please adve~ise to your students and encourage them to use both is good too. 

Also, T changed the CHEM drop in on Mondays at 6pm to indicate CHEM/PHYS. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (offce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



~ DROP-IN TUTOR S(~HI~I)ULI~ 
TurI’OR TI~III ROOM 

BIOL 

06:00 PM S 

ECON 

09:00 PM 

HIST 

09:00 PM G 

MATH 

07:00 PM 230 I 

07:00 PM 

BIOL 

09:00 PM 

CHEM/PHYS 

06:00 PM                      ~-~ 

ECON 

06:00 PM 23 I 

ECON 

09:00 PM 231 ~’C 

EXSS 

09:00 PM G 

EXSS 

08:00 PM G 

FL 

08:00 PM                      230 



DROP-IN TUTOR SCHI I)ULI  

TUTOR TI)III ROOM 

06:00 PFI VV~L 

07:00 PPI ~NL 

07:00 P~ 

08:00 P~ 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM ~,VL 

06:00 PM 2310, 

09:00 PM 

FL 

GEOL 

HIST 

HIST 

MATH 

PSYC 

Writing 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM                      ~NL 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

BIOL 

ECON 

ECON 

09:00 PM                      2310C 



TUTOR 

EXSS 

FL 

MATH 

PSYC 

Writing 

I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCHI I)ULI  

TIME ROOM 

06:00 PM D 

06:00 PM ~ 

06:00 PM U 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM 

Og:O0 PM WL 
Og:O0 PM WL 

DRAM 

FL 

HIST 

HIST 

MATH 

06:00 PM U 

06:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 23[0A 

06:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM WL 



PSYC 

DRAM 

MATH 

HIST 

AMST 

POLl 

POLl 

HIST 

CHEM 

COMM 

ANTH 

SPAN 

ENGL 

HIST 

CLAS 

POLl 

HIST 

COMM 

BUSI 

HIST 

DRAM 

COMM 

HIST 

DRAM 

DRAM 

HIST 

GEOL 

HIST 

HIST 

GEOL 

ENGL 

HIST 

HIST 

ENGL 

EXSS 

AFAM 

HIST 

HIST 

SOCI 

COMM 

PORT 



HIST 

ENST 

BIOL 

GEOL 

GEOL 

DRAM 

ECON 

HIST 

HIST 

PHYS 

JOMC 

PSYC 

GEOL 

DRAM 

STOR 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

HIST 

AMST 

AMST 

AMST 

AMST 

CHEM 

ENGL 

PORT 

SOCI 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

BIOL 

MUSC 

BIOL 

EXSS 

PHIL 

PHIL 

EXSS 

AFRI 



ECON 

SPAN 

CHEM 

JOMC 

BIOL 

BIOL 

COMM 

ECON 

HIST 

HIST 

AMST 

ENGL 

ASTR 

GERM 

HIST 

ECON 

PSYC 

HIST 

MUSC 

PHIL 

DRAM 

HIST 

SPAN 

ASTR 

ASTR 

PORT 

COMM 

COMM 

BIOL 

COMM 



HIST 



PSYC 

DRAM 

MATH 

HIST 

AMST 

POLl 

POLl 

HIST 

CHEM 

COMM 

ANTH 

SPAN 

ENGL 

HIST 

CLAS 

POLl 

I IIST 

COMM 

BUSI 

HIST 

DRAM 

COMM 

HIST 

DRAM 

DRAM 

HIST 

GEOL 

HIST 

GEOL 

ENGL 

I IIST 

HIST 

ENGL 

EXSS 

AFAM 

HIST 

HIST 

SOCI 

COMM 

PORT 



HIST 

ENST 

BIOL 

GEOL 

GEOL 

DRAM 

ECON 

HIST 

PHYS 

JOMC 

PSYC 

GEOL 

DRAM 

STOR 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

HIST 

AMST 

AMST 

AMST 

AMST 

CHEM 

ENGL 

PORT 

SOCI 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

HIST 

I IIST 

HIST 

BIOL 

EXSS 

PHIL 

PHIL 

EXSS 

AFRI 



ECON 

SPAN 

CHEM 

JOMC 

BIOL 

BIOL 

COMM 

ECON 

HIST 

AMST 

ENGL 

ASTR 

GERM 

HIST 

ECON 

PSYC 

HIST 

MUSC 

PHIL 

DRAM 

HIST 

SPAN 

ASTR 

ASTR 

PORT 

COMM 

COMM 

BIOL 

COMM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 11:16 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig <ckalbrig@ernail.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_rncpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <ernontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 

Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>;                  @email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <rnterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela 

<phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros < 

@aramark.com>;                            @ernail.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>;                  @email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

_~ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@ernail.unc.edu>; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 

Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

_~facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

< ra pe ndle@ ernail.u nc.ed u>;                          @email.unc.edu>; 

<         @live.unc.edu>;                      _~unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@rned.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C <harry_stafford@ med.unc.edu>; 

Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@ med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@ med.unc.edu>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>;                      _~ernail.unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanrnills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>;                     @uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<      @uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

< bellis@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u>;                 _~ uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.eSubject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, , 2:]_5 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; G uy Cathro <cathro@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Grant Fulton 

<gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete spring semester 

Field Hockey Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Shelton, 

Attached is the list of your current student athletes who are eligible for competition this weekend as of rght now. [ 

know we’ve had some additions for the      so a couple of them still have some things that are outstanding and will 

likely keep them from playing against the US tryout team this weekend. 

Please review the list carefully and make sure that only those listed as eligible actually pa~icipate and receive benefits 

(i.e. meals) this weekend. Tfyou have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Karen Shelton 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

22. 

20. 

23. 24. 

NOTES: 

The following student athletes are not currently certified to compete: 

- academically ineligible per NCAA rules 

has not completed her eligibility paperwork did she make the team through the 

tryout? 

not cleared by the Eligibility Center; must submit last form of her eligibility 

paperwork (Financial Aid declaration) 

Cc: Grant Fulton Guy Cathro Larry Gallo 

Brent Blanton Scott Oliaro Compliance Staff 

Tony Yount Greg Gatz Travis Hipps 

Steve Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday 2:25 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; G reg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Eligible to Compete semester 

Volleyball - Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Sagula, 

See attached for the list of your student athletes who are officially eligible for competition this semesten Please review it 

and let me now if it matches up with what you were expecting. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Joe Sagula 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Eve Rackham 

Michael Beale 
TonyYount 

Sally Mays 

Tyler Adams 

Brent Blanton 

Steve Miller 
Greg Gatz 

Beth Miller 
Compliance Staff 

Travis Hipps 
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HIST Received/Signed 

ASTR Received/Signed 

PSYC Received/Signed 



On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Friday, Febma~?¢ 22, 2013 8:52 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Btidger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

In this afternoon 

All, 

I will be in Ioday after 12:00pro due to 

Thanks. 

Nate 





TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Lance Marl<os 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Tom Sander Chris Ducar gill Palladino 

Larry Gallo Clint Gwaltney Compliance Staff 

Brent Blanton Susan Malo¥ Nicole Fava 

Greg Gatz Travis Hipps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 25, 2053 9:52 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbri8 <ckalbris@ernail.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_rncpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridse, Diane Scobie <daldridse@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <ernontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 

Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>;                  @email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montsomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <rnegaloud@ernail.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <rnterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Hisley, Pamela 

<phisley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros < 

~aramark.com>;                            @ernail.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@ernail.unc.edu>; Bingharn, Mary Ellen <binghamm@ernail.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>;                  @email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

~ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@ernail.unc.edu>; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@ernail.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <torn_brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kerrnit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@ernail.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 

Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

< ra pe ndle@ ernail.u nc.ed u>;                           ~email.unc.edu>; 

_~live.unc.edu>; _~unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@rned.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@rned.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C <harry_stafford@ med.unc.edu>; 

Spans, Jeffrey T <jspans@ med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@ med.unc.edu>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>;                      _~ernail.unc.edu>; 

@ernail.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanrnills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bittin8 <abittins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>;                     @uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Kin8 <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas 

<alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <arnysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliarns@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

< bellis@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u>;                  _~ uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.eSubject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 3:31 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 
Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 
<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>;                  ~email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 
Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 
<nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 
<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mar 
Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email. unc.edu>;                       @ad.unc.edu>; 
Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; 
Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 
<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A 
<CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, 
Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 
Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas 
<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
<rapendle@email. unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; @unc.edu>; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 
<harry_stafford@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, 
Tim <tim othy_taft@m ed. unc.edu>;                     ~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
<        @email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Eric 
Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edSubject: 2013 Football Schedule>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 
<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>;                     @uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, 
Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
< @uncaa.unc.edu>;                   @uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 



<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>;                      ~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 

I~e 2013 Football Schedule is now available on GoHeels.com. 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa uric edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa unc edu>; 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Brian Kalbas 
<bkalbas@uncaa uric edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa uric edu>; Clarissa Adams 

<cadams@uncaa unc edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa unc edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa unc edu>; Derek 
Galvin <derekg@uncaa uncedu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa unc edu>; Jan Mann 

<jsagula@uncaa unc edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa unc edu>; Larl7 Fedora 

<lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa unc edu>; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa unc edu>; Mike Fox <mtox@uncaa unc edu>; Rich 

DeSelm <Bchdeselm@uncaa uncedu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa uncedu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa unc edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa uncedu> 

~nc rr corn>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

<blanton@uncaa uncedu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 

Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince [lie 



<ille(c0uncaa UNC edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee(cOuncaa unc edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb(~0uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend(~0uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr 

Overstreet <overstreCc0uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa uric edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shel~o@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo(~0uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha(~0uncaa unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

Subject: Save the Date 

i) Please mark this date on your calendars Monday, 
Hancock) fur all student athletes There will be two sessions: 6:30pm (first years and sophomores) and 
8:00pm (Juniors and Seniors) Location to be determined The presentation lasts approximately one hour 

Linda is a "funny nurse practitioner (FNP) who also happens to have a PhD in Education She has worked 
with college students at VCU for 25 years She currently also serves as the Director or VCU’s Wellness 
Resource Center Her clinical and educational experieqces have given her the ability to make substance 

abuse prevention practical, engaging and fun Linda says that college students have taught her most of 

what she knows and that each day they teach her more 

2) Also, Carolina CREED Meeting, Monday, 7pm on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

At[ach: 

12:03 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu >; Smith, Tim 
Dillon tdsmith@uncedu>: Ciocca, Mario F c~occa@emailuncedu>: Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncedu>: Clea~y, Kenneth Eugene kecleary@emailuncedu>: Sobba, Gary 

<%obba@tarheelsports corn>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Rest, Kevin S 
<kevinbest@uncedu>; Mack, Ken kmack@uncedu>; Terrell, Matt mterrell@uncedu>; 
Angie Bitting <abilling@uncaa unc edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa unc edu>: Cricket Lane 

<cricket@uncaauncedu>; Ellen Culler eculler@uncaa uncedu>; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa uncedu>; Martina Ballen mballen@uncaauncedu>; Michael Reale 
<mbeale@uncaauncedu>: Mike Bunting mbunting@uncaauncedu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa unc edu>: Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu>: Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa uncedu>; Steve Kirschner skirschner@uncaa uncedu>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaauncedu>; Willie Scroggs wscroggs@uncaauncedu> 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email unc edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaauncedu>; Beth Bridget bridgerb@uncaauncedu>, 

@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>: Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa uncedu>; Vince [lie ille@uncaa uncedu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John Blanchsrd <jgb@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>: Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>, 

@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa uncedu>; Shelley Johnson shelUo@uncaa uncedu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

NCAA Career ~n Sports Forum 

Effective Facilitation Workshop docx: Chapel Hill RCSF Schedule FINAL docx: Regional Career 

in Sports docx 

We will be hosting the NCAA Regional Career in Sports Forum Friday,            Sunday, 

in the Loudermilk Center The program is for selected student athletes and graduate level 
college students to learn and explore skills that will assist in their transition to a career in spo~ts 
(primary focus on intercollegiate athletics administration) 

Attached you will find "Schedule at a Glance" for the Career in Sports Forum and a flyer for your 
The Effective Facilitation Workshop s for administrators/coaches interested in 

facilitating NCAA Leadership and Career in Sports forums Please let me know if you have any 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Shelley H Johnson <shelljo@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  6:24 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>;                @uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu> 

RE: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudennilk?!" Bingo 

SAS Bingo          Results pdf; SAS Bingo          ,pdf 

And the identities are... 

The much anticipated reveal for and the new bingo card for 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, J2:44 PM 
Subject: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

Thanks for evep/one’s help! Here is the installment of bingo. Enjoy! Again, identities will be revealed 

at the end of the month. 



UNC S.W.A.G. Representatives 

Athletes Athletes 

What we need: 
¯ Cross Country(1 

representative) 
¯ Field Hockey (1 more 

representative) 
¯ Women’s Lacrosse (1 

representative) 
¯ Women’s Soccer (1 

representative) 

What we need: 
¯ Golf(l non senior 

representative) 
¯ Cross Country (1 

representative) 
¯ Fencing (1 representative) 
¯ Lacrosse (1 more 

representative) 
¯ Soccer (1 more 



¯ Diving (1 representative) representative) 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc edu> 
Thursday,               ; 9:11 AM 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylo@ad unc edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoqcc@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Matson, Janis 
Evelyn <jematson@email unc edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email unc edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaaacademics@groups unc edu>; ’Todd Arnold’ 
<tgamold@psafety unc edu>; Lineberry, Clystal Nolan <clinebel~y@unc edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cficke@uncaa unc edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa unc edu>; Kathy Ga-iggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa unc edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa unc edu>;                        i@uncaa unc edu>; Tom 
Timmem~ans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu>; ’sam@varsitymonitor corn’ 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaacompliance@groups unc edu> 

COS 

All, 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 959,962.7855 I Cell             I Fax 9:1.9,962.6002 

We Edu.:i~’Le ,~r~d Ih~si:~re tilr(;~;gh atM,et~c~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 7:19 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cficket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: Webinar Series and National Convention 

On Matvh 20fit at 3 PM, N4A is holding a flee webit~u on indMdual and progrmn certification I will plait to set up the webit~u in 
one of the chissrooms, mtd I encourage eveiyone to be there lit n~y opihioK indhiidual and program certificarion should be one of our 
program’s top priorities 

Bradley RH Bethel I Reading ai]d Writing Speciahst 
U hiversi~, of North Carohim at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for SludenI-Alhleles 

344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C               I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bclhcl~a unc cdu 

..... Ofigil~al Message ..... 

Senl: Friday. March 0h 2013 10:47 AM 
To: N4A~alisls nac&~ corn 
Cc: ’Ram5 Mosbah’ 
Sul~iect: [n4a] Webil~ar Series mtd Natiotml Com’enrion 

Dear N4A Membet~, 

I ant proud to amtounce fltat we ate begimffng our N4A Webit~ar series again tiffs ?,ear Our plans ate to offer thiee FREE webit~u s 

N4A will be bost0tg a FREE webhiar to its lnembet~ on tbe topic of lndMdual and Progrmn Certification on Wednesday, Mmvh 20 at 
3:00 pin ET Non-membeis ate encouraged to participate as well for a fee of $30 For additiotml ilffo mmrion on tbe webil~ar, as well 

CONTE[,-I ID 4 4546&DB OEM ID 12300> 

Also, registration is now hve for our 38th Narioiml Com’el~llon tbat is being held this sunmter in Jacksonville I encourage eveiyol~e 

wdl not want to lhiss!!! I hope to see evels, one this sununer 

Bart Byt~l 
Associate Athletic Director for Sludent-Athlete SelYices Bwlor U niversit? 
(254) 710-3790 Office 

Cell 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:27 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, 

Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>;                         @gmail.com>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 

< dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffTce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince [lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mar~ina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2053 9:44 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbri8 <ckalbris@ernail.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_rncpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridse, Diane Scobie <daldridse@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <ernontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 

Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>;                  @email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montsomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <krnack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <rnegaloud@ernail.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <rnterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Hisley, Pamela 

<phisley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros < 

@aramark.com>; Srnith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsrnith@ernail.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@ernail.unc.edu>; Bingharn, Mary Ellen <binghamm@ernail.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>;                 @email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

_~ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@ernail.unc.edu>; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@ernail.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <torn_brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kerrnit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@ernail.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 

Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

<                 ~facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

< ra pe ndle@ ernail.u nc.ed u>;                           _~email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; _~unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@rned.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@rned.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C <harry_stafford@ med.unc.edu>; 

Spans, Jeffrey T <jspans@ med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@ med.unc.edu>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>;                      @ernail.unc.edu>; 

_~ernail.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanrnills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bittin8 <abittins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>;                     ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Kin8 <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<      @uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <arnysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliarns@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

< bellis@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u>;                 ~ uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< @uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.eSubject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 8:14 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday Drop in Feedback Forms 

Drop in.pall 

Advisors, 

attached are the drop in feedback forms from Thursday, 

Thanks! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 15, 2053 9:27 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbri8 <ckalbris@ernail.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_rncpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridse, Diane Scobie <daldridse@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <ernontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 

Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>;                  _~email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montsomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <krnack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <rnegaloud@ernail.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <rnterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Hisley, Pamela 

<phisley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros < 

@aramark.com>;                            @ernail.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@ernail.unc.edu>; Bingharn, Mary Ellen <binghamm@ernail.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>;                  ~email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

_~ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@ernail.unc.edu>; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@ernail.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <torn_brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kerrnit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@ernail.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 

Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

<                _~facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

< ra pe ndle@ ernail.u nc.ed u>;                          @email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; _~unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@rned.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@rned.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C <harry_stafford@ med.unc.edu>; 

Spans, Jeffrey T <jspans@ med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@ med.unc.edu>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>;                      _~ernail.unc.edu>; 

@ernail.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanrnills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bittin8 <abittins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>;                     ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Kin8 <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<      ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <arnysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliarns@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

< bellis@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u>;                  _~ uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.eSubject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



OFF 

2:45 4:IBPM 

4:15 5:CZOpM 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Richie C~imsley <rgrimsley@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday,              7:47 Aivl 

Montgomely, John R <jmont@unc edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 
<tdsmith@unc edu>; ’John Starling’ <j starling@defenderservices corn>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 

@gmail corn>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email unc edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa unc edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Brldger <brldgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa unc edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa unc edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <crlcket@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa unc edu>; Diane Crocker 
<dcrocker@uncaa unc edu>;                            ~uncaa unc edu>; Dana 
Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa unc edu>; Ellen Culler 
<eculle@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa unc edu>; James Spurling <jspuding@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Ken 
Clean7/<kclea~y@uncaa unc edu>; ’Amy Kleissler’ <kleissle@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa unc edu>; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa unc edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa unc edu>; Molly Norton 
<mbnorton@uncaa unc edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa unc edu>; Michael 
Perkins <mperkins@uncaa unc edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa unc edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Steve Kirschner 
<skirschner@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wrlcha@uncaa unc edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa unc edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu>; Chad Zwierlein 
<zwierlein@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: Upcoming Events 

docx 

Starting this week, Nate Hilton will be the day to day point of contact for scheduling events in the Loudermilk Center 

and will begin sending out the weekly schedule next week. Please contact him with any issues or needs that arise 

within the building. 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Have a great week. 

From: Richie Grimsley rmailto:rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,              8:41 AM 
To: Larry Gallo; Aaron York; Bradley Bethel; Brent Blanton; Beth Miller; Beth Bridaer; Bubba Cunningham; Clint 
Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Cricket Lane; Dick Baddour; Diane Crocker;               ; Dana Gelin; Clare Duff/; 
Ellen Culler; Beth Lyons; Vince Ille; Jaimie Lee; John Blanchard; James Spurling; Jennifer Townsend; Kevin Best; Ken 



Clean/; Amy Kleissler; Kym Orr; Lance Markos; Martina Ballen; Michael Beale; Molly Norton; Mike Bunting; Michael 
Perkins; Nate Hilton;             ~ Tia Overstreet; Paul Pogge; Richie Grimsley; Rick Steinbacher; Susan Maloy; 
Stephen Boyd; Shelley Johnson; Steve Kirschner; Sandy Restivo; Tony Yount; Tim Sabo; Spencer Welborn; Wally 
Richardson; Willie Scroggs; Nate Yarbrough; Chad Zwierlein; John Montgomery; Karlton Creech; Ken Mack; Mat~ Terrell; 
Tim Smith; John Starling; Jan Boxill; ; Ginny Ellis 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2053 9:20 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbri8 <ckalbris@ernail.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_rncpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridse, Diane Scobie <daldridse@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <ernontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 

Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>;                  ~email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montsomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <krnack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <rnterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Hisley, Pamela 

<phisley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros < 

~aramark.com>;                            ~ernail.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>;                  @email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

_~ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@ernail.unc.edu>; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kerrnit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 

Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

~facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>;                           ~email.unc.edu>; 

<        @live.unc.edu>;                      @unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C <harry_stafford@ med.unc.edu>; 

Spans, Jeffrey T <jspans@ med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@ med.unc.edu>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>;                      _~email.unc.edu>; 

@ernail.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bittin8 <abittins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>;                     ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Kin8 <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

< bellis@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u>;                 @ uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncSubject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weel~ly Schedule.xlsx 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



Subject: Mal~agers 
Date: 3:42:53 PM EDT 
To: Beth t~ridger <brid#erb{@emaiLunc edu>, <#~ount(@.email unc.edu>, Kym N Orr <orr(@.email uric edu>, Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn@e]~a[! ul)c,edu>, Tony YouI~t <~ol)y’yount@unc edu>, Brent BlantoI~ <blanton@uncaa ul)c,edu>, 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@,uncaa.unc.edu>, Wally Richardson <wricha(t~uncaa.unc.edu> 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Monday,              4:47 PM 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad unc edu>; C~egolT, Cassandra B 
<gregotTc@email unc edu>; Youm, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Matson, Janis 
Evelyn <jematson@email unc edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email unc edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaaacademics@groups unc edu>; ’Todd Arnold’ 
<tgamold@psafety unc edu>; Lineberry, Clystal Nolan <clinebelxy@unc edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Blanton, Brem S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa unc edu>; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa unc edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa unc edu>;                        @uncaa unc edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu>; ’sam@varsitymonitor corn’ 
Haney, Sarah K <shaney@email unc edu>; UNCAA-Compliance 
<uncaa compliance@groups unc edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa unc edu>; Rich 
DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa unc edu> 

COS 

All, 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell              I Fax 919.962.6002 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              10:41 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kshelton@email unc edu> 

Ga0o, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@email unc edu>; Gatz, Grego~?~ <ggg@email unc edu>; 
Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Hipps, Travis <jthipps@email unc edu>; Griggs, 
Kathy <kgriggs@email unc edu>; Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Fulton, Cnant <w[’ulton@email unc edu>; 
Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Timmermans, 
Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete update 

- Spring Eligible to Compete 2pdf 

Coach Shelton, 

See attached for the latest on who is eligible for competition,              is now officially cleared for competition 

after getting through the Eligibility Center. Thanks to Grant for getting her through the process. If you have any 

questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Karen Shelton 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

22. 

25. 

20. 
23. 24. 

NOTES: 

The following student athletes are not currently certified to compete: 

- academically ineligible per NCAA rules 

has not completed her eligibility paperwork did she make the team through the 

tryout? 

Grant Fulton Guy Cathro Larry Gallo 

Brent Blanton Scott Oliaro Compliance Staff 

Tony ¥ount Greg Gatz Travis Hipps 

Steve Miller 



From: Jenn Townsend <jtova~send@unc edu> 
Subject: I~lanager~ 
Date:             3:42:53 PM EDT 
To: Beth Bridget <bridqerb,~,emaiLunc.edu>, <¢tyount@email.unc.edu>, Kym N Orr <orr~,emaiLunc.edu>, Spencer 
Welbom <swelbom(~,email unc.edu>, Tony Yount <tonyyount(~.unc edu>, Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc.edu>, 
Susan Maloy <sbma[oy@uncaa ul)c,edu>, Wally Richardson <w[icha@u])caa,unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 11:38 AM 

@aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu >; Markos, Lance M < markos@email.unc.edu >; Ducar, 
Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Crystal Dunn 
@gmail.com>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Gatz, Gregory 

<ggg@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu >; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount@unc.edu >; Blanton, Brent S < hlanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nicole 

Fava < nfava@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: waiver 

Lance, Tony, and eve,/one else "who had a hand in this" 

This is great news and we all know that 
THANK YOU! 

Larry 

, her teammates, and coaches are most appreciative. Well done and 

> > > "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Thank you guys, this is HUGE for us AND      H] 

11:25 AM >>> 

Sent: Thursday,              9:53 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris;     ~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: waiver 

All, 

See attached for the approval from the NCAA on       ’s waiver. This means that she may now rejoin practice with 

the team and compete for U NC, effective immediately, for the rest of the semester even though she is only enrolled in 

9 hours. Thanks to everyone, especially Tony, for their help on the waiver. Please pass the word along to 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Friday, I             3:56 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonvvount(?t~unc edu>; 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Bridger, Beth 
<bridgerb@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; Welbom, Spencer 
<swelbom@email unc edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email unc edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
PSYC            Exam Review - Sunday     @ 6:00pro 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC    ;ection 
be conducting on Sunday evening (    ) at 6:00pm in Room 2310C. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

that our Psychology tutor, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloyCa)uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Nathan Scott Hilton <nhilton@email unc edu> 
Monday,               8:28 AM 

’John Starling’ <j starling@defenderservices com>; Ellis, Ginny 
<grellis@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL(?~)email unc edu>; Hilton Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu>; 

@gmail com>; Montgomety, John R <jmom@unc edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc edu>; Terrell, Matt 
<mterrell@unc edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa unc edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa uric edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa unc edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa unc edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa uric edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa uric edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; 
Clare Duffy <dufl’yce@uncaa unc edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa uric edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa uric edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa unc edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaauncedu>; Kevin 
Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa unc edu>; ’AmyKleissler’ 
<ldeissle@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa uric edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa unc edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa unc edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa uric edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbuntin~(~*)uncaa unc edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa unc edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Steve Kirschner 
<skirschner@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa unc edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu>; Chad Zwierlein 
<zwierlein@uncaa unc edu> 
Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:41 PM 

Yount, Tony <tunyyount@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blantun@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Brid~er <bridgerb~)uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>;                            ~uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa unc edu>;                         @uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

info session on b-school admissions 

Hi all, 
Anna Millar, who oversees the admissions process for the undergrad business program at Kenan-Flagler, has 
offered to come over to Loudermilk and speak to our staff about the undergraduate admissions process She’s 
free anytime on         which is a Friday Maybe we shoot for 2 pro? The program takes about I hour 
If this is something you’d be interested in attending, please let me know whether     at 2 pm works for you 
(FYI, there’s an admissions overview for students on the reading day I will make sure students and 
counselors receive info about that ahead of time) 
Any questions/comments, please let me know Thanks! 
-- Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 
University of Norib Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(9 9) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nathan Scott Hilton <nhilton@email unc edu> 

Monday,             8:01 AM 

’John Starling’ <j starling@defenderservices com>; Ellis, Ginny 
<grellis@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL(?~)email unc edu>; Hilton Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu>; 

@gmail com>; Montgomery, John R <jmom@unc edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc edu>; Terrell, Matt 
<mterrell@unc edu>; G~-imsley, Richie <rglimsley@unc edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 
<tdsmith@unc edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Aaron York 
<ayork@uncaa unc edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa uric edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaauncedu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridget 
<bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa unc edu>; Clint 
Gwaltney <cgvvaltney@uncaa unc edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa uric edu>; 
Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc ~du>; Clare Dufl’y 
<duffyce@uncaa unc edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa uric edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa unc edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin 
Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa unc edu>; ’Amy Kleissler’ 
<kleissle@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa unc edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa unc edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa unc edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa unc edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbuming@uncaa unc edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa unc edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Steve Kirschner 
<skirschner@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa unc edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu>; Chad Zwierlein 
<zwierlein@uncaa unc edu> 
KenanfLoudermilk Weekly Schedule 

docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work ~ (91"9) 962-4316 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Shelley H Johnson <shelljo@unc edu> 

Monday,             8:10 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>;                @uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu> 

RE: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudennilk?!" Bingo 

SAS Bingo (       )pdf 

Attached is the April edition of SAS Bingo. Enjoy] 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, 10:22 AM 
Subject: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

Results from the March edition of SAS Bingo... when all is revealed. 



Student Athlete Services Bingo 

April 2013 

Instructions: Match the clues with the names below. There is one clue for each person listed. 

I has a secret desire 

:o design and build a 

house from the 

ground up. 

my grandfather. 

At a Peruvian bbq, I 

ate "cuy" which I 

later found out is 

guinea pig. 

I am allergic to 

shrimp. 

I was told by a 

Disney animator 

that I should apply 

to Disney as an 

animator. 

I helped 

daughter 

move out of her 

dorm room. 

I once had serious 

carsickness. 

I once spent the 

night in a 

Greyhound station 

in the middle of 

nowhere, California. 

I played a scarecrow 

in a horse show. 

My dream car is an 

Escalade. 

Kenneth Cole shoes 

are my favorite. 

and was told if you bid 

first you won’t set your 

item Well, I bid first and 

had to buy a painting; 

luckily is was not too 

My new car features 

the foot truck 

release. Jealous? 

I wore red snakeskin 

leather pants on my 

21st birthday. 

I saw WNBA player 

Lisa Leslie in Madrid, 

Spain, randomly out 

and about back in 

2006 when she was 

still kind of popular. 

I sawa no hitter in 

Fenway Park. 

My retirement plan 

entails owing a 

English pub in the 

British countryside. 

Names to be matchedwiththe clues: 

Beth B. Brent 

Beth L. Cricket 

Brad Dana 

Mary Ellen Shelley Tia 

Jaimie Nate Spencer Tony 

Kym Sandy Susan Wally 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:01 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms Drop in 

Untitled Message.msg 

Attached are the drop in feedback forms from Tuesday, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 10:30 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 
Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 
<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>;                  @email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 
Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 
<nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 
<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mar 
Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email. unc.edu>;                       ~ad.unc.edu>; 
Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; 
Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 
<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A 
<CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, 
Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 
Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas 
<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

~facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
<rapendle@email. unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; ~unc.edu>; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamatiq, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 
<harry_stafford@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <ispang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, 
Tim <timothy taft(~med.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@emall.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edSubject: GoHeels.com survey>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 
<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>;                     ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, 
Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
< @uncaa.unc.edu>;                   ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 



<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>;                      ~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 

To All Athletic Department Staff: 

As we near the end of our first year with NeuLion as our online partner for GoHeels.com, we will soon be embarking on a 
redesign and reorganization of some portions of the site. 

As part of that process, we’d love to get feedback from you about how you use the site, what you’d like to see more of, and 
what changes you’d suggest. The suntey is anonymous and shouldn’t take mo~e than a few minutes to complete. If 
interested, please complete the survey between now and Sunday in order for your ideas to be included in our initial redesign 
conversations. 

Here is the link to the sul~tey: 
https://www.sup~eymonkey.com/s/goheels 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks very much. 

-Matt Bowers 

MaR Bowe~ 
UNCAthletic Communications 
(919) 962-7259 
ma~bowe~@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             7:07 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions unc edu>; Fainter, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions unc edu>; 

Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Foster, Beverly B 
<bbfoster@email unc edu>; Boxberger, Carl J <cjbox@email unc edu>; Gregol% 
Cassandra B <gregolyc@email unc edu>; Cowell, Glynis S <gscowell@email unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Evans, Jack <jevans@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email unc edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email unc edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email unc edu>; 
Nusbaum, Mark J <mnusbaum@email unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Keadey, 
Stephen <sckeadey@email unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 
<southall@email unc edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email unc edu>; 
Roberts, Ten~ Kermit <tkrobert@email unc edu>;         ~gmail corn; 

~gmail corn;            ~gmail corn;,       ~gmail corn; 
~gmail corn;           ~gmail corn;        ~gmail corn; 

@gmail corn; UNCAA-EveI2cone <uncaa-evet~cone@groups unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

?blive unc edu>;                              @live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; Orringer, Eugene P <eugeneorringer@med unc edu>; 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu>;       @nc rr corn; Stephens, John B 
<stephens@sog unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrewA)enin@unc edu>; Defickson, 
Christopher P <cderickson@unc edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberty@unc edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Clark, Fred M <fredclark@unc edu>; Thorp, 
Holden <holdenthorp@unc edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; 
Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc edu>; Ort, 
ShMey A <sao@unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - 

pdf 

All, 

See attached forthe 

Thanks, 

Lance 

:edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:09 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms Drop in 

Untitled Message.msg 

Attached are the drop in feedback forms from Wednesday 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             2:47 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>: Hioos, Travis <ithioos(?~email unc edu>; Oliaro, Scott 
M <oliaro@email unc edu>;                                @email unc edu>; 
Fulton, Grant <wfulton@email unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lanay A <athgallo@unc edu>; 
Gatz, Cnegot’y <ggg@unc edu>; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller2 l@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmermans@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete update 

- Spring Eligible to Compete 3 pdf 

gee attached -        J is officially eligible for competition for the rest of the semester. I know the plan is for her to 

ju st be a practice player but I wanted to get her eligible to the same point as the rest of the team, so that we’re in the 

clear if she ends u p doing more than just practicing. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Karen Shelton 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

19. 20. 

22. 23. 

25. 26. 

24. 

NOTES: 

The following student athletes are not currently certified to compete: 

- academically ineligible per NCAA rules 

Cc: Grant Fulton Guy Cathro Larry Gallo 

Brent Blanton Scott Oliaro Compliance Staff 

Tony Yount Greg Gatz Travis Hipps 

Steve Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 7:48 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms Drop in 

Untitled Message.msg 

Attached are the drop in feedback forms from Thursday, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday, , 12:19 PM 

@aol corn; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; i 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; 

@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

PSYC    Sec ~. Exam Review - Tuesday     @ 9:00pro 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC    Section 
be conducting on Tuesday evening (    ) at 9:00pm in Room 2306. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloyCa)uncaa unc edu 

that our Psychology tutor, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live uric edu> 

Tuesday, 5:21 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy a~cmail unc cdu>: 
@gmail com; 

%live unc edu>: 
~@ive uric cdu>: 
@live unc cdu>; 

@live unc edu>: 
@live unc edu>: 
~@ive uric cdu>: 
"a live uric cdu>: 

%live unc edu>; 

@live unc cdu>: 

%live unc edu: ~ 
a~livc unc edu>: 

~live unc cdu>; 

%live unc edu>: : 
a~livc unc edu>; 

a~livc uric edu>: 

@live unc edu>: 

Bethel. Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>: Overstreet, Tia 
<ovcrstre@cmail uric cdu>: Richardson, W~lly <wricha a~cmail unc cdu>: Lee, Jaimic 
~jaimielee a~unc cdu>: Townsend, Jcnn <jtownscnd a~unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton. Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: PSYC 101 Scc 003 Exmn Review - Tuesday     a~ 8:00pm 

Noted! Stadents, do not Jbrget aboat the " PSYC See exam re~,iew !" Advisors, please notiJj, your students! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             12:21 

Richardson, Wally; Oqerstreet, fia; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Orr, Kym N; Blanton, Brent; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M; Yount, Tony; Levante, 
Subject: PSYC    Sec    Exam Review Tuesday    @ 8:00pro 

thatourPsychologytutor, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Acadcmic Support Progrmn for Studcnt-Athletcs 

919-962-9~92 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov a uncaa unc cdu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:07 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cficket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions unc edu>; Michelle Brown 
( [ ""      @gmail corn); Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Frank DeFord 

Click here to read an interesting article from Frank DeFord today. Here’s a clip: 

"Athletes should get academic credit for playing on a team, no less than collegiate musicians get credit for 
music courses, or, say, collegiate journalists earn for taking courses where they can get credit for covering the 
athletes who don’t get credit for doing what the journalists get credit for writing about." 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading m~d Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <      @gmail corn> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:20 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbrog@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

RE: ASPSA meeting May 8th 

From: Yarbrough, Nate [mailto:yarbro9@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, April 22, 2013 4:17 PM 

To: wricha@uncaa.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee (jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu); Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; 
jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu; Yount, Tony; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Beth Lyons (emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu); Brent Blanton 
~:~ Woodard, Harold 
Su~ect: ASPSA meeting May 8th 

All, 

Please let me know if you are planning on attending the ASPSA meeting on May 8th @ 11:30 am 2nd floor conference 

room. 

Thanks, 

Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:32 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@email unc edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
err <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Michelle Brown I           ~gmail corn) 

Ma~’y Willingham Acceptance Speech 

Staff, 

You may want to read her speech, just so you know what she is saying: http://thedrakegroup.org/2013/O4/22/mary- 

willingham-2013-rmh-recipient-says-u niversity-failed-athletes/ 

I’m sure we’ll all have thoughts, and I look forward to discussing in person. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudel]nilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3197 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
c          I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcthcl@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:45 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email unc edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Farmer, Stel~hen M <sfarme@admissions unc edu>; Michelle Brown 
@gmail corn); Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Academics and Athletics CSRI Panel 

For those who couldn’t attend the CSRI panel Friday {which included Gerald Gurney and Bart Byrd), you can watch it at 

the following web address: http://new.livestream.com/SBEN/CSRIConference 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudenndk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:55 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Feedback Forms Drop in 

Untitled Message.msg 

Attached are the feedback forms from Thursday, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley H Johnson <shelljo@unc edu> 

Tuesday,             4:5 1 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>;                @uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restlvo <sresuvo~uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Mate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

SAS Bingo (         Results pdf 

Results from the April edition of SAS Bingo... when all is revealed. Final reveal of the spring![ 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, 8:10 AM 
Subject: RE: REVISYFED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

Attached is the April edition of SAS Bingo. Enjoy! 



Student Athlete Services Bingo 

April 2013 

Instructions: Match the clues with the names below. There is one clue for each person listed. 

I has a secret desire 

to design and build a 

house from the 

ground up. 

I am named after 

my grandfather. 

Dana 

At a Peruvian bbq, I 

ate "cuy" which I 

later found out is 

guinea pig. 

Shelley 

lam allergic to 

shrimp. 

Mary Ellen 

I was told by a 

Disney animator that 

I should apply to 

Disney as an 

animator. 

Nate 

Ihelped 

daughter 

move out of her 

dorm room. 

Beth L. 

I once had serious 

carsickness. 

I once spent the 

night in a Greyhound 

station in the middle 

of nowhere, 

California. 

Brad 

I played a scarecrow 

in a horse show. 

My dream caris an 

Escalade. 

Tia 

Kenneth Cole shoes 

are my favorite. 

and was told if you bid 

first you won’t get your 

item Well, I bid first and 

had to buy a painting; 

luckily is was not too 

Sandy 

My new car features 

the foot truck 

release. Jealous? 

Cricket 

I wore red snakeskin 

leather pants on my 

21st birthday. 

Beth B. 

I saw WNBA player 

Lisa Leslie in Madrid 

Spain, randomly out 

and about back in 

2006 when she was 

still kind of popular. 

Jaimie 

I sawa no hitter in 

Fenway Park. 

Spencer 

My retirement plan 

entails owing a 

English pub in the 

British countryside. 

Brent 

Names to be matched with the dues: 

Beth B. Brent 

Beth L. Cricket 

Brad Dana 

Mary Ellen Shelley Tia 

Jaimie Nate Spencer Tony 

Kym Sandy Susan Wally 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             II :35 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions unc edu>; Fainter, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions unc edu>; 
Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Foster, Beverly B 
<bbfoster@email unc edu>; Boxberger, Carl J <cjbox@email unc edu>; Gregot% 
Cassandra B <gregotyc@email unc edu>; Cowell, Glynis S <gscowell@email unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Evans, Jack <jevans@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email unc edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email unc edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email unc edu>; 
Nusbaum, Mark J <mnusbaum@email unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Keadey, 
Stephen <sckeadey@email unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 
<southall@email unc edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email unc edu>; 
Roberts, TenT Kermit <tkrobert@email unc edu>;        @gmail corn; 

~gmail corn:            ~gmail corn;        ~gmail corn; 
~gmail corn;           ~gmail corn;       ~gmail corn; 

@gmail corn; UNCAA-EveI’yone <uncaa-evet’yone@groups unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>;                              @live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; Orringer, Eugene P <eugeneorringer@med unc edu>; 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu>;       ~nc rr corn; Stephens, John B 
<stephens@sog unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~enin@unc edu>; Defickson, 
Christopher P <cderickson@unc edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberty@unc edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Clark, Fred M <fredclark@unc edu>; Thorp, 
Holden <holdenthorp@unc edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; 
Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc edu>; On, 
ShMey A <sao@unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - 

pdf 

All, 

See attached forthe 

Thanks, 

Lance 

edition of the Compliance Newsletten 

LonceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department o~Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday 4:14 PM 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylo@ad unc edu>; C~egolT, Cassandra B 
<gregotTc@email unc edu>; Youm, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Matson, Janis 
Evelyn <jematson@email unc edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email unc edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaaacademics@groups unc edu>; ’Todd Arnold’ 
<tgamold@psafety unc edu>; Lineberry, Clystal Nolan <clinebelvy@unc edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Blanton, Brem S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa unc edu>; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa unc edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa unc edu>;                         ~uncaa unc edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu>; ’sam@varsitymonitor corn’ 
UNCAA-Compliance <uncaacompliance@groups unc edu>; Fox, Mike 
<mfox@unc edu> 

Change of Status 

All, 

Please Delete the following student athletes to their respective team roste~ 

as of, (Illness) 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell              I Fax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 9:41 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelbom@email unc edu>; Richardson, 
Wally <wricha@email unc edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email unc edu>; Michelle 
Brown <           ~gmail corn>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu> 

Staff meeting reminder 

This is your friendly reminder about our staff meeting at 3:00 p.m. today. Please let me know if you have any items to 

add to the agenda. 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc edu> 
Tuesday,            4:03 PM 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylo@ad unc edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoqcc@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Matson, Janis 
Evelyn <jematson@email unc edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email unc edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaaacademics@groups unc edu>; ’Todd Arnold’ 
<tgamold@psafety unc edu>; Lineberry, C~Tstal Nolan <clinebelTy@unc edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cficket@uncaa unc edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa unc edu>; Kathy Ga-iggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa unc edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa unc edu>;                        @uncaa unc edu>; Tom 
Timmem~ans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu>; ’sam@varsitymonitor corn’ 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaacompliance@groups unc edu>; Fox, Mike 
<mfox@unc edu> 

Change of Status 

All, 

Please Delete the following student athletes to their respective team roste~ 

as of (quit) 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 959,962.7855 I Cell I            I Fax 919,962.6002 

~’.�,ii’iil[~lJ~!ilfli¢Ce: The ,":41’,’, liria ~:a!tl 3r)H,~el.’,:,,! ~ln I 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             9:44 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Mann, Jan M <janmann@unc edu> 

@email unc edu>; Hipps, Travis <jthipps@email unc edu>; 
Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email unc edu>; Gisselman, Stephen <sdgiss@email unc edu>; 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Creech, Karhon W 
<kcreech@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangelder@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller2 l@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmermans@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wigger, Leah Marie 
<wigger@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Eligible for Competition - post-season 

W Golf- Post-Season Eligible to Compete pdf 

gee attached for the certification for post-season competition occurring after the end of the semester. Shouldn’t be any 

surprises - had to wait on grades to post or would’ve had this to you sooner - but if you have any questions, just let me 

know. Thanks and good luck at Regionals!! 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: Jan Mann 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete - Post-Season, Spring 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete. 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: LeahWigger 

Brent Blanton 
TonyYount 

Steve Miller 

Beth Miller 

Scott Oliaro 

Steve Gisselman 

Karlton Creech 
Compliance Staff 

Travis Hipps 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,            4:41 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <slinger@email unc edu> 

@email unc edu>; Halverson, Doug 
<halverso~emad unc edu>; Hipps, Travis <jthipps@email unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M 
<kmdowd@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu>; Gisselman, 
Stephen <sdgiss@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Brenner, John F 
<John Brunner@unc edu>; Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangelder@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pebarnes@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller2 l@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Eligible for Competition - post-season 

W Lacrosse - Post-Season Eligible to Compete pdf 

Coach Lev% 

See attached for the certification for post season competition occu rring after the end of the semester. Please take some 

time to review it to make sure it matches up with your list. Shouldn’t be any surprises but if you have any questions, just 

let me know. Thanks and good luckthis weekend!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Jenny Levy 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes EliBible to Compete Post-Season, SprinB 

AccordinB to the UNC ReBistrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete. 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

22. 

25. 

28. 

20. 

23. 

26. 

29. 

32. 

24. 

27. 

30. 

33. 

Phil Barnes 

John Brunner 
TonyYount 

Steve Miller 

Katrina Dowd 
Compliance Staff 

Doug Halverson 

Travis Hipps 

Rick Steinbacher 

Brent Blanton 

Matt Bowers 

Steve Gisselman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timlnerlnans <thnmennans@unc edu> 

Monday,              9:09 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; U~CAA Academics 
<uncaaacademics@groups unc edu> 

@email unc edu> Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; 
Vangelder, Matielle A <mvangelder@unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa unc edu> 

Summer School Session I Reminder (Deadlines to Cancel, Drop and Withdraw) 

All, 

Just an FYI. Please make sure all SA’s taking summer school are enrolled in the correct hours or if not taking any classes 

to drop them. Today is the last day changes can be made without tuition or fees being charged. If the SA makes any 

changes between tomorrow and Thursday s/he will have to pay the charge associated with dropping the class ( 20% of 

tuition and fees). Any changes after Thursday and the student is on the hook for the full amount. The department of 

athletics, will not be responsible for any drop/cancelled class charges in most scenarios. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom 

Deadlines to Cancel, Drop and Withdraw 
IM PORTANT NOTE: In order to drop a course from your schedule, you must be registered for at least one 
remaining course If you wish to cancel ALL of your classes once Summer School begins, you must follow 
directions for withdrawal from the university 

Deadline 

Last day to cancel registration (No tuition or fees charged) 

Last day to drop a course for credit on account partial refund 

Last day for undergraduates to drop a course (with at least 1 credit remaining) No 
refund 

Last day for graduates to drop a course (with at least I credit remaining) No 
refund 

Last day to withdraw from all courses No refund 

First 
Maymester Session 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell              I Fax 919.962.6002 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 7:08 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
Tutor Schedules 

Hi Everyone, 

I believe most of the tutor sessions have been scheduled. Please review you r sports and be su re you r students are ready 

to begin tomorrow. The only two tutors who are not able to begin until next Monday, May 20th, are              and 

~. Please be sure your students are aware of this as well. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalovCa)uncaa unc edu 



books 

Academic Counselors: Please make sure to check th e book list before signing off on a n,~ forms If a SA’s narne s not on it, call me a nd we ca n figure out wilat is 



2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

24 

27 

29 
3O 

35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

44 
45 
46 

Charge Dat~.s: (fst session); 

Session 

(2nd session) 

MAYMSTR 

MayMester 

Summer Session 



2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

22 

24 
25 

27 
28 
29 
3O 

35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

42 

44 
45 
46 



A 

48 

58 

64 

80 

84 

86 

88 

89 
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A 



B C D E F GI H 

L39 

L40 

L42 

L43 

L44 

L45 

L46 

L47 

L48 

L49 

L52 

L55 

L56 

L58 

L60 

L54 

L72 

L74 

LSO 

L84 
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A 

234 2 

24C 2 

243 2 

242 2 

244 2 

24£ 2 

25C 2 

252 2 

254 2 

25£ 2 

26C 2 

263 2 

262 2 

264 2 

27C 2 

274 2 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 II :45 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton <       ~gmail corn>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu> 

E-Letterhead 

13-3160-CA S-Student Athletes E-Letterhead 2013 dot 

All, 

Here is the new Academic Suppor~ Program for Student-Athletes E-letterhead. Please let me know if you have any 

questions. 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

O 919 962 9537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 2:57 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton <       ~gmail corn>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<j aimielee@uncaa unc edu> 

2013 Summer Travel Letter 

All, 

The 2013 Su miner Travel Letter is now in the H Drive u nder Academics and in the Travel Letters Folder right click to 

open. If you have any questions please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

O 919 962 9537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:33 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
MATH/STAT Drop-In 

Hey Everyone, 

Please inform your students that will be conducting MATH/STAT Drop In sessions on Tuesdays and 

Thursdays at 8pro, in addition to the COMM drop in session with               scheduled for 7pro on Thursdays. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (of’rice) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloyCa)uncaa unc edu 



books 

Academic Counselors: Please make sure to check th e book list before signing off on a ny forms If a SA’s nara e s not on it, call me a nd we ca n figure out what 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              2:33 PM 

~email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
@email unc edu>; 
;@gmail corn; 

~hotmail corn; 
~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 
@live unc edu> 
@live unc edu> 

@email unc edu>; 
~gmail corn; @gmail corn; 

@homaail com; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; ""    " 

@yahoo corn 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; @gmail corn; 

@live unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; 

@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Tutorial Program Closed for Memorial Day Weekend 

Hello Everyone, 

Just wanted to be sure you all are aware that the Academic Center will be closed for Tutorial and Structured Study on 

Sunday I and Monday , due to the holiday weekend. All regularly scheduled appointments will resume on 

Tuesday, 

Thanks so much and enjoy the long weekend 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@uncaa uric edu 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             2:41 PM 

a;bellsouth net; ’                     a;emall unc edu>; 
~!email talC edu>: Yomlt, Tony <tonvvount, a;mlC edu>: 

@email unc edu>; fl;email unc edu>: 
~!email unc edu>: ~!gmail corn: 1 a;gmail corn: 

&~mail corn; a;hotmail corn: a;hotmail corn; 
@live unc edu>: cdive unc edu> 

’a live talC edu>; a;live unc edu>: 
~live unc edu>: @live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>: fdive unc edu>: 
~alive unc edu>: ( . ~a talC edu>; Bradley Bethel 

<bbetheFa!uncaa unc edu>: BethLvons <enflvons,a;uncaa talC edu>: 
’ayahoo corn 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlvons~(4 email talC edu>; Orr, IQmN <orr@email unc edu>; 

~dive unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie ~jaimielee@unc edu>; To;~nsend, Jenn 
<jto;~nsend~a talC edu>; Bro;~n, Michelle <nalchellebro;~n~a unc edu>: 

~(4 unc edu>: Yount, Tony <tonyyount~a unc edu>: Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton~a uncaa unc edu> 

General Tutorial Business - Susml Out of the Office Next Week 

HiEveryone, 

I just wanted to make you all aware that I will be out of town attending a conference for part of next week]               If 

you have any needs or special requests for next week, please be sure to let me know by Tuesday,       Otherwise, if any 

unexpected needs arise for extra sessions or cancelations while I am away, please be sure to email me as well as each student’s 

Academic Counselor. Imaynot be able to respond in a timely manner, so it will be important for you to reach out to the 

Counselor in order for students to be made aware of chanBes promptly. Counselor contacts by sport are noted below. 

Jaimie Lee - Football, W. Basketball- [aimielee @email.unc.edu 

Brad Bethel Football bbethel~email.unc.edu 

KymOrr Track, Men’sSoccer orr@email.unc.edu 

Jenn Townsend - M. Basketball, Softball, Swimming, M. Tennis- jtownsend@unc.edu 

TonyYount Field Hockey, W. Golf, W. Lacrosse, Volleyball, W. Soccer tonygount@unc.edu 

grent glanton Wrestling, M. Golf, W. Tennis, Gymnastics Blanton@unc.edu 

Susan Maloy- Baseball, M. Lacrosse- sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 

Thanksso much. 

Susan Matoy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program rot Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (g0.x) 
sbmalow;~uncaa unc edu 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jenn Townsend [jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Friday, May 31,2013 1:43:55 PM 
Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jairnie; Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent S 
FW: Daily Schedule for Orientation 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
FY sched land2.pdf (75.6K) 
FY sched letters.pdf(69.7K) 
FY sched numbers.pdfdf (82.5K) 
General Orientation information.pdfdf (1.3M) 

Here is a more specific schedule for each group during Orientation. I am still working on getting our 
room number for the day 2 meetings. 

Jenn 

From: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 6:31 AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: Daily Schedule for Orientation 

HiJenn, 

I think you should be receiving a copy of our student publication (New Student Guide) in campus mail 
soon-if you don’t have it by Friday, please let me know and we’ll get you a copy for sure. In the 
meantime, rve attached PDF’s of all of the schedules. In terms of who to email about Day 1 student- 
athlete meetings, please include: 

Shandolschoover(~email.unc.edu 
~unc.edu 

.~b,,unc.edu 
~live.unc.edu 

Thanks 
Shandol 

From:Townsend, Jenn 
Sent:Wednesday, May 29,2013 4:36 PM 



To: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Subject: Daily Schedule for Orientation 

Hi, Shandol: 

I can’t remember if you were the one who sent it to me in the past, but I think we always had a daily 
schedule of Orientation that showed all the registration times for the different groups. It also had all 
the room information for presentations. Would you mind sending this year’s schedule to me if you 
have it? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email unc edu> 

Monday,            4:44 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions unc edu>; Fainter, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions unc edu>; 
Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Foster, Beverly B 
<bbfoster@email unc edu>; Boxberger, Carl J <cjbox@email unc edu>; Gregol% 
Cassandra B <gregolyc@email unc edu>; Cowell, Glynis S <gscowell@email unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Evans, Jack <jevans@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email unc edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email unc edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email unc edu>; 
Nusbaum, Mark J <mnusbaum@email unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Keadey, 
Stephen <sckeadey@email unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 
<southall@email unc edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email unc edu>; 
Roberts, Teny Kermit <tkrobert@email unc edu>; @gmail corn; 

~gmail corn; ~gmail corn;, ~gmail corn; 
@gmail corn;           @gmail corn;        @gmail corn; 

@gmail corn; UNCAA-EveI2cone <uncaa-evet2cone@groups unc edu>; 
,@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>;                              @live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; Orringer, Eugene P <eugeneorringer@med unc edu>; 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu>;       ~nc rr corn; Stephens, John B 
<stephens@sog unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrewA)enin@unc edu>; Defickson, 
Christopher P <cderickson@unc edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberty@unc edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Clark, Fred M <fredclark@unc edu>; Thorp, 
Holden <holdenthorp@unc edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; 
Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc edu>; Ort, 
ShMey A <sao@unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - 

pdf 

All, 

See attached forthe 

Thanks, 

Lance 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 
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On 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 3:43 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

RE: Students not in Database 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 
From: YouN, ToW 
Sent: Monda?, Jul? 29, 2013 3:28 PM 
TO: Blanlon. Bmnl S 
Sul~iect: Re: StudeNs ~ot in Database 

TIIosc should be lig]ll - fixed Ihcm oll lily compulcr 

So~" about flint 

On Ju129, 2013, at 2:19 PM, "Blmtto~k Bt~t S" -~olanton~a uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> Your pids are off: send me the correct ones and I will get fltem added Eveiyone else is m tbe s? stem fltough 
> 
>B 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
Wednesday,               1:13 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 
RE:               update 

Thanks Ton3 

..... O~iginal M¢ssag¢ ..... 
Frmn: YouN, ToW 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:48 PM 
TO: Blanlon. Brenl S 
Cc: Brown. Michelle 
Sul~iect: :update 

Michell¢. I will b¢ back here al I 1 for our nl¢¢ling 

Tony 





Verzonden= dirlsda8 20:38 





From: "Barnes, Maria J" <mibarnes(~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Respone Required - RE: 
Date: 10:55:27 AM EDT 
To: ~,live.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount(~unc.edu> 

I was told to contact you by my athletic adviser Tony Yount concerning my eligibility after switching my major to journalism recently. 

Tony has informed me that because I switched I now have only 68 hours towards my major and to be eligible          I need 72. 

Tony advised me to add 3ack so that I would be eligible. I thought I would contact you because you were so 

helpful in helping me I do apologize for this confusing situation, and you have been great helping me, thank 

you so much. If its easier I can come in today (which I was going to do this morning but we have a meeting at 915 and I was unsure if 

you would be in your office before then). Please let me know if this is possible, and ill am contacting the right person, I really wouldn’t 

want to jeopardize my eligibility. Thank you so much! 

From: Barnes, MaMa J < re[bar nes~emai, mc.ed u > 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:$5 PM 

To 

Subject: RE: Respone Required RE: 



Or 

I am so sor r~, about the delayed response, I have no excuse except for my horrible ema[I checking habits during the 

summer. I would like to confirm Thank you so much for the follow up. 



On 

Wednesday, 12:03 PN 

subject: Respone Required - RE: 

and I met on Tuesday. I am going to give her an extra semester, Fall to complete her maior. 

Please print out this email and put it in her folder. Thanks. 

(919) 962 4092 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
Friday, August 9, 2013 2:16 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 
RE: Roster 

will be able to ~emove tbem 

..... Ofigil~al Message ..... 

From: YouN, To~\~ 
Sent: Ffida>, Augmst 09, 2013 2:13 PM 

TO: Blanlon. Brcnl S 

Sul~iect:            Roster 

Tony 











D 
NCAA Drug Testing 



E F 

1 All Forms Completed Eligible to Practice 
2 Completed Yes 
3 Completed Yes 
4 Completed Yes 
5 Completed Yes 
6 Completed Yes 
7 Completed Yes 
8 Completed Yes 
9 Completed Yes 

10 Completed Yes 
11 Corr~pleted Yes 
12 Completed Yes 
13 Completed Yes 
14 Completed Yes 
15 Completed Yes 
16 Completed Yes 
17 Completed Yes 
18 Completed Yes 
19 Completed Yes 
20 Completed Yes 
21 Completed Yes 
22 Completed Yes 
23 Completed Yes 
24 Completed Yes 
25 Completed Yes 
26 Completed Yes 



















Here you go 

RUM: 

Thanks so much Looking fk)rward too the academic inib tomorrow 





~el-e you go 

........ O~q ginal Mcs&age ........ 

SubJect R]: Fm~sli’r SA 

Thanks so much Looking fk~rward too the academic inf,> tomorrow 







Drama PLAY ANALYSIS 
David Adamson, 221 Center fbr D~amatic A~I, adamsond~’z~emai] unc edu 
Graduate Assistants: 

Fall, 

Text: Nortola Anthology of Drama, Shorter Edition, The; Gailaer, Garner and Puchner, ed 
Also: Dept of Dramatic Art Privilege Card for PlayMakers Repertot3~ Company Productions of TIIE 
MOUNTAINTOP, TIlE TEN[PEST, and N£ET.4JvIORPtlOSES 
C~ades: The~e w’ill be three examinations, one paper and periodic class assig~m~ents Each exam and the paper 
will be worth 20% ofthe final grade Students will need to provide answer shecls and pencils for the exams 
The scope and subjects for the paper, pins an ’q-:xtra Credit" project, will be discussed be]ow The remaining 
20% &the grade will come from a cumulative scoring of periodic assignments and pop quizzes The final 
gradeforthisclassis:94-100 A;91-93 A-;88-90 BI;84-87 B;81-83 B-;etc See more complete 
explanation in Blackboard under "Class Documents" 

Office Hours: Office Hours will be by’ appointment Messages can be lefl in my mailbox at the Center 
Dramatic Ar~ I tend to check my email once in the morning I will also be available after class most days 

Aug 20 

Assigqament Schedule 
Introduction 
"The Rising of the Moon" (,VOt m textbook but 

27 OI-;D[PU S REX 

29 OEDIPUS REX 

Sep 03 LYSISTI~TA 

05 LYSISTRATA 

10 I-;\iI-;RYM A N 

12 E’vT;RY?v[ AN 

17 
1,~ 
19 

TWELFTtI NIGtlT 
l! Pre~’i~.w r~/PRC’s 7"HEMOUNT;4~N]OP 
TWELFTH NIGHT 

24 TWELFTH NIGHT 

26 Exam #l 

Oct 01 TARTUFFE 

03 TAR’I’UFI-’E 

08 7HE MOI~TAINTOP PRC 
10 THE CIIERRY ORCItARD 

15 THE CHERRY ORCHARD 

Fall Break 

~.~’~ THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST 

24 THE LMPOR’F~a_N CE OF BEENG E.%qfNEST 



Drama PLAY ANALYSIS Fall, 
29 E~am #2 
31 FENCES 

Nov 02 
03 

05 
07 

FENCES 
THE GOOD WOMAN OF SETZUAN 

THE GOOD WOMAN OF SEIZUAN 
WAITING FOR GODOT 

Final Paper Due 4:00, Room 221, CDA 

19 WAITING FOR GODOT Extra Credit Paper Due 4:tl0, Room 221, CDA 
21 ANGELS IN .~vIEILICA, PART 1 

26 ANGELS IN ?d~RJCA, P?da, T 1 

- Thanksgiving Brea[~ - 

Dec 03 THE TEMPEST/METAMORPHOSES PRC 
12 Exam #3 8:00 AM Regular Classroom 

The above dares are merely reading or auendance deadlines Amual material discussed in class may’ lag 
behind or even wander oPt" from the plays listed Since you may be asked to read from the plays during class, it 
is important that you bring the textbook to each session 

FINAL PAPER 

I The appropriate lengqh is 5 - 6 pages Shorter or longer papers will have lower grades 

2 Make a photocopy before you hand in your paper If your paper is lost, it is your responsibility" to hand in a 
copy or else the paper will have to be rew~-itten 

3 Papers must be typed and double-spaced Hand written papers will be returned un-g~aded When quoting 

fiom the textbook, notate by page and line number, where applicable If you quote olher sources, you must 
footnote using the format from any standard stylebook 

4 The cover tno* one of theS-6 pages) must include the title, your name, the class al~d section number, your 1D 

nnmber, and your signed UNC Pledge. 

5 Papers vdll be due Thursday, November 7 at 4:00 PM, Room 221 in the Center for Dramatic Art You may 
turn them in at an,,’ earlier time either in class or at my mailbox in the CDA 

EXTRA CREDIT PAPER (Cmnpletely Optional Due Novembe~ 19, 4:00 PM; Room 221, CDA) 
You may raise your final grade one level, e g C to C~ or B- to B by writing one additional paper This 

paperwill bea reviewofalive performance that you haveseen At this thne, the eligible productions include 
flmse by the Undergraduate Production of the Department of Dramatic Art, as well as productions by Company 
Carolina and The Pauper Players A schedule will be posted as soon as possible TRe Extr~ Credit p~per may 
NOT be written on one of the three PRC sho~s covered in class. 

The paper should be in the f~,rm of a review, not more than three pages long For style, consult any 
theahical review published in the News and Obse~ve~, The Chape] Hill Newspaper, The New Yolk Times or 
any other general interest newspape~ You~ paper should answer the basic journalistic requirements of wtm, 
what, where, when and how You sbou]d also say whether or not you thought the production was any good 
and why 



Drama PLAY ANALYSIS Fall, 

HONOR CODE 

The principles of academic honest, integrity, and responsible citizenship govern the performance of all academic 
work and student conduct at the University as they have during the long life of this institution Your acceptance 
of enrollment in the Universiw presupposes a commitment to the principles embodied in the Code of Student 
Cond~cI and a ~ espect fo~ this most siga~ifi ca*~t Carolina tradition You~ rewa*d is i*~ the practice of" these 
principles 

Yore: pardcipmion in fld s course comes with the expectation fl~at your wofl~ will be completed in ftdl observmace 
of the Itonor Code Academic dishonesty in any form is unacceptable, because any breach in academic 
integriw, hou, ever small, strikes des~.ructively at the University’s li£~ and work 

I~" you bare any questiot~s about your responsibility or the responsibility of I}culty members under the Honor 

(ode, p]ease consu]t with someone in either the OfiSce of the Student Attorney General (966 4084) O the Office 
of file Dean of Students (966 4041 ) 



£nglish 105 
TTH 6-7:15pm, Green~aw 3{)5, Fa~ 2{)13 

Liz Gua~tieri-Reed, PhD 

Office Hours by appointment; Phone: 919-960-9892; 

Course Overview and Objectives: The purpose of this course is to practice wdting, research, and 
oral communication in some of the academic communities you will encounter as a student. This 

will entail studying, analyzing, and discussing audience and genre in three academic communkies. 

You will develop skills in writing, rewriting, revising, and reviewing as well as in research and 
presentation. 

Required Materials: How to Write Anything, John J. Ruszkiewicz & Student Guide to Enggsh 

Assignments: You will complete 3 unit projects: a Powerpoint for a conference presentation for 

the Natural Science unit; an audio tour for a work of art at the Ackland art museum for the 
Humanities unit; and a iournal article for the Social Science unit. You will complete six 

preparatory, or feeder, assignments I will grade some feeders on a check scale and some on a 
letter grade scale; all unit projects will get a letter grade, 

Grades: Your.fina! grade for the course w~ll depend on the.following: 

Participation - 25% 
Individual and group work in each class is essential to your success in the class. In order to 

attempt to make this subjective element of your grade more objective, I have broken it down into 
a point system: You can earn a possible 3 points every day: 

(1) rot full preparation for class (you have completed all homework assignments--reading, 
revising, posting, revisions, critiques; you have brought a hardcopy of your paper to class and 

have posted your draft or final to Sakai before class begins}; 
(1) for promptly attending class (you must be on time to earn this point}; and 
(1) for your full, energetic, and positive engagement in class in individual, group, & class work. 

In order to fulfill your participation requirements you must meet with me outside of class in 2 

scheduled conferences throughout the semester (on 2 different units) 

Feeders 16 total} = 20% 
Unit Projects (3 total) - 55% 
Completed assignments (feeders and unit projects) must be posted on Sakai before the beginning 

of class on the due date. I will not accept late assignments. If there is an emergency, please 
contact me as soon as possible. 

Attendance: Your success and that of your groupmates and classmates depends on your 
consistent attendance. According to university policy, 7 absences in a T~h class results in an 
automatic F. Because you receive a 0/3 for each absence in this class, any number of absences 

will ultimately detract from your final grade, 

Honor Code: Remember that as a student of UNC Chapel I lill, you are bound by the University’s 

Honor Code: "It shall be the responsibility of every student at The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill to obey and support the enforcement of the Honor Code, which prohibits lying, 

cheating, or stealing when these actions involve academic processes or University students or 
academic personnel acting in an official capacity," 



Plagiarism is an especially serious Honor Code violation. See the UNC CH Writing Center’s page 

on plagiarism, what it is and how to avoid it and ask me to clarify if you have questions We will 
he completing a plagiarism exercise early in the semester. 

The Writing Center: For this and all your classes, use this wonderful resource. Get one on one 
tutoring, online help and more. See their webpage at http:!/www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb!. 

Semester Schedule and Due Dates: 
T g/20: Introductions; genres & audiences 

Unit I: Natural Sciences: Scientific Evidence for Action 
Th 8/22: Introduction to the unit/the assignment/your topic 
T 8/27: Meet at the Undergraduate library. Hard copy of 2 sentences due. 

Th 8/29: Version of Feeder 1.1 (annotated bibliography) due 

T 9/3: Feeder 1.1due 

Th 9/5: Version of Feeder 1.2 (abstract} due 
T 9/10: Feeder 1.2 due 
Th 9/12: Version of UP I (PowerPoint) due; bring fully charged laptop to class 

T 9/1~7: Revised UPI due; bring fully charged laptop to class 
Th 9/19: Unit Project I due: PowerPoint presentations; bring fully charged laptop to class 

T 9/24: Introduction to unit 
Th 9/26: Meet at Acldand 
T 10/:L: Version of Feeder 2.:[ (summary) due 

Th 10/3: Feeder 2.~[ due 
T 10/8: Version of Feeder 2.2 due Iquestions & responses/list of works) 

Th 10/10: Feeder 2.2 due 

T 10/:[5: Version of UP II (Written version of Audio Tour} due 
Th 1,0/17: FALL BREAK--no class 

T :[0/22: Revised UPII due 
Th 10/24: UniL ProjecL II due: Audio Tours; bring fully charged laptop ~o class 

Unit II1: Social Sciences 

T 10/29: Introduction to unit 
Th 1~0/31~: HALLOWEEN---no class; Survey Questions due via email/Sakai 
T :[:[/5: Results of survey due; Version of Feeder 3,:[ (Abstract and Methods} due 

Th 11/7: Feeder 3.1 due 
T 11/12: Version of Feeder 3.2 (2 graphs or charts) 

Th 11/14: Feeder 3.2 due 

T :[:[/19: Version :[ of UPIII due: focus on Introduction 

Th 1~/21~: Version 2 of UPIII due: focus on Discussion 
T :[:[/26: Version 3 of UPIII due: focus on Conclusion 
Th 11/28: THANKSGIVING--no class 
T :[2/3: Unit Project III due 





Geoff Sayre McCord 
Introduction to Ethics 

Philosophy Section ~. 
Fall 

SYLLABUS 

|his course is an introduction to moral theo~T and is designed for people who would like to 
develop the intellectual tools necessa~’ for thinking clearly and articulateb about moral issues 
It is aimed primarily at first year students and caries no prerequisites 

We will be going straight to the classics -- a few of the best books er,er written on the nature of 
morality: Plato’s Republic, Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, Kant’s Groundwork for the 
Metaphysics of Mo~ials and MilPs Uti!i~ariaffls!n 

These f~ur books have had an incredible impact on western culture Over the semester, however, 
we will be studying them nor as inflt*ential historical documents Nat as living comriburions to an 
on going sea~ch fbr an understanding of morality Tlms, the arguments and views p~esented in 
tile books will be our t\~cus, not thei~ impact through history" Our aim vdl] be to understand and 
come to grips udth the theories of morality they articulate and defend 

The course is flamed by two very general questions that we all, in effech ask and answer in 
]iving our lives, though often not salf-consciously: (1) What really nlatters ill ]ire? and (2) What 
is involved in answering (1)? In general, worries about the second question arise from worries 
about the first; and answers to the second usuNly lead us to answers to the first In l~act, the 
qnestions are really far more emangled than ~bey are distinct So we won’t be ~aking the 
questions in order; instead we will jump back and forth between tile two 

In coming to grips with these two vet!,, general questions we will focus on tluee fi.~ndamental, but 
slightly more specific, qnestions: (i) What does morality demand? (ii) !5~der what conditions are 
we responsible for our success or failure in living up to these demands? and (iii) What 
connection is there between our being moral and our living a good (satisPyqng, fldfilling) life? 
The first calls for a theory- of morality, the second requires a theo~T of moral responsibility’, and 
the third asks for an answer to an age-old question: why should I be moral? We will, pretty 
much, be taking these question in reverse order 

This three credit course will meet for lectures Monday and Wednesdays at 9 am in the lecture 
hall (FedEx Global Center 1015) and tbr discussions on Fridays (in the rooms, and at the times, 
for which you registered) Everyone shonld register fi~r a Friday discussion seclion in addition to 
the lecture Aqe~dum~. i~, disc’~,~xio~ seclirms i.~ ~’erluired Please plan on !N~ using computers, 
iPads, phones etc during the ]ectures 

Yon shonld note the scheduled dates %r the exams and written assignments Because &the size 
of the class, we will not be making special arrangements to accommodate travel plans t’~,r Spring 
B~eak etc Please make travel plans accordingly 



AS S IGi",~2D TEXTS: 

Plato. Tt~e Republic (recommend: Reeve revision of C~ube’s t~anslation) 
Aristode, Ihe Nicomachean Ethics (recommended: Irwin’s trans]ation) 
Mill, Utilitarianism 
Kank Grounding for the Metaphysic of Morals (recommended: Ellington’s tra*tslation) 

Links to e-versior~s a*e on Sakai The tecommer~ded hardcopy t~ans]ations of’P]ato. 
Aristotle, and Kant, are especially good, however, and are quite aft’ordable 

REQUTRED ASSIGNMENTS: 

Two short in class exams September 13*I~ and November 8~I~ (10% of grade) 

Essay Exam September 27:1~ (25% of grade) 

Mid-Semester Paper -- due, in draft, on October 14", and in final fom~, on 

October 21~ (25% of grade) 

|wo Critiqnes -- these will be comments and suggestions written by you o~ a 
classmate’s work The first is due on October 16th The second is due on 
December 4~/~ (5% of grade) 

Final Exam -- This exam will be on December 7~’ at 8 am a*td will involve a take 
home final essay, which is the finished version of the essay due in draft on 
December 2*:d (30% of grade) Tile final exam is given in comp]iance with UNC 
final exam regnlmions and according to tbe UNC Final Exam calendar 

Class Participation -- This will be determined on tbe basis of pa~icipation in class 
discussiorls and cont*ibutions to the web discussion forum (5%) Dialogue is 
absolutely crucial to philosophy So come to class prepared to ask (and answe0 
questions and to participate in class discussions[ 

Details concerning readin~ assignments, class topics, and the over-all course 
schedule are in the comse schedule docnment l,ate work will not be accepted 

without an official excuse or p*qor approval 

HONOR CODE: 

_AJl of your work for this course, and ours, is governed by the University’s Honor 

(ode If you are ~ot fami]iar with the ~equirements of the Ho~or Code please go 
to http://honor unc edui and read it 

~STRUCTORS: 

@email unc edu 
Office: Ca]dwell Hall, 206C 
Office hours: Monday- I 0- I I, Tuesday- 3-4, and by appointment 



~alive unc edu 
Of*]ce: Ca]dwell Hall, 170I) 
Office hours: Tuesday 10:30 am-12:30 pro, and by appointment 

~live uric edu 
Ot’fice: Caldwell Hall, 206B 
Office hours: Tuesdays 4 pm 6 pm, and by appointment 

Geoff Sayre-McCord, savre-mccord@unc edu 
Ot’fice: Caldwell Hall, 201 
Office hours: Wednesdays [ [ am-1 pro, and by appointment 

~live unc edu 
Office: Ca]dwell Hall, 210D 
Office hours: Thursdays ar 2 pro, Fridays m 10 am, and by appointment 





PSYC 

"t A 

"tA 

~*}li: e.vmc.edu 

~’)]ive.t nc.cdu 

2 .............................................................................................. Overview 

5 ............................................................................... You~ Res pot’~sibilities 
6 .............................................................................. Evaluation and Grading 

9 .............................................................................. Schedule and Due Dates 



General Psychology is designed as an 
introduction to the conceptual and 
methodological t’~undations of 
psychological science Through an 
exploration of several content a~eas in 
psychology, inclnding sensation & 
perception, learning, cognition, states of 

lifespan development, social influences on 
behavior, and psychopathology, this course 
will provide a conceptual background for 

and thinking 

To *eacilitate this, Psycl01 003 General 
Psycholog2~- will involve the discussion of 
findings, concepts, and theories ot" science, 
help you to develop an nnderstanding of 
scientific methods ofinquily, engage you 

di~ ectly in the practice of" science, and 
prepare you to think critically about 
scienlific issues 

At the conclusion ol’this course, you will be 

able to answer the following q~estions: 

What disciplines laid the theoretical 
foundations of psychological 
science? Who drove its 
development? 
How does one apply the scientific 
mc~hod to in~ estigate complex 
h~*man behavior? 
What is the ditI)~ence bet’~veen a 
descriptive, correlational and 
experimental study design? 
How are environmental stimuli 
hansfom~ed into one’s experience of 
the world? 

we aware of? What are levels of 
consciousness, and how does this 
intluence expe~ ence? 

Are these processes similar or 
dift~rent? 
What happens to infom~ation as it is 
being learned, and how does our 
memory work? Is it generally 
accurate or prone to error? 
What influences our motivation to 
engage in certain behaviors? Itow 
can we influence others’ motivation? 
Are humans generally more positive 
or negative? Does ou~ evolution 

and emotions? 
How is human development 
influenced by genetics, motivation, 

stages of cognitive, social, and 
emotional development? 

interact with internal forces to 
produce our behavior’~ Is there such 
a thing as ’~free will?" 
Is stress healthy or unhealthy? Do 
large infrequent stressors or minor 
daily stressors influence our health 
morn? What might moderate their 
influence on health? 
What is psychopathology? What are 
tbe diagnostics for 
psychopathologies? 

This course is built upon a foundation of 

broader learning objectives, which informed 

the questions above: 

Research Methods Eve~Tthing 

that we will learn is rooted in 

decades of empirical psychological 

research Yol*r textbook is a 

compilation of the work done by 



hundreds of behavioral researchers 

The work is based in theeU and 

tested with rigorous scientific 

methodologies 

Critical Thinking I am not 
interested in testing your rote 

nlemorization This course will 

require you to understand, integrate 

and master the knowledge presented 

Assignments, exams, and the project 

will provide conduits through which 

you can demonstrate your 

knowledge 

Commnnication You willbe 

asked to demonsWate your acquired 

knowledge tilrough regula~ 

assiguments in-class discussions, 

and a professional scienhfic 

domain areas of psycho]ogical 

science & psychological 

perspecti~ es, as well as the history 

and theories that underlie the field of 

psychology 

Most importantly, this is not a lecture 

course You will not be subjected to hours 
of bring ’talked at" l do not enjoy putting 

people to sleep, and I am sure that you do 

not enjoy t@ng to fight to keep your eyes 

open during class Class Ome will be split 

amongst,grOUl~ discussions guided by 

students, in-class group activities & games, 

and demonstrations that highlight course 

materid 

This course is designed to be a highly 

challenging, seminar-s@e experience with 

equal attention paid to empiricism and 

theolT You will be responsible for regular 

assignments that serve to enhance the 

encoding, integration, application, and 

retention of in~portanr concepts & research 

These assignments will prepare you fol:in- 

class discussions as well as for your exams 

and project This class is indeed more ~ork 

tban many typical college courses, but given 

your bard work I promise that you will get a 

lot more out of it in return 

Research Participatio~ 

The Psycholob~- Department ~equires all 

Psyc 101 students to participate in research 

projects conducted by members of the 

Department As an alWrnative, students ma? 

read resea*ch articles and answer questions 

about them Full details about the research 

requirement are on Sakai 

You are required to complete 5.5 hours of 

research credit by 4:00pro on Wednesday, 

December 4 Students who do not complete 

this requirement get an ’ ltN" tLr the course, 

and must finish the requirement betLre the 

8th week of" the sp~ing semester to avoiding 

~eceiving an "F" 

Worksheets 

Each week (except where noted) you will be 
expected to complete an online worksheet 
designed to tScilitate your understanding 
and integration of the important material in 
that week’s reading Worksheets will 



consist of multiple choice, true/false, and 

fill-in-the-blank questions To answer a fill- 

in-the-blank question that has two or more 

blanks in the same sentence, you must put a 

semi-colon (;) between each answer 

At the end of the semester, students’ 2 

lowest mastel3" check gqades will be 

automatically dropped, essentially allowing 

two ’free passes" for unforeseeable events 

or purposive rest 

You should budget your time wisely 

(approximately 3-4 hou~) to complete 

these assignments Worksheets are 

accessible via Sakai and must be submitted 

on Sakai before the stag of that da~’s class 

[r is highly recommended that you complete 

file worksheet in a Microsoft Word 

docnment first and then copy & paste your 

answers into Sakai This will prevent yon 

fi-om losing data should any errors or 

internet interruptions occllr 

Mastery Ct~ecks 

To begin each class (except where noted), 

you will demonstrate your mastery of a 

specific theory or concept from th,qr day’s 

reading These demonsn;ations of mastery 

will be conducted using the Poll Everywhere 

course inter~cfion software I will inform 

you of the specific concept or theory to be 

demonstrated prior to class Mastery 

Checks will begin at g~actly 8:00am Any 

person that arlfives after the stalX of a 

mastery check will not be allowed to take 

There will be 3 exams designed to assess 

your understanding and application of tile 

essential concepts and theories in social 

psychology Exams will be a combination 

of multiple choice and sho~ essa? questions 

Anything co’¢ered in class or in the assigned 

work is fair game, though the wovksheet 

questions, mastery checks and in-class 

assignments will highlight the most 

imporiant concepts for you to focus on 

rega~ ds to the application of early theoretical 

perapecti~estonewermateriN There will 

be no ’make up" exams without a ~alid 

medical excuse or ather doc¢tmemed 

X’eamProject 

An overa[ching goal of this class is to apply 

the theoretical p[inciples o~" psychology to 

construct, cad,y-out, and report an o[iginal 

psychologica] experiment ln this way you 

will transcend/e~w~it~K about psychology to 

actual]y a&t#*,q~ lo its body of knowledge 

You and a team of peers will develop an 

original research hypothesis, create an 

independent variable manipulation, decide 

hou, to measure your dependent variable, 

generate all necessau materials, run 



participants, analyze data, and report your 

results in a research report as well as at an 

end-of-the-semester research project Poster 

Show 

Further details on the team proj ect will be 

distributed in a separate project handotu btu 

you can expect it to be a major t’~)c~*s of yo~r 

work in this course, as well as a velT 

demanding N*t ultimately rewarding 

assignment 

Article Briefing Reports 

Each student will complete 2 article briefing 

reports (ABR) in orde~ to build a foundation 

of team-knowledge about their research 

project ABRsvdll facilitate the prope~ 

re’~iew of empi6cal resea~ ch unde~qying the 

conceptsAheories that we v,,il] be testing 

The ABR tbnn can be found on Sakai 

There is a growing yet troubling belief 

amongst college students that academe is not 

the"real world " That the professionalism, 

etiquette, limeliness, and rune ai~ributed to a 

professional work environment need not be 

present in a college classroom 

While this may have been your experience 

before, it will not be so now A major 

component of my philosophy is that college 

musl ser~e as a training ground for the rest 

of your life, and we have a duty to afford 

you the socialization not only to theoretical 
concepts and material but also ~o the skills 

and expectations needed to properly conduct 

yourself in any fim~re career 

I expect thal students will take 

responsibility for thalr learning in this 

F~l~{~get your time: You must plan 
your time efficiently According to 
the University of North Carolina 
student guidelines, you should plan 
lbr 2 hours of out-of:-class work per 
week for evel5’ I-hour spetu in class 
Be on time {alnd prepared): If you 
would not walk into a board meeting 
ten minutes late, then do not walk 
into a class meeting casually late or 
~mprepared 
Seek assistance: If’you need a 
concept clarified helI) with effective 
study habits, or anything else 
relevant to the course, it is your 
responsibility to a) attempt to resolve 
the issue via effort a~d resem ch, b) 
contact your teammales t’~)r help, c) 
col,tact your TA fi, r further 

assistance, and d) contact me for 
resolution if necessary’ 
Get the inl%: You are responsible 
for all infon’~ation presented in class, 
even if you have an excused absence 
for a partictdar day If you are guing 
to miss a class meeting, plan to get 
the information needed 



I expect students to maintain proper 

classroom e~iquette in order to ensure an 

environment that fosters learning and 

development 

Treat the views, opinions, 
expe6ences, and abilities of your 
fellow classm,qres and i~lsmacmr with 

the same respect that you would 
expect to be treak*d with 
Engaging in social conversation with 
a classmate while the instructor or 
fellow students are talking is not 
only exceptionally disrespectfid and 
rode; it is completely unacceptable 
Asking questions of a classmate 
while others are talking is along the 
same lines Please allow a speaker to 
finish their thought and ask any 
qt*estions you might have of the 
entire class We cannot engage in a 
great discussion if questions are not 
bounced off the entire group 
Save newspapers, word & math 
pt*zzles, and electronic 
communications (eg, texting, email, 
facebook, twitter} for outside of 
class 
Sleep at home, under a tree, or with a 
friend, l don’t care, just don’t sleep 
during class If you are too sick or 
too tired to slay awake, please just 
sta,~, home, recuperate, and come to 
the next class ready to contcibute 

I expect that all students will maintain 

prt~ssional communica~io~ standards 

All email communication should 
have a title line that begins with the 
course mmaber (PSYC I 01 003) and 
then u, hat the email pertains (eg, 
PSYC 101 worksheet 4 question) 

All emails should contain a separate 
salutation (Hi Dr Buzinski,), body 
tYour qt~estion or comment), and 
signatule (Sincerely, your flame) 

[ expect that a]l students will contribute 

equally to thei r team p~ qiect 

Social ]oafi ng was desccibed by 

Latane, Williams, & tlarkins (I 979) 
as a social disease and it will not be 
tolerated in this class 
Pat1 oPyou~ p~ject grade will be 
determined by intra-team 
evaluations, given at random points 
throughout the semester 
If you do not contribute equally and 

the ~ame grade on your pr~ ect as 

your fellow team members 

Your grades are not given to ,~,ou and you do 

not "deserve" an A for simply being in class 

or t~a/ing hard Grades are 

operationalizations of course master3,, 

retention, & achievement They are earned 

through your diligence, creativity, and yes, 

hard work They should not be viewed as a 

goal or end-state, but rather an indication of 

your progress as a social psychologist Your 

grades will be determined by the following 

factors 

Assign- Possible Gr % Pts 



Checks B 833- 833- (3 0%) 
865 865 

~3,0! [*} C 766- 766- 

C- 700 - 700- 
732 732 

665 665 

I ~ < < 600 

Total 1000 

Extra Credit: You will have several 
opportunities throughout the 
semester to earn extra credit poims 
via pallicipation in activities done in 
class Kyou a~c absent during a day 
in which an extra credit activity is 
done, you %rfcit the opportunity to 
obtain these points 

Academic IntegriPy Policies: All students atv 

expected to be fiuniliar with the U ~tivet’stB" Honor 

code and il~ policies rcga*ding acadcndc dishonesty, 

"Tl Offenses Under Ihc Horror Code 

Grade Questions: We will be bappy to 
discuss any questions that you may bare 

with particular grades Grade questions 

nmst be submitted #*your TA it~ writing 

wilMn 1 week of ~cceiving the grade This 

includes final comse grades 

absence and miss an assignment, 
then you have exactly 2 week~ to 
make up the missed assignment 
APte[ two weeks, you[ glade will 
automatically revert to a zero The 
only caveat to this policy is if your 

an extended period of time and you 
cannot realistically complete the 
m i ssed assignm ent witbin the two 
week period Documentation will be 
requked for this p,’pe of absence 

Code: 

significmttb the wetihre or the educatiotml 

I Refrah~ ftoln conduct ttmt impait~ or ma> impair 



Ol/¢~scs proscribed by this scction inchidc, but shall 

not be linfited to, those set out in Sections lib and 

tic AddilJonal guid~/nc¢ conccnlhig 

of data, oflter inforntatimk or citatioi~s in cmmecfiot~ 

othemise 

mtegrit3 of the gmdh~g or evahiatimt process 

9 Assisting or aiding another to cltgage in acts of 

academic dishones~ prohibited b3 Section lib 

DisabilRies Services: If you have a 

physical, medical, psychological, or learning 

disability thai is going to impact your 

attendance oi require accotnmodatiot~, 

please let me know in order to erasure that 

your learnit~g needs ate appropriately met, 

yotl will need to provide documentation of 

your disability or medical condition to the 

Departmem of Disability Services The 

Depa*tment of Disability Services will then 

provide vetifi cation of disability that 

describes the accommodations needed for 

this class, which you should provide to me 



Week Tuesday Thursday 

9-24 WRK4 (Ch. 6 & 7) Learml~g Theory 

10-3 W RK6 (Ch. 9) Moti~ ation 

MC8a MCSb 
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student, ][[nw dn I register to use Pol| Everywhere? 

L%IPORTANT: If ?,ou ha;e used Poll Every, where in a previous course mid alread?, have an 
account, you will need to edit your registration information (just once) to reflect the new 
I~no-PID Yo~¢rOn),en identifier requirement Simply log in with your Poll Eveuwhere account 
inf’om~ation at http:~,tinvurl comiuncpoIleveryv&ere. Select Vote~ Registration and then Details 
to edit the field under How should UNC-CH Admin identify you? Update according to the 
nstrucnons n #3 below 

1/)’o~1 are regislermg f!~r the fir.st lime, fo//vu’ lhese i~.slrucl&)ns: 

I Go to http//tmvurl corn uncpolle,,ery whel e Enter your name, I~C email address and a 

password (preferably not your Onyen password) 

2 Click Register my account Reviews, the polic3 ini~rmation and click I agree 

3 Under"How shou]d UNC-CH Admirl identify you?" enter youl University pelsonal 

identification rlumbel (PID) and your Onyen using the fbllo’wing format: YourlVD }2~*wO~*),en 

&g., ¢’’’¢~doe) Click Lpda{e If you plan to use your cell phone, enter that numbeg too 

Click/lpdate 

4 1t 7you ",e entmed ~our phone numbcl, } ou II need to send a text reply to Poll E,~erywhere to 

finish registering your phone 

Note that you don’t have to use your phone to respond to Poll E,.erywhere polls You can use a 

browser on an5, lnternet-connected device: laptops, tablets, slates, etc Simply go to 

httpi’pollevcom, and log in In the answer space, ente~ 

multiple choice questions, the answer code 

open-text qtlestions, qnestion code, a space, and then yotlr answer 

I’m a student, I’m nnt sure that I registered sueeessfMly. How can I check? 

Go to http:, www pollevep, where corn, profile/memberships, and log in "~ith your email address 

and password 

~Ifyou see UNC-CII Admin listed under r~,’|y Voter Registrations, click Details Under 

’~How should I~C-CH Adndn identi~, you?" l’ourPl]) }~o~rOtty’e~l Click Update 

You should now be registered successfidly 

you don’t see UNC-CH Admin listed under My V~ter Registrations, click Register 

as ~ voter Enterpollm,@*mc.ed~¢ and click Gr=nt Access Under"lIow should 
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UNC-Ctl Admin identif,g you?" enter YourP[D YourOnyen Click ! pdnte You 

should now be registered successfully 

If you are texting answers to polls, also check to see if your phone number is "ce~titled " Click 

Personal Into from the left menu to review this infbrm~fion 

I’m a student. I’m not sure that my ans~vers were received for a particular pall. 
I|ow can | check? 

1 Go to http;//www pol!evet3,~,here cam, and log in with your email address and passu, ord 

2 Click Seriings on the top menu, and then Response History on the lefl menu 

[t may still be the case fl~at your instructor may not be able to ide~ti~," your answer(s) as 

belonging to yo~ Make sure that you have registered correctly Click Voter Reglstratlm~ from 

~he left menu: 

you see L~C-CtI Admin listed under My Voter Registrations, click Details Under 

’Itow should I.)NC-CII Admin identi~- you?" enter YourP[D YourOn3;en Click 

Update You should now be registered successfully 

you don’t ~ee UNC-CH Admin listed under My Voter Registrations, click Register 

UNC-CH Admin identit}’ you?" enter D)urP/D I/ourO~y~m Click Update You 

should now be registered successlidly 

If you are texting answers to polls, also check to see if your phone number is ~’certified " Click 

Personal Into from the lefl menu to review this intbrmation 
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¯ This class was great Dr B is probably one of the best teachers rye ever had at UNC He was 
hard, asked l’~x a loL but he was fun, engaging, and overall just a great teacher 
¯ Great class that taught me a lot 
¯ Thanks so rnucb for a great class l learned a ton[ 
¯ Great teacher Great class Dr B~zinski is a great addition to our faculty 
¯ This course was challenging and made me think about the subject matter in depth 
¯ Ibis was one of the best psychology classes I’ve taken ]11 my ~ years at UNC I rea]ly ]o’¢ed [)1 
Buzinski, he made learning exciting and easy to apply to real life settings The only thing 1 did 
not like about this class was Ihe group work componem i bate it that so much, especMly 
becm*se we did not even get to pick our gronp members 
¯ I thought the comse was vet!,, cha]lenging The instructo[ was g[eat fbr his first year 
¯ Oreat course, excellent professor, I learned more than expected 
¯ Psychology was an absolutely outstanding class I u, as vet3, impressed with Dr Buzinski’s 
teaching 
¯ Great class! Vet?," interactive, helped me to learn the material and understand it veU well 
Buzinski is very approachable arid belpfhl 
¯ It was a good course but it was challenging The professor was respecti)l and engaging and 
ver~, knoudedgeable of the subject matter 
¯ Best professor I’ve had at UNC I wo~ld recommend his comse to anyone 
¯ This material was velT interesting to me, and the instructor made it even more exciting The 
assignmems helped me gai*t a understanding of the material that we were going over They were 
veW usefid 
¯ Absolutley amazi*~g class l learned so much, as I was e*~gaged every single c]ass, arid 
e~’euthi ng was made so clearly 
¯ Dr Buzinsld was always interested in improving his teaching methods Lectures were generally 
good, but i learned the mos~ on the clays when we did demonstrations and tried our own 
experiraents 
¯ Dr Buzi*~ski is easily one of the best professors that I’ve had a UNC It’s evider~t that he cares 
abont the materlal be teaches and *ha* students learn that material Exams are t’air and class is 
entertaining 
¯ |His is a ve~?,- well designed course by a g~ eat professor who brings the outsi de world to the 
classroom and makes use of our daily life 
¯ Great professor, wondmfid at communicating ideas Only comme*tt is a 1o~ of work, definitely 
NOT the same amonltt of work given in the other section of the course which is frustrating Good 
grading system 
¯ Dr Buzinski is a Pantastic professor who is ve~T passionate about his line ofwod< He also 
makes sure that we learn the material, which is greatly appreciated 



5uNect: 2 things to de by Monday 



Drama PLAY ANALYSIS 
David Adamson, 221 Center fbr D~amatic A~t, adamsond(~z~emai] unc edu 
Graduate Assistants: 

Fall, 

Text: Norrol~ Anthology of Drama, Shorter Edition, The; Gail~er, Garner and Puchner, ed 
Also: Dept of Dramatic Art Privilege Card for PlayMakers Repertot3~ Company Productions of TIIE 
MOUNTAINTOP, TIlE TEN[PEST, and NI12TAIvIORPtlOSES 
C~ades: The~e will be three examinations, one paper and periodic class assig~mmnts Each exam and the paper 
will be worth 20% ofthe final grade Students will need to provide answer stmc~s and pencils for tim exams 
The scope and subjects for the paper, pins an ’~Extra Credit" pmiect, will be discussed be]ow The remaining 
20% of tb~e grade will come from a cumulative scoring of periodic assignments and pop quizzes The final 
gradeforthisclassis:94-100 A;91-93 AA88-90 BI;84-87 B;81-83 B-;etc See more complete 
explanation in Blackboard under "Class Documents" 

Office Hours: Office Hours will be by appointment Messages can be lefl in my mailbox at the Cemer 
Dramatic Art I tend to check my email once in the morning I will also be available after class most days 

Aug 

Assigmment Schedule 
Introduction 
"The Rising of the Moon" (,Vot m textbook but on 5’aka0 

OEDIPUS REX 
OF~)[PUS REX 

Sep LYSISTI~TA 
LYSISTRATA 

EVERYMAN 
E’vT;RYMAN 

TWELFTtI NIGHT 

1! tS"e@.w (?/PR(7 ’s 
TWELF’rH NIGHT 

TWELFTH NIGHT 
Exam # l 

Oct TARTUFFE 
TARTUFFE 

~ MOI~TAINTOP PRC 
THE CIIERRY ORCItARD 

THE CHERRY ORCHARD 

Fall Break 

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST 
THE LMPORT.a_N CE OF BEING E?dC:ES’r 



Drama PLAY ANALYSIS Fall, 
Exam #2 
FENCES 

Nov 

1"’ Preview oJ PRS"s h~.E]~IAIORPHOSES’ 

FENCES 

THE GOOD WOMAN OF SETZUAN 

’[’HE GOOD WOMAN OF SEIZUAN 
WAITING FOR GODOT 

Final Paper Due 4:00, Room 221, CDA 

WAITING FOR GODOT Extra Credit Paper Due 4:tl0, Room 221, CDA 
ANGELS IN ,~vIERICA, P2d~T 1 

ANGELS IN ?d~RICA, P?,5~T 1 

- Thanksgiving Break - 

Dec THE TEMPEST/METAMORPHOSES PRC 
Exam#3 8:00 AM Regular Classroom 

The above dares are merely reading or atiendance deadlines Amual material discussed in class may’ lag 
behind or even wander oPt" from the plays listed Since you may be asked to read from the plays during class, it 
is important that you bring the textbook to each session 

FINAL PAPER 

I The appropriate length is 5 - 6 pages Shorter or longer papers will have lower grades 
2 Make a photocopy before you hand in your paper If your paper is lost, it is your responsibility" to hand in a 

copy or else the paper will have to be rew~-itten 

3 Papers must be typed and double-spaced Hand w~itten papers will be returned un-g~aded When quoting 

fiom the textbook, notate by page and line number, where applicable If you quote o~her sources, you must 
footnote using the format from any standard stylebook 

4 The cover tno* one of theS-6 pages) must include the title, your name, the class al~d section number, your 1D 

nnmber, and your signed UNC Pledge. 

5 Papers vdll be due Thursday, at 4:00 PM, Room 221 in the Center for Dramatic Art You may 
turn them in at an,,’ earlier time either in class or at my mailbox in the CDA 

EXTRA CREDIT PAPER (Con~pletely Optional Due Novembe~ 19, 4:00 PM; Room 221, CDA) 
You may *aise yotu final grade one level, e g C to C+ or B- to B by writing one additional paper This 

paperwill bea reviewofalive I~erformancethat you have see~ At thisthne, theeligibteproducfionsd~chlde 

flmse by the Undergraduate Production of the Department of Dramatic Art, as well as productions by Company 
Carolina and The Pauper Pla~ers A schedule will be posted as soon as possible The Extra Credit paper may 

NOT be written on one of the three PRC sho~s covered in class. 
The paper should be in the f~,rm of a review, not more than three pages long For style, consult any 

theahical review published in the News and Obse~ve~, The Chape] Hill Ne’wspape~, The New Yo~k Times or 

any other general interest newspape~ Youl paper should answer tile basic jouma]istic requilements of who, 

what, where, when and how You shou]d also say whether or not you thought the production was any good 
and why 



Drama PLAY ANALYSIS Fall, 

HONOR CODE 

The principles of academic honest, integrity, and responsible citizenship govern the performance of all academic 
work and student conduct at the University as they have during the long life of this institution Your acceptance 
of enrollment in the Universiw presupposes a commitment to the principles embodied in the Code of Student 
Cond~cI and a ~ espect fo~ this most siga~ifi ca*~t Carolina tradition You~ rewa*d is i*~ the practice of" these 
principles 

Yore: pardcipmion in fld s course comes with the expectation fl~at your wofl~ will be completed in ftdl observmace 
of the Itonor Code Academic dishonesty in any form is unacceptable, because any breach in academic 
integriw, hou, ever small, strikes des~.ructively at the University’s li£~ and work 

I~" you bare any questiot~s about your responsibility or the responsibility of I}culty members under the Honor 

(ode, p]ease consu]t with someone in either the OfiSce of the Student Attorney General (966 4084) O the Office 
of file Dean of Students (966 4041 ) 



History 
Fall 

Citizenship in America: 
U.S. HISTORY SINCE 1865 

Protessor: Jerma A, Jackson 
Teaching Assistants 

@live unc edu 
~a) em ai] unc edu 

Class Meetings 
~ Lectures: Tuesday and Thursday 11:00-11:50 

~F)iscussior~ Sections: Thursdayand Friday 

Contact Information for Professor Jackson 
Office Hours: Thursday, noon to 2:00 pm or by appointment 
Hamilton 512 
9!9-962-8084; jaj@email.unc.edu 

What is this course about? 

This semester we will explore large-scale social, economic and political 
developments in American sociely after lg65. In the process we will devote 
considerable attention to citizenship, a concept we often associate with the legal 
status of securitlg civil and political rights and responsibilities. It~ this course, 
however, we will concentrate on the social dimensions of citizenship. From this 
broader perspective, citizenship is an identiD- and set~se of collective helonging that 
is always changing. Various groups might reI~r to themselves as Americans, but 
they do not necessarily share the same sense of identiW at any given time. As we 
sort through these differences and changes we will explore how the state confers 
rights at~d duties to some citizet~s, while imposing limits on the rights at~d 
responsibilities other citizens might enjoy. In addition we will consider how various 
groups draw on their distinctive experiences to cultivate a sense of belonging and 
civic participation. During the term we will devote particular attention to race, class 
and gender. As we shall see, these concept.s provide a rich prism tot tracing how 
compeLing ideas about citizenship changed over time. 

The readings reflect these interests and are essential for understanding the 
lectures, in general the readings consist of Pro kinds of materials. (lne set features 
interpretations of the past written by professional historians living in the present. 
These materials provide important background and context about the past. A 



secotid set of readings includes material produced by people or groups directly 
involved in an event either as participants or witnesses and include materials 
ranging t~om private letters and government memos, songs and public petitions. 
Often these readings offer personal perspectives ahout citizenship at~d participation. 

Finally, this co urse is about certain processes of thinking that that you will 
practice. By December we expect you to }lave greater skill in interpreting l~.cts and 
discussing how- notions of citizenship get forged. You will also hone your writing 
skills. 

How will you be learning? 

The course consists of four kinds of learning tormats: 

1. Large-group Meetings 
On most class days we will meet together. You will be expected to listen 

carefully, take notes, and think about }low the lecture relates to the assigned 
readings. 

2. Seminars 
Most Thursdays (afl.ernoons) and Fridays--with few exceptions--you will 

meet with 20 other students and a tacilitator. Here you wtll have a chance to discuss 
the readings, share ideas, and enjoy a more personal, comfortable space within the 
course. 

3. Readings 
Readings comprise the raw material of the course, so it is essential that you 

complete the readings for class. Course readings include: 

A course packet of relevant documents is available fbr purchase at Student 
Stores. (You must purchase the packet; these materials are trot available in 
any other format.) 

2. A few readings will be placed on electronic reserves, available through 
library website. On your course syllabus I wtll designate ereserves with an 
asterisk {*). 

3. James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time (1963; reprint New York: Vintage, 1992). 
Available fbr purchase at Student Stores, 

An autobiography that v~qfi serve as the basis of a final paper. For more 
information, see the section on writing below. We have designated a set of 
autobiographies h’om which you must select one to read. These materials 
are available through Amazon and Barnes and N oble, A few copies can also 



be found in Davis kihrary arid--in some instat~ces--other campus libraries. 
(Sakai for a list of these books.) 

4. Writing 
Besides listening, talking and reading, one learns by writing, In taking notes 

on a lecture or book, and in working out an essay, you are holding a kind of 
conversatiot~ ~dtb yoursel~ Wben you g~ve your writit~g to someone else to read, 
you are inviting him or her to join your discussiom 

For these reasot~s, this course will pay a lot of aVcention to writing, We will 
ask you to produce four kinds of writing. 

Reading Response Papers--These wifi be I-2 page papers in which you 
discuss elements of the week’s reading. These papers should he short essays 
with a thesis or argumem, supported by material from the reading, During 
the term you will produce six response papers. Collectively the papers will 
cout~t for 15% of your fit~al grade. They are due at the begitming of your 
discussion sectmn. 

Final Paper-- Autobiographies and other first person narratives can be rich 
sources of information about outlooks and experiences of an author as well 
as the time in whicb he or she lived. You will cboose one book fi’om the 
selected hst of autobiographies posted on Blackboard to read. Then in a 
well-structured S-page essay, you will analyze that autobiography. Your 
essay should not be a simple summaW of the book. Instead, you sbould bare 
a clearly articulated argument or thesis about some aspect of Americat~ 
society that the book illuminates. Your thesis should he supported by 
examples from lectures and/or assigned readings, and should reflect your 
own analysis. We would like you to get to know one historical figure well, so 
you may not do a comparative essay, 

In-Class Writh~g Some weeks yon wil] comp]ete short wTiting assignments at 
the beginning of your discussion seciion These assignments help you keep up 
with the readings and stay apprised of key developments u,e cover in lecture 
Ihese exercises will assume a variety of formats rangi ng from identifying key 
terms from lecture and readings, to explaining the significance of a quotation 
drawn tiom tfiese materials These exercises, which will be collected and 
evaluated, will comprise 10% of yonr finn grade No make-~q?s will be given, bur 
you can drop one of" these assignments 

Two exams a mid-term and a final--to be writ{en it~ class. About a week 
before each exam, we will hand out potential essay questions. When you 
come to class on exam day, we will have selected essays from the handout for 
you to answer. The point of the exams is not to measm’e your ability to 
answer a question cold, but to provide an opportunity for you to ponder 



central themes in the course and use the readings and lectures as evidence to 
develop a thoughtful interpretation. 

Writing coherent and convincing essays is not an easy stall[. We will offer help 
before and after each assignment. You should also consider consulting the Writing 
Center --http:/iwritingcenter.unc.edu/--located at 0127 Suite, SASB North. 
Students who confer with trained advisers at the Center often find that their grades 
improve. It’s a good idea to make an appointment early to avoid the rush, 

How will you be graded? 

Most of us tend to think of learning, evaluation and grading as synonymous. 
Yet these activities are quite different. 

To help you learn, we will provide lots of evaluation--constructive responses 
in class on your writings. We will tW to figure o ut what you are trying to say, and 
we will work with you, 

lt~ evaluating your writing, we will use the following criteria: 
~t, Focus on the issue (does the writing engage the central question being 

posed?) 
2. Evidence (does the writing support its position with adequate dat;~?) 
3. Coherence (does the main point or argument hold together?) 
4. Scope (does the writing deal with all aspects of the question being posed?) 
5, Originality 

That is evaluation. Grades are somethit~g else, required by ttanes tta[1 and 
employers and maybe your parents. They do not constitute learning. Instead, they 
measure how much you have learned. Here is a general grading system we will use 
to assess your participation and written work: 

A: Excellent --Creative contribution, pushes discussiot~ in fl’uitful directions 
--Writes insightful, coherent, original pieces 

B: Strong --Participates instructively in discussion 
--Writes authoritative but conventiotlal pieces 

C: Adequate --Participates superficially in discussion 
--Writes competent pieces, but of limited scope or insight 

D: Inadequate --Does not come to class or fails to participate 
--Writes incoherent pieces that demonstrate a lack of 

understanding central concepts or course themes 

{PAGE } 



Distribution: Participation: 
Weekly Response Papers: 
In-Class Writing Assignments 

Midterm: 
Autobiography Paper: 

Final: 

10% 
15% 
10% 
2O% 
20% 
25% 

Participation cot~sists of two components: attendance and class participation. 

VVhat Call you expect of us? 
we’re looking forward to helping you understand and enjoy histoW, We’ll 

try to answer your questions (there are no "dumb questions"!) mid dear up your 
confusion in class or afterwards. 

We’ll write constructive comments on your writings. We’l] tpy to figure out 
wh at you’re trying to say an d work with you in that direction. In short we’re on 
your side. 

What do we expect of you? 

ATTENDANCE: We cannot help you learn, if you are not there to learn. 
Reading a friend’s notes of a discussion, lecture or slide presentation does not 
replace your direct experience. (Would a friend’s report of a Tar Heels basketball 
game replace having been there in person?) We therefore expect you to attend all 
class meetings, 

COLLEGIALITY: Please treat classmates and us considerately and 
respectfully. In class listen to the comments of others, turn off cell phones, and don’t 
make distracting noise, We want to build a learning community. 

PUNCTUALITY: Please turn in all writings on time. If you turn in a paper 
late, you are disrupting your learning fbr the assibmments are synchronized with 
other parts of the course. What’s more, you are being unfair to us and to your fellow 
students. I,ate response papers are not accepted. 

We understand that unavoidable problems can occur. If so, provide a 
convincing explanation before the w’iting is due, Otherwise, we will reduce the 
grade. 

INTEGRITY: Obey the honor code discussed below. 
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Honor Code 
You are bound by the student-administered honor" system that has been at 

Carolina for over ~ 00 years. So I expect each of you to observe the 1Jniversit3,’s 
ltonor Code, The lnstrumentofStudentJudicia! Gover~ance contains the pt’ovisions 
of the code. You can access this document at: http://instrument.tmc.edu/ 

The lr~srrumer~t defines plagiarism as "clelibe~’ate or reckless 
representation of another’s words, thoughk~ or ideas as one’s own without 
attribution in connection with submission of academic worlq whether graded 
or otherwise." j ust what does this mean? One historian compared 
plagiarizing to kidnapping: 

Plagiarizing is like stealing the brainchildren of someone else. You 
cheat the author of the idea out of recognition, and you lie by 
representing it as your own. When you plagiarize, you commit a 
serious ethical violation. Misusing the wm’k of anothel" authm; even 
when you do not plagiarize directly by presenting another author’s 
exact words as your own, is a/so a serious ethical violation. 

Keep in mind that plagiarism can take many fbrrns. Here are some basic 
rules to follow: 
¯ Quote and cite any words that are not your" own. 
¯ If you paraphrase the words of another; ,/ou must still give proper 

citation. 
Cite sources IBr distinctive perspectives or opinions. 
Avoiding plagiarism requires that you acknowledge the ideas of another 

by citing the works you reference. Many different citation formats exist. In 
this course, we will he using Chicago Manua! of Sty!e, the format commonly 
used by historians. Please, speak to your TA or me if you have any ques/ions 
about how or whether to cite a source. I have posted some guidehnes on 
usingthe Chicago format on Blackboard. Look under "course documents" for 
this material And for additional information about plagiarism, consult the 
wonderful handout from the Writing Center: 
http:i/writingcenter.unc.edu/handoutsiplagiarismi 

Also, in this course all academic work including homework, quizzes and 
exams, must b e your own, unless otherwise specitically provided. It is your 
t-esponsibi]iVy if you have any douht to confirm whether or not col]ahot’ation 
is permitted. 

On exam days--midterm and final--you must leave all cell phones, notes 
and books at the front of the lecture hall. Only bluebooks will be permitted at 
your seats, 

To afiirm that you are upholding the spirit and dictates of the ttonor Code, please 
write and sign the Ibllowing pledge on every assignmerxt that you turn in: 

On my honor, | have neither given nor received unauthorized aid 
on this assignment. 



Class Schedule 

Week 1-- Introductions and Reconstruction 
Tuesday, 20 August 
Thursday, 22 August 

Eric Fonet; "What Is Freedom?: Reconstruction 1865-1877," 546-57, 
Mary Ames, "From a New England Woman’s Diary in Dixie in 18657 

Discussion Section 
Response Paper #1 

Week 2--Freedom and Sovereignty’ in the Wake of the Civil War 
Tuesday, 27 August 

Eric Fonet; "What Is Freedom?" 566-83. 
Howell Cobb, "A ~.Jnreconstructed Southerner (’1868)7’ 

Thursday, 29 August 
Robert A Trenner/, "Educating Indian Girls at Nonresemration Boarding 

Schools, 1878-2L920. 
"Indian Schools: Americanizing the Native American." 

Discussion Section 

Week 3 A New Social Order Takes Shape 
Tuesday, 3 September 

Zitkala-Sa, "The School Days of an Indian Girl." 
"Rules for Indian Schools, 1890" 
’% Government Official Describes Indian Race and Culture, 1905" 

Thursday, 5 September 
T. I. Youngs, "The New Industrial Era: The Rise of Andrew Cart~egie." 
Deadline for Autobiography Selection 

You must bring your autobiography to class. 
Discussion Section 

Response Paper #2 

Week4 lndustriahzation and hnmigration 
’tuesday, I0 September 

Mark Wahlgren Summers, "Opportunity?" 
Thursday, 12 September 

T. 1. Youngs, "The New Immigrants: Russian jews in the United States." 
Discussion Section 

Week 5 Labor Activism and Progressivism 
Tuesday, :t7 September 

Mark Wahlgren Summers, "More? Labor’s I/evolutionary Tradition." 



http://historymatters.gmu,edu/d/5322 [Songs from the IIomestead Strike] 

Thursday, i9 September 
Mark H, Left, "Consensus for Refbrm: Tbe Mother’s Pension Movement in tbe 

Progressive Era," 

Discussion Section 
Response Paper #3 

Week 6--Progressivism and Americanization 
Tuesday, 24 September 

~osiah Strong, A Protestant Clergyman Considers the ’Perils’ of Immigration, 

1885." 
Edward Alsworth Ross, "Racial Consequences o5 hnmigration." 

Thursday, 26 September 

Theodore Roosevelt, "The New Nationalism [1910]." 
Robert M. LaFollette, "Speech at Bismarck, North Dakota [1912]," 
Woodrow Wilson, "Speech at Bufi~lo, New York [1912]." 

Discussion Section 

Week 7--Progressive Reform and World War I 
Tuesday, i October 

Midterm 
Thursday, 3 October 

Readings TI3A 

No Discussio~ Section 

Week 8 Responding to the Great Depression 
Tuesday, 8 October 

Annelise Orleck, "The Great Depression in the Ci/y: The Housewives’ Meat 
Strike of 1935." 

Thursday, ~0 October 

http:/i~v.mhric.org/fdr/chat6.htrnl 

http:i/www.mhric.org/fdr/chat7.hLml 

"Franklin E. Roosevelt on Economic Freedom (1936)." 
"Herbert Hoover on the New Deal and Liberty ]~936]." 

Discussion Section 

Week 9--World War II 
Tuesday, 15 October 

Rona]d ’rakaki and Charles Fdkuchi, "World War I1: Optimism and Anxiety," 
Response Paper #4: Autobiography Essay Preparation Worksheet 

Thursday, i7 October Fall Break--No Class 
No Discussio~ Section 

Week 10--The Culture of Prosperity 
Tuesday, 22 October 

George Keenan, "Long Telegram [i946]." 



"Nationa] Security Council Memorandum Number 68 [1950]," 
’qLS. Celebrates the "Miracle of America,’ 1948." 

Thursday, 24 October 
Kenneth T. ]ackson, "The Baby Boom and the Age of Subdivision." 
"lip from the Potato Fields." 

Discussion Section 

Week It--Prosperity and Protest 
Tuesday, 29 October 

Ad/ai E. Stevenson, ’% Purpose for Modem Woman, (1955)." 
Wilham H. Whyte, It’,, "The Organization Man." 

Thursday, 31 October 
James Ba]dwin, "My ~L)ungeon Shook: Letter to My Nephew on the One 

Itundredth Amfiversary of the Emancipation," The Fire Next Time, pp, 

1-13. 
http:i/ab chews.go.corn/Politics/mar tin-luther-kings-speech-dream-full- 

text/stow?id= 1435823 I#.UJvSL0JgN SU 

Y)iscussion Secti on 
Response Paper #g 

Week 12--Sixties Protest as Civic Participation 
Tuesday, 5 November 

~ames Baldwi~, "Down at the Cross: Letter fi’om a Region in My Mind." T,~e 

Fire Next Time, pp. 13-46. 
Thm’sday, 7 November 

Autobiography Paper Due 

No Discussion Section 

Week 13 Politics and Protest in the Great Society 
Tuesday, 12 November 

Readings on Lyndon ~ohnson TBA 
Thursday, 14 November 

Ruth Rosen, "The Women’s Movement." 
Discussion Section 

Week 14 Economic AdversiD’ and Conservative b~surgency 

Tuesday, 19 November 
’% Chicago Steelworker and His Wife." 

’Phursday, 21 N ovember 
Donald T. Critchlow, "Against the Women’s Movement: The Defeat of the 

Equal Rights Amendment and the Rise of the New Right." 
Phylhs Schlafly, "Interview with the Washington Star, ]anuaW 18, 1976." 

Discussion Section 
Response Paper #6 

Week 15 Family Values From Another Perspective 
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Tuesday, 26 November 

Larry Kramer, "1,112 and CounUng." 

George Chauncey~ "The Long Road to Marriage Equality," 
’Fhursday, 28 N ovember Thanksgiving--No Class 

No Discussion Section 

Week 16 LooMng Backward, Looking Forward 
Tuesday, 3 December 

FINAL EXAM Thursday, 12 December at 12:00 p.m. 
Remember to bring blue books. 

All materials, save blue books and writing instrument(s), retest be lef’~ at the front of 
the lecture hail, 



Lifetime Fitness 
Indoor Sports 

LFIT 

Mailbox: V~7oollen Gym 215B 
Email:        @live unc.edu 

Time and Location: MW 9:00-9:50am 
1"~ Day meeting = Fetzer Hall Gym A 
Activity Space = Fetzer Hall Gym A 
Lab Space = Fetzer Hail Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a lasting interest in 
lifetime participation and to increase the student’s level of physical fitness and knowledge of life-long 
health Students will be able to describe the physical, psychological, and socio-cultural factors and 
human behaviors that influence human well-being and affect the major health problems of our society; 
understand the components of health-related physical fitness and their relationship to personal health 
and well-being; and develop and enhance physical fitness or lifetime spot1 psychomotor skills 

Course Requirements 

Required Material: 
1. Lifetime Fitness Lab M, anual: The Tar Heels Guide to a Healthy and Active 

Lifestyle 
2. EXSS/NASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $4000 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab fees If you drop 
your LFIT course before October 14, 2013 you may receive a refund We will not be checking to see 
who has dropped Please email amcculle@email unc.edu to facilitate this process Requests after this 
date will not be honored and your money will not be carried over to another semester. You will have to 
repay the fee if you decide to take the course at a later date 

Grading Scale: 
A 93.0-100% B- 80.0-82.9% D+ 67.0-69.9% 
A- 90.0-929% C+ 770-799% D 600-66.9% 
B+ 87.0-899% C 730-769% F < 60.0% 
B 83.0-869% C- 700-729% 

Grading criteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 20% 
Quizzes (9)         20% 

Final exam (1) 25% 
Attendance 25% 

Attitude and 10% 
Participation 

Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab assignments 
There will be a quiz at the end of each online presentation, for a total of 
9 quizzes. 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online lectures 
Students will be expected to come to class and actively participate in the 
daily activities. 
Students will be expected to have a positive presence in class and 
engage in each activity. 



Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms The instructions for the labs are 
located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website (under Lifetime Fitness) They are to be 
completed and turned in on the scheduled date. There will be no make-up labs dates. Labs are worth 5 
points each, and failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 points for the lab 

Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, varying in length from 15-35 minutes, are required for 
to students to view through Sakai. After the lectures have been viewed, the student will have 30 
minutes to complete a short quiz. The deadline for completion of the quizzes is midnight on the due 
date Failure to meet the deadline results in an automatic zero. 

Fina~ Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts from all 9 lectures on 
Sakai, The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false, and short answer questions, The final exam 
will be given on the last day of class - not during the scheduled finals period, 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken. Classes and labs are mandatory Students may not miss more 
than 1 lab during the semester. 7 or more unexcused absences may result in an F. A total of 10 
excused and unexcused absences will result in an F or the need for a medical drop of the course. 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
Each day will be worth 2 points. 
An unexcused absence will lose both points 
An excused absence (after the 3~), failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one point 

Weather- For outdoor classes: Class will never be cancelled due to weather. Class may be moved 
inside in the event of inclement weather - but this will be at the discretion of the teacher and you will 
need to check your email and the board in front of the equipment room before class Expect to be 
outside everyday otherwise 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity and lab days. Jeans 
are not acceptable, nor are sandals. Your participation grade will be affected if you do not dress out 
properly 

Honor Code - It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself within the 
guidelines of the Honor System. All academic work should be done with the high level of honesty’ and 
integrity that is University demands. For more information on the honor code, refer to 
http:/!honor unc.edu 

Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of ciassreom or handhe/d monitoring 
devices dudng any exams or graded assignments taken in class. 

YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LFIT. 
Please note that effective Fall 2011, you will no longer receive credit for more than one LFIT course. 

Students may take only one 1 credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH. If you have taken an 
LFIT prior to Fall 2011 and enroll in an LFIT course during or after Fall 2011, this will not count towards 

your 120 hours needed for graduation 



Tentative Fall Schedule 



Basketball/Volleyball/Soccer Prepare for Filal Exam 

FINAL FINAL i~ Gym A 
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Fall : Hanes Ar~ Center 121 

Lectt~res: Mondays and Wedi~esdays, 11:00 - 11:50 



EX~ad~¢IS: Tl-ree exa~rs: e,vo dunng the semester ;nd the fin;l, Each will be worth 25% </your 
gmde. 

CELL PItONES: DuE 

COURSE CALENDAR: 

Prelfistory: In the Begimfing was the picture, and then there was tl~e quote .... 

Temples, Palaces and Citadels: ~cient Near Eastern and Aegean ~t 
Sc~)t. 16, 18 

Gods, Heroes, Mortals: Greek ~t and Architecture 

EXAM: September 30 

Ethos and Pathos: I.ate Classical/Hellenistic 
Oct. 2 



Space~ the Final Frontier: Roman Art and Architecture 

Assimilation and Transformation: Late Andque Art and Architecture 
Oc. 21, 23 

I’IRST D/AI’T DUE IN SECTION THIS WEEK 

EXAM: Novembe~ 4 

The Glory of Byzantium 
Oct. 28, 30 

Diversity and Synthesis: Barbarian, Caro]ingian and Ottonian 

Pilgrim and Crusaders: Romanesque Art and Architectnre 
Nov, 13, 18 

FINAI,PAPERDIUt IIt[SWItKINSECIION 

Gothic Visions 

Competitions and Citizenship: Art of the Italian City States 
Dec. 2, 4 

FINAL EXAM: December 6~ 12:00 NOON 

Honor Code Reminder 

"It shall be the responsibiliD" of eve~3 ~ v_~dent at tim UniversiV of Nortl: (;arolina a~ Chapd Hill 
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Introduction io Enlrepreneurship 

ECON . Fall 

TiFII: 11:00 mn 12:15 pm 

Genomics Sciences Building Auditorium (100) 

Instructors: 

John Akin 

A~stin H Can- Distinguished Professor~ Department of Economics 

V2mail: olin a~J,i~;~mc edu Office: Gardner 2(/0 F Phone: 919-843-9452 

Entreprenel~r-in-Residence and Professor of Practice 

Teaching Assistants: 

agmail corn ?~ ~.~nail corn 

Welcome to |ntroduction to Entrepreneurshlp. We thought it would be helpful to explain what we 

are seeking to accomplish in the course, how it will be organized and what is expected of you We have 

also set forth assignments and readings - but expect change as we go along 14X’ter all, this is a course 

on entrepreneurial thinking 
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6 .............................................................................. Evaluation and Grading 
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General Psychology is designed as an 
introduction to the conceptual and 
methodological t’~undations of 
psychological science Through an 
exploration of several content a~eas in 
psychology, inclnding sensation & 
perception, learning, cognition, states of 

lifespan development, social influences on 
behavior, and psychopathology, this course 
will provide a conceptual background for 

and thinking 

To *eacilitate this, Psyc       General 
Psycholog2~- will involve the discussion of 
findings, concepts, and theories ot" science, 
help you to develop an nnderstanding of 
scientific methods ofinquily, engage you 

di~ ectly in the practice of" science, and 
prepare you to think critically about 
scienlific issues 

At the conclusion ol’this course, you will be 

able to answer the following q~estions: 

What disciplines laid the theoretical 
foundations of psychological 
science? Who drove its 
development? 
How does one apply the scientific 
mc~hod to in~ estigate complex 
h~*man behavior? 
What is the ditI)~ence bet’~veen a 
descriptive, correlational and 
experimental study design? 
How are environmental stimuli 
hansfom~ed into one’s experience of 
the world? 

we aware of? What are levels of 
consciousness, and how does this 
intluence expe~ ence? 

Are these processes similar or 
dift~rent? 
What happens to infom~ation as it is 
being learned, and how does our 
memory work? Is it generally 
accurate or prone to error? 
What influences our motivation to 
engage in certain behaviors? Itow 
can we influence others’ motivation? 
Are humans generally more positive 
or negative? Does ou~ evolution 

and emotions? 
How is human development 
influenced by genetics, motivation, 

stages of cognitive, social, and 
emotional development? 

interact with internal forces to 
produce our behavior’~ Is there such 
a thing as ’~free will?" 
Is stress healthy or unhealthy? Do 
large infrequent stressors or minor 
daily stressors influence our health 
morn? What might moderate their 
influence on health? 
What is psychopathology? What are 
tbe diagnostics for 
psychopathologies? 

This course is built upon a foundation of 

broader learning objectives, which informed 

the questions above: 

Research Methods Eve~Tthing 

that we will learn is rooted in 

decades of empirical psychological 

research Yol*r textbook is a 

compilation of the work done by 



hundreds of behavioral researchers 

The work is based in theeU and 

tested with rigorous scientific 

methodologies 

Critical Thinking I am not 
interested in testing your rote 

nlemorization This course will 

require you to understand, integrate 

and master the knowledge presented 

Assignments, exams, and the project 

will provide conduits through which 

you can demonstrate your 

knowledge 

Commnnication You willbe 

asked to demonsWate your acquired 

knowledge tilrough regula~ 

assiguments in-class discussions, 

and a professional scienhfic 

domain areas of psycho]ogical 

science & psychological 

perspecti~ es, as well as the history 

and theories that underlie the field of 

psychology 

Most importantly, this is not a lecture 

course You will not be subjected to hours 
of bring ’talked at" l do not enjoy putting 

people to sleep, and I am sure that you do 

not enjoy t@ng to fight to keep your eyes 

open during class Class Ome will be split 

amongst,grOUl~ discussions guided by 

students, in-class group activities & games, 

and demonstrations that highlight course 

materid 

This course is designed to be a highly 

challenging, seminar-s@e experience with 

equal attention paid to empiricism and 

theolT You will be responsible for regular 

assignments that serve to enhance the 

encoding, integration, application, and 

retention of in~portanr concepts & research 

These assignments will prepare you fol:in- 

class discussions as well as for your exams 

and project This class is indeed more ~ork 

tban many typical college courses, but given 

your bard work I promise that you will get a 

lot more out of it in return 

Research Participatio~ 

The Psycholob~- Department ~equires all 

Psyc    students to participate in research 

projects conducted by members of the 

Department As an alWrnative, students ma? 

read resea*ch articles and answer questions 

about them Full details about the research 

requirement are on Sakai 

You are required to complete 5.5 hours of 

research credit by 4:00pro on Wednesday, 

December 4 Students who do not complete 

this requirement get an ’ ltN" tLr the course, 

and must finish the requirement betLre the 

8th week of" the sp~ing semester to avoiding 

~eceiving an "F" 

Worksheets 

Each week (except where noted) you will be 
expected to complete an online worksheet 
designed to tScilitate your understanding 
and integration of the important material in 
that week’s reading Worksheets will 



consist of multiple choice, true/false, and 

fill-in-the-blank questions To answer a fill- 

in-the-blank question that has two or more 

blanks in the same sentence, you must put a 

semi-colon (;) between each answer 

At the end of the semester, students’ 2 

lowest mastel3" check gqades will be 

automatically dropped, essentially allowing 

two ’free passes" for unforeseeable events 

or purposive rest 

You should budget your time wisely 

(approximately 3-4 hou~) to complete 

these assignments Worksheets are 

accessible via Sakai and must be submitted 

on Sakai before the stag of that da~’s class 

[r is highly recommended that you complete 

file worksheet in a Microsoft Word 

docnment first and then copy & paste your 

answers into Sakai This will prevent yon 

fi-om losing data should any errors or 

internet interruptions occllr 

Mastery Ct~ecks 

To begin each class (except where noted), 

you will demonstrate your mastery of a 

specific theory or concept from th,qr day’s 

reading These demonsn;ations of mastery 

will be conducted using the Poll Everywhere 

course inter~cfion software I will inform 

you of the specific concept or theory to be 

demonstrated prior to class Mastery 

Checks will begin at g~actly 8:00am Any 

person that arlfives after the stalX of a 

mastery check will not be allowed to take 

There will be 3 exams designed to assess 

your understanding and application of tile 

essential concepts and theories in social 

psychology Exams will be a combination 

of multiple choice and sho~ essa? questions 

Anything co’¢ered in class or in the assigned 

work is fair game, though the wovksheet 

questions, mastery checks and in-class 

assignments will highlight the most 

imporiant concepts for you to focus on 

rega~ ds to the application of early theoretical 

perapecti~estonewermateriN There will 

be no ’make up" exams without a ~alid 

medical excuse or ather doc¢tmemed 

X’eamProject 

An overa[ching goal of this class is to apply 

the theoretical p[inciples o~" psychology to 

construct, cad,y-out, and report an o[iginal 

psychologica] experiment ln this way you 

will transcend/e~w~it~K about psychology to 

actual]y a&t#*,q~ lo its body of knowledge 

You and a team of peers will develop an 

original research hypothesis, create an 

independent variable manipulation, decide 

hou, to measure your dependent variable, 

generate all necessau materials, run 



participants, analyze data, and report your 

results in a research report as well as at an 

end-of-the-semester research project Poster 

Show 

Further details on the team proj ect will be 

distributed in a separate project handotu btu 

you can expect it to be a major t’~)c~*s of yo~r 

work in this course, as well as a velT 

demanding N*t ultimately rewarding 

assignment 

Article Briefing Reports 

Each student will complete 2 article briefing 

reports (ABR) in orde~ to build a foundation 

of team-knowledge about their research 

project ABRsvdll facilitate the prope~ 

re’~iew of empi6cal resea~ ch unde~qying the 

conceptsAheories that we v,,il] be testing 

The ABR tbnn can be found on Sakai 

There is a growing yet troubling belief 

amongst college students that academe is not 

the"real world " That the professionalism, 

etiquette, limeliness, and rune ai~ributed to a 

professional work environment need not be 

present in a college classroom 

While this may have been your experience 

before, it will not be so now A major 

component of my philosophy is that college 

musl ser~e as a training ground for the rest 

of your life, and we have a duty to afford 

you the socialization not only to theoretical 
concepts and material but also ~o the skills 

and expectations needed to properly conduct 

yourself in any fim~re career 

I expect thal students will take 

responsibility for thalr learning in this 

F~l~{~get your time: You must plan 
your time efficiently According to 
the University of North Carolina 
student guidelines, you should plan 
lbr 2 hours of out-of:-class work per 
week for evel5’ I-hour spetu in class 
Be on time {alnd prepared): If you 
would not walk into a board meeting 
ten minutes late, then do not walk 
into a class meeting casually late or 
~mprepared 
Seek assistance: If’you need a 
concept clarified helI) with effective 
study habits, or anything else 
relevant to the course, it is your 
responsibility to a) attempt to resolve 
the issue via effort a~d resem ch, b) 
contact your teammales t’~)r help, c) 
col,tact your TA fi, r further 

assistance, and d) contact me for 
resolution if necessary’ 
Get the inl%: You are responsible 
for all infon’~ation presented in class, 
even if you have an excused absence 
for a partictdar day If you are guing 
to miss a class meeting, plan to get 
the information needed 



I expect students to maintain proper 

classroom e~iquette in order to ensure an 

environment that fosters learning and 

development 

Treat the views, opinions, 
expe6ences, and abilities of your 
fellow classm,qres and i~lsmacmr with 

the same respect that you would 
expect to be treak*d with 
Engaging in social conversation with 
a classmate while the instructor or 
fellow students are talking is not 
only exceptionally disrespectfid and 
rode; it is completely unacceptable 
Asking questions of a classmate 
while others are talking is along the 
same lines Please allow a speaker to 
finish their thought and ask any 
qt*estions you might have of the 
entire class We cannot engage in a 
great discussion if questions are not 
bounced off the entire group 
Save newspapers, word & math 
pt*zzles, and electronic 
communications (eg, texting, email, 
facebook, twitter} for outside of 
class 
Sleep at home, under a tree, or with a 
friend, l don’t care, just don’t sleep 
during class If you are too sick or 
too tired to slay awake, please just 
sta,~, home, recuperate, and come to 
the next class ready to contcibute 

I expect that all students will maintain 

prt~ssional communica~io~ standards 

All email communication should 
have a title line that begins with the 
course nlmaber (PSYC         and 
then u, hat the email pertains (eg, 
PSYC    worksheet 4 question) 

All emails should contain a separate 
salutation (Hi Dr Buzinski,), body 
tYour qt~estion or comment), and 
signatule (Sincerely, your flame) 

[ expect that a]l students will contribute 

equally to thei r team p~ qiect 

Social ]oafi ng was desccibed by 

Latane, Williams, & tlarkins (I 979) 
as a social disease and it will not be 
tolerated in this class 
Pat1 oPyou~ p~ject grade will be 
determined by intra-team 
evaluations, given at random points 
throughout the semester 
If you do not contribute equally and 

the ~ame grade on your pr~ ect as 

your fellow team members 

Your grades are not given to ,~,ou and you do 

not "deserve" an A for simply being in class 

or t~a/ing hard Grades are 

operationalizations of course master3,, 

retention, & achievement They are earned 

through your diligence, creativity, and yes, 

hard work They should not be viewed as a 

goal or end-state, but rather an indication of 

your progress as a social psychologist Your 

grades will be determined by the following 

factors 

Assign- Possible Gr % Pts 



Checks B 833- 833- (3 0%) 
865 865 

~3,0! [*} C 766- 766- 

C- 700 - 700- 
732 732 

665 665 

I ~ < < 600 

Total 1000 

Extra Credit: You will have several 
opportunities throughout the 
semester to earn extra credit poims 
via pallicipation in activities done in 
class Kyou a~c absent during a day 
in which an extra credit activity is 
done, you %rfcit the opportunity to 
obtain these points 

Academic IntegriPy Policies: All students atv 

expected to be fiuniliar with the U ~tivet’stB" Honor 

code and il~ policies rcga*ding acadcndc dishonesty, 

"Tl Offenses Under Ihc Horror Code 

Grade Questions: We will be bappy to 
discuss any questions that you may bare 

with particular grades Grade questions 

nmst be submitted #*your TA it~ writing 

wilMn 1 week of ~cceiving the grade This 

includes final comse grades 

absence and miss an assignment, 
then you have exactly 2 week~ to 
make up the missed assignment 
APte[ two weeks, you[ glade will 
automatically revert to a zero The 
only caveat to this policy is if your 

an extended period of time and you 
cannot realistically complete the 
m i ssed assignm ent witbin the two 
week period Documentation will be 
requked for this p,’pe of absence 

Code: 

significmttb the wetihre or the educatiotml 

I Refrah~ ftoln conduct ttmt impait~ or ma> impair 



Ol/¢~scs proscribed by this scction inchidc, but shall 

not be linfited to, those set out in Sections lib and 

tic AddilJonal guid~/nc¢ conccnlhig 

of data, oflter inforntatimk or citatioi~s in cmmecfiot~ 

othemise 

mtegrit3 of the gmdh~g or evahiatimt process 

9 Assisting or aiding another to cltgage in acts of 

academic dishones~ prohibited b3 Section lib 

DisabilRies Services: If you have a 

physical, medical, psychological, or learning 

disability thai is going to impact your 

attendance oi require accotnmodatiot~, 

please let me know in order to erasure that 

your learnit~g needs ate appropriately met, 

yotl will need to provide documentation of 

your disability or medical condition to the 

Departmem of Disability Services The 

Depa*tment of Disability Services will then 

provide vetifi cation of disability that 

describes the accommodations needed for 

this class, which you should provide to me 



Week Tuesday Thursday 

W R K6 (Ch. 9) Moti~ a~ion 

MC8a MCSb 

12 Social Behavior Prq]ect Work (PA: Completed ~vt el.f!le 
l[ollt*d on a’akai] with participant 

blCl2a 
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student, ][[nw dn I register to use Pol| Everywhere? 

L%IPORTANT: If ?,ou ha;e used Poll Every, where in a previous course mid alread?, have an 
account, you will need to edit your registration information (just once) to reflect the new 
I~no-PID Yo~¢rOn),en identifier requirement Simply log in with your Poll Eveuwhere account 
inf’om~ation at http:~,tinvurl comiuncpoIleveryv&ere. Select Vote~ Registration and then Details 
to edit the field under How should UNC-CH Admin identify you? Update according to the 
nstrucnons n #3 below 

1/)’o~1 are regislermg f!~r the fir.st lime, fo//vu’ lhese i~.slrucl&)ns: 

I Go to http//tmvurl corn uncpolle,,ery whel e Enter your name, I~C email address and a 

password (preferably not your Onyen password) 

2 Click Register my account Reviews, the polic3 ini~rmation and click I agree 

3 Under"How shou]d UNC-CH Admirl identify you?" enter youl University pelsonal 

identification rlumbel (PID) and your Onyen using the fbllo’wing format: YourlVD }2~*wO~*),en 

&g., ¢’’’¢~doe) Click Lpda{e If you plan to use your cell phone, enter that numbeg too 

Click/lpdate 

4 1t 7you ",e entmed ~our phone numbcl, } ou II need to send a text reply to Poll E,~erywhere to 

finish registering your phone 

Note that you don’t have to use your phone to respond to Poll E,.erywhere polls You can use a 

browser on an5, lnternet-connected device: laptops, tablets, slates, etc Simply go to 

httpi’pollevcom, and log in In the answer space, ente~ 

multiple choice questions, the answer code 

open-text qtlestions, qnestion code, a space, and then yotlr answer 

I’m a student, I’m nnt sure that I registered sueeessfMly. How can I check? 

Go to http:, www pollevep, where corn, profile/memberships, and log in "~ith your email address 

and password 

~Ifyou see UNC-CII Admin listed under r~,’|y Voter Registrations, click Details Under 

’~How should I~C-CH Adndn identi~, you?" l’ourPl]) }~o~rOtty’e~l Click Update 

You should now be registered successfidly 

you don’t see UNC-CH Admin listed under My V~ter Registrations, click Register 

as ~ voter Enterpollm,@*mc.ed~¢ and click Gr=nt Access Under"lIow should 
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UNC-Ctl Admin identif,g you?" enter YourP[D YourOnyen Click ! pdnte You 

should now be registered successfully 

If you are texting answers to polls, also check to see if your phone number is "ce~titled " Click 

Personal Into from the left menu to review this infbrm~fion 

I’m a student. I’m not sure that my ans~vers were received for a particular pall. 
I|ow can | check? 

1 Go to http;//www pol!evet3,~,here cam, and log in with your email address and passu, ord 

2 Click Seriings on the top menu, and then Response History on the lefl menu 

[t may still be the case fl~at your instructor may not be able to ide~ti~," your answer(s) as 

belonging to yo~ Make sure that you have registered correctly Click Voter Reglstratlm~ from 

~he left menu: 

you see L~C-CtI Admin listed under My Voter Registrations, click Details Under 

’Itow should I.)NC-CII Admin identi~- you?" enter YourP[D YourOn3;en Click 

Update You should now be registered successfully 

you don’t ~ee UNC-CH Admin listed under My Voter Registrations, click Register 

UNC-CH Admin identit}’ you?" enter D)urP/D I/ourO~y~m Click Update You 

should now be registered successlidly 

If you are texting answers to polls, also check to see if your phone number is ~’certified " Click 

Personal Into from the lefl menu to review this intbrmation 
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¯ This class was great Dr B is probably one of the best teachers rye ever had at UNC He was 
hard, asked l’~x a loL but he was fun, engaging, and overall just a great teacher 
¯ Great class that taught me a lot 
¯ Thanks so rnucb for a great class l learned a ton[ 
¯ Great teacher Great class Dr B~zinski is a great addition to our faculty 
¯ This course was challenging and made me think about the subject matter in depth 
¯ Ibis was one of the best psychology classes I’ve taken ]11 my ~ years at UNC I rea]ly ]o’¢ed [)1 
Buzinski, he made learning exciting and easy to apply to real life settings The only thing 1 did 
not like about this class was Ihe group work componem i bate it that so much, especMly 
becm*se we did not even get to pick our gronp members 
¯ I thought the comse was vet!,, cha]lenging The instructo[ was g[eat fbr his first year 
¯ Oreat course, excellent professor, I learned more than expected 
¯ Psychology was an absolutely outstanding class I u, as vet3, impressed with Dr Buzinski’s 
teaching 
¯ Great class! Vet?," interactive, helped me to learn the material and understand it veU well 
Buzinski is very approachable arid belpfhl 
¯ It was a good course but it was challenging The professor was respecti)l and engaging and 
ver~, knoudedgeable of the subject matter 
¯ Best professor I’ve had at UNC I wo~ld recommend his comse to anyone 
¯ This material was velT interesting to me, and the instructor made it even more exciting The 
assignmems helped me gai*t a understanding of the material that we were going over They were 
veW usefid 
¯ Absolutley amazi*~g class l learned so much, as I was e*~gaged every single c]ass, arid 
e~’euthi ng was made so clearly 
¯ Dr Buzinsld was always interested in improving his teaching methods Lectures were generally 
good, but i learned the mos~ on the clays when we did demonstrations and tried our own 
experiraents 
¯ Dr Buzi*~ski is easily one of the best professors that I’ve had a UNC It’s evider~t that he cares 
abont the materlal be teaches and *ha* students learn that material Exams are t’air and class is 
entertaining 
¯ |His is a ve~?,- well designed course by a g~ eat professor who brings the outsi de world to the 
classroom and makes use of our daily life 
¯ Great professor, wondmfid at communicating ideas Only comme*tt is a 1o~ of work, definitely 
NOT the same amonltt of work given in the other section of the course which is frustrating Good 
grading system 
¯ Dr Buzinski is a Pantastic professor who is ve~T passionate about his line ofwod< He also 
makes sure that we learn the material, which is greatly appreciated 



Art History of Western European Art and Architecture 

Fall Hanes Art Center 121 

Lectt~res: Mondays and Wech~esdays, 11:00 - 11:50 



E~kMS: Tl-ree exa~rs: t~vo dunng the semester ;nd the fin;l. Each will be worth 25% ofyour 
gmde. 

CELL PItONES: DuE 

COURSE CALENDAR: 

Prelfistory: In the Begimfing was the picture, and then there was fl~e quote .... 

Constructing Eterni~-: E.~wdpfian Art and Architecture 

Temples~ Palaces and Citadels: Ancient Near Eastern and Aegean Art 

EXAM: 

Gods, Heroes, Mortals: Greek A~t and Architecture 

Ethos and Pathos: I.ate Classical/Hellenistic 



Space~ the Final Frontier: Roman Art and Architecture 

Assimilation and Transformation: Late Andque Art and Architecture 

HqRST DRAET DI~* ~N SECTH)N ’I’[~S ~XEEK 

The GloD- of B~amium 

EXAM: Novemb¢~ 4 

Divcrsily and Synthesis: Barbafan, Carolingian and Ottonian 

Pilgrim and Crusaders: Romanesque Art and Architecture 

IHNALPAPERDIUt ~tt[SW[tKINSECHON 

Gothic Visions 

Competitions and Citizenship: Art of the Italian City States 

FINAL EXAM: 12:00 NOON 

Honor Code Reminder 

"It shall be the responsibiliE of eve13 ~ r_~dent at tile UniversiV of Nc~rtlz (;arolina a~ Chapd Hill 







INTRODUCTION ~O 1MEDIEVAL IIISTORY 
FALL 

Professor Marcus Bull 
mgbull@emafl unc edu 

Ofi’ice Hours: M 12 [5-[ 00; W ] I 15-12 [5; or by appohltment 
Lectures: M W 10 00-10 50: tlanes Art Center 121 
Recitations: Th and F (details issued separately) 
TAs:                                   ATs: 

WIL~T IS TIIIS COURSE ABOUT? 
This course provides an introduction to the hisroD, of the Middle Ages between the end 
of the Roman Empire in u, estern Europe and the fitteenth centmw The prima1y focus u, ill 
be on the histoc~’ of western Europe, bu~ we v,,il] also have opporTUnities to consider the 
other societies and cultures that emerged from the Roman world, notably the Byzantine 
empire and Islam Chronologically, the course will cover the whole medie~ al era, though 
there will be some emphasis in particular on the core pelqod between c 800 and c 1250 
We will look at a ~ange of themes, including political change, the importance of re]igion 
in medieval cultures, women’s Iristocy, govemmem, myths, and violence Specific topics 
include saints and the miarculous, the rise of Islam, the Vikings, the Norman Conquest, 
monasticism the crusades, the Mongols, and the Black Death A further important 
component of the course will be an examination of ’Medievalism’, the images and ideas 
that sulToutld the Middle Ages in modern popular culture 
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COl RSE STR|JCT[ RE AND CONTENT 

The course is taught by means of 50-minute lectures and 50-minute recitation classes 

Lectures will take place on Monday and Wednesday 1000-10 50 Check the schedule 
below carefully for details 

You will also join a recitation class Details of the times and venues will be provided 
separately Recitation classes be.~n in Week 2 and meet on a weekly basis unless there 
are exceptions Check the schedule carefully for these exceptions 

LECTURES 

First and foremost the aim of the lectures is to present key themes in the histu*T of the 
Nl~ddle Ages in a aeries of capsule arguments We will not have the time to cover 
evelTtbing, so the focus will be on selected representative aspects of the period, discussed 

substantiate argume~ts |he lectm es are therefore designed to be exampla~ s of the 
of argument-building that you should use in your written work and recitation discussions 
The lectures will no~ narrowly follow the content of the course textbook, Rosenwein’s 
,51~or~ History (see belowt, but they vdll complement it in order to build up a fuller 
picture So you should think about ways of" combirdng and integrating you~ ideas and 
notes from the lectures and ~:om your reading Likewise, the lectures will complement 
your reading of the pfimat3, sources in Rosenwein’s Readi~g the MMd/e AS~es (see below) 
and those posted on Sakai 

Immediately after each lecture a schematic of the lecture will be posted on Sakai This 
will include an outline of the structure of the lecture’s argument and the spellings of 
unPamiliar terms and names It will also include some of’the particula~ images, wifl~ name 
and date details, that we have foregronnded in that ]ecture ’|’he schematics are important 
aids tu thinking about the shape and content of the argument, and to reviewing the 
material as you go along the bes~ way to learn and understand the subiect 

Remember: the main aim of the lectures is to encourage aclive liste~fi~g Not only is this 
more interesting than rote note-tuking, it makes the maturial easier to remember, and it 
will £~ed directly into the quality of your assessed work 

Because of the size of the class and the constraints of time, it will not routinely be 
possible to invite questions during or immediately after the lectures However. i hope 
there will be occasions 5or questions towards the end of some lectures, and I will usually 
leave time immediately afterwards for anyone to come down and speak to me at the 
lectern In addition, please feel flee to email me (mgbnll@emailuncedu) with any 
queries Don’t ~i, rget also that the optimal place tbr raising questions arising from the 
argument and material in the lectures is in the recitations: this is something that the 1’As 
will encourage, and is a good way to integrate the two elements of your class activity" 
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ASSIGNED READINGS AND RECITATION SECTIONS 

in the lecture schedule below you will find assigned readings under each lecture These 
readings will help you to comextualize and amplify the contem of the lectures In 
addition, they will be the basis of much of" the discussion in your recitations It is 
important, therefore, that you get into a routine of doi ng the readings each week as pm~ of 
your preparation Your TA will give you full details of how specifically the classes udll 
be organized and what is expected of you week by week But it is always your 
responsibiliO- to contribute meaningfully and fully in the recitations; and active and 
effective participation will be duly reflected in you~ g~ade 

COURSETEXTS 

There arc three prescribed texts, which you should buy These are: 

B Rosenwein, d ,~,ort Hi.story q/the Middh, Ages, 3rd edn (Toronto, 2009) 
Ibis will give yon a vetT~ good textbook’ ove~wiew of the subject The book is t’nlly and 
help:fi~lly illustrated, and it also has usethl timelines 

B Rosenwein, Read~g, d~e MMdle Ages: 5o*¢rces fi’om Europe, t~l,zgmt~*¢m grad the 

Z~km~ic ~{7orld (Tolonto, 2010) 
This is an amhology of translated primary sources The particular value of this book is 
that its contents are closely co-ordlnated with Rosenwein’s Shorl HLsgory You will see 

fiom the schedu]e be]ovv that readings from this book are among the recommended 
preparatory reading for most weeks Be sure to read the prefatotT material to each source 
as well as the source itself, these introductions are very useRd 

M Bull. ]h#tki~g M~.dievul" A~t h~tro~h~c#(m lo the Stu4), q/ lhe ~ficldle Age.~ 

(Basingstoke, 2005) 
This is an imroducfion to the images and ideas that have surrounded the Middle Ages 
since the nincleenth centu~,, and to the question of the relevance of studying medieval 
history 

PRIMARY SOURCES 

PrimatT sources that is to say, sources dating from the historical period in question, as 
opposed to secondat3,’ works written by modern historians fom~ a major pm~ of 

course In addition to learning about the Middle Ages, this co~rse will be an opporhmity 
to develop skills of source analysis and question f~aming This is why primmy sources 
feature so prominently in the pfeparato~T ~eadings Similarly, there vAI] be many 
occasions in the lectures when we u, ill be thinMng directly about primary sources and the 
challenges they pose Most of the primary sources are in written fomL but we will also 
have the chance to look at visual material in the lectures These images are an important 
pall of the course, and will be the basis of tile midtelm e×am (fbr which see below’) 
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ASSIGNMENTS AND G],L~DED ELEMENTS 

The graded components of this course are: 

3 papers, each of 3-4 pages 
Midterm exam 
Final exam 

In addition, part of the final grade will reflect the degree of active and effective 
participation in recitation classes 

The percentage distribution to arrive at the final grade is: 

Paper [ : 20% 
Paper 2: 20°; 
Paper 3: 20% 
Midtem~ exam: [0% 
Parti ci pati on i n recitati on s: t 0% 
Final exam: 20% 

GRADING 

The grading scale is as follows: 

90-92 A- 
87-89 B+ 
83-86 B 
80-82 B- 
77-79 C I 
73-76 C 
70-72 C- 

63-66 D 
60-62 D- 
(/-59 F 

NB: Detailed grading criteria and definitions will be posted on the Sakai site. 



PAPERS 

You should subnrit your papers to your TA at the beginning of the recitation in the week 
indicated 

Paper I: 3-4 pages: Due Week 

This paper should idendl~y and examine an example that you have encountered of the 
appropriation of the Middle Ages in modern popular culture Questions to consider might 
inck~de: what a~e the pa~licula~ characteristics of" this example? Why is it significant? Are 
there similar or colatrasting examples tha offer some wider comext? Wha can it tell us 
about the role of the Middle Ages in contemporap,, culture? What, if any, cliches does it 
exploit and what associations does it evoke? Where does it fit in the large~ patterns of 
our culture’s exploitation of the medieval past‘> 

Paper 2:3-4 pages: Due Week 10 

This paper is an exercise in primary source analysis Choose ONE of the following (page 
rei’erences are to Rosenwein, ]~eadi~tJ~ the Alilld[e 

Fdict (b~Mil~m. 1-4; Eusebius, 4-10; R*~D q.,* A’I Be~tedict, 28-35; L{fi. ojA’* A~t*o~). 36-42: 
Gregory of Tours, 65-70; Bede, 97-109: Do~la#ot* Of(7o,~stag,#~le, 172-7; Dhaoda, 186- 
96; Agreement between William and Ilugh, 213-19; Ball/e ojMa[do,~, 258-62; A/exmd, 
290-3 

You may substitute another source at the discretion of your TA, provided it is sut’ficiently 
long and substantial to be the effective basis of a paper of this length 

In order to analyse the chosen text, think about when it was wdtten and by whom What 
was the purpose of the text? What particular features of the period in u, hich it was written 
does it espedally illuminate? ~ explaining this source to someone complclely new to the 
study of the Middle Ages, how would you justify its significance? Are there any 
p~oblems of interpretation that you would identify is it altogether clear? Are there other 
sources that can usefully be set up as compari sons or contrasts? 

Paper 3:3-4 pages: Due Week 13 

This paper should tbcus on a topic of your choosing within the broad spectrum of 
subjects covered by the lecture series and Rosenwein’s 5’]lor¢ £qs¢oW (You are not 
limited to subjects that have been coveted to date; you may anticipate something we wil] 
look at later) The aim of the paper is to explain why your chosen topic is of interest and 
relevance to the study of the Middle Ages What significant issues does it raise? 
does it fit in within some of the larger patterns we will haxe identified in medieval 
histot3~? You are strongly encouraged to use the Libra~T and appropriate internet 
resources (not Wiki and similar sites) to develop a bibliog[aphy beyond the cou[se 
readings, and tbi s will be of potential benefit to your grade 
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EXAMS 

The midterm exam (Week 8) will be a 35-minute picture test based on a selection of 
those images that we will have hi~,~l[i~,~ted in lectures and which have been included in 
the lecture schematics You will be asked to identify and date the images, and also write 
one o~ two sentences explaining their context and sigrdficar~ce Furthe~ details will be 
posted on Sakai 

The final exam (2 bouts 15 minutes) will be in an essay-question £Brmat It will cover the 
full range of material that we will have addressed from both the set books and the 
lectures Further details will be posted on Sakai 

SAKAI 

The posting of course materials on Sakai is an important part of the course, so check it 
regularly 

Among tiae materials that will be posted are: 

Further prima*y source readings (ma*ked ’Sakai’ in the schedule below) 
Advice concering the written assignments 
Advice cor~ceming the exams 
General feedback tnot naming indviduals) on the midterm exam 
Lecture schematics 
Grading gnide explaining the criteria for the grading of written assignments 

NB: The default location [’or all postlngs will be under ~Resources’ 

LAPTOPS 1N THE LECTURE THEATRE 

You will ~ot need your laptops, or equivalent devices, during lectures This policy will 

be strictly enforced by the TAs, AI, and myself So, as a courtesy, please respect this 
rule The reason for it is to priofifize active listening durir~g the lectures, not rote note- 
taking This is a very impo~ant skill that is a fimdamental pa~ of university-level study 
You may, of course, take notes by hand ~mediately after each lecture a schematic of 
the lecture’s a%a~ment structure and content will be posted on fl~e course Sakai site So 

you will be able to use this to refresh your memo~T straight away, as well as check on the 
spelling of unfamiliar terms and names This is a much more e~?ctive 

i~cide~a[ly, than taking r~te notes, just putting ~hem away, and then diggi~g them 
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ATTENDANCE, LATE SUBMISSION OF WOPd~ AND PLAGL~I~SM 

Attendance at recitations will be recorded: late arrivals will risk being marked as absent 
Please, therefore, arrive at classes in good time In lemures, tbe venue will be quite full, 
so please arrive in good time. filling f~om the flout, to allow for a prompt start and to 
minimize any disruption both to the lecture~ and other students 

lVl~ssing more than two recitations without a legitimate excuse (e g religious holiday, 
illness) will have a negative impact on your attendance grade Students vdll be 
responsible for completing any wolk due during their absence 

Work submitted late within a u, eek of the deadline will incur a penalty of 10 marks 
deducted from the glade Work submitted between one al~d ~vo weeks after the deadline 
will incur a 20-mark deduction Work submitted after three weeks will be capped at a 
maximum mask of 40% 

You should take great care not to commit plagiaiism The Honor Code applies to all 
classes taught in the unlversit~ For details, see: 
http:/&onor unc eduihonoricode html        and 
http:/iwww unc edu/depts/wcweb/bandouts/plagiafism html 

A great deal of plagia*~stic work is at least partly a consequence of" poor note-taking 
tecbnique and hucded writing Give yourself time to read carefully and reflectively 
Under no circumstances simply copy out or cut and paste portions of secondary source 
text not even a clause or sentence [hink about how you can articulate your ideas and 
impressions in your own words as you read and take notes; this is in fact an important 
par~ of the process of understanding what you are reading And when you come to wsite 
your paper, insulate yourself from reliance on the formulations of your reading; use your 
notes and don’t have the source books or articles immediately to hand to consult as you 
write, because it will be easy to Pall into a rhythm of looking things up, and this can 
readily result in transferring the source’s wording into your own fl, rmulations 

Similarly, it is poor paper-writing technique to quote extensively (i e non-plagiaristically, 
with quotation marks) from your secondary sources: this can seem like a lazy way of" 
making someone else do the argumentative work for you Sequences in papers that 
amount to ’collages’ of quotations are never effective A good rule of thumb is to quote 
directly only when you hltend to disagree wilb the remark (Yargaes tlt~t ", b~ tt #s 
mor~> r~>asos~bA" to suppose tl~at ..) 

Quotation from primary source material is another mat~er, of course: this can be done 
profitab]y in order to offer evidence in support of your arguments Again. however, do 
not overqnote from primaT~ documents: limit quotations to those passages that 
specifically and directly support the point ,tou are making 



LECTURE SERIES, ASSIGNED READINGS, AND ASSESSMENT SCIIED[ILE 

V~q:;.EK I INTRODUCTION 

Wednesday 

WEEK 2 WHAT ARE THE MIDDLE AGES 
THE ROMAN WORLD TRANSFORNW.D (c 300-c 600) (1) 

Monday 

Images cf ghe A~Vdle dj~e.s m popular 
Bull, "]h#lkmgMedieval. pp 7-41 

Wednesday 

Rosenwein, Shorl Hislot3,, pp 21-57; Rosenwein, Read#~j~ #le MiddA. 
Ages, pp I-4 (Edict of Milan), 4-10 (Eusebius) 

Recitatim~s begin this week 

WEEK 3 

Monday 

Wednesday 

TIlE ROMAN WORLD TRANSFORMED (c 300-c 600~ (1I) 

No class: Labor Day 

Sa#u~, re&.s a.d 
Rosenwein, Read~¢ the .~v[iddl¢ Ages, pp pp 28-35 (Rzde qi,gt Be~wdic[} 
36-42 (Lijb ~¢ SI dmorO0. 43-7 (L(fi. qi Xt Martin) 

WEEK 4 IHE EMERGENCE OF SIBI.ING CLI,[URES (c600-c750) 

Monday 
~he poh#cs a,d society qf Dark Age lh~rope 

Rosenwein. 57~ort Hgstory. pp 61-99 
Rosenwein. Reading ~he Middle Age& pp 63-5 (Visigothic (;ode). 97-109 

(Bede, Ecc/eMas#ca[ ;7’istoo’), 109-12 (Pemlemm[ 
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Wednesday 

B)’zatl~i~tm cmd the emerL~ence 
Rosenwein, Read~ the M~ddle Ages, pp 77-80 (John of Damascus)~ 81-4 
(Synod of 754), 85 ((7~romde ~ 2hecg~hatte,s), 89-91 (@nr’a*0, lg8-51 

(l.~/e 

V’~t2EK 5 CREATING ~W IDENTITIES (c 750-c 900) 

Monday 

Rosenwein, S~or¢ ltistoty, pp 101-17 (skim only), I 18-36 (read) 

Rosenu, ein, Read#~g the Mi&{Ze A~es, pp 172-7 (Donation 
Constantine), 180-2 (.4dmomt~o (;er~era]is), ]82-5 ~Capi~flaD" 

Thionville) 
Sakai: Extracts flora Einba:d, L~fi~ qf(Tmrlemag~w 

of 
of 

Wednesday 
Dh~oda, women,, mid dm (2~rol#~L#a~ Re~aixsa~ce 

Rosenu, ein, Readm~/he Middle Ages, pp 186-96 (Dhuoda, Ha~dbook/br 
her Son) 

PAPER 1 DUE 

WEEK 6 PO[,I [[CAI, COMMUNITIES REORDERED (c 900-c 1050) 

Monday 
~he I ?k#tgs a*ld olher BIvaders 

Rosenwein. 57*ort History, pp 139-47 (skim only), 147-73 (read) 
Rosenwein, Readying the ,~hddle .4ges, pp 258-62 (Battle (~Maldon), 266- 
7 (Jelling Monumem), 268-71 (Book oflt#e icelas~des;y) 
Sakai: Extracts liom ihe R~O’td I<7’a~kgsh Am~al~ and the 

Wednesday 
Neu’ 07~es of /or&~ip, violetlce, an~fi~mily structure 

Rosenwein, Reading the ;~iddIe .4ges, pp 21~-19 (Agreement between 
William of Aquitaine and l{ugh of kusignan), 219-21 (Andrew of FlemT, 

~liracles ~?fSt Benedicl) 
Sakai: Charter from the abbey of Sorde 
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V~t2EK 7 TIlE EXPANSION OF ELT~OPE (c 1050-c 1150) (I) 

Monday 

Rosenwein, ~hor¢ I]~s¢otiv, pp [ 77-217 
Rosenwein. Readi.g lhe Middle Ages, pp 28 

282-5 (Letter to Hermmm 
Sakai: 

Wednesday 
7he F~rst (>usa&, 

Rosenwein, Read#~g the M~ddle Ages, pp 290-3 tA/ex~a~, 293-5 (Stephen 

of Blois), 296-300 (Ibn N-Athir) 

V~q:;EK 8 THE EXPANSION OF El 7ROPE (c 1050-c I 150) (ll) 

Monday 
L! Cid and lhe three c~¢Rures qf Spam 

Rosenwein, Read#tj~ :he Mhhl/e Age~, pp 300-3 (Co~tquest qf Lisbo~t) 

Sakai: Extracts from the IIis~ory qiRodr~go and other Spanish sources 

Wednesday 

MIDTERM EXAM 

WEEK 9 THE EY2P.a_N SION OF EUROPE (c 1050-c 1150) 

Monday 

Tke e:cpansio~t oj crtt;adnlg 
Bull, lhmkmL.Medieva/, pp 62-98 
Rosenwein, Reading ~he Middle Agex, pp 334-8 (Ibn Shaddad), 342-4 

(ltelmold of Bosau) 

Wednesday 
Jke Norman Conquesl arid the Bayeux 

Rosenwein, Reading the ,~[~ddle Ages, pp 304-5 (William of JumiCges), 
305-7 (’Florence’ of Worcester), 308 (Bayeux TapestD’), 309-12 
(Domesday Book) 
Sakai: Extracts fi-om Ordefic Vitalis and Geoflkey Malaterra on the 

No recitations ~[~is week: Fall Break 
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WEEK ]0 IHE EXPANSION (ll~ ELROPE (c ]050-c 1150) (IV) 

Monday 

~5’! Bermwd a~d the ~lew mcmasticism 
Rosenwein. Re~di.g the ,~?iddle Ages, pp 327-31 (St Bernard. Al~oh~4ia), 

33 I-2 (Peter the Venerable) 

Wednesday 
A belard am~ ~he ~e~ ltan~mg 

Rosenwein. Readi.g the Middle Ages, pp 313-14 (Abelard), 
(Gilbert of Poitiers) 
Sakai: Extracts from Peter Abelard, Historia (’a/am#atum 

314-18 

PAPER 2 DUE 

WEEK ] 1 INSTITUTIONALIZING ASPIRATIONS (c I [ 50-c ] 250) (I) 

Monday 
~perJmettl~ ~/th ki.#shJp: Hettt:y 11 attd the A.gev.t~ 

Rosenwein, Short [hsto~3. pp 219-59 
Rosenwein. Reading the MiddA. Ages, pp 350-2 (Assize of Clarendorl). 
378-83 (Magna Carta) 

Wednesday 
( Ymtmstmg s~ylts: the (;e~v~an emperors and,qt Lo~s 

Rosenwein, Read#~j~ the M~dd/e Aj~e,s, 374-8 (Diet of Besan~’on), 447-54 
Ooinvi[le, L(./e qf~5! L,oui.~) 

WEEK 12 LNS’I’rI’UTIONAL~ING ASPIILATIONS (c 1150- c 1250) (LD 

Monday 
(7ourd3’ tore a*M Kt*lg Art/mr 

Rosenu, ein, Read#g the 3t/dd/e AL.es, pp 384-8 (]{aou/ de ( Tambmi). 389- 
90 (Jaufr~ Rude[) 390-91 (Bertran de Born) 

Wednesday 
Laterc#l I~ d~e.fi’/ars, arid chaitges in rehgio~¢s 

Rosenwein. Re~di,g the Middle d£.es, pp 395-400 (Lateran IV). 404-5 
(Peter Waldo), 405-8 (MaW of ()ignies) 
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WEEK ]3 DISCORDANT HARMONIES (c 1250-c ]350) ([) 

Monday 
~he Mo.go£ 

Rosenwein. 57*ort Hgstory, pp 263-30 I 
Rosenwein, ReadT~g dm Middle Age& pp 417-~8 (Guyuk 
Innocent IV), 419-21 (B61a IV to Innocent IN~) 

Khan to 

Wednesday 

Social changes i~ the. lhirl~e~/h a~d,fimrl~e~h centuries 
Rosenwein, Read#tg the Middle Age& pp 435-442 (Register of Jacques 
Fournieo 

PAPER 3 DUE 

WEEK 14 DISCORDANT HARMONIES (c 1250-c 1350) (I1) 
CATASTROPHE AND CREAIIVIIY (c 1350-c 1500) (I) 

Monday 

Zhe d~;i)~te bem ee~t Philip the l-~¢ir and Bon{ibce 

Rosenwein. Read#~ the Middle Ages, pp 455-6 (Ch.rici.s Laicos), 456-7 
(Umbra &mctam), 458-9 (Charges against Boniface ~qIl) 

Wednesday 
Zhe Bhgck Death a~M Peasgmts Revolt 

Reading: Rosenwein, ~7~orgHixgory, pp 305-46 
Rosenwein, Read#N the fi~z4d/e Age& 486-7 

Diessenhoven), 488-9 l (O~dinances of Pistoia) 

tHeinrich yon 

WEEK 15 

Monday 

CATASTROPHE .AA’4D CREATIVITY (c 1350-c 1500) 

(ThivahT a~’~d ~he Hu~ld~’ed }’ew;~ War 
Rosen,a, ein, Read#tg the Middle A~es, 512-17 (Froissart) 

Wednesday 

No lecture: Thanksgiving Break 

No recitations ~tlls week 
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WEEK 16 

Monday 

Wednesday 

~471u! Zs Medieva#sm? 

Reading: Bull, 7hmk#~, Mediev~d, pp 99-141 

Review: Do ghe Middle Ages de~ez’ve /he#’ im~zge9 

No recitations ~his week 

EXAM; FRIDAY 
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Art History of Western European Art and Architecture 

Fall Hanes Art Center 121 

Lectt~res: Mondays and Wech~esdays, 11:00 - 11:50 



E~ffVIS: Tl-ree exa~rs: t~vo dunng the semester ;nd the fin;l. Each will be worth 25% ofyour 
gmde. 

CELL PItONES: DuE 

COURSE CALENDAR: 

Prelfistory: In the Begimfing was the picture, and then there was fl~e quote .... 

Constructing Etemi~-: E.~w4rpfian Art and Architecture 

Temples~ Palaces and Citadels: Ancient Near Eastern and Aegean Art 

EXAM: September 30 

Gods, Heroes, Mortals: Greek A~t and Architecture 

Ethos and Pathos: I.ate Classical/Hellenistic 



Space~ the Final Frontier: Roman Art and Architecture 

Assimilation and Transformation: Late Andque Art and Architecture 

HqRST DRAET DI~* ~N SECTH)N ’I’[~S ~XEEK 

The GloD- of B~amium 

EXAM: Novemb¢~ 4 

Divcrsily and Synthesis: Barbafan, Carolingian and Ottonian 

Pilgrim and Crusaders: Romanesque Art and Architecture 

IHNALPAPERDIUt ~tt[SW[tKINSECHON 

Gothic Visions 

Competitions and Citizenship: Art of the Italian City States 

FINAL EXAM: 12:00 NOON 

Honor Code Reminder 

"It shall be the responsibiliE of eve13 ~ r_~dent at tile UniversiV of Nc~rtlz (;arolina a~ Chapd Hill 







GEOG 
Fall 

PEOPLE AND PLACES: GEOGRAPHIES OF GLOBALIZATION 

T~esdays & Thursdays 9:30-10:45 

HO 104 

Course instructor 
Professor Banu G6kar~ksel 

OFfice: 307 Saunders Hall 
Office hours: Tuesdays $1:00 12:00 and Thursdays $1:00 q:00 

banug@email.unc.edu 

Teaching Assistants 

OFfice: 317 Saunders 
Office hours: Mondays 3:30 5:00 

Office: 317 Saunders 

OFfice hours: TBA 

@live.unc.edu 

From financial crises and industrial production to violence, war, and climate change, 

many political, economic, social, cultural, and environmental issues that we face today 

are "global." At the same time there is also a growing emphasis on [he "local" and the 

rise of a variety of movements (nationalist, religious, ethnic) that take a stand against 

certain forms of globalization and their effects. What are the relationships between 

different places and people around the world today? How are we to think about a world 

that seems to be simultaneously interconnected and disconnected more than ever? 

Why does increasing interconnectedness seem to lead to greater division and inequality 

in the world? Broadly, [hese are the types of questions that we will explore in this 
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This survey course introduces key concepts and study areas in human geography. Using 

globalization as our main framework, we will examine social, cultural, economic, and 

political processes of globalization. Our topics include the historical roots of 

globaliza[ion, current organiza[ion of [he global economy, global flows of people and 

cultures, global social movements and environmental change, and urbanization and new 

urban structures. We will analyze these topics through a wide variety of case studies in 

d]fferent contexts across the world. 

Objectives 

¯ Enhancing your existing knowledge about the relationships between people and 

places. 

¯ Learning about the history and current geographies of globalization. 

¯ Developing a geographical perspective with which to analyze the social, economic, and 

political processes, conflicts, and crises of the contemporary world. 

¯ Developing basic research and analysis skills. 

This is a lecture course that requires students to complete the assigned readings before 

class. You do not need to watch the documentaries listed below in schedule before class 

but you can finish watching them after class at Media Resources Center of the 

Undergraduate Library where you can find them on reserve.Lectures generally will build 

on [he readings and focus on a par[icular topic or a case rela[ed to the readings The 

purpose of the lectures is not to summarize or go over the entirety of readings but to 

highlight a selection of concepts and research areas introduced by the readings and to 

deepen their discussion through examples and case studies. Lectures will use and will be 

supplemented by additional course materials in and out of the classroom, such as 

documentaries (listed below in schedule), exercises, news articles and analyses. 

S[uden[s are responsible for all [he course materials, readings, and lec[ures combined. 

Course Evaluation 

Exams (60%): There will be a total of three exams: Exam 1, Exam 2 (not cumulative), and 

Final Exam (cumulative). Each exam will consist of a combination of multiple choice and 

short answer questions. There may also be questions based on graphs, diagrams, 

photos, maps, or otber visuals. 

Resear~:h paper (30%}: The research project will involve independent student research 

on global migration. Students are asked to conduct two interviews and to write a 5 page 

paper that analyzes research findings using course concepts and perspectives. Proper 

citations are required for these essays and academic dishonesty and plagiarism will not 

be tolera[ed under any circums[ances The descrip[ion, guidelines, and questions for [he 

research project will be available to students on Sakai. We will accept only hard copies 

of papers; email attachments will not be accepted. 
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In-class activities and pop quizzes (:1,0%): We will have a total of g in class activities and 
pop quizzes. The highest g of all in-class activities and quizzes will be counted towards 
your grade. In class activ]ties are designed to encourage studeats’ engagement with the 

course ma[erials in a more interac[ive and experiential way. Quizzes are designed [o 
assess students’ knowledge and to give students a sense of the kinds of multiple choice 

questions they can expect to see on the exams. There will be no make-up for missed 
quizzes and in class assignments. 

Grades 
Exam 1 20% 

Exam 2 20% 
Final exam 20% 
Research paper 30% 
In class ac[ivities and quizzes 10% 

TOTAL: 100% 

Grade Sca~e 
79-77: C+ 

$00 94: A 76 74: C 
93-90: A- 73-70: C- 

89 87: g+ 69 67: D+ 
86-84: g 66-64: D 

83 80: B 63 60: D 
59-0: F 

Policies 
1. The two teaching assistants and I will be working as a team in this class. Each 

student is assigned a teaching assistant (TA) for answering questions and 

addressing concerns or problems. But everyone is also encouraged to meet all of 
us and to visit us during our office hours or by appointment. 

2, Please review the UNC Honor Code (h[tp://honor.unc edu/) We are especially 

concerned about plagiarism and it is important to understand how to correctly 

use and cite your sources, 
3, Moke up poficy: There will no make up quizzes or in class assignments, Missing 

one quiz or one in-class assignment will not negatively affect your grade since we 
will not count the lowest two towards your grade, Make up exams will be given 

only with a valid, officially documented excuse with prior approval of your TA. In 
cases of emergency, official documentation (such as a medical report) should be 

made available immediately to the TA. 
4, Lote poiicy: Late submission of assignments and papers will be accepted only on 

the condition of losing one full letter grade for every day the assignment is late 
(The highest possible grade for an assignment that is one day late will be B,) 
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In order to ensure a positive learning environment in the classroom, students are 

responsible for arriving on time to class and avoiding disruptive behavior during 

class, such as talking to other students, surfing the web, starting to pack before 
the class is dismissed 

Important dates 

Exam 1 
Research paper 

Exam 2 

Final Exam 

in class (bring a hard copy) 

in class 

8am HO104 

Required Reading 

Textbook: Alyson L. Greiner, Visualizing Human Geography: At Home in a Diverse Wodd. 
Wiley in collaboration with The National Geographic Society, You can purchase a copy of 

this textbook from UNC Student Stores, or akernatively rent it as e-book [ram Course 
Smart. 

Additional Readings and Material: 

a) Available on Sakai 
b} Direct access to websites. 

Resources for the Course 
The Wiley website for the textbook: 
http:/iwww.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-EHEPOO1791,descCd- 

STUDENT.html 
UNC libraries: Davis (the main library) and the House Undergraduate Library have many 
useful resources for this course: http://www.lib,unc,edu/ 

Media Resource Center: You can find the documentaries we will watch in class on 
reserve here. 

Specia~ Needs Students 

Students with special needs should bring their needs to my attention during the first 

two weeks of the semester. 

Student Athletes 
If student athletes will miss class because of tournaments and games, they are 
responsible for letting me know of their schedules as soon as possible and making 

arrangements with me for making up missed class work. 

Additional readings will also be announced throughout the semester. Regularly check 

gakai site ~or ~dditions ~nd changes to readings. 
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Schedule 

i WHAT IS HUMAN GEOGRAPHY? 
(T}: introduction: Who we are and why study human geography and 

globalization 
(Th): Geographic perspectives on nature, culture, and our world 

Chapter 1_ 

2 GLOBALIZAT~ON AND GEOGRAPHY 

(T): The power of maps and mapping: 

Counter Cartographies Collective and their disorientation Guides to UNC 

campus: http://www.countercartographies.org/(look at the maps 

available for viewing and downloading, especially the disorientation 

guides) 

Mark Monmoniec "How to lie wi[h maps" 

http://bro m mage.freeshelho rg/westga/crit/mon monier.pdf 

(Th): Geographies of globalization: historical roots in imperialism 

Chapter 2, pp.34 44 

Jules Ferry (~832-1_g93}, Prime Minister of France 1_ggo-~gg1_, ~883-1 ggs: 

On French Colonial Expansion: 

http:/iwww, ford ha m.ed u/halsallirnod/1884ferry.ht ml 

John Stuart Mill: On Colonies and Colonization, 1848: 

"The Spatial Constructs of Orient and Occident, East and West", ~n Mart~n 

Lewis and Karen Wigen, The Myth o~ Continents, ~ 997. (Sakai) 

~ ~deo : l~d~ urd 3~dd cm Or wmaA~m (on 

3 GLOBALIZATION AND GEOGRAPHY CONTINUED 
{T): Contemporary geographies of globalization 

Chapter 2, pp. 44-63 

(Th}: The commodification of culture: the case of women’s Islamic fashion 
in Turkey 

4 GEOGRAPHIES OF POPULATION AND MIGRATION 

(T): Population dynamics 

Chapter 3, pp. 64-80 

{Th): Migration and transnational networks 

Chapter 3, pp. 81-95 

5 GEOGRAPHIES OF LANGUAGE 
(T): Geographies of language: nationalism and popular culture 

Chapter 4, pp. 96-117 
(Th): Toponyms, or what’s in a name? 

Chapter 4, pp. 117-127 
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GEOGRAPHIES OF RELIGION 

(T): Geographies of religion: myths and facts 

Chapter 5, pp.128-14l 

(Th): Sacred spaces: journeys and sites of religious experience 

Chapter 5, pp. 141-159 

7 REVIEWAND EXAM 

{T): Review 

8 GEOGRAPHIES OF IDENTITY 

{T}: Geographies of race and racialization 

Chapter 6, pp. 160 181 

(Th): Gender and space 

Chapter 6, pp. 182 191 

9 POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY 
(T): Political geography: from multinational states to nation-states and 

supranational organizations 

Chapter 7, pp. 192-212 

10 GEOPOLITICS AND URBAN GEOGRAPHIES 

(T): Geopolitics and critical geopolitics: borders, territory, power 

Chapter 7, pp. 2~L2 227 

SelecLions from The Geopo/iUcs Reoder 

(Th): Urbanization and global cities 

Chapter 8, pp. 228-240 

URBAN GEOGRAPHIES 

(T): Gentrification debates in Chapel Hill and across the world 

Chapter 8, pp. 240-259 

(Th): Measuring development 

Chapter 9, pp.2G0-280 

12 GEOGRAPHIES OF DEVELOPMENT AND ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 
(T}: Theories of economic development: Neoliberalism and structural 

adjustment programs 

Chapter 9, pp. 280-293 
Read the history, goals, and programs: IMF: http://wwwim[o~g and 

WTO: http:/Twv,~" wto ot-g 

Video: L~e+Debt 
(Th): Industrial production from Ford]sin to post Fordism 
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Chapter 10, pp. 294 313 

Video: Mardi Gras Made in China 

13 ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 
(T): Deindustrialization and the growth of the service sector 

Chapter 10, pp.314-323 

Video: Outsourced 

(Th): Review 

14 GEOGRAPHIES OF AGRICULTURE 

(Th): Agricultural revolutions 

Chapter 11, pp 324-343 

15 COMMODITY CHAIN OE COFFEE 
(T): Global commodity chain of coffee: from Ethiopia to you 

Chapter !~, pp 344-353 

Video: Black Go(d 

ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES 

(T): Environmental activism and its main iss[Jes 

Chapter 12, pp, 354 385 
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Principles of Biology (Bio  ): 
Dro Biaire Steinwand 

TUESDAY AND THURSDAY 9:30 - 10:45 AN~ 

Dr. Blaire Steinwond 

blairejs(~em~il unc edu 

Office hours (Wilson 210): Tuesday 1:00 - 2:00 and 

Thursday 2:00-3:30 Supplemental Instruction TA: 

@email.unc.edu), 

@[ive.unc.edu), 
~ho~rm(lil.com) ~SI times/locations: TBA 

(see Sakai under the SI folder) 

REQUIRED TEXT AND REQUIRED ONLINE MASTERING 
BIOLOGY ACCESS: 

Campbell BiNagy, Concepts and Connections, 7th Edition by 

~eece, Taylor, Simon, Dickey Feel free to choose a physical 

book or the ebook. The ebook is the cheaper option if you do 

not plan to keep your book. *~Required access to Mastering 

Biology the online activity and homework tool. This comes 

included with a NEW physical textbook or ebook, but can be 

purchased separately if you buy a used book. If you have a 

used physical book, you can buy the Mastering Biology access 

card at the bookstore. Why this extra tool? We class tested 

this tool with over 1500 students in the 2010-1:1 academic 

year and it was a big success. 



Required reading: Particular chapters are required (see 

course outline for "Guided Reading" details) and you will be 

expected to have read them far Mastering Biology homework 

assignments and the exams. 

HOMEWORK VIA MASTERING BIOLOGYoCOM: (15% of 
your grade) Homeworks will be due prior to each lecture on 

Tuesday and Thursday and every Sunday by ~1:55 PM. Some 

assignments will take you as little as 15 minutes and others 

interspersed in the hamework~ It is your responsibility to 

PM. To be safe, assume your clock is 5 minutes slower than 

the official Mastering Biology time. Late homework will 

receive zero credit, even though you can still do them for 

practice. Do not count on the ~as~ering program to g~ve an 

accurate account of how long an assignment will take. These 

estimates can be wildly off! There w~l be numerous graded 

at-home assignments. See my Goal #1 below a~d realize that 

I am trying to he~p you to succeed by giving you these regular 

assessments. ~e Sakai for how to register for Mastering 

Biolo~.co~ 

SAKAI SITE (you will need your onyen to log on) This site 

will have postings from my lectures such as outlines, power 

point slides, and supplemental material I mention in lecture. I 

will also post announcements regarding student concerns on 

this site. It is your responsibility to check it regularly. 

POLL EVERYWHERE PARTICIPATION (10% of your final 

grade): Are you required to come to class? Are you required 



to pay attention? Are you required to discuss biology with 

your classmates during class? Nape, I cannot maRe you do any 

this. But, since this is your education and you want that 4.0 

this semester it behooves you to do all of these things that 

maRe you a successful student. Everyone enjoys Facebook, 

but put it away and participate in your education! As an 

incentive, 10% of your grade will come from a program called 

PollEverywhere.com that you use through your laptop. I will 

not accept answers via text messages this semester. Most 

cell phones do not get service in the basement of the Genome 

Sciences building (this is where we will have class). 

Therefore, to ensure that I receive your answers, you wi{{ 

need to submit them online. We will often have poll 

everywhere questions at the beginning of class - don’t be 

late, you will miss these! Zf you do not submit an answer on 

time or miss a question because you were late, do not panic 

and ask me for points back. I will not give them. Instead I am 

giving you 3 "freebies." Use them wisely! 

SUPPLEMENTALINSTRUCTION(SI): 
YourSIsessionswillbeoffered3timesaweek.Each session will 

be scheduled for i hour. The times and location of these 

sessions will be posted on Sakai during the first week of 

class. You are not required to attend SI, but it is highly 

recommended, since this is your opportunity to get more 

"one-on-one" attention for this course. I suggest you fit one 

into your schedule early in the semester and attend weekly 

as if it is a required class. Your SI instructor’s contact 

information is listed above. 



WHAT YOU SHOULD BRING TO CLASS EVERY DAY: 

1. Outlines from sakai (either printed or on laptop). 2. Extra 

blank paper for drawings, notes, activities etc. (or tablet 

computer for drawing) 3.3 x 5 index cards (with or without 

lines, preferably white). 4. Poll everywhere device: 

laptop/ipad/smartphone for web access 

COURSE GOALS: Many students like to complain that this is 

a "weed out" course. Of course this is not true, but why does 

it have this reputation? Fact: the average grade in this class 

is in the C range; C is not bad it is average. Yet, many 

students also earn D’s and F’s in this class. This is absolutely 

shacking to first year students who have, in the past, 

received A~s in their high school classes. You are 

wondering...is there a pre-determined number of students 

that receive a C, D, or F? Nape. See below to see what grade 

you need to earn. In theory, if the whole class earns 

See Sakai for the required registration and 

troubleshooting and grading 

poJicy information. If you do not register correctly, you 

do not have the opportunity for 

bonus points 

then the whale class is given A’s. So why don’t all students do 

as well as they think they will when they walk into class on 



the first day? My experience tells me that: 

1) Some students do not have the active learning and 

studying skills that they should already have at the college 

level (It often takes these students on exam or two for them 

to recognize this.) 

2) Some students do not actually put in the effort that is 
necessary (even though they may think they are putting in a 
big effort). 

And, this brings me to the course goals... 

1. This course should prepare you to succeed in future 

science courses. You should learn how to be an active 

learner in the lecture hall and you should learn how to 

actively study. 

There is no magic formula that works for each student. Some 

students find they learn best when they write and re-write 

notes, others need to record the lecture and re-listen, 

others like to make models and "act out" biological processes. 

And what if you don~t plan to take any more science classes? 

Active learning and studying is a skill that is needed for any 

discipline! You can achieve these goals by attending a "how to 

study biology workshop," attending SI regularly, practicing 

problem solving, and reading the book. And maybe most 

important: you should be thoroughly evaluating exams to see 

what kinds of questions you 

are missing (remembering, understanding, applying). I take a 

special interest in students improving their skills and my 

office hours are always open (no appointment necessary) to 



discuss this. Many former students can attest to this. 

Amended Bloom’s Taxonomy: developed as a method of classifying 
educational goals fay student performance evaluation. You should think about 
this as you study for exams and ask yourself, am I using different kinds of 
thinking? 

2. This course should provide you with the basic language 

and principles of biology. For those of you continuing in 
biology, this is just the tip of the iceberg. For others, this 

might be your only biology course! You can achieve this goal 

by practicing vocabulary and learning the latin/greek roots of 

words. You can draw slides and label the components. You can 

find common themes in the chapters we cover, such as how 

the theory of evolution applies to chapters not specifically 

about evolution. Thoroughly learning the principles is about 

making connections between material learned at the 

beginning, middle, and end of the semester! Repetition is key 

to building a foundation of knowledge (and that is why you 

have lecture, a textbook, SI, etc.). 

3. This course should excite you about biology. 

Throughout the semester I hope you will ask yourself and me, 

why is this relevant to me? Some lessons will be obvious. 

Other lessons are less obvious to you. I encourage you think 

about the content you learn through the semester and 



continually realize that each sentence in the textbook may 

represent years of rigorous testing and data collection. I 

hope that the biology that we learn this semester will cause 

you to ask more questions. You might even leave with more 

questions than answers! 

EXAMS: There will be three exams given during the regular 

semester. The format will be multiple choice, so bring two 

#2 pencils to the exam. These are not cumulative exams and 

will only cover the material specified on the course schedule. 

To see exam scores, log into student central and follow link 

for "results of machine scored exams". There will be a final 

exam given, and it will be cumulative. For all exams, you will 

need your PID number as identification on your exam sheet. 

Additionally, you may be asked to verify your identity, so it is 

required that you bring your one-card to each exam. Failure 

to produce a one-card if asked may result in a zero on that 

exam. Test material to study: chapter reading 

outlines/homeworks, lecture activities, and power point 
slides. Therefore, to succeed in this class, it behooves you to 

take each reading/homework seriously and actively engage in 

all class discussions. Also, see the last page of this syllabus. 

NO MAKE-UP EXAMS! NO EXAMS GIVEN EARLY! 

(Your grade will be adjusted based on how many exams you 

take (see below how grade is determined) 

HOW IS YOUR GRADE DETERMINED? 



Your final average is 

(Note: there will be no changes to HOW your finol 

average is calculated at the end of the semester...so please 

don’t ask!) 

If you take all three semester examinations: The lowest 

examination grade is dropped and the total for the 

semester = (0.25 x exam) ÷ (0~25 x exam) ÷ (0.25 x final 

exam) + (0.15 homework average) + (0.10 participation score) 

If you take any two semester examinations; Both the exams 

you took will count and the total for the semester = 

(0.25 x exam) ÷ (0.25 x exam) ÷ (0.25 x final exam) + (0.15 
homework average) + (0.10 participation score) 

If you take one semester examination: The total for the 

semester = 

(0.25 x exam) ÷ (0,§0 x final exam) ÷ (0,15 homework 
average) + (0,10 participation score) 

If you take zero semester examinations: (This rarely results 

iN a passing grade--so, don’t plan to do this,) 

The total for the semester = (0.75 x final exam) ÷ (0.15 
homework average) + (0.10 participation score) 

Here are the guidelines as to how I will convert your 

average to a letter grade: 



A = ar greater than: 93 A- = or greater than: 90 B+ = ar 

greater than: 86 B = or greater than: 83 B- = or greater 

than: 79 

Lecture Schedule: 

C÷ = or greater than: 74 C = or greater than: 69 C- = or 

greater than: 60 D = or greater than: 55 F is less than: 55 

Date Lecture # To be completed BEFORE this lecture 

Tues 

Thurs 

i 

2 

Chapter 1 guided reading assignment and pre-le¢ 

mastering assignment 

Chapter 3 guided reading assignment and pre-le, 

mastering assignment 

Tues 

Thus 4 

Chapter 4 guided reading assignment and pre-le, 

mastering assignment 

Chapter 5 guided reading assignment and pre-le, 

mastering assignment 

Tues 

Thurs 6 

Chapter 6 guided reading assignment and pre-le~ 

mastering assignment 

Chapter 7 guided reading assignment and pre-le, 

mastering assignment 



Tues EXAM 

Thurs 7 Chapter 8 guided reading assignment and 

pre-lecture mastering assignment 

Tues 8 
Chapter 8 guided reading assignment and pre-le, 

mastering assignment 

Thurs 9 
Chapter 9 guided reading assignment and pre-le, 

mastering assignment 

Tues 10 
Chapter 10 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lecture mastering assignment 

Thurs 11 
Chapter 10 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lecture mastering assignment 

Tues 12 None - Study for Exam 2!!! 

Thurs EXAM 2 

Tues 13 

Thurs 14 
Chapter 13 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lecture mastering assignment 



Tues 
Chapter 14 guided reading assignment and pre- 

Tues 16 
Chapter 17 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lecture mastering assignment 

Thurs 17 
Chapter 19 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lecture mastering assignment 

Tues 18 
Chapter 36 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lecture mastering assignment 

Thurs 

19 None 

BOO! 

Tue~ EXAM 3 

Thurs 2O 
Chapter 20 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lecture mastering assignment 

Tues 21 Chapter 21 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lecture mastering assignment 



Thurs 22 Chapter 21 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lec~’ure mastering assignment 

Tues 

Thurs 

23 

24 

Chapter 23 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lecture mastering assignment 

Chapter 24 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lecture mastering assignment 

Tues 25 
Chapter 28 guided reading assignment and pre- 

lecture mastering assignment 

26 Nane. Study far the final exam! 

FINAL CUMULATIVE EXAM! 8:00AM 

Hints.for doing well in tht~ class: 

¯ Read the textbook for each corresponding homework. ’I"a~ke your time 

and be an active reader 

Lilow to be an active reader? Fill out the "Gtfided Reading Qs" and 
add ),our own notes to them. 

Review your notes multiple times in multiple 
ways. The mo~e t~mcs 3 ou rc ~e~ bmlo~, the better it will 



stick. 1) read it in the book 2) hear it m class 3) review your 
notes 4) review all powerpomts 5) make flashcards 6) rewrite 
outlines 7) teach a friend or 8) explain it to the wall| 9) make up 
quizzes for yourself or a friend that you can do later. 

¯ REVIEW YOUR NOTES AFI’ER EACH CLASS! llow long will 

this take? Set aside 15 minutes and make this a IIABI’IT : 1 

guarantee that this will pay oj~ 

¯ Attend each lecture, and pay attention Drink coff?e if necessary! 
Take good notes to he~p yourself retain the intbrma~ion (A good 
studen~ takes more notes than the instructor writes~) 

¯ Find a classmate or a group of classmates to study with. Talking 
about materia~ will significantly enhance your learning, and it is a 
good way to be sure you took comprehensive notes. Don’t rely on 
your group...you need to study alone belbre meeting with them[ 

"Reading over your notes" is NOT studying. You need to ’~quiz" 
yourself in some way to see what you are retaining from your 
"reading". Have you tried drawing the illustrations? Have you 
constructed flow charts or concept maps? Have you tried 
explaining the concept aloud? Have you made paper cut-outs and 
tried acting out the process? Have you compared and contrasted 
major concepts/processes that you have learned? Have you used 
the book’s website tbr quiz questions? 

¯ Attend S! at least once a week. One hour will not cat into your social 
lili~ that much and it will rein~brce the materia~ in a way that we 
don’t always have time for in ~ecture. Your SI instructor is rea~y 
creative and has all kinds of tricks and tips. Check it out every 
week (even if you don’t have any questions!) and alwaTys check 
out the SI tb~der on sakai. Our own research at UNC te~Is as that 
the average of students that go to SI perform a half a grade better 
than the average of students that don’t attend SI 

¯ Take your Mastering assignments as serious, independent work. 
Mastering is tbr you to "master" the material. You only cheat 



yourself if’you do the assignments hunting and pecking for the 
answers in the book. Read the book and then try to answer from 
what you know. 

Discuss material and concerns with me (Dr. Blaire Steinwand) during 
office hours, after class, or by email. I am a really nice 
person...nobody to be scared oI~ ! But... you need to come see me 
well in advance q/’an exam. Come see me after the first exam ij 
)~ did not do well. l~hat suggestions can l haveJbr you i,/)~ou 
wait until you did poorly on oH three exams? 

Uphold tile honor code. Observing tile Honor Code means that during 
exams, you may not look at another person’s exam; talk to 
anyone, either in person or by cell phone or email; or use the 
Internet, another person’s calculator, or ally other text or notes. 
P~ease report any violations that you observe. 

¯ Get plenty of sleep before an exam! if you have followed nly advice, 
yon should be reviewing notes and relaxing the night before an 
exam. 

¯ [:’me peer tutoring is available at Dey Hall on Tues and Wed 
evenings from 6-9 PM. There are not usually too naany people 
there and you can often get one-on-one attention. 
]lt~ p:iiwww, n nc.edu/deptsilcwcb/ 

I lfyou ~?el you need scheduled tutoring and one-on-one attention 
with a fulkime tutor, don’t wait too long. See Robin Blantnn at 
the Learning Center. She is the biology specialist and is 
wonderful. Schedule appointments through 



And yes the schedule matches up with mine! Thanks Tony! 



Principles of Biology (Biol    1: Fall 
Dr. Blaire Steinwand 

TUESDAY AND THURSDAY 9:30 - 10:45 AN~ 

Office hours (Wilson 2:[0): Tuesday 1:00 - 2:00 and Thursday 2:00-3:30 

Supplemental Instruction 

@[ive.unc.edu), 

@email.unc.edu), 

@hofrn~il.com) 

*SI times/locations: TBA (see Sakai under the SI folder) 

REQUIRED TEXT AND REQUIRED ONLINE MASTERING BIOLOGY ACCESS: 

Campbell Biology, Concepts and Connections, 7th Edition by Reece, Taylor, Simon, Dickey 

Feel free to choose a physical book or the ebook The ebook is the cheaper option if you do not 

plan to keep your book. 

**Required access to/~,ostering Biology the online activity and homework too[. This comes 

included with a NEW physical textbook or ebook, but can be purchased separately if you buy 

used book. If you have a used physical book, you can buy the Mastering Biology access card at the 

bookstore Why this extra tool? We class tested this tool with over 1500 students in the 

academic year and it was a big success 

Required reading: P(~rticuior chapters are required (see course outline for "Guided Reading" 

details) and you will be expected to have read them for Mastering Biology homework assignments 

and the exams. 

HOMEWORK VIA MASTERING BIOLOGY.CaM: (:15% of your grade) Homeworks will be due 

prior to each lecture on Tuesday and Thursday and every Sunday by H:55 PMI Some assignments 
will take you as little as 15 minutes and others will take over an hour with the animations and 

short tutorials interspersed in the homework. It is your responsibility to start it in o timely 
fashion, so thot you finish it by 11:55 PM, To be s~fe, assume your clock is 5 minutes slower 
then the official Mastering Biologytime. Late homework will receWe zero credit, even though you 
con still do them for practical Do not count on the M~sterin9 program to ~ive an accurate ~ccount 
of how long an ~ss~gnment will t~ke These estimates can be wddly off~ There will be numerous 
graded at-home assignment& See my Goal #~ below and realize that I am fryin~ to help you to 
succeed by gMn9 you ~hese regular assessments. See 5ak~ for how to register for Mast~r~n9 
8~o~ogy,cem 



SAKAI SITE (you will need your onyen to log on) 

This site wiJJ have postings from my lectures such as outhnes, power point slides, and 

supplemental material I mention in lecture. I will also post announcements regarding student 

POD& EVERYWHERE PARTICIPATION (10% of your fina~ grade): Are you required to come to 

class? Are you required to pay attention? Are you required to discuss biology with your 

classmates during class? Nape, I cannot mak~ you do any this. But, since this is your education 

and you want that 4.0 this semester it behooves you to do ~JJ of these things that make you a 

successful student Everyone enjoys Facebook, but put it away and participate in your education! 
As an incentive, [0% of your ~P~e w~ll com~ from a program cell~ PollEvePywh~P~.com that you 

use through your ~apto£. I will not ~ccept answers via text messages this semester. ~ost cell 

phones do not get s~Pv~ce i~ the basement of the Genome Sciences building (this is wh~Pe we will 

have class). Therefore, to ensure that I receive your answers, you will need 1o submit them online. 

We w~ll often have pail everywhere questions at the beginning of class - don’t be late, you will 

miss these~ If you do not submit an answer on t~me or m~ss a question because you Were late, do 

not panic and ask me for points back. I will not give them. Instead ~ am g~ving you 3 "freeb~es." 

policy ~nformation, If yeu do net register correctly, yeu do net have the opportunffy for 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION (SI): Your SI sessions will be offered 3 times a week. Each 

session will be scheduled for : hour~ The times and Joc~tion of these sessions will be posted on 

Sakai during the first week of class. You are not required to attend SI, but it is highly 

suggest you fit one into your schedule early in the semester ~nd attend weekly as if it is a 

WHAT YOU SHOULD BRING TO CLASS EVERY DAY: 

L Outlines from sakai (either printed or on laptop). 
2. Extra blank paper for drawings, notes, activities etc. (or tablet computer for drawing) 

3. 3 x 5 index cards (with or without lines, preferably white), 

4. Poll everywhere device: laptop/ipad/smartphone for web access 

COURSE GOAI~: Many students like to complain that this is a "weed out" course. Of course this 

is not true, but why does it have this reputation? Fact: the average grade in this class is in the C 

range; C is not bacl it is ~wrag~. Yet, many students also earn b’s and F’s in this class This is 

absolutely shocking to first year students who have, in the past, received A’s in their high school 

classes. You are wonderingllliS there a pro-determined number of students that receive a C, D, or 

F? Nape See below to see what grade you need 1o earn. In theory, if the whole class earns A’s, 



then the whole class is g~ven A’s. So why don’t all students do as well as they think they will when 

they walk into class on the first day? My experience tells me that: 

]) Some students do not have the active learning and studying skills that they should 

already have at the college level (It often takes these students an exam or two for them to 

recognize this.) 

2) Some students do not actually put in the effort that is necessary (even though they 

may think they are putting in a big effort). 

2. This course should provide you with the basic language and principles of biology, For those 

of you continuing in biology, this is just the tip of the iceberg. For others, this might b~ your only 

biology course! You can achieve this goal by practicing vocabulary and learning the latin/greek 
roots of wordsl You can draw slides and label the components. You can find common themes in the 

chapters w~ town, such as how the theory of evolution applies to chapters not specifically about 

evolution. Thoroughly learning the principles is about making connections between material 

learned at the beginning, middle, and end of the semester~ R~petition is key to building a 

foundation of knowledge (and that is why you have lecture, a t~xtbook, 5I, etc.). 



3, This course should excite you about biology. Throughout the semester I hope you will ask 

yourself andrea, why is this relevant to me? Some lessons will be obvious. Other lessons are less 
obvious to you. I encourage you think about the content you learn through the semester and 

and date collection I hope that the biology that we learn this semester will cause you to ask more 

EXAMS: There will be threeexams given during the regular semester. 

The format will be multiple choice, so being two #2 pencils to the exam. These are not cumulative 

exams and will only cover the material specified on the course schedule. To see exam scores, log 

into student central and follow link for "results of machine scored exams". There will be a final 

exam given, and it wiffbe cumulative For all exams, you will need your rID number as 

identification on your exam sheet. Additionally, you may be asked to verify your identity, so it is 

required that you bring your one-card to each exam Failure to produce a one-card if asked may 

result in a zero on that exam. Test material to study: chapter reading outlines/homeworks, 

lecture activities, and power point slides. Therefore, to succeed in this class, it behooves you to 

take each reading/homework seriously and actively engage in all class discussions Also, see the 

last page of this syllabus. 

NO MAKE-UP EXAMS! NO EXAMG GIVEN ~ARLY! 

(Your grade will be adjusted based on how many exams you take (see below how grade is 

determined) 

NOW IS YOUR GRADE DETERMINED? (Note: there wifl be no changes to HOW your final 

calculated: 
~f you take all three semester examinations: 

T~e Io~esf exam~nat~on ~rade ~s ~ropped and the to~al for the semester = 

(0.25 x exam) + (0.25 x exam) + (0.25 x final exam) + (0.~5 homework average) 

(0.10 participation score) 

If you take any two semester examinations: 

Both the exams you took will count and the total for the semester = 

(0.25 x exam) ÷ (0.25 × e×am) + (0.25 x final exam) ÷ (0.1§ homework average) 

(0.10 participation score) 

you take one semester examination: 

The total for the semester : 

(0.25 x exam) + (0.50 x final exam) + (0.15 homework average) + (0.10 participation 

If you take zero semester examinations: (This rarely r¢sults in a passing grade--so, don’?plan to 

de this.) 



The total for the semester : 

(0.75 x final exam) + (0.[5 homework average) + (0.10 participation score 

Here are the guidelines as to how I will convert your average to a letter grade: 

A : or greater than: 93 

A- : or greater than: 90 

B+ : or greater than: 86 

B : or greater than: 83 

B- = or greater than: 79 

C÷ = or greater than: 74 

C = or greater than: 69 
C- = or greater than: 60 

b = or greater than: 55 

F is less than: 55 

Lecl~re Schedule: 

Date Lecture To be completed BEFORE this lecture Topics covered 

# 

Tues 1 Chapter I guided reading assignment and Process of science 

Thurs 2 Chapter 3 guided reading assignment and Molecules 

Tuns 3 Chapter 4 guided reading assignment and Cells 

Thus 4 Chapter 5 guided reading assignment and The work of cells 

Tuns 5 Chapter 6 guided reading assignment and Cellular Respiration 

Thurs 6 Chapter 7 guided reading assignment and Photosynthesis 

EXAM 

+ 

Thurs 7       Chapter 8 guided reading assignment and Mitosis and Cancer 



Thurs 

Thurs 

8 

9 

11 

Chapter 8 guided reading assignment and 

Chapter 9 guided reading assignment and 

Chapter 10 guided reading assignment 

and pre-lecture mastering assignment 

None - SCudy for Exam 

Meiosis and Non- 

disjunction 

Inherited Traits 

DNA structure and 

unction 

Flow of ~enetic 

Information 

~enetic testing PB5 

NOVA video 

Thurs EXAM 2 

Tues 13 TBA Introduction to 
Evolu¢ion 

Chapter 13 guided reading assignment How Populations Thurs 14 

Tues 15 

Evolve 

The Origin of the 

Species 



Tues ]6 Chapter 17 guided reading assignment Evolution of Plants 

and pre-lecture mastering assignment 

Thurs 

Tues 

Thurs 

SO0! 

Tues 

Thurs 

Thurs 

Thurs 

11/21 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

24 

Chapter 19 guided reading assignment 

and pre-lecture mastering assignment 

Chapter 36 guided reading assignment 

and pre-lecture mastering assignment 

Evolution of 

Vertebrates 

Population Ecology 

EXAM 3 

Catch up day 

Chapter 20 guided reading assignment 

Chapter 2 [ guided readin9 assignment 

and pre-lecture mastering assignment 

Chapter 24 guided reading assignment 

Digestion 

Digestion 



35 Chapter 28 guided reading assignment The Nervous System 

Last Day of CJass - 

~ringing it all 

together. 

Hints~r doing well in this class: 
Read the ~e-~tbook for each corresponding homework Take your time and be an active reader 
How to be an active reader? Fill out the "~Guided Reading Qs" and add yo~ own holes to them 

Review your notes multiple times in multiple ways! The more times yon review 
biology, the better it will stick l) read it in the book 2) heal" it in class 3) review yottr notes 
4) review all powerpoints 5) m~ke flashcards 6) rewrite otalmes 7) teach a 126end or 8) explain it to lhe 
wail[ 9) make up quizzes for 5 ottrsclf or a fifcnd llaat 5ou can do later 



If you t~el you need scheduled tutorinN and one-on-one attention with a tidltime rotor, don’t wait too 
long See Rob!n B!anton at the Learning Center She is the biolog?’ specialist and is wonderful Schedule 



Geography    Introduction to Weather and Clirnate 

9-950am MWF 104 Howell Hall 

Professor: C E. Konrsd 

Office: 305 Saunders 317 Saunders 201B Coates Hall 

Office Hours: MW 10-1130am. 
e-mail: konrad~.unc edu 

~$]230-4pm 
@live.unc.edu 

TTh 1030am-12pm 
,’~,liveuncedu 

Professor Konrad also has an office in 204 Coates Hall at the Southeast Regional 
Climate Center (SERCC) He will be here during office hours 

Text: Aguado and Bu~. UnderstandingWeather and Climate. 6th edition (Other editions 
are acceptable) 

Course Description 

This course describes the nature and causes of weather and climate (i.e when, where, how 
frequently weather events occur) During the first half of the semester, atmospheric concepts 
will be introduced and discussed in terms of the processes and patterns that are typically 
observed in the earth’s atmosphere, particularly over North Carolina and the United 
States. These discussions will provide the background for the second half of the semester, in 
which we will study different types of weather events, including ice storms, snowstorms, cold air 
outbreaks, tornadoes, and hurricanes Each of these weather events will be described in terms 
of the following: 

1. The processes and patterns that come together to produce the event 

2. The morphology or structure of the weather entity. 

3. The temporal and spatial scale of the event (ie. its duration and size) 

4. The climatology: (a) where it typically occurs (ie. geographical distribution); (b) when it 
typically occurs (i.e. time of day and, season); and (c) how frequently it occurs (i.e. recurrence 



interval). 

We will also address environmental issues (e.g greenhouse warming and air pollution) that 
involve the atmosphere 

You are responsible for all lectures as well as material in the text that relates to the 
lecture 
The Power Point slides provide summary text and graphics It is up to you to synthesize 
this information (ie take notes 

Weather Quizzes 

A weather quiz will be posted on Sakai on most Wednesdays during the semester (beginning on 
¯ The quiz will consist of 30 questions that address the assigned readings in the text and 

information on a weather website that we developed during the semester Some of the 
questions will also cover the weather observed over the last week You may work together using 
your notebook, the textbook and web resources to answer the questions 

Weather Project 

Details to be announced later in the semester 

Grading 

Test 1 
Test 2 
Test 3 

Tests together 

Final Exam @8am) 

Weather quizzes 

Weather project 

Total 

Test information 

50% (Highest two of three on the tests, each counting 25%) 

2O % 

15% 

15% 

100 % 

The tests will consist of objective style questions (e.g multiple choice & matching). Questions 
will be drawn from the lecture material weather quizzes, and weather discussions. 



I Date Topic (Preliminary) /Te×t Pages 

Course introduction t--- 

Background: 
Processes/Patterns/Concepts 

35 42 Solar and terrestrial radiation - 

I 33-34; 56-70: Heat transfer 
I 76-77 

487- 
The greenhouse effect and global 

warming 

I 70-81; 152; 
Temperature relationships I 230-232 

Review --- 

........... ~1 .................................................................................................. ti ........................................................ I 92-115; 233- Air pressure and wind 
I 234; 240-242 

Water in the atmosphere 122-136 

........... .......................................................... tiltt:172 ........................... 
Air quality J 420-430 

Fog & haze I 147-151 

172-179; 190- Clouds and precipitation 
195 

TEST2 

The Winterand Spring Season 
Atmosphere 



Circumpolar vortex and jet stream I 224-230 

J 261-263; 197- 
Cold outbreaks 

I 198 

65-272; 281- 
Wave cyclones 

299 

Ice slorms 2O3 

Snow storms 196-197 

Thunderstorms 308-325 

Tornadoes J 326-340 

Review 

TEST 3 

Tornadoes (continued) 

Hurricanes 345-375 

Wrap up: Weather observations and 
381-407 forecasting 

~ FINAL EXAM --- 

I @8arn 





GEOG 
Fall 

PEOPLE AND PLACES: GEOGRAPHIES OF GLOBALIZATION 

T~esdays & Thursdays 9:30-10:45 

HO 104 

Course instructor 
Professor Banu G6kar~ksel 

OFfice: 307 Saunders Hall 
Office hours: Tuesdays $1:00 12:00 and Thursdays $1:00 q:00 

banug@email.unc.edu 

Teaching Assistants 

OFfice: 317 Saunders 
Office hours: Mondays 3:30 5:00 

@live.unc.edu 

Office: 317 Saunders 

OFfice hours: TBA 

@live.unc.edu 

From financial crises and industrial production to violence, war, and climate change, 

many political, economic, social, cultural, and environmental issues that we face today 

are "global." At the same time there is also a growing emphasis on [he "local" and the 

rise of a variety of movements (nationalist, religious, ethnic) that take a stand against 

certain forms of globalization and their effects. What are the relationships between 

different places and people around the world today? How are we to think about a world 

that seems to be simultaneously interconnected and disconnected more than ever? 

Why does increasing interconnectedness seem to lead to greater division and inequality 

in the world? Broadly, [hese are the types oF questions that we will explore in this 

{PA(]E } 



This survey course introduces key concepts and study areas in human geography. Using 

globalization as our main framework, we will examine social, cultural, economic, and 

political processes of globalization. Our topics include the historical roots of 

globaliza[ion, current organiza[ion of [he global economy, global flows of people and 

cultures, global social movements and environmental change, and urbanization and new 

urban structures. We will analyze these topics through a wide variety of case studies in 

d]fferent contexts across the world. 

Objectives 

¯ Enhancing your existing knowledge about the relationships between people and 

places. 

¯ Learning about the history and current geographies of globalization. 

¯ Developing a geographical perspective with which to analyze the social, economic, and 

political processes, conflicts, and crises of the contemporary world. 

¯ Developing basic research and analysis skills. 

This is a lecture course that requires students to complete the assigned readings before 

class. You do not need to watch the documentaries listed below in schedule before class 

but you can finish watching them after class at Media Resources Center of the 

Undergraduate Library where you can find them on reserve.Lectures generally will build 

on [he readings and focus on a par[icular topic or a case rela[ed to the readings The 

purpose of the lectures is not to summarize or go over the entirety of readings but to 

highlight a selection of concepts and research areas introduced by the readings and to 

deepen their discussion through examples and case studies. Lectures will use and will be 

supplemented by additional course materials in and out of the classroom, such as 

documentaries (listed below in schedule), exercises, news articles and analyses. 

S[uden[s are responsible for all [he course materials, readings, and lec[ures combined. 

Course Evaluation 

Exams (60%): There will be a total of three exams: Exam 1, Exam 2 (not cumulative), and 

Final Exam (cumulative). Each exam will consist of a combination of multiple choice and 

short answer questions. There may also be questions based on graphs, diagrams, 

photos, maps, or otber visuals. 

Resear~:h paper (30%}: The research project will involve independent student research 

on global migration. Students are asked to conduct two interviews and to write a 5 page 

paper that analyzes research findings using course concepts and perspectives. Proper 

citations are required for these essays and academic dishonesty and plagiarism will not 

be tolera[ed under any circums[ances The descrip[ion, guidelines, and questions for [he 

research project will be available to students on Sakai. We will accept only hard copies 

of papers; email attachments will not be accepted. 
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In-class activities and pop quizzes (:1,0%): We will have a total of g in class activities and 
pop quizzes. The highest g of all in-class activities and quizzes will be counted towards 
your grade. In class activ]ties are designed to encourage studeats’ engagement with the 

course ma[erials in a more interac[ive and experiential way. Quizzes are designed [o 
assess students’ knowledge and to give students a sense of the kinds of multiple choice 

questions they can expect to see on the exams. There will be no make-up for missed 
quizzes and in class assignments. 

Grades 
Exam 1 20% 

Exam 2 20% 
Final exam 20% 
Research paper 30% 
In class ac[ivities and quizzes 10% 

TOTAL: 100% 

Grade Sca~e 
79-77: C+ 

$00 94: A 76 74: C 
93-90: A- 73-70: C- 

89 87: g+ 69 67: D+ 
86-84: g 66-64: D 

83 80: B 63 60: D 
59-0: F 

Policies 
:[. The two teaching assistants and I will be working as a team in this class. Each 

student is assigned a teaching assistant (TA) for answering questions and 

addressing concerns or problems. But everyone is also encouraged to meet all of 
us and to visit us during our office hours or by appointment. 

2, Please review the UNC Honor Code (h[tp://honor.unc edu/) We are especially 

concerned about plagiarism and it is important to understand how to correctly 

use and cite your sources, 
3, M~ke up poficy: There will no make up quizzes or in class assignments, Missing 

one quiz or one in-class assignment will not negatively affect your grade since we 
will not count the lowest two towards your grade, Make up exams will be given 

only with a valid, officially documented excuse with prior approval or your TA. In 
cases of emergency, official documentation (such as a medical report) should be 

made available immediately to the TA. 
4, Late poiicy: Late submission of assignments and papers will be accepted only on 

the condition of losing one full letter grade for every day the assignment is late 
(The highest possible grade for an assignment that is one day late will be B,) 



In order to ensure a positive learning environment in the classroom, students are 

responsible for arriving on time to class and avoiding disruptive behavior during 

class, such as talking to other students, surfing the web, starting to pack before 
the class is dismissed 

Important dates 

Exam 1 
Research paper 

Exam 2 

Final Exam 

October 3, in class 
November 14, in class (bring a hard copy) 

November 19, in class 
December 10, 8am HO104 

Required Reading 

Textbook: AIyson L. Greiner, Visualizing Human Geography: At Home in a Diver.so Wodd. 
Wiley in collaboration with The National Geographic Society, You can purchase a copy of 

this textbook from UNC SLudent Stores, or alternatively rent it as e-book [ram Course 
Smart. 

Additional Readings and Material: 

a) Available on Sakai 
b} Direct access to websites. 

Resources for the Course 
The Wiley website for the textbook: 
http:/iwww.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-EHEPOO1791,descCd- 

STUDENT.html 
UNC libraries: Davis (the main library) and the House Undergraduate Library have many 
useful resources for this course: http://www.lib,unc,edu/ 

Media Resource Center: You can find the documentaries we will watch in class on 
reserve here. 

Specia~ Needs Students 

Students with special needs should bring their needs to my attention during the first 

two weeks of the semester. 

Student Athletes 
If student athletes will miss class because of tournaments and games, they are 
responsible for letting me know of their schedules as soon as possible and making 

arrangements with me for making up missed class work. 

Additional readings will also be announced throughout the semester. Regularly check 

Sakai site ~or ~dditions ~nd changes to readings. 
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Schedule 

i WHAT IS HUMAN GEOGRAPHY? 
(T}: introduction: Who we are and why study human geography and 

globalization 
(Th): Geographic perspectives on nature, culture, and our world 

Chapter 1_ 

2 GLOBALIZAT~ON AND GEOGRAPHY 

(T): The power of maps and mapping: 

Counter Cartographies Collective and their disorientation Guides to UNC 

campus: http://www.countercartographies.org/(look at the maps 

available for viewing and downloading, especially the disorientation 

guides) 

Mark Monmoniec "How to lie wi[h maps" 

http://bro m mage.freeshelho rg/westga/crit/mon monier.pdf 

(Th): Geographies of globalization: historical roots in imperialism 

Chapter 2, pp.34 44 

Jules Ferry (~832-1_g93}, Prime Minister of France 1_ggo-~gg1_, ~883-1 ggs: 

On French Colonial Expansion: 

http:/iwww, ford ha m.ed u/halsallirnod/1884ferry.ht ml 

John Stuart Mill: On Colonies and Colonization, 1848: 

"The Spatial Constructs of Orient and Occident, East and West", ~n Mart~n 

Lewis and Karen Wigen, The Myth o~ Continents, ~ 997. (Sakai) 

3 GLOBALIZATION AND GEOGRAPHY CONTINUED 
{T): Contemporary geographies of globalization 

Chapter 2, pp. 44-63 

(Th}: The commodification of culture: the case of women’s Islamic fashion 
in Turkey 

4 GEOGRAPHIES OF POPULATION AND MIGRATION 

(T): Population dynamics 

Chapter 3, pp. 64-80 

{Th): Migration and transnational networks 

Chapter 3, pp. 81-95 

5 GEOGRAPHIES OF LANGUAGE 
(T): Geographies of language: nationalism and popular culture 

Chapter 4, pp. 96-117 
(Th): Toponyms, or what’s in a name? 

Chapter 4, pp. t17-127 
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GEOGRAPHIES OF RELIGION 

(T): Geographies of religion: myths and facts 

Chapter 5, pp.128-14l 

(Th): Sacred spaces: journeys and sites of religious experience 

Chapter 5, pp. 141-159 

7 REVIEWAND EXAM 

{T): Review 

8 GEOGRAPHIES OF IDENTITY 

{T}: Geographies of race and racialization 

Chapter 6, pp. 160 181 

(Th): Gender and space 

Chapter 6, pp. 182 191 

9 POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY 
(T): Political geography: from multinational states to nation-states and 

supranational organizations 

Chapter 7, pp. 192-212 

10 GEOPOLITICS AND URBAN GEOGRAPHIES 

(T): Geopolitics and critical geopolitics: borders, territory, power 

Chapter 7, pp. 2~L2 227 

SelecLions from The GeopofiUcs Reoder 

(Th): Urbanization and global cities 

Chapter 8, pp. 228-240 

URBAN GEOGRAPHIES 

(T): Gentrification debates in Chapel Hill and across the world 

Chapter 8, pp. 240-259 

(Th): Measuring development 

Chapter 9, pp.2G0-280 

12 GEOGRAPHIES OF DEVELOPMENT AND ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 
(T}: Theories of economic development: Neoliberalism and structural 

adjustment programs 

Chapter 9, pp. 280-293 
Read the history, goals, and programs: IMF: http://wwwim[o~g and 

WTO: h~tp:i/www wto org 

Video: L~e+Oebt 
(Th): Industrial production from Fordism to post Fordism 
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Chapter 10, pp. 294 313 

Video: Mardi Gras Made in China 

13 ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 
(T): Deindustrialization and the growth of the service sector 

Chapter 10, pp.314-323 

Video: Outsourced 

(Th): Review 

14 GEOGRAPHIES OF AGRICULTURE 

(Th): Agricultural revolutions 

Chapter 11, pp 324-343 

15 COMMODITY CHAIN OE COFFEE 
(T): Global commodity chain of coffee: from Ethiopia to you 

Chapter !~, pp 344-353 

Video: Black Go(d 

ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES 

(T): Environmental activism and its main iss[Jes 

Chapter 12, pp, 354 385 
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General Psychology is designed as an 
introduction to the conceptual and 
methodological t’~undations of 
psychological science Through an 
exploration of several content a~eas in 
psychology, inclnding sensation & 
perception, learning, cognition, states of 

lifespan development, social influences on 
behavior, and psychopathology, this course 
will provide a conceptual background for 

and thinking 

To *eacilitate this, Psyc       General 
Psycholog2~- will involve the discussion of 
findings, concepts, and theories ot" science, 
help you to develop an nnderstanding of 
scientific methods ofinquily, engage you 

di~ ectly in the practice of" science, and 
prepare you to think critically about 
scienlific issues 

At the conclusion ol’this course, you will be 

able to answer the following q~estions: 

What disciplines laid the theoretical 
foundations of psychological 
science? Who drove its 
development? 
How does one apply the scientific 
mc~hod to in~ estigate complex 
h~*man behavior? 
What is the ditI)~ence bet’~veen a 
descriptive, correlational and 
experimental study design? 
How are environmental stimuli 
hansfom~ed into one’s experience of 
the world? 

we aware of? What are levels of 
consciousness, and how does this 
intluence expe~ ence? 

Are these processes similar or 
dift~rent? 
What happens to infom~ation as it is 
being learned, and how does our 
memory work? Is it generally 
accurate or prone to error? 
What influences our motivation to 
engage in certain behaviors? Itow 
can we influence others’ motivation? 
Are humans generally more positive 
or negative? Does ou~ evolution 

and emotions? 
How is human development 
influenced by genetics, motivation, 

stages of cognitive, social, and 
emotional development? 

interact with internal forces to 
produce our behavior’~ Is there such 
a thing as ’~free will?" 
Is stress healthy or unhealthy? Do 
large infrequent stressors or minor 
daily stressors influence our health 
morn? What might moderate their 
influence on health? 
What is psychopathology? What are 
tbe diagnostics for 
psychopathologies? 

This course is built upon a foundation of 

broader learning objectives, which informed 

the questions above: 

Research Methods Eve~Tthing 

that we will learn is rooted in 

decades of empirical psychological 

research Yol*r textbook is a 

compilation of the work done by 



hundreds of behavioral researchers 

The work is based in theeU and 

tested with rigorous scientific 

methodologies 

Critical Thinking I am not 
interested in testing your rote 

nlemorization This course will 

require you to understand, integrate 

and master the knowledge presented 

Assignments, exams, and the project 

will provide conduits through which 

you can demonstrate your 

knowledge 

Commnnication You willbe 

asked to demonsWate your acquired 

knowledge tilrough regula~ 

assiguments in-class discussions, 

and a professional scienhfic 

domain areas of psycho]ogical 

science & psychological 

perspecti~ es, as well as the history 

and theories that underlie the field of 

psychology 

Most importantly, this is not a lecture 

course You will not be subjected to hours 
of bring ’talked at" l do not enjoy putting 

people to sleep, and I am sure that you do 

not enjoy t@ng to fight to keep your eyes 

open during class Class Ome will be split 

amongst,grOUl~ discussions guided by 

students, in-class group activities & games, 

and demonstrations that highlight course 

materid 

This course is designed to be a highly 

challenging, seminar-s@e experience with 

equal attention paid to empiricism and 

theolT You will be responsible for regular 

assignments that serve to enhance the 

encoding, integration, application, and 

retention of in~portanr concepts & research 

These assignments will prepare you fol:in- 

class discussions as well as for your exams 

and project This class is indeed more ~ork 

tban many typical college courses, but given 

your bard work I promise that you will get a 

lot more out of it in return 

Research Participatio~ 

The Psycholob~- Department ~equires all 

Psyc    students to participate in research 

projects conducted by members of the 

Department As an alWrnative, students ma? 

read resea*ch articles and answer questions 

about them Full details about the research 

requirement are on Sakai 

You are required to complete 5.5 hours of 

research credit by 4:00pro on Wednesday, 

Students who do not complete 

this requirement get an ’ ltN" tLr the course, 

and must finish the requirement betLre the 

8th week of" the sp~ing semester to avoiding 

~eceiving an "F" 

Worksheets 

Each week (except where noted) you will be 
expected to complete an online worksheet 
designed to tScilitate your understanding 
and integration of the important material in 
that week’s reading Worksheets will 



consist of multiple choice, true/false, and 

fill-in-the-blank questions To answer a fill- 

in-the-blank question that has two or more 

blanks in the same sentence, you must put a 

semi-colon (;) between each answer 

At the end of the semester, students’ 2 

lowest mastel3" check gqades will be 

automatically dropped, essentially allowing 

two ’free passes" for unforeseeable events 

or purposive rest 

You should budget your time wisely 

(approximately 3-4 hou~) to complete 

these assignments Worksheets are 

accessible via Sakai and must be submitted 

on Sakai before the stag of that da~’s class 

[r is highly recommended that you complete 

file worksheet in a Microsoft Word 

docnment first and then copy & paste your 

answers into Sakai This will prevent yon 

fi-om losing data should any errors or 

internet interruptions occllr 

Mastery Ct~ecks 

To begin each class (except where noted), 

you will demonstrate your mastery of a 

specific theory or concept from th,qr day’s 

reading These demonsn;ations of mastery 

will be conducted using the Poll Everywhere 

course inter~cfion software I will inform 

you of the specific concept or theory to be 

demonstrated prior to class Mastery 

Checks will begin at g~actly 8:00am Any 

person that arlfives after the stalX of a 

mastery check will not be allowed to take 

There will be 3 exams designed to assess 

your understanding and application of tile 

essential concepts and theories in social 

psychology Exams will be a combination 

of multiple choice and sho~ essa? questions 

Anything co’¢ered in class or in the assigned 

work is fair game, though the wovksheet 

questions, mastery checks and in-class 

assignments will highlight the most 

imporiant concepts for you to focus on 

rega~ ds to the application of early theoretical 

perapecti~estonewermateriN There will 

be no ’make up" exams without a ~alid 

medical excuse or ather doc¢tmemed 

X’eamProject 

An overa[ching goal of this class is to apply 

the theoretical p[inciples o~" psychology to 

construct, cad,y-out, and report an o[iginal 

psychologica] experiment ln this way you 

will transcend/e~w~it~K about psychology to 

actual]y a&t#*,q~ lo its body of knowledge 

You and a team of peers will develop an 

original research hypothesis, create an 

independent variable manipulation, decide 

hou, to measure your dependent variable, 

generate all necessau materials, run 



participants, analyze data, and report your 

results in a research report as well as at an 

end-of-the-semester research project Poster 

Show 

Further details on the team proj ect will be 

distributed in a separate project handotu btu 

you can expect it to be a major t’~)c~*s of yo~r 

work in this course, as well as a velT 

demanding N*t ultimately rewarding 

assignment 

Article Briefing Reports 

Each student will complete 2 article briefing 

reports (ABR) in orde~ to build a foundation 

of team-knowledge about their research 

project ABRsvdll facilitate the prope~ 

re’~iew of empi6cal resea~ ch unde~qying the 

conceptsAheories that we v,,il] be testing 

The ABR tbnn can be found on Sakai 

There is a growing yet troubling belief 

amongst college students that academe is not 

the"real world " That the professionalism, 

etiquette, limeliness, and rune ai~ributed to a 

professional work environment need not be 

present in a college classroom 

While this may have been your experience 

before, it will not be so now A major 

component of my philosophy is that college 

musl ser~e as a training ground for the rest 

of your life, and we have a duty to afford 

you the socialization not only to theoretical 
concepts and material but also ~o the skills 

and expectations needed to properly conduct 

yourself in any fim~re career 

I expect thal students will take 

responsibility for thalr learning in this 

F~l~{~get your time: You must plan 
your time efficiently According to 
the University of North Carolina 
student guidelines, you should plan 
lbr 2 hours of out-of:-class work per 
week for evel5’ I-hour spetu in class 
Be on time {alnd prepared): If you 
would not walk into a board meeting 
ten minutes late, then do not walk 
into a class meeting casually late or 
~mprepared 
Seek assistance: If’you need a 
concept clarified helI) with effective 
study habits, or anything else 
relevant to the course, it is your 
responsibility to a) attempt to resolve 
the issue via effort a~d resem ch, b) 
contact your teammales t’~)r help, c) 
col,tact your TA fi, r further 

assistance, and d) contact me for 
resolution if necessary’ 
Get the inl%: You are responsible 
for all infon’~ation presented in class, 
even if you have an excused absence 
for a partictdar day If you are guing 
to miss a class meeting, plan to get 
the information needed 



I expect students to maintain proper 

classroom e~iquette in order to ensure an 

environment that fosters learning and 

development 

Treat the views, opinions, 
expe6ences, and abilities of your 
fellow classm,qres and i~lsmacmr with 

the same respect that you would 
expect to be treak*d with 
Engaging in social conversation with 
a classmate while the instructor or 
fellow students are talking is not 
only exceptionally disrespectfid and 
rode; it is completely unacceptable 
Asking questions of a classmate 
while others are talking is along the 
same lines Please allow a speaker to 
finish their thought and ask any 
qt*estions you might have of the 
entire class We cannot engage in a 
great discussion if questions are not 
bounced off the entire group 
Save newspapers, word & math 
pt*zzles, and electronic 
communications (eg, texting, email, 
facebook, twitter} for outside of 
class 
Sleep at home, under a tree, or with a 
friend, l don’t care, just don’t sleep 
during class If you are too sick or 
too tired to slay awake, please just 
sta,~, home, recuperate, and come to 
the next class ready to contcibute 

I expect that all students will maintain 

prt~ssional communica~io~ standards 

All email communication should 
have a title line that begins with the 
course mmaber (PSYC        ! and 
then u, hat the email pertains (eg, 
PSYC    worksheet 4 question) 

All emails should contain a separate 
salutation (Hi Dr Buzinski,), body 
tYour qt~estion or comment), and 
signatule (Sincerely, your flame) 

[ expect that a]l students will contribute 

equally to thei r team p~ qiect 

Social ]oafi ng was desccibed by 

Latane, Williams, & tlarkins (I 979) 
as a social disease and it will not be 
tolerated in this class 
Pat1 oPyou~ p~ject grade will be 
determined by intra-team 
evaluations, given at random points 
throughout the semester 
If you do not contribute equally and 

the ~ame grade on your pr~ ect as 

your fellow team members 

Your grades are not given to ,~,ou and you do 

not "deserve" an A for simply being in class 

or t~a/ing hard Grades are 

operationalizations of course master3,, 

retention, & achievement They are earned 

through your diligence, creativity, and yes, 

hard work They should not be viewed as a 

goal or end-state, but rather an indication of 

your progress as a social psychologist Your 

grades will be determined by the following 

factors 

Assign- Possible Gr % Pts 



Checks B 833- 833- (3 0%) 
865 865 

~3,0! [*} C 766- 766- 

C- 700 - 700- 
732 732 

665 665 

I ~ < < 600 

Total 1000 

Extra Credit: You will have several 
opportunities throughout the 
semester to earn extra credit poims 
via pallicipation in activities done in 
class Kyou a~c absent during a day 
in which an extra credit activity is 
done, you %rfcit the opportunity to 
obtain these points 

Academic IntegriPy Policies: All students atv 

expected to be fiuniliar with the U ~tivet’stB" Honor 

code and il~ policies rcga*ding acadcndc dishonesty, 

"Tl Offenses Under Ihc Horror Code 

Grade Questions: We will be bappy to 
discuss any questions that you may bare 

with particular grades Grade questions 

nmst be submitted #*your TA it~ writing 

wilMn 1 week of ~cceiving the grade This 

includes final comse grades 

absence and miss an assignment, 
then you have exactly 2 week~ to 
make up the missed assignment 
APte[ two weeks, you[ glade will 
automatically revert to a zero The 
only caveat to this policy is if your 

an extended period of time and you 
cannot realistically complete the 
m i ssed assignm ent witbin the two 
week period Documentation will be 
requked for this p,’pe of absence 

Code: 

significmttb the wetihre or the educatiotml 

I Refrah~ ftoln conduct ttmt impait~ or ma> impair 



Ol/¢~scs proscribed by this scction inchidc, but shall 

not be linfited to, those set out in Sections lib and 

tic AddilJonal guid~/nc¢ conccnlhig 

of data, oflter inforntatimk or citatioi~s in cmmecfiot~ 

othemise 

mtegrit3 of the gmdh~g or evahiatimt process 

9 Assisting or aiding another to cltgage in acts of 

academic dishones~ prohibited b3 Section lib 

DisabilRies Services: If you have a 

physical, medical, psychological, or learning 

disability thai is going to impact your 

attendance oi require accotnmodatiot~, 

please let me know in order to erasure that 

your learnit~g needs ate appropriately met, 

yotl will need to provide documentation of 

your disability or medical condition to the 

Departmem of Disability Services The 

Depa*tment of Disability Services will then 

provide vetifi cation of disability that 

describes the accommodations needed for 

this class, which you should provide to me 



Week Tuesday Thursday 

W R K6 (Ch. 9) Moti~ a~ion 

MC8a MCSb 

12 Social Behavior Prq]ect Work (PA: Completed ~vt el.f!le 
l[ollt*d on a’akai] with participant 

blCl2a 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i{{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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student, ][[nw dn I register to use Pol| Everywhere? 

L%IPORTANT: If ?,ou ha;e used Poll Every, where in a previous course mid alread?, have an 
account, you will need to edit your registration information (just once) to reflect the new 
I~no-PID Yo~¢rOn),en identifier requirement Simply log in with your Poll Eveuwhere account 
inf’om~ation at http:~,tinvurl comiuncpoIleveryv&ere. Select Vote~ Registration and then Details 
to edit the field under How should UNC-CH Admin identify you? Update according to the 
nstrucnons n #3 below 

1/)’o~1 are regislermg f!~r the fir.st lime, fo//vu’ lhese i~.slrucl&)ns: 

I Go to http//tmvurl corn uncpolle,,ery whel e Enter your name, I~C email address and a 

password (preferably not your Onyen password) 

2 Click Register my account Reviews, the polic3 ini~rmation and click I agree 

3 Under"How shou]d UNC-CH Admirl identify you?" enter youl University pelsonal 

identification rlumbel (PID) and your Onyen using the fbllo’wing format: YourlVD }2~*wO~*),en 

&g., ¢’’’¢~doe) Click Lpda{e If you plan to use your cell phone, enter that numbeg too 

Click/lpdate 

4 1t 7you ",e entmed ~our phone numbcl, } ou II need to send a text reply to Poll E,~erywhere to 

finish registering your phone 

Note that you don’t have to use your phone to respond to Poll E,.erywhere polls You can use a 

browser on an5, lnternet-connected device: laptops, tablets, slates, etc Simply go to 

httpi’pollevcom, and log in In the answer space, ente~ 

multiple choice questions, the answer code 

open-text qtlestions, qnestion code, a space, and then yotlr answer 

I’m a student, I’m nnt sure that I registered sueeessfMly. How can I check? 

Go to http:, www pollevep, where corn, profile/memberships, and log in "~ith your email address 

and password 

~Ifyou see UNC-CII Admin listed under r~,’|y Voter Registrations, click Details Under 

’~How should I~C-CH Adndn identi~, you?" l’ourPl]) }~o~rOtty’e~l Click Update 

You should now be registered successfidly 

you don’t see UNC-CH Admin listed under My V~ter Registrations, click Register 

as ~ voter Enterpollm,@*mc.ed~¢ and click Gr=nt Access Under"lIow should 
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UNC-Ctl Admin identif,g you?" enter YourP[D YourOnyen Click ! pdnte You 

should now be registered successfully 

If you are texting answers to polls, also check to see if your phone number is "ce~titled " Click 

Personal Into from the left menu to review this infbrm~fion 

I’m a student. I’m not sure that my ans~vers were received for a particular pall. 
I|ow can | check? 

1 Go to http;//www pol!evet3,~,here cam, and log in with your email address and passu, ord 

2 Click Seriings on the top menu, and then Response History on the lefl menu 

[t may still be the case fl~at your instructor may not be able to ide~ti~," your answer(s) as 

belonging to yo~ Make sure that you have registered correctly Click Voter Reglstratlm~ from 

~he left menu: 

you see L~C-CtI Admin listed under My Voter Registrations, click Details Under 

’Itow should I.)NC-CII Admin identi~- you?" enter YourP[D YourOn3;en Click 

Update You should now be registered successfully 

you don’t ~ee UNC-CH Admin listed under My Voter Registrations, click Register 

UNC-CH Admin identit}’ you?" enter D)urP/D I/ourO~y~m Click Update You 

should now be registered successlidly 

If you are texting answers to polls, also check to see if your phone number is ~’certified " Click 

Personal Into from the lefl menu to review this intbrmation 
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¯ This class was great Dr B is probably one of the best teachers rye ever had at UNC He was 
hard, asked l’~x a loL but he was fun, engaging, and overall just a great teacher 
¯ Great class that taught me a lot 
¯ Thanks so rnucb for a great class l learned a ton[ 
¯ Great teacher Great class Dr B~zinski is a great addition to our faculty 
¯ This course was challenging and made me think about the subject matter in depth 
¯ Ibis was one of the best psychology classes I’ve taken ]11 my ~ years at UNC I rea]ly ]o’¢ed [)1 
Buzinski, he made learning exciting and easy to apply to real life settings The only thing 1 did 
not like about this class was Ihe group work componem i bate it that so much, especMly 
becm*se we did not even get to pick our gronp members 
¯ I thought the comse was vet!,, cha]lenging The instructo[ was g[eat fbr his first year 
¯ Oreat course, excellent professor, I learned more than expected 
¯ Psychology was an absolutely outstanding class I u, as vet3, impressed with Dr Buzinski’s 
teaching 
¯ Great class! Vet?," interactive, helped me to learn the material and understand it veU well 
Buzinski is very approachable arid belpfhl 
¯ It was a good course but it was challenging The professor was respecti)l and engaging and 
ver~, knoudedgeable of the subject matter 
¯ Best professor I’ve had at UNC I wo~ld recommend his comse to anyone 
¯ This material was velT interesting to me, and the instructor made it even more exciting The 
assignmems helped me gai*t a understanding of the material that we were going over They were 
veW usefid 
¯ Absolutley amazi*~g class l learned so much, as I was e*~gaged every single c]ass, arid 
e~’euthi ng was made so clearly 
¯ Dr Buzinsld was always interested in improving his teaching methods Lectures were generally 
good, but i learned the mos~ on the clays when we did demonstrations and tried our own 
experiraents 
¯ Dr Buzi*~ski is easily one of the best professors that I’ve had a UNC It’s evider~t that he cares 
abont the materlal be teaches and *ha* students learn that material Exams are t’air and class is 
entertaining 
¯ |His is a ve~?,- well designed course by a g~ eat professor who brings the outsi de world to the 
classroom and makes use of our daily life 
¯ Great professor, wondmfid at communicating ideas Only comme*tt is a 1o~ of work, definitely 
NOT the same amonltt of work given in the other section of the course which is frustrating Good 
grading system 
¯ Dr Buzinski is a Pantastic professor who is ve~T passionate about his line ofwod< He also 
makes sure that we learn the material, which is greatly appreciated 





GEOL INTRODUCTORY PHYSICAL GEOLOGY FALL 
MWF 12pra-12:50pm 

Mitchell Hall 05 

"When we tug at a single thing in nature, we.find it attached to the rest qf tlte world." -J ohn Mui r 

instructor: Melissa Hudley         Office: 1 16 Mitchell Hall        Elnail: mohudley@unc.edu 

Ofl]ceHours: Mondaysl0am-[l:~0amandWednesdays Ipm-2:~0pmo~ byappo]ntment* 

Lecture Assistant: Emaih @live unc edu 

Course Overview: 
An introduction to geology involves a smwey of the materials, stmctme, and sm}’ace features of ~a~h; the 
processes responsible tbr their development; and the application of geolo~c ~owledge to environmental and 
resource problems During the first part of the course we will examine ’big picture" themes of geologic time 
and plate tectonics, focusing on the origin and evolution of the planet, its internal processes, such as 
ea~lhquakes, and their efl~cts on the suffice, as mani~sted l~om tfie deptfis of tfie ocean basins to the peaks of 
its mountain belts The second pa~ of the course involves the study of materials (minerals, magmas, rocks, & 
sediment) that constitute the Each, tbcusing on how they tbrm and transtbrm and how they are used by soci~y 
The final po~ion of tl~e course will deal with i)~ocesses active at k,a~h’s suffice that constantly modifies the 
landscape As a result, students will receive a broad exposure to the major aspects of Ea~h’s geological 
environment 

Required Text: Essentials of Geology, 4th edition, by Stephen Marshak (ISBN: 9780393919394) 
Additional readings not included in this text may be assigned as the course progrcsses They will be announced 

in class and posted in digital fonn on the course Sakai site 

Required Media: SmartWark. Subscliption is free witfi tfie purcfiase oftfie iequired text Standalone 
access can be purchased directly fiom the publisher’s website for $20 00 

http:i/hooks wwnorton comibooks/buvsm artwork/ 

Top Hat. Subscription can be purchased for $1000 directly from Top Hap or for 
$2000 from the UNC Bookstore The 6-digit course code is aOaaTtI. 
https:/iapp tophat com/re~iste~%tudent 

Com’se Website: https:i/sakai unc eduiportalisite/mohudley -12pm 

Lab: Geology Lecture and Lab are separate courses, and as such require separate registration 

Collrse Schedu|e: A schedule for this course, which includes: lecture topics, reading assignments, 
SmartWork assessmems, and exam dates is posted on the course Sakai site 



Course Objectives: 
The major goal of this course ]s to increase your understanding of the geologic process that has shaped Earth 
and to promote an understanding of the consequences of human interactions with the physical world Upon the 
successikd completion of tbi s course, yoll should be able to: 

¯ Kelate geologic matefiNs and processes to the plate tectonic paradigm 
¯ Understand the geologic origin and societal importance of a variety or rocks and minerals 
¯ Kecognize and describe common geolo~c structures and interpret their origin 
¯ Nterpret relative ages of geologic events and appreciate the absolute scNe of deep geologic time 
¯ Recognize a variety of surficiN landlbrms oE Emth attd intc;pret their geologic origin 
¯ Understand *he geologic causes of ea~hquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis, floods, & climate change, recognize 

their impacts on human civilization, and reNize the impo~ance ofgeoscienfists in analyzing their 

behavior 
¯ Interpret the geologic forces tha* have shaped the landscape around you, wherever you may 

Technique of Instruction: 
This course will be predominately taught ~sing an interactive lecture forma~meaning I will ask f~r yo~ to 
participate ibequendy during class meetings Questions and comments are always encouraged In addition, 
several opportunities for small group collaboration and interaction will be oll;cred during the semester to 
provide you with a better understanding of the collaborative nature of modern science GeoloE~" is primarily a 
visual science Thus, demonstrations, s]ides, dia~ams, and samples wil] be employed duling class lectures on a 
routine basis Sometimes demonstrations will require smdetu participation please consider vohmteering --- 
activeh, participating is the best way to learn new materia!! 

Methods of Eva|uationt Your course grade will be calculated based on 1000 points tbr the semeste~ 

IVlidterm Exam #L 150 

Midterm Exam #2 150 

SmartWork Assessments 150 

LRQ/Participation 150 

Geologic Investigations 150 

Final Exam 250 

TOTAL 10110 

The format for the midterm exam will be multiple choice, matching, or true/t~alse questions and several flee 
response/shor~ answer gnestions The Comprehensive Final t:;xam will be 60- 75 multiple choice, marching, or 
tme/fb.lse questions; l 5-20 short answer, and 1-3 fiee ~esponse essay questions Plea*’e bring a hi(ink Scangrmt 
sheet attd #2 pencil to every exam! 

S~nartWork Assessments: 
Throughout the semester you will be required to complete online SmartWork Assessments The assessments are 
designed to provide you with an opportunity to demonstrate and re-enf~rce your understanding of" the ~eading 
assignments, geologic investigations, and lecture material in between exams You should complete fi~e assigned 
readings PRIOR to taMng each SmartWork Assessment to maximize your score You may use your textbook 
and notes on the assessments, but peer collaboration is stdctly prohibited Each assessment v~,il] be worth ~ 5-20 
points and is due prior to I 1:59pm on the posted due date No exceptions or make-ups ~il~ be allowed. 



Lecture Reflection Questions: 
The Lecture Reflection Questions (LRQs) are my attempt to encourage attendance and monitor student learning 
on a continuous, real-time basis LRQs will be Wen randomly throughout the semester and will consist of 
efiber a single question or several questions that yea will be reqaired to answer using the Top Hat sot’tware 
before you exit class The que~’gions will cow.r concepts that were discus~’ed duri~tg the clax, s period. The 
answers to I.RQs will be shared at the start of the next class Each LRQ question will be worth I-i points, 
depending on the dit~]culty In addition, you will be awarded 1 participatio~./attendance point for each question 
answered No make-up LRQs will be accepted. 

Geologic Investigations: 
Science is most often best learned through practical application, group collaboration, and discussion Over the 
course of the semester you will be given an assortment of small group work assignments an{b’or discussion 
questions to work on both individually and as a group Discussion groups will be assigned during the first two 
weeks of class and a group discussion board/chat will be estahlished to facilitate online discussions 

Grading Scale: Your final letter g~ade will be assigned by applying the grading scale below In o~der to be 
’ ~unded-up" you must earn a XX 5 or greate~ 

89-87 l~+ 79-77 i C+ 69-66 

1t)0-94 A 86-84 l~ 76-74 i C i 65-t) 
+ + 

93-90 A- 83-80 B- 73-70 i C- 

h~ general, the class m crage is expected to fall between BgC+ rm~gc (-25-27 on a 40 point scale) Because I prcfcr 
to givc morc challenging c~uns, I rcscr~c Ihc rigl~t to modif3 this cur~c slighdy (only at[iusting gradcs upwad), if 

Student Worldoad: 
[n o~der to get the rnosl flx)m your educational dollar, sh~dents a~v advised to spend betx~een 2-3 hours of studying and 

p*ep~ation/br each hour spent in class This atnounts an m erage of 6-8 hours el’ studying per week in order to earn an 
average grade in this class "Ihe t~me you need to spend may va~3", depending on wgur stttdy skills and your acMemic 
goals For most of you, your final grade will be a direct reflection of the time and effort you put into being prepared and 
engaged in dais clrtss on a dail3 basis 

Publisher’s Study Tools: Publisher’s website: www wwnorton comistudyspace 



Co~wse Policies: 
C’aroli~a Honor System: 
Exams and assignments administered for this course are subject to the provisions of the Carolina Honor Code Academic 
integrity" is at the heart of Carolina and we all a~ e responsible t\~r upholding the ideals of honor and integrii3" 
The student-led Itonor System is responsible for adjudicating any suspected violations of the Itonor Code and 
all suspected instances of academic dishonesty will be reported to the honor system Your fidl pm~cipation and 
observance of the Ilonor Code is expected at all times All academic work in this course, including homework, 
quizzes, and exams, is to be your own work, unless otherwise specifically provided It is your ~esponsibility if 
yoa have any doubt to confirm whether or nor collaboration is pert’silted 

Class Atlendance 
Regular attendance to lecture sessions is expected in this course You will maximize your learning if you attend 
class regularly and read the assignments in lhe texts prior to the class session t’or which they are assigned I will 

not take roll call, but I note if students are absent Moreover, the lectures will comain material from resources 
outside of the textbook, which wil] be difI~cult to make up if you are absent IP you miss class, it is youl 
responsibilily to obtain the notes and/or nlissed assignment I-inally, the material we cover hi lecture is the 
primata/basis for the exams 

Final Exam 
The fins] exam will be given only on the day and time schedu]ed by the university, so make travel and work 
plans accordingly 

Make-up exams will be given lk3r excused absences anly~ EXCtlsed absences inc]ude, but are not ]imited to 
illness (with medical documentation), official UNC function (with documentation), and a family or personal 
emergency Missed exam~’ MUST be completed withitt one week of tlw origittal exam. If you know you will 

miss a scheduled exam, contact me in advance, so tha~ an alternative exam time can be established 

Late Work 

Ofl]ce of Disabilities Services accessibi[jty@Nnc edu (919) 962-8300 to provide reasonable accommodation to 
students with disabilities Please let me know at the be.~nning of the course if accommodations should be 

Mutual Respect: 
The classroom is a special environment in which students and faculty come together to pronlote learning and 
growth It is essential to this learning environment that respect for the rights of others seeking to learn, respect 
fc~r the professionalism of the instructor, and the general goals of academic freedom are maintained Differences 
of view])oint or concerns should be expressed in terms which are supportive of the learning process, crea~ng an 
environment in which students and Paculty may learn to reason with clarity and compassion, to share of" 
fl~emselves without losing their identities, and to develop an anderstanding of the community in which ~bey live 
Student conduct which disrupts the learning process shall not be tolerated and may lead to disciplinat3, action 
andio~ ~emoval fi om class 



While you may br#tg attd tt~’e a I~tpgop to take noges dttring leetttre, please ma/~e sure ¢ltat you are u~#tg )our 

taptop ~or ctc.~ at~d not to visit social media ;ties at~d email it is distracting ro ~hose around you.~ Also, keep 
in mind that scientific studies have show~ that students retain 30-50% more if they w~Ste notes versus type 
notes Think about it, if you wfte them the I’~ time you’ll probably cut your studying time in halt; because 
you’ll remember more! To better t;,~cllltate handwritten notes, I will do my vet3, best to always have the lecture 
powerpoints posted 24 hours before class 



Physics 
How Things Work 

Physics Research Project: Assig-aed grov:ps or" src:dents will work together to create a docmrent 

a~ailablc on Salai >:~r downloadi ~g. Come to class! I do not rake fi:~rmal ~ttc ~dancc i~ cacl~ class, 



ass gl:ed ’dickers’ duinf~ class to assess under~,t~mding !if lecture m~ter±al mad ~vil riCe 

Homework: Ali cox~ple-~d homework sao@d be phced in the dropbox located ir tlae front 2’’~ 
fl)or hallway ot side Rm 2/5 Phillips Mall. Assigmncnts x~il] be dtm (ust all ) on l’t’id.?y b 12:00 





HISTORY AMERICAN I-IISTORY SINCE 1865 
Fall 

(lass "l’hne: 1 ():()Ill to 10:50 M,W& I~ 
Class Location: Woolen Gym 304 

Email:        @email unc edu 
Office: Hamilto~ 509 
Office Ilours: 11:00-12:00 M &W 

and by Appointment 

Course Subject a~d Themes: The aim oftbis couise is to understand importa*~t deve]opments in 
technology, business, politics, social life and popular culture during the past century and a half in the 
United States Particular attention will be devoted to three questions: 

"~ ) What are the relationships between: different groups of Americans? Different regions of the 
country? The US and the rest of the world’? 

2) ttow have Americans understood the role of government (especially the f~deral government)? 

3) tlow did/do people change tbeir society? How did/do tbey make bisto~3-? 

(ourse Objectives: I,ectut~as. discussions, and assignmenls a~a designed to help s~udenls learn how to a~alyze 
documents [i{m~ the past. take a position o1~ a histocical qnestion, use evidence to suppol* their vie~*s, and 
express thcir insights to others Tbe focus is on m~alyzing li, h3 things happcncd as nlueh as lcarnhlg what 
happened Gaining these abilities helps not only in understanding American histo~3", but ,also in improving the 
critic:d thinking and communication skills csscnti:d Io doing wcll bofl~ in school ~md itt Ihc future 

Readings: 
. Eric Foner, Gire Me Liberty: Atl At~tericz~tt His[,a~?:, vol 2 (GML) 

Select documents and video links found on Sakai in tbe "Resources" folder Follow tbe 
’Readings" link 

CLASS ROOM BERAVIOR 
. Respect other smdenfs views during discussion and lecture 
,~ Attendance is mandato~2," and will be taken daily You are allowed taro excnsed absences If you 

have a family or medical emergency, please provide a note from a doctor or administrator 
~ Turn Off Cell Phones during class 

I ,ap tops are allowed If I catch students surfing the intemet or on f:acebook I will revoke your 
lap top privileges, no warnings 

The University Honor Code (bttp:/ibonor tmc edu0 will be in effect tbr all quizzes, and written 
assignments Please read careI)[ly the provisions of the Honor Code, make certain you understand and 
adhere to them, a*~d ask me to da61~y a*~y questions you have regardi*~g tbe Code 
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ASSIGNMENTS AND GRADES 

Class Participation                                                         15% 

* Lecture Notes and Summary (2%) 
h~ 3 to 4 rough sentences highlight rhc main agumcnt of the lecture followed by )our own notes 
from lecVare that day Notes should include the definition of the terms Post on Sakai, under 
"Class Discussion," in Student Lotmgc rts a rcpl5 to the matching topic Label ?our post with the 

Discussion Section Summaries from Small Groups (3%) 
See lecture notes and snlllmaIy instrnctJoll Post ill Sakai under"(lass Discussion in Class 
Discussion 

in Class Verbal Participation (10%) 
This will bc a separate self-assessment as part of your quizzes 

Bi-Weeldy Reading and Lecture Quizzes                                         20% 

Each quiz consists of a sefies of multiple-choice questions and one short answer term 
idemification 

Each quiz accounts fbr 5?o of’your grade 
It" you wish to have an idea of the difficulty of the multiple-choice questions, see Sakai 

for a sample queslion before the first quiz 

I will drop your lowest quiz score 

Research Project 50% 

Resea~vh lopics can vary flom American basebMh Jazz. and bMlc~ 1o p~irna~y educalion a Native American 
Nation. a ~vligion. a mY,. or a famil3. including 3our own You can ~d3 the higow ofbi~h control, working 
alass women, a medical or scientific field, a brm~ch of the militm3, ~Mncfica’s foreign rdafions with a cotmtu, or 
even an American corporation Fom~er students of mine have wri~en fabulous blogs on the higoD’ ofg~e 
American musicah cook books, collie and NCAA sports and phologmph~ [n the case of photography, the 
student used the blog t7~r his photqlournalism porttMio All topics ~c welcome Ibr consideration hut will need 
your te~hing assis~nt’s approval 

Iamin: Group A Group B Group C 

)K.ek{t~ ~m~4i*w and Bh~£~ Post~:                                                               30% 
You will post a brieftimeline blog by Monday at noon according to your de~’gtlines The blog should summarize 
key developments for your rcscach topic thai occurred itt the given time period wc discussed itt lecture Ii~alude 
a timeline ~ilh :It least 5 key events wilh descriplions (Who. what when, ~xhetv and why) I encourage you 1o 
po~ pictures m~d links to youtube videos or other web pages you tbund usefial ~n writing d~e blog Be sure to cite 
m~? material or pictures ?ou receive from websites, primary sources m~d sccondar? sources when you post 

Final Research R<flecmm                                                                      20% 
Ihis is an essa3 asking w~u to evaluate yore blog in relation to the courses naajor themes discussed m lecture A 
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saa~plc cssa? ~ith high scores ~ill bc posted ott S;~k:~i attd ~c ~ill ha~c art i~ class ~a tiring ~aorkshop 

Citations fl-om at least 2 secondary sources and 1 primary source fi,r each blog tlowever, I 
strongly encourage you to consult more than th~ ee sources and you may need to depending on 
u, hat topic you choose 3 sources are the mandatoU requirement but do not reflect above 
average work when grading 
We]l-xwitten sentences and paragraphs with proper gramma* 

ACC|JI~|IJLATIVE FINAL (15%1 
. This will be a multiple choice e×am similar to the quizzes 

La~e 14~ork: For each day you fail to turn in an assignrae~t, },our grade wilt drop a fidl ten points 
Urwxcu.wdAb.sences For every unexcused absence, you~ participation grade fo~ that assessment pe~qod 
will drop a t~ll letter 

CLASS SCHEDULE 

!,~ EEK ONE: INTRO TO HISTORY AND ITS METHODI~OG’t 

\~ednesda?. hm-oduction to the (ourse. Research Methods and Sources 

Ffida?. h~troductiott to Historic Mcfl~odolog? 

~ EEK T~VO. RECONSTRUCTING THE NAT~ON, 1865-1877 

bionda},           Reconstruction 
Read "~1 at is Freedom" Reco structio ~ 1865-1877," GMt’, 548-589 
A hard cop? of blog topics ~aith a list of sourccs duc at start of class 
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Sl~bgroup IA: DismanflingTribesandTheil Home]ands, pp 3~7-376 
Subgroup IN: Sioux School Experiences, pp 377-389 

Subgroup2A: MiguclAntonio()tcmRcmcmbcr~Nc~ Mcxico~ 1880." Los (~orras glancas 
Announce qheir Platff~rm. 1890,: p lg0-lg2 and Sarah Demsch "Chicmm/a Frontier m~d 
~gionol Communities in the Southwest" Pp 194-202 

: Subgroup 2B: Emilio Zmnora "Mcxic:m Voluntary Organizations of Sout~ Tc~s," pp 222- 
232 

1846, pp 245-246 

Assesses Mining’s lmpac~ on the Indians. 1853," ~James Marshall ~)lls How He Discm ered 
Gold, 1857," m~d Joaquin Miller Rcvcds the EnvironmentN Deterioration in the Gold Countr), 
1890," pp 246-250 

the Land, Recorded in 1925," pp 250-255: Richard Whi~e, "Salmon versus ~ishers in 
No~bwest." p 265-272 

~ Subgroup 4A: Chinese Exclusion Act, read "Editor Hcn~ GcoNc SuppoKs Chinese Exclusion 
on Economic and RaciN Grounds. 18{~9," "~e Tables Turns: You Sabe Him? KeNney 
[Kearney]," "Sermto~ George Hoar Decla~vs C0inese Exchtsior~ Un-American. 1882." and 

252 

Monda> 

Wednesday 

Ffida), 

WEEK THREE: THE NEW INDUSTRIAL ORDER, 1877-1898 

No Class Labor 

[he Nmx Industrial Order 
Read Chapter 16 America’s Gilded Age 1870-1890 (~.[J., p 590-633 

QUIZ I 

WEEK l"Ot R: "][’HE (~RtSIS OF THE 1890S 

Monda3,             Thc Populist Moment 
Readl Frccdom’s Boundaries, at ttome m~d Abroad, 1890-1900 in 
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/’i;wt B/og Post il~r (}nmp B dice be~re el.as 

\\ ednesday. The Spanish American War and tbe Que~ for Empire 

Read Emilio Aqumaldo criticizes Amcdcm~ Imperialism in the Philippines (p 97 to 100) cu~d scc Sakai 
tb~ excerpts flout: Beveridt!e "The March oflhe Flag" Mark Tx~ain. "To Ibe Person Sitting m 
I)arkl~css. ’ and "Political Cartoons" 

WEEK FIVE: TIlE PROGRESSIVE STATE 

Monday,              The Progressives re-imagine American Society and Government 
Readl "I he Progressive Era. 1900-19 l 6 in (,~M7 

Wednesday              DTSCI SSIO>,: Who xxel’e the Progressives? 
Group 1 : B~d*~ess Hhlo~l: "]hc [’tit I.izzic~ Henry Ford Changes AmcrJcatt Business and Socict3 pp 
155-167 

Group 3: {isb~¢n H~xtow: Roger Go~lieb, "Jane Ad~ams Works to Control Garbage in Chicago. 1910," 
"A~mm~ Rcfo~cr Promotcs Smokc Abatcmcnt, 1912," pp 394-397; h~dustriN Pollution and 

Group 4: SociagH~slo*3: Prohibition, pp 217-230 
Group 5: Sozahesn IEslo~3: -- W~llimn Link, ~c Paradox of Southcn~ Progrcssivism," pp 241-253 

H~e Reverend N McLean Repol*s on Colorado Mexicm~s, 1924. pp 236-247 

Gcorgc L Knapp Opposcs Cottscrva~otL 1910." and Mrs Mario~ Crocker Argues [br the Conservation 
Imperative. 1912," pp 319-325. and Samuel R Hays, ~rom Consen ation to Environment," pp 331- 
336 
Group 8: Glenda Elizabeth Gilmore Diplomats to fl~e White CommuniW: At?’ican American Women in 
Progressive-Era Nmsh Caoli~, pp 319-330 

Frida?. World War I and Ihc Amcdc:m Statc 
Read: Safe for Democracy: The United Stmes and \\ovid War L 1916-1920 in 

WEEK Six: TIlE ROARING TWENTIES 

Mottda 3.             America ~md ~c Post-War World Order 
F~r~t B~og gosl ~br Uroi7, £t d~e b@m ck~ 

Wednesday.              ~e Rural/Urban Divide in Amedcan Society and Culture 
Read "From Business ( ulture to (}real [)ep;essio~: The [’~entics, 1920-1932," itt (~aJ] 

Friday.              ~e Consumer Age: Business. A&e~ising and Consumptiou iu the ] 920s 

Quiz 2 

WEEK SEVEN: TIlE GREAT DEPRESSION 
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Nlonda.x,             The Great Depression: Americans re-imagine flac role of the State 
Read: The New Dea]. 1932-1940 in GML 

\~ednesda?. 

Group 4: Roosevelt :rod his critics Rcc~d, FD~ Speech to ~hc Commonwcahh Club, Sm~ Francisco, 

:Le~er to Eleanor Roosevelt, December 14, 1937. 181-185 

Arcbulcla looks back on lhe CCC. a~d Be~t Coror~a Remembers CWA, pp 278-279 and Maria E 
Montoya, "Tbc Civilian Conscrvatiol~ Corps b~ No.hem Ncx~ Mexico," pp 294-301 

William Cmnon, "~elling Stories about Ecology," pp 301-311 

~ EEK ]~AGHT. I¢~ ORI,D ~AR II AND ITS AFTERMATH 

Wcdncsda?. DISCUSSION: D d freedom ~ xpand or cc ntract dunng V~ orld \~ sr II To ~ahat l~x cnt 
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WEEK NINE: 1950s AMERICA 

Quiz 4 

WEEK ELEVEN: ThE AGE OF POLARIZATION, 1960-1968 

Monda’,.            A Generation Divided: The Baby Boomer~ Come of Age 
Readi Stndcnts t~r a ])emocmBc Society, ~l’hc Pen Hnron Statement" (p 255 to 258) and see Sakai 
’:Young Americans tbr Freedom" 

Disck SSION: Identity Politics 
Group 1 : B/ack Po~ver. ~’An [ntcrvic~ with Black Panther Bmmy SIateg" p 317, (ml~bahce River 
Collective Statement, 1977. p 319-320: 
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422: Marc Stein, "Sex Politics in the City of Sistcrl3 mad Brotherly Loves," pp 431-443 

Group 6: Feminism: Lncovering the II~sto~ ofWorkh~g ~/omen and Affirmative Action in the 
1970s, pp ~77-~86 

Friday. Research Da5 

WEEK 12: THE AGE OF LIMI |’S: AMERICA IN ’IHE 1970s 

WEEK 13: THE N~t.’F~ON TURNS TO THE RIGHT~ | 980-| 992 

~/cdnesda?, The End of the Eold War m~d a New Geopolitical Order 

Friday. Discussion: Whal is Reagan’s legacy? 
Read: Jules Tygeil. "A Disputed Legacy." pp 382-392 Presidential Candidate Ronald Reagan Calls for 
new Economic Policies, 1980," ’ Prcsidcnt Pconald Reagan Proclaims America’s Spfiitual 

Al~acks the Administration:s Record]’ 1988," Surgeon General C Eyelet* Koop Recalls the 
Administration’s Response to the AIDS Crisis, 1981-1988," 360-372 and Edwin Mecsc III, "The Legacy 
of Ronald Reagan," pp 35-36 
Quiz 5 

WEEK 14: AMERICA IN THE AGE OF GLOBALIZATION, 1992-2001 

Monday,              T~:ch Industries and lt~e Economic Boom 
Read: Globalization :rod Its Discontents, 1989-2000 in U~igz 
T~trd Bgo,v Posts ~3 Group £) duc ~3 Iwon 

Wcdncs&~ Thc Polilics of Sccufit? post 9-11 

I]~e Obama Moment: Shifting Constituencies and Politics in fl~e 2000s and beyond 

WEEK 15: 
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Writing Workshop for Final Reflection 

and Frida3 Thanksgiving Recess 

WEEK |6.* WRAPPINC 

Mottda3, Fi~al Review 

Course Evaluations 

Final: Frida3; 8:00 AM 
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PsYc 

"t A 

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 

:’.q}li: e.vmc.edu 

2 .............................................................................................. Overview 

5 ............................................................................... You~ Res po*lsibilides 
6 .............................................................................. Evaluation and Grading 

9 .............................................................................. Schedule and Due Dates 



General Psychology is designed as an 
introduction to the conceptual and 
methodological t’~undations of 
psychological science Through an 
exploration of several content a~eas in 
psychology, inclnding sensation & 
perception, learning, cognition, states of 

lifespan development, social influences on 
behavior, and psychopathology, this course 
will provide a conceptual background for 

and thinking 

To *eacilitate this, Psyc       General 
Psycholog2~- will involve the discussion of 
findings, concepts, and theories ot" science, 
help you to develop an nnderstanding of 
scientific methods ofinquily, engage you 

di~ ectly in the practice of" science, and 
prepare you to think critically about 
scienlific issues 

At the conclusion ol’this course, you will be 

able to answer the following q~estions: 

What disciplines laid the theoretical 
foundations of psychological 
science? Who drove its 
development? 
How does one apply the scientific 
mc~hod to in~ estigate complex 
h~*man behavior? 
What is the ditI)~ence bet’~veen a 
descriptive, correlational and 
experimental study design? 
How are environmental stimuli 
hansfom~ed into one’s experience of 
the world? 

we aware of? What are levels of 
consciousness, and how does this 
intluence expe~ ence? 

Are these processes similar or 
dift~rent? 
What happens to infom~ation as it is 
being learned, and how does our 
memory work? Is it generally 
accurate or prone to error? 
What influences our motivation to 
engage in certain behaviors? Itow 
can we influence others’ motivation? 
Are humans generally more positive 
or negative? Does ou~ evolution 

and emotions? 
How is human development 
influenced by genetics, motivation, 

stages of cognitive, social, and 
emotional development? 

interact with internal forces to 
produce our behavior’~ Is there such 
a thing as ’~free will?" 
Is stress healthy or unhealthy? Do 
large infrequent stressors or minor 
daily stressors influence our health 
morn? What might moderate their 
influence on health? 
What is psychopathology? What are 
tbe diagnostics for 
psychopathologies? 

This course is built upon a foundation of 

broader learning objectives, which informed 

the questions above: 

Research Methods Eve~Tthing 

that we will learn is rooted in 

decades of empirical psychological 

research Yol*r textbook is a 

compilation of the work done by 



hundreds of behavioral researchers 

The work is based in theeU and 

tested with rigorous scientific 

methodologies 

Critical Thinking I am not 
interested in testing your rote 

nlemorization This course will 

require you to understand, integrate 

and master the knowledge presented 

Assignments, exams, and the project 

will provide conduits through which 

you can demonstrate your 

knowledge 

Commnnication You willbe 

asked to demonsWate your acquired 

knowledge tilrough regula~ 

assiguments in-class discussions, 

and a professional scienhfic 

domain areas of psycho]ogical 

science & psychological 

perspecti~ es, as well as the history 

and theories that underlie the field of 

psychology 

Most importantly, this is not a lecture 

course You will not be subjected to hours 
of bring ’talked at" l do not enjoy putting 

people to sleep, and I am sure that you do 

not enjoy t@ng to fight to keep your eyes 

open during class Class Ome will be split 

amongst,grOUl~ discussions guided by 

students, in-class group activities & games, 

and demonstrations that highlight course 

materid 

This course is designed to be a highly 

challenging, seminar-s@e experience with 

equal attention paid to empiricism and 

theolT You will be responsible for regular 

assignments that serve to enhance the 

encoding, integration, application, and 

retention of in~portanr concepts & research 

These assignments will prepare you fol:in- 

class discussions as well as for your exams 

and project This class is indeed more ~ork 

tban many typical college courses, but given 

your bard work I promise that you will get a 

lot more out of it in return 

Research Participatio~ 

The Psycholob~- Department ~equires all 

Psyc    students to participate in research 

projects conducted by members of the 

Department As an alWrnative, students ma? 

read resea*ch articles and answer questions 

about them Full details about the research 

requirement are on Sakai 

You are required to complete 5.5 hours of 

research credit by 4:00pro on Wednesday, 

December 4 Students who do not complete 

this requirement get an ’ ltN" tLr the course, 

and must finish the requirement betLre the 

8th week of" the sp~ing semester to avoiding 

~eceiving an "F" 

Worksheets 

Each week (except where noted) you will be 
expected to complete an online worksheet 
designed to tScilitate your understanding 
and integration of the important material in 
that week’s reading Worksheets will 



consist of multiple choice, true/false, and 

fill-in-the-blank questions To answer a fill- 

in-the-blank question that has two or more 

blanks in the same sentence, you must put a 

semi-colon (;) between each answer 

At the end of the semester, students’ 2 

lowest mastel3" check gqades will be 

automatically dropped, essentially allowing 

two ’free passes" for unforeseeable events 

or purposive rest 

You should budget your time wisely 

(approximately 3-4 hou~) to complete 

these assignments Worksheets are 

accessible via Sakai and must be submitted 

on Sakai before the stag of that da~’s class 

[r is highly recommended that you complete 

file worksheet in a Microsoft Word 

docnment first and then copy & paste your 

answers into Sakai This will prevent yon 

fi-om losing data should any errors or 

internet interruptions occllr 

Mastery Ct~ecks 

To begin each class (except where noted), 

you will demonstrate your mastery of a 

specific theory or concept from th,qr day’s 

reading These demonsn;ations of mastery 

will be conducted using the Poll Everywhere 

course inter~cfion software I will inform 

you of the specific concept or theory to be 

demonstrated prior to class Mastery 

Checks will begin at g~actly 8:00am Any 

person that arlfives after the stalX of a 

mastery check will not be allowed to take 

There will be 3 exams designed to assess 

your understanding and application of tile 

essential concepts and theories in social 

psychology Exams will be a combination 

of multiple choice and sho~ essa? questions 

Anything co’¢ered in class or in the assigned 

work is fair game, though the wovksheet 

questions, mastery checks and in-class 

assignments will highlight the most 

imporiant concepts for you to focus on 

rega~ ds to the application of early theoretical 

perapecti~estonewermateriN There will 

be no ’make up" exams without a ~alid 

medical excuse or ather doc¢tmemed 

X’eamProject 

An overa[ching goal of this class is to apply 

the theoretical p[inciples o~" psychology to 

construct, cad,y-out, and report an o[iginal 

psychologica] experiment ln this way you 

will transcend/e~w~it~K about psychology to 

actual]y a&t#*,q~ lo its body of knowledge 

You and a team of peers will develop an 

original research hypothesis, create an 

independent variable manipulation, decide 

hou, to measure your dependent variable, 

generate all necessau materials, run 



participants, analyze data, and report your 

results in a research report as well as at an 

end-of-the-semester research project Poster 

Show 

Further details on the team proj ect will be 

distributed in a separate project handotu btu 

you can expect it to be a major t’~)c~*s of yo~r 

work in this course, as well as a velT 

demanding N*t ultimately rewarding 

assignment 

Article Briefing Reports 

Each student will complete 2 article briefing 

reports (ABR) in orde~ to build a foundation 

of team-knowledge about their research 

project ABRsvdll facilitate the prope~ 

re’~iew of empi6cal resea~ ch unde~qying the 

conceptsAheories that we v,,il] be testing 

The ABR tbnn can be found on Sakai 

There is a growing yet troubling belief 

amongst college students that academe is not 

the"real world " That the professionalism, 

etiquette, limeliness, and rune ai~ributed to a 

professional work environment need not be 

present in a college classroom 

While this may have been your experience 

before, it will not be so now A major 

component of my philosophy is that college 

musl ser~e as a training ground for the rest 

of your life, and we have a duty to afford 

you the socialization not only to theoretical 
concepts and material but also ~o the skills 

and expectations needed to properly conduct 

yourself in any fim~re career 

I expect thal students will take 

responsibility for thalr learning in this 

F~l~{~get your time: You must plan 
your time efficiently According to 
the University of North Carolina 
student guidelines, you should plan 
lbr 2 hours of out-of:-class work per 
week for evel5’ I-hour spetu in class 
Be on time {alnd prepared): If you 
would not walk into a board meeting 
ten minutes late, then do not walk 
into a class meeting casually late or 
~mprepared 
Seek assistance: If’you need a 
concept clarified helI) with effective 
study habits, or anything else 
relevant to the course, it is your 
responsibility to a) attempt to resolve 
the issue via effort a~d resem ch, b) 
contact your teammales t’~)r help, c) 
col,tact your TA fi, r further 

assistance, and d) contact me for 
resolution if necessary’ 
Get the inl%: You are responsible 
for all infon’~ation presented in class, 
even if you have an excused absence 
for a partictdar day If you are guing 
to miss a class meeting, plan to get 
the information needed 



I expect students to maintain proper 

classroom e~iquette in order to ensure an 

environment that fosters learning and 

development 

Treat the views, opinions, 
expe6ences, and abilities of your 
fellow classm,qres and i~lsmacmr with 

the same respect that you would 
expect to be treak*d with 
Engaging in social conversation with 
a classmate while the instructor or 
fellow students are talking is not 
only exceptionally disrespectfid and 
rode; it is completely unacceptable 
Asking questions of a classmate 
while others are talking is along the 
same lines Please allow a speaker to 
finish their thought and ask any 
qt*estions you might have of the 
entire class We cannot engage in a 
great discussion if questions are not 
bounced off the entire group 
Save newspapers, word & math 
pt*zzles, and electronic 
communications (eg, texting, email, 
facebook, twitter} for outside of 
class 
Sleep at home, under a tree, or with a 
friend, l don’t care, just don’t sleep 
during class If you are too sick or 
too tired to slay awake, please just 
sta,~, home, recuperate, and come to 
the next class ready to contcibute 

I expect that all students will maintain 

prt~ssional communica~io~ standards 

All email communication should 
have a title line that begins with the 
course nlmaber (PSYC        ) and 
then u, hat the email pertains (eg, 
PSYC    worksheet 4 question) 

All emails should contain a separate 
salutation (Hi Dr Buzinski,), body 
tYour qt~estion or comment), and 
signatule (Sincerely, your flame) 

[ expect that a]l students will contribute 

equally to thei r team p~ qiect 

Social ]oafi ng was desccibed by 

Latane, Williams, & tlarkins (I 979) 
as a social disease and it will not be 
tolerated in this class 
Pat1 oPyou~ p~ject grade will be 
determined by intra-team 
evaluations, given at random points 
throughout the semester 
If you do not contribute equally and 

the ~ame grade on your pr~ ect as 

your fellow team members 

Your grades are not given to ,~,ou and you do 

not "deserve" an A for simply being in class 

or t~a/ing hard Grades are 

operationalizations of course master3,, 

retention, & achievement They are earned 

through your diligence, creativity, and yes, 

hard work They should not be viewed as a 

goal or end-state, but rather an indication of 

your progress as a social psychologist Your 

grades will be determined by the following 

factors 

Assign- Possible Gr % Pts 



Checks B 833- 833- (3 0%) 
865 865 

~3,0! [*} C 766- 766- 

C- 700 - 700- 
732 732 

665 665 

I ~ < < 600 

Total 1000 

Extra Credit: You will have several 
opportunities throughout the 
semester to earn extra credit poims 
via pallicipation in activities done in 
class Kyou a~c absent during a day 
in which an extra credit activity is 
done, you %rfcit the opportunity to 
obtain these points 

Academic IntegriPy Policies: All students atv 

expected to be fiuniliar with the U ~tivet’stB" Honor 

code and il~ policies rcga*ding acadcndc dishonesty, 

"Tl Offenses Under Ihc Horror Code 

Grade Questions: We will be bappy to 
discuss any questions that you may bare 

with particular grades Grade questions 

nmst be submitted #*your TA it~ writing 

wilMn 1 week of ~cceiving the grade This 

includes final comse grades 

absence and miss an assignment, 
then you have exactly 2 week~ to 
make up the missed assignment 
APte[ two weeks, you[ glade will 
automatically revert to a zero The 
only caveat to this policy is if your 

an extended period of time and you 
cannot realistically complete the 
m i ssed assignm ent witbin the two 
week period Documentation will be 
requked for this p,’pe of absence 

Code: 

significmttb the wetihre or the educatiotml 

I Refrah~ ftoln conduct ttmt impait~ or ma> impair 



Ol/¢~scs proscribed by this scction inchidc, but shall 

not be linfited to, those set out in Sections lib and 

tic AddilJonal guid~/nc¢ conccnlhig 

of data, oflter inforntatimk or citatioi~s in cmmecfiot~ 

othemise 

mtegrit3 of the gmdh~g or evahiatimt process 

9 Assisting or aiding another to cltgage in acts of 

academic dishones~ prohibited b3 Section lib 

DisabilRies Services: If you have a 

physical, medical, psychological, or learning 

disability thai is going to impact your 

attendance oi require accotnmodatiot~, 

please let me know in order to erasure that 

your learnit~g needs ate appropriately met, 

yotl will need to provide documentation of 

your disability or medical condition to the 

Departmem of Disability Services The 

Depa*tment of Disability Services will then 

provide vetifi cation of disability that 

describes the accommodations needed for 

this class, which you should provide to me 



Week Tuesday Thursday 

W R K6 (Ch. 9) Moti~ ation 

MC8a MCgb 

12 Social Behavior Pgqject Work (PA: Completed ~vt el.f!le 
l[olmd on Sakai] with participant &*ta) 

MCI2a 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i{{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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student, ][[nw dn I register to use Pol| Everywhere? 

L%IPORTANT: If ?,ou ha;e used Poll Every, where in a previous course mid alread?, have an 
account, you will need to edit your registration information (just once) to reflect the new 
I~no-PID Yo~¢rOn),en identifier requirement Simply log in with your Poll Eveuwhere account 
inf’om~ation at http:~,tinvurl comiuncpoIleveryv&ere. Select Vote~ Registration and then Details 
to edit the field under How should UNC-CH Admin identify you? Update according to the 
nstrucnons n #3 below 

1/)’o~1 are regislermg f!~r the fir.st lime, fo//vu’ lhese i~.slrucl&)ns: 

I Go to http//tmvurl corn uncpolle,,ery whel e Enter your name, I~C email address and a 

password (preferably not your Onyen password) 

2 Click Register my account Reviews, the polic3 ini~rmation and click I agree 

3 Under"How shou]d UNC-CH Admirl identify you?" enter youl University pelsonal 

identification rlumbel (PID) and your Onyen using the fbllo’wing format: YourlVD }2~*wO~*),en 

&g., ¢’’’¢~doe) Click Lpda{e If you plan to use your cell phone, enter that numbeg too 

Click/lpdate 

4 1t 7you ",e entmed ~our phone numbcl, } ou II need to send a text reply to Poll E,~erywhere to 

finish registering your phone 

Note that you don’t have to use your phone to respond to Poll E,.erywhere polls You can use a 

browser on an5, lnternet-connected device: laptops, tablets, slates, etc Simply go to 

httpi’pollevcom, and log in In the answer space, ente~ 

multiple choice questions, the answer code 

open-text qtlestions, qnestion code, a space, and then yotlr answer 

I’m a student, I’m nnt sure that I registered sueeessfMly. How can I check? 

Go to http:, www pollevep, where corn, profile/memberships, and log in "~ith your email address 

and password 

~Ifyou see UNC-CII Admin listed under r~,’|y Voter Registrations, click Details Under 

’~How should I~C-CH Adndn identi~, you?" l’ourPl]) }~o~rOtty’e~l Click Update 

You should now be registered successfidly 

you don’t see UNC-CH Admin listed under My V~ter Registrations, click Register 

as ~ voter Enterpollm,@*mc.ed~¢ and click Gr=nt Access Under"lIow should 
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UNC-Ctl Admin identif,g you?" enter YourP[D YourOnyen Click ! pdnte You 

should now be registered successfully 

If you are texting answers to polls, also check to see if your phone number is "ce~titled " Click 

Personal Into from the left menu to review this infbrm~fion 

I’m a student. I’m not sure that my ans~vers were received for a particular pall. 
I|ow can | check? 

1 Go to http;//www pol!evet3,~,here cam, and log in with your email address and passu, ord 

2 Click Seriings on the top menu, and then Response History on the lefl menu 

[t may still be the case fl~at your instructor may not be able to ide~ti~," your answer(s) as 

belonging to yo~ Make sure that you have registered correctly Click Voter Reglstratlm~ from 

~he left menu: 

you see L~C-CtI Admin listed under My Voter Registrations, click Details Under 

’Itow should I.)NC-CII Admin identi~- you?" enter YourP[D YourOn3;en Click 

Update You should now be registered successfully 

you don’t ~ee UNC-CH Admin listed under My Voter Registrations, click Register 

UNC-CH Admin identit}’ you?" enter D)urP/D I/ourO~y~m Click Update You 

should now be registered successlidly 

If you are texting answers to polls, also check to see if your phone number is ~’certified " Click 

Personal Into from the lefl menu to review this intbrmation 
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¯ This class was great Dr B is probably one of the best teachers rye ever had at UNC He was 
hard, asked l’~x a loL but he was fun, engaging, and overall just a great teacher 
¯ Great class that taught me a lot 
¯ Thanks so rnucb for a great class l learned a ton[ 
¯ Great teacher Great class Dr B~zinski is a great addition to our faculty 
¯ This course was challenging and made me think about the subject matter in depth 
¯ Ibis was one of the best psychology classes I’ve taken ]11 my ~ years at UNC I rea]ly ]o’¢ed [)1 
Buzinski, he made learning exciting and easy to apply to real life settings The only thing 1 did 
not like about this class was Ihe group work componem i bate it that so much, especMly 
becm*se we did not even get to pick our gronp members 
¯ I thought the comse was vet!,, cha]lenging The instructo[ was g[eat fbr his first year 
¯ Oreat course, excellent professor, I learned more than expected 
¯ Psychology was an absolutely outstanding class I u, as vet3, impressed with Dr Buzinski’s 
teaching 
¯ Great class! Vet?," interactive, helped me to learn the material and understand it veU well 
Buzinski is very approachable arid belpfhl 
¯ It was a good course but it was challenging The professor was respecti)l and engaging and 
ver~, knoudedgeable of the subject matter 
¯ Best professor I’ve had at UNC I wo~ld recommend his comse to anyone 
¯ This material was velT interesting to me, and the instructor made it even more exciting The 
assignmems helped me gai*t a understanding of the material that we were going over They were 
veW usefid 
¯ Absolutley amazi*~g class l learned so much, as I was e*~gaged every single c]ass, arid 
e~’euthi ng was made so clearly 
¯ Dr Buzinsld was always interested in improving his teaching methods Lectures were generally 
good, but i learned the mos~ on the clays when we did demonstrations and tried our own 
experiraents 
¯ Dr Buzi*~ski is easily one of the best professors that I’ve had a UNC It’s evider~t that he cares 
abont the materlal be teaches and *ha* students learn that material Exams are t’air and class is 
entertaining 
¯ |His is a ve~?,- well designed course by a g~ eat professor who brings the outsi de world to the 
classroom and makes use of our daily life 
¯ Great professor, wondmfid at communicating ideas Only comme*tt is a 1o~ of work, definitely 
NOT the same amonltt of work given in the other section of the course which is frustrating Good 
grading system 
¯ Dr Buzinski is a Pantastic professor who is ve~T passionate about his line ofwod< He also 
makes sure that we learn the material, which is greatly appreciated 





Race and E~hni¢ Relations - Summer Semester 

Class Information: TR 8:00-9:[5am 

@unc edu 
Office Hours: 3-R, 9:15 am 10:15 am or by appointment, Hamilton Hall Room 272 
(lass Built[i~g~ Peabody Hall, ,Room 203 
Email Policy: I respond to emails between 8AM and 5PM on u, eekdays It’you send an 
email later than 5PM, please wait until die ~Bllowing day tbr a response It’you send an 

email after 5PM on Friday, please wait until Monday morning for a response 

Course Description: 
This class provides a basic sociological understanding of how race relations shape social 
life in the United States A sociological approach includes considering race and etlmicity 
as social constructs that permeate all social li~, structures, and institutions 
Understandings of race arld ethnicity shift arid mutate o~er time arld place, yet often in 
ways that reproduce existing patterns ofinequaliD We will attempt to understand the 
ways in which race and ethnicity continue to shape our experience of the world and 
ourselves 

At times tills class dea]s with issues that are quite cont~ oversial I.ive]y and productive 
discussion is the goal It is critical to remember that eve13"one is living with a race and 
c~h*ticity (as well as a sex, gender, sexual orientation, class, religio*t, natio*tality, etc), 
that each indix’idual has a relevant and x’ital perspectix’e, and that a well-rounded 
understanding of the "~’orld cannot be achieved without the participation o~" all 
perspectives You are expected to think critically about the ideas and issues raised in 
class and to contribute arguments and vieu, polnts Come with an open mind, respect the 
dit’fcre,tt experiences of others, and be prepared to rethink your own assumptions about 

race and ethnic relations 

Course Texts (All are required readings): 
1 Gallagher, C (ed) (2012) Re~hi~lki~g ~he Co/or L~le: Readir~gs i~ l~ace ~dE~h~i~i0 

5~h edition. Ne~ York NY: McGlaw-Hill 

Course Website: httl;S:!!sg~kai.unc.edull;o~talisiteirace_ethnicity 
Visit the course website for annotmcements and an electronic ~ ersion of the syllabus i 
have assigned some readings that are not in your textbook Check the webaite to access 
those ieadings and to l’ollow ]inks to websites or videos l assign 1"oi the course You will 
be required to submit your reflections and all o~her assignments to the Assignments 
section of Sakai I will post your individual grades on this u, ebsite as well The grades 

",viii be kept confidential and only yon wil] be able to access them 

Of lice Hours: 
For any questions you may have, please come see me during my office hours When 
meeting with me. you should come prepmed with specilSc questions For example, you 
may have a question about a reading you do not understand or a concept cox’ered in class 



If you cannot make my office bouts, please make an appointment with me 

Class will be a mixture of lectures, group discussions, films, and small group activities 

During class, we will be learning important concepts in group discussions and will learn 
to apply them to real lil~ situations tlu ough group activities and homework assignments 
This strategy is known as cooperative learning and is designed to increase yore: master? 
of the course content You will be expected to actlvel,/participate in an effort for you 
and your classmates to ande~ stand the ideas p~ esented ia class Please coatdbate ideas 
listen to others attentively, and work with others to enhance the learning process 

Please come to class prepared to share your tho~ghrs on the readings and to discuss the 
course topics with your pee~s and with the class as a who]e 

Please complete all readings assigned for each day before class so that you may 
pm’dcipate in class discussions and follow lectures Class material, though related, is 
different from the material covered in readings and both will be needed to adequately 
comp]ete assignments 

Things yon need to knm~ or will learn in this course: 
I How to use LNC libra~7~ resources, including the on-line databases 

2 How to use the Web, and especially, how to use one of the Web seaxch engines or 
portals, such as Google Scholar 

Grading Scale: 
At the end of the term, you will receive a letter grade, based on the following scale: 

A 95- [ 00% 
A- 90-9499% 
B+ 87-8999% 
B 83-8699% 
B- 80-8299% 

C I 7%79 99% 
C 73-76 99% 
C- 70-7299% 
D+ 67-6999% 
[) 63-6699% 
D- 60-6299% 
F BELOW 60 

Attendance & Participation 
Mi&errn 

10 
30 



Assignments 30 
Final Exam 30 

N[idter~t~ m~d Final 
There will be a midtenn and final exam that vdll both count for 30% of your grade Each 
exam wi]l cover material flora the previous class periods, while the final exam wil] cove~ 
material from throughout the semester Each exam will t~cus heavily on readings and 
class discussions, as well as the in-class assignments Anything covered in class, 
including ]ecmres, workbook materiN, documentaries and/or films, sludent discussions, 
and even guest lectures, will likely be included as test materid Boih e=~ms will be ~ 
combination of mu~tipD choice and short answer questions. 

~-clgt~s (;roI~p DL~’c~¢sxion Prexenlaiion: 

I will break the class up into small groups, each of which will be responsible t~r bringing 
~hree diseussim~ questions related to course readings l~r the class material covered in 
their assigned section You will Mso be required ~o bring ~t le~s~ one news ur~iele, 
blog, relevam webslte, or rele~,ant video to include in yore class presentation that is 
rela~ed to the reading(s) m help t~cilfia~e discussion Your questions should be open- 
ended, thought provoMng, or address some controversial issue relev~t to the class 
~ endings [he multimedia source should complement your discussion questions and 
provide more context to help facilitate discussion Feel free to contact me if you have 
questions or wahl tkedback on lhe malerial before submission Your group will be 
required to submit your discussio~ questions and provide a [ink to the m~icle, biog, 
website, or video via Assignments on Sakai These assignments ale due by I~PM the 
night before ~la~s 

B/{g IZt~Ir/e,s: 

EverT few weeks, you will be responsible for submitting a blog entW on Sakal that 
provides thoughtf’ul ~eflection on the cou[se materials and topics covered in c]ass The 
blog entries should provide specific examples and references from readings and other 
materials covered in class You will also be required to cite at least 3 articles covered in 
the readings from the previous two weeks of course material 1 have indicated in the 
course calendar which days these blog entries are due NOTE: The blog entries are due 
by 10PM on the date assigned 

You/blog entries should answer these questions: 
I What was sm p~qsing or not surprising to you about the readings? 
2 What was the main take-a,~,ay message you received niter reading the course 

material’? 
3 How did the class discussion help illuminate (or no0 your understanding of the 

readings and topics covered in class’? 
4 Provide a specific example of how the course material s are relevant to your life or 

how you might implement what you’ve learned into your life 



During class, I may also assign gr~)up work and/or short reflections on the readings 
You will turn in those assignments at the end of the class period 

Policy on Academic DishonesD’: 
The University Honor Code is in effect lbr al] exams, projects, and written assignments 
Students are also held responsible for properly citing references in their wrfiten work 

Academic dishonesty is contrap,, to the ethics of the universltv’s Honor Code, unfair to 
other students, and vdl] not be tole~ ated in any form 

ltnformation on the Honor Code can be f)tttld at 

bttp:/iwww unc edu/student/policies/i~ig/ or 

httl) ://’newstudents unc edu/studentlifeihonor btml# ~ 

Please read ca, e fully the provisions of the Honor Code, make certain you understand and 
adhere to them, and ask me to clari~- any questions you have regarding the Code 

Academic Support Resources: 
UNC has several departments and centers to help you be the best student you can be I 
encourage you to take advantage of them as you think the}" wdl help you 

Academic counseling, supplemental instruction, and peer tutoring a*e available through 
The Learning Center hnp:i/www une eduidepts/Icwebi 

Written work is an integ~ a] part of the learning process UNC has many resources 
available to help you develop as a u, riter and to help you communicate your ideas If 
you want help with the writing process and with techniques and skills in this area, ask me 
or consult with the experts at the Writing Center http:iiv~a,~a,~unc eduidepts/wcweb/ 

Policy on Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: 
If you hax, e a disability that will affect your class participation or tldfillment of course 
~ equirements, please ]el me know Students x~,ho require accommodations for disabilities 
can arrange those through Learning Disabilities Services, http://ww~ unc edu/depts/lds/ 
or Disabilities Services, http:i/disabilitvservices unc edu/ 

It is to your benefit to attend class regula~qy because information cove~ ed in class ot’~en 
u, ill not be found in ,,’our readings and a portion of your grade is based on pa~icipating in 
class exercises If you know that you will not make a class, especially when the 
schedule indicates an assignment is due or a quiz will be given, please let me know 
ahead of time. Most importantly, class time allows you to interact with and learn flom 
one another I will be taking a~endance for each class period 



Schedule 
***The readings assigned lbr each dare’will be discussed on that date This means you 

should have read the chapters or assigned pages before arriving to class to discuss 

them*** 

Race Prejudice as a Sense of 
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Instructor: Dr. Amy Cooke 

Office Hours: Tnesday 1-3pm 

Officc: 306 Whitehead (at [east for the near futureo4hcre is a dcpartme~tal re~o~,e in the 
works). 

Email: amycooke2~unc.edu 

Phone (Officc): 962-0622 

Phone (Mobile) (emergencies) 

Outing the first d~cade of t~is century 8 o[ the top 10 fastest growing economies in the wodd were in 

ahead. 



Objectives: 

By Ihe end of this course students should be able to: 

1. Identify the major political and environmental regions of moderr~ Africa 
2. Describe the impact of uncertainty on daily life in a vat ety of African Ioca as 
3 Compare and contrast African views of development win Western understandings of the 

4 Discuss how access to water influences and underpins the promise of a variety of development 
initiatives. 

8, Exam ne how the media por~rsys issues of African environment and health 

Reading Materials: 

Required Text: 

Carr, Edward, 2(311. Delivednq Develoflmer~t Palgrave Macmillan (easily available online). 

I might find anolher, be forewarned 

Other m aterials will oe avaiiable online via Sakai or through the UNC Ifbrary Reserve system 



Honor cede: Students are require~ to abide by the University Honor Code for 81~ work n this 

Electronics 

You may use a laptop for notetsking in class Please limit yourse~r to not¢.*.aking, It is extremely frustrating to 
have students Facebookingtemailinglshopping/etc during class. Additionally, recent research suggests laptop 
use in clas~ does NOT lead student success (see Yamamoto 20~8 (~he abstract can be found here: 

20% M dterm 

@ 8am (sadly, this is not a type) 



The research proposal is due 

future employment (grant writing) 

Low stakes writing and reading checks 

8hor~ writing assignments 

Grant proposal 

There are 3 exams in this course; The first test (the map test) will cover nations and regiens of Africa, It will 

For all typed material, use no more than 12point and no less than 10 point font and 1 5 spacing The 



copy of the paper has been submitted. 
General Rubrics for the Annotaled Bibliography and the Proposal will be m~.de available on Saka[ 
along with examples. 
Cite Cite Cite your sources My preference is for parenthetical in text citations w[th a Works Cited page 
attachedIAPA). On the other hand, if you are mere comfcdabie with another format I really dc not care 
what format you use as long as it is consistent and accurate. 

Fit’st, the research and writing oulput of a scholar is their professional product--it is how their salary, status in 
the field and employment status 8re measured ar, d defined Their wrifing iden~iites their contribut on to thair 
fields To use them as yeu~ (}wr) is stealing, and your own work is then simpty faked This is the same idea 
behind the copyright issues of bootleg videos or products patented in Ihe US but copied without payment or 
attribution overseas-- nventors and adists are ao less happy with copyright violations. 

Second, ether scholars may be nterested in bu Iding or~ your research or development might be interested in 
using your cot)clusions to create policy. Your appropriate y documented writing allows them to go back and find 

Finally, from the sta~dpoi~t of a student, one of the skills I am asking you to accomplish is to synthesize data 
and nformation from several sources to a~dve at a hal stic view of the current situation. Synthesizing 
info~mat on cannot be done by Cutting and pasting It requires the act of creadon. 



Here are a few resources if you are nervous about your citation skiils: 

r UNC Libraries has a tutorial: http:l/www.lib.unc.edu;instructJplagiarism/ 
2. Here is a great list of common myths about plagiarism: 

http:,’,’www.abac.edu,qibrar~’iPl~AC~/m~hs.hm,~ My favorite is the second one... 
3. Here is a good sarcastic description of plagiarism with a great list of studeP, t 

excuses for citation errors and a rebuttal: 
http:llwww.coedu.usf.edul-dornlTutorlalslplagiarismlplagiarism,htm 

Golden Rule: When in doubt: CITE! 

rjj i am indebted to Dn Susan Buck of UNCG for her e×celrent ENV1 Q0 syllabus as a model for this 

section See how I’m providing a good example? 

t’entative schedule and Unit Obiective$ for UnB 1 

Unit goals and tentative schedule 

Ulllt 1: Continent Overview Ibuild a continent) 

major goal or this section s to "amiliarize you w~h the Nophys~cal and population characteristi~ of the 
coctment 

At the end of this unit you should be able to: 

Recall lhe ~oiit[¢al (countries, groupings) and geographical features of Afdca and identify them on a 
map 
Describe the basic geological characteristics of the continent and how it influences basic livelihoods 
Identity and describe the hydrNegy of the coP, tir’e,~t. 
Explain the general climatic regimes [n ,Africa, 
Predict the vegetation or bionle of aR area ~)ased on climate, soil and geography of a place 
Descr be the cullurgl 811d I ~guist ¢ diversity of the conlinent 

Review key gopulatioh parameters and how these impact environmect/health outcomes 
Begin to pinpoi~lt a region aed topical area that interests ~u for your proposal and countr~ journal 



Date Topic Required reading 

Introducti 

the Map ~ole and de Blij chpt ~_; Stock chpt 

Physical 

template 

, 3, Cole and de Blij chpt 2 

Phyical 

template 

2 Cole and de Blij chpt 2 

Template 
http://www.bss.ac.uk/research/~roundwater/international/africanGroundwa 

3:water terimaps.html 



Print - Close Window 

Thank you fbr your pt~rcl~asc and registration. Start yo~r work ri~lt 

away! Simply log into the wcbsitc using the login n:~ne and password 

yott created when you registered. Since you purchased online, there 

is no need i’or an access code or additional registratian steps. Yc, u 

have immediate access to the website(s) listed below and can start 
your work right away. Save this important email as a record of your 

iogin name, password and subscription information. This email aiso 

serves as your purchase receipt, 

Your transaction in the amount of $108.(10 has been processed. ]’his pro’chase will appear on 

yotu- credi+. card statement or PayPal account as "Pearson Education". Please keep this email as 

your receipt. 

If you have any questions about this purchase, please use the following liak for answers to 

common questions or to cotttact us: 

h:tp:i;2471~earsoned,ctlsth~Jp.com/c~- 

bil~.,247pearsoned.cl~,’pbp/endttser/std adp.php?p lhqid-6387 

Please have your Accotu~t ID mad Transaction Namber available when contacting us. 

Account ID: 
Transaction Number: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blantun, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Tuesday,               1:32 PM 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 
RE: IMPORTANT! December     Final Graduation Requirements 

From= Welborn, Spencer 
Sent= Tuesday, 1:31 PM 
TO= Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject= FW: IMPORTANT! December Final Graduation Requirements 

From: Graduation Advising 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:06 PN 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT! December Final Graduation Requirements 

From: araduationadvisina~unc.edu rmailto:araduationadvisina~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday. 1:06 PH 
To: 
Subject: IHPORTANT! December     Final Graduation Requirements 

Dear i 
Our office received your graduation application Your academic record has been reviewed and a summary is 
provided below to inform you of your remaining graduation requirements At the end of the term your record 
will be reviewed again to confirm that these requirements have been met It" your graduation plans change for 
any reason please notify our office immediately 
ALL requirements including courseworl~ fi-om transfer credit, Study Abroad, self-paced courses etc must be 
completed by the end of the term (last day of final exams) Failure to complete the coursework by the end of the 
term will result in the withdrawal of your graduation application You will then need to re-apply to graduate in 
the term in which you are certain all requirements will be fulfilled 
If you would like to discuss the contents of this letter please visit us during walk-in advising hours or schedule 
an appointment with a graduation advisor Walk-in hours are Monday-Friday 11:00 am - 12:00 noon and 2:00 
pm - 4:00 pm in the Fall and Spring semesters, and 2:00 pm - 3:30 pm during the summer It" you would prefer 
to make an appointment with a graduation advisor fullow the instructions on our website: 
http://advising unc edu/ Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the graduation 
process, requirements, or your academic record We are here to help you! 
Sincerely, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte N Waterhouse, MEd 
Graduation Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill G-017B Steele Building, CB#31 I 0 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
(P) 919-962-3758 
**Please DO NOT reply to this email as this address is for outgoing e-mail only** 

First Name: 







AAAD ARTII "    " ,. -.      S = ¯ ¯ African American Art 
¯ 

Fall 
Lectures: Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays 9:00-9:50 a.m. 

Wilson, Room 107 

African American Art Survey 

Ovcrvic~v: This course ls an introduction to Ali’ican American art and ~rtists and their 
social contexts from early slavery to the present day. Tl~e course will examine ,2ac roots, 
main ctwrcnts, forms, sD’les, content, aesthetics, and ideological dimensions of African 
American art. Moreover, students will be challenged to im~estigaze *be advantages and 
disadvantages of fi-aming African American art as a distinct category arid the %lack 
experience" as a distinct type of background. Ralhcr tt~n emphasizing memorization, this 
course is designed to advance snldents’ visual acuteness, cross-cditural awarcncss, 
critical thinking, w~qting, and interpretative skills. 

Office Hnurs: 
Monday at 10 a.m.-11 a.m. at the Hanes Art Center, Room 103 
Tuesday at 10 a.m.-i 1 a.m. at Caribou or by a ppoinrrnent 

~a;live.urm.cdu 

Cla~s Format and Homework: Most Iessotas will cmnbinc iccture with varying degrees 
of discussion and group activities based ~n that day’s assig~ed reading. All readings can 
be accessed online through ei~er SN-:ai or l~C’s E-Journal Finder. To optimize student 
cttgagcmcttt and attentiveness, our cIassroom will be a no- [aptop zone. 
~ If students are not reading flaor~ugidy enm~gh, I resen,e the right to give pop quizzes. 

[.ihrary reserves and on-line full (ext journals: 

On-line Ihll text iournals: 
Some of t1~e readir~gs lis~ed below are available in on-line full text joun~als. 
fled an ~wticie in an on-line fuil text journals, ga to 
~:#w~-.lib.ur, c.edu/index.html?searcbtab-eioumals and follow the 
instructions. 

To 

All essays and excepts from books tzqat are not available in on-line full text 
journe2s or course textbooks x~ill be available as electronic reserves in PDF on 
Sakai. For the IZal[ list, see 
1~ ttp:/iwe beat .lib.une.edWse~reh/a? seea.chtype-r&searcbar g mz287&submlt-Sear 



Particlpation/Attendance: Active pardcipadon is key to your success [n this class. 

When reading is clue, I expect you to bring the text and be prepmed to thoughtt~llly 
discuss it. Whether or not you fully ~asp the assigned rcad~g bclbre class, do 

to identify and evaluate each essay’s argument, while also for~mll~thlg coroprehension 
~nd/or ci~tica! questions about the reading for discussion. Along with your cowancnts 
reading, your involvement in class activities, such .’-:s yotu conttibatio~ts to gr~,up deha~es 

or completion of workshcets, will count toward your participation ~ade. ~;%ur attendance 
also affects this grode. You will be allowed two unexcused absences without per~aky. If 
you miss class more than twice yota" grade will be reduced by a third of a grade (e.g. fiom 
a [3 to a B- for example) for each unexcused ahsence. More than six of such absences will 
result in failure of the class. Please notil}, me as ea:lier as possible Jr’you learn rha~ you 

will be ramble to attend part or all of a class. 

Exams: This course’s midterm and final rake piace on Monday,          ~md Saturday, 
Both exams will consist of short comp~e m’d contraN questh~ns m~d 

essay questions. Tne final exam is not cumulative. Ger, eralIy make~ups for exams are not 
offered, but if you experience extenuating circttw~stanccs, it is possible tha a make-up 
~:xam may be ~rranged with advanced notice. 
* If you require special accormnodations for completing the work in this course you 
make arrangements through the Academic Success Free,ram for Stride ~ts w~th 1 .D and 
ADHD_prthr to the due date of the assignment and/or the date of the exam. 

Pnpers: "11fis course includes two shorl papers, which are due on Wednesday, September 
25 a~d M~nday,              The paper prompts will be distribu~.ed ia class and posted 
on Sakai. I would like these papers to be both digitally uploaded to the course’s Sakai 
Drop Box a~d turned in a~ a ha~dcopy at the begqnning of c!ass. When submitted, these 
essays should have Times New Romam I2o point font, double spaced text, and 1" 
margins. Please also rcmovc extra space between pm’agraphs and staple fl~e finished 
pm&~ct W’itten ass[gradients sho’dld demonstrate your ability to creatively apply major 
colacepts and comem li~om the comse, in papers, i also hope to see strong m’guments that 
arc s~pportcd by a ,~cll-artlculated body of evidence and interpretations. 
* I encourage everyone tt~ take advantage of the Writing Center. 

Gradi~ag: 
Your filral grade wil? consist of class participation, group and va’itten assignments, 
reading tbr~5"l~ q~aestions, and the midtcrm and final exams. The final grade will be 
t:actorcd as ~ollows: 

25% Midtcrm cxmn 
25% Final exam 
5% Written responsos to two outside events 
15% First paper 
20% Second paper 
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!0% In-class participatthn 

I look for and reward improvement hi your work o~’er the course of the semester. Late 
papers will be lowered by a third of a letter grade thr each day late bor cxampIe, ira 
paper earns an "A," but was submi~cd two days [ate, it wiil receive 

UNC’s honor code (h*tp:,’iinstrument.~mc.edu) will govern your work in and lbr this class. 
It is your own thoughtful analysis that I seek in aasig~msents Plagiarism and ~ther forms 
of cheating will not be tutcratcd. 

Short Event Paper: 
You are required to attend one event related to the material covered in this course. 
Afterward, ~xite a response of no more than o~" double spaced, typed p~ge, T?~roughout 
the semester, I will recommet~d events, though you are welcome to attend other releva~_t 
events that come to your attention. If you know of an- event you thittk ~aight interest your 
classmates, ptcasc inform me so that we cm~ an ~ounee it in class. 

Sakai Question Forum: 
"Iwicc thtring the semester, you must submit a c~tical clues~o~ about a reading 
assignmenz; the first question before Fall Break and the second question a~hir Fall Break, 
These questions should not be factual prompts that wanat~ a ~’yes’: or :no," bm these 
should instead expand on, or challenge the assigned essay’s scope or contcttt. For 
instastce, you might ask abnur the rela:~ionships between an essay m~d our class 
discussions, mater-iN from others coarses, current a~airs, popular culture, or d~fferem 
~erspectivcs. You could also eotlnter the author on a point, inquire about what points the 
mlrhor overlooks, or how he/she ~eats certain subjects. Please submit your question *o 
our Sakai Question Forum by 8 p.m. thc night before the class for which the assigned 
reading is due (e.g~ if ytmr quest, ion addresses Locke’s "The Legacy of the Ancestral 
Arts" due f{~r class Monday,            then your question should he posted by 8 p.m. 
Sunday,            Please s~b~,it you:" first question by 8 p.m. Sm~day,           and 
your second q’aestion by ~he evening of g p.m. Sunday, 

Schedule: 

[ resen, e the right to mr~end this schcdl~dc tluoughout the semester based on the progress 
of the class. If i do so, I will noti/}" you of the change in class and post a revision to 
Sakai. 
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Collins, Lisa Oail. "Visible Roots and Visual Routes: Art, Aliicanisms, and the 
Sea Islands." In her The Ar[ oj History: ,~f*’ie~m American Women Art2sr:~ EngcL~e 
2he Past, 64-98, 138-141. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 2002. 

(Last Day for Late Registration) 

Wednesday, African and African American Culrt~re as Resistance 

Vlack, Joh~ Michael. "Tntrodnction." Inhis "t?:e.~/i’o-American 27’a’dition 

Decorative Arts, 1 4. Cleveland: Clevcla~d M~seum of Art, 1978. 

Friday, The Planter’s Prospect 

Harris, Michael D. "Blind Memory and Old Kcscntments: "the P]a ~tation 
Imagination." Ln Landscape of Slavery Tke Ptamatio~ in Amer~can Art, edited 
by ,Mxgela D. Mack and Stephen G. IIoNus, 140-58. Columbia, S.C.: University 
of South Carolina Press, 2008. 

NO CLASS- Labor Day 

(Tuesday, last r)ay to Drop Course) 

Wednesday-, The Planter’s Prospect- Continued 

* l~aper ] i~:’Mt’P~:’liO~IS’ di~’tribumd in 

AcMand Field Trip: Politics and Emplacement I 

Monday. PhiJlis Whcatley 

Slmw, Gwendol~a DuBoi< ’" On Deathless Glories Fix Thine Ardent View’: 
Scipio Moorhead, Pifi/lis Wheatley, and the M~Nc C~igins of Anglo-~erican 
Portraiture in New England." h~ her Por~aits of a People: PicluringAfricar~ 
Americans in the N~neteenb~ Century, 26-43. Andover, Mass.: Addison GalleD’ 
of.~aerican Art, Phiilips Academy, 2006 

Black Enlightenment 

Powe!l, Richard J, "Cinqud: Antislavery Portrai*ure and Patronage ia~ Jacksonian 
.am~erica." American Art I1~ no. 3 (AuIumn 1997): 48-73. 
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Friday, Representing Competence 

Monday, Edmonia Lewis 

Buick, Kirsten PaL "The Ideal Works oi"Edmonia Lewis: h~voking and Inverting 
Autobiography." Americwt Art 9 (Summer 1995): 4- [9. 

Wednesday, Race and representation 

In-class screening ofM~lon ~ggs’s ~?t~*~ie £~otions (1986, 56 rain0 

Friday, Stereo~es ~ American VisuM C~flture 

Morgan, .to-Ann. "M~my the Huckster: Scliiug the Old South #u- the New 
CentuD~.’’ American Art 9, no. 1 (Spring 1995): 86-109. 

Asvignment Bring in: 

t One example ofa stereo&picd representation ofa blac’~ peas’on 
2, One example of a stereotypical reprt~senta¢ion cf anodw~ pe~qon. 

Monday.              Robert S. Duneanson: The Parzdox M’ ~he Nineteenth- 

Centu~- Afrlean-Ameriean Art~t 

Bearden, R~mz~-c, ~xxd Hm’ry Henderson. "Robe~ S. D~canson." in their A 

History oj~,~ican-American Arti,n~,L~om 1792 to the Pre~nt, 18-39, 480-4. New 

York: Pan, con Books, 1993. 

W~:dncsday, Robert S. Dua~anson and Edward Banister 

$ 

Friday Henry Ossawa Tantter 

Boime, Albeit. ~’Hertry Ossawa ’[’a2xaer’s Subversion of Gct~e." Art Bulletin 75, 
no. 3 (September !993): 4i5-42. 

MoMay, Hen~ Ossawa Tanner Continued 

*Midterm exam styli), q~m~ffnns distributed in class. 

We&aesdak, Sojourner Truth: Photography and Liberation 

Painter, Nell Irvin. "l’m~h ~ P~o~og~aphsY In her Sojourner 7?uth: A Life, A 

~r,mbo~, 185-99, 326-29. New York: W. W. No,on & Company~ 1996. 



Friday, Midterm Rcvicw 

/~nday. M~dterm Exam .)) 

Wednesday, The IIarlem Renaissance and the New Ne~Tro 

Locke, Alain. "~e New Negro." ~n Zhe Portable Harlem Remdasance ~eader. 
Edited by David Levering Le~ds, 46-51. New York: Viking, 1994. 

Friday, Identifying the Modern in Art 

* Deadline for Sag:d Forum Question 1 

Monday, Reworking and Reclaiming Ancestral Legacies 

Locke, Alain. "The Legacy oftbc Anccslral Arts," tn 
Interpretation, edited by Alain Locke, 254-68. New York: Athenem, 1992. 

* Deod~#.~ef~r ,%d~i Forum Que,rg~on ] 

Wednesday~ African Art, Avant-gardism and Primitivism 

(Fal~ Break begins a* 5 P.M.) 

NO (LASS- ~;~1~ Break 

Monda’¢, Jacob Lawrence 

Wednesdav~, Jacob Lawrence Continued 

Hills, Patricia. "’in ~he Heart of the Black Belt:’ Jacob l,awrence’s Commission 
from Fottunc to paint the South." Nl~rnattonal Rev~er¢ of Aj~ican American Art 

19, no. 1 (2003): 29-36. 

Fl:ida,¢, Horace Pippin 
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Zilczer, Judith. "A Not-so-Peaceable Kingdom: Horace Pippin’s Ho!y 
Mountain." Archives oflAmerican Art Jour?~a! 4 I, no. 1-4 (2001): 18-33. 

Monday, High Culture Meets Low Culture: The Folk and the Blues 

In-class screenings of Bessie Smith mid Ediel Waters clips. 

Wednesday-. Abstract Expressionism 

Friday. Provocation and Debate: The Black Al~s Movement 

Krarner, IIilton. "Trying Io Dcfinc ’BIack Art’: iVlus~ We Go Back to Social 
Realism?" N-ew Yorlc Times ~,iay 31, 1970), 77. 

Kramer, HiIton. ’"Black Art’ and Expedient Politics." New t2,rk )’Trees (J tree 7, 

1970), 107. 

A~drews, Benny. "On Understanding Black Art." New J’ork "time~’ (Jnne 21, 
1970), 101. 

Monday, Black Artists and the Politics of Style 

Wcdimsdav, Black Artists and the PMitics of Sidle Continued 

Wilson, Judith,. "Beauty Rites: Towards an Anatomy of C~ture in 

American Wome~’s A~." h~termaionat Review olaf?icon American Art I I, no. 3 

(I 99~); 11-17 iE 

In-class screening of scene l?om Spike Lee’s Sckoot Daze (I 988, 121 rain.) 

Fridav~ Contemporary Art and the Question of Race 

Bowles, .John P. "A~d~ Piper as A[Ec~ ~nerican ~ist," American Art 20, no. 

3 (Fall 2006): 108-17. 

Monday, Poatmodernism & Af~ean AmeNean Artists 

* Paper 2 instructions diswiOuwd in class 

Wednesday, Aekland Fieldlrlp: Pofifics and Emplacement II 

Artist N[ythologiesl Jean-Michcl Basquiat 
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ha-class screening of scenes from Julian $chnabel’s Basquiat (1996, 10817in.) 

blondav, Racing Appropriation - Jean-Michel Busqulat 

McGnigan, Cathleen. ’~New Art, New Money." New York T~mes. (February 10, 
19~5). 

Moore Saggese. Jordana "Appropriatio~t in the Age af Mechadical RcprodixctionY 
In Mdnage g~ Trois: Warhol, Basquia~, Ciemente, edited by, "Die*er Buehhart, 
Vincent Fremont, Jordana Moore Saggesc, geitn Hating, 135-137; 1_41-142. 
Bonn: Kunst-tmd Austellungslmlle der Bundesrepublik Deutsclfland, 2012. 

Wednesday, Racing Approprmtm~ --Glenn L go 

Fridav, Post-black (?) 

Golden, Thelma. "Introduction." In Frees~.te, edited by 11~chna Oolden and 
Harnza Walker, 14. The Studio Musetwn: New York, 2001. 

Walker, Hamza. "Reigged." In Frees~ie, edited by Thdma Golden and [Iamza 

Walker, 14-15. The Studio Museum: New York, 2001. 

Monday, Negotiating "the Black Experience" 

Walker, Alice. "Everyday I rse)’ In I~er In Love ~ D’ouble: Stories of Black 
g~vmen, 47-59 San Diego: Harcourt Brace Iova~ovich, 1973. 

* Fin~l.~exa~ ~ud)~ quesHons diswibuted in ctas~’. 
(-* Pape~ 2 Due ~, 

Wednesday. Than~givlng HMiday 

Friday. Thanksgiving Holiday 

Monday, Review for Final 

8:111t a.m, Final Exam 
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SOCIOLOGY 469: MEDICINE AND SOCIETY 
Section 001 TTh 9:30 10:45 

Peabody 2(~3 
Fall 2013 

Office: 
E-Mail: 
Office Hours: 

LianaJ Richardson PhD MPH 
270 Hamihon Hall 
liaua ricbardson@unc edu 
W9:30 12:00 

Teaching Asst: 
Office: 
E-Mail: 
Office Hours: 

252 tlmnilton t {all 
~a;live uuc edu 

Men 1:15 2:45, m~d by appoiula~cnt 

Overview of the Course: 

[’he ove*,’all goal of this course is to examine health, illness, attd health cae through a sociological lens 
[he scope of the course is broad, and includes: t l) the social dis,~,~bu~ion of health and illness; (2) the 
socid causes or delei’mma~/~ of vanabilib in hcdrl~ ~d illness; (3) the soclai~s3cho]ogcal dimensions 
of health and hc:fllh behavior: (4) the orgm~izafion m~d practice ofp~/~ssk~a~ careprov~o~7: ~d (5) 

Required Readings: 

1 Cockerham. William ((201//) Medical Sociolo~’, 12~’ Ed Upper Saddle River. N.I: Prentice Hall 

2 Onc of the followiug books: 

Abraham. Laurie K (1994) Mama Might Be Better Off Dead, Unixersity of Chicago 
Press 
Fainter, Paul (2001) Infections and Inequalities: The Modern Plagues. University of 
Califorvfia Press 
Klinenberg Erac (2(103) Heat Veave: A Social Aulopsy of Disaster in Clficago. University 
of Chicago Press 
Leavitt, Judith W (1997) Typhoid M~ry: C~ptive to the Public’s IleMth. Beacon Press 

3 Adddioual Required Readings are available lhrough rite Web or Sakai 



In-Class Activities, Attendance, and Participation 10% of grade 
~-cIass acrivitics (sometimes accompanied b.~ brief homework assignments) will be assigned 

attd t~ci]itate discussion Participation in these activities attd c]ass discussions al)out them ~il] be 
monitored 

2 Reading Reflection Papers (due 09/03,1)9/17, 10708, 10/22,11112, 11/26) 20% ofgradc 

leadings For each reading, the leflection papers must (a) explain what you think the attthor(s) is/are 
tt) mg to sa~,, in your own ~ords, (b) compare/contrast the author(s)’ main arguments to otbcr 
assigned readings, and (c) state your opinion about the author(s)’ main arguments, b~ed on other 

Two In-Class Written Exams (09/24 and 10/29) - 20% of grade 
T~o in-class c~qms comprised of tmc/thlsc, multiple choice mid short answer questions ~ill bc 
admilristercd during rite semester The exams will assess students’ grasp of key ideas, concepts, al~d 
facts fi’om lectures. ~vadings. videos, and other com’se materials 

Book Review (due 11/21) - 30% of grade 
Students are twluii~#d 1o submit a review oflhe Abraham. Farmer. KlinenbelE OR Leavitt book (only 
one el’them[) tbat: (a) sttmmatizes the boom b~ your own words, (b) matcbes the themes olthc hook 
to the ~elevant fl~emes of the course. (c) explains how the com’se materials that correspond m those 
themes apply to the book (eg, did they aid your un&rstanding and interprekation of tl~e book or ofl)r 
a different pc~pcctivc t~an t~c :talbot oft~c book? how does lbc author’s treatment of t~osc t~cmcs 
compa~v/conlras~ ~tiib olber re~ings?), and (d) discusses the slrengths and lhtdtations of the book, 
b~ed on wha* w3u learned in class (eg, what did fl~e attthor get ;~right" or ~’wmng"? xx hat. if 
anyNing, did the auNor nriss?) Book reviews shoutd bc no more thm~ twelve (12) t>~cd, double- 
spaced pages, wi*l~ no less than 1 l N font and no less than I" margins They also should follow the 
academic writing style rcquircd by the Amcficma Sociological Association m~d must be submitted 

Note: More details about the book review will be provided during the third week of class 
Ho~c~ cr students arc encouraged to choose a book during the first wcck of class and begin rcadMg it 
as soon as possible Students musl set Itleir own periodic deadlines fbr completing each chapter of 
the selected book 

Final Exam (12/[OatS:0Oa.m.) 20%of grade 
A final cxmn, consisting of trucifalsc, multiple choice, and short m~swcr qucstions will bc 
admbfistcred al a time/place dekmuined by 1he university This exam ~ill assess students’ grasp of 
key ideas, concepts, and facts in lectures. ~vadings. videos, and other com’se materials from the e~?tim 
semester, altbougb morn attention Mll be paid to material covered since tbc second c:.am 



Grading; 

Orades for each of the coarse requirements ~ill be ~cighted according to the percentages listed above 
our final grade at the end of the semester ~tll be based on thc follo~ing inter, als: 

A: 94-100 B: 84-86 ( 4- 6 D: 64-66 
A-: 90-93 B- 80-83 C- 70-73 D- 60-63 
B~ 87-89 C~ ,7-,9 D+67-69 F: Belo~60 

Other Rules and Guidelines: 

Attandancc: 10% of the grade ~ailI bc based on in-class activities and participation Thus, }ou arc 
expected to at~e~d class, aud contact tbe Teaching Assistant if you will be unable to altered class fi)r auy 

!~!~t)A!~ing f~r ~ !gssl For evew hoar that ~e speud ill class, you should set &side three hours for careful 
reading of the texts, preparing for the class, and rc~ie~aing )our notes Complete all readings before class 
so that }ou ma} participate i~ class discussions 

In-(?lass Discussions: Dutin: class discussk as,. ou are cx~.ccted tc respect each ctbcl~’ %inions (c cn il 
you strongl? disagree ~aith them} allox~ c~cDonc a chm~cc to speak and NEVER demean, devalue, or 
pt t do~x a tb~ op n ons or exper e acea of otbers Blatat~t disrespect will trot be tolerated 

(i onmmnicatin~ Outside of (lass: With rhc cxccl~tion o f visits ~x ith the h~structor daring of[ice hou fs~ 
you sbould direct all questions about tl~e course tu the Teadfing Assistant l? rst Please include SOCI 
469" in the subject line of your cmails so that rhcy arc not mistal~cn for spare h~ general, ?oar cmails 
will be answered by eitber tbe Teaching Assistant or Instructor witbin 24 hours 

Lccmrc Notcs/Slidcs: Pox*crPoint slides ~aill ticqucntl3 bc uscd during class Fhc3 ~aill bc postad on 
gakai 24 hours before eacb class so that you may pdnt a cop3’ and bring it ~xitb you 

Submitting Assi~rancnts: All papers must bc submitted b? flac bcgi~ning of class Late assigmncl~ts ~ill 

tbe Deau (Leaving early for Fall Break or I hauksgiving Break is uot a valid circumstunce) 

Takin~ Exams It is expected that all students will take exams on tbe designated dates Make-up exams 
will only bc permitted in the case of a documented cmcrgcnc? (c g, letter from Ihc Dean) or documcntcd 
travel fbr a I NC-(ihapcl Hill sports tcam In these cases students should notil~ the Instructar as soon as 
possible vmd ideally before tbe exam date Make-rip exams may differ from regularly scheduled exams 

Usi~m Elcctronics i~ Class: No clcctromcs (table s¢~Pads, laptops, tape rccordcrs} m~ ? bc used 111 class 
xtithout pem~issiou from the Iustmcto~ Cell pt ones mt s be u ed OFF ~ ot b a e’) du g class 

!~!ggigri>m gud Ch~ati!?g; |be UN( Houor (ode (btcp:i/instl~ameut uuc edu) applies at all times 
Salmlastic misconduct, including cheating and plagiarism, ~aill not bc talcratcd and ~aill bc dealt ~aifl~ 
accordiug to UniversiD, pobcy 



August 22 Defining lleMth and its Determinants 

Cockcrhmn, Chapter 2 (Epi&~mioh~Z~ 
Stmfield, B (2001) Basic concepts In population health and health c~c Jol~mal ~dl2?gidcmiol~z,4.i cmd 

(?ommlmi0 Health, ~5: 452-454 
C~rtcr-Pokr~. OI]vm & Claudia Baquct (2002) Whir is a health d£sparity? PztOiic IIecdth Rcports, 2J 7: 

August 27 Models/Theories of Disease Causation 

Augusl 29 Why Medicine is Nol Enough 

Bezmchka, Stephen (2012) I[’daerc ~elc ahealth Olympics, the IIS ~ouldn’t even mcdal .’waggle 
7?mes Aug~stS. 2012 hl~p;//seat~!eth??esn~xsourcecom/avantgoi20]Sg~85]~)htm[ 

McKhday, John B and Sonja M McKinlay (2012) Medical measures andthe decline of mortality In: 



September 12 lntersectionali~ 

Bowleg, Lisa (2012) The problem with the phrase women c#ld minorities: Intcrscctionalit? ea~ 

September 17 Place, Space, and Residential Segregation 

Cocke~ham, only pp 62-63 
Curtis, S and Jones, IR (1998) Is there a place for geography in the anal?sis of health inequality? 

&~ciohlg5 q/ H~’alt]~ a~d !ii~css, 20(5): 645-672 

September 19 Social Determinants of $lental Heallh and Illness 

Readit~gs TBD 

Bting blue book, scantron, and #2 pencil[ 



October 1 Slress-Buffer Hypothesis 

October 3 The Life Course Perspective 

Richardson, Limm J, ion M Husscy, :rod Kc]l? L Strutz (2012) A life course pcrspcctivc on maternal 

October 8 Illness Behavior & Experience 

Cockerham, Chapterg(5,ckRo]e) skippp 175-178and 183-190 
Rier, David A (2010) The patient’s experience of illness In: Chloe E Bird et al (eds) Hcmdbook (~ 

October I(~ Doctor-Patient Interaction 

Cockerham, Chapter 9 (I)octet Pat;era Int~,ract~orO skip pp 213-216 
Moskox~itz, Gordon B, JctT Stottc, Amanda ChiIds (2012) hnpIicit slcrcot.x ping :rod mcdical dccisiotts: 

Schulmmb Kcvin A. Jesse A Berlin, William ttarlcss, ion F Kcmcr, Shyfl Sistmtfl~, ct 
e~)ct of race and sex on doctor recommendNions for cardiac cathe~rization New 

Re-read (ourtcnay (2000), p 1395 



October 15 Lessons from Research on Nativity Differences i. Health 

Readiugs TBD 

October 17 FALL BREAK NO CLASS 

No assigned readings 

October 22 The Social Construction of Illness 
***Reflection Paper #4 Due*** 

Cockelham, Chapter 8 (%c/r Role) only pp 175-178 
Author UnMmwn (2009) On rbc medicalization of our culture IIarvardAIagazme April 23 Available 

al: hllp:khar~ardmagazine cormi2OO9/O4/mcdicalizadon-of-our-culturc 
Ba~ker Kdstm (2012) Electrouic suppo~ groups, patiem-consumers, aud medicNization: The case of 

October 24 ] denfit~ ! ~abe]!n g, a~?d Still?? a 

Cocke~ham, ChapterS(gwkRole) only pp 183-190 
IIcrck, GregoW M (2005) AI~S m~d Stigma ha: Conrad, Peter (cd) The 5’ocwlo~3 q/IIeahh & Iilne-: 

Rothblum. Eslher (I 992) The stigma ofwomerl’s ~teight: Social and eCOHomic realilies k?mimsm 

October 29 IN-CLASS EXAM 2 

Bring blue book, scantron, and #2 pencil[ 

October 31 Levels of Influence and Prevention 

Raphael Dennis (2007) Public policies m~d the problematic [SA population health pmtlle Healih 

Jones, Camara P, Clara Y Jones, Geraldine S PeW, Gillian Bacla?, Cmuitlc Amcl Jones (2009) 



November 5 Politics and Policy 

November 7 Politics and Policy II 

***Rel~ection Paper #5 Due*** 

Weiss, Grcgop, L mad L3ame E Lonnquist (2012) The health care system in the Undcd States ha: The 

otdy pp 317-327. 336-340 349-35 I 
Fry, John. Donald Light, Jonathm~ Rodnick, Peter Ortol~ (2005) "]he IS health care system ,5~cio!og3 

~dHealtl~ and listless, 7** ed. I/pper Saddle River. N J: Worth Publishers, pp 234-243 
Mendel. Peter and W Richard Scot~ (2010) Institutional change and the organization of health care: The 

dynm~ics of "muddling through" N: Chloc E Bird ct al (cds) Handbook o/’,~Iechcal Sociology. 6~’ 
edition Nashville: Van&~rbilt Universib Ptvss Chapter 15. only pp 253-259 

November 14 The Road to IJ.S. Health Care Reform 

Weiss, Grcgop, L mad L’,ame E Lonnquist (2012) The health care system in the Undcd States ha: The 

otdy pp 340-346 

November 19 

Readings TBD 

Crash Course on the Affordable Care Act 
GUEST SPEAKER: Atc~s Dcmais 

MPII Candidate. Ilealth Behavior UNC - CH 

November 21 Cross-National Comparison of Ilealth Care Systems 



I~INAL EXAM: December 10, 2013 at 8:00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 
Wednesday,                    :33 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 
RE: New player? 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:27 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: New player? 

Former            players                              still appear on my team list from Connect 
Carolina Coach says COS was completed How can we get them off the team list for Connect Carolina? 

Tony 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@,,unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: New player? 
Date:                   8:19:55 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@,unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

Change of status was completed in terms of our squad list for 
have this reflected on Connect Carolina? 

Karen Shelton 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

She is a transfer student that may practice with us this coming spring 

What needs to be done to 

at 10:56 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tunyyount(~unc edu> wrote: 

Coach, 

Tom Timmermans j ust email saying I should add - 

Is she a new player and someone that I should meet with? 

Also, could you do a change of status so that                                 would disappear 
from our team lists on Connect Carolina? They are showing up when I do schedule runs 

Thanks 
Tony 



Date: September 25,2013 1:30:03 PM EDT 
3"o: tony yount <ton~r~ount@uncaa unc.edu> 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 
Friday,                  8:23 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 
RE: 

Sent: Friday, 8:22 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: 

Not playing or practicing at all 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:20 AM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Do you know why this young lady dropped to only nine hours! She can no longer practice or compete and I see the 
drop must have occurred on Wednesday. She hasn’t practiced in the last two days, has she! 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 oft I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or 

entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e- 
mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address ma? be subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCG$. oh. 132). Student 

educational records are subject to FERPA. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 
Friday,               8:42 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

FW: student-athlete progress report 

- SOCI - progress report jpg 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, 8:17 AM 
TO: Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject: FW: student-athlete progress report 

Hello, 

Michehe 

From: Richardson, Liana J 
Sent: Thursday, 10:48 PM 
To: Brown, Nichelle 
Subject: student-athlete progress report 

Dear Dr, Brown - 

Attached please find a progress report for              who is enrolled in my SOCI, 

semester. Please let me know if you need any additional information, 
class this 

Best, 
LJR 

liana ]anine Richardson, PhD, MPH 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Departmem of Sociology 

155 Hamilton Hall, CB #321o 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 321o 

919-966-1559 (ot’~ ce) 

Carolina Population Center 

ix3 W. Franklin Street, CB #8~xo 

Chapel Hill, NC 275~6 2524 

9~9 966 748~ (office) 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 9:04 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Re: Final Perusal Needed 

Thanks Ton~, 
B 

Sent froln ~n> iPhone 

> On the PRAC list, line 681 undel the first lmme is listed as - the last n~ne is blat~k The correct last n~ne is 

On the list of those who lnight need an additiol~al seinester. 

Tony 

>> <pmcra 

will graduate in 

at 2:56 PM, "Blantot~ B~ent S" <blmttoKa;m~c edu> wrote: 

maslcr shldelll lisling xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:02 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent 
S <blanton@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email unc edu>; 
Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cficke@unc edu> 

Ghosts in the Break Room 

Staff, 

There are some ghosts haunting the break room today. Fortunately, they are the edible kind: homemade marshmallows. 

Enjoy! 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I R~ading and Writing Specialist 
University of Nortb Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for St~dent-Atbletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

] F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcfl~cl@unc edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Thursday, 3:5 1 PM 

?.blive unc edu>; 
~live t]nc edu>; 

~live unc edu> 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

ablive unc edu>: 

~live unc edu>; 
~b~live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
,@live unc edu>; <    }live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu> 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, C~eg 
<gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu> 

PHYS            Exam Review - Sunday      @ 8:00pm 

Exam Review conducted by our Physics tutor, 

Thank you, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@email uric edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                 9:27 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 
I?~;bvc uric edu>: Yount, Tony <tonyyount?~;unc cdu>: Blanton, Brcnt S 

<blanton@unc edu> 

Re: Weekly Infi-acfion Notice 

be responsible Don’t burn this bridge! 

,%nr/?om m), l’erxzon Wireless 4G LT~ DROll) 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc cdu> wrote: 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for showing up more than 5 minutes late in your POLl tutoring session on 

at 6:00pro. This is your fourth documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

At this point in time, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial 

services is at risk. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions 
may lose their tutoring privileges. 

J.st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction Strikeone 

3rd infraction = Strike two 
4th infraction Strikethree 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic 
counselor, associate director of academic suppo~, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business dais from the date of the email to appeal in writing 

(see Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then 

brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student 

athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep 
your appointment, it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor 

coordinators {AgPSA1 ~Jtor ilg@ur ~ edtJ) within the timeline listed below. 

For Appointments Spm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 
For Appointments before gpm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919- 

962 9992. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Tuesday, I1:22 AM 

~live uric edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live uric edu>; 
@live uric edu>; 

?.blive uric edu>; 

~email unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~)live unc edu>; 

-@live unc edu>;                              ~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>;                         @live unc edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu> 

PSYC            Exam Review - TONIGHT      @ 9:00pm 

I would like to invite you all to attend a PSYC                Exam Review conducted by our Psych tutor, 

TONI6HT Tuesday      at 9pro in Loudermilk Room 2310C. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thank you, 

t3en 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Office: 939 843 2328 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 5:44 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

RI~: Issues Gaining Priority 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:39 PM 

Thanks - never heard of either of those humans 

On at 5:35 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton~t~unc edu> wrote: 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 oft I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 

subject to FERPA. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 I 1:09 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

and 

Hey all, 

will be out of town on Sunday and Monday 

She has created plans for all of her students as copied below: She instructed all of her students to attend the sessions 

and use the time/space to have a distraction-free study session. 

I am NOT emailing the students to cancel since she encourased all of them to just be there to study. The students will 

not be supervised - if you would rather them do something else, please contact them directly. 

Here is a plan .for Sunday’s students below. I’il e-mail a separate plan for Monday’s students tomorrow. 

Sunday 7 pm 

They can use the time to prepare for the week’s readings. 

Sunday 8 pm 

Prepare the week’s readings. 

MONDA Y Assignments: 

6 pm 

POLl 

Prepare the readings.for the week’s lecture: Chapter 13 Elections 

7pm 

HIS 

Prepare.for Quiz 4 

8 pm 



HIS 

Read an article on the i968 Olympic Games salute controversy 

An example ~needed: 

9 pm POLl 

Prepare the readings~for the week’s lecture: Chapter 13 Elections 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppor[ Program for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday,                  9:32 AM 

Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Unavailable 

Hey all, 

Please notify your students that             is not going to be available this week. She has had an emergency situation, 

and cannot tutor this week and is tentatively planning to return next week. 

Her students are: 

~3en Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppor[ Program for Student Athletes 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday, 2:24 PM 

-@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 
Writing Tutor tonight 

is unable to meet with vou tonight. In her place, will be meeting with vou at vour normal 

tutoring times (6pm 8pm ~ ). Please meet in the writing lab as normal, and see as your 

normal session. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 I 1:0g AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount ~?b~ unc edu> 

- Wednesday 

Staff, 
will not be available on Wednesday - he was selected for                        I mentioned that the 

Biology sessions should be fine since they just had a test. For EXSS - there is a drop in on Wed at 8pro with       or 

Thursday with      ~t 8 or 9pm. 

Please notify your students - his students are listed below: 

6pro Bio- 
7pm EXSS " 

8pm Bio 

Thanks! 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator]Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for Student Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Tuesday,                3:50 PM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email uric edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email uric edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email uric edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

is our only tutor working with Drama Unfortunately, she has had a family emergency and will not be able 

to tutor this week. 

Please let your students know or make adjustments to their MAPS as needed: 

TUESDAY 

THURSDAY 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppor[ Program for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  4:58 PM 

Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email uric edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email uric edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email uric edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Thursday     Tutor Cancellations 

Staff, 

Please inform your students the following tutors will not be available tomorrow. 

Ben Sheu 



Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu(~ema[[,unc~edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  1:03 PM 

@live unc edu>; ~ @live unc edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Location Change 

I just wanted to let you know we have placed you into a tutor room with, 

location will be in Room U for PSYC 

on Wednesdays at 7pm. Your new 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@e nai[,unc,edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Thursday,                  5:13 PM 

Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email uric edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email uric edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email uric edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

- Tutoring 

is u nab!e to make it tonight, Please let your students know. 

Ben 5heu 
AssisLant [atorial Coordinato[iAcad~mic Counselor 

UNC Academic 5upporL Pmgrara fo~ Stud~nt A[hletes 

Office: 919-g43-2328 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Su~ect: Tutoring 

2013 5:11 PM 

Ben and Susan, 

Unfortunately, I am unable to make it to work tonight 
I’m so sonaj for the late notice Please pass my apologies in to my students 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Friday, 4:50 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~blive unc edu>: 
~live unc edu>; 

~,live unc edu>; 
~?b~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu> 

Levante, Raphael Espinal <raphael levante@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; C~eene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu> 

MATH Appt on Sunday 

Hello All, 

I wanted to let you know that your MATH tutor sessions on Su nday will be conducted by another tutor, 

is unable to be here on Sunday, but your sessions will still go on. Please be sure to attend on Sunday. 

Thank you, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~bemail unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Friday,                5:11 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Beatty, C~-eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Overstreet, 
Tin <overstre@unc edu> 
HIST Sessions on Thursday 

(HIST tutor) is not able to meet on Thursday, with the following students: 

It appears that they each have the availability according to their tutor schedule on Tuesdays to move their Thursday HIST 

appointments to Tuesday that week Please let me know if you would like for me to do this or simply cancel the 

session on all together, is willing to meet them on Tuesday that week. 

Look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



that will help with the drop in student~ on Monday Wednesday 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Emaih ~eo)ai[,unc edu 
Website: web.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 2:20 PM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 
Wednesday Tutor absences 

Staff, 

The following tutors will be absent tomorrow, Wednesday 

the course/time. Please notify your students listed below. 

I have also included the students they work with and 

TUTOR_student email$ per TUTORJ 
Time Course [ Name 

06:00 PM SOC 

06:00 PM-~OCI 

06:00 PMISOCI 

~07:00 PM-SOCI 

07:00 PM SOCI 

o9 o0 PMlSoc, 
oo;o0 PMlSOC, 
oo;o0 P lSOC  

TUTOR_student email$ per TUTOR 

Time Course Name 

9:00 AM :OMM 

08:00 PM 3OMM 

09:00 PM 3OMM 

10:00 AIV 3OMM 

TUTOR_student email$ per TUTOR 

Time ! Course I Name 

06:00 PMIPSYC 

07:00 PMIPSYC 



07:00 PMIPSYC                          ~ 

08:00 PM SOCI 

08:00 PM SOCI 

08:00 PM SOCI 

08:00 PM SOCI 

09:00 PM COMM 

Thank you, 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselo~ 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Ath!etes 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Thursday,                   2:13 PM 

Beatty, C~eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

ASTR Drop-in 

Staff, 

Due to the cancellations from students - we are adjusting 

Her Drop in will be at 8pro, instead of her normally scheduled 7pm. 

Please inform any of you r students that may be affected by this. 

Thank you! 

B~n 5heu 

drop in Tutorial for TONIGHT. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Thursday,                   5:07 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@email unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

(-&live unc edu>; 
(?b~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>: 

~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@email unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>                         @live unc edu> 

Beatty, C~eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 

<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Thursdays cancellations 

Student Athletes, 

The following tutors are not available tonisht. Please touch base with your counselors if you have any questions. 

TUTOR_student ernails per TUTOR 

Time ! Course I 
Name 

08:00 PM COMM 

08:00 PM .COMM 

08:00 PM COMM 

09:00 PMICOMM 

TUTOR_student emails per TUTOR 

Time Course I      Name 

06:00 PM PHIL 

06:00 PM PHIL 

07:00 PM CHEM 

07:00 PM CHEM 

07:00 PM CHEM 

08:00 PMICHEM 



08:00 PMICHEM 

08:00 PLY1" CHEM 

o8:oo ~M 

o9oo  1.io, 
09:00 PMIBIOL 

09:00 PM’[BIOL 

TUTOR_student emails per TUTOR 

Time 
Ic°urse I    Name 

[HigT 
~ioo ~ IHiST 
09:00 PM IHIST 

09:00 PM IHIST 

Writing Tutor: We DO have drop-ins available. 

TUTOR_student emails per TUTOR 

Time J Course Name 

06:00 PMIENGL 

07:00 PM ENGL 

08:00 PM!ENGL 

09:00 PlVl"[ E NG L 

Thank you 

Ben Sheu 



Madison Lilley Itinerary 
5832 W 145th Street overland Park, KS 66223 

Brent.A,Lilley@sprint.¢om 

Class of 2017, Setter 

@live.uric edu 

Tuesday November 26% 2013: 
9:45 am * Meet Coaching Staffat Carmichael Arena 
40:00 arn * Tour of Arena and athletic facilities 
40:15 am * Tottr of calllptts 
11:00 am * Attend Class >,qth host, Drama 
12:30 pm ÷ Meeting with Tony YounL Volleyball Academic Advisor Loudermilk Center fbr 
Excellence 
1:00 pm "Tour of Loudermilk Center lbr Excellence 
1:30 pm * Tour of Men’s Basketball Museum and Smith Center 
2:00 pm * Meeting with Coaching Staff 
2:45 pm * Observe UNC Volleyball video session 
3:45 pm * Observe UNC Volleyball practice 
5:30 pm * Conclude visit, we hope you enjoyed your day as a Tar tied © 

Office: (919) 962-5228 
Cell: (919) 612 5332 
Office: (919) 962 5233 
(:ell: (919) 423-2901 
Office: (919] 843-2041 
Cell: (919) 619 3878 

tadams@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 
Monday,                   1:03 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 
RE: Steele Building Reminders 

Thanks Touy 

Sent: Monday, 12:57 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Steele Building Reminders 

has completed the application and her admission is pending - 
would be a first semester fi-eshman 

Also just me with a possible 
yet filed 

- hasn’t made her decision yet No application 

Tony 

On at I 1:08 AM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton(~,unc edu> wrote: 

Good morning again, 
After our staff meeting on Wednesday and a subsequent one with Andrea and Spencer, I wanted to send out a few reminders about 

key dates/information. As always, let me know if you have questions. 

Course Drop and Withdrawal Appeals 
-The following link takes you to Advising’s site with pertinent information on this process, including a list of questions students 

should cover in their appeals. These are required by             to be heard this term. Given that day is on the weekend, 
supporting documentation can be submitted to Ann Oldham on Monday, 

Academic Probation {AP) Appeal Letters 

-Due by 
-Steven Dobbins will run the initial status update on 

-I will run an eligibility report on each of those days and distribute so you will not have to go through each student one-by-one 

Mid-Year Enrollees 
-Please give me the names of any student enrolling at UNC for the first time this spring by end of business TOMORROW 

-Andrea and Spencer are thinking of devoting a specific morninglaf~ernoon/day prior to term to advise them 
-There is no set day/time established by Orientation at this time for the students to complete this step of the process; that 
information will come later 

is the last day to request such excuses 

-As a reminder, flights are not sufficient reason 

-Certified therapy dogs to help students relax 
from I 14 in the Great Hall 

-Serves as a nice distraction and way for students to unwind 

Associate Director 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited, g you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. oh. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday, 1:35 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~?live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~ @live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; i 
@live unc edu> 

Beatty, C~eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

- Tutoring 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

Student Athletes, 

is u navailable for tutoring today. Your session for tonight has been cancelled. 

Please contact your advisor for further instructions regarding your MAP. 

Thank you, 

Ben Sheu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday, 1:36 PM 

@live unc edu>; ] 
@live unc edu> @live unc edu>; 

~blive unc edu: @live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

Beatty, C~eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

- Tutoring 

Student-Athletes, 

is unavailable for tutoring today. Your session for tonight has been cancelled. 

Please contact your advisor for further instructions regarding your MAP. 

Thank you, 

Ben 5heu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday, 1:38 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>;                         @live unc edu> 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; C~eene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

- Tutoring 

Student Athletes, 

unavailable for tutoring today. Your session for tonight has been cancelled. 

Please contact your advisor for further instructions regarding your MAP. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday,                   2:02 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>;                              ~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 

~blive unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

- Tutoring 

Student-Athletes, 

is u navailable for tutoring today. Your session for tonight has been cancelled. 

Please contact your advisor for further instructions regarding your MAP. 

Thank you, 

B~n ,Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coord[nator/Acadernic Counselor 
UNC Ac~demk: Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

bshe~, @em~i ,uric edu 
Office. 9zg-84~-23z8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday,                   3:12 PM 

< @live unc edu>; I 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

(?blive unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; I 

~live unc edu>; 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

- Tutoring 

Student-Athletes, 

is unavailable for tutoring today. Your session for tonight has been cancelled. 

Please contact your advisor for further instructions regarding your MAP. 

Thank you, 

bsheu @ernail,ul~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 3:42 PM 

Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 
Cancelled Sessions 

has notified that her Sunday sessions are now over because the student is done with the class: 

Here are the affected sessions: 

6pm - STO R 

7pm ECON: 

(will only attend reviews) 

8pro STOR 

I am deleting these permanently for the remainder of the semester. 

Ben Sheu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  9:22 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, lia <overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email uric edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu> 

Levante, Raphael Espinal <raphael levante@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email uric edu> 

DRAM i       Session     Moved to 9pro 

Hey Everyone~ 

Just wanted to be sure you were aware that DRAM review session will be moved to 9pro instead of 8pro on the 

schedule on Thursday      This could affect the following students: 

Please be sure they are informed if they were planning to attend. 

Thank you, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  I: 13 PM 

~live uric edu>; @live uric edu>; 
~live unc edu>;, ~live unc edu>; 

~live uric edu>;. 
@live uric edu>;                           @live uric edu>; 

@live uric edu>;                             @live uric edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email uric edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Levante, 
Raphael Espinal <raphael levante@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu> 

UPDATE - DRAM        Final Exam Review - Thursday     @ 8pro 

Hello Everyone, 

You may have already received an email from your academic counselor regarding a change to the official exam review 

schedule for DRAM         on Thursday        The session will in fact be at 8 9pm tomorrow       in Room WL2 

(Writing Lab) as the tutor is not available to conduct the session at 9pm. I apologize for the confusion. Please let me 

know if you have any questions regarding this session. I hope you all can make it. 

Thank you, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy~bemail uric edu 





E¢: Dowd, Katrina M; Adams, Tyler G: Cathro, Guy; Mann, Jan M: rackham: Fulton, Grant: Sander, Thomas J; Sagula, Joseph A; Levy, Jennifer S; Wigger, Leah Marie; 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, 6:3 I PM 

@email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; Bnndle, / 

~live unc edu>; i 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; ) 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; ~ 
(?blive unc edu> 

~live unc edu>; 

?~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

Ben Sheu (        ~gmail corn); Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu> 

DRAM         Final Exam Review - Change to 6pro on Wednesday 

Hello Everyone, 

The DRAM Final Exam Review on Wednesday 

I hope you all can make it. 

Thank you, 

has been moved from 8pm to 6 7pm in Room 2310B. 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@email uric edu 



(~¢: Dowd, Katrina M; Adams, Tyler G: Cathro, Guy; Mann, Jan M: rackham: Fuiton, Grant: Sander, Thomas J; Sagula, Joseph A; Levy, Jennifer S; Wigger, Leah Marie; 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   4:32 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; 
Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>;                       @gmail corn>; 

@hotmail corn>; Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email unc edu> 

Skits for Tutor Training 

Skit 1 - Graded Work docx; Skit 2 - Brainstorming and Outlining docx; Skit 3 - Reading 
Only Sessions docx; Skit 4 - Student has Nothing to Do docx; Skit 5 - Student Does Not 
Understand Material docx 

Thank you all for your great discussion today on the tutor training skits. Your feedback is really valuable to the 

development of this education. Thank you in advance for participating in the training on at 6:30pro. This 

could be our most successful training yet, but each and everyone’s involvement will be necessary to make it happen. 

[See Attached] I have created a separate file for each group with your specific skit and attempted to capture some of 

the notes from our discussion within each document as well. (I’m sure I missed something, so please feel free to add 

comments as needed.) Please use the attached documents to make any necessary adjustments as your groups get 

together over the next few weeks to work on this. You will need to schedule your group meetings among yourselves. 
Perhaps the moderators could take the lead on scheduling your group meetings. Just a thought. Be sure that the 

attached notes accu rately reflect the message that we want to convey to tutors on the topic and that the skit accu rately 

portrays the particular scenario. Feel free to add new pieces to the conversation between the Student and the Tutor in 

the skit as you see fit. 

Groups are as assigned below: 

Group 1 

BenSheu- Moderator 

- Tutor 

Greg Beatty Student 

Group 2 

Brad Bethel- Moderator 

- Tutor 

Mike Greene Student 

Group 3 

Susan Maloy Moderator 

Brent Blanton - Tutor 
LesMeyers Student 

Group 4 

Jenn Townsend -Moderator 

Jaimie Lee - Tutor 

Tony Yount -Student 



Group 5 

gethLyons Moderator 

Tia Overstreet Tutor 
Kym Orr-$tudent 

I am happy to join your group when you meet if I could be of any help. Just let me know. Feel free to reach out to Ben 

or me if you have any questions. For those of you who were not able to attend the meeting today, please contact your 

group members ASAP to discuss the plan. I am happy to meet with you as well to discuss the training further. 

Thanks again for your help. 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@email uric edu 



GROUP #1 

Ben Sheu - Moderator 

- Tutor 

Greg Beatty - Student 

Skit #1- Graded Work: Show negative and positive 

Tutor: What do you want to work on today? 

Student: I have a Smartwork due for Geology. 

Tutor: Ok. Great. Why don’t we start on that. 

Student: Ok. First question: Which of the following is not part of the 

Nebula r Theory? A,B,C or D? 

Tutor: So what do you think? 

Student: I think C. Is that right? 

Tutor: Well...what do you think of the other choices? 

REPLAY 

Tutor: What do you want to work on today? 

Student: I have a Smartwork due for Geology. 

Tutor: Is that a graded assignment? 

Student: I’m not sure. 

Tutor: Let’s check on your syllabus. Ok. It is for a grade. Just so 
you are clear, tutors are not allowed to work on graded assignments 

with their students. Do you know if collaboration is allowed? 

Student: Well, I’ve seen teammates working together. 

Tutor: It doesn’t specifically say on the syllabus so let me quickly 
check with your advisor before we continue. 



Student: Ok. 

Tutor (comes back): I’m actually not allowed to help you with this 
assignment but I can help you understand any concepts that you are 

confused about. 

Student (sighs): But this is my only time to do this. I really have to 
get it done! 

Tutor: I guess you have 2 options. On your syllabus it says the 

Smartwork will cover the concepts in Chapter 1. We can review Chapter 
i together and cla rify any confusion you have. Then you can work on 

the assignment on your own if we have remaining time or you ca n do it 
any time after our session. Or...you can just begin your Smartwork on 

your own but I can’t help you with any specific questions. 

NOTES for DISCUSSION: 
Have the point addressed that to be productive, the student should 

plan time outside of session to do graded work. Tutor can help by 
talking in session about upcoming work and planning. 

Writing assignments with writing tutors are considered differently since tutors are 
trained specifically to teach the writing "process". 

Keep your sessions concept based. Teach them how to find/research their own 

answers. 

Graded work: online HW (Show ???) 

a. Positive points: 

i. Only help if collaboration is approved 

1. Check syllabus for confirmation 

2. Check with ASPSA staff member for confirmation 

ii. If not approved: 

1. Work on example problems 

2. Review material that will likely be covered on the assignment 

3. Talk about strategies for approaching certain types of questions 

b. Negative points: 

i. Don’t check to see if collaboration is acceptable 

ii. Help the student with the assignment 



iiL Give them answers 

1. Ex. Tutor: What do you think the answer is? ...I think it is...That’s 

probably not what I would choose...try again 



GROUP 2 

Brad Bethel- Moderator 

- Tutor 

Mike Greene - Student 

Skit #2 Paper: Brainstorming and Outlining- show negative 

Student: I have a Comm. pa per I need to write about Chapel Hill. 

Tutor: Do you have a prompt? 

Student: Yes. 

Tutor: Great. So let’s create an outline together. 

Student: Ok. I don’t know where to start. I’ve read these 2 articles 
I need to include. 

Tutor: Well, let’s brainstorm ideas and begin developing and outline. You said it’s about 
Chapel Hill. 
Do you want to include the history of the town? 

Student: Yeah. One of the articles said Chapel Hill is a "southern 

heaven". I need that in there. 

Tutor: Great. Oh...that would be a great idea for your thesis. 

Chapel Hill is a southern heaven because of the town history, 
beautiful weather and the university, of course. What else do you 

want to include? 

Student: Oh that sounds good. What was that you said again? [Student begins to 

write.] I could also include that you can live on or off campus-which is great. We have 

a lot of school spirit with the football team. Everyone wears light 
blue. It’s an awesome place to be. 

Tutor: Good details. What else are you thinking of including? 

Remember, you need to include the articles. In the second article, 
wasn’t one of the topics diversity? What could you write about that? 



NOTES for DISCUSSION: 
Talk about how the tutor takes over the outlining and add on own 

ideas. Brainstorm ways tutor could get the session back to where the 
student is in control and creating own points. 

Go back to the prompt 

Teach the process of creating an outline. 

Change the language choices, i.e. "let’s, we...." 

Don’t allow the student to leave a session with written suggestions that you have made. 
Have the student read back his/her notes to you in order for you to determine that the 

student is using his/her own words. 

Ask the student questions to assess his comprehension vs. telling him what you as the 

tutor think. 

Paper: Brainstorm and Outline (Show negative points) 

a. Positive points: 

i. Brainstorm topics first and ask the student a lot of questions to get them 

thinking. 

ii. Once the student selects a topic, have them brainstorm their points for each 

paragraph; ask several questions to get them thinking about what they could 

include. Do not suggest information to include. 

iii. Tutor could potentially help with initial brainstorming process (brainstorming 

paper topics), but should steer clear of suggesting points and resources for a 

paper once the topic is selected. 

iv. Ask a lot of questions to avoid giving ideas to the student. 

b. Negative points: 

i. Tutor helps the student with brainstorming by adding own ideas 

ii. Student selects a topic for paper and then tutor helps them in developing their 

topic, by suggesting/remindlng them to include x, y, z and student writes down 

the tutor’s ideas in their outline. 

iii. Tutor pulls up an article or website and recornmends the student uses it as a 

source for their paper. 

iv. Dictate points or sentences to the student. 

1. Ex. Tutor: "Be sure to include a strong intro sentence like....(dictate 

sentence as student writes/types it down)." 

v. Ask the student what they think or want to write about and then tell thern what 

they should do. 



1. Ex. "1 think you should write about this because you could then talk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 I 1:32 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Rachel Strassner 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of Notch Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. It you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ot 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 





(:¢: Dowd, Katrina M; Adams, Tyler G: Cathro, Guy; Mann, Jan M: rackham: Fulton, Gr~nt: Sander, Thomas J; Sagula, Joseph A; Levy, Jennifer S; Wigger, Leah Marie; 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               8:24 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 
FW: IMPORTANT[          Final Graduation Requirements 

From: Graduation Advising 
Sent: Thursday, 7:56 AM 
TO= Welborn, Spencer 
Subject= FW: IMPORTANT! Final Graduation Requirements 

From: araduationadvisina~unc.edu rmailto:araduationadvisina~unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:51 AM 
To: 
Subject: IHPORTANT! Final Graduation Requirements 

Dear 

Our office received your graduation application Your academic record has been reviewed and a summary is 
provided below to inform you of your remaining graduation requirements At the end of the term your record 
will be reviewed again to confirm that these requirements have been met If your graduation plans change for 
any reason please notify our office immediately 

ALL requirements including coursework fi-om transfer credit, Study Abroad, self-paced courses etc must be 
completed by the end of the tem~ (last day of final exams) Failure to complete the coursework by the end of the 
term will result in the withdrawal of your graduation application You will then need to re-apply to graduate in 
the term in which you are certain all requirements w-ill be fulfilled 

If you would like to discuss the contents of this letter please visit us during walk-in advising hours or schedule 
an appointment with a graduation advisor Walk-in hours are Monday-Friday 11:00 am - 12:00 noon and 2:00 
pm - 4:00 pm in the Fall and Spring semesters, and 2:00 pm - 3:30 pm during the summer If you would prefer 
to make an appointment with a graduation advisor follow the instructions on our website: 
hl~p://advising unc edu/ Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the graduation 
process, requirements, or your academic record We are here to help you! 

Sincerely, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte N Waterhouse, MEd 
Graduation Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill G-017B Steele Building, CB#3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
(P) 919-962-3758 

**Please DO NOT reply to this email as this address is for outgoing e-mail only.*s 

First Name: 



Last Name: 

PID: 

Email Address: 

~email unc edu 

Graduation Status: 

Pending-You will be approved for your degree if all remaining requirements are satisfied 

Graduation Date: 

To graduate in May with a BA in Communication Studies (IOC concentration), you must pass COMM 
EDUC     GEOL      and PORT Underload approved for eight hours minimum 

Reminders: 

¯ A minimum cumulative GPA of 20 is required to graduate from UNC-CH 
¯ 120 earned credit hours are required to graduate from UNC-CH (some majors require more than 120 

hours) 
¯ All majors require a minimum of 18 hours of C or better coursework (some majors require more than 18 

hours of C coursework) and minors require a minimum of 12 hours of C or better coursework 
¯ A c~tlrsc t’~r which yotl h~c Nrcady reccived credit may n~,t bc taken ~ second time ~i,r crcdlt Please 

check the Undergraduate Bulletin, ConnectCarolina, or with an advisor regarding exceptions to this rule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               8:24 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 
FW: IMPORTANT[          Final Graduation Requirements 

From: Graduation Advising 
Sent: Thursday, 7:57 AM 
TO= Welborn, Spencer 
Subject= FW: IMPORTANT! Final Graduation Requirements 

From: araduationadvisina~unc.edu rmailto:araduationadvisina~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:56 PH 
To: 
Subject: IHPORTANT! Final Graduation Requirements 

Dear 

Our office received your graduation application Your academic record has been reviewed and a summary is 
provided below to inform you of your remaining graduation requirements At the end of the term your record 
will be reviewed again to confirm that these requirements have been met If your graduation plans change for 
any reason please notify our office immediately 

ALL requirements including coursework fi-om transfer credit, Study Abroad, self-paced courses etc must be 
completed by the end of the tem~ (last day of final exams) Failure to complete the coursework by the end of the 
term will result in the withdrawal of your graduation application You will then need to re-apply to graduate in 
the term in which you are certain all requirements w-ill be fulfilled 

If you would like to discuss the contents of this letter please visit us during walk-in advising hours or schedule 
an appointment with a graduation advisor Walk-in hours are Monday-Friday 11:00 am - 12:00 noon and 2:00 
pm - 4:00 pm in the Fall and Spring semesters, and 2:00 pm - 3:30 pm during the summer If you would prefer 
to make an appointment with a graduation advisor follow the instructions on our website: 
hl~p://advising unc edu/ Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the graduation 
process, requirements, or your academic record We are here to help you! 

Sincerely, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte N Waterhouse, MEd 
Graduation Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill G-017B Steele Building, CB#3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
(P) 919-962-3758 

**Please DO NOT reply to this email as this address is for outgoing e-mail only.*s 

First Name: 



Last Name: 

PID: 

Email Address: 

~em ail unc edu 

Graduation Status: 

Pending-You will be approved for your degree if all remaining requirements are satisfied 

Graduation Date: 

To graduate in needs to pass: COMP PSYC    , PSYC 
hours 

Underload approved for 9 

Reminders: 

¯ A minimum cumulative GPA of 20 is required to graduate from UNC-CH 
¯ 120 earned credit hours are required to graduate from UNC-CH (some majors require more than 120 

hours) 
¯ All majors require a minimum of 18 hours of C or better coursework (some majors require more than 18 

hours of C coursework) and minors require a minimum of 12 hours of C or better coursework 
¯ A c~tlrsc t’~r which yotl h~c Nrcady reccived credit may n~,t bc taken ~ second time ~i,r crcdlt Please 

check the Undergraduate Bulletin, ConnectCarolina, or with an advisor regarding exceptions to this rule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               8:24 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

FW: IMPORTANT!          Pinal C~aduation Requirements 

From: Graduation Advising 
Sent: Thursday, 7:57 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT! Final Graduation Requirements 

From: qraduationadvisinq@unc.edu [mailto:qraduationadvisinq@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:20 AM 
TO: 
Subject: IMPORTANT! Final Graduation Requirements 

Dear 

Our office received your graduation application Your academic record has been reviewed and a summary is 
provided below to inform you of your remaining graduation requirements At the end of the term your record 
will be reviewed again to confirm that these requirements have been met If your graduation plans change for 
any reason please notify our office immediately 

ALL requirements including coursework from transfer credit, Study Abroad, self-paced courses etc must be 
completed by the end of the tem~ (last day of final exams) Pailure to complete the coursework by the end of the 
term will result in the withdrawal of your graduation application You will then need to re-apply to graduate in 
the term in which you are certain all requirements will be fulfilled 

If you would like to discuss the contents of this letter please visit us during walk-in advising hours or schedule 
an appointment with a graduation advisor Walk-in hours are Monday-Friday I 1:00 am - 12:00 noon and 2:00 
pm - 4:00 pm in the Fall and Spring semesters, and 2:00 pm - 3:30 pm during the summer It" you would prefer 
to make an appointment with a graduation advisor follow the instructions on our website: 
http://advising unc edu/ Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the graduation 
process, requirements, or your academic record We are here to help you! 

Sincerely, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte N Waterhouse, MEd 
Graduation Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill G-017B Steele Building, CB#31 I 0 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(P) 919-962-3758 



**Please DO NOT reply to this email as this address is for outgoing e-mail only.*~ 

First Name: 

Last Name: 

PID: 

Email Address: 

~)email unc edu 

Graduation Status: 

Pending-You will be approved for your degree if all remaining requirements are satistied 

Graduation Date: 

To graduate in     with a BA in EXSS< you must pass EXS S 
courses) Underload approved for 7 hours 

& 4 hours elective (mny be EXSS 

Reminders: 

¯ A minimum cumulative GPA of 20 is required to graduate from UNC-CH 
¯ 120 earned credit hours are required to graduate tiom UNC-CH (some majors require more than 120 

hours) 
¯ All majors require a minimum of 18 hours of C or better coursework (some majors require more than 18 

hours of C coursework) and minors require a minimum of 12 hours of C or better coursework 
¯ A co~r~c for wl"!ich you ha~,c already recci ed credit may not bc taken a second ~imc ~;or crcdi~ Please 

check the Undergraduate Bulletin, ConnectCarolina, or with an advisor regarding exceptions to this rule 



Teryn Bdll 
UNC Field Hockey Interim Assistant Coach/Director of Operations 

~#mail corn 



Indicating a challge in status t~acilitates the maintenance of sqliad list 

Student-Athlete Name: 

Sport: 

PID: 

If other exp]ai n : 

Effective Date: 

Smdent-AthleteonGLA: Yes ~/ No 

Dare to Terminate Aid: Now 

Send Tem~ination Letter: Now 

Fom~ Completed By: 

End of Sere 

End of Sem 

End of Year 

End of Year 



Indicating a challge in status t~acilitates the maintenance of sqliad list 

Student-Athlete Name: 

Sport: 

PID: 

If other exp]ai n : 

Effective Date: 

Smdent-AthIeteonGLA: .~ Yes No 

DatetoTerminateAid: ~ Now EndofSem 

Send Tem~ination Letter: ~/ Now End of Sere 

Fom~ Completed By: 

End of Year 

End of Year 



Indicating a challge in status t~acilitates the maintenance of sqliad list 

Student-Athlete Name: 

Sport: 

PID: 

If other exp]ai n : 

Effective Date: 

Smdent-AthIeteonGLA: .~ Yes No 

DatetoTerminateAid: ~ Now EndofSem 

Send Tem~ination Letter: ~/ Now End of Sere 

Fom~ Completed By: 

End of Year 

End of Year 



Indicating a challge in status t~acilitates the maintenance of sqliad list 

Student-Athlete Name: 

Sport: 

PID: 

If other exp]ai n : 

Effective Date: 

Smdent-AthIeteonGLA: .~ Yes No 

DatetoTerminateAid: ~ Now EndofSem 

Send Tem~ination Letter: ~/ Now End of Sere 

Fom~ Completed By: 

End of Year 

End of Year 





ENGL[S[I 

E-mail:          @live.unc.edu 
Office: Greenlaw #428 
Office Hours: Tues. 9:20-11:20AM; Thurs. 9:20-10:20AM &by 
appointment 

Required Materials (available at the Bulls’ ttead Bookstore): 
Grafi~ Gerald and Cathy Birkenstein. Th<VSay, ISay. 
Ruskiewicz, john. How to Write At~ythin9, 2rid Edition, with IJNCCH supplement, 
Student Guide to English    {You are responsible for reading this Student Guide) 
Fully Charged Laptop equipped with Microsoft Word 

Course Obiectives 
Prepare students to write and communicate effectively in their college courses by 
helping them understand genres, conventions, and rimtoric as they relate to the 
natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities 
Generate discipline-specific compositions in appropriate genres 
Present research to different kinds of audiences 
Conduct secondary research using academic databases and library sources 
Learn to compose using written, oral, and multimedia modes 
Train students to review and revise their own work and assist others in revising 
their work 

Cotlrse Introduction 
In this class you will analyze the rhetorical and stylistic conventions that govern 
professional and academic writing in the natural sciences, social sciences, and 

humanities. We will move through a sequence of units designed to give you practice 
in many oi the skills and techniques that prol)ssional researchers in these fields use 
to collecB organize, analyze, and present their research findings, You will have the 

opportunit3/to conduct your own research in these fields and to compose your own 
examples of the genres that professionals use to communicate their research 
findings. 

Eacb unit will contsin short"teeder" assignments and one substsntial unit project. 
The feeder assignments are designed to give you practice with a particu]ar sM1] 
(such as doing fieldwork or analyzing secondary sources), whde the unit projects 
will ask you, in most cases, to syntbesize primary and secondary researcb. 

gourse Desig~ 
The course will be organized around the following principles: 

Workshop format: Classes will be taught using a workshop approach that 

empbasizes the role of wTiting m learning and promotes interactive, experiential 



[earning (not lecture format). Your voices and texts will be central to this class 

through large and small group discussion, oral presentations, class leadership, and 
project demonstrations. 

Social networks: Each of you will become a member of a small working group. 
These groups will serve as writing groups, discussion groups, as smaller cohorts in 
the larger community. We will use Sakai as a way to post and respond to drains in 

progress, and as a communication system so you can access the syllabus and daily 
homework assignmenLs. 

Process-based approach: Major projects (three units) will be supported by a 
sequence of daily assignments, These sequences will lead you through intellectual 
projects proceeding Irom one week to the tlext. Using a process approach, you will 
write multiple drafts, receive ongoing feedback from peers and teacher, and 
participate in evaluating your own and others’ composing projects. 

Gradi~g 
Feeder assignments will be graded primarily on completion. Please note that 
incomplete feeder assignments will receive only half of the points of the 
assignment’s worth. During each unit, I will develop a grading rubric that I will use 
to assess your unit projects. The rubrics will be based primarily on %e Writing 
Program’s grading standards, hut wig be adapted to the requirements of each 
assignment. Points breakdown as follows: 

Feeders: 10% (Feeders’ points vaFy details are on assignmetlt handouts) 
Unit Projects: 75% (3 total with each counting for 25%) 
Participation: 15% (please see "Evaluating Participation" section below for 
details on how participation will be evaluated) 

Grading Scale: 
A: 93-100 
A-: 90-92 
B+: 87-89 
B: 83-86 
B-: 80-82 
C+: 77-79 
C: 73-76 
C-: 70-72 
D+: 67-69 
D: 60-66 

*N ote: All projects must be up]oaded to Sakai under "Assignmetlts" by the due date 
and time. Students are responsible for ensuring that they submit the correct draft 
for grading. 



The following are factors which, in addition to measuring the quali .ty of your 
projects, I will consider when evaluating your overall performance in ENGL 105: 

Late Work 
Because writing is a recursive, unpredict;~ble, and multi-step process that involves 
drafting, revising, and {sometimes) research, careful advance planning is essential to 
avoid i~lling behind. Please be aware that late work will be penalized one le tter 
grade fbr each day that the assignment is turned in late. 

Evaluating Participation 
A) Preparation 
Participate everT day. Your classmates--and l--are relying on you to contribute 
meaningfully to discussions and activities. Your participation grade will depend 
upotl how well you prepare (bringing to class all materials and completed 
homework) for each class, as well as how actively engaged you are with your 
working group and in whole-class activities. Please note that coming to class on 
time everyday and being prepared and respectful will earn yon only 70% of 
the possible participation grade. You must contribute thoughtful corm’nents and 
questions each class period to receive a high participation grade. 

To ensure that you are prepared, please be sure to check your email and Sakai daily 
for messages and updates, To the same ends, make sure that on the days that you 
are asked to brin g your laptop to class, you make sure that your laptop is wot’kb~g 
properly, with the battery charged, b@r’e coming to class. 

B) Class Attendance 
1) Because we will do a significant amount of work in class, it is essential that you 
attend every, class. Barring illness or an emergency’, you should make every effort to 
attend all classes. Your attendance is crucial to your success and ensures that your 
classmates benefit from your contributkins, Each of you lllay llliss 3 class sessions 
without penalty, but subsequent absences will lower your participation grade. 
According to UNC’s Writing Program policy, 7 absences may result in automatic 
l~ilure regardless of the reasons lbr the absences. 
2) Arriving to class on time is as important as attending class. Please note that 
every two incidents of tardiness (arriving any time after our scheduled time) 
to class will count as an absence, Itabitual tardiness will result in grade 
deductions. 

C) Professiot~alism 
We are in an academic seVcing, and it is our respot~sibfli .ty to behave like 
professionals. This involves demonstrating respect for our fellow academics by 
listening (and responding) respectfully to others and refi’aining h’om distracting 
behaviors such as falling asleep, checking Facebook, or sending text messages. 

D) Conference Meetings 



You are responsible for ]keeping your appointed conference meetings. You will meet 
with me at least twice during the term for individual conferences. We ~vill have sign- 
-up times for those conferences during class, but you can also meet wdth me anytime 
during my office hours to discuss your work. 

E) The llonor Code 
The honor code applies to everything that you and I do at this university, 
including out" use of outside sources in our research and writtilg. Our work in this 
class will conform to the principles and procedures defined in the Instrument o/- 
Student]~diciat ~overoance (http://instrument.unc.edu/). The research that we 
do tkis semester, whether primaw or secondary, print or online, fornml or 
inl9rmai, will require careihl documentation on your part. We will review 
citation guidelines early and often throughout tile semester. The need to cite your 
sources applies to all your work, including drafts as well as final versions of your 
feeders and projects. When in doubt: CITE. I am required to report any offense of 
plagiarism to the Honor Court. If you think you are running into trouble with a 
paper, PLEASE come and speak with me. It is much, much better to take u late 
penalty on an assignment than to risk Honor Court proceedings. 

Should you l}e[ at any point that you co uld b enefit h’om additional assistance in 
your WTiting~ the UK’C Writing Center could be an invaluable resource for you, 
The WC offers fi’ee tutoring services for students. You may visit the Writing Center 
to ask for help with a specific paper, whether you are concerned with developing 
k[eas and content, organizing your assignment, or worMng on style issues. To make 
an appointment, browse the Writing Center’s online resources, or send a draf~ 
onhne plea. e go to (~.~k.]~wvv ~ unc edu ide ~t~a~cweb/) 

If you need help...please feel free to come and talk with me. You carl either make 
appointment or come during my office hours. 

Assignment Sequences 
Unit One: Writing in the Natural Sciences Due Tuesday, 
Unit Two: Writing in the Social Sciences Due Tuesday, 
Unit Three: Writing in the Humanities Due Thursday, 

Course Calendar 
*Homework readings appear below the class meetings on which they are due; 
schedule is subject to changes depending on class needs 

Week 1 
Thursday, General Introductions: syllabus, Sakai, & who we are 

Week Z 
Tuesday, in-class Diagnostic; mira to Writing in Natural Sciences; Genre 
Analysis of sample Literature Reviews: we will look at a literature review and 



discuss its organizatiot~, use of sources, and contet~t; Will discuss Unit Ot~e 
Assignment; brainstorming and Prewriting for Feeder 1 
Homework Dige: Read chapter 19 "Brainstorming" in HTWA; Look over some of the 
techniques for brainstorming found at the writing center website located through 
this link: bttp://writingcenter.unc.edu/bandm~ts/brainstormmg/ ; read assigm’nent 
sheet posted on Sakai for Unit 1. Browse sample literature reviews posted on Sakai 
under "Resources" and come to class with at least two questions related to the 

Thursday,       Class Librarian Visit 
Homework Due: Unit 1 Feeder 1 Due (Topic Statement}; Bring to class at least two 
thoughtkd questions tot the visiting librarian that you will ask in class. Questions 
may be more general at~d pertain to such thit~gs as research practices or locating 
sources, or they may be more specifically related to your topic of interest 

WeeR 3 
’tuesday, Using Sources: review and practice Quoting~ Paraphrasit~g and 
Summarizing; discussion of CSE citation metbods; Complete Exercises from Strident 
&6de to Engl&h     group discussions of topic ideas and sources 
Homework Due: Read the Introduction ("Entering the Conversatimf’) lrom ThW Sa~; 
f Say along with chapters i ("Tbey Say: Starting witb Wbat Others Are Saying") and 
2 ("Her Point Is: The Art of Summarizing"). Also, read pages ~ 8-~6 fl’om Student 
GuidetaE~Iish     l~ring at least four sources to class; Read pages *Remember to 
bring to class your copy of St~der~t Guide ~o En~Iish 

Thursday,       As a class, discuss effective peer review practices and practice 
peer reviewing; in groups, students discuss their sources and how they plan to use 
their sources to construct the body of their literature review; 
Homework Due: Unit 1 Feeder 2 Due (Summary of Sot~rces) 

Week 4 
Tuesday, 
1 Project 

Students will workshop introductory and body paragraphs for Unit 

Homework Due: Brin g in a written draft of mtroductow paragraph and at least on e 
sizeable body paragraph to class & upload your draft on Sakai 

Thursday,       Workshop introduction and body sections in pairs or groups 
Homework Di*e: bring a revised written draft of introductow paragraph and 
completed hody sections & upload your draft on Sakai 

Week 5 
Tuesday, Workshop latest draft of Unit 1 Project with special locus on 



Homework Due: Bring a complete written draft of Unit 1 Project & upload your draft 
on Sakai 

Thursday, TBA 

Week 6 
Tuesday, Introduction Unit 2 Social Sciences; students will brainstorrn ideas 
rela~ing to stereotypes and search tbe web fBr examples of these stereotypes (wbich 
can be present visually or verbally in music videos, magazine covers, newspaper 
articles, advertisements, movie previews, uews footage, and so forth). Students will 
discuss their ideas and findings with the class. 
Ho~nework Due: Unit One Project Due 

Thursday,        As groups, students will work to locate sources within specific 
disciplines in the social sciences; we will review the Unit Two assignment sheet and 
take a look at Slate.corn, browsing a f~w articles to discuss my expectations for the 
unit project, 

Week 7 
Tuesday, Stude~tts will get into groups and discuss their stereotypes with 
their group mates; individually, students then will work to create a 
survey/questionnaire related to tbe stereotypes they have cbosen to investigate. 
l!omework Due: Unit 2 Feeder I Due (Summary of the Issue) 

Thursday,        Fieldwork; Using their questionnaires, studenta will get bands-on 
experience doing fieldwork by interviewing as many people as they can during our 
class period (feel free to use Iphoues and other methods to capture some of these 
interviews, as long as you obtain permission from those you interview), 

Week 8 
Tuesday, From writing to speaking; in groups, students will read an excerpt 
from a sample essay and attempt to create a note card that they would use to aid 
them while presenting. Groups will share their note cards with the class, and we 
will discuss wbat tbeir aims should be wben shifting from writing to speaking. We 
will continue doing fieldwork during the remainder of class. 1 recommend that 
students cot~tinue to carW out more field work in order to gather a larger sample. 

Thursda~ Unit 2 Feeder 2 Due (Preseutations) 

Week 9 
Tuesday, Presentations continued 

Thursday,        Workshop 

Homework Due.: Bring a written draft of your introduction & upload your draft on 
Sakai 



Week 10 
Tuesday, No Classes; Spring Break: 

Week 11 
Tuesday, Workshop 

Homework Due: [~ring a written draft of at least half of paper v~’itten & upload your" 
draft on Sakai 

Thursday,          Workshop 
Homework Due: Bring a complete written draft of unit two & upload your dratt on 
Sakai 

Week 12 
Tuesday, Introduction Unit Three (Humanities): Libraky Visit 
llndregraduate LibraW MRC, Meet out in front of UI,, Will receive instructions on 
producing podcasts. 
Homework Due: Unit Two Project Due 
Thursday,          Students wiR pick out their narrative 10r the final project. 
S~dents will discuss %eir responses to homework questions with group mates. 
Discussing Slave Narratives and podcasts as genres and what to look for; students 
will become acquainted with the features of podcasts; as a class we wil] listen to a 
couple of Snap Judgment Segment. We will go over Unit 3 assignment. We will then 
discuss "A Narrative of ’Griswold" as a class, and students wi]l share individual 
approaches towards summarizing this narrative and explain how their approaches 
are either similar to or differ from other members of their group, 
Homework Due: Read "A Narrative of ’Griswo]d,’ the Afi’tcan Youth, fl’om the Mission 
School at Cape Palmas, who Died in Boston, May 16, 1884" ]ocated under resources- 
unit three on Sakai. Complete the ’~Questions Griswold ~arrative" sheet, which 
you can also find under unit three resources, and post it to Sakai under 
assignments "~nit Three Summa~ ’A Narrative of’Griswold.’" *Make sure to 
~ke a look at this questionnaire before reading the narrative. 

Week 13 
Tuesday, Students share their narratives among groups. We’ll then hear 
f~om individual sPadents about their specific narratives and discuss some of the 
questions that arise by that point. 
Homework Due: ~ust have read yeur narrative; Complete some of the questions 
on your feeder 1 questionnaire in order to help guide you as you share with your 
classmates a bit ab out the narrative you will be re-telling for yo ur Snap Judgment 
Segment (final project) 
Thursday,       Drama 



Homework Due: Unit 3 Feeder I Due (Observations & Ques$ions-(:lose Read~ng 
Slave Narratives); In addition [o feeder 2, begin draft of your written text for the 
podcast. 

Week 14 
Tuesday, Drama 
Homework Due: Unit 3 Feeder 2 Due (Podcast Transitions: lntreduction te Snap 
]udment Segment); continue working on your written dra[~ l~r podcast 
Thursday,         StlldellL~ practice reading narratives aloud. We ~,dll go outside 
(weather permitting) so that students can spread out and find quiet places. Studettts 
will work individually on their projects. 
Homework Due: Bring a copy of your written draR to class, 

Week 15 
Tuesday, Workshop 
Homework Due: Bring a written cop,/of your draP~ & upload your draft on Sakai 

Thursday,        Workshop 
flomework Due: Bring a written copy of your complete draft & upload your draft on 
Sakai 

Week 16 
Tuesday, Workshop/time to continue working on final projects 
Thursday, Unit Three Project Due (Snap ]udgment Segment); In-Class 
(;ourse Evaluations; Final Day of (;[ass 



Lifetime Fitness 
Beginning Jogging 

LFIT       Spring 

Instructor: 
Mailbox: Woollen Gym 215B 
Email:       @live.uric edu 

Time and Location: One hour, twice a week 
1~’~ Day meeting = Fetzer Hall Gym A 
Activity Space = Balk Track 
Lab Space = Fetzer Hall Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a lasting 
interest in lifetime participation and to increase the student’s level of physical fitness and 
knowledge of life-long health Students will be able to describe the physical, psychological, and 
socio-cultural factors and human behaviors that influence human well-being and affect the major 
health problems of our society; understand the components of healthmelated physical fitness 
and their relationship to personal health and well-being; and develop and enhance physical 
fitness or lifetime spo[t psychomotor skills 

Course Requirements 

Required Material: 
I. LifetimeFJtnessLabManuah The TarHeeFsGuidetoaHea!thyand 

Active Lifestyle 
2. EXSS/NASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $4000 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab fees If you 
drop your LFIT course before                you may receive a refund. We will not be 
checking to see who has dropped. Please email amcculle@email.unc.edu to facilitate this 
process Requests after this date will not be honored and your money will not be carried over to 
another semester. You will have to repay the fee if you decide to take the course at a later date 

Grading Scale: 
A 93.0-100% B- 800-829% D+ 670-69.9% 
A- 90.0-929% C+ 770-799% D 600-66.9% 
B+ 87.0-899% C 730-769% F < 60.0% 
B 83.0-86.9% C- 70.0-72.9% 

Grading criteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 

assignments 
Quizzes (9) 

Final exam (1) 
Attendance 

Attitude and 
and Participation 

20% Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab 

2O% 

25% 
25% 

10% 

There will be a quiz at the end of each online presentation, for a 
total of 9 quizzes 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online lectures 
Students will be expected to come to class and actively 
participate in the daily activities. 
Students will be expected to have a positive presence in class 
engage in each activity 



Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms. The instructions for the labs 
are located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website (under Lifetime Fitness) They are to 
be completed and turned in on the scheduled date There will be no make-up labs dates Labs 
are worth 5 points each, and failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 
paints for the lab, 

Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, varying in length from 15-35 minutes, are 
required for to students to view through Sakai After the lectures have been viewed, the student 
will have 30 minutes to complete a short quiz The deadline for completion of the quizzes is 
midnight on the due date. Failure to meet the deadline results in an automatic zero. 

Fina~ Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts from all 9 
lectures on Sakai The exam may consist of multiple choice, truelfalse, and short answer 
questions The final exam will be given on the last day of class - not during the scheduled finals 
period. 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken. Classes and labs are mandatory Students may not 
miss more than 1 lab during the semester 7 or more unexcused absences may result in an 
F. A total of 10 excused and unexcused absences will result in an F or the need for a 
medical drop of the course. 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
Each day will be worth 2 points. 
An unexcused absence will lose both points 
An excused absence (after the 3’~), failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one 
point 
3 tardies (beyond 5 minutes) will equal 1 unexcused absence 

Weather- For outdoor classes: Class will never be cancelled due to weather Class may be 
moved inside in the event of inclement weather - but this will be at the discretion of the teacher 
and you will need to check your email and the board in front of the equipment room before 
class. Expect to be outside everyday otherwise 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity and lab days. 
Jeans are not acceptable, nor are sandals. Your participation grade will be affected if you do not 
dress out properly 

Honor Code - it is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself within the 
guidelines of the Honor System. All academic work should be done with the high level of 
honesty and integrity that is University demands. For more information on the honor code, refer 
to http://honor unc edu 

Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of classroom or hand, held 
monitoring devices during any exams or graded assignments taken m class. 

YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LF~T. 
Please note that effective Fall 2011, you will no longer receive credit for more than one LFIT 

course 



Students may take only one I credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH. If you have 
taken an LFIT prior to Fall 2011 and enroll in an LFIT course during or after Fall 2011, this will 

not count towards your 120 hours needed for graduation. 

Lifetime Fitness Outline 

Lifetime Fitness Outline (Tuesday/Thursday LFiTIOg-108) 

Lifetime Fitness Introduction Log onto Sakai 

Fetzer Gym A 

Introduction to Jogging, Saftey, Online: Current Health Status/Quiz 

Class rules, Pace and goals 

Fitness Assessment Lab Bring lab manual 

Fetzer Gym B Complete Data Collection Sheet 

15 rain run test 

Track Intervals Online: Fitness assessment/Quiz 

Campus star run 

Stadium stairs Online: Nutrition/Quiz 

Campus Run/Begin Lab #:~ = Begin Lab #2 = Dieta~v Analysis 

Dietary Analysis 

Circuits 

File Run 

I rack Interval Lab f~2 - Dietary Analysis Due 

Scavenger hunt 

Game day Online: Stabilization Training/Quiz 

Stabilization Training Lab Bring lab manual 

(location TBA) 

Hill run Online: CardiorespiratoW Training/Quiz 

Campus Run 

Cardio Game day Online: Flexibility Training/Quiz 

NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 



Relays 

Stadium Stairs ¯ Online: Weight Control/Quiz 





pdff AAA) 



Lifetime Fitness 
Indoor Sports 

LFIT Spring 

Mailbox: Woollen Gym 215B 
Email:       @live unc.edu 

Time and Location: One hour, twice a week 
1’’ Day meeting = Fetzer Hall Gym A 
Activity Space = Fetzer Hall Gym A 
Lab Space = Fetzer Hall Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a lasting interest in 
lifetime participation and to increase the student’s level of physical fitness and knowledge of life-long 
health Students will be able to describe the physical, psychological, and socio-cultural factors and 
human behaviors that influence human well-being and affect the major health problems of our society; 
understand the components of health-related physical fitness and their relationship to personal health 
and well-being; and develop and enhance physical fitness or lifetime spot1 psychomotor skills 

Course Requirements 

Required Material: 
1. Lffetime Fitness Lab M, anual: The Tar Heels Guide to a Healthy and Active 

Lifestyle 
2. EXSS/NASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $4000 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab fees If you drop 
your LFIT course before                you may receive a refund. We will not be checking to see 
who has dropped Please email amcculle@email unc.edu to facilitate this process Requests after this 
date will not be honored and your money will not be carried over to another semester. You will have to 
repay the fee if you decide to take the course at a later date 

Grading Scale: 
A 93.0-100% B- 80.0-82.9% D+ 67.0-69.9% 
A- 90.0-929% C+ 770-799% D 600-66.9% 
B+ 87.0-899% C 730-769% F < 60.0% 
B 83.0-869% C- 700-729% 

Grading criteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 20% 
Quizzes (9)         20% 

Final exam (1) 25% 
Attendance 25% 

Attitude and 10% 
Participation 

Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab assignments 
There will be a quiz at the end of each online presentation, for a total of 
9 quizzes. 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online lectures 
Students will be expected to come to class and actively participate in the 
daily activities. 
Students will be expected to have a positive presence in class and 
engage in each activity. 



Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms The instructions for the labs are 
located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website (under Lifetime Fitness) They are to be 
completed and turned in on the scheduled date. There will be no make-up labs dates. Labs are worth 5 
points each, and failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 points for the lab 

Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, vaG, ing in length from 15-35 minutes, are required for 
to students to view through Sakai. After the lectures have been viewed, the student will have 30 
minutes to complete a short quiz. The deadline for completion of the quizzes is midnight on the due 
date Failure to meet the deadline results ill an automatic zero. 

Fina~ Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts from all 9 lectures on 
Sakai, The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false, and short answer questions, The final exam 
will be given on the last day of class - not during the scheduled finals period, 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken. Classes and labs are mandatory Students may not miss more 
than 1 lab during the semester. 7 or more unexcused absences may result in an F. A total of 10 
excused and unexcused absences will result in an F or the need for a medical drop of the course. 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
Each day will be worth 2 points. 
An unexcused absence will lose both points 
An excused absence (after the 3~), failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one point 
3 tardies (beyond 5 minutes) will equal 1 unexcused absence. 

Weather- For outdoor classes: Class will never be cancelled due to weather Class may be moved 
inside in the event of inclement weather- but this will be at the discretion of the teacher and you will 
need to check your email and the board in front of the equipment room before class. Expect to be 
outside everyday otherwise. 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity and lab days Jeans 
are not acceptable, nor are sandals Your participation grade will be affected if you do not dress out 
properly. 

Honor Code - It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself within the 
guidelines of the Honor System All academic work should be done with the high level of honesty and 
integrity that is University demands. For more information on the honor code, refer to 
http:fihononunc.edu 

Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of classroom or handheld monitoring 
devices during eny exams or graded assignments taken in class 

YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LFIT. 
Please note that effective Fall 2011, you will no longer receive credit for more than one LFIT course. 

Students may take only one 1 credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH If you have taken an 
LFIT prior to Fall 2011 and enroll in an LFIT course during or after Fall 2011, this will not count towards 

your 120 hours needed for graduation. 



[ifeth~e Fitness Introduction Log onto Sakai 

Fetzer Gym A 

Basketball rules/introduction Online: Durrent Health Status/" Quiz 

Fitness Assessment Lab Bring lab manual 

Fetzer Gym B Complete Data Collection Sheet 

Dribbling and passing 

Shooting techniques Online: Fitness assessment/Quiz 

Defense and rebounding 

Offensive and defensive strategy Online: Nutrition/Quiz 

3-on-3 game play Begin Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis 

Begin Lab g2 = Dietary Analysis 

5-on-5 game play 

Begin basketball tournament 

Tournament conclusion Lab #2 - Dietary Analysis Due 

Indoor soccer introduction 

Dribbling and passing Online: Stabilization Training! Quiz 

Stabflizatfon Training Lab Bring lab manual 

location TBA) 

Shooting techniques Online: Cardforespfratory Trainfng/Qufz 

Defensive techniques 

Game play Online: Flexibility Training/Quiz 

NO CLASS SPRING RRBAR 

NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 

Begin SOCCer tournament 

Tournament conclusion Online: Resistance Training/Quiz 

SMR! Resistance Training Lab Bring lab manual 

Begin volleyball 

Bumping and passing 

Serving, setting, and hitting Online: Weight Control/Quiz 

Defensive techniques, blocking 

Game play Online: Behavior Modification! Quiz 

Fitness Assessment Ill) Lab Complete Data Collection Sheet 

Turn in "TA COPY" 

Game play 

Class choice Prepare fo~ Final Exam 

FINAL EXAM FINAL EXAM - Fetzer Gym A 



PI ILL( )S( )PI IY EXPERIEN(~E ,K\ D RE, 

adl readings sx ill be po~ ted o:* the S~,km site k)r thi~ course. Please get in touch with me if 

ELECTRONICS POLICY 

No [.q)t q/s o" other ih::cm)nic &vices will b~ dh~wld in lass (th tlZh pi{ {s{ oral ~alk 

PAI>ERS 

l,;ss.ly 1 shotJd 1oc 3 pages long, while llssays 2 and ~ shouk! 1o(: 5 pages long. ’lh)t@l the 
~rJft of Issay I sb>uld be treated SCr~01 S y and will bc graded as a co n@ctcd paper, I’ve 



l}~c \V~idng Ccntcr has some hclptul rcsou~ccs on x, ~iti ~g philosophy p~pcrs Scc the 

See dso Ji’n Pt] or’s guide 2/w~i-mg philosophy p; pets or Sake& 

Pcrrn mc ~t gc, tdcs ~,rc dc itmd by UNC as foll:~ws: 

di~ cipiine: an acc~.:nular~on old grades should be mLeP_ to mean rha~ the student 

Gradmp of p~pers and e~minafioP-s direcfly reflects the ,~bove cr:tet2a k)r pet’mmaent prades. 



(92 100) 
(91) 

B+(90) 

(80 

1 [()N( )R (2( 

I) (62 69) 

1’(60 ) 

TEe Provost asks that e,~ch ~vl ahu~ re:hind smde:±ts (£ :he IIo*:or Code. The IIonor Code 

What is Philosophy? 

Wed, 
\\l~,~t is Philosophy 

\X¢m~ is Ph{k~soph) 

The Problem of Free Will 

Wed 

]’r 

\\~EK 3 

Wed 

F< 

free will and determimsr2" 

No Class 

Chisholm 



Fmnkt%rt. ’Freedom o£ the ,~Ail and the ~/!n~ept/if a per~/in" 

Experience and Reali~- 
WI ([ ~K 4 

%Ion 

]’r{ 

\Xhar docs (xpcr{(~cc :-c/11~ fell 

]’r{ 

,Xmn~t~-/!ng, 1991, ’%X]~ ~t 5f; kes Induction R; -xm ~17," Dialogue, 30: 

Wed 

]’r{ 

]’roper-? I)tmlism 
.bc.,son ],l)iphenomcn:~] Qtalia 

Revision of Paper 1 Due 
Wed 



Personal Identi~ 

Wed 

Body ’l’hcory 
’H~omson Pcopk:~md ’H~cir Bodies 

Body TheeU 
Ohon \X-as jek} iH Iyde ? 

Time 
Wed 

Wed 

Wed 

Time Travel 
Wed 

In roduc ion 

SB 

SB 

SB 

A The/i:~ 

Paper 2 Due 



Sider I dimcnsio ~alism 

Properties and Objec*s 
Wed 

WIEEK 16 

,Mm~sti-ong 4 di~pu-cs abou properties 
Paper 3 Due 

Wed 
Revk~a Day 



Anth Prehistoric Art, 
Spring TTh 2-3:15 Gardner 105 
required discussion sections 6t}1-6t}6 

Bfornbos Cave, South Africa, 75,000y. BP 

Dr, Silvia Torn&~kov~ 
Professor of Anthropology & Women’s and Gender 
Studies 
Office: Smith Bldg 204 
Office Hours: T 10-12:30 or by apt. 

Teaching Assistants: 
@live unc edu 

Sections: 602 (W 1-2), 603 0~’ 3-4), 605 (Th 4-5) 
@ema![=unc=edu 

Sections: 601 (F 1-2), 604 (Th 3:30-4:20}, 606 (F 2- 
3) 

Prehistoric representations are among the most 
provocative and controversial materials of the 
archaeological record. This course is an 
introductory survey of the emergence of 
representations and symbolic structures in different 
pads of the world, their interpretation, and their 
evolutionary and behavioral significance. Ranging in 
time from the earliest p~ehistodc cultures of Africa, 
Australia, the Americas and Europe. the course will 
examine the diversity of symbolic expressions in 
various pads of the world. Rock paintings, figurines, 
structured spaces, funeral memorials, landscapes as 
well as stone tools will be all examined so as to 
assess the emergence and persistence of human 
capacity for abstract thought, imagination and 
representation. The course will place padicular 
emphasis on understanding the technological, social 
and ideational context within which ancient 
representations weie pioduced and used We will 
spend less time on ’appreciating’ the ad. and focus 
on what prehistoric representations can tell us about 
the cultural systems that p~oduced them. This 
course attempts to describe the conditions that 
brought about the emergence of human material 

representations and what it may mean for our 
understanding of symbolic behavior 
Goals of this class: 
1) to provide an introduction to prehistoric ad 
through a survey of the current anthropological 
knowledge of symbolic roprosentations, and the 
lypes of objects and represenlations made and used 
by people in different pads of the world 

2) to provide a general understanding of the 
development of symbolic representation through 
human history. 

3) to offer insight how such material objects aid our 
understanding of social, political, religious and 
economic conditions of past societies. 

4) to encourage critical thinking about categories 
such as ad, religion, or human capacity and how they 
help us in understanding diverse cultures around the 

world. 

This course is an experiment in UNC’s "ffipped 
classroom" idea. Consequently, the lectures only 
provide the background and basis for the work that 
you will do in smaller groups in recitation sections. 
Most of your grade will come from the activities, 
exercises and projects done in sections. You will get 
a separate discussion section syllabus with a 
description of activities once we begin your recitation 
sections (week 3) 

Lectures, required: Lectures are designed to 
introduce, define, and clarify concepts and terms. 

As there is rio textbook for this class, attendance is 
absolutely necessary for passing the course. 
Lectures will not be posted on the class website 
Howeveh every week images from lectuies will be 
posted so as to help you take and organize lecture 

will be deducted from your final glade tot each 

that will take some time to complete Each week 

important). Durklg the week of the midter[t~ exa[t~ 



Films and art, required: This class will heavily 
focus on visual and acoustic materials, hence seeing 
& experiencing materials presented in this class is 
crucial. Your first three discussion sections (Jan 
22-Feb 7) will meet at the Ackland Museum of Art, 
not in your recitation classroom If you do not see a 
particular film. hear music pieces, or do not see 
cedain objects, it is your responsibility to catch up in 
your own time 

Readings and materials, required: 

Materials discussed in this class are available 
through ondine websites: museums, monuments, 
UNESCO, archaeological sites and blogs. You will 
be directed to the appropriate sites depending on 
the topic and region of the world on a weekly basis. 
Lectures (and occasional readings) will contextualize 

the materials and provide the necessary background 
- this is the stuff you will be tested on in the midterm 

& final exams. 

Discussion sections 40% (breakdown explained 
in sections) 
Midterm 20% 
Final exam 40% 

Make up policy and grades: Make-up exams will 
only be given in cases of true emergency. If you 

are unable to take the exams at the scheduled 
times, you have to see the instructor ahead of time 
for alternative arrangements. Any work submitted 

late for discussion sections will be only accepted at 
the TA’s discretion and points will be deducted for 
every missed day. Any work for which you receive a 
low grade cannot be re-submitted for an improved 
grade. Any issues/conflicts arising from grading 

need to be discussed with the instructo[ but the TAs 
have the final word 

reference. Please also note that resubmitting 
work from another c~ass is considered cheating 
and is a serious offence, University policies on 
academic honesty, cheating, fabrication, and 
plagiarism will be strictly adhered to 

3. All written assignments must be handed in to 

your teaching assistant not to the instructor. 
Points will be deducted for each day of late 
assignments. Check due dates and plan 
accordingly. Print out copies early and back up 
copies of your papers. A hard disk or printer crash 
are not acceptable excuses for not turning in the 
assignment on time. 

4. E=mail and Phone Messages: Please reserve 
email/phone calls for urgent messages. Make use 
of class time or office hours to ask questions or ask 
for help. We cannot respond to emails in a class 
this size. You are encouraged to see the instructor 
or your teaching assistant during their office hours. 

The Writing Center: writing well 

Counseling and Wellness Services: 
hEtp:iicampusheagh.unc.ed u/wellness.html 

Disabibties 
If you are a student with a documented physical or 
learning disability, please contact me and you[ 
teaching assistant to discuss any accommodations 
that you may requite. We will be happy to wo[k with 

you. 

Rules of the Game 

1. Reading or watching anything on you~ laptop 
dudng class, texting on your cell phone, chagklg 
with your classmates is unacceptable If you are 
Mund to be phoning, messaging, or using your 
laptop for non-class purposes, you will be asked to 
leave and your absence will be noted 

2. UNC has an hono~ code that we all agree to abide 

by Exchange of ideas is essential for learning but it 
may not take the form of plagiarism Definition of 

p~agiarism: To take or pass off as one’s own the 
ideas, key writings, to copy the exact words or to 
use key phrases from another author (b~cluding the 
Internet), to take key ideas, even if you put them in 
your own words without giving the appropriate 



Week "L      Introduction to the course, schedule 
and explanation of the process 

Week 2. Human evolution, symbolic behavior 
and cognition 

Sakai "evolution timeline" - download 

Understanding human evolution -what does 

it mean to be human? 
Understanding human evolution -what does 

it mean to have symbolic thoughts? 

Week 3. Archaeology & art, symbolic behavior & 
material culture 

Discussion sections @ the Ackland Museum 

What is a~chaeology & how do 

archaeologists study anything symbolic? 
What is ad? 

Week 4. Africa I: Rock Art 

Discussion sections @ the Ackland Museum 

Rock ad - South Africa 
no lecture, go to discussion sections 

Week 5. Africa I1: Architecture 
Discussion sections @ the Ackland Museum - 
writing assignment DUE 

Ancient Architecture - Great Zimbabwe 
no lecture, go to discussion sections 

Week & Europe 

No discussion sections this week 

- Cave art 
- Stonehenge - landscape & sound 

Week 7. The Mediterranean 

no lecture, go 1o discussion sections 

Week 8. Ancient Near East 

Week 9. MIDTERM 
No discussion sections this week 

htt[3:iihome vicne~ net:au!~auranet~au ra!web! 

Discussion sections meet in regular classroom 

Chaco Canyon -sounds & landscape 
ht[p:iiw~w.ch aco archive.orq 

Week 15. Meso- and South America 

The Maya -temples, places & ancestors 
Moche a~d their art 

Week 16= Surrm~ary 

Concluding thoughts. 
no class - An~ual Archaeology Meetings 

Final Exam on NOON, 



AAAD : Black Influences on Popular Culture 

Spring University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Course Meetings; Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30-4:45pm~ Hill Hall 103 

Office Hours: Hill Hall 224, Tuesday and Thursday fl’om lpm-3pm or by appointinent. 

Course Overview: One need only look at the ubiquity of Hip-Hop in countries h’om 
BoLswana to Japan to Sweden to see that black cultural practices and traditions have had a 
massive impact o1~ popular culture globally, In this class, we will investigate the cultural 
/radikions, sociopolitical dynamics, and systems of aesthetics and representakion that have 
shaped black influences on popular culture over the past 200 years, We will study black 
it~fluences on diverse forms of cultural expression k~c[uding music, dance, sports, comedy, 
films, at~d political discourse as we trace the obvious and less-than-obvious impacts of 
black traditions and cultural life on American and global popular culture. 

Throughout the course, we will also critically examine the terms of discussion and the 
course title itself: What constitutes a "black influence", what does it mean thr something to 
he "black", and who gels to decide? ls it possible for something to have a "black essence" or 
is blackness a construct produced and shaped through cultural production? What are the 
ethical dynamics surrounding adoption of black influences or practices by people who are 
not black themselves? What do we meat~ by "popular culture"? What are the historical 
dynamics of power and oppression that shape the playing field on which we must have 
these conversations? This semester, we will critically engage these issues while exploring 
the contributions of many performers, artists, and scholars as we seek to draw fi’om rich 
and ongoing debates about these topics to build our own robust conversation. As scholar 
hell hooks once said, popular culture is "the primary pedagogical medium for masses of 
people globally who want to, in some way, understand the politics of differet~ce." 

Course Objectives: BV the end of this course, you will be able to: 

-ldet~tify infiuences of Afl’ican Diasporic cultural practices on diverse fbrms of 
popular culture. 

Describe and critique the relationships betweet~ popular cultural production and 
broader systems of power and oppression. 

-Draw connections between past and present dynamics of cultural development, 
exchange, and appropriation. 

-Develop your own working definitions of "black influence" and "popular culture" 
after evaluating and/or synthesizing multiple schools of thought. 

4pply critical perspectives on race and representatiotl to contemporaW and 
historical cultural expression. 



Course Tex~s ~ll required): 

Annemarie Bean (edito@ James V. Hatch (editor), Brooks McNamara (editor). Inside the 
Minstrel Mask: ReadfnBs fn Nineteenth-Centlny Blackfi~ce MinstrelW. Hanover, NH: Wesleyan 
University Press, 1996 [Referred to as "BHM" throughout syllabus], 

W. Fi~hugh Rrundage [editor). Beyond Blackface: African Americans and the Creation of 
American Popular Culture, i890-1930. Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 
2011. 

Leroi [ones [Am0"i BaraRa] Blues People: Negro Mns~c in White America. New York: Harper 
Permtnial, 1999 [original W, Morrow, 1963]. 

Tricia Rose. Black [~roise: Rap Music and Btack Culture in Contemporut;v AmeHca. Hanover, 
NH, Wesleyan Universi~ Press, ~t994. 

Grading Po|iq,’: Your course grade will come from a composite of your scores for 
assignmmlts, quizzes and exams, and class participation, which will be weighted according 
to the grade breakdown below. Your total weighted score on a 100-point scale will be 
converted to a final letter grade as follows: 

Score Grade 
94-100 A 
90-93 A- 
87-89 B+ 
84-86 B 
80-83 
77-79 C+ 
74-76 C 
70-73 C- 
67-69 D+ 
60-66 D 
0-59 F 

Grade Breakdown: 
Class Participation - 18% 
Quizzes 10% (5 quizzes, 2% each) 
Persot~al Reflection 5% 
Newspaper Report- 5% 
Film Review - 10% 
Midterm Exam 15% 
Research Paper - 20% 
Final Exam - 20% [FINAL EXAM TUESDAY at 4pro) 
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foreign language class, your participation will be graded daily according to a rubric. 

Quizzes: To be sure you’re keeping up with the assigned reading and understanding the 
material thoroughly, we will have quizzes, which may or may not be announced. 

Midterm Exam: The midterrn witi be a take home exam in which you will respond to one 
or two pieces of writing, which I will assign, by applying specific factual and theoretical 
knowledge gained during the first half of the term. 

Final Exam: The final exam will test both your factual knowledge and conceptual 
underst~mding of the course material There should be no big surprises here, and we’ll take 
some time as a group to prepare in class. [FINAL EXAM TUESDAY APRIL 29tl~ at 4pm] 

Writing Assignments: All written work should uploaded to the appropriate assignment 
space on Sakai by 11:59 pm on the listed due date. This is a hard deadline, so please don’t 
wait until the last minute or you subject yourself to the tic)de whims of technology. 

Late Work Policy: Unless an extension is granted in advance or a compelling 
excuse (medical/tamily emergencies etc.) with documentation, the [bllowing 
penaliles will be assessed on late work. 

Assignments up to 24 hours/ate will be penalized one full letter grade. 
Assignments between 24 and 48 hours late will be penalized two Rtti letter 
grades. 
Assignments between 48 and 72 hours late will receive a grade no higher 
than 50 (100-point sca]e). 
No work will be accepted more than 72 hours late. 

Personal Reflection (1-2 pages): Discuss what the concept of "black influence" means to 
you. How do you perceive tile role of race, and specifically "’blackness/’ in your own life 
experience? What are you hoping to gain from taking this course? What are some 
reservations and/or concerns you may have? 

Newspaper Report (2 pages): This assignment ~11 introduce you to our online databases 
of historically black newspapers as a valuable research tool. You will decide on a popular 
culture practice, person, place or event of interest and discuss how it was reported in maior 
newspapers including in the black press. 

Film Review (4 pages): You will choose a film ti’om a list of options (an alternate film may 
be atiowed w/instructor permission) and write a critical review that engages issues of 
cultural expression, represent;~tion, and appropriation. For this project, I will ask you to 
watch bell hooks’ "Cultural Criticism and Transformation" (available on YouTube) as a 
model for building a critical perspective. 



Research Paper (7-9 pages): You will write an original research paper on a topic of your 
choice related to the course theme. You have a wide range of options here, though term 
paper topics must be approved by the instructm; and I will be available to discuss possible 
topics during my office hours or via e-maiL 

Atteadance Policy: It is absolutely vital that all students altered class regularly, and I will 
expect students to sign the attendance sheet every class period. As such, each student may 
miss only TWO class periods without instructor permission in advance or a compelling 
excuse (medlcal/lamlly emergencies etc.) with proper documentatiom EACH BN EXCBSED 
ABSENCE IN EXCESS OF TWO WII,L RESUhT IN A PENALTY OF ONE HALF-hETTER ON 
YOUR FINAL COURSE GRADE. lfyou know in advance that you absolutely must miss class, 
please talk with me ahead of time so that we can work something out to be sure you don’t 
tall behind, Further detail on medical excuses, religious exceptions, etc, can be found here 
in the Hndergraduate Bulletin: 
http://www.unc.edu/ugradb u/letin!procedures’i.htm]#c]ass attendance 

Honor Code & Academic Integrity: All students are expected to maintain high standards 
of academic integrity, and so am I as your instructor. As such, plagiarism or the receiving of 
unauthorized assist~mce will absolutely not be tolerated. In this course, we will gollow 
UNC’s I/ot~or Code, and any violations thereof may result in disciplinary action via the 
Honor Court. Please famgiarize yourself with the BNC Honor Code’s definitions of’various 
violations and its policies and procedures in the 77~e lr~strument of Studer~tfl*dicial 
t~overnance found here: 
http://studentconduct.ut~c.eduisitesistudentcot~duct.unc.edu/files/Fall20~ 2print.pdf 

Technology Policy: I encourage students to use whatever technological equipment they 
lind usel’al to take notes in class so long as it does not distract others. However; students 
using technolo~w for urn’elated activities during class (Facebook, e-mail, chatting, etc.) will 
lose sigt~ificant points on their class participation grade, at~d repeated problems may result 
in shills towards a much more "conservative" stance on technolog&’ in the classroom. 

Accommodations liar Disabilities and Learning Differences: I am happy to make 
reasonahle accommodations for disahilitles and learning differences. Requests for 
accommodations should follow the guidelines and procedures of UNE’s Accessibility 
Resources and Service: http:i/accessibili~,.unc.eduistudents. 

The earlier I am infbrmed ofa studenEs need for an accommodation, the more options we 
have, so please be proactive about this and note the following deadlines for Spring 

Note-TaMng Requests: 
Facully Notification emads: 
Exam Scheduling: 
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Onit 1: Foundational Concepts 

Thursday 

Introduction, syllabus review, first impressions 

Tuesday 

Defining "Black Influences" and "Popular Culture" 

Read: Omar Burgess "True Colors: Race, and the Misnomer of Hip Hop as ’Black Culture" 
hiphopdx, cora ht~p://www.hiphopdx.com/index/edltorlals/id.1947/title.true-colors-race- 
and-the-mist~omer-o f-hip-hop-as-black-music 

Marcyliena Morgan and Dionne Bennett, "Hip-Itop and the Global Imprint of a Black 
Cultural Form" Daedc*tus 140, no.2 (Spring 2011): 176-196 (ion Sakai) 

Greg ’rate, "Nlgs Are 0s, or How Black Folk Became Fetish Objects" from Everythi~,.9 But the 
Burden: What White People Are Taking from RIack Culture (New York: Itarlem Moon, 2003) 
(on Sakai) 

Thursday 

Cultural Appropriation and White Privilege 

Read: bell hooks "Eating the Other: Desire and Resistance" fl’om Black Looks: Race and 
RepresentatJon (Boston: South End Press, ~992) (on Sakai) 

Mickey Hess "’Don’t Quote Me Boy’: r)ynamite Hack Covers NWA’s Boyz-N-Tha-Hood’" 
Popular Music and Society 28, no.2 (2005): 17%191 (on Sakai) 

Nlco Lang, "Cultural Appropriation is a Bigger Problem than Mile,7 Cyrus" Thot~ghf 
Catalo~gue http://thoughtcatalog.com/nico-lang/2013/Og/cultural-appropriation-ls-a- 
b~gger-p!:ob[em-tl~an -mj[ey-cyrus/ 

Hayes Brown "The Obscuring o~Black Culture or Why I Hate the Fake llarlem Shake Meme" 
ThinkPro9ress httm//thinkr~rom’ess.or~/alvssa/20it3/O2i15/1601551!the-obscurine-of- 
black-culture-or-why-i-bate-tbe-l;ake-harlem-sbake-meme! 
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Unit 2: Minstrelsy and the 19th Century 

Tuesday 

The Genealogy of Jim Crow 

Read: BHM 3-27 (Eric Lott, "Blackface and Blackness: The Minstrel Show in American 
Culture) 

*PERSONAL REFLECTION ASSIGNMENT DUE (1/21) 

Thursday 

Dandy Jim and Elack Male Sexuality 

Read: BI/M 257-272 (Barbara Lewis, "Daddy Blue: The Evolutiot~ of the Bark Bandy") 

Tuesday 

Early Black Minstrel Performers 

Read: BIIM 33-62, 163-~75 (Ed. Efleen Southern "Black Musicians and Early Ethiopian 
Minst~’e]sy, Southern "The Georgia Minstrels: The Early Years") 

Thursday 

Comedy and Political Commentary 

Read: BHM 179-222 (William !, Mahar "Ethiopian Skits and Sketches: Contents and 
Contexts of Elackface Minstrelsy, 1840-1890") 

Tuesday 

Racial and Ethnic Politics, "White" Immig~’ant Perli~rmers 

Read: BHM 6%’109 (Alexander Saxton "Blacktace Minstrelsy", Robert C. Toll "Social 
Commentary in White Minstrelsy) 
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Thursday 

Gender; Sexuality, and Black Bodies i~x Motion 

Read: BHM 223-256 (Marian Hannaf~ Winter "luba and American Minstrelsy", Annemarie 
Bean "Transgressing the Gender Divide: The Female Impersonator in Nineteenth-Century 
Blackface Minstrelsy") 

Unit 3: The Great Migration and Urban Mass Culture 

Tuesday 

Brbanism and the Great Migration 

Read: Brundage IS9-189 (Davarian Baldwin "Our" Newcomers to the Ci~3,: The Great 
Migration and the Making of Modern Mass Culture") 

Thm’sday 

Race and Authenticil;,, 

Read: Brundage 99-’i 23 (David l<rasner "The Real Thing’) 

Tuesday 

Constructing and Deconstructing Stereotypes 

Read: Brundage 224-1g8 (Susan Curtis "Black CreativBy and Black Stereoiype: Rethining 
Black Popular Music in America", Thomas Riis "Crossing Boundaries: Black Musiciarxs who 
De~ed Mnsical Genre") 

Thursday 2/20 

Diasporic Consciousness and Po]B.ical Solidarity 

Read: Brundage 259-288 (Clare Corbotdd "At the Feet of Dessalines: "Performing Haiti’s 
Revolution During the New Negro Renaissance") 
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Tuesday 

The Black Body in Sports 

Read: Brundage 318-386 (Lewis A. Erenberg "More Than a Prizefight: Joe Louis~ Max 
Schmeling, and the Transnational Politics of Bo×mg’) 

*NEWSPAPER ASSIGNMENT DUE (2/25) 

Unit 4: Unpacking Amiri Baraka’s "Blues People" 

Thursday . 

Read: !ones/Baraka, Introduction and 1-50 

Tuesday 

Read: !ones/Baraka, 50-122 

Thursday 

Read: Jones/Baraka, I22-175 

SPRINGBREAK 

Unit 5: Mass Media and Black Culture at Mid-Century 

Tuesday 

R&B, Rock & Roll, Soul, and Pop 

Read: Lawrence N. Redd, "Rock! It’s Still Rhythm and Blues" 771e Black Perspective irl Music 

13, no.1 (Spring 1985): 31-47 

Phillip Brian Ilarper, "Synesthisia, ’Crossover’, and Blacks in Popular Music" Social Texr 23 

(Autumn-Winter 1989): 102-121 
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Thursday 

Television and Comedy 

Read: Hilton Als, "A Pryor Love: The Lif~ and Times of America’s Comic Prophet of Race" 
trom Eve~’thfng But the Burden (on Sakai) 

Simon Weaver, "The Other Laughs Back: llumour and Resistance in Anti-racist Comedy" 
Sociology 44, noA (Februat~ 2010): 31-40 (on Sakai) 

Melbourne S. Cummings, "The Changing Image of the Mack Family on Television" The 

JournalofPopularCulture 22, no.2 (Fall ~98~): 78-~8 (on Saka~) 

Tuesday 

Black Pride, Affocentrism, Black Arts Movement, Affofuturism 

Lar~3~ Nea/"The Black Arts Movement" T,~e Drama Review ~ 2, t~o.4 (Summer 1968): 28-39 
(on Sakai) 

]. Griffeth Roller, on, "The ’Robot Voodoo Power Thesis’: Atrofi~turism and Anti-Anti- 
Essentialism from Sun Ra to Kool Keith" l~Iack Music Research Journal 28, no. 1 (Spring 
2008j: 83-109 (on Sakaij 

*FILM REVIEW ASSIGNMENT DUE (3/25) 

Thursday 

Film, Blaxploit;~ tion 

Read: Kelsey Cowger, "Cultural Politics, Representation, and the Music of Shajq" 
VoiceXchange it (2004): 19-26 (on Sakai) 

Ioe Wlodarz, "Beyond the Black Macho: Queer Blaxploitation" The Velvet L~qllt Tr~p 53 
(Spring 2004): ~0-25 (on Sakai) 

Tuesday 

Athletics and Black Masculinity 

Read: Michael Eric Dyson "Be Like Mike? Michael ~ordan at~d the Pedagogy of Desire" 

Cultural Studies 7 no.~ (:t993): 64-72 (on Sakai) 

Rachel Alicia Griffin "The Disgrace of Commodification and Shamefk~l Convenience: A 
Critical Race Critique of the NBA"Journ~I of BIackStudies 43, no,2 (March 20121): 161-1135 
(on sakai) 
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Unit 6: Hip-Hop and the late 20th Century 

Thursday 

Hip-Hop and Cultural Production 
Read: Rose Chapter 1 

Tuesday 

Contemporary Urban Geography 
Read: Rose Chapter 2 (21-61) 
Thursday 

Black Cultural Technologies 
Read: Rose Chapter 3 {62-96) 

Tuesday 

Black Music and Contemporary Politics 
Read: Rose Chapter 4 {99-145) 

Thursday 

Women in Hip-Hop, Sexuality, Patriarchy 
Read: Rose Chapter S (146-182) 

Unit 7: Case Study--Contemporary New Orleans 

Tuesday 

Symbolic Economy and Cultural MemoW 

Read: ttelen A, Regis "Blackness and the Politics of Memory in the New Orleans Second 
Line," American Ethnolqqist 28, 11o.4 (November; 2001): 752-777. (on Sakai) 

~RESEARCH PAPER r)IJE (4/22) 

Thursday 

Soundscapes and Brban Resistance 

Read: Mat~ Sakakeeny, "Under the Bridge: An Orientation to Soundscapes in New Orleans" 
Ethnomus~cology 54, no.1 (Winter 2010): 1-27. (on Sakai) 
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AMST[ FOOD IN AMERICAN CULTI.JRE 
Tues. and Thurs, 2-3:15 PM. Murray G201, Si}ri~g 

Dr. Marcle Cohen Ferrls 
Office: 320 Greenlaw 
M Fear’s Of’lice hours: Tues, 3:30-5 PM. and by appointment: 

ferri sm @era nil unc edu 
W: 919-8,13-9881~ cell: 

Teachin~ Assistant, MA ca~tdidate UNC-CH 
Folklore Master’s Program Office: 226 Greenlaw, hours by 
appointment: @live unc edu 

Class Resource Librar~a~., 
@emall unc edu 

WELCOME! -&MST    examines the history and meaning of 
food in America and how our ctdinmy cultures have shaped 
national, regional, and personal identiD for over five centuries 
To approach the unwieldy, vast history of .am~erican foodways, 
this course bighlights selected historical rnomems, places, and 
people in the comple× r~ar~ative of our country’s foodwavs 
Rather than an encyclopedic ove~Mew of cuisine, AMSI 
steps beyond iconic dishes and recipes to examine a cultural 

conversation lbund in the histoficN interactions of.am~eficans 
across time Food is also a barometer of contemporary Ame~{ca, 
where a return to local f’ood and small-scale, heritage agficultuie 
exists alongside industrial farming The cballenges of our 
national food system---environmental degradation, sustainable 
ag6culture, food access, and food-related disease---are especially 

acute in the American South, and have been throughout its 
history We must co~tsider how this history impacts cur~cn~ 
institutional policy and individual action "Food in American 
Culture" considers the ir~tersection of America’s multi-racial and 
multi-ethnic populations to exp]o~ e the meaning of our nation’s 
’cuisine’ Throughout the semester, students discuss food as both 
a source of healing and a source of conflict, and the ways in 
which it impacts community, from the American family to the 
~’national l:amily" 

Opie asks Andy at the dinner 
table if they are rich or 

ANDY: "~[’d say we’~ e better 
off than alotofpeople Oota 
roof over our bead s, Aunt 
Bee some of the finest t’~od 

Barneyforafiqend Yeah, in 
some u, ays I’d say we are rich" 

BARNEY: ’~You see, Opie, it 
ain’t only the materialistic 
things in this world that makes 
a person rich There’s love and 
friendship That can make a 
person rich " 

GOALS: By the end of the semeste~ you shotdd be able to: 

Explairl how and why fbodways have been approached by schola[s in a iange of 
disciplines 

A~alyze how food has been nsed both to rate, force and to cow, test 
citizenship/enfranchisement in the United States 

,, Evaluate the implications of your own food choices and practices 

{PAGE } 



Summarize accurately, raise clear and precise questions, use abstract ideas to 
interpret information, consider diverse points of view, and reach well-reasoned 

S,/nthesize data £?om different sources to produce a range of written products: 

pe~ sonal reflections, ethnographic descriptions, context-appropriate menus, and 
critical revieu, s 

REQUIRED COURSE MATERIALS: 
These texts aie available in tim UNC Student Bookstore Read the syllabus veiy 

carefldlv You are responsible for readin~ all assigned books and on-line articles on 
Sakai, If you fail to read assigned materlals, you will find it vetW dift~cult to participate 
in class Lack of reading will also serionsly detract flom your performance on exams and 
v~itten assignments for class 

There arc three required texts: 

. Warren Belasco, lbod: 2he K~V Co.cepts (2008) 
* MichaelPollan,[nDej~nse(~Food.-AnEater’s.ai[an~fi.sto(2009) 
~ John T Edge, Ted Ownby, Elizabeth Engelhardt, eds, 1he Lar&,r: l’?)odSmdie,s 

Meihod~ jrom the Americwt Ninth (2013) 

the weekly "Dining" section of Ne TIlE NEW YORK T[,WEX (Wedt required 
reading [Access the NYT in print in many of the campus libraries or online 
through the libraD, d~rabases, specifics on this Wen in class] 

speak respectfldly to others, and listen to neu, or different perspectives We u, ill not 
discriminate against or criticize each other based on gender, ethnic origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, or any other factor Behavior that violates this classroom climate 
policy will not be tolerated 

CELL PHONES _42N~10Tll~R PERSONAL TECHNOLOGY: Because your Ihll participation is 
reqnired for your success in this comse, the dist~ acting conveniences of modern 
communication and technology" are off’limits during class time Please turn off your cell 
phone and other electronic devices belbre you etuer the classroom Never ans~er or 
place ~ e~ll or send ~ text message in class It’you use a laptop for readings or note 
taking, I’ll expect to see your eyes ~egu]arly as an indication that you’re on task 

USIN(1 SAKAI: Discussion boards, assignment details, stud,,, guides, links to readings, 
library e-reserves, and other useful food studies research resources are available on 
UNC Sakai interface and the AMST    web page Go to: https:iisakai uric edu/povtal 
and click on tim AMST    tab You can reach our AMST    library webpage through 
Sakai or here: http://guides lib uric edu/S 14amst 

ATTENDANCE AND PARI’ICIPA FIONI [ l ()qi~ of overall grade] Ibis comse relies on in-class 
discussions and activities, so it’s critical to attend class and keep up with the readings 
Absences, excessive or consistent tardiness {or early departures), and lack of quality 
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contributions to class ,MI1 affect your pariicipation grade In the e*,em ofemergemT or 
seriou~ illnexs, please keep in touch via email A doctor’s note or other docmnentation is 
not necessary ~o~]~,xs you have missed 3 class meetings A slgn-in sheet will be 
distributed at the begimdng of each class; it ~s your responsibility to make sure 
you’ve signed in. EveD’ absence after 3 class meetings will result in 10 points being 

deducted t?om your overall grade 

ASSIGNMENTS 

SAKAI DISCUSSION FORUM POSTINGS (10% of overall grade): 
For f~fteen class sessions (your choice) you’ll subndt a shorL reflection online (300 
words) using the Sakai Discussion Fordm Your post should demonstrate that you’ve 
completed the readings for the day, but it should do so by making connections among 
articles, posing questions about concepts you disagreed with or found confi~sing, or 
connectb3g the readings to your own experience Discussion Boards close 1 hour before 
class begins. Discussion forum postings cannot be madeup or turned in late l)o not wait 
until the end of the semester to begin posting to the discussion board! Postings submitted 
before class meetings aim to encourage your Ihoughtfid participation in class and 
inco~t)orate your ideas during discussion 

FOOD DIARY/REFLECTION (5% of overall grade). Keep a food diat~ for ONE WEEK, 

beginning Mort.         Write a 2-page reactio~ireflection paper on your eating 
patterns Please discuss the histoW of your pm~icular foodways patterns and culinatT- 
heritage Turn in the 2-page paper, plus a copy of your food diaiT Upload photos to the 
designated website You’ll find a diary template under resources :. assignments on Sakai 

Due: ’I’ll., 

special dinner with friends or f?smily, a wedding reception, a Sunday dinner, a birthday 
celebration, a festival, a Super Bowl chili pretty, a holiday meal, a church supper, or 
another event of your choosing Write a three-page, double-spaced reaction paper 
describing how food creates a sense of community or another type of identity among the 
pal~icipams For more details, see assignment sheet posted on Sakai Due: Th., 

MIDTERM EXAM {20q4,). A midterm exam will evaluate your understanding of key 
course concepts, terms, and examples DATE: Th., 

LARDER BOOK REVIEW (I 5% of overall grade) Due: Tb, 

NATIONAL FOOD DISORDER ESSAY {IS?/o of overall grade). For more details, see 
assignment prompt posted on Sakai Due: Th., 

CAIGRBORO F.~,IERS ~EA.RKE T FOODWAYS DOCL~,IE~ATION AND DISH (.q% of 
overall grade). Prepare a meaningfid food item to share with other members of the class 
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at an AMST    potluck lunch at Dr Ferris’ home on the LAST day of class[ You will 
document the item’s significance mode of preparation and recipe in a discussion forara 
posting The recipe and dish must include at least one item purchased at the Carrboro 
Famer’s Market Please note lhe name of the vendor that you sourced your item t?om at 
the market Due: Th., 

FINAl, F.XAM t20% of overall grade). A final exam wall evaluate your understanding of 
key course concepts, terms, and examples DATE: Mort., 12-3 PM 

ASSIGNMENT: 
I. Concept Mastery: 

N’[] dtel311 exam 20% 
Final exam 20% 

II. Research and Analysis 
Food Diat3~/Reflection 5?o 
Food Event Essay 10% 
CFM Dish 5% 
7he lard~,r Book Review 15% 
Nationa] Food Disorder 
Essay 15% 
Ill. Parlicipation 
Sakai discussion forum 
postings and in-class 
participation 10% 

Percentof Course Grade 

TOT A I, [ 00% 

GRADING 

The fi~al grade is cornpured from the total marks and Professor Ferris’s assessmem of 
your work throughout the semester and yore cormibution to the class 

A (94-I00) A- (9]-93) B~ (88-90), B (84-87), B- (8 [-83), 17~ (78-80), C (74-77), C- 
(71-73), D I (68-70), D (64-67), D- (61-63), F (<61) 

DUE DATES AND LATE WORK: All written assignments are due during class on the date 
specified on the syl]abus An assignment lurned in any time afler the end of class on 
the due date, or any time the next day. will be considered one day late and wilt be 
assessed a 10% penalty. The 10% penalw will continue to be applied fBr each additional 
day the assignment is late 

Jl’you nlust miss class and an assignment is due, make arrangements to turn it in early 
is your responsibility m keep a copy of eacb assignmem in case the original is misplaced; 
[~culty and teaching assistant a~e not responsible for missing assignments, which will be 
subject to the late penalty 

You will receive no penalty for work due on a day for which you have a legitimate and 
documented absence It is your responsibility to provide documentation for a legitimate 
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excuse within three days of the missed class period If you do not meet this deadline, late 
work will not be excused 

During the semester, you must wait at least overnight after receiving a grade to 
schedule an appohmnent ~’or a grade appeal. Please use this time to review the g~ade 
critique and formulate a logical argmment for appeal Your appeal must be written, 
with the assignment or exam and the grading evaluation attached to the written 
appeal. These materials mus~ be provided ~o faculty and/or ~eaching assistant at least one 
day before the ~ade appeal meeting @ade appeals must be made within one week of 
receiving the grade FINAL COURSE GRA~ES MAY NOT be a~ealed afler 48 
hours followin~ the final exam 

POSTING OF GI~L~ES 
UNC complies with the Family Educational Rights and Pri,~acy Act, which provides for 
the protection of your personal records, including tgade information i will provide grade 
information in a secure t’onnat using the Sakai gradebook, but grades will not be given 

out over the phone, mailed early, or distributed to your persona] e-mail accour~t. 

GRADE OF INCOMPLETE 
A grade ofi*momplete vdll not be given except trade* extraordi*mt3, circumstances 
such circumstances arise, contact me immediately to discuss the issue and to learn about 
p~ocedures 1"o~ requesting ar~ incomplete Approval of’an i*~complete is not automatic 
upon initiating a request 

WRITTEN WORK 

GENE!LtL GURIELL~ES: Writing a&,a3s courtts This means your papers shotdd be flee of 
spelli~g, grammar, and punctuafio~ errors You should proofread camfid[y and nor rely 
so]e]y o~ your compuIer’s spe]l-check tool @*ow .~[x~ri~glp, since I wanI to see that you 

qz¢ola&).xZ Finally, take care to address each componem of the assi~ment, set up the 
context for your argmment, and pr~vlde de{ailed examples to illus{rnte your points. 

FORMAT FOR WRITTEN ASSIGNM~EN3"S: Please use the following format for all wfi~en 
work in this class 

~ Typeface: Use Times New Roman or CNibfi, 12 point font 
~ Margins: One inch on NI sides 

placed betu, een quotation m~ks and properly cited in MLA or Chicago style 
Please Nao use proper documentation style whe*t paraphrasi*tg sources 

. Page numbering: Each page should have a page number 
Identifying information: Include your name and e-mail address, the title of your 
assignment, and the date at the top of eveW paper (single-spaced) 
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Please adhere to wri6n~ ~uidelines for this class---see "PROFESSOR 
FERRIS WRITING STYLE GUIDE" posted u~lder ’resources’ on SalcaL 

ACADEMIC AND PERSONAL NIIscoN~UCT: Every student will be treated equally 

according to the policies of this course and the Un]veisity of Noitb Carolina aI Chapel 
Mill We encoreage studying and wodring together; however, yon must complete all 
written assignments and exams using your individual effo~ (copying, cheating, or 

plagiarism is not tolerated This includes cutting and pasting inIormation l~om the 
lmernet) You MUST give credit (by using quotation marks and/or citing sources) 

a Quote another person’s actual words~ either oral or written; 
b Paraphrase/summarize another person’s u, ords, either orN or wfi~en; 

c Use another person’s idea, opinion, or theo~T; or 

d BO~TOW facts/statistics/other illustrative materiM, unless the information is 
common ~owledge 

AI] students should review the UNC po]icy on academic integl~ ty at 
bttp:/ihonorm~cedui If necessa~3", ask for clarification abo~t plagiarism or course 
policies bqfore you hand in written work We are obligated by the University to report 
academic and/or personal actions that may be deemed misconduct under the provisions of 
this code Punishments for cheating and plagiarism can include failing the class 

QI~STIONS OR CON( ERNS: Rernember, email is best suited to quick communication 
regarding class attendance, questions regarding assignments, or minor concerns If you 

occurrin~ in class~ please meet with me face-to-face dnrin~ office hours. And 
reraember, emMl is a very" 9ublic form of coramunication. Think before you hit 

course objectives, this syllabus may be subject to change, including pr~ect due dates and 
test dates (except t’~r the officially scheduled final examination) I’ll make every effort to 
notify you in advance, both in person and in writing, but in the end you are responsible 
for any and all additiona] course inf’om~ation provided in class sessions throughout the 
semester, regardless of tardiness or absence I encourage you to write down the name and 
contact infom~afion of 2 class members ,/ou can turn to if you have to be absent 

ft is underst~md thin hy hmv~ received this co~rse .syllabus a~M attended class 
be~oml ihe fit;~l lwo meeti.~s Qf the lerm, you have re~ ie~ed ihe requ#’emem~ a~M 

poBcies ~f d~is c/a.s~, m~de~;stcmd them, at~d accep~ them, 
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SYLLABUS 

Th.,                COURSE INTRODUCTION: course ~l:oadmap,’ readings, 
assignmer~ts, syllabus Ir~troduction to AMST    webpage--- 
Jacqueline Solis, our class resource librarian and American Studies 
Librarian 

Elizabeth Mosby Adler, "Creative Earing: The Oreo Syndrome," 
F?:lkhm: Vol 40, No 1, F?:odwayx a.d b.?tti~ Habi/,u Dir~*ctio~s.fi)r Rese~wch 
(Janua~; 198 [) 4-10 
Emily WNlace, The Stot3, of William A Turner, the Man who designed the Oreo 
Cookie," lndy Weekly, Aug 24, 201 I 

Tu., WHYSI’UD~ FOOD? 
~ Belasco, Food: K~9 Conc~7)a~-, Chapter I: "Why Study Pood?," 1-13 
~ Ma~cie C Ferris, ’Why Study Southern Food," (’or~tbreaaQ~atio~: lhe Bell Qf 

~ Gerard J ~ilzgerald and Gabriella M Petdck, ~[n Good Taste: Rethinldng 
American ISs~o~w udth Our PNates," ~he ,]ottrrca[ q/Nmer¢~a. Hi.x[ot3’ (Sep~ 

2008) 392-404 
~ WK McNeil, "I~moduciion," 11-19. and Charles Camp, "An Overview," 21-29. 

in .dmer~ca. [’ooduaF& by Chaff es Cam p ([ 989) 

FOOD AND SENSE OF PLACE 
Belasco, ~ood: K<! (’o~c~7~1.~. Chapter 2: "ldenti~y: Are We Wbat We Eat?," 16- 
34 
Kathleen Prowls " ~Peace and a Smile to the Lips’: [~ avorite Southern [~ood 
Dishes." 5ouiher. (hdmres (Winter 2009) 28-35 
Matt and Ted Lee. ’The Taste of Right Here," The New Yoff< Times Magazine, 
Oct 17, 2004 
Rebecca Sklooh ’Tu, o Americas, Two Restaurants. One Tou, n," 
Tm~e.~~gazme, Oct 17, 2004 

WEDDING COOKIE BUFFET IN PENNSYLVANIA, THE NEW YORK 
TINFIES, t6 Dec 2009 by Ron Lieber 

Pete Wells, "As Not Seen ot~ TV: Restaurant Review, Guy’s ,~anedcan Kitchen & 
Bar in Times Square/’ The New York Times, Nov 13, 2012 
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FOOD AND ETHNICITY 

Elizabeth M Williams, "Red Gravy," So*a/*er~ (’~/tt¢re~ (Winter 2009) 133- 

Kim Sex’erson, ~’Turkey is Basic, b~t Immigrants Add Their Homeland To~ches[’ 

The New York Times, Nov 25, 2004 

Joan Nathan, ~East meels South al a Ddta Table~" The New York Times, June 4, 
2003 

Regina Schrmnbling, "Upstairs, Hot Pastrami, Downstairs, Jalapenos," The Neu, 

York ’rimes, Oct 16, 2002 
Femanda Santos, "Wrapped in T~adition," The New Yo~k Times. Dec 19. 2012 
Li slen to NPR piece, "Christmas: A Basy Season for Tamale Makers"Listen to 
stories of Chinese ~ocers t~om the Mississippi Delta, recorded by the Southern 

Foodways Alliance (I,uck Wing, for example) 

Chinese Food Traditions, Clarkdale, MS: Chow and Wong [~milies 

Th.,              FOOD AND I~’~CE 
Rayna Green, "Mother Corn and the Dixie Pig: Native Food in the Native South, 
&mt/wr~l (’*dn~re.s (winter 2008), 114-126 
Cotmney Lewis, "The Case of the Wild Onions: The Impact of Ramps on 
Cherokee Rights~" So~aher~ U~/Oa’es t Summer 2012) 104-117 

Please watch: William Grimes’ "Soul Food,’~ on his series ~PE’rlTE CITY This 
25-minute documental" examines the histoW of African American food~ 
specifically tBcused on New YoN City 
W~tch section of "SOL~ FOOD ~K~S" in class 
Joshua David Stein, "Chef Who ReUses to Be Defined by his Wok," The New 
York’rimes, Jaxt 23, 2013 

Tu.,                    FOOD AND GENDER 
Belasco, Food: F~e K~9 (’o~c~Tyts, Chapter 3: "The Drama of Food: Divided 

Identities," 35-53 
Abby Ellin, "Messy;re of a Woman," The New York Times Magazine, J~;ne 19, 
2005 

Thomas Adler, ’Making Pancakes on Sunday: The Male Cook in Family 
Tradition," IYestern Folklore, Jan 198 I, 45-54 
Somhem Layer Cakes, Kim Severson, THE HEW YORK TIME;S, 16 Dec 2009 

Damon Darlin, " lake Bacon Add Sausage BIog" THF NI-IW YORK TIMklS Jan 
28 2009 

Oliver Schwaner-Albright, ’Brooklyn’s New Culinary Movement," The New York 

Times, Feb 24. 2009 

Julia Moskin, "Preserving Time in a Bottle (or a Jar)," The New York Times, May 

26, 2009 
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Th.,                FOOD AND CLASS 
Elizabeth Engelhardt, "Canning Tomatoes, Growing "Better and More Perfect 
Women": The Crdls’ Tomato Club Movement," ,5’outh~-rr~ Cu/l.r~.x (Winte~ 2009) 
78-92 
Ma~cie Cohen Ferris, ’Why Jews Don’~ Ge~ Quail," (7ot’.breadA,a&~ 4, 275- 
278 

* Julia Reed, qhe ~all¢ Still Magnolias," ~e,M~v York Tmmx, Dec 4, 2005 
~y Chozlck. "Please Morn and Dad: Just Hax, e a Taste," The New York Times. 
Dec 19, 2005 

~ Kirk Johnson, "Dish By Dish. Art of Last Meals." The New York Times, Jan 25, 
2013 
FOOD DIARY PAPER DEE 

Tu., FOOD AND RELIGION 

. Marcie Cohen Feriis, ’Feeding the Jeudsh Soul in the Delta Diaspora," b’ouflwr. 

()dl*m<~- (l~all 2004) 52-85 

. "Bubbe Feed Me," Boston Globe, Jan 30, 2010 
~ Jonathan Safian Foer, "Against Meat," The New York Times, Oct 7. 2009 

. FeedingtheFaith: Food and Material Religion Interview, DanielSack 

,* Mark Derevdcz, "The Hands that Feed," UNC Endeavors Magazine, Winter 2010, 
6-15 

Th.,                AMERICA’S COOK BOOK HERITAGE 
* John T Edge, ’Supper in the Stacks: Reading ll~e Lupton African American 

Cookbook Collection," ,5’outh~.r~ (7.[mre~ (Wintel 2009) 103- ] 05 
Mollie O’Neill, ~A 19QCenm*T Ghost Awakens to Redefine Soul," iEhe New 
}~ork Time,s, Nov 21, 2007 
Kate Mu17ohy, "Between the Recipes, Scribbles Speak Volumes," The New York 
Times, Jan 28, 2012, 

* Nl)ldred Council, "Introduction: A Life of Cooking," Mama Dip’s Kitchen (1999) 
1-27 

Tu.,              FOODWAYS AN D AM F.RICAN II"I’ERAT[ RE 
Ann Romines, ’Reading the Cakes De]ta Wedding and Texts of Southern 
Women’s Culture," MA:sissippi Quarler/y, Fall 1977, vol 50, 601-616 

~ Pro£ Ann Romine’s recipe for Welty’s Coconu~ Cake in Delta Wedding 

* Michael McPhee,~Gravy",5ot¢*herr~(’*dturex(Winter2009) 129 

* l’vhchael Chitwood, "Chocolate Pie," Smtlhetw (’u#ta’ev (Summer 2(/12) 118 

FOOD AND AMERI(AN Fll,]~| 
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.a~ne L Bo’~er, "Watching Food: The Production of Food, Film, and Values" in 
Reel Food: E:~sc(vs (m Food and Film, I- 13 

Tu.,                  AMERICA EATS, 1930-40s 
Pat WilIiard, "The American Cauldron," in America Ears/: ( #~ lhe Road wilh the 
g~PA, 1 - 16 

A regional se]ection of’America Hals" essays, fi om Mark Kurlansky ~e Food 
a Fo~#tg, er La~td (2009) 

Jane and Michael Stem, Introduction: "Two for fl~e Road," in T~o./br t~e Road: 
Our Love d[~ir with Am~:ricvm Food, 2006, 1- ] 3 
RW Apple, "A Lit~ in ~he Culinats’ Fromllnes," The New YoN Times, Nov 30, 
2005 

"Hidden Kitchens: Tbe Kitchen Sisters: "America Eats: A Hidden Arcbive 
the 1930s" 

Th.,                "Food before the Kitchen: The culture of farthing, foraging 
and homesteading." Guest lecture, Laura Fieselmam MA 
Candidate, [JNC-CH Folklore Program 

"Satisl~’~ng the Need f~r Dirty Fingernails" by Katbryn Sbattuck ~n NYTimes. 
1/3/2013: 

* On fova~ng: 
~ "AI Vacant Homes, Foraging t~)r Fruit" by Kim Se~erson in NWTimes, 8/14/20 

homesteading: 

~ "The _~ of Growing Food" and "Ghost Town Farm" in Urban Farms by Sarah 

Close to home: 

Ralei ~h - Durham, Norlh ~ arolina s axis of cool by Ste hen Hesman in 

IIOME ECONOMICS-TUPPERWARE AMERICA 

Belasco, Fo()d: ~,), Concepts, Chapter 4: ’Convenience: ~he Global Food Chain/’ 
55-78 

Alison J Clarke, "Tuppe~vare: Product as Social Relation," ~n Americar~ Ma:eri~d 
(7~dOa’e: 2he Shape qfthe lqe/d, ed An~ Sma~ Matin and J Ritchie Ga~ison, 

225-250 

Kim Severson and Julia Moskin, ’MeNs that Morn Can Almost Call Their Ow~," 
The New Yo~k Times, Ma~d~ 26, 2006 
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Lisa W Foderaro, "Families With Full Plates, Sitting Down to Dinner," The New 
York Times, April 5, 2006 

Janet Maslim ’Looking Back ar a Domestic Cri de Coeur," The New York Times. 
Feb 18. 2013 (con’t next page) 

Julia Moskin. "Everything But the Cook," The New York Times. Feb 12. 2013 

Tb.,                    AMERICA LEARNS TO COOK ON T.V., 1950s 
I.ama Shapiro, Nomedli.LLfi’om die Over1, chap 6, "Now and Forever," and 
epilogue. 213-254 

Regina gchrarnbling, "Julia Child, the French Chef for a Jell-O Nation, Dies ar 
9l," 7he Ne. York 7~,~m-& Aug 14, 2004 

. Michael Pollan. "Ou* of the Kitchen. Onto the Couch." The New York Times, 
Aug 2, 2009 

Explore Julia Chi]d on-line exhibit fi-orn the Smithsonian Museum of American 
History: h~tp://americanhi s~oB, si edt~/j uliachildi 

~COME SIT AT TItJ~ WELCOMkE TABLE:" b’OODWAYS 
AND TIlE CIVIL RIGIITS MOVEMENT, 1960s 

Bernard Lafaye~e, %,[ovement Food," (?ort~bread Na&~ 4, 245-25 [ 

Jhn Wallace and Paul l)ickson (ourage in the Moment: The (?vii Rights 
Struggle, 1961-1964, 3-22 

@ace Elizabeth line. "When Jim Crow Drank Coke." The New York Times, Jan 
29, 2013 

Sit-in movemem, Ntl Civil NgNs Museum, Greensboro, NC 

UNC-CH, ’The Carolina Sto~T: A VirmN Museum of University llistoD-:" 

The Club from Nowhere: Cooking for Civil Rights 

Th., 3’IID-’I’E I~TI 

SPRING BREAK: 

Tu.,                The Edible South 
John T Edge and Joe C~ay Taylor, "Intioduction," "Foodways," vol, 7, 
Ancyc/opedta ~fi~’omher~l (u/rare, I -I 4 

¢ Rebecca Sharpless, ’Vrom Collards to Puff Past~T," Cooking 
A)lchem: f)omesli~ Workers i. ~he 5’~*mh, 1,~65-!960, 33-6,4 

~ Explore website of the Southern Foodways Alliance, 

NOrE: 4:30-5:45 PM CI,ASS. PI,EASE attend a special 
lecture by Dr. 3essica Ilarrls, author, lligh on the lIog: A 
CMinary .Iottrn~r from Africa to America, 4:3~ in ~he Kresge 

Foundation Room. 039 Graham Memm’ial Hall 
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Tu., "The Deepest Reality. of Life: Southern Sociology, the WPA, 
and Food in the New South" 

Marcie ( Ferns, "The I)eepest Reality of Life: Soutiaorn Sociology, tim WPA, 
and Food in the New South," ,Soughe*7l (iu/iure* (Summer, 2012) 6-32 

Th.,                TIIE LARDER COLLOQUIOM 
# John T Edge, Ted Ownby, Elizabett~ Engelhardt, 2he Larder: foodSmdies 

Method~ m the Americgm 

, LARDER BOOK REVIE1N DUE 

THE lARDER COLLOQU IOM 

Th.,                    SOUTHERN FOODWAYS DOCUMENTATION 
"A Chef’s Life": this documental5, takes viewers inside the life of Chef Vivian Howard, 
who, with her husband Ben Knight, leIi New York City to open a fine dining restaurant, 
Ihe Chef and Fammr, in small-town eastern Nooh Carolina Using a chefs modem 
sensibilities, tioward explores southern cuisine, past and present one ingredient at a 
time Producer/Director: Cynthia Hill 
"Pride and Joy," Southern Foodway Alliance feature film, by filmmaker Joe York 

Read two o~a] histories from Southern boodways Alliance website---go for 
variety---look for diversity of place, ethnicity, gender, race Post your reflection 

AMERICA’S FOOD CRISIS 

Belasco, Food: Key Co~tcepts, Chapter 5: "Responsibility: Who Pays for Dinner," 
79-103 

Sam Dolnick, "The Obesity-Hunger Paradox," The New York Times, Mar 
20 ] 0 
"Our Super-Sized Kids," Speclal Health Issue, lime, June 23, 2008, 65-111 

In class film FOOl) 

Th., FOOD INC, com. 
~ Belasco, J,k)o,:L’ ~he Key CotlceplL Chapter 6: "The Future of Food," 105-123 
~ Mc]aelPol]a, Farme r Che~, ]he,~e ~(rk~.e~A~gaz ~,Oct 12,2008 
. M~k Bittman, ’Michael Pollan Cooks," The New York Times. April 18, 2013 
~ Kathryn Shattuck. "Satis~dng the Need for DMy FingemMls," The New York 

Times, Jan 4, 2013 
~ NATIONAL FOOD DISORDER ESSAY DUE 
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MICHAEL TWITT’~’ CLASS VISIT 

THE EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA---A CASE FOR 
REBUII,IHNG REGIONAL EOOD C[ Iil’[ RES, guest 
lecturer, Prof. Bernie Herman, American Studies 

Th.~ TIIINKING GLOBAL, EATING LOCAL: SUSTAINABLE 
AGAND ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN NORTH CAROLINA. 
Sara Blacklin, Project Coordinator, NC CHOICES, and April 
McGreger, founder, Farmer’s Daughter Brand Picldes and 
Preserves, Hillsborough~ N C. 

* See Souther~ Foodways Alllance oral Mstory interviews/vldeo with Sarah 
BlacMin and April McGreger 

,, Whitney E Brown, ’Eat It To Save It: Ap~fil McGreger in Conversation with 

T~adition," &~aher~ C,lt~wes {Winter 2009} 93-102 

* Andrew Knowl~on, ~ America’s Foodiest Small Town." B(m Appdt~t, Oct 8. 2009 

* Wells Tower, "City Po~rait: Chapel ~illi" Gard~ andG~m, Aug/Sept 2009 

NO CLASS, Tues, ~lNS’fEAD.....see below 

Meet at Carrboro Farmers’ Market, 4 PM for Tour. 

Final class: Meet at Dr. Ferris’ home for lunch and 

C,~d/2ff, ORO F±Mt~’cIERS I~ARKE T FOODWAYS DOCUMENTATION AND DISII D[]~ (S% of 
overall grade). Prepare a meaningful food item to share with other members of the class 
at an ~ad’vIST     potluck lunch at Dr Ferris’ home on the LAST day of class[ You will 

document the item’s significance, mode of prepararful3, and recipe in your di scussion 
t’ot um post The dish must include at least one item purchased at the Car~boro gamei’s 

Market (CFM) Please note file name of the vendor and item(s) from tile (;I~M See 
assignment prompt on sakai for full description 

FINAL EXAM, 12 PM-3 PM 
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Lifetime Fitness 
Sand Volleyball 

LFIT Spring 

Mailbox: Woollen Gym 215B 
Email:      @live.unc edu 

Time and Location: One hour, twice a week 
1’’ Day meeting = Fetzer Hall Gym A 
Activity Space = Outdoor Education Center 

Gym space is TBD 
Lab Space = Fetzer Hall Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a lasting interest in 
lifetime participation and to increase the student’s level of physical fitness and knowledge of life-long 
health Students will be able to describe the physical, psychological, and socio-cultural factors and 
human behaviors that influence human well-being and affect the major health problems of our society; 
understand the components of health-related physical fitness and their relationship to personal health 
and well-being; and develop and enhance physical fitness or lifetime sport psychomotor skills 

Course Requirements 

Required Material: 
I. Lifetime Fitness Lab Manuai: The Tar Heel’s Guide to a Hea!thy and Active 

Lifestyle 
2. EXSS/NASM presentations accessed online 

Couree Fee: There is a $4000 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab fees If you drop 
your LFIT course before                you may receive a refund. We will not be checking to see 
who has dropped. Please email amcculle@email.unc.edu to facilitate this process. Requests after this 
date will not be honored and your money will not be carried over to another semester You will have to 
repay the fee if you decide to take the course at a later date 

Grading Sca~e: 
A 93.0-100% B- 800-829% D+ 670-69.9% 
A- 90.0-929% C+ 770-799% D 600-66.9% 
B+ 87.0-899% C 730-769% F < 60.0% 
B 83.0-86.9% C- 70.0-72.9% 

Grading criteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 20% 
Quizzes (9)         20% 

Final exam (1) 25% 
Attendance 25% 

Attitude and 10% 
Participation 

Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab assignments 
There will be a quiz at the end of each online presentation, for a total of 
9 quizzes. 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online lectures 
Students will be expected to come to class and actively participate in the 
daily activities. 
Students will be expecLed to have a positive presence in class and 
engage in each activity 



Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms. The instructions for the labs are 
located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website (under Lifetime Fitness). They are to be 
completed and turned in on the scheduled date. There will be no make-up labs dates. Labs are worth 5 
points each, and failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 points for the lab 

Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, varying in length from 15-35 minutes, are required for 
to students to view through Sakai. After the lectures have been viewed, the student will have 30 
minutes to complete a short quiz The deadline for completion of the quizzes is midnight on the due 
date Failure to meet the deadline results in an automatic zero. 

Final Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts from all 9 lectures on 
Sakai. The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false, and short answer questions. The final exam 
will be given on the last day of class - not during the scheduled finals period 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken. Classes and labs are mandatory. Students may not miss more 
than 1 lab during the semester. 7 or more uaexcueed absences may result in an F. A total of 10 
excused and unexcused absences will result in an F or the need for a medical drop of the course 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
Each day will be worth 2 points. 
An unexcused absence will lose both points. 
An excused absence (after the 3~’:), failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one point 
3 tardies (beyond 5 minutes) will equal 1 unexcused absence 

Weather- For outdoor classes: Class will never be cancelled due to weather Class may be moved 
inside in the event of inclement weather - but this will be at the discretion of the teacher and you will 
need to check your email and the board in front of the equipment room before class. Expect to be 
outside everyday otherwise 

Dross - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity and lab days Jeans 
are not acceptable, nor are sandals, Your participation grade will be affected if you do not dress out 
properly 

Honer Code - it is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself within the 
guidelines of the Honor System All academic work should be done with the high level of honesty and 
integrity that is University demands. For more information on the honor code, refer to 
http:flhonor unc.edu 

Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of ciassroom or handhe/d monitoring 
devices dudng any exams or graded assignments taken in class. 

YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LFIT. 
Please note that effective Fall 2011, you will no longer receive credit for more than one LFIT course 

Students may take only one 1 credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH. If you have taken an 
LFIT prior to Fall 2011 and enroll in an LFIT course during or after Fall 2011, this will not count towards 

your 120 hours needed for graduation 



Lifetime Fitr~ess Outline 

Li[etime Fitness [ntroduction I,og onto Sakai 
Fetzer Gym A 
Sand Vofleyball Introdllction, Online: Current Health Status/Quiz 
Rnles, Warm I p 
Offensive Skills passing, serve 
reception 
Offensive Skills- setting and Online: Fitness assessment/Quiz 
hitting 
Fitness Assessment Lab Bring lab manual 

Offensive skills servB~g 

Offensive skills- pass, set. hit Onlhae: Nutrition/Quiz 

Ac~viW! Begin Eab #2 = D~etmT Begin Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis 
Analysis 
King/Queen of the Court 3 v. 3 

Sewing overhand, underhmM, 
float, spin 

Defensive skills- blocking Online: S~b[Bzation Training/Quiz 

Defensive skills dig m atr:ack 

StabB~zat~on Training Lab Bring lab manual 

Doubles offens[ve strateNes 

Doubles defensive strate~, 

Doubles k[ngiqueen of the court Online: FlexibiBW Training/Quiz 

NO ~LASS SPRING BREAK 

K g/Quee oftleco t3v. 3 

Tom’nmnent 4 v. 4 Online: Resistance Training/Quiz 

Tournament 4 v. 4 

SNR/Resistance Training Lab Bring lab manual 

Tournament 3 v. 3 

Tournament 3 v. 3 Onlhae: Weight ~ontroli Quiz 

2 v 2 SeedB~g Matches 

2 v. 2 Seeding Matches Onlhae: Behavior ModiBcationi Quiz 

F~tness Assessment 01} Lab , Comple~ Data Collection Sheet 



FINAL E3LAM FINAL EXAM - Fetzer Gym A 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA-CHAPEL HILL 

THE HIVIAIDS COURSE -- HIV/AIDS: PRINCIPLES, PRACTICES AND POLITICS 

(~ou¯ rse Syllabus" - Spring" 

COI/RSE NUMBERS: 

PUBH 

DPET 
DENT 
N,HYDI 

(Section I Undergraduales) 
(Section 2 C-mduate, Law’ & Continuing Studies) 
School of Pharmacy 
School of DentisttT 
School of Medidne 

COURSE FACU [, I"~’: 

Ronald P Stranss, DMD, Ptd) 9624510 
Course Director 
Executive Vice Provost eald Chief International Officer 

Area da (orbe~t, PhannD 
Co-Corn se Direclor 
School of Pharmacy 

8432280 

Christopher Hurt, MD 
School of Medicine 

9662789 

Ann Jessup, PhD, RN, CFNT’ 
School of Nursing 

Stczanne Maman, PhD 
School of Public Health 

9660978 

9663901 

aje~sui~& email unc edu 

maman& emai! unc edu 

TEACHING ASSISTANT 

MEEI [NG I [ME & IPLACE: Genomic Sciences Building, Room G]00 
Tuesday: 5:30PM - 6:50PM 

PREREQUISITE S: None Open to Lmdergraduate, graduate and professional students 
COURSE CREDIT: 1 Credit 

This course is off,red wi~h the support ~)1" ~he [NC Center for Health Promotion and 
Disease Prevention, the Oll]ce ~f the Vke Provost of Heallh Affairs, ltle UNC Center for 
AIDS Research (Grant # P30 HI50410), and The UNC-CH Schools of Dentistry, 
l~lediclne, Nursing, Pharmacy and Public Health. 
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Sp~ing 2014 Schedule of (lasses 
Topic Speaker 

Vires & file hnmlu~e System Charles van der lIorst, 
UNC Dix of Infectious Diseases 

Face of AIDS: Patterer Panel RmmId Strauss, DMD, PltD 
UNC Dept of Dmtta[ Ecolog3 

UN( Div ol hlfcclious Diseases 

Wendee Wechsbe rg, PhD 
Research Trian.~le [~tstilme 

Chrisk~pher HuiI, MD 
UNC, School of Mediciue 

A [DS and Me nlal Heahh 

SPRING BREAK 

Gay Life in America David ?oily, PhD 

HIV in the Prison Setting Dm id Wolff, biD 
UNC Di~ of hffectious Diseases 

Fihn 120 rains 

Clmrles van der Horst. RiD 
UNC Di~ of infectious Diseases 
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COURSE DESCRIPTION 

This course offers parlicipants a mulddiscip]inary perspecnve on HTViAIDS -- its efiolo~y, 
i~rmaunologo’, epidemiolog~’ and impact on individuals mid socie~ tlow tlIViAIDS is 
framed by a society detemlines not only how affected persons are treated but Nso the degree 
to which file rights of the i~div~dual are upheld 

GOAl,: To undefslar~d the complexi~; arid multi-dimensior~ality of the evolving 
phenomenon known as H1V ALDS as a paradigm ~br the relationship between disease, 
socie~’ and public policy 

COURSE OBJECTIVE: (See below for specific objectives for each class topic) 
Upon complenon of this course, fl~e student will be able to: 

I (omprehend HIV, AIDS by desctibing i~s et~olog;, epidemiology, prevention, 

2 Demonstrate a conceptual understanding of HYV’AIDS and o f’how society has 
framed this disease, its historical background, m~d the social, legal, politic~l and 
ethical issues associated ~4th it 

Hax, e an awareness of}he social and po,chological implications of HIViAIDS for 
people living wi~h HIV and ~heir families, communities and support s) s~ems 

U~tderstand 1he implications of epidetmc 14~V ALDS lbr society, by describing 
infbction control measures, groups at greatest risk, contact tracing, education, 
economics, cotrm3~mi~y resources, the stress of care-giving m~d the prospects for 
the future 

COl RSE REQUIREMENTS 

READINGS: Slttdeiits are expected to complele a short reading prior to each class. 
These readings will be available through Sakai. 

ESSAY 1 : A two-pa~e essay on one of the following topics is required and must be 
turned in at the beginnin~ of class on                Papers must be Dped, double- 
spaced, v, dfl~ 12 point D’pe and one inch margins Phe paper must be accompamed by a 

Topics: 

1 Select a serious problem directly related to tLIV,ADS and discuss facilitators and 
barriers to its resolution 

2 Selectanissuefromfllecourseanddiscusshowitv, dllidoesaffectpersonsenga~edin 

be, responding to this issue 
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TAKE HOME FINAL E~M: 

discuss ihe impacts and ramificalions of ihis reading and why you consider it a 

ATTENIIANCE 

Altendance at each class is required and will be recorded bv a digital survey 
distributed via emMI at the end of class, Students wdl be given 5 mmules to complete 
the survW via smart phone or laptop An alternate hind-copy attendance list will be avadable 
at the podium after class 

The I.~4C Honor System wil] be applied to all surveys submitted as verification of 
ailendance Students are not permitted to fill out or assist other students in aW way with the 
attm~darme survey and doing so wdl be treated as ~m Honor Code violatthn 

Student~ arriving more than 15 ~dnutes after a lecture has started wilt be considered 

Use of comp aers and cell phones are NOT permi&,d in class ( vcep* at 
speci{ ed times when attemlance being collected). 

who are d~*ruptive or d~stracti~g ~o otlwr~ by tat~ing, read~ng ~wwspaper~ or 

The first class ol’lhe semester does not counl for an absence if’it is missed 

One absmme will be allowed without penalty, provided that flfs absm~ce is not the last day of 
class (required attenck~nce) Students ma3 make up one additional absence with an 
alternative assignment Greater than ~vo absences will result in a grade of F for the 
com’se unless by specific arrangement with the Com’se Director Anyone with 2 or more 
absences (not including fl~e first class of {he semesler) ueeds {o ma~ an appoln~meut {o 

To make up for an absence, students must write a 4-page paper focusing on the topic missed 
in lecture Tlae paper must be accompanied by a separate list of resources or references used 
Students nmst also take a quiz focusthg on the topic missed th lecture Students must pass 
the quiz wdb an 80% or better to receive credit for the missed lecture Only 2 altempts at the 
quiz wdl be granted If the quiz is not successfully passed, credit will not be gianted tbr the 
missed lecture ghe make up assignments (paper m~d quiz) should be submitted to the 
Teaching Assistant wlthth the 2 weeks after the missed class and include student’s name, 
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HD, emml ad&ess arid date of class missed Students ale NOT required to documenl or 
explain their second absence, just to make it up 

GRADING 

The course is mandatory PASS~FAFL for all undergraduate and continuing studies 
smde~Jts enrolled in PUBH - Section I and all pro~assiona[ school students enrolled in 
DENT X,~D NURS - Sectio~t I; ~md P~R    - Section 2 Safis~hctoU 
completion of the essw and agendance requ~remems wdll result in a grade of PASS 

Graduate. la~v and post-graduate continuing studies smdeuts enrolled in PUBll 
Section 2 ,#ill be graded on the standard system for their academic program Satisfactot-r 
completion of tim essays m~d a~endance requfiements will result in a grade of P or B [’o 
achieve a grade ol’H or A, s~udenls in this section must complete a 20-page ~esearch paper 
with 20 ot more tel)fences that is a mitical analysis of one of the signilicant issues directly 
related to t~/A~S that was presented in class Students w~shing m pursue this op~on must 
inform the Teaching Assistm~t in ~iting or bv e-mall of this i~ttent by            w~th a 
brief (severn sentences) stalement of fl~e proposed topic This p~per is due i~ class on 

Iopic must be approved by *be course director 

HONOR PLEDGE 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-led honor system for over 
100 years Academic integri~, is at the henri of Carolina and we all are responsible for 
upholding 1he ideals ol’honor and integrily I’he student-led Honor Syslem is responsible for 
adj udicating a~y suspected violations of the Honor Code and aH suspected instances of 
academic Nshonesty wil] be reposed to the honor system Infbnnauon, inc]uding your 
responsibilities as a student is outlined in the Nstrument of Student JudiciN Governance 
Your full pa~icipation and observance of the Honor Code is expected 



Port 275 = Portuguese Fiction 

Spring 201#, 

Prof, Monica Rector 

Dey Hall 236 

919-942-4825 

1. Objectives 

We will analyze literary texts in translation, excerpts of books and short stories, and discuss films and 

documentaries to identify the principal characteristics of each culture, and also to examine the role, 

historical and contemporary, that each of the nations we study plays in the culture and national 



The students are not allowed to miss more than 5 classes. 

Required texts: 

Pert 275 Course-pack 

Queir6s, E~a. The Yellow Sofa. Trans. John Vetch. New York: New Directions~ 1996. 

Brace & Company, 1999. 

4. Grades 

The final grade is the average of: 

b. three tests: one on Por[uguese Literature, another on Brazilian Literature, and the third on African 

Literature (20% each, total 60%) 

c paper on a short story of any Portuguese speaki~g country : 1 co~textualize the autho~ (counhy, 

biography), 2 summarize the sto~y, 3 analyze it according to narratological teatures (plot, time, space, 

characters, point-of-view), showing cultural issues (20%, due on last day of class). 

6. Syllabus 



16 = Gil Vicente: Auto da india (course=pack), Quiz 

21 = E~;a de Queirbs: The Yellow Sofa, Quiz 2 

February 

(cou~se-pack), Quiz 5 

BRAZIL 



27 = Jos~ de Alencar: Iracema (course=pack); Saci=perer~ (on Sakai), Quiz 9 

04 - Machado de Assis: The Psychiatrist (course-pack)~ Quiz 10 

BY THE 18TM, EMERYSGDY SHOULD HAVE SELECTED THE SHORT-STORY THEY ARE GOING TO 

WRITE THE PAPER ON. SEND THE SELECTION iN BY EMAIL. 

18= Machado de Assis: Mem6rias p6stumas de Br~s Cubas (The Posthumous Memoirs of Bras Cuhas) 

AFRICA 

April 

01- Africa and African Literature 



22 - Morn~ and ~evision 

24 - FINAL TEST 3 

May 2 - 8 a=m, - Final exam 

COURSE=PACK FOR Po~ 275 

1. Luis de Cam~es (Camoens): The Lusiads, "Isle of Love" (Canto 9) 









POLl lO0: Introduction to American Pofitics 

Spring 

Recitation Section #602 

Monday 12:00 12:50pm 

New East 30 l 

Recitation Instructor/Teaching Assistant: 

@ire unc edu 

Ol]Sce: 301 Hamilton Hall 

OPtSce tlours: Tuesdays [0:30 - [2:15 and Wednesdays 1:00 2:45 or by appointment 

This recitation is meant to complement the lecture, both in regards to introducing supplementary 

information through the readings as well as to provide an avenue t’~r discussion These 

discussions are intended to deepen students’ understanding of the course material by placing 

American politics into a comparative context and to encourage debate and critical thinking sldlls 

Additionally, the recitation and the instructor’s ofI~ce h~urs can serve as a time to c]aril~y 

mate~{al from thelecmreifneeded Throughout the semester, students will participate in 

discussions and to write a brief ~ eaction to the readings each week as well as lead discussion with 

a partner two of the weeks 

Expectations: 

For this course, you will be expected to attend and participate in every class, complete all of the 

assigned readings, and write a brief ttwo paragraph) reaction to the readings to be brought to 

class each week Additionally. every week two students will be ir~ chaige of]eading eithe~ a 

class discussion or debate 

Technology: 



As the %cus of this class is on discussion, tablets and laptops are strongly disco/~raged If you 

choose to use one to take no~es, please refi:ain from using it to access non-class rela~ed websites 

and/or messaging lt" this becomes a prob]em, all ]aptops and tablets will be banned liom class 

Cell phones should be silenced during class 

Grading: 

The makenp of yot~r final recitation grade is as follows: 

Partlclpatlon/Attendanee: 40% 

Students will receiveadailypariicipationgradeevety time the class meets Showingup 

and not speaking during class wi]l earn the student a 70% for their dai]y grade Speaking 

in class will increase their grade ahove this mark An unexcused ahsence will result in a 

ze~ o fo~ the daily participation g~ ade The average of these participation g~ ades at the end 

of the semester ,,,,’ill be the student’s 15nal pa~ticipation/atIendance g~ade lb~ the course 

Additionally, in accordance ~ith the policy t’~r POLI 100, a penalty will be taken 

after those tu, o, a full letter grade will be deducted from your final recitation grade 

Unexcused Absences: Students me pem~itted to have one ~nexcused absence After that, 

eve*T absence will he counted as a zero for the daily participation grade Ira student 

misses no classes, their lowest participation grade will be dropped Alternative]y, 

students may ask permission to make up thei~ ~nexcused absence by attending one of" the 

insm*ctor’s other recitation sections that covers the same material as lbe absence 

Excused Absences: Excused absences will not coum against the student’s participation 

grade if the following three conditions are met: I) The absence mnst be deemed 

legitimate (sickness or emergency, see the University policy) 2) For non-illness-related 

ahsences, students must get approval from the instructor ahead of time In the case of 

illness or other unforeseen circumsta~l~ces, wdtten proof (doctor’s l~ok~, for examp]e) must 

be p~ovided to the instructor 3) In order to make up their dai]y participation grade, 

students must submii their reaction papers prior m their normal reciiaiion section 



Tardiness: Students are expected to arrive on time to recltation Iflatenessbecomesa 

proNem, the student will receive a warning and fu~her tardiness will restdt in a lower 

participation .’gade 

Discussion Leading: 10% 

Discussion leaders should work together outside of’class to come up with a list oP 

questions or organize a debate related to the readings that will occupy approximately 30 

minutes of class time Leaders should have a copy of the discussion/debate questions as 

well as provide one cop,,, for the instructor 

Reaction gnbmissions: 

Reactions should NOT be a summa~T of the readings, but should be your thoughts on, 

response to qnestions ~ egarding, and/or arg~.lment in support of o~ against what you read 

They must be typed and brought to class every week These responses will be col]ected 

at random throughout the semester 

Students are required to write two five-page papers for this recitation sectio~ The t~rst 

pape~ will be due at the beginning of’you~ ~eci ration section during the "week oP February 

24~ The second paper will be due at the beginning of your recitation section during the 

week of April 14a A handout with the prompt and specific guidelines for writing these 

papers will be available at a later date 

Reading Material: 

Several of the readings fi, r the course are taken from The Oxford Handbooks, which are 

available online through the E-Research section &the I~C Libraries websfie They include: 

7~w O~jord Handbook q/ Americvm bJec~ior~s and Po/ilic~d Beha~’i~r 20 ] 0 Jan E 

Leighley (ed) New York: Oxford University Press 

~te O~iord H~wdhook (~iPoY~cal Behm4or 2007 Russell J Dalton and Hans-I)~eter 

Klingemann (eds) New York: Oxtbrd University Press 



lhe O.*fordHatldbook {?f}’o[ili~alt’~ychoh)gy 2003 David O Sears, LeoNe Huddy, and 

Robe~ Jet.is (eds) New York: Oxford I niversity Press 

Articles on the syllabus can be found through the I.JNC Library Website Any other reading 

matedal ,,viii be provided by the instructor 

Readings Schedule: 

Week l {,January 13th): introduction to the Course 

No readings 

Week 2 (Jammry 27tt~): The Big Pictm’e: Pt~blic Opinion and Political Participation 

Russell J Dalton and Ilans-Dieter Klingemann "Citizens and Political Behavior" 

Bernhard W@els "Po]itical Representation and Democracy" in 

Optiona]: James Stimson "Perspectives on Representation: Asking the Right 

Questions and GeNng the Right Answers" in The ()x~brd [Im~dhoo) 

Bebm,~or 

Week 3 {FebruatT 3"11: Political Attitndes 

,~ James H Kuklinski and Buddy Peyton "Belief Systems and Political Decision 

Making" in l~e O~;fi~rdHt~tldhook ~f Yo[~ic~/ Be/’tav~or 

Video: http:i/wwwyoutube congwatch’~v GRGk’:Z.iflGO4 

Week 4 (FebruatT l(~th}: PMiticM Information attd Choice 

Paul M Snidennan and Matthew S Le,:endusky "An Institutional Theory of 

Political Choice’ in ~he ()~lordHandl?,ook 

~thur Lupia and Mathew D McCubbins 1998 Excerpt fiom 

1)ilemma: ( Ta*~ (:’ig&et~,~ Lear~ grhat ~h<): Need to Kr¢ow ? 



Week 5 (FebruaD’ 17th): Types of Partlclpatlon 

Jan Teorell, Mariano Torcal, and Jos~ Ramdn Montero 2007 "Political 

Palxicipation: Mapping the Terrain", in Jan van Deth, JR Momero, and Anders 

Reconcepmalizing Political Participation as a Ioolbox" in 7he O~!brd Hm~dbook 

Week 6 (February 24th): Voter Turnout PAPER I DUE 

* And~d Blais "[umout in Elections", in 771e ()~fi~rdHmldt~ookojPo/~tic~d 

Behavior 

Michael D Ma~tinez "Why is American Turnout So Low, and Why Should We 

Care?" in ~he O:~fi~rd llamthoo~ qf Ai~erical~ i~/ecliolls ~l~d Po##cal Behavior 

Week 7 (March 3~a): Political Parties ***Ore oftown*** 

John II _AJdrich and John D Griffin "Pariies, Elections, and Democratic Politics" 

in ~he ()~fi)rd lla~Mbook q~Americatl l~/ec#o~s a~M Pohtic~d Behavior 

Week 8 (March l17~h): Self-Interest 

Video: "What’s the Matter with Kansas?" available at 

http:i/v~, h~ hl comiwatc h/235713 

Week 9 (March 24~h): SociM IdentiD’ 

Leonie Ituddy "Group Identity and Political Cohesion" in The ()afi)rd Handbook 

~/Po]itic~d P~ychtdo&,y, pp 5 ~ 1-516 

* Matt A Barreto, [~rancisco I Pedraza 2009 "lhe renewal and persistence of 

group identification in American politics", Eh, ctora[ Studte,~, 28(4), pp 595-605 

Week 10 (March 31~*): Social Capital 

* Robert Putnam 2001 Excerpt fromBow/#~gA/(me 



Week I II (April 7th): Class and [~equaliUr in Participation 

* Rosenstone and Hansen 1993 Excerpt fi:ora ~Iobi/tzatiot~, Par~icipd~io~l 

Read LSE blog post lbund at http://b[ogs.lse.ac.uk/usa1313blog/2013/09/19/oNine 

opportunities-for-political-participation-in-the-us/ 

Week 12 (April 14th): Current Issues in Public Opinion and Political Behavior 

PAPER 2 DUE 

Philippe C Schmitter 2008 The Changing Politics of Organised Interests, West 

Torcal. Mafiano and Jos~ Ram6n Montero 2006 "Political Disaffection 

Comparative Perspective". in Madano Torcal and Josd Ramdr~ Montero eds. 

Polmcal Di.~[~.~t~on in (’ontempora~y Democracies: So~ia] (~pital. 

gont PoYtics London: Roufledge Pp 3-19 

Week 13 (April 21~}: TBA 

Russell J Dalton 2009 Excerpt from 7]~e Good (’~tize~:/~ a Yolmger 

(Te~leralicvl Z~ l~e~bdplng Americd~ 

* Matthew A Baum 200~ Excerpt from 5~0 ?~nr.~ Goes m War: Puhlw Opimon 

and America~ l brei.~t~ £o/iq~: in the Ne, Med~a Age 
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Histop,, 140-008 (Spring The World Since 1945 

Donald Reid 
Hamihon 554: drcidl@email unc edu 
Office Hours: M 2:00-4:00 and by appointment 
Class hours: MW I-I :50 in Manning 209; sections on Tb and Fr 
’Feaching Assistants:          and 

In this course we will analyze maior developments in world history since 1945 
Throughout the course we will make comparisons between historical experiences and pay 
particula~ attention to the comparisons historical actors make and what they draw from them and 
how communities construct pasts to explain to themselves and to others who they are and what 
they should do in the tltture 

I.ectures a~ e on Monday and Wednesday from ] to ~ :50 in Manning 2{119 Required 
section meetings are on Thursday and Friday Sections are not "recitations" of received 
ktmwledge They offer all s~uden~s the opporhufity to discuss and to debate meanin2~’ul issues and 
through this process to come to their own conclusions Discussion will focus on required readings 
and.’o~ fihns Read closely and view carefully EveU text we address in dds class, ,,vhetbe~ written 
or filmed, is a complicated and conrradictolw engagement with historical situations and it is 
histoW which in turn makes these texts complicated and conn-adictoU 

’Fhere will be evening screenings of two rearm e-length fihns which vdl] be discussed in 
section tlowever, if you are unable to attend these screenings, then you can view these films at 
the Media Resources Center, where all of the fihns screened t’or the class, including those shown 
during class, will be on in-building reserve throughout the semester However, it is your 
~esponsibility to work ~ut when you wi]l see these films Plan well in advance as the fihns wi]l 
be taken out of the libraU the day before class sc~ eenings and returned the day afte~ 

We will read and discuss closely five texts: 

Henri Alleg, 77w 
Katherine Boo, Behind the Bea~¢l!/id l,brevera 

J ullg Chang, Wffd Swathes 

Joan Scott, PoliOcs 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, ()~e £)~), m the L6~ qi [~’~m Demso~,ich 

These texts are available on reserve~ and in the Student Stores: In addition, we will discuss 
selections from Tzvetan Todorov Facing the Extreme; these are electronic lib~ ary rese~we (not 
Sakai) 

i If you are planning to read books on rese~we, be awa~ e that there are ve~y few copies (’or I I0 

students You are responsible ibr doing the reading on time, so I would advise taking care ofthls 
well in advance 
~ Behind ~he B~a~&~d Uor~ ~r~ w~ll not be a’~ adable m paperback unM April 2014 
A~rangements have been made for copies to be available at Student Stores in time for you to 
read this book and prepare for discussion 
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There is no textbook for the class I1" you v,,ould like to consult a v,,orld histotN text, 
consult me and I can suggest one to you3 Ihere a~ e many excallent maps of the world available 

on line 

Powe*Point lecture outlines tbr each lecture will be posted before class ’fhese include a 
fair amount of material in order to allow you to listen comfortahly in class My advice is that you 
add material flom lecture as well as your own insights to these outlines However, to do wel] on 
the midterm and the final you will need to come to class as the PowerPoints d~emselves are not 
intended to take the place of class attendance 

Weekly posts Each week you will post on the digital d~ opbox of your I A’s Sakai site, a 
response in the range of ~ 50 words on the text or fihn which will be discussed that week These 
arc due by 5 pm on the Wednesday preceding section4 Late Sttbmissiotis Will Not Be 
Accepted Each week, you will select a specific element (ie, a scene or scenes, a passage or 
passages, charactei oi na[*ative development, etc) in "~vhich you contend that the autbo[/directoi 
is making an important argument about some aspect of the bisto~2," the text addresses Don’t limit 
yourself to the obvious What is the argument? ttow is it made? In some cases, an author/director 
may make an indirect or implicit argument by what s/he includes or fails to include What do you 
learn about the presentation of histot3~ from this element of the text or film9 Show how the 
document reveals something about histoiy that one could not easily learn flom a t~ctual 
cornpendiun~ like Wikipedia or other encyclopedia The goal is to examine bow texts of a variety 
of sorts can offer us new insights into the analysis of histot3, 

’Fbis is ~ot a rote, turn-in-something-on-time, get t’~ll credit, assignment Good ~ esponses 
will draw on reason and imagination to mobilize evidence to support creative thought An 
response might read like this: "1’he Communist Pmty defined its goal as X and its means of 
achieving this as Y, but the several scenes involving    in this text reveal a different aspect of 
the process unaccounted for by explanations in temls of X and Y [Explain what goes on in these 
scenes and how your analysis of them reveals previously unrecognized elements of 
communism]" or "There are several basic elements to any explanation of the appeal of 
communism: Howe’cer, this text never add~ esses what is seemingly the most important of 
them: There are several explanations of this: X, Y, and Z Other scenes suggest that Z 
best explains the absence of    and re~ eals the author/director’s particular i~tterpretation of 
cornraunism based on his or her experience as             "or ’When X rneers Y in the text, 
there is a disconcerting exchange in "~vhicb X says and Y responds It is unexpected because 

, yet its appearance here and the obvions impact it bus on X and Y (and the reader) shows 
that despite an historical context of excruciating hardship, there are other developments with 
historical consequences as well These are    and this is why they a*e significant:     " A 
’~B" response might show evidence of a careful reading of the text, but lack a revelation of how 
this a~gument reveals new insights into the histo1~cal past or the way that past is analyzed and 
presemed A ~’C" response would be one notch down, lacking a careftd reading of the tex~ and a 
revealing argument drawn ~?om it: "This text shows that war is really aw~hl No one can forget 
bow many people lose tbalr limbs hlcludh3g X and Y and Z" This observation may be accurate 

particularly good text is Michael Hunt, 7he kI~?~r[d 7}a**@)rm~,d. 1945 
4However, the firsl posl is not due until Thursday, Jan 16 at 9 am 
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but it doesn’t reveal something about the historical event or the interpretation of the historical 
eve~lt otl;ered by the attthor/director that we would not have kmown before 

A student who reads and views the material carefully and thoughtfully can prepare good 
responses However, if your e*tgagemem with materials for the course is hasty a*td your ideas 

poorly conceived and poorly supported, you will not do well Late responses submitted before 
the beginning of you~ section will be marked down one grade, ie flom B to C Late responses 
submitted after the beginning of your section will be marked down two grades Responses more 
than two days late .adll receive an F Neitl~er T.A.’s ~or tl~e i~struetor will pr#vide comments 
~)~ tl~ese s~bmissi~s Hm comme~ts in the p~eceding paragraph provides a good guide to why a 
comment would be given a particular grade Students will receive grades on each response submitted 
by 5 pm on Wednesday. but only the top 10 of l 2 will be used to determine the grade for this element of 
the final grade 

There are two five-page papers, due at the beginning of class on March 5 and on April 
16 Late papers will be marked down one g~ade per day, beginning at 2 pm the day the paper is 
due5 

In these papers, limit both quotation and explanation of the plot line of the text under 
examinalion to a ntinimum Focus on your algunlen~ and evide*~ce to support it 

Prompt f~r the first paper {due March 5): What can we learn (that we would not have known 
othetx,,ise) by imerpretation of historical events and situations i*t terms of Tzvc~an Todorov’s 

categories of ordinary and heroic virtue? In your opening paragraph explain deafly what 
Todorov means by these concepts (in you~ own words, without excessive quotation f~om 
Todorov) and lay out your thesis about what we learn by analyzing texts in these k~rms You 
need to know what you want to say before you begin writing 

in the body of yore paper, analyze at least two of the written texts we have discussed in 
the course in these temps to provide evidence for your argument You may also make reference 
to the films we have discussed in addition to these two written texts Wkale you will discuss 
Todorov’s argument and use of evidence in tile paper, you should focus your analysi s on two 
other texts 

In your concluding paragraph, draw upon the evidence you have presented to support 
your argument about u, hat we learn or do not learn about interpretation of historical events and 
situatio~ts 

Prompt for the seemed paper (due April 161: There is a feminist mantra, "The personal is the 
political and the political is the personal," which is applicable trot only to gender issues, but to 
analysis of a wide range of power relations in society The personal, ie, identities, emotions, 
dreams, etc, is defined, restricted, or made possible, by the power relations in which we ]ire. 
although this may become evident only with cm:eftd analysis (and this hidden nature is an 

I encourage ,, ou to d~scuss } our ideas w~th one another and ~ith } our teaching assistant, but 
neither the insmmtor rlot the teaching assista*tts will read arld edit drafts of papers You can 
receive assistance on the w~iting of your paper at the W~{~ng Center If you do, be sure to give the 
Centei the name and email address of your teaching assistant 0mr that of’the course instructor) 
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important part of the power of the political in our lives) And in turn, the way we experience the 
political in our lives ]s through what we think of as the personal Once aga]ll, the appa~ ent 
differentiation of the political fi-om a separate realm of the personal is an important element of 
the power of the political To cont?ont and change this political power and environment requires 
and will eft’oct a change in the atiributes we atiribute to tl~e personal 

What can we learn about historical events and situations (that we wou]d not have learned 
othe~,ise) by interpretation in terms of this concept of tl~e relation of the personal and the 
political? In your opening paragraph, explain briefly the concept of the relationship of the 
persona] to tim political and make yonr argument about what we learn from ana]ysis in terms of 
this idea 

In the body of your paper, analyze at least three texts (books or fihns) we have discussed 
since the spring break 

In your concluding paragraph, diaw upon the evidence you have presented to support 

Paper Gr~tdes An "A" paper will have an innovative, creative, well-supported argument A 
paper is ~peff’ectly fine": it will have a more mundane wel]-supported argument A ’C" paper is 
’~nice enough": it will be deficient in presentation of the argument or support for it 

Your sources tbr the papers are the texts and films in the class, and the lectures and 
discussions There is no need or expectation that you will do additional research Your time will 
be better spent re-viewing the films 0hey are on in-building reserve at the Media Resources 
Center), re-reading texts, musing on them, geeing your friends to listen to you expound on them, 

~ The personal is the political We usually separate these categories, but what is suggested here is 
that what could be classified as personal like a woman saying, "He doesn’t treat me with respect" 
is political in the sense that the woman and the man live in a society which doesn’t expect or 
encourage an equa] degtee of ~especI to be ~ven a woman That is flm basis of political power oP 
a different so~ than who has the guns or the constitution saying tha~ everyone is equal Another 

example u, ould be something like u, hether a couple decides to have children We can call this a 
persona] choice, but it is a choice fl~at is made and can only be understood in the socio-political 

context of power relations in which the decision is made The point to keep m mind is ~ 
po#lical &~es~’i ~’@*’ ~wcessw’~l3 o~’ prima~’~l3 lo pol~#c~a~.s o~’ o,~chd~, b~l Io ihe ~fiet~ 

There is a second meaning of a phrase the personal is the political When someone thinks 

abont hhnself or herself, they may use concepts like "I’m gay" or "I’m Palesfinian " Yet though 
such statements may feel very personal, ~hev are based on historical developments, changes in 
the politicN that make these ideas conceivable and define their meaning 

The polificN is the personN restates these points by saying that evet3, change in power 
~dations (the political) changes who we are as individuals (the personal) And in turn taking 
acfion to affect d~e power relations in the world in which we live (the political) cannot be 
separated changing our personal liI? and identity 
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and rereading and editing your essa,~, lf,~,ou do go to other sources on or offthe net, be sure to 
give ~11 citations for materials you use Be aware that if you take text from another source and 
rework the wording, but don’t cite your source for the passages you are quoting or reworking, 
this is plagiarism and will be treated as such For a more detailed discussion of plagiarism, see 
ll~tg2ii~,t J !m c’rl~ un~ edui 

~lidterm The midterm will consist of a set oPmultiple choice question on the lectures 
and material covered in sections You will not be asked nlt-picklng questions about dates, etc If 
you have come to each lecture and section and engaged with the material, you should do well 

gi~al E×a.~ 1[" Satan is not a Ta~ Hee], why a*e exam books Ca*olina blue? No, that’s 
not the question The tSnal exam will be composed of two parts The first will be a set of shor~ 
answer questions like those on the midterm, but primafil,~, covering material since the midterm 
For the second part, you will be given one of the tbllowing essay questions: 

(I) Katherine Boo speaks of"structures of opportunity" for individuals in Annawadi Admittedl,~, 
this is a difl~cult concept ’rhrou~ a micro-study of individuals in a single slum, site wants to 
understand the particular nature of opportunities and impediments for individuals in Annawadi to 
better their situations (whatever meaning these individuals give to bettering tbei~ situation) In 
your essay, (a) define "structures of oppommity" as you will use the concept in this essay; (b) lay 
out your argument as to how they function in Annawadi; (c) We specific evidence from the 
experience of individuals to support yore argument; (d) explain why ~stmctu~ es of opportunity" 
take the form they do in Annawadi 

trr) Katherine Boo speaks of the "moral universe" of individual s in Annawadi Admittedly tl~i s is 
a di[~icul t concept Tluougb a micro-study oP individuals in a single slum. she wants to 
nnderstand the particular nature of the moral beliefs and practices of individuals in Annawadi 
(There may be distinct or overlapping moral universes at play} In your essay, (a} define ’moral 
universe" as you will use it in this essay; (b) lay out your argument as to how it thnctions in 
Annawadi, recognizing that the concept is dra~xm from a myriad of individuals’ often ve~y- 
ditI)[ent belieP~ and practices; (c) give specific evidence ti~m the expe~ence or’individuals to 
suppor~ your argumetu; (d) explai~ why the ’~mora/universe" takes the form it does in 
Annawadi 

Gradi~g~ For calculating pu~l)oses, an A is 95%; a B is 85%, etc This is how gqades will 

be computed when final g~ades a~e computed using the ~bllowing percentages: 

v Tt~ere is ~o e×tra credi{ opti~ for tt~is course The instructo~ wi]l monitor the g~ading to 

assu~e that all sections are g~aded consistently and maintain the same average glades 

Don’t be alam~ed if you don’t get as high a grade as you would like on inc~vidual discussion 
sections or weeld,~, submissions On occasion, what you say or write may be accurate, but not reveal 

creative intellectual engagement Don’t devote your energy to arguing marginal calls This isn’t 

basketball Riding the ref early in the semester won’t win ,~,ou more favorable treatment in those last 

two minutes[ If we see that you’ve worked to figure out how to tt~nk creatively and support your 

historical analysis with evidence fi-om a careful readln~/ viewin~ask yo~rself if you are truly 
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Discussion Sections (|0%)~ 11" you attend all discussion sections and make quality 
contributions you will leceive an A9; attendance and rote contributions receives a B or a C; 

attendance with little evidence of active, meaningful engagement receives a C Failure to attend 
receives a F ~ Afte, the first f~ur sections and again when the first and later the second paper* are 

remnled, leaching assistants will give students interim discussion grades 

Weekly Submissions on Texls (25%) Average of tile top ten grades of twe]ve 
submissions 

Midterm (10%} 

Five-page papers (I 5% each} 

Final Exam (25%)I~ 

Schednle 

Wed Jan 8 MemotT of World War II in France and Germany 

Th/Fri Jan 9/10 No Section; No Post Due 

excited abont the innovative nature of v,,hat you wrik~ and contribute to di scussion in the class 

we’ll take this imp~ ovement into account 

Slf you feel that you lack the skills to pa~icipate in a group di scussion, see your TA at the 

be~nning of the semester S/he will propose a strategy to help you develop these sMlls; these 
skills a~ e as hnpo~ant as the abi]ity to write wel] in many professions 
) Listen to the other students You’ll learn a lot from them Interventions which take the form of 
a response to other students building tlpon a point, disagreeing or questioning it will be 
especially valued 
~ N you must miss a section and can provide an excuse from a doc*or, your dean or ~C spots 
team administrator, you will be able to make up the section by meeting with your teaching 
assisram: be prepared to discuss the ma*eria[ from the missed section If you miss sec*ion t~r 

another ~easoa 011aess or injury without a doctor’s excuse; personal crisis without a dean’s 
excuse; ca~ troub]e; corn1 date: chi]d care issues etc), you will not get credit for this section (as 
well as miss the intellectual exchange and the preparation for paper u, fifing it provides) Credit 
lk~r these unexcused absences is not up for discussion, so my advice is not to develop 
explanations for unexcused absences to oft~r to the instructor or teaching assistant, but to use the 
time it would take to do so to review the material you missed 
~The dean bas asked us not ~o schedule alternate fi~al exams to accommodate travel plans 
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Mort, Jan 13 Memo1T of World War II in Japam screening of clip in class from Ishiro 
Honda <;ojira 

Wed, Jan 15    ltn-class screening ofAlain Resnais, lVig/~l and/’iN (In preparation l~ the 
viewing and discussion, read the material on the Resources page of the Sakai course site)~? 

’FhikdJan ]6/17 DiscussionofResnais, hri~htandFog 

Wed Jan 22 The Soviet P~qiect from Lenin to Khmshchex’ 

ThiFr Jan 23/24 Discussion of Tzetevan Todorov, ],i~c~N d*e £xlreme, pp 3-30, 34-43, 47-53, 
59-90 [on library e-reserve] 

Wed Jan 29 

ThiFri Jan 30/31 

Origins of the Cold War 

Colonialism 

Discussion of Alexander Sol zhenitsyn, (?he Day it~ ~he Z,~fe qfl~’an 
Denisol,id~ 

Mort Feb 3 

Wed Feb 5 

ThiFri Feb 6/7 

The Communist Revolution in China 

Central Em ope from the Wa~ to Solidarity 

Discussion of Jung Chang, t~/iM,%ans, pp 2]-42, 62-66, ] 12-46, 
154-66, 180-84~ 

Feb 10 

Feb 10 

~eb t2 

ThiFfi 13/14 

Midterm 

Screening of Volker SchlOndorfl; Slri,{e, at 7 pro, place TBA 

Chi na [~rom [,et the Hund red Iq owers Bloom |hrongh the (tdmra] 
Revolution 

Discussion of Schl6ndo~ S~;ke 

"Post for this week only is due Thurs at 9 am since you will not see the film until class on 
Wednesday 
~3 Selecting pages from a memoir is particularly di£ticult In parts I haven’t assigned, the 

nanator’s ,#andmother marries Dr Xia, the Soviets briefly occupy Manchuria in 1945 (but 
provide little assistance to the Chinese Communists and recognize the government of the 
Koumintang (KMT)), the KMT engage in a variety of conupt activities, and the author’s Pathe~ 
spurns Mrs Ting’s effort lo seduce him Yes, you can read unassigned pages 
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Mort Feb 17 Call out the Lnstigators: 1968 

Wed Feb ~9 China Since Mao 

ThiFfi Feb 20/21 Discussion of Chang, ~{gMS~ a..~, pp 211-39, 282-307, 323-82, 414-18 

Mort Feb 24 

Wed Feb 26 

*Tk~’Ffi Feb 27/28 

Cold War Cuhure: screening of a clip flom John Halas and Joy Batchelor, 
Ammal Farm 

-Watch Herbe~ Bibemaan, 3b# qf¢he &wd~, before class on Monday 

isavadableathtq~: ww,..po,mbe.comwatch?v i9oY4rmD~d4’w 

The lIeight of tiae Cold War 

Discussion of Peter Watkins. 7he W~r (;~le:4 

- Watch Watkins. ’~The War Game" It is available at 
http:ffwww youtube com/watch?v nrGgSPfkbZw 

Mort Mai 3 Gorhachev and the End of the Soviet Union 

Wed, Mar 5 Russia Under Yeltsin and Putin 

First Paper Due at the beglnnh~g of class 

Th/Eri Max 7/8 No Section; No Post 

Mort Mar 17 Algeria and the War of Independence 

Wed Mar 19 Decolonization 

ThiFd Ma~ 20/21 Discussion ofHend Alleg, The Q;;ext~on 

~You may write you post this week on either "Salt of the Earlh" or ~’The War Game" 



Mort Mar 24 

Wed, Mar 26 

Th iFri Mar 27/28 

Wed Apt 2 

ThiFri Apt 3/4 
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Colonial Vietnam and War in Indochina 

Civil Ri~ts and Black Power in the Context of Decolonization 

Discussion of Gillo Pontecorvo, The Battle q/A]g4ers 

--Watch Pontecor*o, Jhe Baltic of A@el;s It is available at 
http:i/wwwyoutubecomiwatch?v XeMWdueGTZ4 

Immigration to burope 

Israel and Palestine to the Suez Canal Crisis 

Discussio~l of Joan Scori, H~e Poh#cs qf the I~ei[ 

Mon Apt 7 

Mon, Apt 7 

Wed, April 9 

ThiFfi Apt I0/I I 

Israel and Palestine since the Six-Day War 

Scree~ling of Julia Bachas, thMrus at 7 pro, site TBA 

~ra~ Under the Shah 

Discussion of Julia Bachas,/?u&*¢s 

Mon, Apr 14 The Iranian Revolution of 1979 and the Politics of Islam 

Wed, Apr 16 The Origins and Practice of Apartheid in South Africa 

Second Paper Dne at the beginning of class 

ThiFfi Apt 17/18 No Section; No Post 

Mon Apt 21 The End of Apartheid 

Wed Apr 23 Environmem, Globalization and the Beautiful Forevers 

Th/Fri Apt 24/25 Discussion of Katherine Boo, Behind/he Beaul¢#[l’breve~;s 

I’hurs May I at Noon FinM Exam in Manning 209 



SPRING 2014 AMST 211 INTRODUCTION TO TIlE 
A~TIERICA SOUTH: A CULTUI~AL JOURNEY 

FA(:[IiI’Y: PROI~S MARC[E (OHEN FERRISAND 
BERNIE tlEP,_MAN, ,~IERICAN ST~S 
TEACHING ASSISTANTS: 

, MA candidate, UNC-CH Folldore Master’s P~ogram O~ce 
hours by appointment:       @live unc edu 

PhD candidate, American Studies ONce hours by appoimment, 
@live unc edu 

CLASS RESOURCE LIB~&N: Jacqueline Solls, ~erican Studies Librarian, 
jsolis@emall uric edu 

FeMs: Tu, 3:30-5 PM, 320 G~eenlaw, orby appt 
ferri snl@enlall unc edu 
Tu, 2:30-d :00; Wed, 1:30-3:00, 211 Greenlaw, or by apt 
b[herman@emal] unc edu 

In the past, to discuss the South, we wouldfir~t define the bo~ders of" the ~egion, and 
theorize about what makes the Soutb distinctive The "old" map of the South 
traditionall,/referred to the eleven states of the Ibrmer Confederacy, but today, these rigid 
borde~ s are rno~ e raid The South ’is found whe~ex’er southern culture is foand," 
existing "as a state of mind both within and beyond its geographical boundaries " 
Beyond the question of what constitutes the South’s borders, a new vision of Southern 
Studies challenges conventional tropes of southern identity The "new Southern Studies" 
considers landma*ks of southern identity oth~-r than the Civil WaL Reconstruction. and 
bad)ecue Rather than the o]d white and black Soath, the "new Southern Studies" 
recogqizes the diverse cultures and ethnicities of the South, u, hose global influences have 
shaped the region in powerfid ways tbr centuries 

in this gateway course to the study of the ?m~erican South, studems will examine 
southern cultural identity, i-ecognizing tbe contributions of all its people, including men 
and women of American Indian. Aflican, Latiao, Asian, and Eu~opea*~ descent Students 
wi]l consider the region in all its comp]exi~- tin ough a multi-di sciplinaU conve~ sation 
about the American South that considers art, archaeology, architecture, cultural tourism, 
ecology, f~dklil;e, JtBodways, geography, history, language, literature, material culture, 
myth and manners, music, politics, religion, values, and more Throughout the semester, 
students will meet and work with scbola[s f~om O~.lr unive[sity community who study the 
regio~ from a variety of disciplines a~d perspectives 

Course assigmnents will expose st~dents to the unsurpassed resomces of LNC’s 

Southern Ilistorical Collection, Southern Folklife Collection, the North Carolina 
Collection, m~d the Southern Oral History Prot,@am, as well as southern collections at 

UNC’s Ackland Museum of Art, and other cultural and historical institutions in the 
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region Students will be encouraged to exp]ore local cultural "repositories." to taste the 
flax, ors of sonthern foodways, and to attend regional art happenings, lectures, I]te~atTv 
readings, musical performances, and ~i, IMi~k events 
COURSE GOALS: 

1. To understand the complex histotT alad evohation of the term, ~’southem culture"’ 
2. To c*itical]y consider the cu]tural construction of southern identity: how and why 

does a region create "identity?" 
To question popular perceptions of"southem-ness" and demonstrate the ethnic 
and racial diversity of both the historic and contemporary South 

4. To explore the language of myth and memoir/in the American South 
5. To articulate what makes the South viscera]ly American 
6. To question tl~e history and idea of a "distinctive South " 
,. To consider the idea of a core cultural canon of the American South Does it 

exi st? 
g. To examineboth the diasporic and global American South 

READ|NGS: 
The readings for our course are keyed to the presentations, but the match is never 
pertbct You are responsible for all the concepts in the readings even if they are 
~ot covered in class Concepts and materials taken t’rom the readings, however, 
shoklld in[brm you~ class comments, assignments, and exams 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 
~ Em est Gaines, A Les;vo, l tJ@re Dying (1993) 

MikeTidwelt, B~o,t)~tFaro~eIl:TheRichL~/eandTragicDel~thojLt)~tis~la’~ 
Cajun ( 7oasl (2010) 

MANY OF OUR READINGS WHI~ COME. FROM THESE 1D.’IPORTANT 
SOUTIIERN JOFRNALS: 

I. Sou¢hetvl Cu/mres, published quarlerly by l~C’s Center for the Study of the American 
South, 3’outher** (’u/tt~res assembles a ~ich forum of animated, voices discussing all 
aspects of southern life Compiling the best of academic and general interest writing, 
each issue £~atures insightful articles, entertaining columns, and captivating photographs- 
-all bound in an award-winning design Regular t’eamres survey soulhern foods, personal 
reminiscences, and contempora~" trends For online access to ,q(mthern (Tult~¢res issues 
published since winter 2000, go to Project Muse at: 
http:/imuse) hu edu/journal s/southern cult~ires/ 

2. ,S’outherr~ 5)~aces is a peer-reviewed, online journal explo6ng the real and imagined 
places of the American South and their connections wifl~ the wider world Ihejournal 
welcomes submissions from scholars, photo~aphers, and visual artists in such areas as 
geography, southern studies, regional studies, African American, Native, and ?maerican 
Studies, women’s studies, LGBTQ studies, and public health 5o*¢*hern A))aces includes a 
g~eat ~ange of matuflals fiom t~aditionaI scholarly articles (enlivened by web resources, 
primal), documents, and video) to southern poets reading their work ~’in sire," to new 
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exhibits, as well as a great selection of weblinks to other southern resources and 

COURSE ASSIGNIMENTSiEXAMS: 

SYLL4.BUS, B£BLIOGRAPtlY, READINGS, CLASS R~SOURSES, 
INS [ RI[ I-’I’[ONAI. SHEE IS AND FORMS FOR ASSIGNMENTS ARE POS I ED ON 

TlIEAMST211 WEB PAGE Go to: http:,/gmdeshbuncedu/SI4 amst2ll 

#1 Essay SHC {10110 wds) DUE 1/30 
#2 Essay MATERIAL CULTURE 11001) wds) DUE 2/27 
Mid-term D’tlE 3/6 

#3 Essay ERNEST GAINES (1000 wds) DUE 4,’8 
Final exam TU., 4/29 

( 10% of final grade) 
110% of final grade) 
(35% of final grade) 
(11)% of final grade) 
(35% of final grade} 

[~RITTEN ASSIGNMENTS 5lUST BE UPLOADED TO SAI~\I BY CLASS 
’I’INkE ON DI[ E DAIE.] 

GRADING 

The final grade is computed from the total marks and professors’ assessment of your 
work throughout dm semester and your corm-ibution to the class 

A (94-100), A- (91-93), B+ (88-90), B (84-87), B- (81-83), C+ (78-80), C t74-77), C- 
(71-73), D+ (68-70), D (64-67), D- (61-63), F (<61) 

DUE DATES AN~) LATE WORK: All u, ritten assignments are due during class on the date 
specified on the syllabus An assignment turned in any time after the end of class on 

the due date, or any time the nex¢ day. will be considered one day late and will be 
assessed a 10% penalty. The 10% penalty wil] continue to be applied fbr each additional 
day the assignment is late 

is your responsibili~- to keep a copy of each assignment in case the original is misplaced; 
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thcu]ty and teaching assistant are not responsible for missing assigmnents, which will be 
subject to file late pena]ty 

You will receive no penalty R~r work due on a day for which you hase a legitimate and 
documented ahsence It is your responsibility to provide documentation for a legitimate 
excuse within ttuee days of the missed class period If you do not meet this deadline, late 
work will not be excused 

During tile semester, you must wait at least overnight after receiving a grade to 
schedule an appointment l~r a grade appeal. Please use Ibis time to review the grade 
critique and t~3rmulate a logical argnment for apped Your appeal must be ~rittem 
with the assignment or exam and the grading evaluation attached to the written 
appeal. These matetals must be provided 1o faculty andlor teaching assistant at least one 
day befBre the grade appeal meeting Grade appeals must be made u, ithin one week of 
receiving the grade FINAL COgRSE G~DES ~Y NOT be a~pealed after 48 
hours following the final e~am 

POSTING OF GlanDES 
UNC complies ,adth the Family Educational Pd~ts and Privacy Act, which provides for 
the protection of your personal records includh~g grade information We provide grade 
information in a secure format using the Sakal gradebook, but grades will not be given 
out over the phone, mailed early, or distributed to your personal e-mail account. 

GRADE OF INCOMPLETE 
A grade of incomplete vail not be given except under extraordina~3~ circumstances If 
such circumstances arise, contact tSculty immediately to discuss the issue and to learn 
about procedures for requesting an incomplete Approval of an incomplcle is riot 

automatic upon initiating a request 

WRITTEN WORK 

spelling, grammar, and punctuation e~Tors You should proofread carefully and not 
rely solely on your computer’s spell-check tool Quote spar#tg/?, since we want to see 
thai you can explain an author’s ideas in your own words Whenever you paraphra.se or 

qz¢o~e direct3; you mzcsg./holt~o~e a~d ~ll3’ cite your sources (and pr,~wde page tutmbe~:~ 

,/or q~tom#ons). Finally, take ca~ e to address each componen~ of the assignment, set up 
the context tbr your ~gument, md provide detailed examples to illus~rnte your points. 

FORMAT FOR WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS: Please use the following format for all written 
work in tilis class 

~, Typeface: Use Times Neu, Roman or Calibri, 12 point ~i, nt 
~ Marglns: Oneinch on all sides 
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Quotations: Any material that you use verbatim from other sources nmst be 
placed between quotation m~ks and properly cited in MLA or Chicago sble 
Please also use proper documentation style when paraphrasing sources 

~ Page numbering: Each page should bare a page number 
Identifying information: Include your name and e-mail address, the title of your 
assignmem, and the date at the mp of evmT paper ~single-spaced) 

ACAIJE~C A~ PERSONAL NIISCON~UCT: Every student will be treated equally 
according to the policies of thls course and the University of Noah Carolina at Chapel 
Hill We encoreage studying and wofl<ing together; however, yo~ must complete all 
wMtten assignments and exams using your individual effort (copying, cheating, or 
plagiarism is not tolerated ’rbis includes cutting and pasting information lYom ~be 

Internel) You NffJST give credit (by using quotation marks anrgor citing sources) 

a Quote anoflmr person’s acRml words, either oral or written; 
b Paraphrase/summarize another person’s u, ords, either orN or wfi~en; 
c Use another person’s idea, opinion, or theory; or 

d Borrow facts/statistics/other illustrative materiN, unless the information is 

All students should review the L~-C policy on academic integrity at 
bttp://honoruncedu/ If necessa~T, ask for clarification abont p]agiarism or course 
policies b@)re you hand in u, fitten work We are obligated by the University to report 
academic and/or personal actions that may be deemed misconduct under the provisions of 
this code Punishments for cheating and plagiarism can include failing the class 

QI~STIONS OR CONt ERNS: Rernember, email is best suited to quick communication 
regarding class attendance, questions regarding assignments, or minor concerns If you 

occurrin~ in class~ please meet with facnlty f~ce-to-face during office hours. And 
remember, email is a ver’t public form of communicattion. Think before you hit 

course objectives, this syllabus may be subject to change, including proiect due dates and 
test dates (except t’c~r the oltlcially scheduled final examination) We make e~ery efforl to 
notify you in advance, both in person and in wTiting, but in the end you are responsible 
f~r any and all additiona] course information provided in class sessions throughout the 
semester, regardless of tardiness or absence We encourage you to wMe down the name 
and contact intbrmation of two class members you can turn to if you hax, e to be absent 

B is understood th~gt hy hm,mg received this co~rse .syllabus a~M atte~Med class 
beyo~ld lhe first two mee#~g~ ~( lt~e le~w~, you h~n,e re~qewed the requireme~t~ 
poBcies qf *his c/a.s:~, um/e~;siand them, and accept them. 
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"Those people, black and white, who care about their particular 

Soulh should take heart f’om a vision #~ which regional identio~ is 

continuously being replenished even as other forms, older.#~rms, 

erode and mutate. A~ything that has happened and is happening in 

this corner of the country right, ally belongs to the ~uth "s pc~st, 

whether or not it seems tojit the template oj’an imagined Southern 

cu#ure. There is no essence to be denied, no central theme to 

violate, no role in lhe national drama 1o be betrayed. The Soulh is 

continually coming into being, continua[D, being remade, 

continually s#’uggling w~th its pasts. " 

Ed~,ardAye~;s, "What We ~/k aboul Wheat We ~lk abou/ lhe S~ulh, "in A# Over the 

the wav o/ ~4n~eric’c~. " Howard ~ L)dum: 
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SYLLABUS 

WHAT IS THE SOUTH? 

WEEK ONE 
Th. Jan. 9: OPEN DISCUSSION on THE SOUTH AND SOUTHERN 

CULTURE, What is the South’? Who is a southerner? What 

Edna Lewis, "What is Southern?," (;ourmztMa,~4aci**e, (Jan 2008) 24-30 Lewis 
provides a provocative TASTE &the South i~ tiffs essay on food and place 
http2iw~vw goum~et com/magazh~e/2000si2008i0Uwhalissouthern [e~vis 

"F6ed Chicken and Sweet Polato Pie," short video on southern cheUwdter, Edna 
Lewis, http:/Ax~x~v goum3et corn/magazine/video/2008/0 i/Edna 
Charles Joyne~, ’% Single Southern Culture: (u]tuml hlte~ action in the Old 
South," in Bla~ k a~M ~hite: (’~doozg [nwrac~o~ in *he A~wlx’llum So~th, ed Ted 
Ownby (1993) 3-22 Read Joyner’s compelling essay about the interaction of 
caltures fl~at crealed a distinct singular culture in the American Soulh 
Na~sha % efl~cwey, "Soufl~em Histow," in I retheway, Nagve (hav’d (2006) 
h~p:/l~,~,w ~eensbororeview org/*MI-2OOS/southern-histotw html ~.~ Natasha 
’fre~ewey’s poem that questions W~AT IS SOUT~ HISTORY9, and who 
has the right to claim the TRUE version of the southern past9 What is the troth? 
Eugenia Degdbach Wicket- and Marcie Cohen ~erris. "The KISS Leger: An 
Encounter with Elvis," Soughe~7~ (?u/lure*, Vol 17, No 4, Winter 201 l, 116-120 
LISTEN m William ChristenberU, "Place, Time, and Memou," So~¢ther~ 5paces 
,/o*a’tta/ http:i/www.~outhernspaces.orgi2007iplace-lime-and-memory 
Born in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, on November 5, ]936, William Christenbe~; is a 
painter, photographer, and sculptor whose work d~aws upon the subject matte~ of 
Alabama and the SouflL ~-om its goard trees, landscapes, vernacular buildings, 
and md di~ to the terror of the Ku Klux Klan Chr[stenbenT’ s work ultimately 
grapples with the question, ’~Whal is 1he South?" A graduate of tim Unive~ sily 
of Alabama, Christenbe~" has lived in Washington, DC, since 19~8, teaching 
drawing and painting at the Corcoran Col]ege of &t and Design 

In class exetvise: 
I Descdbe how you celebrated New Year’s Day, inc]uding what you ate 
2 List five distinctly southern places (to you) 
3 List five southern sounds, and locate them 
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Ii. DOCUMENTIN(; TIIE SOUTII 

WEEK TWO 
Tn., Jan. 14         Considering Those Who Came Before Us~ Marcle Cohen Ferris 

and Bernie Herman 

John Dollard, "lhe Research S~te," in Ca~te and Ck~ss m a ,%’outher~ T~mn (~937) 
1-16 

Nmasha Tretbewey, "Pastoral," in Trerheway, Naltve Gua~ff(2006) 
httpg/www g~eensbororeview o~g/tSll-2OO2/southem-pasto~N html 

~ ~len Eaton, "The Log Cabin and Rs Furnishings," Ha~dicr~/~s ~lThe Sou~her~ 

High]a~tds (1937 1973), 47-56 

Explore souther~ sociologist John Sbelton Reed’s on-line history of UNC’s 
h~stitme for Research in Social Science, tk~unded by Howard W Odum, 1924: 

’Who u, as Howard W Odum?" 

Th., Jan. 16 Ne~+ Deal Documentation of the South: 1930si40s, Marcie 
Cohen Ferris 

Marcie Ferris, "’The Deepest Reality ofLif~’: Southern Sociology, the ~’~A, and 
I-ood in the New So~tb " Southern (ultra es, Vol 18, No 2, Summer 20 ] 2 
http:/imuse i hu edu/ijournalsisouthem cultures/v018/18 2 f)rrls html 

~ Leonard Rappor: (Imepviewer): Tobacco Market, Durham, NC, in the Federal 
W~iters’ Project papers #3709. Southern Historical Collection, The Wilson 
Library, University of North Carolina al Chapel Hill: 
http:/idc llb unc ed~/cdm+’it em x, lewer php?CISOROOT /03709&CISOPTR 33 
~&CISOBOX I&REC I 
Federal W6ters’ Project, Librmy of Congress resources: 
hrtp://www loc govirr/progranVbib/newdeal/fwp html 

llI. SENSE OF PL4CE/SOUTHER/~~ I141~’GN 

WEEK THREE 
Tin, Jan. 21 "Native American Ctfltures of the Precolonial South" 

Via Steponaitis, Professor of Anthropology, UNC-CIL 
Director. UNC Research Eaboratorles of Archaeology (or Brett 
Riggs?) 

Via Steponaitis, "Native American Cultures of the Precolonial South," in ~e 
~,,a~c/~ezl)~trh’~ i~ ghe Oh~ OMSo~gh, ed Vincas P Steponaitis (1998) 1-22 

Th., Jan. 23         Intro to Southern Things, Bernie Herman 
HenD/Glassie, Pa/letw #~ the Maieri~d P’olk (7u/mre oj lhe ~tertt C~tited~[a/es 

(1968) 36-9, 64-124 

~ Am~ Smart Maitin, "Fionfier Boys and Country Cousins: The Context t~ Choice 
in Eighteenth-Century Consume~fism," in De Cunzo and He.an, eds, Ht~tor]cal 

Arch~teoh~ffy a~d lhe ,%’[t~ (b~ American Ctdlure (I 996), 71 - 102 

Visit and read entries fi-om the Writing Material Culture Somher~ ~#~q~ website: 
http ffsoulhernlhings web uric ed u 
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WEEK FOUR 
Tn., Jan. 28 Everyday Lif~ in the Early Chesapeake Bay Country, Bernie 

Cary Carson. Norman F Barka, William M Kelso, Garry Wheeler Stone, and 
Dell Uptom ’Impermanem Architecture in the Southern American Colonies," in 
Robert Blair St George, ed, MalerialL!fe inAmerwa, ~600-~860 (1988), 113- 

~58 

Th., Jan. 3t) "Finding Wisdom in Places/’ Malinda Maynor Lowery, 
Department of History, UNC-(B, I)irec~or, Southern Oral 
Rist~ry Program 

~ Melinda Maynor Lowe~3g "Finding Wisdom in Places: Lumbee Family 
lmli~eno~s D~a.spora.s: ! in~eidin~ ~’es~ern l;ix’alions Edited by Graham Hat, e} 
and Charles D Thompson Burlington, VT: Ashgate Press, 2005 153-68, e- 

reserve 
James Taylor Carson, " The Obituats, of Nations’: Ethnic Cleansing, Memory, 
and the Origins of the Old Soutb," Southern C*dtnres 14 (Winter 2008), 6-3 

http ://muse. jhu. edu/jouenalsisoutheen cultuees/v~14!14.4, car 
son, htmX 

WEEK FIVE 
Tu., Feb. 4 Charleston, South Carolina: Tile Material 

Realities of a Lowconntry Urban Center, Bernie Herman; 
Selling the I,owcountry Brand in the early Twentieth Century 
Sonth+ Marcie Cohen Ferris 

Manha Zierden, "A Trans-Atlantic Merchant’s House in Charleston: 
Archaeological Exploration of Refinement and Subsistence in an Urban Setting," 
H~siorica/Archaeologo, 33:3 (1999), 73-87 

Stephanie E Yuhl, ’Nch and Tender Remembering: Elite White Women and an 

Aesthetic Sense of Place in Charleston, ~920s and ~930s," in }~ere ~wse 
Memories Grow: [[~stoO’, Memoo’, and Southern [den#O, ed W Fitzhugh 
Brundage (2000) 227-248 

Maufie McInnls, ’A WNking Tour," from t’oh#cs qf ~le in Atnebe//um 

LT~wlesnm (2005), 31-65 

Th., Feb. 6          Plantation Landscape, Bernie Herman 
Dell Upton, Wbite and Black Landscapes in Eighteentb-Century Virginia" in 
Robe~ Blab: S~ George, ed, MaterialL,~, in.dmer~ca, 1600-16’61) (I 988), 357- 
369 

Bernard L lterman, ’ Returning to a New Land: How tbe Architecture of the Old 
South Made l~s Way to Arthington, Liberia," in Giovanna Borsai, ed 

Hrm Trm,ell#~, Fruig [des and Buildm;~ Rearrange O~r Emqronment," (20 [ 0), 
117-127 
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WEEK SIX 
Tu. Feb. 11 Hantation Myth, Marcie Cohen Ferris 

Karen L Co×, "Branding Dixie: The SdHn~ of the Am~ca~ Somh, 

in l)/:</e l::n~ormm: ~ om ~sm, l ood~aA.L a~M ( o~w~me~ (u/me m the Amemcan 
South, ed Anthony Sta~onis (2008) 50-68 

"An Essentially American Narrative: A Discussion of 12 Years a Slave", NY 

T~S, Geox~4e Nelson, Oct 11, 2013 
"The Blood and Tears, Not the Magnolias"; "12 Years a Slave" Holds Nothing 
Back in Show of Suffering," ~ Times Review, Manohla Dargi 
2013~ead review and watch video ’anatomy of a scene" 

Th., Feb. 13         Southern Waters, Bernie Herman 
~ Sldelds David, ed, ’George Ogilvie’,~ ’Carol~na; Or. the Planter" "Hie 

Bland Simpson, The Great Dismal: A (2~rol#mm X N~amp Memoir (I 990), O 1-83 

WEEK SEVEN 

Tu. Feb. 18 The River~ Marcie Cohen Ferris 
~ Williana Ale×ander Percy, Chap 20, "The Flood of 1927," in Lamer~s (m the 

"The Geography of Social Vulnerability: Race. Class, and Catastrophe," Susan 
Cutter, June 1 I, 2006 h~p://anderstandingkalrina ssrc org/Cu~er/ 

Th., Feb. 20 The Digital South, Seth Kotch, American Sh~dies Dept., UNC- 
CH 

reading to he posted.., 

WEEK EIGHT 
Tu..~ Feb. 25 CJay, Marcle Cohen Ferris 

~ Charles G Zug, I~, "Nord~ Carolina PotieB, Center Essay," Seagrove, Norih 

Car oIina (2002) [- 15 
Mark Hewitt and Nancy Sweezy, ’Introduction," 1-2; tleu, itt, ’Tradition and the 
Individual Potler" 3-7 Hewilt, "New Perspectives on Old Noah Carolina Pots" 

9-15, in Kite Po~er’s Fye: Art grad Zrad~tion m North Carolm~ Pottery, eds Mark 
Hewitt and Nancy Sweezy (2005) 

Th. Feb. 27         Quilts, Bernie Herman 
Mary Lee Bendolph, "Mama’s Song," in Paul Arnett, et al, eds, Gee’s Beard. 

Architect~tre <?f dte (.)M/! (2006) 172-187 
Julia Peterkin, "Black April" (1927), 159-73 and Alice Walker, "Everyday Use" 

0973) 174-82, in Cecilia Macheski, ed, QmItStories (1994) 

WEEK NINE 

Mid-term revle~ 
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Th., Mar. 6:         Mid=term 

SPRING BREAK: MAR 7-16 

IV. FIA FOR---THE TASTE OF THE SOUTH 

WEEK ’FEN 
Tn., Mar. 18 Bernie Herman 

Bernie tlerman, "Dram tlead Stew: The Power and Poet~T of Terroiri’ Southern 

(’u/im’es (Winter 2009) 36-49 
John Berry, "Toward Fried Chicken," and William Styron, "Southern Fried Chicken 
(with ~blet Gravy)," in Americar~ Food lfS’iti.£., Molly O’Neil], ed (New Yod< 
Library of America, 2007), 326-334 

Th., Mar. 211: The EdlMe Smith: Food and Histo*T in an American Region, 
Marcie Cohen Ferris 

Marcie Cohen Ferris, "Introduction: The Edible South." 5o~¢ther~t l;ultures (Winter 
2009), vol 15, no 4, 3-27 

Ma*cie Cohen Ferfis, "The "Stut’P’ of SoutheH~ Food: Food and Mate*ial Culture in 
the Amedcan South." The Larder: Uood S~udies ~thod~j)~m~ the American A’outh, 

ed John T Edge, Elizabeth Engelhardt, Ted Ownby (Athens: University of Georgia 
Press, 20131276-311 

E~plore website of the Southern Foodways AIliarlce, www southelnlbodways corn 

REQUIRED LECTURE: Dr. Jessica Harris, author, High on the Hog: .d Culinary 
JourneyJhom Africa Io America, 4:3[I in the Kresge 

V. I/OICES OF THE SOUGH 

WEEK ELEVEN 
Tu., Mar. 25: William L. Andrews, E. Maynard Adams Professor, Dept. of 

English & Comp Lit, UNC-CH, "An Introduction to the Pre- 
Civil War American SHave Narrative." 

* Readings flom Pre-Civil War American S]ave Nanatives 

Th., Mar. 27: "Cherokee Stories oI the Turtle Island Liar’s 

Club," Chris ’l’euton, American Studies Bept., UNC-CH, and 
"Language Shift Cherokee to English in 
Norlh CarMina," Ben Frey, Post Doctoral Research Associate, 
American Studies Dept., 

"Alenihv (Beginnings)," 18-80, and "Wolf Wears Shoes," 180-184. in Cherokee 
Slories ~?fli~e ~)¢ri/e Zsla~lLiat;v’ (7/ub, by Chris Teuton with Hastings Shade, 
Sammy Still, Sequoyah Guess, and Woody Hansen 
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WEEK TWELVE 

Apr. 1: The Blues, Bill Ferris, Department of History/Center for the 
Study of the American Soulh, UNC-CH 

. "Introduction," 1-9 and "James "Son Ford" Thomas," 111 - 119~ in William R 
~erri s, (Me ,~v Poor He~w~ E~e: D~ices qi the ~[~wxxippi Bh~es (2009) 

~ Charles Reagan Wilson, "The Mississippi Delta,’ Souihe~;,t ,5’,oace.s Jmtrmd 

hRp://~-w south ern spaces or~’2004imi ssi s sippi -delta 

h~p:/iwsvwGiveMyPoorHea~Easecom/ 

~ ht~p:/iyoum be/2vVscal lqSs 

Apt. 3: "Black Jockeys~ Southern Tradition, and the 
Horse/~ Sharon Holland, American Studies I)ept., UNC-CH 

reading to be posled... 

WEEK THIRTEEN 

’I’U., Apt. 8 IIiscussion: Ernest Gaines, A Lesson Bg[bre Dying 

* Ernest Gaines A Le~s<m Bejore T))’i~~ 

Apt. 10 What IIappens When You Hear Angels Singing?: Certainty, 
Mission, and Faith in an Afri~an Amerlcan South, Glenn 
Ilinsom American Studies and Folklore Program, [ NC-CH 

Ch@ 8~ "A Conversation/’ 74-83, and Ch@ 10, "Praise/’ [ 10-12~, in Glenn 
~nson, ]~re in M~ ~ones: D’anscendence aml d~e Ho@ ,5’,o#’it in Aft’icon 

American ( ~o.v~el 

WEEK FOURTEEN 
Tu., Apr. [5:        Southern Art: The "Birmingham-Bessemer School" (Thornton 

Dial Lomfie Holley, Ronald Lockett, and Joe Minter) Bernie 

hrtp//soulsgrow~deepor~’a~ists Visit this site and read ~he ex~ended entries for 
Ronald Lockett, Ehomton Dial, Lonnie Holley, Joe Minter 

THE FUTURE SOUTH 

Th., Apt, 17:        Changing Southern Environments 
* Strident discussionleade~s/presentations 
~ lvl)ke Tidwell, Bayou l’w’ewell: 7ke Rick L~ and 17agic Deaih of Louisiana ’~ 

( ?qjun (7oas~, 

WEEK FIFTEEN 
Tu.~ April 22: Changing Southern Imaginarles 

reading from Allen Tullos. Ab~bama (;e~cmay 

~ reading tYom HarB, CaudilFs N~gkl (7ome,~ lo file Cnmber/and~ 
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scenes from ,rCE.4,S’rSOK THES()UTHERh~,qLD (2012} Berth Zeitlin (direclo~) 
Lucy Alibar (writer) 

Southern Futures; Facu[D" and Student 
Marcie Ferris, Bernie IIerman, Sharon Holland, Seth 
Chris 

FINAL EXAM: TU., APR. 29, 12-3 PM 
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Math 1110 Semester Schedn|e Spring 2014 

Section 001 MWF 9-950am 
Peabody 206 

MARK MCCOIVFB S 
Section 003 NPNF 12-1250pm 
Phillips ~32 

Section 002 MWF II-1150am 
Phillips 328 

Section 004 I~B,VF 10-1050am 
Stone Center 209 

i Section005 ~,PNF 11-1150am 
De~, 005 

1/20 
1/22 

1/27 

1/29 

2/3 

2/5 

2/10 

[)ate Sections Covered 

1/8 Imrodaction 

1/10 II 

No Class 
13 

14 

14 

Re~iew 

21 22 

21 22 

2- 2~ 

2/I 2 ’> " 

2/14 24 

2/17 24 

2/19 Review 

2/21 Test 2 

Date Sections Covered 

M 3/3 33 

W 3/5 33 

F 3/7 34 
M 3/17 34 

W 3/19 Review 

F 3/21 Test 3 

3/24 
3/26 

3/28 

3/3 I 

4/2 

414 
417 

4/9 

4/14 

4/16 

4 1 
4l 
42 
42 
42 
43 

44 

44 

Review 
Test 4 

F 4/|8 No Class 
M 4/21 Exam Review 
W 4/23 Exam Review 
F 4/25 Exam Review 

2/24 31 32 

2/28 32 

Homework Deadlines 
IIWI Frl, 3an 17 IIW5 Wed, Mar $ 
HW2 Thurs, Jan30 HW6 Thurs, Mar 13 
It~3 Wed, Feb 12 It~7 Mon, Apr7 
II~V4 Thurs, Feb 20 II~V8 Tues, Apt 15 

II~V assignments must be snbmitted online at http:i webcom2 ~rtxle com, mathcoacl~ 



Lifetime Fitness 
Yoga/Pilates 

LFIT 114:401 Spring 2014 

Time and Location: 

Mailbox: Woollen Gym 215B 
Email:      ~live unc.edu 
One hour, twice a week 
1~’~ Day meeting = Fetzer Hall Gym A 
Activity Space = Woollen Gym B017 
Lab Space = Fetzer Hall Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessar~ to develop a lasting interest in 
lifetime participation and to increase the student’s level of physical fitness and knowledge of life-long 
health Students will be able to describe the physical, psychological, and socio-cultural factors and 
human behaviors that influence human weIFbeing and affect the major health problems of our society: 
understand the components of health-related physical fitness and their relationship to personal health 
and weIFbeing; and develop and enhance physical fitness or lifetime sport psychomotor skills. 

Course Requirements 

Required Materiah 
1. Lifetime F#ness Lab Manual: The Tar Heel’s Guide to a Healthy and Active 

Lifestyle 
2. EXSSINASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $40.00 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab fees. If you drop 
your LFIT course before March 5th, 2014 you may receive a refund. We will not be checking to see 
who has dropped Please email amcculle@email unc.edu to facilitate this process Requests after this 
date will not be honored and your money will not be carried over to another semester You will have to 
repay the fee if you decide to take the course at a later date. 

Grading Sca~a: 
A 93.0-100% B- 80.0-82.9% D+ 67.0-69.9% 
A- 90.0-92.9% C+ 77.0-79.9% D 60.0-66.9% 
B+ 87.0-899% C 730-769% F < 60.0% 
B 83.0-869% C- 700-729% 

Grading criteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 20% 
Quizzes (9)         20% 

Final exam (1) 25% 
Attendance 25% 

Attitude and 10% 
Participation 

Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab assignments 
There will be a quiz at the end of each online presentation, for a total of 
9 quizzes. 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online lectures. 
Students will be expected to come to class and actively participate in the 
daily activities. 
Students will be expected to have a positive presence in class and 
engage in each activity. 



Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms The instructions for the labs are 
located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website (under Lifetime Fitness). They are to be 
completed and turned in on the scheduled date. There will be no make-up labs dates. Labs are worth 5 
points each, and failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 points for the lab 

Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, vaGdng in length from 15-35 minutes, are required for 
to students to view through Sakai. After the lectures have been viewed, the student will have 30 
minutes to complete a short quiz. The deadline for completion of the quizzes is midnight on the due 
date Failure to meet the deadline results in an automatic zero. 

Fina~ Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts from all 9 lectures on 
Sakai. The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false and short answer questions. The final exam 
will be given on the last day of class - not during the scheduled finals period. 

Attendance - Attendance wiii be taken. Classes and labs are mandatory Students may not miss more 
than 1 lab during the semester. 7 or more unexcused absences may result in an F. A total of 10 
excused and uaexcueed absences will result in an F or the need for a medical drop of the course. 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
Each day will be worth 2 points. 
An unexcused absence will lose both points 
An excused absence (after the 3~), failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one point 
3 tardies (beyond 5 minutes) will equal 1 unexcused absence. 

Weather- For outdoor classes: Class wiii never be cancelled due to weather Class may be moved 
inside in the event of inclement weather- but this will be at the discretion of the teacher and you will 
need to check your emaii and the board in front of the equipment room before class. Expect to be 
outside everyday otherwise. 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity and lab days Jeans 
are not acceptable, nor are sandals Your participation grade will be affected if you do not dress out 
properly. 

Honor Code - It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself within the 
guidelines of the Honor System All academic work should be done with the high level of honesty and 
integrity that is University demands. For more information on the honor code, refer to 
http//honor unc=edu 

Students t~lay be videotaped by instructors through the use of classroom or handheld monitoring 
devices during eny exams or graded assignments taken in class 

YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LFIT. 
Please note that effective Fall 2011, you will no longer receive credit for more than one LFIT course 

Students may take only one 1 credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH If you have taken an 
LFIT prior to Fall 2011 and enroll in an LFIT course during or after Fall 2011, this will not count towards 

your 120 hours needed for graduation. 



Lifetime Fitness Outline 

Jan 8 Lifetime Fitness Introduction ¯ Log onto Sakai 
Fetzer Gym A 

Jan 13 Introduction to Yoga Online: Current Health Status/Quiz 
Jan 15 Yoga: Core Focus 
Jan 20 NO CLASS MLK 
Jan 22 Fitness Assessment Lab Bring lab manual/Complete Data Collection Sheet 

Fetzer Gym B Online: Fitness assessment/Quiz 
Jan 27 Yoga: Flexibility 
Jan 29 Yoga: Upper Body Focus/ . Online: Nutrition/Quiz 

Begin Lab #2 = Dietary 
Analysis 

Feb 3 Yoga: Lower Body Focus ¯ Begin Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis 
Feb 5 Pilates 

Feb 10 Yoga: Upper Body Focus 
Feb 12 Pilates Lab #2 - Dietary Analysis Due 
Feb 17 Yoga: Lower Body Focus 
Feb 19 Pilates ¯ Online: Stabilization Training/Quiz 
Feb 24 Stabilization Training Lab Bring lab manual 
Feb 26 Yoga: Upper Body Focus Online: Cardiorespiratory Training! Quiz 

March 3 Pilates 
March 5 Yoga: Upper Body Focus Online: Flexibility Training/Quiz 
March NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 

10 
March NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 

12 
March Yoga: Lower Body Focus 

17 
March Pilates Online: Resistance Training/Quiz 

19 
March Yoga: Upper Body Focus 

24 
March SMPJ Resistance Training . Online: Weight Control/Quiz 

26 Lab . Bring lab manual 
March Yoga: Lower Body Focus 

31 
April 3 Pilates Online: Behavior Modification! Quiz 
April 7 Relaxation and Breathing 
April 9 Yoga: Upper Body Focus 

April 14 Yoga: Lower Body Focus 
April 16 Fitness Assessment (11) Lab Complete Data Collection Shee[ 

Fetzer Gym B Turn in "TA COPY" 
April 21 Relaxation and Breathing ¯ Prepare for Final Exam 
April 23 FINAL EXAM FINAL EXAM - Fetzer Gym A 



POIA 130: Introduction to Comparative Politics 

Professor Andrew R~ynolds 

Class: Mon-Wed 9-9 50am 
FedEx Global Education Center 1015 

Tel: 962 5443 
asleynol@email unc edu 

Office: FedEx Global Education Cetuer 2202, 

Poli 130: The purpose of this course is to highlight the study of comparative politics by 
seeking to understand differences among a set of diverse states on three continents 
Attention "will be focused on one established democracy (the United Kingdom), a 
province only recetuly recovering from turmoil vdthin that state (Nol~hem Ireland), a 
nevdy democratizing state in Africa {South ~M’rlca), a militaU j unta in Asia {Burma), a 
fl-agile ethnically divided socie~ in South Asia which is going through an extensive 
process of constitutional change (A~hanistan) and the pre-eminent case in the Arab 
Spring {Egypt) These states will be analyzed in a broad comparative framework and in 
temps of two contrasting models of democracy: majoritarian and consensus democracy 
TIuough lecIures, videos, pa~]iamenta~" simulations and discussion sections we sha]l try 
to explain both the relationships between these dimensions and the reasons why some 
countcies have developed along m~ioritarian and others along consensual lines 

Students are required to attend twice weekly lectures and their sections Students must be 
enrolled in both the lectu[e c]ass and a recitation section to receive a grade 

IN-CLASS EXAMS: There will be two in-class term exams consisting of short answer 
questions Ihe exams wi]l be closed book Each exam will count fol 15% of the final 
grade 

RECITATION SECTIONS: Attendance at recitations is mandatory Students will 
complete papers amounting to I 0 pages in total throughout the semester: details specified 
by yore IA Performance (attendance, participation and written work) in sections vdl] 
account for 30% of the final grade 

FINAL EXAM: The required final exam will be given in finals week - date to be 
announced It "will consist of’both objective and essay questions (closed book) and it "will 
cover the entire coarse The final will account for 40% of the final grade 



REQUIRED READINGS: Required readings for each class will be posted on sakai In 
addition students are expected to pay special attention to articles on ti~e four countries 
covered in the course in the Ne~ York Trows, }~shingtrm Post, (’h~c%g,o Krib~me, 
(’hrZv#an &’ie~ee ,>lo*#lor or any comparable newspaper There may be a shorl article 
required reading for each recitation section These will be handed out in class 

SMALL PRINT: 
All class lectures, debates mtd video slr3wmgs are cotnpulsot? Recikmon sectiol~ are 31so 
compulsot3 and m~excused absences will reduce your fit3,:fl grade, aRe~tdmtce will be recoMed 

jokes 
If you ltax~ a vahd reasmt for ap~ssi~g rec~tatmlt you nmst notkt~" your IA before ha~ad If you ha~ e 

if you axe tn~b ut31mppy with your exam !grade, m-*’t e r discussing it wtth 3,our TA you nmy request 

CLASS OUTLINE AN3) ASSIGNMENTS 

Wed 8 The Comparative Method: Why do it, and how to do it? 
Readings: 
Lijphart, Patter~s q/Democracy, ch’s I and 4 

Mort 13      Majoritarian demo,~racy 
Lijphart, l’alWrns {~fl)emocra~T, ch2 

Wed 15      The United Kingdom 
Readings: http:i/www bbc co utc/news/uk-politics-25449695 "Happy New Year?" 

Monday 20 No Class: MLKjnr Day. 

Wed 22 The United Kingdom {PMQT} 
Readings: 
http:/iwg;av polit] cs co uk!]31 ogs/2013/01 i08ith eir-con stimti on al -record-oE failure-won -t- 

stop-the-coali t 
hrtp://~ww bbc co uk/news/uk-politics-25617844 

Mon 27     The United Kingdom (Yes PM) 
Readings: hrtp:i/~’vvwthegnardian com/polifics/scottish-independence-essel~tial-gt3ide 
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Wed 29 UK House of Commons role playing simulation 

Mon 3       Consensuali Power sharing vs. Majoritarianism 
Lij phm% ]~ai/erm qf Democtacy, ch 3 

Wed 5 South Africa - Introduction 
Stephen Friedman, "South Afl-ica: Divided in a Special Way," in Diamond, Linz and 
Lipset eds 1)o/ilits in Deve/ol~itN ( om~/rws Lynn Reinner. 1995 

Mon 10      South Africa - (I) 
Jung, Courtney and Ian Shapiro 1995 "South Africa’s Negotiated Transition: 
Democracy, Opposition. and the New Constitutional Order," Po!~ttcs and Soc*e*y 23: 
269-308 
Koelb]e, [homas and Andrew Reyno]ds 1996 "Power-Sharing Democracy in the New 
South Africa," l)o/i~ics attd Socie{y 2d : 221-236 

Web 12      South Africa - (2) 
Bloke Modisane tthmm Me on ;qi~lo~3~ T~uchstone Books. 1967 (pp 5-32) 
Mandela Remembered: 
http://u~ww nytimes c~m/in~eractive/2~ ~ 3/~2/~5/u~fl~b‘africa/ne~s~n~mande~a~bit- 
coverage hind? 1-0 

Wed 19     Afghanistan 
I.arwGoodson<’Afghanistan’s Road to Reconstmcdon."./om’nalq/Democrac~’]4: 82- 

99. 
.ad’ghaniatan report 2013; http:Nwwwhrwos]4/world-report/2013/country- 
chapters/afghanistan 

Mm~ 24      Afghanis{an Video I: Helm ~fa Nation 
Andrew Reynolds "The Curious Case of Afghanistan," ,lourna/oj2)emocraqt,, Vol 17, 

N o 2 (Apri] 2006), pp 104- ] 17 

Wed 26      The Arab Spring 
Brownie< Masoud, and Reynolds "Why the Modest Harvest?" ,]omwal qfl)emocrac)’ 
October 2013 
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3,tarch 

Mon 3 Egypt 
Reading: TBA 

Building Democracy Abroad - Class Debate 

March 8-16~’ ~’~ritlg Brea.( 

17      Parliamentary vs. Presidential government 
Lijpharr, Democraclv, ch7 
Horowitz 1991 Cb 6 pp 20d-213, and Horowitz, Donald, Se,/mour Martin Lipset, and 

Juan I ,inz 1990 "Debate-Presidents ve~ sus Parliaments," Jo~rnal r~iDemocraty 

[ :73-91 

Wed 19      Northern ireland introduction & histo~T (I) 
Joseph Ruane and Jennif~ Todd 7he DA,~.,~m~ic.~ oj Coq/lict in A~rlhem~ trelana 

Cambridge University P~ess, [996 Ch4 

Mort 24 Northern Ireland ~2) 

Wed 26     Northern Ireland - From the Bomb to the Ballot (1) 
Brenda~ O’Leary A’orfflem/re/a~M In Reynolds 2002 

Mon 3I 

Wed 2 

Northern Ireland - From the Bomb to the Ballot (2) 

In class short exam #2 

The world of electorM systems 

Reading (for 8t~ and 10"~): Andrew Reynolds and Ben Redly et al, F~e [memtatmnal 

IL)EA Hatldhook ~ f L/eclot’al,S)’sLem L)esij~tt, 1997 

On the web at tall in bite size chunks): 
http ://www acepr olect org/ace-enitopics/es/es l O 

http /iw~wv acepr~lect org/ace-enitopicsies/es20 
bttp://v,, ww aceproj ect orgiace-e~Ztopics/es/esddetSult 
http/iwww aceprc!iect org/ace-e~Vtopicsies/esa/esa01 
http:/iwwav aceproj ect orgiace-en/topicsies/esa/esa02 
http://www acepr olect org/ace-enitopics/es/esa/esa03 
hr~p:/iw ww aceproj ect orgiace-en/topicsies/esa/esa0d 
bttp://v,, ww aceproj ect orgiace-e~Ztopics/es/esdesa05 
http /iw~wv acepr~lect org/ace-enitopicsies/esa/esa06 

http:/iwwav aceproj ect orgiace-en/topicsies/esa/esa07 
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http://u, ww aceproject orgiace-e~Ztopics/es/esa/esa08 

http:/iwww acepr~iect org/ace-enitopicsies/esa/esa09 

http:/iwwa¥ acepvoj ect orgiace-en/topicsies/esa/esal 0 
http:/iwww aceprc2i ect org/ace-e~/topic sies/es~/esa 11 

Wed 9 Electoral Systems (2) 

Non 14 Brarma 
Aung Sarl Suu Kyi 1991 ’My Cotmtry a*td its People,’ in d’?eedomf!’om l"t’ar. Londor~, 
Peng32in, pp 39-8 

We{! 16 Burma Ft~ture 
Andrew Reynolds "The Burmese White Elephant" 

Mort 21 The Globalization of Democracy -- Designing constitntions for divided 
societies 

Rober: D Kaplan "Was Democracy Just a Moment?"/~l!a~tltc ~]o?~]l[)’, December 1997 

Wed 23 Review sessio~ 

FINAL EXAM: MONDAY MAY 5th 8am-llam 
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Women’s and Gender Studies 101 
Spring 

Introduction to Women’s and Gender Studies 
Tanya Shields 

Office hours: Wednesdays 12:00-2:00 pm and by ~,ppvintme~f 

Office: 203 Smith Building 
Class meets TuesdaYs and some Thursdays) from 2:00 to 3:15 pm ir~ 111 Carroll Hall 

[-hn all tshields@tHlc.edu 
(Please allow 48 hours for emafl responses) 

Teaching Assistants 
@email.u nc.edu 

@email.u nc.edu 

~eluaihunc.edu 

!live.u nc.edu 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
Welcom~ lo Women’s and Gende~ Studies 101’. In fl~e [ hired States and m many oiher 

during the 1970s ~td!or femtrtism from the streets. This was necessary because women 
in the U.S. bad no legal ide~tity; they were unable to vote, d~vo~ce, or ~etain their ow~ 

Women wele barred horn higher ed uca tiot~ and fl~e p~ofessions. [n the rest of the ~vorld 

their experiences not considered m pohcy debates 

There are two requLred parts of this course: the lecture (every Tuesday and some 

"l hursdays) and the recitation or discussion section (most I’hursdays). l’he lecture is 

designed to present important concepts ~nd wilt draw heavily, ~ Ithough not entirely, on 

the required readLrtgs. You will get the most out of the lecture ~ you have done the 

~equired ~eadings before class. The lecture wilt not summarize the readings nor wilt the 

readings cover all of the important points covered m the lecture; you ca~mot do well in 

this class by doing the readings bill: skipping the leciures or by going to the leciures and 

skipping the readings! I’he recltatloa is designed lo help you to apply fl~e concepts of 



about them, to hear ),our peers’ perspectives and experiences, and to develop the ability 
to ~rtalvze the world from a feminist perspective Attendance at recitation is n~ndatury. 

~ you do not attend recitation, you will fail, regardless of how well you perform on 

much as possible, you should come to lectures and recitations ready to initiate ideas, 
share relevant experiences, reflect on what others say, az~d disenss ~d exh,~d the 
readings. Participating actively requires that you risk what you believe and how you 
define youtseff- that you open yourse]f to other points of vJev~ and consider them 
critically It also requires that ~,ou take explicit responsibility for your beliefs rather thaz~ 
asserting that they are "facts." Rich discussion about gender in our lives often entails 
disagreements not only about issues, but also about basic values. As a member of this 

willing to listen respectfnlly to othe~s an~l!o~ to ~hallenge yourself and you~ beliefs, 
assumptions and va3~es, you sho~ld drop this co~rse. 

Please recognize tlutt yet~ will be exposed to ideas, themes, a~td lang~tage whir’h 
m~y be explicit a~d challenge yo~r positio~/s in ~enns of n~ce, sex~ality, g~nder, 
~atio~, and class. 

1. Ge~Meris a collective and institutionalized social consh’uctinn that exists on a 

continumn tather lhan a biological given ot a matter of individ ual choice; 

2. A particu[a~ gende]-based hierarchy called het~,ro-p~t~i~n:hy (or somelimes jusl 

patriarchy) which systematically *alues and rewards masctllinity and de, alues 
¯ r~d punisftes feuilninity is a f~LrtdamentaL historically cbangi~tg, az~d very 

powerful force organizing both U.S. and global political economic, sexual az~d 

cultural relationships; 

3. "] he understandtug of power as the ability to exert ml:luence and!or control 

person or group to make claims is central to this notion of power; Michel 

Foucault argues that know ledge, authority, and troth shape disco~[rses or 

conversations/schemas on various topics; 

4. Hetero-patriarchy iz~tersects with other fundamental social hierarchies such as 

sexuality, class, and ra~e so that men experience gender-based privilege and 

ways depending on wftere they are located in other hierarcfiles 

partxcularly in the form off~,minist colleetive ~etinn, of which wometi’s sl~d~,s is a 

the {.S. and v~olld-vdde that can liberate all people. 

We wilt explore some key questions at the heart of Women’s and Gender Studies: 

how we deftue masculituty and fen~itututy; 

~hat are patriarchy and heterosexism and ho~ they have both changed and 



how the experience ol being a woman differs for wom~n of different racial, 

central to both fenffrfist and ~tti-femi~fist struggles; 

a~d ~,hat feminists have done ~o address gende~ inequalities. 

We hope that this initial engagement whets your appetite for more classes that use 
feminism as a mode ol inquiry arid ~,e encourage you to use the tools and information 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
The T~,aching Assistants and I consider your registraffon for this class to be your 
agreeme~t to follow the rules and responsibilities outlined iu this syllabus aud to 
uphold the UNC IIonor Code. For mformation on the Honor Code and the Code of 
Student C ot~duct, p~ease go to: http:!/stuflen~confluct.unc.edu/honoL/. 

**You do not need to be or become a supporter of feminlsm in order to do well in this 
class. Ym~ do, however, have to understand, respect, and be able to use feminist 
~’oncepls and perspectives.** 

We allow the use of la ptops dtl ring lecture and/or recitation ONlY by students who 
turn in a*t official, sig[ted letter from Disability Services Open laptops of other students 
will be confiscated ~d returned at the end of lecture/recitation. Cell phones that ring m 
either lect~are or recitation will be confiscated and returned at the end of the class. 

Quizzes art(t Exams: 
Most of your quizzes ~iH be in recitatiot~, but som~ n~y be administered in ~ect~re. 

final These exams wi~ ask ~.ou to underst~td and apply concepts critical to this course. 
There will be no make-rap exams without a Dean’s written pe~iss~on addressed and 
given ~o Professor Shields. 

MIDTERM: Tuesday, 

HNAL: Monday, 

2:00 pin (lectt~re hall) 

12:00 pm (lecttlre hall) 

Public Talks: 
Over the course of the semester you are reqmred to attend two public talks relevea~t to 
feminist inquiry and Women’s and Gender Studies. [’he I’As and I will post eligible 
events to the"ant~ouncemet~s" tab in SakaL At the end of fl~e talk, you must have one 

~ hich you will have written the title, date of the talk, your name and ret itatio~ number. 
You must have attended AND turned h~ the documentation for one talk by Thursday-, 

tall< between Thursday, and Tuesday, Because the 



Wrlt en Assignments: 

Take I~Iome Quiz--Comparatlve Declarations. In a short essay, compare the Declar~ion 

of Rt~l~t~ arid Se~timeri~s (1848) ~th the Declaration of ln&~endence (1770) ~nd A ~i’f l a 
~V~vnlan (1851). Why did El~abeth Cady Stilton choose to model the document ~ter 
~] boreas jefferson’s famous text9 ]n your answer, explain how this choice was desi~ed 
to appeal to a parlictdar audience. Who was fhat audience? How does Stanton’s 
Dech~rati;,n com~e m tone and content with Sojourner Truth’s Ain’t i a I4;om~m? DUE: 
Thttrsd~y, 

Essay--Toplcal Engagement. This is your opportunity to engage wifh an issue m 
feminist and social justice scholarship. You may choose one of the follo\,ving topics: 
sexuaEty, queer studies, reploducIive hea[t h/rights, parenthood, 
masculinity/femininity, race ~rtd ge~tder, art, spirituality/religion, work, poetics ~rtd 
activism, violence, or consul~ with your TA for o~her topic suggestions. You may 
consider these topics domestically or internationally. For example, how does religinn 
impact gender activism m the US/the Caribbean/Africa/the Middle East or China? 

creative response, a standard argumentative essay, or a personal reflection Whatever 
your format choice, you must include at least fwo academic sources. Thus if you chose 

own ideas Four pages. DUE: Thursday 

Extra Credit. Yott ~tav write a five-page argument on one of the RECOMMENDED 
texts for this course. Do not summnrize the text. Organize your paper around a unifted 

ar~cpJvaent or thesis. For example, you may choose one or two attiPddes, beliefs, 

behaviors, ot instimtinns and discuss how lbe book or lilm critiques lbem. A more 

perspective (in two pages). Then use the remaining three pages to explain why that 

character’s perspective is valuahle and different &ore the one presented m the novel or 

film. Comment on why the author/director may have made specific choices that you 

changed. DUE: Thursday, 

Your l~inal Grade: 
Recitation (discussion section) a~d Reading Quizzes (see your recitation section’s 
syllabus lot more informatinn): 50% 
Ta ke Home Qtliz: 5% 
Exams (Midterm: 10% FLrtal: 20% - all exams are cumulative): 30% 
Confirmed Attendance at Two Public Talks: 5% 
"] epical Engagement: 10% 
Exlta Credit: 3% 

Remember: attendance at rrcitation is mandatory! Failure tc attend recitation cvnstitut{,s 

groun& for.fid!ing the or!tire: course regardless qf how we:li you do on the exams. 



Required Texts (available at UNC Student Stores) 

Atwood, Margaret. lhe Hand~aid’s i ah’. 

Shaw, Susan M. and Janet Lee. lVome!!~ ~.&ices, Cemi!!ist Vi*io!!s, Fifth Edition. 
Bostol~: McGraw trill, 2012 (referred to as "Shaw & Lee" belong). 

Additional Readings Posted under "Resources" Tab m Sakai. 

SakaJ site 

~ou musl have an Onyen and password m order ~o use our Sakai site. ’[he leaching team 

library) 

~ Gaiulra Bahadur, Cool,7e [&’oma*l: An Odvsse~ qg’b!dtv!t~tr# 

Numbers You May Need: 
Campus D!rector) 919.962.1000 
Davis Library 919.962.1053 
I ,eat nit~g C~n tet 919.962.3782 
Writing Center 919.962.771 

Counseling Center 919.960.3658 

Disability Support Services 919.962.7227 

Media Resources C~n ter 919962.2559 

C~rolina Women’s Center 919. 962.8305 

COURSE AGENDA 

**Alflmugh we may not have the opportunity I:o examine every lexl in-class, you are 
responsible for reading everything and incorporating your insights i~ltCl all your work, 
Please be advised that this s’dlabus is subject to change. YOU are responsible for any 
changes made in class. I-hndly follow directions and ask questions BEFORE something 
is due, 

DATE AND TOPIC 

Week 1 : 
Thursday, ]am~ary 9 
httroductions and 
Overview 

REQUIRED READINGS 
Page emd reading numbers are associated with the 5m edition 
of Shaw and l,ee; when a lequired leading is t~ol in Shmv at~d 

\ ,eek 2 Shaw and Lee: 

Women’s Studies ~rtd , Chapter Intro (1-22} 



Feminisms Reading 1, "Claiming an Education" 

Reading 2, "Forty Years of Women’s Studies" 

i Fh~*rsday, Jam~ary 16 

i IIistory and 

Chara~ teristics 

Shaw and Lee: 

ReadLrtg 4, "A Day Wifhout Fe~vJnism" 

Reading 5, "Where We Stand" 

Reading 106, "Amber Waves of Blame" 

On Sa kai: 

Lavender, "The Cult of True Woma~hood" 

Bahadt r, Cc olie 1~, c *x en are m Dema~d Here 

View Not For Oi,rselves A!otie, part i (streaming via UNC 

hbraHes~ 

Week 3: 

I,eat nit~g Get~der 

Shaw and Lee: 

Chapter 3 Intro (105-120) 

Reading 20, "The Social Constr t~ction of Gender" 

Reading 23, "Sha me-(1)-Phobia" 

On Sakai: 

Kmcaid, "Girl" 

kester, "Being a Boy," 

Greenhouse, "A New Era for Intersex Rights" 

Recommended, ’%~,’hen I \Was Growing Up" 
View K~triml’s 5toly 

i Th*~rsdaF, lam~ary 23 Shaw and Lee: 

Differences, 

i Inequalities, and ~ Chaple~ 2 Intro (42-59) 

]nterseclions keadngl0, Opp esson 

Reading 12, "[tomophobia: A Weapo~ of Sexism" 

i On Sakai: 

johnson, Chapter 2 (read first) 

Yang, "Paper Tigers" 

Re~cxx mended, ~, hire Privilege ~ d Male Pri; fle~e 
Recommended, "What’s Race Got to Do with It?" 



Week 4: 

F~esday, lam~ary 28 

Bodies Chapter 5 h~tro (213-233) 
Reading 37. "If Men (ou[d Menslruate" 
Reading 43, "Love Your Fat SeLf" 

On Sakai: 

Kriegel, "Taking It" 

o Cofer."The Myth of the Latin Woman" 

View Still Killing Us gqft!y 4 (streaming via U NC Libraries) 

Recommended, "Beating Anorexia and Gaining 

Recommended, "Body Ethics and Aesthetics" 

i Th~lrsda~, flmnary 30 FIRST RECFfATION; NO lECTURE 

Week 5 
Tnesday Febn.~ry 4 
Reproductive Health 

Shaw ~d Lee: 

Chapter Intro 6 (290-309); 
ReadLng 47. "The Way It Was" 

View The Pit[ (streaming via UNC Libraries) 

Recommended: 

"My Fight For Birth Control" 
"tIB7 Pvisk Behavior Among College Students m the 
United States" 

"A Global Health hnperative" 

"Women of Color and Their Struggle for Reproductive 
Justice" 

i Thursday, Eebrum~l 6 TAKE HOME QUIZ DUE 

See Sakai for mstructio~ts 

\ ,eek 6 Shaw and Lee: 
Tuesday, Februa~d 1~ 
Constructions of - Chapter7 lntro (354-371) 

Family 
On Sakai: 

B~ant. ALon~Stor3, 



Week 7: 
Tuesday, E~,bruary 18 
Guesl Lecturer from 
B]azJl 

On Sa kai: 

. Caldwell, Negr~sin Brazi!(excerpt) 

Special Gtlest: Joel Zito &ratljo, director of Ci!lflerell~s, Wolves 

Week 8: 

SexuaUttes and 

httLrnacies 

Shaw and Lee: 

Chapter 4 lntro 

ReadLng 27, "The Cult of Virginity" 

Reading 34, "Dismantling Hierarchy, Queering 

Society" 

On Sakai: 

Thursday, February 27 Recitation 

Week 9: MIDTERM EXAM 

Exam 

Fhnrsday, March 6 NO RECITATION 

~ ~eek I0 SPRING BREAK 

Week 1 I: Shaw ~td Lee: 

Resisting V~olence - Chapfer 10 lntro (503-524) 

kead b8, (onlton:ng~ olence 

Read~ng 84, "Rape and Wan Three Essa) s on a Theme" 



Martin and ttummer, "Fraternities and Rape on 
r.a pus 

i View Tough Gztist! 2 (streaming via UNC! I,ibraries); 

Thursday, ~’~larch 20 Recitation 

Week 12: INTEKACTIVE THEATRE CAROLINA 

~Don’t miss loday’s i View The Invisib!e War (65-DVDI4974) 

class! 
Begin reading 1i ~ Hu d ~a d’s Fale 

Fh~rsday, March 27 ContLrtue readLrtg The H~ndnmid’s T~lle 

Week 13: Shaw and lee; 
Tuesday, April1 ~ Chaptel 11 ]ntl:o 548-557 sl:op befol:e"Women and the 
Metaphor ea~d the State I aw") 

The Halldmaid’s Tale elltzre novel 

I¢.ecommended, Shaw and I.ee, 557-569 

Week 14: 

Labor Inside and 

Outside the Home 

o Chapfer 8 Intro (391-413) 
Reading 60, "l’he Po[Jlics of Housework" 
Reading 63, "Color Me Toxic" 

i On Sakai: 

Chld ess, L ke One of the ~am l} 

]\eco ~me ded, Maid to Orde ]ihe Politics of Off er 
Women’s Work" 

Recommended, "The Globetrotting Sneaker" 



],~ecommended, Rosie lhe Rivete~ (film) 

\ ~eek 15 

View before class: ~     " ..... ~ ’ 

Recommended, The Ed.e~#i(m of Shdby K~o~ (fihn) 

Spe ial Guest Chris ] Hurt, Divec or ol:the Carolina Women’s 
Center 

"lh rsday, April !7 TOPICAL ENGAGEMENT DUE 
See Sakai fol inslructiot~s 

Week 16: 
Tuesday, April 22 Shaw ~rt(t Lee: 

Envisioning the ]~’u tin’!! Readktg 101, "Fear of Fei~ism" 

Reading 103, "Real Men .loin the Movement" 

Reading 107, "We Are fl~e Ones We’ve Been Waiting 
For" 

View before class: Anto~i~’s !i~e (65-DVD 1100) 
Lecture E~aluation 

10 



Introduction to Psychology 
Psychology 101 

Spring 
Genome Sciences Building G100 

Mort Wed Frl 

F. Charles Wiss, Ph.D. 
~hwiss@emaiI unc edu 

Hours: Wednesdays 11:00-12:00 and hy appt. 251 Davle Hall 
Office Phone: 962-0032 

Graduate Student reaching Assistants: 

a~livcunccdu 
Office tIours:Wednesdays 
1:00-2:00 
Davie Hall 223 

a, livcunccdu 
Office ttours:Mo~days I1:00- 
12:00 
Davie Hall 266 

a, livcunccdu 
Office Itours: Mondays II:00- 
12:00 
Dante HMI 211 

Course Description: What could be more important and interesting to learn about than people’? At least that’s 
what I thought when I began studying Psychology back when computers only existed in science fi ction novels 

and the Interact was someifiing fishem~en used And I still ifiink that In this course we will present a broad. 
general su~’v-ey of fl~e vast field that is Psychology Because the field is so vast, we will not cover everything, 
and we will not be able to go into a lot of depth on an,/particular topic that will be the work of later 

psychology courses, if you choose to take them The main goals of Ibis course are to acquainl you with the 
different areas contained within psycholog% to provide you wittl some of tiae major concepts of each area, and 

to teach you how to think like psychologists By this, I do not mean that vot~’ll walk around figming out what’s 
wrong with all of your friends and then present them with a large bill t’~r telling them Actually, only a small 
subset of psychologists does this, and it’s not a good way to make or keep £?iends I do mean that you’ll learn to 
think more critically and scientifically about what makes people think, feel, and behave in the ways that the5" 

do I hope tiaat you’ll work hard, learn a lot, and find much of what is covered interesting 

Required Textbook: Psvchologs,: Themes and Variations, Briefer Version Eighth edition t2008 Wayne 
Weiten, Thompson Wadswoith) 

This course and all related materials, powerpoints, quizzes, grades, etc. will be on SAI~& I 

Class Format/General hffo: Many people have an assumption that an Introducto~T Psychology course should 

be p~etty easy This one is not In some ways, it is actually more dif]icult than some of the 500 level courses l 
teach This is par@ due to the t~acr that there is A LOT of inforrnad on to master in this course I~ is also due to 
the tSct that I really want students to leave this course having mastered the basic concepts of the many sub- 

fields of psychology Please don’t make the mistake of helie~’ing that you can do well in thi s course by using 
common sense Much of what science has taugi~t us about how people work is counter-intuitive 

The class will consist of large lectures three times a week, on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays Some of 
what I lecture on will be in tfie book Some of the mate*ial I present will not be in tfie book You will be 
responsib]e for e’cerything that is presented in c]ass, and there will he test questions on material that’s not in 
your book (In other words, if you u, ant a good grade you have to come to class and either take notes or hax, e a 
very good memot3,) i will not go over everything in the book that I expect you to ka~ow You will be tested on 
mate~{al from tiae assigned reading that was not touched on at all in class (In other words, you also have to read 
tfie book) I’ve been told on many occasions that I’m a faMy hind grader Over time, I’ve come to believe these 



reports You should too, and if you’re looking for a fairly easy class, there are probably much better options 
than this one 

Expectations: You are expected to come to class and take notes on material as necessary 

You a~e expected to do all of the assig~md reading (befOre the relevant class) and to master and memorize all the 
major concepts contained in it Ihe assigned textbook I think is a pretty good one One advantage that it has 
being the "Briefefi’ version, is that there is a little less overall reading to do than would be the case with most 
Intro Psych texts Howe~ er, because of its’ condensed tbnnat, there isn’t a lot of"filler" qhe text is pretty 
information-dense and most of what’s in the book is considered important 

This is a large class, so we wi]l not be able to have many fidl on discnssions: however questions 

comments during class are encouraged and will always be most ~ elcome. Please tt3, and word any 
comments you wish to sha~e in a way that is ~ espectPul to 

Be polite Tiffs means things like making ever), effort to arrive in class on time almos~ all the time, and staying 
until the lecture is over (I know I’m going to) TURN OFF CELL PHONES BEFORE ENTERING CLASS 
Please don’t read the paper, texl your friends, ~heck Facebook, or do other things that may be a distraction 
to those around you Also, see above about being respectt~l 

There is an experimental requirement t’c~r all PSYC 101 courses, designed to provide all students taking their 
first course in psychologT some knowledge of the procedures and conduct of psychological research A 
principal aim of’the requirement is fbr students to gain an appreciation of how psychology experiments work, 
while simultaneously acqnifing ~ew knowledge about areas of psychology that stndents may not encoumer in 
their general PSYC 101 course To satisf},, this requirement, students must complete five hours of experimental 
work ]his requirement can be fi~]filled by participating in actual psychology experiments (Option I) or by 
writing research critiques (Option 2) Students must be 18 or older in order to participate in experiments 
Those under 18 may only do Option 2 0esearch critiques) unless they submit a consent form signed by a parent 
tavailable on the door of room 325 Davie Hall) More information about this requirement will be distributed in 
class and posted on Sakai 

Contactint~ us: 

Email psyc101.wiss@gmaiLcom (not fcwiss....) for content darificatiom quiz, exam, or paper 
issues; grading issues, class policy issues, and/or if yon want to review an exam (check TA office 
horn’s or make an appointment). 

Emails that the TAs cannot address will be forwarded to Dr Wiss 
Expect to receive a response vdthin 24 to 48 business hours 
Include the following infommtion: 

o Course & Semester (i e, "Psyc 101, Spring 14") in the subject line 

e Yourfidl name 

Email me any questions, contributions, recipes, snowboarding tips, coupons, fashion advice, etc. NOT 
having to do with course mechanics or grading (In other words, just the ikn, interesting stuff-unless you feel 
that there is a prob]em that has not been satisfactudly reso]ved through communication with your IA) 

PLEASE, for the love of all thai is beautiful i~ the world, DO NOT email any of’ us with queslions 
regarding the Participant Pool requirements, hours, problems, etc This requirement oftbe course is 
administered by a completely sepmate group oPpeople Their contact infL~ will be distributed early in the 
semeste~ and postud on Sakai 



Grading: 

Your grade will be based upon tile following components: 

Quizzes ................................................................ 90 points 
Reaction Papers ..................................................................... 90 points 
Exam #] ................................................................................. 250 points 
Exam #2 ................................................................................. 250 points 
Final Exam ................................................. 320 points 

Exams: A]I exam questions wil] be mu]tiple-choice, t511 in the blank, matching, etc Exam #l will cover 
material presented in class and Chapters 1-4 in your textbook Exam #2 will cover mate~al presented in class 
and Chapters 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 in your text The final exam will fi, cus on material covered since Exam #2, and 
will also include some cumulative questions 0~o mo~e than ~0% of the exam) addressing concepts fiom the 
whole course No make-up ~voms will be given ond no excuses.[br missing on exam short ~being in the 

hoxpilM at [he time q[’the ~gam will be accepte~£ 

Quizzes: There will be 6 online quizzes during the semester (approximately [ after every 2 chapters) Yot~ will 
complete these quizzes on Sakai and they are ~pen book See the course schedule fo~ the due dates for each 
quiz The purpose of these quizzes is to help you to learn and review the m~terial You are expected to complete 
each quiz on your own using any outside help other than your textbook ia considered an Honor Code 
violation Each quiz is wortia 15 points 

If you miss an online quiz, there is no make-up It" you anticipate some conflict with a quiz deadline, then 
submit it EARLY Because we are using an online quiz program, it is your responsibility to deal with any 
computer, internet, or power problems that might interfere with your completion of the quiz If your own 
computer is broken, then go to a computer lah on campus and use Sakai there ~ strongly encourage you ~o 
submi~ each qu~ a~ least 12 hours BEFO~ the Bnal deadline ~’you have some computer problem, then 
fl~is should give you enough time ~o get to a computer lab and submit the quiz by the deadline Once that 
deadline passes, the quiz is automatically removed flora Sakai and is no longer available These quizzes must be 
completed and submitted online No paper or emailed copies will be accepted 

Reaction Papers: 6 times during the semester you will be asked to write a paper in response to a question or 
statement presented in class These papers will be written in class and will not he announced beforehand In 
essence, they will be equivalent to "pop-quizzes" Each paper will be awarded one of 3 possible grades: 0 
poims not present, no paper submitted dul~ng class; 12 poims paper submitted, but little understanding or 
mostly inaccurate understanding of material, or vet3, minimal effort evident (D to F range u, ork); 15 
points adequate to excellent paper (C to A range work) 



SCHED[LE 

Date              Topic Reading Due Quiz 
+ 

Wed, Jan g Introduction/Course Overview ~ - 

Fri, Jan I0 Itisto~y of Psychology Chapter 1 

Mort, Jan 13 History/What is Psychology? - 

Wed, Jan 15 ~,~hat s Psycholog}~ , - 

Fri. Jan 17 Scientific Approaches Chapter 2 
+ 

MO~L Jan 20 NO CLASS-M!~K DAY , - 

Wed, Jan 22 Scientific Approaches - 

Fri, Jan 24 Scientific Approaches Chapter 3 QUIZ 1 DUE 
+ 

Mort, Jan 27 Biological Bases = - 

Wed, Jan 29 Biological Bases - 
+ 

Fri, Jan 31 Biological Bases = - 

Mon, Feb 3 Sensation and Perception Chapter 4 

Wed, Feb 5 Sensation and Perception - QUIZ 2 D(TE 
+ 

Fri, Feb 7 Sensation and Perception , - 

Mort, Feb, 10 EXAM [-BRING SCAN’[’RON , - 
+ 

Wed, Feb [2 Consciousness i Chaptei 5 

Fri, Feb 14 Consciousness - 

Mon. Feb ~7 Consciousness - 
+ 

Wed, Feb 19 Consciousness/Learning , - 
+ 

Fri, Feb 21 Learning i Chapte~ 6 

Mort, Feb 24 Lemming - 

~ed. Feb 26 [,earning - QUIZ 3 DUE 

Fri, Feb 28 I.eaming - 

Mon, Mar 3 Memo~F- Chapter 7 

Wed, Mar 5 MemorF/Co~nitlon i Chapter 8 
+ 

Fri, Mar 7 Cognition , - 
+ 

Mar 8-16         NO (’LASS-SPRING BREAK!!! - 

Mort, Mar 17 Cognitiort/Moti~afion/gmofion - 

Ded. Mar 19 Motivation/Emotion Chapter 9 

Fn, ~ Iar ~ I Moti~,ationiEmotion QUIZ 4 



Mon, i Iar ~4 De,,’elopment tPart I ) Chapter 10 

Wed, ?~lar. 26 EXAM 2-BRING SCANTRON , - 
÷ 

Fri, Mar 28 Development (Part 2) : - 
÷ 

Moo, Ma~ 31      Social (hapte~ 1_ 
÷ 

Wed, Apt 2 Social - 

Fri, Apr 4 Social - 

Mon, Apr 7 Personality Chapter 1 I 

Wed, Apt 9 Personality - QUIZ S DUE 

Fri, Apt 1 I Personality - 
÷ 

Mort, Apr 1,1 Disorders i Chapter 13 
÷ 

Wed, Ap~ 16 Disorders , - 

Fri, Apt 18 NO (’LASS - 

Mo~ Apt 21 Disorders/Ireatme~t Chapter 14 QUIZ 6 DUE 

Wed, Apr 23 Treatment - 

Fri, Apt 25 Treatment/Last Class - 

It, Ion, Apr. 28 - FINAL EXA3,,I-BRI NG , - 
8A~d SCANTRON- 8AM 

*~Brlng a SCANTRON to all EXAMS~* 
*~Qn~zzes are ¢o~npleted on Sakai and must be completed by the deadline. Late quizzes will not be 

accepted. 
*~Please no~e Shere ~s a good chance that ~hls schedule w~ll be modified. Am~ounceraents will be made 



Mafl~ 118 Section 00 I 
Aspects of Modem Mathemalics 

Spring 

)live unc edu 
Office: Phillips 41 ~1 
Office Hours: Wednesday I 0-1 I (Phillips 414;I, Thursday 1-2 in the Math Help Center (Phillips 365), Friday 
I 1-12 (Phillips 414) o~ by appointment 

Class Meetings: MWF 9:00 AN,It - 9:50 .advI Phillips 228 

I’ext: Evcz¢rsiom m Moder~ A&Mmmarics, Peter rl’annenbaum. 8th edition (elect) 

Course Webp~ge: http//www my!!aath!ab:con! 

This course uses an online textbook, a~ ailable via an access code The access code may be purchased using a 
credit card at the web address listed shove, or in the INC Texthook store Ibu mus~pur~base a~ accesx code 
gont era’oil online in order to ~dew and mcbmit home~ ork asxi),~men~ 

Description: This course is designed for the non-science major and provides a nonteclmical introduction to the 

topics cove~ed This semesteg we wall cover the fo]lowing topics, in ordeL as time permits: 

1 Graph Theopy (Chapters 5, 6 & 7) 

2 The Mathematics of Finance (Chapter 10) 

3 \,bring II’beolT¢ (Chapters [ & 2) 

Calculators: A basic four flmction calculator can be used for any work, including quizzes and exams You may 

use a graphing calculator Please note that the use of any de~ices that can connect to the internet (eg cell 

phones & iPods~ as calculators will not be permitted on quizzes or exams 

Attendance/Classroom Policy: You are expected to be in class every, day prepared to learn and work You 

should turn off and put away laptops, cell phones, or other items that m ay distract you and other students around 

you Please a~*ive on time l’o~ class and try not to leave the classroom whi]e lecture is taking place unless 
completely necessary Any student needing accommodations for a disahili~- is required to make arrangements 

as early as possible in the semester, preferably within the first two weeks If you are absent t’or a class, you are 
still responsible fi, r the material covered and the assignments expec*ed of you in the following da,/s 

Quizzes: Short quizzes will be given frequently These will be graded and will count as 10% of your final 

grade Most quizzes will he announced ahead of time The lowest quiz grade wdl be dropped 

Home~ ork: You will be required to submit u, eekly homework assignments online using the course website 
These assignments will help you be bet:er prepared for in-class quizzes, tests and the final exam Each 



assignment will have a submission deadline Yoa may work with other students on all homework assignments 

Homewo*k will be wo[th 15% of’your g~ade Late homework "will not be accepted ~nder any circumsta*~ces 

’l~’sts: There will be three in-class, closed-book tests throughout the semestec No make-up tests will be given 

and each test is worth 15% of your grade The tentative dates ~i,r the three tests are Friday FebruatW 14th, Friday 

March 7th and Wednesday April 2hd 

Final Exam: The final exam will be cumulative, and is wor.h 30% of your grade Your final exam is Monday 
May 5th l)om 8:00 to 11:00 AIvl 

Gruding: The scale used for this course is a ten point scale (90 & above: A, 8(11-89: B and so on) Pluses and 
minuses u, ill be given at my discretion Your grade will be computed as follows: 

Quizzes - 10% 

ltomework - 15% 

Test 1 - 15% 

Test 2 - 15% 

Test ~ - 15% 

Fins] Exam - 30% 

Holiday (No class) - Janua*y 20th 

Test I - FebmatT 14th (Tentative) 

I.ast day to drop conrses - March 5th 

Test 2 - March 7th (Tentative) 

Spring Break tNo class) - March 10th throagh March 14tb 

Holiday (No class) - Aplil 18th 

Test 3 - April 23rd (Tentativet 

Last clay of classes -April 25th 

Final Exam - May 5th 

Homework assignments, homework grades, and course materials will be posted on My Matb Lab k is your 

responsibility to check My Math Lab for assignments Ammuncements and test, quiz grades will be posted on 
Sakai 
My office hours can be t’otmd at the top of this syl]ab~s Ihese hours are set aside just for you, so take 
advantage of the!! We can discuss homework problems, review class material, or address any other concerns 
you may bare about the course lt’your schedule conflicts with these times, let me know. and we can arrange 

to meet by appointment 
The Math lIelp Center, located in Phillips 365, is open Dora I-6 PM Monday-Thursday and 1-3 PM Friday 
The website for the Math Help Center is: http://math unc edu/tbr-undergrads/help-center/ 

Hmmr t2:~de: All students are expected to cow, duct themselves within the gnidelines of the UNC Honor System 

All academic work should be done "with the high level o~" bonesty and integ~i ty thai this university demands 

More int’om~ation about the Honor Code can be found at: ht~pii/studentcon&*ct.unc.edu/ 

This syllahus is subject to change at the discretion of the instructor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brcnt S <blanton~a;unc edu> 
Tuesday,               4:03 PM 

Yount, Ton? <ton?yount~a;unc edu> 

RE: IMPORTANT[ May     Final Graduation Requirements 

3:50 PM 

Final Graduation Requirements 

Sent from m? iPhonc 

Bcgm forx~ ardcd message: 

From: u live unc cdu> 
Date: at 3:25:37 PM EST 
To: "Yount :fon~" <tomvount~a uncaa unc cdu> 
Subject: Fwd: IMPORTANT! May     Final Graduation Requirements 

Hcrc you go, Ton}! 

Begin fore arded message: 

From: <¢~raduationadvisinq~,unc.ed u> 
Date: 12:14:22 PM EST 
To: 
Subiect: IMPORTANT! May Final Graduation Requirements 

Reply-To: <~oreply@unc.edu> 

Dear 

Our office received your graduation application. Your academic record has been reviewed 
and a summary is provided below to inform you of your remaining graduation 
requirements. At the end of the term your record will be reviewed again to confirm that 
these requirements have been met. If your graduation plans change for any reason please 
notify our office immediately. 

ALL requirements including coursework from transfer credit, Study Abroad, self-paced 
courses etc. must be completed by the end of the term (last day of final exams). Failure to 
complete the coursework by the end of the term will result in the withdrawal of your 
graduation application. You will then need to re-apply to graduate in the term in which you 
are certain all requirements will be fulfilled. 

If you would like to discuss the contents of this letter please visit us during walk-in advising 



hours or schedule an appointment with a graduation advisor. Walk-in hours are Monday- 
Friday 11:00 am - 12:00 noon and 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm in the Fall and Spring semesters, 
and 2:00 pm - 3:30 pm during the summer. If you would prefer to make an appointment 
with a graduation advisor follow the instructions on our website: http://advisinq.unc.edu/. 
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the graduation 
process, requirements, or your academic record. We are here to help you! 

Sincerely, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte N. Waterhouse, M.Ed. 
Graduation Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill G-017B Steele Building, CB#3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
(P) 919-962-3758 

**Please DO NOT reply to this email as this address is for outgoing e-mail only.** 

First Name: 

Last Name: 

Email Address: 

~a cmail unc cdu 

Graduation Status: 

Pending-You will be approved for your dcg, rcc if all remaining requirements arc satisfied 

Graduation Date: 

May 

Comment: 

To g,a-aduatc in May with a BA m Global Studies (IPM track) and And~ropology you must pass ITAL 
and one olhcr course Undcrload approved for minimum of nine academic hours 

Reminders: 

¯ A minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 is required to graduate from UNC-CH 
¯ 120 earned credit hours are required to graduate from UNC-CH (some majors 

require more than 120 hours) 
¯ All majors require a minimum of 18 hours of C or better coursework (some majors 

require more than 18 hours of C coursework) and minors require a minimum of 12 

AMS~I 



hours of C or better coursework 
¯ A course for which you have already received credit may not be taken a second time 

for credit~ Please check the Undergraduate Bulletin, ConnectCarolina, or with an 
advisor regarding exceptions to this rule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               5:04 PM 

Mann, Jan M <janmann@unc edu> 
Wigger, Leah Marie <wigger@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Creech, 
Karhon W <kcreech@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Oliaro, Scott M 
<oliaro@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld~)email unc edu>; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Gisselman, Steve <sdgiss@email unc edu>; Hipps, Travis 
Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Duffy, 
Clare E <duft’yce@email unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete pdf 

Please see the attached list of student-athletes who are officially eligible for the spring semester. If you have any 

questions regarding the list, just let me know. Thanks and good luck this spring!! 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University o~ North Carolina 

Department ogAthletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: {919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: Jan Mann 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition. Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: LeahWigger 

Brent Blanton 
TonyYount 

Steve Miller 

Beth Miller 

Scott Oliaro 

Steve Gisselman 
Clare Dully 

Karlton Creech 
Compliance Staff 

Travis Hipps 



Psychology 190 
lufancy mid fl~e Development of Mind 

Spnng     T/R 11-12:15 
Murphe? 0302 

Office: Dante Hall 219 
Office hours: Wed I:00-2:30. Thurs 12:30-2:00 orbyappointment 
Email address:         ~livc unc cdu 

Graduate Researcb Consultant: 
Office: Dante Hall 226 
Office hours: Tues 9:00- I 1:00am or by appointmeut 
Email address          ~,live unc edu 

Required r~adiug: 
Textbook: Gioss, D (201 I) l*;,ibrl<l: ])~v~:loFmemf!’om Birtil to .4g~ 3 (2*~ ed) Bostou: Pearson 

You are expected to read all assigned readings, as exam m~d quiz questions will cover this material Rcadmg 
should bc doric before class so thnt you ~e prepacd to discuss and digest Ihc topics each da3 

Course Overview and Learning Objectives 
This course is designed to give you ma ovep, iew of various facets of development from conception to the age of 
>x o ~roughout tbe semester, we will repeatedly face tbe question ofxxheu we can say that au inf~t has a 
"mind" (first Nut: mind ~ br:fin) and how thc mind ch:mgcs ovcr the course of development ~c assigned 
lexlgook ~ill be your primary resource fbr lhe material we cover, but. as this is a scierme semi~m~, lbe~e will be 
significant time speut discussing the ~esearcb beldnd the conceNs in the textbook as well as ctmeut trends in 
inf~t dcvclopmcntN rcsc~ch Through the course readings, cl~s discussions m~d your visits to the dayc~c 
center, you will 

build a foundation of M~owlcdgc about li~ between conception m~d age two 
develop an understanding of tim methodology behind ~cscamh on intent dcvdopmcnt 
gain :m apprcci*ion for Ihis area of rcsc~ch and its cont~{butions to science 
lc~ ho~ to mad m~d critically m~atyzc journal articles with pm~icular attention to the methods m~d 
contributions of each study 
learn to couduc* a litemtam seamh ou a pamcular area of interest, and to use this intbrmation to help 
formulate a rese~ch proposal 

Course websik~ Sakai All tvlevant documents aud a~ticles will be posted online, sad ~his is where you will 
post your ohser, ations I?om your internship visits (more details below) 

E~h cfitss will ha~e a similar structurc For Ihc first 30-45 mimttcs of cfitss, I will review the material thnt you 
will bare re:u] (edber flora the texfl)ook or an assigned a~ficle) Next. i~’it is a group p~csentadon da3, ~he group 
xxill ba~e 20 minutes to cover the article(s) they ha~c read and prepared During flac last phase of each class, [ 
will cover one or two recent articles relevant to the topic we arc covering This part of class will be designed to 
expose you to new research methods and allow for us to critically analyze aud discuss tbe article and its 
hnplication for rcsc~ch on infant dcvclopmcnt You will not bc expected to read ~ac entire article(s) I prescnt, 
but it is highl~ recommended that you read at least the ahstract attd methods section of each I’ll post these 
amcles beth~e the class 



Quizzes: Ihe~e will be three in-class quizzes designed to assess your understanding of concepts covered 
in class m~d in the textbook The format will be mNtiple choice, fill-in-the-blm~k m~d/or short m~swer 
Thcsc account for 40% of ? our grade, wilh your top two quiz grades counting 15% each m~d your 
lowest g~ade as 10% 

Final prqlect: lnst ea~d of a final exam, ?ou will each write a 6-8 page paper dcsi~ing a research 
proposal This paper will include a background section, detailed methods, anticipated results, and a 
discussion Wc will discuss this assigrancnt re:m? times Ihroughout thc scmcstcr, and you will have 
multiple oppo~t uni%s to discuss yore ideas and ~ceive l)edback 

h3temship log posts/visits: As part of the experiential education (EE) component of this course, you will 
each visit the University Child Care Center (http://~x ~sx victor?a’illage org/) ten times during the 
semester to ~o~k as a voluntee~ ill all irdSni OI toddler classroom Wdhin two da}s of each visit, you are 
required to post a log of your ~isit in your Sakat tbl’um h~structions fbr this cm~ be [bum {m Sakai 
nnder Resoumes. and we will review the steps in class I hese posts should include not only your 
observations but m~ integration of what you see in the da) cam classroom with what you have learned in 
class To hclp ?ou a~oid waiting until the end oflhc scmcstcr to complctc ?our visits, there arc 

[’he l/niversity Child Care (enter is Iocalcd 3 miles ca.st rd’Calnpus near ti~e Frrda~ Center/br 
Continuing Education Chapel Hill Imnsd buses HU. S. FXC, and V all stop at file Ftida3 (enter 
(see Routes & Schedules for more information) It is an easy bicycle ride to the Frida? Center (nlostl? 
downhill) but a bit strenuous on the return (and good exercise[) A daycare orientation session with 
Ditvcto~ Jeanne Wakelield will be held m class on 1/14 to discuss details a,d expectations for internship 
participation At your first internship visit, you must provide the Cel~ter with a letter them a doctor 
indicating a negati~ q B test within the past year q he (enter has scheduled closures for holidays and 
teacher won days and will sometimes have unscheduled closures due to weather or other 
circumstm~ccs Students who monitor the Ccntcr’s wcbsitc, htlp://x~ ww victor3 ;illagc org/will a~ oid 
encounteting a locked doo~ 

G¢oup presentation: The class will bc divided into gronps of three students, ea3d each gronp will present 
once G RC       and I will help you pick one or two articles cited in the textbook (the chapter covered 
that da?) and put Iogclhcr a presentation to share details about Ihc ardclc to tbc rest of the class You arc 
el~COulaged to n~cct as a group ~ith me or ~ittl       hctbrc your prcsentatiol~ [’his will Nlo~ you to 
fiulher explore the concepks discussed in class, and help you understea~d how to crdicallv mM and 
discuss research articles I will be dividing you into groups during the second or third dz, of class, m~d 
as ?our prcscntation day approaches, you will receive morc detailed infom~at~on about Ihc assig~mcnt 

5 Attendance/participatiol~: ()roup discussion is a vital part el this course You ,arc ea~h expected to attelld 
class and part~cq)ate r~gularly I understand that not e~ e~’one is comfoOable speaking in class, but this 
is a small class (only 21 of you[) and evetTone’s thoughts and ideas are important and should be shared 

GrMes will be calculated as tbllows: 
Quizzes 1-3: 40% 
Finn Prqject: 25% 
Internship Log PostsMsits: 15% 

A- 90-92 C- 70-72 
B~ 87-89 D+ 67-69 
B 83-81~ D 63-66 

B- 80-82 D- 60-62 

C+ 77-79 F <60 



h~ this research-exposure course, yon will be working with a Graduate Rcsearch Consultant, 
who will assist you in Ihc research prqicct The GRC progrmn is sponsored by the Office for U~dcrgmduatc 

Tecbnology Policy: Altbough ~ don’t recommend doing so, you may use your computer in cl~s for note-taking 
’~nailc it is not possible for mc to monitor students’ interact activity durhag class, I trust Ihat each of you will 

phones before class and put them a~ ay in order to be respectlid to me and to file other s~udents in tbe class I 
love my iPhonc, too, but I promise that )on can handle being m~ ~?, from your phone for 75 minn~cs 

UN( Houo] Code: Students are lrusted to abide b} tbe UN( Houo] (ode I expect tbal any and all suspicious 

Students ~irh Icarmng disabilities: Please alert me as soon as possible if!,ou require special accommodations 
~C does c~ cr~thing possible to help students ~ho need cxtm assistance attai~ it 
bttp:t?accessibilily urm edu/students 

Class Schedule and Assigned Readings 

1/9 Tb lnlroductious, re’, ie’~. of syllabus. Course syllabus 
discussion of detinmg mind 

1/l 4 Tu Wolking in a da?care center Gross. Chapter 2 

1/16 Fh Prenatal Development (~ross. (hapter 3, p 59-78 

1/21 Tu Guest Lecturer - Maura Sabatos- C~oss. Chapter 4, p 98-110; 119-123 lrcst of chapter optional) 
De~ ito: Preg~mncy and tbe ~st 
tbree montbs of]il~ 

1/23 Th PrenatN Development cont’d: S lea &/era gan (2010), [’1 e Bas cs of Bra [)c~elo ne 
neurological development (optional: H~ompson & Nelson (2001), Development1 Science 

and the Media: Earl} Brmn Dc~ dopmcnt) 

1/28 [~ Guest Lecgtrer Kelly Sheppard: Gross. Chapter 5. p 147-157: KS m~icle TED 
Nutrition 

1/30 Th Motor development Gross. Chapter 6. p 18 l-lg{b Groul~ I Presents 

2/4 Tu PcrccpmaliSensoD I)e~dopmcnt (~ross. Chapter 6, p 159-181 
2/6 Wb Quiz 1 

2/11 Tu A~ention Gross. Cbapter 7. 21 I-215; Atkinson & graddick (2012). Visual 
alt~utior~ in ~he first years: t? pical de~ elopment and 
developmental disorders Grmq~ 2 Presents 

2/13 ~ Attention cout’d Mundy e~ al (2007) Individual Di~lbrences aud the De~elopmeut 
o[’JoJnt Attention b~ [nt~c? (skim fl~Js a~icle and enjo? tbc 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
2/18 Fu I garb intdligence~Leammg [ (~ross. Chapter 7. p 197-210: 220-224: (h’oup 3 Presents 



2/20 Th iVlemo~ Gross. Chapter 7, p 217-220; Rcznick ct al (2004), The onset of 

2/25 Tu Language/communication Gross. Chapter 8. p 227-251 (skim!): Group 4 Prese~ts 
2/27 Th Self-Reg, ulation Posner & Rothbart (2000). Developing Mechanisms of Self- 

Rcgulation 

3/4 Tu Attaduncnt Gross~ Chapter 9. 279-287: Ains~a orth & Bell (1970), 

3/6 Th 

3/18 Tu 

Nature vs Num]re debate! 

I)iscllss research proposals: 

Attachment, Exploration and Separation : Group 5 Presents 
Articles TBD 

3/20 [’h Quiz 2 

3/25 Tu SociN De; clopmcnt C~oss. Chapter 9, p 262-274, 287-293; Group 6 Presents 
3/27 ~ Temperament and Emotional Gross. Chapter 10: Groul) 7 Presents 

~/] Tu Executive Function Gross. ~h 
4/3 Th Theory, of Mind & Social Cognition St~ano & Reid (2006), Social Cognition in the First Year 

4/8 [u Childcare & Early hrtetwention Gross. Chapter 11. p 326-344 (p 344-352 optional) 
Group 8 Presents 

4110 H~ Developmental Disorders Articles ’I’BD 

4/15 [’u (arch-up or topic [’BD 
4/17 ~ Quiz 3 

~/22 Tu Guest lec~rer Dr S~ve Reznick: JSR afficle TBD 

De~ elopment 
4/24 ~ Discuss research proposals 

%1e~ ator talks": ~hcn do infhnts 
hay c minds? 

4}29. 12:~0pm: Research proposal due 



Lifetime Fitness 
Racquet Sports 

LFIT 109-403, Spring 

Mailbox: Woollen Gym 215B 
Email:       ~live unc.edu 

Time and Location: One hour, twice a week 
1’’ Day meeting = Fetzer Hall Gym A 
Activity Space = Racquetball Courts 
Lab Space = Fetzer Hall Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a lasting interest in 
lifetime participation and to increase the student’s level of physical fitness and knowledge of life-long 
health Students will be able to describe the physical, psychological, and socio-cultural factors and 
human behaviors that influence human well-being and affect the major health problems of our society; 
understand the components of health-related physical fitness and their relationship to personal health 
and well-being; and develop and enhance physical fitness or lifetime spot1 psychomotor skills 

Course Requirements 

Required Material: 
1. Lffetime Fitness Lab M, anual: The Tar Heels Guide to a Healthy and Active 

Lifestyle 
2. EXSS/NASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $4000 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab fees If you drop 
your LFIT course before                you may receive a refund. We will not be checking to see 
who has dropped Please email amcculle@email unc.edu to facilitate this process Requests after this 
date will not be honored and your money will not be carried over to another semester. You will have to 
repay the fee if you decide to take the course at a later date 

Grading Scale: 
A 93.0-100% B- 80.0-82.9% D+ 67.0-69.9% 
A- 90.0-929% C+ 770-799% D 600-66.9% 
B+ 87.0-899% C 730-769% F < 60.0% 
B 83.0-869% C- 700-729% 

Grading criteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 20% 
Quizzes (9)         20% 

Final exam (1) 25% 
Attendance 25% 

Attitude and 10% 
Participation 

Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab assignments 
There will be a quiz at the end of each online presentation, for a total of 
9 quizzes. 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online lectures 
Students will be expected to come to class and actively participate in the 
daily activities. 
Students will be expected to have a positive presence in class and 
engage in each activity. 



Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms The instructions for the labs are 
located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website (under Lifetime Fitness) They are to be 
completed and turned in on the scheduled date. There will be no make-up labs dates. Labs are worth 5 
points each, and failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 points for the lab 

Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, vaG, ing in length from 15-35 minutes, are required for 
to students to view through Sakai. After the lectures have been viewed, the student will have 30 
minutes to complete a short quiz. The deadline for completion of the quizzes is midnight on the due 
date Failure to meet the deadline results in an automatic zero. 

Fina~ Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts from all 9 lectures on 
Sakai, The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false, and short answer questions, The final exam 
will be given on the last day of class - not during the scheduled finals period, 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken. Classes and labs are mandatory Students may not miss more 
than 1 lab during the semester. 7 or more unexcused absences may result in an F. A total of 10 
excused and unexcused absences will result in an F or the need for a medical drop of the course. 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
Each day will be worth 2 points. 
An unexcused absence will lose both points 
An excused absence (after the 3~), failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one point 
3 tardies (beyond 5 minutes) will equal 1 unexcused absence. 

Weather- For outdoor classes: Class will never be cancelled due to weather Class may be moved 
inside in the event of inclement weather- but this will be at the discretion of the teacher and you will 
need to check your email and the board in front of the equipment room before class. Expect to be 
outside everyday otherwise. 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity and lab days Jeans 
are not acceptable, nor are sandals Your participation grade will be affected if you do not dress out 
properly. 

Honor Code - It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself within the 
guidelines of the Honor System All academic work should be done with the high level of honesty and 
integrity that is University demands. For more information on the honor code, refer to 
http//honor unc=edu 

Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of classroom or handheld monitoring 
devices during eny exams or graded assignments taken in class 

YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LFIT. 
Please note that effective Fall 2011, you will no longer receive credit for more than one LFIT course 

Students may take only one 1 credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH If you have taken an 
LFIT prior to Fall 2011 and enroll in an LFIT course during or after Fall 2011, this will not count towards 

your 120 hours needed for graduation. 



Lifetime Fitness Outline 



April 9 Tennis: Doubles Tourney 



20] 4 Sprh~g Syllabus 

NL~’I’H 110 
Course Over~’iew & Syllabus Spring 2014 

Course Overviews: The main goM of Math 1 I 0 is to ensure your preparation for other 
courses However, because there may be topics that you only need to review briefly, and 
others that need more detailed study, we have designed a comse where you can choose to 
take section tests earlier than the scheduled times, hence either completing the course 
early or allowing more time for those topics that you find challenging You will use your 
computer to access online material on the web, including the textbook for the course k 
p[ovides tutorial support, i]lustrative examples and exercises with step-by-step hints and 
readiness tests with which you can gauge your preparedlaess for the exams 

Mong with traditional lectures, instructors and assistants will be available at many 

regularly scheduled hours throughout the week for individual and small group work This 
help takes place in a l~tcility called ti~e Math Help CenteL which is started by instructors, 
graduate assistants and undergraduate tutors in Phillips Hall The Math Help Center 
instructionM staff are available for help on lesson topics, practice problems, graded 

Currently all sections of Math 110 are taugItt using this ~Brmat Mr Mark McCombs is 
the course coordinator for Matl~ I [0 

MATH HELP CENTER HOURS Location: Phi]lips Hall 365 Monday Tbmsday, 
l:00pm 6:00pmFriday, 1:00pro 3:00pro 

Leclure Meetings: Students will attend traditional lecture meetings most class meetings 

each week throughout the semester Lecture meetings will last 50 minutes and will be 
devoted to instructors int*oducing and explaining course topics via specific examp]es 

Problem Sessions: Schedule permkting, some regular class meetings will take the form 
of 50-minute pioblem and review sessions Dining ti~ese sessions, you will work on a 
variety of practice problems in a small-group and/or individual setting Studems should 
bring a calculator, textbook, and all relevant problem worksheets to each problem 
session P~Jor to each problem session meeting, students should read the appropriate 
lesson notes and sections from your text as per the Math 110 Semester Schedule 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Students should be aware tl3at success in Math 110 requires self- 
motivation and a willingness to complete assignments each week There will be ample 
opportunity lbr you to get one-on-one or small group help many times each week 
throughout the semester in the 5’lath Help Center. 

Sincerely, 
Mark McCombs 

Math 110 Coordinator mccombs@math unc edu 



Richard Rimanvi Director of Undergraduate Studies rimanyi@email unc edu 

l 

MATH 110 
Conrse Overview+ & Syllabus Spring 2014 

Course Website: hrip://’webcon12g~y.lecom/matbcoachi 

Textbook hffornlation: This course uses an online textbook, avai]able via an access 
code Tbe access code may be purchased using a credit card at the web address listed 
above, or in the UNC Textbook store 

P~acement: Only students who scored below 520 on the SAT I1 Math Level IC or II C 
test are eligible to receive credit lb~ Math l 10 MATH I I 0 placement car~ies no credit 
hours, although students who place into MATH 110 and complete it successt~lly will 
earn credit hours towards graduation It" you are not sure about your placement, contact 
Mark McCorabs, mccombs@matb unc edu 

Math 110 DOES NOT fulfill the Quantitative Reasoning reqnirement. 

Ilonor Code: It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself 
within the guidelines of the UNC Honor System All academic work should be done with 
the higb level of honesty and ituegrity that tbi s University demands 

Accommodations: If there any special circumstances that will affect your performance 
in this class, please contact the staff at the Academic Success Program, 919-962-7227, so 
that we can work together to meet yotlr needs 

Course Description: Math 1 I 0 is a college algebra course designed to provide you with 
the fimdamen~al skills that are necessat3, for success in all subsequen~ math courses 
Emphasis is given to the study of polynomial, exponetuial and logarithmic fimcrions, and 
so]ving equations and inequalities The course is divided inIo four units: 

Unit I:Unlt II: Unit III: Unit W: 

Solving Equations: Text Sections 1 I 14 
Solving and Graphing Equations: Text Sections 2 l~zl Working v,,ith Functions: Text 
Sections3 I 34 
Special Functions and Applications: Text Sections 4 I 14 

Calcnlator: You will need a basic scientific calculator tie one that will do logarithmic 
and exponential ~nctions) for this course Some test and exam problems u, ill be 



impossible without one You may use a graphing calculator However, you will not be 
allowed to use the graphing or equation so[vi~lg features o~ certain quiz, test and 
exam prohlera s 

Practice Problems: A set oPpractice p~ oblems (with solution keys) is available online 
f)r each lesson You are expected to complete each of these problem sets These 
problems will not be collected or graded, but filey are the [’oundation f~r the graded 
tests and the final exam. You are encouraged to work together on these problems 

5’E~TII 110 
Course Ovetwiew & SyRahus Spring 2014 

Graded Homework: You will submit a to~al of 8 online homework assignments duIJng 

the semester These assignments are open-book, open note, and must be submitted on the 
course website You may submit each bomewotk assignmeat only once 

Graded home~*ork deadlines are listed online. Deadlines are deadlines~. 
Do not expect any extensions. Your lowest homework score will be dropped. 

Testing Procedures: 

I You will take 4 closed-book, closedmores, pencil and paper tests Test deadlines are 
listed on the Math 110 Semester Schedule These tests will be proctored 

If you choose to take a test before the deadline date, you will take the test in the 
Math He]p CenIer location in Phillips Hall These tests will be procIoted 
You M~JST schedule your testing time by emailing Mark McCombs 

at mccombs@math unc edu at least 24 hours in advance 

Early testing will only be offered on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 5:30 pro, 

3 If yon test on tbe deadline, you vdll take the test during your class meeting time i~ 
Phillips tlall 

4 As with the graded homework, deadlines arc deadlines! Since you can always test 

early, do not expect any extensions If a test is missed, it will be scored as a zero 
an matter what the exc~lse 

NO I~IAKEUPS WH~L BE GIVEN 

Final Exam: The cumulative fina] exam is a common exam taken by all section, s of Math 

[ 10 at the same time Uniform grading instructions for the final exam, applicable to all 
sections, allow only minimal partial credit 



You musl have an official examination excuse in order to lake ’the Make-up Exam This 
excuse must be signed by an academic I)ea~ You must bring this excuse, a]ong with a 
picture ID to the exam ABSOLUTELY NO EXCEPTIONS! 

Special Note: Your final exan~ grade ~+ill replace your lowest test grade, provided 
the fina~ exam grade is higher. 

Grading: All grades will be assigned according to a 10-point scale Thmis, 90 100is an 
A; 80 89 is a B, etc Your ovelall average must be g(eater than or equal to 60% to emn a 
passi ng grade for the cou rse 

Your comse g~ade will be detem~ir~ed as t~llows: 

It~~ Avg.: 10% Test 1: 14% Test 2: 14% Test 3: 14% Test 4: 14% Final Exam: 
34% 

TIIERE ARE NO EXTRA CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES IN Tills COURSE. 

3 

UN[VERSIDADE DA CAROLINA DO NORTE -- CHAPEL HILL 
Departamento de Lfnguas e Literaturas Romfinicas 

Escritdrio Dey 112 

Sejam bem-vindos ao Curso de Portugu@s 



0 BRASIL, SEUS ESTADOS E CAPITALS 



1. HONOR 
(http:/iinstrument.unc.edn/ins trument.tex t.h tml#generalresponsibdities) 

CODE 

It shall be the responsibility’ of every student enrolled at the University of North 
Carolina to adhere to the policy of the Academic Honor Code, which can be found 
at the link above. A11 academic work submitted.for this course must bear the 
student’s signature confirming that s/he understands and accepts the regulations 
of the Honor Code, which must be supported and maintained by eveW member 
of the universiW communil3j. 

2. GENERAL INFORMATION 

ATTENDANCE POLICY 

ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY: 
"The followit~g legislation by the Faculty Council gives each instJ-uctor the 
authoriW to prescribe attendance regulations for his or her classes: ’Regular 
class attendance is a student obligaLion, and a student is responsible for all the 
work, including tests and written work, of all class meetings. No right or 
privilege exists that permits a student to be absent from any given number of 
class meetings,’ If a student misses three consecutive class meetings, or misses 
more classes than the instructor deems advisable, the instructor may report the 
facts to the student’s academic dean." (2013-2014 Undet~Traduate Bultet#0 

THREE ABSENCES are acceptable during the whole semester and they are 
equivalent to 7.2% of classes. 7 absences = F. (The Spring Semester includes 42 
class periods of 50 minutes each, held on MWF). 

THREE LATE/TARDY ARRIVALS during the semester are acceptable. 

THE NON-FULLFILMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS ABOVE will 
affect your participation grade. 

Remember: please no food, drinks and cell phones are allowed in classrooms. 

PARTICIPATION 
Your participation grade will he based not only on the fact that you are in class, 

but also: 

ON ltOW MUCH AND IlOW WELL YOU ARE PREPARED FOR 
CLASS: 
Each student is responsible for reading and makin9 an e/fort to undet~tand the 

grammar topics and vocabulary related to them in advance. Please r~fer to the 

syllabus Lo find the maLerial covered in each class. You are supposed to come to 
class prepared and willing to participate. Please take notes while preparing lot 



class and bring any questiotls related to the topic that will be discussed on that 
day. Feel free to raise your hand whenever you do not understand something or 
need i\u’ther explanation. Do not let the questions multiply’. 

ON YOUR ORAL PARTICIPATION IN CLASS ACTIVITIES: ’[’his isa 
language class and you are here to learn a new language. Fry to participate and 
kee~ the use of the Portuauese ianaua~ae to a maximum level The more you use 
Portuguese in class the more you will have a chance to improve your 
participation grade. Dare to answer and ask, even if you think that your comment 
is not very "smart" or grammatically perfect. Do not be al>aicl of asking or 
making mistakes. You can also hnprove your participation grade by attending the 
conversation hours or the lab sessions previously scheduled and anuounced by 
your insta’uctor. 

ON OBSERVANCE OF RULES, such as to turn off cell phones, MP3 players, 
handheld and laptop computers and pagers during classes and to print out any 
extra material posted by the hlstructors on Sakai and bring it to class. The use of 
tal)to~ com~)uters in class has to be am)roved bud,our instructor. It is up to 
him/her to decide whether students can use such items or not. Use of 
unauthorized items in class will affect your grade. Electronic devices are 
forbidden during tests, exams and any other graded activiD’. 

3. EVALUATION 

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS 

ESSAY 1, ESSAY 2 & ESSAY 3: FEVEREIRO 14, MAR(~O 31&AERIL 21; in- 
class activities. 
Carefully follow all the instructiot~s given by your instructor. A composition must 
not have lewer words than the minimum. Do [tot exceed the maximum number 
of words. Instructors are not allowed to provide themes ahead of time. No 
rewrites will be allowed Tbr these essqys, 

FILM ASSIGNMENT: MARCO 19 in-classactlvl&’. 
It may be a writtet~ essay, an activity or a set of exercises on a film shown on 
MARCO 07 & 17. 

7’~’$75’ AND EXAMS 

TEST I & TEST 21: FEVEREIRO 03 & AERIL 02, respectively; in-class 
activities, 
These are short exams that will help you be better prepared for the midterm, 
final and oral exams and they will cover the topics explained and practiced in 
class as well as the contexts in the "prO, tica on-line exercises", in the textbook, 
homework and/or any extra material prepared by your instructor. Test I will 



include materials taught and practiced since the first day of class up to January 

31 (inclusive); Test 2 is cumulative, that is, it can include topics covered since the 
first clay of class up to April 02 (inclusive), but special emphasis will be placed on 
materials practiced from February 05 to March 28 (inclusive). Please refer to the 
syllabus for more detsiled information. Every test can present one section on 
oral/listening comprehension, one on text comprehension and some on 

MIDTERM EXAM: MARCO 03: in-classactivity. 
Midterm Exam is cumulative. It will include all the topics covered in class tram 
JanuaW 08 to FebruaW 28 (inclusive) and will present at least one section on 
ora//hstening comprehension, one on text comprehension and several on 
grammar. Please rel)r to the syllabus [’or more detailed i~tl)rmation. 

FINAL EXAM : MAIO 01; in-class activity. 
Final exam is cumulative. It ~dll include all the topics covered in class 
januaw 8 to April 25 (inclusive) and will present at least one section on text 
comprehensiot~ and several on grammar. Please refer to the syl]ahus for more 
detailed information. Other sections can be included and format can be changed 
at the discretion of the coordinator. 

ORAL TEST & ORAL EXAM:FEVEREIl!O24&ABRILI6in-clas~acgivity. 
Evaluation will be based on fluency, pronunciation, content and vocabtdary 
suitable to the level. Your instructor ~dll detine the tormat of the oral exam. 
There is a variely of formats that s/he can use ranging from individual 
interviews to in-class oral presentations based o[~ a topic previously assigned. 
Instructors can invite students to take the oral exam ahead of time hi their 
offices. In this case, he/she will provide a sign-up sheet with a schedule 
which students can choose a spot. 

Please be advised that there are no make-ups, extra credit activities and re-dos 
tests, exams and written assignments. 

HOMEWORK OR PRACTICE Homework will be graded arid are 
mandatoW. They are part of yam" participation grade, and play an important role 
in homework practice and/review for tests and exams. Please use complete 
sentences when providing answers on homework assignments. Other homework 
might be assigned during the semester at the instructor’s discretion. The 
completion of this homework will also count toward your participation grade. 

4. REQtIIREH MATERIAL 

WORKING PORTUGUESE.tbr be~qinneg~s by Mortice Rector, Regina Santos, Marcelo 
Amorim, with M. Lynne Gerber. Georgetown: Georgetown UP, 2010. 



ItA RPER COLLINS PORTUGUESE CONCISE DICTIONARY (available at Student 

S, TIPS 

Keep all your graded work until the end of the semester, 
Cbeck Sakai evet3z Sat~wday for ~pdates on tbe syllabus. 
Check your e-mail at. least once a day. This is the easiest way for your instructor 
to communicat.e witb yo~ and vice-versa, 

Check Sakai for new material some time before classes. 
Keep all handouts arid extra course materials provided by tile itlstructor as well 
as you own class notes in a binder or notebook from the beginning of the 
semester, Take note of class dates ariel lessor~ number or~ eacb bandout, 



6. GRADE BREAKDOWN AND GRADE SCALE 

GRADE BREAKDOWN 

10% I Tests {~): 5% each 

15% I Essays (3): 5% each 

5% I Film Assigtm~ent 

20% I M[dterm 

10% I 0ral Exam 
5% I PaAicipat[ot~ 

~% I Tare{~s on-line {hmneworkj 

25%1 Final Exam 

*Instructors will not round up 
grades 

~ 
GRADE SCALE 

F I 0-59 

7. COURSE COORDINATOR 
Please feel fYee to contact the language course coordinator regarding any 
questions and doubts you might have about this syllabus. 
Dr. Patrfcia Beletla Fuentes Lima 
Office: Dey Hail 137 
E-marl address: Paentesl@emaiLunc.edu 

8. PORTUGUESE PROGRAM 
Do you have questions about the Portuguese program? Are you considering a 
minor/major in Portuguese or in Latin American Studies? Please contact 
Dr.Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima & Dr. Monica Rector. 
Office: Bey Hall 137 or Dey Hall 236 
E-mad address: rector@email.unc.edu 

9. PEER TUTORING 
Contact our Portuguese rotors: (TBA) 
E-marl: ht£p:/i learning center.unc.edu/services/tutoring/peer-tutoring 
Days: TBA 
Classroom: Dey Hall, 2.d ~loor. 

10. CONVERSATION HOURS 
"Card Brasil: conversation in Portuguese": 
Graduate Lounge, Dey Hall (2’~ floor). 

11.CAPOE|RA CLUB: TEA 



For more information, please contact Freder[co Castel/bes at 

@gmail.com. 

IANE|RO 

PROGRAMA 

O8 QtlARTA-FEIRA 
Apresenta~:~,o / instrur;Oes / programa / index cards. 
Revis~o breve de PORT 101+ conversa. 
1,6:p.114-116. Exercfcio A & D. 

10    SEXTA-FEItU~ 
R e v i s fi o : "0 que tazemos todos os dias?"~ "0 que lhzemos nos finais 

1,2: p. 33-35: Os pronomes demonstrativos. 
L7: p. 124-125: O presente simples de verbos irregulares. 
L8: p.147-149. Exercicio A, B, C e D. 
Vocabul~irio: 
Cores 

13 SEGUNDA-FEIRA 
Revisfio: 
1,6:p.111-113. lntrodugfio aos Pronomes oblfquos/objeto direto/objeto 

indireto, 
L6: p.114-116. Exercfcio C & E. 

QUARTA-FEIRA 
U n i d a d e 2 - Li~fio 8. Fazendo comparag6es e contrastes: "0 mais 
bonito/o mais caro/etc". 
LS: p.140-142. Continua~,o do estudo de pronomes adjetivos e substantivos. 

17 SEXTA-FE|RA 
1,8: p. 142-147. Combinag6es e contrag6es. 
L8: p.136-137. Digilogos 1&2. 
~ LS: books.quia.com: Exercido C. Due on 01-22-2014. 

2O SEGUNDA-FEIRA 
Feriado - Dia de Martin Luther King, ]r 

22 QUARTA-FEIRA 
Unidade 3: LRifio 9 - Falando sobre o tempo (clima) e sobre viagens. 
L9:p.159-160. Presente Contfnuo. 
Lg:p.lS9-162.Presente continuo corn t’ef[exivos. 
Lg:D.I54-156.Dia]ogos 1, 2, 3 & 4. 



24 

27 

VocabuD.rio: 
0 tempo e o clima (p. 156-158) 
Os meses e as estaT@s do ano (p, 5041) 

$EXTA-FE|RA 
L9: p.167: Pritica em sala de aula: A&B. 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 
L9 p.167q6~ ( tempo + cornpreensfiodote×to. 
Pr~.tica em sala de aula: conversa e cultura. 

29 

31 

QUARTA- F E 1RA 
Lg: p,162-163. Fazer mats express{Ses de tempo, 

Bate- Papo ~ em Portugu@ (2-3pro) 

SEXTA-FEIRA 
Continuagfio da attla anterior 
"~1,9: Quia.com: Exercfcios A, B, C, 13, E. Due on 02-03-2014. 

FEVEREIRO 

O3 

O5 

O7 

10 

12 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 
¯ E~ ~. ha-class activity, It v~,~ll include materials t;~ught and practiced since 
the first day of class up to Jan uaW 31 (inclusive). 

QUARTA-FEIRA 
Unidade 3: IAgfm 10 - Fazendo reservas e |idando corn dinheiro. 
1,10: p. 176-178. Uso de complementos de alguns verbos. 
L:t0: p. 170-2172. Di~dogos: :t, 2,3, 4 e 5. 
LI0: p.173-176. Mapa do Brasfl, dados e vocabulirio. 
VocabulSrto: Dit~heiro, viagens e turismo 

SEXTA -FEIRA 
Continual;rio da aula anterior 
LI0: p, 180-181: Exercfcios A&B, 

SEGUNDA -FEIRA 
Li0: p. i78-i79. Verbos como complemento. 
LI0: p. 181: exercfcio D. 

QUARTA -FEIRA 
PRATICA & DIALOGO 
~ LI0 books.quia.com: Exercicios A, B, C, D, E. Due on 02-~t7-2014. 

14    SEXTA-FEIRA 



17 

ass act v ty Themes and mater a de[ ned by ttstructor 

SEGUNDA -FEIRA 
Unidade 3: Li~a 11 -Fazenda reservas por telefone, 

LI f: p.190-] 95: Aprofundando sells conhecimentos sobre os pronornes do 
objeto direto e indireto. 
Lil: p. J_06-i88: Di~logos J_, 2 & 3. 

LII: p. 197-~98: Exercfcios C & D. 
Vocabulfirio p. ~B8-190 
Vocabulfirio: 

~ Os hot,is 
~ Otelefone 

19 QUARTA -FEIRA 
Continua(;fio da au[a anterior. 

~ Bate- Papo 2 em Portugu~s {2-3pro) 

21 SEXTA -FEIRA 
Continua~o da aula anterior 
~ Lll books.quia.com: Exerclcios A, B, E. Due on 02-26-2014. 

24 SEG[INDA-FEIRA 
~ii0RALii{~%~i In-class activity. Formal themes and material defined by 

instructor. 

26 

28 

QtIARTA -FEIRA 
Pr~tica 

> Bate- Papo 3 em Portugu~s (2-3pro) 

SEXTA -FEIRA 
REVIS~O PARA 0 MIDTERM 

MARCO 

03 SEGUNDA -FEIRA 

ha-class activity, lVlaterial covered until t~om January 08 until FebrualT 28 

(inclusive), 

05 QUARTA -FEI1L~ 
Prat~ca 

07 SEXTA -teE]IRA 
FII,ME 



17 

SPRING BREAK - sexta-feira (5:00 pm)-Domingo 16: f~rias, nfio h~ atria. 

$EGUNDA -FEI~ 
FILME 

19    QUARTA -FEII~ 

In-class activiQ¢. Material covered from March 07 until March 17 (inclusive), 
> Bate- Papo "1 em Portu~s (2-3pro) 

21 SEXTA-FEIRA 
Unidade 3 - Lig~ 12: Como chegar ao seu destino. 
1,12: p,206-208: lmperat~vo. 
1,12: p.202-203. Bkilogo l e 3. 

24 SEGUNDA-FEIRA 
ContJnuagfio da atria anterior. 
"~ L12: books.quia.com: Exercfcios A, B, D. Due ot~ 03-26-20!4. 

26 QUARTA-FEIRA 
Introdug~.o ao Presente do Subjuntivo. 
1,19: p,324-326. DiSlogos 1, 2 e 3. 

> Bate- Papo 4 em PortuguOs (2-3pm) 

28 SEXTA-FEIRA 
1,19: p.330-333: Modo subjuntivo e Presente do Subjuntivo. 
1,20: p 347-349: Outros usos do subjuntivo. 
~ L19: boo~.quia.com: Exercfcios B, C. Quia.com. Due on 04-01-2014. 
~L20: booRs.quia.com: Exercfcios A, B, C. Due on 04-01-2014. 

31 SEGIJNDA-FEIRA 
~S~ ~ {S°io~ 1 n-class activity Themes and material defined by 

instructor. 

ABRIL 

O2 

O4 

QBARTA-FEIRA 

In-class activi~¢. Material covered until from January 08 until March 28 

(inclusive). 
> Bate- Papo 5 em PolXugu~s {2-3pm) 

SEXTA-FEIRA 
L12: p.209-210, lntroduzindo o pret~rito perfeito do indicativo 
LI3: p. 225-230: Mais sobre a formagao do pret&ito perfeito. 



O7 

1,13: p.221: Difi/ogo 3. 

"~ L13: books.quia.com: Exercfcios A, B, D. Due on 04-07-2014. 
Vocabu]firio: 

Comida e restaurante 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

Continua.c~,o da aula anterior. 

O9 

11 

14 

16 

18 

QUARTA-FEIRA 
L14:p.243-245: Pret~rito dos verbos (Revisando regulates e irregulares). 

L~4: p,241: Difilogo 4. 

Vocabul~rio: 
Comida e restaurat~te. 
~ L14: books.quia.com: Exercfcios B, C, D. Due on 04-14-2014, 

SEXTA-FEIRA 
Continuag5o da aula anterior. 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 
Prfi~ica e rev~s~o do pret&’ito perfeito. 

QUARTA-FE1RA 

21 SEGUNDA-FEIRA 
In-class activity. Themes and material defined by- 

23 

25 

NAIO 

QUARTA-FEIRA 
REVIS~O para o exame final. 

SEXTA-FEIRA 
REV1S,~O para o exame final. 

01 QUINTA-FEIIRA (8)AM 

Material covered until from January. 08 until April 25 (it~c[usive) Room tba. 



IMPORTANT DATES 

FEBRUARY 03 TEST 1 {5%) i In-class 

FEBRIJARY 14 ESSAY 1 (5%) hi-class 

FEBRIJARY 24 ORAL TEST (5%) It~ class 

In-class + take FEBRUARY 2g MIDTERM REVIEW (study guide) 
home 

MAREl103 M1DTERM EXAM (20%) It>class 

MARCH 07 FILM In-class 

MARCH 17 FILM It>class 
+ 

MARCH 19       FILM ASSIGNMENT (5%) In-class 
+ 

MARCH 31 ESSAY 2 (5%)                                i In-class 
+ 

APBIL 02 TEST 2 (5%) In-class 

APRIL 16 ORAL EXAM - VIDEO PROJECT (~t0%) In-class 

APRIL 21 ESSAY 3 (5%) In-class 

hi-class ~ take 
APRIL 23 & 25 FINAL EXAM REVIEW (study guide) 

home 
hi-class 

MAY 01          FINAl, EXAM (2S%) g AM, room tba. 

IMPORTANT AND RECOMMENDED EVENTS IN PORTt0Gt0ESE: 

Con~ ersation in I ortuguesej £ate-t apo: January 2 ~, February 1 .~&26, March 
19& 2{i and April 2, from 2-3pro, a~ Dey Hall (on the second floor). 

Dance Show:/Compagnie KOfi~ at Memorial Ball, February 25 &26, at 7:30 
PM. 

Braz 1 an Cultural Roots, Workshop and ParQ¢: Capoeira and Carnival 
Celebration: (TBA). 

Btazlhan Documentary~ Raga by Joel Zlto Ataulo: Feb~uatw 1~), at Toy 
Lounge, h’orn 3-Spin, 

Political Science 236 Professor 



Milada Anna Vachudova 

Spring 2014, Peabody :104 

Thursdays 2pro - 5pm 

T, Th 12:30 pm 1:20 pm 

Hamilton 250 

Office i~ours: 

Office: 

POLl:TICS OF EAST CENTRAL 

EU ROPE 

Since the revolutions of 1989, East Central Europe has 

experienced some twenty years of fascinating political, economic and 

social change as the region’s states undergo democratization and the 

transition to a free market. But the legacies of the region’s dramatic 

and often tragic encounters with war and ideology in the 20~h CentuPy 

are shaping how East Central European states respond to the challenges 

and the opportunities that have followed the collapse of the Soviet 

bloc. This course is designed as an overview of the politics of East 

Central Europe from the eve of the Second World War to the present 

day. We will learn about the condition of the states and nations of East 

Central Europe before the onset of communism, and we will learn how 

communism and Soviet hegemony was lived by the people of East 



Central Europe for over forty years. After the political chaos and 

economic backwardness of the interwar period; after the resistance, 

collaboration and murder of the Second World War; after the terror and 

senselessness of Stalinism; after the exhilaration and disappointment of 

Hungary in 1956, of Prague in :1_968, and of Solidarity in 1981; after the 

gray monotony of decaying communism and the lonely voices of 

dissidents; we will come to the exhilarating revolutions of :~989 and the 

challenges of the transition. For many states, the project of building 

liberal democracy and a functioning market economy over the last 

twenty years can be considered an impressive success. For other states, 

however, the transition has been undermined by political 

mismanagement, economic backwardness, and ethnic nationalism. We 

will weigh the roles of domestic actors and of international institutions 

in bringing about East Central Europe’s successes and failures over the 

last two decades. 

Books 

Thomas W. Simons, Eastern Europe/;~ the Postwar Wor/c/, Second 

Edition (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1993). 

Heda Margolius Kovaly, Under a Oue/ StaL’ A L/re in Pra.que~941-J968 

(New York: Penguin Books: 1986). 

Gale Stokes, From Sta//n/~;,~ to P/ura//sm (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 1996). 

Milada Anna Vachudova, Europe UndividecZ Democ’facy, Leverage and 

Integration/lfter Communism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005). 



To find material that used to be on the CNN web site, use the Wayback 

Machine at: 

ReadMgs + Hor~ework 

There will be handouts and homework given throughout the 

semester. You are responsible for being in class and checking your 

UNC email, and for learning about any homework assignments from a 

fellow student if you miss class. Readings that are not on this syllabus 

may be assigned either in class or in sections. 

Course Require~e~ts 

1. Participation (20%). Attendance, class conduct, homework, and 

regular participation in sections. If you receive an F for participation 

then you automatically fail the course. 

2. Pop quizzes (15%), These may be given in lecture or in section. The 

lowest score will automatically be dropped. 

2. Midterm (30%). The midterm will consist of short answer questions 

and essay questions. It will be closed book, and it will take place in 

class. 



4. Final (35%). The final will consist of short answer questions and 

essay questions, One of the essay questions will be a take home 

question on a country" of your choice. The rest will take place during 

the regularly scheduled time for finals for this class period. 

You sk~ould choose a country eary on in the course and gather 

infolmation flora class leadings, the I blary and the web so you 

are prepared to write the countr’y essay. 

Original Work + Honor Code 

]:t is expected that all work you do in this course represents original 

work not previously or simultaneously handed in for credit in another 

course. All work for this course falls under the University’s Honor 

Code. 

Questions and Absences 

If you have questions about the course, please come see me or one of 

the teaching assistants after class or during office hours. Please email 

us if you cannot come to office hours. We may not be able to answer 

substantive questions over email, but we will find a time to meet with 

you. ]f you have to miss class on the day of an exam, then you must 

write and explain beforehand in all but the most unusual 

circumstances. Attendance is required for all lectures and 

sections. Please do communicate witt~ us early if you have any 

challenges that impact your performance in this course. 



Conduct in Class 

All cell phones must be turned off before class begins and put away. 

You may not surf the web, text or answer email during lecture, if you 

plan to do these things, please respect your classmates and do not 

come to class. 

COU P~E SCHEDULE 

Week 1 + 2: Introduction + The 

lnterwar Legacy 

January9 ~ 14 i 16 

Simons, Chapter One "The Roots," pp. 1-16. 

Simons, Chapter Two, "Independence and Destruction, 1918-1941," pp. 

17-37. 



Maps of Central and Eastern Europe in Simons. 

Week 3 + 4: World War Two and 

The Communist Takeovers 

Januai’y 2:1 + 23 + 28 + 30 

Simons, Chapter Three, "The War and the Victors, :1939-1948: Trial by 

Fire," pp. 38-57. 

Kovaly, 5-51. 

Stokes, The Stalinist Moment: Yalta, pp. i0-32. 

Report of the Crimea Conference, Februai~, l:t, 1945 

¯ The Yalta Negotiations 

Poland at the Teheran Conference 

¯ The Percentages Agreement, Winston S. Churchill, October 9., 1944 



The Katyn massacre: 

http://www:cn n,co m/SPECiALS!co d :war/e~ so des!O ] is~ot!!g ht!!ndex hi:m! 

The Oder Neisse Line and ti~e expulsion of the Germans: 

htt~/,iw ww:cnn:c o m,i!~ P ECIALS/¢~ d:wa~:ie f~sod es/02/s f~ot! g hl:/ 

Play with the map at: 

http://www cn n~co m/SPECiALS!co d :war/e£ so des!0 ]ima 

Week 5: Stalinism 

Februai’y 4 + 6 

Simons, Chapter Four, "High Stalinism: Trial by Ice, :~949-]_953," pp. 58- 

84. 



Kovaly, 52-125. 

Stokes, Stalinists, pp. 43-56, and The Purge Trials, pp. 66-77. 

10. The Case for Stalinism 

11. Czeslaw Milosz, "Ketman" (1951) from 

12. The Trial of Laszlo Rajk (1949) 

11. The Slansky Trial 

The Captive 

Week 6: De=Stalinization 

I lungarmn Revolution 

Februmy 11 ÷ 13 

and the 

Simons, Chapter Five, "De-Stalinization, 1953-1956," pp. 85-105. 

Kovaly, 126-192. 

Stokes, The Hungarian Revolution, pp. 81-93, and The Clerks, pp. 137- 

149. 



12. [mre Nagy, "Reform Communism," (1955-56) from On 

Communism. 

1.Leszek Kolakowski, "The Debate of the Clerks," (1957) from To~4~arda 

Marxist Humanism. 

Last message of ]mre Nagy in 1956: 

Kennedy speech on Berlin crisis in 1961: 

htt~:/iwww.cn n,co m,,GPEC:l:AL..gicod,wa~’,tepisodesi(:)9/docu me ~l:s/ken ned 

Februai~y 18 + 20 

Midterm February 20 

Reform 

Prague 



Simons, Chapter 6, "The Iron Ring, 1956 1968," and 

"The Personality of the Old Regime," pp. 106- 

142. 

Stokes, The Prague Spring and The Brezhnev Doctrine, pp. 122-132, 

1.Ludvik Vaculik, "Two Thousand Words," (1968). 

2.Leonid Brezhnev, "The Brezhnev Doctrine" (1968). 

Phone call between Brezhnev and Dubcek: 

http:!/www cnn.com/SPECIALS!co d.war/e~ sodes!] 4/documents/call/ 

Week 8: 

Normalization, Goulash 

Communism, and Antipolitics 

Februaly 25 + 27 



Simons, Chapter 7, "Goulash Communism, 1968-1980," pp. 143-170. 

Stokes, Ethics and Antipolitics, pp. 167-180. 

1. Vaclav Havel, "The Power of the Powerless" (1979). 

2.Gyorgy Konrad, "Antipolitics" (1984). 

Charier 77 Declaration: 

77/’ 

optional: Tony Judt, "The Dilemmas of Dissidence: The Politics of 

Opposition in East-Central Europe," East European Pol,,~l~s and Soc,~ties, 

Vol. 2, No. 2 (Spring 1988), pp. 185 240. 

Week 9: Solidarity ~n Poland 

March 4 + 6 

Simons, Chapter 8, "The Return to Politics, 1980-1987," pp, 171-198. 



Stokes, Solidarity, Central Europe and The Return of Solidarity, pp. 204- 

23:[. 

34. The Gdansk Agreement (1980). 

35. Solidarity’s Program (1981). 

36. Jaruzelsk[ Declares Martial Law (1981). 

37. Milan Kundera "The Tragedy of Central Europe" (1984). 

38. Adam Michnik, "Letter from Gdansk Prison" (1985). 

39. Tadeusz Mazowiecki, "A Solidarity Government Takes Power" 

(1989). 

Communications between Brezhnev and Jaruzelski: 

f]tt p:i!wvvw:cr] [):co [’:I!SPECIALS/cod :war!ep so desi]9/docu [’:]er]ts!b [ezda !;] 

Profile of Czeslaw Milosz at: 

http://www:~uard!an:co:L!k/satL!rday=rev!ewisto~/O,3605zsgo643~OO:htm! 

** Spring Break 



Week 10: The Revolutions of 1989 

March 18 + 20 

Simons, Chapter 9, "The Road to 1989," pp. 199 225. 

Garton Ash, " 
¯ i ~ The Magic Lan~e,~, selected chapters. 

Vachudova, Europe UndiwZfed, Introduction. 

Stokes, The Revolutions of 1989, pp. 242 254. 

43. Vaclav Havel, New Year’s Day Speech 1990 

Week 11: The Challenges of 

Transition 

March 25 + 27 



Simons, Afterword, "Postcommunist Eastern Europe in Historical 

Perspective," pp, 226 260, 

Vachudova, Europe Und~’vkfed, Chapters i + 2 

Adam Michnik, "independence Reborn and the Demons of the Velvet 

Revolution," in Between Past and Future: The Revo/utions ofl-989 and 

ThekAftermath (Budapest: Central European University Press, 2000), pp. 

81 99, 

Week 12: The Challenges of 

Transition 

April 1 ~ 3 

Vachudova, Europe Undiv/Wed~ Chapters 3 + 4 

Short a~ticles TBA 



Week 

of the 

13 + 14: The Enlargement 

European Union & What 

Europe? 

April 8 i i0 ~ 15 i 17 

Vachudova, Europe Unciiv/~ed, Chapters 5 + 6 { 7 ~ 8 

Andrew Moravcsik and Milada Ann Vachudova, "National Interests, State 

Power and EU Enlargement," East ~ofopean Po/itk’s and Societ/~s 17, 1 

(Winter 2003), pp. 42 57. 

Short articles TBA 

Week 15: Review 

April 22 + 24 



Final: Friday May 2 at 12pro 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
English I05.035: Composition and Rhetoric in the Academic Disciplines 

Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 1:00-1:50 
Greenlaw Hall, Room 316 

Teaching Fellow 
Email ~{#5][mail corn (checked hourly) an ~!~ma .unc.edu 
(checked daily) 
Office Hours: Mondays, 2:00 - 5:00 pro, or by appointment 
Office Location: Swain 211 

Required Texts and Materials 
~, Student Guide to Enqlish 105. This is absotute!y essential and 

required. We won’t use it much, but ff contains vita! information on 
university poficies, specifically on plagiarism, research methods, and 
grading, that you’ll need to know to have a successful semester 

12. Various documents posted on sakai unc.edu throughout the 
semester. 

13. Small material purchases for class projects, not to exceed the 
amount of $10 per student. 

Optional Texts and Materials 
13. How to Write Anything: A Guide and Reference by John J. 

Ruszkiewicz. We may use this book later in the semestetl, but for 
now you can hold off on purchasing it. !f there is a need for it, I’ll !el 
you know with enough advanced warning to get it from the 
bookstore. 

14. They Say; I Say by Gerald Graft and Cathy Birkenstein. An 



excellent book, but I generally don’t create too many assignments 
from it. If we decide to use it, I’ll let you know with enough advanced 
warning to purchase it. 

Goals for the Course 
This class prepares you to participate in and resolve debates that take 
place at the University. That preparation has two components, the first 
being practice In the coming months you will complete nine composition 
assignments and at least as many drafts. In addition to my feedback, you’ll 
work in writing groups to coach and critique one another’s performance. 
The assignments will be spread evenly among the main academic 
disciplines--science, social science and the humanities--the idea being 
that when you’re done with the course, you’ll be ready to take part in any 
one of the major discussions that preoccupy your professors and 
colleagues. 

In addition to practice, this course introduces the rules of academic 
argumentation. For many students this is the hard part All of you have 
had plenty of practice writing, and probably even more practice arguing, 
but few of you have argued in front of a college audience according to their 
rules. We’ll go into these rules in greater depth over the semester, but 
here they are in brief: 

2.Your argument must address all reasonable parties in the debate. It 
must speak to those with whom you disagree as much as to those 
with whom you agree. 

&Your argument must articulate basic beliefs from which your ideas 
logically develop. 

4.Your argument must disagree with the basic beliefs or logic by which 
your opponent’s ideas develop. 

Participation 
&Students will attend every class. Students who miss more than three 

classes will drop a final letter grade. Students who miss ten or more 
classes are in danger of failing the course. Since UNC and the 
Writing Program does not recognize a difference between "excused" 
or "unexcused" absences, students who experience a personal crisis 
or severe illness which will take them away from the classroom for 
an extended period should see their academic advisors about 
withdrawing from the class, Further, when students happen to miss 
class, they should understand that they are not excused from the 



assignments due, and gather the information distributed in class 
from the available resources such as the syllabus and your group 
members. Simply emailing the instructor asking "What did I miss?" is 
not an acceptable form of information gathering. Students are 
welcome to contact the instructor to describe the reason for the 
absence, but such descriptions cannot function as excuses. They 
merely serve to update the teacher about the student’s ability to 
adequately complete the course and help the instructor determine 
how best to support the student. Students should arrive on time to 
every class. Your prompt attendance is part of your participation 
grade for every class. 

3.Students will participate in all class activities. This includes class 
discussions, group activities, impromptu presentations, drafting, 
responding, and researching Bathroom breaks are not permitted. 

4.You are encouraged and, on some days, required to bring a computer to 
class. Also, you should feel free to use cell and smart phones during 
class for class related topics and questions. Indeed, it will often be 
helpful to take pictures, chat, or comment online about problems we 
discuss. Please refrain from using computers and phones to engage 
in activities not related to our course. 

5.Participation is graded on a three-point scale for each class 
session. One point is awarded for prompt attendance A second is 
awarded for active participation. For those of you who are reticent to 
speak up in class, I hope that will change over the semester, but rest 
assured that "active listening" counts as "active participation." A 
third is awarded for respectful participation. 

6.Students will work in a writing groups assigned by the 
instructor. Students should make an effort to share the burden of 
group work equally and take seriously the mission of teaching and 
learning cooperatively. 

7.Most importantly, the students and the teacher will show respect for the 
course, themselves, their classmates, and opinions that may differ 
from their own in deference to the educational atmosphere. 
Agreement is never required, respectful communication always is. 

Assignments 
¯ All assignments may be composed individually or by a group of writers-- 

it is your choice. With group compositions, all group members will 
share the same final grade, regardless of whether other group 
members believe them to have done less or more than an equal 
share of the work. Of course, if you are having trouble sharing the 
burden of a group assignment, please come talk to me; these 



challenges often occur and are often easily solved. If you begin an 
assignment within a group, you must complete it with that group; no 
bailing out at the last minute, You may join up with a group once an 
assignment is under way, but you must first get my permission. 

Each of the course’s three units will begin with two smaller "Feeder 
Assignments" that lead towards and prepare you for a longer ’Unit 
Assignment." Students will complete a draft workshop for all Unit and 
Feeder assignments. During these classroom meetings, you will 
read classmates’ essays and write responses to them with thoughtful 
advice. The key word in that sentence was "write;" simply reading a 
neighbor’s essay and saying "That was really good," will not 
fly. We’ll go over how to compose a thoughtful response a little later 
in the semester. 

Students will submit all assignments on time Late assignments will be 
accepted but downgraded a full letter grade for every day they are 
late. For example, an A paper turned in a day late will become a B. 

Some of the assignments require you to utilize the course’s webpage on 
UNC’s Sakai website, You can log into Sakai at ~=.%!~.#.!.=.#.0.£,.~:~:!. 
You will also make frequent use of documents posted on Google 
Drive and will need to sign up for a gmail account. This is free and 
easy to do at www.gmail.com. 

Use whatever page size font, colors, or margins you think 
appropriate. Good writing comes in all shapes and sizes, 

I will never tell you how many pages a finished assignment must 
be. Instead, focus on composing a persuasive argument. If you 
think your piece convincing, you’ve written enough, If you think it 
lacks oomph, give it some more If you’re not sure, that’s an 
excellent topic to bring up during class discussions or office hour 
meetings. 

All of your writings are public. That means that we may and likely will 
use portions of your writing during class activities. This includes 
both elements written well and sections that could use 
improvement. Hardly humiliating, this practice is designed to help us 
learn new techniques to meet the challenges faced by our entire 
classroom community. 

All completed assignments will be submitted electronically through our 
course’s Sakai page, Instructions on how to do this will be attached 
to the assignment descriptions. 

Students will avoid even the appearance of plagiarism, Plagiarism, a 
grave violation of the Honor Code (Section II.B.1), will not be 
tolerated. Plagiarism consists of the intentional or inadvertent 
submission of another’s work as your own. Two examples of 
plagiarism are turning in a paper or parts of a paper purchased on 



the internet or from another student, and failing to adequately cite 
quoted or paraphrased source material in an original paper. The 
instructor, as an employee of the UNC Department of English, 
actively seeks out plagiarism in student writing. If the instructor 
suspects plagiarism, he is bound by his contract with UNC to 
interview the student or students involved. 

The Writing Center 

The UNC Writing Center (http:liwww.unc.eduldepts/wcweb/) offers free 
tutoring services for students You may visit the writing center to ask for 
help with a specific paper, whether you are concerned with developing 
ideas and content, organizing your assignment, or working on style issues. 
The tutors in the writing center are graduate students who have experience 
teaching undergraduate courses. To make an appointment, browse the 
Writing Center’s online resources, or send a draft online, please go to their 
web page. Located in the basement of Phillips Annex, the Writing Center 
is open for appointments Monday through Thursday from 9:00 AM until 
8:00 PM and Friday from 9:00 AM until 4:00 PM. To make best use of your 
time there, please bring a copy of your assignment sheet and your draft 
with you. The Writing Center will not proofread papers or talk with you 
about grades. 

Grading Standards 

When grading your assignments, I will look primarily at your competence 
with the skills we have practiced in prior classes. So, for example, if we 
spent the week before an assignment was due discussing thesis 
statements, the quality of your thesis statement will figure largely as a part 
of your grade. Of course, your competence with the full range of rhetorical 
techniques will also play a part in your grade, albeit smaller. So just 
because we do not discuss spelling in class doesn’t mean you can get 
away with an absurd number of spelling mistakes. 

Generally, I use the Department of English and Comparative Literature’s 
"traditional assessment criteria" in assigning grades. They are as follows: 



A - superior; the work is of exceptional quality, suitable for an advanced 
undergraduate course, The document responds successfully to the needs 
of the audience. The document meets or exceeds all the objectives of the 
assignment. The style is clear, accurate, and appropriate for the audience; 
the information is well organized; the format and layout are consistent and 
attractive; the document is free from mechanical and grammatical errors. 

B - good; the work is of satisfactory quality. The document adequately 
addresses the needs of the audience and the document meets the 
objectives of the assignment. However, the document needs improvement 
in style, or it contains easily correctable errors in grammar, format, or 
content, or its content is superficial or insufficiently developed. 

C - competent; the work is of average quality. The document addresses 
some of the needs of the audience, or it meets some of the objectives of 
the assignment but ignores others. The document needs significant 
improvement in concept, details, development, organization, grammar, 
style, or format. 

D - marginally acceptable; the work is of below-average quality. The 
document fails to consider the needs of the audience, or it fails to 
adequately address the objectives of the assignment The content is 
inadequately developed, or it contains numerous or major errors. 

F - unacceptable; the work is of inferior quality. The document does not 
have enough information, does something other than the assignment 
required, or it contains major or excessive errors. 

Grading 

A =95% B= 85% C=75% D=65% F=55% 

Assignments will be weighted as follows, increasing in value as the 
semester progresses. 

~2 
nt # Percentage 

5 
5 



Unit Proiect 1 10 
Feeder 2,1 7.5 
Feeder 22 7.5 
Unit Proiect 2 
Feeder 3.1 10 
Feeder 3.2 10 
Unit Project 3 20 
Participation and attendance 1 
Total 1 

Responding to Your Work 
I will generally try to respond to submitted assignments within a week of 
their due date. The responses will be emailed to you and will consist of 
two portions which have very little to do with one another, At the top I’ll list 
your grade for that assignment. Below that I will write a detailed letter 
where I tell you what I think you have done well and what next steps you 
can take to improve your performance These letters are meant to focus 
your attention on the most important things for you to work on. They are 
not intended to, nor could they possibly describe in detail every single 
problem, mistake or oversight in your assignment. Neither are they 
intended as my justification for your grade. If you would like a more 
detailed account of the problems with your writing, come see me during 
office hours. Same if you have a question about your grade. You are 
welcome.., nay, you are encouraged to disagree with me about the grade I 
have assigned you I have, on rare occasions been persuaded by such 
arguments; though more often students have come away accepting that 
their original grade was more reasonable than they had believed Argue 
your case in good faith, with solid reasons, evidence and logic and I won’t 
in any way think less of you for disagreeing with the grade I 
assigned. Indeed, put up good, fair fight and I’ll respect you all the more. 

Instructor: Email: 

Logistics: 

Course Website: 

Office: Office Hours: 

Course description 



INLS 200-002: Retrieving & Atmlyzing Inliunmdon (3 credits) Spring 2014, 
Comse Syllabus and Schedule 

Kathy Brennan 

kbrennan@unc.edu 

Tuesday/Thursday, 11:00 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. Manning Hall, Room 307 

https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/inls200.02 

Room 08, Manning Hall 

Tuesdays, 12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. and by appointment 

As a student in this course, you will learn how to clarify your own information needs, 
access information sources, critically evaluate those information sources, and use the 

information accessed to fulfill your information needs My goal is to help you lea m how 
to actively construct knowledge about context specific situations by engaging with a 
broad range of information sources. 

The information sources used in this course will be predominantly electronic, though, on 

occasion, we may use print resources. You will learn to formulate e[fective search 
strategies, master basic search logic and commands, and gain hands on experience 

searching databases and other information sources, You will learn to access information 
in both bibliographic and non bibliographic resources, including citation, full text, 

numeric, and multimedia databases. The assignments will enable you to focus on 
information resources on various topics, 

This course is a core requirement for both the SILS major and minor. It is designed to be 
useful in the context of all your other coursework, both in and out of SILS To whatever 

extent possible, search and analysis topics may be taken from other courses you are 
taking during this semester. 

Course materials 

There is no textbook required for this course. Course readings, videos, and other 

materials will be available on the open web, the UNC library, or the Sakai course 

website. 

Course objectives 

By the end of the course, you will be able to: 



Consider and reflect upon the meanings and roles of information and human 

information interaction. 
Understand information retrieval systems and principles. 

Expand and enhance information and search li[eracy skills: 
1[. Identify and select information sources appropriate for answering 

research and personal information questions; 
2. use search tools effectively and be able to cladfy and refine queries and 

strategies based on real-time feedback received from search 

systems; 

3. critically evaluate information resources for quality, accuracy, and 

authority; and 
4. analyze and incorporate new information in response to your original 

informa[ion need. 
Synthesize and articulate results into forms that others with similar information 

needs can use as a resource. 
Lea rn about and understand issues of ethics and integrity surrounding the use of 

information 

Attendance 

Attendance at all classes is rnandatory. If an unexpected problem arises [or you during 
the course of the semester (e.g., serious illness, etc.), please let me know [mmedJate],,, 

so that we can discuss an appropriate schedule for you. If you need to miss class 
because of a religious holiday, we can make alternative arrangements for this as well. If 

you are a university athlete and will need to miss class because of scheduled athletic 
events, in addition to providing me with official documentation (such as a travel letter), I 

also require that you REMIND ME in person or via email at least one class before you~ 
scheduled absence Sending an email the morning of a class or after the class has already 
taken place is not acceptable. 

There are numerous ways to communicate with me outside of class time. Your selection 

of communication mode should be based on your information need 

For short-answer and clarification questions, email is a great way to communicate with 
me. I will do my best to respond to your email within a 24 hour period, but in some 

cases it may take 2-3 days. Please keep [his in mind when you are scheduling your 
activities, especially those related to assignments. If you wait until the day before an 

assignment is due to ask a clarification question about the assignment, there is a good 
chance you will not receive a response before the assignment is due. 



If you need assistance with understanding a concept or an assignment or have another 

potentially complicated question, then coming to my regularly scheduled office hours 
will probably work best. My office hours schedule is on the first page of the syllabus and 

also on the door o[ my shared o[fice on the Garden Level or Manning Hall, in o[fice #08. 

If you are unable to meet during office hours, please make a separate appointment with 
me. I will do my very best to find a good time that works with both of our schedules. 

Course grades 

All grades are in accord with UNC University policy*: 

A Mastery of course content at the highest level of attainment that can reasonably be 
expected of students at a given stage of development. The A grade states clearly that 
the student has shown such outstanding promise in the aspect of the discipline under 
study that he or she may be strongly encouraged to continue. 

B Strong performance demonstrating a high level of attainment for a student at a 

given stage of development. The B grade states that the student has shown solid 
promise in the aspect of the discipline under study. 

C - A totally acceptable performance demonstra Ling an adequate level of attainment for 
a student at a given stage of development. The C grade states that, while not yet 

showing any unusual promise, the student may continue to study in the discipline with 
reasonable hope of intellectual development. 

D A marginal performance in the required exercises demonstrating a minimal passing 

level of attainment for a student at a given stage of development. The D grade states 
that the student has given no evidence of prospective growth in the discipline; an 

accumulation of D grades should be taken to mean that the student would be well 

advised not to continue in the academic field. 

F - For whatever reasons, an unacceptable performance The F grade k~dicates that the 

student’s performance in the required exercises has revealed almost no understanding 

of the course content. A grade of F should warrant an adviser’s questioning whether the 

student may suitably register for further study in the discipline before remedial work is 

undertaken. 

]2dPORTA~-T NOTE: If you have questions about how an assignment was evaluated, 
then yOtl must visit me in proson to have this discussion I wi]l *lot discuss your grades 
and my eva]nation of your work via emad 



For the mid-term and final exams, I have a one-da?, wait policy for grade discussions 
Ihat means that I will not discuss your exam grade with 

you on the same day that I give you back you[ exam 

*These definitions are from: 

The total grade will be based on the following components: 



Fhe mid term will take place during class time on 
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UNC ltonor Code 

Faculty and students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill adhere to their 
Code of Student Conduct. Accordingly, you all should recognize that most software 

applications available in the computer lab are copyrighted and cannot be copied. We 
can learn much from each other and we will do that. I expect each of you to help each 

other. We’ll discuss what we expect in terms of cooperative, collaborative, shared work 

and the honor code. 

The Code of Student Conduct -- It shall be the responsibility of eYerv student at The 
Uid~ ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to obey and support the eni’c~rceme~t of the 
Honor Code, which prohibits lying, cheming, or stealing when these actions involve 
academic processes or Universib’, student or academic personnel acti~ig in an official 

capacKy ~t shah be the furthe~ responsibilit? of eve~T student to abide by the philosophy 
of the code; namely, to conduct oneself so as not to impair significantly the u, elfgre or the 
educational opportunities of others in the University commtmity 

Faculty Responsibilities -- I have a role to play as well, and I u, iI1 fi4fill these 
respo~sibdities What it means to us -- The system ~ests on seYeral central tenets: 



¯ The university community, including faculty and students, share a 
commitment to the pursuit of truth, and the dissemination of knowledge to 

succeeding generations of citizens devoted to the high ideals of personal honor 
and respect for the rights of others these goals can only be achieved in a setting 

in which intellectual honesty and personal integrity are highly valued; other 
individuals are trusted, respected, and fairly treated; and the responsibility for 

articulating and rnain[aining high standards is widely shared both students and 
faculty must play active roles in fostering a culture in which honor is prized and 

acting to remedy violations of community norms relating to academic 
misconduct, injuries to members of the University community, and conduct that 

adversely affect lJniversity operations and resources. 
¯ The principles of academic honesty, integrity, and responsible citizenship 

govern the performance of all academic work and student conduct at the 

University as they have during the long life of this institution your acceptance of 
enrollment in the University presupposes a commitment to the principles 

embodied in the Code of Student Conduct and a respect for the most significant 
Carolina tradition your reward is in the practice of these principles. 

¯ Your participation in this course comes with the expectation that your work 

will be completed in full observance of the Honor Code you are encouraged to 
work together with your fellow students and to share knowledge and learning 

however, academic dishonesty in any form is unacceptable, because any breach 
in academic integrity, however small, strikes destructively at the University’s life 

and work. 
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Class 
# and Information 

Required Materials for Reading, Viewing, and 

[)ate 
Topic Listenit~g 

¯ Video: YouTube: Information 

¯ MagazineArticle: Bohannon, J. (20~). 

Searching for the Google 

ntroduction effect on people’s memory. 

¯ Current research on technology and 

learning 

¯ Scholarly Article: Bates, Marcia {:[999). 



The invisible substrate of information. 

[[~e scie~lc~ of ~ Book Chapter: Case, D O {2012) Information 

3ehavior: An introduction, In Looking for 
lan. 14 ~lPoi-nlation 

n [orma[ion: A Survey of Research on In[orma[ion 



~eekin~, Needs, and Behavior. 3 edition. London: 



md world wide 
lan. lg ~eb, paN1 

¯ Video: MemexAnimation-Vannevar 
Bush’s diagrams made real, 
¯ Book Chapter: Wright, A. (2007). "The 

Web that wasn’t" Sections of Chapter 11 
GLUT: Mastering lnfom~ation Through the 

Ages ]oseph Henry Press, Washington, DC 

Read the following sections (available o~ 

Sakai): 

[he interner 
~4 

md world wide 
a-eb, pa~ 2 

pp 183 194; 

~ pp 203-204 ("Garfield’s Proto-Google"}; 

pp 208-2~5 ("Slouching Toward Xanadu"); and 

. pp223 229 ("The 9Veb that Was") 

Video:YouTube:Historyofthelnternet 

Online Article: Leiner, B., Cerf, V., Clark, 

D., eLak(20~2)Brief HistotT 

ofthelnternet, 

¯ Magazk~eArticle: Kleinberg, J & 

Lawrence, S. (2001). The structure of the 
Web. 

Classl[ 
# andl[ In fol~n ation 
Date i Topic 

~t5 Conducting 
lan [research, 
23 [par~ I 

Required Malerials t’o~ Reading, 
[Viewing, and Listening 

JWikipedia ~oup p~oject 
ove~wiew 

¯ Textbook Chapter: Neuman, W. L. 
(2009). Understanding research. 
PearsoniAIlyn and Bacon. Chapter ~, 

"Why Do Research?" (available on Sakai) 

¯ Video: The State 
of Wikipedia 

(20101 
¯ Online News 
Article: Meet the 

’bots’ that edit 
Wikipedia, Daniel 

Nasaw, BBC News 
Magazine, 



~6 Conducting 
iresearch, 
ipmt 2 

~7 Evaluating 

lan. 
iresearch 

~0 

Washington, 24 

July 2052. 

¯ Wikipedia 

articles: 

o Welcome to Wikipedia 

c, Wikipedia: Five Pillars 
o The Anatomy of a 

Wikipedia 

iArticle 

~ Textbook Chapter: Neuman, 

W.L (2006) Social Resea*ch 
Methods: Qualitative and 
Quantitative Approaches Boston, 

MA: Pearson/Align and Bacon, 

Vvr ttng Vv ktped a articles 

lo Wikipedia articles: 

o Evaluating Wikipedia 

article 

Chapter ~, "Science and Research" 

(ax ailable on Sakai) 
~ Book Chapter: Ford, N. (20:1_2}. 

Using the Web for Resea*ch 

Chapter 3: Clarifying What is 
Required of You Sage 

Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA. 
(available on Sakai) 

quality 

o Wikipedia: Choosing 

an article c Wikipedia 

Good Article criteria o 
Wikipedia Featured 
Article 

icriteria 

~ Scholarly Article: Mandalios, J. 

(2013). RADAR: An approach for 
helping students evaluate Intemet 

Science {39) 4, 470 478, 
DO1:10.1177/0~6555 ~5 ~[3478889 

(a~ ailable on Sakai) 

~ Tutorial: UNC Libraries’ 
Evaluating Information tutorial. 

Evaluation information tutorial. 

Group p~oject 
proposed ~,’ikipedia topic 

# and Information Required Materials for Reading, Viewing, and ~1 
TotJm U~stedmg ~ 



General Academic Resources 

5sing 
nformation 

:eb, 04 esources, part 

Book Chapter: Ford, N. (2012}. Using the 
Weh for Research Chapter 6- Information 
sources and search tools, Sage Publications, 

Thousand Oaks, CA. (avadable o~ Saka]) 

S pecia[ized Academic Resources 

Jsing 
nfom~ation 

¯ Sage Reference: Knowledge Base, 

Basic Search, Video Content 

¯ Video: Database searching in 
EBSCOhost: EgSCOhost Tutorial 

¯ Video: ACM Digital Library: How to 

Use ACM Digital Library 
¯ Videos: Web of Science: Search Web 

of Science, Managing Search Results, 
Refine & Analyze Results 

÷ 

Co ~merc a Resources Goog e, B rig, Yahoo ’ D’{~: Group 

Jslng etc 

~10    ntk~rmado~t 
P~oject list d" 

:eb, 11 esources, part ¯ Google, Bing, and Google Scholar pre]iminary 
refc, rences, links, 

nformation 

)art 

Knight, S, A., & Spink, A. (2008). Toward a 

web search information behavior model. In A, 
Spink & M. Zimmer (Eds) V~e~ Sea cl 

~v£ultidisciplinary Perspecti,,’es (Vol. 14, pp. 

209-234): Springer Berlin Heidelberg. 
/available o~ Sakai) Read pages 209 222 

Req~dred Materials fo[ Reading, Viewing, and 
I.istening 

lnfom~ation 
searcb process, 

2 

Knight, S. A., & Spink, A. (2008). Toward a web 

information behavior model. In A. Spink 

(Eds,), Web Search: 



~J-3 O~ganizafion of 
:eb 20information 

Int’ormation 
~14 search and 

:eb. 25 retrieval 
systems, pan 1 

Multidiscipllnary Perspectives {VoL 14, PR. 209 

234): Springer Berlin Heidelberg. (available on 

Sakai) Read pages 223 234 

~ Scholarly Article: Glushko, R. J, 
Maglio, P., Matlock, T., & garsalou, L. 

{2008). Categorization in the wild. 
Trends in Cognitive Sciences 12{4), 129 

135 (available on Sakai) 

~ BookChapter:Taylor, A.G. {1999). 
The Organization ot’~nforn~ation. 

Englewood, CO: Libraries Unlimited, Inc 

Chapter 1: Organization in human 

endeavors (available on Sakai) 

* Textbook Chapter: Croft, B, Metzler, D., & 
5trohman, T. (2010). Search Engines: 

Information Retrieval in Practice. Read Chapter 
(Search engines and information ~c~rieval, pp 

DUE: (5oup 

Nik~pedia 

karl 

ilnLbrmation * Textbook Chapter: Croft, B,, Metzler, D., & 
~15 search and 5trohman, T. {20~0). Search Engines: 
:eb 27retrieval Information Retrieval in Practice. Read Chapter 

systems, part 2 2 (Architecture of a search engine, pp 13-29) 

DUE: (5Pup 

Nik~pedia 
,m y pee 
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Class 
Int’ormation Req uired Materials for Reading, Vieu.,ing, 

# and Topic 
iland Listening 

Date 

~16 
Vlar. 

34 

Information 
search a~d 
retrieve] 
systems, part 2 i 

¯ Industry Association Publication: 

Bulletin of the American Society for 
Information Science & Technology 

{2009). Special Section on Visual 
Representation, Search and Retrieval: 

Ways of Seeing. (35), 5. Read articles 
by Nee] (pp 6-12) Ivlichael, 
Todorovic, and Beer (pp 19- 23~; Yau 
and Schneide~ (pp 24-30); and 
Uzwyshy~ (pp 41-44) (available o~ 

Sakai) 



~tJ.7 
Mid-term 

~iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

¯ Video: UNC Library tutorial: 

Choosing good kegwords 

¯ Book Chapter: Ford, N.(2012). 
~$8 Search Using the Web [br Research Chapter 
Mar. approaches and 7 Mapping search approaches & 
18 techniques techniques to information needs. 

Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, 

CA. (available on Sakai) 

+ 

* Video: Over,Clew of CitaUon 
~:19 

Citation Management Software 
DII:: Group 

Mar. P[oject \~;ddpedia 

!0 
management ¯ Videos: Watch Using RefWorks 

eDU’} filial draft 

~t20 
Vlar 

~-5 

Managing 
information, 
pa~X l 

,Multi-tasking and p~oductn, tty 

¯ Online Newspaper article: Neyfakh, 
L. Do our brains pay a price for GPS? 
The Boston Globe, August 18, 20:[3, 

¯ Scholarly Article: Mizrachi & Bates 
{201_3), Undergraduates’ personal 

academic information management 

and the consideration of time and 
task-urgency 

Class # and Date 

Information Topic 

RequP ed Materials for Reading, Viewing, and Listening 



#21 Mar. 27 

Managing info[matiorl, pair 2 

Personal Information Management (PIM) 

* Encvdopedia Entw: Jones, W. (2010), Personal Information Management, In 

E~cyclopedia of’l ,ib~ ary a~d Informatio~ Science (Vol 6, pp 4"137-4M7}. 

(a~’ailable on Sakai) 
~ Textbook Chapter: Jones, W. {2008}. Keeping Fotmd Thi~tgs Found: The study 

and p[actice of Personal Info[matior~ Management Chapter 4 (a~,ailable on 

Sakai) 

DUE: Group Proiect Wikipedia entry ritual version 

DUE: Group Pr~iect Wikipedia entry group preser~tatior~s 

~ News Article: Singer, N, (2012), ’four online attention, bought in an instant. The New 

York Times, November 17 

#22 Apt, 0:1 

Search engine customization and oNine advertising 

DI b Group Prqjec ream Member Evah aio~ts 

#23 Apr. 03 

Access and Privacy, pa~t 1 

Cyber-crime and government data practices 

~ News Video: Difference Engine: Swamped with data. 

, Scholarly Article: SchiT~idt, E, & Cohen, J (2013}. The Central Paradox of the 

New Digital Age. New Perspectives Quarierly, 30(3), 9 13. doi: 

#24 Agr. 08 

Access and Ihi~ acy, part 2 

Social media 



¯ News Video: Economist video with Facebook’s She@ Sandberg ¯ TBD 
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Class # lntbrmation 
Required Materials for Reading, Viewing, and 

and 
Topic iListening ~ 

Date 

DiNtal Divide 

Access and 
~,pr. "10 Prix, acy, part3 

¯ Scholarly article: Enis, Rose, Denis, 

et. al. (2012). Can’t surf, won’t surf: the 
digital divide in mental health. Journal 
of Mema[ Health 
¯ Online article: J~eger, g. 
(201.2) Trapped in the digital divide? 
Old people in the information society. 

¯ Video: BBC news Del;vering 

Finland’s web ’human right’, 24 January 

2010 
¯ Scholarly Article: Zickhur, K., and 

Srnith, A (201.2). Digital difrerences. 
Pew Internet and American Life Project. 

I)IE: Homework 

Cop}right and 

Intellectual 
~,pr. "15 Property’, part 

¯ Boyle, J. (2008). Why intellectual 

property? In The Public Domain: 

Enclosing the Commons of the Mind, 

pp, 1 1.6. New Haven, CT: Yale 

University Press 

¯ Case studies: TBD 

~27 
Copyright and 
Intellectua] 

&pr. ~7 Property, part 2 

¯ Video: Margaret Gould-Stewart- 

How YouTube thinks about copyright. 

February, 201_0. 

¯ Case studies:TBD 

~28    The Future of 
,TBD 

gpr. 22 Ixfformation 



Required Materials f\~r Reading. (lass # and [nti>nl~adon Topic 
Viewing, and Listening Date 

I.asl class of the 
~29 Apr. 24 

FINAL 
EXAM 

Tuesday~ April 29~ 

4pd129at 12:00pm 

NOON 

Lifetime Fitness 

Racquet Sports 
LFIT 109-405 Spring 







Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms. The instructions for the 
lobs are located in your lob manual, end on the EX$$ website (under Lifetime Fitness). 
They are to be 

Mailbox: VVoollen Gym 215B 



Emai ~live unc.edu 



TimeandLocation: MoniWed2:00PM-2:50PM 



1 Day meeting = Fetzer Hall Gym A 



Activity Space = Fetzer Racquetball Courts, Fetzer Gym B, NCRC Tennis Courts Lab 



Space = Fetzer Hall Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a 
lasting interest in lifetime padicipation and to increase the student’s level of physical 
fitness and knowledge of life-long health. Students will be able to describe the physical, 
psychological, and socio-cultural factors and human behaviors that influence human 
well-being and affect the major health problems of our society; understand the 
components of health-related physical fitness and their relationship to personal health 
and well-being; and develop and enhance physical fitness or lifetime sport psychomotor 
skills 

Required Material: 

I. Lifetime Fitness Lab Manual: The Tar Heel’s Guide to a Healthy and Active 
Lifestyle 

2. EXSS/NASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $40.00 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab 
fees. If you drop your LFIT course before March 5th, 2014 you may receive a refund. 
We will not be checking to see who has dropped. Please email amcculle@email.unc.edu 
to facilitate this process Requests after this date will not be honored and your money 
will not be carried over to another semester You will have to 

repay the fee if you decide to take the course at a later date Grading Scale: 

A 93.0-100% A- 900-929% B+ 870-89.9% B 83.0-869% 

Grading criteria: 

Lab assignments (5) 20% Quizzes (9) 20% 

Final exam (1) 25% Attendance 25% 

Attitude and 10% Participation 

B- 800-82.9% C÷ 770-799% C 730-76.9% C- 70.0-729% 

D+ 67.0-69 9% D 60 0-66.9% F < 600% 

Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab assignments There will be a 
quiz at the end of each online presentation, for a total of 

9 quizzes. 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online lectures. 
Students will be expected to come to class and actively participate in the 



daily activities 
Students will be expected to have a positive presence in class and engage in each 
activity. 



Final Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts from all 



9 lectures on Sakai. The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false, and short 
answer questions The final exam will be given on the last day of class - not during the 
scheduled finals period. 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity and lab 
days. Jeans are not acceptable, nor are sandals. Your participation grade will be 
affected if you do not dress out properly 

completed and turned in on the scheduled date There will be no make-up labs dates 
Labs are worth 5 points each, and failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the 
loss of the 5 points for the lab. 



Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, varying in length from 15-35 minutes, 



are required for to students to view through Sakai. After the lectures have been viewed, 
the student will have 30 minutes to complete a short quiz. The deadline for completion of 
the quizzes is midnight on the due date. Failure to meet the deadline results in an 
automatic zero 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken Classes and labs are mandatory. Students may 
not miss more than 1 lab during the semester. 7 or more unexcused absences may 
result i~ a~ F. A tota~ of 10 excused arid unexcused abser~ces wi~ result ir~ ar~ F or 
the need for a medical drop or the course 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 



Each day will be worth 2 points 
An unexcused absence will lose both points. 



An excused absence (after the 3 ) failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one point. 



3 tardies (beyond 5 minutes) will equal I unexcused absence 



Weather- For outdoor classes: Class will never be cancelled due to weather. Class 
may be moved inside in the event of inclement weather- but this will be at the discretion 
of the teacher and you will need to check your email and the board in front of the 
equipment room before class Expect to be outside everyday otherwise. 



Honor Code - It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself 



within the guidelines of the Honor System All academic work should be done with the 
high level of honesty end integrity that is University demands For more information on 
the honor code, refer to http:d honor.unc.edu. 

Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of classroom or handhe!d 
monitoring devices during any exams er graded assignments taken in c~ass 

YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LFIT. 

Please note that effective Fall 2011, you will no longer receive credit for more than one 
LFIT course. 

Students may take only one 1 credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH If you 
have taken an LFIT prior to Fall 2011 and enroll in an LFIT course during or after Fall 
2011, this will not count towards 





your 120 hours needed for graduation. 





Lifetime Fitnes~ Outline 

Date ~n-class Topic Student Assignment 





Ont~ne: Current Health Status/O.uiz 



Racquetba Forehand and 
Jan ~15 Backhand 

Jan 20 NO ~LASS MLK 



Bring lab manua[l Complete Data 



Jan 27 Racquel.baL[: Backhand and Serve 



Online: Nutdtion! O~uiz 



Begin Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis 



Feb 5 Racquetbal[: Serve Return and 
Transition~ Sl_ral_e~ies 

Feb 10 RacquetbaU: Ladder Championship 







Ont~ne: Stabilization Training! Quiz 



Feb 24 Stabiliza~:ion Trainin~ Lab Brin.~ tab iiianual 



Online: Cardiorespiratory Training/Quiz 



March Badrn~ritori: Singles, Doubles 

SLr aLe~y 



Online: Flexibility Training/Quiz 



March NO CLASS 
SPRING BREAK 

March NO CLASS 
SPRING BP~EAK 

March Badminton: Shot Development, 
17    Birdie Control 



Online: ResistanCe Trainin~t O.uiz 



March Ter~r~is: Ir~troduction to Court, 
24    Grips~ Balar~ce, Forehaiid 



Online: Weight Control/O.uiz Brin~ lab 



March Tennis: Forehand and Backhand 



Ontine: Behavior Modification/Quiz 



April 7 Terln~s: VolLey and ShoL SLraLegy 
April 9 Tennis: Serve 

April Tennis: Serve and Strategy 



Comptete Data Coltect~on Sheet Turn 



Prepare for Final Exam 



April 

23    FINAL EXAM 
F~NAL EXAM - Fetzer Gym A 







Anthropology [01-951: Introduction to C~eneral Anthropolog’y 
Tues-Hmr 6 00-7: 

Course website: https:/isakai unceduiportalisite/anth 101-95 

O~ce hours: Mort 12:30-2:00, Wed 3:00-4:30, or by appointment 

~cmN[unccdu 

I. Course Overview and Objectives 

The Grade 

Exam t (Feb 11) 
Exam 2 (Macb 20) 
Exam 3 (firlal, April 29) 
Attendance and pa*ticipafion 
Reading Responses 
Reseamh prqiect paper 

20% 
20% 
25% 
7% 
8% 
20% 

There will be two in-class exams and a fina] The two in-c]ass exams will each count fo~ 
20%ofyourfinalgrade Thefinalwillbecun~ulafiveandcoumfor25%ofyourgrade Tbe 
exams udll have a combination of multiple choice, short ansu, er, and essay questions 

Attendance and Participation 

Atiendance and participation in fl~is class are an imponam part of your grade and key to 
your learning Please do readings before the class fo~ which they are assigr~ed since we will be 
discussing them in class Attendance and participation will count for 7% of’yore class grade 

Reading Responses 

As part of your grade, you should write and bring to class a paragraph on the readings 
assig~md for that day You only need to wdte one paragraph on each chapter or article assigned 
This paragraph should include any questions you had about the material, points that you thought 



were especially interesting, or your reaction to the material This will be collected and used as a 
record of your atte~dance and participation so you will only receive half credit if it’s Ix~rned in 
late unless you have an excused absence You do not need to do written responses to the articles 
in the Koltak textbook, only on the articles assigned from the Podolefsky reader and any 
additional assigned readings Reading responses will count tk~r 8% of your finn grade 

Research Project 
The research prqiect is designed to introduce you to the practice of ~eading, evaluating, 

and clearly presenting infom~ation from academic sources You u, ill pick a topic of interest to 
you in anthropology and locate either one fidl-length book or three aca&~mic (not popular!) 
articles relating to that topic wTitten by professional anthropologists You must bring your 
sources to me for approval by March 20 You will then read and summarize the key points and 
assess arguments from your book or arlicles in a 5-7 page paper More derailed guidelines on 
content and t),rmat will be posted on Sakai Papers will be due onApfil 17 and u, ill count 

20% of your class grade 

Make-up Exams 
Make-up cxmns will only bc givcn in cascs of dirc cmcrgcncics A doctor’s note will bc required 

Absences ~ill he excused tbr medical emergencies, religious ohscrvmaces, m~d o/]]cial school 
activmes A doctor’s note will be required for,all medical abseuces and yott must noti~" me before auy 
other plam~cd absence for these reasons 

Honor Code 
All work/br this conl’se thlls under [N(’s Honor (lode More intbrmation on the Honor (?ode 

We MI need to contrahutc to create an environment conducive to everyone’s learning The;el’ore, 
please tt3 to respect yore" fellow stttdeuts vmd minimize distractious by being on time, ska3 ing nntil the 
end of class, and not talking while other class activities are going on Cell phones should be tamed offat 
the beginning of class Use of laptops is pem~iRed but please re.riot their use to note taking 

IV, Readings 



Podolefsky Kottak 

Jan 9 Introduction What is Anthropology? Ch. 30 Ch 

Jan, 14 Culture Ch. 29 and 31 Ch, 2 

Jan. 16 Evolution I Ch. 1 Ch. 4 

Jan, 21 Evolution II and Primates Ch. 4 and 5 Ch, 5 

Jan, 23 Early Hominins Ch, 6 

Jan. 28 Later Hominins and Modern Humans Ch. 7 

Jan, 30 Human Adaptation: Biology and Culture Ch. 

Feb. 4 Health, Disease, and Nutrition Ch. 10 and 39 

Feb. 6 Hunting and Gathering Ch. 



Podolefsky    Kottak 

April 3 Class 

April 8 Film 

April 10 Religion and Myth Ch. 7 Ch. 1_5 

April :[5 Magic 

April :[7 Culture Change, PAPERS DUE 

April 22 Applied Physical Anthropology and Archaeology Ch. 3_2 and 22 Ch. 3_8 

April 24 Applied Cultural Anthropology Ch. 48 

April 29 F~NAL @ 6:00 p.n~. 



Math 110 Semester Schedu|e Spring 

Section 001 MWF 9-950am 
Peabody 206 

MARK MCCOMBS 
Section 003 NPNF 12-1250pm 
Phillips ~32 

Section 002 MWF II-I [50am 
Phillips 328 

Section 004 NB,VF 10-1050am 
Stone Center 209 

Section 003 l%lW l, 11-1150am 

De~, 005 

1/22 

[/24 

1/27 

1129 

1/31 
2/3 

2/5 

2/10 

Date Sections Covered 

W 1,’8 Imroduction 

F 1/10 II 

M li13 II l 2 

W 1/15 12 

i F 1,’17 13 

No Class 
13 

14 

14 

Re~iew 
I’est 1 

21 22 

21 22 

2_ 2~ 

W 2il2 ’> " 

i F 2/14 24 

M 2i17 24 
W 2i19 Review 

i F 2121 Test 2 

Date Sections Covered 

M 313 33 

W 3i5 33 

F 3i7 34 
M 3/10 34 

W 3/12 Review 

F 311,I Test 3 

3124 
3/26 

3/28 

3/3 I 

4/2 

414 
417 

4/9 

4/14 

4/16 

4 1 
4l 
42 
42 
42 
43 

44 

44 

Review 
Test 4 

F 4/|8 No Class 
M 4121 Exam Review 
W 4i23 Exam Review 
F 4i25 Exam Review 

i M 2124 31 32 

i F 2/28 32 

Homework Deadlines 
IIWI Frl, 3an 17 IIW5 Wed> Mar 5 
HW2 Thurs, aan30 HW6 Thurs, Mar 13 
H~3 Wed, Feb 12 H~7 Mon, Apr7 
II~V4 Thurs, Feb 20 II~V8 Tues, Apt 15 

II~V assignments must be submitted online at http:i webcom2 ~rtxle com, mathcoack 



SOCIOLOG’~I 122 
RACE AND ETHNIC RELATIONS 

,~prit~g 20l; 

Class: Tu-Th, I 1:00am-] 2: [ 5pro. Davie Hall: Rm 0 [ ] 2 

Pro~}ssor: Laura L6pez-Sanders 
Emafl: laura 1 opez- san dersg0,unc edu 
Office Hours: ~, 
Office: 204 Hamilton Hall 

TA: 1 
Email ~live unc edu 
Office Hours: ¢ldo¢l,, I2-I:30]~¢lg 
Office: 252 Hamilton Hall 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
This course offers a sociological examination of race and ettmic relations from a historical and 
contemporaD" perspective Out-intellectual inquiW consists ofrkree sections We begin by 
addressing the meaning oP ~acia] tbtrnation and categofization We then survey the diPferent 
processes tbal contribute to racial inequality, payrkg special arlention to how individuals and 
groups interpret, negotiate and transibrm the American color line The last section focuses on 
immigration, changing demographics and the implications of these forces t’or the American color 
line Throughout our journey we discuss the expe~qences of Blacks, Asians, Latinos and 
European immigrants and engage the contemporaU debates related to the study of race and 
ethnic relations 

The course focuses on the fol]owing questions: 

(1) How does categorization shape lhe ethno-racial hierarchy ? 
(2) Is racism declining in significance9 
(3) What is the place that Latinos and Asians occupy in the American racial hierarchy? A~e 

rkey becoming wbfie, following the park of European immigralats or are they reshaping 
the color llne? 

(4) How do mixed-race and multh-acial categorizations influence the ~ acial hierarchy? 
(5) tlow is immigration defining the contours of the American color line‘> 
(6) In what ways has race shaped the distribution of rewards and opportunities and rke 

current system of stratification’~ 

Above all, this course aims to shed light on how race patterns the experiences of difPerent groups 
in American society and simultaneously defines the contours ofrkeir social relations To achieve 
1his goal, we will engage topics that can easily turn into polarized and unproductive discussions 
In order to make rke course a productive experience fi)r all participants, a fundamental 
~equi~ement is that all comments be addressed in a manne~ that is ~espectfi.d to those who may 
hold dissemrkg porkts of views We will work on facilitating respecrfi~l and open exchange of 
ideas but we will expect you to engage course material and evidence that can lead to productive 
discussions 
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GRADING AND COURSE REQUIREMENTS 

The final course grade is based on lhe following coraponents: 
Cottuqbution and Engagement 10% 
In-class Wrilten Assignments 20% 
Mid-term Exam 20?. 
Final Exam 20% 
Paper 30% 
Total 100+% 

I ;vill use the above percentages to calculate your final grade At ~.he end of the semester, you 
will receive a]elte~ grade based on the following scale: 

93 <= A < 100 

90<= A- <93 
87<= BI <90 
83 <= B < 87 

77 ’:= C+ ": 80 

73 <= C ": 77 

67 <= D+ < 70 

Below F 
6O 

Contrlbutlon to Discussion & Engagement in Class 
All course participan~.s are required to attend course lectures and actively participate in 
discussion Contribution to discussion and engagement with the course represetus ten percent of 
your overall grade You are expected to thoughtfully and constructively engage with the 
questions posed by peers and instmcturs during meetings or class discussions You are also 
expected to fldly pa~icipate in small group activfiies and discussions 

In-class Written Assignments 
Most class meetings will have written assignments addressing a question from the readings or a 
particular topic or activity covered in class These assignments will be short i will assign and 
collect these assignmetus before the start of the class I recommend that you arrive to class on 
time to avoid jeopaldizing your grade by missing these assignmetus These sholt responses will 
draw flom the readings assigned for that day or week and will prepare you for the midterm and 
final exam and £Scilitate your contribution tu class discussions Unless you have submitted an 

official ~ustifica#on letter from a UNC adminiq~ator iustifi’ing rout absence [rom class~ there 
will be no moke-up ~signments. lIowever, I understand that an unforeseen situation may 
prevent you ~om perf’o~ming your best or flora taking an in-class written assignment, so I will 
drop your lowest score from these assignments wben calculating your final grade 
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There are two exams in this course: a midtenn exam and a final exam These will involve essay 
questions rooted in the class readings, films and complementary materials that I will address in 
lectures The main goal of" these exams is to enhance your understanding of the central concepts 
and questions tbat frame tbe course 

Mid-Term: Thursday, I~bruar) 20th (in class: Davie Hall Room 112 

Final: Tuesday, April 29"~’ at 12:00pm (in clas~: Davle Hall- Room 112 

The Research Paper provides an opportunity for you to delve into one of the course topics tn 
depth and learn some approaches to sociological reseamh The paper will reqnire that yon 
conduct resea*ch using both prima[y and seconda[y sources To facilitate you~ development and 
the writh~g of this assignment, you will be guided in selecting and narrowing your topic as well 
as in selecting scholarly sources and in gathering data The paper should be 6-7 pages long 
(excluding the Appendix and References sections) and should ha’, e a 1 inch margin, be double 
spaced, using a ] 2 point Times New Roman (or equivaleno font The deadline to turn in the 
pwer is 7;~ursday, April 3rd, during clu,~s, Hard cwies (~[the l~aper are required by the 
deadllnt: Papers turned in after the due date will be penalized a third of a grade for each calendar 
day that they are late 

You are required to attend a session witb a libratT specialist to guide you in the proper use of 
research sources and materials in academic writing 7hellbrao,~e,slonhasbeententative{v 
scheduled during ot~r class on Thursday, March 6~. 

I vdll provide more detailed instructions for the paper on the Sakai website, but you are expected 
to have a clear dea at the argument for } our paper pr or to the 1 brat3 session on March 6 

Honor Code and Plagiarism 
All students in the couise are expected to upbold UNC’s Honor Code One important element of" 
the UNC honor code is plagial5sm Plagiarism is misrepresenting the work of others as your own 
Students that engage in plagiarism will fail this course To avoid any misunderstandings and 
penalties regarding p]agiarism, [ encourage you to learn more details about ibis topic in the 
tutorial that the UNC libraIT has prepared for students at: http]/www !ih unc edu!plagiarism or 
feel free to talk to me and/or your TA about tiffs in more detail if you haxe thrther questions 

COURSE READLNGS 

Required Books 

Michelle Alexander, 2010, F~e N~m Jim (’r(m : Mass h~carcera#(m m the Age (~ 
(’Morb!i~d~ess New’ Vo~k: The New Press 

Ira Katznelson, 2005, Whet~ ~N~rma#ve Acgio~t Was White: A~t U~ltoM Hisgory {~’Raciai 
~r~eq~¢oli~. m Y~e~tieth-(Tenmry America New York: Norton and Company 
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Course Readings: Required readings (other than the books above) are accessible to course 
participants via the electronic reserves system in the undergraduate library or on the course Sakal 
website You will need your Onyen and password to access the reserved materials online You 
can access the unde~graduaIe library course ~eserves tlu ough the following link: 
http:i/]ibra~w unc edu/mservesi Hard copies of the readings will also be in rese~we at the 
undergraduate librat) The librata/has several locations where you can print the reserve materials 
lk~r this course 

Course Websi~e 
A course website will be accessible through the Sakai system h~formation on assignments and 
other course matters will be posted on the Sociology 122 Sakal site You are responsible for 
checking the Sakai website regularly for any postings and announcements 

COURSE OUTLINE 

Part I: Constructing and Reconstructing Race 

Week 1: Introduction 

Tht~rxday, Jan~aO, 9 

Week 2: The Social Construction of Race 

Tuesday, .lam~o~ 14 
Charles A Gallaher, 2012, ’Introduction: Rethinking the Color Line ~ Understanding How 

Boundaries Shift," Pp I-3, in Rethinking the Color Line: Readings in Race and 
Et/micity, Charles A Gallaher (ed), New York: McGraw Hill 

Michael Omi and Howard Winant, 1986, ’Racial Formations," Pp 17-22, in Rethinking the 
Color Line: Readings in Race and Ethnicity, Charles A Gallaher (ed), New York: 
McGraw Hill 

Thursday, J~*nuary 16 
Ian Haney Lopez, 1994, "Tbe Social Construction of Race," Pp 238-248 in (Tr~tica/Yace 

HmoOz irhe Cutting £d~e, Richard Delgado and Jean StePancic (eds), Philadelphia: 
Temple University P~ ess 

C Ma*hew Snipp, 2012, ’Defining Race and EthnlclW," Pp 22-32, in RethinMng the Color 
Line: Readings in Race and Ethnicity, Charles A GNlaher (ed), New York: McGraw 
Hill 

Week 3: Group Claims and the Malleability of Race 

l~*e*day, .lanuary 21 
Joane Nagel, 1995, "American Indian Ethnic Renewal: Politics and the Resurgence of Identity," 

dmeric~t~ Socio/~gical Re~’ie~, 60(6):947-965 
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Thursday, .l**nuary 23 
Yen Le Espirim and Michael Omi, 2000, "Who .affe You Calling Asian? Shifting Rlentity 

Claims, Racial Classification and the Cens~s," Pp 43-101 in ~he S~a~e ~/As~a~ Pacific 
America: 7k~m@)rm#g, Race Rek~tiorts, Pau] M Ong (ed), Los Angeles, CA: LEAP 
Asian Pacific American Public Po]icy ]nstiR~te 

Part II: Racial Cleavages and Inequality 

Week 4: Race and Politics Reconfigured 

Tuesday, .lanuaO’ 28 

Ira Katznelson, 2005, ~he~ A~ffirmati~,e Actio** Was White: A~* UnloM History q/Racial 
[r~eqtmIi& m ~e~’ (’en*u~y America, (Pp ix-52), New York: WW Norton and 
Company 

Thursday, JanuaO, 30 
Ira Katznelson, 2005, ~he~ A~ffirmati~,e Actio** Was White: A~* UnloM History q/Racial 

1~leq~¢a/i{v U* 2~e**ly (Te~lmryAmerica, (Pp 113-162), New York: WW Norton and 
Company 

Week 5: The Declinin~ Significance of Race? 

Tnesday, February 4 
Lawrence D Bobo, 2001, "Racia] Attitudes a*~d Relations at the Close of the Twentieth 

Centu~?,-," Pp 264-301 in America Becoming: Racial De~d~ grad Thei~ (~onse!l~te~ces, 
Volume 1, edited by N Smelser, WJ Wilson, and F Mitchell Washington, DC: 
National Academy Press 

Thursday, P~bruar) 6 
William Julius Wilson, 1978, ’The Declining Significance &Race: Blacks and Changing 

American Institutions," Pp 282-295, in ~he blequa/i(v Reader: Co~emt,orary a~d 

Founda~iot~ol Re~t~#~L~ m R~tce, (Tttss, at~d Ge~der David B Gmsky and Szon~a 
Szel~nyi (eds b Boulder, CO: WesVqiew Press 

Week 6: Discrimination, Racism & Wealth Stratification 

Tuesday, Februa~’y 11 
Pattillo-McCoy, MaW, 1999, "Middle Class, Yet Black: A Review Essay" African American 

Research Perspectives 5(1): 25-38 

Joe R Feagin, 1991, ’The Continuing Significance of Race: Antiblack Discrimination in Public 
Places," Pp 269-275, in 7he hteqtcalio~ Re~der: Corm, mporary a~*d k’o*mdatio**a/ 
Readings m Race, (7/as~ amlGem/er David B Gmsky and Szonja Szel~nyi (eds), 

Boulder, CO: Westview Press 
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Thursday, February 13 
Melvin L Oli~ er and Thomas M Shapiro, 1997, ’Black Wea[thAVhite Wealth: A New 

Perspective o~ Racial Inequdity, Pp 296-303, in ~/~e l~eq~mhO, Reader: (’omempora~y 

a~d Fo~mdalio~al Reading~s in Race, ( Tass, and (;e~d~.r David B ~uskv and Szonja 
Szel0nyi (eds), Boulder. CO: Wes~’iew Press 

Week 7: Racial and Ethnic Stratification in Education 

7be~duy, Februa~p 18 
Prudence L Camel; 2006, "Straddling Boundaries: Identity, Culture. a~d School" 

Educagio~l 79(4): 30~{-328 

Thursday, February 20 

Week 8: Racial Stratification and the Jnstice System 

Tuesday, February 25 
Michelle Alexander, 2010, the A’ew dim (’ro~¢: Ala~ ltmw’ceratiotl i*t the Ag~. 

(’olorblmd~ess, (pp 1-58), New York: The New Press 

Tht¢rsdaj,, Fehrt¢aey 27 
Michelle Alexander, 2010, "~he New ,Jim O’ow : Mass l~cz~r~e~z~/io~t m the Age of 

Ctdorb#~td~texs, (pp 59-I~9) New York: Ihe New Press 

Week 9: Special Topics and Research Workshop 

7~enduy, March 4 
Reading Topic TBA 
Theories and Frames for Paper Development 

Tuesday, March 6 
Reading Topic "PBA 
Session wilh Josiah Drewry, Librarian for Sociology and Political Science 

Week 10: No Classes 

7~esda),, March II 
Tuesday, March 13 

** UNC’s 3)~ring Break 
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Part Ilk |mmigration and the Future of the Color Line 

Week 111: Reinventin~ America’s Color Line 

Tuesday, March 18 

Jennifer Lee and Frank D Bean, 2003, "Reinventing the Color Line: Immigrants and America’ s 
New Racial |)ivide," 5ocia] Force% 86(2): 561-586 

Thursday, March 20 

Tom~s R Jimenez and Laura Lopez-Sanders 201 I "Ih~anticipared, Unintended, and Unadvised: 
The Effects of PuNic Po]icy on Unauthorized Immigration" Pa~h~;~M<¢~zme, Winter 
Issue. Center for the Study of PoveW at~d lnequaliw, Skat~ford Ut~iversity 

Week I2: The Racialization of Asians and Latinos 

Tuesday, March 25 
Min Zhou, 2004, ’Aae Asian Americans Becoming White’?," ( ’o~m.vLx, 3(1):29-37 

Thursday, March 27 

Tom~s R Jimenez. 2008, "MexicalMmmigrant Replenishment and lhe Continuing Significance 
of Ethnlclty and Race," America~¢ ]ocu~la! {?[’5’ocio[¢~gL 113(6): 1527-1567 

Week 13: Race and European |mmigrants 

Tuesday, ApvH 1 

James R Barrett and David Roedinger, 1997, "In Between Peoples: Race, Nationality and the 
New Immigrant’ Worldng C]ass," Jot¢r~ta] ql.4merh’an Ethmc Hixto~3,, 16(3):~-44 

~lhursda),, April 3 

David Roediger. 2005, ~-orkino Trm’ard l~,7~t~ess. How America’s [mm~.~ants B~cam~ g~hite. 

New’ Yo~k: Basic Books, (Chapter 5, pp 133-156) 

’~* llard-copy of Paper Due In (~Tass: Thursday, April 3 

Week 14: MultiraciMity and Mixed:race Categorization 

Tuesday, April 8 

Kimberly McCIain DaCosta, 2003, "Multiracial Identity From Personal Problem to Public 
Issue," Pp 68-84, in A’ew l’?~ces m a (7ha~gmg Amer~ca: M~dti-racml ldet~#O, in lhe 21~ 
Cetm#T, Lore~a ~anters and tlerman DeBose (eds), Thousand Oaks. CA: Sage 
Publications 

Thursday, April 10 
Ranier Spencer; 2003, ’Census 2000: Assessments in Significance]" Pp 99-1 I 0, New l’ace.~ i~l a 

L’h~i~. Americ’a: M~dli-racial ]de~li0 i~, &e 21" (’~.~m~ry, Loretta Winters a~d Herman 
|)eBose (eds), Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 15.1blica~ions 
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Week 15: New Lines of Ethno-racia[ Contlict and Cooperation 

Tuesday, April 15 

Ewa Morawska, 2001, "Immigrant-Black Dissentions in American Cities: An A~gument for 
Multiple Fxplanations," Pp 47-96. in Problem r~i dm (’e~m~v: Racial S~r.t~ca#o~ m the 
UmledSmleL Elijah Anderson and Doug S Massey (eds). New York: Russell Sage 

Foundation 

Thursday, April 17 
Sylvia Zamora, 2011, "Framing Commonality in Mtdtiracial, Multiethnic Coalition," Pp 299- 

322, in ,h~,~l Ne~.~.Glbors? Research o~_4!i’~ca~l America~ a~d Lalmo Re/~#om #l /he 
United,St.tes Fdward Telles, Mark Q Sav~)’ers, and Gaspar Rivera-Salgado (eds), New 
York: Russell Sage Foundation 

Week 16: Fntare Directions 

Tuesday, April 22 
Claire Jean Kim, 2004. "Imagining Race and Nation in Multicult~ralist America." 

~(acia/ SmdieL 27(51:987-1005 

Thursday, April 24 
Edliardo Bonilla-Silva, 2004, "From Bi-racial to Tri-r~mial: Towards a New System &Racial 

Stratification in the USA," E/h~#c a~dRacia/S/mhe.~, 27(6):931-950 

Final Exam 

Tuesday, April 29 

~*Final Exam: Tuesday, April 29~ a~ 12pro Davie Hall, Room 112 - Please cl~eck the 

University’s Final Exam Schedule for Any Changes 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               I 1:56 AM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu> 

Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Brunner, John F <JohnBrunner@unc edu>; 
Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Dressier, Carly 
<cldressl@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Hirth, Christopher J <chinh@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Gisselman, 
Steve <sdgiss@email unc edu>; Duff’y, Clare E <duffyce@email unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete pdf 

Coach Lev% 

Please see the attached list of your student-athletes who are officially eligible for competition right now. One SA is not 

eligible at this time, so she will need to not travel/dress for any games at this time. Should her status change, I will let 

you know but until then she has to sit out of all competition related activities and can’t receive any competition related 

expenses. Please review the entire list to make su re it is you were expecting. If you have any questions, just let me 

know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc,edu 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Jenny Levy 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes EliBible to Compete 

AccordinB to the UNC ReBistrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

22. 

25. 

28. 

34. 

20. 21, 
23. 24, 
26. 27, 
29. 30, 
32. 33, 
35. 36, 

NOTE: 

Cc: Phil Barnes 

John Brunner 
TonyYount 

Travis Hipps 

not enough information to certify her as eligible 

Katrina Dowd 
Compliance Staff 

Chris Hirth 

Steve Gisselman 

RickBteinbacher 

Brent Blanton 

Steve Miller 

Clare Duf~ 



introduction to Organizational Communication 

COMM/MNGT 325 
Spring 

MWF 2-2:50, 232 Ph[Ilips 

3o3 Bingham Hall 

~live.unc,edu 

Office Hours: W 3:00 5:oo 
Or by Appointment or Skype 

Skype ID: @ 

Required Texts: 
Dennis K. Mumby, Ol~nizetion~i Communic~tion:A Critic~iAppro~ch (lhousand Oaks: SAGE 

Supplementary reading/media as listed in the syllabus and posted on Sakai. 

Why You Should Take this Course: 
In this class, we will interrogate one of the most fundamental human phenomena: the 
orgarfization and the process(es) of organizing. AL any one point ill tilTle, you likely find 
yourself a participant or member of multiple organizations, Even organizations of which you 
are not personally a part can have an impact on you and your surroundings. Organizations 
affect Lhe way we think, the way we live, and how we act. 

This course understands organizations as complex, multi faceted, and imbricated in a 

particular social, political, and cultural moment. As such, we will focus on the historical and 

political elements of organization with a distinct emphasis on the symbolic and 

communicative aspects of orsanization and or~anizins. In particular, we will explore the 

ways that communication shapes (and is shaped by) organizations. 

Students will ~ain a deeper and more nuanced understanding of organizations and 

the role of communication in/on them. 
Students will understand the historical and political trajectoP~, of the study of 

organizational comrnunication and be able to connect it to the theoretical evolution 

of the field~ 

Students will use diverse orL~anizational theories to critically examine the role of 

organizational comrnunication in their lives and the world at larSe. 

Students will have increased (communicative) competency as an organizational 



COMM!MG,MT 325 Spring 

Class Po[icies: 

~ houd~ht~ul, Respectful, Participation 

The instructor is committed to making the classroom a space for the constructive exchange 
of ideas. You should be prepared to listen to and engage with ideas that are different than 
your own. This does not rnean that you must agree with everyone or everything said in 
discussion. I Iowever, you must respectfully engage with those comments by listening to 
them, critically inten-ogating them, and, if necessary, constructively critiquing them. Racist, 
sexist, hornophobic, and/or ableist comments will not be tolerated. 

Judicious Techno!o.~y Use 

The instructor personally supports the use of technology as part of the educational process. 

~s such, we will employ multiple forms of digital media and t ech nolog~,¢ throughout the 

semester. However, digital literacy (increasingly required in organizational settings) requires 

a ~udiclous use of technology. This means students must learn to ~udge when technolog~ 

becomes a distraction rat/~er than a useful tool. For the purposes of the classroom~ 

cellphones should be on silent or turned off~ Laptops, table~, and other note~aking 

technology must be used only for ed ucational purposes. If your technology use fails outside 

this category, you will lose participation points and be asked to turn off the device (and/or 

leave it outside the classroom.) 

Open Door Policy 

The ins~ruc ~or is eager ~o meet with students Lo discuss the course and course material. To 

that end, she will offer both traditional and virtual office hours via Skype. Whenever office 

hours are held, the instructor will also be available via Skype. If you find that the scheduled 

office hours do not correspond with your sched ule, email ~he instructor to set up an 

appointment. Students who take advantage of office hours tend to fair better over the 

course of the semester than those who do not. Please make use of these office hours 

whenever you t]ave a ques ~ion or concern, or if you simply wan~ to chat abou~ the course. 

Before emailing the instructor, please consult this syllabus and the Sakai site for answers to 
basic queries. If you choose to email tile instructor, please put %OMM ~25’ in the subject line 

and include your full name in the emaiL Please allow 24 48 hours for a response. For privacy 

reasons, the instructor cannot and will not disclose protected personal information over 

email (this includes information about grades.) 

UNC tlorior Code 

All student work submitted to the instructor must meet the standards of UNC’s Honor Code. 

If you have questio[ls abou t the code, please go to http:iihonor.unc.edu or visit with the 

instructor. Any honor code violations will be reterred to the UNC honor court. 

Accommodations ~or Students with Spatial Needs 

Students who require accommodation in seating, instruction, testing, or any other element 

of the course should contact the instructor d uring office hours. The instructor will work with 

time Department of Accessibility Resources & Service CAR&S) and time student to make 

appropriate accommodations. 

{PAGE} 



COMM!MGMT 325 Spring 

Assi :nments and Evaluations: 
Mid [erm Exam: 25% 100 points 

Final Exam: 25% 100 points 

Analysis Paper: 20% 80 points 

Dis~.LlSsion Lead: 157’o 60 points 

Participation: 15% 60 points 

Total 4oo points 

Oescript[o[] o~ Assiff.r~rnents 

Exams: You will have the opportunity to earn points on two exams. [he midterm exam will 

be held on the 28th of February. The final exam will be held on the 6t~ of May. The exams will 

cover in-class lec[ures, assigned readings, discussions, media/films, and any case sl.udies we 

analyze. [he exams will require interpretation and critical application ot class material rather 

than rote memorization. The final will not be cumulative. 

Analysis Paper: You will write a 6-8 page essay providing a communication analysis of the 

organization with which you are familiar (ideally, an organization of which you are currently a 

par[.) Your paper should employ a particular theory covered in class to analyze tile 

organization. You should advance a central thesis by l) identifying and describing the theory 

you use; 2) providing a brief description of the organizationl and ~) using theory to provide 

an analysis/argumen [ about [he organization. Additional irfformalJon abou[ finis assignmen [ 

will be provided closer to the paper’s due date. 

the day of your discussion lead, your group will begin discussion with a 5-7 minute 

presentation on the article and then offer your discussion questions to the class. You should 

be prepared to be I.he ’experts’ on the essay you t]ave chosen. 

" Groups assigned to lead discussion ol Wednesdays should post this document no later t I’latl 5:oo pm 

the Monday before you~ d sossion. Groups assigned to cad discussion on Friday should post ths 

dooiment no ater than 5:oo pm the Wednesday before yoLr d sol ssion. 

{PAGE} 



COMM/MGMT 325 Spring 

Participation: This section of COMM 325 is taught as an interactive course; as such~ your 

participation is required for personal and collective success. Attendance is required. Each 

day you must be present, prepared, and ready to participate. If you keep up with the course 

readings and have been diligent in course material discussions in class, you should be rnore 

than prepared to contribute. 

Your participation grade will be a function of your attendance, your engagernent with ideas 
and concepts during in-class discussions, your commitment to in-class activities, and overall 

engagement in the course. Here are some ways to earn participation points: 
N Regularly attend class meetings 

~ Be on time for class meetings/stay for the entire class period 

Read the assigned ~eadings closely~ take notes, come with questions or ideas to 

discuss 

~ Read your classmates~ posted summaries and discussion questions; come with 

answers prepared and/or pose additional questions 

Your participation grade will be determined at the end of the semester. If you are concerned 

The instructor reserves the right to assign pop quizzes if lack of discussion and/or 

participation indicates that students aren’t closely reading course i’naterial. 

Gruding Procedures: 

The average grade in this course is a "C." Students who earn this grade will have completed 

all course assignments on time, done work representative ot Carolina standards, and will 

have positively contributed to in-class discussions. Students who receive grades higher than 

a "C" will have demonstrated extra effort in completing course assignments and 

contributing to the classroom climate. "B" level students will have excelled beyond 

prod ucing solid work by demonstrating significant time spent developing and revising theh- 
work and ideas. Students who earn a "B" will demonstrate informed and incisive application 

of course materials in their graded assignments and in classroom discussion. Students who 

earn an "A" must consistently excel in every aspect of this course. "A" level work far 
exceeds the expectations of the course and shows students’ understanding of course 

materials through critical and creative application in graded assignments and in the 
classroom. Their work is polished, virtually error free, and is of outstanding quality. Students 

{PAGE} 



COMMjMGMT 325 Spring 

who earn a grade of "D" or lower have not met expectations in the course and/or have not 

shown consistent effort toward improvement. 

Grade inquiries and/or grade disputes will be discussed only during qffice hours or by 

appointment. I he instructor will not discuss graded work for 24 hours after handing back the 

assignment. Students then have two weeks to dispute a grade with the instructor; after this 

lime period grades will not be changed, 

The following grade scale will be used to determine ),our overall grade in the course, 

A 93qoo% C+ 76-79% 
A- 90-93% C 73-75% 
B+ 86-89% C- 7o-72% 
B 83-85% D 6o-69% 
B- 80-82% F 0-59% 

Tentative Schedule: (schedule rnay change as course unfolds; il~structor will rnake 

students aware of any alterations.) 

Week 

Topic 

Studying Org 

Comm from a 

Critical 

Perspective 

Relations 
Theory & 

Theory 

Reading 

Mumby, Ch. 2 

Mumby, Ch. 4; 

Media 

I he Hawthorne 
Studiesi 

AT&T Archives 
The Year They 

Discovered 
People 

Assignments 

Due 

Sign up for 

Discussion 

Leads 

Discussion 
Lead= 

Group C 
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COMM!MGMT 325                                                 Spring 

Week 6 CommurficaLiorl, Mumby, Ch. 6; In Search of 

Feb 10-14 Culture & DeSantis "A Excllence- Lead: 

Organizing Couple of White Disney Group E 

1 ~ ~ n 

Week 8 In Class Case 

~eb ~4-~ Study 

M~dte~ 
~ev~ew (~p~) 
~dter~ (~) 

Week ~o Sprin~ bre~l~ ~prin~ Bre~l~ Spr~ng Bre~ Spr~ng 

Week~ Commun~catin~ Mumby, Oh, ~o; ~n~l~s~s P~per 

M~r ~4-z~ Difference ~ Due 
Work 

Week ~4 Brandin~ & Mumby, Ch, ~; What ~s 

Apr 7m Consumption McMillan & Branding; Lead: 
Cheney, "The Scarecrow; Group I 
S~udent as The I lonest Group J (4/11) 

McBride "Why I 
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COMMjMGMT 325 Spring 

Hate 

Abercrombie 
and Fitch" 

Week16 Con~munication, Mumby, Ch. 14 More; Discussion 

Apt 2~-25 Meaningful De Botton, Life Lessons Lead: 
Work and "Making from a Biscuit Group K (4/25) 

Personal Biscuits" Factory~ 
Identity Finding Meaning 

in the Daily 

Grind 

*Monday, Januac¢ 2o and Friday, April ~8 are University Holidays 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee (Google Drive)          ~gmail corn> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 12:33 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; 
Blanton, Btent S <blanton@unc edu>; Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email unc edu>; Orr, 
Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<gteenemt@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabet]~ M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Yatbtough, 
Nate <yarbro9@email unc edu>; Tovmsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richat-d <bbethel@email unc edu>; Overstreet, 
Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Beat~, Greg <bpbeatty@email unc edu> 

2014 orientation incomin student athlete list (tonyyount@unc edu) 

i’ve shared an item with you. 

~ 2014 orier~tatio~ ir~comir~ student athlete list 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, 1:56 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu> 

Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Brunner, John F <JohnBrunner@unc edu>; 
Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Hirth, Christopher J <chirth@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Gisselman, 
Steve <sdgiss@email unc edu>; Duffy, Clare E <dufi’yce@email unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester update 

- Spring Eligible to Compete 2pdf 

Coach Lev’f, 

is now officiaJiy eJigibJe for competit[oa. See the attached memo for confirmation; that should get the 

team where you need it. If you have any questioas, just [~t me know. Thanks]! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Jenny Levy 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

19. 20. 
22. 23. 
25. 26. 
28. 29. 
31. 32. 
34. 35. 

37. 

24. 
27. 
30. 
33. 
36. 

Phil Barnes 

John Brunner 
TonyYount 

Travis Hipps 

Katrina Dowd 
Compliance Staff 

Chris Hirth 

Steve Gisselman 

Rick Steinbacher 

Brent Blanton 

Steve Miller 

Clare Duf~ 



Lifetime Fitness 
Racquet Sports 

LFIT 109-404 Spring 

Mailbox: Woollen Gym 215B 
Email:      #live.unc.edu 

Time and Locatio~: MonNVed 1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 
1"t Day meeting = Fetzer Hall GymA 
Activity Space = Fetzer Racquetball Courts, Fetzer Gym B, NCRC Tennis Courts 
Lab Space = Fetzer Hall Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a lasting interest in 
lifetime participation and to increase the student’s level of physical fitness and knowledge of life-long 
health. Students will be able to describe the physical, psychological, and socio-cultural factors and 
human behaviors that influence human well-being and affect the major health problems of our society: 
understand the components of health-related physical fitness and their relationship to personal health 
and well-being; and develop and enhance physical fitness or lifetime sport psychomotor skills. 

Course Requirements 

Required Material: 
1. Lifetime Fitness Lab Manual: The Tar ,’4eeis Guide to a Healthy and Active 

Lifestyle. 
2. EXSS/NASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $40.00 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab fees. If you drop 
your LFIT course before                 you may receive a refund We will not be checking to see 
who has dropped Please email amcculle@email unc.edu to facilitate this process Requests after this 
date will not be honored and your money will not be carried over to another semester. You will have to 
repay the fee if you decide to take the course at a later date 

Grading Soa~e: 

A 930-100% B- 800-829% D+ 67.0-69 9% 
A- 900-92.9% C+ 770-799% D 60.0-669% 
B+ 87.0-89.9% C 73.0-76.9% F < 60.0% 
B 830-86.9% C- 700-729% 

Grading oriteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 20% 
Quizzes (9)         20% 

Final exam (1) 25% 
Attendance 25% 

Attitude and 10% 
Participation 

Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab assignments 
There will be a quiz at the end of each online presentation, for a total of 
9 quizzes 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online lectures. 
Students will be expected to come to class and actively participate in the 
daily activities. 
Students will be expected to have a positive presence in class and 
engage in each activity 

Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms. The instructions for the labs are 
located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website (under Lifetime Fitness). They are to be 



completed and turned in on the scheduled date. There will be no make-up labs dates Labs are worth 5 
points each, and failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 points for the lab. 

Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, varying in length from 15-35 minutes, are required for 
to students to view through Sakai. After the lectures have been viewed, the student will have 30 
minutes to complete a short quiz The deadline for completion of the quizzes is midnight on the due 
date Failure to meet the deadline results in an automatic zero. 

Fina~ Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts from all 9 lectures on 
Sakai The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false, and short answer questions The final exam 
will be given on the last day of class - not during the scheduled finals period. 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken. Classes and labs are mandatory. Students may not miss more 
than 1 lab during the semesten 7 or more unexcused absences may result in an R A total of 10 
excused and unexcused absences will result in an F or the need for a medical drop of the course 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
Each day will be worth 2 point~. 
An unexcused absence will lose both points 
An excused absence (after the 3~d), failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one point. 
3 tardies (beyond 5 minutes) will equal 1 unexcused absence. 

Weather- For outdoor classes: Class will never be cancelled due to weather Class may be moved 
inside in the event of inclement weather - but this will be at the discretion of the teacher and you will 
need to check your email and the board in front of the equipment room before class Expect to be 
outside everyday otherwise 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity and lab days Jeans 
are not acceptable, nor are sandals Your participation grade will be affected if you do not dress out 
properly. 

Honor Code - It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself within the 
guidelines of the Honor System. All academic work should be done with the high level of honesty and 
integrity that is University demands. For more information on the honor code, refer to http:/l 
hononunc edu. 

Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of classroom or handheld monitoring 
devices during any exams or graded assignments taken in class. 

YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LFIT, 
Please note that effective Fail 2011, you will no longer receive credit for more than one LFIT course. 

Students may take only one 1 credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH If you have taken an 
LFIT prior to Fall 2011 and enroll in an LFIT course during or after Fall 2011, this will not count towards 

your 120 hours needed for graduation 



Lifetime Fitness Outline 

Jan 8 Lifetime Fitness Introduction ¯ Log onto Saka~ 
Fetzer Gym A 

Jan 13 Racquetbat[: hltroduction Lo ¯ Online: Current Health Status/Quiz 
Court, Grips, Rules, Forehand 

Jan 15 Racquetball: Forehand and 
Backhand 

Jan 20 NO CLASS MLK 

Jan 22 Fitness Assessment Lab ¯ BHn8 lab manual/Complete Data Collection Sheet 
Fe~er Gym B ¯ Ont[ne: F~t~ess assessm~n~ Quiz 

Jan 27 Racquetbat[: Backhand and 
Serve 

3an ~9 Act~xdb~/ Be~n Lab ~2 = ¯ Onhne: Nutrition/Quiz 
D~ry AnalOgs 

Feb 3 RacquetbaU: Serve and Serve ¯ ~esin Lab ~2 - D~eta~ Ana[ys~s 
Return 

Feb 5 Racquetbat[: Serve Return 
and T~ansition, Strategies 

Feb 10 RacquetbaU: Ladder 
Championship 

Feb 12 Badminton: Introduction to ¯ Lab #2 - D~ry AnalOgs Due 
Court, Grips, Rules, Ser~ce 

Feb ~7 Badminton: Service and 
Forehand/Backhand 

Feb 19 Badm~nEon: Forehand/ ¯ Online: S~abflizat[on Train~n~ Quiz 
Backhand, Controlled Sho~ 

Feb 24 S~bi[~zation Training Lab BHn8 lab manual 

Feb 26 Badmh~ton: Co~trot[ed Shot% ¯ Ont[ne: Card~oresp~rato~Train~n~ Quiz 
Shot Strategy 

March 3 Badminton: S~ng[es, Doubles 
Strategy 

March 5 Badminton: Doubles Strategy ¯ Onhnet Flexibility Training/Qu[~ 

March 10 NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 

March ~2 NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 

March ~7 Badmh~ton: Shot 
Development, ~i[d~e Control 

March 19 Badminton: Ladder ¯ Onhne: ResistanCe Training/Quiz 
Tournament 

March 24 Tennis: Introduct~o~ to Court, 
Grips~ Batance~ Fo[ehand 



March 26 SMR/Resistance Training Lab ¯ Online: Weight Control/Quiz 
¯ Bring lab manual 

March 31 Tennis: Forehand and 
Backhand 

April 3 Tennis: Backhand and Volley ¯ Online: Behavior Modification/O.uiz 

Apri~ 7 Tennis: VoBey and Shot 
Strategy 

April 9 Tennis: Serve 

April 14 Tennis: Serve and Strategy 

April 16 FitnessAssessment (11) Lab ¯ Complete Data Collection Sheet 
FeLzer Gym g Turn in "TA COPY" 

April 21 Tennis: Doubles Tournamnet ¯ Prepare for Final Exam 

April 23 FINAL EXAM FINAL EXAM - Fetzer Gym A 



English 105 
Spring 2014 
MNV 2-3:15 / 3:304,:45 
Greenlaw 
107/106 

Dr. Wendy Weber 
Office: Greenlaw 328 
Phone: 9626891 

weberw@email.unc.edu 

Course Description: 

English 105 is a writing-across-the-disciplines course In this course you will 
analyze the rhetorical and stylistic conventions that govern professional and 
academic writing in the natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities. 
Studying and practicing the conventions of writing in different disciplines will help 
you become a more versatile writer, which in turn should help you in other 
college courses. You also will become more aware of how audience expectations 
and context influence your work and give it shape and direction 
In English 105, conducted as a writing workshop, you will learn to: 
*use conventions, genres, and rhetoric practiced in the natural sciences, social 

sciences, and humanities 
*conduct research using a variety of academic databases and sources 
*understand how to use research as evidence in discipline-specific compositions 
.compose using written, oral, and multi-media modes 
*review and revise your own work and assist others in revising their work 

The course is divided into three units: Natural Sciences Social Sciences, and 
Humanities. For each of the three units, you will complete two short feeder 
assignments as well as a longer and more developed project The rationale for 
this organization is that the shorter assignments will allow you to practice writing 
skills, researching, speaking, and gathering and incorporating feedback from 
your group members. Important in their own right, the feeders should also help 
you prepare for the more sophisticated unit projects. 

Required Texts: 
The Student Guide to First-Year Composition 2013-2014 

How to Write An~hing 

Honor Code and Plagiarism: 
~ expect you to abide by the Honor Code and to make every effort to avoid 
plagiarism. Plagiarism is the undocumented use of someone else’s words or 
ideas and represents a serious breach of the Honor Code Consult your Student 



Guide for more information. Talk with me if you have any additional questions. 

Atter~dance: 
Your attendance is vital to your own writing development, your small group’s 
writing development and the smooth functioning of the whole class. More than 
three absences may lower your grade 

Course Requirements and Evaluation: 
Unit 1 Feeder 1 
Unit 1 Feeder 2 
Unit 1 Project: 5 minute speech 
Unit 2 Feeder 1 
Unit 2 Feeder 2 
Unit 2 Project: podcast 
Unit 3 Feeder 1 
Unit 3 Feeder 2 
Unit 3 Project: Conf poster presentation 
Class Participation: 

5% 
5% 
2O% 
5% 
5% 
2O% 
5% 
5% 
2O% 
10% 

Format: 
The papers should be computer-generated in 11 or 12 point font. double-spaced 
withl-inch margins Each writing assignment should be turned in with prewriting, 
notes, drafts, and draft workshop sheets. Speak to me ahead of time if you 
anticipate turning a paper in late 

Course Schedule: 
1/8 Welcome and introductions 

1/13 
1/15 

Begin Unit 1: Writing in the Natural Sciences 
Report on research; conventions of annotated bibliography 

1/20 MLK holiday 

1/22 LIBRARY session 

1/27 
1/29 

1 1 workshop 

1 1 due create brochures (1 2) 

2/3 1 2 due 
2/5 Unit 1 project workshop 



2/10 Unit I health symposium speeches 
2/12 Speeches 

2!17 Begin Unit 2: Writing in the Social Sciences 

2/19 21 workshop 

2/24 21 due 
2/26 2.2 workshop 

3/3 2.2 due 
3/5 Unit 2 Project: Food cultures 

3/10 Spring Break 

3/12 Spring Break 

3/17 Unit 2 workshop 
3/19 Food culture article due 

3/24 
3/26 

Begin Unit 3: Writing in the Humanities 
31 due 

3/31 32 workshop 
4/2 3.2 due; share in class 

4/7 Ackland tour 
4/9 Tour discussion; poster workshop 

4/14 Unit 3: Conference poster presentations 
4/16 Unit 3: Conference poster presentations 

4/21 Conference poster presentations 
4/23 Last day of class 



Office Hours: 1230 -2:00 Tues; 5:00 

politics, society and culture during the past century and a half Questions we will ask include: What have 
been and are our respons bilities as tit zens to each o:her? What is the ~ro~er -ole of government in 

in world agairs? Should we participate in ntemational bodies such as tile Urgted Nat ons, or insist on our 

enforce morality regarding religion, sexua pratt ces, dr nkng and drugs movies, TV, and other forms of 
mass culture? How did earlier generations of Americans respond to cu rural conflic:s and m sunderstandings 
that often arise from conditions of d versity~ How and when did imnligrants ntegrate themselves into 

Course Readings: 

Required: Michael P Johnson, Read/ng the American Past Selected H~stoHca! 
Documents, vol I1: From 1865, fifth edition (2012); Select documents and readings found on 
course e-resewes 

Optional Textbook: The American Journey A H~s~ory of the Unt~od States Brlef Edlbon 
Volume 2 (2011 ). Authols: ~g2.!~..~.~[~.!~}~, ~ ~!.!:!..~.~.!2 ~ ~! !, :~[~iDi.!~..~g~.~!0../d0:~.!:g~0., 

COURSE ASSIGNMENTS 8~ GRADES 

Class Participation (12%) 



Three times dudng t~e semester, expect you to post a response to a Sakai Folurn Question If it is your 
group’s turn to write, turn in an answer of 5g0 words (appro× rnately 2 double spaced pages of 12 point font) 
on the lesson’s ~orum Include examples from the readings, explain how they suppoR your answer, and cite 
any sources The paragraph is due by 9:00 AM the morning of class I wil not accept ate responses, un 
typed responses, or herd nately shoe. or long answers. 

CLASSROOM EXPECTATIONS & ACADEMIC POLICIES 

subject of your email in the subject line, politely ask question el for assistance and end with a 

Attendance Policy: Students who a{telld class regularly tend to be more successful in my cass To help 
assess your patticipation grae, e, attendance will be taken daly If you plan on missing class for a leg timate 
reason - for instance a medical ~rocedure or relig ous holiday, notify the instructor in advance of the class f 
you have an unexpected fan]i y or medical emergency, please provide a note from a doctor or administrator 



Honor Code: The University of North Carolina at Cha#e Hil has had a student led honor system for over 
100 years Academic integrity is at the heart of Carolina and we al are responsible for upho ding the ideals 
of honor and integrity The student-led Honor System is iesponsible for adjudicating any suspected 
violat ons of the Honor (:ode and al suspected instances of academic dishonesty will be repoRed to the 
honor system Information, including your responsibilities as a student is outlined in the Instrument of 
Student Judicial Governance Your full participation and obsepvance of the Honor Code is expected For 

S),llabus tbr STOR l l3-Section 3: 
Decision Models for Economics, Spring 2014 

Instructor: Dr Robin J Cunningham 
Monday 3:30-4:30 

F~-mail: rjcunnin@email uric edu 

Wednesday 3:30-4:30 

Phone: 415-238-2028 

Thursday 10:30-11:30 

Office: 338 Hanes Hall 

Office h~urs: 

E-mail: ~live unc edu 

O~tSce hour: Tuesda} 1:~0-2:30, B26 tlanes tlall 

Monday, ’,~/ednesda}, Friday 11:00-11:50 am, 120 Hanes Hall 

Open [~orlals~ Sunday-luesday-Thursday 6:00-7:00 pro, I07 Hanes Hall 

ltighly experienced tutors are available at this time eveO" week Please 
take advantage 

of their sewices 

Conrse Ult/L: ~,fsit https://sakai uric edu/and login wkh your Onyen 



Description: Use of quantitative modeling has long been recognized by business 
analysts and economists as all effective tool ill the analysis of complex 
prohlems and decision making This course presents basic quantitative 
models at an introductory level, focusing on linear and non-linea* fimctions 
of single and multiple variables, and optimization with or withoat 
const*aints The course will also expose students to a wide ~ange of 
app]ications arising in the context of business and economics The main 
objective of the course is to generate an appreciation and enthusiasm for 
quantitarive d~inking and problem solving among students The students 
will have an oppot~unig~" to use computers to solve decision problems but 
no previous compute~ experience is required 

Finite Mathematics and Applied Calculus, 6th edition, by Warier and 
Costenoble.          Brooks/Cole publishers, 2014 The textbook is 
expensive Any version (electronic, used, paperback) of the book v,,il] wo~k 
as long as it contains both the calculus (most important) and finite math 
sections of the book PA,~se bri~j~ yo~r W.rlbook io c/as.s e~’et:y daOz 

Prerequisites: Math [ I 0 (Algebra) or equivalent In particular, you should be familiar with 
the naaterial presented in Chapter 0 (except for that on cubic and higher- 
order polynomial equations), Sections 1 I, 12, 1 3, and 2 1 of the 
textbook 

Placement Test: Oi1 the first day of classes, Januat3, 8, 2014, you will be given a 
multiple-choice placement exam in class on material from Math 110 
Ihe exam is closed book and notes and is designed to test yore basic 
knowledge on algebra Based on your grade from this exam, the 
instructor may recommend for you to drop this course and take Math 
l l0 before you enroll for STOR l 13 The lowesi two homewofl~ grades 
will be eliminated fIom l]nal grade calcalatior~s for those who take the 
placement exam 

Final Grade: HW Asalgmnents (10%) including occasional quizzes 

Midterm Exam ~ (~7%), tentatively on Febma~T 7 2014, during class 

Midterm Exam 2 (17%), tentatively on March 7, 2014, during class 

Mid term Exam 3 (17%), tentatively on April 1,{, 201,~, during class 

Final Exam (39%), tentarively on May 6, 2014 at 12:00PM 

||W Asslg~ments: lIomework will be assigned in most weeks The due date for each 



homework will be announced at the time the assignment is given but it 
will a]ways be due at the beginning of the class Unless otherwise 

stated, each homework will have the same weight To receive credit on 
homework, yoo illust s|lo~,~ all your ~*ork neatl?~ label each problem 

clearly, pnt your name on exery page, and staple all pages togeti~er 
in the correcl order. Late homework and any homework violating the 
above pales could receive zero credit 

You are encouraged to discuss homework p~oblerns with your 
classmates, the i~stmctor, and tbe teaching assistant However you mast 
write down your ou, n solution with individual comments Copying of 
homework is forbidden, and it is a violation of the Honor Code, please 
see the last item in this document 

All midterm exams and the final exam are required and there are no 

make-up exams Missed exams will receive no credit All exams are 
’closed-book’ and ’closed-notes’ You are allowed to bring a letter-sized 
ret~rence sbeel to ll~e midterm exams and tbe final exams On this 
sheeL you may ~NI~ BYHA~ an~ahing you tEel u, ill be usethl to 

yotl If you have three finals within a 24 hour period, and theret~re you 
will need to be excused from the regularly scheduled Nnal exam, then 
you must obtain a written Dean’s excuse and discuss the situation wi~h 

me at least ~hree weeks before the regnlarly schedtfled final exam so 



Course r~)pies 

Linear decision models Areview 

-I ,]near functions and models 

-Systems of ~,vo equations in two unknowns 

Non-linear decision models 

-Quadratic fimctions and models 

-EXlmnential t’unctions and models 

-Logarithmic functions and models 

Derivatives 

Section 

91 

92 

93 

-Rate of change and the concept of derivarive 

104,105,106 

-Rules of derivation (product rule, chain rule, etc) 111, 
113, 114, 115 

-Marginal Analysi s 

1 nconstrained optimization 

-Ma×imization/minimization offiJnctions with one variable 121, 122 

-Convexity/conca’, ity 123 

-Elasticity 126 

-Multivariate functions and partial derivatives [ 51, 152 

-Ma×imization/minrinization ofm~dtiva6ate functions 153 

Constrained optimization 

-Substitution method and Lagrange multipliers 154 

-A special case: linear constraints and objective function 5 

IRmmr Code: 1~ shall be the responsibility of every student enrolled at the University of 
North Carolina to support the principles of academic integrity and to 
refrain fiom all l’om~s of academic dishonest3,; including b~t not limited 
to, the following: 

I Plagiarism in the fom~ of deliberate or reckless representation of anotbers words, 
thoughts, or ideas as ones own without attribution in connection with submission 
of academic wod~, whether graded or otherwise 

2 Falsification, fabrication, or misrepresentation of data, other inibrmation, or 
citarions in connection with an academic assi,#tmenh whether graded or 
otbetavise 

3 Unauthorized assistance or unauthorized collaboration in connection with 
academic work. whether graded or other-,vise 



Cheating on examinations or other academic assignments, whether graded or 
othem, dse, inclnding but not li mired to the t\~llovd 

(a) Using unauthorized materials and methods (notes, books, electronic infonlaation, 
telephonic or other forms of electronic communication, or other sources or methods); 

(b) ~5olating or subverting requirements governing administration of examinations or 
other academic assignments; 

(c) Compromising the security of examlnations or academic assignments; 3 

(d) Representing anothers work as ones own; or 

(e) Engagi ng in other actions that compromise the integrity of the grading 
or evaluation process 

5 Deliberately f~mfishing false infom~ation to members of the University 
cornraunity in connection with their efforts to prevent, investigate, or enforce 
University requirements regarding academic dishonesty 

6 Forging, falsifying, or nrisusing University documents, records, identification 
cards, computers, or other resources so as to violate requirements regarding 
academic dishon- esty 

7 Violating other University policies that are designed to assure that academic work 
conforms to requirements relating to academic integrity 

8 Assisting or aiding another to engage in acts of academic dishonesty prohibited in 
the above items 

For the complete honor code, please vi sit http://instrument unc edu/ 

ECONOMICS 053 
Spring 2014 
THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF THE DRUG WAR 
Art Benavie 

Among the questions explored will be the following: 
United States policy cdminalizes Use use and sale of selected drugs. What impact does this 

polcy have on t~e availability and price of illic t d~ugs~ on drug abuse7 o~ viole ~ce? o~ p~oped.y 
crime? on cvl liberties? on public health~ on social cohesion? on our relationsh p with t~reign 
countries7 Should these drugs be decMminalized and if.so, how? Should the different illicit 
drugs be treated differently? What is the evidence in other countries as to the effect of their 
drug control policy? 

This class is a Seminar, (It’s not a lecture course, as most of your other classes are,) A Seminar 
means that we all participate in a discussion about the material assigned for that se.~sion. So, 
TURN OFF ALL ELECTRONIC D@gICES DURING THE Ct.ASS. At the beginning of each class ~ will 
ask you to spend 10 minutes writing your reflexions about the a~signment. Your Reflexions 
should s~mmarize the main arguments of the reading, and, if relevant, critique the evidence 
support ng the a~guments. These will be handed in and of course I will read them. NO grades 
wll be assigned, and they will not be returned, but i may emal you comments. Should you miss 



class, write up your Retie×ions on that day’s material at home and hand it in at the next class. 

Since pattie paring n a conversaton is the essence of a sere nat, missing a class for ANY reason 
(including athletic events or ANY other campus activities) except ~or a medical emergency is 

course! An une×cused absence will lower your grape, PLEASE READ THZS PARAGAAPH AGAZN! 

2, You will write a paper (between 5 and :~0 double-spaced pages) researching any of the 
questions dealt with in the course and will present your findings to the class in an oral report, 
will hand out a oster of who speaks when, 

The oral reports will take place on the following dates: 
Interv e~ reporLs: 3/18,3/20,3,,25,3/27,and 4/1, 

] will assign the [eadings for the upcoming week every Thursday in class or by emaih 
Assigned readings will include: 

Why Our Drug Laws Have Failed and Wha[ We Can DO About I~ [Second Edition], by Judge 
James P, Gray, 

Drugs: America’s Holy War, by Arthur Benavie 

Grading: Filly pe~cent of your grade will depend on you~ Reflexions and on your parUdpation n 
class discussion, Thirty lye percen[ on your paper and 15 percent on your interview, HO final 



Course website: 

COIJRSE OUTLINE 

I. Foundations 



IL Civil War America 

IlI. Modernity 

V. Twentieth-Century Values 



VI. V~etnam and Its Legacy 

C.O[IRSE REQUIREMENTS 



HONOR CODE 

RECITATION SECTIONS 



REQ UIl~D IMAGES 

Civil War 

Depression and ~zar 



Into the Twenty-first Century 

SCHED[ I~E 





ENGLISH J_05: ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND RHETORIC 

Office Hours: 

TUE/THUR: 12:30-1:30, 12-1:00 F/ 10:30-3:00 AND M/WEYAPPOINTMENT 

Office Meetings: 

EACH STUDENT SREQUIRED TO HAVE 4- OFFICE CONFERENCES WITH DR, HAMMER DURING THE 

SEM-~STER. IN ADDITION, YOU ARE HIGHLYENCOURAGED TO COME TO OFFICE HOURS WHENEVERYOU’D 

Dropbox: 
Before d~c end of the first week, each student will receive an email message invitation 1o join Dropbox 

This is a secure space lo sa~e ALL of your writing emd ttW As soon as ?ou join dropbox, create your 

own folder (name it with your first and last name) and sm:e ALL work in this space Again. NEVER 

delete o~ override files between drafts 

Required Items: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

This is an English conlposition woi kshop dlat fhcuses on writing in health and nledicine, It meets 
the same graduation requirement as general 105 sections, so you do not need to take both. What 
makes this section different is its focus on writing that is usetul and meaningfu[ fbr students who 
will be doing most of their college work in health and medical science fields - we won’t be 
analyzing poems, writing about Shakespeare, or creating short stories. We’ll be working on 



We’ll be doing work il~ three maior areas of sciel~tific composition: 

1. Writing several short genre: these include: abstracts, annotated bibliographies, and editorials 

2. Wilting longer genre: Litel ature Reviews, The Medical Research Paper, The Final Portfolio 

3. Communicating research to the public through an oral presentation. 

As we compose these genre, you will work with the standard conventions of medical science 
composition, vocabula[y, a[~d style, while acquiring strot~g research skills that will help you in 
future plojects outside of this class. 

In addition to these genre exercises, this course will also emphasize the features of high qualiDT 
college level composition, critical analysis, and argumentation hike all composition courses at 
tJNC, 10% is a wo~ kshop class that focuses on writing as a process and promotes collaborative 
const~ uction an d revision of all assignments. 

ASSIGNMENTS: 

The course wit[ be organized around the IBIIowing principtes: 



Workshop formak Classes will be taught using a workshop approach that emphasizes the role of 

personal and group responsibility both within and outside of class, instruction will emphasize 

process: how to ~ ead, w~ite, analyze, interp~ el, understand, and ultimately c~ rate interesting 

projects Your projects will fie the central "texts" for this class. 

Each of the 3 units above will include a majo~ project and several smallm ones. Each unit will be 

worth 25 percentage points of your final grade. The grading rubric is a hit compficated so, read 

closely to avoid misunderstandiugs Students will also present a final portfolio worth a total of 

15 percentage points of your final grade. The last 10 percentage points are resemged for attendance 

Points break down as follows: 

Unit Projects (3) (Reviewing, Conducting, and Presenting Medical/Health Research) 25 points each 

for 3 projects 

Year End Portfolio 

Attendance/Participation/Trajectory 

+BONUS--Additional 10% 

-75 % 

15 points - 15 Fb 

10 points - 10 % 

100% 

Group Work: Please note: During MU CH of the semester we will be working in groups so, learn to 

communicate with, and depend on your new triends. He sure to assign roles to everyone in the 

PARTICIPATION 

Students will attend evew class unless they receive verbal permission (BEFORE ~[ass) 
to be absent, in the tart, occasion when students miss class, it will be per Dr. Hammer’s 
prior approval and ONLY where that student assigns a "note taker". The student absent 
must understand that they are not excused l>om any assignments due. Simply emailing, or 

worse, texting Dr. Hammer asking "What did I miss?"is N~VER an accepmNe ~rom o~ 



Grading Options: 

On the seco~ld day of c[as& the studmlts will vote on one of the two grading options below 

Option #1: ’1"he Grading Contract: Guaranteed "B" grade with possibi]fiy for higher 

To earn the guarantee of a "B" lbr this course, you must a.~’ee to the following and sign belo>,’. Be sure 

tl~at you understand that ANY breach of the contract will result in a substantially lower grade fur the 

L Engage actively during every class period by showing up with ALL the HW and reading 

completed and points lot" debate prepared. Simply, you MUST be prepared to speak in class 

not merely to fulfill the requirement but rather to be an active member of the community. 

Evewone has lives and issues beyond the classroom--leave those at the doo~ and show up 

ready to learn and contribute 

3. Demonstrate in each revised draf~ that your writing is greatly improved. Each new draft should 

complexly will put you in breach of contract! 

S. Produce complete, thoughtful drafts of EVERY assignmenE and turn all work in on time 

6. Come tu c]ass eveW day with your laptop, copies of all past/present work and ANY reading that 
might be germane lo lhe day’s discussRm "l fiwgol my sheetiHW/]aptop/bookietc" will put 
you in breach ufthe contract! 

Revise thoroughly and thoughtfully atter every workshop Revision means substantially 
clari~ing youl ideas, reorganizing your argument, lethinking your claims, st~’engthening youl 
evidence, deepening your research, adiusting yuur style, and!or re imagining your relationship 
Ix:~ your audience. Even if you have not received lhorough feedback durh~g a workshop, make 
substantial revision befbre the next workshop and befbre turning in the final draft. 

9. Proofread ALL drafts like a professional editor to eliminate distracting surface errors and typos, 
ALL draf’~s need to read essentially flawlessly trom structural error--This is NO’[’ high school-- 
And, as such, you are being graded on your analyses, NOT your grammar. So, if you are still 



struggling in these ar’eas, take it upon yourself to visit tile writing centel BEFORE any wor’k is 
handed in or peer edited. 

10. Attend all scheduled conferences with Dr’. Hammel, If I indicate that I would like you to 
schedule an appoinmlent to talk with me, do so within the week 

II. Avoid plagiarism by (a) making it YOUR business to know the rules, (b) cite all sources correctly 
even in first drafts, (c) take NOTttING oft the web that is not wholly yours, (d) never attempt to 

13. Be on time lbr EVERY class vxdth yore’ homex~ork complewd. Be absent ONLY if you have an 
assigned note taker and VERBAL permission fi’om Dr, Hammer BEFORE class begins, 

14. Always be plepared for" class. Ci)mplete tile required r eadirlg, plint any required handouks, and 
bring your laptop and whatever drafts, revisions, or research I’ve required Always be ready 
speak and be prepared to contribute at least 1 mea~iltgfl~l point (ff i[~terest per class 
meeting. 

By signing below, I indicate that 1 have read and understoud the course policies and contract 

requirements I agyee to abide by these policies and requirements. 

Option #2: (traditional Grading) and "How do I get ABOVE or BELOW a ’B’ ill sig~ed the contract 



(t~ Q - You l~lfilled ALL contractual requirements plus; the wo~ k is well above satisfactory 

qltality. Your plojects a~e complex and demonstrate REAL effort and focused attention. Your work 

within the proiect exceeds the basic ob ectives of the assignment and offers a clear understanding 

of the class lessons. 

You fulfilled ALL contractual requirements and nothing more ...... 

(C) You didn’tvote for time contract optiot~ but yon h]lfilled all the contract requirements 

However, you completed many of them in a pelfunctoly mannel and yotlr work, while technically 

"complete" is no better than mediocre. 

Same as the "C g~ade" plus you bad issues with getting youl work in on time, you worked poorly 

within your group, you rarely spoke in class, and you did. at many times, do the minimum to get by. 

NON-DESCRIMINATION POLICY 



This university does not discriminate against its students based on race, color, national origin, 

religion, gender, age, sexual orientation, or disability, in this class, we will strive to maintain an 

open atmosphe~ e with shared respect for all diffhrences. 

PLAGIARISM: 

Students will avoid even the appearance of plagiarism. Plagiarism, a grave violation of the Honor 

Tile UNC Writing Center, located in SASB North and in Gieenlaw tlall #221, oflers f~ee tutoring 

services for students. You may visit the Writing Center to ask for help with a specific paper, 

whether you are concm ned with developing ideas and content, organizing your assignment, or 

working on style issues. To make an appointment, browse the W~iting Centei’s online resources, or 

send a draft online, please go to To make best use of your 

time thor< pleaso bring a copy of your assignmont sheet and your dralt with you. The Writing 

Center will n ot proofread papers or t.alk with you a bont grades 



Biology 101, Sect 2 

9:30 TuTh 100 GSB 
DATE 

9 Jan 

u 14 Jan 2, 

h 16 Jan 31 

"u 21 Jan 41 

Spring 2014 
SUBJECT 

Course materials, Science 

Process 
Molecules 

Prokaryotes, Eukaryotes 

Cell Structure 

bP, AFT    jdesaix@email.unc.edu 
962-106B (302 Coker)          (Home) 

READING (op*ional in parenthesis) 

I, (2) Understanding Science 

site-see Sakai 

3 

16.1-16.7 

+ 

"h 30 Jan 7. Photosynthes+s +7 
4 Feb 

6 Feb 

11 Feb 

13 Feb 

18 Feb 

20 Feb 

25 Feb 
27 Feb 

8, T+st :Z (includes syllabus & Sakai 

9. Celt Cycle, Mitosis 

10. Meiosis 

11. Introduction to Inheritance 

12. Inheritance, continued 

13. Introduction to {)HA 

14. Protein Synthesis 
15+ Test Ii 

+ & Understanding Science Site) 

8, 11.16-11.19 

8 

9 

9 
10.1-10.9 

10 

20 Mar 19+ Speciation 

25Mar 20+ Adaptations 

27 Mar 21. Plant Reproduction, bevelopment 

1 Apt 22. Endocrine System 

3 Apt 23+ Test III 

8 Apr 24+ Animal Reproduction 

10 Apr 25+ Reproductive Hormones 

15 Apr 26. Biosphere 

)ulation I 

=U 

14 

15.3-15.4, 15.10-15.19 

+ 31.9-31.15, 33+1-33.9 

26 

27 

27 

34+1-4, +9, +14 

36 

37 

35 

8 At~+~ 

"h 6 Mar 17. Human Genome 
÷ 

SPRING BREA K 
÷ 

"u 18 Mar 18+ Evolution, Population Genetics 13 



Dr. DeSaix Biology office 919-962-1068 302 Coker Wednesdays 1:30-3 These hours will likely be 

expanded later in the semester 

Course Materials: 

Text and Homework materials listed above. 

Note that the ebook has annotations which I have added for your benefit. 

These are indicated by a push-pin icon which opens when you dick on it. 

Mastering Biology: You must register for MasteringBiology and join our course, by the first d~ of class 

because the homework will begin on the first day. Instructions for doing this are on SakaLunc.edu. Your 

homework will make up 10% of your grade or 40 of 400 points. 

~k~i: You must log in to our course site at Sakai,unc,edu in order to find the syllabus as well 

information such as registration directions for the AAasteringBiology homework site. 

Polleverywhere: In class you will use a polling system to answer questions. You must submit your responses 

using a mobile phone, laptop or other- mobile device with a WiFi connection, such as an iPod Touch or an iPad. 

Cell phone service is poor in our classroom, so you will likely have to use a WIFi connection on your phone or 

laptop. You will be texting answers, so if that would not work for your phone, use another device. 

Find the instructions on heJp.unc.edu by searching "poll everywhere? Follow the instructions there being 

sure that you not only register for Polleverywhere, but that you add our class to your PE registration. 

If you need additional help, contact 962-HELP or submit a Remedy ticket (Request IT Help) at 

http://help.unc.edu 

Notecards: At various times you will do dasswork with work to turn in on notecards. Each day for class, 

bring at least a several; 3X5 notecards. 

Laptops: Some days we will use laptops. As long as at least half the class has a laptop with them, that will 

give us enough to work in groups~ Please keep your laptops "on task" since going to other sites distracts you 

and those around you. 

All course materials including your notes and assignments are covered by University Copyright Policy, 

@http:iiwww~unc.edu/campus/policiesicopyright%20policy%2000008319,pdf This means it is illegal and an 

honor code offense to share your notes or any other course materials with anyone not directly affiliated 

with this class. No upioadieg to non-class sharing sites. 

Course Grading: 

Tests: Each test will be 30 multiple choice questions worth 3 points for 90 points total If a test is 

missed with acceptable excuse, the other two tests will be averaged to make up the missing grade. If 

you miss a test, you must HANbWRITE an excuse explaining what circumstance beyond your control 

caused you to be absent. You must hand that written note to me in class. There is no option to drop a 

test grade and there are no extra credit options. Tests will not be cumulative. Potential grading 

mistakes must be discussed before the next test. (Compare your grade from ConnectCarolina with the 

score you get by comparing your answers with the Test answers posted on Sakai. We have never found 

a mistake on the machine scored tests, but you have the right to be sure you’re not the first.) For each 

of the first two tests and after the third test I will give you an estimated letter grade scale. I do not 



have a pre-determined scale (such as 93-100 is an A) although the class scale is usually similar to a 10 

Percentage point scale. The final exam, B am, Friday, May 2 in this room, wil~ also be worth 90 points 

(but will probably be 45 questions), and ~1ill be cumulative. The tests and final will each count equally and 

will, together, make up 90% of your grade. 

After each test you should use the "test 

diagnostic/analysis" document on Sakai to 

collect data about what you might change to do 

better on the next test. AS you analyze the 

questions you got right and those you missed, 

you might want to "Bloom" your test by 

determining your success with each of Bloom’s 

~earning outcomes. Very few of our questions 

~¢ill be at the remembering or understanding 

level Most will be above that. 

In Biology, the grade of C is average. In other words the average student will get a C. More students 

wil~ get a C than will get any other grade. It is not a bad thing to get a C in Biology 101. It should not 

dissuade you from being a biology major or continuing in science. It means you did as well as the average 

Carolina student. 

Homework: There will also be homework from Mastering Biology (see the Sakai site for how to sign into 

the site). The homework will make up 10% of your grade~ You are fortunate to have a great study tool 

in the Web-based program Mastering Biology Course ID (on Sakai) The pragrom is keyed to your book 

and you will benefit greatly from your use of it. Almost every class period will have a homework 
associated ~h it. Most are due before class, some after, so p~ a~ten~on to the due dates. The 

homework has a t~me and day ~ha~ Jt is due w~th no cred~ for late work, so since your ~ime and the 

program’s time may ~ot by synced exac~Jy, pJ~n ~o ge~ i~ f~shed and s~bm~tted we~ before ~he time i~ 

is due. I recommend that you not begi~ any home~ork later than lOpm on the ~w~ing it is du~. 

A~though there may be a published estimate of the t~me an assignment takes, student times va~ 

cons~derably~ Aim to have ~t done 12 hours in advance~ This homey�ark is generaJ~y not hard and is meant 

as much to offer’ additional le~rniag ~s to ~test" you. Be sure you do all ~ssignments. ~e first 

assignment ~s also designed to test out your ~stem ~nd how ~t works ~th the Mastering Program. I~ 

you have difficulties, try a different bro~ser or a different computer. If all e~se fails, contact tech 

support ~or the program. If you emaiJ be be~ore 1~ pm on an evening that homey�arks are due to tell me 

you are hav~ag tech~olagy problems, I wi~ extend your deadli~e~ 

Everything about the homework program and the Mastering Biology website is copyright. I remind you 

of the agreement you sign when you register for the MB program which indicates: 

0     Lagin credentials (lagin nome/usernam~ and password) may not be shared ~ith others or 

otherwise disclosed to unauthorized third parties for any purpose whatsoever. 

~]     Except as you may be expressly permitted by this Agreement, you may not use, modify, adapt, 

reformat, download, u~load, ~ost, re~roduce~ broadcast, 

red~stMbute any ~atevials ~ a~y form, forma~ or med~a or by 

~he prior ~r~tt~ a~thoriza~o~ o~ Pearson and 

such 



0     You may not reproduce~ use, sell, transmit, publish~ broadcast, or otherwise disseminate or 

distribute Materials from the Website to anyone, including but not ~imited to others in the same 

company, school, college or other organization~ whether or not for a charge or other consideration, 

including but not limited to use in with "course packets" or with courses which do include the Website 

part of the curriculum, 

0     You may not post Materials from the Website [including your answers to any Homework or test 

questions provided by the Website] to newsgroups, moil lists~ electronic bulletin boards, [homework 

sites~ content eggregators~ file storc~je services] or any other on-line destination. 

J]     You may not reproduce any illustrations, charts, photographs, out~ines, extensive text excerpts, 

chapters~ or e-books included in the Materials for any use outside of the class with which ~he Websi~e 

is being used. 

Any brooch of this ~ree~n~ ~s punishobJ~ in a cour~ of la~ os w~ll os in Honor Court. 

The reading and the homework are designed to be sure that you are familiar with the material before 

you come to class. You should know the general concepts and the terminology. This will allow us to use 

class time to expand on difficult points and to give you practice working with concepts from the lesson. 

Cla~ Policies: My assumption is you will be in cJass every day unless something serious comes up in 

your life to prevent it~ There will certainly be questions on tests that come from in-class material that 

is not in the book. We will also do in-class exercises using Poll Everywhere (see registration information 

on Sakai) which wil~ be used as an attendance check. When you are in c~ass be respectfu~ of your 

classmates~ Keep your laptop on topic (not on Facebook) and your comments to yourself or the class as a 

whole, not your neighbor~ Please fill seats in the middle of rows so that those arriving late will not have 

to crawl over a bunch of you to take a seat. 

Course Copyright Information: AIJ materials used in this course including notes~ tests and assignments 

ore covered by copyrights which forbid you from sharing class materials with any group not affiliated 

with this class. The University’s Copyright Policy, which con be found at 

http://www.unc.edu/campusipolicies/copyright %20policy%2000008319.pdf indicates 

"STUDENT WORKS THAT CONS~TUTE NOTES OF CLASSROOM AND LABORATORY LECTURES 

AND EXER~SES 5HALL NOT BE USED FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES BY THE STUDENT 

GENERA~NG SUCH ~OTES.~l Wh~t this means ~s that you ore ~n v~oJotio~ of the ~w (~nd the honor 

co~e) if you post any course materials for use by others. Sharing your notes directly with other 

individuals in the class is fine. 

How to be successful in this course 

Read the assigned reading for each class before coming to c~ass. 

Check 5akai for announcements every day~ There are also study tips and heJpfuJ websites there. 

Check MosteringBiology the day before each class to see if new assignments have been posted. 

New assignments will appear throughout the semester~ 

Came to eve~ class and ~ake notes that incJude what is on the projected slides and what is said 

~a enrich that ~aterial. 

Be sure your i~-cJass behavior e~h~ces y~ur Jear~i~g a~d ~ha~ of those arou~ you~ Talk to 

classmates before class. Exchange na~es and ~h~ne numbers. Do not taJk t~ your classmates 

after c~ass has started. If ~hispers of others bo~he~ you, ask them to be quiet. If you find 

~hat you must arrive after the beginning of class or leave before the end, sit near ~he ~oor. Do 

~ walk ~ow~ aisles or come to ~he fro~t ~f ~he roo~ whi~e others are trying to pay atte~t~, 



this is disruptive to the class and the instructor. 

Ask questions in class if there is material that confuses you. 

Study class notes and any notations you have from the book (keep book notes brief - most test 

questions will be from the class notes) daily. Pay close attention to my annotations in the ebook. 

At least t~vice e week, study ~11 the ~otes you have take~ since the ~ast test~ Remember 2 hours 

of study fo~ each hour of class. Grades correlate mo~e with hours spent on the course than 

almost anything else. 

Be sure that each eew Wt o~ information is ietegrated, ~tt~che~, ee~ coeeected to other 

information you have leereed ie the ~ourse, For any siegle bit of informatioe ie your motes, you 

should be able to think of three other places in the course where it ~elates. 

Study v~ith others. If you just talk about the material, you ~11 learn more. Form/find a study 

group ~nd meet oftee (eat just before the test) to compare cotes. ~e sure you know ho~ to 

students who attend these sessions make higher scores on the tests. There is also tutoring 

available through The Learei~g Center http:iilearniegcenter,u~c.edui. Details about these 

Understand that there are many levels of "knowing." You 

the sense that you could recite it back, and yet not 

predict or aealyze. It is th~s more ~omplex type of keowing that ~ill be important oe the tests. 

Note Bloom’s levels above. 

Uphold the hoeor code that eat oely requires that you ~ct hoeorably, but requires you to 

Fin~ your test score on Connect Carolina (not Saka0. Write it down, it m~ disappear when the 

next test ~s posted. Wait at least 3 hours a~ter seeing your score be~ore email~ng me about the 

grade. 

what you should ~o differently to improve your grade on the next test, 

Stop by to chat 302 Co~r on Wednesdays ~:30-3:. You may phone me in my biology o~f~ce at 

9~9-962-1068 or at home but ~et a~ter 9 

Learn ~ lot of biology~ 

Have fun! Life is too short not to, 

27Nov13 



The U~dversity qf Nortl~ Carolina at Chapel llill 
Department qf ~frica~ and ~fi’o-Amerlcan ,~’t~dles 

AAAD 301 - Cotttempora~, Chlna-.~f!’ica Relations 

,5)~ri~g 2014. 7WTh, 12:30 to 1:45 

Dr Margaret C Lee 
Office: 103 Battle tlalI 
Office number: 

Ot~ce Hours: Tues 3:~0 to 5:00, 
Thurs 10:45 to 12:15 and by appointment 

E-mail: leemc@email uric edu 

Syllabns 
Course Description 
The ~owing relationship between China and Africa is one of the most dynamic of the 
21~" CellRlt~y- While the relationship itself is not ileW, it has been transformed over the 
decades from one of ideology and commitment by the Chinese to the liberation of Africa, 
to one in which baying access to Africa’s vast natural resources and markets bare 
become the central focus of China’s relationship with the continem As a restdt of the 
huge and growing numbers oP Chinese that have migrated to Africa to work fbr Chinese 
governmental entities or as private entrepreneurs, Afiicans in turn have migrated to China 
to realize their entrepreneurial, education, and other dreams While it is estimated that 
more lhan a million Chinese bare made Afiica home, hundreds of thousands of.M’ricans 
have made China home, or at least spend a considerable amount of time in the countt2¢ 

Wbile the Chinese governmem does not deny tbat it needs AfiJca’s natural resources to 
ihel its i=dst gro~ing economy, it insists that it has a serious commitment to see the 
continent develop and realize its t’ul[ potentia] [~or the most part, African leaders have 
welcomed the Chinese with open arms, especially since they don’t have a histo~T of 
imperialism, Cold War destabilization, and economic and political conditionality like the 

most powerful Western powers do, including the United States Many of the latter 
count6es, on the other hand, f~el that China’s po]icy oP non-intervention in the internal 
at’fairs of countries and its s~spect human rights record have been counterproductive to 
the institutionalization of democracy, good governance and eradicating corruption in 
~M’rica At the same time all these powers, including emerging powers such as Brazil and 
India, are all involved in the 21~ scramble for Africa’s vast and important natural 

resources 

In addition to the above, there are growing clashes betu, een the Chinese in Africa and the 
Africans in China as they al] come to terms with the globalization of not only commodity 
flows, but human migration, both legal and illegal The clash of cultural differences and 
acceptance of each tuher’s "invasioxf’ of the other’s territory has been a challenge for all 
involved 

Ibis COOl se a]lllS to answel the following qllestions: 

1 What is the history of China-Afiica relations prior to the 21 "~ century? 

2 ltow can we contextualize the current relationship between China and Afi-ica9 
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3 What is China’s current foreign policy tou, ard Afi-lca? 
4 Is Chi~a helpi ng tu enhance Afi~ca’s medical capacity? 
5 Who are the Chinese acturs in Africa and who are the African acturs in China? 
6 is China an imperialist power, seeking to primarily rape Africa of her rlatural 

resources? 
7 Do Chinese t~aders in Atlica undem~i~e local traders a~d cause de- 

industrializations? 
8 Why do Afi-lcans go to China in search of economic prosperity? 
9 ttow are Africans treated in China’~ 
10 Are Africans in China confronted with racism, and if so, how does it manifest 

itselt’and how do they cope? 
I I What is the fi*ture of China-Attica relations? 

Required Texts 
Bodomo, Adams /{#icz~.~ m Ct~ma: ,4 5’ocioc~dmral 5’~@: mM its [mpl~catio~x o;~ 

~fi’iea-(’*li,ta Relt¢lh~ttv, Amherst, MA: Cambria Press, 2012 (a’~ailable on e- 
books) 

Kushnerm, Jacob (’l*i~ta ’.s (7o~,,go Dl*t~t Pulitzer Center. 2013 (e-books tluo~gh 
Amazon corn) 

Pou, er, Marcus and Ana Alves, ed (’hitla a~ldA~g,o/a: A Marriage of(’om’etlie~ce? 

London: Pambuzuka Press, 2012 

Additiona] readings will be a’~,ailable on electm*lic reserve and Sakai 

Students are required to attend class sessions and participate in class discussions 
Attendance will be taker~ eactt class period Students are allowed three absences After 
that, t’or each tmexct*sed absence a total of one point will be de&*cted from the finn 
g~ade ~p to ten points 

A.s~gg~led Readir¢gs 
Each student will make a presentation on one assi,#ted reading Questions for discussion 
for the reading must be posted on Sakai at least two days p~ior to the presentation In 
most cases two o~ more students wi]l be assigned to the same reading The p~esentation 
will be worih 5 percent of your grade. 

There will be three exams Each exam will represent 25 percent of your grade. The 
exams will be in clas~ Students musl have a formal excuse fc~r rlot taking exams on the 
designated date and time 
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Book Re~qel~’ 

Each strident will have to read Chirla m~d.4~£~ola: .4 ,~[arria£~e qi(7o~vez~ie~ce? and write 
a five page book review Guidelines wig be given for the structure of the review This 
will represent 18 percent of your grade. Late papers will be penalized one lc~ter grade 
per day 

idl students are required to write a two and a half page response to two documentaries 
viewed in in class Each documenlary will represent 2.5% of your grade. The 

documentaD’ is ’When China Met Africa," and tim second is "The Africa-China 
Connection: A Thriving B~siness Pa*tnership " 

Grading Scale 
A 95-I00 A- 90 -94 B+ 85-89 B 82-84 B- 80-81 
CI 77-79 C 72-76 C- 70-71    D+ 68-69 D 63-67 
D- 60-62 

P~agiarlsm At UNC, p]agiatism is defined as "the deliberate or reckless representation 

of another’s words, thoughts or ideas as one’s own without attribntion in connection wifl~ 
submission of academic u, ork, u&ether graded or otherwise" Because it is considered a 
form of cheating, the Office of the Dean of Students can punish students who plagiarize 

with course failure and suspension Full information can be found on the I, JNC tlonor 
System page 

A statement on the nse of technology in the classroom by stndents Students can 
on]y use tablet computers or ]aptops in c]ass for taking exams The! use of smartphones 
for re×ring or talking is prohibited Therefore they should be turned off before entering 
the classroom If caught doing either, the professor will take the device from the student 
and return it at the end of the class period 

Behavior i~ class Once c]ass has started, students a*e expected to remain in their seats 
unless an emergency reqalres them to leave fl~e room Studems walking in and ont of 
class during lectures/discussions are disruptive to both the professor and other students 

H~mor code statement -- L N(-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered hono~ system 
and judicial system for over 100 years The system is the responsibility of students and is 
regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility Questions about 
student responsibilities under the honor code should be directed to the instructor or the 

office of the Dean oP Students Another usefi.d resource is the Instrument oP Student 
Judicial Governance This docnment, adopted by tbe Cbancellor, the Faculty Conncil, 

and the Student Confess, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student 
honor system FveD’ student enro]led in fl~is course is expected to tully participate and 
observe tim honor code Additional information about the UNC-Chapel lIill tlonor Code 

Potential changes to topics and readings -- Topics and reading assignments, and their 
orders on the sy]labus could be changed, b~;t not matters re]ated to ~ading Notice oP 
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such changes will be by announcement in class (or emall notice) or by changes to this 
syllabus posted on the course website 

Accommodation af disabilities policy - Students w, ho ~[Eel they may need 
accommodations based on the impac~ of a disability should contac~ the 
course ~nstructor to d~scuss their needs. Students with documented 
disabilities shmfld also comact the Deparnnent ~r Disabili~ Se~ices at 
919-962-8300 in SASB Noah Building, Suite 2126 ~o coordinate necessa~),’ 
accommodations fbr exams and other m-class assigmnents. Visit the interact 
address oflhis office at disabflityse~’ices.unc,edu for more information, 

Important Dates 
JanuaW 16 Response to ’When China Met Africa" dne 
February 18 Exam #1 
Ma~ch 18 Book review due of Cl-tBta a~ldd~goh~: d Mart’h~ge ~[Com’enie~ce~ 

April I Exam #2 
April 8 Response to"The Aliica-China Connection: A Thriving Business Parme~ship" 
due 
May 2 Exam #3 (Final) 

ln~roductlon 

Janl~a~T 14 View in class documenta~T ’~When China Met Aflqca" Two and a half 
page response to documem’a~- due on January 16 

Section I -Chlna-z~frica Relations in Historlcal Perspective and C~ntextuallzlng 

Chlna-~frica Relations 
Jam~aLw 16, 21, 23~ 28 
Gao Jinyuan, ’China and ~M’rica: The Development of Relations Over Many Centuries," 
d~icatlAj]air.s, Vol 83, No 33 I, April 1984, pp 241-250 (electronic reselwe) 
Sahan Raine, Chapter 1, ~Conte×tualising Today’s Sino-Affican Relations," in Raine, 
(’higta’vA/i’gca~t (’l’ta[le*tges, New York and London: Rutledge, 2009, pp 13-57 

(electronic reserve) 
Ion Taylor. Chapte~ I, "China’s Aliica Policy in Context," in Taylor. Boulder and 
Colorado: I,ynn Rienner, 2009 pp 1-36 (electronic reserve) 

Section 2 China’s Foreign Policy towards Africa 
February 4 
Lucy Cotkia, "RedetSning Foreigr~ Policy hnpulses toward Atiica: The Roles of’tbe 

MTA, the MOFCOM and China Exirn Ba~k,’" ,]o~a’~a! c?f(?~rre~lt Ch#~ese A~i’ican 
~ff&B;s; Vo 4, 2011, pp 61-90 (electronic reserve) 
Rafae] Mmques, qhe New Impe6alism: China in Angola" WorIdAflairs,lo~trnal 

(http:/iwww wofldaffairsjoumal org/aNcleNewimperialism-china-angolat (electronic 

reserve) 
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Stuff They Don’t Want You to Know China in Africa" You Tube (viewed in class) 

Section 3 China-Africa Medical Cooperation 
Febr~a~T 6 
Li Anshan. C/~mexe ~ledical (’ou[)~.ralio~ in AjHca: ~[,~lb 5)~ecial Emphasis 

AA~dical ondA*~t>,~fa]arh* (2m~)ai£v~, Discussion Paper 52, Nordic Africa InstiR~t~ 
Uppsala, Sweden, 2011 (electronic reset’e) 
Section 4 Country Case Studies 
The Democralic Republic of lhe Congo (DRC) 
The Sicomines Agreement 

Februa~’ 11, 13 
DRC (continued) 
Jacob Kushnerm, China 

Exam #| 

Februa~’ 20 
Ghana 
Stephanie Rupp, "Ghana~ China, and the Politics of Energ2~-," ~ica~ A’md~¢s Rcvieu, 

VoI 56, No I, April 2013, pp 103-[30 (Sakai) 

Februa~’ 25 
Mozambique 

Mafalda Fen eita Pigarra, ~Rcvisiting Sino-Mozambican Cooperation: Chi~a’s Inroads," 

Z#e (’]~ma ~o~or, Issue 72, .lune 2012 (electronic reserve) 

Section 5 Oil 

Februa~’ 27 
Shelly Zhao, ~’l’he Geopolitics of China-Aflica ()il," Cb]~a Br~fi~a~ N~em~, June 29, 2012 

(electronic rescale) 
~na Lieael Tachau, "A compafiaon of US and Chinese incentivea in winning oil 

contracts in At~can coumries," ,lom’~al ~f ~Hd £~erAv La~’ a~d ih~.~ine.~, Vol 4, No 
[, 2011 (electronic reserve) 
Council on Foreign Relations, ~’Expanding China-Off Ties" ~ebmat~ 8, 2012 ~electronic 

reset, e) 
Adam Nossitm, "China Finds Resistance to Oil Deals in ~rica," Y}~e Aie~’ York JB~w.s 
September 17, 2013 (Sakai~ 
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Section 7 Chinese Traders in Africa 
March 6 

Terence McNamee, h* 7he#" 0. ~ ~Vord~: A ,~’1.@ ~ff Chi*~ese ?P~der,s, The Brenthurst 
Foundation, April 2012 (elect~ onic reserve) 
Lee, "A Chinese Trading Post: The Case ~,f Oshlkango, Namlbia" PowerPoint 
presentalion) 

Spring Break 
March II, 13 

Country Case Studies (continued) 
China and Angola 
March Ig 

Power a~d Alves, eds (T/li~a at~d.d~Nola: A Marriage 

due. Discussion of book 
Book Review 

Section 8 Chlna-Africa Trade 

March 20, 27 
Lee, Chapter 2, "Chocolate CiD- (Guangzhou) in China" (Sakai) 

April I 
Exam #2 

April 3 
View in class. ’The Africa-China Connection: A Thriving Business Pa~lnership" Two 
and a half page response paper dne on Apri~ 8, 

Section I1 -- Ali~icans in China 
April 8. 10 
Lee, Chapter 3, "The Non-Hegemonic World of Africa-China Trade" (Sakai) 

April 15 
Heidi Ostbo Hangen. ’African Pemecoslal Migrams in China: Marginalizarion and 
Alternative Geography of a Mission Theology." AjHcaa 5[udies Rerie,. Vol 56. No 1. 
A pril 20 ~ 3. pp 8 ] - ~ 02 (Sakai) 

April 17 
Bodomo, Chapler 3, ’Africans in Yiwi" 
Bodomo, Chapter 4, "Africans in Sha1@~ai" 

April 22 
Bodomo. Chapter 5. "Africans in Beijing" 
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Bodomo, Chapter 6, "_AX’ricans in ttong Kong: A Case Study of the Ghanaian 

April 24 
Bodomo, Chapter 7, ’Africans in Macau 
Bodomo, Chapter 8, "Africans in China and Beyond" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Friday,               5:13 PM 

Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; C~eene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email unc edu>; OIT, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tutoring Session Changes 

Student Athletes, 

Please see below regarding a change or addition to your tutorial schedule: 

Added: AMST 

Added: STOR 

Added: GS with 
-Added: GS with 

Added: GS with 

Added: GS with 

Added: GS with 

~dded: GS with 

- Added: GS with 

- Added: GS with 

- Added: GS with 

- Added: GS with 

Added: GS with 
-Added: CG5 with 

- Added: CG5 with 

- Added: CG5 with 

Added: GS with 

tutoring with on Tuesdays @ 6pm. 

tutoring with on Mondays @ 6pm. 

on Thursdays @ 8pro. 

on Sundays @ 6pm. **STARTS on 2/1"* 

on Sundays @ 6pro. **STARTS Oll 

on Sundays @ 6pro. **STARTS on 2/J.** 

on Wednesdays @ 8pm. 

on Thursdays @ 6pro and 7pro. 

on Thursdays @ 8pro. 

on Wednesdays @ 8pm. 

on Thursdays @ 8pm. 

on Sundays @ 8pro. 

on Tuesdays/Thursdays @ lpm 

on Fridays @lpm & 2pro 

on Wednesdays @ 8pm. 

on Thursdays @ 7pm. 

on Sundays @ 6pro. 

CHANGED: ECON    tutoring with switched to on Mondays @ 8pm. 

CHANGED: ECON    tutoring with            moved to Monday @ 8pro. 



CHANGED: ECON tutorin8 with moved to Monday @ 8pm. 

- CHANGED: ECON tutoring with moved to Monday @ 6pm. 

- CHANGED: ECON tutoring with moved to Monday @ 6pm. 

CHANGED: GS with moved to Thursdays @ 7pm. 

CHANGED: GS with moved to Thursdays @ 6pm. 
- CHANGED: GS with               moved to Thursdays @ 6pm & 7pm. 

CHANGED: GS with              moved to Thursdays @ 8pm & Wednesdays @ 8pm with 

CHANGED: GS with 

CHANGED: GS with 

- CHANGED: GS with 

- CHANGED: GS with 

moved to Thursdays @ 7pm. 

moved to Wednesdays @ gpm with 

moved to Thursdays @ 6pm. 

moved to Wednesdays @ 8pm with 

If you have any questions or concerns please let me know. 

Office: 929 843 2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Tuesday, 4:17 PM 

~live uric edu> 
@live uric edu>; 

@live uric edu> 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~)live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email uric edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email uric edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu> 

New Tutor Session on Your Schedule 

~live unc edu>; ’ 
@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 

Student Athletes, 

The tutor sessions below with tutor, , have been added to your schedule and are expected to begin 

tomorrow (Wednesday, 1/29). Please plan to attend. 

BIOL Monday06:00PM Room I 

BIOL Monday 07:00PM Room N T6 

CHEW Monday 08 00PM RoomF 

MATH Monday0900PM RoomF 

CHEM Wednesday 06:00PM Room A 

- CHEM - Wednesday 07:00PM - Room L 

- CHEM - Wednesday 08 00PM - S-T8 

MATH Thursday 06:00PM Room B 

MATH Thursday 06:00PM Room B 

- EXSS - Thursday 07:00PM - Room N-T5 

- EXSS Thursday 07 00PM - Room N-T5 

MATH Thursday 0800PM Room C 

MATH Thursday 08:00PM Room C 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 



UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (oftice) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov ~t~ email unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Wednesday, JanualN 29, 2014 12:08 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Markos, Lance M 
<markos@email unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Less Than 12 Report - 

1 29 14 xlsx 

Attached is today’s less than report and it includes a new name -                 Tony, I am not sure if she has eligibility lef~ or, 

like                  is no longer with the team; regardless, she cannot participate in any CARA tunctions with the team until I 
receive the underload email or she gets back to full-time. 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center tor Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. It you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ot 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 

subject to FERPA. 



JlL~t ffDescr IlSeort I~th Par Cd 
2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ GACH 

2014 Spnnc~ GACH 

2014 Spnn~ ACTV 

IIFir= Name IITot= Units IITot= Units GPA IIcareer I1 
14.500 14.500 UGRD 

18.000 18.000 UGRD 

16.000 16.000 UGRD 

0.000 0.000 UGRD 

15.000 15.000 UGRD 

13.000 13.000 UGRD 

15.000 15.000 UGRD 

19.000 19.000 UGRD 

16.000 16.000 UGRD 

13.000 13.000 UGRD 

12.000 12.000 UGRD 

14.500 14.500 UGRD 

15.000 15.000 UGRD 

18.000 18.000 UGRD 

19.000 19.000 UGRD 

16.000 16.000 UGRD 

6.000 0.000 GRAD 

12.000 12.000 UGRD 

12.000 12.000 UGRD 

13.000 13.000 UGRD 

15.000 15.000 UGRD 

13.000 13.000 UGRD 

6.000 0.000 GRAD 

6.000 0.000 GRAD 

15.000 15.000 UGRD 

12.000 12.000 UGRD 

15.000 15.000 UGRD 

14.500 14.500 UGRD 

9.000 9.000 UGRD 



2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

2014 Spnng 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

MEDX 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

9.000 

3.000 

8.000 

3.000 

10.000 

7.000 

7.000 

11.500 

6.000 

6.000 

9.000 

9.000 

10.000 

6.000 

6.000 

10.000 

0.000 

10.500 

9.000 

10.000 

9.000 

10.500 

8.000 

10.000 

8.000 

6.000 

4.000 

6.000 

0.000 

10.000 

9.000 UGRD 

3.000 UGRD 

8.000 UGRD 

3.000 UGRD 

10.000 UGRD 

7.000 UGRD 

7.000 UGRD 

11.500 UGRD 

6.000 UGRD 

6.000 UGRD 

9.000 UGRD 

9.000 UGRD 

10.000 UGRD 

6.000 UGRD 

6.000 UGRD 

10.000 UGRD 

0.000 UGRD 

10.500 UGRD 

9.000 UGRD 

10.000 UGRD 

9.000 UGRD 

10.500 UGRD 

8.000 UGRD 

10.000 UGRD 

8.000 UGRD 

6.000 UGRD 

4.000 UGRD 

6.000 UGRD 

0.000 UGRD 

10.000 UGRD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:18 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu> 

rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc edu>; Miller, Beth 
<bethmiller@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Timmermans, 
Tom <timmem~ans@unc edu>; Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email unc edu>; Strassner, 
Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Miller, Steven 
L <smiler21@email unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Mays, 
Sally D <smays@email unc edu>; Gatz, Gregory <ggg@unc edu>; Duffy, Clare E 
<dufi’yce@em ail unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete pdf 

Coach gagula, 

Please see the attached list of your student-athletes who are officially eligible for competition this spring. If you have 

any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University o~ North Carolina 

Department ogAthletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: {919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Joe Sagula 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Eve Rackham 

Michael Beale 
TonyYount 

Sally Mays 

Tyler Adams 

Brent Blanton 

Steve Miller 
Greg Gatz 

Beth Miller 

Compliance Staff 

Travis Hipps 

Clare Duf~ 



Subiect: Tutoring Ca nee led, Acaden-ic Cent er Closed Makeupsessions 



Recruits attend Scrimmages at Duke Directions from Chape Hiil sre below 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Tuesday,               3:23 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; OIT, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu> 

PSYC Exam Review - Wednesday    @ 9:00pro 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC              that our Psychology tutor, 

be conducting on Wednesday evenin9     at 9:00pm in Loudermilk Room 2310C. 

Hope you all can make it. Brin9 any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

will 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@email uric edu 



From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton. Brent S <blanton,~ajunc edu>: Myers. Leslie <lesmvers,~ajemail unc edu>: Overstreet. Tia 
<ovcrstrc a~unc cdu>: Lec Jaimie <jaimielce a~unc cdu>: To~nscnd Jem~ <jto~nscnd a~unc cdu>: 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>: Greene. Michael 
<grcencmt@email uric edu>: Bcatty Cn-eg <gpbcat~@cmail uric edu>; Bethel Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>: Lyons. Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>: Sheu. Benjamin 
<bshcu@cmml uric edu> 

PSYC            Exam Review - Monda3     @ 9:00pro 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov a email unc cdu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               4:00 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <OlT@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; C~-eene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu> 

PSYC            Exam Review - Sunday    @ 7:00pro 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC              that our Psychology tutor, 

be conducting on Sunday evening     at 7:00pro in Loudermilk Room 2310C. 

Hope you all can make it. Brin9 any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

will 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Friday, Febmat-y 7, 2014 2:47 PM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blantun, Brent S <blantun@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtuwnsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Reminder to Students 

Student Tutor Agreement docx 

As we discussed in the staff meeting, please send out a reminder to all you r students of our policies and procedures 

regarding cancellations. 

I have attached the Student-Tutor Agreement form if you’d like to pass on a new copy to your students. 

Some key things to remember: 

Appointments should not be conceled beyond speciol circumstonces. "Not having new material to go over" and "1 didn’t 

plan ahead and need to work on classwork for another class" are not considered special circumstances and should 

warrant a conversation with the student regarding better planning and time usage. 

Please emphasize that anytime the student is scheduled to be absent due to team travel, competition and/or required 

events (CREED, Rising Stars, etc), (s)he should communicate the absence with the tutor no later than the session prior to 

traveling, in addition to following the cancellation procedures listed below. 

For Appointments 5pm or later Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than 

noon on Friday. 

In order to cancel an appointment~ students must send an email to AS!~SAT!!I ~:riiigl~u nc:el’Jo and copy (CC) their 

academic counselor. 

All cancellations outside of team travel and competition must be approved through the student’s academic counselor 

BEFORE being emailed to the tutorial staff. 

Cancellation emails should include the date, time, subject, tutor name, and reason for cancellation. 

Thank you! 

P~an ,Shau 
Assistar~t Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-~:d~letes 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  1:43 PM 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc edu> 

Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc edu>; Tetyn Brill <brill tetyn@gmail corn>; Gallo, Jr, 
Larry A <athgallo@unc edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Dressier, 
Carly <cldressl@email unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Gisselman, Steve <sdgiss@email unc edu>; Hipps, Travis 
Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Duffy, 
Clare E <duft’yce@email unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

Field Hockey - Spring Eligible to Compete pdf 

Coach Shelton, 

Please see the attached list of student-athletes who are officially eligible for competition for the spring semester. Go 

through it to make sure it matches up with your list. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University o~ North Carolina 

Department ogAthletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: {919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Karen Shelton 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

19. 20. 

Cc: Grant Fulton 
Shelley Johnson 

Compliance Staff 

Travis Hipps 

Teryn Brill 

Brent Blanton 
Tony Yount 

Steve Miller 

Larry Gallo 

Scott Oliaro 

Steve Gisselman 

Clare Duf~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Tuesday, 4:20 PM 

2blive unc edu>; 
~hve unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; h?,live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>;                       @live unc edu>; 
" @live unc edu>;                     ~live unc edu> 

Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Unavailable 

Student Athletes, 

~ will not be available for tutoring tonight. We do not have any drop in available for ECON tonight, 

however will be available for STAT/Math help tonight from 7 10pro. 

There will be drop ins available for ECON/Stat with @ 6pro, @ 9pro tomorrow night. 

Please let me or you r advisor know if you are still in need of additional tutoring. 

bsheL l~emai[.unc eou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  1:23 PM 

Subject: 

@uric edu>; 
@live unc e~u>; ~live unc edu>; 

@live uric edu>; @email uric edu>; 
Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email uric edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Ca-eerie, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email uric edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email uric edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email uric edu>; 
On, Kym N <orc@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email uric edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Academic Center Closed for Weather 

Tutors and Staff, 

Loudermilk Academic Center will close at 1pro today (Wednesday,      due to inclement weather. All tutoring, study 

hall, and athletic counselor sessions scheduled for lpm and later are cancelled. We will follow the University adverse 

weather policies located on the main website: http://www.alertcarolina.unc.edu/ 

There will be a separate email outlining plans for Thursday’s sessions. 



Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you and be safe! 

Sen Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S~pport Program for Student-Ath!etes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Wednesday, 1:44 PM 

(?bemail uric edu>; 
@gmail corn>;                               @email unc edu>; 

~email uric edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; 
@gmail corn> 

iwemall unc ecru>;                         ~email unc edu>; 
~unc edu>;                     ~gmail corn>; 

~email unc edu>; ~hve uric edu>; Felicelli, Frank 
<frank felicelli~boran~e k 12 nc us>; ~live uric edu>; 

~live unc edu>; @live unc edu>: 
@live unc edu>;                    ~live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; Jones, Kim <kiones@chccs kl2 nc us>; Lindekugel, 
Kim <klindekugel@chccs k 12 nc us>; @live unc edu>; 
Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email uric edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>                               ~gmail corn>; 

~live unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email uric edu>; 
)) gmail corn>; 

~live unc edu>;,                          ~gmail corn>: 
~live unc edu>; Orr, Kym ~ <orr@email unc edu>; 

~med unc edu>;                        ~live unc edu>; 
@gmail corn>; :                   ~live unc edu>; 

2) email unc edu>; ~gmail corn>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~yahoo com>; bgmml corn; 

@gmail corn>; @live uric edu>; 
~email unc edu> 

Levante, Raphael Espinal <raphael levante@unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~gmail corn>; 

~email unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 
~email unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~email unc edu>; 

~live uric edu>; 
~email unc edu>; 

@unc edu>; 
~email unc edu>; 

~unc edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; C~-eene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Thursday     Inclement Weather 

Tutors and Staff, 

As of right now (1:45pm on       Loudermilk Academic Center will be closed until 11am tomorrow (Thursday      . All 

tutoring, study hall, and athletic counselor sessions scheduled before 11am are cancelled. We will follow the University 

adverse weather policies located on the main alert website: 

Under Condition 2 and 3, we will cancel all tutorial programs. Please check online to see updates regarding status on 

campus. 

We plan to send an email update tomorrow if tutorial sessions are cancelled. 



Staysafeeveryone! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselo~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday,                  2:41 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <O~T@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Beatty, C~eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu> 

BIOL             ~xam Review - Wednesda5     @ 6:00pro 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for BTOL              that our Biology tutor 

conducting on Wednesday evenin.(       ~t 6:00pm in Loudermilk Room 2310A. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

will be 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalogCa) email unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 4:48 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Hi Tony, 
reimbursement was bounced back b/c her "receipt" only says a bookstore charge - no details surrounding the charges. 

Any way you can get me the exact receipt so I can push it through? 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third pa~ties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 

subject to FERPA. 







On 



Subject: FW: 
Date 1:09:31 PM EDT 
To: ~co]rmast ~et>, ~!ive,unc edu> 
Cc: "Barnes, Philip E -- barr/es@unc~du , Strassner, Rachel r4stlass@ema~hur/cedu 





On 

011 

Subject: FW: 
Date :09:31 PM EDT 
To: @comcask!?e~> 



Subjecl: 



On 



Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA 
Division I National Academic Squad 

*Designates 4 ,iear award recipients 



*Desisnates 4 year award recipients 



Lo~k Haven University 

Tabatha Almond 

Kier~ten Cepeda 

S~ephan e Ebersole 

Longwood U~iversity 

Jordan Chapman 

Nicele Decka~d 

Margaret Mitchell 



Ohio University 

Ashey CureLon 

Katherine Fenzel 

Caelyn HaRley 

*Designates 4 year award recipients 



Rad~ord University 

Emily Hoke 

Kellen Keys 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,               5:45 PM 

ARPRA Tqtoring <ASPSATutoring~)unc edu>; 

@live uric edu>; ?~live unc edu>; 

~live uric edu>; 
~live uric edu>; @live uric edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; C~eene, 

Michael <greenemt@email uric edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Unavailable 

Noted! 

With sincere respect, 

"lntegriO, is doing the right thing, �wen when no one is looking." 

From: ASPSA Tutorino <ASPSA Tutoring@unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, 22:37 

To. 
Cc: Yount, Tony; Lee, Jaimie; greenemt; Blanton, Brent S; Levante, 

Subject:             Unavailable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Friday,              12:03 PM 

~unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>: Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Beatty, C~eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email unc edu> 

PSYC            Exam Review - Tuesday     @ 7:00pro 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC that our Psychology tutor, 
be conductin9 on Tuesday evenin9      at 7:00pro in Loudermilk Room 2310A, 

Hope you all can make it. Brin9 any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~bemail uric edu 





Okay great! Here is the title of the two classes in question and I have attached the Syllabus of all five classes. 
ENG 
MUSIC 

1 English instead of English 
2 Music instead of Mnsic 

On at 5:22 PM "Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hey 

> ~%~nat’s happening? I’m waiting on getting the good word from Admissions but I think those all look pretty good; 
think we have a comparable Music class Hopefully I11 hear back from Admissions on what they would transfer in 
as and we can get some things firmed up. When do you have to registe¢? Thanks!! 

> Lance 

> Lance Markos 
> Director of Compliance 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> Departmerlt of Athletics 
> Phone: (919) 843-7259 
> Fax: (919) 962-6002 
> markos@email.unc.edu 

> From: 
> Sent: Wednesday, 10:00 PM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 



> Ce: 
> Subject: Summer classes 

> Hi Mr. Markos, 
> 
> I’ve chosen a few classes for summer school at and would like to know if they go towards the general 
eduction requirements Also, I just want to make sure these classes transfer 
> Economics 
> English 
> Histon/ 
> Music 
> Spanish 
> 
> Thanks, 

cell 

cell 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Tuesday, 4:57 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
Nhve unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; ~ 

@live unc edu>; 1 ~blive unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; @live unc edu> 

@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Beatty, Ca-eg 
<gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu> 

Unavailable 

Student Athletes, 

just reached out and let us know she would not be able to attend her tutorial sessions tonight. I apologize 

for the late notice, but your sessions with        have been cancelled for tonight. 

Please see your counselor for any questions regarding your MAP requirements. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

bshe~@ernail,unc.edu 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 



and 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Friday, 2:3 I PM 

@email unc edu>; 
~mail com>: 

@live unc edu>; 
@bellsouth net>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~gmail corn>; 

~gmail corn; 
@hotmail corn> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenem@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; 
Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu> 

Academic Assistance in GEOL I 01 and BIOL l01 

TUTORING BIOLOGY LECTURE AND LABS docx; TUTOPdNG GEOLOGY 
LECTURE AND LABS docx 

To All Geology 101 and Biology 101 Tutors: 

Recently we met with professors who teach Geology 101 lecture and lab and Biology 101 lecture and lab to receive 

clarification on what is considered appropriate academic assistance for tutors to provide in these cou rses; particularly 

with lab reports, lab activities, and online assignments. In addition we discussed how to accurately define 

"collaboration". Each department chooses to handle these areas differently, as you will see in the attached educational 

documents outlining the details of our conversations. One notable difference between the two departments is that 

Biology does not object to tutors working with students on the online "Mastering Biology~’ assignments provided tutors 

are only discussing the questions conceptually, and students are arriving at their own answers. Geology, on the other 

hand, indicates that online "Smartwork" assignments MAY NOT be completed in the presence of a tutor or any other 

individual. 

Please take the time to familiarize you rself with the attached documents so that you are aware of how to appropriately 

service your students in these subiects. Also, it is important to note that tutors MAY NOT use old lab reports from 

previous terms as examples for students to follow. Many of the past proced u res are no longer applicable to the cu rrent 

labs. If you have taken the lab at UNC before, it is only permissible to discuss how you did the experiment and what it 

means rather than talking about what you did and procedures used when you took the lab. 

As always, please reach out to us if you have any qu estions regarding this very im portant matter. FYI, to those of you 

who tutor BIOL 101 Lab, I do have cu rrent Lab Manual in my office if you are in need of the reference. 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalogC~email unc edu 









Name I PID Session 
8 
8 
5 
9 
8 
8 
8 
5 
7 
7 
1 

10 
1 
3 
5 
5 
8 
10 
3 
5 
5 

11 
1 
7 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
1 
5 



1 
6 
9 
1 
3 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 

10 
5 
5 
3 
3 
5 
1 
8 
8 
5 
5 
8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 11:41 AM 

Beatty, C~eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email uric edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email uric edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Reminder: Closings 

Can you please remind your students of all the closings this week? We are closed tonight @ 5pm, Thursday @ 5pro, 

Friday closed all day, and Sunday closed. 

Students will not need to cancel for these sessions. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Wednesday . 10:58 AM 

@live uric edu>; @live uric edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live uric edu>;                                  (a!live uric edu>; 
~live uric edu>; 

@live uric edu>;                         ~live uric edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; @uric edu> 

Unavailable 

Student Athletes, 

will be unavailable tonight and tomorrow afternoon for her normal sessions. These sessions have been 

cancelled. 

Please see your counselor for any questions regarding your MAP. 

Ben Sheu 



FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE - Spring 203.4 

Sunday, April 27 

COURSE 

ANTH 
CHEM 
DRAIV 

DRAN 

EXSS 

MATH/STOR (Drop in) 

ANTH 

CHEM 

MATH 

POLl 

DRAM 
EXSS/BIOI    (Drop in) 

MATH/STOR (Drop in) 

PSYC 

ECON 
EXSS : 

POR~T (Drop-in) 
PSYC 

rIME ITUTOR 
5pm 

5pro 

5pro 
5pm 

5pro 

5pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pro 
7pm 

7pm 

Monday, April 28 

COURSE rIME 

CHEM . 5pm 

CHEM/BIOL/PHYS )Drop in) 5pm 

Tuesday, April 29 

COURSE rIME 

CHEM (Drop-in) 5pm 
PORT (Drop in) 5pm 

SPAN 5pro 

FREN -all 7pro 

MATH all 7pm 9pm 

SPAN tll 7pm 

SPAN tll ~pm 

ECON/STOR (Drop-in) ~pm 

MATH (Drop-in) 9pm 

PORT All )pm 

Wednesday, April 30 

ROOM COURSE 

BIO[ 
MATH 

MATH (FB Only) 

AAAD 

CHEM 

CHEM 

DRAM 

ECON/STAT )Drop in) 

EXSS 
FREN All 

POR1 ¯ All 

SPAN All 
STOR All 

STOR All 

FREN All 

MATH All 

PORT 

SPAN 

AAAE 

ROOM BIOL 

BUSI 

FREN All 

MATI ’ All 
POR1 All 

MATH       (Drop-in) 
/PORT All )Drop in) 

Thursday, May 1 

COURSE 

BIOL 

CHEM (Drop-in) 

MATH/STOR )Drop-in) 

BIOL 

ROOM EXSS 

EXSS 
HIST 

PHYS 

STOR 
AAAD 

ECON/STAT )Drop in) 

EXSS IDrop-inl 

AAAD 
CHEM 

COM[ 
ECON )Drop-in) 

TIME ITUTOR 
¢pm 

1pro 

2pm 

Bpm 

6pm 

6pm 

Bpm 

Bpm 

Bpm 
6pm 

6pm 

5pro 
6pm 

6pm 

7pro 
7pm 

7pm 

7pro 
7pm 

(Drop in) 7pro 

All 7pro 

8pm 

8pm 

8pm 

8pm 

9pro 

9pro 

ROOM 

Friday, May 2 

COURSE 

ECON 

ECON 

Sunday, May 4 

COURSE 

BIOL 

CLAF 

DRA 

EXSS 
MAT 

MAT 

PHYS 
ECOP 

ECOP ~BIOI 

iDrop in) 

STOR 

MATH 

V~ondav, May 5 

:OURSE 

~4ATH 

:OMM 
)RAM 

TIMEITUTOR 

6pm 

6pm 
7pm 

7pm 

8pm 

IROOM 

IROOM 

ROOM 

3EOG 
41ST ] 

TIME ITUTOR 
6pm 

6pm 

Bpm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

8pm 

8pm 

8pm 

8pm 

8pm 

9pm 

9pm 

IROOM Writing Lab Drop-Ins 
ISunday, April 27, 6 10pm    -    ~ 

WL3 

IMonday, 
April 28, 6-1Opm 

Room 

Tuesday, April 29, 6 10pm Room 

Wednesday, April 30, 6 lOpm Room 

WL3 

WL3 

I I nurs~ay, May 1, b-lUpm Room 

WL3 

ISunday, May 4, 6-$Opm Room 

.............................. ................ ..................................... 
WL3 

SPAN -All ~pm 
I IM°nday’ May 5, 6 10pm ~    Room 

WL3 

ITuesday, May 6, 6-gpm Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:29 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Gaeene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

FW: Transfer Release Requests - REMINDER 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 4:55 PM 
TO= Brown, Michelle 
Subject= FW: Transfer Release Requests - REMINDER 

Please feel free to share general!y with your staff since, as you mentioned academic counselors may be ~mongst the 

first gioup to hear a~bout z~ student-athlete’s request, 

thanks! 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 4:36 PM 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
~:~ Markos, Lance M (markos~email.unc.edu); Timmermans, Tom (timmermans~unc.edu); 

Nemail.unc.edul; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince/ille~unc.edul; Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, 
Clint; Steinbacher, Rick; Creech, Karlton W; Cunningham, Bubba 
Su~ect: Transfer Release Requests - REMINDER 

All - 



We will be covering the Department of Athletics Transfer Policy and applicable NCAA regulations with your student- 

athletes next week at our departmental policy meetings. Prior to doin8 so, we wanted to provide you with a reminder 

about the NCAA requirements resardin8 our institutional response to transfer release requests~ 

Bylaw 13.1.2.3 Four Year Cofege Prospective 5tudentAthletes states that if you or any other member of the athletics 

staff receive a written request from a student-athlete to permit another institution to contact that student-athlete 

about transferrins, we m ust 8rant or deny such a request within 7 business days of receipt of the request. If we fail to 

respond to the student-athlete’s written request within 7 business days, permission will be 8ranted by default and we 

will be required to provide written permission to the student-athlete. 

In addition, if we decide to deny a student athlete’s request to permit any other institution to contact the student about 

transferrins, we must inform them in writin~ that he or she, upon request, will be provided a hearin~ conducted by an 

institutional committee outside the athletics department. The hearin~ m ust be conducted and written results of the 

hearing provided to the student-athlete within 15 business days of receipt of the student-athlete’s written request for a 

hearing. If we fail to do so within 15 business days, permission to contact the student will be ~ranted by default and we 

will be required to provide written permission to the student athlete. 

Similarly, when a student-athlete transfers, we are required to certify in writing whether or not we have an objection to 

thestudentbeinsgrantedanexceptiontothetransfer-residencerequirement. If we receive a written request for a 

release from a student-athlete to utilize the one-time transfer exception, we must respond within 7 business days. If we 

fail to respond to the student-athlete’s written request within 7 business days, the one-time transfer will be 8ranted by 

default. The student athlete does have the right to appeal a denial to utilize the one time transfer exception to an 

institutional committee outside of the athletics depar[ment and must be provided written results of such a hearing 

within 15 business days. 

If you are contacted in written form (e.8., text, letter, email) by any of you r student-athletes resarding their desire to 

receive permission to contact another institution, please be mindful of the 7 business day window you have to respond 

to such a request. Failure to respond will ultimately permit that student-athlete to receive permission to contact any 

institution he or she would like. When you respond, please be sure to copy the Athletics Compliance Office on your 

response for our records. It may be best to consult with your SpoCc Prosram Administrator and/or the Athletics 
Compliance Office about your response prior to sendin~ ay documentation to the student athlete makin~ the request. 

If you have any questions or concerns about the transfer release process, hearinss or other NCAA transfer rules, please 

feel free to contact me. 

Thank you and have a nice weekend. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of Notch Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962 7853 

Fax: (919) 962 6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 7:59 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; 
Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Beatty, Ga-eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu> 

Math Exam Review Sessions After May 1 

Hi All, 
I wanted to make you aware that informed me late last week that he has a conflict and will not be available 

to conduct any Review Sessions beginning on May 2nd. So as you are talking with your students about the review 

schedule this week, please inform them that all MATH and STOR sessions that           was planning to conduct May 
2 5 may not be conducted unless we can find a replacement. We will reach out to other MATH tutors to see if they are 

available to substitute. I will keep you informed. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥ ~t~ email unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Monday, Aplil 21, 2014 10:42 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

RE: guiding principles 

asp sa-dra ft -principles 3-28-14pdf 

Bradley R. H. Bethel [ Reading and Writing Spcciallst 
Utdversitv of North Carolina at ChapeJ Hi0 
Academic Support Program fb~ Student-Athletes 

Io,ade~mdk Center t’or ExcelIeace 
344 Ridgc Rd I C~pu~ Box 3107 
Chapd tlill NC 27599 I (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcdac[@unc cdu 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 8:25 AM 
To: Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; 
Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: guiding principles 

Hello, 

Everyone is to provide feedback to the entire group by the end of the day on Friday, April 25th. 

In our last staff meeting, we discussed a drab document that outlines guiding principles for interaction between 

identified units that was initiated by the Working Group as a foundation/platform for the discussions. As I mentioned, 

we are the key stakeholder and we are critical in the development of it. Therefore, this is our opportunity. 

Please review the document and provide your feedback, comments, suggestions to the entire group by using the 

comment feature and by responding to all. 

Thank you, 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962 9533 



fax:(919)962 8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 10:59 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Ga-eene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

RE: guiding principles 

asp sa-dra ft -principles 3-28-14pdf 

Ben Sheu 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2024 10:42 AM 

TO: Brown, Michelle; Sheu, Benjamin; Blanton, grent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; Lyons, 

Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan g; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

I have left comments on the document and attached it. 

Loudcm~i[k Center for Excc[lc~icc 
344 Padgc Rd C~lpus Box 3107 
( h~pcl Hi1!, NC 27599 I ’r (919) 962-2237 

F 1919) 9(,2-g247 
bradley bethel’a unc edu 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 8:25 AM 
To: Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; 
Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: guiding principles 

Hello, 

Everyone is to provide feedback to the entire group by the end of the day on Friday, April 25th. 

In our last staff meeting, we discussed a draff document that outlines guiding principles for interaction between 



identified units that was initiated by the WorkinB Group as a foundation/platform for the discussions. As I mentioned, 

we are the key stakeholder and we are critical in the development of it. Therefore, this is our opportunity. 

Please review the document and provide your feedback, comments, sugsestions to the entire group by using the 

comment feature and by respondin8 to all. 

Thank you, 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962 9533 

fax: (919)962 8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 2:57 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym 
N <orr@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

RE: guiding principles 

Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction pdf 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 10:59 AM 
TO: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beat~y, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; 
Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Over~reet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject~ RE: guiding principles 

Ben Sheu 

hsheu ~!?ernaihunc,edu 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 10:42 AM 

TO: Brown, Michelle; Sheu, Benjamin; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; Lyons, 

Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, lenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

bradley betheYa unc edu 



From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 8:25 AM 

TO~ Sheu, Benjamin; Eethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beat~y, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; 

Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Over~reet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subjeet~ guiding principles 

Hello, 

Everyone is to provide feedback to the entire group by the end of the day on Friday~ April 25th. 

In our last staff meeting~ we discussed a draft document that outlines guiding principles for interaction between 

idenDfied units that was initiated by the Working Group as a foundation/platform for the discussions. As I mentioned, 

we are the key stakeholder and we are critical in the development of it. Therefore~ this is our opportunity. 

Please review the document and provide your feedback~ comments~ suggestions to the entire group by using the 

Thank you, 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 4:01 PM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 
Guided Study Cancellations 

Staff, 

There was a form going around last week of the Guided Study Hou rs and when if you wanted to cancel them for next 

week. We’re not exactly sure who has it/where it is now, so please update our digital copy of this. I have saved it and 

ordered it by advisor/student, but you can filter to find you r own students as need be. 

Please u pdate this no later than 12:00pm on Thursday 4/24, so we can remove these promptly and prepare ou r tutors 

for next week. You can see my student or Brent’s students as an example of how to update the document. 

The location is here: 
H:\Academics\Tutorial Program\2013-14\Spring 2014 ~ SP14 Guided Study Cancellations 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 12:33 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beat[y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

RE: guiding principles 

Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction pdf 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 2:$7 PM 

TO: Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Bichard; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, 

Jaimie; Mvers, Leslie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kvm N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

Ok I took a shot at as well. See attached. 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 10:59 AM 
TO: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beat[y, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; 
Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overs~reet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: guiding principles 

Ben Sfleu 

bsheL @emai[.unc eo!~ 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 10:42 AM 

To: Brown, Michelle; Sheu, Benjamin; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; Lyons, 

Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 



L;3udcm3itk Ccntcr k~,r E’~cc[[cncc 
344 Ridgc Rd [ Campus Box 3107 
ChapclHill NC 27599 I (919) 962-2237 

F {919) 962-8247 
bramev oeme~(q unc edu 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 8:25 AM 
To: Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; 
Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: guiding principles 

Hello, 

th Everyone is to provide feedback to the entire group by the end of the day on Friday, April 25 . 

In our last staff meeting, we discussed a draft document that outlines guiding principles for interaction between 

identified units that was initiated by the Working Group as a foundation/platform for the discussions. As I mentioned, 

we are the key stakeholder and we are critical in the development of it. Therefore, this is our opportunity. 

Please review the document and provide your feedback, comments, suggestions to the entire group by using the 

comment feature and by responding to all. 

Thank you, 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962 8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Tuesday, 4:46 PM 

@live uric edu>; 
@live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 
@live uric edu>; ~ @live uric edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live uric edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Levante, 
@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; 

Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email uric edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu> 

Unavailable 

Student Athletes, 

Please see 

will be unavailable tonight and tomorrow I              . Your PSYC tutoring has been cancelled. 

during her drop-in hours on Tuesday @ 7pro in room B or Wednesday @ 9pro in room F. 

gee your counselor if you have any questions. 

Ben Sheu 
Assista!lt [utor[a] ( oord[!lator/Academic Counse!or 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Ath!etes 

bsheu@ern~il.llnc edu 
Office: 9:[9-g,t 3-232g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              8:54 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Beatty, C~eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 
Final Exam Review Schedule - UPDATE 
$I: Final Exam Reviews - Students- FINAL xlsx 

Hello All, 

Just when I think I have the review schedule finalized, something else pops up. As a follow up to MATH beginning 

; will be covering s sessions. So nothing has changed with MATH fortunately. ECON 101-007 On 

Sunday has been moved to 8pro and 9pm for a two hour review. I believe the PSYC 101 session on Monday at 9pro 

was incorrect on the previous schedule. It should be Section 002. And the latest unsolved issue is DRAM 115-002. 

will not be available for any sessions next week including her regularly scheduled appointments due to a 

conference she must attend for work at the last minute. I have inquired to see if               I can cover the 6pm 

session on Wednesday     , but it is likely that we will not be able to offer the 8pm session on May 1. Encourage your 

students to attend other sections as I am sure the content is quite similar. 

The latest version of the review schedule is attached. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (of’rice) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloyC~email unc edu 



FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE - Spring 203.4 

Wednesday, April 30 Sunday, April 27 

COURSE 

ANTH 
CHEM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

EXSS       ~ 

MATH/STOR (Drop in) 

ANTH 

CHEM 

HIST 
MATH 

POLl 

PSYC 

rIME 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

TUTOR ROOM 

2310C 
2303 

2406 

2408 

2306 

2301 

2310C 

2303 

WL2 
2301 

2306 

2408 
2406 

U 

2301 
2408 

2303 
2303 

2310C 

V 

2408 

Monday, April 28 

COURSE 

CHEM 
CHEM/BIOL/PHYS )Drop-in) 

DRAM 

BUSI (Drop in) 
CHEIV 

HIST 

MATH 

PSYC 
SPAN (Drop-in) 

EXSS 

EXSS )Drop-in) 

rIME TUTOR ROOM 

~pm 2303 
5pm E 
~pm 2406 
7pm 2310C 
7pm 2303 
7pm 2320A 

7pm 2301 

7pm 2408 
7pm F 

3pm 2306 

3pm 2310C 

COURSE TIME tUTOR ROOM 

31OL 4pm 2303 
MATH lpm 2303 

MATH (FR Only) 2pm 2303 

AAAD Spm 2306 

CHEM 6pm 2417 

CHEM 6pm WL2 

DRAM 6pm 2408 

EXSS 6pm 2406 

FREN 5pm L 

PORT 6pm 2320A 

SPAN 6pm 2310C 

STOR 5pm 2303 

STOR 6pm 2302 

AAAD 7pm 2306 

EXSS 7pm 2406 

FREN 7pm J 

MATH 7pm 2302 
PORT1 7pm 2310A 

PORT-All(Drop-in) 7pm P 

SPAN 7pm 2310C 

AAAD Bpm 2306 

RIOL Bpm 2303 

RUSI Bpm 2408 

FREN Bpm J 

MATI 3pm 2302 

PORT Bpm 2310A 

SPAN 3pm 2310C 

ECON 9pm 2310C 

EXSS L ..... 9pm 2406 
MATH Drop in) 9pm 2302 
SPAN/PORT-All )Drop-in) 9pm H 

:riday, May 2 

:OURSE TIME ITUTOR ROOM 

iCON 6pm 2303 

VIATH 6pm 2301 

iCON 7pm 2303 

VIATH 7pm 2301 

~TOR 8pm , 2301 

~unday, May 4 

:OURSE TIME ITUTOR ROOM 

~IOL 6pm 2303 

:LAR 6pm 2310C 

)RAM 6pm 2406 

~XSS 6pm 2408 

VIATH 6pm 2301 

VIATH 7pm 2301 

VIonday, May 5 

:OURSE TIME ITUTOR ROOM 

:HEM/BIOL/PHYS (Drop in) 6pm 2310C 

~XSS 6pm 231OA 

VIATH ...... 6pm 2301 

:HEM/BIOL/PHYS (Drop in) 7pm 2310C 

:OMM 7pm 2408 

)RAM 7pm 2406 

~XSS 7pm 2303 

~XSS 7pm 2320A 

VIATH/STOR )Drop in) 7pm 2301 

3EOG 8pm 2320A 

41ST : 8pm , 2310C 

MATH/STOR (Drop-in) 2301 Thursday, May 1 

SPAN/PORT )Drop-in) 
ECON/STOR (Drop in) 

HIST 

PSYC 

Tuesday, April 29 

COURSE 

CHEM (Drop in) 

PORT (Drop-in) 

SPAN 

FREN 

MATH 

SPAN ~ 

FREN ] 

GEOG 

SPAN 

STOR 

ECON/STOR (Drop in) 

FREN 

MATH (Drop-in) 

PORT-All 

SPAN -All 

rIME 

7pm 

7pm-9pm 

7pm 

B 

2310C 

2310A 

2408 

TUTOR ROOM 

E 

C 

2310A 

L 

2301 

2310A 

L 

2310C 

2310A 

2406 

2310C 

L 

2301 

2310C 

COURSE TIME tUTOR ROOM 

RIOL 6pm 2310C 

CHEM (Drop-in) 5pm C 

MATH/STOR )Drop in) 5pro 2301 

31OL 7pm 2310C 

EXSS 7pm 2408 

EXSS 7pm 2406 

HIST 7pm 2306 

PHYS 7pm 2303 

STOR 7pm 2301 

AAAD Bpm 2306 

RIO[ Bpm WL2 

BUS Bpm 2408 

DRAM Bpm 2406 

ECON/STAT)Drop-in) 3pm 2303 

EXSS(Drop-in) Bpm S 

AAAD 9pm 2306 

CHEM 9pm 2408 

COMM 9pm 2310A 

ECON )Drop-in) 9pm T 

Writing Lab Drop-Ins 
~unday, April 27, 6 10pm Room 

WL3 

WL3 

VIonday, April 28, 6 20pm Room 

WL3 

WL3 

tuesday, April 29, 6-10pm Room 

WL3 

WL3 

~’ednesday, April 30, 6 20pm Room 

WL3 

thursday, May 1, i-lOire iRoom 

WL3 

WL3 

~unday, May 4, 6-10pro Room 

WL3 

WL3 

VIonday, May 5, 6 10pm Room 

WL3 

IWL3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:57 AM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 
Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

RE: guiding principles 

Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction pdf 

From: Myers, Leslie 

Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 12:33 PM 

TO: Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent 5; Greene, Michael; 

Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent; Monday, April 21, 20:14 2:57 PM 

TO: Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, 

Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

Ok ! took a shot at as well. See attached. 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 10:59 AM 
TO: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Bea~Ly, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; 
Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: guiding principles 

have also added comments, 

bsheu@ernai’.unc.edu 



From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 10:42 AM 

TO: Brown, Michelle; Sheu, Benjamin; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; Lyons, 

Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan g; Orb Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent= Friday, April 18, 2014 8:25 AM 
"1"o= Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; 
Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject= guiding principles 

Hello, 

th Everyone is to provide feedback to the entire Broup by the end of the day on Friday, April 25 . 

In our last staff meeting, we discussed a draft document that outlines guiding principles for interaction between 

identified units that was initiated by the Working Group as a foundation/platform for the discussions. As I mentioned, 
we are the key stakeholder and we are critical in the development of it. Therefore, this is our opportunity. 

Please review the document and provide your feedback, comments, suggestions to the entire group by using the 

comment feature and by responding to all. 

Thank you, 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 
Wednesday, April 23, 2014 9:47 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

RE: guiding principles 

Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction pdf 

From: Beat[y, Greg 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:57 AM 
TO~ Myers, L~lie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, 
Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject~ RE: guiding principles 

Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 12:33 PM 

TO: Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; 

Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

Attached. 

Les 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2024 2:57 PM 

TO: 5heu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, 

Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

Ok I took a shot at as well. See attached. 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 10:59 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; MyeN, Leslie; 
Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: guiding principles 

Ben Sheu 



bsheu@ema[[,unc~edu 
Office: 9!9-B43-232g 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 10:42 AM 

To: Brown, Michelle; Sheu, Benjamin; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; Lyons, 

Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

344 Pddgc Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chap:;] Hill, NC 27599 "[ (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 
bradley betbel~a unc edu 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 8:25 AM 

TO: Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beat[y, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; 

Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject= guiding principles 

Hello, 

th Everyone is to provide feedback to the entire group by the end of the day on Friday, April 25 . 

In our last staff meeting, we discussed a draft document that outlines guiding principles for interaction between 

identified units that was initiated by the Working Group as a foundation/platform for the discussions. As I mentioned, 

we are the key stakeholder and we are critical in the development of it. Therefore, this is our oppor[unity. 

Please review the document and provide your feedback, comments, suggestions to the entire group by using the 

comment feature and by responding to all. 

Thank you, 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962 9533 



fax:(919)962 8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michellc <mbrown3 a~email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2gl4 9:49 AM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@cmail uric edu>: Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethcl@cmail uric cdu>: 
Blantom Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene. Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@emad unc edu>: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@cmail uric edu>: Lyons, Elizabeth M <cmlyons a~cmail uric cdu>: Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@cmail uric cdu>: Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Ovcrstrcet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>: Townsend, Jenn qitownsend@unc edu>: YounL Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

FW: Exam Makeup Policy 

[hank you, 

Miche[[e 

CHEMISTRY 101, General Chemistry 

Spring 2014 

Instructor: Ms. Laura Benton, labenton@email.unc.edu 

Exams: Your grade is based on three hourly exams and one comprehensive, multiple choice final. If you have concerns 

about test-taking, please consult the Learning Center. Please bring your one-card to all exam sessions. Failure to bring 
your one-card may result in a zero on that exam. 

The hourly exams will be on January 31st, March 3rd, and April 11th during normal class times. The final will be on 

Tuesday, May 6th, at 12:00 PM. 

Important notes about exams: 

The hourly exams are optionoh The final is required. There are no make -up exams. No exams will be given early. 

EXSS 276 - Human Physiology Spring 2014 



Class Time and Location: M.W.F 10:00-10:50 AM. Fetzer 109 

Instructor: 

Teaching Assistant: 

Dr Anthony C Hackney 
Professor Exercise Physiology & Nutrition 
Office: Fetzer Hall 203 

Exam Attendance: All students MUST be present for exams. A make-up of missed exams will only be allowed 
with approved medical absences or official university activities; otherwise, a missed exam will result in a grade of 
zero for that exam. If you know that you will miss an exam, you must notify the instructor before the event takes 
place and not afterwards. Scheduled absences (i.e., university sponsored) are to be brought to the instructor’s 
attention during the first two weeks of the semester. The Final Exam cannot be rescheduled except for extreme 
circumstance as per campus-wide policy. 

U S Histo~-,’, 1865 to the Present 
Glatthaar 

All examinations arc mandatot) No make-up examinations will be given unless a dire emergency develops, cg, a serious 
illness Make-up exams will only be given with instructor’s permission and on Thursday, Apdl 24 at 5 PM The morn will 
be announced the last week of school The instructor reserves the dght to give unannounced quizzes, for which there will be 
no make-up tests The weight office pop quizzes will bc deducted from the final exam 

P, zta A BalabanPhonc 919 843 8823 (W) 

Business 101 - Managerial Accounting 
Spring 2014 - CJ Skendcr 





Biology 101, Sect 2 Dr. Jean DeSaix bR,~FT jdesaix@emaihunc.edu 

9:30 TuTh 100 GSB Spring 2014 962-1068 (302 Coker) 

(Home) 

Course Grading: 

Tests: Each test will be 30 multiple choice questions worth 3 points for 90 points totall If a test is missed with 

acceptable excuse, the other two tests will be averaged to make up the missing gradel If you miss a test, you 

must HANDWRITE an excuse explaining what circumstance beyond your control caused you to be absent~ You 

must hand that written note to me in claSSl There is no option to drop a test grade and there are no extra 

credit optionsl Tests will not be cumulativel Potential grading mistakes must be discussed before the next test. 

(Compare your grade from ConnectCarolina with the score you get by comparing your answers with the Test 

answers posted on Sakai~ We have never found a mistake on the machine scored tests, but you have the right to 

be sure you’re not the firstl) For each of the first two tests and after the third test I will give you an 

estimated letter grade scalel I do not have a pre-determined scale (such as 93-100 is an A) although the class 

scale is usually similar to a 10 Percentage point scalel The final exam, 8 am, Friday, May 2 in this room, will also 

be worth 90 points (but will probably be 45 questions), and will be cumulative~ The tests and final will each count 

e~ually and will, together, make up 90% of your grade. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT            ~gmail com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:27 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; C~eene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Re: guiding principles 

Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction copy pdf 

Tony 

On Apt 23, 2014, at 9:46 AM, BlaNolt Btem S <blmlton,?zunc edu> wrote: 

> <Guiding Pmlciples for Faollt? and Student Interaction 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             ~ 7:32 AM 

Blantun, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tunyyount@unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 
Final Exam Review Schedule - FINAL Version 

SPI4 Final Exam Reviews - Students- FINAL pdf 

Staff, 
Attached is the final version of the final exam review schedule. If any changes occur from this point, I will be sure to let 

you know. As I mentioned yesterday, beginning May 2,          ~ill be coverin            ; sessions. So nothing 

has changed with MATH fortunately. EDON 101-007 on Sunday has been moved to gpm and 9pm for a two hour 
review. The PSYD 101 session on Monday . ; at 9pm has been changed to Section 002 and not 001. And finally, 

will cover one of the DRAM 115-002 reviews on Wednesday (    ~) at 6pm. There will only be one review for 

this section. If necessary, encourage your students to attend other sections as I am sure the content is quite similar. 

Let me know if you have any questions and spread the word to your students. 

Thanks, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~bemail uric edu 



Writing Lab Drop-Ins 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 12:59 PM 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; TONY YOUNT < @gmail corn>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Beatty, Gl-eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Sheu, Beitjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

RE: guiding principles 

Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction copy pdf 

I added comments...hopefully [ did this correctly.,could we perhaps use a goog!e doc next time? 

Overall, I also wonder if this sounds almost too negative to anyone else? [ understand there needs to be clear boundaries 

in some of our communication, but overa!l, it seems h~:e it is leaning so much towards what people should NO f do as 

opposed to the positive focus of our h~teractions. ! know both sides are addr essed, so maybe this is just rne, but this 

document seems !ike more of a response to assumptions that are out there as opposed to just a guideline,,,I hope that 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:45 PM 
To: TONY YOUNT; Blanton, Brent S 
C¢: Beatty, Greg; MyeN, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjarnin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 
Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: guiding principles 

Although I may seem technologically savvy, [ acn not good with the commenting on comments stuff, So, I default to say 

that I think these are all good points and I am comfortable with going forward to make these guiding principles a reality. 

From: TONY YOUNT [mail1           ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:27 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Co: Beatty, Greg; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 
Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Re: guiding principles 

i’m in, m~d i tried to <ir N~ some trouble i iave fun. A~d i did this on a Mac m the Bo<on ,q~?ort Nor ~m’e that th~ tbnn,ni~ing will hold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 5:41 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; TONY YOUNT 
@gmail corn>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 
RE: guiding principles 

Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction copy pdf 

Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 1259 PM 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

I added comnlen~s,..hopefully I did this correctly,..could we perhaps use a goog[e doc ne~ ti~le? 

Overall, I also wonder if this sounds almost ~oo negative to anyone else? I understand there needs to be dear 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent; Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:45 PN 
"1"o; TONY YOUNT; Blanton, Brent S 
Co; Beatty, Grog; Myers, Leslie; Naloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 
Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject= RE: guiding principles 

Although ! may seem technologically savvy, ! am not good with the cornment[ng or, comments stuff. So, I default to say 
that I think these are all good points and I am comfortable with going forward to make these guiding principles a reality. 

The most important thing will be for cou nselors to be ab!e to do their job of serv[dng our student athletes without 

interference from the coaching staffs and feeling handcuffed about commun[cathg with faculty, 
That’s my two pennies, 

Kym 

From: TONY YOUNT [mailto:        ~amail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:27 PM 
"1"o~ Blanton, Brent S 



~: Beatty, Greg; Mye~, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 
Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject= Re: guiding principles 

On Apt 23, 2014. at 9:46 AM, Blanlon. Brent S <blanlon?~ uric cdu> wrolc: 

> <Guiding Principles For Facuby and Studcnl InlcmctJon pdl’~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 9:25 AM 

Beatty, C~eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email uric edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email uric edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Guided Study 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

C~eene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 10:50 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; TONY YOUNT ~gmail corn>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu> 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 
RE: guiding principles 

Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction copy (3) pdf 

Michael Greene 

Academic Counselor 
Academic S,Jpport Program for Stude,qt-Athietes 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Seat: Thursday, April 24, 2014 5:41 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie; Orr, Kym N; TONY YOUNT; Blanton, Brent 5 

C¢: Beatty, Greg; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 

Michael; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Overstreet, Tia; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 12:59 PM 

TO: Orr, Kym N; TONY YOUNT; Blanton, Brent S 

Cc: Beatty, Greg; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 

Michael; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

I added comments...hopefully I did this correctly...could we perhaps use a goog[e doc ne*~ time? © 

Overall, I also wonder if this sounds a!most too negative to anyoae else? I understand there needs to be clear 

boundaries in some of our communication, but overall, it seems like it is leaning so n~uch towards what peopie should 

NOT do as opposed to the positive focus of our interactions. I know both sides are addressed, so maybe this is just me, 

but this document seems !ike more of a response to assumptions that are out there as opposed to just a gu[deline..A 

From: Orr, Kym N 



Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:45 PM 
To: TONY YOUNT; Blanton, Brant S 
~.c= BeatLy, Greg; Myers, Leslie; Malay, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 
Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject= RE: guiding principles 

AIthoush I may seem technoiogically savvy, I am not good with the commenting on comments stuff. So, ! default to say 

that [ think these are all good points and i am comfortable with going forward to make these guiding principles a reality. 

The most [rnportant thing will be for cou nselors to be able to do their job of servicing our student athletes without 
interference from the coaching staffs and feeling handcuffed about communicating with faculty, 

From: TONY YOUNT [mailto:        :~amail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:27 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Beatty, Greg; Mye~, Leslie; Naloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 
Michael; Lee, 3aimie; Lyons, Elizabeth N; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, 3enn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Re: guiding principles 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 2:03 PM 

Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; TONY YOUNT 
<         @gmail corn>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 
RE: guiding principles 

Beth 

From: Greene, Michael 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 10:50 AM 
TO= Townsend, Jenn; Lee, Jaimie; Orr, Kym N; TONY YOUNT; Blanton, Brent S 
~c: Beatty, Greg; MyeB, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M; Overstreet, Tia; Yount, Tony 
Subject= RE: guiding principles 

have added my comrnent~ to .he document. 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 5:41 PM 

TO: Lee, Jaimie; Orr, Kym N; TONY YOUNT; Blanton, Brent S 

C¢: Beatty, Greg; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 

Michael; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Overstreet, Tia; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guiding principles 

At this point, this docu ment might be practically u nreadable with all of the comments. I tried to see if it would convert to 
a google doc and I couldn’t make it work. I don’t have a problem with the seP.timents behind most of these principles 
but I do not agree ,~ith some of the wording, I think semantics are impoRant so we want to make snre that every word 

is thought abou~ carefully. 

Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 3.2:59 PM 



TO: Orr, Kym N; TONY YOUNT; Blanton, Brent S 

Be: Beatty, Greg; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 

Michael; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: guidin8 principles 

Overall, I also wonder if this sounds almost too negative to anyone e!se? [ understand there needs to be clear 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:45 PM 
To: TONY YOUNT; Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Beatty, Greg; Mye~, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 
Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, ElizabeLh M; OversLreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: guiding principles 

From: TONY YOUNT [mailto:        @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:27 PM 
"to: Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: BeatLy, Greg; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 
Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Re: guiding principles 

l’]n ht mid 1 l~ied to stir up some trouble Hm’e fun And I did tlfis on a Mac in tl~e Boston airport Nor sum tl~at the fonnaaing will 
hold line M) commcl~is arc. like Brcni’s. replies to olhcr comments 

On Apt 23 20 I4 at 9:46 AM, Blat~to]t Bte]lt S <blmlton(cZlnlC edu> wrote: 

> <Guiding Pd]lciples for Facadt~ and Student lt~temction pdf’> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 10:18 PM 

TONY YOUNT <          @gmail corn> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 

Re: Hours of Operation 

I can cover the slfifl rll work out the sl~fi tepayineN privately 

> O11 Apr 26. 2014. at 9:25 PM. "TONY YOUNT" < ?i,gnlail conl> wrote: 

> Colleagues, 

> 1 ofigitmlly vohinteeted to cover the AC on Sanuda), May 3 from 10 - 1 during our exXm exam coverage this spt:mg I am 

So I would love to Imd¢ a shift, or work another nighl for 

>> O11 Apt 25, 2014, at 9:43 AM. Maloy, Susan B <shinaloy @email uric edu> wrote: 



I tied to iliCl ~de a lot of differe it ~roups in this enlail, but to save myself time I stopped at aro~ nd 30 people so please pass this invite alolq~ to anybody ese 
think would be interested Also, if you don~t rain d, please let n-e know if you plan on attendin~ so I can ~et an idea of how many people to expect (if there is 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 

Subject: 

Tuesday,             11:16:13 AM 
UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA Academics 
Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Gelin, Dana E; Hoots, ErTc M; W~lliarns, 
Andre; Adams, Clarissa 

Tomorrow - Loudermilk DeStress Fest 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
DeStress Fest ]pg (575.4K) 
DeStress Fest pdf (769.3K) 

All - 

Tomorrow is our      DeStress Fest at Loudermilk. A flyer is attached to this e-mail with more 
information and a schedule of events, including a pancake dinner at 10:00PM on the 3rd floor (first 
come, first serve). 

Please share with your team/department, and feel free to join us throughout the day. 

Thanks, 



Academic Awards Luncheon 

11:00-Set up: Set up name-tags at sign-in table, put awards on table on stage, 

center pieces, vegan lunch tags (Zoe and Cricket), copy of script at podium, set 

up powerpoint, balloons on stage, T-shirts and sign up sheets, programs at 

each place setting 

11:30-- Everyone into seats 

11:32--Michelle Brown-- welcome (introduction of Tar Heel Scholar Athlete 
distinction, recognition of guests, lunch will be dismissed by servers) 

11:40--Buffet lunch (servers will dismiss reserved tables first and then will 
dismiss by table, powerpoint will play, background Clef Hanger music) 

11:55--reminder to audio people to pull screen up at 12, cut music and 

powerpoint at 12 

12:00--Jenn-lntro ofthe Provost-- 

At this time, we would like to begin our program. Please feel free to continue 

eating. Those of us who are fortunate enough to work with student-athletes 

every day know how incredibly talented you all are both on the field or court 

and also in the classroom. We get to see you grow and change on a daily and 

yearly basis throughout your time here as student-athletes. Carolina as a 

university has also undergone a lot of growth and change over the past few 

years. One of the components of that change is that we have welcomed many 

new faces into leadership roles on campus. And our new leaders are now also 

fortunate in getting to know how wonderfully talented you are in all areas and 

to be able to witness the incredible gifts that student-athletes bring to UNC. 

We have the privilege to have one of those new leaders here with us today. 

After serving for five years as Dean of the Kenan-Flaglar business school, Jim 



Dean started his tenure as UNC’s Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor on 
Ladies and Gentlemen, please welcome our provost, Jim Dean. 

12:03--Provostremarks 

Provost sits, Bradley and Susan go on stage. 

12:lO--Bradly and Susan--Recognition of 4.0 Award winners-- 

One of the best words that can be used to describe UNC student-athletes is 

"competitive". Anyone who is competitive can spend his or her life trying to be 

the best and achieve perfection, While very few of us will ever experience 

perfection on the field in the form of achieving an undefeated season or 

throwing a no hitter, some of our student-athletes are achieving perfection in 

the classroom, Six of our student-athletes earned a flawless 4.0 Grade Point 

Average in both the Semesters. We would like to ask 

those students to please come forward as their names are called: 

Hand out certificates as students come onto stage... 

(ask students to stay on stage so photographer can get picture of all six 

together; students can then exit stage) 

An additional sixteen students earned a perfect 4.0 grade point average in 

either the semester. We would like to ask these 

students to also come forward as their names are called: 

Hand out certificates as students come onto stage... 



These 22 students are the first members of UNC’s Student-Athlete 4.0 Club! 

Bradley and Susan sit, Kym and Tony go on stage 

12:20--Kym and Tony--Recognition of Elite 89, ACC Student-Athlete of the 

Year, Academic All-District, Academic All-America-- 

We all know how difficult it can be to be good at one thing and how it is even 

harder to be excellent at two different things. At UNC, we have are lucky to 

have a number of student-athletes who have achieved elite status both in the 

classroom and in their sport. At this time, we would like to honor those 

students who have earned recognition by the ACC, NCAA and the College 

Sports Information Directors of America for their excellence in both academics 

and athletics. 

The NCAA launched the Elite 89 Award in 2009 to recognize the student- 

athlete with the highest overall grade point average competing at each NCAA 

championship site. The NCAA intends it to recognize "the true essence of the 

student-athlete by honoring the individual who has reached the pinnacle of 



competition atthe national championship level in his or her sport, while also 

achieving the highest academic standard among his or her peers." In its five 

years of being awarded, seven UNC student-athletes have earned the Elite 89 

Award. We would like to ask the two Tar Heels who won the award in to 

please come forward to the stage: 

Hand out certiJ:icates as students come onto stage... 

(who is a two-time winner) 

Have the students remain standing on stage .... 

The ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year award was established in September 2007 

to be awarded annually to the top junior or senior student-athlete in his or her 

respective sport. Candidates for the award must have maintained a 3.0 grade 

point average for their career as well as a 3.0 for each of the last two 

semesters. The Atlantic Coast Conference Scholar-Athlete of 

the Year... 

She will already be on stage, hand her another certij~icate 

This past year, seven UNC student-athletes were named to a Capital One 

Academic All-District 3 team. To be selected for the Academic All-District 

teams, a student-athlete must be a sophomore, junior or senior and must 

carry a cumulative GPA of 3.3 or better. The honor takes into account both 

academic and athletic performance. We would like to ask the Tar Heels who 

were named Academic All-District to please come forward to the stage: 

Hand out framed awards as students come onto stage... 



from and from 

were also named to Academic All-District teams in 

Both graduated last year. 

Ask the students to remain on stage... 

Students named to a Capital One Academic All-America team have reached the 

pinnacle of success both academically and in their sport. The teams are 

selected by by the College Sports Information Directors of America. Since 

2005, 18 UNC student-athletes have been named to an Academic All-America 
team. This year, two Tar Heels earned the Capital One Academic All-America 

distinction: 

Hand out Academic All-America awards 

Academic All-America for 
the only junior selected to the 

was 

was the only sophomore named to the 

All-America team). 

Academic 

Ladies and gentleman, please give another round of applause for these 
distinguished scholars and athletes. 

Have students pose 3~or photo and then exit stage. 

Kym and Tony sit, Les and Jaimie go on stage 

12:28--Les and Jaimie--Recognition of AD Scholar-Athletes, AII-ACC Academic 

teams, Weaver-James Corrigan winners, Phi Beta Kappa 

Every year, one senior or junior from each team is recognized as an Athletic 

Director’s Scholar-Athlete on the basis of his or her academic 

accomplishments. These 26 students were honored earlier in the year at 



halftime of a men’s basketball game. We would like to ask those winners to 
please stand now and be recognized again. 

Wait for students to sit and applause to stop. 

Every year, for each sport, the Atlantic Coast Conference selects students for 

its AII-ACC Academic teams. To be eligible for consideration, a student-athlete 

must have earned a 3.00 grade point average for the previous semester and 

maintained a 3.00 cumulative average during his or her academic career. This 

past year, UNC had 88 students named to AII-ACC Academic and All-Eagle 

Scholar teams. AT this time, we would like to have those students stand. 

Wait for students to sit and applause to stop. 

The Weaver-James-Corrigan postgraduate scholarships are awarded by the 

ACC to selected student-athletes who intend to pursue a graduate degree 

following completion of their undergraduate requirements. Each recipient will 

receive $5,000 toward his or her graduate education. Those honored have 

performed with distinction in both the classroom and their respective sport, 

while demonstrating exemplary conduct in the community. This year’s 

Weaver-James Corrigan winners were honored at the ACC Postgraduate 

Luncheon or We would like to have the three UNC winners 

stand at this time: 

Wait[or students to sit and applause to stop. 

Phi Beta Kappa is the nation’s oldest and most honored college honorary society. 

In order to qualify for membership a student must completed 75 hours of course 

work with a GPA of 3.85 or or have completed 105 hours of course work with a 

3.75 GPA. Less than 1 percent of all college students qualify. In the        school 

year, three Tar Heel student-athletes were inducted in UNC’s Phi Beta Kappa 

Chapter. We would like to have those students stand at this time: 



We would like to have any student who has been inducted in previous semesters 

to stand also. 

Jaimie and Les sit, Jenn goes on stage 

12:35--Jenn and Brent--Recognition of Top Five Male and Top Five Female 
Scholar-Athletes 

This year, for the first time, we are honoring our Top Ten Scholar-Athletes. These 
students are the five male and five female graduating senior student-athletes 
with the highest cumulative grade point averages. These ten students will 
graduate with 15 different majors, five minors and an average gpa of 3.7. Each of 
our Top Ten Scholar-Athletes had the opportunity to invite a professor as his or 
guest today. 

Student comes on stage, is handed award, speaks and exits the stage... 



Student comes on stage, is handed award, speaks and exits the stage... 

Student comes on stage, is handed award, speaks and exits the stage... 

Student comes on stage, is handed award, speaks and exits the stage... 



Student comes on stage, is handed award, speaks and exits the stage... 

Brent introduces next five awards 

Student comes on stage, is handed award, speaks and exits the stage... 

Student comes on stage, is handed award, speaks and exits the stage... 



Student comes on stage, is handed award, speaks and exits the stage... 

Student comes on stage, is handed award, speaks and exits the stage... 

Student comes on stage, is handed award, speaks and exits the stage... 

Ladies and Gentlemen, one more round of applause for our Top Ten Scholar- 

Athletes. 

For our closing, we will hear from the person who realized the need to have a 

separate academic banquet for student-athletes and who helped to make it 

possible this ~/ear. Please welcome our Athletic Director, Bubba Cunningham. 

Brentsits, Bubba goes on stage 

12:55--Bubba’s closing 

1:00 Announcements about T-shirts, pictures 

1:05--Take pictures of Top Ten Scholars, move balloons to Loudermilk third level 

concourse for pictures (if weather permits) 



l:lO--clean up (extra programs, t-shirts, awards, t-shirt sign-up sheets, 

centerpieces, Powerpoint w/computer) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               1:57 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu> 

awards 

What a wonderful event. I am still smiling! Congratulations to all of you! 

I shared the program with my chair. We are very proud that we had TWO of the Top Ten Scholar Athletes. 

We want to put something on our video board in the Fetzer lobby about them. Could you send me the pics of 

and             ? I didn’t even think to take pics with my camera of course I would then not know what to 

do with them once I tookthem! 

We can put the Scholar Athletes (not the top ten) up as well, but I would not want to miss any of those I don’t 

recognize all of the EXSS names so IF you had their major as well, we would add their names to the video board. 

Thanks for all your efforts for our kids. 

Sherry 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 221 Fetzer Hall 

University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 962 6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays 21:00 12:25 

Wednesdays 10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays 11:00-12:15 

or by appointment or chancein my 211 Fetzer office. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 

Thursday, May I, 2014 1:42 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Gaeene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

FW: Work in LCE on Sunday, May 11 (commencement day) 

Thank ’,/o u, 
Miche[le 

From: Hilton, Nathan Scot~ 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 1:10 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Ballen, Martina K; Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Gatz, Gregory 
Subjeet~ Work in LCE on Sunday, May 11 (commencement day) 

Hey EvelTone, 

There is a little bit of work that is going to be done starting (hopefully) on Sunday, May 11 and going through 
the afternoon of Monday, May 12 I wanted to double check with everyone before letting them come in Sunday 
because I wasn’t sure if anyone had anything planned in here since it is commencement that day If you have 
anything planned in LCE, please let me know the time frame so I can make sure to have the workers come in 
after that Otherwise, I will let them start their work whenever it is most convenient for them 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athlehc Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work (919) 962-4316 
Cell 



Student athletes, 

Due to s schedule conflict. I wanted to inform you al th at the BIOL final exam review session originally scheduled fer 6pro on 5unr:ay in Louderrrilk has 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Thursday, 4:45 PM 

< .~.blive unc edu>; 
<     @live uric edu>; 

<        @live uric edu>; ~ 
<      @live uric edu>; 

l@live uric edu>; ~ 
~@live uric edu>; 
~email unc edu>; 

<, @live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc eclu>;                     <         ~live unc edu> 

@unc edu>; Beatty, C~eg 
<gpbeatty@email uric edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; OIT, Kym N <or@email uric edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

EXSS        Final Exam Review    ~ 6pro 

Student athletes, 

Although we had a schedule conflict, I wanted to inform you all that the EXSS final exam review session will 

remain scheduled for 6pro on Sunday in Loudermilk Room 2408. I hope you all can make it. 

Thank you, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy~a) email unc edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 5:32 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Youm, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, G~-eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

OR]ENTATION 2014 updated list 

ASPSA master copy orientation 2014 list incoming S-As 5 2 14 xlsx 

[a .J 
Academic Cmmselor (Women’:; P, asketball/Men’:; & Women’s S~,4mmi~g & 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

jaimielee@unc.edu 



Sport 

orientation 

ASPSA list 
Session Requested Name PID Signup date 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

3 

3 

5 

3 $268.0C 

5 

3 



orientation 

ASPSA list 
3 

3 

3 

5 

3 

2 

3 

3 

3 

8 

8 

3 

7 

7 

7 

5 



orientation 

ASPSA list 
7 

7 

5 

7 

3 

3 

8 

8 

5 

7 

3 

5 



orientation 

ASPSA list 

8 

8 

8 

5 

8 

8 

9 

9 

7 

5 

3 

3 

8 

3 

7 

7 

5 

6 

7 

7 

9 

$215.0C 

$199.0C 

$o.oc 



ASPSA file 

orientation 

ASPSA list 

file from Scarlett Jordan 

8 

8 

5 
3 

$473.0C 

$215.0C 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 4:05 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; On-, Kym N 
<orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, lia 
<overstre@unc edu>; BeaVty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@emad unc edu>; Blm~ton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

RE: ORIENTATION 2014 updated list 

ASPSA master copy orientation 2014 list incoming S-As 55 14 xlsx 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, May 02, 2014 5:46 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Sheu, 
Benjamin; OrB Kym N; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia; Beatty, Greg; Greene, Michael; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject= RE: ORIENTATION 2014 updated list 
Importance: High 

Sent: Friday, May 02, 2014 5:32 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Sheu, 
Benjamin; OrB Kym N; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia; Beatty, Greg; Greene, Michael; Blanton, Brent S 

Subject= ORIENTATION 2014 updated list 

I~irr i~ Lcc 
Academic Counse[o!’ (Wometi’s B~sket bail/Men’s & Wolnen’s Swimming & [)ivit~g) 
Academic Snpport Program for Sta~dent AtNetes 
{ nP:ersit~" of North Caro[ir~a-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

~c 
iaimielee@unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 4:35 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Youm, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

today’s orientation updated report 

ASPSA master copy orientation 2014 list incoming S-As 57 14 xlsx 

Acadetnic Counselor (Wott’teti’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 
Academic Support Program ~or Si.ude,~]k Ai.hlekes 
iJniversity o~North Caro!ina-Chap/q Hi[l 
919 g43-6566 w 

ja!m!elee@unqedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             6:32 PM 

Mann, Jan M <janmann@unc edu> 
Wigger, Leah Marie <wigger@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; 
Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>;                       @email unc edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Gisselman, Steve <sdgiss@email unc edu>; Hipps, 
Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiler21@email unc edu>; 
Dully, Clare E <duffyce@email unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Postseason 

W Golf- Postseason Eligible to Compete pdf 

See attached for the list of your students who are officially eligible for postseason competition now that the semester is 

over. Same list as we star~ed the spring with, so shouldn’t be any surprises. Any questions, just let me know. Thanks 

and good luck tomrrow!! 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University o~ North Carolina 

Department ogAthletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: {919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: Jan Mann 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition. Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: LeahWigger 

Scott Oliaro 

Steve Gisselman 
Clare Dully 

Beth Miller 
Compliance Staff 

Travis Hipps 

Brent Blanton 

Tony Yount 

Steve Miller 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 
Thursday,             1:40 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu> 

Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Brunner, John F <JohnBrunner@unc edu>; 
Vangelder, Matielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Hirth, Christopher J <chinh@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler21 @email unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Gissehnan, 
Steve <sdgiss@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Clare E <duft’yce@email unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Postseason 

W Lacrosse - Postseason Eligible to Compete pdf 

Coach Lev% 

Now that the semester is over and we’re heading in to NCAA play, please see the attached list of those student athletes 

who are certified as eligible. It’s the exact same list as what we had at the beginnig of the semester, so shouldn’t be any 

surprises. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks and good luck!! 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Jenny Levy 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

22. 

25. 

28. 

34. 

37. 

20. 
23. 

26. 

29. 

32. 

35. 

24. 
27. 
30. 
33. 
36. 

Phil Barnes 

John Brunner 
TonyYount 

Travis Hipps 

Katrina Dowd 
Compliance Staff 

Chris Hirth 

Steve Gisselman 

Rick Steinbacher 

Brent Blanton 

Steve Miller 

Clare Duf~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 3: IO PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; err, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, G+eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

today’s orientation updated report 

ASPSA master copy orientation 2014 list incoming S-As 5 8 14 xlsx 

Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2014 4:35 PM 
TO: Townsend, Jenn; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Sheu, 
Benjamin; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; O~erstreet, Tia; Beatb/, Greg; Greene, Michael; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: today’s orientation updated report 

Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving~ 
Academic Support Program fur Student Athletes 
University of Nortt! Caro]ma-Chapel Hill 
9194/43-65.4~; w 

~c 
jaimielee@unc.edu 





Online 

Online 

Online 









Book Charge Dates: 

51: May lthru May 20 

52: June lthru June 25 

Student-athletes who drop a class are responsible for returning their book(s) directly to the Student Stores 

Student athletes who "purchase" a non required book(s), will be billed for the book(s). 









Legend 

MM= Mayrnester 

$2 = summer II 

51= summer I 









Sport Description 

MBA Baseball 

MBB M. Basketball 

MFE M. Fencing 

MFB Football 

MGO M. Golf 

MLA M. Lacrosse 

MSO M. Soccer 

MSW M. Swimming & Diving 

MTE M. Tennis 

MTR M. Track & Field/CC 

MWR M. Wrestling 

WBB W. Basketball 

WFE W. Fencing 

WFH Field Hockey 

WGO W. Golf 

WGY W. Gymnastics 

WLA W. Lacrosse 

WCR W. Rowing 

WSO W. Soccer 

WSB Softball 

WSW W. Swimming & Diving 

WTE W. Tennis 

WTR W. Track& Field/CC 

WVB W. Volleyball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: Book List xlsx 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Friday,           9:58 AM 

Horton, Toni M <tmhonon@store unc edu>; Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store unc edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Grego~% Cassandra B 
<grego~c@email unc edu> 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>: Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

RE: Book List for - As of 

All, 

The following gAs have been added and are highlighted in yellow on the attached MS Excel Sheet. 

As I become aware of any changes will let you know. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

gent; Thursday, 7:30 PM 

To; Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Co; Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject= Book List for                           As of 

Attached is the                                  book list. Some sports have yet to confirm 

requests, but as I become aware of any changes I will let you know. 



As a reminder, if student-athletes drops a course, he/she is responsible for returning the book(s) directly to Student 

Stores~ If the book is not returned, the student-athlete will be charged the full cost of the book in accordance with UNC 

Students Stores Refund policy, (http~://it~app~.urlc.edLi U~UNCStoreFront/jsp/[e×tbook/RefundsSLImmer isp)~ Please 

continue to communicate this information to each student-athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant-In- 

Aid Asreement they have or will sign, through their ACS portal. 

Feel free to let me know if you have any questions, thanks for your patience! 



Online 

Online 

Online 



Online added 5.9.14 

Online 

Online 

Online 



Online 

Online added 

Online 

Online added 





Book Charge Dates: 

Student-athletes who drop a class are responsible for returning their bookls) directly to the Student Stores 

Student athletes who "purchase" a non required book(s), will be billed for the book(s). 









Legend 

MM= Mayrnester 

$2 = summer II 

51= summer I 









Sport Description 

MBA Baseball 

MBB M. Basketball 

MFE M. Fencing 

MFB Football 

MGO M. Golf 

MLA M. Lacrosse 

MSO M. Soccer 

MSW M. Swimming & Diving 

MTE M. Tennis 

MTR M. Track & Field/CC 

MWR M. Wrestling 

WBB W. Basketball 

WFE W. Fencing 

WFH Field Hockey 

WGO W. Golf 

WGY W. Gymnastics 

WLA W. Lacrosse 

WCR W. Rowing 

WSO W. Soccer 

WSB Softball 

WSW W. Swimming & Diving 

WTE W. Tennis 

WTR W. Track& Field/CC 

WVB W. Volleyball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Friday,            1:23 PM 

Horton, Toni M <tmhorton@store unc edu>; Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store unc edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Grego~% Cassandra B 
<grego~c@email unc edu> 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>: Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

RE: Book List for                       - As of      (PM) 

Book List Summer -       (PM) xlsx 

All, 

The following SAs have been added and are highlighted in yellow on the attached MS Excel Sheet. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 9:58 AM 

To: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra [3 

Cc: Beatty, Gre8; [31anton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, [3enjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; [3rown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:      Book List for                           As of 

All, 

The following SAs have been added and are highlighted in yellow on the attached MS Excel Sheet. 



As I become aware of any changes will let you know. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Thursday, 7:30 PM 

To; Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Co: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: Book List for MaymesterandSummer L As of 

Attached is the     Maymester and Summer Session I book list. Some sports have vet to confirm summer school 

requests, but as I become aware of any changes I will let you know. 

As a reminder, if student athletes drops a course, he/she is responsible for returning the book(s) directly to Student 

Stores. If the book is not returned, the student athlete will be charRed the full cost of the book in accordance with UNC 

Students Stores Refund policy, (httpsl//itsapps.unc.edujUNCgtoreFront/js~/Textbook/RefundsSumIT~er.[s~). Please 

continue to communicate this information to each student athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant In 

Aid Agreement they have or will sign, through their ACS portal. 

Feel free to let me know if you have any questions, thanks for your patience! 





added 

Online 



Online added 

Online 

Online 

added 

Online 



Online 

Online added 

Online 

added 

Online added 





Book Charge Dates: 

51: May lthru May 20 

52: June lthru June 25 

Student-athletes who drop a class are responsible for returning their book(s) directly to the Student Stores 

Student athletes who "purchase" a non required book(s), will be billed for the book(s). 









Legend 

MM= Mayrnester 

$2 = summer II 

51= summer I 









Sport Description 

MBA Baseball 

MBB M. Basketball 

MFE M. Fencing 

MFB Football 

MGO M. Golf 

MLA M. Lacrosse 

MSO M. Soccer 

MSW M. Swimming & Diving 

MTE M. Tennis 

MTR M. Track & Field/CC 

MWR M. Wrestling 

WBB W. Basketball 

WFE W. Fencing 

WFH Field Hockey 

WGO W. Golf 

WGY W. Gymnastics 

WLA W. Lacrosse 

WCR W. Rowing 

WSO W. Soccer 

WSB Softball 

WSW W. Swimming & Diving 

WTE W. Tennis 

WTR W. Track& Field/CC 

WVB W. Volleyball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Friday,           2:50 PM 

Horton, Toni M <tmhorton@store unc edu>; Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store unc edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<grego~Tc@email unc edu> 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>: Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

RE: Book List for                       - As of      (PM #2) 

Book List Summer -       (PM) xlsx 

All 

One more addition, which is highlighted in yellow (along with all other additions today) on the attached MS Excel sheet. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 1:23 PM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

CC: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:     Book List for                       - As of      (PM) 

All, 

The following SAs have been added and are highlighted in yellow on the attached MS Excel Sheet. 



From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Friday, 9:58 AM 
To: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; GreBory, Cassandra B 
Co: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 
Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:     Book List for                       - As of 

All, 

The followinB SAs have been added and are hi~hliBhted in yellow on the attached MS Excel Sheet. 

As I become aware of any changes will let you know. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Seilt: Thursday, 7:30 PM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; GreBory, Cassandra B 

CC: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; VanBelder, Marielle A 

Subject: Book List for                           As of 



Hello all, 

Attached is the                                  book list. Some sports have yet to confirm summer school 

requests, but as I become aware of any changes I will let you know. 

As a reminder, if student-athletes drops a course, he/she is responsible for returning the book(s) directly to Student 

Stores. If the book is not returned, the student-athlete will be charged the full cost of the book in accordance with UNC 

Students Stores Refund policy, (https:/iitsapps.unc.edu/UNCStoreFront/jsp;tTextbook!Ref~mdsSummer.[s£). Please 

continue to communicate this information to each student-athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant-In- 
Aid Agreement they have or will sign, through their ACS portal. 

Feel free to let me know if you have any questions, thanks for your patience! 



PID Notes 

Online 

Online 

added 

Online 



Online added 

Online 

Online 

added 

Online 

Online added 



Online 

Online added 

Online 

added 



Online added 



Book Charge Dates: 

51: May lthru May 20 

52: June lthru June 25 

Student-athletes who drop a class are responsible for returning their book(s) directly to the Student Stores 

Student athletes who "purchase" a non required book(s), will be billed for the book(s). 









Legend 

MM= Mayrnester 

$2 = summer II 

51= summer I 









Sport Description 

MBA Baseball 

MBB M. Basketball 

MFE M. Fencing 

MFB Football 

MGO M. Golf 

MLA M. Lacrosse 

MSO M. Soccer 

MSW M. Swimming & Diving 

MTE M. Tennis 

MTR M. Track & Field/CC 

MWR M. Wrestling 

WBB W. Basketball 

WFE W. Fencing 

WFH Field Hockey 

WGO W. Golf 

WGY W. Gymnastics 

WLA W. Lacrosse 

WCR W. Rowing 

WSO W. Soccer 

WSB Softball 

WSW W. Swimming & Diving 

WTE W. Tennis 

WTR W. Track& Field/CC 

WVB W. Volleyball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Orr, Kym N <O~T@email unc edu> 

Friday, May 9, 2014 4:09 PM 

Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; 
Beatty, C~-eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; 
Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu> 

Summer Travel Letter 

All: 

I put a copy of the Summer travel letter on the shared drive(:H); Academics; Travel Letters. It is named "Summer Travel 

Letter 2014 signed". 

Kym N Orr, MSEd 

Academic Counselor 
Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of NorLh Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Friday,           4:30 PM 

Horton, Toni M <tmhorton@store unc edu>; Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store unc edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<grego~3~c@email unc edu> 

Beatly, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>: Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

RE: Book List for                       - As of      (PM #3) 

Book List Summer -       (PM #3) xlsx 

All 

Another addition, which is also highlighted on the attached Excel Sheet. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 2:50 PM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Cc: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:      Book List for                           As of       (PM #2) 

All 

One more addition, which is highlighted in yellow (along with all other additions today) on the attached MS Excel sheet. 



From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 1:23 PM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Cc: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:     Book List for                       - As of      (PM) 

All, 

The following gAs have been added and are highlighted in yellow on the attached MS Excel Sheet. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 9:58 AM 

To: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Cc: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:      Book List for                           As of 

All, 

The following gAs have been added and are highlighted in yellow on the attached MS Excel Sheet. 



As I become aware of any changes will let you know. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Thursday, 7:30 PM 

To; Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Co: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: Book List for                           As of 

Attached is the                                  book list. Some sports have yet to confirm summer school 

requests, but as I become aware of any changes I will let you know. 

As a reminder, if student athletes drops a course, he/she is responsible for returning the book(s) directly to Student 

Stores. If the book is not returned, the student athlete will be charRed the full cost of the book in accordance with UNC 

Students Stores Refund policy, (httpsl//itsapps.unc.edujUNCgtoreFront/js~/Textbook/RefundsSumIT~er.[s~). Please 

continue to communicate this information to each student athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant In 

Aid Agreement they have or will sign, through their ACS portal. 

Feel free to let me know if you have any questions, thanks for your patience! 





SessionI F IName PID Notes 

added 



$1 MFB 

$1 MFB 

Online 

Online 

Online 

Online 

Online 

added 

added 

added 



Online 

added 

Online added 

Online 

added 



Online added 



Book Charge Dates: 

51: May lthru May 20 

52: June lthru June 25 

Student-athletes who drop a class are responsible for returning their book(s) directly to the Student Stores 

Student athletes who "purchase" a non required book(s), will be billed for the book(s). 









Legend 

MM= Mayrnester 

$2 = summer II 

51= summer I 









Sport Description 

MBA Baseball 

MBB M. Basketball 

MFE M. Fencing 

MFB Football 

MGO M. Golf 

MLA M. Lacrosse 

MSO M. Soccer 

MSW M. Swimming & Diving 

MTE M. Tennis 

MTR M. Track & Field/CC 

MWR M. Wrestling 

WBB W. Basketball 

WFE W. Fencing 

WFH Field Hockey 

WGO W. Golf 

WGY W. Gymnastics 

WLA W. Lacrosse 

WCR W. Rowing 

WSO W. Soccer 

WSB Softball 

WSW W. Swimming & Diving 

WTE W. Tennis 

WTR W. Track& Field/CC 

WVB W. Volleyball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Monday,              8:00 AM 

Horton, Toni M <tmhorton@store unc edu>; Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store unc edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Grego~?~, Cassandra B 
<grego~c@email unc edu> 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>: Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Book List for - As of 

Book List Summer - xlsx 

All 

The following student athletes have been added to the book list, which are highlighted on the attached Excel. 



From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 4:30 PM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

CC: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:      Book List for                           As of       (PM #3) 

All 

Another addition, which is also highlighted on the attached Excel Sheet. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 2:50 PM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Co: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:     Book List for                       - As of      (PM #2) 

All 

One more addition, which is highlighted in yellow (along with all other additions today) on the attached MS Excel sheet. 



From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 1:23 PM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

CC: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:      Book List for                           As of       (PM) 

All, 

The following SAs have been added and are highlighted in yellow on the attached MS Excel Sheet. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 9:58 AM 

To: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Cc: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:     Book List for                       - As of 

All, 

The following SAs have been added and are highlighted in yellow on the attached MS Excel Sheet. 



As I become aware of any changes will let you know~ 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Thursday, 7:30 PM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

CC: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; VanBelder, Marielle A 

Subject: Book List for                       - As of 

Attached is the.                                      book list. Some sports have yet to confirm summer school 

requests, but as I become aware of any changes I will let you know. 

As a reminder, if student-athletes drops a course, he/she is responsible for returning the book(s) directly to Student 

Stores. If the book is not returned, the student-athlete will be charged the full cost of the book in accordance with UNC 

Students Stores Refund policy, ~httj~s://itsa,ops~nc=eduiUNCgtoreFrontijsj~/Te~tbookjRefundsgummerjsj~). Please 

continue to communicate this information to each student-athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant-In- 

Aid A~reement they have or will sign, throuBh their ACS portal. 

Feel free to let me know if you have any questions, thanks for your patience! 



added 

added 

added 

added 

added 



added 





added 

Online 

Online 

added 



May lthru May 20 

June lthru June 25 

Student-athletes who drop a class are responsible for returning their book(s) directly to the Student Stores 

Student-athletes who "purchase" a non-required book(s), will be billed for the book(s). 









Legend 

MM= Mayrnester 

$2 = summer II 

51 = summer I 









Sport Description 

MBA Baseball 

MBB M. Basketball 

MFE M. Fencing 

MFB Football 

MGO M. Golf 

MLA M. Lacrosse 

MSO M. Soccer 

MSW M. Swimming & Diving 

MTE M. Tennis 

MTR M. Track & Field/CC 

MWR M. Wrestling 

WBB W. Basketball 

WFE W. Fencing 

WFH Field Hockey 

WGO W. Golf 

WGY W. Gymnastics 

WLA W. Lacrosse 

WCR W. Rowing 

WSO W. Soccer 

WSB Softball 

WSW W. Swimming & Diving 

WTE W. Tennis 

WTR W. Track& Field/CC 

WVB W. Volleyball 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 3:31 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Youm, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, G~-eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; C~eene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

pre orientation module 

Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s St~imming & Diving) 
Academic Suppork Program Cot Stude,~t Athletes 
UnJvecsity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-~566 w 

jaimielee@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 4:07 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email m~c edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyom~t@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, G~-eg <gpbeatty@email m~c edu>; G~-eene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED orientation list! 

ASPSA master copy orientation 2014 list incoming S-As 5 13 14xlsx 

Please see attachment= I have cleaned up the spreadsheet. PLEASE check it carefu!ly and !et me know ASAP if any names 

need to be taken out or added, if ANYcbanges need to be made, please let me know as soon as possible[ lhe format 

Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 3:31 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; B~wn, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Sheu, 
Benjamin; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, ~a; Beatty, Greg; Greene, Michael; Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Haydon, Joe (haydon@unc.edu) 
Subject: pre orientation module 

Academic Counselor (Wonler!’s Baskefi?a!]/Mel!’s & Wolnen’s Swimmh~g & D lying] 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Lniversitp of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

jaim!elee@unc.edu 



jiAcad Plan 

BCHEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHPWAD 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHECON 

BACOMM 

BAEXSS 

BCHCOMM 

BAJOMC 

BSBA 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BCHCOMM 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BAEXSS 

BAMNGT 

BSBA 

BAMNGT 

BCHUNDC 

BAHIST 

BCHBUSU 

BAUNDC 

Exemise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Peace. War. and Defense 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Economics 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

Business Administration 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Management and Society 

Business Adminislration 

Management and Society 

Undecided 

History 

Business Adminislration 

Undecided 



BAENGL 

BCHBUSU 

BSMATB 

BAEXSS 

BSBA 

BAEXSS 

BAPSYA 

BCHEXSS 

BAECON 

BSBA 

BABIOA 

BSBA 

BAECON 

BCHBUSU 

BCHUNDC 

BASOCI 

BCHUNDC 

BASOCI 

BSBA 

BACOMM 

BAHIST 

BCHJOMC 

BAMNGT 

BACOMM 

BAEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BASOCI 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

English 

Business Administration 

Mathematics (BS) 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Adminislration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Psychology 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Economics 

Business Administration 

Biology (BA) 

Business Administration 

Economics 

Business Administration 

Undecided 

Sociology 

Undecided 

Sociology 

Business Administration 

Communication Studies 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Management and Society 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sociology 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 



BAEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BAUNDC 

BAECON 

BAJOMC 

BAECON 

BAECON 

BSMDS 

BAECON 

BCHMNGT 

BSMDS 

BAMNGT 

BCHUNDC 

BAMATA 

BSBA 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BAEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BAGLBL 

BCHUNDC 

BSBIOB 

BAJOMC 

BCHUNDC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exorciso and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Economics 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

Economics 

Economics 

Mathematical Decision Sciences 

Economics 

Management and Society 

Mathematical Decision Sciences 

Management and Society 

Undecided 

Mathematics 

Business Adminislration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Global Studies 

Undecided 

Biology (BS) 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Undecided 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 



BAJOMC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BSBIOB 

BSN 

BACOMM 

BSBA 

BSBIOB 

BCHP£VAD 

BACSA 

BAECON 

BAPSYA 

BAUNDC 

BCHCS 

BCHAPPL 

BAEXSS 

BSBA 

BCHUNDC 

BAPOLI 

BACSA 

BSMATB 

BCHMATA 

BAGLBL 

BABIOA 

BAECON 

BSBIOB 

BAJOMC 

BCHUNDC 

BAECON 

BCHJOMC 

Undecided 

Exercise and Spo~l Science 

Biology (BS) 



BCHUNDC 

BCHJOMC 

BCHPOLI 

BAJOMC 

BSBIOB 

BSBIOB 

BCHEXSS 

BACOMM 

BAPSYA 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BSBIOB 

BAPLCY 

BCHUNDC 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BSBA 

BCHNUTR 

BCHUNDC 

BCHCOMM 

BSBA 

BACOMM 

BCHEXSS 

BAPWAD 

BSBA 

BCHUNDC 

BAECON 

BSBA 

BCHCOMM 

BCHUNDC 

Undecided 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

Political Science 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

Biology (BS) 

Biology (BS) 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Psychology 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Biology (BS) 

Public Policy 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Business Adminislration 

Nutrition 

Undecided 

Communication Studies 

Business Adminislration 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Peace. War. and Defense 

Business Adminislration 

Undecided 

EconoRlics 

Business Administration 

Communication Sludies 

Undecided 



BCHUNDC 

BACOMM 

BCHBUSU 

BCHUNDC 

BACOMM 

BCHBIOB 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BABIOA 

OCVSIS 

BAUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BSBA 

BACOMM 

BCHECON 

BCHUNDC 

BAAAAD 

BAAFAM 

BCHJOMC 

BCHEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BCHAAAD 

BSBA 

BCHEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BSPSYB 

BCHUNDC 

BAEXSS 

Undecided 

Communication Studies 

Business Administration 

Undecided 

Communication Studies 

Biology (BS) 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Biology (BA) 

Off Campus Degree Seeking 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Administration 

Communication Studies 

Economics 

Undecided 

Afd, Afri Amer, Diaspo~ Stds 

African and Afro-Amer Studies 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Afd. Atri-Amer, Diaspora Stds 

Business Administration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Psychology (BS) 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 



BACOMM 

BCHBUSU 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BACOMM 

BAEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BCHBUSU 

BAPOLI 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BSBA 

BAEXSS 

BCHCOMM 

BACOMM 

BCHCOMM 

BCHBUSU 

BAMNGT 

BAEXSS 

BCHBUSU 

BACOMM 

BCHCOMM 

BCHUNDC 

BACOMM 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BACOMM 

BAEXSS 

BSBA 

BAEXSS 

Communication Studies 

Business Administration 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Administration 

Political Science 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Administration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Communication Studies 

Communication Studies 

Business Administration 

Management and Society 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Administration 

Communication Studies 

Communication Studies 

Undecided 

Communication Studies 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Co~qmunication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Administration 

Exercise and Sport Science 



BACOMM 

BAEXSS 

BCHBUSU 

BSBA 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BACOMM 

BCHUNDC 

BAEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BACOMM 

BCHJOMC 

BCHEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BACOMM 

BACOMM 

BACOMM 

BCHPSYA 

BAECON 

BCHUNDC 

BACOMM 

BAECON 

BCHUNDC 

BAECON 

BSBA 

BAECON 

BSBA 

BAGLBL 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Administration 

Business Administration 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Communication Studies 

Communication Studies 

Communication Studies 

Psychology (BA) 

Economics 

Undecided 

Communication Studies 

Economics 

Undecided 

Economics 

Business Administration 

Economics 

Business Administration 

Global Studies 



BCHBUSU 

BCHEXSS 

BACOMM 

BAEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BAMATA 

BAENGL 

BSBA 

BSBA 

BCHPSYA 

BCHSOCI 

BCHCHMA 

BAEXSS 

BACOMM 

BSBA 

BAEXSS 

BAJOMC 

BCHBUSU 

BCHUNDC 

BAJOMC 

BCHCOMM 

BACOMM 

BAHIST 

BACOMM 

BCHMNGT 

BAMNGT 

BSBA 

BSBA 

BACOMM 

Business Adminislration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Co~qmunication Sludies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Mathematics 

English 

Business Adminislration 

Business Administration 

Psychology (BA) 

Sociology 

Chemist~ (BA) 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Co~qmunication Sludies 

Business Administration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Business Adminislration 

Undecided 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

Communication Studies 

Co~qmunication Sludies 

History 

Co~qmunication Sludies 

Management and Society 

Management and Society 

Business Administration 

Business Adminislration 

Communication Studies 



BAMNGT Management and Society 

BCHUNDC Undecided 

BSBA Business Adminislration 

BACOMM Communication Studies 

BAMNGT Management and Society 

BCHUNDC Undecided 

BACOMM Communication Sludies 

BSBA Business Administration 

BSBIOB Biology (BS) 

BCHBUSU Business Administration 

BACOMM Communication Sludies 

BSBA Business Administration 

BCHUNDC Undecided 

BCHBUSU Business Administration 

BCHUNDC Undecided 

BCHCOMM Communication Studies 

BACOMM Communication Sludies 

BACOMM Communication Studies 

BCHUNDC Undecided 

BCHUNDC Undecided 

BCHCOMM Communication Sludies 

BCHMNGT Management and Society 

BAJOMC Journalism & Mass Com~ 

BCHMNGT Management and Society 

BAJOMC Journalism & Mass Com~ 

BCHUNDC Undecided 

BAENGL English 

BCHUNDC Undecided 

BACOMM Communication Sludies 

BAMNGT Management and Society 



BCHCOMM 

BCHPSYA 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BACOMM 

BSBA 

BAJOMC 

BAEXSS 

BAJOMC 

BAGEOG 

BAJOMC 

BCHEXSS 

BCHJOMC 

BCHEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BCHJOMC 

BCHUNDC 

BAJOMC 

BCHEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BCHJOMC 

BAEXSS 

BAMNGT 

BAEXSS 

BAMNGT 

BACOMM 

BAEXSS 

BAPOLI 

BCHCOMM 

Communication Studies 

Psychology (BA) 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Communication Studies 

Business Administration 

Journalism & Mass Cornrn 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Journalism & Mass Cornrn 

Geography 

Journalism & Mass Cornrn 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Journalism & Mass Cornrn 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Journalism & Mass Comet] 

Undecided 

Journalism & Mass 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Journalism & Mass Cornrn 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Management and Society 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Management and Society 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Political Science 

Communication Studies 



BAHIST 

BCHECON 

BCHUNDC 

BCHPSYB 

BCHPHAR 

BCHENSC 

BCHBIOA 

BCHUNDC 

BCHBIOA 

BCHCOMM 

BCHBUSU 

BCHEXSS 

BCHBIOB 

BCHEXSS 

BCHJOMC 

BCHMDS 

BCHEXSS 

BCHROML 

BCHUNDC 

BCHNURS 

BCHUNDC 

BAPWAD 

BCHJOMC 

BCHBIOA 

BCHBIOB 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHBUSU 

BAPSYA 

BCHEXSS 

Economics 

Undecided 

Psychology (BS) 

Environmental Sciences 

Biology (BA) 

Undecided 

Biology (BA) 

Communication Studies 

Business Adminisfration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Biology (BS) 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Journalism & Mass 

Mathematical Decision Sciences 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Romance Languages 

Undecided 

Nursing 

Undecided 

Peace. War. and Defense 

Journalism & Mass 

Biology (BA) 

Biology (BS) 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Business Administration 

Psychology 

Exercise and Sport Science 



BAEXSS 

BAUNDC 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BAECON 

BAEMGED 

BAJOMC 

BCHECON 

BAEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BAECON 

BAECON 

BAEXSS 

BSMDS 

BAECON 

BCHMNGT 

BSMDS 

BAHIST 

BAMNGT 

BCHUNDC 

BAMATA 

BCHEXSS 

BSBA 

BAUNDC 

BSBA 

BAEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BAEXSS 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Economics 

Middle Grades Educalion 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Economics 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Economics 

Economics 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Mathematical Decision Sciences 

Economics 

Management and Society 

Mathematical Decision Sciences 

Management and Society 

Undecided 

Mathematics 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Administration 

Undecided 

Business Administration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 



BCHEXSS 

BAECON 

BAEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BAGLBL 

BCHBIOA 

BACOMM 

BABIOA 

BCHUNDC 

BCHBUSU 

BSBIOB 

BAJOMC 

BSPHPM 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BAGLBL 

BAJOMC 

BCHBIOB 

BCHUNDC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BCHNURS 

BAEXSS 

BCHGLBL 

BSBIOB 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Economics 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Global Studies 

Biology (BA) 

Communication Studies 

Biology (BA) 

Undecided 

Business Adminislration 

Biology (BS) 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

Health Policy and Management 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Global Studies 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

Biology (BS) 

Undecided 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 



BSBA 

BSBIOB 

BCHEXSS 

BSN 

BCHEXSS 

BACOMM 

BCHEXSS 

BAGLBL 

BAJOMC 

BCHPSYA 

BAEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BSBIOB 

BAPOLI 

BAENGL 

BCHENST 

BSBIOB 

BACOMM 

BCHBIOA 

BAJOMC 

BAHIST 

BAENGL 

BAEXSS 

BAENST 

BAEXSS 

BABIOA 

BCHUNDC 

BAGLBL 

BSBA 

BAGLBL 

Business Adminislration 

Biology (BS) 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Nursing 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Global Studies 

Journalism & Mass 

Psychology (BA) 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Biology (BS) 

Political Science 

English 

Environmental Studies 

Biology (BS) 

Communication Studies 

Biology (BA) 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

English 

Exemise and Sport Science 

Environmental Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Biology (BA) 

Undecided 

Global Studies 

Business Adminislration 

Global Studies 



BACOMM 

BABIOA 

BCHUNDC 

BCHENST 

BSBA 

BACOMM 

BAEXSS 

BACOMM 

BCHECON 

BCHUNDC 

BCHCOMM 

BCHEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BSBA 

BAMNGT 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BSBA 

BAEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BAPSYA 

BCHEXSS 

BACOMM 

BAGEOA 

BCHBUSU 

BAEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BAECON 

BAGEOG 

Communication Sludies 

Biology (BA) 

Undecided 

Environmental Studies 

Business Adminislration 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Economics 

Undecided 

Co~qmunication Sludies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Business Administration 

Management and Society 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Administration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Psychology 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Co~qmunication Sludies 

Geological Sciences 

Business Adminislration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Economics 

Geography 



BSBA 

BSGEOB 

BAJOMC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHCOMM 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BCHBIOA 

BAUNDC 

BSBIOB 

BCHCOMM 

BAPHYX 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BSPHPM 

BCHUNDC 

BACOMM 

BACOMM 

BAUNDC 

BAEXSS 

BCHNURS 

BAEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BCHART 

BCHEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BAPHIL 

Journalism & Mass 

Undecided 

Communication Sludies 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Journalism & Mass 

Journalism & Mass Cornm 

Biology (BA) 

Undecided 

Biology (BS) 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Health Policy and Management 

Undecided 

Communication Studies 

Communication Sludies 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Nursing 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Studio Art 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Philosophy 



BAJOMC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BAEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BACOMM 

BAEXSS 

BCHCOMM 

BCHUNDC 

BSBIOB 

BAPSYA 

BCHPHAR 

BCHEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BASOCI 

BCHUNDC 

BAEXSS 

BAJOMC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHAPPL 

BSBA 

BCHBUSU 

BACSA 

BCHCHMB 

BCHEXSS 

BCHBUSU 

BAECON 

BAECON 

BAEXSS 

BAEXSS 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Undecided 

Biology (BS) 

Psychology 

Pharmacy 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sociology 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Undecided 

Applied Science 

Business Adminislration 

Business Administration 

Computer Science 

Chemistry (BS) 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Administration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 



BACDFS 

BACOMM 

BCHPVVAD 

BCHEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BSMATB 

BCHEXSS 

BAECON 

BSBA 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BAECON 

BCHBUSU 

BAECON 

BCHBUSU 

BAEXSS 

BCHEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BCHCOMM 

BCHANTH 

BAROML 

BCHCOMM 

BCHPSYA 

BCHUNDC 

BAROML 

BCHUNDC 

BAJOMC 

BCHBUSU 

BCHMATA 

Child Development & Family Stu 

Communication Studies 

Peace, War, and Defense 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Mathematics (BS) 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Economics 

Business Adminislration 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Economics 

Business Administration 

Economics 

Business Administration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Anthropology 

Romance Languages 

Co~qmunication Sludies 

Psychology (BA) 

Undecided 

Romance Languages 

Undecided 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Business Adminislration 

Mathematics (BA) 



BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BAROML 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BSCHMB 

BAPSYA 

BAEXSS 

BAEMGED 

BAGLBL 

BAEXSS 

BAEXSS 

BCHBUSU 

BACHMA 

BSBA 

BCHECON 

BSBA 

BAECON 

BCHECON 

BCHUNDC 

BCHBUSU 

BCHANTH 

BCHUNDC 

BAECON 

BABIOA 

BCHUNDC 

BCHJOMC 

BCHJOMC 

BCHUNDC 

BACOMM 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Chemistry (BS) 

Psychology 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Middle Grades Educalion 

Global Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Adminislration 

Chemistry 

Business Adminislration 

Business Adminislration 

Undecided 

Business Adminislration 

Anthropology 

Undecided 

Biology (BA) 

Undecided 

Journalism & Mass Comm 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Undecided 

Communication Studies 



BACOMM 

BAGLBL 

BCHBUSU 

BACOMM 

BAEXSS 

BACOMM 

BCHAPPL 

BCHEXSS 

BCHPSYA 

BAJOMC 

BACOMM 

BCHJOMC 

BACOMM 

BCHEXSS 

BSBA 

BAMNGT 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BCHBUSU 

BASOCI 

BCHUNDC 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BAECON 

BACOMM 

BCHBUSU 

BCHEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BAECON 

BCHUNDC 

Communication Studies 

Global Studies 

Business Administration 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Communication Studies 

Applied Science 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Psychology (BA) 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Communication Studies 

Journalism & Mass Comrn 

Communication Studies 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Business Administration 

Management and Society 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Business Administration 

Sociology 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Economics 

Co~qmunication Studies 

Business Administration 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Economics 

Undecided 



BCHEXSS 

BCHNURS 

BCHUNDC 

BAEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BACOMM 

BCHBIOA 

BAHIST 

BCHUNDC 

BAECON 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Nursing 

Undecided 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Undecided 

Communication Studies 

Biology (BA) 

History 

Undecided 

Economics 



~CurnulativeGPA    IlStdngAc n 

2.764 G 

2541G 

2.011G 

3203 G 

2.789 G 

2616 G 

2.105 G 

2336 G 

2.394 G 

2460 G 

3.854 G 

2400 G 

2.662 G 

2120 G 

3.197 G 

2510 G 

2.412 G 

3600 G 

2.710 G 

2353 G 

3.051G 

3144 G 

2.901G 

2638 G 

2.416 G 

3714 G 

3.323 G 



3447 G 

3.330 G 

3873 G 

3.190 G 

3682 G 

3.113 G 

3408 G 

2.705 G 

3997 G 

3.541G 

3265 G 

3.510 G 

2592 G 

2.900 G 

2310 G 

2.948 G 

2700 G 

2.180 G 

3284 G 

2.113 G 

2586 G 

2.440 G 

3493 G 

2.461G 

2734 G 

2.823 G 

2344 G 

2.224 G 

2719 G 

2.900 G 



2915 G 

3.280 G 

2589 G 

1.956 PR 

3069 G 

2.645 G 

3051G 

3.382 G 

2894 G 

3.687 G 

2459 G 

2.942 G 

3742 G 

2.648 G 

2344 G 

2.8[5 G 

3278 G 

2.906 G 

2539 G 

2.910 G 

2370 G 

2.738 G 

2328 G 

3.5/8 G 

3874 G 

3.416 G 

3132 G 

3.116 G 

3311G 

2.858 G 



3633 G 

3.315 G 

2451G 

3.255 G 

3830 G 

3.214 G 

3486 G 

3.328 G 

3932 G 

3.7[5 G 

3412 G 

3.043 G 

3347 G 

2.890 G 

3238 G 

3.334 G 

3551G 

3.419 G 

2739 G 

1.933 IP 

3685 G 

2.016 G 

3070 G 

3.404 G 

3350 G 

2.967 G 

3920 G 

3.252 G 

3700 G 

3.095 G 



2968 G 

3.186 G 

3466 G 

3.065 G 

3500 G 

3.747 G 

2850 G 

2.658 G 

3930 G 

2.940 G 

3410 G 

3.398 G 

3146 G 

3.571G 

2668 G 

3.064 G 

3725 G 

2.460 G 

3139 G 

2.510 G 

3990 G 

3.067 G 

3221G 

1.990 PR 

3091G 

2.425 G 

2782 G 

3.946 G 

2440 G 

2.989 G 



2540 G 

1.896 IP 

3471G 

3.425 G 

2106 G 

2.295 G 

2898 G 

2.144 G 

2305 G 

2.092 G 

3302 G 

2.356 G 

2478 G 

2.430 G 

3723 G 

2.152 G 

2153 G 

1.7111P 

1694 IP 

2.048 G 

2760 G 

2.347 G 

2425 G 

2.400 G 

2985 G 

2.121G 

1986 PR 

2.501G 

2556 G 

2.261G 



2193 G 

3.350 G 

2033 G 

2096 G 

2044 G 

2.044 G 

1756 IP 

2.189 G 

2995 G 

3.192 G 

2244 G 

2.445 G 

2358 G 

2.222 G 

2976 G 

3.103 G 

2166 G 

2232 G 

2370 G 

3.208 G 

2068 G 

1.975 IP 

1960 IP 

2.820 G 

2577 G 

2.390 G 



2200 G 

2.417 G 

2775 G 

3.251G 

3990 G 

2.450 G 

2740 G 

2.501G 

2048 G 

2.Z40 G 

2864 G 

2.558 G 

1763 IP 

1.967 PR 

2330 G 

1.1111P 

2180 G 

2.264 G 

2590 G 

3.1/8 G 

2646 G 

3.250 G 

3033 G 

2.450 G 

3314 G 

3.468 G 

3708 G 

3.333 G 

3730 G 

3.248 G 



3524 G 

2815 G 

3.460 G 

3680 G 

2.696 G 

3345 G 

3959 G 

3.922 G 

2608 G 

2812 G 

3.618 G 

2334 G 

3.365 G 

2407 G 

3.403 G 

3021G 

2.636 G 

3242 G 

2.245 IP 

2147 G 

2.698 G 

2244 G 

2.628 G 

2796 G 

3.058 G 

3367 G 

2.483 G 



2940 G 

2.738 G 

3042 G 

2.600 G 

2807 PR 

3.038 G 

2484 G 

3.449 G 

3392 G 

3.089 G 

19111P 

2.798 G 

3365 G 

3.143 G 

3570 G 

3.184 G 

2435 G 

2.358 G 

2190 G 

2.908 G 

2267 G 

2.759 IP 

3328 G 

2.098 IP 

3564 G 

3.454 G 

2425 G 

3.267 G 

2369 G 

2.723 G 



2807 G 

3.207 G 

2825 G 

2.457 G 

3158 G 

2.918 G 

3193 G 

3.103 G 

2950 G 

3.153 G 

3143 G 

3.821G 

2839 G 

3.025 G 

3066 G 

3.384 G 

3074 G 

3.440 G 

3368 G 

2.987 G 

3218 G 

2.389 G 

3584 G 

2.964 G 

2985 G 

2.826 G 

3001G 

3.156 G 

3455 G 

2.621G 



3178 G 

3.200 G 

2888 G 

3.709 G 

3844 G 

3.418 G 

3178 G 

2.828 G 

3328 G 

2.4[9 PR 

3721G 

3.811G 

3527 G 

3.356 G 

2923 G 

3.925 G 

3024 G 

2.912 G 

2842 G 

3.280 G 

3266 G 

2.729 G 

3348 G 

2.943 G 

3379 G 

3.748 G 

3300 G 

2.236 IP 

1867 IP 

2.363 G 



2234 G 

3.069 G 

2422 G 

2.693 G 

2079 G 

2.645 G 

3780 G 

3.051G 

2654 G 

3.011G 

3134 G 

3.382 G 

2894 G 

2.787 G 

3687 G 

2.459 G 

2942 G 

3.742 G 

2536 G 

2.648 G 

2344 G 

2.8/5 G 

2008 IP 

3.2[8 G 

3564 G 

3.365 G 

2906 G 

2.407 G 

2539 G 

2.910 G 



3381G 

2.481G 

2370 G 

3.203 G 

2738 G 

2.328 G 

2688 G 

2.896 PR 

3102 G 

3.5/8 G 

2796 G 

3.8[4 G 

3416 G 

3.449 G 

3800 G 

3.132 G 

3367 G 

2.239 G 

3116 G 

3.132 G 

3397 G 

3.311G 

2858 G 

3.633 G 

3315 G 

2.451G 

3069 G 

3.741G 

3352 G 

3.825 G 



2895 G 

3.255 G 

2939 G 

3.830 G 

3250 G 

3.214 G 

2967 G 

3.144 G 

3107 G 

3.103 G 

3467 G 

3.290 G 

3264 G 

3.010 G 

3329 G 

2.416 G 

3689 G 

2.796 G 

2939 G 

3.3/1G 

2298 G 

2.540 G 

3367 G 

3.403 G 

3546 G 

3.125 G 

3242 G 

3.481G 

3363 G 

3.1/6 G 



2663 G 

2844 G 

3.149 G 

3946 G 

3036 G 

2.900 G 

2932 G 

2.400 G 

1825 PR 

2608 G 

3000 G 

2.825 G 

2405 G 

3.621G 

2511G 

2580 G 

2.429 G 

2991G 

2425 G 

2.542 G 

2697 G 

1.804 PR 

3097 G 

2.700 G 



3553 G 

3.345 G 

3879 G 

2.457 G 

2745 G 

3.529 G 

2650 G 

3.261G 

2671G 

2876 G 

3.161G 

2769 G 

2.364 G 

3186 G 

3.234 G 

3464 G 

3.807 G 

2403 G 

2.140 PR 

3153 G 

3.214 G 

3349 G 

3.204 G 

2463 G 

2.398 G 

3088 G 

2.800 G 

3577 G 

3.788 G 



3121G 

2.746 G 

2375 PR 

3.384 G 

3074 G 

3.409 G 

2560 G 

2.547 G 

3180 G 

3.265 G 

3408 G 

2.700 G 

2572 G 

2.6/1G 

2443 G 

2.913 G 

3343 G 

3.201G 

2528 G 

3.911G 

3471G 

3.219 G 

2679 G 

3.800 G 

2640 G 

3.396 G 

3345 G 

2.985 G 

2557 G 

2.842 G 



3349 G 

2.523 G 

2900 G 

2.580 G 

3682 G 

2.338 G 

2372 G 

3.125 G 

3462 G 

3916 G 

3.538 G 

3144 G 

3.120 G 

3005 G 

3.144 G 

2742 G 

2467 G 

3.047 G 

3032 G 

3083 G 

3.343 G 

2175 G 

3.519 G 

3688 G 

3.667 G 

2743 G 

2.631G 



2811G 

3.212 G 

3607 G 

3.002 G 

2750 G 

3.314 G 

3463 G 

3.113 G 

3265 G 

2.831G 

3298 G 

3.240 G 

2946 G 

3.119 G 

3619 G 

2.718 G 

3037 G 

3.311G 

3053 G 

2.800 G 

3462 G 

2.600 G 

3075 G 

2.820 G 

3596 G 

3.856 G 

3324 G 

2.889 G 

2965 G 

2.756 G 



2323 G 

3.2/4 G 

2597 G 

2.821G 

3635 G 

2.745 G 

3500 G 

2.940 G 

3241G 

3.040 G 

2744 G 

3.022 G 

2748 G 

2.597 G 

3548 G 

3.151G 

2235 G 

3.367 G 

3760 G 

2.429 G 

2154 G 

2.885 G 

2607 G 

2.904 G 

2403 G 

3.207 G 

2120 G 

1.750 IP 

2172 G 

3.2[5 G 



2681G 

2.959 G 

3236 G 

2.466 G 

2282 G 

2.888 G 

3746 G 

3.589 G 

2517 G 

2.946 G 
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Minutes are below, attached, and saved on the shared drive F’lease let me know if you have questions/concerns regarding any items 

Jaimie Lee 

Academic Counselor 0Nomen’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 

Academic Suppoll Program for Student Athletes 

Universi~ of North Ca rolina Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

Confidentiality Notice: This e mail message, including a ny attachments is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) a nd may contain confidential and privileged 
information Any unauthorized leview, use, disclosule or distribution is plohibited If you ale not the intended lecipient, please contact the sender by leply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message 

From: Jaimie A Lee [mailto:no reply@evernote corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 4:53 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: ASPSA St~ff Meeting with Orie nt~atio n presentation from Advising 

ASPSA Meetinq May 14th MINUTES 

ASPSA meeting called to order at 3:15pro, Wednseday, May 14th, 2014 

2 Michelle Brown 

3 Scott Maxwell 

4 Ben Sheu 

5 Grog Beatty 

6 Los Myers 

Mike Greene 

10. Beth Lyons 

II Susan Maloy 

~2. Jaimie Lee 



13. Kym Orr 

Not in attendance: Tony Yount and Tic Overstreet 

Present~ation by Barbara Lucido Chloe Russell, a nd Andrea Caldwell from Academic Advising 

ORIENTATION 2014 UPDATES 

Several documents were already emailed to our staff regarding orientation Here are the most impoda nt highlights, changes for us 

*Fall registration is after orientation instead of during on day 2 

*groups of approx 600 students will be able to register during a 2 day window (the following Wed-Fri or Mon-Wed, dependeing on orientation da~e) AFTER registration is 

ORIENTATION SCHEDULE UPDATES 

~dvisors will now have 25 rain meetings on day 2 with students in offices at the steele building based on what they submit in the APPS Form (Academic Pre Planning 

Sheet) 

-advising groups will be based upon the major their intended majors 

r~o~e; Day 1 will be a large group presentation giving an overview of set,rice...58-62 students for 1 hour with interactive presentations 

students will receive a follow up email post orientation from NSCPP; by then they will have been give directions on how to access ConnectCa rolina and tips for 
registration will be included in the follow up, possibly with notes from the indivual advising appt if needed 



-chloe’s goal with ~his is to be as direct and ~e the pein~ as possible and building from ~hele instead of giving ~eo much info at once 

POST ORIENTATION 

If they need to make changes after their designated registration window (or miss their deadline) hey can register again on August 7th at 11:00am 

4here will be many post orientation entry points for those who have trouble 

Kyrn Ott What can we do to help suppo~-->ens~yer help them navigate connecf~arolina., they hope to eliminate the panic of what to take 

They will be encouraged to do this independently and not just having parents do it! Lee May is going to talk abeut this during orienation 

This Monday, we will have access to the sakai module 

The Module will be embedded in Sakai 

Advising will be able to use sakai as a tool to communicate with the students all years the attend the university 

PRE ORIENTATION MATERIALS RECEIVED 

-Matriculated studenta have already received the hst year student checklist., the checklist doesn’t say module, but it is geeing to them by email 

G weeks before orientation, they get a reminder email sent to unc and whatever email they put down in the orienation application 

-advisors will be available by chat, phone, and remedy services/remedy tickets 

-There will also be an extensive FAQ online .Help will available live and online from 10am-5 Wed, 8-Spin on Thurs, Fd 

-Drops: can occur online for the first 2 weeks and can see advising to drop throught Oct 13th there is a limit to how many drops can be made over the entire academic 

-advising portion ajourned--- 

ASPSA staff 

Michelle Brown 

budget update: campus is prep3ring for a 4% cut in ALL areas 

-2% cost of living increase should still be added but nothing is final 

ACC MEETINGS 

Les and Michelle in at~enda nce 

~overnance was the bigges~ ~opic; if anyone is interested, see Michelle for some handouts 



NCAA Initial Eligibility video 

-cu~e and catchy approach with studen~ at hle~es 

Feedback regarding extended hours/times during finals 

4he 3rd floor seemed fairly popular 

-please remember ~e write on whi~e board when you are gone and when you will return 

-how do we manage under FERPA/HIPA rules/regulations 

Meeting ajourned at 430pm est 

Everno~e helps you remember everything and get organized effortlessly Dow]]load Evernote 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Friday, May 16, 2014 5:46 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Youm, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, G+eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED orientation list! 

ASPSA master copy orientation 2014 list incoming S-As 5 16 14 xlsx 

Hello all, 

t lele s an updated orientation list, Again, please let me know if there any changes. 

I did NOT get an update on balances today, so please do not be alarmed if someone indicates they have paid and it’s riot 

Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketbal!/Men’s & Women’s Swimmhtg & Diving) 

919-843-6566 w 

jaimMee@unc~du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maxwell, Scott <smaxwell@unc edu> 

Monday, May 19, 2014 2:25 PM 

Beat~y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

My contact info 

I would now appear to exist! 

My new iPhone number is 

which works for now. 

which I plan to use as my primary cell. My old Android is still 

I will get a signatu re next for these but wanted to send out this first. 

My email is smaxwell@unc.edu 

Scott 



Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Monday, May 19, 2014 4:41 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Response needed Re: Orientation schedule availability 

Thank you to all who responded! If you did not respond, I will assume you are available for all sessions If not, 
please let me know when you get a chance! 

On May 14, 2014, at 5:48 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" ~jahui~.~ ~ ;’~m~c edn> wrote: 

Here are the dates for ou r Day 1 orientation meetings/presentations, Please let me know what dates you 

wil! NOT be able to meet with ou r incoming student athletes. Than k you’. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->2 
<!--[if !suppo~Lists]-->3, 
<!--[if [ suppo~Lists]-->4, 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->b 
<!--[if !suppo~Lists]-->~, 
< ! -- [i f ! supportLi sts]--> / 
<!--[if !suppo~Lists]-->8, 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->9 

<!--[endif]-->Mon ~/2 
<[--[endif]-->Mon ~/9 
<[--[endif]-->Mon, 6/:16 
<N-[endif]-->Th~rs, 6/19 
<N-[endif]-->Mon, 8/23 
< N-[endif]-->rn~ars, ~/26 
<N-[endif]-->Mon, 7/7 
<[--[endif]-->rhurs, 7/10 
<[--[endif]-->Men, //14 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->lO <!--[endif]-->rhurs, 7/I7 
<!--[if !suppo~Lists]-->LL <!--[endif]-->Mon, 7/2~ 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->l) <!--[endif]-->lhurs, 7/24 
<!--[if !suppo~Lists]-->~3, <!--[endif]-->Tues 7/29 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->la, <!--[endif]-->Ihurs, 8/la, 

Academic Counselor (Women’s [!asketball/Men s & Womerl’s Swimming & DivingI 



jaimielee@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 

Monday, May 19, 2014 5:39 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Haydon, Joe 
<haydon@unc edu> 

Re: PLEASE SEE ATTACHED orientation list! 

Hello, 

Please share this information with your coaches and make ceriain they are aware of this change 

Thank you, 
Michelle 

Sent from my iPad 

On May 19, 2014, at 2:45 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <]A[Lr.~.i:7.[~.u..l.>.’..~!~> wrote: 

of $50 will be charged to process all Orientation Reservations. Please remind a![ of tile incoming student 

Academic Counselor [Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Wome[~’s Swimming & Dlvh~g) 

University of Noah Carolina:Chapel lli]l 

91%843-6566 w 

jaimielee@unc~edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Jaimie Lee @gmail corn> 

Iuesday, May 20, 2014 10:05 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Iovmsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Beatly, Greg 
<gl)beatty @email unc edu> 

FALL 2014 PRACIICE SCHEDULES (tonyyount@unc edu) 

shared an item with you. 

FALL 2014 PRACTICE SCHEDUI ES 

This email grants access to this item Only fot~vard it to people you trust 



Sent: 

To: 

~2)gmail corn> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 10:06 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Iownsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gl~bearty @email unc edu> 

FALL 2014 PRACIICE SCHEDULES (tonyyount@unc edu) 

i’ve shared an item with you. 

FALL 2014 PRACTICE SCHEDUI ES 

This email grants access to this item Only fot~vard it to people you trust 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 10:30 AM 

Orr, Kym N <O~T@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Sheu, 
Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent 
S <blanton@unc edu> 

fall needs 

Hello, 

I realize that the needs of incoming freshman may be unknown to you at this time but if you could send me the names 

of returning students who should work with a Learning Specialist this fall, I would appreciate it. You don’t need to have 

specific details but I’m interested in overall nu tubers. If you happen to have info on any incoming students/transfer, 

please indicate that in your numbers. 

Thanks! 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

AcademicSupportforStudentAthletes 

Loudermilk CenterforExcellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

ChapelHill, NC 27599 3107 

emlyons@email.unc.edu 

T. 919.843.6029 

f. 919 962.8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 10:45 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email uric edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email uric edu>; Youm, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

flail 2014 practice schedules 

fall 2014 practice schedules xlsx 

Academic Cmmselor (Women’:; Basketball/Men’:; & Women’s S*~Jmmi~g & Diving) 
kcadendc Support Progcam for Student Atfi[etes 
gniverstw of NorR~ Carolina-Chapel ttil[ 
919-843-6566 w 

jaimielee@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              3:07 PM 

Horton, Toni M <tmhorton@store unc edu>; Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store unc edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<grego~3~c@email unc edu> 

Beatly, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>: Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Book List for - As of 

Book List Summer - xlsx 

All 

The following student athletes have been added to the book list, which are highlighted on the attached Excel. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Monday,. 8:00 AM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Cc: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: Book List for                           As of ! 

All 

The following student-athletes have been added to the book list, which are highlighted on the attached Excel. 



From: Strassner, Rachel 

Seilt: Friday, 4:30 PM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; GreBory, Cassandra B 

C¢: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; VanBelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:      Book List for                           As of             ) 

All 

Another addition, which is also highlighted on the attached Excel Sheet. 



From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 2:50 PM 

To: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gresory, Cassandra B 

Cc: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; VanBelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:      Book List for                           As of 

All 

One more addition, which is highlighted in yellow (along with all other additions today) on the attached MS Excel sheet. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 2:23 PM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

CC: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:     Book List for - As of 

All, 

The following SAs have been added and are highlighted in yellow on the attached MS Excel Sheet. 



F~om: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Friday, 9:58 AM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

CO: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE:     Book List for                       - As of 

All, 

The following SAs have been added and are highlighted in yellow on the attached MS Excel Sheet. 

As I become aware of any chanses will let you know. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Thursday, 7:30 PM 

TO: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Cc: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: Book List for                           As of 

Hello all, 



Attached is the                                      book list. Some sports have yet to confirm summer school 

requests, but as I become aware of any changes I will let you know. 

As a reminder, if student-athletes drops a course, he/she is responsible for returning the book(s) directly to Student 

Stores. If the book is not returned, the student-athlete will be charmed the full cost of the book in accordance with UNC 

Students Stores Refund policy, (~,[~t~/~L~NC~t~reFr~nt.L,~./..T..e...x.t.~.b~.~.~.~..kj..R.~.e~.f~[j~)~ Please 

continue to communicate this information to each student athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant In 

Aid Asreement they have or will sign, through their ACS portal. 

Feel free to let me know if you have any questions, thanks for your patience! 





Online added 

Online added 

Online 

Online 





Online 

Online 



May lthru May 20 

June lthru June 25 

Student-athletes who drop a class are responsible for returning their book(s) directly to the Student Stores 

Student-athletes who "purchase" a non-required book(s), will be billed for the book(s). 









Legend 

MM= Mayrnester 

$2 = summer II 

51 = summer I 









Sport Description 

MBA Baseball 

MBB M. Basketball 

MFE M. Fencing 

MFB Football 

MGO M. Golf 

MLA M. Lacrosse 

MSO M. Soccer 

MSW M. Swimming & Diving 

MTE M. Tennis 

MTR M. Track & Field/CC 

MWR M. Wrestling 

WBB W. Basketball 

WFE W. Fencing 

WFH Field Hockey 

WGO W. Golf 

WGY W. Gymnastics 

WLA W. Lacrosse 

WCR W. Rowing 

WSO W. Soccer 

WSB Softball 

WSW W. Swimming & Diving 

WTE W. Tennis 

WTR W. Track& Field/CC 

WVB W. Volleyball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 21, 2014 3:29 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email uric edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; C~eene, Michael 
<greenemt@email uric edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email uric edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email uric edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email uric edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<j townsend@unc edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email uric edu> 

Orientation schedule LOCATIONS/TIMES 

Final 2014 Orientation Dates (campus partners) pdf; First-Year Student Schedule 
Presenturs pdf; FY and TR Parent&Family Schedule for Presenturs pdf; Transfer Student 
Schedule for Presenters pdf 

t le[Io orientation presenters for ASPSA[ 

Here is the when/where for each day da PR~, orientation. Please remember, we are ’switching’ the day Z and 2 meetings, 
essentially, from what we have done in the past. On Day Spin at 5:30pro, we will present to the students. On day 2 at 

Student or Family Audience: Student 

Day i or Day 2:5 

Time: 5:30-6::[5PM 

First-Year Orientation for: 

*Note: Room 3205 is published as the room to go to for interest sessions, but per our past conversations, 

(compliance) as needed 



Day i or Day 2:2 

Time: 8 00-~ 50am 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 5:49 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Overstmet, 
Tia; Sheu, Benjamin 
Co: Brown, Michelle 
Subject= Orientation schedule availability 
Importance: High 

t lele are the dates for our Day i orientation meet[ngs!prese~tations. Please let me know what dates you wi!! NOT be 

2 Mort 6/9 

4, Thurs, 6/19 
5 Mort, 6/23 

Ihank you[![ 

Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 
Academic St~ppor~ Program for Studen~ Athletes 
Univers[W of North Ca~’o]ma-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

iaimielee@un~.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 2 I, 2014 4: I I PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 
RESPONSE NEEDED RE: fall 2014 practice schedules 

fall 2014 practice schedules xlsx 

Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 10:45 AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Sheu, Benjamin; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; 
O~eNtreet, Tia; Beatty, Greg; Greene, Michael; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: fall 2014 practice schedules 
Importance: High 

i hanks, all![ 

Academic Counselor ~Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 
Academic S~ppork Program $or Studenk Atfi!e£es 



~;nJversiLy o~ North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 
jaimielee@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Wednesday,~              5:25 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<j townsend@unc edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Welborn, Spencer 
<swelbom@email unc edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

updated S-A orientation registration list[ 

ASPSA ORIENTATION REGISTRATION LIST xlsx 

Academic Counselor (Women’s t}asketba]!iMen’s & Women’s Swimming & O~vmg~ 
Acad~m~c Suppor~ Program ~or St~d~n~ Ath~ckes 
~lniversity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

~aimielee~n~.ed~ 



ASPSA student athlete orientation list 

Nature 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Sport Session Requested Name I Si~nup date 



ASPSA student athlete orientation list 
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Football 

Football 

Football 



ASPSA student athlete orientation list 
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sl 
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ASPSA student athlete orientation list 
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ASPSA student athlete orientation list 



ASPSA student athlete orientation list 
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Session registered 

ASPSA student athlete orientation list 



ASPSA student athlete orientation list 



ASPSA student athlete orientation list 



ASPSA student athlete orientation list 



ASPSA student athlete orientation list 



ASPSA student athlete orientation list 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Wednesday,              6:46 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<j townsend@unc edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 

ASPSA Orientation presentation days 

aspsa presentation schedule for orientation     xlsx 

FY 3 

FY 5 

FY 7 

FY 8 

FY 9 

FY 

FY J.8 

Ben, Les, Greg, Brent 

Mike, Tony 

Les, Jenn, Jaimie 

Mike, Tony 

Kym, Jaimie 

Kym 

Kathy, Jenn 

Susan 

Greg 



Academic Counselor (VgomerYs Basketball/Mea~s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 
Academic Support Pro&~ram For Strident Athletes 
Univet’sity of North Carolina-Chapel H[[[ 
919-843-6566 w 

c 
~aimielee@un~.edu 



ASPSA Presentation Schedule 

Orientation Session # 

:Y 3 

:Y 5 

:¥ 8 

:¥ 9 

On-Campus dates Fall Registration Dates 

Ben, Les, Greg, Brent 

Mike, Tony 

Les, Jenn, Jaimie 

Mike, Tony 

Kym, Jaimie 

Kym 

Kathy, Jenn 

Brent 

Jenn, Kathy 

Greg 

3en Sheu 

3rent Blanton 

3reg Beatty 

Jaimie Lee 

Jenn Townsend 

4ym Orr 

_es Myers 

Vlike Greene 

~usan Maloy 

rony Yount 



PIE) J Name J Sport J Session Requested J Name 
1 PIE) .Lsi~rlup date 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 



Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 



















Orientation Session # 

FY 1 

FY 3 

FY 7 

F¥ 8 

F¥ 9 

FY 10 

FY 12 

FY 16 

On-Campus dates I Fall Registration Dates 

Ben Sheu 

Brent Blanton 

Greg Beatty 

Jaimie Lee 

Jenn Townsend 

Kym Orr 

Les Myers 

Mike Greene 

Susan Maloy 

Tia Overstreet 

Tony Yount 

3en, Les, Greg, Brent 

Vlike, Tony 

_es, Jenn, Jaimie 

Vlike, Tony 

(ym, Jaimie 

<athy, Jenn 

lenn, Kathy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu> 

Thursday, May 22, 2014 9:29 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Orr, 
Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 
RE: ASPSA Orientation presentation days 

Ben ~heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suggort Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919 g43 2328 

Cell: 

Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 6:46 PM 

TO: Blanton, Brent g; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, 

If you want more £ on J. time with your students, Day 2 at 8:00am is designated for that, Again, check the attachment to 



FY 1 

FY 3 

FY 5 

FY 6 

FY 7 

FY 8 

FY 9 

FY 10 

FY 12 

FY 13 

FY 14 

FY 16 

Mon, June 9 Mike, Tony 

Mon, June 16 Les, Jenn, Jaimie 

Mon, June 23 Mike, Tony 

Thurs, June 26 Kym, Jaimie 

Mon, July 7 Kym 

Thurs, July 10 Kathy, Jenn 

Mon, July 14 Susan 

Thurs, July 17 Susan 

Mon, July 21 Brent 

Thurs, July 24 Ben 

Tues, July 29 Jenn, Kathy 

Thurs, Aug 14 Greg 

Academic Ci)]Jnselor (Women’s BaskelbaH/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 

Academic Su~r~ort Program for Stndent Athletes 

~mverstty of Nm~th Ca~’olina-Chapel }{i[[ 

9~9-843-65~6 ~v 

C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Friday,             10:24 AM 

Beatty, Gq-eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley 

Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; 

Elizabeth M <emlvons~)email unc edu>; 
Lyons, 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; C~eene, Michael 
<greenemt(~email unc edu>;                                        ~unc edu>; 

Subject: CLOSED Monday for 

Hello All, 

I just wanted to be sure everyone is aware that the Academic Center will be closed on Monday for 

therefore, no daytime and evening tutorial sessions will occur. All regular sessions will resume on Tuesday 

Enioy your 3 day weekend!! 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~bemail unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 9:23 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Maxwell, Scott 
<smaxwell@unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu> 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu> 

please read; your Friday lunch depends on it! 

Hello, 

Friday, May 30 kicks off our Summer Staff/Lunch Meeting Series. In the spirit of summer, we would like to suggest an 

indoor picnic for our first meeting ( ants and other flying insects not invited). 

We promise this will not require too much effor~ and should be equal ( or less) than buying a take-out meal so please 

consider participating. 

Please clink on link to access the Google Doc and sign up. If there are items not included that you would like to bring, 

please indicate that as well! 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/~kJqxCIzvlPCFO4DpdqkNJ EOL8 4BCXZ9m7Vict4cbL4/edit?usp-sharing 

Thanks, 
Beth and Greg 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3107 

emlvons@email.unc.edu 

T. 919.843.6029 

f. 9L9 962.8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Tuesday             1:56 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

GSR Submission 

(919) 962 9536 ore I (919) 962 8247 fax 

Email correspondence to and [rom this address may be subjecL to the North Carolina Fubhc Records law and may be disclosed to 
third parties by an authoNzed state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 
Tuesday,             1:56 PM 

Mann, Jan M <janmann@unc edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 
GSR Submission 

) and I wanted to let you know what I am submi~ng 

(919) 962 9536 of’c I (919) 962 8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excdlenee 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Tuesday,             1:56 PM 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

GSR Submission 

As a result, the GSR score is 100% and the Federal Graduation Rate is 86%. 

) and I wanted to let you know what I am submi~ng 

(919) 962 9536 ofc I (919) 962 8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excdlence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 31o7 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOT1CE: This email message, including atlachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entit~ to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Tuesday,             1:57 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

GSR Submission 

) and I wanted to let you know what I am submli~ng 

(919) 962 9536 ore I (919) 962 8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excdlenee 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3107 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Tuesday,             5:I7PM 

Dorrance, Albert A rV <anson@email unc edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Re: GSR Submission 

Definitely APR when 1 submit this 

B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mlson~c~email unc edu> wrote: 

Sen’c: Tuesday,            1:56 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Yount, Tony 
Subject: GSR Submission 

I am submitting the data this week for last year’s GSR/FGR scores ( 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->~ <!--[endif]--> 

<! [if !supportLists] >~ <! [endif] > 

<! [if !supportLists] >~ <! [endif] -" 

<! [if !supportLists] >~ <! [endif] > 

) and I wanted to let you know what I am 

Graduated 

Graduated 

Graduated 

Graduated 

Left eli#bh with eli#bilit~ remaining 

B 

Associate Direclor 
Academic Support Program for Sta~dent Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e mail message, including a tlachments, if any, is intended solely }’or the person or entity 

to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 





Athletic Laptop Grant - 



A B C 





Athletic Laptop Grant - 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Wednesday,.              2:25 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email uric edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; C~eene, Michael 
<greenemt@email uric edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email uric edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email uric edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email uric edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email uric edu> 

FW: ASPSA Orientation presentation days 

aspsa presentation schedule for orientation     xlsx 

Hele are updates to the orientation presentation schedule. PLease let me know if you have any qt~estions/¢oncerns: 

FY 1 

FY 3 

FY 5 

FY 7 

FY 8 

FY 9 

FY 10 

FY 12 

FY 13 

FY 14 

FY 16 

FY 18 

Ben, Les, Greg, 
Tony 

Mike, Ben, Tony 

Les~ Jenn, Jaimie 

Mike, Tony 

Kym, Jaimie 

Kym 

Kathy~ Jenn 

Susan 

Susan 

Brent 

Brent 

Kathy, Jenn 

Greg 

days unavailable 



Sent: Wednesday            6:46 PM 
TO: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; BeatLy, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Overstrset, 
Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Jennifer Townsend (jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu) 
~: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: ASPSA Orientation presentation days 
Importance: High 

Otherwise, the goai is to have at least 2 counse!ors 

We will use a power point presentation for the Day 1 meeting, [ will entail it for you~ feedback early next week, 

FY 1 

FY 3 

FY 5 

FY 7 

FY 8 

FY 9 

FY 10 

FY 12 

FY 13 

FY 14 

FY 16 

FY 18 

Mike, Tony 

Les, Jenn, Jaimie 

Mike, Tony 

Kym, Jaimie 

Kym 
Kathy, Jenn 

Susan 

Jenn, Kathy 

Greg 

Academic Counselor (Women’s BasketBall/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Divin~) 
Academic SupporL Pt’ogt’am for S{udenL A~Metes 
Univers~t?" ogNorth Caro]h~a-Chapel H~ 
919-843-6566 w 



iaimielee@unc.edu 



ASPSA Presentation Schedule 

Orientation Session # 

:Y 3 

:¥ 8 

:¥ 9 

On-Campus dates Fall Registration Dates 

Ben, Les, Greg, Tony 
Mike~ Ben~ Tony 

Les, Jenn, Jaimie 

3en Sheu 

3rent Blanton 

3reg Beatty 

Jaimie Lee 

Jenn Townsend 

~ym Orr 

_es Myers 

Vlike Greene 

~usan Maloy 

rony Yount 



PIE) j Name Sport 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Session Requested I PI__D I Si~nup date 



Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 









Session registered 











Orientation Session # 

FY 1 

FY 3 

FY 7 

F¥ 8 

F¥ 9 

FY 10 

FY 12 

FY 16 
FY lg 

Ben Sheu 

Brent Blanton 

Greg Beatty 

Jaimie Lee 

Jenn Townsend 

Kym Orr 

Les Myers 

Mike Greene 

Susan Maloy 

Tia Overstreet 

Tony Yount 

IOn-Campus dates [Fall Registration Dates J 
Ben, Les, Greg, Brent 

Mike, Tony 

Les, Jenn, Jaimie 

(trans) 

Mike, Tony 

Kym, Jaimie 

Kym 

Kathy, Jenn 

Susan 

Brent 

Ben, Le~ Greg, Brent 

Jenn, Kathy 

Greg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Thursday,              9:16 AM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 
RE: updated S-A orientation registration list[ 

ASPSA Orientation presentation pptx 

Hello all, 

Thank you for the attempt! The presentation is attached, so feel free to email feedback or stop by to discuss! I am 
storing the most recent orientation roste~ and other documents in that orientation folder as well, so hopefuily access 

will be granted to everyone shortly. Thank you for your help, everyone’ 

Also, here is the ’,ist of student athietes attending session ~. this Monday: 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, 9:01 AM 
To: Orr, Kym N; L~e, Jaimie; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Yount, 
Tony; Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 

I tried to reach out to Tom, but he didnt answer, I also called Clara and left a message, 

They just need to change the permissions for our group. I’ve found folders here and there that we just call him and he 

Ben Sheu 



Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From; Orr, Kym N 

Sent: Thursday, 8:55 AM 

TO: Lee, Jaimie; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Yount, Tony; Sheu, 

Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: RE: updated S A orientation registration list! 

I dor’t know if it’s iust rne but when I attempt to access the file~ I get a message: "Access denied. Contad 

administratoi’. How (:an we fix this ? 

Sent: Wednesday,           9:15 PM 
TO: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; BeaKy, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Sheu, 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 
Importance: High 

! have created a presentation for us to use for Day 1 of orientation, Please visit the shared drive and take a !ook. All 

feedbacWsuggestions are welcome[ [ would ffke to finahze it by Friday but do not want to take up too much time during 

our lunch meeting, Please take a look before then, 

Location: H \Academics\New St de ~t O ie ltation\"ASPSA Orientation 201_4 Presentation 

Academic Connselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 

8niversKy of Noith Cai’o]ina-Chape] }till 
919-843-6565 w 

iaimielee@un~.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Thursday,              12:43 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 

Re: updated S-A orientation registration list[ 

image001 png 

Thank you! I have a copy saved on my computer, so feel free to add comments to the presentation directly in 
the notes under each slide!!! 

On , at 12:07 PM, "Sheu, Benjamin" <b:de~;’~,t,’,.m~l,e:h~> wrote: 

It shoaid work for aH now. 

8en Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Bent: Thursday, 9:16 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin; Orr, Kym N; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, 

Greg; Yount, Tony; Townsend, Jenn 

CC: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: RE: updated S A orientation registration list! 

Importance: High 

Also, here is the lis~ of student athletes attending session Z this Monday: 

<image001png> 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, 9:01 AM 
To: Orr, Kym N; Lee, Jaimie; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, 
Greg; Yount, Tony; Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 



Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coo~dinatoriA~ademic Co~nseler 
UNC A~demic Support Program for Student-~hletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell 

From: Orb Kym N 

Sent: Thursday, 8:55 AM 

TO: Lee, Jaimie; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Yount, 

Tony; 5heu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn 

CO: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: RE: updated S A orientation registration list! 

I don~t know if it’s just me but when I attempt to access the fi!e, ! get a message: "Access denied. Contact 

administrator", How can we fix this ? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:15 PM 
TO: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, 
Tony; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn 

Ce: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 
Importance: High 

Hello aiI, 

I have created a presentation for us to use for Day i of orientation, Please visit the shared drive and take a 
look, Ali feedback/suggestions are welcome’. I would like to finalize it by Friday but do not want to take up 

too much time during our lunch meeting, Please take a look !)efore then. 

Thank you ! 

Location: H:\,Academics’,~New Student Orientation\,’ASPSA Orientatior 
Presentation’* 

Academic Counselor [Women’s [Jasketba[1/YJe£’s & Wome[~’s Swimming & 
Academic Support Program for Studet~l: Athlet:cs 



Un[versi~- of No~h Caco[ina-Chape~ Hill 

919-8436566w 

jaimielee@u~c.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:36 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Cseene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beat[y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<j townsend@unc edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Welborn, Spencer 
<swelbom@email unc edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Brestin, Miriam 
<brestin@email unc edu> 

Today’s updated S-A orientation registration list! 

ASPSA master copy orientation     list incoming S-As       xlsx 

t letlo art, 

t lere is today’s updated !ist, The first tab is so~ed by team+ The second tab is sorted by session, 

Academic Counselor (Women’s ~asketbal!iMen’s & Women’s Swimmit~g & Diving) 

University of No;th Carolma-Chapel ttill 
919-843-6556 w 

jaimielee@unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday,           5:25 PM 
TO: Blanton, Brent S; i~lye~s, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beat[y, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Overstrset, 
Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Jennifer Townsend (jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Co: Brown, Michelle; Welborn, Spencer (swelborn@email.unc.edu); Haydon, Joe (haydon@unc.edu) 
Subject= updated S-A orientation registration list! 
Importance: High 



Also, there were some students who have changed sessions since my last report[ Please check the list for your sports 
~ho~ou[/h!y. Eet me know if any of your students are missing or if any names sho~id be deleted~ 

Remember, a~er 11:~9pm tonight, there will be ,~ $50 late registration fee moving forward~ 

Please let me know ff you have questions/concerns. 

Orientation is swamped, so if any students have issues, please encourage them reach out to: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 5:42 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc edu> 

answers to today’s orientation questions 

Hello gentlemen, 

Here are the answers I received to your questions from earlier. I will share this with the entire staff tomorrow: 

Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimieleeOunc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privilegedinformation Anyunauthorizedreview, use, disclosureordistributionisprohibited Ifyouarenottheintendedrecipient, pleasecontactthe 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, May 30, 2014 2:34 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Iom~send, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Sheu, 
Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; On-, Kym N 
<orr@email unc edu>; Beatly, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu> 

fall 2014 practice schedules (tonyyount@unc edu) 

I’ve shared an item with you 

~ fail 20!4 practice sct;edu[es 

This email grants access to this item. Only forward it to people you trust 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu> 

Friday, May 30, 2014 2:38 PM 

Blanton, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beat[y, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Youm, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<j townsend@unc edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 

RE: Today’s updated S-A orientation registration list! 

I just shared the practice schedule document again from the dOOdle drive.,,please make sure your conta~ info and 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 3:36 PM 
TO: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beat[y, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Overstrset, 
Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Jennifer Townsend (jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Cc: Brown, Michelle; Welborn, Spencer (swelborn@email.unc.edu); Haydon, Joe (haydon@unc.edu); Bres[in, Miriam 
Subjeet: Today’s updated S-A orientation registration list! 
Importance: High 

Here is today’s updated list, The first tab is sorted by team. The second tab is sorted by session, 

Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 
Academic St~ppor~ Program for Studen~ Athletes 
[JnJvers[ty orNorth Caro]i~a-Chapel Hi[[ 
919-843-6566 w 

jaimielee@une.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 5:25 PM 



To: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Overstr~et, 
Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Jennifer Townsend 

Academic Counsebr ~Women’s Basketbal!/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & DNmg~ 

919-843-{~5~6 W 

[aimielee@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lcc, Jaimie qiaimielee a~unc edu> 

Friday, May 30. 2014 5:g4 PM 

Blanton, Brcnt S <blm~ton a~unc edu>: Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@cmail uric cdu>: Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>: Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>: Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatb’@email unc edu>: Orr. Kym N <or@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount a~unc cdu>: Sheu, Benjamin <bshcu a~email unc cdu> Townsend, Jem~ 
qitownscnd@unc cdu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 

RE: updated S-A orientation registration lis~! 

A SPSA Orientation 2014 presentation pptx 

I have upd~lted Lhe orienLation p[esenLation. P!ease take a !ook. It is in the shared foldel on our H drive, Please let me know if 

Thankvoul 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 9:15 PM 
To= Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Sheu, Benjamin; 
Jennifer Townsend (jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: updated SA orientation registration list! 
Importance: High 

have created a presentation for us to use for Day & of orierltat[on. Piease visit the shared drive and take a look. AJl 

Thank you [ 

[ocatiom H:\Academics\New Student Orientation\"ASPSA Orientation 2054 Presentation" 

iaimielee@unc.edu 



From: Elizabeth A Joldan <eajoldan(~)~email unc edu> 
Subject: 









On 







On 

revel3 

Level3 

Need SAT/ACT scores wlil be a Level 3with an 800 on the 



On 







Your ~P is a personalized study plan deslg~led to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objectlve-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any t~rne, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your e×per~ences in the Academic Center 
and at U~qC. 

~’eekly meeting wlth me counts as 1 of your ~P hours. 





> Would Friday moriling work for that conversation for you? I an- otherwise engaged after 12:30 oil I’riday, aild I know you are leaving today Would 

rlex[ week be better lot you? 

>> 



>>> 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  1:35 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Fwd: Meeting Last Night 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Kaplan, Roger Jay" <kap[an@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting Last Night 
Date: at 11:30:21 AM EST 
TO: ’ 
Cc: "Yount, Tony" 

Good news, The Office of Ur=dergraduate Curricula has determined that in fact you do need a two 

semester sequence of English Composition and Rhetoric, normally ENGL 101 arid 102, However, since you 

you have any questions, p!ease feel free to contact me. 

Roger 

Ser~ior Academlc Advisor 

College o’~ A~tg and Sc;enceg a~d the Ge~e~a College 

G00S Steele 

Campus Box 3!10 

Chape~ H~ NC 27599 3110 

C~’ice: {919) 962-340a 

~ax: (919) 962-6S88 

http:/!adv~smg, unc,ed u 

From~ 

Sent: Thursday, 8:28 AM 
To: Kaplan, Roger Jay 
(:c= Yount, Tony 



Subject: Meeting Last Night 

Hi Roger, 

I was just sending you a note to remind you to look into whether or not I need to take English 101 

because I entered in the spring of my freshman year? Also, I was wondering if there was anyway 

I could be considered a junior when registering because I am goin8 into my 5th semester? 

Thanks, 

























A B C D 

1 SOCl Upside down iHuman Righ[s 

2 JOMC coursepack 

3 GERM Erwachen Ausgewanderten 

4 ITAL Sentieri 

5 BIOL Biology 

6 PHIL: Evolution of Language iDoolittle’s Delusion 

7 SOCl Corning of Age i PoliticalProcess 

8 SOCl Funny Farsi iWhat Problem 

9 PSYC Psychology 

10 ITAL Sentieri 
1_$ SOCI Social Psychology 

12 COMP Big Java 

$3 PHIL Evolution of Language 

14 DRAM: respect for acting 

I~5 GERM Nietzsche Freud 
÷ 

16 EXSS Sport Facility Coursepack 

1_7 PHYS How things work 

18 AAAD God’s Bits of Wood African Politics 

1_9 MATH MyMathLab 

20 ECON Microeconomics 
21~ EXSS Sport Exer Psychology 

22 EXS~< Exercise Physiology 
÷ 

23 JOMC Advertising & Public Relatiosn 

24 JOMC Cases in Public R Mangement 

25 ITAL Sentied 

26 JOMC PR Writing 

27 PWAD Roman Warfare [Roman Army 

28 EXSS Foundations of EXSS 
÷ 

29 COMM Gendered Livin~ 

30 CIIEM Solutions to Red Chem central sdence 



E F G 

1 Emperorwas Divine American Institutions Penguin SLate 

2 

3 Grundriss der Lieratur 
+ 

4 

5 

6 

7 Ain’L whaL we ought to be 

8 Ask Yourself American societ%’ 

+ 

10 

11 

12 

14 
I~5 Writings Nietzsche MarxEngels Coursepack 
16 

17 

18 

2O 

22 
+ 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 Roman Arm,~, Marcellinus 

28 
+ 

29 

3O 



TO: Dana Gel[n <dRelin@unc edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOUNT)> 

Tuesday,               4:49 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Re: 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:45 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blantonUa)unc edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
All is now taken care oE 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, g any, is intended solely for the person or 
entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e- 

mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records 

law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. oh. 132). Student 
educational records are subject to FERPA. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOUNT)> 

Wednesday,              3:41 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Re: Request 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:45 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@unc edu> wrote: 

Sorry to pepper you with multiple emails... 

Associate Director 
Academic Support P~’~gram for Sia~dent Athletes 
O~co of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

(919) 962 9536 of," I (919) 962 8247 fax 



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e mail message, inc]udi.g a~iachments, if any, is intended solely for the pe~on or 

entii~ to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unal~thorized review, 

l~se, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If yo~ are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Emal] correspondence to and from this addr~s may be sobjecL to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be 

disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to 

FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 12:16 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Re: Less Than 12 Report - 

Her eligibility is exhausted She will graduate in 

She can register for a I 5 hour Mod in the Business school if she needs to get to 12 hours The drop was on the 
advice of" advising because she was pursuing a               minor and had to substitute a PHIL course for a 
PSYC course that wasn’t offered After the first paper, the PHIL proftold her she really shouldn’t be in the 
course filled with upper level PHIL majors So she dropped, and will not complete the :P 

On            , at 12:07 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

Tuesday,             3:39 PM 

~live uric edu>; 
~live unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; 

~live uric edu>; ~live uric edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Levante, 
Raphael Espinal <raphael levante@unc edu>; Beatty, C~eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu> 

Unavailable 

Student Athletes, 

is unavailable tonight. Your sessions with her have been cancelled. 

Please see you r advisor if you have any fu rther questions. 

Ben Sheu 

bsbeu@e n~[[.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             2:42 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Fwd: Book Reimbursement 

image003 png; Book Reimbursement docx; HC final syllabus 
MBA 
IVlBA 
Syllabus doc[MBA 

, MBA 

pdf; 

~ MBA    Course 

Syllabus Mod 4 doc 

, in the MBA program, 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Subject: Book Reimbursement 
Date:             at 9:39:44 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

Attached are the receipts for my course packs from Module 4 and each Syllabus that states that a "Course 
Pack from the Entrepreneurship Club / i=[!&!d.=!.!.~’.!." is required. 

Thanks, 



Study Net Orders for Course Packs: 

You have successfully placed the following order with Study.Net 

Item Qty. Price 

MBA                                            - Parlakturk 
$43.34 (Spring 

Printed TEXTPAKTM 1 $12.39 

Shrink-Wrapped 1 $0.00 

TEXTPAKTM Delivery- Pick-Up 1 $0.00 

Tile TEXTPAK (hard copy of your pnntable online course materials) will be 
distributed to you by the MBA Enbepreneurship and Venture Capital Club 

Please present your UNC ID to tile Club at the time of p~ckup Tile Club will redly 

MBA - Desai (Spring 1 $73.04 

Printed TEXTPAKTM 1 $9.82 

Shrink-Wrapped 1 $0.00 

TEXTPAKTM Delively- Pick-Up 1 $0.00 

MBA -Stevens(Spring 1 $61.18 

Printed TEXTPAKTM 1 $14.60 

Shrink-Wrapped 1 $0.00 

TEXTPAKTM Delively- Pick-Up 1 $0.00 

Sales Tax $16.08 

Order Total $230.45 



You have successfully placed the following order with Study.Net 

Item Qty. Price 

MBA - Sciarrino (Spring 1 $50.66 

Printed TEXTPAKTM 1 $11.05 

1 $0.00 

$0.00 

Shrink-Wrapped 

TEXTPAKTM Delivel~ - Pick-Up 

The TEXTPAK (hard copy of your pnntable on#no course materials) will be 
d~stnbuted to you by the MBA Entrepreneursh~p and Venture Capital Club 

Sales Tax $4.63 

Order Total $66.36 

You have successfully placed the following order with Study.Net 

Price 

- Labro and Bushman 
$40.18 (Spring 

Printed TEXTPAKTM 1 $9.70 

Shrink-Wrapped 1 $0.00 

TEXTPAKTM Delivel~- Pick-Up 1 $0.00 

Tile TEXTPAK (hard copy of your pnntable online course materials) will be 
distributed to you by the MBA Entrepreneurship and Venture Capital Club 

Please present your UNC ID to the Club at the time of p~ckup The Club will verify 
your name against the Study Net purchase list, and provide you w~th a printed 
TEXTPAK 

Sales Tax $3.74 



Order Total $63.62 

You have successfully placed the following order with Study.Net 

Item Qty. Price 

MBA - Malhotra (Spring 
1 $41.37 

Printed TEXTPAKTM 1 $10.13 

Shrink-Wrapped 1 $0.00 

TEXTPAKTM Delively- Pick-Up 1 $0.00 

Tile TEXTPAK (hard copy ef your pnntable enline ceurse materials) will be 
dtstnbuted to yeu by the MBA Entrepreneurshtp and Venture Capttal Club 

Please present yeur UNC ID to tile Club at the time ef p~ckup Tile Club will redly 
yeur name against the Study Net purchase hst, and prewde you w~th a printed 
TEXTPAK 

Sales Tax $3.86 

Order Total $66.36 

Total Reimbursement: $405.79 



UNC 
KENAN-FLAGLER 
BUSINESS SCHOOL 

MBA 

COURSE SYLLABUS 

MOD IV 2014 

Office Location: 
Office Phone: 
Mobile Phone: 
Email: 

Online: 

Office Hours: 
Class Times: 

Dr Claudia Kubowicz Malhotra, Associate Professor of Marketing 
McColl 4522 
962-1652 

(please call between the hours of 7:00am and 9:00pro) 

Claudia@uric edu 

~ ClaudiaMalhotra ~"iClaudiaKM ~Claudia Kubowicz Malhotra 
Tuesdays and Thursdays fi-om 8:00 to 9:00am, and by appointment 

Classroom: McColl 2650 

Administrative 
Assistant: 

Laura Edwards Ellis 
Suite 4501 (4~’ Floor McColl Building) 962-3199 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES: 

The objective of this course is to provide the core concepts and skills to enable the student to 
become an entry-level brand manager This course will cover such topics as brand strategy, brand 
promise and positioning, building the brand through traditional and non-traditional tactics, brand 
extension and repositioning, new product launch, global brand management and brand research 
Both the theotN of brand management and its practical execution will be included 

COURSE FORMAT: 

Your time during this course will be allocated among a set ofinterrelnted acfivkies: 

¯ Lectures 
¯ Class discussion of assigned readings and cases 
¯ Guest speakers fiom the field 
¯ Individualcase write-up assignments 
¯ Team project and presentation 

The specific assignments for each class session are in a separate course schedule as well as posted 
on Canvas If we need to make adjustments to the schedule for any reason, ! will let you know 
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Required reading tbr the course is available through two sources: 

I Course pack available fiom Entrepreneurship Club cases and articles 
2 Canvas - additional articles and supplementary course materials 

There is no required textbook for this course However, there is one outstanding brand management 
textbook: Strategic Brmtd Manageme~tt by Kevin Lane Keller, 4~h Edition, published by Prentice 
Hall in 2012 If brand management is you chosen career path, I highly recommend you obtain and 
read this textbook I have mapped the chapters to the concepts we will cover in class through the 
Mod in the Course Schedule I feel this book will allow you learn more from the class, and can 
se~we as a reference book for years to come 

PHILOSOPHY & EXPECTATIONS: 

I believe branding is one of the most important aspects of business It is also fi~n and interesting to 
talk about I hope to share my passion for branding with you by doing my best to make the class an 
enjoyable learning experience for you I ask you 

¯ Attend all classes Class attendance is key to success and will factor into grading 
¯ Respectfully participate and share your experience with others in the class and me 
¯ Silence all mobile phones and other electronic devices during class 
¯ Use of flat devices (i e Tablets) is encouraged Use oflaptops is not recommended, but can be 

permitted as long as you are not distracting your neighbors and/or me 
¯ Follow the UNC Kenan-Flagler Honor Code: http://instmment unc edu/ 

You may work with a Consukant in the UNC Writing Center to refine writing and presentation 
skills in assignments for this course Consultants work with you on your communication skills; they 

do not proofiead, edit, nor generate content for you 

GRADING: 

Your grade in the course will be determined by taking into consideration the following components: 

Course Component Percent of Course Grade 
Class Attendance & Participation 30% 
Individual Case Write-up Assignments (two, each worth 20%) 40% 
Team Project & Presentation 30% 
Total 100% 

The final grade distribution will adhere closely to the fbllowing guidelines for elective course: 

H target maximum of 35% 
P majority of remaining grades 
L no minimum percentage Ls givenifnecessary and earned 
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F assigned with the understanding that this signals an instructor’s belief that the student 
has performed below minimal requirements at the school 

CLASS ATTENDANCE & PARTICIPATION: 

Class sessions will be a combination of lecture and case discussion On days where there is a case 
assigned, we will integrate the case materials with the concepts for that class We also will 
welcome several guest speakers 

Please come to class prepared having done the assigned reading and case preparation before class I 
strongly encourage you to ask questions and make thoughtful comments about the material being 
discussed 

Evaluating the quality of class participation is necessarily subjective The list of questions below 
summarizes the criteria I will use to evaluate class participation: 

[] Is the participant a good listener? Is there a willingness to participate? 
[] Are the points made relevant to the discussion? Are the questions raised relevant to the 

discussion? 
[] Are points linked to the comments of others? Is there something new, more than just a 

restatement of the point already been made? 
[] Do comments show evidence of thorough analysis of the assignment? Do comments show 

an understanding of theories, concepts, and analytical devices presented in class lectures or 
assigned reading materials? 

[] Overall, do comments contribute to our understanding of the discussion? 

Your attendance and participation grade in the course will be determined by taking into 
consideration the following criteria: 

Clta~s Attendance & Participation Criteria 
Individual Class Attendance 
Individual Class Participation (see bulleted list above) 
Team Member Project Contribution Assessment 

Total 

10 
10 
l0 

30% 

INDIVIDUAL CASE WRITE-UP ASSIGNMENTS: 

There are two required individual case assignments The purpose of these assignments is for you to 
critically examine the key issues in the case The deliverable is a ONE page of notes that reflects 
your analysis of the case I am a full believer in quality over quantity Please note that your one- 
page write-ups do not need to be in narrative form If you are more comfortable creating an outline 
with bullet points, that is fine with me whatever works for you I will be looking for a thorough 
analysis of the key issues in the case (see the case preparation questions for clues of the key issues) 
as well as new ideas for future action What I do not want to see ira summary of the infurmation 
given to you in the case 
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You are encouraged to attach exhibits to support your write-up Here are some guidelines for 
including material in the appendix: 

~= Exhibits are not required for a high grade; however they can be helpful to organize your 
ideas, evaluate options, provide supporting evidence for your recommendations, etc 
All exhibits should be clearly referenced in the write-up (don’t include material that is not 
discussed and specifically referenced in the write-up) 

~= If you are referencing published researchYarticles, indicate the source of the data Outside 
research is always rewarded 
More is never better Only include exhibits if you feel they contribute something above and 
beyond the write-up 

Please pick 2 of the following 4 cases for this assignment: 

Option 1: Kingsford Charcoal Case 
Option 2: Culinarian Cookware Case 
Option 3: Mountain Man Case 
Option 4: Wheaties: Reinvigurating an Iconic Brand 

Case write-up assignments are due prior class, and will be evaluated based on the following criteria: 

Individual Case Write-up Assignments Criteria 

Clarity of Writing (Organized, supported, well-written, flow) 
Response (Quality of response to case preparation questions including 

application of concepts/frameworks learned in class) 
Strength of Recommendations 

Research (Any outside research from expert sources will be rewarded) 
Total 

Points 
4 
8 

8 
Bonus 

20% 

TEAM PROJECT & PRESENTATION: 

Please form teams ofFIVE you are responsible for forming your own teams Please ensure that 
your team will work well together given different skills, goals, personalities, schedules, etc All 
team members are expected to contribute equally At the end of the Mod, everyone will be asked to 
evaluate the contributions of each team member 

The project is to perform a brand audit for a real brand (new or existing) of your choice Please 
don’t limit your consideration set to goods you can choose a service, non-profit, etc One 
suggestion tbr choosing a brand would be to consult the Interbrand Ranking of the Best Global 
Brands 2013 (http://www interbrand com/en/best-global-brands/2013/Best-Global-Brands- 
2013 aspx) to identify a brand with a large positive or negative movement in ranking Another 
suggestion would be to choose a brand to which one team member has access (ie, past, current or 
future employer) Although not critical to successful completion of this project, an actual contact 
could brief your team on the brand’s current situation in the marketplace please be sure to cite 
your source’s information and contribution 
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To successfully complete this project, you need to perform BOTH a Brand Audit and create a Brand 
Strategy More detailed information about both can be found below 

Brand Audit A comprehensive summary using primalT and secondalT research of your brand’s 
current and prior marketing program including, but not limited to: 

¯ Description of product and product category 
¯ Analysis of competitive market 
¯ Assessment of brand positioning in the market 
¯ Customer analysis 

© Analysis of target market 
o Current consumer behavior/consumption patterns of target market 

o Brand equity pyramid 

o Other brand equity measures, such as awareness, preference, usage, value, 
differentiation, loyalty, personality, etc 

¯ Review of current strategy creative and media 
¯ Review of prior and current communications, including all advertising and promotion 

materials, other brand elements (price, packaging, merchandising, distribution, sponsorships, 

etc) 

Brand Strategy - A plan with detailed recommendation to build brand equity through improvements 
to the overall brand experience including, but not limited to: 

¯ Brand vision and objectives 
¯ Target market (Refined and/or Proposed) 
¯ Positioning statement 
¯ Key communication messages and communication channels 
¯ Brand identity, IMC, and any other creative recommendations 

The deliverable consists of two parts: 

I A 10 page team paper submitted in hard or electronic format Exhibits are optional, and not 
counted in the 10 page limit All formarting decisions (font, spacing, etc) are your choice 
Regardless of your presentation day (see below), every team must submit the team paper 
before or at the start of class on Tuesday, April 29 

2 A 10 minute presentation on either Tuesday, April 29 or Thursday, May I Presentations 
should be no longer than 10 minutes in length Use whatever visual aids you deem 
appropriate All team members should participate in some way in the presentation Lastly, 
please email the slide deck by 8am the day of your presentation Volunteers will be sought 
(or randomly selected) to determine the date of the presentation 

qf which, plea,sv email me the ~tames of/he people on ):out’ team, the brand you have 

seh, cted,ibr this prqject as well as ),our pr~ferred t)resenmho~t cbo~ (rttesday, April 29 or ~mrsday, 
later than Tuesdgo,, April 8. 
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onsumer behavior and ket and t h as awareness, preference, usage, value, dift’erentiation, 
personality, sing The questions below summarize the criteria 
I will use to evaluate the presentation and your project: 

Team Pro, ject Criteria Points 

[] Brand Audit analysis & research 5 
[] Brand Strategy realistic & creative recommendations 5 
[] Overall organization & written quality 5 

Total 15% 

Team Presentation Criteria Points 

[] Presentation of Brand Audit 5 
[] Presentation of Brand Strategy 5 
[] Overall communication & presentation delivery 5 

Total 15% 

THE HONOR CODE: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and 
judicial system for over 100 years The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and 
governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility if you have questions about your 
responsibility under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or consult with the ofi]ce 
of the Dean of Students or the [r~strumem ojS’tude~tt Judicial Gover.tmce This document, adopted 
by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies and 

procedures pertaining to the student honor system Your full participation and observance of the 
honor code is expected 

Sanctions tbr Academic Misconduct: The "usual" sanction fbr instances of academic dishonesty is 
an "F’ in the course (or assignment) and suspension fbr one full academic semester Please note 
that for international students, this may result in the loss of your student visa status, requiring you to 
leave the US until your suspension is over 

For your information, I quote from selected provisions of the Honor Code: Academic Dishonesty 
It shall be the responsibility of event student enrolled at the University of North Carolina to support 
the principles of academic integrity and to refiain from all forms of academic dishonesty, including 
but not limited to, the following: 

I Plagiarism in the form of deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, thoughts, or 
ideas as one’s own without attribution in connection with submission of academic work, 
whether graded or otherwise 

2 Falsification, fabrication, or misrepresentation of data, other information, or citations in 
connection with an academic assignment whether graded or othet~-ise 
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3 Unauthorized assistance or unauthorized collaboration in connection with academic work, 
whether or not for a grade 

4 Cheating on examinations or other academic assignments, whether graded or othel~vise, 
including but not limited to the following: 

a Using unauthorized materials and methods (notes, books, electronic information, 
telephonic or other forms of electronic communication, or other sources or methods); 

b Violating or subverting requirement s governing administration of examinations or other 
electronic assignments; 

c Compromising the security of examinations or academic assignments; 

d Representing another’s work as one’s own; or 

e Engaging in other actions that compromise the integrity of the grading or evaluation 
process 

Assisting or aiding another to engage in acts of academic dishonesty prohibited 

If you have any specific questions about the honor code at UNC, I encourage you to contact the 
Office of the Dean of Students at 966-4042 I take the honor code seriously and expect you to do so 

as well You are also encouraged to come to me if you have questions regarding your responsibility 
under the Honor Code To eliminate any possible confhsion, I need you to know that I expect you 
to do your own work on individual assignments For the project, you may not submit work without 
participating in the development of and understanding each and every aspect of the project 

OUR KENAN-FLAGLER CORE VALUE~CONTRACT~ 

Kenan-Flagler Business School strives to provide a premier educational, training and development 
program for business professionals To this end, all members of the KFBS community, students 
and faculty alike, must embrace and uphold values, norms, and procedures that position you for 
success in the professional workplace Skills and behaviors that are associated with your future 
career success in business are encouraged and rewarded at Kenan-Flagler (eg, a professional 
communication and presentation style, timely and accurate completion of tasks), whereas behaviors 
that are likely to detract fiom your business success are discouraged (eg, showing up late or 
unprepared for meetings) In other words, the expectations that we have for students and faculty are 
as high, or higher, than the expectations that your managers, coworkers, and customers will have for 
you in your careers 

Kenan-Flagler has five core values Excellence, Leadership, Teamwork, Integrity, and Community 
that provide a guiding fbamework for the norms and standards we uphold as a community These 

values govern our objectives and behavior across programs and contexts, and below I outline the 
application of these values to conduct in this course 
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Your enrolhnent in this course signifies a "contract" between you and me, which entails 
responsibilities for both parties outlined in the table that follows 

My Responsibilities Your Responsibilities 

KFBS Value 
Excellence To prepare Ihoroughly for each class 

Session 
To participate actively and consm~ctively 
hi class disc~ssions Details on wlmt 
constit~tes constructive participation are 
provided in Ihis syllabus 

Leadership To chall¢ng¢ your p¢¢rs during class 
discussions mid team meeth~gs to fldt~k 
criticall?, question assumptions, and 
develop analylical drinking skills 

conlcnl and dclivcrabl¢s arc provided in dds 

To adhere to KFBS gradh~g standatxls for 
evaluating peffornmnce 
To s¢¢k oul and incorpomlc I’¢¢dback from 

To deliver timely feedback on assigmnents 

relevance of these goals to your business 
education 

To clmllenge students to push fl~emselves by 
flfitfldng critically about the course content 

attendance policy :ue Novided in tiffs g~ llabus 

To set clear expectations for students regarding 
whal is and is nol a violalion of Ihe Honor Code in 
Ihis class Details on Ih¢ honor code as il pcrlains 
Io dds course are provided in lifts syllabus 
To elfforce fl~ese expectations b) reporting 
suspected violations of the Honor Code to the 
Honor Court 
To s¢l clear expecla/ions For you regarding 
acc¢plabl¢ classroom behavior, and to cnrorc¢ 
Ih¢s¢ expeclalions b3 providing I’¢¢dback to Ihos¢ 
who dcviale From acceptable classroom b¢havior 

absem, you cmmot learn[ 
To s¢ff-police, ra/h¢r than rely on ~lcully- 
policing, ol’allcndanc¢ iryou’rc abscnL 

ffyou have concerns or questions about 

To understand and uphold the belmviors 
man&lied by Ihe Honor Code in Ihis class 

To report :my suspected violations of the 
Honor Code by peers to me 
To undersland and uphold [he b¢havioml 
standards for classroom conduct 
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Community To develop, conununicate, zmd enforce a policy 
regat~ling appropriate (zmd itmppiopfiate) use of 
tecbnolo~,~" in the classroom 
TO slart and end each class on [lille 
To use a varlets" of pedagogical apNoaches to 
engage and hwolve you in the learmng process 

To understand and adhere to the polic3 
regarding tecbnolobw use in the 
classroom Details on this policy are 
provided in tiffs syllabus 
To be on [lille for each class session 
Once in class, do not leave unlll Ih¢ end 
of the session 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tonyyount~ajunc edu 

Wednesday, 3:41 PM 

Blanton, Brcnt S <blanton@unc cdu> 

Re: Request 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On at 9:45 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton~ unc edu> ~ rote: 

(’)19) 962 ’)536 ore I (’)19) ’)62 8247 fax 



Subject: CCl computer 
Date: May 28, 2014 at 2:1756 PM EDT 
To: "Yo unt, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 





Subject: CCl computer 
Date: May 28, 2014 at 2:17 56 PM EDT 
To: "Yo unt, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 







Subject: Ee: Summer School (WSO) 



ASPSA Staff~ 

As coaches confirm summer schoo requests for stu dent athletes receivin~ a ny portion of athletic aid, the iilformation w ll 

Also, if a student athletes is on a book scholar£1iip a nd d tops th e co ~rse, h eish e is esoonsib e fo returning tlie book(s) 



011 



To: 







On 

] Orly, 

[/elow a re the won-en’s soccer student athletes who w ll be rece ring a porEion of athletic aid for Summer Session 2 I ndividua s receiving books have 













Study Net Orders for Course Packs: 

You have successfully placed the following order with Study.Net 

$000 

T~XTPAK~ Del rely .. Pick.Up $000 

$7304 

$982 

$000 

TEXTPAK"~’~ Delvery Pick-Up $ooo 

$1460 

$000 



You have successfully placed the following order with Study.Net 

Sakes Tax $4.63 

Order ]oral $66,35 

You have successfully placed the following order wilh Sludy Nel 

$4918 

$970 

$000 



Order fotal $53.(~2 

You have successfully placed the following order with Study Net 

$41 37 

$1013 

$000 

$000 

Total Reimb~rsement: 



UNC 
KENAN-FLAGLI~R 
BUSINESS SCHOOl, 

MBA 753 001/002 
BRAND ~|ANAGEMENT 

COURSE SYLLABUS 

MOD IV 2014 

Office Location: 
Ofl3ce Phone: 
Mobile Phone: 
Email: 
Online: 
OR~ce Hours: 
(lass limes: 

Dr Claudia Kubowicz Malbo~ra, Associate Prol;essor of M~keting 
McColl 4522 
962-1652 

(p]ease call between the hou~ s of 7:00am and 9:00pm) 
Claudia@uric edu 

ClaudiaMalhotra ; ClaudiaKM ~Claudia KubowiczMalhotra 
Tuesdays and Thursdays flom 8:00 to 9:00am, and by appointment 
Section 001 meets from 9:30am to 10:50am on [uesday and Hmrsday 
Section 002 meets from 11:00am to 12:20pro on Tuesday and Thursday 
McColl 2650 

Administ~ ative 
Assistant: 

Laura Edwards Ellis 
Suite 4501 (4tl* Floor l’,,[cColl Building) 962-3199 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND OILIECTIVES: 

The objective of this course is to provide Ihe core concepts and skills to enable tl~e student to 
become an entw-level brand manager This course vdll cover such topics as brand strateg% brand 
promise and positioning, building the brand through traditional and non-traditional tactics, brand 
extension and repositioning, new product launch, global brand management and brand researcb 
Both the theory of brand management and its practical execution will be included 

COI~qSE FORMAT: 

Your time during this course will be allocated among a set ofintel~elated activities: 

Class discussion of assigned readings and cases 
Ghost speakers fiom the field 
Individual case write-up assignments 

The specific assi2m~ments for each class session are in a separate course schedule as u, ell as posted 
on Canvas If we need to make ac~justments to the schedu]e for any reason, I will ]et you know 
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READ1NGS: 

Required reading for the course is availahle through two sources: 

l Coursepackavailablefl:omEntrepreneurshipClab cases and articles 
2 Canvas - additional articles and supplementmy course matefia]s 

There is no required textbook ~i,r this course ttowever, there is one outstanding brand management 
textbook: 5’l;a~egic B~a~ldMat~agemem b} Ke’dn Lane Keller, 4 Ed on ~rubl shed by Prentice 
Hall in 2012 If brand management is you chosen career path, I highly recommend you obtain and 
~ead this textbook I have mapped the chapters to the concepts we "will cover in class through the 
Mod in the Course Scbedale I feel this book will allow you learn more from the class, and can 
serve as a reference book tbr years to come 

I believe bianding is one o[" the most important aspects of business It is also fi.m and inteiesting to 
talk about I hope to share my passion fo~ b~ anding with yon by doing my best to make the class an 
e~ioyable learning experience for you I ask you to 

Attend all classes Class attendance is key to success and will f~.ctor into g~ading 
Pcespectfully participate and share your experience with others in the class and me 
Silence all mohile phones and other electronic devices during class 
Use of flat devices (ie Tablets) is encouraged Use of laptops is not recommended, bur cm~ be 
permitted as long as you are not distracting your neighbors and/or me 
Follow the UNC Kenan-Flagler Itonor Code: http://instmmentuncedu/ 

Yon may work with a Col~sultalrt in the I~C Writing Center to refine writing and preselrtarion 
skills in assignments 1"o~ this course Consultants work with you on you~ communication skills: they 

do not i)mofread, edit, nor generate content for you 

GRADING: 

Your glade in the course will be determined by taking into consideration the following components: 

Course (~¥*ml~onent Percent q[ Course (;rade 
Class Attendance & Participation 30% 
Individual Case Write-up Assigmnents (two, each worth 20%) 40% 
Team Project & Presentation 30% 

reta~ 100% 

’Fhe finn] grade distribution will adhere close]y to the follovdng guidelines for elective course: 

target maximum of 35% 
majority of remaining grades 
no minimum percentage Ls given if necessary and earned 
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F = ass’gned with the understand’ng that th’s s’gnals an ’nstructor s bel’ef that the student 
has performed below minimal requfiements at the school 

CLASS ATTENDANCE & PARTICIPATION: 

Class sessions will be a combination of lecture and case discussion On days where there is a case 

assigned, we will integrate the case materials with the concepts for that class \~ e also wdl 
welcome several guest speakers 

Please come to class prepared having done the assigned reading and case preparation before class I 

s rongly encourage you to ask questions and make thoughtfid comments about the material being 
discussed 

Evaluating the quali~, of class participation is necessarily subjective The list of questions below 
summarizes the c~{teria l will use to evaluate class participation: 

~ Isd~eparricipal~t agoodlistel~er’~ Istherea willingness to pardcipme? 
[] A~e the points made relevant to the discussion? A~e the questions ~alsed ~elevant to the 

discussion? 
[] Arepointslinkedtothecommentsofothers? Is there something new, morethanjusta 

restatement of the point aheady been made’~ 
[] Do comments show evidence ofthorough analysis ofthe assigmment? Do comments show 

an understanding of theories, concepts, and analytical devices presented in c]ass lectures o~ 
assigned reading materials? 

[] Overall, do commen*s contribute to our understanding of the discussion? 

Your attendance and participation grade in the course will be detem~ined by taking into 
consideration the tbllowing criteria: 

Class Attendance & Participation Criteria Points 
Individual Class Attendance 10 
[ndividnal C]ass Participation (see bu]leted list above) 10 
Team Member Project Contribution Assessment I 0 
rotal 30% 

iNDIVIDUAL CASE ~¥R1TE-[JP ttSS1GN[VIENTS: 

There are two required individual case assignments The pu~l)ose of these assignments is for you to 
critically examine the key issues in the case The deliverable is a ONE page of notes that reflects 
yoar analysis of the case I am a fidl believer in quality over quantity Please note that your one- 
page write-ups do no* need to be in narrative form T£vou are more com~Brtable creating an outline 
with bullet points, thatisfinewithme ~,hateverworkst’oryou Iwfllbe[ooldngt\~ratho~ough 
analysis of the key issues in the case (see the case preparaOon questions for clues of the key issues) 
as well as new ideas ~Br future actior~ What i do not want to see ira summary of the in~Brmation 
given to you in the case 
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You are encouraged to attach exhibits to support your write-up ttere are some guidelines tbr 
incklding material in the appendix: 

~ Exhibits are not required for a high grade; however they can be helpful to organize your 
ideas, evaluate options, provide supporting evidence tbr your recommendations, etc 

~= All exhibits should be clearly referenced in the write-up tdon’t fuclude material that is nor 
discussed and specifically ~efu~enced in the w6te-up) 
Ifyoua~ereferencingpnblishedresearchia~dcles. indicatethesourceofthedata Outside 
research is ab.vays rewarded 
More is never better Only include exhibits if you feel they contribute something above and 
beyond the write-up 

Please pick 2 of file fcdl owing 4 cases for this assignment: 

Option I: Kingsford Charcoal Case 
Option 2: Culinarian Coo~vare Case 
Option 3: Mountain Man Case 
Option 4: Wheaties: Reinvigorating an Iconic Brand 

Case write-np assignments are due prior class, and will he evaluated based on the following criteria: 

Individual Case ff@ite-ul) A,~signment~ Criteria Poinls 
Clarity oP W~i ring (O~ganized, supported, well-w~itten, fl ow) 4 
Response ~Quafuy of response to case preparation questions including 8 

application of concepts/frameu, orks learned in class) 
Strength of Recommendations 8 
Research (Any outside research from expe~ sources will be rewarded) Bonus 
Tota~ 20% 

TEAM PROJECT&PRESENTATION: 

Please form teams of FIVE you are responsible for forming your own teams Please ensure that 
your team will work well together given different skills, goals, personalities, schedules, ctc All 

team members are expected to contribute equally At the end of the Mod, everyone will be asked to 
evaluate the contributions of each team member 

The proiect is to perfom~ a brand audit for a real brand (new or existing) of your choice Please 
don’t limit your consideration set to goods you can choose a service, non-profit, etc One 
suggestion for choosing a brand would be to consult the Interbrand Ranking of the Best Global 
Brands 2013 (http://wwwinterbrandcom/en/best-global-brands/2013/Best-Global-Brands- 
2013 aspx) ~o identify a brand with a large positive or negative movement in ranking Another 
suggestion would be to choose a brand to which one team member has access (ie, past. current or 
~tule employer) Although not ccitical to successful completion of this prqject an actual contact 
could brief your team on the brand’s current situation in the marketplace please be sure to cite 
your source’s in~Brmation and contribution 
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To successihlly complete this proiect, you need to perform BOTH a Brand Audit and create a Brand 
Strategy More detailed information shoot both can be found below 

Brand Audit A comprehensive summat3, using primary and secondary research of your brand’s 
current and prior marketing program including, but ~ot limited to: 

¯ Description ofprodact and product category 
¯ Analysis of competitive market 
¯ Assessment oPbrand positioning in the ma~ke~ 
¯ Customer analysis 

~ Analysis of target markcl 
o Current consumer behavio~5’consumption patterns of target market 
© Brand equity pyramid 
~ Otber bra~d equity measures, such as awareness, pret’erence, usage, value, 

diftkrentiation, loyalty, personality, etc 
¯ Review of current strateE¢ creative and media 
¯ Review of prior and current communications, including all advertising a~d promorio~ 

matefia]s, o~hel bland elements (price, packaging, me[chandising, dist~b~tion, sponsorships, 
etc) 

Brand Slrategy - A plan wilh detailed recommendation to build brand equity through improvements 
to the overall brand experience including, but not limited to: 

* Brand vision and objectives 
~ Target market (Refined and/or Proposed) 
, Positioning statement 
, Key communication messages and communication chmmels 
- Brand identi~-, IMC, and any other creative recommendations 

The deliverable consists &two par~s: 

A 10 page team paper submitted in hard or electronic fommt Exhibits a~ e options], and not 
counted in the 10 page limit All i~rmattlng decisions (font, spacing, etc) are your choice 
Regardless of your presentation day (see below}, every team must submit the team paper 
before or at the start of class on Tuesday, April 29 
A 10 minute presentation on eithe~ Tuesday, April 29 o[ Thursday, May [Presentations 
should be no longer tban l0 minutes in length Use whatever visual aids you deem 
appropriate All team members should participate in some way in the presentation Lastly, 
please emall the s]ide deck by 8am the day of your presentation Voluntee~ s wi]l be sooght 
(or randomly selected) to deternfine the date of the presentation 
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onsumer behavior and ket and t h as awareness, preference, usage, value, differentiation, 
personality, sing The questions below summarize the criteria 
I will use to ex, aluate the presentation and your project: 

l~am P~’qjeet ~?’#erla Points 

[] Brand Audit anal}sis& resemch 5 
[] Brand Strategg" realistic & creative recommendations 5 
[] Overall organization & written quality 5 

Total [ 5% 

Team ~esentation Criteria Points 

~ Presentation of Brand Audit 5 
~ Presen~tion of’Brand Strategy 5 
~ O~erall communication & presentation delivery 5 

Total ~ 5% 

The Unive~ sity of North (arolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and 
judicial system t~r over 100 years The system is the responsibility of s~udents and is regulated and 
governed by them, but f~culty share the responsibility If you have questions about your 
responsibility under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or consult with the office 
of the Dean of Students or the/gtstrt¢m~.~tt @~qtl~d~’nl .ludicial Go~’er~t*l~tc~. This document, adopted 
by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Studem Congress, contains all policies and 
procedures pertaining to the student honor system Your full pa~icipation and observance of the 
honor code is expected 

Sanctions for Academic Misconduct: The "usual" sanction t’c~r instances of academic dishonesty is 
an ’F" in the course (or assignmetu) and s~aspension tk~r one fifll academic semester Please note 
that tBr international students, this may result in the loss of your student visa status, requiring yot~ to 
leave the US until your suspension is over 

For your informalion, i quote from selected provisions of the Honor Code: Academic Dishonesty 
It shall be the responsibility" of every" student enrolled at the University of North Carolina to support 
the principles of academic integrity and to ~el)ain liom a]l forms of" academic dishonesty, including 
bt~t not limited to. the following: 

I Plagiarism in the form of deliberate ol recldess representation of another’s words, thoughts, or 

ideas as one’s own without attribution in connection with submission of academic work, 
~ttether graded or ottterwise 

Falsification, f~.bfication, o~ misrepresentation o1’ data, other infBm~ation, or citations in 
connection with an academic assignment whether graded or otheraqse 
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3 Unauthorized assistance or unauthorized collaboration in connection with academic work, 
whether or not t\~r a grade 

4 Cheating on examinations or other academic assignments, whether graded or otherwise, 
inclnding but not limited to the following: 

a Ush~gul~authorized materials and methods (notes, books, electronic information, 
telephonic or other ~Brms of electronic communication, or other sources or methods); 

b Violating or subverting requirements governing administration of examinations or other 
elect~ onic assigmnents; 

c Compromising the security of examinations or academic assigqments; 

d Representing another’s work as one’s own; or 

e E~gaging in otber actiol~s that compromise the il~tegfity of the grading or evabmtion 
pmcess 

£ Assisting or aiding another to engage in acts of academic dishonesty prot~bited 

If you have any specific questions about the honor code at {NC, l encourage you to contact the 
Ol]Sce of" the Dean of" Students at 966-4042 I take the hono~ code seriously and expect you to do so 
as well You are also encouraged to come to me if you bave questions regarding your responsibility 
under the Honor Code To eliminate any possible confusion, I need you to know that I expect you 
to do yore own work on individna] assignments I~or the project, you may not submit work vdthout 
participating in the development of and understanding each and eveW aspect of the project 

Kenan-Flagler Business School strives to provide a premier educational, training and development 
program for business professionals To this end, all members of the KFBS community, students 
and facuhy alike, must embrace and uphold values, norms, and procedures thai position you t’or 
success in the professional workplace Skills and behaviors that are associated with your furore 
career success in b~siness ale encouraged and rewarded at Kenan-Flagle~ (eg, a professional 
communication and presentation siTle, thnely and accm ate completion of tasks), whereas behaviors 
that are likely to detract from your business success are discouraged (eg, shoudng up late or 
unprepared for meetings) ~n other words, the expectations that we have lbr students and faculty axe 
as high, or higher, than the expectations that your managers, coworkers, and customers will have for 
you in your careers 

Kenan-Flagler has five core values Excellence, Leadership, Teamwork, Integrity, and Community 
that provide a guiding framework Ibr the norms and standaxds we uphold as a community These 

values govern our objectives and behavior across programs and co~rexts, and below I ontline the 
application of these values to conduct in this course 
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Your enrollment in this course signifies a "contract" betu, een you and me, which entails 
responsibilities fo~ both pardes outlined in the table that follows 

KFBS Value 
To prepare lhorouglily lbr each class 

To conmnnticate fl~e goals of the course and the 
relevm~ce of these goals to 3,our business 

To set exNicit stm~hiNs tbr class atte~ldance 

attendance pohcy are provided in this syllabus 

To make myself a~ ailable to you tbr questions or 
discussimls outside of class time 

To clmllenge your ~eers dnnng class 
dism~ssions and team meetings to tlti1~k 
criticall?, questton assumptions, aud 

To attend each class session kt youil’e 
absent, you camtot leant[ 

wlmt is and is not a ~ ~ohifion of tb~ Honor Code in 
this class Details on fl~e honor code as it pe~tm~s 

mandated by the Hmmr Code h~ this class 
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pro~idcd in this syllabus 
To be on thne *br each class session 

of the session 
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2014 First-Ycar Oricntation Sessions 

Tentative First-Year Orientation Student Schedule 

8:00 850 
9:00-9:30 

12:30-1:30 

3:30 4:30 
4:40 520 
5:30 6:15 

6:30 7:20 
7:35-8:20 
g:20-9:20 

9:35 

Housing Check in 
Onemation Check-in!BreakI~sr 

OL small gnoup meeting 

IntermatJon Fair 

Day 2 
7:15 8:30 
8:00-8:45 

9:30-12:30 

2:25-4:25 

4:30 

9:35-11:35 
11:45-12:30 
12:45-1:15 
I:!5-4:15 

4:30 

Brcakfast 
lntere~t Sessions (C~mapus Rec, G1 
Life, The NCAA and Studeat-Ath 
Early College, Accessibility Rcsc 
Student Billing & Finanelal Aid, ( 

Covenant Scholars} 
High Impact Practice Opening Sc 

Groups 1-10 (morninR advising) 
Morning Rotations (including 25. 
academic advising appointmen 
Professor’s Perspective 
Lunch 
HIP Presentations (UGrad Resea 
LLC, Global Engagement, Pubii, 
Closing gession 

~roups 11-20 (ag.ernoon advising) 
H~ PresentaTions (see abo,,’e) 
Lunch 
Professor’s Perspective 

A~emoon Rotations (including 
academic advising appointme 
Closing Session 











From= 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 7:48 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: freshman information 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

I don’t know if         ever e-mailed you about meeting with you to talk about schedules. Between JO 
Nationals, Finals, AP Testing and Graduation, I doubt she had the time. 

We’re planning to arrive at Chapel Hill the evening of        . Is your offer to meet with us the evening 
of the    still available. If so, we would like to take advantage of your offer. Where and what time 
should we meet. 

From: tonyyou nt@uncaa, unc,ed u 

TO:         @aol.com;           ~msn.com; 
Subject: freshman information 

Date: Mon,            19:59:25-0400 

~email.unc.edu 

Hello ladies, 

Welcome to Carolina. My name is Tony Yount, and I am the academic adviser for the gymnastics team. 
Here are some things that might help you as you begin to get ready to come to Chapel Hill. 

1. CTOPS - You’ve all already registered and thanks for doing that.                    . I will be in town 
for your 2-day visit. Please let me know when you plan to arrive. If the 3 of us (and any parents that 
accompany you) could get together on the evening of the 7th and talk about your schedule for the fall, 
that would be great. We can talk about your interests, courses that might suit those interests, courses 
that are open for registration (all the upperclassmen have already registered). We could discuss strategy 
for your actual registration session on the 9th.          I will not be in town when you are here. But 
during the week before your visit, we can have the same discussions with you about your schedule and 
get you prepped for your registration. 

2. UNC email -         has her account,                     please go ahead and set yours up. The 
web site where you do that is here: 

htt ps://onyen.unc.ed u/cqi- bin/unc id/services 
you’ll need your PID, which you should already have. As soon as you get your account created, please 
send me an ernail using that address so I can put it in my address book. 

3. Math Placement - The University requires that you earn credit for two math courses. 

Taking the SAT Math 2 exam is not required, but it does make your math placement easier. 
Most of the upper level Math courses require Math 110 as a prerequisite. Solid SAT 2 Math 
scores will get you credit for Math 110. Strong AP or IB exam results will also provide 
guidance for the math placement. It would be wise to consider your own math situation and 
consider taking the SAT Math 2 exam. 

4. Credit hours - Some of you will come in with earned credit hours from AP and IB exams. The registrar’s 
office will take care of that if you had your scores reported to UNC. If you take classes from a college this 
summer other than Carolina, please obtain a copy of your summer school transcript, sealed by the college 



and unopened. Bring that to me when you arrive at Carolina and I’ll take it to the admissions office so that 
proper credit for your coursework can be added to your transcript. 

I spent 30 years as a high school teacher and I know a bit about the last 2 months of senior year and all 
the fun things that come with graduation. Congratulations. Enjoy every moment. If you have questions 
about Carolina, please ask them as they occur. My contact info is below. I look forward to working with 
this summer. Please put my cell number in your address/phone lists, and please send me the cell number 
that you will be using this summer. 

Take care 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser for gymnastics 
cell: 
office: 919 962 9535 
ernaih tonvvount@uncaa.unc.edu 
AIM: 



From= 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 12:04 ply] 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: freshman information 

TEXT.him 

The    would be OK, however, our plane does not land until 8:35 pro. I’m guessing that the earliest we 
could meet is around 9:30-10:00 pro. Is it possible to meet on the Sunday instead? We would 
be available anytime during the day or evening, whatever is more convenient for you. 

From: tonyyou nt@uncaa, unc.ed u 
To:          ~msn.com 
Subject: Re: freshman information 
Date: Thu,             10:14:02 -0400 

Mr. 

I look forward to meeting with you on the evening of         My evening schedule is flexible and I would 
suggest that you set the time so that you might give yourself time to get dinner and get checked in to 
wherever you are staying. We can meet at the Academic Center on campus. Parking in the evenings on 
campus is easy and available. You can drive right up to our building and park by it. Anytime that suits you 
will be fine.        has my cell number in case we need to make adjustments due to a late flight. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
Kenan Field House 
962-9535 

On at 7:47 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I don’t know if        ever e-mailed you about meeting with you to talk about schedules. 
Between JO Nationals, Finals, AP Testing and Graduation, I doubt she had the time. 

We’re planning to arrive at Chapel Hill the evening of          Is your offer to meet with us 
the evening of the    still available. If so, we would like to take advantage of your offer. 
Where and what time should we meet. 

From: ton¥¥ount@uncaa.unc.edu 
TO:         #aol.com;           @msn.com: 
Subject: freshman information 
Date: Mon,            19:59:25 -0400 

.~email.unc.edu 

Hello ladies, 

Welcome to Carolina. My name is Tony Yount, and I am the academic adviser for the 
gymnastics team. Here are some things that might help you as you begin to get ready to 
come to Chapel Hill. 

1. CTOPS - You’ve all already registered and thanks for doing that.                     I 



will be in town for your 2-day visit. Please let me know when you plan to arrive. If the 3 of us 
(and any parents that accompany you) could get together on the evening of the    and talk 
about your schedule for the fall, that would be great. We can talk about your interests, 
courses that might suit those interests, courses that are open for registration (all the 
upperclassmen have already registered). We could discuss strategy for your actual registration 
session on the              I will not be in town when you are here. But during the week 
before your visit, we can have the same discussions with you about your schedule and get you 
prepped for your registration. 

2. UNC email -         has her account,                     please go ahead and set 
yours up. The web site where you do that is here: 

you’ll need your PID, which you should already have. As soon as you get your account 
created, please send me an email using that address so I can put it in my address book. 

3. Math Placement - The University requires that you earn credit for two math courses. 

Taking the SAT Math 2 exam is not required, but it does make your math 
placement easier. Most of the upper level Math courses require Math 110 as a 
prerequisite. Solid SAT 2 Math scores will get you credit for Math 110. Strong AP 
or IB exam results will also provide guidance for the math placement. It would be 
wise to consider your own math situation and consider taking the SAT Math 2 
exam. 

4. Credit hours - Some of you will come in with earned credit hours from AP and IB exams. 

The registrar’s office will take care of that if you had your scores reported to UNC. If you take 
classes from a college this summer other than Carolina, please obtain a copy of your summer 
school transcript, sealed by the college and unopened. Bring that to me when you arrive at 
Carolina and I’ll take it to the admissions office so that proper credit for your coursework can 
be added to your transcript. 

I spent 30 years as a high school teacher and I know a bit about the last 2 months of senior 
year and all the fun things that come with graduation. Congratulations. Enjoy every moment. 
If you have questions about Carolina, please ask them as they occur. My contact info is 
below. I look forward to working with this summer. Please put my cell number in your 
address/phone lists, and please send me the cell number that you will be using this summer. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser for gymnastics 
cell: 
office: 919 962 9535 
emaih tonvvount@uncaa.unc.edu 
AIM: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<employment@unc edu> 

Thursday, May 28, 2009 4:40 PM 

~uncaa unc edu> 

Thank you for applying for Position 1000493, ASSOC DIN, Support Prog Student 
Athle 

Dale: 05/28/2009 

This e-mail is Io acknowledge your applicappn for die following EPA non-facully posibon(s) al Ihe Univcrsily of Norlh Carolppl al 
Chapel Hill: 

Requisition: 1001709 
Position Title: ASSOC DIR, Support Prog Student Atl~le 
DepartlneN: Acadenfic Services 

hnmediately following your on-line application, your credentials ate electromcatly routed to tbe lfibmg departlnent for review 
Candidates whose qualifications are found of interest by tbe bibmg departmel~t wdl be contacted directly for follow-up or il~tetadew 

Io posilion So while you may nol receive a direcl response from Ihe hirhig deparlmenl regarding your applica/ion, please be assured it 
has been referred and will receive carcfid considemlion Unless Ihe job posling indica/es olhen~isc, please do nol directly conlacl [lie 
hirhig deparlmenl or Ihc Eq~ml Opporlunily/ADA Office for upda/es regarding your applica/ion(s) 

You may a/a~U time upda/e your applicant profile or review tile stains of specific posilions for which you have applied by logging in 
Io our ApplicanlWeb s) stem a/: hllps://s4ilsuncedtffRAMS4/loginisp?lypeH 

ff you lmve aW questio]ts about tl~e position or tequtie assistmlce, please contact: Robert Metver, Director, 919-962-9534, 
nnetver@uncaa unc edu 

We flm~k you for your interest in the Ulm-et~it3 of North Carolhia at Cbapel Hill and appreciate your considebmg us as a potential 
employer 

Sinceteb, 

Eq~ml Opporlunily/AD A Office 
The UniverSily of Nordi Carolina a/Chapel Hill 

To view ca~rrently available staff and non-facuhv position opeNngs, point your web browser to: 
hi~p://hr mm edu/iobseekers/search htln 

For hffonnation on Ultiversit? sets’ices and benefits for non-facuhv emphiyees, pohit your web browser to: 
hi~p://ltr unc edu/emphivees/epa-nf-emphivees/ 

To view fire employment policies which govern EPA non-faodt? employment at tbe U hivet~itv, point your web browser to: 
hi~p://ltr unc edu/epanf/epa-nf-pol/htdex 

For in fonnalion on visiting Ih¢ University of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill, point your web browser to: hllo://~ ww unc cdu/visilorb/ 

lr you need special assislancc in viewing or applying for non-facully position poslings, conlacl Ihe Eq~ml Opporlunily/ADA Office a/ 
(919) 966-3576 or al e-mail eqlmlopporfimdy @unc edu 

** The UniverSily o f Nordi Carolina a/Chapel Hill is an Eq~ml Opporlunily/Affirmative Action Elnplover ** 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<employment@unc edu> 

Thursday, May 28, 2009 4:40 PM 

~email unc edu 

~uncaa unc edu> 

Thank you for applying for Position 1000493, ASSOC DIN, Support Prog Student 
Athle 

Dale: 05/28/2009 

This e-mail is Io acknowledge your applicappn for die following EPA non-facally posibon(s) al Ihe Univcrsily of Norlh Carolppl al 
Chapel Hill: 

Rc(gd silion: 1001709 
Position Title: ASSOC DIR, Support Prog S[~dient At file 
Department: Academic Services 

hnmediately fdilowing your on-line application, your credentials ate electromcally routed to tbe fit brag deparlanent for review 
Candidates whose qualfficafiot~s am found of interest by tbe hibmg departmei~t will be contacted dilecfly for follow-up or ii~tetview 

Please note that for seine positions, we leceive a large vohime of applicatioi~s m~d the leltgth of tbe hibmg process varies froin position 
to position So while you nmy not receive a dtiect tespoi~se from tbe fit brag deparlment legmdmg your application, please be assmed it 
has been referred and will receive carcfid collsidemlioll Uldess Ire job posling indica/es olher~ise, please do nol direclly conlacl [lie 
hirhig departmenl or Ihe Eq~ml Opporlunily/ADA Office for upda/es regarding your application(s) 

You may a/aW time upda/e your applicanl profile or review die slams of specific posibons for which you have applied by logging in 
Io our ApplicanlWeb s) slcm a/: hllps://s4ilsuncedtgRAMS4/Io~inisp?lypeN 

If you lulve any quesiions aboul Ihe poshion or require assisiance, please conia¢l: Roharl Mercer, Direclor, 919-962-9534. 
nnerccr~a uncaa unc edu 

We flmi~k you for your interest in the Uifivet~ti~ of North Caroltim at Chapel Hill and appleciate your considebmg us as a potential 
employer 

Equal Oppot~uhit)/ADA Office 
The Ultiversti) of North Caroltim at Chapel Hill 

To view currendy a~ailable staff and non-facally posilion openings, point your web browser Io: 
hllp://hr uric cdiaiobseekerb/search him 

For hffonnation on U~fiversit~ services and benefits for non-faculb" mnplwees, pdim your web browser to: 
bt~p://ltr unc edu/e~nplovees/epa-nf-e~nplovees/ 

To view fl~e e~nplwment policies which govern EPA non-famdt~ employ~neN at tbe U hivet~ib’, point your web browser to: 
hi~p://ltr unc edu/epanf/epa-nf-pol/mdex 

For hffonnation on visiting tbe U hivet~W of North Caroti~m at Chapel Hill, pdim your web browser to: hRp:/Ax wwunc edu/visitors/ 

If you need special assislance in viewing or applying for ~on-facully position poslings, conlacl Ihe Eq~ml Opporlunily/ADA Office 
(919) 966-3576 or al e-mall cq~mlopporfimdy @uric edit 

** The UniverSily of Nordi Carolina a/Chapel Hill is an Eq~ml Opporlunily/Affirmative Action Employer ** 



From= 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friday, 12:59 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: freshman information 

TEXT.htm 

How does 6:30 pm sound (Sun.         at the Academic Center)? Is the Academic Center where your 
office is? Is that where we’ll be meeting, your office? 

By the way, I was looking at UNC’s Academic Calendar for     and it lists Sun          as New Student 
Convocation. What is New Student Convocation? Is it for sudents only or for both students and 
parents? What time is it usually held (morning, afLernnon, evening)? How long does it usually take? 

From: tonyyou nt@uncaa, unc.ed u 
To:          ~msn.com 
Subject: Re: freshman information 
Date: Thu,             12:09:46 -0400 

Of course, the    Not the 
would be wonderful. 

A typo on my part The evening of the at a time that suits you, 

Tony 

On at 12:04 PM, wrote: 

The    would be OK, however, our plane does not land until 8:35 pm. I’m guessing that 
the earliest we could meet is around 9:30-10:00 pm. Is it possible to meet on the Sunday 

instead? We would be available anytime during the day or evening, whatever is 
more convenient for you. 

From: tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 
TO:           @msn.com 
Subject: Re: freshman information 
Date: Thu,              10:14:02 -0400 

I look forward to meeting with you on the evening of          My evening schedule is flexible 
and I would suggest that you set the time so that you might give yourself time to get dinner 
and get checked in to wherever you are staying. We can meet at the Academic Center on 
campus. Parking in the evenings on campus is easy and available. You can drive right up to 
our building and park by it. Anytime that suits you will be fine. has my cell number in 
case we need to make adjustments due to a late flight. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, WomeR’s Lacrosse 
Kenan Field House 
962 9535 

On at 7:47 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony, 



I don’t know if         ever e-mailed you about meeting with you to talk about 
schedules. Between JO Nationals, Finals, AP Testing and Graduation, Idoubtshe 
had the time. 

We’re planning to arrive at Chapel Hill the evening of          Is your offer to 
meet with us the evening of the    still available. If so, we would like to take 
advantage of your offer. Where and what time should we meet. 

From: tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 

To:        @aol.com;          ~msn.com; 
Subject: freshman information 
Date: Mon,            19:59:25-0400 

Hello ladies, 

Welcome to Carolina. My name is Tony Yount, and I am the academic adviser for 
the gymnastics team. Here are some things that might help you as you begin to 
get ready to come to Chapel Hill. 

1. CTOPS - You’ve all already registered and thanks for doing that.         and 
I will be in town for your 2-day visit. Please let me know when you plan 

to arrive. If the 3 of us Cand any parents that accompany you) could get together 
on the evening of the    and talk about your schedule for the fall, that would be 
great. We can talk about your interests, courses that might suit those interests, 
courses that are open for registration (all the upperclassmen have already 
re(bstered). We could discuss strategy for your actual registration session on the 

I will not be in town when you are here. But during the week 
before your visit, we can have the same discussions with you about your schedule 
and get you prepped for your registration. 

2. UNC email -         has her account,                     please go ahead 
and set yours up. The web site where you do that is here: 
htt ps://onyen.unc.ed u/cgi- bin/unc id/services 
you’ll need your PID, which you should already have. AS soon as you get your 
account created, please send me an email using that address so I can put it in my 
address book. 

3. Math Placement - The University requires that you earn credit for two math 
courses. 

Taking the SAT Math 2 exam is not required, but it does make your 
math placement easier. Most of the upper level Math courses require 
Math 110 as a prerequisite. Solid SAT 2 Math scores will get you credit 
for Math 110. Strong AP or IB exam results will also provide guidance 
for the math placement. It would be wise to consider your own math 
situation and consider taking the SAT Math 2 exam. 

4. Credit hours - Some of you will come in with earned credit hours from AP and 
IB exams. The registrar’s office will take care of that if you had your scores 
reported to UNC. If you take classes from a college this summer other than 
Carolina, please obtain a copy of your summer school transcript, sealed by the 
college and unopened. Bring that to me when you arrive at Carolina and I’ll take it 
to the admissions office so that proper credit for your coursework can be added to 



your transcript. 

I spent 30 years as a high school teacher and I know a bit about the last 2 months 
of senior year and all the fun things that come with graduation. Congratulations. 
Enjoy every moment. If you have questions about Carolina, please ask them as 
they occur. My contact info is below. I look forward to working with this summer. 
Please put my cell number in your address/phone lists, and please send me the 
cell number that you will be using this summer. 

Take care 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser for gymnastics 
cell: 
office: 919 962 9535 
ernail: tonvvount@uncaa.unc.edu 
AIM: 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa unc edu> 
Sunday,             10:22 AM 

vwwalker@email unc edu 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Vicki, 

I would like to take tiffs oppotlunit) to tNuik you for getthlg           into ECON     Tom" Yount sen me an entail saving flint 
you wele very helpfid in obtailth~g permission to get her in a class flint was alteach" full As the    womeffs golf coach, I teall) 
appreciate your help, mtd I know t is very grateful As a tmlksfer from is very excited to confimle her golf ~md 
acadenfic studies at Carolitm 

ff I can ever assist you in ~m) wa), please feel flee to contact me 

Jan 

U-NC Women’s Golf 



2009 All-ACC Academic Women’s Lacrosse Team Announced 

Release at Will: Tuesday, August 4, 2009 

GREENSBORO, N.C. Women’s Lacrosse Scholar Athlete of the Year Caiflyn McFadden of Maryland highlights the 
2009 All Atlantic Coast Conference Academic team as mmounced today by Commissioner John D. Swofford. 

McFadden, a junior Kinesiology major, is a three time ACC All Academic team selection and a first team All 
American from the Womenslax.com, IWLCA/U.S. Lacrosse and Inside Lacrosse. McFadden, who was a Tewaaraton 
Trophy finalist and was named IWLCA’s National Midfielder of the Year, led the Terrapins with 86 points on 54 
goals and 32 assists. The 2009 ACC Flayer of the Year tallied at least one goal in eveW game during Maryland’s 2 I- 
game winning streak and recorded at least a point in every match in 2009. 

Seven (7) student athletes who earned All Conference honors this past season secured spots on the 2009 All ACC 
Academic Women’s Lacrosse team, while all six ACC programs were represented on the academic squad. 

Sixteen (~5) student-athletes were repeat honorees from the 2008 All-ACC Academic team, inchxding McFadden, 
Boston College’s Emily Hannigan, Duke’s Carolyn Davis and Kim hnbesL North Carolina’s Kristen Taylor, and 
Virginia Tech’s Rachel gulp and Karl Morrison, who have all been tabbed All ACC Academic team members for the 
third time over the four year histolT of the accolade. Hannigan is the lone four year repeater. 

Duke placed nine student athletes on the team for the fourth consecutive year, while Virginia Tech and Maryland 
each had five listed on this year’s academic roster. Boston college and North Carolina followed with four honorees 
apiece, while rounding out the 30-member team with three first },ear recipients was Virginia. 

The ACC Scholar Athlete of the Year awards were established in September 2007 ro be awarded annually to the top 
junior or senior studen>arhlete in their respective sports. Candidates for the award must have maintained a 3.0 
grade point average for their career as well as a 5.0 for each of the last two semesters. 

To be eligible for consideration for the All ACC Academic team, a student athlete, regardless of classification, must 
have earned a 3.00 grade point average for the previous semester and maintained a 3.00 cumulative average during 
his academic career. 

The 2009 All-ACC Academic Women’s Lacrosse team is as follows: 

Name, Class, Major, School 
Lauren Coste]lo, So., Comm., Boston College [ 
Emily Hannigan, Sr., Comm., Boston College & 
Manta Mahoney, St.. Comm.. Boston college ! 
]emma McCabe, St.. Comm.. Boston College 
Sarah Bullard, So., Sociology, Duke ! 
Caroline Cuer, St., Economics, Duke 
Carolyn Davis, Sr., Psychology, Duke # 
Megan De1 Monte, St., Psychology, Duke ! 
Sara Oiedgowd, Jr., Sociology, Duke 
Emma Hamm. So., Psychology, Duke ! 
Kim hnbesi, St., Biology, Duke # 
Danielle Kachulis, Jr., Art HistoW, Duke 
Kat Thomas, Ft., Undecided, Duke 
Kathleen Gallagher, It.. CommunitT Health, Maryland 
Brittany Jones, Jr.. Double Major, Maryland 

Name, Class, Major, School 
Caitlyn McFadden, Jr., Kinesiolo~-, Ms@and # 
Laura Merrifield, So., Kinesiology, Many-land ! 
Amanda Spinnenweber, Jr., Family Science. Maryland 
Taylor Chumney, So., Business Admin. North Carolina 
Corey Donohoe, So.. Exercise Science. North Carolina ! 
Meredith Newton, So, Double Major, North Carolina 
Kristen Taylor, lr., Business Admin, North Carolina # 
]ulie Gardner, Ft., Undecided, Virginia 
]osie Owen. Ft., Undecided, Virginia 
KathxTn Shannon. St.. Nursing, Virginia 
Rachel gulp, St., Biology, Virginia Tech # 
Alexandra Emala, So, Human Development, Virginia Tech 
Sarah Garner, So., Fine Arts, Virginia Tech 
Earl Morrison, St., Nutrition & Exercise, Virginia Tech 
Caitlyn Wier, So., UniversiiT Studies, Virginia Tech 

& Four time honoree; # Three time honoree; ! Two time honoree 

ACC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,              12:03 PM 

_~email.unc.edu 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

contract with 
.docx 

Attached is the contract that you and I discussed earlier today. 

If you have any further questions let me know. 

Jenny 

Carolina    , Summer Camps 
REGISTER NOW! 
www.ca rolinalacrosseca m ps.com/ 

Jenny SlingluffLew 
Head Coach 
Carolina Lacrosse 







Sent: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Derek Galvin < derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:06 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; c]yount@email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> ~email.unc.edu>; Penny Jernigan 
@pobox.com>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated contac~ info 

TEXT.htm; Campus .do~ 

Updated Contact Info Attached 

Derek P. Galvin, Head Gymnastics Coach 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office Phone: 919-962-5213 
Web Page: www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 31, 2009 12:13 PM 

Academics < Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Asst Head Coaches < Asst Head 

Coaches@unca&unc.edu>; Business Office < Business Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

-Communications <-Communications@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Compliance <- 

Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Head Coaches < Head 

Coaches@unca&unc.edu>; Sports Marketing < Sports 

Marketing@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Sports Medicine <-Sports 

Medicine@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Gallo, Larry <athgallo@unca&unc.edu>; Williams, Andre 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bmiller@unca&unc.edu>; Holliday, 

Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Baddour, Dick 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Evans, Jack <jackevans@unc.edu>; Blanchard, 

John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        ~email.unc.edu >; 

Oregon, Evelyn <oregon@email.unc.edu >; Scroggs, Willie 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Welcome Back Picnic Today!!!! 

Greetings 

Reminder: Welcome Back Picnic today, Monday, August 3Zst at 7pm now in the Eddie Smith Field House due to chance 

of rain. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Cr cket 

Cdcket Lane, PhD 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
Student Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina 
Post Office Box 2126 
Kenan Field House 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919 843 2040 (voice); 919 843 2327 (fax) 

(mobile) 

"People do not care hot4, much you knot4, un~l they knot4, hot4, much you care." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Wednesday, 2:28 PM 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa uric edu> 
Econ 

HW Ton. so im thil~king im going Io drop econ    since i do nol need to 
lake 5 classes wl~at do i need to do in order for tlmt to lmppen? 

ToW Yout~t wrote: 
> Ladies 

>      was in askil~g aboul an ECON    luior We lumed req~tesls for both 
> of you and       set a session at 7pro o~ Tuesdays with 
> i~ Ihc Rams Room II will be a regular Tuesday ~fighl sessiol~ u~flcss you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 16, 2009 9:25 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 
Got your message about Maureen Windell handling info. I will follow up with Susan (right now) to see where 
we are w/NCAA stuff for      I would like to try to keep as many options open for her in the future. 

Thanks for all your help - I really appreciate another set of eyes, ears and shoulder! 

I fully believe that we can get this ship going in the right direction. I am confident that we have great kids who want to 
do well and ultimately that will help us Lake the right steps to become a team and realize our potential. 

As we all unde~Land, even through frustration at times, it is never easy and working with the college age kids, it is part 
of the deal. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Carolina 2009 Summer Camps 
REGISTER NOW! 
www.ca rolinalacrosseca m ps.com/ 

Jenny SlingluffLevy 
Head Coach 
Carolina Lacrosse 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/15/2009 9:56 PM >>> 
I agree that only the kids who know should be exposed to what Cricket 

has, but I do think it should be soon. We (coaches and me) aren’t 
dealing with on a daily basis, but the kids are. And 3 of them 
are still living with stuff every day. Those kids need 
something soon. And the other factor to consider is that it is very 
unlikely that the whole team won’t know soon. called 
today. I did not probe to find out exactly what told her, 
but I doubt that frosh and sophs will be in the dark much longer. 

Another topic - Phil said yesterday that    should be excluded from 
soph study hall, and required to get hou~ in the AC instead. When 

goes, I assume the same would apply to her. That leaves 
for soph study hall, and that’s fine. But since I’m sure 

and I think    both get some scholarship money, they’re both 
still going to count for APR and their graduation is important to us. 
I wonder if keeping them from study hall sends the right message about 
what we want them to do? Also, so that I am clear on the 
expectations, told me tonight that they are not to talk to 

Is that accurate? 



Thanks for the schedule info - but I am confused about the Cornell 
game. Did you mean that we need to avoid Fridays during the exam 
schedule? If that’s what you meant - here is that information. 
Graduation is the Sunday, the 9th. Exams end Friday the 7th. There are 
exams on that day. Friday, April 30 is also an exam day. But what 
exams fall on what days is not yet set and there will be no way to 
know that before the students schedule for the spring. NCAA tournament 
games would be excused, but I don’t know about regular season games. I 
can find that out.- If you meant, could we avoid classes that 
schedule exams on Fridays during the spring, I really don’t know how 
we could do that, but I’m open to suggestion. 

Thanks for the info. I’ll work on the priority stuff while in DC with 
and send you the dra~ sometime I hope early in the 

weekend. We have to submit Monday afternoon to the committee. 

Tony 

On Sep 15, 2009, at 8:49 PM, Jenny Slingluff-Levy wrote: 

Tony, 
Regular practice time in spring M- F 2;30-4:30/5:00. - obviously 
some things get adjusted wih games. 
Will send you our tentative game schedule tomorrow- you can see what 
days we will need to leave Thursday for away games. Also what 
evenings we will practice prior to an evening game (again- that will 
be a thursday situation. Only 1 mid-week game this year which is 
great. 
One last thing. We had to schdule a game after exams (else we would 
have 3 weeks off prior to NCAA’s) you will see a game vs Cornell 
which will be played in Alexandria,VA        . If there is any 
way to avoid Friday exams with our spring scheduling- that would be 
ideal. 
Thanks, 
Jenny 
-----Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount 
Co: Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Co: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 9/15/2009 4:55:52 PM 
Subject: Weekly 

Sorry its so late. 

A reminder about the PRAC application. I need the spring practice 
and competition schedule asap. Leaving with Thu~day 
afternoon. All due on Monday morning. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monica Rector < ,~,mindspr~ng corn> 

Wednesda’,, ] 2: ] 4 PM 

Yount Ton> <ton>>ount:~t]uncaaunc edu> 

Re: Student problem 

Professor, Ph D 

University of North Ca~ olina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3170 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  12:46 PM 

Halverson, Doug <sdhalverson@uncaa unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Waicus, Kelly <waicus@email unc edu> 

Fw: 

Mail msg 

..... Original Message ..... 

To: < ,~i)    org> 

Sul~iect: Re: 

Tlmt~ks for fire infornmtion ai]d update 
I am not an expert and lmve not been hwolved in tl~e teceN com,et~atiolts, but after all the infonnation we lmve received flora people 

who ate close with      and lmve observed her belmvior, we lmve a Nud time tlfiitldng tlmt tlfis is just m~ 

This is palnfid to hear - I kno~ - but il" the pcoplc )ou arc lalldng Io Iul~c Illis infonnalion and lilt) still think it is jusl 

..... Original Mcssagc ..... 

Su~iect: RE: 

Hello 

ljusl wanlcd to kccp you update to oll our progress Wc talked to man3 
people yesterday, some of them scvcml [lilies, and ha~c some good 
rccomnlcndalions      was especially hclpfid by Ihc way She, along wilh 

doclor from home, and Iwo oll~cr therapists we spoke Io ycslcrday arc 
all recommending an 

flint is fight for 



Luckil), we found a therapist in             yestetdW that      talked 
with at leitg,~h on the phone and seemed to malty like I tlittik before she 
leaves for the/teatnlen/center, she’ll ~neet with tlits fllerapis/, nmke sure 
she is file one      Wall/S, and thas that piece of flits puzzle will be in 
place as soon as she leturns home 

again, bul I blame myself I should ha;e realized Ihat problem was 

Ihings were good in Ihe spring, and dley were. I sensed Ihal the band aid 

and nol listened Io This weekend thai band aid fell off complelely 

flint I could have prevented it Tlits is a long term process and I recogmze 
it completely ]~ow M? new plitlosopl\x is better too much therapy, too ]nuch 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaauncedu> 
Wednesday, ll:01AM 

@    org 

Cook, Jennii~r <cookjr@uncaauncedu>; 

Re: 

@uncaauncedu> 

Thanks for the information and update 
I am not an expert and have not been involved in the recent conversations, but after all the information we have 
received from people who are close with and have observed her behavior, we have a hard time thinking 
that this is just an 

This is painful to hear - I know- but if the people you are talking to have this information and they still think it 
is just        - then OK- but I think there is more at work here and so does my staf£ 
I j ust think you need to know these specifics before making a treatment decision 
Jenny 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: @ org> 
To: @uncaa unc edu> 
To: - ..... ~uncaa unc edu> 

Sent: 10:35:51 AM 
Subject: RE: 

Hello. 

! just wanted to keep you update to on our progress We talked to many 
people yesterday, some of them several times, and have some good 
recommendations      was especially helpful by the way She, along with 

doctor from home, and two other therapists we spoke to yesterday are 
all recommending an             clinic for 

The fact that this recommendation was 
consistent among all of these professionals makes me feel good that we are 
on the right track in terms at least narrowing down the type of facility 
that is fight for 



l~uckily, we found a tberapist in              yesterday that       talked 
with at length on the phone and seemed to really like I think before she 
leaves for the treatment center, she’ll meet with this therapist, make sure 
she is the one       wants, and thus that piece of this puzzle will be in 
place as soon as she returns home 

The step after that will be what happens when she returns to school We 
want to have an              therapist in place at Carolina before she 
returns to school I wondered if you might tell me who we could call for 
recommendations for that person I’d love to have a few names, let 
meet them before she returns in and then decide who she would be 
comfortable with for the spring semester 

is anxious to leave and begin treatment, and we want that for her too 
But we also want to make sure we find just the right place Today, we are 
awaiting several more calls from people with recommendations Hopefully we 
can sta~ narrowing down things quickly 

my heart is broken that we are in this situation with 
again, but I blame myself I should have realized that        problem was 
too severe to think it could be solved in a few months While we all thought 
things were good in the spring, and they were, I sensed that the band aid 
was coming unraveled in the summer and I should have followed my instincts 
and not listened to       This weekend that band aid fell off completely 
leaving that gash open that is still in        heart and head and I am sick 
that I could have prevented it This is a long term process and I recognize 
it completely now My new philosophy is better too much therapy, too much 
support, too much of evetTthing, than not enough at least for the unforeseen 
future 

I want to thank the two of you from the bottom of my hea~ You have done 
everything, and more, that you could possibly do for and and I 
are forever in your debt I’ll keep in touch 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monica Rector < )*)mindspting com> 

Wednesday, 12:55 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

[Fwd: RE: [Student problem]] 

I will add her to al~other class but this form lms to be filled out 
De? Hall 236, Tuesday or Thursda?, from 9-9:30 or 12:15- lpm 
Tlamks, Mmfica Rector 

........ Ofigiiml Message ........ 
Sul~iect: RE: ISludem problem] 
Date: Wed 12:31:20-0400 
Frmn: la~Mng <lalMng~a;e~nail uric edu> 

..... O~igilml Message ..... 
Frmn: Monlaa Rector hnailto 
Sent: Wednesday, i 
To: Laro" King 
Sul~iect: [Student problem] 

Can you transfer 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Student problem 
Date: Wed, 11:43:38-0400 

PORT The class ends at and on normal &lys she has thnc Io gel Io pmclice by 3:30 in ih¢ Smilh Center and Ihere is no 

dropping Ihc class and Ihe coaches and I have talked her out of Ihat scenario She m~joys the subjccl and says tirol she is doing well 

show as full on SIS If them is some flexibiIIl) fl~ete, it would solve a lnhlor problem for one of our kids It is not a cfifical issue I did 

And I tl~mtk you for your dine in tlds nmtter 



Acadenfic Adviser, Voile?ball 
Kenml Field House 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 

> l am lespol~sible for tbe Portugmese courses Tbet~ ale 2 
> possibdities: eitber I speak to tbe il~stnlctor of ller class to 
> support l~er wl~en confing late or we move bet to tbe otber class if it 
> is slill possible In aW case, I need complclc name, PID, course 

> Thanks. Monica Rcclor 

> Monica Reclor 
> Professor, Ph D 
> U~fiversit~ of Notfll Caroli~m Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3170 
> mctor@e~nail uric edu.        -l)mndspm~g cmn Pltone/fax 919-942-4825 

Monica Reclor 
Professor, Ph D 
University of Norlh Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3170 

?i,mindsp~ing corn Phone/fax 919-942 -4825 

Mmfica Rector 
Professor, Ph D 
University of Norlh Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3170 

Phone/fax 919-942-4825 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monica Rector < ~mindsprlng corn> 
Wednesday 2:51 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: [Fwd: RE: [Student problem]] 

Tom" YouN wrote: 
> Dr Rector, 
> 
> Tlmt~k you vei) nmch lms been hffonned by einail and phone 1 
> will provide bet wifl~ tbe drop/add form Since she is an aflflete, 1 
> will lmve to sign and stmnp it after you sign for tl~e clamge 

>> mid I wdl add bet to m~otber class but this form lms to be filled out 
>> De3" Hall 236, Tuesday or Tbut~dav, from 9-9:30 or 12:15- lpm 

>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subjccl: RE: [Sludenl problem] 
>> Dale: Wed.            12:31:20-0400 

>> This must be done wifl~ a paper drop/add form now, wlfich you c~m get 
>> from Shee~m 

>> -----Origitml Message ..... 
>> From: Mo~fica Rector ] nmilto 
>> September 12:16 PM 
>> To: LaW King 
>> Subjecl: [SIitdclll probleml 

>> ........ OriNtml Message ........ 
>> Sul~]ect: Re: Student problem 



~ mindspfing corn Phon¢/l’ax 919-942-4825 



Molfica Rector 

Professor. Ph D 

Ulm-ersit) of North Carolitm Cl~apel Hill, NC 27599-3170 

lector?l emafl unc edu, ~t;mhldsp(tng corn 

Phone/f~x 919-942-4825 

Professor, Ph D 
Univcrs[ly orNorlh Carolina 
Cllapel Hi[l, NC 27599-3170 
rector@entail uric edu, 
Phone/fax 919-942-4825 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                 5:02 PM 
Cook, Jennifer <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gisselman, Stephen 
<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Halverson, Doug <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly <waicus@email.unc.edu> 

Player suspensions 
Team Suspensions.docx 

First - thank you. It has been a long week/month for all of us and I appreciate everyone’s help with all the balls that 
were in the air. Your continued support of the coaches and the tough decisions we have to make will ultimately create a 
better environment for our other players who try to do the right thing. And if anything - we have the team’s attention 
and will hopefully curb the invincible mentalib/that has caused the consistent after hou~ calls the past 4 weeks. Going 
forward, if we have continued discipline/ problems with other playe~, they will join the Indefinitely Suspended 
list. 

We still have work to do, but I wanted to get us all on the same page regarding 
If you have any questions, please feel free to call. 

and 

and    are suspended indefinitely for discipline issues. Both have been addressed over the past year - several 
times, for their social behavior. I do not know when or if they will be reinstated on the team. That is up to them and 
the decisions they make and their actions going forward. 

is Suspended for issue~ related to            and the constant drama that many of you have been 
experiencing over the last year. It has become an issue with her teammates and we do not feel she is in a good place 

to positively impa~L our team on a daily basis. 

It is important to know, that the decision for each of these students was made after a year of observed repetitive 
behavior that is a distraction and contrary to our team development. As of now, I am not convinced that they can make 
a positive impact on the team now and in the future. 

See attached chart. Obviously each of them will be sent only their portion. None of them will join the team on 
our retreat next weekend. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 
REGISTER NOW! 
www.ca rolinalacrosseca m ps.com/ 

Jenny SlingluffLevy 
Head Coach 
Carolina Lacrosse 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 2a6 PM 

Re: Weekly 

Sent: 2:3411 PM 

Sublect: Re: Weekly 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo corn> 

Monday,                5:10 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Weekly meeting? 

Tony, 
bey, son?" for fl~e dela? ed lespol~se- i l~ave eirmil leaction time issues :) mid i knew you would leport me to file ncaa! it’s ~11 good 
fl~ougb- somebod.~ ’s got~a le~,ndate sometlm~g i suppose 
and tbaitk you for tl~e          tips its a good backup plan let’s just face it tl/ough- it would be lea[ly fm~tasfic it" file adnfissiol~s 
folks just accepted m? application and lake a proud nfidwestem m~ti-college      back (not because tbeh at~fft a lot of leally good 
flm~gs and ppl about    but .just b/c u gotta float your own boat) the ppl at adnfission said fl~ey would fill me in a~er tbey got my 
trm~scitpt from het~ so i t~ll? ougbt not to let those b’s mrn into c’s (get motivated right) 
but wl~atever lmppens thet~ are a lot of options out thet~ (like fl~e wild west wlfich i will get to eventually) and you gotta go for it 
fl~atiks for belplng me t~ach tlmt conclusion 

> From: Tom" Yount <tom’yomlt@uncaa unc edu> 
> Sul~iect: Re: Weekly meethtg? 

> Date: Saiut~lav, 7:26 PM 



> scc camping? Should bc filmU 

> > so i pmnfised a progress ~eport mid even though i’m 
> pret~ bad at such ac*Jvities i did go talk to the coach 
> i told her no mote            mid she said that was a 

> hiking and club sporls and goofin off and a boy fricnd:) im 

> > thanks again for talking with me the other day race 
> win over VA the oilier da? too i dont know how the 

> ~ hope you’~e doin good, 

> >> Subjccl: Wcckly mcclJng? 

> >> Dale: Wcdncsday, 7:55 PM 

> >> How me you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:55 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Weekly 

TEXT.htm 

Let’s t~/for 5:00. Thanks, Jan 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount(~uncaa.u nc.edu > 2:34 PM > > > 

The sooner the better for me. 5:30 would be great. 

Will they have signed LOl’s by then. Will ] be able to send printed 

material home with them? 

Tony 

On at 2:31 PM, Jan Mann wrote: 

Tony, 

Thanks for coming to the banquet. T know it meant a lot to to 

have you there. And it certainly meant a lot to Patricia and me. 
Glad to hear the freshmen are doing well.          is tired today! 

Said she was up making corrections on her paper. Thanks for helping 

her. As for the recruits, I think I pick up      at 4:45 from the 
airport. If you want to meet with them, would 5:30 at Chapman be too 

late? 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Original Message 

From: Tony Yount 

To: Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: Parr cia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 10:32:08 AM 

Su biect: Weekly 

Ladies, 

Thanks for the invitation to the Cup banquet and for the kind words. 

Very much appreciated. 

Please find 2 documents attached. The first is the regular weekly 

with the great news that both your freshmen are performing at a 

Dean’s List pace for their first semesters. I also read HI5T papers 
for last night, paper was outstanding, 

and ?d guess A level, was weaker than her last effort, 
probably a C level. 

Also find attached a first look at their spring schedules with 



> courses and class times. ] thought it might be useful for you to 
> see.         is waitlisted for a course that will get her over the 

> 12 hour minimum,        schedule will likely need some adiustment 

> since her recent admission to the program. 
> 

> ] also need to nail down a schedule for meeting with the committed 

> recruits this weekend. The sooner the better on Friday would suit me 

> best. Misses               have convinced me to take them camping 

> this weekend. That’s just too funny an opportunity to miss, so if 
> you could help me by setting that schedule, I’d appreciate it. 
> 

> Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT htm 

"Meredith Petschauer" <mbusby@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, I 0:01 AM 

@email unc edu>; 
@email unc edu>; 

Derek <derekg@uncaa unc edu>; 
~email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; 
@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; 
?~bemail unc edu>; 

~pobox corn>; 
~email unc edu>; 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Flu shots 

~email unc edu>; Galvin, 
@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; 
ib~ email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; 
?~,em ail unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; 
@email unc edu> 

If you still have not gotten a flu shot and would like (which we recommend) read below. Let me know if you have any 

questions. 

Hello to all, 

We need to have the remaining students who need the Seasonal Flu vaccine to call and make an appointment by 
There is about 50 doses left. I will be turning over the vaccine to the school to be used for the 

general student population. After            the students would need to schedule to get the shot with the 
Immunization Clinic since they will be keeping up with how much vaccine is left to be given. 

Thanks, 

Sharon Evans, RN 

Sports Medicine Nurse Consultant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

James A. Taylor Campus Health Services 

CB# 7470, James A. Taylor Bldg 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone 919-966-3655 

Fax 919-966-9779 



Meredith Petschauer, PhD, LAT, ATC 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of Exercise and Spor~ Science 

UNC-CH CB#8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Office Hours: T 9:30-10:30, MWF 11-12:30 

From: Derek Galvin [mailto:derekg@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 12:38 PH 
To: 

Subject: Gymnastics Travel 

Meredith Petschauer; 
Derek Galvin; Tony Yount 

I have received an email from the athletic depar[ment travel agent requesting information for future air travel. Please 

respond to me by reply email at your earliest convenience: 

Due to a new, federally-mandated program called Secure Flight, we are requesting that you please supply the following 
information for anyone (all coaches, trainers & student athletes) in your depadment/sport that you supporL We will 
need to update their profiles and our team roster lists as soon as possible with this information. 

FULL NAME (as it appea rs on the govemment issued photo ID that they travel with) If there is a middle name or 

initial listed, we need that now) 

DATE OF BIRTH 

Thankyou, 

Derek P. Galvin, Head Gymnastics Coach 
The University of NoEh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2Z26 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office Phone: 9~-9 962 52~-3 
Web Page: www=tarhee[b!ue=com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:03 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Weekly 

TEXT.htm 

Chapman Center great. 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu >            9:37 AM > > > 

that sounds good. want me to come to the Chapman center? Closer to the airpoE hard to get to campus at 5pro on a 
Friday? They’ve all seen the 

On at 8:54 AM, Jan Mann wrote: 

Let’s try for 5:00. Thanks, Jan 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwount@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 2:34 PM > > > 

The sooner the better for me. 5:30 would be great. 

Will they have signed LOFs by then. Will T be able to send pr nted 

material home with them? 

Tony 

On at 2:31 PM, Jan Mann wrote: 

Tony, 

Thanks for coming to the banquet, l know it meant a lot to to 

have you there. And it certainly meant a lot to Patricia and me. 
Glad to hear the freshmen are doing well.          is tired today! 

Said she was up making corredions on her papen Thanks for helping 

her. As for the recruits, I think I pick up      at 4:45 from the 
airpo~. If you want to meet with them, would 5:30 at Chapman be too 

late? 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Original Message 

From: Tony Yount 

To:Jan Mann <ianmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: Patricia Earley <pearleyd0uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 10:32:08 AM 

S ubiect: Weekly 

Ladies, 

Thanks for the invitation to the Cup banquet and for the kind words. 

Very much appreciated. 



> Please find 2 documents attached. The first is the regular weekly 

> with the great news that both your freshmen are performing at a 
> Dean’s List pace for their first semesters. ] also read HIST papers 

> for last night, paper was outstanding, 

> and I’d guess A level, was weaker than her last effort, 
> probably a C level. 
> 

> Also find attached a first look at their spring schedules with 
> courses and class times. ] thought it might be useful for you to 

> see.         is waitlisted for a course that will get her over the 
> 12 hour minimum,        schedule will likely need some adiustment 

> since her recent admission to the               program. 

> t also need to nail down a schedule for meeting with the committed 

> recruits this weekend. The sooner the better on Friday would suit me 
> best. Misses               have convinced me to take them camping 

> this weekend. That’siust too funny an opportunity to miss, so if 
> you could help me by setting that schedule, t’d appreciate it. 
> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:16 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

/ today’s mtg 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Just conf’rming the meeting between you and our 3 newest Tar Heels. 

arrives at 4pm at RDU so she should be at the Chapman Center by 4:45. 

Can we plan on about 4:45pm this afternoon? If not, 5pm will work too. 

The 9iris will be leavin9 immediately after the meeting to go to the women’s soccer ga me. 

Thanks so much!!! 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

pea rley@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,                   I 1:34 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: just once 

IIavc a good night- good Io scc SOlnC cncrg~ in die room Ioda~ ’. 

I o: .Jenny Slingluff I,e,7,’ <unc~lax a;uncaa nnc edn> 

Scm 111948 PM 
Snbject Re just once 

had grades Io posl Ionight, explaining dlc good news. 

IIopc you’re well - take care 

Iony 

On 

> 

> Begin R~rwardcd message: 

>> Date 959:/17 PM EST 

>> Snbjeet: just once 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa unc edu> 
Thursday,                   10:44 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Good news 

Wlmt ~pos of gpa am we looking at for 
JS 
Joe Sabmla, UNC Volle3aoall 

Tlfis message was sere fmln m3 Blackberr~ - Verizon net~x ork 
..... Origiiml Message ..... 
groin: Tom" Yount <tom’yom~t%uncaa unc edu> 
To: Joe Sabmla <jsabmla%uncaa unc edu> 

To: Travis Filar <lfila~a, uncaa uric edu~ 

Scnl: 10:33:43 AM 
Subjecl: Good news 

has an in ENGL and a in SOCI. and without a complete collapse in MATH. she’s going Io completely in the clear 

passed LFIT and COMM, and as soon as her PHIL grade posts, she should be qualified to graduate 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Thursday, 12:45 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Spring schedule 

oka) I’ll tiy mid get in touch with lmn Thmlks Tom" 

On Thu I2:08:08 -0500, ToW Yount vto~Tount@uncaa mm edu> 

> OK - thmlks 

> All the walllisls ha~e been dropped_ and enrollment is in Ihe hands of 
Ihe 
> professors I k~ow thai      Iticd to Io and see Dr Clark Ioday 
> Here is his conlacl infotlnalion if you wanl Io gel in touch wilh him 
> Thanks for Ihe info on PORT 

> Tony 
> Freddie Clink 

> E-~nad: fclark@mriad unc edu 
> Pl/one: (919) 962-3413 

> Position 
> Title: Other 
> Dcpamncnc Scholarships & Sludenl Aid (2448) 

> Posillon 
> Tide: Olhcr 
> Department: Scholarships & Sludenl Aid (2448) 

> Posillon 
> Tide: Pm lessor 
> Department: Rmriance Lanbmages (3244) 

> USA 

> 317 VilllCO Hall 
> Campus Box 2300 
> Chapel Hill, undefined 
> 27599-2300 
> USA 
> Phone: (919) 962 -3413 

>> Hi. 



>> I am on tbe waith~g list for PORT and I t~ceived an en~fil froin one 
of 
>> tbe teachais sa) ing that PORT    is the stone as PORT so i signed up 
>> for it as a back up ff I don’t get into 

>> On Tbu 11:44:51-0500, Tolt¥ Yount <t onJ, T oun/~1 uncaa unc edu> 

>>> I am reviewing spring schedules Ihis morning 1 see PORT    on your 
>>> schedule Thal’s not listed in tha bulletin What is tirol course ls it 
>>> somclhing Ihat you need to lake. or jusl wa~l Io lake’? I don’t knm~ 
>>> a~) thing aboul it Fill me in 

>>> Thanks 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Monday, 11:56 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: 3 great iPhotos 

Hi Tony!! This is what I wrote to send her .... 

Hi Dr May,? 

I just had a quick question about grades and business school acceptance There has been a problem with one of 
my grades and it order for one of my professors to change my grade he has to see the hard copy of my paper He 
misrecorded one of my grades and as a result my final grade is lower than it is supl~ose to be The problem is 

that my paper is back in North Carolina and I will not be back until the              I am concerned that the 
business school will have made a decision on my acceptance before my grade is fixed I would like my GPA to 
be at its highest before my grades are reviewed by the business school I was wondering if you had any 
suggestions for me in order to fix this problem, or if the time frame I am looking at is not even an issue 

Thank you for your time, 

? 

Happy Holidays 

On Mon              at 11:01 AM, Tony Yount <tonvyount~)uncaa unc edu> wrote: 
Sent you a text with an answer - did you get it? 

On , at 11:48 PM, wrote: 

Hey Tony, 
So I need some advice My english teacher messed up my grade, I should have an and he 
gave me a    I emailed him and he had recorded a grade on one of my papers wrong He told 
me he would fix my grade when I got back on the when I showed him my paper hn 
concerned that when he changes my grade on the it will be after the business school has 
looked at my grades for the semester I was wondering what ?you think I should do? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 6, 2010 10:40 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Photos 

TEXT htm 

Hey 

Do you have any photos you could email me for use in the media guide of the WLAX team doing community service 

(Habitat for Humanity, Friends of Jaclyn, holiday stuff, etc.)? 

On another note - forgive me for not knowing this, but is Winter Gilland still ou r Friends of Jaclyn adoptee? 

If you do have photos you could send me (or allow me to download), I’d need them at 300 dpi. 

Thanks. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Director of Internet Services 

UNC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(mobile) 

(919) 962-0612 (fax) 

TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 20, 2010 1:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Athletics Book List (1.20.10, 2p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of i 20 10, 2 pm).xls 

See attached. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

Universil3- of North Carolina 
Department of Athlel~cs 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Elill, NC 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 
Thursday, 9:53 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT htm 

Tony, 

Thank you for all your help and I will email Coach Mann about the money questions Talk to you soon, 

On Thu, at 8:45 PM, Tony Yount <tunyyount~a)uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

Glad the site is back up Fortunately for me, they don’t let me have anything to do with money or scholarships 
so I don’t know if your deposit is covered or not That is a question for Coach Mann Sor~’y not to have an 
answer on that, but she is the go to person with all money questions 

Tony 

On at 9:38 PM, wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> The website came back up later today, but it says my enrollment deposit needs to be received and processed 
before I can sign up So, I was wondering if you knew how I should take care of this and if it is covered by 
my scholarship? Thanks for all your help on this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:27 PM 

gyount@emaikunc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CTOPS Registration 

TEXT.htm; ]MAGE.BMP; F[LE.msg 

Tony, 
Hi! Thanks for meeting with 

about with our incoming freshman? 

and her mom yesterday. T was wondering is this what you were talking 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of Noah Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Room 302 

216 Finley Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 

www tari-ee r.:lue corn 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:38 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Great! Thanks for taking care of 

schedule of CTOPS? 

When is 

and the rest of the girls that will be here later in the summer. Can you send me a 

’ attending? 

is back! She came to us right after ACCs and said she wanted to come back. Though she didn’t want anyone to 

know until after the season ended. She will be a full member on the team staring in the fall and will be elgible to 

compete in the spring. We are going to be strong!!! 

Thanks for everything 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

pea rley@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu >           9:58 AM > > > 

we’ve exchanged emails. I’m going to meet with her and her parents next Wednesday afternoon or evening and get her 

set to go. I think even/[hing is in order. I will be in town for all the CTOPS kids this summen 

How is your summer. Are you writing? taking classes? TS officially back on the team, or is that still rumor? 

On at 9:48 AM, Patricia Earley wrote: 

hope your summer is off to a great start! 

When do you leave town? 

I just wanted to check in with you concerning CTOPS session next week. Can you let me 

know if eveQ/thing is ready for her and if I need to do anything before her arrival? 

Thanks!! 



Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of NorLh Carolina 

919.843.4063 

pearley@ u ncaa.u nc.edu 



Subject: 

Wed negday, 2:~ PM 

Kym N Orr <knorr @uncaa uric cdu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.cdu>; Spencer B. Wclborn 

<wclborn@uncaa.unc.cdu> 

Fwd: Athletes on PR for fall 



Sent: 

To: 

Wed negday, 2:~ PM 

gyount @email.unc.edu; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Wclborn <wclborn@uncaa unc cdu> 

Tony Yount <t on~ yount @uncaa.unc.edu> 

F~d: Athleteg on PR ft~r thll 

FILE.msg 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carolyn S Covalt <covalt@email unc edu> 
Friday,               8:47 AM 

Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email unc edu> 
gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: Probation and 

TEXT htm 

Barbara and Tony, 

(Hi Tony!) I have looked at        record in PS and do not see a "DISC" row, which would mean "Discontinuation" This can happen if 

a student calculates as ineligible but I do not see it In fact, only ’row’ in Program/Plan is her Matriculation row She is term 

activated for this term and is eligible to enroll .... 

Having said that, I am not entirely sure how we are tracking students in PB in regards to Probation, other than with their Eligibility 
status, and I know that those components of P$ are not fully up and functional yet From the PS side it looks like this student is ’fine,’ 

and I don’t see anything that will prevent her from anything if there is something else I can help with her, just let me know 

Tony, I am concerned that you cannot see ConnertCarolina at all were you all not invited to or encouraged to attend trainings over 

the summer? You should at least have some access it would seem ? 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Friday, 1:29 AM 
To: Covalt, Carolyn S 
Su~ect: FW: Probation and 

Carolyn 

Do you u nderstand this? By the way, the PID isn’t for this student. 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

3002 Steele Building; CB 3330 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3110 

Phone: (939) 843 3341 Fax: (939) 962 6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advisinN.u nc.edu 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday 10:06 AM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Su~ect: Fwd: Probation and 

I hope its beginning to cahn down up there                                       - is on academic 
probation from the spring and last summer Her GPA is just below a 20 Susan Maloy sent me an email 



indicated that somewhere in Connect Carolina (which we can’t see in our building) she is listed 
as "Dismissed" On SIS, she is listed as "computed ineligible" She has followed the proper steps for 
academic probation and the email from Cynthia Demetriou granting probation is attached below Susan 
Maloy suggested that I let you know so that the SIS records could reflect her probation status 

Thanks 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:               5:31:13 PM EDT 
To: "Susan B. Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Probation 

Susan, 

Here is the probation-granting email for 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From ,~.email.unc.edu> 
Date 5:23:37 PM EDT 
To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Probation 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Probation 
Date: Thu, 0:49:21 -0400 
From: "Demetfiou, Cynthia" <cvndem{rt~email unc edu> 
To:                              ~)email unc edu> 

the university 

of north carolina 
at chapel hill 

office of undergraduate 
education 

campus box 3504 t (919) 843-7773 
steele building f (919) 843-6557 
chapel hill, nc 27599-3504 



[cid:image001 png@0 I CB3 A0C 05988010] 

Dear 

Your appeal for academic probation has been granted This request has been 
granted probation for one semester only The probational"y status is valid 
only in the specific semester for which it is granted If you withdraw from 
or do not enroll in the fall semester, you will have to re-petition 
the appeals committee 

All students on academic probation must go to 
www studentsuccess unc edu<http]/www studentsuccess:unc edu/> as soon as 
possible and follow these steps: 

I Complete the Self-Assessment 

2 Complete the online Student Success Seminar 

3 Sign the Probation Contract at the end of the seminar 

4    Make an appointment with an academic 
advisor<h~p://advising unc edu/advisin~/scheduleanappt> 
*     All students on probation are expected to meet with an academic 
advisor at least 2 times during the semester to discuss their progress 
towards returning to good standing 
*     You must make an appointment using the online appointment 
scheduler: http://advising unc edu/ 
*     Walk-in appointments cannot be used to fulfill the probation 
requirements 
*     You must bring the completed Self-Assessment and the signed 
Probation Contract to the meeting with the advisor 

***If you do not complete ALL of the probation steps above, a "stop" will 
be placed on your account preventing you from registering for future 
courses*** 

If you have been on probation in a prior term, you still must complete the 
steps listed above 

In addition to these steps, it is highly recommended that you sign up for 
the Bounce Back program Bounce Back is a semester-long program that meets 
on a weekly-basis in a group setting to foster resiliency, scholastic and 



personal skills To register for Bounce Back, email Dr Schmitz-Sciborski 
at schmitzs@email unc edu<mailto:schmitzs~)email unc edu> 

Your probationary term of enrollment at UNC-Chapel Hill is critical in 
determining your academic future It is a one semester opportunity to 
return to good academic standing You must earn a cumulative GPA of at 
least 20 and meet the credit hour requirements outlined below by the end 
of the semester Carefully review the requirements for good academic 
standing 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to your 
success Go to 
www studentsuccess unc edu<http://www studentsuccess unc edu/> as soon as 
possible to start taking the steps necessatT to return to good academic 
standing! 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Demetriou 
Retention Coordinator 

Requirements for Good Standing 

A 2000 cumulative UNC-Chapel Hill grade-point average and the following 
number of academic semester credit hours passed: 

9 academic hours to enter a second semester 
24 academic hours to enter a third semester (30 hours is recommended) 
36 academic hours to enter a fourth semester 
51 academic hours to enter a fifth semester (60 hours is recommended) 
63 academic hours to enter a sixth semester 
78 academic hours to enter a seventh semester (90 hours is recommended) 
93 academic hours to enter an eighth semester 
Special permission of the dean to enter a ninth semester 

Cynthia Demetriou 
Retention Coordinator 
OflSce of Undergraduate Education 
UNC Chapel Hill 
3008 Steele Building, CB# 3504 
(919) 843-5015 

www studentsuccess unc edu<http://www studentsuccess unc edu> 
www firstgeneration unc edu<http://www firstgeneration unc edu> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Sunday, ¯               11:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Weekly Meetings 

Oh haha woops I thought it was ever3 day bul now Ihat ilsjust one d:ly a 
week how about Wednesday at 12:007 

On Sun. 22:53:41 -0400. Ton5 Younl <lonyyouni~auncaa uric cdu> 
wmte: 
> well, it would help kf I knew wlfich day you wanted to come at 1:15 

> On at 10:49 PM, c~oallar wrote: 

>> Does I: 15 work for you? 

>>> Ladies, 

>~> We steed to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 nfinutes at the stone thne 
>~> ever3 week flint fits your schedule Meetings will start the week of 
>) Monday, 

>)> To be f:fir to all m3 freshmen, 1’11 start pu~ng appt times on m3 
>) calendar 
>>> beginning al 9pro S~mday evening So I’ll lake Ihc first cmail Ihat I 

>>> after 9 Iomorrow evening and go from Iherc M3 schedule will bc 
>> consl,qnlly 
>>> updalcd online al Ihis address: 
>>> hllp://ical me corn         rM’, %20Schedule 

>>> You can choose your lime b¢lwcen 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 

00:43:55 -0400. Ton) Younl <ion) youni@uncaa uric cdu> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 
Monday,               9:35 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Drama    Syllabus pdf; GEOG       syllabus - 
religion Syllabus     doc; ENGLISH 

doc; psyc syllabus doc; 
Section    docx 

On Sun. 22:33:32 -0400. Ton) Younl <lonyyounl~auncaa uric cdu> 

> I 1:15 on Wednesdays All 

> Tllatlks, ToI\~, 

> On , at 10:23 PM, kbemng wrote:> 

>> Could 1 lmve the 11:15 slot on Wed~lesdws? 

00:29:12 -0400, ToW Yount vton?Tount{auncaa uric edu> 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, September 3, 2010 12:50 PM 

gyount@email unc edu;           ~gmail corn 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Office location 

Hi Tony, 
Hope you arc well 
Where is your office located, for attetest sake? 



Sent: 

To: 

~email unc edu> 
Tuesday, 8:52 PM 

~email unc edu> 
~email unc edu; @email unc edu; 

@email unc edu; @email unc edu; 
@email unc edu; ~email unc edu; 

@email unc edu; @email unc edu; 
@email unc edu; ~email unc edu; 

@email unc edu; @email unc edu; 
~email uric edu; 
@email unc edu; 

,@email unc edu; 
~email unc edu; 

<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; 
this weekend 

@email unc edu; 
@email unc edu; 

@email unc edu; 
~email unc edu; 

@email unc edu; 
~email unc edu; 

@email unc edu;       ~email unc edu; 
@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu; @email unc edu; 
@email unc edu; Tony Yount 

~email unc edu; @email unc edu 

So I ain.just emalling ever) one to let you all know that I will not be wifll 
you gu3s Ihis weekend at Lulhcrldge because I ha~c Io go home 1 Found oul 

I just wanted to give you all a beads up in advance mid I will 

nltss you brays and can t wall to bear about your weekend when you all get 

back 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:10 PM 

@emaiLunc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: PSYC tutor 

TEXT.htm 

response. 

Ky 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M.Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Suppo~ Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843 2425 

Fax (919) 962 8247m 

That will be fine. I will be in    for 

9:02 PM > > > 

this Thursday so I will not to be able to make it then. Thanks! 

Sent from my U.S. Cellular BlackBer~ smartphone 

From: "Kym N. Orr" <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 20:57:16 0400 

To: < @email,unc,edu > 
Cc: @email.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount @u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 
Subject: PSYC tutor 

have scheduled you for Thursdays @ 8 PM with forPSYC 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Suppo~ Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843 2425 

Fax (919) 962 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 11:06 AM 

Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Delaine Marbry 

<dmarbry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Koenig <koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@juno.com; Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: North Carolina Volleyball Travel 

TEXT.htm; 2010 ]tinerarLLSU.doc; LSU Rooming List 2 (Airpor[ Hotel).docx; LSU 

Rooming List.docx; LSUTravel Notes.doc 

Attached you will find our travel notes, itinerary and rooming lists for this weekend as we travel to LSU. Please let me 
know if you need additional information. 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 
The University of North Carolina 
Women’s Volleyball 
PO BOX 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-5233 (o) 

(c) 
919-843-8543 (f) 
rackharn~.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.corn 
http://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Kable, Gregory A" <gkable@email unc edu> 
Monday,                  3:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: 

Tony: 

My course wlfich is e~rotled in is a 400 sludeN perspective class and so, by necessit3, in a leclme fommt l haveift had 
hldividual contact with beyond her cmmng fern at~l to h~troduce herself wlfich speaks to an hfifial sinceiit3 in approaching the 
class Our first exam (the hmugmral fomml assigmnent) is scheduled for Friday, 

Sincereb, 

Gtegot3 Kable 
DRAM 
Dcpamncnl or Dnlmalic An 

From: Tony Yount [ton3 younl@uncaa imc cdu] 
Scnl: Monday, 1:53 PM 
To: Kablc, Grcgotn A 
Subject 

Professor Kable, 

is currentl3 emotled in DRAM    with you tlfis semester is a meinber office womeifs 
teain heie at Camlitm Her spring seinester elided poorl3 last May Head womeifs coach laas hnposed an 

h~defilfite suspension for temn activities and practice It is an acadenfics lelated suspension The goal is to give time to correct 
her acadenfic difficulties 

AI lifts poinl in the semesler, we would really appreciate it if you could lake a few minules to cvalua/c        performance in your 
classroom a monlh into Ihc course Your input will be a critical piece of infonna/ion for Coach     as she decides if, or when. 

is allowed Io relum to pmclicc and to Ihe team 

We realize dlis is an extra bil for work for you and we wish dial we didn’l have Io ask. bill the goal is academic Success for this 
sludcnl Thank you vet3 much for you inpul Please feel free to call or Io cmail, a/your corn cnicncc 

ToW YouN 
Acadenfic Adviser, 
North Box, Kenml Sladmin 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Cowell, Glynis S" <gscowell@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  4:15 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: SPAN 

Hi Tony, 

TecNfically, our Ronmnce Language courses numbered            SPAN, FREN, ITAL, PORT) ate desigl~ed for st~dents who ate 
aheady proficient in a fmeign langmage and so tbeiefore skould have fldfdled tbe tang req with flint oflter langmage Since the Bulletin 
fists    as a pimeq to    a strident can fuffill tbe fl leq in flint way 

However. the UG Bulletin does not list           as fuffillmg fire foreign language requti’ement I’ve asked our clmir to add tbat to 
our dept hffo in tbe new Bulletin ffyou look at p 30 of fire UG Bulletin it does not list           as courses tlmt can be used to 
satisl~" tbe req (but the          path will woik, although lfiglfly unusual) 

Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Dir¢clor. Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Langmages and Literatmes 
De) 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Acadenfic Advising Program 
007 Steele Bldg 
The Ulfiveisit) of North Camltim--Chapel Hall 

Froin: ToW Yount lton)Tount(auncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesdw, 1:08 PM 
To: Cowell. Glynis S 
Subject: Re: SPAN 

Dr Cowcll, 

coinpliance office asked lne to vebff? with you that will be able to cmnplete her foreign langmage requti’ement by taking 
SPAN 

One oftbe Steele Building acadmmc adviset~ einailed        mid told ber flint           are not acceptable to lneet tbe SPAN 
langmages ~equirements and told bet flint ske would lmve to start with SPAN My questim~s me, can SPAN           meet the 
FL ~equirement toward graduation Can complete SPAN this semester and mtroll m SPAN ~ext semester and meet 
file foreign langmage requti’ement? 

Thanks for your help 

Tony 

On 

> Hi Tony, 

> Here is the doc 

>best, 
> Glyms 



> Director. Spat~sh Lm~gmage Progrmn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@webmail unc edu> 
Thursday, 7:31 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: Intro/Thesis? 

I’m going to see the writing tutor now .... 

Begin fol~varded message: 

From @email.unc.edu> 
Date 6:26:26 PM EDT 
To: ~,email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Intro/Thesis? 

Just a quick impression here: You seem to be stepping into a trap that is 
commonly stepped into by students That trap is the tendency to want to 
provide a book report/summat’,f of a primat’,f source rather than approaching 
the source as a body of evidence to formulate an argument about the past 
This means taking a critical approach to the evidence at hand For example, 
do you really mean to suggest that the point of the memoir was to 

How does that 
jive with our understanding of the colonial church in general, as explained 
in the textbook and in lecture? Not so well, from my perspective Again, as 
a source produced in the 17th-centm3~, why was this document produced? 
Certainly not to "explain" anything to 21-century colleges students in the 
US Rather, what we have from Lt Nun, is evidence that indicates that the 
Church was an important pillar of Spanish colonial authority, perhaps even 
more stable (as you suggest) than other forms of authority This seems to 
me a plausible (but definitely contestable) argument that you could make 
However, you must do so by taking account of larger historical context as 
you have learned about it in class, which means perhaps avoiding the (very) 
rough contextual historical outline that you have in the first paragraph, 
and rather thinking about how lessons learned in lecture and the textbook 
help you interpret the text, Lt Nun That also means stepping outside the 
confines of the text itself in your discussion and avoid the summa~N of its 
events You need to be using the text to cite specific pieces of 
evidence--incidents, quotes--that support your argument 

Thus, if you decide to take up the above argument, you need to idendfy I-2 
other forms of colonial authority against which the alleged stability of 
the church compares well Certainly, civil authority and la~v enforcement 
might work for you here So the structure of your paper needs to be formed 
around identifying examples of the fallibility/instability of those other 
sources of authority and demonstrate how the Church, in turn, provides a 
pillar of stability in their wake But this brings us to another important 
matter: and that is how well the above argument actually answer the 



question Remember your responding to how effective was Spanish colonial 
authority. So do you want to argue that Church as a pillar of strength made 
Spanish colonial authority effective? Or more something like: the Church 
provided the only semblance of stable Spanish colonial authority in the 
17th-centmay New World?? These are questions of degree that you must 
decide 

I apologize iftlfis seems like a lot to take on But it could mean the 
difference between a B+, A paper and a C paper 

Good luck I’ll be happy to discuss this further tomorrow after class 

saludos, 

On Thu, 13:55:35 -0400, 
wrote: 

,~,email unc edu> 

Hey 

So I always have trouble with analytical histo~?~ papers and creating a 

strong intro & thesis I have started my paper and have a general 

outline 

as to where I want to go with this paper but before I go any further I 

was 

wondering if you could tell me ifI am on the right track 

Here is what I have so far: 





Thank you for your time[ 

See you tomorrow, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Monday,               9:41 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Drop Class 

hn nol on any scholaiship so I didn’l Ihink Ihat I had Io bring my books 
back. is Ihis corr¢cl? 

On Mort. 09:28:44 -0400, Tony Younl <lonyyounl~a uncaa unc Cdu> 

> bring your texXbook for Math 

>> I ha~c dropped MATH 
of 
>> paper? Arc you in Kcnan? 

at 9:25 AM, elnstephe wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 1:17 PM 

Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Delaine Marbry 
<dmarbry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Koenig <koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@juno.com; Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Volleyball to Boston College and Maryland 

TEXT.htm; 2010 ]tinerar~Boston College Maryland.doe; BC Maryland Travel 
Notes.doe; Boston College Rooming List.docx; Maryland Rooming List.docx 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 
The University of North Carolina 
Women’s Volleyball 
PO BOX 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-5233 (o) 

(c) 
919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham~unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 
http://twitter.com/uncvolleyball 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Thursday, 11:08 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Fwd: Worksheet 

........ Oligiiml Message ........ 
Sul~iect: Wmksheet 
Date: Wed. [4:24:44 +0000 

To: @email unc edu> 

Regards, 
Mike Jalm 

Acadenfic Advisor 
College of Arts mid Sciences and General College 
2017C Steele Budding, Campus Box 3110 
The Umvmsit~ of North Camlitm 
Chab~el Hi[l, NC 27599-3110 
(919) 843 -4953 
msjahn@cmail unc cdu 

M+ SecureSIor SIored: Iotal 116363byles; 
Altachmenl Link: hl!pj/archix e02:uncaa unc:edo/0c6ab4a75d0d82ec2434a?43 f764a2a8 
File Name: ENGL pdf 
Expit3 Dale: Wed, 10:08:20 -0500 
Size: 116363bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, 12:39 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re:                       , (Out of Office) 

Dmtng m) absence. I will hm-e linfited access to email If you ate in need of inmlediate compliance assistance, please call 919-962- 
6000 and ask to speak wifl~ Lance Markos, Susm~ Maloy, Shell) Green, or Erin Lindsey Othem ise, I will respond to your emad upon 
m) leiurn to fl~e office on Tuesday 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

9199627853 (office) 
9199626002 (fax) 

12:39 >>> 

is a senior       player E~ulier in        Jem~." mtd comacted you about her mtd the possibilit) of an extra semester 
the fall of     She Ires decided not to pursue fltat option and will fuIfdl her grad lequitements with 12 hout~ in the spring, one 

ooline summer school course, and 2 legn31~u smmner school courses during the second session of smmner school in 

SOCI is offered online in Ihe spring Ihrough Ihe Friday ccnler We arc requesting approval from you for Io nzgislcr for 

Thanks 

TotB" YouN 
Acadenfic Counselor. Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenmt Stadmm 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, I 10:18 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

I’m fine with this, provided    doesn’t change her mind mid stream and decide to come back for the fall. So if we pay 

for the online in the spring, she’ll need to finish up in the summer. 

If you’re confident that she will follow through with this, let’s go for it. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 12:39 PM > > > 

Amy, 

is a senior player. Earlier in , Jenny and contacted you about her and the possibility of an 

extra semester in the fall of     She has decided not to pursue that option and will fulfill her grad requirements with 12 
hours in the spring, one online summer school course, and 2 regular summer school courses during the second session 

of summer school in 

Her last remaining major requirement is SOCI The course is offered in the spring only at 3:30 4:45, which she 

cannot do because of practice schedule and travel. 

SOCT    is offered online in the spring through the Friday center. We are requesting approval from you for    to 

register for that online course, since it is required, and she cannot take it in the regular classroom setting in her last 

semester. Summer school schedules for have not been released and we cannot risk the chance that it will not be 

offered. 

Thanks 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 

No~[h Box, Kenan Stadium 

919 962 9535, omce 

cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Friday, 12:07 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Meeting tomorrow 

Tony, 

Yes I ha~c normally a/ 12 in Slallings Evans II mighl be 

Monday at 12 before     iftlull woNs for you? OrI canlt3 Tuesday in 
between lm." classes from 9:30-10:45 but I’m just womed about ge~dng to 
class on time ta!dng tbe bus Let me know wben you ate available and I can 
t~y to won tlmt out Over tbe weekend I crux ~lso woxk on my scl~edule 

On Tbu, 21:50:28 -0400, Tom" Yount <ton)? oum@m~caa unc edu> 

said 

> Or we could wait til next week You tell me wbat works betier for you> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Friday,                10:59 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Meeting tomorrow 

be aflcr 1 if Iha/works for you’? 

On Fti, 10:09:00 -0400, Tony Younl <lonyyo~ml~a uncaa unc ¢du> 

> M? Monda? s at~ hooked front 12 - 1 with f~eshnlen What do you do during 
> practice I could come over to the stadmm ~md we could chat Monday 
> afternoon, either during or after practice That nfigN be easier for you 
> with transportation 

>On’ ’, at 12:06 AM, wrote: 

>> Y¢s I hav¢ normally al 12 in Slallings Evans II mighl be 

21:50:28 -0400. TOW Younl <lonyyolml ~a uncaa unc ¢du> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Taylor, Todd" <twtaylor@email unc edu> 

Friday,                11:02 AM 

@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Jane M Danielewicz <janedan@email unc edu> 

ENGL 102 

and Tony, 

I do not ca~rrently direct file writing program, as I did two yeat~ ago But, 1 ltave spoken with the current director of fl~e UN C Wlith~g 
Program (Jane Damelewicz), m~d she sa?s tltat the best course of action h~ this case would be for the staldent to take ENGL 102 h~ the 
spring oit~ne, tltrough the Fdda? Center 

Please let nle kuow if tNs solution doesn’t work for you 

best, todd ta? lot 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Saturday,                 7:30 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Meeting tomorrow 

Solmds good Io me I will see you Monday 

On I 1:52:33 -0400, Tony Younl <lonyyo~mt ~a uncaa unc ¢du> 

> That sounds good 1’11 need to leave Monda? at 1:30, but we should lmve a 
> good half bout and fltat should be long enough 

> See you tben 

will 
>> be after I if Illal works for you? 

>> OnFfi, 10:09:00 -0400, Tol\~ Yount <ton?Tount@uncaa uric edu) 

>> > My Molldays ale booked from 12 - I with freslunen What do you do during 

>>> afternooik either dubmg or after practice That lmght be easier for 

>>>> Yes I llano no~nally al 12 in Slallings Evans II mighl be 

>> >> some ideas of m? scbedule and need to woik on it mole I call meet nexX 
>>>>Monda? at 12 befot~      if that woiks for you? Or I calltt5 Tuesday 

>>>> between m? classes from 9:30-10:45 but I’m just womed about get~mg 

>> >> class on time taking tile bus Let me kuow when you ale available and 1 

>>>> On TluL 21:50:28 -0400, Ton5 Yolml 



>> >>> I forgot tbat we have to be out of tbe Pope box by noon Ffida) s wben 

>>>>> ate home football gmnes So we cml’t meet inflte Pope Box 1 flfink 

>> >> said 
>>>>> you’~e gohtg to be at I could meet you at St~fllings Evmts at 

>>>>> Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Sunday,                 10:11 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Meeting tomorrow 

Tony, 

it but is it OK if I schedule our meeting for 8 tomorrow lfight iitstead? 

On Ffi, 11:52:33 -0400, Tom" YouN <tom’yount @uncaa uric edu> 

> Thai sounds good I’ll nccd Io Icavc Monday al 1:30. bul we should I~lvc a 
> good half hour and Ihal should be long enough 

> Tony 

>On at 10:58 AM, wrote: 

>> We dofft have practice Mondays so I can come by after m) which 
will 
>> be after 1/[’that works for you? 

>> O11 Ffi, 10:09:00 -0400. Ton) Younl <loWy ounl@uncaa uric cdu> 

>>> M) Mondays arc booked from 12 - 1 wilh frcshmcn Whal do you do during 

>>> On , at 12:06 AM, wrote: 

>>>> Yes I have      nonnafly at 12 in Stallmgs Evmts It ~mght be 
>>>> hlcom’ement to meet fltele though becmlse I honestly have no big plan 
>>>> jusl 

>>>> Monday al 12 baforc ir Iha/works for you’? Or I can Ii3 Tuesday 
>> in 

>>>> tly to won that out Over the weekend I can also wink on ~m." schedule 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:20 AM 

gyount@emaikunc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Athletic Directors Scholar Athlete Award/ 

TEXT.htm; F]LE.msg 

Tony, 

We have to turn in our Scholar Athlete Award nominee by 

] was looking at the three senior’s gpa’s. 

Through spring 

This award supposed to go to the top gpa senior so that would be 
grades? or is    just from her time here at UNC? 

Thanks for the help! 

Thank you also for meeting with 

her gpa a combination of and UNC 

~ yesterday!! Have a great day, 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 
The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                   9:33 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: ACC scholarship 

On Mort 21:53:17 -0500. Ton5 Younl <lonyyounl~a uncaa uric cdu> 

> Thet~ is no one mole qualified in tlfis       class tltan you mxd I can’t 
> imagine you not being chose~k but I wit1 check with S Nncer tomorrow 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Tuesday, 12:48 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Should I still enroll? 

This is Ihc cnl,aJl I gol back I’rom Prof Goldbcrg: 

break 
ff you are still inteiested, let me know which of the two courses you 
desiie (Ret~aissance             or 20fl~ cenlmy             ) so that 1 

LG 

Lar~" Goldbe~g 
@¢atthlink no 

WIU Wail? Mov¢ Io EarlhLink 

Do you Ihink Ih,at il would be ok,ay Io enroll in the class or do you Ihink 
Ih,a/il would bc Ioo hard? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Wednesday, 12:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
dana 

if she will be available Iomorrow a/like 10:40’? im going Io come over 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 7:43 PM 

@email.unc.edu; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fw: 9th Semester 

TEXT.htm 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa unc edu> 

Date: Wed, 19:28:32 0500 

To: @email unc edu> 
C¢: Amy Herman<ajschae@uncaa unc edu>; Larry Gallo<athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller<bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Jan 

Mann<janmann@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Subject: Re:                 9th Semester 

I have reviewed your proposal with the department administration Here is what we’ve come up with as a plan moving foiward, 

taking into account our scholarship budgetary concerns, your desire to enhance your academic experience through an 

internship, as well as the time demands placed on you as a member of our    team 

Z) When summer school schedules are released, you will need to work with Tony to see if any of the Journalism courses are 

available during first or second session Ideally, there will be at least one second session, so that it won’t possibly interfere with 

However, if the only course is offered first session, we would advise you to go ahead and register for it, wait to see how 

your    season plays out, and then drop the course by the required drop date if    carries into the session You should 

enroll in and complete as many of these three courses durnq summer school as the course schedule and    schedule allow 

2) Provided you successfully enroll in and complete any available summer courses, we will provide you a full grant in aid to 

complete the remaining courses in the fall However, alonq with your room/board/books, we wll only pay the tuition and fees 

for the remaininq required courses So, for example, if that is 6 hours, then you w II be required to be in an underload of only 6 

hours to receive scholarship If, for some reason, you were to choose to take additional elective courses that are not required, 

you would be responsible for the resulting additional tuition and fees costs 

Bm hopeful this makes sense Please let me know if it does not When summer schedules are released, please work diligently 

with Tony to determine what a possible plan might be, with contingencies in place for if your season extends into first 

session 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assist~t AD for Compliance 

Urdversity ol North C~ol~xa 

PO Box 2126 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (f&x) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Saturday,                  10:17 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Sunday night 

Tjusl checked and sa~ thai Ihey won lasl 1fight On Thursday, 
asked if we could mccl on Sunday Io praclicc her presentation from 7-8 I 

Thanks. 

On Tbu, 15:40:22 -0500, @entail uric edu> 

> Tltat~k you Tot~) I will be sine to check tbe ~esults of fl~e game and plm~ 
> accordingly 

> 011 Wed 

>> Hey 

>> If tltey lose on Friday, tbey will fly back Satut~lay and tbe ta~tofing 
>> session can lmppen on Sunday 

>> If rite win Friday mtd pla) on Satmday, tbey will fly back Sunda) M) 

>> is tMt sbe wouldn’t nmke the Sunday evening session Results will be up 

20:19:29 -0500, Tony Younl <lonyyolml ~a uncaa unc ¢du> 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Aisha Pridgen <apridgen@email unc edu> 

Monday, 3:3 5 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Final Grade Determinations 

TEXT htm 

We spoke this morning regarding final grade determinations for two students enrolled in a Geography    course during 
the Spring     semester. It is my understanding that the instructor for the course has submitted the grades to the 
depaffcment, and the depaffcment has forwarded the necessary information and docu mentation along in order to report 
the grades. 

Please contact me if you have any additional questions. 

Aisha Pridgen, J.D. 
Coordinator for Judicial Affairs 
Office of the Dean of Students 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB North 
Ridge Road, Suite 1106 
Campus Box 5100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 

P: 919 966-4042 
F: 919 843-9778 

Confiden#a#ty Nottce This e ma# message~ mc~udmg attachments~ is f~r the s~e use ~f the mtended rectp~ent(s) and may c~ntam 
confident/almformaOon Anyunauthonzedrewew, use, disclosure, ord~stnbuttonisproh~bded Ifyouarenotthemtendedrectpient, 
please contact the sender by reply e mall and destroy all coptes of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 20, 2010 3:45 PM 

Tony Yount < ~gmail.com>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

updated grades 

TEXT.htm 

Hi T 
any updated grades for VB 

I think you said all should be available by Tuesd? 
Just got back to town and checkh~g in. 

JS 

PS Penn State defeated Cal for the National Championship. 

the team we star~ed the season with, and the team we ended the season with! 

Joe 5agula 

Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSTTy OF NORTH CAROLINA 

919 962 5228 omce 

GO TAR HEELS!! 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, 9:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Tutors 

Here are my s) llabuses! M) English one basfft been posted 

M+ SecmeStor Sto~ed: total 592468bytes: 
Altachinem Lhtk: hit p://arcltive02 uncaa uric edu/a lb4842P)091 ae4f6007103d5923 cff2 
File Name: Hislol3 syllabus pdr 
Expi~) Dale: Tue, 22:44:43 -0400 
Size: 536596byles 

A0achmenl Link: hl!~]/archi~el!2,uncaaunc:edtl/cOba296bgcOfa1460663b4)953dllddSf 
File Name: Syllabus docx 
Expit3 Dale: Tue, 22:44:43 -0400 
Size: 23203bytes 

A~tach~nem Lhtk: hit p://arcltive02 uncaa uric edu/b4c4fo44 laae437d9d[~79c212873d50c 

File N~une: SPAN Spbmg Course Contract and Syllabus docx 
ExpiD Date: Tue, 22:44:43 -0400 
Size: 32669bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Monday               12:31 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Graduation Info etc 

Grca/[ Thanks! And yes, finally fe¢ling close to normal again Hop¢fitlly 
I’ll b¢ abl¢ Io slop by and ca/ch up with ya soon! 

On Mort. 00:17:29 -0500. Ton3 Younl <lonyy ounl@uncaa uric ¢du> 
wrOle: 

> not as long as you’re in 6 hours, mid tbe bores you’~e ~lt will fillfi[1 
your 

> hope you’~e feeling better now 

> On al 12:15 AM wrOle: 

>> JusI wanlcd to double check, I changed my schedule after I applied for 
>> gmdua/ion and undcrloading Do I need Io nolil~x Ihcm about the class 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Monday, 8:28 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Syllabi 

digital mid cop) right flee lnaterials as well as generate h~qutl.V on tbe 
class disolssion board 

"excused" or"unexcl~sed" absences) If you do lniss a class, you are 

oftbe 



(Natiotml Libraries) 
Required Rcadings: Perkins Tcxlbook SclcctJons. Sclcclions from Williams, 

Class Schedule 



Reading: Perkins: In’big (517-523 Tuesda3 Feb 22 Lecmle Readhtg: Peikiits: 
Cooper (568-6413 Tlmrsda3 Feb 24 Lecmie Readhtg: Peikilts: Cooper (641-7283 
Tuesda3 Mar 1 Discussion Reading: Essay2 Tlmt~da3 Mar 3 Discussion Essa3 
Due Spring Bleak Reading: Poe (selecfiot~s tb a) 
Utait 3: The American Reimissance Tuesday" Mar 15 Lectme Readhlg: Peikiits: 
Poe selecfiot~s Witliants (216-333 Thursday" Mar 17 DiscussionReading: 
Pelkhts: Ha~ thorne (913, 945-513 Peikit~s: Morton (68~593, Williants 75-80 
Tuesda3 Mar 22 Lecture Reading: Peikhts: Hm~ thome (991-9933 Thursda3 Mar 
24 Discussion Reading: Group Project Oullincs Tuesday March 29 Lcclurc 
Thursday March 31 Writing Tuesday Apt 5 TBD Thursday Apt 7 Reading: Whitman 
( ) Tuesday Apt 12 Discussion Reading: Whitulan ( ) Thursday Apt 14 
Lcclurc/Discussion Reading: Whilman ( ) Tuesday Apt 19 Discussion Reading 
Dickinson ( ) Thursday April 21 Discussion Dickinson ( ) Tues&t3 Apt 26 

Spitng 
Place: Greelflaw 318 

Office Hout~: MWF 10:00am-10:45aln 
Office: Gree~flaw 447 

Class Wcbsilc: hllt3://blackboard uric edu 

Required Tcxls 
How Io Wrilc An} Ihing and Ihc Sludcnl Guido Io English 100. 101,102 

Welcome to English 102i Tlits course is designed to fmmliafize you witll a 
varlet3 of w~ithtg assiglmte~ts you ~mgltt find ht lmnmlfitJes classes The 
course will focus on academic writing with at~eniton to st31e, mini3 sis and 
argomentation You will participate in group work tltroughout the semester 
as a learmng tool, so your atte~ldance in class is ~equiled Your 
assig~mte~ts will ~equire carefid atlention to the detzfils emplmsized hi 
class 

drop II~rcc poinls Two lardlas (when you arc subslanlJally late Io class) 

tehgious holida3, UNC sports event, or a mediczfl emergency, let me know as 
soon as possible so you can arcange to nmke up the won you will be 
nfisshlg Am" six,dent who misses ten classes wit1 leceive an automatic F in 

Complete at1 assigimtel~ts on time Any paper turned in one day late will 
receive a reduced score (it’it is an A- paper, it witl be gt-aded as a B+ 
for behtg late) Papers turned in mole titan ol~e da3 late will not be 
acccplcd ~mlcss you prove Ileal an emergency occun’cd 



Do not use any of our coume’s teclmolog~, for perso[~fl purposes Kyou 
use teclmolo~,5~ (laptop, phone etc) for mnelated activites during class 

you will lose all participation points for fltat class da~" 

Honor Court Col~sequences ma3 hrclude failing the course or receiving a 

Turn in thoughtfld papem in wlfich you lmve invested time, effort, and 
critical flhr~king 

Revise your papem exXensively Tlfis means taking into account ~11 of 
fire conunents you have gotten tom your group membet~, as well as the 

dccpcning Ihc idcas, and clati~ ing your poinls o f view One paper can be 

This class is dcsigncd around Ihc idca of Ihc walling wod~shop D~mng Ihc 
coume, you will be divided into writing groups Your writing group wall 
help you intprove your wilting by setn’ing as your primat7 soume of 
evaluation and ciitique In writing woikshops you and your group will 
exclmnge papem and disca~ss certain elements of writing and l/ow they pla? 
out in each otter’s papet~ 

English 102i is divided into three umts, each one focused on a diffeiem 
area witlfin the humamties (in tlfis class, fltose aieas ale Art Histots, 

rite appropriate disca~ssion forum and final papers must be subimtted to the 
digital drop box before the due date in ot~ler to be accepted We will go 
over how to post drafts to the discussion forums in class befoie 
workskop draft is due To submit fiiml papeis, use the Digital Dropbox 
f~nction on Blackboat~l To use the Digital Dropbox, click on "Tools" in the 
menu Then click on "Digital Dropbox" You will see tnx o options: Add File 
and Send File You want to click Send File, then supply your lmme and 
upload the file with a commel~t that indicates what the file is (for example 
"fccdcr 2") Click submfl, and you’rc done 

Will bc announccd in class and poslcd on Blackboard If you miss class, 
you arc rcsponsiblc for finding oul whal your homework is and complcling 
on limc 

I hold office hours for you Please feel flee to stop by mtd ask questions 



about assigmnet~ts, your progress, or the class m general If you wan belp 
with an assigimlent, I suggest flint you see me well befoie your assignment 
is due so flint you wdl be prepared in dine for the due date If you have a 
COllflJct mid calmot make nl) office hom~ please entail me and I will be 

bappy to set up anofl~er dine to meet with you 

The Wridng Center 
The witting center is a FREE service for members of tbe U NC conm~ulfity 
located in the lower level oflhc new gludcnl and Academic gc~iccs 
Building (SASB) Set, ices in tile Center include face-lo-face luloring 
sessions, online luloring and lulorials, a grammar ho0ine, campus 
workshops, a resource libmt), and support for wriling groups The Writing 
Center is open for appoinlmenls Monday Ihrough Thursday from 9:00 AM until 
8:00 PM. Friday Born 9:00 AM unii] 4:00 PM, and Sunday 5:00 PM until 8:00 

assignment wil]l you The Writing Ccnler will not proofread papzrs or talk 
with you about grades This is a gt~at msoume you are encouraged to use 
it! You lna? scbedule 50 nfinute else-on-one meedngs mtd find 
hffonnadon by going to tbeh web site: lri~p:/A~ wwunc edu/deptsA~ cweb 

Paper Format 

All papers are to be double-spaced m a teasoimble font (like Thnes New 
Ronmn or Cafibti) with one-inch nmrghts (You lna) lmve to adjust Page Seta~p 
Io manage Ihis: File>Page $chlp) 

Your papers should ha~c lilies, but you do nol nccd to include a scpam/c 
lille page 

(ex: your Fccdcr 2 for Unil 1 should say: U1 -F2 and your final prqiccl for 
Unil 3 should say: U3-P) 

Yourbibliogt-aph3 (aka WoiksCited)willbeonaseparatepage It 

Grading Polic3 : 

Feedet~: 25% 
Umt Projects and Portfolio: 50% 
Participation: 25% 

Your participation grade consliiuics a significant pa~l of your final 
grade The commcnls Ihat you make Io and for olhcr slltdenls in Ibe class 
and your level oF participation in group aclivdies will dclcnninc your 
participation grade Simply showing up for class does not g~mmntec a high 
participation grade 

Emad: a;enmil uric edu 

Occ Hours: M 1:00-2:00. W: 1 1:00-12:00. Th 12:00- 1:00 and b} appointmcnl 



hst: 

1 Greeks and Distance (Chaptet~ 1 & 4) 
2 Conic Sectiolts (Clmpters 4 & 5) 
3 Linfits and CoNinuit) (Cltaptet~ 3 & 8) 
4 Die~entiation (Cltapters 5 & 8) 
5 Integration (Clmptet~ 13 & 14) 
Tlte material will include boflt the historical and fire computatio~ml asNcts 
of the topics 
chosen 

C~llculalors: Use of a calcula/or is allowed only on homework, il is nol 
allowed on quizzes 
and exalns You will be cxpcclcd to show all or your work oil all 

should only be used Io check your work 

learn and wolk If you do not aRend class, you a~e still tespo]tsible for 
fl~e material coveted 
* *Tltete will be no nmke-up exants or quizzes under ml) circumstm~ces * * 
Quizzes: Short quizzes will be given weekly These will be graded and will 
count as 15% of 
your ~al grade No make-up quizzes will be given The lowest 2 quiz grades 
will be dropped 
Homework: Homework will be assigned on Tlmrsda) s and will be due the 
following Thurs- 
d~ly al Ihc beginning oflhc class period No lalc homewofl~s will be 

Nol all assignmcnls will be colleclcd Io be graded, bul il is in your bcsl 

topics for home- 
works Solutiolts for homewo~ks will be posted on the due date a~er class 
on Blackboard 
You ate encouraged to wolk with oilier students on all homework, but your 

be your own work Homewmk will count for 5% of your tml grade 
Exams: There will be 3 tests tltroughout the semester No make-up exants will 
be given and 

March 3 & April 12 

grade Your 
nal exam is Thursday, May 5 from 8:00 Io I 1:00 AM 

Grading: Tile scale used for Ihis course is a Icn poinl scale (90 & above: 
A. 80-89: B and 
so on) Pluses and ~mm~ses will be given at my discretion Your grade will 
be computed as 
follows: 
Homework 5% 
Quizzes 15% 
Test 1 15% 
Test 2 15% 
Test 3 15% 
Final Exam 35% 

poslcd on Black- 
board: hll~s://blackboard ~mc edu II is your rcsponsibilily Io check 
Blackboard for assign- 

it If your schedule con 





From= 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               9:42 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS dates 

Text.htm 

Hope you are well. 

I~e incoming freshman for are: 
1) FULL SCHOLARSHIP she wants to attend first session of summer school in 

~yahoo.com 

2) NO SCHOLARSHIP 
@comcast.net 

3) NO SCHOLARSHIP 

Our Carolina Cared dates am Session 1 
Session 2         camp¯ 

and Session 2 We would like all of our incoming to attend the 

We are also actively recruiting two        girls, namely              and              for 
taking the SAT test this week. We have offered them both full scholarships. We await to hear! 

¯ They are both 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Grant 

Grant Fulton 
Associate Head Field Hockey Coach 
T~e University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Carmichael Arena. Room 2112. 
310 South Road, Chapel Hill, NC, 27515 
gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cell: 
Fax: 919.843.8175 

C-FOPS information and registration will be live on 
~tations. I~ey begin and continue through 
month. 

1:20 PM >>> 

at 9 am. The 2 day sessions occur on M/Tues and Thurs/Fri 
The resume on         through the end of the 

The earlier our kids register, the better chance they have of getting the dates that you want them to have¯ Instructions on 
how to p~ceed if their scholarship pays for CLOPS are valuable for them to have. If you will let me know who those 
individuals are, I’ll let them know how to proceed. 

If you have dates that you prefer b~cause of camps, etc, I’ll include that in an email too. Please remember that among all 
the CLOPS sessions, the two that students absolutely cannot miss are the meeting with the Steele Building academic adviser 
which clears them for registration, and the registration session itself. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 11:21 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: CTOPS dates 

Text htm 

Hi Tony, Yes as far as I am aware they have been admitted You may want to check with Lance before you 
email them 

>>> Tony Youm <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Thanks for that info 

10:14:14AM>>> 

Regarding                - she is done with high school and can be on campus by 
an extra step in admissions to clear her to register for summer school, like we did with 

? That will require 
lastyear 

Have these three been admitted already, and if so, may I email them without breaking NCAA recruiting rules? 
We can get their UNC emails set 

Tony 

On , at 9:42 AM, Grant Fulton wrote: 

Hope you are well. 

The incoming freshman for are: 
1) FULL SCHOLARSHIP she wants to attend fi~t session of summer school in May. 

@yahoo.com 
@msn.com 

2) - NO SCHOLARSHIP 
@comcast.net 

3) - NO SCHOLARSHIP 

Our Carolina Camp dates are Session 1 
attend the Session 2        camp. 

and Session 2 We would like all of our incoming to 

We are also actively recruiting two       girls, namely            and             for 
They are both taking the SAT test this week. We have offered them both full schola~hips. We await to hear! 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Grant 

Grant Fulton 
Associate Head Field Hockey Coach 
The Universib/of North Ca~lina at Chapel Hill 
Carmichael Arena. Room 2112. 
310 South Road, Chapel Hill, NC, 27515 
gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu 



Cell: 

Fax: 919.843.8175 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Coaches, 

1:20 PM >>> 

CTOPS information and registration will be live on       at 9 am. The 2 day sessions occur on M/Tues and 
Thurs/Fri ~tations. They begin and continue through The resume on 
through the end of the month. 

The earlier our kids register, the better chance they have of geeing the dates that you want them to have. 
Instructions on how to proceed if their scholarship pays for CLOPS are valuable for them to have. If you will 
let me know who those individuals are, I’ll let them know how to p~ceed. 

If you have dates that you prefer because of camps, etc, I’ll include that in an email too. Please remember 
that among all the CLOPS sessions, the two that students absolutely cannot miss are the meeting with the 
Steele Building academic adviser which clears them for registration, and the registration session itself. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:47 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS dates 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

(Mobile) (Home) 

(Mobile) 

(Mobile) (Home) 

Grant Fulton 
Associate Head Field Hockey Coach 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Carmichael Arena. Room 2112. 
310 South Road, Chapel Hill, 
NC, 27515 
afulton(~uncaa.unc.edu 
Mobile: 
Fax: (919) 843-8175 

Could you also send their cell phone numbers? 

Thanks 

2:39 PM >>> 

On at 11:20 AM, Grant Fulton wrote: 

Hi Tony, Yes as far as I am aware they have been admitLed. You may want to check with Lance before 
you email them. 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 10:14:14 AM >>> 

Thanks for that info. 

Regarding                she is done with high school and can be on campus by       ? That will 

require an extra step in admissions to clear her to register for summer school, like we did with last 

year. 

Have these three been admitted already, and if so, may T email them without breaking NCAA recruiting 

rules? We can get their UNC emails set. 

Tony 

On at 9:42 AM, Grant Fulton wrote: 



Hope you are well. 

The incoming freshman for 

school in 

2) 

3) 

- FULL SCHOLARSHIP - she wants to attend first session of summer 

@yahoo.corn 
~msn,com 

- NO SCHOLARSHIP 
_~comcast.net 

- NO SCHOLARSHIP 
_~mail.~om 

Our Carolina Camp dates are Session 1 and Session 2 
our incoming to attend the Session 2 camp. 

We would like all of 

We are also actively recruiting two       girls, namely            and             for 
. They are both taking the SAT test this week. We have offered them both full 

scholarships. We await to hear! 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Grant 

Grant Fulton 
Associate Head Field Hockey Coach 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Carmichael Arena. Room 2112. 
310 South Road, Chapel Hill, NC, 27515 
gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cell: 
Fax: 919.843.8175 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Coaches, 

1:20 PM >>> 

CTOPS information and registration will be live on at 9 am. The 2 day sessions occur 
on M/Tues and Thurs/Fri rotations. They begin and continue though 
The resume on         through the end of the month. 

The earlier our kids ~gister, the better chance they have of getting the dates that you want 
them to have. Instructions on how to proceed if their scholarship pays for CLOPS are valuable 
for them to have. If you will let me know who those individuals are, I’ll let them know how to 
proceed. 

If you have dates that you prefer because of camps, etc, I’II include that in an email too. 
Please remember that among all the CTOPS sessions, the two that students absolutely cannot 
miss am the meeting with the Steele Building academic adviser which clears them for 
recjistration, and the registration session itself. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:40 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS dates 

TEXT.htm 

(in 

(one of those is home and one is a cell) 

not sure what the country code is) 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Eve Rackham 

Assistant Volleyball Coacb 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, INC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 
(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham~,unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 
http://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 

thanks for these 

can T also get their cell phone numbers? 

Tony 

3:29 PM >>> 

On at 8:14 PM, Eve Rackham wrote: 

@bellsout h.net 

@carolina.rr.com 

~vedzon.net 

@windowslive.com 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

thanks, 

8:01 PM > > > 

please send me their email addresses. I’ll get info to them just before 

Tony 



On at Z:4Z PM, Eve Rackham wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Thanks for this email. We have our Nike Camp 

kids should be coming to. 

Here is a list of our new comers: 

which is what our incoming 

(full scholarship), should be at Nike camp 

:non scholarship) is planning to attend 2nd summer session 
(non scholarship), should be at camp 

(non scholarship), coming from      , so unsure on her summer plans. 

Would it be helpful if I sent you their email addresses? 

GO TAR HEELS! 
Sincerely, 
Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 
University of North Carolil~a 
Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 
310 South Road 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (O) 
(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackharn@unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.c0m 
http:lltwitter.comluncvolleyball 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Coaches, 

1:20 PM > > > 

CTOPS information and registration will be live on at 9 am. The 2 day sessions 

occur on M/Tues and Thurs/Fri rotations. They begin and continue through 
The resume on through the end of the month. 

The earlier our kids register, the better chance they have of getting the dates that you 
want them to have. Instructions on how to proceed if their scholarship pays for CTOPB are 

valuable for them to have. If you will let me know who those individuals are, I’ll let them 

know how to proceed. 

If you have dates that you prefer because of camps, etc, ?11 include that in an email too. 

Please remember that among all the CTOPS sessions, the two that students absolutely 

cannot miss are the meeting with the Steele Building academic adviser which clears them 
for registration, and the registration session itself. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Sunday,                6:22 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Drop deadline and study hall 

On Sun. 14:15:33 -0500. Ton.x Younl <lonyyounl@uncaa uric cdu> 

> No problem I’ll pul I]le requcsl in j ikql as soon as I gel back Io file 

> O11 . at 2:08 PM. wrote: 

>> Is thet~ an) wa? fltat I could still be signed up for a fiench ta~tofing 
>> session with    ? I have been stnlgglhtg thus far this semester mtd 1 

>> quiz lifts pasl week on d and I did poorly I don’l wahl Io wail around 
>> and hope I gel belier, I wahl Io lake Ibe lime and gel help Io improve 

>> On Sun. 

>)>Ladies. 

>>> Tomorrow. Monday is the last da? to drop classes ooline Cbeck 
>) with 
>~> me lust Under no circuntstances can you drop behiw 12 hout~ 

>>> Tutoring, also begins Ihis week I cnlaJled appl notices on Friday If 

>>> help, 

for 
>> > almost all classes is avaihible on a drop-in basis in De? Hall on Tues 



>>> 1 sllould be in tile office normal hours until Flida}, when I ~ill have 
>>> sulgel~" at tile hospital Its plalmed for Olle OVel~figh/in tile l/ospital 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,~*)email unc edu> 

Wednesday, 5:31 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: RE: Recitation-                : POLl 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Rccila/ion- : POLI 
Dale: Wed.         17:20:31 +0000 

Yes, "Refonmng tl~e Republic" is requited for this course 

From: @cmail uric cdu] 
Scnl: Wednesday. 11:26 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Recitation- : POLI 

file book "Refommlg tbe Republic" is a required book for tbe centre in 
ot~ler to pluvlmse it If you would be so kind as to send lne mnail swing 
flint this book is required for tlfis course, tlmt would be greatly 
appreciated 
Tlmt~ks mid see you hi class on friday, 

On Thu. I 1:45:00 -0500 (EST), 

> Hi all, 

351 
> Tile geograph) widlin Hanlillon can be confusing in its repeliliveness; 

> you get off tbe elevatot~, look for a sign reading "Political Science 
> Adnfimstmtive Offices" Follow tbe siglkand take a fight at tbe water 
> fountain: 351 will be on your left 

> Teaching Assistant 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

April Mann 

Amy Herman 

CTOPS Fees Incurred by Student-Athletes 

The Depa~ment of Athletics will pay CTOPS fees incurred by the following student-athletes: 

Name I Sport I PH) 



Please bill the Department of Athletics for CTOPS fees incurred by these student-athletes at the 
conclusion of all sessions I will send updates as they become available 

Thank you for your attention to this matter 

cc: Robert Mercer 
Academic Counselors 
Corey Holliday 
Andre Williams 
Joe Holladay 
Coach Sylvia Hatchell 
Coach Karen Shelton 
Coach Butch Davis 
Coach Derek Galvin 
Coach Joe Breschi 
Coach Anson Dorrance 
Coach Donna Papa 
Coach Rich DeSelm 
Coach Brian Kalbas 
Coach Dennis Craddock 
Coach Joe Sagula 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

April Mann 

Amy Herman 

CTOPS Fees Incurred by Student-Athletes 

The Depa~ment of Athletics will pay CTOPS fees incurred by the following student-athletes: 

Name I spo~t l Pro 



Please bill the Department of Athletics for CTOPS fees incurred by these student-athletes at the 
conclusion of all sessions I will send updates as they become available 

Thank you for your attention to this matter 

cc: Robert Mercer 
Academic Counselors 
Corey Holliday 
Andre Williams 
Joe Holladay 
Coach Sylvia Hatchell 
Coach Karen Shelton 
Coach Butch Davis 
Coach Derek Galvin 
Coach Joe Breschi 
Coach Anson Dorrance 
Coach Donna Papa 
Coach Rich DeSelm 
Coach Brian Kalbas 
Coach Dennis Craddock 
Coach Joe Sagula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:28 PM 

~gmail.com> 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hi Coach! 

Congratulations on being admitted, l have been sick, thus the reason for not getting back to you sooner. Our process 

for trying out is through our summer camp (Elite Session), which coincidentally follows a CTOPs orientation date. l have 
cc’d our academic counselor, Tony Yount, on this email. He can help arrange your CTOP’s date so it coincides with 

summer camp. Noneed for 2 trips to Chapel Hill. BelowyouwillseealinkforthecampwebsitetoregisterandTony 

will be in touch about CTOPs. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Coach Barnes 

www.ca rolina/acrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 

Coach Barnes, 

9:55 PM > > > 

I hope this email f’nds you well into your training season! My father spoke to you earlier in the year about the possibility 

of trying out for Carolina Lax. T have kept the possibility in the front of my mind, and after much anticipation, I found out 
that I was admitted on Friday! I just came off of a strong season of soccer, and believe that I have returned from my 

iniury stronger than ever. I’m contacting you in hopes that I will be given the oppoC~unity to try out for the team. I know 
that my father         and Athletic Director (Roger Harriot) have spoken to you, but I wanted to touch base with you 

personally. You advised them both that you’d consider me a preferred walk on, and I am truly looking forward to it. If 

there is anything I can do to further my play in the remaining time, please let me know! I would greatly appreciate your 
response at your earliest convenience! Thanks again Coach, GO HEELS! 



Sincerely, 

University School of NSU Lacrosse 

For your reference, attached is my profile and beneath is my clip, and other contac[s. 

highlight: 

My cell: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sunday 12:40 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: To do list - freshmen 

TEXT htm 

Hey Tony- 
I hope all is going well down there. I got my acceptance letter and my 
account now and than I will email using that address. Thanks for your help. 

I am going to make my email 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @gmail.com>; ~yahoo.com>: 

@aol.com>; @aol.com>; 
@gmail.com>; ~ org>i 

@ edu>; ~ org> 
CC: Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenn Cook 
<cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Sun,           4:02 pm 
Subject: To do list - freshmen 

Ladies, 

Welcome to Carolina. It was a pleasure meeting with you this morning. 

Here is a list of upcoming things to do regarding your admission and matriculation at Carolina. 

1. When you get your acceptance letter and are assigned your Carolina PID, please email that info to me. 

2. After getting your PID, go to onyen.unc.edu and create your email account, onyen and password. Send me an email 
using that email account. 

3. Have your junior year AP or IB exam scores forwarded to Carolina if you have any. 

4. In Februa~ (I will send you a reminder email) please register to attend CTOPS (Carolina’s incoming freshmen 
orientation program). Jenny will provide you with dates for lacrosse camp. Please register for a CTOPS session close to 
those dates if you ca n. The earlier you register, the more likely you are to get the date that you want. The earlier in the 
summer you can come, the better it is for us, around those lacrosse camp dates. 

5. Be ceilain that any AP/IB/SAT tests that you take forward your scores directly to UNC - CH 

6. Check the colleges, and community colleges in your area about the possibility of taking a summer school course. 
Check with me to see if the course will transfer. Remember to bring transcripts for any courses taken in high school or 
next summer through another school to me next fall in a sealed envelope. 

Below are links to useful websites that contain information about academics at Carolina: 

First Year Guide - information about classes, AP/IB credit and registration, class placement etc. 

advising.unc.edu~ Guide 

First Year Seminars - information about first year seminars ( all may not be offered next 
year) 

www. unc.edu/fys/ 



Transfer Equivalency Page - let’s you check to see if courses taken at other colleges will 
transfer into Carolina 

h[lps://www.u n c.ed u/sis/ad m/xfereq .html 

Thanks for choosing Carolina. I look fo~-ward to working with each of you. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, o#]ce 

cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sunday, 12:40 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: To do list - freshmen 

TEXT htm 

Hey Tony- 
I hope all is going well down there. I got my acceptance letter and my 
account now and than I will email using that address. Thanks for your help. 

I am going to make my email 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonvvount@uncaa.uno.edu> 
To                     ~gmail.com>;                             @yahoo.corn>; 

@gmail.com>; @ org>; 

Cc: Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbames@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenn Cook 
<cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Sun,           4:02 pm 
Subject: To do list - freshmen 

~aol.com> 

Ladies, 

Welcome to Carolina. It was a pleasure meeting with you this morning. 

Here is a list of upcoming things to do regarding your admission and matriculation at Carolina. 

1. When you get your acceptance letter and are assigned your Carolina PID, please email that info to me. 

2. After getting your PID, go to onyen.unc.edu and create your email account, onyen and password. Send me an email 
using that email account. 

3. Have your junior year AP or IB exam scores forwarded to Carolina if you have any. 

4. In Februa~ (I will send you a reminder email) please register to attend CTOPS (Carolina’s incoming freshmen 
orientation program). Jenny will provide you with dates for lacrosse camp. Please register for a CTOPS session close to 
those dates if you ca n. The earlier you register, the more likely you are to get the date that you want. The earlier in the 
summer you can come, the better it is for us, around those lacrosse camp dates. 

5. Be cer[ain that any AP/IB/SAT tests that you take fopward your scores directly to UNC - CH 

6. Check the colleges, and community colleges in your area about the possibility of taking a summer school course. 
Check with me to see if the course will transfer. Remember to bring transcripts for any courses taken in high school or 
next summer through another school to me next fall in a sealed envelope. 

Below are links to useful websites that contain information about academics at Carolina: 

First Year Guide - information about classes, AP/IB credit and registration, class placement etc. 

advising.unc.edu Guide 

First Year Seminars - information about first year seminars ( all may not be offered next 
year) 

W~NW. unc.edu/fys/ 



Transfer Equivalency Page - let’s you check to see if courses taken at other colleges will 
transfer into Carolina 

h[~ps://www.u n c.ed u/sis/ad m/xfereq .html 

Thanks for choosing Carolina. I look forward to working with each of you. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail com> 

Tuesday, 10:41 AM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: and CTOPS 

TEXT htm 

Hi Mr Yount, 

Thanks for getting me started []I paid my deposit, registered for CTOPS session #11 and set up my e-mail 
account My address is hOemail unc edu[] I would have done it sooner but the orientation site wasn’t 
working until today 

at 8:34 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount(~uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

Congratulations on your admission to Carolina I I 

Now we have some things that you need to do, and one of them happens very quickly - in fact, this 
Wednesday, 

1 First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID in the University’s computer 
system This will allow you to register for CTOPS, Carolina’s freshmen orientation program that all 
incoming students must attend during the coming summer 

CTOPS is a two-day program There are 16 different sessions during the summer The coaches have reserved 
a spot for you in session I I,             We chose that date because Carolina’s            camp occurs 

and if you’re able to attend session 11 of CTOPS, then you’d only need to make one trip to Chapel 
Hill next summer We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or other factors may make that 
particular date impossible for you, but if you are able to, we’d like for you to register for that session 
Registration for CTOPS begins at 9 am this Wednesday,       We can continue to reserve that spot in 
Session I I for you until         but not after that date The other CTOPS sessions and dates are listed in the 
enrolhnent portlet, mentioned below 

2 To register for CTOPS, you must have your UNC ONYEN and email established When that’s done, go 
to http://mvunceduOand log into the university’s system with your ONYEN and PID I IThe link to register 
for CTOPS is in your "enrollment’ portlet When you have successfully registered, please email me and let 
me know which session you’re inl IYour CTOPS fees will be not covered by the athletic department 

Once it is established, I’ll be using your UNC email account for all correspondence going forward There will 
be several more emails coming about preparation for your year at Carolina We’re glad to have you with us [] 
(If you haven’t yet established your UNC email account, please do so by going tol Ionyen unc edu and get 
that done Your Personal IDentificntion number was included in your acceptance letter If you don’t have 
that, I can send it to you) 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser for 
cell: 
oft]ce: []919 962 9535 



~tnail: ton,~¥oun@ncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 21, 2011 4:01 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring 2011 Schedule Audit - 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Is graduatingthis May? Lookslikeshe willbe exhausting hereligibilitythisyear. Ifthat’sthe case, it 
Iookslike herhou~ could become an APRissueand notan eligibilityissue. Butifshe graduatesthis Maythen allis 

good. 

Susan 

> > > Tony Yount 3/13/2011 4:41 PM > > > 

Disagreements: 

only needs 10 hours to graduate after credit for summer abroad was added. It now 
appears in Connect Carolina. [ have her in 10 DA hours for spring. 

counting 18 DA hours toward the COMM 
degree this academic year. She is enrolled in 9 hours toward her COMM degree 

is enrolled in 3 hours necessary for her B[OL degree, and 6 hours necessary for her 

PSYC degree. How can her DA hours be 0 when she has to have hours to finish her degree? 

Happier news: 

done. 

, graduation posted to Connect Carolina on Feb. 22. She’s 

only in 15 DA hours forwarded me copies of emails that she sent asking to be 
added to DA classes for the spring. [ have printed them and put them in her file. 

Tony 

>>> Susan Maloy 3/10/2011 3:21 PM >>> 

Hi Tony, 

Attached is the schedule audit completed by Rocky in the Registrars Omce for Please review the 

numbers and the notes and make sure that you agree. If there is anything that you disagree with, please let me know so 

that we can review together. If everything looks right to you, please let me know that to. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Direclor for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (off’ce) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:24 AM 

< @email.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 18 hour Wavier 

TEXT.htm 

Ok, thanks      Your answers below should be incorporated into your letter somehow. If you would like to send both 

Tony and l a draft of your letter when you are ready, we can assist you fuEher to be sure that all peRinent information is 

included. 

Talk to you soon. 

Susan 

>>> < @email.unc.edu > 5:33 PM >>> 

Susan, 

My meeting with Sharon Jones was a brief one that lasted only about 3 minutes. [ doubt she has any recollection of this 

or any documentation. 

1. Did you know how many degree applicable courses that you needed to enroll in in Spring    ? 

After completing four degree applicable courses in the fall. I knew that T only had four more courses to fulfill my maior. 

During the spr ng, T choose courses that would just fit into my schedule also tred to make them degree applicable. My 
plan was to take two degree applicable courses in the spring, one more in the summer and underload in the fall. 

2. With the schedule that you had at the beginning of the Spdng term, did you know which courses were degree 
applicable? 

Yes, I knew that both of the journalism courses that ] was enrolled in would cou nt toward my major. 

3. Why didn’t you know that JOMC was not the right course at the time you went through pr ority registration? 
When I registered for JOMC I saw that if fulfilled my second immersion and went with it. No where on the 

ConneclCarolina website did it say that it only fulfilled Group 4 of the immersions (not the :]- or 2, which I needed). After 

some research on the JOMC webpage and advice from Kym and Sharon, did I than realize I was in the wrong sedion. 

hope this helps. 

Also, T will be here for the majority of this summer. I am usually in and out of Tony’s omce on the regular and will have 
the letter to you shoCdy. 

Thanks, 

On , at 3:27 PM, Susan Maloy wrote: 



formal letter from you that describes why you were not enrolled in at least 6 degree applicable hours and 
why you feel that you should be granted a waiver of the 18 hour rule. When putting together waivers for 

the NCAA, you can’t have too much information, so the more detail the better. Do you know if there is 

any information that documents your meeting with Sharon Jones? Would she have any notes in your 

file? 1’11 check online and see if there is any[hing as well. 

t have a couple initial questions for you iust to get a better understanding of the situation. 

Z. Did you know how many degree applicable courses that you needed to enroll in in Spring 

2. With the schedule that you had at the beginning of the Spring term, did you know which courses were 
degree applicable? 

3. Why didn’t you know that JOMC    was not the right course at the time you went through priority 

registration? 

Before you leave for the summer, we will need a few things from you in order to put this waiver together: 

Z. You must complete the letter that I described above. 

2. You and Tony must put together a formal Degree Completion Plan that will require your signature. 

3. You will need to sign the waiver application. 

thanks again for reaching out to me. If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contad me. t am 
actually moving my offce over to the Academic Center on March 31st, so it may be easier for us to get 

together then. 

Thank you, 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Cer[ification and Eligibility 

UNC Depar[ment of Athletics 
919 962 9892 (offce) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc,edu 
>>>            <     @email.unc.edu > 2:24 PM > > > 

After talking with Tony, he informed that T needed to write to you concerning my 18 hour wavien 

Attached is my recollection of the events leading up to this. If you need anything else, let me know. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 103733bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/03b9acbadd4c7e4003a51f5973d95781 
File Name: NCAA Eligibility.docx 
ExpiryDate: Mon,           14:24:35 0400 



Size: 103733b~es 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:19 PM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Academics < 
Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; A.J. 
Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Hoots <amyhowe@ad.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker 11 <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann Oliver 
<aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Amy Piland <apiland@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd 
<apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Asst Head Coaches < Asst Head 

Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas 

<bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; -Business Office <-Business 

Office@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                      ~uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock 
<cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Gallo 
<cgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy GarLh <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Communications <-Communications@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Cook 
<cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Charlotte Smith 
<csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Charlie Williams <cwilliams@uncaa~unc.edu>; Dave Arendas 

<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dawn McPherson 
< ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~ad.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Don Hill 

<dhill@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe <dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse 

< dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu >; Debbie McDermott <dmcd@ad.unc.edu >; Dave 

Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duff/<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Emily Cozart <ecozarL@ad.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Education Foundation < Education 
Foundation@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Everett Withers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brandon Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant Fulton 

<gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Neal Harrell <harrelln@ad.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Head Coaches < Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Janine Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jack Daly 

<jdaly@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field 

<jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jerod Haase 

<jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

[nman <jinman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan 

Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; Jeff 

Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best 

<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny Browning <kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Kirin Kumar 

<kkumar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee Snyder 

<lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc~edu>; Margie Dubnansky 

<mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis <megaloud@ad.unc.edu>; Mike 

Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell 

<mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; Nadine Faustin Parker 

< nfaustinparker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

<         _~uncaa.unc.edu>; -Operations <-Operations@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butch 

Davis <pbdavis@ad.unc.edu>; Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pete Watson <pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Brewer 

<rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Rehme <rehme@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel 

Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller 

< rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brianna Apple 

<santeramo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries 

<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 



Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~ad.unc.edu >; Shane 

Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam 

Pittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Sports Marketing <-Sports 

Marketing@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sean Quinn <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 

Ticket Office < Ticket Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn 

<tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tripp 

Phillips <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin Lawrence <uncdiving@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 

< uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin Lindsey 

<elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Compliance intern 

TEXT.htm 

All, 

Our Complance intern for the 2011 2012 academic year is            Although she is still a full time student finishing 

up her first year in the Spor[ Administration graduate program, she has graciously agreed to begin her work in our omce 

early, filling in on a part time basis for the next couple of months as a replacement for Ern Lindsey, who le~ us last week 

to begin her head volleyball coaching career at Dartmouth. 

I just wanted to make you aware that       has star~ed work in our office and may be contacling individuals in your 

orates for various compliance related duties. We appreciate you welcoming her to our staff! 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel klill, NC 2~5L, 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 10:06 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

FY~ From tutor, 

Hi Brent and Amy, 

] have a lot going on with my family right now and ] wanted to go ahead and 

let you both know as it may affec[ tutod ng for the rest of the semester. 

¯ As of now, ] plan to be back in town on Tuesday afternoon so [ 

should be able to come in Tuesday night, tiust wanted to go ahead and let 

you know since my plans may change last minute. ~ will try to keep you 
posted with any updates. 

Thank you, 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919 843 8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail mes~ge, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Tuesday, 9:36 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
StudyHall 

Good Evening, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Siedentop, Nicholas J" <nicksiedentop@unc edu> 

Wednesday,             1:11 PM 

Steve Reznick <reznick@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: First Year Seminar question 

I’ve been woddng with Ihe Rcgislmr’s Office oll this issue We hope to have Il resolved by Ihc end of Ionlorrow Nick 

From: Reziffck, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:59 PM 

To: Yount, Tol\~ 
Cc: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Sul~iect: RE: First Year Semhmr question 

Tom" - The background issue is a problem with Com~ect Caroliim, wiffch led to the registration correctiolt The foieground issue is 
fl~at tiffs student would indeed be eligible to register in the FY S of her chiffce 
Nick - Please lake care of lifts 
Thanks. Sieve 

Scnl: Wednesday, 12:04 PM 
To: Rczlfick. Sieve 

I have a lust yea~ sludem,                      , who e~rolled earl?" in              , having fufished l~er high school 
requirements ahead of schedule Sh~ce she Ires ooly been heie one semestec m~d since she was not in a FYS course tiffs spring, we 
scheduled l~er for MU SC h~ the fall Our tlthildng was tbat since 2nd semester fresiffnen get priorils" in legistration for FY S classes 
sh~ce it is their last cl~ance to take one, tbat      would be clear to legister since she will be a 2nd semester ftesiffnan in the fall 

MIJSC for Ihe filll would be be dropped Here is Ihe Icxl: 

Yestet~lay it was discovered tlmt the "lust-year student" desigimtion was not removed from ?’our Coimect Caroltim account before 
your fall registration appiffntlnent Tlfis allowed you to register for a fail First-Year Se~mlmr Sh~ce you will not be a first-year student 
h~ the fall, you will be dropped from MUSC 

My question is ff tiffs is the correct policy for Januat5 et~collees who will be in their 2nd semester ht the fall, and if there is mr? tiffng 
fl~at we can do to get      htto aFYS 

Tony Younl 

Academic Counselor. Field Hockey 

962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:10 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@optonline.net > 

Fwd: Math 

Tony, 

and we are trying to figure out what math she needs to take next year. 

Her guidance counselor is 

Please see her note below as to her question for the math course issue. She potentially needs to take a math placement 

test this Friday depending on what we recommend her taking. 

Thanks for your help with this, 

Jenny 

> > > @optonline.net> 9:55 PM > > > 

Hey Coach, 

Hope all is well congrats on a great job at the ACC tournament. [ 

tried to call you tonight because T have to make a decision on next 

years math class my teacher and guidance counselor want me to take 

College Algebra, which requires a placement test this friday. Your 

admissions department wants me to take PreCalc. [ don’t think my 

school will let me go from geometry to PreCalc. My guidance counselor 

sent you a list of math courses that [ could take and I was wondering 

if any of them where acceptable. Sorry for the shoe notice! I also 

got my drivers licenses!!!!! 

Hope to catch up soon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:38 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: international Play 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

I sent that information to Rober~ already. The only person we had was for the 

last year. 

Jan 

>>> Tony Yount 7:23 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

[ haven’t been with all of you since 2006. Can you help me with this list of players? 

Tony 

>>> Robert Mercer 1:]-:16 AM >>> 

Coaches Susan and T have been asked by Dean Owen to prepare a list of student athletes who have participated in 

international competition for the years            The information will be part of a larger repot[ given to the 

Chancellor to highlight our student athletes international exper ences. I will need your help in putting this list together. 

Please email me a list of your student athletes who have participated on international teams in the fall, spr ng, or 

summer (ex: under 21 teams, under 20 teams, the Olympics, etc.) for the time period listed above. I realize this will be 

difficult for some of you as you likely have had several student athletes participate over this time period. Your help in 

retrieving this information is important and very much appreciated. Thank you. 

Rober[ Mercer 

Director Academic SuppoE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:36 PM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Women’s Golf Summer School Discrepancies 

TEXT.htm 

Coach Mann and Tony, 

My name is Tom Timmermans, and I sta~ed on Monday in the compliance office. ] am looking forward to meeting you 

both. Now on to summer school business. T’ve checked the G]~ spreadsheet for summer school against the number of 
hours the guys are actually enrolled in, and ] found the following discrepancies. 

is enrolled in 1 online course, we’re paying the tuition/fees for two online courses. Coach Mann, is 

that accurate? Will          enroll in an other online course or does she intend to stay in the one online course? 

is currently enrolled in 0 online courses we’re paying the tuition/fees for two online courses. Will 

enroll in to the two online course? 

is currently enrolled in 0 Session 1 courses, we’re paying the tuition/fees for 1 Session 1 course. Will 

enroll in to a Session :]- course? 

That’s it! The rest seems to match up. Let me know on both of these ASAP, please, as I’ve got to get any changes to 

today so she can change the info in her disbursement system. 

Thanks, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:46 PM 

~verizon.net;                        < 

<        ~windowslive.com >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruits--LOTS OF [NFO!! 

TEXT.htm 

@caroJina.rr.com >; 
@bellsouth.net 

Hi Girls, 

l hope everyone is doing well. There are a few things I want to send out to you all, now that club seasons are winding 
down and summer is approaching. August will be here before you know it. T think you are all excited to be here and 
there is a lot of work to be done between now and then. l am sure you will be headng from our senior leaders about 

what the team is doing this summer in order to prepare for the fall and the goals they have set. 

In addition, here are some things you need to know. 

#1. ALL OF YOU NEED TO SIGN UP FOR HOUSING by Friday. We will assign your dorm, room, and roommate but 

you must go online and fill out the housing forms so that you are in the system. 

#2. The first day you need to be in Chapel Hill is Our first team meeting is Our first practice 
will be 

#3. I believe all of you are registered for CTOPS Orientation from          Of course, Nike Camp runs the 

therefor (like last years incoming freshmen) you will not be a part of all Nike Camp Sessions. We do hope that you can 
stay until the end on the     but will probably not include you in the All Star match (same as last year). We will bill you 
after the camp is over in order to be NCAA compliant. You will stay in the dorms and eat at the cafeteria (Granville 

Towers).      . I think you are the only one who has not been to this camp, but the others should know what I am 

talking about. TF YOU HAVE A CONFLICT with any of this, PLEASE LET ME KNOW ASAP. 

#4. When you come for CTOPS, you will meet with Tony Yount, the volleyball academic advisor and discuss the classes 

you can register for. We hope to have this done the night of when you get to town. He will schedule a 

meeting (for about an hour) with you and your parents. You will then ACTUALLY register on the 2rid day of CTOPS. 
you will meet with Tony another time, since you will be here already. If you want to contact Tony directly and 

let him know your day/time of arrival, his email is: tonyyount@uncaa.uncedu. 

#5. I am assuming you are all working out. If you are not I would suggest stardng...like yesterday :) When we ardve in 
August, the understanding is that you will come in great shape, strong, fast, and healthy. We will test many things and 

practice twice a day you will be very sore. However, if you train all summer, the soreness/chance of injury will be much 
less. 

The 2 running tests you will want to star training for are: 

Twenty 50 yard sprints under 8 seconds. You will get 25 seconds rest in between each. After the first 10, you will get a 2 

minute break and then resume the next 
After the 50s, you will get a 5 min break and then run a 300 yard shuttle under 65 seconds. 

The shuttle is 25 yards, up and back 12 times (to total 300 yards). 

I would suggest running this no less than 3 times a week. Last summer,             ran it everyday and came in the 
best shape of a ny player. You will run it until you pass it here, so the sooner the better :) 



The beep test, also known as the bleep test, multi-stage fitness test, or shuttle run test, is used by 

sporLs coaches and trainers, The beep test involves running continuously between two points that are 20 

meters apart. These runs are synchronized with a pre-recorded audio tape which plays beeps at set 
intervals, As the beep test proceeds, the interval between each successive beep reduces, forcing the 

athlete to increase velocity over the course of the beep test, until it is impossible to keep in sync with the 

recording. 

If you google/youtube "the beep test", you should get an idea of that it looks like. I would suggest 

running this AT LEAST 3 times a week. The goal is level 16 for all of you. 

c. Some of the other things we will be testing: 
Situps (you will be given a minute to do as many as you can, rest a minute and then do as many as you can in another 

minute) GOAL: 120 Total 

Push Ups (you will be given a minute to do as many as you can, rest a minute and then do as many as you can in 

another minute) GOAL: 60 
Bench (GOAL your body weight) 

Squat (GOAL one and a half times your body weight, example: if you weight L00 Ibs, your goal :]-50. Tf you weight :]-50, 

your goal is 225 Ibs) 
Vertical Jump I       : 10’3,      : 10’1,             ’ do not word/about jumping as much speed get fast) 

30 Yard shuttle: Goal Under 4.5 seconds 

I hope you find this stuff helpful and like I said, you all should be working out 4 S times a week. Please check with a 

trainer or call me if you have any questions. We want you all to be safe and stay healthy, so do not do any[hing without 

total understanding or supervision. 

Happy Summer :) 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 
Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 
310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 
(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham#.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 
http:/Itwitter.comluncvolleyball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alisa Rawls Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Spring Semester 3.0’s 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks, Tony!! 

From: Tony Yount 

To: Alisa Rawls Minshall; Jenny Levy 

Date: 10:12 AM 

Subject= Fwd: Spring Semester 30’s 

Alisa, 

Here are our 3.0 kids for women’s lax for the spring semester. 



> >> Jenny Levy 9:55 AM >> > 

Tony, 

Can you forward the names of 3.0 kidsto Alisa. 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

> >> Beth Millel 9:53 AM >> > 

Folks, 

Please download/save first, then complete the attached form for your student athlete’s who received a 3.0 or better 

for the Spring Semester. Please email this form to Stacey Harris by so I can send the letters to each 

athlete in a timely manner. 

ThanksL! 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:52 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Award - URGENT 

OK thanks 

> > > Tony Yount          10:50 AM > > > 

[just talked with Matt. Has to be a senior. ] gave him 

>>> Jenny Levy         . 10:37 AM >>> 

has just below a 2~5        does not play T will check with Tony but T do not think there is another senior 

staEer above a 2.5 

Thanks, 

jenny 

> > > "Bowers, Matthew B" < mattbowers@unc.ed u >           10:35 AM > > > 

Hey [just star[ed to fill out the nomination form but there’s a problem it’s open to seniors and grad students only. 

Let me know how you’d like me to proceed. 

mb 

Date: Wed, 10:31:10 0400 

To: Matt Bowers <mbowers@ad.unc.edu<mailto:mbowers@ad.unc.edu>> 

Subiect: Fwd:                   Award URGENT 

Matt, 

I would like to nominate 
Thanks 

Jenny 

for this she has the highest GPA of our starters. 

>>> Lellie Swords <lellie.swords@uc.edu<mailto:lellie.swords@ucedu> > 
[cid:TPS NTEQIDH BA.ima#eServe.#it] 

10:07 AM >>> 

This email contains pictures. To view, choose this link ... <http://cincinnati.scoutware.net/wlc/cqi/viewMail.pl? 
i-W2510070901 2z~1126 > 

[cid:UIKKTEXXERET.78 LWLCA.bm p] 



Please submit your nominations for the                   Award. The Award is given annually to one outstanding 

student athlete from each division, for a total of three award winners. The criteria for award is detailed below. The 
winners are invited to and recognized at the All American Banquet on 

PLEASE NOTE THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMTSSION is Wednesday, 

accepted. 

by 6:00 pm. Late nominations will not be 

The                    award honors one individual from each division based on outstanding academic and athletic 

achievement. Nominees must be a senior or graduate student, have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.50, must be a 
starer or sig nificant reserve, and if they are a transfer student, they must have spent one academic year in residence at 

their current institution. 

Please use the link below to submit your nominees. 

http://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/~VEB22CFBZM95PW/ 

If you have any questions, please email Kerri Whitaker at kerriwh@upenn.edu<mailto:kerriwh@upenn.edu> or call 

This email was sent to you by Cincinnati, Women’s Lacrosse. If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this 

link< https://cincinnati.scoutware.net/wlc/cqi/optout.pl?k-6L99248905 31216>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 18, 2011 3:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Fwd: RE: continued probation 

EV E RYO N E 

Please see the attached email threads from Cynthia Demetriou regarding the new appeals process for 

probation/continued probation/drops/withdrawals. 

Also, a tutorial for appeals will be up in a week or two. 

A bit more clarity, alot more forms. 



Academic Ap~I Studenl Yorm.pdf 

Academic Appeals Ovet~,iew i×/f 
Ac~tdemic A~N s Smdenl Overview ~df 

Beth 
Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerbr~uncaa uric edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cricket Lane" <discforathletes@inscape-epic com> 

Monday, August 15,2011 4:34 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Cricket Lane has registered you for: EvetTthing DiSC Workplace Profile 

TEXT htm 

for the delay.., here you go 

If you have any questions, please contact: 

Cricket Lane 
Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina 
cdcket@unc.edu 
919.843.2040 



Subiect: 

Attach: 

lqicld Hockey, Volleyball, Wolnclfs Golf and Lacrosse 

File Name Expiry Date Size 
exam covelslleetpdf Ttle, 13:26:01 0500 7646bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Goodman, Sue E" <seg@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 5:00 PM 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: FW:          NCAA’s and Class conflict 

Son3 --I am not sure wha/Ihe problem was eilher but here it is again II is a pdf (which tile other was leo) If Ihis does not work, I’ll 
send a dec *-de as soon as I get into cmnpus hi the nlonmlg Bill ibis opel~s okay for lne 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 
Froin: ToW Yount ]lnadto:tonx,’ount~auncaa unc edu] 
Sent: WednesdW 4:36 PM 
To: Goodnuu~ Sue E 
Sul~iect: RE: FW: NCAA’s mtd Class colffhct 

know wlml Ille problem was Is il possible to at/ach it as a word documcnk or a pdf file? 

Thanks 

2:23 PM >>> 

The q~dz for is at/ached 15-20 minutes should be allowed 
Thanks for your help, 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 
From: ToW Yount hnadto:tomxomtt~amtcaa uric edu] 
Sent: Monda.~ 3:28 PM 
To: Goodnuu~ Sue E 
Sul~iect: Re: FW: NCAA’s and Class cotfflict 

Professor Goodnmlt 

Thank you for your cmail I would be happ) to pmclor a Math quiz for     I will be able to prinl the quiz in the team holcl I usually 
ID Io the give quiz as close Io the lime Ihal your sludenls will be laking il back in CH. which would mean bclwcen 9:30 and 10:45 

reverse I can either bring the secure quiz back Io you by Monday morning, delivering il perso~ullly Io the Malh dcpl, or I can ha~e the 

la!dng in CH 

That~k you for behtg flexible with our team I look fore ard to receiving tbe quiz fmin you by email Please let lne !~tow if you need 
am" mine information 



Tots" YouN 
Acadenfic Counselor 
Field Hocke3, Volle3aoall, Women’s Goff and Lacrosse office - 919-962-9535 cell - 

2:14 PM >>> 

Ihc learn To bc fair Io Ihc olhcrs in Ihc class, since I have a policy of no make-up quizzes (allhough one gmdc can bc dropped), I 

Thanks for rite assisatnce. 
Sue Goodman 

Professor of Mathematics 
CB#3250 
UNC-CH 

From: [maillo "alive uric cdu] 
Scnl: Monday, 2:05 PM 
To: Goodman. Sue E 
Cc: Younl. Tony 
Subj ecl: RE: NCAA’s and Class conflicl 

Our acadenfic Counselor Tom" Yount will be tt-aveling with us on the trip and has suid the he can adimmsteffproctor am" exams or 
quizzes that our teachem will not allow us to make up I was wondering it’you would be OK with IVh Yount givhtg me ira." quiz on 
Thursda) His information is below it’you would like to contact litm I will ulso stop by to give you a hat~l cop) of the letter that 
Yount addressed to all of our professom 

Look forward to your t~sponse 

Tony Younl 

(office) 919-962-9535 
(cell) 
Ionyyounl ~a uncaa uric cdu 

Scnl: Monday, 9:13 AM 
To: 
Sul~iect: Re: NCAA’s and Class cotfflict 

Since I have not allowed othem to make up quizzes, l dofft flittik I cmt do it for you But I can drop the lowest quiz grade so it won’t 
hurt your grade Or ffyou cmt take it tomorrow (Tuesday) monitng, we can art-ange that 

I hope you had a good Thatiksgiving About 2 hours ago found out that the team made the N CAA tournamem and our lust 



opponent lesides in Calfforrfia We play on Thursday      so theiefore we ale leaving on Tuesday" nfid-da) Right now it looks hke 
our flight will be laaving at 2:22pm Wiflt all of tiffs s~fid, theie is a great chance that I will not be able to aRend class at all tlfis week l 

ant mx are that we have a quiz on Thatsda~" mtd I know that you nommll) do not give make-up extorts However, is theie a possibili/~ 
flint I can lriake up Thursda) ’s quiz when I r~turn? I have completed most of the hamewoik for Chapter 11 and I was plmufing on 
asking questiol~s during Tuesda) ’s class period but since I won’t be theie either, I feel that ff I tiled to take it tomorrow. I wouldn’t be 
prepared to be successful onthe quiz 

That~k you in advance for your understandhtg and I look fore at~l to heabmg front you 

ff you have questions, I could lneet with you about 1:00 tiffs afternoon We will also have time in class tomorrow for quesfioits on the 
hamewoik or am’thhtg else with Chapter I 

From: [maillo: "alive unc cdu] 
Scnl: Sunday, 6:27 PM 

Subjccl: Monday Office Hours 

Professor Goodnml~ 

My mune is mtd I ant in your Math on I had to lem’e your class earl) last 
because file team was travelhtg that da~" Now that we ale back, I was wondebmg if there was am" wa~" that I could come in 
tomorrow, Monday and go over what I missed for the second half of class? I was going to complete the homework problems 
tomght and ff I mn into am" trouble with those I was going to bring fltose quesitoits as well Tomorrow, I ant free between 11:10 and 
2pm Please let me know it" you cmt accoimnodate me at betnx een fltose times If you are knsv, I ant free between the same thne 
bmckel on Wednesday Look ronsard Io heating from you 

M+ SecmeStor Sto~ed: total 156392bytes: 
ARaclanem Lhtk: hRp://arclitve02,uncaamnc,edu/7746970047298bfdc00ecald34ea23 lb 
File Nmne: quiz 4pdf 
Expit5 Date: Mon. 14:23:08 -0500 
Size: 156392bytes 

M+ SecurcSlor Slorcd: Iolal 156392bylcs; 
A0achmcnl Link: hllp://archivcO2uncaaunccdtVc9d4808a6d4364d95661a2c2fcf44P82 
File Name: quiz 4pdr 
Expha Date: Tue,           17:00:17 -0500 



Size:I56392bytes 







From: Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu> 

Sent: Friday, PM 

To: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Sunday,                  5:19 PM 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; ’                 @ad unc edu>; 
~gmail corn; Spencer Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; 

@gmail corn; Wally Richardson <wdcha@uncaa unc edu>; 
~chccs k12 nc us 

Tutor Confidence Sm~ey 

TEXT htm; image001 jpg 

As we embark on another week of tutorial, I want to have our first "sweeps" week a week designed to allow the students to 

comment on the program’s and individual tutor’s performance to date. The survey address is 

http:[[www.surveymonkey.com[s/tutor confidence. Please make sure EVERY appointment begins with a few (and I do mean a few 

-it shouldn’t take more than two)minutes for the student to complete the survey. If they do not have their computer, MAKE A 

NOTE OF THAT FACT ON YOU R FEEDBACK FORM. That notation alerts the counselors of whom they need to track down for this 

information. 

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter and, again, thank you for all you do. 



ps - APPROVE YOU R TIM ECARD TONIGHT! 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Al’[s and Sciences 

University of Nor[h Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962 9536 ofc [ (919) 962 8247 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC ~7599-31o7 
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Jason’s DeE North (:arolina Womens Lacrosse Contact : Phil Barnes 

Contact: Matthew/Daniel Phone: (Cell) 

(P) 919-493-33B0 Emmet: pbarnes@unca&unc.edu 

(F) 919 493 3357 Address: PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 (CB#8600) 

UNC ADCr #: UU00491 *~Tax Exempt 

Date: 10/14/2011 

Time: 2:15 PM 

Number of Meals: {40): 37 Power Box Lunches with 2 sides each: Fresh Fruit and Italian Pasta Salad; 3 Kid’s lunches 

Delivery Address: Finley Practice Fields - 

Power Box Lunch w! Fruit 

#      IName              Order                                                                            Bread 

Oven Roasted I urkey, American cheese, lettuce, tomato, mayo Wheat 

Tuna salad, Provolone, lettuce, tomato, sprouts, avocado, onion Multigrain ciabatta 

Smoked turkey, pepperjack, lettuce, spinach, avocado, honey mustard Herb focaccia 

Oven Roasted turkey, american cheese Wheat 

Oven Roasted turkey, Pepperjack, honey rnustard Wheat 

Smoked Turkey, American Cheese, lettuce, honey mustard Wheat 

Oven Roasted turkey, Pepperjack, lettuce, tomato, mayo, stone ground mustard wheat 

tuna salad, cheddar cheese, lettuce, spinach, onions, avocado, honey mustard Gluten Free Bread 

Oven Roasted Turkey, Pepperjack, lettuce, sprouts wheat 

ham, swiss, lettuce, tomato, mayo White 

chicken salad, lettuce, tomato Wheat 

New Orleans French 

Oven roasted turkey, pepperjack, lettuce Bread 

tuna salad plain White 

New Orleans French 

Oven roasted turkey, Provolone, lettuce, tomato, bacon, mayo Bread 

Oven Roasted Turke¢, Pepperiack, yellow mustard White 

Oven Roasted turkey, tomato, sprouts, avocado, spinach Multigrain ciabatta 

New Orleans French 

32 Oven Roasted Turkey, Cheddar, lettuce, mayo 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

44 

45 [Coach Jenny 

46 [Coach ~hil 
+ 

501 

52 

Oven Roasted turkey, provolone, lettuce, tomato, sprouts, mayo 

Oven Roasted Turkey, Provolone, spinach, Tomato 

Oven roasted turkey, American, lettuce, tomato 

Oven Roasted turkey, lettuce, tomato, russian dressing 

Oven Roasted turkey, Swiss, lettuce, sprouts, avocado, mayo 

Ham, Cheddar, lettuce, mayo 

Oven Roasted Turkey, provolone cheese, stone ground mustard 

Oven Roasted turkey, American cheese, lettuce, tomato, avocado, mayo 

Tuna salad, Swiss, lettuce, tomato, onions 
Smoked turkey, American cheese, lettuce, stone ground mustard 

43 Oven Roasted turkey, Pepperjack, lettuce, tomato 

Oven roasted turkey, American, lettuce, tomato wheat 

Lew 3ven Roasted Turkey, American Cheese, lettuce, stone ground mustard Wheat 

Barnes Funa, american cheese, tomato, onion, stone ground mustard Wheat 

Cook ~eanut butter & Grape Jelly please make a Power Box Lunch Wheat 

~moked turkey, cheddar, lettuce, tomato, onion, sprouts, spinach, avocado, stone ground 

Adelman mustard 

Driver 3ven Roasted Turkey, Cheddar, Lettuce, Tomato 

Peanut Butter and Jelly (with chocolate milk, fresh fruit, and a chocolate chip cookie) 

Peanut Butter and Jelly (with chocolate milk, fresh fruit, and a chocolate chip cookie) 

Peanut Butter and Jelly (with chocolate milk, fresh fruit, and a chocolate chip cookie) 

Bread 

New Orleans French 

Bread 

Gluten Free Bread 

Wheat 

Wheat 

Multigrain ciabatta 

Multigrain ciabatta 

Wheat 

Wheat 

Multigrain ciabatta 

Wheat 

New Orleans French 

Bread 

Multigrain ciabatta 

New Orleans French 

Bread 

Wheat 

Wheat 

Wheat 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Rocky" <rock~h@email unc edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 12:50 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: 

image001 png 

I have 28 hours remaining for the GC/AS so that’s the difference. The only thing that stands out is the 0 hr transfer 

credit that I have fulfilling the LFIT. Perhaps he doesn’t have that? Otherwise we may just have to compare when we 

meet. Thanks 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, Februa~, 27, 2012 11:44 AM 
To~ Hot, on, Rocky 
Subject: 

Hi Rocky, 
Tonyis off by one total hourfor    He has 81 vs. your 62. He has holesfor 29 GC/AS hours and 30 m~or hou~ and 0 

electives. Do you have the same? This may be onethat we should review more closely during our ne~ meeting with 

Tony. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan .~aloy 

919 962 9892 (omce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 2:56 PM 

Academics < Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: Change of Major for Student-Athletes 

Athletes - Procedure for Declaring or Changing a Major.doc; Major-minor 

declaration form2012-02-02 DRAFT with Educ minor and REL1-JBT major.doc; 

Prerequisite course list from     0306:]_2.xls 

All 

PLEASE SEE BELOW. ATTACHED IS THE UPDATED PROCEDURE SHEET FOR OUR 
NEW MAJOR DECLARATION PROCESS. MAKE SURE YOU PAY CLOSE ATTENTION 

SO WE CAN AVOID ANY ISSUES WITH THIS NEW PROCESS! PROCESS STARTS WED° 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 



(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridqerb @uncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 3/27/2012 2:02 PM > > > 
Dear Beth, Brent, and Susan 

I have attached the u pdated version of the procedure that I went over in last week’s meetinB. Please instruct everyone 

to dispose of the copy used last week and replace it with this one. (Some minor chanBes were made, as well as the 

addition of the academic advisors’ steps.) Also attached are an u pdated Change of Major Form and the list of courses 

for which prerequisites are required for reBistration. 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns whatsoever. Remember that this new Change of Major procedure 

begins tomorrow, March 28th ! 

Best, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lu cido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of NorLh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of ArLs & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843 3341 Fax: (919) 962 6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:25 PM 

Academics < Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: [wmst] Course for WMBT majors/minors? 

TEXT.htm 

From jan class offered t his summer... 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor~ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 
(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

>>> "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu> 
You might pass this on to students 
Jan 

10:29 AM > > > 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [kleinman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Saturday, 3:52 PM 
TO~ The wms[ mailing list 
Subject~ [wrest] Course for WMST majors/minors? 

FYI (I sent to soci majors and sej minors) 

On 10:42 AM, 

Hello Dr. Kleinman, 



My name is              I am a             student at UNC and a               at the 
Southern Oral History Program (SOHP). This summer the SOHP is launching a new course titled "The 

Women’s Movement in the Triangle: Oral History and Civic Engagement." The coupe will take place during 
Summer Session I, and it will give students the opportunity to see and unde~tand how the women’s 
movement empowe~ and supports communities on the local level. For the class students will have one 
week where they learn about the women’s movement through readings, and participate in oral history 
instruction. During the following three weeks students will intern at local women’s organizations, and be 
required to complete 30 hou~ of work. The coupe is intended to be interdisciplinary. Our internships have 
a wide range from Benevolence Farm, Ladyslipper music recording, Lillian’s List, NARAL, Durham Rape and 
Crisis Center, etc. While interning the students will also complete oral history interviews with women who 
either established the organization or have benefited from its services. These interviews will be cataloged 
at the Southern Historical Collection and become a part of the SOHP’s larger initiative to trace the "Long 
Women’s Movement." The course will help students fulfill the EE requirement. 

AS a new class we are currently working on recruitment. If you think this class would be of interest to 
SOCI major, it would be great if you could circulate the course flyer through student listservs for the 
minor. We would love to work with your students and appreciate the help with advertisement. I have 
attached the flyer to this email. Also, please feel free to contact me if you have any further questions. I 
would be more than happy to clarify or assist students who would like to learn more about the class. 

Thank You, 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
wrest as: <a hre~"mailto:jmboxill@email unc edu">jmboxill@email unc edu</a> To unsubscribe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-31289132- 
201652 dbc8Oba3 fe 16625cae4060cf79918030@listserv unc edu">leave-31289132- 
201652 dbc8Oba3fe 16625cae4060cf79918030@listse~w unc edu</a> 



Monday, 9:08 AM 

Re: C~mp 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~optonline net> 
Thursday, 8:55 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: 

TEXT htm 

Thanks, I’ll tell her 
Begin forwarded message: 

I use           UNC email account She’ll need to get used to using that since all official UNC 
stuff will come to her there She needs to be checking it daily Sta~ing now 

Tony 

On at 3:21 PM, wrote: 

I forgot to tell u that we still don’t get your emails        noticed that Jenny has 
~,optonline net but it’s       Fa)optonline net no 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:17 PM, TONY YOUNT < ~gmai/:com> wrote: 

pm? 
grabbed the 8 o’clock hour about 2 hours ago Can you do 9 

Or , at 3:05 PM, wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
know if it 

and I get in at 7pro on sunday I don’t 

helps you but we could meet you at 730 or 8pm 



see you soon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 1, 2012 9:05 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duffTce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

< sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                         @gmail.com>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Events 

90312.docx 

See attached forthe upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Centen Thank you. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 7:55 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                              ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duff~ce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Molly Norton < mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

< sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                         ~gmail.com>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroqqs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

91012.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 7:50 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                              ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duffTce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Molly Norton < mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

< sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                         ~gmail.com>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

91712.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Have a good week. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Wednesday,                1 1 : 17 AM 

Tony Younl <tonyyoun*@unc edu> 

Tony Younl <tonyyoun*@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Re 

Hi Tony - 

is in lm." LFIT class (Indoor Sports) Slte bas nfissed 4 classes, one of which was excused for competition 

When she is ht class she is engaged with a good atdlude and participates fully 

Thanks Let ~ne know kf I can mtswer fimher questimts 

From: YounL Ton) [Ion) younl@unc edu] 
Soil: Tucs&ly, 2:35 PM 
TO: 
Subject: Re 

Professors 

team mtd I serve as her Acadeinic Counselor She ltas ltad a tough seinester, with some absences fltat were excused Her Coach mtd 1 
ate vet5 interested hi her overall attendance record ht your classes for the semester as we well as her acadenfic pefforn~mce We 
would appreciate it if you could let lne lutow if there mr) attendance issues in your classes, and ff so l/ow lnaW absences she bas 

Tlmnk you so ~nuck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Visit 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

We have a recruit, who is committed to 

not she gets in. 

tttends 

¯ It is 50/50 whether or 

You may recognize the campus from the 

When is a good time for you to meet with her on Thursday. 

Twi~ter 
YouTube Channel 

Fax: 919.843.8175 



011 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 
Tuesday, 12:11 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship: 

TEXT htm 

Thanks, Tony! 

I:rom~ Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                1:07 PM 

Sul~ect~ Re: NCAA Postgraduate ScholaNhip: 

Thanks, that worked 

On at 12:02 PM, ~Jive unc edu> 
wrote: 

tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 

On at I l: 12 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

They sent it I have it, and I’m happy to write the letter 

Let’s have a real visit soon 

YOU are an amazing woman 

Take care 

On 10:52 PM, ~t~live unc edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Hope you had a great time traveling with          ! I can’t believe the 
fall semester is already (almost) over This year has flown 

I just filled out an application for a NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship and 
provided your email for my academic counselor to contact I’m not sure 
they they send those emails out, but wanted to see if you would consider 
writing a recommendation for me 

I finish up finals on Tuesday, 



headed back to on Thursday 

Looking forward to seeing/talking to you soon[ 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 12:11 AM 

chsuits@uncaa.unc.ed u; gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Unplanned GroupWise outage 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Everyone, 

This evening around 8:30 pm one of our GroupWise se~ers went down unexpectedly. When the node crashed it also 

took down the GroupWise post omce, You may have still been able to access your email dudn9 this time, however email 
was not being sent or from GroupWise until I was able to get the post office services and the failed server back online at 

If you sent any email from GroupWise during this outage, it should be going through now and you should be receiving 

any email that were sent to you during that time. 

If there are any questions or problems please contact me at 

Thank you for your patience with this outage. 

Christy Suits 









Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> 
Thursday,                12:00 PM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc edu>;                     @live unc edu>; 
; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Revised 1-20 

Hi 

I completed it yesterday and put it in campus mail to Tom Sander, figuring he could get it to Tom 
should be able to scan it to you 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On > wrote: 

Hi Tom and Tony, 

Have you had a chance to fill out you r par~ of the form yet?      is t ravelling to       today and she will 

be in transit all day but she just forwarded me an e-mail from the airpor~ that she received from the 
International office regarding the form and the fact that processing takes a few weeks and they need to get 

them in ASAP so they can be processed in time. Once you are done filling it out, if you could e-mail it to 
and she can fill in her part and send it off to the ISSS office. Thanks 

From: Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email,uncedu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:22 AM 
To: 
CO: Timmermans, Tom; YounL, Tony 
Subject: FW: Revised 1-20 
Importanee: High 

Hey 

That’s great to hear!! I’m going to let Tony You nt and Tom Timmermans, who handles financial aid in our 

office, handle the paperwork on this one. Looks like they might need to team up to get all the info checked 

off and back to       for her part. Thanks!! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:11 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 

Subject: FW: Revised 1-20 
Importanee: High 



HiLance, 

How are you ? I was wondering if the attached form would go to you to fill in and send it in to the 

International office. I am assuming you received notification that      has been granted a 9th semester. I 

have attached the letter FYI in case you haven’t seen it. Please let me know and once      is back from 

later on this week, I will get her to fill in her information and e-mail the form to you. Thanks 

From: Mills, Amanda [mailto:aakinq@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: M0ndav, 11:06 AM 
TO: 
Subject: RE: Revised 1-20 

I forgot the attachment. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:51 PM 
To: Mills, Amanda 
Subject: RE: Revised 1-20 
Importanee: High 

Hi Amanda, 

I just wanted to find out what paperwork needs to be done by in order for her to extend her visa for 
th 

school till She has been granted to attend UNC for the 9 semester graduating in 

rather than in I believe has granted Permission for me to contact you. Thanks 

From: Mills, Amanda rmailto:aaking@email~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:06 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Revised 1-20 

Thank you for your email. 

Unfortunately we cannot discuss specific student information with parents unless authorized to do so by 

the student. I can tell you, however, that we do not issue a new 1-20 for someone changing from a Bachelor 

of Ar~s to a Bachelor of Science degree. We only issu e the new 1-20 if the actual major changes. 

If your daughter is travelling she should obtain a travel signature on her 1-20 document by stopping in to 

our office during office hours with her passport and 1-20. 

Best, 

Amanda Mills 



International Student and Scholar Advisor 
International Student & Scholar Services (1555) 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 2004 
The University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pit~sboro Street; CB# 5240 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5240 
Tel. 919-962-5661; Fax. 919-962-4282 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:54 PM 
TO: Mills, Amanda 

Subject: Revised 1-20 
Importa.¢e: High 

Hi Amanda, 

I am             and she is swamped with catching up with classes and exams and she asked me to 

follow up on her revised I 20 form. She recently changed her program from Bachelor of Ar[s to Bachelor of 

Sdence(a couple of weeks ago) and she has not heard back from your office to pick up a revised I 20 form 

signed by your office. She is heading home later on next week and wants to make sure her paperwork is in 

order before she heads home. Can you please check and let me know {I will cc       on this e mail as well) 

when she can expect to pick up the new papers please. If you need to call me, I can be reached on my cell 

at Thanks 

<extension form pdf> 

< pdf> 



~)live unc edu 

Dear 

Your petition requesting a drop (s) of PSYC       from the current semester has been reviewed by 
the Appeals Committee I am pleased to inform you that your request has been approved All 
necessat2¢ paperwork regarding this request will be submitted to the Registrar’s offSce on your 
behalf 

The committee recommends the following: 

¯ Schedule an appointment with Dean Gary Miller, gatw miller(?t~unc edu 
¯ Confim~ drop with Academic Counselor for NCAA compliance 

We wish you the best as you work toward your academic goals 

Best regards, 

Gary Miller, Chair 
Appeals Committee 



See attached -          is officially eligible for competition for the rest of the semester~ I know the plan is for her to 

ju st be a practice player but I wanted to get her eligible to the same point as the rest of the team, so that we’re in the 

clear if she ends u p doing more than just practicing. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

rackham <rackham@unc edu> 
Friday, 11:56 AM 

@ org 

@unc edu>; Joseph A Sagula <jsagula@unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

< @live unc edu>; ~uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: visit 

TEXT htm; recruit UV itin doc 

I have attached the itinerary here for We will have 2 other girls visiting on Monday as well, so it 

will be a busy day. The good news is on Sunday night, will get some time with the team alone. One of us 

coaches will meet at 6pm on Sunday night at Carmichael Arena (310 south Road Chapel Hill NC 27515) and get 
her hooked up with 

If they have any questions, please feel free to call/email. 

Thanks! 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 
Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 
(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackharn@,unc.edu 

www.goheels.com 
http:llwww,facebook,comlcarolinavo!leybal! 
http:lltwitter.comluncvolleyball 
www.carolinavolleyball.com 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 
TO: rackham 
Co: @ .org; 
Subject: visit 

2:35 PM 

Hi Coach Rackham, 



is excited about her coming visit to UNC 

She and                , will be heading out Sunday arriving to Raleigh at 11:00 am EDST They’ll rent a 
car and probably be in Chapel Hill early afternoon 

has reservation at the Marriott you recommended near the campus If there’s an opportunity for 
to stay in a dorn~ Sunday night as you mentioned tbat’ll be great, but if not she will stay with 

and be ready Monday morning 

If you have any additional information, please send to 
she’ll send on to us      ~            org 

Premier club coach, , and 

Again, thank you for the opportunity for to see UNC 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Cc: Don age, Albert A IV: Sandcl; lhomas J 
Subject Firsl YearOrientatkm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:17 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
~gmail corn>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N 
Orr <or@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

ASPSA meeting May 8th 

TEXT htm 

All, 

Please let me know if you are planning on attending the ASPSA meeting on May 8th @ 11:30 am 2nd floor conference 

room. 

Thanks, 

Nate 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 
Monday, 7:36 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: First-year Orientation 

TEXT htm 

I hope you are doing well. Sorry it has taking me so long to reply. I finally decided on a date for orientation. I registered 
for the       session. I talked to Coach Mann about summer online courses, and she told me not to worry about 
taking any this summer. What time would you want to meet orientation week~ 

Thanks, 

From= Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             11:13 PM 

Subject: Re: First-year Orientation 

I did get it and it was spring break and I just buried it I’m sorry 

Have you finished registering for the first session? 

It makes a great deal of sense not to take Math until you are certain what you major will be, so we don’t need 
to make a move on math 

In order to register for an online course you need to request a change in your enrollment term To do that, you 
contact Jennifer Thompson Here is her contact info: 

~ennlfer T~owpson 

Administrative Support ,specialist 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 275~ 22~0 

Phone: g~ g-g66-7~ g4 

Fax: g~ g-g66-~gTg 

Email: ict h 0 mpso n@a d missions, unc.ed u 

Here is the link to the summer school courses online The courses begin 

certainly nothing that you need to do, but if you would like to, you 

and last until late The is 



can http://www frida¥center unc edu/cp/cco/courses html 

Find a couple of courses that sound interesting to you and let me know 

Tony 

On , at 10:38 PM, 

Thank you Did you get my previous message? 

(~live unc edu> wrote: 

From: Yount, Tony [tonv¥ount~bunc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:59 AM 
To: 
Cc: Mann, Jan; Leah Wigger 
Subject: First-year Orientation 

Ladies, 

I’m looking forward to meeting with you before and during your first-orientation session I wanted 
to let you know that I’ll be on vacation for sessions 6 - 9, ~              and won’t be available 
for those sessions For the rest of the sessions, I should be in Chapel Hill and available to meet 
with you, and parents if they will be coming with you, the afternoon or evening before your 
scheduled session to get you prepared for registration for the fall semester 

if you would like to come for Session 17,                  you must first register for any 
other session, and then email the new student office and request that your session date be moved It 
really is ve~T easy to do But you can’t register for that last session directly online And please 
remember that you can’t do any of this until your admissions process is complete and you have 
your UNC email set 

Please send me an email when your Orientation registration gets confim~ed so that I’ll know when 
you’re coming 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, May I, 2013 12:13 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

Michelle Brown I           ~gmail corn) 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: Holds to Prevent Dropping Summer Courses 

TEXT htm; image001 gif; image002 gif 

Hey Everyone, 

[ know we touched on something similar in our !ast staff meeting so you may already be aware of this, but [ thought [ 

would st~are what I just received from ti~e Registrar’s Office about dropping the only course a student is enrolled in for a 

From: Duncan, Heather M 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 I0:33 AM 
To: Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Holds to Prevent Dropping 

fl they wish [o cancel their enro!Enent for a summer kerln, tEey carl elnai[ registrationservices@unc.edu PRIOR 1o the 

term sta~:ing, and hlclude their oame, PID and a statement that they want to cancel their summer I/ll (or both) term 

enrollment, 

Heather M. Duocan, MBA 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599 

(P) 9 J 9.962.829)/(E) 919.962.3349 

http://re istrar.uoc.edu 



From: Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 9:57 AM 
TO= Maloy, Susan B; Duncan, Heather M 
Subject= RE: Holds to Prevent Dropping 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 
Su~ect: Holds to Prevent Dropping 

Hi Crystal, 

Do you know if there are holds preventing student athletes and/or all students in general from dropping SSI courses? 

Thank you, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloygbuncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 1:58 PM 

Andrea L Caldwell <andreac@email uric edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Barbara E Lucido 
<blucido@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@unc edu>; ElizabethM Lyons 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc edu>; Michelle Brown 

~gmail corn>; KymN Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom 
<swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Staff meeting on Tuesday, May 7th 

TEXT htm 

Hello, Everyone: 

I hope that you are all su rvivin8 the end of the semester. This is the official reminder that we will have ou r last staff 

meetin8 of the spring semester on Tuesday, May 7th at 3:00pm in the Loudermilk Conference Room on the 2nd floor. 

Please send me any asenda items you would like to discuss at the meetins. 

Thank you, 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

We ask that you please be aware of Erick Lynn Smith, depicted on the attached document. Mr. Smith appears to be a 

passionate Tar Heel fan who strongly supports a number of UNC athletic teams. Should he or anyone else make any 

comments either in person or using any social media platform which staff or student-athletes find concerning, however, 

please let me know immediately. Coaches are asked to be mindful of his attempts to communicate with all student- 

athletes, but females in paVdcular. 

Thank you for your vigilance. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Erick Lynn Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 9:41 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc edu>; Michelle Brown 
<           ~gmail corn>; KymN Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Staff meeting reminder 

TEXT htm 

This is your friendly reminder about our staff meeting at 3:00 p.m. today. Please let me know if you have any items to 

add to the agenda. 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:57 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lvons <emlvons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Michelle Brown <           ~gmail corn>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Incoming summer school students 

TEXT htm; SUMMER SCHOOL 2013 LIST (2) xlsx 

I am attaching the list of incoming first year students who will be attending summer school. Please let me know if there 

are any changes to the students listed. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic SuppoE Prog~mforStudent Athletes 

Unive~ity of Noah Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247(fa×) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 5:06 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; MichelleBrown <           ~gmail corn>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Meeting follow up--response needed 

TEXT htm 

Hello: 

In follow up to our staff meeting this afternoon, we need to collect information for summer planning purposes. 

Please respond back to me by the end of the week with answers to the following questions: 

1. If you have not already provided your planned vacation periods, please let me know when you will be gone this 

2. Please let me know what times would work best for you on Wednesdays to meet during the summer. 

3. Please let me know if you are planning on attending the ACC Compliance meetings on June 25th-26th. 

Cou nselors, please do not forget to send your Team Capsules to Brent this week, also. 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
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admit trm acad_prog_pnmary acad_planl 

ASBCH BCNGLBL 

ASBCH BCHEXSS 

acad_plan2 acad_plan3 acad_plan4 ADVISOR iD Enrolled_2132 
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Y 

w thdraw_2132 
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hou rs_registered_2132 PT©S Approved_ oad_2132 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

Approved_load_2139 trf_resident terms 2132 cuLresident_term s_2132 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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cum_resident_term s_2132 RAC_XS 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4 

2 

2 

2 

7 

4 

8 

2 

PRPM_Census Elig_prior 

1 PM 

1 PM 

1 PR 

1 PR 
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1 PM 

1 PR 

1 PR 
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1 PR 

1 PR 

G 
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Y 
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Y 
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Y 

Y 
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Y 
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Elig_2132_am ended RE1 hou rs_reg~stered_SS2013 hou rs_registered_2139 

3 

9 

9 

6 

3 

O nl ne_cou rses_only_2139 

16 N 
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13N 
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15 N 

7N 

16 N 

15N 

15N 

9N 

15N 

9N 

15N 

]erm GPA 2132 
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[ otal_transfer_hrs Cum_hrs_earned_2132    1 ot_ nprog_gpa_2132 I oLmprog_nogpa_2132 

25 0 

6 0 

24 0 

19 

18 0 

9 0 

18 0 

58 0 

24 0 

30 0 

27 0 

12 0 

113 0 

55 0 

120 0 

27 0 

DEGR_C~KOU]_S A[ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 AG 

0 

0 

Graduated_2132 
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Course1_2139 
CHINI01003 

ENGLI05003 

AAADI01001 

ENGL123006 

ARTH270001 

AM S f 235001 

ENGL125002 

AAADI01001 

AAAD130001 

BIOL159001 

ARISS0001 

Course2_2139 Course3_2139 Course4_2139 

ENGL148001 POLI206H001 PWAD220002 

EXSS51001 FOLK77001 PORT101006 

DRAM115001 DRAM116002 IIIST12~006 

GEOL101002 HIST368001 LFIT105407 

DRAM115001 DRAM160001 PORI101006 

AAAD286001 DRAM 160001 SOCI122004 

COMM160002 DRAM116001 HIST127006 

COMM140001 HIST127007 JWST100001 

DRAM83001 ENGL100001 

AAAD286001 COMM263001 

AAAD385001 AN TII226006 

ARTH161001 HIST140002 

COMM362001 EXSS205001 

EXSS220002 

INLS200001 PORT101003 

CourseS_2139 

SOCI469002 

ROML56001 

PORfl01004 

SWAH401003 

PORT101007 

PSYC61001 

SPANI05002 

PORT101001 

SWAH401003 

MATH118004 

STOR113001 

Course6_2139 

SOC 101003 

CourseT_2139 
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CourseS_2~39 Courseg_2139 

~live uric edu 

~live.unc edu 

~liveLncedu 

}live uric edu 

~live uric edu 

@email.unc edu 

~liveuncedu 

~1 ve unc.edu 

@live uric edu 

@email uric edu 

~live uric edu 

ethnicity Ethnicity_descr citizenship_status citizenship_descr 

9 Two or more races 1 US Citizen 

3 Hispan~cs of any race 1 US Citizen 

6 Black or African American 1 US Citizen 

8 Whte 1 US Citizen 

8 Whte 1 US Citizen 

6 Black or African American 1 US Citizen 

3 Hispanics of any race 1 US Citizen 

6 Black or African American 1 US Citizen 

6 Black or African American 1 US Citizen 

9 Two or more races 1 US Citizen 

8 Whte 1 US Citizen 

6 Black or African American 1 US Citizen 

3 Hispanics of any race 1 US Citizen 

6 Black or African American 1 US Citizen 

6 Black or African American 1 US Citizen 

8 Whte 1 US Citizen 

SA]IOIAL 
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Y 

Y 
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Y 
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Y 

Y 
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35 

33 

25 

58 

53 

57 

27 

82 
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Y 
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ASBCH 

ASBCit 
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ASBCH 

ASBCit 

ASBCH 

ASBCH 

BCIIUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHPOLI 

BCIIBUSU 

BACOMM 

BCHEXSS 

BCIIBUSU 

BCHBUSU 

BAECON 

BACOMM 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCIICOMM 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

BCIIUNDC 

BAEXSS 

BCHCOMM 

BCIICOMM 

BCHCOMM 

BCHUNDC 

Y 

Y 
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PR 

PR 
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COHORT OUT I100AM 

Cum_hrs_earned_2132 Email 

12 @live uric edu 

99 ~emai unc.edu 

122 @email uric edu 

73 @email.unc edu 

43 @email uric edu 

48 @ema I unc.edu 

55 .~email uric edu 

/6 ~email uric edu 

63 #live.uric edu 

12 }iveuncedu 

24 ~live.unc edu 

55 @ema I unc.edu 

66 ~email uric edu 

/6 @email uric edu 

71 ~email uric edu 

25 @liveuncedu 

120 ~email.unc edu 

6 ~live uric edu 

52 @emai uncedu 

114 @emai unc.edu 

24 @1 ve unc.edu 

22 @live uric edu 

30 @iveuncedu 
27 @live uric edu 

113 @email.unc edu 

50 @email uric edu 

24 @1 ve unc.edu 

30 @ ire unc.edu 

58 @email uric edu 

24 @live Uric edu 

22 ~,live Uric edu 

Ethnicity_descr citizenship_descr 

Black or African American US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

White US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

White US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

American Indan or Alaska Native US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

White US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

White US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

Asian US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

White US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

wo or "-’ore races US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

~ ispanics of any race US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

Race and Ethnicity Unknown US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

Race and Etqnicity Unknown US C tizen 

Hispanics of any race US C tizen 

wo or more races US Citizen 

White US C tizen 

Hispanics of any race US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

Black or African American US C tizen 

White US C tizen 

White US C tizen 

SAITOfAL ACIECOMP 
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27 

50 

50 

22 

39 

77 

77 

49 

50 

46 

22 

9 

54 
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48 

49 

45 
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@live.~nc edu 

~1 ve unc.edu 

~email uric edu 

@liveuncedu 

@iveuncedu 

@emai uncedu 
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@email.unc edu 

~email uric edu 

@liveuncedu 

~1 ve unc.edu 

~email uric edu 

@email uric edu 

@ema I unc.edu 

@email.unc edu 

@live uric edu 

@email.unc edu 

White 

Black or African American 

Black or African American 

Black or African American 

White 

White 

White 

Black or African American 

White 

White 

Black or African American 

Nonres dent Alien 

White 

Black or African American 

Black or African American 

Black or African American 

Hispanics of any race 

Black or African American 

Nonres dent Alien 

Nonres dent Alien 

White 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

Non-resident Alien 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

US C tizen 

Non-resident Alien 

Non-resident Alien 

US C tizen 
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Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Dalgleish Joyce L" <lo’,’ced?#nnc edn> 

Friday, 10:13 AM 

Just wanted to let everyone know that     has returned to the Cary Health & Rehab Center U 

His family said that he was alert and talkative, and have once again expressed their appreciation 

for all of the continued thoughts, prayers and gifts from his Tar Heel Family! They continue to be 

hopeful and prayen~ul that his rehab progress will allow for him to return to his own home in the 

near future...and that will make     feel even better!! 

They also encourage visitors, as each visitor brightens his day. In order to help remember 

who all was there each day, they have placed a "sign in" book on his window sill, and 

ask everyone to sign it each time they visit. 

5o, that’sthe good news for theweek!! Keep thethoughts, prayers and visits coming!! 

I’llsendmoreupdatesaslhearthem! For those who want to send cards and need the address, 

Send them to: 

Have a great week end, and keep cheering for Ou r True Tar Heel! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> 
Friday, May 17, 2013 11:41 AM 

April Selena Mann <asmann@email unc edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<grego~?gc@email unc edu>; Jacquelyn D Copeland <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; 
Scarlett L Jordan <scarlett@unc edu>; Shandol Christine Hoover 
<schoover@email unc edu>; Sylvia George Waldeck <swaldeck@email unc edu> 

Carlos M Somoano <csomoano@unc edu>; UNCAA Academics 
<uncaaacademics@groups unc edu>; UNCAA-Compliance 
<uncaacompliance@groups unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: Initial 2013 Athletics Orientation (CTOPS) List and Registration Instructions 

TEXT htm; image001 j pg; image002 j pg; 5 17 13 doc 

All, 

Please note the addition of 

Thanks! 

Tom 

Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 2:19 PM 

TO: Mann, April Selena; Gregory, Cassandra B (gregoryc@email.unc.edu); Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

{jackie copeland@unc.edu); Hoover, Shandol Christine; Jordan, Scarlett L; Waldeck, Sylvia George 

C¢: UNCAA Compliance; UNCAA Academics; Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu); Williams, Andre 

(willia46@email.unc.edu); Holladay, Joe Randall (jhollada@email.unc.edu); Hoots, Eric M; Hatchell, Sylvia R 

(shatchel@email.unc.edu); Calder, Andrew G (acalder@email.unc.edu); Shelton, Karen C; Fedora, H. Larry; Joe Breschi; 

Dorrance, Alber[ A IV (anson@email.unc.edu); ’pacman@uncaa.unc.edu’; Papa, Donna J; Kalbas, Brian J 

(bkalbas@email.unc.edu); Meaders, Harlis James (meaders@unc.edu); ’Josh Langley’ 

Subject: Initial 2013 Athletics Orientation (CTOPS) List and Registration Instructions 

All, 

Please see attached for the first of what will probably be several memos detailing the incoming student-athletes 
for whom the Department of Athletics will cover Orientation charges 

I have received the following instructions for these student-athletes, in terms of how they can register and defer 
the charges to us Coaches, please feel free to pass this information on to the student-athletes identified in this 
memo Please remember that we only cover Orientation charges for incoining student-athletes who are 
receiving full athletics grant-in-aid, and we are only permitted to cover the charges for the STUDENTS 
themselves, not their parents/guests that might accompany them Those on partial scholarships are responsible 
for their own Orientation charges and should proceed accordingly 

Directions for Registration: 

I Review Orientation Dates and Fee Policies by clicking here 

2 Review Orientation Reservation instructions by clicking 

3 Create an ONYEN (http://onyen:uncedu) 



4 Activate your UNC email account (http://my ad:unc edu, select Email Set-up option) 

5 Pay/defer your enrolhnent deposit (can take 3- I 0 business days to receive and post) 

6. Know the names and email addresses of any family members/guests attending New Student Orientation with you 

(for fee information regarding Parent/Family Orientation Reservations, please click here) 

7. Know if any of your family members/guests attending Orientation want to make a reservation for on campus 

Orientation housing. (Please note that overnight, Orientation on campus housing is not available for 

family/guests attending Orientation in August.) 

We estimate that completing your Orientation t-esetw-ation will take between 20-30 minutes Please note 
that once you start your resetw-ation, you must complete all information at that time; you may not start 
the application, save information, and then complete it at a later time If you close your browser, 
disconnect your Internet session without completing or without canceling your reselwation, or leave the 
application idle for longer than 15 minutes, you will need to start a new resetw-ation 

9 Go to !![~.I~:~R~.:~[~! and select Undergraduate Orientation link 

10 Enter your ONYEN and password and complete your Student and Family/Guest Orientation 
Reservation 

11 When you are prompted to select your Orientation Session date: 
a If the Athletics Department has not assigned you to a specific session, please select the 

Orientation Session that best fits your schedule; Orientation sessions are available on a first- 
come, first-setwed basis 

If the Athletics Depamnent has confirmed an assigned Orientation session for you to attend, 
please select that appropriate session If your Athletics-assigned session is not presented as an 
option, please make a resetwation for any open session Immediately after completing your 
resetwation, please contact the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 
newstudents@unc,edu or 919-962-8304 to verify your Orientation dates Please be sure to 
include your name, PID, athletic team, and athletics assigned Orientation Session date in your 
email 

12 Paying for Orientation 
a If you are not a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your O~ientation 

payment, you may select Visa, MasterCard, check or money order Please note that payments 
made by check or money order must be received and processed by the Office of New Student & 
Carolina Parent Programs no later than 10 days Please make checks payable to UNC at Chapel 
Hill For more information about Orientation Payments, please click here 

If you are a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your Orientation 
payment, choose the Pay-By-Check option After you select the Pay -by-Check option, and 
finish your reservation, email newstudems@unc edu to confirm your resetwation, so the 
University Athletics credit can be applied to your Student Orientation Resetwation The email 
must include the following information: name, PID, athletic team, and if applicable, the athletics 
assigned Orientation Session date After the credit has been applied, you will be notified of any 
outstanding balances related to ParentJFamily Orientation Reselw-ations that you are responsible 
for completing (Please note that Parent/Family Orientation Reservation Fees and Guest 
Orientation Housing are not included in the athletics orientation credit. For more 
information about what the athletic scholarship covers, please contact the Athletic 
Department). A sample email is detailed below: 



Sample language for the email: 

I, (Insert Name, PID, athletics team), have reserved a place in Orientation for (Insert Date), and will be 

receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please apply the University Athletics credit to my reservation, and 

recalculate the bill to let me know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my reservation. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin, Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell I Fax 919.962.6002 

I~ ~MG 
~ IMAGE 55 

E 
Compliance: The Carolina WaYl GoHeels.com I 

We Educate and Inspire through athletics 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

All your grades are in (except 

Team GPA 

±cam GPA - ctanulafiv¢ - 

Cumulative GPAs bek>w 2 5: 

(missed her COMM thai she ~ill real cup m early Jan her GPA ~ill rise slightly) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 10:14 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Athletes with less than 12 hours 

has completed ber cout~ewoik, but she’s a journalism nutjor and nmst pass a 
graimnar/spellmg test before leceiving bet diplonut She hasn’t passed it She’s taking it again on Friday (You can ool) take it once a 
monflt ) That’s wl\~ her degree hasn’t been posted Sbe’s done, except for the test 

tells lne that sbe filled out fl~e piece of paper in Plfi[lips moin 19 Tbe gray told ber 
fltat it would take a couple of weeks for it to be processed and tbey would send bet a notice in tbe mail Should I tell her to go back to 
Phillips and get a cop?? 

Tony 

>>> Susan B Maloy          12:34 PM >>> 
Thanks TO1U Can you find out wh3            gradtkalion has not posled? Also,just nccd Io track down Ihc approv¢d undcrload 
fo r~ll ]’or      as SOOll as i[ is availabl¢ If you can filx il over Io IIIC once you rccciv¢ il, Ihal would be great 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Atl~etic Diiector for Certification and Eligibilig" 
UNC Department of Atl~etics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa uric edu 

>>> Ton) Younl I 1:25 AM >>> 
Susan, 

¯ has fufisbed requirements for her degree 
iust got h~to another course and is currentl? in 12 haurs 
is a se]fior and her undefload paperwork was filed Frida? 

So, at least figbt now, I believe that all m? clfildten ate OK 

>>> Susan B Maloy 9:41 AM >>> 

s) slem ycl so Ihcy arc slill showing up in AdnlissionPros We will gel Ihal cleaned up soon Please keep me updaled 

Thanks 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Atl~etic Diiector for Certification and Eligibilig" 
UNC Departlnent of Atl~etics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa uric edu 



players & staff: 
1. I have carefully reviewed all the summer class requests. 
2. I have also petitioned the athletic department for additional funding all day today, but they cannot increase funds at this 
time. However they p~mise to review this again later in the spring and if any new fund become available then they will 
distribute mo~ money to budgets later. So at this time, and for planning purposes we need to proceed based on our original 
budgets. 
3. I have reviewed the requests submitted, and discussed your specific academic record with Tony Yount to see who actually 
needs classes for: a) eligibility, b) progress towards graduation, c) specific needs for major~. 

Here are the conclusions as they relate to your summer courses request for one 3 credit class to stay on track for your 
eligibility and major: 

We are proposing that UNC will pay for 3 credit units (one course) in session I, 
which consists of covering your expenses for TUITION & FEES for 3 credits, plus pay for an on-campus dorm 
ROOM. (or the full summer room stipend of $792 if you chose to live off campus). 
You will be responsible for your own meals and books during session ] 

If you would like to discuss this, or have any additional changes I will be available all day Tuesday 
Coach JS 

Joe Sagula 
Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
919 962 5228 office 

cell 
GO TAR HEELS!! 

>>> @emaihunc.edu> 7:57 PM >>> 

I am plannina on taking one class this summer for the first session 
Anatomy 

Fetzer Hall - Rm 0109 STEVEN ZINDER 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa uncedu> 

Wednesday, 9:24 AM 

@ema]l uric edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: 18 hour Wavier 

TEXT htm 

Ok, thanks      Your answers below should be incorporated into your letter somehow. If you would like to send both 

Tony and ] a draft of your letter when you are ready, we can assist you fuEher to be sure that all pertinent information is 
included. 

Talk to you soon. 

Susan 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 5:33 PM >>> 

Susan, 

My meeting with Sharon Jones was a brief one that lasted only about 3 minutes, l doubt she has any recollection of this 

or any documentation. 

1. Did you know how many degree applicable courses that you needed to enroll in in Spring    ? 

After completing four degree applicable courses in the fall. l knew that I only had four more courses to fult’ll my major. 

During the spr rig, T choose courses that would just fit into my schedule also tred to make them degree applicable. My 

plan was to take two degree applicable courses in the spring, one more in the summer and underload in the fall. 

2. With the schedule that you had at the beginning of the Spdng term, did you know which courses were degree 

applicable? 
Yes, I knew that both of the journalism courses that I was enrolled in would cou nt toward my major. 

3. Why didn’t you know that JOMC    was not the right course at the time you went through pdority registration? 

When ~ registered for JOMC    ] saw that if fult’lled my second immersion and went with it. No where on the 

ConnectCarolina website did it say that it only fult’lled Group 4 of the immersions (not the 3 or 2, which ] needed). After 

some research on the JOMC webpage and advice from Kym and Sharon, did ] than realize ] was in the wrong see[ion. 

hope this helps. 

Also, t will be here for the maiority of this summer. I am usually in and out of Tony’s omce on the regular and will have 

the letter to you shortly. 

Thanks, 

, at 3:27 PM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Thank you for getting this star~ed, t won’t be able to file the waiver until the Spring semester is 

completed, but it is good to go ahead and document some of the details now. Eventually, t will need a 
formal letter from you that describes why you were not enrolled in at least 6 degree applicable hours and 

why you feel that you should be granted a waiver of the 18 hour rule. When putting together waivers for 



the NCAA, you can’t have too much information, so the more detail the better. Do you know if there is 
any information that documents your meeting with Sharon Jones? Would she have any notes in your 

file? I’ll check online and see if there is anything as well. 

T have a couple initial questions for you iust to get a better understanding of the situation. 

:L Did you know how many degree applicable courses that you needed to enroll in in Spring    ? 

2. With the schedule that you had at the beginning of the Spring term, did you know which courses were 

degree applicable? 

3. Why didn’t you know that JOMC    was not the right course at the time you went through priority 

registration? 

Before you leave for the summer, we will need a few things from you in order to put this waiver together: 

:L You must complete the letter that T described above. 

2. You and Tony must put together a formal Degree Completion Plan that will require your signature. 

3. You will need to sign the waiver application. 

thanks again for reaching out to me. If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact me. I am 

actually moving my omce over to the Academic Center on so it may be easier for us to get 

together then. 

Thank you, 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Cer[ification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 
919 962 9892 (omce) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 
> > >                  ~0email.unc.edu > 2:24 PM > > > 

After talking with Tony, he informed that I needed to write to you concerning my 18 hour wavien 

Attached is my recollection of the events leading up to this. If you need anything else, let me know. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 103733bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/03bgacbadd4c7e4003a51f5973d95781 

File Name: NCAA Eligibility.doc× 

Expi~7 Date: Mon, 14:24:35 0400 

Size: 103733bytes 



From= 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Saturday, 6:12 AM 

@email.unc.edu; 
@hotmail.com; 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 

~cna.com; 
~gte.net; 

@comcast.net; 
~yahoo.com; Tony Yount 

May I invite you to the world of health and happiness?.., http://dibooqaloo.fr/link friend.php?y~opic-yfeo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:29 PM 

~gmail com 

Fwd: Athletic Dept Play Day (from grottpwise) 

FILE msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:33 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance 
<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 
< breschi@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dennis Craddock 

<craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek 
Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan 
Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; John ]nman <jinman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadine Faustin Parker 
<nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell 

<shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 
< uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 
< ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Loaner Laptop Email to Graduating Seniors 

TEXT.htm; Your UNC Athletics Loaner Laptop PLEASE READEmsg 

The individuals listed below have been sent email notices (see attached) that they must return their laptops by Friday, 

All of you have at least i student athlete on this list. ! ask for your assistance in making sure that the 

computers are returned either to Nate Yarbrough with the Academic Center staff or to me in the Williamson 

Building by this date. If they are not returned, a hold will be placed on the student athlete’s account immediately. 

if I am mistaken that these individuals will graduate after Spnng Semester finals, please let me know ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Amy 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

"Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 9, 2011 1:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

WLAX majors 

Hey 

Could you please send me an updated list of women’s lacrosse academic majors (for use in the 2012 media guide)? 

Many thanks. 

-mb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, 1:02 PM 

< ~email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyoum@uncaa unc edu> 

TUtorial Schedule 

TEXT htm; image001 jpg 

Attached you should find your tutorial schedule. Contact Tony if you have questions. 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Prood’mn for Student Athletes 

Cemer for Studem Success and Acadel~fic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(9~9) 96~-9536 oft I (9~9) 96~-8~47 fax 

httD://tm’heelblue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC ~7599-31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Yarbrough, Nathan John" <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 7:34 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton < @gmail corn>; Cricket 
Lane <cfickel@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer <rmercer@email unc edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Out of the office today 

TEXT htm 

All, 

daycare is closed for a teacher workday so I will not be in today. Everyone have a great 
weekend. 

Nate 

Sent from my I/erizon Wireless Phone 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo corn> 

Thursday, 2:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

to whom it may concern 

TEXT htm 

Hello, my name is              & I am currently a           at      High School located in 
I hold down the fort being ranked as     in my class with an unweighted GPA of & weighted of 

furthermore, I have been presented with the opportunity to graduate a year early and have really been 
considering it IfI was to stay, my 4th year would consist of only taking my last english, for I have completed 
all of my other credits In my high school career I have taken all honors classes and plan on taking AP Calc 
next year 

Saying this, I also am highly interested in pursuing a career in college 
coach; however, with it being season I have yet to hear back 

I have recently emailed your 

In conclusion, I am asking for your opinion on tl~e whole dilemma My family is behind my back & we are 
willing to go to all extents to make my dreams become reality 

I hope to hear back from you soon 

Thank you for your time[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday,              9:56 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: CHEM 

TEXT htm; image001 jpg 

Sent: Sunday, 2:46 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: CHEN 

I am free to tutor. It is not a course I am very familiar with, but I am sure if I find out the text/material that is being 
covered it will be fine. DO you happen to know the book that will be used of have a syllabus? Could you find that out 

Thanks, 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday. 9:55 AM 
To: 
Subject: CHEM 

Are you free to tutor during sum mer 17 If so, are you comfortable with 

tutor for 2 3 hours per week. 

is taking that during first session and I need a 

Thanks for considering, 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Acade~fic Counseling 
Underod’aduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 96z-9536 oft I (919) 96z-8z47 fax 
http://tm’heelblue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 31o7 



Chapel Hill, NC x7599-31o7 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Transfer Eval 

Perfect as long as they all count, we’re good. Thanks, Tony have a great weekend!! 

Lance 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 2:00 PM > > > 

Lance, 

I plugged in the transfer credits to an ECON worksheet. She would be 27 hours shor~ on General College (pending some 

AP score results that could reduce that number), 21 hours shor~ on her maior. She has enough hours remaining that all 

her transfer hours should be degree applicable. 

Patricia, 

Spencer Welbom will be in the omce on Friday,       . He is the academic adviser for and he has agreed to 
meet with     . His email is welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. I have forwarded to him her information and given to him the 

ECON worksheet that T’ve just completed for her. 

Tony 

On at 11:54 AM, Lance Markos wrote: 

Hey guys, 

Attached is the transfer credit evaluation for 

and she receives the one time 

Provided all the courses are degree applicable 

, she would be eligible here next fall. 

Tony can you veda/that the course work would be degree applicable? Once she’s clear for percentage 
towards degree, we should be all set. Thanks!! 

> > > "Perkins, Ni Edc D" <nperkins@admissions.unc.edu > 11:19 AM > > > 

Hello All, 

Attached you find a preliminary evaluation on the following prospective student athlete: 

? 
Let me know it you have any questions. 

Ni-Eric D Perkins 
Admissions Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
Jackson Hall, Campus Box 2200 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599 



(p): 9198439701 
(f): 9199623045 

From: Lance Markos [maJlto:markos@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Thursday, 9:58 AM 
1"o~ Perkins, Ni-Eric D 
Cc= Polk, Barbara J; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Transfer Eval 

Attached is a transcript for a potential 

where she stands, I’d appreciate it. Also, thanks for the info on the 
yesterday. Hope all is well. 

If you could let me know 



f>>Z,<!-- Email Conver~ed by LAW --> 
<HTML> 
<head> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=utf-8"> 

<style> 
.hmmessage P 

{ 
margin:0px; 
padding:0px 

} 
body.hmmessage 

{ 
font-size: 1 Opt; 
font-family:Verdana 

} 
</style> 
</head> 
<body class=’hmmessage’> 
<table border="0" width="95%"> 
<tr><td width="100"><strong>From:</strong> </td><td>sarah carothers 

&It;          ~ hotmail.com&gt;</td></tr> 
<tr><td width="100"><strong>Sent:</strong> </td><td>Thursday, July 2, 2009 12:51 
PM</td></tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>To:</strong> </td><td>Martha Taylor 

&It ~hotmail.com&gt;; Nan Woodbury &It ~gmail.com&gt;; Tony 
Yount &lt;tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu&gt;; TonyYount &It; ~mac.com&gt;; 
GlennNaomi Withrow &It      @aol.com&gt;</td></tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>Subject:</strong> </td><td>phone 
number</td></tr> 
</table> <hr color=-"#000000" size="2" noshade><br> 

I have dropped my land line, so now have only my cell phone contact at 
(Verizon)<br> 
<br> 
Sarah<br> 
<br/><hr/>Lauren found her dream laptop. <a 
href=’http :liwww.microsoft. comiwindowslchoosepc/?ocid=ftp_val_wl_290’ target=’_new’>Find 
the PC that’s right for you.</a> 

</BODY></HTML> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 12, 2009 10:29 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Reynolds 

< cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~uncaa.unc~edu >; RoberL Mercer 

<rm~rcer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Green <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni 

Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 8/12/09, 10a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 8-12-09, 10 am).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have "unhighlighted" several that were in yellow, as well as removed 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athlel~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:07 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Fwd: 

FILE msg 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 6:34 AM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

I can do the one in late     I think it was the 
I know that is the one I am good for! NOT the 

My cell phone number is 

My morn did it by credit card, but from the looks of it, it never 
charged onto her thing[ 

one 

thanks for all your help! I am so sony about all of this :( 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
To:                                     ~aol corn>; 

@email unc edu> 
Sent: Mon, 9:00 pm 
Subject: Re: CLOPS 

Hey 

Good to hear from you I’m not surprised that it wouldn’t let you 
register I think I may be able to help you get registered when I get 
to the office tomorrow rll need two pieces of information I 
Your preferred dates to come (I know that 
completely full) 

are 

2 Did your morn send the money by check, or by credit card As soon 
as you get that to me, I’ll get to work on getting you into a session 
It would also be a good idea to send me your cell phone, and your AIM 
name so we can communicate more easily My cell is 
My AIM is 
On            at 7:16 PM,               @aol corn wrote: 

> I registered for this on          but got an email saying my 
> payment was not recieved when my morn had sent the money in? ! 
> 
> I tried again yesterday and now it won’t let me[ 

-----Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
To:                                  ~aol com>; 

@email unc edu>; 
@unc edu 



Sent: Tue, 10:11 am 
Subject: CTOPS 

> The deadline for registering for C]-OPS is You’ve only got 3 
> days Please take care of this as quickly as possible 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~email unc edu> 
Thursday, 2:23 PM 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Girls Schedules 

Tony, 

Thanks I had no idea that the entire team was taking classes until almost 
2 a lot That will certainly make things interesting as girls get injured 
and for my study in general ! appreciate the help though Thanks again! 

On Thu, 13:35:19 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Girls who get out of class at 1:45, or at 1:50 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Girls who have class at 5, 5:30 or 6: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



> On 

>> Tony, 

at 12:02 PM, wrote: 

>> I’m about to get cracking on my thesis, and I was hoping you could 
>> send me 
>> a list of girls with class until 2pm (that automatically puts them 
>> in one 
>> group), or if anyone has class right after practice Thanks! 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Friday, 1:43 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Camping update 

This is by far the nicest thing anyone has said to me ! really needed a 
kind word I am having a little difficultly adjusting here, it is really 
lonely Thank you so much for all the support And of course I want to be 
your friend! 

On Fri, 04:27:07 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
wrote: 
> I have about 700 thoughts about your 2 emails but I’ll only share 7 
> since you’re not feeling well 

> 5 Your concern for the rest of us is noted and appreciated 
> 

> 6 You may decide Saturday morning at 8:30, whether to go or not go 
> 

> 7 Friend, your 2nd email may be the nicest, sweetest, cutest 
> ridiculous email I’ve ever gotten It was about 20 years into my 
> teaching career that I discovered this talent that I have, but I have 
> it Kids would come interview with me during the lunch hour about 
>joining my yearbook staff I could spend about 2 minutes with them and 
> decide whether I wanted them to be a big par~ of my life for the next 
> 2 years I can see it in their eyes - in 2 minutes - whether they’re 
> going to be really interesting or not, whether they have some life and 
> a sense of joy in them that I want to surround myself with, and that I 
> want to be energized by, ifI want them to be my friend With you, it 
> took about 30 seconds You’ve got all those qualities, and like a 
> bandaid, you’re stuck with me The friendship doesn’t always work out, 
> and you may freely choose whether to become my friend or not, but the 
> ofl’er will be there until I don’t breathe anymore, because you are the 
> kind of person that I want and need to have around me to keep me young 
> and happy 

> OF , at 12:35 AM wrote: 



>> 

>> also, this is why I have not come to see you since our meeting 
>> Monday, not 
>> because I don’t like you or like seeing you After class I have gone 
>> to 
>> sleep evel?~day, so I have been unconscious or in class all hours 
>> that you 
>> are in your office I will come by tomorrow though I don’t want you 
>> to 

>> feel neglected like last week 
>> 

>> On Thu, 
>> > 

>> wrote: 
>>> and I will pick you all up at your domes at 8:30 Sat am 
>>> 
>>> So happy that decided to come with us I think she chose camping 
>>> and graduating over not camping and having her transc~qpt 
>>> mysteriously 
>>> disappear from the system Good choice 
>>> 
>>> Weather forecast continues to be excellent - highs in the low 70s, 
>>> lows in the mid 50s 
>>> 
>>> After talking with several of you, it seems that having you make your 
>>> own lunch seems preferable to stopping at a t~ast food place For 
>>> those 
>>> that don’t like that option, we’ll make a brief stop about 2 hours 
>>> into the trip on the way up at a grocery store in Wilkesboro We’re 
>>> not bringing snack food for the afternoon so you’re on your own until 
>>> dinner We will have dessert 
>>> 
>>> We have sleeping bags and pads for eve~?~body 

Questions - call me 

>>> Tony 

’ 22:49:20 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jayme Mitchell ~                  ~gmail corn> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 12:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: sorry dear 

TEXT htm 

1 [] story is school has started and I’m going crazy[ [] have to work at home too :)[] j ust have to get through the 
first few weeks! I’m a real working woman now watch out baby! 

2 [] Not married yet 

3 [] Still in Madison having a nice time its still warm here! [] YAHOOOO[ 

4 1 I Still coming in November in fact rm planning on booking my flight today! should I fly in Thursday 
night or Fliday morning?!!l I Can we hang out pleaseeeeee! 

How are things with you!??[I I I miss you lots tony :) You are the man! 

Have a nice life, 
Jayme ;) 

On Tue, Sep 15, 2009 at 10:41 AM, Tony Yount <tonvyount@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 
What’s your sto~?~? Married yet? 

Where have you gone? Still coming in Nov? Answer questions in the order that were asked please? 

Have a nice life 

Tony 

Jayme Mitchell 
~gmail corn 

Jayme Mitchell 

~bgmail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                 5:26 PM 

#email.unc.edu 
cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu.; pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu.; Doug Halverson 
<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Time away instructions 
TEXT.htm 

Here is a summary of what we talked about to day. Please let me know that you have touched base with your parents 
and explained to them what we talked about today. I want to re-iterate that this is not a discipline matter. 

I know you are not happy with our decision. But I do not think you can be a positive force on our team without taking 
these steps. We have addressed this with you right now because we have observed you over the past year and have 
noticed a trend in your behavior that has Red Flags. We care about you and want to give you a chance to make 
improvements in your life. Continuing down the current path is not good for you or our team. 

This time away will also include not traveling with the team to Lutherock. 

Please let me know when you have set a date with Dr. Hack or if you wish to pursue a different person. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Practice Weight Room 

No On own, 
separate from 

team, w/ 
instruction 

from Steve 

~udy Hall 

No hours 

needed, but 
continueto 

checkin w/ 
Tony 

Training Room    Drinking Support 

Dr. Hack 

Magg e 

Service 

No, 

wa nt to 
No Fever 

Carolina     Summer Camps 
REGISTER NOW! 
www.ca rolinalacrosseca m as.cam/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 
Carolina Lacrosse 







f>>Z,<!-- Email Conver[ed by LAW --> 
<HTML> 
<head> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=utf-8"> 

<style> 
.hmmessage P 

{ 
margin:0px; 
padding:0px 

} 
body.hmmessage 

{ 
font-size: 1 Opt; 
font-family:Verdana 

} 
</style> 
</head> 
<body class=’hmmessage’> 
<table border="0" width="95%"> 
<tr><td width="100"><strong>From:</strong> </td><td> 

~hotmail.com&gt;</td></tr> 
<tr><td width="100"><strong>Sent:</strong> </td><td>Monday, 6:43 
PM</td></tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>To:</strong> 
<ltd><td>gyount@email.unc.edu</td></tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>Bcc:</strong> </td><td>Tony Yount 

&lt;tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu&gt;</td></tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>Subject:</strong> </td><td>RE: First Year 

Guide</td></tr> 
</table> <hr color=-"#000000" size="2" noshade><br> 

Hi,<BR> 
I was&nbsp;just wondering if you were able to get&nbsp;my date for the 
orientation&nbsp;changed to        &nbsp;Just let me know when you find out so i can 
star[&nbsp;preparing the needed materials in time!&nbsp;<BR> 
&nbsp;<BR> 
Thank you so much,<BR> 

-~BR>&nbsp;<BR> 
<HIR id=stopSpelling> 
From: tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu<BR>To: 
First Year Guide<BIR>Date: Tue, 
that done tomorrow and I’ll let you know 
<DIV><BIR></DIV> 
<DIV><BR> 
<DIV> 
<DIV> 
<DIV>On             at 9:24 PM, 

@ hotmail.com< BR>Subject: Re: 
21:32:48 -0400<BR><BR>I’II see if I can get 

wrote:</DIV><BIR class= EC_Apple- 



interchange-newline> 
<BL©CKQUOTE><SPAN class=EC_Apple-style-span style="WORD-SPACING: 0px; FONT: 
12px Helvetica; TEXT-TRANSFORM: none; COLOR: rgb(0,0,0); TEXT-INDENT: 0px; WHITE- 
SPACE: normal; LETTER-SPACING: normal; BORDER-COLLAPSE: separate"> 
<DIV class=EC_hmmessage style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; FONT-FAMILY: 
Verdana">Hi,<BR>&nbsp;<BR>l’m glad&nbsp;that&nbsp;I wouldn’t be in a disadvantage but 
if you could get me into the       &nbsp;one that&nbsp;would be absolutely wonderful. 
The other isnt in the best time&nbsp;frame for me because i might have a tournament then 
and I’m going to      for a mission trip right after and I would be missing meetings for 
getting ready for the trip.<SPAN class=EC_Apple-converted- 
space>&nbsp;</SPAN><BR>&nbsp;<BR>Thank you so 
much,<BR>       <BR>&nbsp;<BR> 
<HR id=EC_stopSpelling> 
From:<SPAN class=EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</SPAN ><A 
href="mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu">tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu</A><BR>To:<S PAN 
class= EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</S PAN><A 
href="mailto: @hotmail.com"~ ~hotmail.com</A><BR>Subje 
ct: Re: First Year Guide<BR>Date: Tue,            20:28:45-0400<BR><BR> 
<DIV><BR></DIV> 
<DIV>Thanks for letting me know. The University pretty carefully allocates spots in class for 
each of the CTOPS sections, so you should not be at a disadvantage by coming late. We’ll 
get in touch with other about a week before your session and get you prepped for it. If I could 
get you into would you like for me to try?</DIV> 
<DIV><BR></DIV> 
<DIV><BR></DIV> 
<DIV>Tony</DIV> 
<DIV><BR></DIV> 
<DIV><BR></DIV> 
<DIV><BR> 
<DIV> 
<DIV>On at 4:48 PM, wrote:</DIV><BR class=EC_EC_Apple- 
interchange-newline> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><SPAN class=EC_EC_Apple-style-span style="WORD-SPACING: 0px; 
FONT: 12px Helvetica; TEXT-TRANSFORM: none; COLOR: rgb(0,0,0); TEXT-INDENT: 0px; 
WHITE-SPACE: normal; LETTER-SPACING: normal; BORDER-COLLAPSE: separate"> 
<DIV class=EC_EC_hmmessage style="F©NT-SIZE: 10pt; FONT-FAMILY: 
Verdana">Hi,<BR>&nbsp;<BR>l tried to switch to        but it was already full. 
So&nbsp;after i looked over the other open days and worked out all of my tournaments and 
the only one left that i had to choose was              which is the last orientation. I 
hope that being in the last one wont be a disadvantage in any 
areas.<BR>&nbsp;<BR> 
<HR id= EC_EC_stopSpelling> 
From:<SPAN class=EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</S PAN><A 
href="mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu">tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu</A><BR>To:<S PAN 
class= EC_EC_Apple-conver~ed-space>&nbsp;</SPAN ><A 
href="mailto: @hotmail.com"> @hotmail.com</A><BR>Subje 
ct: Re: First Year Guide<BR>Date: Tue,            13:03:33 -0400<BR><BR>thanks for 
letting me know. See you then. 
<DIV><BR></DIV> 



<DIV><BR> 
<DIV><SPAN class=EC EC_EC_Apple-style-span style="WORD-SPACING: 0px; FONT: 
12px Helvetica; TEXT-T~ANSFORM: none; COLOR: rgb(0,0,0); TEXT-INDENT: 0px; WHITE- 
SPACE: normal; LETTER-SPACING: normal; BORDER-COLLAPSE: separate"> 
<DIV style="WORD-WRAP: break-word"><SPAN class=EC_EC_EC_Apple-style-span 
style="WORD-SPACING: 0px; FONT: 12px Helvetica; TEXT-TRANSFORM: none; COLOR: 
rgb(0,0,0); TEXT-INDENT: 0px; WHITE-SPACE: normal; LETTER-SPACING: normal; 
BORDER-COLLAPSE: separate"> 
<DIV style="WORD-WRAP: break-word"> 
<DIV> 
<DIV>Tony Yount</DIV> 
<DIV>Academic Adviser, Women’s Golf</DIV> 
<DIV>Kenan Field House</DIV> 
< DIV>962-9535</DIV></DIV> 
< DIV><BR></DIV></DIV></S PAN>< BR class=EC_EC_EC_Apple-interchange- 
newline></DIV></S PAN>< BR class=EC_EC_EC_Apple-interchange-newline></DIV><BR> 
<DIV> 
<DIV>On May         at 11:33 AM,            wrote:</DIV><BR 
class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-interchange-newline> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><SPAN class=EC_EC_EC_Apple-style-span style="WORD-SPACING: 
0px; FONT: 12px Helvetica; TEXT-TRANSFORM: none; COLOR: rgb(0,0,0); TEXT-INDENT: 
0px; WHITE-SPACE: normal; LETTER-SPACING: normal; BORDER-COLLAPSE: separate"> 
<DIV class=EC_EC_EC_hmmessage style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; FONT-FAMILY: 
Verdana">Hi!<BR>&nbsp;<BR>lts great to meet you!<BR>l just wanted to tell you that i think 
i&nbsp;going to have to change me&nbsp;CTOPS to                because i have my 
graduation&nbsp;rehearsal on&nbsp; that i forgot about.<SPAN 
class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted- 
space>&nbsp;</SPAN><BR>&nbsp;<BR>Thanks,<BR>        :BR>&nbsp;<BR>&gt; 
From:<SPAN class=EC_EC_EC_Apple-conver~ed-space>&nbsp;</SPAN ><A 
href="mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu">tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu</A><BR>&gt; 
To:<SPAN class=EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</SPAN><BR>&gt; Subject: 
First Year Guide<BR>&gt; Date: Mon,            19:00:34 -0400<BR>&gt;<SPAN 
class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</S PAN>< BR>&gt; 

<BR>&gt;<SPAN class=EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted- 
space>&nbsp;</SPAN><BR>&gt; First Year Guide, the booklet with all the information about 
First<SPAN class=EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</SPAN><BR>&gt; Year 
academics at Carolina, is online at the address below:<BR>&gt;<SPAN 
class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</S PAN><A 
href="http :l/advising. unc. edu/newstudent’. 

Guide">http://advising.unc.edu/newstudents          Guide</A><BR>&gt;<S PAN 
class=EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</SPAN><BR>&gt; It has answers to 
many questions. Let me know if you need to figure<SPAN class=EC_EC_EC_Apple- 
conver~ed-space>&nbsp;</SPAN><BR>&gt; out anything else. When the first year seminars 
for fall     are up,<SPAN class=EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted- 
space>&nbsp;</SPAN><BR>&gt; I’ll send you that link too.<BR>&gt;<SPAN 
class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</S PAN>< BR>&gt; looking 
forward to meeting with you        when you’re here<SPAN class=EC_EC_EC_Apple- 
converted-space>&nbsp;</SPAN><BR>&gt; for CTOPS.         when you get your 
CTOPS scheduled, please let me<SPAN class=EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted- 



space>&nbsp;</SPAN><BR>&gt; know.<BR>&gt;<SPAN class=EC_EC_EC_Apple- 
converted-space>&nbsp;</SPAN ><BR>&gt;<S PAN class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted- 
space>&nbsp;</SPAN ><BR>&gt;<S PAN class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted- 
space>&nbsp;</SPAN><BR>&gt; Tony Yount<BR>&gt; Academic Adviser, Women’s 
Golf<BR>&gt; Kenan Field House<BR>&gt; 962-9535<BR>&gt;<SPAN 
class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</S PAN>< BR>&gt;<SPAN 
class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</S PAN>< BR>&gt;<SPAN 
class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</S PAN>< BR>&gt;<SPAN 
class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</S PAN>< BR><BR> 
<HR> 
Hotmail~,® has a new way to see what’s up with your friends.<SPAN 
class= EC_EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</S PAN><A 
href="http:/t~vindowslive.com/qutorial/Hotmail/VVhatsNew?ocid=TXT_TAGLM WL H 
M_Tutorial_WhatsNew1_052009">Check it 
out.</A></DIV></SPAN></BLOCKQUOTE><IDIV><BR></DIV><BR> 
<HR> 
Hotmail~,® has ever-growing storage! Don~�TMt worry about storage limits.<SPAN 
class= EC_EC_Apple-converted-space>&nbsp;</SPAN ><A 
href=~~http:~/wind~ws~ive.c~mFrut~ria~~H~tmai~~St~rage?~cid=TXT-TAGLM-wL-HM-Tut~ria~- 
Storage 1_052009">Check it 
out.</A></DIV></SPAN></BLOCKQUOTE><IDIV><BR></DIV><BR> 
<HR> 
Windows Live~,,¢: Keep your life in sync.<SPAN class=EC_Apple-conver~ed- 
space>&nbsp;</SPAN ><A 
href="http:/t~vindowslive.com/explore?ocid=TXT_TAG LM_BR_life_in_synch_052009">Check 
it out.<IA><IDIV><ISPAN><IBLOCKQUOTE></DIV><BR><IDIV><IDIV><br /><hr 
/>Hotmail,&,® has ever-growing storage! Don~�TMt worry about storage limits. <a 
href=’http:/~vindowslive.com/Tutorial/Hotmail/Storage?ocid=TXT_TAG LM_WL_H M_Tutorial_S 
torage1_052009’ target=’_new’>Check it out.</a> 

</BODY></HTML> 



Sent: 
To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            4:18 PM 

gvount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <ton.\yount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: matb m~ior requirements 

O wait I have to work until 1 Can I come around 1307 

Sent on Ihc Sprmta~: No\~ Nct\~ork from m? BlackBcn~, a~: 

From: Ton3 Yount 
Date: Tue, 16:09:45 -0400 
To:       ?z~email unc edu> 
Subject: Re: matb m~ior requirements 

of course I’ll look for you sometime close to 11:30 

On at 3:02 PM, rz email unc edu wrote: 

Hey can I come see u after class tomorrow 

Sent on tbe Sprint g Now Net~ork from my BlackBer~y~ 

From: Tony Yount 
Date: Tue 14:55:55 -0400 
To:       ~email unc edu> 
Subject: Re: malh m~jor requirements 

I’m looking at tbe worksheet Ibr tbe Matb BS - Basic Option major Not tbe one witb Applied Option, and not 
tbe Matb BA major According to tbat worksheet, here is what you have left to complete Ibr your major: 

I eitber Matb    or COMP 
2 Malh    (registered m fl~e fall) 
3 Spm~ (regdstered in Ihc fall) 
4 Malh 
5 eilhcr Malh 
6 Malh    or 
7 eilhcr Malh 
8- 10 3 Matb courses above above not used to fulfill I 4 5 6 7 above 
I I I course fi’om tbe Division of Natural Sciences tbat is NOT matb 

Here is tbe information fi’om tbe GRADS worksbeet: 



The only difference between Ihc printed \~orkshcct and the GRADS \~orkshcct is d~at      allo\~cd to count 
so Ihat h~stoad of 3 courses over it onl) has to be 2 courses over 520, that arc NOT used to fill 
requirements above Ihat line 

The way I read it, you have courses lcfl to complete You arc rcgistorcd for one dfis summer and 2 m the 
fall. leaving you witb 8 courses leil to complete your m~ior after fall I don’t see where on tbe worksheet, 
you tbink you can avoid Matb 

This is from tbe Matb Depar’ment list of requirements 
B,S, Degree with a Major in Mathematics 

A. First and Sophomore Years 

1. COMP 116 or MATH 565 

2. MATH 23:1 or 24:1, 232 or 283, 233, 38:1, 383 
3. PHYS 104 and 105 or PHYS 116 and 117 

B. Junior and Senior Years 

1. MATH 52:1 and one of 522, 523, 528, or 566 
2. MATH 547 or 577 (preferably before the senior year) 

3. One of MATH 533, 534, 578, or 548 
4. At least three more mathematics courses numbered above 520 

C. Four or more courses in the Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics (beyond 
the General Education requirements), but not in mathematics 

D. Eighteen hours of C or better (not C-) in mathematics courses numbered above 

52O 

That’s Ihc \~ay I see it 

Let me 1,2~ow what you thia~k 

Ton) 

On at 8:54 AM. ~; email unc edu wrote: 

Hope your summers goh~ \~cll Both m) classes arc goin well Question: When you get a second 
could you check Ihis out? I just looked over Ihc classes i need for a BS in Malh and it seems like i 
dont need to take as many as i Ihought hn currcndy ca~rollcd in malhl    br SSII If i take malh 

in Ihc fall, then I dont need to take malh according to d~c online grad advising 
spreadsheet I can go dirccdy to malh [ \~ould still need to take 
Comp    but d~at would fulfill all of m) m~ior requirements And d~c part Ihat says Ihat i need to 
take 3 courses over matb does tbat include all tbe classes i just named or is it an additional 3 
classes? Please check it out and get back to me as soon as you can so i can change my schedule 
and ease my mind Iol 

Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 



From: 

Sent: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa unc edu> 

Sunday, July 26, 2009 10:40 AM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Iony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: 

Wow! We have such wonderful support Thmlks so much for keeping       and         ~ on your mind through out 
your vacation I will definitely send Vicki a thank you note and I will pull something together for her 

Have a great rest of your trip! Be careful and have fun 

Go Tar Heels! 
Patricia Earley 
University of Norih Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 843 -4063 
pearley@uncaa unc edu 
>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 07/25/09 8:13 PM >>> 
Coaches, 

mid i have been in regular contact this summer The ECON Dept at 
Carolina has agreed to accept two of       courses from        as 
ECON    , andECON , the first two courses in the major sequence at 
Carolina That is tremendous news for as no student had ever 
transferred those courses from and the department’s speedy 
approval has helped      tremendously in the scheduling area in 
addition, Vicki Walker, the Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate 
Studies for the Econ Depariment, has placed      in ECON    for the 
fall, even though all the seats in that course were already taken She 
went out of her way to obtain permission for that move from the 
professor in the course She has been marvelous in her help to 
I have thanked her many times, but when I get back to CH I’d like to 
get a shirt, or a cap, or a sweatshop from the golf program to take to 
her I think it would be a nice gesture and I hope we can make that 
happen Her contact info is below in case either of you would like to 
send a quick note of thanks 

vwwalker@email unc edu 

Vicki Walker Assistmlt to Director of Undergraduate Studies 962-2534 
GA 107 

We’re working on the rest of       schedule After the fall 
semester, will have only 4 more courses to take to complete her 
ECON major 

goest to CTOPS on Thursday She was prepped to register 
before I left and she should be j ust fine 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday 10:39 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Fall Tuition Bill] 

TEXT.htm 

Hopefully this takes care of questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu > 10:35 AM > > > 

Mr 

I have been looking into account by the request of Amy Herman to 

find out what the charges are fort So here is what I found out, she was 
enroll for summer 2 for 7.5 hours. Her scholarship paid only $2424.00 

toward this account. So all the other charges would had to be paid by 

the family, and the grand total of that was $1651.00. I we got a 
payment in for $395 & $336. Which leaves an outstanding amount of 

$920.00, after her scholarship pays. 

From what I can see it looks they added her study abroad charges to her 

account which cause her bill to go up. That is how the amount come to 

be owing of $920.00. 

What I will do this time is remove the hold so that.      can register 

next week on the      Please make sure that that the $920 is paid when 

you get the spring invoice. 

also copied Amy Herman on this email in case she want to add anything. 

Please feel free to reply back to this email if you have any questions. 

> Dear Mr. Maynard l have fur[her reviewed my records and can still 
> find no discrepancy that would indicate there is a balance due on my 

> daughter’s bill. 

> As of         the balance was $0.00. My daughter then did a study 
> abroad program this summer for which [ received a bill for $3155. This 

> included $2424 for tuition, $336 for fees, $350 for a study abroad fee 

> and $45 for study abroad insurance. Prior to receiving this bill, 

> Jenny Levy, coach of the women’s lacrosse team indicated that she 
> would pay the $2760 balance due for tuition and fees consistent with 

athletic scholarship. Therefore I paid the $395 difference on 
>         Subsequently ] learned from Jenny that she could only fund 

> the tuition pordon and not the fees pordon. ] then charged the $336 



(plus $6.72 transaction fee) to my credit card. This left a $0.00 

balance prior to the fall tuition bill. 

I then received        fall tuition bill for $11,756.72 which is 

composed of $10,876.5 for tuition and $880.22 for fees. Again, because 

athletic scholarship covers her semester tuition and fees it 

would appear that the balance should again be at $0.00. So [ don’t 

know where this $920 outstanding balance is coming from. Is it 

possible that      was not credited with the proper athletic 

scholarship amount? This happened one time before when they applied 

the wrong student credit to our account. 

As [ previously mentioned it is important to clear this matter up as 

soon as possible given that my daughter needs to register in advance 

for her spring semester classes working around her team athletic and 

travel schedule. 

Your prompt attention to this matter would be appreciated. At a 

minimum it would be helpful if the stop on her account could be lifted 

while this matter is resolved. 

In a message dated 12:11:25 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, 

gregoryc@email.unc.edu writes: 

She have outstanding amount due from another term in the amount of 

$920. That will need to be paid in order to get her stop off. 

Gary Maynard wrote: 

> S ubiect: 

> Fall Tuition Bill 

> From: 

; @aol.com 

> Date: 

> Mon, 09:20:50 EDT 

> To: 

> cashier@unc.edu 

> To: 

> cashier@unc.edu 

> CC: 

> Hello is a at UNC and 

> receives a full athletic scholarship that covers tuition and 

fees for 



> her participation in Her pTD # is 

> . was stardng to look into registration for her 
> spBng semester classes and discovered that a hold had been 

placed on 

> her accounL 
> 

> Based on my records the only outstanding balance is for the 

fall 
> semester tuition and fees totaling $11,756. [ received a bill 

for this 

> a week or so ago and sent in a response that this balance should be 

> paid by the athletic department and can they please be contacted to 
> cont’rm this information. Jenny LeW is the woman’s lacrosse 

coach, l 

> am concerned that this will not be resolved by the time 
needs 

> to register for her classes. Given that her lacrosse season is 

in the 
> sprng she has to carefully schedule her classes around her 

athletic 

> team pallicipation. 

> I seem to have to go through this back and foF~h exercise eve~ 

> semester. [s there not a way that the charges covered by her 

athletic 
> scholarship can be deduced from the semester bill before it is 

first 

> sent? 
> 

> Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Cassandra B Gregory 

Student Accounts & University Receivables 
Scholarship Billing Coordinator 
2215 BASB North CB#1400 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 1400 

gregoryc@emaikunc.edu 
phone 919 843 5384 

fax 919 962 1568 

Cassandra B Gregory 

Student Accounts & University Receivables 
Scholarship Billing Coordinator 

2235 SASB North CB#3400 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 :L400 

gregoryc@email.unc.edu 
phone 919 843 5384 

fax 9:L9 962 :L568 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              11:54 AM 

@comcast.net> 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Question 

Hi 

Start with Tony Yount, he is our academic advisor and can help look into making sure the classes you take will give you 
college credit at Carolina. 

I hope things are well, great job this summer - we loved watching you play! 

PS - work on for us - we want her to be a Tar Heel! 

Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 
REGISTER NOW! 
www.ca rolinalacrosseca m ps.com/ 

Jenny SlingluffLevy 
Head Coach 
Carolina Lacrosse 

>>> ~comcast.net> 7:28 PM >>> 
Jenny, 

I hope your summer is going great,        has completed her requirements 
to graduate and we are having her take 2 college classes at 

in the Fall and Spring. We wanted to make sure the 
classes would transfer to UNC. Can you give us a contract in admissions? 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Sunday, 11:45 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: flight info 

Okay, thanks Tony I’ll see you in about 8 hours! 
On Sun, I 1:29:00 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
wrote: 
> that sounds good - I don’t have their flight info yet, but I tbink its 
> around 6 pm 
> 

> On , at 11:23 Aivl, wrote: 

>> 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> I’ve fol~varded you my flight info I thought I got in a little 
>> later, but I 
>> can do some homework at the airport while I wait for 
>> to come 
>> in Should I meet you in baggage claim? Thanks for not leaving me 
>> stranded 
>> at the ailport! ) 
>> 

>> 

>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: FW: Your Trip Is Now Eligible For Check-In 

>> Date: Sun, 10:19:25 -0500 
>> From: ~msn corn> 
>> To: @email unc edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Date: Sat,          ’ 15:50:06-0400 
>> From: americanaMines@checkin email aa corn 
>> To:          @msn corn 
>> Subject: Your Trip Is Now Eligible For Check-In 
>> 

>> Let American Airlines help you prepare for your upcoming flight 
>> Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here 
>> Please add americanaMines@checkin email aacom to your address book 
>> Complete Details 
>> 



>> Resetwations ] Fare Sales & Offers ] My Account 

>> 

>> 

>> Your Flight Itinerata£ 

>> 

>> 

>> PNR LPGYZW 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Passengers 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Flight Number 
>> 

>> 

>> Departs 1:50 pm 
>> 
>> Chicago O’Hare, IL 

>> 

>> Allires 4:55 pm 
>> 

>> Raleigh/Durham, NC 



>> 

>> Cabi~dClass 
>> Coach Class 
>> 

>> 

>> Seats 27F 
>> 

>> Change seat(s) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Your Trip Is Eligible For Check-In Now 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> You are now able to check in on AA corn for your upcoming flight 

>> To check in, simply click the button below and print your itinerary 
>> and 
>> boarding pass You can save this email and re-use the button for 
>> quick and 
>> easy check-in for your return flight as well Also, please see below 

>> important travel information, including recently updated checked 
>> baggage 
>> policies 



>> Check in on your mobile device 
>> 

>> Thank you for choosing American Airlines/American Eagle We look 
>> fo~-ard to 
>> seeing you on board 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Baggage 
>> Baggage can be quickly checked by using the Self Selw-ice Check-In 
>> machine 
>> once you arrive at the airport You can view checked bag policies or 
>> cabby-on baggage allowances at AAcom 
>> 

>> 

>> Gates And Times 
>> Instantly check gates and times of a departing or arriving flight on 
>> AAcom 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Flight Status Notification 
>> Sign up to receive text or voice messages to always stay updated on 
>> the 
>> latest departures, arrivals, gates and times 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



>> Unsubscribe Change your email address Update your 
>> email 
>> preferences Privacy Policy 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> This email was sent to ~msn corn This mailing is being sent to 
>> AAdvantage members who have upcoming flights on American Airlines or 
>> American Eagle 
>> 

>> This is a post-only email Please do not reply to this message For 
>> all 
>> inquiries, visit http://www aa com/contactaa, send an email to 
>> webmaster@aa corn, or contact us in writing at: Amelican Airlines, 
>> 4255 Amon 
>> Carter Blvd, MD 2400, Fort Worth, Texas 76155-2603 
>> 

>> American Airlines rese~w-es the right to change the AAdvantage@ 
>> program at 
>> any time without notice, and to end the AAdvanlage@ program with six 
>> months 
>> notice American Airlines is not responsible for products or services 
>> offered by other participating companies For complete AAdvantage 
>> program@ 



>> terms and conditions, visit: AAdvantage® program terms and conditions 
>> 
>> AmerlcanAirlines, American Eagle, AmericanConnection, AAdvantage, 
>> DealFinder, Net SAAver Fares, AA corn, We know why you fly, AAim3ail 
>> and 
>> AmerlcanAirlines Vacations are trademarks of American Airlines, Inc 
>> 
>> oneworld is a registered trademark of oneworld Alliance, LLC 
>> 
>> { American AMines, Inc All Rights Resetwed 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa unc edu> 
Wednesday, November 18, 2009 8:08 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: RE: EXSS 

RE EXSS    msg 



So many of us - all work hard - staying connected is a challenge - always talking about doing something - never 

fitting it in! 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3rd 

7PM 

Jenny Levy’s House (directions below) 

Head coaches, invite your assistants 

Significant other? They are invited too 

GOAL for the EVENING... 

Doing something fun, informal and relaxing together, getting connected, in some cases - new introductions! 

This will not be fancy Fire Pit out back will be cranked (hopefully it will stop raining!) 

Holiday decorations will not be up... Normal music! 

PLEASE RSVP to me via e-mail 

If you would be interested in contributing to the "Potluck", let me know 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

House directions: 

If you are coming from Airport Road - 

Winter Elite Camp (December 19 21) 

Jenny Slingluff LeW 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, December 7, 2009 10:46 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Finals Review 

Finals Review Schedule FO9.doc 

This is a prelimina~/copy of the final review schedule. There will be a few changes to come in the next few days. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
Tuesday, December 8, 2009 4:34 PM 

Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Mary Willingham 
<mwillingham@uncaa unc edu>; Sherron Peace <srpeace@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer B Welborn <welborn@uncaa unc edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa unc edu> 

Inte~wiew Candidates 

Good afternoon, 
Just to let eve~2zone know, Beth will host four inte~wiew candidates for 
the open football adviser position over the next week They are: 

on Thursday,            on Friday,              on Monday and 
on Tuesday I know we will all be busy, but be mindful 

of the facility during this time and aware that Beth will be in and 
around making introductions, etc If you have any questions, just let 
us know 

Have a great evening, 
B 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"The George Washington University Graduate Programs" <support@applyyoursel£com> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 12:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

’s Request for a Recommendation 

Dear Tony Yount, 

The applicant below is in the process of applying for admission to our institution and has chosen you to provide 
a recommendation 

You may access the on-line recommendation fom~ at the URL listed below The personal access code and 
password, also provided below, are required for entta£ 

If you prefer to submit a paper recommendation, please contact the applicant and ask him/her to send you a 
paper form We would like to thank you for your time and assistance 

Please note that has waived his/her right to review this letter of Recommendation 

Name of Applicant: 
Email Address: @gmail corn 
Click below to complete the online Recommendation: 
h.ps://recapplyyourselfcom/?CID 162&code IMJFTWFPWS 
Personal Access Code: 
Password: 
For security purposes, please keep your Personal Access Code and Password confidential and do not share with 
the applicant 

If you were not able to login through the above link, copy and paste the URL below into your browser 
https://rec applyyourself corn 

The personal access code provided above is to be used to provide a Recommendation for this applicant only 
Please rekain this email This message was sent bv ApNvYourself on behalf of The George Washington 
University Graduate Programs at the request of                 (        @gmail corn) Technical support 
can be requested at http://rec applyyourself com/AYContactHelpDesk/TechSupport asp? 
packageType Recommendation&ca GWUGRAD&p IMJFTWFPWS 

ApplyYourself is a service of ApplyYourself. Inc 
apid(2808845)/pfi d(2467226) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:20 Pivl 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Music 

TEXT.him 

Thanks! 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

says Wednesday at 2 is good for the MU$C 

Z:07 PM >>> 

tutor see below. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @email.unc.edu 
Date: 12:54:13 PM EST 
To: Tony YoL~nt <~oDyyo#B~@#~£~,~D£,@cl~> 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Music 

wednesday at 2 is good. 

Quoting TonyYount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

the tutor has a conflicl with the time we scheduled. Please read this email and let 

me know what new time will work for you. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: 11:49:17 AM EST 

To: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SubjecB Fwd: Re: Music 

Can meet at any of those times? 



From: @qmail.com > 

Date: 11:43:33 AM EST 

To: 8herron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Music 

t can meet Tuesday before 12:30PM or between 5 and 7PM. Wednesday 

between 2 and 8PM would be better though, or Fdday after 2 PM. 

Thanks, 

at 8:55 AM, Sherron Peace <stpeace(.~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Can you meet any time on Tuesday? What day is good for you? 

> > > @qmail.com > 8:08 PM > > > 

I just realized this, but I actually won’t be able to tutor Tuesdays at 7 with 

for MUSC    Do you know if there is any other time that 

could meet? If you have her email or phone number and don’t mind passing 
either along to me I could contact her and see if another time would work. 

On Mon, at 1:07 PM, Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

This is a new addition. Thanks 

Sherron 

> > > ~qmail.com > 1:00 PM > > > 

this a new addition to the schedule? I won’t be able to meet with 



tomorrow but I can meet with her next week. 

On Mon, 
wrote: 

at 12:11 PM, Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Music    Tuesday 7pm RR 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 7:39 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: 

Hi Tony, 

Thanks for your update on the this situation Have a fantastic day 

Coyte 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>: 

Professors, 

is in your class for the cmTent 
semester 
She will fly to Wednesday morning to be with family She 
will return to Chapel Hill on Saturday, and will miss classes Wed - 
Fri of this week She will be in contact with you soon to ask about 
make-up work 

Thank you for attention to this situation 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, 
Kenan Field House 
919 962 9535, office 

, cell 

Coyte Cooper, PhD 
Assistant Professor - Sport Administration 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, 10:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Online Summer School Registration 

Awesomee! Haha thanks a lot Tony, see you tomorrow :) 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Tony Yount 
To: 
Subject: Re: Online Summer School Registration 
Sent:              10:04 PM 

then you do NOT enter your credit, and you ONLY check third pariy payment and list the athletic department 

she is spoiling you 

good luck tomorrow 

On , at 10:00 PM, wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> 
> So I am doing all the registration stuff for online summer school fight 
> now and I am just a little confused about the payment My total money 
> that is owed for 2 classes ($1,758) is the same as my total award 
> dollars granted even though it is supposed to be 50%, I think The 
> sheets that Jenny gave to us today at prac says that is the full amount 
> due for 6 hours is $1,758 so I am not sure what to do because the 
> balance due is $0 
> 
> Thanks, talk to you soon 

> Tony Yount wrote: 
>> Ladies, 

>> You only need to read this if you are registering for ONLINE summer 
>> school Online summer school enrolhnent does NOT happen on Student 
>> Central There is a separate site Current juniors and sophomores will 
>> register Thursday morning at 8:00 am Current freshmen will register 
>> Friday morning at 8:00 am 

>> Here is the web address to register for summer school 
>> http://www fridaycenter unc edu/cp/cco/enrolhnent htm 

>> Click on the enroll online burton and follow the directions there 



>> You will be asked to provide information on a form similar to the one 
>> you can find here: 
>> http://www fridaycenter unc edu/cp/cco/cco fonns/enrlfonn htm 
>> 

>> Fill out the form completely If you are on full scholarship, you may 
>> select North Carolina resident for tuition purposes You do not have to 
>> t511 out the residency fom~ Your athletic scholarship will handle that 
>> 

>> If you are NOT on full scholarship, and you are NOT from North Carolina, 
>> you will select Nonresident for tuition purposes 
>> If that is the case, you will need to pay, with credit card, the 
>> difference between the amount that you owe, and the amount that you are 
>> getting in scholarship from your coach You will need to get that 
>> information from your coach BEFORE your registration time 
>> 

>> If you are on full scholarship, you will select Third Party Payment: 
>> *List ATHLETICS That will be sufficient It" your coaches have cleared 
>> your tuition with Amy Herman in compliance, there should be no problem* 

>> * 

>> *If you have questions, call me on Wednesday so that eve~?~one is 
>> prepared for Thursday morning * 
>> * 

>> *Tony* 
>> * 

>> * 

>> * 

>> 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Glynis Cowell <gscowell@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  3:06 PM 

gyount@email unc edu; Monica Rector <rector@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: [Fwd: 

Thank you[ Should the student make an appointment to see you or should 
she email you? 

Best, 
Glynis 

Monica Rector wrote: 
> I will take care of that Thanks, Monica 
> Glynis Cowell wrote: 
>> Hi Monica, 
>> 
>> Will you please read the message below sent from one of the Academic 
>> Counselors for the Academic Support for Student Athletes? Please advise 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Glynis 
>> 
>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: 
>> Date: Tue, 17:06:22 -0400 
>> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
>> To: gscowell@unc edu 
>> 

>> Dr Cowell, 
>> 

>> I’m sorry I missed your return call this afternoon My question is 
>> about who is a on the 
>> team and enrolled in PORT The class ends at 2:50 and on 
>> normal days she has time to get to practice by 3:30 in the Smith 
>> Center and there is no problem However, Coaches have added some fihn 
>> time and she does, on occasion, need to be there by 3 She came in to 
>> talk about dropping the class and the coaches and I have talked her 
>> out of that scenario I did tell her that I would ask if she could 
>> move into sections 004 or 005 of PORT    , since she is free at those 
>> hours I see on the SIS that those sections are full and I held out 
>> little hope, but I did promise to ask if a change of section was 
>> possible 
>> 
>> Thanks for your time 
>> 

>> 

>> Tony Yount 
>> Academic Adviser, Volleyball 
>> Kenan Field House 
>> 919 962 9535, office 



>> cell 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
220 Dey Hall 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 
0010 Steele Bldg 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo corn> 

Tuesday, 12:08 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: hello 

TEXT htm 

Okay, that’s awesome I’ll probably be able to stop by Thursday afternoon after my class around 1:30 Can’t 
wait to hear those stories haha Thanks! 

--- On Mort Tony Yount <tonyyouni(a~tncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Subject: Re: hello 
To: ~yahoo corn> 
Date: Monday, 11:35 PM 

Can’t wait to meet you And I can tell your some stories about your           in high school My 
oPi]ce is in the old Kenan Field House, the red-roofed building at the open end of the football stadium 
Room number is 215 I’m usually free most days from around noon until around 2:30 Come see me 
8oon 

Take care 

Tony 

On , at 5:45 PM, wrote: 

Hi Mr Yount, 
I’m I’m I just started my first year at UNC 
and I wanted to contact you because I would love to get involved with the athletic 
department We could schedule a meeting or whatever you feel is necessat’y I just wanted 
to get in touch with you Thanks! 



Thank you very much lenny. 
1 am extremely honored to be here today. Not only to be speaking on behalf 

of the UNC Athletic program but to have the opportunity to attend tonight’s banquet 
as a recipient of a donor scholarship. I know that I speak for every student athlete in 
this room when I say that [ would not be here at this amazing university without all 
of these generous donors. When I think about the reality of that, 1 realize how many 
experiences I would have missed out on and how much growth I would have been 
denied athletically, academically, and personally. 

I wanted to be a tar heel every since I was a little kid. My coaches hosted a 
camp in my hometown of           every summer and every year 1 

imagined how amazing it would be to one day play        for North Carolina. This 
desire grew even more after my      committed to UNC the year before I did. 
When I actually came to visit the campus for the first time, 1 fell in love with 
everything about this place. Being from I loved the weather, I loved the 
people, the classes, the social scene, the team, the coaches, the athletic 
department....the combination of it all is what I have come to realize the most ideal 
place to spend a college career. 

Looking back, 1 can’t imagine making any other decision than to come to 
Chapel Hill. Each of my four years here have brought new experiences, challenges, 
and friendships. I remember back to freshman year and the day that we got our big 
duffle bags filled with our clothes for the fall, all with UNC        or the NC logo 
on them. My roommate and I were so excited when we got back to our dorm; we 
ripped open everything in that bag and tried it all on, right down to the spandex and 
cleats. When I think about what it means to be a UNC athlete, a lot of things come to 
mind. But first an foremost, I immediately envision what my teammates and I like to 
refer to as the            This is the feminine and flattering team issued grey 
crewneck sweatshirt and sweatpants that are a dead giveaway to any athlete on 
campus. While there are days that I am sure we would all love to wear something a 
little nicer to class or sleep in a little longer or be able to stay out just a little later at 
night, there is nothing more rewarding than the feeling after a 6am running or a 
tough workout, when you thought you couldn’t go any harder but you did. 

Without a doubt my most memorable moment as a student athlete at UNC 
thus far was our post-season run last spring. It was obvious from the fall fl~at there 
was something special about our group. We were the underdogs, a team commonly 
known and talked about for underachieving. We had few big names on our roster 
and little fan support outside our Chapel Hill borders, family & friends. After a tough 
season with many close games and long practices, we made it back to the final four 
for the first time in years and advanced to 

I will never forget that feeling of sheer 
exhilaration when we beat in the NCAA 

I remember looking around and seeing all of my 
teammates hugging and screaming and some of them even crying, l looked into the 
stands and saw of our parents, the ones who had been there at the freezing cold 
games in       and stuck by us through the tough loses. Then there were the little 
girls lining the sidelines with their UNC gear and               in hand. l watched 
their faces light up as they walked through the autograph line, so excited to bring 



home a poster of our team. It was almost surreal to imagine that these girls were 

that excited to watch US play and get OUR autographs. But then I remembered back 
to when [ was that little girl at the summer camp, watching as the counselors 
demonstrated different things and listening intently to everything they had to say 
even if it didn’t apply to the game of 

When l reminisce about that weekend in May, I vividly remember the trip to 
the final four and all of the excitement that filled our bus. The feeling of 
accomplishing something beyond what others thought was possible was amazing. 

Everything that weekend right from the Tar Heel footprints leading up to our hotel, 
the Carolina blue banners, the jumbo tron, the team meals...it was all a dream come 
true. While we didn’t walk away that weekend as                      I will 

never forget what we did take away. I learned that in the end it is the journey that 
matters the most. When I look back on last season, [ don’t think about the tough loss 
in the final game, I remember all of the little things along the way that got us to that 

game. I honestly believe that we went so far because we had so much fun together, 
we didn’t want the season to be over because that meant going our separate ways 

for the summer and for fl~e seniors, it meant the reality of the real world. 
When people ask me where I go to school, l couldn’t be prouder to say the 

University of North Carolina. People back home often respond with their envy for 
getting to live the Chapel Hill experience for four years. They marvel at the success 
of our athletic program and fl~e beauty of the Carolina blue colors. They are in awe 

of the athletes that have passed through the doors of this University and the 
academic standards that are nonetheless upheld and expected. But the truth is, so 

am I. I am grateful every day for my Carolina experience and while it is hard to 
imagine that in a mere B months, my time here will come to an end, it is exciting to 
think of the next round of students that will come to Chapel Hill ready to experience 
all that I have for the past four years. 

Thank you to everyone in this room for your generosity. Not only have you 

given me the opportunity to be here today but you have given my best friends and 
teammates that same opportunity. Thank you to all of the coaches in the room for 

putting in the time and effort that you do to make our athletic program what it is. 
And most of all thank you to the Rams Club for overseeing all of this with such 
enthusiasm and dedication to our success as students, athletes, and as people. 



I am now extremely honored to introduce an outstanding member of our 
team here at North Carolina. If there was ever a doubt as to the genuine 

personality and class of the team, dispels any of it. 
A fellow senior athlete, has truly made his mark on both the university and the 
prestigious program as well. 6raduat~ng from he is 
majoring in has national team experience after playing in the 

the summer following his freshman year. His 
most influential contribution, however, may be some of his most recent 
achievements as he scored his     career point in the final four game vs. 
last year.      had an integral role in the                             run and as 1 
am sure many of you are as well, I am excited to watch them go for the repeat! I 
honored to welcome up here to share with evewone his own experience as a 
UNC Student Athlete. 

Thank you Now I would like to introduce to you our Director of Athletics, Mr. 
Dick Baddour. To be completely honest, I was surprised when I finally matched Mr. 
Baddour’s face with his title in the fall of my freshman year. 1 figured that at an 
institution this large, the head Director of Athletics would be someone working 
reverently behind the scenes but rarely in direct contact with the student athletes. [ 
was so wrong. 1 see Mr. Baddour at SAAC meetings, eligibility meetings, sporting 
events, athlete picnics, you name it, and he is there. I truly believe that this 
commit~nent to the athletic program as been contagious since he began as the AD 
years ago. Mr. Baddour’s tenure has been filled with countless ACC Titles, Final four 
appearances, and various National Championship Trophies. Last year, the UNC 
Athletic Dept. climbed up to place in the Director’s cup and the 
school year is looking very promising in terms of athletic success. Mr. Baddour is 
extremely involved with the Ram’s Club and all of their efforts and I would like to 
welcome him to the microphone to share his thoughts. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Monday, 7:58 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: 2 questions 

TEXT htm 

thanks so much tony!!! 

On Sun,             at 8:57 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaamnc:edu> wrote: 
Your registration is, I believe,         but you should log on to Connect Carolina Student Center (the new 
Student Central) and your registration date will be on the left side of the first page Not sure that times are up 
yet 

The Academic Department that you hope to get credit from would be the place to start Go to the student 
se~ices learning specialist in your depamnent If that doesn’t work, there are two internship specialists in the 
Hanes Building Career Center That would be the second place to go 

Tony 

On at 1:44 PM, wrote: 

> hey tony i have 2 questions 
> first, when is our actual "registration date" 
> second, who is it i need to talk with in order to find out whether an internship would be able to apply for 
credit hours 
> ill come in and talk with you anyways 
> but thanks so much for helping me with scheduling ill see you sometime this week! 

"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you Not as the world gives do I give to you Let not your 

heaus be troubled, neither let them be afraid" 
II -John 14:27 

"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you Not as the world gives do I give to you Let not your hearts 
be troubled, neither let them be afraid" 

[]     - John 14:27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff Levy (Jenny Slingluff Levy) <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:41 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

TEXT.htm 

FyT Thanks for the call last night. Followed up with 

meeting with      this AM. 

feel a lot better then last night. 

one of sponsors last night and also ]just finished 

] told her that T had spoke to you. ] told her that my entire staff is responsible for letting me know if they see any Red 

Flags with any of our players. She understood why I was concerned. 

] told her that making sure her biggest priorities were her academic work, following through with what she agreed to do 

when she came back to school in so she feels organized and 

minimizes her anxiety and lacrosse. 

Her time management needs to be better ] asked her besides       what was taking her time? .. She said she was in 

a relationship... So ] made it clear that all of her decisions need to be about what is best for       and what she has 

agreed to do. She can not sacrifice the "Must Do" things in exchange for "companionship bliss"...you get the drift. 

Anyway thanks just wanted to fill you in, 

Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 
REGTSTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

>>> Tony Yount 11:15 AM >>> 

attached 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, 8:43 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Regional Pictures 

Greattttt pics! thanks so much for traveling with us this seasona and tag 
those pics Its nice to have these pictures of us actually doing 

thanksssss so much tony i really apreciate it! 

<3 

On Tue, 23:17:53 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

> Ladies, 

> Here is the web address for pictures from regionals Many thanks to 
>             for the use of his lens for the weekend I put maybe 20% of 
> the piciures up There are many more but these are the ones that I think 
> are best Enjoy 

> http://gallel"y me corn/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, April 15, 2010 8:32 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [student records advisory] Enrollment Reports from PeopleSoft 

TEXT.htm; [student records advisory] Enrollment Reports from PeopleSoft.msg 

Not sure if you will find this reporL useful or not, but here you go. l have not tried it myself yet. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Direc[or for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 
9].9 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, April 15, 2010 1:27 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [student records advisory] Quick Tip: View a Student Schedule 

TEXT.htm; [student records advisory] QuickTip View a Student Schedule.msg 

Here are some more Quick Tips. Not su~ if you received these already. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (omce) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, April 22, 2010 8:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

jmboxill@email.unc.ed u; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym 

N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: [connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina Newsletter for April 21, 2010 

TEXT.htm; [connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina Newsletter for April 21, 2010.msg 

FY[ Not su~ if you all received this or not. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Diredor for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 
919 962 9892 (offce) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:12 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Fwd: 

FILE msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 22, 20]_0 J_2:26 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Buntin9 
< mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

TEXT.htm 

Folks I wanted to inform you that              will be joining our staff on a temporal/basis beginning tomorrow, 

4/23/10.     will be helping pack and organize our move to the North Box as well as pushing some paper for us. I 

know that many of you already know     so feel free to stop in and say hello! 

Cheers PJM 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 10:35 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony ¥ount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Chem tutoring sessions 

TEXT.htm 

Any day time flexibility? 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 9/10/2009 10:26 AM > > > 

Sherron 

CHEM    tutoring is currently scheduled for Monday nights, l have 

several freshmen in CHEM    Since Monday nights are often taken for 
CREED and other meetings causing the freshmen to miss CHEM tutoring, 

it would be helpful to either move CHEM    to another night, OR add 

another CHEM    session that isn’t on Monday nights. Both my 
freshmen are in practice during the afternoons, so evenings are better 

for their tutoring. 

Thanks, 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu> 

Sunday, 9:27 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Sophomore Study Hall 

Thanks Tony 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
To: Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa unc edu> 
To: Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa unc edu> 
To: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa unc edu> 
To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu> 

Sent:          2:04:09 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Sophomore Study Hall 

Begin fol~varded message: 

> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
> Date: 2:02:59 PM EDT 
> To: ~email unc edu>, 
> >, ~email unc edu>, 
> >, ~email unc edu>, 
> >, ~email unc edu> 
> Subject: Sophomore Study Hall 
> 
> Ladies 
> 
> Wednesday night looks like the winner for study hall has a 
> recitation that ends at 6:50 so I don’t think its reasonable to 
> start before 7:15 We’ll end at 9:15 if you all get there on time 
> We’ll hold it downstairs at 216 Finley The wireless is good there, 
> but we do not have access to printing or copying You can bring 
> food There is a kitchen and a microwave available We’ll spend 2 
> hours in quiet study 
> 
> For those of you who are required to earn study hall hours, you will 
> get credit for these 2 hours toward your total for the week 
> 
> We’ll start this Wednesday night, 
> 
> Tony 

@email unc edu 
?b~email unc edu 

~union edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Glynis Cowell <gscowell@unc edu> 

Thursday, September 17, 2009 4:56 PM 

gyount@email unc edu; Monica Rector <rector@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: [Fwd:              ] 

Thanks again 

g 

On Wed, 16 Sep 2009 16:03:37 -0400, Monica Rector <rector@email unc edu> 
wrote: 
> She was notified, forget it Monica 
> Glynis Cowell wrote: 
>> and the student has been notified or do ! need to do that? Thanks so 
>> much for your help! 
>> 

>> Glynis 
>> 
>> Monica Rector wrote: 
>>> Forget it, it is already worked out Monica 
>>> Glynis Cowell wrote: 
>>>> Thank you! Should the student make an appointment to see you or 
>>>> should she email you? 

>>>> Glynis 

>>>> Monica Rector wrote: 
>>>>> I will take care of that Thanks, Monica 
>>>>> Glynis Cowell wrote: 
>>>>>> Hi Monica, 

>>>>>> Will you please read the message below sent from one of the 
>>>>>> Academic Counselors for the Academic Support for Student Athletes? 
>>>>>> Please advise 

>>>>>> Thanks, 
>>>>>> Glynis 

>>>>>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>>>>>> Subject: 
>>>>>> Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2009 17:06:22 -0400 
>>>>>> From: Tony Yount <tonyyoum@uncaa unc edu> 
>>>>>> To: gscowell@unc edu 

>>>>>> Dr Cowell, 

>>>>>> I’m sol~y I missed your return call tbis afternoon My question is 
>>>>>> about                            , who is a freshman on tbe 



>>>>>> team and enrolled in PORT         The class ends at 2:50 and on 
>>>>>> normal days she has time to get to practice by 3:30 in the Smith 
>>>>>> Center and there is no problem However, Coaches have added some 
film 
>>>>>> time and she does, on occasion, need to be there by 3 She came in 
to 
>>>>>> talk about dropping the class and the coaches and I have talked her 
>>>>>> out of that scenario I did tell her that I would ask if she could 
>>>>>> move into sections 004 or 005 of PORT    , since she is free at 
those 
>>>>>> hours I see on the SIS that those sections are full and I held out 
>>>>>> little hope, but I did promise to ask if a change of section was 
>>>>>> possible 

>>>>>> Thanks for your time 

>>>>>> Tony Yount 
>>>>>> Academic Adviser, Volleyball 
>>>>>> Kenan Field House 
>>>>>> 919 962 9535. oflSce 
>>>>>> cell 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Depa~ment of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 12, 2010 9:37 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Family 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 

This email is to inform all of you that Kym Orr will be delivering food to the         family on Friday afcernoon. If any of you all 

are interested in giving food or flowers to the family, please drop the food/flowers by the academic center by 4:00pm tomorrow 
afternoon. 

tn addition, if you would like to visit the home or send any condolences to the family, you can find the address below: 

Nate Yarbrough 
Ofi]ce Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
CJ 

nateyarbrouclh @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:34 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Services for 

TEXT.htm 

Sat. 2:00 P.M. 

Wake Chapel Church 
3805 Tarheel Club Road 

Raleigh, N.C. 27604 

Church#939 892 7776 

Dick Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 
P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Thursday 2:46 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Fall Schedule 

Tony, 
Is there anyway that we can meet another time? I didn’t I had so many 
errands to run and I dont think I am going to make it Sony I am getting 
to you so late I hope we can find another time to sit down Sol~y for 
emailing you so late 

On Wed, 23:34:13 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
wrote: 
> 3:30 Thursday at Henry stadium in the team room 
> Coming early works I’ll be there at 3 and hope to see you 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 9:10 PM, wrote: 

>> 

>> Tony, 
>> 
>> I know I should probably know this but when is our meeting on 
thursday? 
>> Coming in a half hour or more before that meeting will probably be 
>> prefect[ 
>> 

>> 

>> On Wed, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Good morning 

>>> I’m excited too about working with your team I don’t have anything 
>>> scheduled today unhl a volleyball team meeting at 3:30 
>>> The two hours before our team meeting on Thursday are free 
>>> Anytime Friday between 9:30 and 3:00 
>>> Monday after 9:30 looks clear as well So just pick a time that works 
>>> for 
>>> you and your practice schedule and let me know 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 
>>> On , at 8:57 AM, ~webmail unc edu wrote: 

09:09:47 -0400, Tony Youm <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 



>>>> Hey Tony~ 

>>>> My name is and I am on the team here 
I 
>>>> am really excited about you being our new academic advisor! I would 
>>>> like 
>>>> to set up a time to talk to you about my fall schedule and some 
changes 
>>>> that I can make I am a senior in school but I am taking a fifth 

>>>> so technically I have three more semesters Our preseason is coming to 

>>>> end soon and I would love to meet with you sometime before tuesday 
Let 
>>>> me know what times work for you and I can see which ones work into our 
>>>> preseason schedule Thanks! 

>>>> Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Sunday, 11:58 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Registration and books 

great sounds good! Thanks Tony!! 

On Sat, 16:13:20 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Good news about ENGL 
> 

> gave me the letter and I called Amy Herman to ask about it, but she 
> was out Fliday and I left a message ! expect to hear from her on Monday 
> But your name is on the book list and up to $800 of books will be covered 
> by athletics according to that list So come in Monday and get a book 
form 
> approved and then go and charge your books 
> 

> I’ll let you know if that money can be applied to your account for other 
> purposes after Amy calls me back 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 1:3 I PM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> I got into the english class i wanted to! So in 17 hours now Did 
>> 

>> give you a copy of that letter i was telling you about? 

>> 

>> 

>> On Thu, 
>> wrote: 

>>> That info sounds really odd to me I j ust checked the book list 
provided 
>> by 
>>> compliance to guide us as we sign book forms and your name is on the 
>>> list 
>>> and there is no dollar amount attached If that letter came to you by 
>>> email, please fox.yard it to me If not, tell me who sent it? I can call 
>> Amy 
>>> Herman tomollow and see what she says, but I’m not aware of a system 
>>> that 

20:27:44-0400, Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaauncedu> 



>>> just has a certain dollar amount attached other than the $800 that the 
>> NCAA 
>>> allows 

>>> Tony 
>>> 
>>> On at 6:16 PM, wrote: 

>>>> Tony, this year, on my letter letting me know what athletic aid i 
would 
>>>> be 
>>>> receiving it said an amount for books ($400) instead of just "books" 
>>>> Do 
>>>> you know how the process will be different for me? Or will Ijust be 
>>>> doing 
>>>> all the same things with having a book scholarship, but just paying 
for 
>>>> the 
>>>> difference in the end on my bill? Thanks 

>>>> On Tue,             16:02:52 -0400, Tony Yount 
>>>> <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

>>>>> Ladies, 

>>>>> We’re busy this week get6ng ready for you 

>>>>> Two important things to know before our team meeting and the start of 

>>>>> I The final CTOPS makeup session ends Friday afternoon At midnight 
>>>> Friday 
>>>>> night, all restrictions on any classes will be lifted So if you are 
>> not 
>>>>> happy with your schedule, just after midnight on Friday, some courses 
>>>> will 
>>>>> have spaces available For freshmen, it may also be possible to add a 
>>>>> 2nd 
>>>>> freshman seminar at that time, though I’m not certain about that 

>>>>> 2 Textbook purchase: 
>>>>> If you are on book scholarship, times that textbook purchase forms 

>>>> be 
>>>>> approved: 
>>>>> Forms will be signed on the 5th floor of the Pope box, and ONLY 
>>>>> during 
>>>>> these times 

>>>>> Mon, Aug 23 - noon - 3 pm 



>>>>> Tues - Fri, Aug 24 - 27 - l0 am - 2 pm 
>>>>> Mon - Tues, Aug 30 & 31 - 10 am - 2 pm 

>>>>> I will be able to sign book forms ONLY on or after 

>>>>> See you soon 

>>>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:03 AM 

gyount@emaikunc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Weekly 

TEXT.htm 

Chapman Center great. 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu >            9:37 AM > > > 

that sounds good. want me to come to the Chapman center? Closer to theairpoR hard to get to campus at 5pmona 

Friday? They’ve all seen the 

On ~, at 8:54 AM, Jan Mann wrote: 

Let’s try for 5:00. Thanks, Jan 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 2:34 PM > > > 

The sooner the better for me. 5:30 would be great. 

Will they have signed LOl’s by then. Will I be able to send pr nted 

material home with them? 

Tony 

On , at 2:31 PM, Jan Mann wrote: 

Tony, 
Thanks for coming to the banquet. ] know it meant a lot to to 

have you there. And it certainly meant a lot to Patrida and me. 
Glad to hear the freshmen are doing well.          is tired today! 

Said she was up making corrections on her paper. Thanks for helping 
her. As for the recruits, ] think ] pick up      at 4:45 from the 

airport. Tf you want to meet with them, would 5:30 at Chapman be too 

late? 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Original Message 
From: Tony Yount 

To:Jan Mann <ianmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Co: Patricia Eadey <peadey@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 10:32:08 AM 

Subject: Weekly 

Ladies, 

Thanks for the invitation to the Cup banquet and for the kind words. 
Very much appreciated. 



Please f’nd 2 documents attached. The first is the regular weekly 

with the great news that both your freshmen are pe~orming at a 

Dean’s List pace for their first semesters, I also read HIST papers 

for last night, paper was outstandin9, 
and I’d guess A level, was weaker than her last effo~, 
probably a C level. 

Also find attached a first look at their spring schedules with 

courses and class times, I thought it might be useful for you to 

see,         is waitlisted for a course that will get her over the 
12 hour minimum,        schedule will likely need some adjustment 

since her recent admission to the Business Minor program. 

t also need to nail down a schedule for meetin9 with the committed 

recruits this weekend. The sooner the better on Friday would suit me 

best.                      have convinced me to take them camping 

this weekend. That’s just too funny an opportunity to miss, so if 
you could help me by setting that schedule, ?d appreciate it. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff Levy (Jenny Slingluff Levy) <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:22 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: study hall 

TEXT.htm 

think they all should have 4 hours including 

Thanks seeyoulatertoday. 

Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 
www~arol!na[a crosseca mp s:com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

she has not earned less. 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Jenny, 

9:49 AM > > > 

There are tony 4 kids on the team that are below 2.5 GPA. We’ve already addressed          who has 6 hours of study 

hall.       hasa     and I think 4 is reasonable for her.      isat     and I think 2 is good for her. just to make 

the point that academics is still impoF(ant and we havenIt forgotten about that with her.          is at     and ~ 

think she still needs 4 hours because she was so erratic last year. is at and based on her great work last 

semester, I don’t think she needs any. Eve,/body else is over 2.5. 

Do you have thoughts about hours for these 4? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff Levy (Jenny Slingluff Levy) <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ~ study hall 

TEXT.htm 

No T am OK with her checking in with you every 2 weeks She did a great job lasty spring and want to reward her for it. 

Thanks 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff LeW 

Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount~Ouncaa.u nc.edu > 11:44 AM > > > 

Will do just checking 4 hours even for ? 

On at 10:22 AM, Jenny Slingluff LeW (Jenny Slingluff Levy) wrote: 

think they all should have 4 hours including she has not earned less. 

Thanks seeyoulatertoday, 

Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrossecam ps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 

Head Coach 
Carolina Lacrosse 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jenny, 

9:49 AM >>> 

There are tony 4 kids on the team that are below 2.5 GPA. We’ve already addressed who has 

6 hours of study hall. has a and T think 4 is reasonable for her. is at and I think 



2 is 9ood for her, just to make the point that academics is still important and we haven’t forgotten about 
that with her. ~ is at and I think she still needs 4 hours because she was so erratic last 

year. is at and based on her great work last semester, l dorYt think she needs any. 

Eve,/body else is over 2.5. 

Do you have thoughts about hours for these 4? 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emailuncedu> 
Wednesday, 9:19 PM 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaauncedu> 
Re:                -Schedule que~ion 

Greatidea! Thank you Tony 

On Wed, 
wrote: 

> 

17:04:07 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

> Perhaps the easiest solution is to check a copy of the book out of the 
> libratT 
> Here is the link to search all of the UNC libraries online and there is a 
> good chance that there is a copy which you can check out, using your 
> OneCard 

> http://wwwlibuncedu/webcat/ 
> 
> Try that and let me know if you can get a copy 
> 
> Tony 

> On at 4:29 PM, wrote: 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> 
>> I am currently sitting on on prof Heitsch’s French 
>> only problem is that I am not enrolled in the class and therefore can 
not 
>> but the book yet and therefore can not do the assignments and readings 
>> due 
>> Friday Two people enrolled in the class did not show up today and 
myself 
>> and another gM are t~2cing to get in I have been checking 
>> Connectcarolina 
>> frequently, but can’t get into the class yet Do you know of anyway I 
can 
>> read the book this week without buying it? Maybe there is someone who 
you 
>> know that is in a similar class that has a copy? The book is called "Sur 
>> le 

>> Thank you for your help! 

My 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Willingham, Mary C" <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 9:19 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: 

TEXT [htm 

Beth, 

There are actually 2 different ways to appeal grades (from how I see it) 

I General College Administrative appeals committee (advising in Steele Building) Sandra Coats 

2 Request Course Substitutions (see attached procedure doc) 

case is interesting because we do not offer subs for both Math and FL she may want to ask the 
committee for her choice of FL or math and have Dean Woodard expunge that F 

She would then have to petition the General College to re-take the other with accommodations, therefore 
removing that F 

Fun stuff; Mal?~ W 

From: Beth Lyons [maJlto:ernlyons@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 06, 2010 9:00 AM 
To: Willingharn, Mary C. 
Subject: Fwd: 

Can you remind me again who gets the petition for withdraw of failing grades prior to diagnosis? Is it Harold? 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor~ for Student Athletes 

919 843 6029 

emlvons#uncaa.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 8, 2010 1:40 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoR/c@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Book List (as of 1.8.10, lp) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of i 8 10, 1 pm).xls 

is cleared to charge to us. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

Universil3- of North Carolina 
Department of Athlel~cs 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Elill, NC 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



Wednesday, ]2:34 PM 

On 

Date: 8:57:10 PM EST 
To: "Asst Head Coaches" < Asst Head Coacl)es@u])caa uric edu>, " Head Coaches" < Head 

Co: "Andre Williams" <awilliams(~uncaa.unc edu>, "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa unc edu>, "Both Bridget" 

<dbaddou~@uncaa.unc.odu>, "Beth Lyons" <om!~’ons@uncaa.unc odu;,, "John Blanchard" 
<i!]b(~uncaa unc edu>, "Jennifer Townsend" <itownsend~fa~,uncaa unc.edu>, "Kym N Orr" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@webmail unc edu> 
Saturday, 8:48 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Schedule 

Okay i will definitely try to stop by after my first two classes on monday! 

On , at 6:42 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> I know I’ll see you at the team meeting on Friday, but you should come by and check in with me about your 
classes sometime on Monday or Tuesday 
> 

> Glad you’re here 
> 

> On , at 4:48 PM, wrote: 
> 

>> great thanks! 
>> On , at 4:19 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 
>> 

>>> You’re fine Professors just haven’t set up blackboard yet Your schedule is in place and you have classes to 
go to 
>>> 

>>> Enjoy 

>>> On , at 3:23 PM, wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Tony, hope you are doing well and had a great trip this break! I am at UNC (wow) and am all set up in 
my dorm and everything i did go look at blackbaord though and it says that i am not enrolled in any classes?? 
Is this because my teachers havent posted anything or is there another reason do you think? Thanks so much! 

>>>> On , at 5:03 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

>>>>> th~ woNed out really well 
>>>>> congr~s 

>>>>> Tony 

>>>>> On , ~ 12:19 PM, wr~e: 

>>>>>> I registered ~r classes got all the ones in my shopping ca~ no 
>>>>>> problem ! ! 

>>>>>> On Ffi, 21:04:43 -0500, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 



>>>>>>> Hi 

>>>>>>> I checked out your shopping cart today and you’ve done a good j ob hunting 
>>>>>>> for courses Monday or Tuesday evening would be great evenings to have a 
>>>>>>> conversation before you register Feel free to call 

>>>>>>> Tony Yount 
>>>>>>> Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
>>>>>>> North Box, Kenan Stadium 
>>>>>>> 919 962 9535, office 
>>>>>>>                , cell 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 12:31 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: current schedules 

Hi Tony, 

Thanks for the email and the schedules. 

Likewise let me know if there is anything I can do to help with anything, 

Guy 

Guy Cathro 

Assistant Coach 

Carolina Field Hockey 

Mobile 

Office (919) 962 4407 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 1/18/201Z Z2:26 PM > > > 

Coach Cathro 

Welcome aboard. ] am Tony Yount, the team’s academic advisen I hope to meet you soon, 

before ] can really get back into working with the team. 

Here are the current academic schedules for all of the girls, updated as of noon today. 

My contact info is below. Please let me know if ] can be of assistance. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:26 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

’@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

MATH Tutorial 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

We’ve scheduled your MATH tutorials for Thursdays at 9pm with 

Contact Tony if you have any questions or concerns, 
Brent 

Associate Director 

Acadel~fic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U~fiver slty of No~h Ca~’olina, Chapel Hi[l 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8~47 fax 
ht t p://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Not’th Box, Kel~al Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Ckapel HIll, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:28 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Hi Coach! 

Hi 

Congratulations on being admitted, l have been sick, thus the reason for not getting back to you sooner. Our process 

for trying out is through our summer camp (Elite Session), which coincidentally follows a CTOPs orientation date. l have 

cc’d our academic counselor, Tony Yount, on this email. He can help arrange your CTOP’s date so it coincides with 

summer camp. Noneed for 2 trips to Chapel Hill. BelowyouwillseealinkforthecampwebsitetoregisterandTony 

will be in touch about CTOPs. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 

@gmail.com > 

Coach Barnes, 

9:55 PM > > > 

I hope this email finds you well into your trainin9 season! My father spoke to you earlier in the year about the possibility 
of trying out for Carolina    I have kept the possibility in the front of my mind, and after much anticipation, I found out 

that I was admitted on Friday! I just came off of a stron9 season of      and believe that t have returned from my 

injury stronger than ever. I’m contac[ing you in hopes that I will be given the opportunity to try out for the team. t know 
that my father         and Athletic Director (Roger Harriot) have spoken to you, but I wanted to touch base with you 

personally. You advised them both that you’d consider me a preferred walk on, and I am truly looking forward to it. If 

there is anythin9 I can do to fur[her my play in the remainin9 time, please let me know! I would greatly appreciate your 

response at your earliest convenience! Thanks again Coach, GO HEELS! 

Sincerely, 



For your reference, attached is my profile and beneath is my clip, and other contads. 

highlight: http~/www.~o~ty b~om/wat~h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 2:50 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Senior Day 

TEXT.htm 

yes,TS SHEA STUDENT OR STAFF MEMBER? 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 
Kenan Football Center 

University of North carolina 

omce 919 962 7873 

fax 919 843 3466 
cell 

>>> Tony Yount 2:35 PM >>> 

James, 

Laurie Holman will be leading the women’s lacrosse gathering in the Pope Box on the afternoon of 

She has some questions and ] thought [ would put her into direct contact with you. 

Thanks 

Tony 

>>> James Spurling         8:16 AM >>> 

tony, that will be f’ne. we can talk the week of the event and make preparation. 

James Spurling 
Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 

University of North carolina 
off’ce 9Z9 952 7873 

fax 9Z9 843 3466 

cell 
> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Mr. Spurling, 

5:41 PM > > > 

Women’s Lacrosse would like to use the 5th floor of the Pope Box for a gathering after the Boston College game at 1 pm 

on Saturday, 

It would involve team members and their parents, and coaches probably 75 100 people. Refreshments would be 
provided by parents. The purpose of the event is to recognize seniors. A video is shown. The gathering would last from 2 

3 hours. 

] would be responsible for access to the building, clean up after the event, and locking the building again around 6 that 

evening. 



The email below is from Laurie Holman, a volunteer assistant for the team. 

What steps do we need to take to reserve the space, if it is available that day? 

Thank you so much. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 

919 962 9535, office 

,, cell 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Laurie Holman" <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:                3:07:27 PM EST 
To: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject:           Senior Day 

Tony, is there any way we can get the Pope Box for this event. We play BC at lpm. 

So t would say from like 3 5,6? 
Let me know and thank you! 

Laude 

www.carolinalacrossecarnps.com 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:54 PM 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Senior Day 

TEXT.htm 

James, 

Thank you ve~/much for allowing our Women’s Lacrosse team/parents use the Pope Box for our gathering after the BC 
game on           The time would be from 3 5:30. We will clean up after the event. 

Tony will be available to let us in and lock up. Let me know if you need anything else. 

It is a great venue, as t was there for the men’s Alumni event last Saturday. 

Best, 
Laurie Holman 

www.carolinalacrossecam ps.com 

University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

>>> Tony Yount 2:35 PM >>> 

Laurie Holman will be leading the women’s lacrosse gathering in the Pope Box on the afternoon of 
She has some questions and ] thought [ would put her into direct contact with you. 

Thanks 

Tony 

>>> James Spurling         8:16 AM >>> 

tony, that will be fine. we can talk the week of the event and make preparation. 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 

University of North carolina 
offce 9Z9 962 7873 

fax 9Z9 843 3466 

cell 
> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Mr. Spurling, 

5:41 PM > > > 



WomenIs Lacrosse would like to use the 5th floor of the Pope Box for a gathering after the Boston College game at 1 pm 

on Saturday, 

It would involve team members and their parents, and coaches probably 75 100 people. Refreshments would be 

provided by parents. The purpose of the event is to recognize seniors. A video is shown. The gathering would last from 2 

3 hours. 

I would be responsible for access to the building, clean up after the event, and locking the building again around 6 that 

evening. 

The email below is from Laurie Holman, a volunteer assistant for the team. 

What steps do we need to take to reserve the space, if it is available that day? 

Thank you so much. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 

919 962 9535, office 

cell 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Laurie Holman" <lholman~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:                3:07:27 PM EST 
To: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject:           Senior Day 

Tony, is there any way we can get the Pope Box for this event. We play BC at lpm. 

So T would say from like 3 5,6? 

Let me know and thank you! 

Laure 

www.carolinalacrossecam ps.com 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

C¢: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:34 AM 

@ec.rr.com > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Possible walk on 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for letting us know about acceptance to the University. 

would be more than welcome to try out as a walk on. The way we do t~outs is through summer camp...we do summer 
camp because of the ordering of equipment due before school starts. 

Please have her sign up for summer camp (address below). Please have her contac[ Tony Yount (academic advisor) about 

scheduling her orientation around camp, 

We look forward to seeing her at camp this summer, Take Care, 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
Universib/of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 

Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 

10:27 PM >>> 

My daughter      has already been accepted at UNC beginning in the fall of      We were wondering if there is anything she 
needs to be doing to prepare as a potential walk-on player for your team. As hard as she has worked for admission to UNC she 
has worked equally hard at lacrosse. Entering her      year at           , in              she is a 

player,                                                                        In three games this 
season she is averaging just over goals a game, including last night against the number one ranked team in the state, 

Please email or call me if you have any questions about      or any advice on improving her potential to make your team. I 
know this is a busy time of year and I apreciate you r time, thank you. 

Sincerely, 







On 

Date: 9:54:59 PM EDT 
To: Glenn Anthony Yount <~onyyount@uncaa:u])c,edu>, Amy Kleissler <kl~lssje@uncaa ul)c,edu> 





Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 

~email.unc.edu; 
~email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; 

t@email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu 

lO:54 PM 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; 

@ernail.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; = 

@email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount @email.unc.edu; 
@bellsouth.net; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>~ 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

BIO[ Review 

TEXT.htm; Part.oo2 

wig be conducting a BIO[ rmdew tomorrow 1fight on the fourth floor of the Nm*h Box hi pr epm’ation for Dr. 

Hogmfs exam on Friday. This emall is only beh~g sent to those with tutor appoh~tments for B[OL, so if you k~ow ofmW 

teammates also in the class, please let them know about this review, For those who had tutorial tonight, [ am sure Jimmy 

told you about this, but [ wanted to make sure the word went out to everyone, 

, if [rye messed the time up, please respond to everyone on this email so the word gets out. 

See your counselor if you have any questions/concerns about this session, 
Brent 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 oft 
(919) 962.8z47 fax 
htt p://t arheelbhie.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box ~1x6, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 9, 2010 1:58 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Erin 
Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory 

<gregoryc@emaikunc.edu>; gyount@emaikunc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@emaikunc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Athletics’ Book List (8.9.10, 2p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 8 9 10, 2 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. T have deleted I 

Thanks, 
Amy 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2/5L, 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 8:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Erin 
Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Athletics Book List (9.8.10, 8a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 9-8-10, 8 am).xls 

See attached for the updated Athletics Book List.             has been cleared by the Eligibility Center and can now 

charge books to us. Please see below for the process that should be followed for T have also removed 

from the list. 

For 

If these student athletes must purchase their books through this process prior to their ceEif’cation, they will, upon the 

completion of the certification process, be required to complete a book form and submit it to me. At that point, the 

book form will be evaluated by the Compliance staff, and the charges for the approved books will be transferred off 

of the student’s account by the Student Stores staff and billed to the DepaEment of Athletics. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Elill, NC 2/5L, 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



See attached for the updated Athletics Book List.             has been cleared by the Eligibility Center and can now 

charge books to us. Please see below for the process that should be followed for        t have also removed 

from the list. 

For Andrew: 

If these student athletes must purchase their books through this process prior to their certification, they will, upon the 
completion of the cerdt’cation process, be required to complete a book form and submit it to me. At that point, the 

book form will be evaluated by the Compliance staff, and the charges for the approved books will be transferred off 

of the student’s account by the Student Stores staff and billed to the Department of Athletics. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

Ut~Jversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2~5L, 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:08 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; b_osborne@unc.edu; Bobby Hundley 

<bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Gallo <cgallo@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

djsothll@email.unc.edu; Dave $chmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

dstroman@email.unc.ed u; Ed.Shields@unc.ed u; 

<    @bellsouth.net>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; gus@email.unc.edu; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; haydel@email.unc.edu; Elizabeth Hedgpeth 

< hedgpeth@email.unc.edu >; jeff@jeffjanssen.com; johnstc@email.unc.edu; 

jsagula@unc.edu;jtoler@email.unc.edu; Kaye Koenig 

<koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; murray@email.unc.edu; Patrick Marsh 

<pmarsh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron 

Ginsburg <            @juno.com>; salyer@email.unc.edu; Shelly Streett 

<sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; southall@email.unc.edu; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu >; 

wtiffany@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: farewell gathering for 

TEXT.htm 

All, 
The location for this has changed to the Carmichael Media Room. (Same time). 

~Stacey 

> > > Joe Sagula <isagula@email.unc.edu > 
As many of you may know by now, 

1:35AM >>> 

has accepted the position of 

has been a very big par~ of our volleyball family as well as U NC athletics and EXSS for for a number of years. 

She is a former UNC player, primary assistant coach , camp administrator, and presently completing her 

Masters degree at UNC in Sports Administration while working with the UNC Compliance omce this past 
year. 

last omcial day on campus will be this coming Friday, 
So, we will have a small farewell qatherinq for    this WEBNESDAY morning 

AM 

at the Olympic Sports Conference room here in Carmichael (a~er our team practice 
We will have some coffee and refreshments. 

It will be a good time to stop by and say a few words to    before he heads up noF~h to 

New Hampshire onto her new adventure as the leader of the         Volleyball program in 

We are delighted for this great oppoRunity for another Tar Heel to begin their 

from about 10:15-11:15 



Feel free to pass the word to others. 

l look forward to seeing you this Wednesday morning as 

we all wish    and her family continued success ... 

Thanks for your support 
GO HEELS! 

Joe Sagula, Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA 
PC Box2126 CarmichaelARENA 310 Seu~ Read 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
email: [sAgula@unc,edu 

1919) 962 5228 office (919) 843 8543 fax 
home cell 

CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL CAM PS (919)612-7009 
CAMP email                 ~yahoo~om 

OFFICIAL WEBSITE of the TAR HEELS: www lar heelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 25, 2010 4:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

math spring 

TEXT.htm 

Would you all mind sharin9 the names of any students you had in Math 

Beth 

this past spdng? 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor[ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyoum@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:33 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Fwd: RE: Medical Issue and Exams - 

FI~E msg 





Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-ilagler unc edu> 

Friday, 10:04 AM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Stop on diploma 

TEXT htm 

Thanks, you’re the best! 

On 9:43 AM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Just called Amy Herman about that. I’ll get an answer for you soon. No need for Jenny to deal with this. 

Amy Herman is the right person and I’m on it. 

On , at 9:35 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony 

My dad called the cashiers office today because there is a payment owed and therefore a 

stop on my graduation diploma. They say that the athletic depar[ment has not paid for my 

books yet. Is this something that I should bring u p with Jenny or the athletic dept? Thanks![ 



>>> Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa unc edu> 8/27/2009 3:04 PM >>> 
2009- I 0 UNC men’s basketball schedule 
Changes from version #1 

Sunday, November 15 vs Valparaiso 
4 pro, Fox Sports South (added time and TV) 

Sunday, November 29 vs Nevada 
6:45 pro, Fox Net (originally was at 7:45 pro) 

Updated schedules are attached as a Word file and a PDF 

Steve Kirschner 
Associate Director of Athletics for Communications 
University of North Carolina 

(offi ce) 9 [ 9-962-7258 
(home) -~ - 
(mobile) 
(fax) 919-962-0612 

stevekirschner@unc edu 
TarHeelBlue com 

Mailing address: 
UNC Athletic Communications 
2nd Floor Dean Smith Center 
300 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 



>>> Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa unc edu> 8/27/2009 3:04 PM >>> 
2009- I 0 UNC men’s basketball schedule 
Changes from version #1 

Sunday, November 15 vs Valparaiso 
4 pro, Fox Sports South (added time and TV) 

Sunday, November 29 vs Nevada 
6:45 pro, Fox Net (originally was at 7:45 pro) 

Updated schedules are attached as a Word file and a PDF 

Steve Kirschner 
Associate Director of Athletics for Communications 
University of North Carolina 

(offi ce) 9 [ 9-962-7258 
(home) 
(mobile) 
(fax) 919-962-0612 

stevekirschner@unc edu 
TarHeelBlue corn 

Mailing address: 
UNC Athletic Communications 
2nd Floor Dean Smith Center 
300 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 



>>> Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa unc edu> 8/27/2009 3:04 PM >>> 
2009- I 0 UNC men’s basketball schedule 
Changes from version #1 

Sunday, November 15 vs Valparaiso 
4 pro, Fox Sports South (added time and TV) 

Sunday, November 29 vs Nevada 
6:45 pro, Fox Net (originally was at 7:45 pro) 

Updated schedules are attached as a Word file and a PDF 

Steve Kirschner 
Associate Director of Athletics for Communications 
University of North Carolina 

(offi ce) 9 [ 9-962-7258 
(home) 
(mobile) 
(fax) 919-962-0612 

stevekirschner@unc edu 
TarHeelBlue corn 

Mailing address: 
UNC Athletic Communications 
2nd Floor Dean Smith Center 
300 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday 10:45 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Official Visit 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Tony, 

Hope you are well. 

Pre season has staEed well. 

will be visitin9 UNC omcially on Saturday 

discuss her academic requirements, needs and general information. 

Let me know if this is possible. Thanks. 

Kind regards, 

Grant 

and would like to meet with you at 10:30am, to 

is planning on attending UNC in 

Grant Fulton 
Associate Head Field Hockey Coach 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Carmichael Arena. Room 2112. 
310 South Road, Chapel Hill, NC, 27515 
gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cell: 
Fax: 919.843.8175 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:55 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Frosh grades/Saturday recruit visit 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Tony. 

Can you meet with our recruit,               and her parents, at 11:30am Saturday morning? Can we meet at your 

omce or do we need to do it away from there because of the game? 

Patricia Earle¥ 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

pea rley@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 9:45 PM > > > 

Ladies, 

Congrats on a good, almost great weekend. 

Attached are the         grades to date. Remember that an ’ * ’indicates a grade from a professon The other grades 
are my best guess based on what students have told me. 

Current GPAs are: 

Collectively the 3 of them are at a 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

< ~email unc edu> 
Monday 12:27 PM 
gyount@email uric edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: econ tutor 

thanks! 
On Mon, 
wrote: 
>just submitted the request 

>On ,at 12:01 PM, 

>> Hey Tony, 
>> 

>> could I get a econ tutor for econ 

>> Thanks, 

2:26:11 -0500, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

with BNaban? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kym N. Orr" <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:10 PM 

~email.unc.edu > 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: PSYC tutor 

TEXT.htm 

Ky 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Office (919) g43-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247m 

> > >          @webmail.unc.edu > 

That will be fine. I will be in    for 

9:02 PM > > > 

this Thursday so T will not to be able to make it then. Thanks! 

Sent from my U.S. Cellular BlackBerry sma~phone 

From: "Kym N. Orr" <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue,           20:57:16 0400 

Co: ~email.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount @u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 

Subject: PSYC tutor 

have scheduled you for Thursdays @ 8 PM with for PSYC 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 
AcademicSupport Program ~rStudent Athletes 

Office(919) g43-2425 

Fax(919) 962-8247 



BH 



Sat. August 14, 2010 2:00 P.M. 

Wake Chapel Church 

3805 Tarheel Club Road 

Raleigh, N.C. 27604 

Church # 

Dick Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 27, 20J_0 9:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Julie Gladchuk 

<91adchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lau ra Bernhard 

< laura53@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Trustees approve Carolina Student-Athlete Center for Excellence 

> > > Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 5/27/2010 9:21 AM > > > 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
THURSDAY, MAY 27, 2010 
CONTACT: Steve Kirschner (919-962-7258, ste~Mr~eh~er ~)me~ed!0 

Board of Trustees Approve Carolina’s Student-Athlete Center for Excellence 

CHAPEL EELL - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Board of Trustees today approved the 

Carolina Student-Athlete Center for Excellence, a five-story privately financed structure that will be built in 
Kenan Stadium’s east end zone to house the academic support center for student-athletes, the Carolina 
Leadership Academy, Olympic sports’ strength and conditioning center, visiting locker room, club seats and 
individual suites 

Construction will begin immediately on the project that is expected to take roughly 15 months to complete in 
time for the start of the 201 I football season The Center for Excellence will replace the Kenan Fieldhouse, 
which was built in 1927 

Sales of club seats and individual suites began in October 2009 Those sales will provide approximately 50 
percent of the funding of the $70 million project Private donations will fund the rest of the project The 
athletic department will not use state funds 

"The Carolina Center for Excellence will help us provide exceptional academic support to our nearly 800 
student-athletes," says Director of Athletics Dick Baddour "It also creates a new source of revenue that over 
the next 30 years will help us maintain the broad-based, 28-sport program we have long enjoyed" 

The athletic department and Rams Club announced in October 2009 that they were beginning a sales and 
fundraising phase with final Board of Trustees approval of the project pending the results of those efforts 



"We are very pleased with the sales to date and we’re even more excited about how our donors have stepped 
fotaxard in recognizing the need to provide our student-athletes with a first-class academic and training center," 
says John MontgomelT, Executive Director of the Rams Club "They really feel a connection and sense of 
pride in providing our student-athletes the best environment in which to study and train, and they also see the 
Carolina Leadership Academy as a place where we can develop truly great leaders" 

The academic center will be a 30,000 square foot facility that will triple the size of the one that opened in 
1986 

"Carolina offers student-athlete opportunities to one of the largest groups of young men and women in the 
count~T, but the cu~lent academic support facility is inadequate," says Baddour "Each of our student-athletes 
will see direct benefits from the Center for Excellence that will help them reach their academic goals" 

The academic center will include classrooms, computer labs, a writing center, auditorium, individual and 
group tutorial/conference rooms, and offices for the academic support staff; career se~wices, community 
outreach, life skills and Carolina Leadership Academy 

"Carolina’s commitment to academics and the emergence in recent years of the Leadership Academy are two 
reasons why we are able to continually recruit the best young people," says Karen Shelton, head coach of the 
Tar Heel field hockey team "Evet2¢ day our coaches see the benefits of the programs taught in the Leadership 
Academy It’s a real plus to all of our teams Unfortunately, support programs like that have out-grown the 
current academic center The Center for Excellence demonstrates again the University’s commitment to its 
students, including those in Olympic sports and the women’s program" 

The strength and conditioning center will be housed at field level and will include 13,600 square feet of cardio 
and strength training equipment and a 40-yard track That almost doubles the amount of space that is currently 
available 

"We desperately have been in need of a larger training area," Cn-eg Gatz, Director of Strength and Conditioning 
for Olympic Sports, said when the sales plan was announced in the fall "EvetT day we schedule hundreds of 
student-athletes from two dozen teams The new facility will allow us to train more people at once and reduce 
the time they will need to work out early in the morning or later at night" 

The additional seats in the end zone, named the Blue Zone, offers 1,836 seats in the Concourse ClubfLoge just 
a few feet from the field, 824 seats in the Upper ClubfLoge on the fou~h floor and 320 seats in 20 suites on the 
fifth floor Combined, the project adds 2,980 seats to the stadium’s capacity 

The individual suites, each of which has 16 seats, sell for $50,000 per year Each seat in the club/loge levels 
range from $750 to $2,500 per season 

"Sales began last fall and we already have commitments for almost half of what we need to meet our goal and 
we’re 16 months before the Blue Zone opens," says Montgomery "Fans who want to purchase seats in the 
Blue Zone should contact the Rams Club soon because the initial response has been so strong" 

Fans can call the Rams Club at (919) 843-2000 or visit NewKenan corn on the Internet 

STEVE IQRSCHNER 

Associate Director of Athletlcs for Communications 
University of North Carolina 



Direct Office: (919) 962 7258 
Cell: 

Home: ( 

|nternet: TarH~lBlue.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Thanks Tony 
On the athletic front- all freshmen played well this weekend! 
Jenny 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount 
Cc: Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa unc edu> 
Cc: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa unc edu> 
To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu> 

Sent: 2:39:14 PM 
Subject: Weekly 

Coaches, 

The freshmen have their first meeting with their University Academic adviser in Steele Building this week 
Course selections for next semester is the topic 

Priority Registration committee meets Tuesday at 8am I should have results for you by the time practice starts 

Update on last week’s dismal report 
The frosh GPA is up from - due largely to the fact that dropped her Math class 
drop her Econ class on Wednesday and that will get the group GPA to over 2 It would also mean that 
would drop off the ineligible list leaving just                   It also means that only 

are taking a nom~al load of courses and that all of them will need summer school with 5 of the 7 
needing 6 hours this summer just to stay on pace for graduation 

will 

Some progress has been made More will come 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler < kleissle@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 10:49 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu > 

Tony ¥ount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Exam Study Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

that sounds greatL Thanks so much for working with them. Please let me know if you need anything. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
klNC-Chapel Hill 
919 843 8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 10:53 PM >>> 

Hi Amy and Tony, 

both said tonight that they would like to meet on 

Sunday night to prepare for next week. i know I’m on the schedule 
as a mentor that night, but could I work with instead? 

Also, what time will the Pope Box be open on Sunday? wanted to 

meet at 6 and at 7:30, but we can adjust as necessary. Let me know 
what works best. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Sunday,             11:29 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Thank You 

- in AFRI :) 
in Drama 
in Exss 
in INLS 

WOOT WOOT!!!!!! 

On Wed, 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 

> This morning 
to 

18:44:23 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

and delivered a bag of some of my favorite things 

> my office with a card from the team I really appreciate being remembered 
> in that way and for the nice things that you had to say in the card 
> 

> It has been a privilege to serve as the academic adviser for this team 
for 
> all of the past 25 years, but it was this year that           truly 
> became "my team" The past two years I spent most of my time with 

> traveling with them as often as I could This year, I switched teams, 
> traveled with you to 3 meets, saw 6 of the other 7 on my own You are all 
> wonderful people, joys to be around, to spend time with, to talk to In 
the 
> process, I have learned quite a bit about gymnastics Watching practices, 
> seeing how hard you work, how much you love what you do makes watching 
the 
> meets so much more enjoyable I also learned that gymnastics meets can be 
> exciting Watching the team react as each of you completed your bars 
> routines in New Hampshire to secure the EAGL championship was one of the 
> two most exciting athletic events I witnessed all year ( 
> championship the other) 24 hours of driving for 4 hours of gymnastics 
> seemed crazy to some Worth every minute of it I would have been so 
angt3~ 
> with myself had I not seen that happen 
> 

> Congratulations to each of you who won awards Monday evening I attended 
> that function in and (not invited this year or I would have 
been 
> with you) and took great pride each year when Derek announced the Karen 
> Kaiser award I’ve known Karen Kaiser since she was a 7th grader, taught 
> her US Histo~T in 9th grade in 1977, and we became good friends all the 
way 



> through her college career here at Carolina She is an exceptional human 
> being and is certainly a worthy winner of that award that means so 
> much to me 

> The greatest reward from working in education as I have for the past 40 
> years is the privilege of watching people grow up over time I thank you 
> all for the opportunity to do that with each of you for at least a brief 
> period in your life I am deeply saddened by the new rules that Derek has 
> put in place that will limit your access to me and to the way that I like 
> to do my job as academic counselor for your team Good people can 
> disagree Derek is a good man - no coach at Carolina cares as much about 
> his athletes on and offthe field as Derek does - and he and I do 
> fundamentally disagree about the restrictions that he has put in place 
for 
> you But Derek is the head coach and it is his right to make those rules 
to 
> govern your actions 
> 

> However, I get to make the rules for how my office is operated, and 
nothing 
> will change there You all know that my door has always been open for all 
> my athletes - no appointment necessat2¢ - whenever you have things that 
you 
> need to talk about That will not change, And when you request that the 
> conversation remain confidential, you can rely on the fact that it will 
> Some of you have asked if ! will continue to be your adviser I don’t 
have 
> a contract with the University I serve entirely at the coach’s pleasure 
> Derek could end the relationship with one phone call So could I But 
> sometime back in September, Meredith and I were talking during her 
meeting 
> and she looked me in the eye and said something to the effect of "You 
WILL 
> be here until I graduate, right?" And I told her that I would be I don’t 
> break promises lightly So what I can tell you about my status as your 
> adviser is that I am committed for 4 more years, providing both the coach 
> and the athletic department continue to want me to setwe 
> 
> Thank you again for the gifts, the sentiments in the card, and for 
letting 
> me be a part of your lives for the past year It was a marvelous 
experience 
> that I have enjoyed and appreciated very much 

> Tony 



From: 





Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Sunday, 8:47 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Study Hall Hours 

Tony, 

I hate to tlN and make an excuse for missing hours, but this week was kind 
of surreal for me 

but I can assure you that I am doing better now that I 
have been getting closer with my roommates/teammates and relying on them 
for support and basically just taking stock of what is important to me I 
apologize for giving the impression that study hall is not a priority of 
mine, because this team does mean a lot to me I consider missing my hours 
the absolute last thing      w-ill ever do to negatively influence my life 
I am going back to campus health this week to talk to someone about whether 
or not having a weekly appointment will be best for me I know this does 
not excuse my mistake, but I wouldn’t be telling you something this 
intimate to my life if it truly had not been affecting me Again, I am so 
sorry 

On Fri, 13:55:15 -0500, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
wrote: 

> 

> The report this week shows that you’re short hours ! fixed the Monday 
> morning session for you but the rest of the doesn’t show 4 hours 
> 

> Please send me and email and copy to coach explaining why you’re short 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> Report Parameters 



Report Date Range: Week #3 to 
Report Depth: Full Details 
Report Type: Individual Athelete ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 25, 2011 10:57 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: CTOPS dates 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Our incoming freshman will be               Her email address is          ~qmail.com. She will need to work 

around summertournamentsforCTOPS. Otherwise, we are good with any dates. Let meknowifyou need anything 
else. 

Thanks, 
Jan 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 1/24/2011 1:20 PM > > > 

Coaches, 

CTOPS information and registration will be live on Feb 9th at 9 am. The 2 day sessions occur on M/Tues and Thurs/Fri 

rotations. They begin June 2 & 3 and continue through June 23 & 24. The resume on July 7 & 8 through the end of the 
month. 

The earlier our kids register, the better chance they have of getting the dates that you want them to have. Instruc[ions on 
how to proceed if their scholarship pays for CTOPS are valuable for them to have. If you will let me know who those 

individuals are, I’ll let them know how to proceed. 

If you have dates that you prefer because of camps, etc, I’ll include that in an email too. Please remember that among all 

the CTOPS sessions, the two that students absolutely cannot miss are the meeting with the Steele Building academic 

adviser which clears them for registration, and the registration session itself. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, 8:48 AM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Recruit Meeting - Monday 

Info on today’s kid - Her Name is ~ 

enroll in as a high school 

, plays     on varsity but is a reserve, 
Has academic queshons for ydu, what transfers, things she should 

Morn is ve~T nice-little jumpy Morn Has a issue-do not be thrown oft" Great people 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Sounds good 

9:57:08 PM >>> 

Office is on the 4th floor We’ll move down to the 3rd to chat 

On at 7:19 PM, Phil Barnes wrote: 

Hi Tony Just confirming for tomorrow...2pm at your once. 
We will bring Mom by and      will get       there. Thanks! 

>>> Phil Barnes 11:16 AM >>> 

Hi Tony, 

Can you meet w/them at 2:00pm and then walk them over to practice? 

Academic Kid. 

Thanks. 

www.caro/!na!acrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
Universib/of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 
> > > Tony Yount <tonyvount@uncaa.unc.edu > 
10 11 is free 

anytime after 2 is free 

3:15 PM > > > 

12:45 1:45 is free 



just let me know 

On at 3:05 PM, Phil Barnes wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

We have a recruit from (she is ve~/good would be able to contribute 
right now). 

Her mom would like to meet you on Monday. What works best for you? She is here all day 

till 3pm. 

Thanks, 
Phil 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, Field Hockey 





Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Christopher Upson < @yahoo corn> 

Sunday, 2:39 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: schedule 

definitely willing to make time for i’m scheduled to meet individually with     at 6, we will probably 
be done by 7, 7:30 because my regular shift isn’t in effect tonight, it would be a little inconvenient to hang 
around til 9 or whatever waiting, but if can make it in in the 7 PM ballpark i’d be happy to stick around 
and help her 

--- On Sun, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
> Subject: schedule 
> To: ~)vahoo corn 
> Date: Sunday, 1:01 PM 
> Chfi s 
> 
> Are you going to the AC tonight? wants to 
> know I think that     says you’re going in tonight but I 
> didn’t know if you’re available for others 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Friday, 12:36 Aivl 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Camping update 

also, this is why I have not come to see you since our meeting Monday, not 
because I don’t like you or like seeing you After class I have gone to 
sleep eve~Tday, so I have been unconscious or in class all hours that you 
are in your ofl]ce I will come by tomorrow though I don’t want you to 
feel neglected like last week 

On Thu, 22:49:20 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
wrote: 
> and I will pick you all up at your domes at 8:30 Sat am 
> 

> So happy that decided to come with us I think she chose camping 
> and graduating over not camping and having her transcript mysteriously 
> disappear from the system Good choice 
> 

> Weather forecast continues to be excellent - highs in the low 70s, 
> lows in the mid 50s 
> 

> After talking with several of you, it seems that having you make your 
> own lunch seems preferable to stopping at a fast food place For those 
> that don’t like that option, we’ll make a brief stop about 2 hours 
> into the trip on the way up at a groce~’y store in Wilkesboro We’re 
> not bringing snack food for the afternoon so you’re on your own until 
> dinner We will have dessert 
> 

> We have sleeping bags and pads for eve~Tbody 
> 

> Questions - call me 

> Tony 



Iony 

On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 10, 2011 8:36 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erin Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@emaikunc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@emaikunc.edu>; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 1.10.11, 8p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of i 10 11, 8 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have unhighlighted 

Thanks, 
Amy 

and 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Atl’detics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2/5L~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 







Sent: 
To: 
Bcc: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

Tuesday, 6:02 PM 

gyount@cmail uric edu 

Ton3 Yount <ton3Tount@uncaa uric edu> 

Re: Dezdlmes, Spring regist~ztion 

TEXT htm 

soft) - imended for asst ~ olleybaII coach E~ e Rackham autofill chose you instead of her 

my apologi¢s 

On at 3:11 PM, wrote: 

I I I I I---    Drop Deadline, and declaring a class Pass/D/Fail deadline is           Both procedures start in 
Steele Building Lines are likely to be long next Monday Do~ft drop a course or declare pass/D/l’ail without 
checking with me first 

2 [] [] --- Registration dates for the sprh~g semester m’e as follows: 

You should begin working on your shopping ca~s in advance of that registration date. Ny Tuesday and Thursday morning 
schedules are light, iF you want to come in and take a leek at your worksheet and talk about classes for the spring. I will also 
normally be in on either Tues, or Wed evenings until registration is over. Text me First to see which night. This week, I’ll be in 
tonight. 

Over fall break, I will also be in the o~ice Thursday and Friday mornings and early afternoons with no appointments scheduled so 
that we can work on your schedules. Please take advantage of those times. 

IF you are graduating in Nay, remember that you must apply For graduation at the beginning of the spring semester. IF you are a 
senior and you are underloading in the spring, please register For 12 hours and drop AFTER the underload form has been 
approved and delivered to Compliance during the First week oF class in the spring.~ 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kym N. Orr" <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:50 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

B]OL    tutor 

TEXT.htm 

Beth: 

Forgive the shor~ notice, but I have assigned you a BIOL tutoring session with 

eve~ Tuesday) @ 8 PM. Please make an effort to attend. 

Kym 

for tonight (and 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Thursday, 8:53 AM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Registration and My Schedule 

Okay great, thanks Tony! 

On Thu, 08:50:45 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Priority registration was approved for all athletes The times have not 
yet 
> been posted 

> 

> On , at 8:41 AM, wrote: 

>> 

>> Has priority registration gone through yet? My date and time don’t 
>> reflect 
>> that yet Just curious Thanks! 

>> 

>> On Wed, 21:56:13 -0400, Tony Yount <tunyyoutu@uncaa unc edu> 
>> wrote: 
>>> Good luck with summer school registration Current sophomores and 
>>> juniors 
>>> register tomorrow at 8, current freshmen Friday at 8 
>>> 

>>> I will be out of the office this Friday after 9 am, through Monday 
>>> afternoon, and again on Friday afternoon, , which is a holiday 
>>> for 
>>> students anyway 
>>> 

>>> Regular freshmen meetings will occur after Monday next week, but 
>>> freshmen 
>>> please realize that scheduling will take priority and upperclassmen may 
>> be 

>>> There will be no freshmen meetings the following week so that I can 
have 
>>> more time to spend with any of you who want help planning your fall 
>>> schedules 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kym N. Orr" <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 11, 2010 9:18 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Data from: UNC: Tutor Feedback 

TEXT.htm 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Suppor~ Prosram for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843 2425 

Fax (919) 962 8247 > > > Tutor Feedback < webmaster@cstv.com > 10/11/2010 2:50 AM > > > 
O1Sport : 

03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 

05Course : MATH 

07Date : : 
09Sta~ : 9:00 pm 

1lEnd : 10:00 pm 

Comments :        was great to work with. She came prepared and stayed on task the entire session. She was ven/ 

attentive as we went through problems together, and she asked questions when she needed clarif’cation. 

Effor~ Level:: Excellent 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Thursday, 11:48 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Ideas for Majors 

Hey Tony, 

Quick question first, will you be in tomorrow- any chance I can 
come by and talk to you about some deciding major information I 
thought I had completely decided to apply to the school of Journalism 
and tlT to double major in       but I’m still thinking about 
Business and wondering if I should take BUSI    (or    - whichever is 
the prereq I forget at the moment) to get a feel for it before 
deciding I ended up taking POLl    in Maymester- so I have that one 
under my belt and I plan on taking ECON in the spring (out of 
season) To apply to the Business school do I have to have completed 
all the prerequisites or can I take some of them after applying? Sort2/ 
for all the random questions - we finish at 12isldlish tomorrow and 
rd love to come chat! 

Thanks so much[ - :) 

On , at I 1:08 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 

I’m pretty excited about that too Really glad that I get to work 
with you 

The waiflists will probably move sometime around You could 
move up before then, but most things are frozen until CTOPS is over 
for all the courses that are open to freshmen So I wouldn’t look 
for it to change in July You can keep checking, but it will most 
likely change around , and I do think that you will get in 
the class 

Tony 

On i , at 10:56 AM, wrote: 

>> Hey Tony! 
>> 
>> I just ran into Coach today and she told me you are our new academic 
>> advisor!![[ I’m so happy and j ust wanted to tell you haa - but also 
>> I had a 
>> quick question- I know I am # I on the waiting list for INLS 
>> (and I’m 
>> not sure how it happened because I was told I got the last spot in 
>> the 
>> class but ! was told it would probably work out anyway?) When do 



>> you think 
>> I will find out ifI got moved into the class and is there anyway 
>> you can 
>> help me? Thanks so much and see you soon!! 
>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann ~ianmann@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesda?, 12:07 PM 

~ ount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount~a uncaa unc edu> 

Re: CTOPS dates 

Thanks Tony I will work on this 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 12:01 PM, "Tony Yount <tonyyount~a tmcaa unc edu>’’ <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

> I’ll get in touch with her just before the CTOPS registration opens 
> 
: and were just in for the meetings alld when we went over classes, they both mention SPAN as a 
trouble spot for them because they are always late to class, always ha~ e to sit in the back, alld the prof has labeled them 
mid calls them out for that reason They say they are late because workouts don’t let them out in time to get to class by 
8 mn I realize there are 2 sides to evelT stolT but they tell me they aren’t stopping for breakfast along the way They 
really need to get to class on time They told me today that the professor "tmderstallds now that we’ll be late" but that 
really isn’t a good situation for them I don’t know ~hat Cml be done, but it would be nice if they could get to class on 
time 

> Tony 

> On . at 10:57 AM, Jan Mann wrote: 

>> Tony, 
>> 
>> Our incoming freshman will be Her email address is k, gmail corn She will need to 
work around summer tournaments for CTOPS Othemise, we are good ~ith any dates Let me know if you need 
,anything else 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> Jan 

>> 
>>>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 1:20 PM >>> 
>> Coaches, 

>> CTOPS information and reNstration will be live on       at 9 am The 2-da’, sessions occur on M/Tues and 
Thurs/gri rotations The? begin and continue through The resume on through the 
end of the month 
>> 
>> The earlier our kids reNster, the better chance they have of getting the dates that you want them to have 
Instructions on how to proceed if their scholarship pa?s for CTOPS are valuable for them to have If you will let me 
know who those individuals are, rll let them know how to proceed 
>> 
>> If you have dates that you prefer because of camps, etc. I’ll include that in an email too Please remember that 
among all the CTOPS sessions, the two that students absolutely cannot miss are the meeting with the Steele Building 
academic adviser which clears them for registration, and the registration session itself 

>> Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<       ~email unc edu> 
Wednesday, November 3, 2010 10:13 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Nov 4 

Hi Tony, 

Thank you for the update I already told        that she can come by to 
work on Spanish so if         plans change I will still be there 

On Wed, 3 Nov 2010 17:15:06 -0400, Tony Youm <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
wrote: 

> 

> could not get tickets for the play she needs to see for 
> tonight, so she will go see Fences tomorrow night, and will miss that 
> session She wanted me to let you know 
> 

> Thank you so much for the good work you are doing with her and with 
> We really appreciate it 
> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:28 PM 

@gmail.com> 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hi Coach! 

Congratulations on being admitted, l have been sick, thus the reason for not getting back to you sooner. Our process 

for trying out is through our summer camp (Elite Session), which coincidentally follows a CTOPs orientation date. ] have 

cc’d our academic counselor, Tony Yount, on this email. He can help arrange your CTOP’s date so it coincides with 

summer camp. Noneed for 2 trips to Chapel Hill. BelowyouwillseealinkforthecampwebsitetoregisterandTony 

will be in touch about CTOPs. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Coach Barnes 

www.ca rolina/acrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.~rheelblue.com 

@gmail.com > 

Coach Barnes, 

9:55 PM > > > 

l hope this email t" nds you well into your training season! My father spoke to you earlier in the year about the possibility 

of trying out for Carolina Lax. t have kept the possibility in the front of my mind, and after much anticipation, I found out 
that I was admitted on Friday! I just came off of a strong season of      and believe that I have returned from my 

iniury stronger than ever. I’m contacting you in hopes that I will be given the opportunity to try out for the team. I know 
that my father,        ) and Athletic Director (            ~ have spoken to you, but I wanted to touch base with you 

personally. You advised them both that you’d consider me a preferred walk on, and I am truly looking forward to it. If 

there is anything l can do to further my play in the remaining time, please let me know! I would greatly appreciate your 
response at your earliest convenience! Thanks again Coach, GO HEELS! 



Sincerely, 

For your reference, attached is my profile and beneath is my clip, and other contac[s. 

highlight: 

My cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:34 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Fwd: 

FILE msg 



On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 

@live.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.ed u; 

@live.unc.edu; 

2:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; ~ 

@live.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.ed u; 

@live.unc.ed u; 

@live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.ed u; 

@live.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@aims.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; 

@live.u nc.edu; 

@live.unc.ed u; 

@live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>;          @gmail.com; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

kailey@live.unc.edu; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

DRAM Exam Review Sunday @ 8pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite vou all to an Exam Review for DRAM 

on Sunday evening     at 8:00gm in Room 2301. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

that our DRAM tutor, will be conducting 

Susan Ma~y 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.ed u; 

@live.unc.ed u; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.ed u; 

@live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @aims.unc.edu; @live.u nc.edu; 

@live.unc.ed u; @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.ed u; 

@live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >;          @g mail.com; gyount@email.unc.edu; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; kailey@live.unc.edu; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

DRAM Exam Review Sunday @ 8pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for DRAM 

on Sunday evening     at 8:00pm in Room 2301. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

that our DRAM tutor, will be conducting 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 10:49 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Food in Break Room 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Everyone, 

Happy Tuesday! 

Richard A. Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy had a great workshop with all head coaches and assistant coaches this 
morning. And we had some food lef[ in the break. Please feel free to get some bagels frit[ata and huits as snacks when you 
have a break. 

Have a great day! :) 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919-843-2306 

@ uncaa, un& edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:25 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECON Drop In Moved to Thursday 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Eve~one, 

Just wanted you to know that 

8pm and 9pm dueto 

your students of this change. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

will conduct his typical Wednesday ECON drop ins on Thursday this week     ) at 

He will also conduct an ECON              Exam Review at 7pm. Please inform 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



UNC Chapel Hill Class of 
~.qive.une edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 1:57 PM 

Tara Anderson < @gmail corn>; AudreyPiotrowski 
< @gmail corn>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Christopher Reed <       @eagles nccu edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Erica 
Wood <          ~hotmail corn>; Michelle Gibeault <gibeault@email unc edu>; Vince 
Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jamie Walker 
<_      .@gmail corn>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissl~@u~caa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Molly 
Markiewicz <              @email appstate edu>; Cristin Montalbano 

~gmail corn>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn ?t~uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

ADHD, Self-Regulation, & Executive Functioning 

TEXT htm 

Some of you may be interested in attending this lecture tomorrow: http://alu mni.u nc.edu/article.aspx?sid-6534 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading m~d Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Frill 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I cmllpus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
c              I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcfl~cl@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 3 I, 2012 5:06 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Tara Anderson <~ }gmail corn>; AudreyPiotrowski 
< ~gmail corn>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Christopher Reed <       @eagles nccu edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Elica 
Wood <         [@hotmail corn>; Michelle Gibeault <gibeault@email unc edu>; Vince 
Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jamie Walker 
<       @gmail corn>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr 
<knor@uncaa unc edu>; Molly Markiewicz <              @email appstate edu>; 
Cristin Montalbano <            ~gmail corn>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom 
<welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: ADHD, Self-Regulation, & Executive Functioning 

TEXT htm 

FYI, registration is closed, but you can call to ask if they can register by hand 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 31, 2012, at 1:58 PM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu> wrote: 

Some of you may be interested in attending this lecture tomorrow: http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx? 

sid-6534 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I R~ading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Cmnpus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C               F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel a,unc cdu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cur~ Brossman <cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November ]_, 20]_2 8:44 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 

<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< @uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alain Aguilar 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton <Alex Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 

Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [[ 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ann 

Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>;          <     @live.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 

< bear@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bob Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham 

< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; Christopher Sparrow 

<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Dawn McPherson 

<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 

Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu>; 

Ganesh Kamath <ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu >; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@ad.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 

<harry stafford@med.unc.edu>; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Janine 

Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@[acilities.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 

Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Latoya Wright <ljtaylor@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; Meridith Petschauer 

<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 

Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 

< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@fac.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

< @live.unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; 

Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom 

Brickner <tbrickne@emaiLunc,edu>; Tim Taft <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; 

Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; 

<        ~live.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe 

<vcatoe@ad.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities,unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; pledge form.pdf 

Thank you to those of you who have already participated in this year’s campaisn! 

We are in ~vee k .5: cl~ a 6 we~! c3,rll3!~igrl. Throush four weeks, as a University, we are 13% overall 

participation with $438,523 raised, still $$53.,008 behind NC State. As a department, we are currently sitting 

at around 8% participation ($9 of 236 employees). Let’s push to get this number past the 13% averase by end 

of week by adding at least 3.2 more donors in the next two days. 

The personalized paper pledse forms and 8iving 8uides were passed out about two weeks ago. If you did not 
receive a pledge form, just use the attached generic copy. Let me know if you have completed a pledge form 

and I will come pick it up. I will be takin8 a batch of pledse forms to the drop-off site this mornin8 by $3.:00. 

Remember that you can easily do this whole process online at http://www.unc.edu/secc/epledse.html. If you 
complete the donation process online, you do not need to fill out a paper pledge form. 

Thanks again to everyone who has already participated. Let’s finish the last nine days strons! 

Dean E, Smith Center 
(919)962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cur~ Brossman <cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 8:44 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 

<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< @uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alain Aguilar 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton <Alex Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 

Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [[ 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ann 

Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>;          <     @live.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 

< bear@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bob Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham 

< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; Christopher Sparrow 

<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Dawn McPherson 

<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 

Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu>; 

Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@ad.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 

<harry stafford@med.unc.edu>; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Janine 

Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 

Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Latoya Wright <ljtaylor@email.unc.edu>; 

< @live.unc.edu >; Meridith Petschauer 

<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 

Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 

< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@fac.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 

<        @live.unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; 
Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom 

Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; 
Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; tonyyount@unc.edu; 

<       @live.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe 
<vcatoe@ad.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; pledge form.pdf 

Thank you to those of you who have already participated in this year’s campaign! 

We are in we:~; .? of{= :- ~/.~ei: ca,r~ttalgl. Through four weeks, as a University, we are 13% overall 
participation with 5438,523 raised, still $$5:1,008 behind NC State. As a department, we are currently sitting 

at around 8% participation ($9 of 236 employees). Let’s push to get this number past the :13% average by end 
of week by adding at least :12 more donors in the next two days. 

The personalized paper pledge forms and giving guides were passed out about two weeks ago. If you did not 

receive a pledge form, just use the attached generic copy. Let me know if you have completed a pledge form 

and I will come pick it up. I will be taking a batch of pledge forms to the drop-off site this morning by $:1:00. 

Remember that you can easily do this whole process online at http://www.unc.edu/secc/epledRe.html. If you 
complete the donation process online, you do not need to fill out a paper pledge form. 

Thanks again to everyone who has already participated. Let’s finish the last nine days strong! 

Dean E. Smith Center 

(919)962 7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:28 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Beth Lyons < emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

EXSS i Exam Review - Sunday @ 6pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for EXSS    :hat our EXSS tutor, 

conducting on Sunday evening      at 6:00pro in Room 2310A. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

will be 

Susan Ma~y 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:33 PM 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXS$ Exam Review Sunday @ 7pm 

TEXT.htm 

that our EXSS tutor will 

Susan .~aloy 
Tutodal Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (o~ce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 3:04 PM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
< @uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 
<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alain Aguilar 
<alaguila@emaikunc.edu>; Alex Creighton <Alex Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 

Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [[ 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ann 
Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc~edu>; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>;          <     @live.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
< bear@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bob Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham 
< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; Christopher Sparrow 
<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Dawn McPherson 
<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 
Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu>; 
Ganesh Kamath <ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu >; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@ad.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 
<harry stafford@med.unc.edu>; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 
Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 
Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Latoya Wright <ljtaylor@email.unc.edu>; 

< @live.unc.edu >; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@emaiEunc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 
Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 
< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@fac.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

< @live.unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; 
Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom 

Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; 
Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; 

<       @live.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe 
<vcatoe@ad.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Your complimentary men’s basketball season tickets are ready to be picked up at the Ticket Office. We’re located on the 
ground level of the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center and are open from 8:00am to 5:00pm each day. 

Staff members are allowed to pick up other staff member’s tickets, as Ion9 as the tickets are signed for and that staff 
member has returned a signed copy of their complimentary season ticket form. 

Thanks, and as always, Go Heels! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistant Director of Ticket Operations 

Univershy of Nor[h Carolina 

PO Box 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 9622296 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 3:04 PM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
< @uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 
<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alain Aguilar 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton <Alex Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 

Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [[ 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ann 
Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc~edu>; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>;          <     @live.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
< bear@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bob Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edX MS Exchange [nbox Rules Loop: 
tonyyount@unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 
Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Sandy Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu >; Chad Wade 

<cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 
Dawn McPherson <ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu >; Diane Aldridge 
<djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe <dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox 

<dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Sharon 
Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu >; Ganesh Kamath 
<ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@ad.unc.edu>; 
gyount@emaiLunc.edu; Harry Stafford <harry stafford@med.unc.edu>; ]lsy 

Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Janine Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis 
Matson <jematson@emaiLunc.edu >; John Montgomery <j mont@ad.unc.edu >; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Spang 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Kim Jones < kimberja@ad.unc.edu >; Ken Mack 
<krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Latoya 

Wright <ljtaylor@email.unc.edu >;              <       @live.unc.edu>; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley 

< mccauled@ad.unc.ed u >; Margie Dubnansky < mdubnans@ad.unc.edu >; Dino 
Megaloudis <megaloud@ad.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@fac.unc.edu>; 
Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 

<        @live.unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Pamela 
Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; 
Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom 

Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; 
Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; 

<       ~live.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe 
<vcatoe@ad.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Your complimenta~ men’s basketball season tickets are ready to be picked up at the Ticket Office. We’re located on the 

ground level of the Emie Williamson Athletic Center and are open from 8:00am to 5:00pm each day. 

Staff members are allowed to pick up other staff member’s tickets, as long as the tickets are signed for and that staff 

member has returned a signed copy of their complimenta~/season ticket form. 

Thanks, and as always, Go Heels! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistant Director of Ticket Operations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 6:50 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
< ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 
<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alain Aguilar 
<alaguila@emaikunc.edu>; Alex Creighton <Alex Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 

Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [[ 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ann 
Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc~edu>; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>;          <     @live.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
< bear@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bob Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham 
< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; Christopher Sparrow 
<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Dawn McPherson 
<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 
Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu>; 
Ganesh Kamath <ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu >; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@ad.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 
<harry stafford@med.unc.edu>; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 
Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 
Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Latoya Wright <ljtaylor@email.unc.edu>; 

< @live.unc.edu >; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@emaiEunc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 
Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 
< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@fac.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~live.unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; 

Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom 

Brickner <tbrickne@emaikunc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; 

Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; 

<       @live.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe 

<vcatoe@ad.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

ESPN has confirmed the following regarding the ACC games for November 10 that were on a 6 day hold: 

Miami at Virginia 12pm    ABC 

Georgia Tech at North Carolina 

Wake Forest at NC State 3:00pm RSN 

Maryland at Clemson 3:30pm ESPNU 

12:30pm ACC Network 

Notre Dame at Boston College 8:00pm ABC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:02 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

B]OL Exam Review - Monday @ 8pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for BIOL 

conducting on Monday evening,     at 8:00pm in Room 2310B. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

that our BIOL tutor will be 

Susan .~aloy 
Tuto~al Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 

919 962 9892 (o~ce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 10:09 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

H[ST Drop In 

TEXT.htm 

I just wanted to let you know that T have added a HIST drop in at 7pm on Sunday and Wednesday with 

unless we have some students who could really use HIST appointment at that time. Please encourage your 

students to take advantage of this, could also help with ECON during that time if necessary. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:49 AM 

~email unc edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Triangle High School Ethics Bowl 

TEXT htm; HSEB press release pdf; HSEB schedule I I - 17-12 docx; N HSEB-NQE- 
cases-2012-13 pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

! know this email finds you extremely busy, but I hope you don’t mind my intrusion to introduce to you an 
innovative and new approach to civic discourse that has captured the enthusiasm of high school students across 
our state and indeed the nation that se~wes to strengthen learning in the classroom, the Ethics Bowl 

Some of you may be aware of the Parr Center for Ethics at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
which setwes as the public face of the university’s commitment to ethics, not just to our students but to students 
in the public schools as well We sponsor an Ethics Bowl for college students, but we have extended this to 
reach out to the high schools in North Carolina, hosting an event here at UNC The Ethics Bowl is a 
competihon in which teams of students debate ethical issues and form arguments that show logical, reasonable, 
and rational thought Teams participate in multiple rounds of competition Panels of three judges -- university 
faculty, graduate students, and other members of the community -- score the rounds while a moderator manages 
the event 

We held an inaugural Triangle High School Ethics Bowl in the Spring of 201 I and held the second one in 2012 
(East Chapel Hill High won the event both years) These events were velN successful mainly because of the 
enthusiasm of the participants As a result this year the Parr Center will be hosting not just the Annual Triangle 

High School Ethics Bowl, which will be held Saturday, November 17~h, but will embark on a bigger venture, a 

national event For both of these events we need judges, so I am writing to ask first if you would be willing to 
serve as a judge for one, or preferably both, of these events, Both events will serve to showcase Chapel Hill and 
the University, taking advantage of what our great community has to offer 

I hope this is something you would be excited to be a part of and so I would like to invite you to serve as a 

judge for the Regional/Triangle HS Ethics Bowl: Saturday, November 17th 

Competition rounds run from 8:25 am to noon and 1:40 to 5:15 pm (full schedule attached), but you will not 
be asked to judge the entire day of course you are welcome to do so You may choose to do any part of the 
day All cases, information and training will be provided As a significant contributor to the vitality of 
education across the state, you are most appropriate and well suited to setw-e as a judge for this kind of 
competition 

For more information about the Parr Center visit our website: parrcenter unc edu, and for more information 
regarding the High School Ethics Bowl visit: http://nhseb.unc.edu 

I look fot~vard to hearing from you Also attached is a press release regarding the HSEB and a copy of the cases 
for the competition 

Thanks so much Feel fl-ee to contact me or my Assistant, if you have any questions 

Best, 
Jan 



Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone: 919-270-6815 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 2:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Olympic Sport Absences This Week 

Olympic Sport Absences This Week.msg 

Tony, 

Are 

Thurs? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

and not traveling this week either, which means we should not cancel their appointments Wed and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:16 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

blucid o@email.u nc.ed u 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

staff meeting tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow, 3pm. Please send me any agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Have a happy first day of registration! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor~ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 
(w) 93_9 843 5669 





From: Harold Woodard <ha[old wooda[d@unc.edu> 
Subject: TRAVEL/COMMITMENT LETTER FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 
Date:                  4:54:36 PM EST 
To: Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethe!@emai[ uric edu>, Beth Bddger <blidgerb@e!naj! unc,edu>, Elizabeth M Lyons 
<emlyons~,emaihunc.edu>. <#yount~email.unc.edu>, Jenn Tovmsend <iitovms@email.unc.edu>, KymN err 
<orr{~email.unc edu>, Tia Overstreet <overstre(~.email unc.edu>, Susan B Maley <sbmaloy(~..email.unc edu>, 
Spencer Welborn <swe!borl)@e!))ai[,unc edu>, NateYarbrough <ya[blog@ei])aj!,unc edu>, Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Jaimie Lee <iaimielee~,,uncaa.unc.edu>, Wally Richardson <wricha~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Co: "A T. Ranter" <panter~ad unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille(~,,email unc.edu>, "Ussa L Broome" 
<[broome@email u])c edu>, Joy J Rennet <Joy_Rel)ner@]ned ul)c,edu>, Bobbi A Owen <owel)bob@ul)c,edu> 

Dear ASPSA Staff: 

Harold 



From: "Smith, Shana" <shsnasd~,,email unc.edu> 
Subject: Academic Appea~ Update 
Date: 11:44:27 AM EST 
To: ~live.unc edu> 



[ hursday, i:57 PM 

Re: Fwd: Academic Appeal Update 

From:                          @live unc edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Academic Appeal Update 
Date:                 12:31:02 PM EST 
To: <gyount@emai[ uric edu>, Tony Yount <tonyyou!)~@unc edu> 

UNC Cbapd Hill Class of 

From: "Smith, Shahs" <shanasd@e!!)ai[,unc edu> 
Subject: Academic Appeal Update 

To: @live u!~c edu> 









Fix}m: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 11:35 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 

<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alain Aguilar 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton <Alex Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [[ 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ann 

Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc~edu>; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~live.unc.edu >; 

< ~uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

< ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                      ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edX MS Exchange [nbox Rules Loop: 

tonyyount@unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Sandy Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu>; 

Christopher Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu >; Chad Wade 

<cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

Dawn McPherson <ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu >; Diane Aldridge 

<djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe <dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; 

< ~fac.unc.edu>; Eric Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Sharon 

Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu >; Ganesh Kamath 

<ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu >; @ad.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford ~harry siafford@med.unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu >; Janine Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu >; Janis 

Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu >; John Montgomery <j mont@ad.unc.edu >; 

@facilities.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Spang 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Kim Jones < kimberja@ad.unc.edu >; Ken Mack 

<krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; ~live.unc.edu>; 

Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley 

< mccauled@ad.unc.ed u >; Margie Dubnansky < mdubnans@ad.unc.edu >; Dino 

Megaloudis <megaloud@ad.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@fac.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>;                    ~ad.unc.edu>; 

@live.u nc.edu >; ~unc.edu >; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; 
Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom 

Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; 
Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; 

<        ~live.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe 
<vcatoe@ad.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; Part.O02 

Athletic Department Employees, 

Due to Maryland returning a significant number of tickets, I would like to offer you complimentary tickets to 
the football game on November 24, 203.2. Simply come down to the ticket office, located at the Ernie 

Williamson Athletic Center, and sign for your extra tickets (Limit 8). Please note that you can only pick up 
your tickets and this offer is based on availability. The Ticket office will be open from 8-5 on Monday and 

Tuesday, and from 8-3 on Wednesday. 

Thanks, and as always, Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 

@live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

;@EMA]L.UNC.EDU; 

3:24 PM 

@email.u nc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; 

@live.u nc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~yahoo.com 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

PBYC Bec 001 Exam Review Tuesday @ 9pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC    Section 001 that our Psychology tutor, 

will be conducting on Tuesday evening (    ) at 9:00pm in Room 2310B. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan Ma~y 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



On 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount~)uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, 11:17 AM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Fwd: MATH Examination Excuse -- 

FILE msg 





Professor Ro ddy, 

One of your students in your MATH    course,                is reques~ng an examination excuse from our 

office and reports that you are willing to arrange another time to complete the exam, pending approval from her 

Dean’s Office. Although University policy limits the circumstances in which our department can issue exam 

excuses, [ have ~qtten one for        given that she has been comple~ng her school work remotely this 
semester. These conditions have been approved by the Dean of Students Office and [ fully support their 

recommendations. 

Given that       is not on campus, I have given the excuse to Tony Yount who is her athletic academic counselor. 
He will be delivering it to your office. 

Please contact me if you have additional questions or concerns. [ am glad to be of assistance. 

Bestregards, 

Chloe ]. Russell, M. Ed. 
Academic Advisor 

Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1005 Steele Building, 214 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919 843 g912 

919-962-6888 

advising.unc.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This c mail including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee {s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information If 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

TEXT htm 

All, 

The search corn mittee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the position 

to campus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, November 27th 

at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the finalists as we go 

through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can compare their responses to 

the same questions. You can send the questions to me and Iwill compile them. Thank you for your help with this 

request. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Suppo¢~ Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Ar[s & Sciences 
University of NoK~h Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 

(C) 



All, 

The search corn mittee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be brinsin8 the finalists for the position 

to campus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, November 27th 

at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the finalists as we go 

through this process. The 8oal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can compare their responses to 

the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank you for your help with this 

request. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Ar[s & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(C) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 
Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

TEXT htm 

I suggest we reply to aH so that we can avoid duplicating questions and unnecessarily bombardh~g Wally’s emaiL Mine 

questions are as follows: 

1. How, do you think, does UNUs cu!ture and academics differ from your current or previous universities? How 

Loudcnni[k Ccn{cr ~br Excc[lcncc 
344 Ridge Rd i Campus Box 3107 
Chag~el HiJL NC 27599I T (919) 9(:2-2237 
c               I F (919) 962-8247 
b!~lley betbe/@unc ed u 

From= Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Ove~treet; Susan Maloy 
~c; Woodard, Harold 
Subject= Questions for ASPSA director candidates 



All, 

The search corn mittee char~ed with helpin~ select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the position 

to campus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meetin~ with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, November 27th 

at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the finalists as we go 

through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can compare their responses to 

the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank you for your help with this 

request. 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Ar[s & Sciences 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(C) 



1, How, do you think, does UNC’s cu!ture and academics differ from your current or previous universities? How 

would ’/ou learn mo~e about the similarities and differences if you were offered the position? 

Io,adennilk Center {’or ~xcelle~tce 
344 Ridgc Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapc111ill NC 27599 I (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcdac[@unc cdu 

From= Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Ove~treet; Susan Maloy 

Co= Woodard, Harold 
Subject= Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

All, 
The search corn mittee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be brinsin8 the finalists for the position 

to campus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, November 27th 

at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the finalists as we go 

through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can compare their responses to 

the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank you for your help with this 

request. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(C) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:51 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N 
Orr <or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

TEXT htm 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent 
S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Cqerstreet; Susan Haloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 



F (9/9) 9,62-8247 

From: Wally Richardson rmaJlto:wrJchaO3email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

All, 

The search corn mittee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the position 

to campus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, November 27th 

at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the finalists as we go 

through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can compare their responses to 

the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank you for your help with this 

request. 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Ar~s & Sciences 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
919 962 9893 (W) 

(C) 



From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent 
S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Haloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

1. ttow, do you think does UNC’s culture and academics differ from youl current or previous universities? How 



From: Wally Richardson rmailto:wricha@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To: BeLhel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, NaLe; Yount, Tony; BlanLon, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia OverstreeL; Susan Maloy 
Co: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: QuesLions for ASPSA direcLor candidates 

All, 

The search corn mittee charged with helping select the new A8PSA director will be bringing the finalists for the position 

to campus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, November 27th 

at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the finalists as we go 

through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can compare their responses to 

the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank you for your help with this 

request. 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(C) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Orr, Kym N" <orr@email unc edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:45 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

TEXT htm 

[ agree. All of the candidates are going to have different things that they bring to the table= [ prefer open dia!ogue in 

order to see their true strengths and weaknesses, Having a script to refer when talking to them may not allow them to 

BTIK 

From: Blan~on, BrenL S 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: BeLhel, Bradley Richard; Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth H; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; 
Yount, Tony; ’Cricket Lane’; ’Jaimie Lee’; ’Jennifer Townsend’; ’Tia Overstreet’; ’Susan Malo~ 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 



Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent 
S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy 
C~: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA dire~or candidates 

I suggest we reply to all so that we can avoid duplicating questions and unnecessari[’/bombarding Wa!Jy’s email. Mine 

questions are as follows: 

1. t iow, do you think, does UNC’s culture and academics differ from your current or previous universities? How 

From: Wally PJchardson [mailto:wricha@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Ove~treet; Susan Maloy 
Co: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

All, 
The search corn mittee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be brinsin8 the finalists for the position 

to campus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, November 27th 

at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the finalists as we go 

through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can compare their responses to 

the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank you for your help with this 

request. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic 8uppo¢~ Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Ar[s & Sciences 

University of Notch Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 



(c) 



Kym 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth H; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; 
Yount, Tony; ’Cricket Lane’; ’Jaimie Lee’; ’Jennifer Townsend’; ’Tia Overstreet’; ’Susan 
~:: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

Ny biggest concern abrupt having a script for each candidate is that it can stifle true dialogue that I believe is absolutely necessary at 

From= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent= Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
TO= Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent 
S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Cqerstreet; Susan Maloy 
~:= Woodard, Harold 
Subject= RE: Ques[ions for ASPSA director candidates 

How, do you think, does UNC’s culture and academics differ from your current or previous universities? How 

would yoti learn more about the similarities and differences [f },o~1 were offered the position? 



[~uden~dlk Center For E×cellence 
344 Ridge Rd [ Campers Box 3187 
Cbag~el Hill. NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

F (9/9) 96?-8247 
bradley bcfl~cl~a unc cdu 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wrichaOemail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia OverstreeL; Susan Maloy 
O:: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: QuesLions for ASPSA direcLor candidates 

All, 
The search com mittee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the position 

to campus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, November 27th 

at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the finalists as we go 

through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can compare their responses to 

the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank you for your help with this 

request. 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 0/V) 

O 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:54 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth M 

Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr 

<orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; TonyYount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@email.unc.edu>; NateYarbrough 

<yarbrog@email.unc.edu > 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

I like all of these questions so far. Here are some more ideas: 

1. What experiences in your career and pdor leadership positions have prepared you for this Diredor position? What do 

these experiences have in common with this position? What are the differences? 

2. Describe your technical experiences in the role of Diredor of the Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes, and 

describe your experience with and approach to technology as a tool in the Academic Support Center. 

3. Tell us about your involvement with and experience facilitating change. What was the most challenging? How did you 

participate? What was the outcome? 

4. To add to the management style question that Brent mentioned_.How do you know you are succeeding with your 
staff? 

5. (This could be reperirive,) Tell us about your approach to leadership. What is it in your leadership style that gives you a 
sense of fulf’llment? What is frustrating? Give us an example of an episode that took strong leadership skills, Tell us what 
went well and what was problematic. 

6. What are three or four things that your closest associates at work would say about you? 

7. Tell us about an important success in your career. What did you do to achieve success and how did you go about it? 
Tell us about a failure. What contributed to the failure? What did you learn from each? 

Will someone be compiling these questions for the 9roup? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/20/2012 4:51 PM > > > 



From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
To~ Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth iv]; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia C~erstreet; Susan Haloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

[ suggest we reply to all so that we can avoid du pffcating questions and unnecessarily bombarding Wally’s email. Mine 

questions are as follows: 

1, How, do you think, does UNC’s culture and academics differ from your current o~ previous universities? How 

would you learn more about ti~e shn[larit[es and differences if you were offered the position? 

~ (9]q) 94,2-ggg7 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia C~erstreet; Susan Maloy 
Co: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 



All, 

The search committee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the position 
...... th 

to cam pus over the next few weeks. Our staff w~ll be meeting w~th the first of the finalists on Tuesday, Novem ber 27 

at 3pm. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the finalists as we go 

through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can compare their responses to 

the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank you for your help with this 

request. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Suppor[ Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Ar[s & Sciences 

University of NoRh Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(C) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:10 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth M 

Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr 

<orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandra S Restivo <srestivo@email.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email.unc.edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

out of the office today 

All, 

T will be out of the office today , I hope to be in tomorrow. Have a great day. 

Nate 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email unc edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:13 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M 
Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrog@email unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

ASPSA Director Questions docx 

From: Susan Maloy [maJlto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 9:54 AM 

To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Richardson, Wally; Yarbrough, Nate; 

Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet 

Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

I like all of these questions so far. Here are some more ideas: 

1. What experiences in your career and pror leadership positions have prepared you for this Director position? What do 

these exper ences have in common with this position? What are the differences? 

2. Describe your technical experiences in the role of Director of the Academic SuppoE Program for Student Athletes, and 

describe your experience with and approach to technology as a tool in the Academic SuppoF~ Center. 

3. Tell us about your involvement with and exper ence facilitating change. What was the most challenging? How did you 

par[icipate? What was the outcome? 

4. To add to the management style question that Brent mentioned....How do you know you are succeeding with your 

staff? 

5. (This could be repetitive.) Tell us about your approach to leadership. What is it in your leadership style that gives you a 

sense of fulfilment? What is frustrating? Give us an example of an episode that took strong leadership skills. Tell us what 

went well and what was problematic. 

6. What are three or four things that your closest associates at work would say about you? 

7. Tell us about an important success in your careen What did you do to achieve success and how did you go about 

Tell us about a failure. What contributed to the failure? What did you learn from each? 

Will someone be compiling these questions for the group? 



Thanks, 

Susan 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton¢0uncaa.unc.edu> 11/20/2012 4:51 PM > > > 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth H; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia C~erstreet; Susan Haloy 
Co: Woodard, Harold 
Su~ect: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

t oudemlilk Cel!~er ~bl Fxce/lence 
344 Ri@,e Rd [ Camp~s Box 3107 



Cbape! Hill, NC 27599 I F (9/9) 962-2737 
F (919) 962-g247 

bradley bethel a unc cdu 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
BrenL S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia OsersLreeL; Susan Maloy 
CC: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

All, 

The search committee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the position 

to cam pus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, Novem ber 27th 

at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the finalists as we go 

through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can compare their responses to 

the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank you for your help with this 

request. 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
919 962 9893 (W) 

C) 



Susan ~laloy [mailto:~bmaloy@uneaa.une.edu] 





Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricketCc0uncaa uric edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:56 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 

<blanton@uncaa uncedu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wrichaCc0email unc edu>; 
NateYarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

Great questions Brent I think you can do both have scripted questions and some free expression; I am 
also interested in this person’s interactions with my depa¢ment 

> > > On 11/26/2012 at 9:44 AM, in message <49420 A03278DE49BB2A7025EBSCCSC9663061@ITS 

MSXMBS2M ad unc edu>, "Orr, Kym N" <orr@email unc edu> wrote: 

I agIee, AIIofthec~mdidatesaregoingtohavedifferentthingsthattheybringtotbetable, I preferopen dialogue 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, 
Nate; Yount, Tony; ’Cricket Lane’; ’Jaimie Lee’; ’Jennifer Townsend’; ’Tia OveBtreet’; ’Susan Maloy’ 
Co: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 



From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth H; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Haloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

I sugsest we reply to all so that we can avoid duphcating questions and unnecessarily bombarding Wal[y’s emaih 

Mine questions are as follows: 

tlow, do you ti~ink, does UNC’s culture and academics differ from your current or previous universities? 

How would you [ealn rilore ~bout tile similarities and diffelerlces [f you were offered the pos[t[orl? 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; 
Blanton, Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia OveBtreet; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

All, 
The search committee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the 

~osition to campus over the next few weeks. Ou r staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, 



November 27th at 3pm. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff 8enerate some questions to ask each of the 

finalists as we 8o throush this process. The 8oal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can 

compare their responses to the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank 

you for your help with this request. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Ar~s & Sciences 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(c) 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Woodard, Harold" <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 
Monday, November 26, 2012 11:00 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M 
Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

Thanks to al! for your thoughtful suggestions. 

We w[l! ask at least 3 or 4 of the same questions to each finalist, whict~ wi!l leave plenty of time for open dialogue and 

follow-up questions as we[!. 

Take care and thank!; again 

From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, November 26, 2012 10:56 AM 
TO= Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Richardson, Wally; Yarbrough, Nate; 
Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent S; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Su~ect: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

Great questions Brent I think you can do both have scripted questions and some free expression; I am 
also interested in this person’s interactions with my deparsment 

>>> On 11/26/2012 at 9:44 AM, in message <49420 AO3278DE49BB2A7015EB5CCSC9663061@IT$ 
MSXMBS2M ad unc edu>, "Orr, Kym N" <orr@email unc edu> wrote: 

lagree, AIIofthecandidatesaregoingtohavedifferenttt~ingsthatthe’ybringtothetabie, I preferopen dialogue 
in order to see their true strengths and weaknesses. Having a script to refer when taiking to them may not allow 

them to fully give us a picture of their leadership style and ability. 

BTJK 



From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:51 PM 
TO: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, 
Nate; Yount, Tony; ’Cricket Lane’; ’Jaimie Lee’; ’Jennifer Townsend’; ’Tia Overstreet’; ’Susan Maloy’ 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; ~a OveNtreet; Susan Maloy 

C¢= Woodard, Harold 
Subject= RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 



344 J~ddgc Rd ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapct t}a[1 NC 27599 T (919) 962-2237 

bradley bcthcl~a uric edu 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PN 
TO= Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth iv1; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, NaLe; YounL, Tony; 
Blanton, Brent S; Cricket Lane; 3aimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overs[feet; Susan ivlaloy 
(:¢= Woodard, Harold 
Subject= Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

All, 

The search committee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the 

~osition to cam pus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, 

November 27th at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that ou r staff generate some questions to ask each of the 

finalists as we go through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can 

compare their responses to the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank 

you for your help with this request. 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
:-=.~=~ {,~r <~, ,~ent Success & Academic Counseling 

& Sciences 
3r~h Carolina Chapel Hill 
W) 
C) 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 11:22 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth M 

Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 

Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@email.unc.edu>; NateYarbrough 

<yarbrog@email.unc.edu > 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard 

< harold_woodard@unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

I will not be here, but my main concern would be that the candidates get an ACCURATE idea about our depaEment 

including who we are, how we operate, and other pertinent information. Given this is the only oppoEunity they have to 

meet with people inside the department, T would think it would be important to give candidates ample time to ask 

questions. Tt would be hard to imagine any quality candidate would not have more questions than we would have time 

to answer. 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > Cricket Lane 11/26/2012 10:56 AM > > > 
Great questions Brent I think you can do both have scripted questions and some free expression; t am also interested 

in this person’s interactions with my department 

Thanks, 
Cdcket 

> > > On 11/26/2012 at 9:44 AM, in message <49420FA03278DE49BB2AT015EBSCCSC9663061@ITS 
M5XMB52M.ad.uncedu>, "Orr, Kym N" <orr@emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

8[JK 



From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:51 PM 
TO: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, 
Nate; Yount, Tony; ’Cricket Lane’; ’Jaimie Lee’; ’Jennifer Townsend’; ’Tia Overs~reet’; ’Susan Maloy’ 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
TO= Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstrset; Susan Maloy 
Ce= Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 



Loudcnnilk Ccn~cr for Excc[lcJ~cc 
Ridge Rd i Campers Box 3i07 

Chapel Hill N{£ 27599I T (91~0 962-2237 

bradley betbel "~;,unc edu 

From: Wally Richardson [maJlto:wricha~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PH 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth Iq; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; 
Blanton, Brent S; Cricket Lane; 3aimie Lee; 3ennifer Townsend; Tia Over~treet; Susan Naloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Su~ect: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

All, 

The search committee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the 

iosition to campus over the next few weeks. Ou r staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, 

November 27th at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the 

finalists as we go through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can 

compare their responses to the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank 

you for your help with this request. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Suppo~ Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of Noah Carolina Chapel Hill 

9Z9 962 9893 (W) 

(c) 



Best, 
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Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Woodard, Harold" <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 
Monday, November 26, 2012 3:41 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M 
Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrog@email unc edu> 
Beth Bridger <brldgerb@uncaa unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

Harold 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 11:22 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Richardson, Wally; Yarbrough, Nate; 
YounL, Tony; Blanton, BrenL S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Tia OversLreeL; Susan Maloy 
Ce: Woodard, Harold; Beth Bridger 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

I will not be here, but my main concern would be that the candidates get an ACCURATE idea about our department 

including who we are, how we operate, and other pertinent information. Given this is the only opportunity they have to 

meet with people inside the department, T would think it would be important to give candidates ample time to ask 

questions. It would be hard to imagine any quality candidate would not have more questions than we would have time 

to answer. 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > Cricket Lane 1Z/26/20Z2 10:56 AM > > > 

Great questions Brent I think you can do both have scripted questions and some free expression; I am also interested 

in this person’s interactions with my department 



Thanks, 
Cdcket 

> > > On 11/26/2012 at 9:44 AM, in message <49420FA03278DE49BB2A7015EB5CCSC9663061@ITS 

MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, "ORB Kym N" <orr@emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

B!JK 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:51 PM 
TO: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, 
Nate; Yount, Tony; ’Cricket Lane’; ’Jaimie Lee’; ’Jennifer Townsend’; ’Tia Overstreet’; ’Susan Maloy’ 

Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA direcLor candidates 

become your ~pproa~h? 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
TO: Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy 

Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA direcLor candidates 

1. itow, do you think, does UNC’s cuJture and academics differ from yo~r current or previous universities? 



I,oudermilk Ce~ter £or Exce]lettce 
344 Ridge Rd [ Can pus Box 31{}7 
O~apel Hill NC 27599 i1’ {9!9) 962-2237 
C                l’ (~qg) 962-8247 
bradley bcthcl~a unc edu 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
TO: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; 
Blanton, Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy 

Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

All, 

The search committee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the 

iosition to cam pus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, 

November 27th at 3pm. Dean Woodard has requested that ou r staff generate some questions to ask each of the 

finalists as we go through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can 

compare their responses to the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank 

you for your help with this request. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of AEs & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
(c) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount~)uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, 10:16 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Fwd: RE: and a COMM exam 

FILE msg 



~rcm: Yc~]k lt~Ev 

Sent MoE~kl~, IO07 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:33 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; ~mac.com 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 

TEXT.htm; 20121126101130924.pdf 

> > > < scanner@unc.edu > 11/26/2012 10:11 AM > > > 

This E mail was sent from "Rl1153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date: 11.26.2012 10:11:30 (0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, ): 19 AM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Fwd: RE: and a COMM exam 

FILE msg 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:39 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Beth Lyons < emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Tentative Finals Review Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Final Exam Reviews.xlsx 

Hey Everyone, 

Attached is my first attempt at the finals review schedule for everyone, specific sessions are noted in blue, and 

specific sessions are noted in orange. Certainly all spoEs, including may attend any other session. I have 

not had a chance to approve this with all tutors yet, so it is potentially subject to change (but not a great deal t don’t 

think). But please take a look closely and let me know if you think any[hing is missing, l also included drop in sessions 

that are normally par~ of the schedule. 

Thankyou, 

Susan 

Susan .~aloy 
Tutodal Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 

919 962 9892 (o~ce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 2:46 PM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Fwd: I~NGL Appointments During Finals 

FILE msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:46 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc.edu> 

ENGL : Appointments During Finals 

TEXT.htm 

More questions .... 

Does anyone have a need to maintain ENGL    and ENGL    appointments beyond the last day of class      It 

seems to me that all final ENGL assignments are due no later than the last day. Let me know if I am wrong about this. l 
will attempt to keep 2 English tutors on staff in the Writing Center on a drop in basis for a couple hours each night 

throughout the final exam perod to service any additional needs. Tf I do not hear from you, T will go ahead and cancel all 

ENGL appointments as of 

Thanksforyourhelp. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



More questions .... 

Does anyone have a need to maintain ENGL    and ENGL    appointments beyond the last day of class 12/57 Tt 

seems to me that all final ENGL assignments are due no later than the last day. Let me know if I am wrong about this. l 
will attempt to keep 2 English tutors on staff in the Writing Center on a drop in basis for a couple hours each night 

throughout the final exam perod to service any additional needs. Tf I do not hear from you, T will go ahead and cancel all 

ENGL appointments as of 12/5. 

Thanksforyourhelp. 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (omce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



Ifthe Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, willit be set up for staffto park in the Ramshead 

Deck? 

MaRina 

> > > Richie Grimsley 11/28/2012 8:43 AM > > > 

We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Frday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking off the Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be 
unaware of. Thankyou. 

Richie Gdmsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



Ifthe Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, willit be set up for staffto park in the Ramshead 

Deck? 

MaRina 

> > > Richie Grimsley 11/28/2012 8:43 AM > > > 

We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Frday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking off the Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be 
unaware of. Thankyou. 

Richie Gdmsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:39 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tentative Finals Review Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Final Exam Reviews.xlsx 

Hey Eve,/one, 

Attached is my first attempt at the finals review schedule for everyone, specific sessions are noted in blue, and WBB 

specific sessions are noted in orange. Certainly all spor~s, including , may attend any other session, t have 
not had a chance to approve this with all tutors yet, so it is potentially subject to change (but not a great deal I don’t 

think). But please take a look closely and let me know if you think anything is missing. I also included drop in sessions 
that are normally par~ of the schedule. 

Thankyou, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 9:08 AM 

gyount@email unc edu 

Fwd: ENGL Appointments During Finals 

FILE msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:46 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ENGL Appointments During Finals 

TEXT.htm 

More questions .... 

Does anyone have a need to maintain ENGL                appointments beyond the last day of class      it 

seems to me that all final ENGL assignments are due no later than the last day. Let me know if I am wrong about this. I 

will attempt to keep 2 English tutors on staff in the Writing Center on a drop in basis for a couple hours each night 

throughout the final exam perod to service any additional needs. Tf I do not hear from you, T will go ahead and cancel all 

ENGL appointments as of 

Thanksforyourhelp. 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (orate) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 









Absolutely. Anytime parking is blocked off in the Loudermilk Lot, whether it be the entire lot or a pot[ion, permit holders 

should be able to tell the Ramshead attendant and park in the deck. Sorry t did not clarify that in the earlier email. 

Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 

> > > Mar[ina Ballen 11/28/2012 10:38 AM > > > 

If the Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, will it be set up for staff to park in the Ramshead 

Deck? 

Mardna 

> > > Richie Grimsley 11/28/2012 8:43 AM > > > 

We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Fdday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking offthe Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be 
unaware of. Thankyou. 

Richie Gdmsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 I 1:57 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 
Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Second candidate interview 

TEXT htm 

All, 

The second candidate for the ASPSA director position will be visiting with us on Friday, December 14th. We will meet 

with the candidate in the 2nd floor conference room of Loudermilk at l:30pm. Please block this day and time off on your 

calendars. Thank you. 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
919 962 9893 (W) 

(C) 



All, 

The second candidate for the ASPSA director position will be visiting with us on Friday, December 14th. We will meet 

with the candidate in the 2nd floor conference room of Loudermilk at l:30pm. Please block this day and time off on your 

calendars. Thank you. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Ar[s & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 12:02 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 
Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Second candidate name 

TEXT htm 

All, 

I forget to tell you who we will be interviewing December 14th. The candidate’s name is Michelle Brown from Florida 

Atlantic University. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 



All, 

I forBet to tell you who we will be interviewinB December 14th. The candidate’s name is Michelle Brown from Florida 

Atlantic University. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Suppo¢~ Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Ar[s & Sciences 

University of NoRh Carolina Chapel Hill 
919 962 9893 

(C) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:15 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc.edu> 

Final Exam Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

All, 
Attached is the finalized Final exam review schedule. The only tutor who has not responded to me about their sessions is 

I’m keeping my fig ures crossed after all of this, but l believe her sessions should be the only ones that 

are subject to change at this point. Please be sure your students are aware of these sessions and strongly encou rage 
them to attend. Also inform them that the Academic Center will be open until Zlpm on Fdday 12/7. Wdting tutors will 

be available from 7 9pm each night through Thursday 12/13 as well. I will work on room assignments as soon as I can. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



All, 
Attached is the finalized Final exam review schedule. The only tutor who has not responded to me about their sessions is 

I’m keeping my fig ures crossed after all of this, but ] believe her sessions should be the only ones that 
are subject to change at this point. Please be sure your students are aware of these sessions and strongly encou rage 

them to attend. Also inform them that the Academic Center will be open until 11pro on Fdday 12/7. Wdting tutors will 

be available from 7 9gm each night through Thursday 12/13 as well. I will work on room assignments as soon as I can. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutodal Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:36 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; TonyYount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc.edu> 

Re: Final Exam Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Final Exam Reviews - Fall 2012.xlsx 

Must have been too late last night. Sorry for leaving off the most important pa¢~. See attached. 

Susan 

>> > Susan Maloy 11:14 PM > >> 

All, 
Attached is the finalized Final exam review schedule. The only tutor who has not responded to me about their sessions is 

¯ I’m keeping my fig ures crossed after all of this, but I believe her sessions should be the only ones that 
are subject to change at this point. Please be sure your students are aware of these sessions and strongly encou rage 

them to attend. Also inform them that the Academic Center will be open until 11pm on Frday 12/7. Wr ring tutors will 

be available from 7 9pm each night through Thursday 12/13 as well. I will work on room assignments as soon as I can. 

Let me know if you have any questions¯ 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Must have been too late last night. Sorry for leaving off the most important parL See attached. 

Susan 

>> > Susan Maloy 1Z:14 PM > >> 

All, 
Attached is the t’nalized Final exam review schedule. The only tutor who has not responded to me about their sessions is 

I’m keeping my fig ures crossed after all of this, but ] believe her sessions should be the only ones that 

are subject to change at this point. Please be sure your students are aware of these sessions and strongly encourage 

them to attend. Also inform them that the Academic Center will be open until ~_lpm on Fdday 12/7. Wdting tutors will 
be available from 7 9pm each night through Thursday 12/Z3 as well. I will work on room assignments as soon as I can. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



Must have been too late last night. Sorry for leaving off the most impor[ant part. See attached. 

Susan 

>>> Susan Maloy 11:14 PM >>> 

All, 
Attached is the finalized Final exam review schedule. The only tutor who has not responded to me about their sessions is 

I’m keeping my fig ures crossed after all of this, but l believe her sessions should be the only ones that 

are subject to change at this point. Please be sure your students are aware of these sessions and strongly encourage 

them to attend. Also inform them that the Academic Center will be open until 11pm on Frday 12/7. Wr ting tutors will 

be available from 7 9pm each night through Thursday 12/13 as well. I will work on room assignments as soon as I can. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:15 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Final Exam Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

All, 
Attached is the finalized Final exam review schedule. The only tutor who has not responded to me about their sessions is 

I’m keeping my fig ures crossed after all of this, but l believe her sessions should be the only ones that 

are subject to change at this point. Please be sure your students are aware of these sessions and strongly encou rage 

them to attend. Also inform them that the Academic Center will be open until 11pm on Frday 12/7. Wr ring tutors will 
be available from 7 9pm each night through Thursday 12/13 as well. T will work on room assignments as soon as T can. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (orate) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



All, 
Attached is the finalized Final exam review schedule. The only tutor who has not responded to me about their sessions is 

I’m keeping my fig ures crossed after all of this, but ] believe her sessions should be the only ones that 
are subject to change at this point. Please be sure your students are aware of these sessions and strongly encou rage 

them to attend. Also inform them that the Academic Center will be open until 11pro on Fdday 12/7. Wdting tutors will 

be available from 7 9gm each night through Thursday 12/13 as well. I will work on room assignments as soon as I can. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutodal Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:36 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Exam Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Final Exam Reviews Fall 2012.xlsx 

Must have been too late last night. Sorry for leaving off the most important gaff. See attached. 

Susan 

>> > Susan Maloy 11:14 PM > >> 

All, 
Attached is the finalized Final exam review schedule. The only tutor who has not responded to me about their sessions is 

I’m keeping my fig ures crossed after all of this, but I believe her sessions should be the only ones that 
are subject to change at this point. Please be sure your students are aware of these sessions and strongly encou rage 

them to attend. Also inform them that the Academic Center will be open until 11pm on Frday 12/7. Wr tins tutors will 

be available from 7 9gm each night through Thursday 12/13 as well. I will work on room assignments as soon as I can. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tuto~al Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (omce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



Must have been too late last night. Sorry for leaving off the most impor[ant part. See attached. 

Susan 

>>> Susan Maloy .1:14 PM >>> 

All, 
Attached is the finalized Final exam review schedule. The only tutor who has not responded to me about their sessions is 

I’m keeping my fig ures crossed after all of this, but l believe her sessions should be the only ones that 

are subject to change at this point. Please be sure your students are aware of these sessions and strongly encourage 

them to attend. Also inform them that the Academic Center will be open until 11pm on Frday 12/7. Wr ting tutors will 

be available from 7 9pm each night through Thursday 12/13 as well. I will work on room assignments as soon as I can. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



Must have been too late last night. Sorry for leaving off the most impor[ant part. See attached. 

Susan 

>>> Susan Maloy [1:14 PM >>> 

All, 
Attached is the finalized Final exam review schedule. The only tutor who has not responded to me about their sessions is 

I’m keeping my fig ures crossed after all of this, but l believe her sessions should be the only ones that 

are subject to change at this point. Please be sure your students are aware of these sessions and strongly encourage 

them to attend. Also inform them that the Academic Center will be open until 11pm on Frday 12/7. Wr ting tutors will 

be available from 7 9pm each night through Thursday 12/13 as well. I will work on room assignments as soon as I can. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email unc edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 I 1:03 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email unc edu>; C~icket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 
Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

2nd Candidate Inte~wiew- Time change 

TEXT htm 

All, 

Please block this ti~ne off on your calendars, 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Ar~s & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 ON) 

(c) 



All, 

We will now meet with the candidate for Directo~ of ASPSA, on Friday, December 14th at 2:45pm, 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counselin9 

College of Ar[s & Sciences 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Bridget, Beth" <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 12:3 I PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Chloe Russell <cjmssel@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Harold Woodard 
<haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@email unc edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha 
Lee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; 
Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wrlcha@email unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

staff meeting tomorrow 

TEXT htm 

All 
Staff meeting tomorrow at 3pm. Please send me your agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Beth 
B¢lh Bddgcr 
Co11¢g¢ o£ Arls & Sci¢nccs 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for StudenI-Ailg¢l¢s 
UNC-Clmpel Hill 
(’,~) 919-843 -5669 



All 
Staff meeting tomorrow at 3pm. Please send me your agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

B¢lh Bridget 
Co11¢g¢ of Arls & Sci¢nc¢s 
Associal¢ Dircclor 
Academic Support Program for SludcnI-Alhl¢l¢s 
UNC-Chap¢l Hill 

(,,~) 919-843 -5669 
(c 
bfidget~o~a uncaa uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:11 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Spring Bill Deferment 

TEXT.htm; Part.002; Part.003 

FYI 

>> > Tom Timmermans 

Coaches, 

Z0:07 AM > > > 

The below e mail was send out to all student athletes to remind them to defer their Spdng     semester charges. 

Please follow up with your student athletes who will receive G]A to cover even a porUon of their funding. Any student 
athletes receiving GIA who has not deferred their charges by will run the risk of having courses dropped 

from their schedule. 

Unfortunately, PeopleSof~ still doesn’t have the capability of automatic deferment for students who are receiving any 
sor~ of aid, hopefully this feature will be added in the future. Therefore the students deferring is the only way to assure 

that they won’t lose their classes. 

Contacl me with any questions, 

> > > "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 9:57 AM > > > 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

Student Athlete, 



Bills for the     Spring semester are due to be paid by Tuesday,              which is prior to the first day of Sprng 

classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship funding hitting your account. 

Therefore, all student athletes who are receiving Grant in Aid to cover even a portion of their funding will need to go 
through the process of deferring their charges so that their courses aren’t dropped. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here are the instructions to defer: 

~.j.LlO ]y_~!~.. ~_l~z~ ~gZ~j~]¢3~c_~Z~) and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Student Centen Look at the 

Finances Section and select Request Deferment in the drop down box. Click/check the box for Financial Aid Deferment 

AND the Statement of Understanding and then click submit. There will be a conf’rmation screen after you hit submit, 

click OK. Click the Account Tnqui~/tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. Please note that the due date 

on the invoice will not change, only the due dates for the individual deferred charges, which you can see in the "Details 

by Due Date" section. 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North 
Carolina 
Office 919.962.7851 ICell            IFax 919.962.6002 



[uesday, 2:O0 PM 

TEXT htm 



[uesday, 2:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Bridget, Beth" <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 10:31 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley H 
Johnson <shelljo@unc edu>; SandraS Restivo <srestivo@email unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Jingle Bell Jog 

TEXT htm 

All 

Check out the link for Friday’s Jingle Bell Jog. 

http://cam pusrec.u nc.edu/JBJ 

Please let him know if you are interested by today, troops leave at 11:45 to walk over to the Rec Center. 

Beth 

B¢IB Bridget 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associal¢ Dircclor 
Academic Support Program for Student-Atlfletes 
UNC-CBap¢I Hill 
(~x) 919-B43-5669 
(c/ 
bridgcgo’a uncaa uric cdu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Welborn, Spencer" <swelbom@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 10:35 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@unc edu>; ElizabethM Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Harold Woodard 
<haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha gee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Shelley H Johnson <shelljo@unc edu>; SandraS Restivo <srestivo@email unc edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Jingle Bell Jog 

TEXT htm 

[[eve Holiday surprises even when they indicate I am a captain of a one rni[e walk. 

[ look forward to hearing from all interested candidates! 

From: Bridger, BeLh 
Seat: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 10:31 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Welborn, Spencer; Orr, Kym N; Lyons, Elizabeth P1; Yount, Tony; Jennifer Townsend 
0townsend@uncaa.unc.edu); Richardson, Wally; Lee, 3aimie Alexis Samatha; OveBtreet, Tia; Bethel, Bradley Richard; 
Woodard, Haroldi Yarbrough, Natei Susan Haloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Lane, Cricketi Johnson, Shelley H; ResLivo, 
Sandra S 
Subject: 3ingle Bell 3og 

All 

Check out the link for Friday’s Jingle Bell Jog. 

http://cam pusrec.u nc.edu/JBJ 

Please let him know if you are interested by toB~ay, troops leave at 11:45 to walk over to the Rec Center. 

Beth 

B¢lh Bridgcr 
Co11¢g¢ of Arts & Sci¢nces 
Associate Director 
AcadenBc Support Program for Student-Atlgetes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(xQ 919-843-5669 
(c/ 
bddgeBo~a uncaa uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
Friday, December 7, 2012 7:50 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu> 

Staff Meeting 

TEXT htm 

Good morning, 

same time on Monday Cool? 

Thanks, 
B 

No meeting this morning but I do want to meet at the 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 7:50 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; gyount@email unc edu; Kym Orr 
<knor@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Staff Meeting 
TEXT htm 

Good morning, 
, so I won’t be in until around 2:30 No meeting this morning but I do want to meet at the 

same time on Monday Cool? 

Thanks, 
B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 





Princeton is 45 mins to an hour away from me so it would be be~t for me to get it all done in one day So if we could go over 

Hope all is well! and Happy LDOC! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:41 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Clay <kfday@store.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Book list as of xlsx 

All, 

Please t’nd attached the first Spring 

out an updated list. 

In the meantime, if you have any questions, feel free to call me. 

Tom 

book list. There will be some changes at some point and at that time I will send 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:41 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >;                     @email.unc.edu >; 

#uncaa.unc.edu >; Toni Horton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.uncedu> 

Book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Part.002; Part.003; Book list as of .xlsx 

All, 

Please t’nd attached the first Spring 
out an updated list. 

In the meantime, if you have any questions, feel free to call me. 

Tom 

book list. There will be some changes at some point and at that time I will send 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 

Of[] ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 

1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           _~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Breakfast treats... 

...are available in the Break Room. Left over from today’s Coaches Workshop. Enjoy! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:01 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

GEOL at 10 10:30 tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Eve,/one, 

Since review is at the same time as our GEOL    review tonight at 7pm, has agreed to stay for 

30 minutes (from 10 10:30pro) after his last appointment to address any last minute questions in preparation for the 

exam tomorrow. 

Thankyou, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:01 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

GEOL at 10 10:30 tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Everyone, 

Since review is at the same time as our GEOL    review tonight at 7pm, has agreed to stay for 

30 minutes (from 10 lO:30pm) after his last appointment to address any last minute questions in preparation for the 

exam tomorrow. 

Thankyou, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (omce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:31 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

H[ST Drop-in Tonight at 7pm 

TEXT.htm 

All, 
Please know that a HIST drop in with 
unable to be here last night. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

has been added to tonight’s schedule at 7pm in WL2 since he was 

Susan .~aloy 
Tuto~al Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 

919 962 9892 (o~ce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:31 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

H[ST Drop in Tonight at 7pm 

TEXT.htm 

All, 
Please know that a HIST drop in with 

unable to be here last night. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

has been added to tonight’s schedule at 7pm in WL2 since he was 

Susan Ma~y 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (omce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, December I I, 2012 8:48 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridget <bddgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Harold Woodard 
<haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Spencer Welbom 
<welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Out of the office 

All, 

I hope to return tomorrow Have a good rest of the day 

Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, December I I, 2012 10:30 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 
Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welbom <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

December 14th, 1:30pm interview: Michelle Brown 

TEXT htm 

All, 

This is the final confirmation that we will be meeting with 

this change on your schedule for Friday. 

INs Friday from 1:30-2:30pm. Please make 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
919 962 9893 (W) 

(C) 



Here ~s my critical reflection #1 I am working on the second as we speak 

As for the final, have you thought about me taking the exam up here with an administer or old high school teacher? I would 
prefer to not take an I NC, but understand if that is the only way With that said, I am coming back down to Chapel Hill January 
23rd So if there isn’t a way I can take tbe e×am before the end of finals, we can hopefully work something out then 

I hope you are enjoying the last day of classes today. 



Here is my critical reflection #1 I am working on the second as we speak 

As for the final, have you thought about me taking the exam up here with an administer or old high school teacher? I 

hope you are enjoying the last day of classes today. 



Here is my critical reflection #1. I am working on the second as we speak. 

I hope you are enjoying the last day of classes today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT htm 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 8:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince 
Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom 
<welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Delicious 

Staff, 

If you find your way to the break room, you will discover some delicious treats: {1) homemade vanilla bean 

marshmallows topped with melted Belgian chocolate and crushed graham crackers and (2) homemade vanilla bean 

marshmallow snowmen covered with white chocolate and decorated with melted Belgian chocolate. Warning: Because 

of the high deliciousness content, the Burgeon General recommends you do not exceed three marshmallows per hour. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudenndk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
CBapel Hill. NC 27599I T (919) 962-2237 
C               F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcthcl@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 8:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu> 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Toni Horton 

<TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 12/18 

TEXT.htm; Book list as of 12.18.12.xlsx 

All, 

Please see attached for an updated book list. 

l have added: 

Let me know if you have questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Off] ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 

1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 8:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <kfday@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah 

< skiziah@email.u nc.ed u >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Toni 

Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 12/18 

TEXT.htm; Part.O02; Part.O03; Book list as of 12.18.12.xlsx 

All, 

Please see attached for an updated book list. 

I have added: 

have removed: 

Let me know if you have questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Oil] ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Hollidav <chollidav@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesda3, December 18, 2012 11:38 AM 

Ja?ne Bamwell <abarm~ el@ad uric edu>: Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa uric edu>: Angie Bitting 
<abitting@uncaa uric edu>: Andre\~ Calder <acalder@uncaa uric edu>: Chris Council 
<acouncil@uncaa unc edu>: Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa unc edu>: Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaaunc edu> Angle King <akalg@uncaaunc edu> Alain Aguilar 
<alaguila@email unc edu> Alex Cmighton <AlexCreighton@med unc edu>: Adam Lucas 
<alucas@uncaa uric edu>; Amy Smith <am? sm@uncaa uric edu>; Anson Dorrance 
<m~son@uncaa uric edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa uric edu>: Sara Anundsen 
<anundsen@uncaa unc edu>: Ann Oliver <aoliver@ad unc edu> Alison Kidd 
<apkidd@adunc edu> LartT Gallo <athgallo@uncaaunc edu> Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaaunc edu> Aaron York <avork@uncaaunc edu> Ben Sanders 
<basandcr@uncaa uric edu>; Brian Bcrsdcker <bbersdcker@uncaa unc edu>: Bradley Bethel 
<bbelhel?~;uncaa unc edu>;                ~a live unc edu>: MaN I<km\~ les 
<bear@uncaa unc edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa unc edu>: Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa unc edu>: 
Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa unc edu>: 13oo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa unc edu>: Eric Biener 
<biener@uncaa unc edSubject: Football Office Would Like To Welcome - Ryan Mills>; 
Ellen Bingham <bmgharmn ?~;emall uric edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca ?~;emall unc edu>: Sandy 
Albright <ckalbrig@ad unc edu>; Ckfstophcr Sparrow <csparrow@fac unc edu>; Chad Wade 
<c\~ade@fac unc edu>; David Thomas <david thomas@facilities unc edu>: Dax~n McPherson 
<ddmcpher@ad unc edu>; Diane Aldridge <Oioyce@ad unc edu>; DiAnne Lowe 
<dklowe@ad unc edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac unc edu>: Eric Montross 
<emontros@ad unc edu>: Sharon Evans <evanss@ad unc edu>: Ganesh Kamath 
<ganesh kamalh@med unc edu>: Ginn3 Ellis <grellis?*;ad unc edu>; g~ount@emall unc edu; 
Han3 Stafford <harrystafford?~;med unc edu>: Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc edu>: Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad unc edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email unc edu>; John MontgometT 
<jmont@ad unc edu>; Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan guthrie@facilities unc edu>: Jeffrey Spang 
<jspang@med unc edu>; Kim Jones <kimbe~ia@ad unc edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad unc edu>: 
Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad unc edu>; Latova Wright <ljta3 lor?*;email unc edu>; 

:ia~live unc edu>: Meridith Petschauer <mbusbv:ia~emall unc edu>: Dou McCaulev 
<mccauled@ad unc edu>; Margie DubnanskT <mdubnans@ad unc edu>; Dino Megaloudis 
<megaloud ?~;ad unc edu>; Michael Copeland <michael copeland@ facilities unc edu>: Mitchell 
Kivett <mkivett?~;fac unc edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad unc edu>: Nellie Baber 
<nbaber ?~;ad unc edu>:                        ?~;live unc edu>; Nick Fulton 
<~ifulton@unc edu>; Pamela Higley <phiglev@ad unc edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
<Ronnie Pendleton@facilities unc edu>; Robin Ungano <mngano@unc edu>; iTanmills@unc edm 
Randall Young <ryoung@fac unc edu>: Sail3 Mays <sma3 s?~;emall unc edu>: Sue Walsh 
<sue\~ alsh@ad unc edu>; Tom Brickner <thriclme@email unc edu>; Tim Tall 
<timolh?taft@med unc edu>: Terry K Roberts <tkrobcrt@cmall unc edu>: tonyyount ?~;unc edu: 
Taren Chem" ¯       @live unc edu>: Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad unc edu>: Velvet Catoe 
<vcatoe@ad unc edu>: Kelly Waicus <waicus@email unc edu>: William Modlin 

Tony Yount <ton3Toun@uncaa unc edu> 

R?an Mills enters her first season as the admhfislrative assistant for recruiting in Ihe Carolina football progncam A 2002 
UNC gncaduale, Mills retun~s to Chapel Hill after working most recently with Ihe UniversP3 of Soud~ Florida football 
program and head coach Skip Holtz She also \~orked wPh Holtz at East Carolina fi-om 2005 to 2009 A nadve of Phrsboro, 
NC, Mills worked with the North Carolina High School Athletic Association (NCHSAA) for nearly t~vo years a~er 
graduation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 8:53 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duff~ce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <taren.cherry@gmail.com>; 

TonyYount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>;Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center 

10713.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Happy New Year! 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 4:11 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu> 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Toni Horton 

<TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 1/4/2013 

TEXT.htm; Book list as of 1.4.13.xlsx 

All, 

l have added: 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of Norfll Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 4:11 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.uncedu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <kfday@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah 

< skiziah@email.u nc.ed u >;                        buncaa.unc.edu>; Toni 

Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 1/4/2013 

TEXT.htm; Part.O02; Part.O03; Book list as of 1.4.13.xlsx 

All, 

l have added: 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Bridget, Beth" <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Sunday, Janua~’y 6, 2013 6:05 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Chloe Russell <cjmssel@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@email unc edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Jenn 
Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom 
<swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

TUESDAY STAFF MEETING 

TEXT htm 

All 

We will have a staff meeting this Tuesday at 3pm. Please send me your agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Beth 
B¢lh Bridget 
Co11¢g¢ o1" Arls & Sci¢nccs 
Associal¢ Dircclor 
Academic Support Program for Student-Atldetes 
UNC-Chap¢l Hill 
(xQ 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bdd~e~b~a uncaa uric edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bridget, Beth" <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~’y 8, 2013 9:27 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym 
N O~T <orr@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

use this one! 

TEXT htm; academic team mtg attendance sheet xlsx 

Sorry for the typo in the attendance sheets I put in your boxes feel free to use those and cross out fall 2012 and 

replace with spring 2013, or use the following updated sheet. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Befl~ Bridget 
Co11¢g¢ o1" Arls & Sci¢nc¢s 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program For StudcnI-Alhl¢l¢s 
UNC-Chap¢l Hill 
(x~) 919-843-5669 

brid~¢rb’a uncaa uric ¢du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holds Report 

TEXT.htm; Holds Report xlsx 

Attached is a holds repor[ if you need it. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (orate) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Holds Report 

TEXT.htm; Holds Report xlsx 

Attached is a holds repot[ if you need it. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 

919 962 9892 (off’ce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance < Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Book list as of xlsx 

All, 

l have added: 

Let me know if you have questions, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Book list as of .xlsx 

All, 

l have added: 

Let me know if you have questions, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 
< slkirbyS@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated list as of 

TEXT.htm; Book list as of .xlsx 

All, 

l have added: 

Let me know if you have questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <kfday@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 
< slkirbyS@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated list as of 

TEXT.htm; Part.O02; Part.O03; Book list as of .xlsx 

All, 

I have added: 

Let me know if you have questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 I                IFax 9199626002 

~Eo,’~ttli,,.~l,~: The Car~ h t~ f~"~yi (dilb:oJs,~...n I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:07 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

gyount@emaikunc.edu; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Robertson Scholarship 

TEXT.htm; FY ]nfo Flyer UNC January 1.docx 

Folks, 

hope that you know this is now open to current first years. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2:]-26, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of Noah Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 
Fax: (9:]-9) 843 2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ]_]_:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 

<bridgerb@unca&unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni 

Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Book list as of xlsx 

All, 

[ have added: 

Thanks[ 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans J Assistm~t Director of Compliance/Fin Aid J Universiry of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ]Cell             Fax 919 962 6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <kfday@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 
< slkirbyS@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Part.O02; Part.O03; Book list as of .xlsx 

All, 

I have added: 

have removed: 

Thanks! 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 
Oft] ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; Tony You nt 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holds Report 

TEXT.htm; Holds Report xlsx 

Attached is a holds Report as of today in case you a~ interested. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan .~aloy 
Tuto~al Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Holds Report 

TEXT.htm; Holds Report xlsx 

Attached is a holds Repo~ as of today in case you a~ interested. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 









Biology 101 : Principles of Biology 
Section 002, Spring 2013 

Tuesday and Thursday, 11:00 am to 12:15 pm 
Genome Sciences Building G100 

Dr. Justin ShaffeF 
Email: shafferj@unc.edu 
Phone: 
Office: 309 Wilson Hall 
Office Hours: Monday l:00pm - 3:00pm and Wednesday 10:00am - 12:00pm or by appointment 

Course Description and Goals 
Biology is a wonderfully expansive subject that covers all that is pertinent to life, including 
climate change, heredity and reproduction, animal behavior, plant ecology, and human health 
and disease, to list just a few topics from the tip of the iceberg With such a bounty of subjects to 
choose from, it is impossible to cover absolutely everything in a single semester, but we will still 
be covering a fair number of topics though that will expose you to the breadth that biology has to 
offer. Through learning these topics, I hope that by the end of the course you will not only be 
excited about science and biology, but that you also be able to apply scientific and biologic 
principles in your daily lives to make more informed decisions (i.e you will be a more scientific 
literate citizen). You will also have learned a great deal about biology in the process! 
Specifically, at the end of this course, you will be able to... 

Explain how the components of the cell work together to support life 
Explain why we need to eat food and why we need to breathe oxygen 
Use principles of genetics, cellular reproduction, and molecular biology to discuss the 
causes of (and possible cures for) cancer and other inherited diseases 
Apply natural selection and evolutionar~ theory to predict changes in populations 
Evaluate the influence that humans have on the earth’s ecosystem and biosphere 
Use the scientific method to develop and test a hypothesis, make predictions, design 
experiments, and analyze and interpret scientific data 
Use critical thinking and problem solving skills to tackle scientific issues 
Make informed scientific decisions in your daily lives 

More specific learning objectives and goals are presented for each unit as described in the 
course schedule below, and ~,vill also be provided at the beginning of each day of class 

Required Textbooks and Materials 
Textbook: Campbell Biology. Concepts and Connections, Reece, Taylor, Simon, and Dickey, 7t" 

edition The book is available as a hardcover and as an eText I highly recommend buying the 
book for this course. Please see the "What do I need to buy for Biology 101?" document on 
Sakai for more details. 

Masterinq Bioloqy: You are required to purchase a Mastering Biology account 
(w~w masteringbiology com) in order to complete homework assignments, take quizzes and to 
access helpful study aids and course materials. You can purchase a Mastering Biology account 
by itself, with the eText, or with a hard copy of the textbook. The course ID# for Mastering 
Biology is BIOLOGY101SPRING2013SHAFFER Internet access is required to use Mastering 
Biology Please see the "Mastering Biology instructions" and the "What do I need to buy for 
Biology 101?" documents on Sakai for more details 
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Course Structure and Components 
Active Learning: You might be used to taking courses in which the professor simply lectures the 
entire class period. This course is going to be very different, as it is going to be an active 
classroom By active I mean that you will be required to interact with myself and your fellow 
students to learn the material presented in this course We will be using activities such as small 
group work, case studies, class discussions, and Poll Everywhere questions to actively engage 
in the learning process. In order to have an active classroom attendance and participation are 
extremely important. Participation is counted as part of your grade, but will count towards more 
than that, because through these active learning exercises you will develop critical thinking and 
problem solving skills that are essential to performing well in this course and others. 

Learninq Objectives: In order to do well in this course you will need to know exactly what I want 
you to be able to, and this is where learning objectives come in. At the beginning of every day of 
class, in the homework assignments and quizzes, on the study guides, and in the course 
schedule below, you will be presented with learning objectives that clearly state what I expect 
you to be able to do For example, "At the end of this class session, you will be able to compare 
and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis." Learning objectives are things that you 
can actually DO, so you will be able to tell whether or not you really know the material Learning 
objectives come in all levels, from the very basic to the very complex (see Bloom’s Taxonomy 
below), and you will be challenged at all levels in this course. 

Bloom’s Taxonorny~ There are marly kinds of knowledge, from rote memorization up to critical 
thinking and the synthesis of new ideas Memorization is important - you can’t describe biology 
without knowing biological definitions - but to do well in this course you will have to use the 
information you have learned to solve problems in new and different ways and to evaluate and 
weigh multiple solutions to a problem. To test your ability at these different levels of thinking, 
will rely on the structure of Bloom’s Taxonomy, a system used to classify levels of knowledge, 
from lower-level (remembering, understanding) to higher-level 
(applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating) Throughout this 
course, you will be exposed to the levels of learning described 
by Bloom’s Taxonorny and also will be challenged on exarns and 
in class to solve problems at all levels Learning objectives (see 
above) and questions can be categorized at different Bloom’s 
levels, so as we go through class you will get a feeling for what 
an "understanding" question is versus an "analyzing" question. I 
will not simply ask you to memorize facts and regurgitate them 
on exams; rather, I expect you to be able to think critically and to 
apply and analyze biology in new and interesting ways Learning 
to solve higher-level problems will not only help you succeed in 
this course, but in your other courses as well 

it/1,aste~inq Bioloqv. We will be using the online system Mastering Biology for homework 
assignments and online quizzes Mastering Biology is more than just a grading tool, however, it 
is chock full of extremely helpful tools to help you succeed in this course (hence the name) 
There are 3D animations, tutorials, study sheets, videos, practice tests, and more to be found 
within Mastering Biology, and I highly encourage you to take advantage of all of these tools 
Please see the "Mastering Biology Instructions" document on Sakai for more details 
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Pofl Even~/here: In order to gauge your level of understanding, improve course participation, 
earn course points, and to make the classroom more fun and engaging, we are going to be 
using Poll Everywhere in this course. Poll Everywhere is a web based poll system that you can 
submit answers to in real time from your cell phones (via texting), smartphones, laptops or 
tablets Throughout the course, I will pose questions to the class, and you can respond using 
your device. This will give me a real-time reflection of your thoughts and views on a certain 
topic, and can spark interesting discussions in the class. Poll Everywhere is also a fun and 
engaging way for you to "compete" against your classmates! Please see the Poll Everywhere 
document on Sakai for how to properly register and for more details 

Science Seminars: Do you know how much exciting biological, biomedical, and other scientific 
research is going on at UNC? As a student here, you should be exposed to these amazing 
scientists and their fascinating work. Over the course of this semester, you’ll need to attend two 
scientific seminars on campus They can be in any subject, ranging from ecology to cancer to 
tissue engineering, just make sure that you are interested in the topic! Who knows, you might be 
inspired and find a new career path to follow! A list of UNC seminar calendars and more details 
are posted on Sakai. 

Sharinq Science News: When you are skimming Google News, checking your Twitter feed, or 
looking at your friends’ Facebook posts, do you click on science news stories and read more 
about them? Whether you do it or not already you’ll get the chance to do just that in this class. 
As part of being a scientifically literate citizen, you should be aware of the science and biology 
research that is going on eve~ day and how it can affect you and your family You’ll be asked to 
find science and biology news stories, post them to Sakai, and comment on each otheCs 
postings This is called the Sharing Science News project, and more details can be found in the 
Evaluation section below as well as in the Sharing Science News document on Sakai. 

Open Topics You as the student are an integral part of this course, and what you want to learn 
about truly matters to me We will have two "Open Topics" days during the semester, in which 
you will get to vote to determine what we will learn about These could be specific areas of 
biology that we don’t normally have time to cover in detail (e.g. some aspect of animal 
physiology), applications of biology in medicine (eg stem cells, drug design, specific diseases), 
or an exploration of some interesting topic that might not have an answer (eg. does 
extraterrestrial life exist?). Hopefully you will have some personal connection to these topics and 
will learn a lot about theml 

Supplemental Instruction (Sl): Supplemental instruction (SI) sessions are extra help sessions 
taught by UNC students who have taken and excelled in Biology 101 in the past Sl sessions 
will be offered several times a week and each session will be scheduled for one hour The times 
and location of these sessions will be posted on Sakai during the first week of class. You are not 
required to attend SI, but d is highly recommended, since this is your opportunity to get more 
"one-on-one" attention for this course I suggest you fit one into your schedule early in the 
semester and attend weekly as if it is a required class 

Sakei Website: Everything that you need to know about this course will be posted on Sakai, so 
please make sure you are familiar with the system and how to use it You’ll be required to use 
Sakai to participate in the Sharing Science News project (see above and below), and take 
surveys throughout the semester You can also use Sakai to check your grades, find contact 
information, and view exam information. For help with Sakai, please check the UNC Student 
Sakai Blog: http://blog.sakai.unc.edu/students/ 
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Evaluation and Grading 
There will be multiple grading opportunities in this course, giving you many chances to do well 
A summary of the various grading opportunities is given below. 

Poll Everywhere: Attending class and participating is essential to doing well in this course, and 
you will also have the opportunity to earn course points by participating in Poll Everywhere 
exercises. Please see Sakai for information about how to register for Poll Everywhere and for 
the detailed grading breakdown. Participating in Poll Everywhere is worth a total of 50 points 
towards your final grade 

Science Seminars: During the course of the semester, you have to attend two scientific 
seminars on campus at UNC. You’ll need to provide a brief summary of the seminar and your 
thoughts on the topic. Each of the two assignments will be worth 25 points, for a total of 50 
points. Please see the Science Seminars document on Sakai for more details 

Sharing Science News: The Sharing Science News project is worth 50 points towards your final 
grade. Basically, you will have to post at least one science news story a week and post four 
comments a week to Sakai, for 10 weeks of the semester (this works out to 5 points per week) 
Please see the Sharing Science News document on Sakai for more details 

Review Quizzes: Weekly quizzes will be given to emphasize the essential topics from the class 
as well as to give you practice taking timed assignments. There will be a quiz each week of 
lecture when there is not an exam (see course schedule below for details) and it will be posted 
on Mastering Biology each Thursday after class You will have until Sunday (four days later) at 
11:59pm to complete Once you start the quiz, you will have 30 minutes to complete it, and you 
are only allowed one attempt to answer each question. There will be 11 quizzes total, but only 
10 will count towards your grade - the lowest score will be dropped. Each quiz is worth 10 
points, for a total of 100 points. 

Homework Assignments: There will be daily, online Mastering Biology homework assignments 
in this course to encourage you to read the book, keep you up to date, and to help you prepare 
for each day of class We will be applying the concepts that you read in the book and encounter 
in the homework in each class, so it is very important that you do the homework assignments! 
There will be 23 homework assignments total (one for each day of lecture; none due on exam 
days), but only 20 will count towards your grade - the lowest three homework scores will be 
dropped. Each homework assignment is worth 5 points, for a total of 100 points. All homework 
assignments will be due on Mondays and Wednesdays at 11:59pm (see course schedule for 
due dates). 

Exams: There will be three mid-term exams and a final exam in this course. These exams will 
assess your in-depth knowledge and maste~J of the course material Each mid-term exam is 
worth 200 points, and the final is worth 250 points. The mid-term exams only cover certain 
material, while the final is cumulative. The lowest scoring mid-term exam will be dropped (only 2 
of the 3 will count towards your final grade). See the course schedule below for exam dates and 
the material that they cover. 
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The breakdown for course points is as follows: 

Poll Everywhere 5% 50 points 
Science Seminars 5% 50 points 
Science News 5% 50 points 
Review Quizzes (I 1) 10% 100 points 
Homeworks (23) 10% 100 points 
Mid-term Exams (3) 40% 400 points 
Final Exam 25% 250 points 
Total 100% 1000 points 

(2 at 25 points each) 

(10 points each, drop lowest) 
(5 points each, drop 3 lowest) 
(200 points each, drop lowest) 

Based on the above point structure, you can calculate your grade at any time during the 
semester (ask for help if you need it), and you should calculate your grade regularly to keep 
track of how you are doing in the course The number of points will be converted to letter grades 
based on the following: 

A 925 - 1000 points B- 795 - 824 points 
A- 895 - 924 points C+ 735 - 794 points 
B+ 855 - 894 points C 685 - 734 points 
B 825 - 854 points C- 595 - 684 points 

D 545 - 594 points 
F Less than 544 points 

Course Policies 
Courtesy to Fellow Students: We are going to have a positive learning environment in this class, 
so courtesy to your fellow students (and to me!) is imperative Do you want to be distracted 
while trying to learn? Probably not, so please treat your classmates as you want to be treated 
This includes putting your cell phones on silent before class starts, not using cell phones during 
class (unless prompted to for a Poll Everywhere question), limiting side conversations and 
comings and goings during class, not reading newspapers or doing the crossword puzzles, and 
other possible distractions You are more than welcome to use your laptop to take notes and 
answer the Poll Everywhere questions, but please do not surf the web and post on Facebook 
during class - this is detrimental to your learning and is distracting to other students. 

Attendance: Attendance is vital to succeeding in this course, as some of the material that you 
will be tested on will not be found in the textbook Participation in the active learning activities 
during class will also help you develop your critical thinking and problem solving skills which will 
help you on the exams. I expect to see you in class every day. 

Academic Inteqdty: Enrollment in this class means that you agree to abide by the expectations 
of the University of North Carolina regarding academic integrity and the honor code For specific 
information, please refer to the UNC Office of Student Conduct website 
(http://studentconduct uncedu/) The University’s Honor Code will be strictly enforced Your 
responsibilities in the area of honor include, but are not limited to, avoidance of cheating, 
plagiarism and improper or illegal use of technology Your assignments are expected to be your 
own work If you have questions, please ask. Integrity is an important characteristic that should 
be exemplified in the lives of all UNC students. Dishonesty will not be tolerated in any form in 
this class Any student caught cheating on an examination or any other class assignment will be 
given a grade of zero for that examination or class activity and reported to University officials for 
further disciplinary actions. 
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Late Work: No late work will be accepted The homework assignments and quizzes on 
Mastering Biology have a due date and time (see above for details), and if they are not 
completed by then you will get a zero on the assignment, no exceptions. 

iV, ake-up I/Vork: No make-up work will be allowed in this course. If you don’t complete a 
homework assignment, don’t take a quiz, or miss an exam, these will count towards your 
dropped assignments for the course (lowest three homework assignments, lowest quiz and 
lowest exam dropped). The only exception to this rule is the final exam. If you have an official 
university excuse for missing the exam (death in the family, sickness, university activity), then a 
make-up will be possible. Please see me ahead of time if you know you will miss the final exam. 

How to do well in this course 
There is no one single best way to succeed in this course that works for everyone, but I can 
offer you some tips that have been proven to help Check Sakai for more study resources 

Read your book and do your homework before class! The textbook and Mastering 
Biology assignments will prepare you for class and get you ready to learn more Take 
the homework assignments seriously as they really will help you "master biology." 
Come to class and participate! Coming to class is very important, but if you just play 
Angry Birds the whole time you might as well not have come Paying attention, taking 
notes, asking questions, answering Poll Everywhere questions, and working with your 
classmates is essential to learning the most that you can during this course. 
Review your notes after class! Don’t wait until the night before the exam to look over 
your notes for the first time - I guarantee that you won’t do well and you won’t learn 
much at all. Make reviewing your notes a daily activity. Spend 15 - 30 minutes in the 
afternoon after each class going over your notes and the lesson slides and make sure to 
write down anything that is confusing or any questions that you may have Doing this will 
help you learn the material while also preparing you for the weekly quizzes and exams. 
Start early! When you are preparing for exams, don’t wait until the night before to cram! 
Start a week before the exam with daily, rigorous study sessions of about an hour or 
more. Set a goal for each study session, and do more than just re-read your notes or the 
textbook. Take time to re-draw diagrams, write out concepts in your own words, 
summarize topics, re-do Mastering Biology assignments, take practice exams, etc 
Ask yourseff - do I really understand this? Think about what you are learning and if 
you really are learning and understanding each concept. Ask yourself questions about 
how you are studying and if what you are doing is effective This is called metacognition 
and has been shown time and time again in the research literature to be an effective 
studying and learning tool 
Work in groups! Working with each other both in and out of class is highly encouraged, 
and peer-teaching can be more effective in helping you learn than studying the material 
on your own. Ask each other questions, make up practice tests for each other, and use 
each other for support and help throughout the semesten 
Attend supplemental instruction[ Sl is a valuable tool that is provided for you to help 
you learn and do well in this course. Make it a habit to attend the same Sl session once 
a week. Our own research at UNC tells us that the average of students that go to SI 
perform a half a grade better than the average of students that don’t attend SI 
Come to office hours! I’m here to help you as much as I can in any way possible 
Please come to office hours if you have questions or concerns about the course 
material, your major, careers, or life in general. Don’t wait until the end of the semester 
to come see me, as I won’t be of much help if it is too late! 
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Get peer tutoring help! Free peer tutoring is available at Dey Hall on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings from 6-9 PM. There are not usually too many people there and 
you can often get one-on-one attention, http://www unc edu/deptsilcweb/ 
Get one-on-one tutoring help! if you feel you need scheduled tutoring and one-on-one 
attention with a fulltime tutor, don’t wait too long. See Robin Blanton at the Learning 
Center She is the biology specialist and is wondedul. However, her time fills up fast 
because she is popular! http:fllearningcanter.unc edu/ 

Cou~e Schedule 
The following is the schedule for the course The assigned chapters are intended to be read 
before that day of class (e.g read Chapter 1 before class on January 15) More detailed reading 
assignments will be given with the homework assignments on Mastering Biology. All homework 
assignments are due each Monday and Wednesday at 11:59pm. Quizzes will be posted on 
Thursday and will be due by 11:59pm on Sunday night (four days later). The exams will cover 
the material that precedes them (stated in parentheses) The schedule is subject to change. 

Intreduetien te Bielegy 

BIG QUESTION: What is biology and how is science done? 
At the end of this unit, you wili be able to.. 

Describe the scientific method 
Use the scientific method to develop a hypothesis, make predictions, and analyze data 

Thursday January 10 
Tuesday January 15 

Course introduction and overview 
The scientific method Chapter 1 HW 1 

Unit 1: Molecules and Cells 

BiG QUESTION: Why do we need to eat food and breathe air? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain why water and carbon are essential to life 
Describe the properties of the macromolecules of life 
Draw an ideal cell and explain each organelle’s function 
Explain how molecules can be transpoFted across cell membranes 
Compare and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis 
Draw the path of a CO2 molecule through the carbon cycle 

Thursday January 17 
Tuesday January 22 
Thursday January 24 
Tuesday January 29 
Thursday January 31 
Tuesday February 5 
Thursday February 7 
Tuesday February 12 

Nutrition & Carbs & Fats Chapter 3 
Nutrition & Proteins Chapter 3 
The Science of Cooking TBA 
Cell Structure & Function Chapter 4 
Cell Membranes & Transpod Chapter 5 
Energy & Cellular Respiration Chapter 6 
EXAM 1 (on Jan 10 =Jan 31) 
Photosynthesis & Carbon Cycle Chapter 7 

HW2 Q 1 
HW 3 
HW4 Q2 
HW 5 
HW6 Q3 
HW 7 

HW 8 

Thursday February 14 OPEN TOPICS # 1 TBA Q 4 
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Unit 2: Genetics and Biotechnoloqy 

BIG QUESTION: How can changes in your DNA lead to cancer and other genetic diseases? 
At the end of this unit, you v;ill be able to.. 

Compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis 
Explain how disruptions in the cell cycle can lead to cancer 
Use a Punnett square to predict the traits of offspring 
Use the central dogma to determine a protein sequence given a DNA sequence 
Explain why cells can be very different even though they all have the same DNA 
Evaluate the ethical implications of biotechnology, forensic science, and GMOs 

Tuesday February 19 
Thursday February 21 
Tuesday February 26 
Thursday February 28 
Tuesday March 5 
Thursday March 7 
March 11 - 15 
Tuesday March 19 
Thursday March 21 
Tuesday March 26 

Mitosis & Cancer Chapter 8 HW 9 
Meiosis & Sex Determination Chapter 8 HW 10 Q 5 
Inheritance Chapter g HW 11 
DNA to RNA to Protein Chapter 10 HW 12 Q 6 
Gene Regulation Chapter 11 HW 13 
EXAM 2 (on Feb 5 - Feb 28} 
SPRING BREAK 
Human Genome Chapter 12 HW 14 
DNA Profiling & Forensics Chapter 12 HW 15 Q 7 
Genetically Modified Organisms    Chapter 12 HW 16 

Thursday March 28 OPEN TOPICS # 2 TBA Q 8 

Unit 3: Evolution, Diversity, and Ecology 

BIG QUESTION: How did we get to where we are today? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain Darwin’s theory of evolution 
Use natural selection to predict the evolution of populations 
Use phylogenetic trees to evaluate life’s history 
Compare and contrast prokaryotes and eukaryotes 
Describe the diversity of prokaryotic and eukaryotic life 
Explain the impact of human interaction on the biosphere 
Evaluate the evidence for and against climate change 

Tuesday April 2 
Thursday April 4 
Tuesday April 9 
Thursday April 11 
Tuesday April 16 
Thursday April 18 
Tuesday April 23 
Thursday April 25 

Evolution & Natural Selection 
Origin of Species 
Prokaryotic Diversity 
EXAM 3 (on Mar 5 - Apt 4) 
Eukaryotic Diversity 
Human Population Growth 
Climate Change, Part 1 
Climate Change, Part 2 

Chapter 13 HW 17 
Chapter 14 HW 18 
Chapter 16 HW 19 

Q9 

Chapter 18-19 HW 20 
Chapter36 HW21 Q 10 
Chapter 38 HW 22 
Chapter 38 HW23 Q 11 

Saturday May 4 at 12pm    FINAL EXAM (curnulative) 



Biology 101 : Principles of Biology 
Section 002, Spring 2013 

Tuesday and Thursday, 11:00 am to 12:15 pm 
Genome Sciences Building G100 

Dr. Justin ShaffeF 
Email: shafferj@unc.edu 
Phone: 
Office: 309 Wilson Hall 
Office Hours: Monday l:00pm - 3:00pm and Wednesday 10:00am - 12:00pm or by appointment 

Course Description and Goals 
Biology is a wonderfully expansive subject that covers all that is pertinent to life, including 
climate change, heredity and reproduction, animal behavior, plant ecology, and human health 
and disease, to list just a few topics from the tip of the iceberg With such a bounty of subjects to 
choose from, it is impossible to cover absolutely everything in a single semester, but we will still 
be covering a fair number of topics though that will expose you to the breadth that biology has to 
offer. Through learning these topics, I hope that by the end of the course you will not only be 
excited about science and biology, but that you also be able to apply scientific and biologic 
principles in your daily lives to make more informed decisions (i.e you will be a more scientific 
literate citizen). You will also have learned a great deal about biology in the process! 
Specifically, at the end of this course, you will be able to... 

Explain how the components of the cell work together to support life 
Explain why we need to eat food and why we need to breathe oxygen 
Use principles of genetics, cellular reproduction, and molecular biology to discuss the 
causes of (and possible cures for) cancer and other inherited diseases 
Apply natural selection and evolutionar~ theory to predict changes in populations 
Evaluate the influence that humans have on the earth’s ecosystem and biosphere 
Use the scientific method to develop and test a hypothesis, make predictions, design 
experiments, and analyze and interpret scientific data 
Use critical thinking and problem solving skills to tackle scientific issues 
Make informed scientific decisions in your daily lives 

More specific learning objectives and goals are presented for each unit as described in the 
course schedule below, and ~,vill also be provided at the beginning of each day of class 

Required Textbooks and Materials 
Textbook: Campbell Biology. Concepts and Connections, Reece, Taylor, Simon, and Dickey, 7t" 

edition The book is available as a hardcover and as an eText I highly recommend buying the 
book for this course. Please see the "What do I need to buy for Biology 101?" document on 
Sakai for more details. 

Masterinq Bioloqy: You are required to purchase a Mastering Biology account 
(w~w masteringbiology com) in order to complete homework assignments, take quizzes and to 
access helpful study aids and course materials. You can purchase a Mastering Biology account 
by itself, with the eText, or with a hard copy of the textbook. The course ID# for Mastering 
Biology is BIOLOGY101SPRING2013SHAFFER Internet access is required to use Mastering 
Biology Please see the "Mastering Biology instructions" and the "What do I need to buy for 
Biology 101?" documents on Sakai for more details 
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Course Structure and Components 
Active Learning: You might be used to taking courses in which the professor simply lectures the 
entire class period. This course is going to be very different, as it is going to be an active 
classroom By active I mean that you will be required to interact with myself and your fellow 
students to learn the material presented in this course We will be using activities such as small 
group work, case studies, class discussions, and Poll Everywhere questions to actively engage 
in the learning process. In order to have an active classroom attendance and participation are 
extremely important. Participation is counted as part of your grade, but will count towards more 
than that, because through these active learning exercises you will develop critical thinking and 
problem solving skills that are essential to performing well in this course and others. 

Learninq Objectives: In order to do well in this course you will need to know exactly what I want 
you to be able to, and this is where learning objectives come in. At the beginning of every day of 
class, in the homework assignments and quizzes, on the study guides, and in the course 
schedule below, you will be presented with learning objectives that clearly state what I expect 
you to be able to do For example, "At the end of this class session, you will be able to compare 
and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis." Learning objectives are things that you 
can actually DO, so you will be able to tell whether or not you really know the material Learning 
objectives come in all levels, from the very basic to the very complex (see Bloom’s Taxonomy 
below), and you will be challenged at all levels in this course. 

Bloom’s Taxonorny~ There are marly kinds of knowledge, from rote memorization up to critical 
thinking and the synthesis of new ideas Memorization is important - you can’t describe biology 
without knowing biological definitions - but to do well in this course you will have to use the 
information you have learned to solve problems in new and different ways and to evaluate and 
weigh multiple solutions to a problem. To test your ability at these different levels of thinking, 
will rely on the structure of Bloom’s Taxonomy, a system used to classify levels of knowledge, 
from lower-level (remembering, understanding) to higher-level 
(applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating) Throughout this 
course, you will be exposed to the levels of learning described 
by Bloom’s Taxonorny and also will be challenged on exarns and 
in class to solve problems at all levels Learning objectives (see 
above) and questions can be categorized at different Bloom’s 
levels, so as we go through class you will get a feeling for what 
an "understanding" question is versus an "analyzing" question. I 
will not simply ask you to memorize facts and regurgitate them 
on exams; rather, I expect you to be able to think critically and to 
apply and analyze biology in new and interesting ways Learning 
to solve higher-level problems will not only help you succeed in 
this course, but in your other courses as well 

it/1,aste~inq Bioloqv. We will be using the online system Mastering Biology for homework 
assignments and online quizzes Mastering Biology is more than just a grading tool, however, it 
is chock full of extremely helpful tools to help you succeed in this course (hence the name) 
There are 3D animations, tutorials, study sheets, videos, practice tests, and more to be found 
within Mastering Biology, and I highly encourage you to take advantage of all of these tools 
Please see the "Mastering Biology Instructions" document on Sakai for more details 
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Pofl Even~/here: In order to gauge your level of understanding, improve course participation, 
earn course points, and to make the classroom more fun and engaging, we are going to be 
using Poll Everywhere in this course. Poll Everywhere is a web based poll system that you can 
submit answers to in real time from your cell phones (via texting), smartphones, laptops or 
tablets Throughout the course, I will pose questions to the class, and you can respond using 
your device. This will give me a real-time reflection of your thoughts and views on a certain 
topic, and can spark interesting discussions in the class. Poll Everywhere is also a fun and 
engaging way for you to "compete" against your classmates! Please see the Poll Everywhere 
document on Sakai for how to properly register and for more details 

Science Seminars: Do you know how much exciting biological, biomedical, and other scientific 
research is going on at UNC? As a student here, you should be exposed to these amazing 
scientists and their fascinating work. Over the course of this semester, you’ll need to attend two 
scientific seminars on campus They can be in any subject, ranging from ecology to cancer to 
tissue engineering, just make sure that you are interested in the topic! Who knows, you might be 
inspired and find a new career path to follow! A list of UNC seminar calendars and more details 
are posted on Sakai. 

Sharinq Science News: When you are skimming Google News, checking your Twitter feed, or 
looking at your friends’ Facebook posts, do you click on science news stories and read more 
about them? Whether you do it or not already you’ll get the chance to do just that in this class. 
As part of being a scientifically literate citizen, you should be aware of the science and biology 
research that is going on eve~ day and how it can affect you and your family You’ll be asked to 
find science and biology news stories, post them to Sakai, and comment on each otheCs 
postings This is called the Sharing Science News project, and more details can be found in the 
Evaluation section below as well as in the Sharing Science News document on Sakai. 

Open Topics You as the student are an integral part of this course, and what you want to learn 
about truly matters to me We will have two "Open Topics" days during the semester, in which 
you will get to vote to determine what we will learn about These could be specific areas of 
biology that we don’t normally have time to cover in detail (e.g. some aspect of animal 
physiology), applications of biology in medicine (eg stem cells, drug design, specific diseases), 
or an exploration of some interesting topic that might not have an answer (eg. does 
extraterrestrial life exist?). Hopefully you will have some personal connection to these topics and 
will learn a lot about theml 

Supplemental Instruction (Sl): Supplemental instruction (SI) sessions are extra help sessions 
taught by UNC students who have taken and excelled in Biology 101 in the past Sl sessions 
will be offered several times a week and each session will be scheduled for one hour The times 
and location of these sessions will be posted on Sakai during the first week of class. You are not 
required to attend SI, but d is highly recommended, since this is your opportunity to get more 
"one-on-one" attention for this course I suggest you fit one into your schedule early in the 
semester and attend weekly as if it is a required class 

Sakei Website: Everything that you need to know about this course will be posted on Sakai, so 
please make sure you are familiar with the system and how to use it You’ll be required to use 
Sakai to participate in the Sharing Science News project (see above and below), and take 
surveys throughout the semester You can also use Sakai to check your grades, find contact 
information, and view exam information. For help with Sakai, please check the UNC Student 
Sakai Blog: http://blog.sakai.unc.edu/students/ 
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Evaluation and Grading 
There will be multiple grading opportunities in this course, giving you many chances to do well 
A summary of the various grading opportunities is given below. 

Poll Everywhere: Attending class and participating is essential to doing well in this course, and 
you will also have the opportunity to earn course points by participating in Poll Everywhere 
exercises. Please see Sakai for information about how to register for Poll Everywhere and for 
the detailed grading breakdown. Participating in Poll Everywhere is worth a total of 50 points 
towards your final grade 

Science Seminars: During the course of the semester, you have to attend two scientific 
seminars on campus at UNC. You’ll need to provide a brief summary of the seminar and your 
thoughts on the topic. Each of the two assignments will be worth 25 points, for a total of 50 
points. Please see the Science Seminars document on Sakai for more details 

Sharing Science News: The Sharing Science News project is worth 50 points towards your final 
grade. Basically, you will have to post at least one science news story a week and post four 
comments a week to Sakai, for 10 weeks of the semester (this works out to 5 points per week) 
Please see the Sharing Science News document on Sakai for more details 

Review Quizzes: Weekly quizzes will be given to emphasize the essential topics from the class 
as well as to give you practice taking timed assignments. There will be a quiz each week of 
lecture when there is not an exam (see course schedule below for details) and it will be posted 
on Mastering Biology each Thursday after class You will have until Sunday (four days later) at 
11:59pm to complete Once you start the quiz, you will have 30 minutes to complete it, and you 
are only allowed one attempt to answer each question. There will be 11 quizzes total, but only 
10 will count towards your grade - the lowest score will be dropped. Each quiz is worth 10 
points, for a total of 100 points. 

Homework Assignments: There will be daily, online Mastering Biology homework assignments 
in this course to encourage you to read the book, keep you up to date, and to help you prepare 
for each day of class We will be applying the concepts that you read in the book and encounter 
in the homework in each class, so it is very important that you do the homework assignments! 
There will be 23 homework assignments total (one for each day of lecture; none due on exam 
days), but only 20 will count towards your grade - the lowest three homework scores will be 
dropped. Each homework assignment is worth 5 points, for a total of 100 points. All homework 
assignments will be due on Mondays and Wednesdays at 11:59pm (see course schedule for 
due dates). 

Exams: There will be three mid-term exams and a final exam in this course. These exams will 
assess your in-depth knowledge and maste~J of the course material Each mid-term exam is 
worth 200 points, and the final is worth 250 points. The mid-term exams only cover certain 
material, while the final is cumulative. The lowest scoring mid-term exam will be dropped (only 2 
of the 3 will count towards your final grade). See the course schedule below for exam dates and 
the material that they cover. 
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The breakdown for course points is as follows: 

Poll Everywhere 5% 50 points 
Science Seminars 5% 50 points 
Science News 5% 50 points 
Review Quizzes (I 1) 10% 100 points 
Homeworks (23) 10% 100 points 
Mid-term Exams (3) 40% 400 points 
Final Exam 25% 250 points 
Total 100% 1000 points 

(2 at 25 points each) 

(10 points each, drop lowest) 
(5 points each, drop 3 lowest) 
(200 points each, drop lowest) 

Based on the above point structure, you can calculate your grade at any time during the 
semester (ask for help if you need it), and you should calculate your grade regularly to keep 
track of how you are doing in the course The number of points will be converted to letter grades 
based on the following: 

A 925 - 1000 points B- 795 - 824 points 
A- 895 - 924 points C+ 735 - 794 points 
B+ 855 - 894 points C 685 - 734 points 
B 825 - 854 points C- 595 - 684 points 

D 545 - 594 points 
F Less than 544 points 

Course Policies 
Courtesy to Fellow Students: We are going to have a positive learning environment in this class, 
so courtesy to your fellow students (and to me!) is imperative Do you want to be distracted 
while trying to learn? Probably not, so please treat your classmates as you want to be treated 
This includes putting your cell phones on silent before class starts, not using cell phones during 
class (unless prompted to for a Poll Everywhere question), limiting side conversations and 
comings and goings during class, not reading newspapers or doing the crossword puzzles, and 
other possible distractions You are more than welcome to use your laptop to take notes and 
answer the Poll Everywhere questions, but please do not surf the web and post on Facebook 
during class - this is detrimental to your learning and is distracting to other students. 

Attendance: Attendance is vital to succeeding in this course, as some of the material that you 
will be tested on will not be found in the textbook Participation in the active learning activities 
during class will also help you develop your critical thinking and problem solving skills which will 
help you on the exams. I expect to see you in class every day. 

Academic Inteqdty: Enrollment in this class means that you agree to abide by the expectations 
of the University of North Carolina regarding academic integrity and the honor code For specific 
information, please refer to the UNC Office of Student Conduct website 
(http://studentconduct uncedu/) The University’s Honor Code will be strictly enforced Your 
responsibilities in the area of honor include, but are not limited to, avoidance of cheating, 
plagiarism and improper or illegal use of technology Your assignments are expected to be your 
own work If you have questions, please ask. Integrity is an important characteristic that should 
be exemplified in the lives of all UNC students. Dishonesty will not be tolerated in any form in 
this class Any student caught cheating on an examination or any other class assignment will be 
given a grade of zero for that examination or class activity and reported to University officials for 
further disciplinary actions. 
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Late Work: No late work will be accepted The homework assignments and quizzes on 
Mastering Biology have a due date and time (see above for details), and if they are not 
completed by then you will get a zero on the assignment, no exceptions. 

iV, ake-up I/Vork: No make-up work will be allowed in this course. If you don’t complete a 
homework assignment, don’t take a quiz, or miss an exam, these will count towards your 
dropped assignments for the course (lowest three homework assignments, lowest quiz and 
lowest exam dropped). The only exception to this rule is the final exam. If you have an official 
university excuse for missing the exam (death in the family, sickness, university activity), then a 
make-up will be possible. Please see me ahead of time if you know you will miss the final exam. 

How to do well in this course 
There is no one single best way to succeed in this course that works for everyone, but I can 
offer you some tips that have been proven to help Check Sakai for more study resources 

Read your book and do your homework before class! The textbook and Mastering 
Biology assignments will prepare you for class and get you ready to learn more Take 
the homework assignments seriously as they really will help you "master biology." 
Come to class and participate! Coming to class is very important, but if you just play 
Angry Birds the whole time you might as well not have come Paying attention, taking 
notes, asking questions, answering Poll Everywhere questions, and working with your 
classmates is essential to learning the most that you can during this course. 
Review your notes after class! Don’t wait until the night before the exam to look over 
your notes for the first time - I guarantee that you won’t do well and you won’t learn 
much at all. Make reviewing your notes a daily activity. Spend 15 - 30 minutes in the 
afternoon after each class going over your notes and the lesson slides and make sure to 
write down anything that is confusing or any questions that you may have Doing this will 
help you learn the material while also preparing you for the weekly quizzes and exams. 
Start early! When you are preparing for exams, don’t wait until the night before to cram! 
Start a week before the exam with daily, rigorous study sessions of about an hour or 
more. Set a goal for each study session, and do more than just re-read your notes or the 
textbook. Take time to re-draw diagrams, write out concepts in your own words, 
summarize topics, re-do Mastering Biology assignments, take practice exams, etc 
Ask yourseff - do I really understand this? Think about what you are learning and if 
you really are learning and understanding each concept. Ask yourself questions about 
how you are studying and if what you are doing is effective This is called metacognition 
and has been shown time and time again in the research literature to be an effective 
studying and learning tool 
Work in groups! Working with each other both in and out of class is highly encouraged, 
and peer-teaching can be more effective in helping you learn than studying the material 
on your own. Ask each other questions, make up practice tests for each other, and use 
each other for support and help throughout the semesten 
Attend supplemental instruction[ Sl is a valuable tool that is provided for you to help 
you learn and do well in this course. Make it a habit to attend the same Sl session once 
a week. Our own research at UNC tells us that the average of students that go to SI 
perform a half a grade better than the average of students that don’t attend SI 
Come to office hours! I’m here to help you as much as I can in any way possible 
Please come to office hours if you have questions or concerns about the course 
material, your major, careers, or life in general. Don’t wait until the end of the semester 
to come see me, as I won’t be of much help if it is too late! 
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Get peer tutoring help! Free peer tutoring is available at Dey Hall on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings from 6-9 PM. There are not usually too many people there and 
you can often get one-on-one attention, http://www unc edu/deptsilcweb/ 
Get one-on-one tutoring help! if you feel you need scheduled tutoring and one-on-one 
attention with a fulltime tutor, don’t wait too long. See Robin Blanton at the Learning 
Center She is the biology specialist and is wondedul. However, her time fills up fast 
because she is popular! http:fllearningcanter.unc edu/ 

Cou~e Schedule 
The following is the schedule for the course The assigned chapters are intended to be read 
before that day of class (e.g read Chapter 1 before class on January 15) More detailed reading 
assignments will be given with the homework assignments on Mastering Biology. All homework 
assignments are due each Monday and Wednesday at 11:59pm. Quizzes will be posted on 
Thursday and will be due by 11:59pm on Sunday night (four days later). The exams will cover 
the material that precedes them (stated in parentheses) The schedule is subject to change. 

Intreduetien te Bielegy 

BIG QUESTION: What is biology and how is science done? 
At the end of this unit, you wili be able to.. 

Describe the scientific method 
Use the scientific method to develop a hypothesis, make predictions, and analyze data 

Thursday January 10 
Tuesday January 15 

Course introduction and overview 
The scientific method Chapter 1 HW 1 

Unit 1: Molecules and Cells 

BiG QUESTION: Why do we need to eat food and breathe air? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain why water and carbon are essential to life 
Describe the properties of the macromolecules of life 
Draw an ideal cell and explain each organelle’s function 
Explain how molecules can be transpoFted across cell membranes 
Compare and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis 
Draw the path of a CO2 molecule through the carbon cycle 

Thursday January 17 
Tuesday January 22 
Thursday January 24 
Tuesday January 29 
Thursday January 31 
Tuesday February 5 
Thursday February 7 
Tuesday February 12 

Nutrition & Carbs & Fats Chapter 3 
Nutrition & Proteins Chapter 3 
The Science of Cooking TBA 
Cell Structure & Function Chapter 4 
Cell Membranes & Transpod Chapter 5 
Energy & Cellular Respiration Chapter 6 
EXAM 1 (on Jan 10 =Jan 31) 
Photosynthesis & Carbon Cycle Chapter 7 

HW2 Q 1 
HW 3 
HW4 Q2 
HW 5 
HW6 Q3 
HW 7 

HW 8 

Thursday February 14 OPEN TOPICS # 1 TBA Q 4 
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Unit 2: Genetics and Biotechnoloqy 

BIG QUESTION: How can changes in your DNA lead to cancer and other genetic diseases? 
At the end of this unit, you v;ill be able to.. 

Compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis 
Explain how disruptions in the cell cycle can lead to cancer 
Use a Punnett square to predict the traits of offspring 
Use the central dogma to determine a protein sequence given a DNA sequence 
Explain why cells can be very different even though they all have the same DNA 
Evaluate the ethical implications of biotechnology, forensic science, and GMOs 

Tuesday February 19 
Thursday February 21 
Tuesday February 26 
Thursday February 28 
Tuesday March 5 
Thursday March 7 
March 11 - 15 
Tuesday March 19 
Thursday March 21 
Tuesday March 26 

Mitosis & Cancer Chapter 8 HW 9 
Meiosis & Sex Determination Chapter 8 HW 10 Q 5 
Inheritance Chapter g HW 11 
DNA to RNA to Protein Chapter 10 HW 12 Q 6 
Gene Regulation Chapter 11 HW 13 
EXAM 2 (on Feb 5 - Feb 28} 
SPRING BREAK 
Human Genome Chapter 12 HW 14 
DNA Profiling & Forensics Chapter 12 HW 15 Q 7 
Genetically Modified Organisms    Chapter 12 HW 16 

Thursday March 28 OPEN TOPICS # 2 TBA Q 8 

Unit 3: Evolution, Diversity, and Ecology 

BIG QUESTION: How did we get to where we are today? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain Darwin’s theory of evolution 
Use natural selection to predict the evolution of populations 
Use phylogenetic trees to evaluate life’s history 
Compare and contrast prokaryotes and eukaryotes 
Describe the diversity of prokaryotic and eukaryotic life 
Explain the impact of human interaction on the biosphere 
Evaluate the evidence for and against climate change 

Tuesday April 2 
Thursday April 4 
Tuesday April 9 
Thursday April 11 
Tuesday April 16 
Thursday April 18 
Tuesday April 23 
Thursday April 25 

Evolution & Natural Selection 
Origin of Species 
Prokaryotic Diversity 
EXAM 3 (on Mar 5 - Apt 4) 
Eukaryotic Diversity 
Human Population Growth 
Climate Change, Part 1 
Climate Change, Part 2 

Chapter 13 HW 17 
Chapter 14 HW 18 
Chapter 16 HW 19 

Q9 

Chapter 18-19 HW 20 
Chapter36 HW21 Q 10 
Chapter 38 HW 22 
Chapter 38 HW23 Q 11 

Saturday May 4 at 12pm    FINAL EXAM (curnulative) 



Biology 101 : Principles of Biology 
Section 002, Spring 2013 

Tuesday and Thursday, 11:00 am to 12:15 pm 
Genome Sciences Building G100 

Dr. Justin Shaffer 
Email: shafferi@unc.edu 
Phone: 
Office: 309 Wilson Hall 
Office Hours: Monday l:00pm - 3:00pm and Wednesday 10:00am - 12:00pm or by appointment 

Course Description and Goals 
Biology is a wonderfully expansive subject that covers all that is pertinent to life, including 
climate change, heredity and reproduction, animal behavior, plant ecology, and human health 
and disease, to list just a few topics from the tip of the iceberg With such a bounty of subjects to 
choose from, it is impossible to cover absolutely everything in a single semester, but we will still 
be covering a fair number of topics though that will expose you to the breadth that biology has to 
offer. Through learning these topics, I hope that by the end of the course you will not only be 
excited about science and biology, but that you also be able to apply scientific and biologic 
principles in your daily lives to make more informed decisions (i.e you will be a more scientific 
literate citizen). You will also have learned a great deal about biology in the process! 
Specifically, at the end of this course, you will be able to... 

Explain how the components of the cell work together to support life 
Explain why we need to eat food and why we need to breathe oxygen 
Use principles of genetics, cellular reproduction, and molecular biology to discuss the 
causes of (and possible cures for) cancer and other inherited diseases 
Apply natural selection and evolutionar~ theory to predict changes in populations 
Evaluate the influence that humans have on the earth’s ecosystem and biosphere 
Use the scientific method to develop and test a hypothesis, make predictions, design 
experiments, and analyze and interpret scientific data 
Use critical thinking and problem solving skills to tackle scientific issues 
Make informed scientific decisions in your daily lives 

More specific learning objectives and goals are presented for each unit as described in the 
course schedule below, and ~ill also be provided at the beginning of each day of class 

Required Textbooks and Materials 
Textbook: Campbell Biology. Concepts and Connections, Reece, Taylor, Simon, and Dickey, 7t" 

edition The book is available as a hardcover and as an eText I highly recommend buying the 
book for this course. Please see the "What do I need to buy for Biology 101?" document on 
Sakai for more details. 

Masterinq Bioloqy: You are required to purchase a Mastering Biology account 
(~, masteringbiology com) in order to complete homework assignments, take quizzes and to 
access helpful study aids and course materials. You can purchase a Mastering Biology account 
by itself, with the eText, or with a hard copy of the textbook. The course ID# for Mastering 
Biology is BIOLOGY101SPRING2013SHAFFER Internet access is required to use Mastering 
Biology Please see the "Mastering Biology instructions" and the "What do I need to buy for 
Biology 101?" documents on Sakai for more details 
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Course Structure and Components 
Active Learning: You might be used to taking courses in which the professor simply lectures the 
entire class period. This course is going to be very different, as it is going to be an active 
classroom By active I mean that you will be required to interact with myself and your fellow 
students to learn the material presented in this course We will be using activities such as small 
group work, case studies, class discussions, and Poll Everywhere questions to actively engage 
in the learning process. In order to have an active classroom attendance and participation are 
extremely important. Participation is counted as part of your grade, but will count towards more 
than that, because through these active learning exercises you will develop critical thinking and 
problem solving skills that are essential to performing well in this course and others. 

Learninq Objectives: In order to do well in this course you will need to know exactly what I want 
you to be able to, and this is where learning objectives come in. At the beginning of every day of 
class, in the homework assignments and quizzes, on the study guides, and in the course 
schedule below, you will be presented with learning objectives that clearly state what I expect 
you to be able to do For example, "At the end of this class session, you will be able to compare 
and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis." Learning objectives are things that you 
can actually DO, so you will be able to tell whether or not you really know the material Learning 
objectives come in all levels, from the very basic to the very complex (see Bloom’s Taxonomy 
below), and you will be challenged at all levels in this course. 

Bloom’s Taxonorny~ There are marly kinds of knowledge, from rote memorization up to critical 
thinking and the synthesis of new ideas Memorization is important - you can’t describe biology 
without knowing biological definitions - but to do well in this course you will have to use the 
information you have learned to solve problems in new and different ways and to evaluate and 
weigh multiple solutions to a problem. To test your ability at these different levels of thinking, 
will rely on the structure of Bloom’s Taxonomy, a system used to classify levels of knowledge, 
from lower-level (remembering, understanding) to higher-level 
(applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating) Throughout this 
course, you will be exposed to the levels of learning described 
by Bloom’s Taxonorny and also will be challenged on exarns and 
in class to solve problems at all levels Learning objectives (see 
above) and questions can be categorized at different Bloom’s 
levels, so as we go through class you will get a feeling for what 
an "understanding" question is versus an "analyzing" question. I 
will not simply ask you to memorize facts and regurgitate them 
on exams; rather, I expect you to be able to think critically and to 
apply and analyze biology in new and interesting ways Learning 
to solve higher-level problems will not only help you succeed in 
this course, but in your other courses as well 

it/1,aste~inq Bioloqv. We will be using the online system Mastering Biology for homework 
assignments and online quizzes Mastering Biology is more than just a grading tool, however, it 
is chock full of extremely helpful tools to help you succeed in this course (hence the name) 
There are 3D animations, tutorials, study sheets, videos, practice tests, and more to be found 
within Mastering Biology, and I highly encourage you to take advantage of all of these tools 
Please see the "Mastering Biology Instructions" document on Sakai for more details 
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Pofl Even~/here: In order to gauge your level of understanding, improve course participation, 
earn course points, and to make the classroom more fun and engaging, we are going to be 
using Poll Everywhere in this course. Poll Everywhere is a web based poll system that you can 
submit answers to in real time from your cell phones (via texting), smartphones, laptops or 
tablets Throughout the course, I will pose questions to the class, and you can respond using 
your device. This will give me a real-time reflection of your thoughts and views on a certain 
topic, and can spark interesting discussions in the class. Poll Everywhere is also a fun and 
engaging way for you to "compete" against your classmates! Please see the Poll Everywhere 
document on Sakai for how to properly register and for more details 

Science Seminars: Do you know how much exciting biological, biomedical, and other scientific 
research is going on at UNC? As a student here, you should be exposed to these amazing 
scientists and their fascinating work. Over the course of this semester, you’ll need to attend two 
scientific seminars on campus They can be in any subject, ranging from ecology to cancer to 
tissue engineering, just make sure that you are interested in the topic! Who knows, you might be 
inspired and find a new career path to follow! A list of UNC seminar calendars and more details 
are posted on Sakai. 

Sharinq Science News: When you are skimming Google News, checking your Twitter feed, or 
looking at your friends’ Facebook posts, do you click on science news stories and read more 
about them? Whether you do it or not already you’ll get the chance to do just that in this class. 
As part of being a scientifically literate citizen, you should be aware of the science and biology 
research that is going on eve~ day and how it can affect you and your family You’ll be asked to 
find science and biology news stories, post them to Sakai, and comment on each otheCs 
postings This is called the Sharing Science News project, and more details can be found in the 
Evaluation section below as well as in the Sharing Science News document on Sakai. 

Open Topics You as the student are an integral part of this course, and what you want to learn 
about truly matters to me We will have two "Open Topics" days during the semester, in which 
you will get to vote to determine what we will learn about These could be specific areas of 
biology that we don’t normally have time to cover in detail (e.g. some aspect of animal 
physiology), applications of biology in medicine (eg stem cells, drug design, specific diseases), 
or an exploration of some interesting topic that might not have an answer (eg. does 
extraterrestrial life exist?). Hopefully you will have some personal connection to these topics and 
will learn a lot about theml 

Supplemental Instruction (Sl): Supplemental instruction (SI) sessions are extra help sessions 
taught by UNC students who have taken and excelled in Biology 101 in the past Sl sessions 
will be offered several times a week and each session will be scheduled for one hour The times 
and location of these sessions will be posted on Sakai during the first week of class. You are not 
required to attend SI, but d is highly recommended, since this is your opportunity to get more 
"one-on-one" attention for this course I suggest you fit one into your schedule early in the 
semester and attend weekly as if it is a required class 

Sakei Website: Everything that you need to know about this course will be posted on Sakai, so 
please make sure you are familiar with the system and how to use it You’ll be required to use 
Sakai to participate in the Sharing Science News project (see above and below), and take 
surveys throughout the semester You can also use Sakai to check your grades, find contact 
information, and view exam information. For help with Sakai, please check the UNC Student 
Sakai Blog: http://blog.sakai.unc.edu/students/ 
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Evaluation and Grading 
There will be multiple grading opportunities in this course, giving you many chances to do well 
A summary of the various grading opportunities is given below. 

Poll Everywhere: Attending class and participating is essential to doing well in this course, and 
you will also have the opportunity to earn course points by participating in Poll Everywhere 
exercises. Please see Sakai for information about how to register for Poll Everywhere and for 
the detailed grading breakdown. Participating in Poll Everywhere is worth a total of 50 points 
towards your final grade 

Science Seminars: During the course of the semester, you have to attend two scientific 
seminars on campus at UNC. You’ll need to provide a brief summary of the seminar and your 
thoughts on the topic. Each of the two assignments will be worth 25 points, for a total of 50 
points. Please see the Science Seminars document on Sakai for more details 

Sharing Science News: The Sharing Science News project is worth 50 points towards your final 
grade. Basically, you will have to post at least one science news story a week and post four 
comments a week to Sakai, for 10 weeks of the semester (this works out to 5 points per week) 
Please see the Sharing Science News document on Sakai for more details 

Review Quizzes: Weekly quizzes will be given to emphasize the essential topics from the class 
as well as to give you practice taking timed assignments. There will be a quiz each week of 
lecture when there is not an exam (see course schedule below for details) and it will be posted 
on Mastering Biology each Thursday after class You will have until Sunday (four days later) at 
11:59pm to complete Once you start the quiz, you will have 30 minutes to complete it, and you 
are only allowed one attempt to answer each question. There will be 11 quizzes total, but only 
10 will count towards your grade - the lowest score will be dropped. Each quiz is worth 10 
points, for a total of 100 points. 

Homework Assignments: There will be daily, online Mastering Biology homework assignments 
in this course to encourage you to read the book, keep you up to date, and to help you prepare 
for each day of class We will be applying the concepts that you read in the book and encounter 
in the homework in each class, so it is very important that you do the homework assignments! 
There will be 23 homework assignments total (one for each day of lecture; none due on exam 
days), but only 20 will count towards your grade - the lowest three homework scores will be 
dropped. Each homework assignment is worth 5 points, for a total of 100 points. All homework 
assignments will be due on Mondays and Wednesdays at 11:59pm (see course schedule for 
due dates). 

Exams: There will be three mid-term exams and a final exam in this course. These exams will 
assess your in-depth knowledge and maste~J of the course material Each mid-term exam is 
worth 200 points, and the final is worth 250 points. The mid-term exams only cover certain 
material, while the final is cumulative. The lowest scoring mid-term exam will be dropped (only 2 
of the 3 will count towards your final grade). See the course schedule below for exam dates and 
the material that they cover. 
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The breakdown for course points is as follows: 

Poll Everywhere 5% 50 points 
Science Seminars 5% 50 points 
Science News 5% 50 points 
Review Quizzes (I 1) 10% 100 points 
Homeworks (23) 10% 100 points 
Mid-term Exams (3) 40% 400 points 
Final Exam 25% 250 points 
Total 100% 1000 points 

(2 at 25 points each) 

(10 points each, drop lowest) 
(5 points each, drop 3 lowest) 
(200 points each, drop lowest) 

Based on the above point structure, you can calculate your grade at any time during the 
semester (ask for help if you need it), and you should calculate your grade regularly to keep 
track of how you are doing in the course The number of points will be converted to letter grades 
based on the following: 

A 925 - 1000 points B- 795 - 824 points 
A- 895 - 924 points C+ 735 - 794 points 
B+ 855 - 894 points C 685 - 734 points 
B 825 - 854 points C- 595 - 684 points 

D 545 - 594 points 
F Less than 544 points 

Course Policies 
Courtesy to Fellow Students: We are going to have a positive learning environment in this class, 
so courtesy to your fellow students (and to me!) is imperative Do you want to be distracted 
while trying to learn? Probably not, so please treat your classmates as you want to be treated 
This includes putting your cell phones on silent before class starts, not using cell phones during 
class (unless prompted to for a Poll Everywhere question), limiting side conversations and 
comings and goings during class, not reading newspapers or doing the crossword puzzles, and 
other possible distractions You are more than welcome to use your laptop to take notes and 
answer the Poll Everywhere questions, but please do not surf the web and post on Facebook 
during class - this is detrimental to your learning and is distracting to other students. 

Attendance: Attendance is vital to succeeding in this course, as some of the material that you 
will be tested on will not be found in the textbook Participation in the active learning activities 
during class will also help you develop your critical thinking and problem solving skills which will 
help you on the exams. I expect to see you in class every day. 

Academic Inteqdty: Enrollment in this class means that you agree to abide by the expectations 
of the University of North Carolina regarding academic integrity and the honor code For specific 
information, please refer to the UNC Office of Student Conduct website 
(http://studentconduct uncedu/) The University’s Honor Code will be strictly enforced Your 
responsibilities in the area of honor include, but are not limited to, avoidance of cheating, 
plagiarism and improper or illegal use of technology Your assignments are expected to be your 
own work If you have questions, please ask. Integrity is an important characteristic that should 
be exemplified in the lives of all UNC students. Dishonesty will not be tolerated in any form in 
this class Any student caught cheating on an examination or any other class assignment will be 
given a grade of zero for that examination or class activity and reported to University officials for 
further disciplinary actions. 
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Late Work: No late work will be accepted The homework assignments and quizzes on 
Mastering Biology have a due date and time (see above for details), and if they are not 
completed by then you will get a zero on the assignment, no exceptions. 

iV, ake-up I/Vork: No make-up work will be allowed in this course. If you don’t complete a 
homework assignment, don’t take a quiz, or miss an exam, these will count towards your 
dropped assignments for the course (lowest three homework assignments, lowest quiz and 
lowest exam dropped). The only exception to this rule is the final exam. If you have an official 
university excuse for missing the exam (death in the family, sickness, university activity), then a 
make-up will be possible. Please see me ahead of time if you know you will miss the final exam. 

How to do well in this course 
There is no one single best way to succeed in this course that works for everyone, but I can 
offer you some tips that have been proven to help Check Sakai for more study resources 

Read your book and do your homework before class! The textbook and Mastering 
Biology assignments will prepare you for class and get you ready to learn more Take 
the homework assignments seriously as they really will help you "master biology." 
Come to class and participate! Coming to class is very important, but if you just play 
Angry Birds the whole time you might as well not have come Paying attention, taking 
notes, asking questions, answering Poll Everywhere questions, and working with your 
classmates is essential to learning the most that you can during this course. 
Review your notes after class! Don’t wait until the night before the exam to look over 
your notes for the first time - I guarantee that you won’t do well and you won’t learn 
much at all. Make reviewing your notes a daily activity. Spend 15 - 30 minutes in the 
afternoon after each class going over your notes and the lesson slides and make sure to 
write down anything that is confusing or any questions that you may have Doing this will 
help you learn the material while also preparing you for the weekly quizzes and exams. 
Start early! When you are preparing for exams, don’t wait until the night before to cram! 
Start a week before the exam with daily, rigorous study sessions of about an hour or 
more. Set a goal for each study session, and do more than just re-read your notes or the 
textbook. Take time to re-draw diagrams, write out concepts in your own words, 
summarize topics, re-do Mastering Biology assignments, take practice exams, etc 
Ask yourseff - do I really understand this? Think about what you are learning and if 
you really are learning and understanding each concept. Ask yourself questions about 
how you are studying and if what you are doing is effective This is called metacognition 
and has been shown time and time again in the research literature to be an effective 
studying and learning tool 
Work in groups! Working with each other both in and out of class is highly encouraged, 
and peer-teaching can be more effective in helping you learn than studying the material 
on your own. Ask each other questions, make up practice tests for each other, and use 
each other for support and help throughout the semesten 
Attend supplemental instruction[ Sl is a valuable tool that is provided for you to help 
you learn and do well in this course. Make it a habit to attend the same Sl session once 
a week. Our own research at UNC tells us that the average of students that go to SI 
perform a half a grade better than the average of students that don’t attend SI 
Come to office hours! I’m here to help you as much as I can in any way possible 
Please come to office hours if you have questions or concerns about the course 
material, your major, careers, or life in general. Don’t wait until the end of the semester 
to come see me, as I won’t be of much help if it is too late! 
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Get peer tutoring help! Free peer tutoring is available at Dey Hall on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings from 6-9 PM. There are not usually too many people there and 
you can often get one-on-one attention, http://www unc edu/deptsilcweb/ 
Get one-on-one tutoring help! if you feel you need scheduled tutoring and one-on-one 
attention with a fulltime tutor, don’t wait too long. See Robin Blanton at the Learning 
Center She is the biology specialist and is wondedul. However, her time fills up fast 
because she is popular! http:fllearningcanter.unc edu/ 

Cou~e Schedule 
The following is the schedule for the course The assigned chapters are intended to be read 
before that day of class (e.g read Chapter 1 before class on January 15) More detailed reading 
assignments will be given with the homework assignments on Mastering Biology. All homework 
assignments are due each Monday and Wednesday at 11:59pm. Quizzes will be posted on 
Thursday and will be due by 11:59pm on Sunday night (four days later). The exams will cover 
the material that precedes them (stated in parentheses) The schedule is subject to change. 

Intreduetien te Bielegy 

BIG QUESTION: What is biology and how is science done? 
At the end of this unit, you wili be able to.. 

Describe the scientific method 
Use the scientific method to develop a hypothesis, make predictions, and analyze data 

Thursday January 10 
Tuesday January 15 

Course introduction and overview 
The scientific method Chapter 1 HW 1 

Unit 1: Molecules and Cells 

BiG QUESTION: Why do we need to eat food and breathe air? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain why water and carbon are essential to life 
Describe the properties of the macromolecules of life 
Draw an ideal cell and explain each organelle’s function 
Explain how molecules can be transpoFted across cell membranes 
Compare and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis 
Draw the path of a CO2 molecule through the carbon cycle 

Thursday January 17 
Tuesday January 22 
Thursday January 24 
Tuesday January 29 
Thursday January 31 
Tuesday February 5 
Thursday February 7 
Tuesday February 12 

Nutrition & Carbs & Fats Chapter 3 
Nutrition & Proteins Chapter 3 
The Science of Cooking TBA 
Cell Structure & Function Chapter 4 
Cell Membranes & Transpod Chapter 5 
Energy & Cellular Respiration Chapter 6 
EXAM 1 (on Jan 10 =Jan 31) 
Photosynthesis & Carbon Cycle Chapter 7 

HW2 Q 1 
HW 3 
HW4 Q2 
HW 5 
HW6 Q3 
HW 7 

HW 8 

Thursday February 14 OPEN TOPICS # 1 TBA Q 4 
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Unit 2: Genetics and Biotechnoloqy 

BIG QUESTION: How can changes in your DNA lead to cancer and other genetic diseases? 
At the end of this unit, you v;ill be able to.. 

Compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis 
Explain how disruptions in the cell cycle can lead to cancer 
Use a Punnett square to predict the traits of offspring 
Use the central dogma to determine a protein sequence given a DNA sequence 
Explain why cells can be very different even though they all have the same DNA 
Evaluate the ethical implications of biotechnology, forensic science, and GMOs 

Tuesday February 19 
Thursday February 21 
Tuesday February 26 
Thursday February 28 
Tuesday March 5 
Thursday March 7 
March 11 - 15 
Tuesday March 19 
Thursday March 21 
Tuesday March 26 

Mitosis & Cancer Chapter 8 HW 9 
Meiosis & Sex Determination Chapter 8 HW 10 Q 5 
Inheritance Chapter g HW 11 
DNA to RNA to Protein Chapter 10 HW 12 Q 6 
Gene Regulation Chapter 11 HW 13 
EXAM 2 (on Feb 5 - Feb 28} 
SPRING BREAK 
Human Genome Chapter 12 HW 14 
DNA Profiling & Forensics Chapter 12 HW 15 Q 7 
Genetically Modified Organisms    Chapter 12 HW 16 

Thursday March 28 OPEN TOPICS # 2 TBA Q 8 

Unit 3: Evolution, Diversity, and Ecology 

BIG QUESTION: How did we get to where we are today? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain Darwin’s theory of evolution 
Use natural selection to predict the evolution of populations 
Use phylogenetic trees to evaluate life’s history 
Compare and contrast prokaryotes and eukaryotes 
Describe the diversity of prokaryotic and eukaryotic life 
Explain the impact of human interaction on the biosphere 
Evaluate the evidence for and against climate change 

Tuesday April 2 
Thursday April 4 
Tuesday April 9 
Thursday April 11 
Tuesday April 16 
Thursday April 18 
Tuesday April 23 
Thursday April 25 

Evolution & Natural Selection 
Origin of Species 
Prokaryotic Diversity 
EXAM 3 (on Mar 5 - Apt 4) 
Eukaryotic Diversity 
Human Population Growth 
Climate Change, Part 1 
Climate Change, Part 2 

Chapter 13 HW 17 
Chapter 14 HW 18 
Chapter 16 HW 19 

Q9 

Chapter 18-19 HW 20 
Chapter36 HW21 Q 10 
Chapter 38 HW 22 
Chapter 38 HW23 Q 11 

Saturday May 4 at 12pm    FINAL EXAM (curnulative) 



Biology 101 : Principles of Biology 
Section 002, Spring 2013 

Tuesday and Thursday, 11:00 am to 12:15 pm 
Genome Sciences Building G100 

Dr. Justin ShaffeF 
Email: shafferj@unc.edu 
Phone: 
Office: 309 Wilson Hall 
Office Hours: Monday l:00pm - 3:00pm and Wednesday 10:00am - 12:00pm or by appointment 

Course Description and Goals 
Biology is a wonderfully expansive subject that covers all that is pertinent to life, including 
climate change, heredity and reproduction, animal behavior, plant ecology, and human health 
and disease, to list just a few topics from the tip of the iceberg With such a bounty of subjects to 
choose from, it is impossible to cover absolutely everything in a single semester, but we will still 
be covering a fair number of topics though that will expose you to the breadth that biology has to 
offer. Through learning these topics, I hope that by the end of the course you will not only be 
excited about science and biology, but that you also be able to apply scientific and biologic 
principles in your daily lives to make more informed decisions (i.e you will be a more scientific 
literate citizen). You will also have learned a great deal about biology in the process! 
Specifically, at the end of this course, you will be able to... 

Explain how the components of the cell work together to support life 
Explain why we need to eat food and why we need to breathe oxygen 
Use principles of genetics, cellular reproduction, and molecular biology to discuss the 
causes of (and possible cures for) cancer and other inherited diseases 
Apply natural selection and evolutionar~ theory to predict changes in populations 
Evaluate the influence that humans have on the earth’s ecosystem and biosphere 
Use the scientific method to develop and test a hypothesis, make predictions, design 
experiments, and analyze and interpret scientific data 
Use critical thinking and problem solving skills to tackle scientific issues 
Make informed scientific decisions in your daily lives 

More specific learning objectives and goals are presented for each unit as described in the 
course schedule below, and ~,vill also be provided at the beginning of each day of class 

Required Textbooks and Materials 
Textbook: Campbell Biology. Concepts and Connections, Reece, Taylor, Simon, and Dickey, 7t" 

edition The book is available as a hardcover and as an eText I highly recommend buying the 
book for this course. Please see the "What do I need to buy for Biology 101?" document on 
Sakai for more details. 

Masterinq Bioloqy: You are required to purchase a Mastering Biology account 
(w~w masteringbiology com) in order to complete homework assignments, take quizzes and to 
access helpful study aids and course materials. You can purchase a Mastering Biology account 
by itself, with the eText, or with a hard copy of the textbook. The course ID# for Mastering 
Biology is BIOLOGY101SPRING2013SHAFFER Internet access is required to use Mastering 
Biology Please see the "Mastering Biology instructions" and the "What do I need to buy for 
Biology 101?" documents on Sakai for more details 
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Course Structure and Components 
Active Learning: You might be used to taking courses in which the professor simply lectures the 
entire class period. This course is going to be very different, as it is going to be an active 
classroom By active I mean that you will be required to interact with myself and your fellow 
students to learn the material presented in this course We will be using activities such as small 
group work, case studies, class discussions, and Poll Everywhere questions to actively engage 
in the learning process. In order to have an active classroom attendance and participation are 
extremely important. Participation is counted as part of your grade, but will count towards more 
than that, because through these active learning exercises you will develop critical thinking and 
problem solving skills that are essential to performing well in this course and others. 

Learninq Objectives: In order to do well in this course you will need to know exactly what I want 
you to be able to, and this is where learning objectives come in. At the beginning of every day of 
class, in the homework assignments and quizzes, on the study guides, and in the course 
schedule below, you will be presented with learning objectives that clearly state what I expect 
you to be able to do For example, "At the end of this class session, you will be able to compare 
and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis." Learning objectives are things that you 
can actually DO, so you will be able to tell whether or not you really know the material Learning 
objectives come in all levels, from the very basic to the very complex (see Bloom’s Taxonomy 
below), and you will be challenged at all levels in this course. 

Bloom’s Taxonorny~ There are marly kinds of knowledge, from rote memorization up to critical 
thinking and the synthesis of new ideas Memorization is important - you can’t describe biology 
without knowing biological definitions - but to do well in this course you will have to use the 
information you have learned to solve problems in new and different ways and to evaluate and 
weigh multiple solutions to a problem. To test your ability at these different levels of thinking, 
will rely on the structure of Bloom’s Taxonomy, a system used to classify levels of knowledge, 
from lower-level (remembering, understanding) to higher-level 
(applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating) Throughout this 
course, you will be exposed to the levels of learning described 
by Bloom’s Taxonorny and also will be challenged on exarns and 
in class to solve problems at all levels Learning objectives (see 
above) and questions can be categorized at different Bloom’s 
levels, so as we go through class you will get a feeling for what 
an "understanding" question is versus an "analyzing" question. I 
will not simply ask you to memorize facts and regurgitate them 
on exams; rather, I expect you to be able to think critically and to 
apply and analyze biology in new and interesting ways Learning 
to solve higher-level problems will not only help you succeed in 
this course, but in your other courses as well 

it/1,aste~inq Bioloqv. We will be using the online system Mastering Biology for homework 
assignments and online quizzes Mastering Biology is more than just a grading tool, however, it 
is chock full of extremely helpful tools to help you succeed in this course (hence the name) 
There are 3D animations, tutorials, study sheets, videos, practice tests, and more to be found 
within Mastering Biology, and I highly encourage you to take advantage of all of these tools 
Please see the "Mastering Biology Instructions" document on Sakai for more details 
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Pofl Even~/here: In order to gauge your level of understanding, improve course participation, 
earn course points, and to make the classroom more fun and engaging, we are going to be 
using Poll Everywhere in this course. Poll Everywhere is a web based poll system that you can 
submit answers to in real time from your cell phones (via texting), smartphones, laptops or 
tablets Throughout the course, I will pose questions to the class, and you can respond using 
your device. This will give me a real-time reflection of your thoughts and views on a certain 
topic, and can spark interesting discussions in the class. Poll Everywhere is also a fun and 
engaging way for you to "compete" against your classmates! Please see the Poll Everywhere 
document on Sakai for how to properly register and for more details 

Science Seminars: Do you know how much exciting biological, biomedical, and other scientific 
research is going on at UNC? As a student here, you should be exposed to these amazing 
scientists and their fascinating work. Over the course of this semester, you’ll need to attend two 
scientific seminars on campus They can be in any subject, ranging from ecology to cancer to 
tissue engineering, just make sure that you are interested in the topic! Who knows, you might be 
inspired and find a new career path to follow! A list of UNC seminar calendars and more details 
are posted on Sakai. 

Sharinq Science News: When you are skimming Google News, checking your Twitter feed, or 
looking at your friends’ Facebook posts, do you click on science news stories and read more 
about them? Whether you do it or not already you’ll get the chance to do just that in this class. 
As part of being a scientifically literate citizen, you should be aware of the science and biology 
research that is going on eve~ day and how it can affect you and your family You’ll be asked to 
find science and biology news stories, post them to Sakai, and comment on each otheCs 
postings This is called the Sharing Science News project, and more details can be found in the 
Evaluation section below as well as in the Sharing Science News document on Sakai. 

Open Topics You as the student are an integral part of this course, and what you want to learn 
about truly matters to me We will have two "Open Topics" days during the semester, in which 
you will get to vote to determine what we will learn about These could be specific areas of 
biology that we don’t normally have time to cover in detail (e.g. some aspect of animal 
physiology), applications of biology in medicine (eg stem cells, drug design, specific diseases), 
or an exploration of some interesting topic that might not have an answer (eg. does 
extraterrestrial life exist?). Hopefully you will have some personal connection to these topics and 
will learn a lot about theml 

Supplemental Instruction (Sl): Supplemental instruction (SI) sessions are extra help sessions 
taught by UNC students who have taken and excelled in Biology 101 in the past Sl sessions 
will be offered several times a week and each session will be scheduled for one hour The times 
and location of these sessions will be posted on Sakai during the first week of class. You are not 
required to attend SI, but d is highly recommended, since this is your opportunity to get more 
"one-on-one" attention for this course I suggest you fit one into your schedule early in the 
semester and attend weekly as if it is a required class 

Sakei Website: Everything that you need to know about this course will be posted on Sakai, so 
please make sure you are familiar with the system and how to use it You’ll be required to use 
Sakai to participate in the Sharing Science News project (see above and below), and take 
surveys throughout the semester You can also use Sakai to check your grades, find contact 
information, and view exam information. For help with Sakai, please check the UNC Student 
Sakai Blog: http://blog.sakai.unc.edu/students/ 
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Evaluation and Grading 
There will be multiple grading opportunities in this course, giving you many chances to do well 
A summary of the various grading opportunities is given below. 

Poll Everywhere: Attending class and participating is essential to doing well in this course, and 
you will also have the opportunity to earn course points by participating in Poll Everywhere 
exercises. Please see Sakai for information about how to register for Poll Everywhere and for 
the detailed grading breakdown. Participating in Poll Everywhere is worth a total of 50 points 
towards your final grade 

Science Seminars: During the course of the semester, you have to attend two scientific 
seminars on campus at UNC. You’ll need to provide a brief summary of the seminar and your 
thoughts on the topic. Each of the two assignments will be worth 25 points, for a total of 50 
points. Please see the Science Seminars document on Sakai for more details 

Sharing Science News: The Sharing Science News project is worth 50 points towards your final 
grade. Basically, you will have to post at least one science news story a week and post four 
comments a week to Sakai, for 10 weeks of the semester (this works out to 5 points per week) 
Please see the Sharing Science News document on Sakai for more details 

Review Quizzes: Weekly quizzes will be given to emphasize the essential topics from the class 
as well as to give you practice taking timed assignments. There will be a quiz each week of 
lecture when there is not an exam (see course schedule below for details) and it will be posted 
on Mastering Biology each Thursday after class You will have until Sunday (four days later) at 
11:59pm to complete Once you start the quiz, you will have 30 minutes to complete it, and you 
are only allowed one attempt to answer each question. There will be 11 quizzes total, but only 
10 will count towards your grade - the lowest score will be dropped. Each quiz is worth 10 
points, for a total of 100 points. 

Homework Assignments: There will be daily, online Mastering Biology homework assignments 
in this course to encourage you to read the book, keep you up to date, and to help you prepare 
for each day of class We will be applying the concepts that you read in the book and encounter 
in the homework in each class, so it is very important that you do the homework assignments! 
There will be 23 homework assignments total (one for each day of lecture; none due on exam 
days), but only 20 will count towards your grade - the lowest three homework scores will be 
dropped. Each homework assignment is worth 5 points, for a total of 100 points. All homework 
assignments will be due on Mondays and Wednesdays at 11:59pm (see course schedule for 
due dates). 

Exams: There will be three mid-term exams and a final exam in this course. These exams will 
assess your in-depth knowledge and maste~J of the course material Each mid-term exam is 
worth 200 points, and the final is worth 250 points. The mid-term exams only cover certain 
material, while the final is cumulative. The lowest scoring mid-term exam will be dropped (only 2 
of the 3 will count towards your final grade). See the course schedule below for exam dates and 
the material that they cover. 
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The breakdown for course points is as follows: 

Poll Everywhere 5% 50 points 
Science Seminars 5% 50 points 
Science News 5% 50 points 
Review Quizzes (I 1) 10% 100 points 
Homeworks (23) 10% 100 points 
Mid-term Exams (3) 40% 400 points 
Final Exam 25% 250 points 
Total 100% 1000 points 

(2 at 25 points each) 

(10 points each, drop lowest) 
(5 points each, drop 3 lowest) 
(200 points each, drop lowest) 

Based on the above point structure, you can calculate your grade at any time during the 
semester (ask for help if you need it), and you should calculate your grade regularly to keep 
track of how you are doing in the course The number of points will be converted to letter grades 
based on the following: 

A 925 - 1000 points B- 795 - 824 points 
A- 895 - 924 points C+ 735 - 794 points 
B+ 855 - 894 points C 685 - 734 points 
B 825 - 854 points C- 595 - 684 points 

D 545 - 594 points 
F Less than 544 points 

Course Policies 
Courtesy to Fellow Students: We are going to have a positive learning environment in this class, 
so courtesy to your fellow students (and to me!) is imperative Do you want to be distracted 
while trying to learn? Probably not, so please treat your classmates as you want to be treated 
This includes putting your cell phones on silent before class starts, not using cell phones during 
class (unless prompted to for a Poll Everywhere question), limiting side conversations and 
comings and goings during class, not reading newspapers or doing the crossword puzzles, and 
other possible distractions You are more than welcome to use your laptop to take notes and 
answer the Poll Everywhere questions, but please do not surf the web and post on Facebook 
during class - this is detrimental to your learning and is distracting to other students. 

Attendance: Attendance is vital to succeeding in this course, as some of the material that you 
will be tested on will not be found in the textbook Participation in the active learning activities 
during class will also help you develop your critical thinking and problem solving skills which will 
help you on the exams. I expect to see you in class every day. 

Academic Inteqdty: Enrollment in this class means that you agree to abide by the expectations 
of the University of North Carolina regarding academic integrity and the honor code For specific 
information, please refer to the UNC Office of Student Conduct website 
(http://studentconduct uncedu/) The University’s Honor Code will be strictly enforced Your 
responsibilities in the area of honor include, but are not limited to, avoidance of cheating, 
plagiarism and improper or illegal use of technology Your assignments are expected to be your 
own work If you have questions, please ask. Integrity is an important characteristic that should 
be exemplified in the lives of all UNC students. Dishonesty will not be tolerated in any form in 
this class Any student caught cheating on an examination or any other class assignment will be 
given a grade of zero for that examination or class activity and reported to University officials for 
further disciplinary actions. 
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Late Work: No late work will be accepted The homework assignments and quizzes on 
Mastering Biology have a due date and time (see above for details), and if they are not 
completed by then you will get a zero on the assignment, no exceptions. 

iV, ake-up I/Vork: No make-up work will be allowed in this course. If you don’t complete a 
homework assignment, don’t take a quiz, or miss an exam, these will count towards your 
dropped assignments for the course (lowest three homework assignments, lowest quiz and 
lowest exam dropped). The only exception to this rule is the final exam. If you have an official 
university excuse for missing the exam (death in the family, sickness, university activity), then a 
make-up will be possible. Please see me ahead of time if you know you will miss the final exam. 

How to do well in this course 
There is no one single best way to succeed in this course that works for everyone, but I can 
offer you some tips that have been proven to help Check Sakai for more study resources 

Read your book and do your homework before class! The textbook and Mastering 
Biology assignments will prepare you for class and get you ready to learn more Take 
the homework assignments seriously as they really will help you "master biology." 
Come to class and participate! Coming to class is very important, but if you just play 
Angry Birds the whole time you might as well not have come Paying attention, taking 
notes, asking questions, answering Poll Everywhere questions, and working with your 
classmates is essential to learning the most that you can during this course. 
Review your notes after class! Don’t wait until the night before the exam to look over 
your notes for the first time - I guarantee that you won’t do well and you won’t learn 
much at all. Make reviewing your notes a daily activity. Spend 15 - 30 minutes in the 
afternoon after each class going over your notes and the lesson slides and make sure to 
write down anything that is confusing or any questions that you may have Doing this will 
help you learn the material while also preparing you for the weekly quizzes and exams. 
Start early! When you are preparing for exams, don’t wait until the night before to cram! 
Start a week before the exam with daily, rigorous study sessions of about an hour or 
more. Set a goal for each study session, and do more than just re-read your notes or the 
textbook. Take time to re-draw diagrams, write out concepts in your own words, 
summarize topics, re-do Mastering Biology assignments, take practice exams, etc 
Ask yourseff - do I really understand this? Think about what you are learning and if 
you really are learning and understanding each concept. Ask yourself questions about 
how you are studying and if what you are doing is effective This is called metacognition 
and has been shown time and time again in the research literature to be an effective 
studying and learning tool 
Work in groups! Working with each other both in and out of class is highly encouraged, 
and peer-teaching can be more effective in helping you learn than studying the material 
on your own. Ask each other questions, make up practice tests for each other, and use 
each other for support and help throughout the semesten 
Attend supplemental instruction[ Sl is a valuable tool that is provided for you to help 
you learn and do well in this course. Make it a habit to attend the same Sl session once 
a week. Our own research at UNC tells us that the average of students that go to SI 
perform a half a grade better than the average of students that don’t attend SI 
Come to office hours! I’m here to help you as much as I can in any way possible 
Please come to office hours if you have questions or concerns about the course 
material, your major, careers, or life in general. Don’t wait until the end of the semester 
to come see me, as I won’t be of much help if it is too late! 
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Get peer tutoring help! Free peer tutoring is available at Dey Hall on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings from 6-9 PM. There are not usually too many people there and 
you can often get one-on-one attention, http://www unc edu/deptsilcweb/ 
Get one-on-one tutoring help! if you feel you need scheduled tutoring and one-on-one 
attention with a fulltime tutor, don’t wait too long. See Robin Blanton at the Learning 
Center She is the biology specialist and is wondedul. However, her time fills up fast 
because she is popular! http:fllearningcanter.unc edu/ 

Cou~e Schedule 
The following is the schedule for the course The assigned chapters are intended to be read 
before that day of class (e.g read Chapter 1 before class on January 15) More detailed reading 
assignments will be given with the homework assignments on Mastering Biology. All homework 
assignments are due each Monday and Wednesday at 11:59pm. Quizzes will be posted on 
Thursday and will be due by 11:59pm on Sunday night (four days later). The exams will cover 
the material that precedes them (stated in parentheses) The schedule is subject to change. 

Intreduetien te Bielegy 

BIG QUESTION: What is biology and how is science done? 
At the end of this unit, you wili be able to.. 

Describe the scientific method 
Use the scientific method to develop a hypothesis, make predictions, and analyze data 

Thursday January 10 
Tuesday January 15 

Course introduction and overview 
The scientific method Chapter 1 HW 1 

Unit 1: Molecules and Cells 

BiG QUESTION: Why do we need to eat food and breathe air? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain why water and carbon are essential to life 
Describe the properties of the macromolecules of life 
Draw an ideal cell and explain each organelle’s function 
Explain how molecules can be transpoFted across cell membranes 
Compare and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis 
Draw the path of a CO2 molecule through the carbon cycle 

Thursday January 17 
Tuesday January 22 
Thursday January 24 
Tuesday January 29 
Thursday January 31 
Tuesday February 5 
Thursday February 7 
Tuesday February 12 

Nutrition & Carbs & Fats Chapter 3 
Nutrition & Proteins Chapter 3 
The Science of Cooking TBA 
Cell Structure & Function Chapter 4 
Cell Membranes & Transpod Chapter 5 
Energy & Cellular Respiration Chapter 6 
EXAM 1 (on Jan 10 =Jan 31) 
Photosynthesis & Carbon Cycle Chapter 7 

HW2 Q 1 
HW 3 
HW4 Q2 
HW 5 
HW6 Q3 
HW 7 

HW 8 

Thursday February 14 OPEN TOPICS # 1 TBA Q 4 
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Unit 2: Genetics and Biotechnoloqy 

BIG QUESTION: How can changes in your DNA lead to cancer and other genetic diseases? 
At the end of this unit, you v;ill be able to.. 

Compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis 
Explain how disruptions in the cell cycle can lead to cancer 
Use a Punnett square to predict the traits of offspring 
Use the central dogma to determine a protein sequence given a DNA sequence 
Explain why cells can be very different even though they all have the same DNA 
Evaluate the ethical implications of biotechnology, forensic science, and GMOs 

Tuesday February 19 
Thursday February 21 
Tuesday February 26 
Thursday February 28 
Tuesday March 5 
Thursday March 7 
March 11 - 15 
Tuesday March 19 
Thursday March 21 
Tuesday March 26 

Mitosis & Cancer Chapter 8 HW 9 
Meiosis & Sex Determination Chapter 8 HW 10 Q 5 
Inheritance Chapter g HW 11 
DNA to RNA to Protein Chapter 10 HW 12 Q 6 
Gene Regulation Chapter 11 HW 13 
EXAM 2 (on Feb 5 - Feb 28} 
SPRING BREAK 
Human Genome Chapter 12 HW 14 
DNA Profiling & Forensics Chapter 12 HW 15 Q 7 
Genetically Modified Organisms    Chapter 12 HW 16 

Thursday March 28 OPEN TOPICS # 2 TBA Q 8 

Unit 3: Evolution, Diversity, and Ecology 

BIG QUESTION: How did we get to where we are today? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain Darwin’s theory of evolution 
Use natural selection to predict the evolution of populations 
Use phylogenetic trees to evaluate life’s history 
Compare and contrast prokaryotes and eukaryotes 
Describe the diversity of prokaryotic and eukaryotic life 
Explain the impact of human interaction on the biosphere 
Evaluate the evidence for and against climate change 

Tuesday April 2 
Thursday April 4 
Tuesday April 9 
Thursday April 11 
Tuesday April 16 
Thursday April 18 
Tuesday April 23 
Thursday April 25 

Evolution & Natural Selection 
Origin of Species 
Prokaryotic Diversity 
EXAM 3 (on Mar 5 - Apt 4) 
Eukaryotic Diversity 
Human Population Growth 
Climate Change, Part 1 
Climate Change, Part 2 

Chapter 13 HW 17 
Chapter 14 HW 18 
Chapter 16 HW 19 

Q9 

Chapter 18-19 HW 20 
Chapter36 HW21 Q 10 
Chapter 38 HW 22 
Chapter 38 HW23 Q 11 

Saturday May 4 at 12pm    FINAL EXAM (curnulative) 



Biology 101 : Principles of Biology 
Section 002, Spring 2013 

Tuesday and Thursday, 11:00 am to 12:15 pm 
Genome Sciences Building G100 

Dr. Justin ShaffeF 
Email: shafferj@unc.edu 
Phone: 
Office: 309 Wilson Hall 
Office Hours: Monday l:00pm - 3:00pm and Wednesday 10:00am - 12:00pm or by appointment 

Course Description and Goals 
Biology is a wonderfully expansive subject that covers all that is pertinent to life, including 
climate change, heredity and reproduction, animal behavior, plant ecology, and human health 
and disease, to list just a few topics from the tip of the iceberg With such a bounty of subjects to 
choose from, it is impossible to cover absolutely everything in a single semester, but we will still 
be covering a fair number of topics though that will expose you to the breadth that biology has to 
offer. Through learning these topics, I hope that by the end of the course you will not only be 
excited about science and biology, but that you also be able to apply scientific and biologic 
principles in your daily lives to make more informed decisions (i.e you will be a more scientific 
literate citizen). You will also have learned a great deal about biology in the process! 
Specifically, at the end of this course, you will be able to... 

Explain how the components of the cell work together to support life 
Explain why we need to eat food and why we need to breathe oxygen 
Use principles of genetics, cellular reproduction, and molecular biology to discuss the 
causes of (and possible cures for) cancer and other inherited diseases 
Apply natural selection and evolutionar~ theory to predict changes in populations 
Evaluate the influence that humans have on the earth’s ecosystem and biosphere 
Use the scientific method to develop and test a hypothesis, make predictions, design 
experiments, and analyze and interpret scientific data 
Use critical thinking and problem solving skills to tackle scientific issues 
Make informed scientific decisions in your daily lives 

More specific learning objectives and goals are presented for each unit as described in the 
course schedule below, and ~,vill also be provided at the beginning of each day of class 

Required Textbooks and Materials 
Textbook: Campbell Biology. Concepts and Connections, Reece, Taylor, Simon, and Dickey, 7t" 

edition The book is available as a hardcover and as an eText I highly recommend buying the 
book for this course. Please see the "What do I need to buy for Biology 101?" document on 
Sakai for more details. 

Masterinq Bioloqy: You are required to purchase a Mastering Biology account 
(w~w masteringbiology com) in order to complete homework assignments, take quizzes and to 
access helpful study aids and course materials. You can purchase a Mastering Biology account 
by itself, with the eText, or with a hard copy of the textbook. The course ID# for Mastering 
Biology is BIOLOGY101SPRING2013SHAFFER Internet access is required to use Mastering 
Biology Please see the "Mastering Biology instructions" and the "What do I need to buy for 
Biology 101?" documents on Sakai for more details 
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Course Structure and Components 
Active Learning: You might be used to taking courses in which the professor simply lectures the 
entire class period. This course is going to be very different, as it is going to be an active 
classroom By active I mean that you will be required to interact with myself and your fellow 
students to learn the material presented in this course We will be using activities such as small 
group work, case studies, class discussions, and Poll Everywhere questions to actively engage 
in the learning process. In order to have an active classroom attendance and participation are 
extremely important. Participation is counted as part of your grade, but will count towards more 
than that, because through these active learning exercises you will develop critical thinking and 
problem solving skills that are essential to performing well in this course and others. 

Learninq Objectives: In order to do well in this course you will need to know exactly what I want 
you to be able to, and this is where learning objectives come in. At the beginning of every day of 
class, in the homework assignments and quizzes, on the study guides, and in the course 
schedule below, you will be presented with learning objectives that clearly state what I expect 
you to be able to do For example, "At the end of this class session, you will be able to compare 
and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis." Learning objectives are things that you 
can actually DO, so you will be able to tell whether or not you really know the material Learning 
objectives come in all levels, from the very basic to the very complex (see Bloom’s Taxonomy 
below), and you will be challenged at all levels in this course. 

Bloom’s Taxonorny~ There are marly kinds of knowledge, from rote memorization up to critical 
thinking and the synthesis of new ideas Memorization is important - you can’t describe biology 
without knowing biological definitions - but to do well in this course you will have to use the 
information you have learned to solve problems in new and different ways and to evaluate and 
weigh multiple solutions to a problem. To test your ability at these different levels of thinking, 
will rely on the structure of Bloom’s Taxonomy, a system used to classify levels of knowledge, 
from lower-level (remembering, understanding) to higher-level 
(applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating) Throughout this 
course, you will be exposed to the levels of learning described 
by Bloom’s Taxonorny and also will be challenged on exarns and 
in class to solve problems at all levels Learning objectives (see 
above) and questions can be categorized at different Bloom’s 
levels, so as we go through class you will get a feeling for what 
an "understanding" question is versus an "analyzing" question. I 
will not simply ask you to memorize facts and regurgitate them 
on exams; rather, I expect you to be able to think critically and to 
apply and analyze biology in new and interesting ways Learning 
to solve higher-level problems will not only help you succeed in 
this course, but in your other courses as well 

it/1,aste~inq Bioloqv. We will be using the online system Mastering Biology for homework 
assignments and online quizzes Mastering Biology is more than just a grading tool, however, it 
is chock full of extremely helpful tools to help you succeed in this course (hence the name) 
There are 3D animations, tutorials, study sheets, videos, practice tests, and more to be found 
within Mastering Biology, and I highly encourage you to take advantage of all of these tools 
Please see the "Mastering Biology Instructions" document on Sakai for more details 
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Pofl Even~/here: In order to gauge your level of understanding, improve course participation, 
earn course points, and to make the classroom more fun and engaging, we are going to be 
using Poll Everywhere in this course. Poll Everywhere is a web based poll system that you can 
submit answers to in real time from your cell phones (via texting), smartphones, laptops or 
tablets Throughout the course, I will pose questions to the class, and you can respond using 
your device. This will give me a real-time reflection of your thoughts and views on a certain 
topic, and can spark interesting discussions in the class. Poll Everywhere is also a fun and 
engaging way for you to "compete" against your classmates! Please see the Poll Everywhere 
document on Sakai for how to properly register and for more details 

Science Seminars: Do you know how much exciting biological, biomedical, and other scientific 
research is going on at UNC? As a student here, you should be exposed to these amazing 
scientists and their fascinating work. Over the course of this semester, you’ll need to attend two 
scientific seminars on campus They can be in any subject, ranging from ecology to cancer to 
tissue engineering, just make sure that you are interested in the topic! Who knows, you might be 
inspired and find a new career path to follow! A list of UNC seminar calendars and more details 
are posted on Sakai. 

Sharinq Science News: When you are skimming Google News, checking your Twitter feed, or 
looking at your friends’ Facebook posts, do you click on science news stories and read more 
about them? Whether you do it or not already you’ll get the chance to do just that in this class. 
As part of being a scientifically literate citizen, you should be aware of the science and biology 
research that is going on eve~ day and how it can affect you and your family You’ll be asked to 
find science and biology news stories, post them to Sakai, and comment on each otheCs 
postings This is called the Sharing Science News project, and more details can be found in the 
Evaluation section below as well as in the Sharing Science News document on Sakai. 

Open Topics You as the student are an integral part of this course, and what you want to learn 
about truly matters to me We will have two "Open Topics" days during the semester, in which 
you will get to vote to determine what we will learn about These could be specific areas of 
biology that we don’t normally have time to cover in detail (e.g. some aspect of animal 
physiology), applications of biology in medicine (eg stem cells, drug design, specific diseases), 
or an exploration of some interesting topic that might not have an answer (eg. does 
extraterrestrial life exist?). Hopefully you will have some personal connection to these topics and 
will learn a lot about theml 

Supplemental Instruction (Sl): Supplemental instruction (SI) sessions are extra help sessions 
taught by UNC students who have taken and excelled in Biology 101 in the past Sl sessions 
will be offered several times a week and each session will be scheduled for one hour The times 
and location of these sessions will be posted on Sakai during the first week of class. You are not 
required to attend SI, but d is highly recommended, since this is your opportunity to get more 
"one-on-one" attention for this course I suggest you fit one into your schedule early in the 
semester and attend weekly as if it is a required class 

Sakei Website: Everything that you need to know about this course will be posted on Sakai, so 
please make sure you are familiar with the system and how to use it You’ll be required to use 
Sakai to participate in the Sharing Science News project (see above and below), and take 
surveys throughout the semester You can also use Sakai to check your grades, find contact 
information, and view exam information. For help with Sakai, please check the UNC Student 
Sakai Blog: http://blog.sakai.unc.edu/students/ 
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Evaluation and Grading 
There will be multiple grading opportunities in this course, giving you many chances to do well 
A summary of the various grading opportunities is given below. 

Poll Everywhere: Attending class and participating is essential to doing well in this course, and 
you will also have the opportunity to earn course points by participating in Poll Everywhere 
exercises. Please see Sakai for information about how to register for Poll Everywhere and for 
the detailed grading breakdown. Participating in Poll Everywhere is worth a total of 50 points 
towards your final grade 

Science Seminars: During the course of the semester, you have to attend two scientific 
seminars on campus at UNC. You’ll need to provide a brief summary of the seminar and your 
thoughts on the topic. Each of the two assignments will be worth 25 points, for a total of 50 
points. Please see the Science Seminars document on Sakai for more details 

Sharing Science News: The Sharing Science News project is worth 50 points towards your final 
grade. Basically, you will have to post at least one science news story a week and post four 
comments a week to Sakai, for 10 weeks of the semester (this works out to 5 points per week) 
Please see the Sharing Science News document on Sakai for more details 

Review Quizzes: Weekly quizzes will be given to emphasize the essential topics from the class 
as well as to give you practice taking timed assignments. There will be a quiz each week of 
lecture when there is not an exam (see course schedule below for details) and it will be posted 
on Mastering Biology each Thursday after class You will have until Sunday (four days later) at 
11:59pm to complete Once you start the quiz, you will have 30 minutes to complete it, and you 
are only allowed one attempt to answer each question. There will be 11 quizzes total, but only 
10 will count towards your grade - the lowest score will be dropped. Each quiz is worth 10 
points, for a total of 100 points. 

Homework Assignments: There will be daily, online Mastering Biology homework assignments 
in this course to encourage you to read the book, keep you up to date, and to help you prepare 
for each day of class We will be applying the concepts that you read in the book and encounter 
in the homework in each class, so it is very important that you do the homework assignments! 
There will be 23 homework assignments total (one for each day of lecture; none due on exam 
days), but only 20 will count towards your grade - the lowest three homework scores will be 
dropped. Each homework assignment is worth 5 points, for a total of 100 points. All homework 
assignments will be due on Mondays and Wednesdays at 11:59pm (see course schedule for 
due dates). 

Exams: There will be three mid-term exams and a final exam in this course. These exams will 
assess your in-depth knowledge and maste~J of the course material Each mid-term exam is 
worth 200 points, and the final is worth 250 points. The mid-term exams only cover certain 
material, while the final is cumulative. The lowest scoring mid-term exam will be dropped (only 2 
of the 3 will count towards your final grade). See the course schedule below for exam dates and 
the material that they cover. 
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The breakdown for course points is as follows: 

Poll Everywhere 5% 50 points 
Science Seminars 5% 50 points 
Science News 5% 50 points 
Review Quizzes (I 1) 10% 100 points 
Homeworks (23) 10% 100 points 
Mid-term Exams (3) 40% 400 points 
Final Exam 25% 250 points 
Total 100% 1000 points 

(2 at 25 points each) 

(10 points each, drop lowest) 
(5 points each, drop 3 lowest) 
(200 points each, drop lowest) 

Based on the above point structure, you can calculate your grade at any time during the 
semester (ask for help if you need it), and you should calculate your grade regularly to keep 
track of how you are doing in the course The number of points will be converted to letter grades 
based on the following: 

A 925 - 1000 points B- 795 - 824 points 
A- 895 - 924 points C+ 735 - 794 points 
B+ 855 - 894 points C 685 - 734 points 
B 825 - 854 points C- 595 - 684 points 

D 545 - 594 points 
F Less than 544 points 

Course Policies 
Courtesy to Fellow Students: We are going to have a positive learning environment in this class, 
so courtesy to your fellow students (and to me!) is imperative Do you want to be distracted 
while trying to learn? Probably not, so please treat your classmates as you want to be treated 
This includes putting your cell phones on silent before class starts, not using cell phones during 
class (unless prompted to for a Poll Everywhere question), limiting side conversations and 
comings and goings during class, not reading newspapers or doing the crossword puzzles, and 
other possible distractions You are more than welcome to use your laptop to take notes and 
answer the Poll Everywhere questions, but please do not surf the web and post on Facebook 
during class - this is detrimental to your learning and is distracting to other students. 

Attendance: Attendance is vital to succeeding in this course, as some of the material that you 
will be tested on will not be found in the textbook Participation in the active learning activities 
during class will also help you develop your critical thinking and problem solving skills which will 
help you on the exams. I expect to see you in class every day. 

Academic Inteqdty: Enrollment in this class means that you agree to abide by the expectations 
of the University of North Carolina regarding academic integrity and the honor code For specific 
information, please refer to the UNC Office of Student Conduct website 
(http://studentconduct uncedu/) The University’s Honor Code will be strictly enforced Your 
responsibilities in the area of honor include, but are not limited to, avoidance of cheating, 
plagiarism and improper or illegal use of technology Your assignments are expected to be your 
own work If you have questions, please ask. Integrity is an important characteristic that should 
be exemplified in the lives of all UNC students. Dishonesty will not be tolerated in any form in 
this class Any student caught cheating on an examination or any other class assignment will be 
given a grade of zero for that examination or class activity and reported to University officials for 
further disciplinary actions. 
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Late Work: No late work will be accepted The homework assignments and quizzes on 
Mastering Biology have a due date and time (see above for details), and if they are not 
completed by then you will get a zero on the assignment, no exceptions. 

iV, ake-up I/Vork: No make-up work will be allowed in this course. If you don’t complete a 
homework assignment, don’t take a quiz, or miss an exam, these will count towards your 
dropped assignments for the course (lowest three homework assignments, lowest quiz and 
lowest exam dropped). The only exception to this rule is the final exam. If you have an official 
university excuse for missing the exam (death in the family, sickness, university activity), then a 
make-up will be possible. Please see me ahead of time if you know you will miss the final exam. 

How to do well in this course 
There is no one single best way to succeed in this course that works for everyone, but I can 
offer you some tips that have been proven to help Check Sakai for more study resources 

Read your book and do your homework before class! The textbook and Mastering 
Biology assignments will prepare you for class and get you ready to learn more Take 
the homework assignments seriously as they really will help you "master biology." 
Come to class and participate! Coming to class is very important, but if you just play 
Angry Birds the whole time you might as well not have come Paying attention, taking 
notes, asking questions, answering Poll Everywhere questions, and working with your 
classmates is essential to learning the most that you can during this course. 
Review your notes after class! Don’t wait until the night before the exam to look over 
your notes for the first time - I guarantee that you won’t do well and you won’t learn 
much at all. Make reviewing your notes a daily activity. Spend 15 - 30 minutes in the 
afternoon after each class going over your notes and the lesson slides and make sure to 
write down anything that is confusing or any questions that you may have Doing this will 
help you learn the material while also preparing you for the weekly quizzes and exams. 
Start early! When you are preparing for exams, don’t wait until the night before to cram! 
Start a week before the exam with daily, rigorous study sessions of about an hour or 
more. Set a goal for each study session, and do more than just re-read your notes or the 
textbook. Take time to re-draw diagrams, write out concepts in your own words, 
summarize topics, re-do Mastering Biology assignments, take practice exams, etc 
Ask yourseff - do I really understand this? Think about what you are learning and if 
you really are learning and understanding each concept. Ask yourself questions about 
how you are studying and if what you are doing is effective This is called metacognition 
and has been shown time and time again in the research literature to be an effective 
studying and learning tool 
Work in groups! Working with each other both in and out of class is highly encouraged, 
and peer-teaching can be more effective in helping you learn than studying the material 
on your own. Ask each other questions, make up practice tests for each other, and use 
each other for support and help throughout the semesten 
Attend supplemental instruction[ Sl is a valuable tool that is provided for you to help 
you learn and do well in this course. Make it a habit to attend the same Sl session once 
a week. Our own research at UNC tells us that the average of students that go to SI 
perform a half a grade better than the average of students that don’t attend SI 
Come to office hours! I’m here to help you as much as I can in any way possible 
Please come to office hours if you have questions or concerns about the course 
material, your major, careers, or life in general. Don’t wait until the end of the semester 
to come see me, as I won’t be of much help if it is too late! 
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Get peer tutoring help! Free peer tutoring is available at Dey Hall on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings from 6-9 PM. There are not usually too many people there and 
you can often get one-on-one attention, http://www unc edu/deptsilcweb/ 
Get one-on-one tutoring help! if you feel you need scheduled tutoring and one-on-one 
attention with a fulltime tutor, don’t wait too long. See Robin Blanton at the Learning 
Center She is the biology specialist and is wondedul. However, her time fills up fast 
because she is popular! http:fllearningcanter.unc edu/ 

Cou~e Schedule 
The following is the schedule for the course The assigned chapters are intended to be read 
before that day of class (e.g read Chapter 1 before class on January 15) More detailed reading 
assignments will be given with the homework assignments on Mastering Biology. All homework 
assignments are due each Monday and Wednesday at 11:59pm. Quizzes will be posted on 
Thursday and will be due by 11:59pm on Sunday night (four days later). The exams will cover 
the material that precedes them (stated in parentheses) The schedule is subject to change. 

Intreduetien te Bielegy 

BIG QUESTION: What is biology and how is science done? 
At the end of this unit, you wili be able to.. 

Describe the scientific method 
Use the scientific method to develop a hypothesis, make predictions, and analyze data 

Thursday January 10 
Tuesday January 15 

Course introduction and overview 
The scientific method Chapter 1 HW 1 

Unit 1: Molecules and Cells 

BiG QUESTION: Why do we need to eat food and breathe air? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain why water and carbon are essential to life 
Describe the properties of the macromolecules of life 
Draw an ideal cell and explain each organelle’s function 
Explain how molecules can be transpoFted across cell membranes 
Compare and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis 
Draw the path of a CO2 molecule through the carbon cycle 

Thursday January 17 
Tuesday January 22 
Thursday January 24 
Tuesday January 29 
Thursday January 31 
Tuesday February 5 
Thursday February 7 
Tuesday February 12 

Nutrition & Carbs & Fats Chapter 3 
Nutrition & Proteins Chapter 3 
The Science of Cooking TBA 
Cell Structure & Function Chapter 4 
Cell Membranes & Transpod Chapter 5 
Energy & Cellular Respiration Chapter 6 
EXAM 1 (on Jan 10 =Jan 31) 
Photosynthesis & Carbon Cycle Chapter 7 

HW2 Q 1 
HW 3 
HW4 Q2 
HW 5 
HW6 Q3 
HW 7 

HW 8 

Thursday February 14 OPEN TOPICS # 1 TBA Q 4 
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Unit 2: Genetics and Biotechnoloqy 

BIG QUESTION: How can changes in your DNA lead to cancer and other genetic diseases? 
At the end of this unit, you v;ill be able to.. 

Compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis 
Explain how disruptions in the cell cycle can lead to cancer 
Use a Punnett square to predict the traits of offspring 
Use the central dogma to determine a protein sequence given a DNA sequence 
Explain why cells can be very different even though they all have the same DNA 
Evaluate the ethical implications of biotechnology, forensic science, and GMOs 

Tuesday February 19 
Thursday February 21 
Tuesday February 26 
Thursday February 28 
Tuesday March 5 
Thursday March 7 
March 11 - 15 
Tuesday March 19 
Thursday March 21 
Tuesday March 26 

Mitosis & Cancer Chapter 8 HW 9 
Meiosis & Sex Determination Chapter 8 HW 10 Q 5 
Inheritance Chapter g HW 11 
DNA to RNA to Protein Chapter 10 HW 12 Q 6 
Gene Regulation Chapter 11 HW 13 
EXAM 2 (on Feb 5 - Feb 28} 
SPRING BREAK 
Human Genome Chapter 12 HW 14 
DNA Profiling & Forensics Chapter 12 HW 15 Q 7 
Genetically Modified Organisms    Chapter 12 HW 16 

Thursday March 28 OPEN TOPICS # 2 TBA Q 8 

Unit 3: Evolution, Diversity, and Ecology 

BIG QUESTION: How did we get to where we are today? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain Darwin’s theory of evolution 
Use natural selection to predict the evolution of populations 
Use phylogenetic trees to evaluate life’s history 
Compare and contrast prokaryotes and eukaryotes 
Describe the diversity of prokaryotic and eukaryotic life 
Explain the impact of human interaction on the biosphere 
Evaluate the evidence for and against climate change 

Tuesday April 2 
Thursday April 4 
Tuesday April 9 
Thursday April 11 
Tuesday April 16 
Thursday April 18 
Tuesday April 23 
Thursday April 25 

Evolution & Natural Selection 
Origin of Species 
Prokaryotic Diversity 
EXAM 3 (on Mar 5 - Apt 4) 
Eukaryotic Diversity 
Human Population Growth 
Climate Change, Part 1 
Climate Change, Part 2 

Chapter 13 HW 17 
Chapter 14 HW 18 
Chapter 16 HW 19 

Q9 

Chapter 18-19 HW 20 
Chapter36 HW21 Q 10 
Chapter 38 HW 22 
Chapter 38 HW23 Q 11 

Saturday May 4 at 12pm    FINAL EXAM (curnulative) 



Biology 101 : Principles of Biology 
Section 002, Spring 2013 

Tuesday and Thursday, 11:00 am to 12:15 pm 
Genome Sciences Building G100 

Dr. Justin ShaffeF 
Email: shafferj@unc.edu 
Phone: 
Office: 309 Wilson Hall 
Office Hours: Monday l:00pm - 3:00pm and Wednesday 10:00am - 12:00pm or by appointment 

Course Description and Goals 
Biology is a wonderfully expansive subject that covers all that is pertinent to life, including 
climate change, heredity and reproduction, animal behavior, plant ecology, and human health 
and disease, to list just a few topics from the tip of the iceberg With such a bounty of subjects to 
choose from, it is impossible to cover absolutely everything in a single semester, but we will still 
be covering a fair number of topics though that will expose you to the breadth that biology has to 
offer. Through learning these topics, I hope that by the end of the course you will not only be 
excited about science and biology, but that you also be able to apply scientific and biologic 
principles in your daily lives to make more informed decisions (i.e you will be a more scientific 
literate citizen). You will also have learned a great deal about biology in the process! 
Specifically, at the end of this course, you will be able to... 

Explain how the components of the cell work together to support life 
Explain why we need to eat food and why we need to breathe oxygen 
Use principles of genetics, cellular reproduction, and molecular biology to discuss the 
causes of (and possible cures for) cancer and other inherited diseases 
Apply natural selection and evolutionar~ theory to predict changes in populations 
Evaluate the influence that humans have on the earth’s ecosystem and biosphere 
Use the scientific method to develop and test a hypothesis, make predictions, design 
experiments, and analyze and interpret scientific data 
Use critical thinking and problem solving skills to tackle scientific issues 
Make informed scientific decisions in your daily lives 

More specific learning objectives and goals are presented for each unit as described in the 
course schedule below, and ~,vill also be provided at the beginning of each day of class 

Required Textbooks and Materials 
Textbook: Campbell Biology. Concepts and Connections, Reece, Taylor, Simon, and Dickey, 7t" 

edition The book is available as a hardcover and as an eText I highly recommend buying the 
book for this course. Please see the "What do I need to buy for Biology 101?" document on 
Sakai for more details. 

Masterinq Bioloqy: You are required to purchase a Mastering Biology account 
(w~w masteringbiology com) in order to complete homework assignments, take quizzes and to 
access helpful study aids and course materials. You can purchase a Mastering Biology account 
by itself, with the eText, or with a hard copy of the textbook. The course ID# for Mastering 
Biology is BIOLOGY101SPRING2013SHAFFER Internet access is required to use Mastering 
Biology Please see the "Mastering Biology instructions" and the "What do I need to buy for 
Biology 101?" documents on Sakai for more details 
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Course Structure and Components 
Active Learning: You might be used to taking courses in which the professor simply lectures the 
entire class period. This course is going to be very different, as it is going to be an active 
classroom By active I mean that you will be required to interact with myself and your fellow 
students to learn the material presented in this course We will be using activities such as small 
group work, case studies, class discussions, and Poll Everywhere questions to actively engage 
in the learning process. In order to have an active classroom attendance and participation are 
extremely important. Participation is counted as part of your grade, but will count towards more 
than that, because through these active learning exercises you will develop critical thinking and 
problem solving skills that are essential to performing well in this course and others. 

Learninq Objectives: In order to do well in this course you will need to know exactly what I want 
you to be able to, and this is where learning objectives come in. At the beginning of every day of 
class, in the homework assignments and quizzes, on the study guides, and in the course 
schedule below, you will be presented with learning objectives that clearly state what I expect 
you to be able to do For example, "At the end of this class session, you will be able to compare 
and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis." Learning objectives are things that you 
can actually DO, so you will be able to tell whether or not you really know the material Learning 
objectives come in all levels, from the very basic to the very complex (see Bloom’s Taxonomy 
below), and you will be challenged at all levels in this course. 

Bloom’s Taxonorny~ There are marly kinds of knowledge, from rote memorization up to critical 
thinking and the synthesis of new ideas Memorization is important - you can’t describe biology 
without knowing biological definitions - but to do well in this course you will have to use the 
information you have learned to solve problems in new and different ways and to evaluate and 
weigh multiple solutions to a problem. To test your ability at these different levels of thinking, 
will rely on the structure of Bloom’s Taxonomy, a system used to classify levels of knowledge, 
from lower-level (remembering, understanding) to higher-level 
(applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating) Throughout this 
course, you will be exposed to the levels of learning described 
by Bloom’s Taxonorny and also will be challenged on exarns and 
in class to solve problems at all levels Learning objectives (see 
above) and questions can be categorized at different Bloom’s 
levels, so as we go through class you will get a feeling for what 
an "understanding" question is versus an "analyzing" question. I 
will not simply ask you to memorize facts and regurgitate them 
on exams; rather, I expect you to be able to think critically and to 
apply and analyze biology in new and interesting ways Learning 
to solve higher-level problems will not only help you succeed in 
this course, but in your other courses as well 

it/1,aste~inq Bioloqv. We will be using the online system Mastering Biology for homework 
assignments and online quizzes Mastering Biology is more than just a grading tool, however, it 
is chock full of extremely helpful tools to help you succeed in this course (hence the name) 
There are 3D animations, tutorials, study sheets, videos, practice tests, and more to be found 
within Mastering Biology, and I highly encourage you to take advantage of all of these tools 
Please see the "Mastering Biology Instructions" document on Sakai for more details 
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Pofl Even~/here: In order to gauge your level of understanding, improve course participation, 
earn course points, and to make the classroom more fun and engaging, we are going to be 
using Poll Everywhere in this course. Poll Everywhere is a web based poll system that you can 
submit answers to in real time from your cell phones (via texting), smartphones, laptops or 
tablets Throughout the course, I will pose questions to the class, and you can respond using 
your device. This will give me a real-time reflection of your thoughts and views on a certain 
topic, and can spark interesting discussions in the class. Poll Everywhere is also a fun and 
engaging way for you to "compete" against your classmates! Please see the Poll Everywhere 
document on Sakai for how to properly register and for more details 

Science Seminars: Do you know how much exciting biological, biomedical, and other scientific 
research is going on at UNC? As a student here, you should be exposed to these amazing 
scientists and their fascinating work. Over the course of this semester, you’ll need to attend two 
scientific seminars on campus They can be in any subject, ranging from ecology to cancer to 
tissue engineering, just make sure that you are interested in the topic! Who knows, you might be 
inspired and find a new career path to follow! A list of UNC seminar calendars and more details 
are posted on Sakai. 

Sharinq Science News: When you are skimming Google News, checking your Twitter feed, or 
looking at your friends’ Facebook posts, do you click on science news stories and read more 
about them? Whether you do it or not already you’ll get the chance to do just that in this class. 
As part of being a scientifically literate citizen, you should be aware of the science and biology 
research that is going on eve~ day and how it can affect you and your family You’ll be asked to 
find science and biology news stories, post them to Sakai, and comment on each otheCs 
postings This is called the Sharing Science News project, and more details can be found in the 
Evaluation section below as well as in the Sharing Science News document on Sakai. 

Open Topics You as the student are an integral part of this course, and what you want to learn 
about truly matters to me We will have two "Open Topics" days during the semester, in which 
you will get to vote to determine what we will learn about These could be specific areas of 
biology that we don’t normally have time to cover in detail (e.g. some aspect of animal 
physiology), applications of biology in medicine (eg stem cells, drug design, specific diseases), 
or an exploration of some interesting topic that might not have an answer (eg. does 
extraterrestrial life exist?). Hopefully you will have some personal connection to these topics and 
will learn a lot about theml 

Supplemental Instruction (Sl): Supplemental instruction (SI) sessions are extra help sessions 
taught by UNC students who have taken and excelled in Biology 101 in the past Sl sessions 
will be offered several times a week and each session will be scheduled for one hour The times 
and location of these sessions will be posted on Sakai during the first week of class. You are not 
required to attend SI, but d is highly recommended, since this is your opportunity to get more 
"one-on-one" attention for this course I suggest you fit one into your schedule early in the 
semester and attend weekly as if it is a required class 

Sakei Website: Everything that you need to know about this course will be posted on Sakai, so 
please make sure you are familiar with the system and how to use it You’ll be required to use 
Sakai to participate in the Sharing Science News project (see above and below), and take 
surveys throughout the semester You can also use Sakai to check your grades, find contact 
information, and view exam information. For help with Sakai, please check the UNC Student 
Sakai Blog: http://blog.sakai.unc.edu/students/ 
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Evaluation and Grading 
There will be multiple grading opportunities in this course, giving you many chances to do well 
A summary of the various grading opportunities is given below. 

Poll Everywhere: Attending class and participating is essential to doing well in this course, and 
you will also have the opportunity to earn course points by participating in Poll Everywhere 
exercises. Please see Sakai for information about how to register for Poll Everywhere and for 
the detailed grading breakdown. Participating in Poll Everywhere is worth a total of 50 points 
towards your final grade 

Science Seminars: During the course of the semester, you have to attend two scientific 
seminars on campus at UNC. You’ll need to provide a brief summary of the seminar and your 
thoughts on the topic. Each of the two assignments will be worth 25 points, for a total of 50 
points. Please see the Science Seminars document on Sakai for more details 

Sharing Science News: The Sharing Science News project is worth 50 points towards your final 
grade. Basically, you will have to post at least one science news story a week and post four 
comments a week to Sakai, for 10 weeks of the semester (this works out to 5 points per week) 
Please see the Sharing Science News document on Sakai for more details 

Review Quizzes: Weekly quizzes will be given to emphasize the essential topics from the class 
as well as to give you practice taking timed assignments. There will be a quiz each week of 
lecture when there is not an exam (see course schedule below for details) and it will be posted 
on Mastering Biology each Thursday after class You will have until Sunday (four days later) at 
11:59pm to complete Once you start the quiz, you will have 30 minutes to complete it, and you 
are only allowed one attempt to answer each question. There will be 11 quizzes total, but only 
10 will count towards your grade - the lowest score will be dropped. Each quiz is worth 10 
points, for a total of 100 points. 

Homework Assignments: There will be daily, online Mastering Biology homework assignments 
in this course to encourage you to read the book, keep you up to date, and to help you prepare 
for each day of class We will be applying the concepts that you read in the book and encounter 
in the homework in each class, so it is very important that you do the homework assignments! 
There will be 23 homework assignments total (one for each day of lecture; none due on exam 
days), but only 20 will count towards your grade - the lowest three homework scores will be 
dropped. Each homework assignment is worth 5 points, for a total of 100 points. All homework 
assignments will be due on Mondays and Wednesdays at 11:59pm (see course schedule for 
due dates). 

Exams: There will be three mid-term exams and a final exam in this course. These exams will 
assess your in-depth knowledge and maste~J of the course material Each mid-term exam is 
worth 200 points, and the final is worth 250 points. The mid-term exams only cover certain 
material, while the final is cumulative. The lowest scoring mid-term exam will be dropped (only 2 
of the 3 will count towards your final grade). See the course schedule below for exam dates and 
the material that they cover. 
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The breakdown for course points is as follows: 

Poll Everywhere 5% 50 points 
Science Seminars 5% 50 points 
Science News 5% 50 points 
Review Quizzes (I 1) 10% 100 points 
Homeworks (23) 10% 100 points 
Mid-term Exams (3) 40% 400 points 
Final Exam 25% 250 points 
Total 100% 1000 points 

(2 at 25 points each) 

(10 points each, drop lowest) 
(5 points each, drop 3 lowest) 
(200 points each, drop lowest) 

Based on the above point structure, you can calculate your grade at any time during the 
semester (ask for help if you need it), and you should calculate your grade regularly to keep 
track of how you are doing in the course The number of points will be converted to letter grades 
based on the following: 

A 925 - 1000 points B- 795 - 824 points 
A- 895 - 924 points C+ 735 - 794 points 
B+ 855 - 894 points C 685 - 734 points 
B 825 - 854 points C- 595 - 684 points 

D 545 - 594 points 
F Less than 544 points 

Course Policies 
Courtesy to Fellow Students: We are going to have a positive learning environment in this class, 
so courtesy to your fellow students (and to me!) is imperative Do you want to be distracted 
while trying to learn? Probably not, so please treat your classmates as you want to be treated 
This includes putting your cell phones on silent before class starts, not using cell phones during 
class (unless prompted to for a Poll Everywhere question), limiting side conversations and 
comings and goings during class, not reading newspapers or doing the crossword puzzles, and 
other possible distractions You are more than welcome to use your laptop to take notes and 
answer the Poll Everywhere questions, but please do not surf the web and post on Facebook 
during class - this is detrimental to your learning and is distracting to other students. 

Attendance: Attendance is vital to succeeding in this course, as some of the material that you 
will be tested on will not be found in the textbook Participation in the active learning activities 
during class will also help you develop your critical thinking and problem solving skills which will 
help you on the exams. I expect to see you in class every day. 

Academic Inteqdty: Enrollment in this class means that you agree to abide by the expectations 
of the University of North Carolina regarding academic integrity and the honor code For specific 
information, please refer to the UNC Office of Student Conduct website 
(http://studentconduct uncedu/) The University’s Honor Code will be strictly enforced Your 
responsibilities in the area of honor include, but are not limited to, avoidance of cheating, 
plagiarism and improper or illegal use of technology Your assignments are expected to be your 
own work If you have questions, please ask. Integrity is an important characteristic that should 
be exemplified in the lives of all UNC students. Dishonesty will not be tolerated in any form in 
this class Any student caught cheating on an examination or any other class assignment will be 
given a grade of zero for that examination or class activity and reported to University officials for 
further disciplinary actions. 
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Late Work: No late work will be accepted The homework assignments and quizzes on 
Mastering Biology have a due date and time (see above for details), and if they are not 
completed by then you will get a zero on the assignment, no exceptions. 

iV, ake-up I/Vork: No make-up work will be allowed in this course. If you don’t complete a 
homework assignment, don’t take a quiz, or miss an exam, these will count towards your 
dropped assignments for the course (lowest three homework assignments, lowest quiz and 
lowest exam dropped). The only exception to this rule is the final exam. If you have an official 
university excuse for missing the exam (death in the family, sickness, university activity), then a 
make-up will be possible. Please see me ahead of time if you know you will miss the final exam. 

How to do well in this course 
There is no one single best way to succeed in this course that works for everyone, but I can 
offer you some tips that have been proven to help Check Sakai for more study resources 

Read your book and do your homework before class! The textbook and Mastering 
Biology assignments will prepare you for class and get you ready to learn more Take 
the homework assignments seriously as they really will help you "master biology." 
Come to class and participate! Coming to class is very important, but if you just play 
Angry Birds the whole time you might as well not have come Paying attention, taking 
notes, asking questions, answering Poll Everywhere questions, and working with your 
classmates is essential to learning the most that you can during this course. 
Review your notes after class! Don’t wait until the night before the exam to look over 
your notes for the first time - I guarantee that you won’t do well and you won’t learn 
much at all. Make reviewing your notes a daily activity. Spend 15 - 30 minutes in the 
afternoon after each class going over your notes and the lesson slides and make sure to 
write down anything that is confusing or any questions that you may have Doing this will 
help you learn the material while also preparing you for the weekly quizzes and exams. 
Start early! When you are preparing for exams, don’t wait until the night before to cram! 
Start a week before the exam with daily, rigorous study sessions of about an hour or 
more. Set a goal for each study session, and do more than just re-read your notes or the 
textbook. Take time to re-draw diagrams, write out concepts in your own words, 
summarize topics, re-do Mastering Biology assignments, take practice exams, etc 
Ask yourseff - do I really understand this? Think about what you are learning and if 
you really are learning and understanding each concept. Ask yourself questions about 
how you are studying and if what you are doing is effective This is called metacognition 
and has been shown time and time again in the research literature to be an effective 
studying and learning tool 
Work in groups! Working with each other both in and out of class is highly encouraged, 
and peer-teaching can be more effective in helping you learn than studying the material 
on your own. Ask each other questions, make up practice tests for each other, and use 
each other for support and help throughout the semesten 
Attend supplemental instruction[ Sl is a valuable tool that is provided for you to help 
you learn and do well in this course. Make it a habit to attend the same Sl session once 
a week. Our own research at UNC tells us that the average of students that go to SI 
perform a half a grade better than the average of students that don’t attend SI 
Come to office hours! I’m here to help you as much as I can in any way possible 
Please come to office hours if you have questions or concerns about the course 
material, your major, careers, or life in general. Don’t wait until the end of the semester 
to come see me, as I won’t be of much help if it is too late! 
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Get peer tutoring help! Free peer tutoring is available at Dey Hall on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings from 6-9 PM. There are not usually too many people there and 
you can often get one-on-one attention, http://www unc edu/deptsilcweb/ 
Get one-on-one tutoring help! if you feel you need scheduled tutoring and one-on-one 
attention with a fulltime tutor, don’t wait too long. See Robin Blanton at the Learning 
Center She is the biology specialist and is wondedul. However, her time fills up fast 
because she is popular! http:fllearningcanter.unc edu/ 

Cou~e Schedule 
The following is the schedule for the course The assigned chapters are intended to be read 
before that day of class (e.g read Chapter 1 before class on January 15) More detailed reading 
assignments will be given with the homework assignments on Mastering Biology. All homework 
assignments are due each Monday and Wednesday at 11:59pm. Quizzes will be posted on 
Thursday and will be due by 11:59pm on Sunday night (four days later). The exams will cover 
the material that precedes them (stated in parentheses) The schedule is subject to change. 

Intreduetien te Bielegy 

BIG QUESTION: What is biology and how is science done? 
At the end of this unit, you wili be able to.. 

Describe the scientific method 
Use the scientific method to develop a hypothesis, make predictions, and analyze data 

Thursday January 10 
Tuesday January 15 

Course introduction and overview 
The scientific method Chapter 1 HW 1 

Unit 1: Molecules and Cells 

BiG QUESTION: Why do we need to eat food and breathe air? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain why water and carbon are essential to life 
Describe the properties of the macromolecules of life 
Draw an ideal cell and explain each organelle’s function 
Explain how molecules can be transpoFted across cell membranes 
Compare and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis 
Draw the path of a CO2 molecule through the carbon cycle 

Thursday January 17 
Tuesday January 22 
Thursday January 24 
Tuesday January 29 
Thursday January 31 
Tuesday February 5 
Thursday February 7 
Tuesday February 12 

Nutrition & Carbs & Fats Chapter 3 
Nutrition & Proteins Chapter 3 
The Science of Cooking TBA 
Cell Structure & Function Chapter 4 
Cell Membranes & Transpod Chapter 5 
Energy & Cellular Respiration Chapter 6 
EXAM 1 (on Jan 10 =Jan 31) 
Photosynthesis & Carbon Cycle Chapter 7 

HW2 Q 1 
HW 3 
HW4 Q2 
HW 5 
HW6 Q3 
HW 7 

HW 8 

Thursday February 14 OPEN TOPICS # 1 TBA Q 4 
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Unit 2: Genetics and Biotechnoloqy 

BIG QUESTION: How can changes in your DNA lead to cancer and other genetic diseases? 
At the end of this unit, you v;ill be able to.. 

Compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis 
Explain how disruptions in the cell cycle can lead to cancer 
Use a Punnett square to predict the traits of offspring 
Use the central dogma to determine a protein sequence given a DNA sequence 
Explain why cells can be very different even though they all have the same DNA 
Evaluate the ethical implications of biotechnology, forensic science, and GMOs 

Tuesday February 19 
Thursday February 21 
Tuesday February 26 
Thursday February 28 
Tuesday March 5 
Thursday March 7 
March 11 - 15 
Tuesday March 19 
Thursday March 21 
Tuesday March 26 

Mitosis & Cancer Chapter 8 HW 9 
Meiosis & Sex Determination Chapter 8 HW 10 Q 5 
Inheritance Chapter g HW 11 
DNA to RNA to Protein Chapter 10 HW 12 Q 6 
Gene Regulation Chapter 11 HW 13 
EXAM 2 (on Feb 5 - Feb 28} 
SPRING BREAK 
Human Genome Chapter 12 HW 14 
DNA Profiling & Forensics Chapter 12 HW 15 Q 7 
Genetically Modified Organisms    Chapter 12 HW 16 

Thursday March 28 OPEN TOPICS # 2 TBA Q 8 

Unit 3: Evolution, Diversity, and Ecology 

BIG QUESTION: How did we get to where we are today? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain Darwin’s theory of evolution 
Use natural selection to predict the evolution of populations 
Use phylogenetic trees to evaluate life’s history 
Compare and contrast prokaryotes and eukaryotes 
Describe the diversity of prokaryotic and eukaryotic life 
Explain the impact of human interaction on the biosphere 
Evaluate the evidence for and against climate change 

Tuesday April 2 
Thursday April 4 
Tuesday April 9 
Thursday April 11 
Tuesday April 16 
Thursday April 18 
Tuesday April 23 
Thursday April 25 

Evolution & Natural Selection 
Origin of Species 
Prokaryotic Diversity 
EXAM 3 (on Mar 5 - Apt 4) 
Eukaryotic Diversity 
Human Population Growth 
Climate Change, Part 1 
Climate Change, Part 2 

Chapter 13 HW 17 
Chapter 14 HW 18 
Chapter 16 HW 19 

Q9 

Chapter 18-19 HW 20 
Chapter36 HW21 Q 10 
Chapter 38 HW 22 
Chapter 38 HW23 Q 11 

Saturday May 4 at 12pm    FINAL EXAM (curnulative) 



Biology 101 : Principles of Biology 
Section 002, Spring 2013 

Tuesday and Thursday, 11:00 am to 12:15 pm 
Genome Sciences Building G100 

Dr. Justin ShaffeF 
Email: shafferj@unc.edu 
Phone: 
Office: 309 Wilson Hall 
Office Hours: Monday l:00pm - 3:00pm and Wednesday 10:00am - 12:00pm or by appointment 

Course Description and Goals 
Biology is a wonderfully expansive subject that covers all that is pertinent to life, including 
climate change, heredity and reproduction, animal behavior, plant ecology, and human health 
and disease, to list just a few topics from the tip of the iceberg With such a bounty of subjects to 
choose from, it is impossible to cover absolutely everything in a single semester, but we will still 
be covering a fair number of topics though that will expose you to the breadth that biology has to 
offer. Through learning these topics, I hope that by the end of the course you will not only be 
excited about science and biology, but that you also be able to apply scientific and biologic 
principles in your daily lives to make more informed decisions (i.e you will be a more scientific 
literate citizen). You will also have learned a great deal about biology in the process! 
Specifically, at the end of this course, you will be able to... 

Explain how the components of the cell work together to support life 
Explain why we need to eat food and why we need to breathe oxygen 
Use principles of genetics, cellular reproduction, and molecular biology to discuss the 
causes of (and possible cures for) cancer and other inherited diseases 
Apply natural selection and evolutionar~ theory to predict changes in populations 
Evaluate the influence that humans have on the earth’s ecosystem and biosphere 
Use the scientific method to develop and test a hypothesis, make predictions, design 
experiments, and analyze and interpret scientific data 
Use critical thinking and problem solving skills to tackle scientific issues 
Make informed scientific decisions in your daily lives 

More specific learning objectives and goals are presented for each unit as described in the 
course schedule below, and ~,vill also be provided at the beginning of each day of class 

Required Textbooks and Materials 
Textbook: Campbell Biology. Concepts and Connections, Reece, Taylor, Simon, and Dickey, 7t" 

edition The book is available as a hardcover and as an eText I highly recommend buying the 
book for this course. Please see the "What do I need to buy for Biology 101?" document on 
Sakai for more details. 

Masterinq Bioloqy: You are required to purchase a Mastering Biology account 
(w~w masteringbiology com) in order to complete homework assignments, take quizzes and to 
access helpful study aids and course materials. You can purchase a Mastering Biology account 
by itself, with the eText, or with a hard copy of the textbook. The course ID# for Mastering 
Biology is BIOLOGY101SPRING2013SHAFFER Internet access is required to use Mastering 
Biology Please see the "Mastering Biology instructions" and the "What do I need to buy for 
Biology 101?" documents on Sakai for more details 
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Course Structure and Components 
Active Learning: You might be used to taking courses in which the professor simply lectures the 
entire class period. This course is going to be very different, as it is going to be an active 
classroom By active I mean that you will be required to interact with myself and your fellow 
students to learn the material presented in this course We will be using activities such as small 
group work, case studies, class discussions, and Poll Everywhere questions to actively engage 
in the learning process. In order to have an active classroom attendance and participation are 
extremely important. Participation is counted as part of your grade, but will count towards more 
than that, because through these active learning exercises you will develop critical thinking and 
problem solving skills that are essential to performing well in this course and others. 

Learninq Objectives: In order to do well in this course you will need to know exactly what I want 
you to be able to, and this is where learning objectives come in. At the beginning of every day of 
class, in the homework assignments and quizzes, on the study guides, and in the course 
schedule below, you will be presented with learning objectives that clearly state what I expect 
you to be able to do For example, "At the end of this class session, you will be able to compare 
and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis." Learning objectives are things that you 
can actually DO, so you will be able to tell whether or not you really know the material Learning 
objectives come in all levels, from the very basic to the very complex (see Bloom’s Taxonomy 
below), and you will be challenged at all levels in this course. 

Bloom’s Taxonorny~ There are marly kinds of knowledge, from rote memorization up to critical 
thinking and the synthesis of new ideas Memorization is important - you can’t describe biology 
without knowing biological definitions - but to do well in this course you will have to use the 
information you have learned to solve problems in new and different ways and to evaluate and 
weigh multiple solutions to a problem. To test your ability at these different levels of thinking, 
will rely on the structure of Bloom’s Taxonomy, a system used to classify levels of knowledge, 
from lower-level (remembering, understanding) to higher-level 
(applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating) Throughout this 
course, you will be exposed to the levels of learning described 
by Bloom’s Taxonorny and also will be challenged on exarns and 
in class to solve problems at all levels Learning objectives (see 
above) and questions can be categorized at different Bloom’s 
levels, so as we go through class you will get a feeling for what 
an "understanding" question is versus an "analyzing" question. I 
will not simply ask you to memorize facts and regurgitate them 
on exams; rather, I expect you to be able to think critically and to 
apply and analyze biology in new and interesting ways Learning 
to solve higher-level problems will not only help you succeed in 
this course, but in your other courses as well 

it/1,aste~inq Bioloqv. We will be using the online system Mastering Biology for homework 
assignments and online quizzes Mastering Biology is more than just a grading tool, however, it 
is chock full of extremely helpful tools to help you succeed in this course (hence the name) 
There are 3D animations, tutorials, study sheets, videos, practice tests, and more to be found 
within Mastering Biology, and I highly encourage you to take advantage of all of these tools 
Please see the "Mastering Biology Instructions" document on Sakai for more details 
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Pofl Even~/here: In order to gauge your level of understanding, improve course participation, 
earn course points, and to make the classroom more fun and engaging, we are going to be 
using Poll Everywhere in this course. Poll Everywhere is a web based poll system that you can 
submit answers to in real time from your cell phones (via texting), smartphones, laptops or 
tablets Throughout the course, I will pose questions to the class, and you can respond using 
your device. This will give me a real-time reflection of your thoughts and views on a certain 
topic, and can spark interesting discussions in the class. Poll Everywhere is also a fun and 
engaging way for you to "compete" against your classmates! Please see the Poll Everywhere 
document on Sakai for how to properly register and for more details 

Science Seminars: Do you know how much exciting biological, biomedical, and other scientific 
research is going on at UNC? As a student here, you should be exposed to these amazing 
scientists and their fascinating work. Over the course of this semester, you’ll need to attend two 
scientific seminars on campus They can be in any subject, ranging from ecology to cancer to 
tissue engineering, just make sure that you are interested in the topic! Who knows, you might be 
inspired and find a new career path to follow! A list of UNC seminar calendars and more details 
are posted on Sakai. 

Sharinq Science News: When you are skimming Google News, checking your Twitter feed, or 
looking at your friends’ Facebook posts, do you click on science news stories and read more 
about them? Whether you do it or not already you’ll get the chance to do just that in this class. 
As part of being a scientifically literate citizen, you should be aware of the science and biology 
research that is going on eve~ day and how it can affect you and your family You’ll be asked to 
find science and biology news stories, post them to Sakai, and comment on each otheCs 
postings This is called the Sharing Science News project, and more details can be found in the 
Evaluation section below as well as in the Sharing Science News document on Sakai. 

Open Topics You as the student are an integral part of this course, and what you want to learn 
about truly matters to me We will have two "Open Topics" days during the semester, in which 
you will get to vote to determine what we will learn about These could be specific areas of 
biology that we don’t normally have time to cover in detail (e.g. some aspect of animal 
physiology), applications of biology in medicine (eg stem cells, drug design, specific diseases), 
or an exploration of some interesting topic that might not have an answer (eg. does 
extraterrestrial life exist?). Hopefully you will have some personal connection to these topics and 
will learn a lot about theml 

Supplemental Instruction (Sl): Supplemental instruction (SI) sessions are extra help sessions 
taught by UNC students who have taken and excelled in Biology 101 in the past Sl sessions 
will be offered several times a week and each session will be scheduled for one hour The times 
and location of these sessions will be posted on Sakai during the first week of class. You are not 
required to attend SI, but d is highly recommended, since this is your opportunity to get more 
"one-on-one" attention for this course I suggest you fit one into your schedule early in the 
semester and attend weekly as if it is a required class 

Sakei Website: Everything that you need to know about this course will be posted on Sakai, so 
please make sure you are familiar with the system and how to use it You’ll be required to use 
Sakai to participate in the Sharing Science News project (see above and below), and take 
surveys throughout the semester You can also use Sakai to check your grades, find contact 
information, and view exam information. For help with Sakai, please check the UNC Student 
Sakai Blog: http://blog.sakai.unc.edu/students/ 
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Evaluation and Grading 
There will be multiple grading opportunities in this course, giving you many chances to do well 
A summary of the various grading opportunities is given below. 

Poll Everywhere: Attending class and participating is essential to doing well in this course, and 
you will also have the opportunity to earn course points by participating in Poll Everywhere 
exercises. Please see Sakai for information about how to register for Poll Everywhere and for 
the detailed grading breakdown. Participating in Poll Everywhere is worth a total of 50 points 
towards your final grade 

Science Seminars: During the course of the semester, you have to attend two scientific 
seminars on campus at UNC. You’ll need to provide a brief summary of the seminar and your 
thoughts on the topic. Each of the two assignments will be worth 25 points, for a total of 50 
points. Please see the Science Seminars document on Sakai for more details 

Sharing Science News: The Sharing Science News project is worth 50 points towards your final 
grade. Basically, you will have to post at least one science news story a week and post four 
comments a week to Sakai, for 10 weeks of the semester (this works out to 5 points per week) 
Please see the Sharing Science News document on Sakai for more details 

Review Quizzes: Weekly quizzes will be given to emphasize the essential topics from the class 
as well as to give you practice taking timed assignments. There will be a quiz each week of 
lecture when there is not an exam (see course schedule below for details) and it will be posted 
on Mastering Biology each Thursday after class You will have until Sunday (four days later) at 
11:59pm to complete Once you start the quiz, you will have 30 minutes to complete it, and you 
are only allowed one attempt to answer each question. There will be 11 quizzes total, but only 
10 will count towards your grade - the lowest score will be dropped. Each quiz is worth 10 
points, for a total of 100 points. 

Homework Assignments: There will be daily, online Mastering Biology homework assignments 
in this course to encourage you to read the book, keep you up to date, and to help you prepare 
for each day of class We will be applying the concepts that you read in the book and encounter 
in the homework in each class, so it is very important that you do the homework assignments! 
There will be 23 homework assignments total (one for each day of lecture; none due on exam 
days), but only 20 will count towards your grade - the lowest three homework scores will be 
dropped. Each homework assignment is worth 5 points, for a total of 100 points. All homework 
assignments will be due on Mondays and Wednesdays at 11:59pm (see course schedule for 
due dates). 

Exams: There will be three mid-term exams and a final exam in this course. These exams will 
assess your in-depth knowledge and maste~J of the course material Each mid-term exam is 
worth 200 points, and the final is worth 250 points. The mid-term exams only cover certain 
material, while the final is cumulative. The lowest scoring mid-term exam will be dropped (only 2 
of the 3 will count towards your final grade). See the course schedule below for exam dates and 
the material that they cover. 
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The breakdown for course points is as follows: 

Poll Everywhere 5% 50 points 
Science Seminars 5% 50 points 
Science News 5% 50 points 
Review Quizzes (I 1) 10% 100 points 
Homeworks (23) 10% 100 points 
Mid-term Exams (3) 40% 400 points 
Final Exam 25% 250 points 
Total 100% 1000 points 

(2 at 25 points each) 

(10 points each, drop lowest) 
(5 points each, drop 3 lowest) 
(200 points each, drop lowest) 

Based on the above point structure, you can calculate your grade at any time during the 
semester (ask for help if you need it), and you should calculate your grade regularly to keep 
track of how you are doing in the course The number of points will be converted to letter grades 
based on the following: 

A 925 - 1000 points B- 795 - 824 points 
A- 895 - 924 points C+ 735 - 794 points 
B+ 855 - 894 points C 685 - 734 points 
B 825 - 854 points C- 595 - 684 points 

D 545 - 594 points 
F Less than 544 points 

Course Policies 
Courtesy to Fellow Students: We are going to have a positive learning environment in this class, 
so courtesy to your fellow students (and to me!) is imperative Do you want to be distracted 
while trying to learn? Probably not, so please treat your classmates as you want to be treated 
This includes putting your cell phones on silent before class starts, not using cell phones during 
class (unless prompted to for a Poll Everywhere question), limiting side conversations and 
comings and goings during class, not reading newspapers or doing the crossword puzzles, and 
other possible distractions You are more than welcome to use your laptop to take notes and 
answer the Poll Everywhere questions, but please do not surf the web and post on Facebook 
during class - this is detrimental to your learning and is distracting to other students. 

Attendance: Attendance is vital to succeeding in this course, as some of the material that you 
will be tested on will not be found in the textbook Participation in the active learning activities 
during class will also help you develop your critical thinking and problem solving skills which will 
help you on the exams. I expect to see you in class every day. 

Academic Inteqdty: Enrollment in this class means that you agree to abide by the expectations 
of the University of North Carolina regarding academic integrity and the honor code For specific 
information, please refer to the UNC Office of Student Conduct website 
(http://studentconduct uncedu/) The University’s Honor Code will be strictly enforced Your 
responsibilities in the area of honor include, but are not limited to, avoidance of cheating, 
plagiarism and improper or illegal use of technology Your assignments are expected to be your 
own work If you have questions, please ask. Integrity is an important characteristic that should 
be exemplified in the lives of all UNC students. Dishonesty will not be tolerated in any form in 
this class Any student caught cheating on an examination or any other class assignment will be 
given a grade of zero for that examination or class activity and reported to University officials for 
further disciplinary actions. 
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Late Work: No late work will be accepted The homework assignments and quizzes on 
Mastering Biology have a due date and time (see above for details), and if they are not 
completed by then you will get a zero on the assignment, no exceptions. 

iV, ake-up I/Vork: No make-up work will be allowed in this course. If you don’t complete a 
homework assignment, don’t take a quiz, or miss an exam, these will count towards your 
dropped assignments for the course (lowest three homework assignments, lowest quiz and 
lowest exam dropped). The only exception to this rule is the final exam. If you have an official 
university excuse for missing the exam (death in the family, sickness, university activity), then a 
make-up will be possible. Please see me ahead of time if you know you will miss the final exam. 

How to do well in this course 
There is no one single best way to succeed in this course that works for everyone, but I can 
offer you some tips that have been proven to help Check Sakai for more study resources 

Read your book and do your homework before class! The textbook and Mastering 
Biology assignments will prepare you for class and get you ready to learn more Take 
the homework assignments seriously as they really will help you "master biology." 
Come to class and participate! Coming to class is very important, but if you just play 
Angry Birds the whole time you might as well not have come Paying attention, taking 
notes, asking questions, answering Poll Everywhere questions, and working with your 
classmates is essential to learning the most that you can during this course. 
Review your notes after class! Don’t wait until the night before the exam to look over 
your notes for the first time - I guarantee that you won’t do well and you won’t learn 
much at all. Make reviewing your notes a daily activity. Spend 15 - 30 minutes in the 
afternoon after each class going over your notes and the lesson slides and make sure to 
write down anything that is confusing or any questions that you may have Doing this will 
help you learn the material while also preparing you for the weekly quizzes and exams. 
Start early! When you are preparing for exams, don’t wait until the night before to cram! 
Start a week before the exam with daily, rigorous study sessions of about an hour or 
more. Set a goal for each study session, and do more than just re-read your notes or the 
textbook. Take time to re-draw diagrams, write out concepts in your own words, 
summarize topics, re-do Mastering Biology assignments, take practice exams, etc 
Ask yourseff - do I really understand this? Think about what you are learning and if 
you really are learning and understanding each concept. Ask yourself questions about 
how you are studying and if what you are doing is effective This is called metacognition 
and has been shown time and time again in the research literature to be an effective 
studying and learning tool 
Work in groups! Working with each other both in and out of class is highly encouraged, 
and peer-teaching can be more effective in helping you learn than studying the material 
on your own. Ask each other questions, make up practice tests for each other, and use 
each other for support and help throughout the semesten 
Attend supplemental instruction[ Sl is a valuable tool that is provided for you to help 
you learn and do well in this course. Make it a habit to attend the same Sl session once 
a week. Our own research at UNC tells us that the average of students that go to SI 
perform a half a grade better than the average of students that don’t attend SI 
Come to office hours! I’m here to help you as much as I can in any way possible 
Please come to office hours if you have questions or concerns about the course 
material, your major, careers, or life in general. Don’t wait until the end of the semester 
to come see me, as I won’t be of much help if it is too late! 
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Get peer tutoring help! Free peer tutoring is available at Dey Hall on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings from 6-9 PM. There are not usually too many people there and 
you can often get one-on-one attention, http://www unc edu/deptsilcweb/ 
Get one-on-one tutoring help! if you feel you need scheduled tutoring and one-on-one 
attention with a fulltime tutor, don’t wait too long. See Robin Blanton at the Learning 
Center She is the biology specialist and is wondedul. However, her time fills up fast 
because she is popular! http:fllearningcanter.unc edu/ 

Cou~e Schedule 
The following is the schedule for the course The assigned chapters are intended to be read 
before that day of class (e.g read Chapter 1 before class on January 15) More detailed reading 
assignments will be given with the homework assignments on Mastering Biology. All homework 
assignments are due each Monday and Wednesday at 11:59pm. Quizzes will be posted on 
Thursday and will be due by 11:59pm on Sunday night (four days later). The exams will cover 
the material that precedes them (stated in parentheses) The schedule is subject to change. 

Intreduetien te Bielegy 

BIG QUESTION: What is biology and how is science done? 
At the end of this unit, you wili be able to.. 

Describe the scientific method 
Use the scientific method to develop a hypothesis, make predictions, and analyze data 

Thursday January 10 
Tuesday January 15 

Course introduction and overview 
The scientific method Chapter 1 HW 1 

Unit 1: Molecules and Cells 

BiG QUESTION: Why do we need to eat food and breathe air? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain why water and carbon are essential to life 
Describe the properties of the macromolecules of life 
Draw an ideal cell and explain each organelle’s function 
Explain how molecules can be transpoFted across cell membranes 
Compare and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis 
Draw the path of a CO2 molecule through the carbon cycle 

Thursday January 17 
Tuesday January 22 
Thursday January 24 
Tuesday January 29 
Thursday January 31 
Tuesday February 5 
Thursday February 7 
Tuesday February 12 

Nutrition & Carbs & Fats Chapter 3 
Nutrition & Proteins Chapter 3 
The Science of Cooking TBA 
Cell Structure & Function Chapter 4 
Cell Membranes & Transpod Chapter 5 
Energy & Cellular Respiration Chapter 6 
EXAM 1 (on Jan 10 =Jan 31) 
Photosynthesis & Carbon Cycle Chapter 7 

HW2 Q 1 
HW 3 
HW4 Q2 
HW 5 
HW6 Q3 
HW 7 

HW 8 

Thursday February 14 OPEN TOPICS # 1 TBA Q 4 
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Unit 2: Genetics and Biotechnoloqy 

BIG QUESTION: How can changes in your DNA lead to cancer and other genetic diseases? 
At the end of this unit, you v;ill be able to.. 

Compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis 
Explain how disruptions in the cell cycle can lead to cancer 
Use a Punnett square to predict the traits of offspring 
Use the central dogma to determine a protein sequence given a DNA sequence 
Explain why cells can be very different even though they all have the same DNA 
Evaluate the ethical implications of biotechnology, forensic science, and GMOs 

Tuesday February 19 
Thursday February 21 
Tuesday February 26 
Thursday February 28 
Tuesday March 5 
Thursday March 7 
March 11 - 15 
Tuesday March 19 
Thursday March 21 
Tuesday March 26 

Mitosis & Cancer Chapter 8 HW 9 
Meiosis & Sex Determination Chapter 8 HW 10 Q 5 
Inheritance Chapter g HW 11 
DNA to RNA to Protein Chapter 10 HW 12 Q 6 
Gene Regulation Chapter 11 HW 13 
EXAM 2 (on Feb 5 - Feb 28} 
SPRING BREAK 
Human Genome Chapter 12 HW 14 
DNA Profiling & Forensics Chapter 12 HW 15 Q 7 
Genetically Modified Organisms    Chapter 12 HW 16 

Thursday March 28 OPEN TOPICS # 2 TBA Q 8 

Unit 3: Evolution, Diversity, and Ecology 

BIG QUESTION: How did we get to where we are today? 
At the end of this unit, you will be able to.. 

Explain Darwin’s theory of evolution 
Use natural selection to predict the evolution of populations 
Use phylogenetic trees to evaluate life’s history 
Compare and contrast prokaryotes and eukaryotes 
Describe the diversity of prokaryotic and eukaryotic life 
Explain the impact of human interaction on the biosphere 
Evaluate the evidence for and against climate change 

Tuesday April 2 
Thursday April 4 
Tuesday April 9 
Thursday April 11 
Tuesday April 16 
Thursday April 18 
Tuesday April 23 
Thursday April 25 

Evolution & Natural Selection 
Origin of Species 
Prokaryotic Diversity 
EXAM 3 (on Mar 5 - Apt 4) 
Eukaryotic Diversity 
Human Population Growth 
Climate Change, Part 1 
Climate Change, Part 2 

Chapter 13 HW 17 
Chapter 14 HW 18 
Chapter 16 HW 19 

Q9 

Chapter 18-19 HW 20 
Chapter36 HW21 Q 10 
Chapter 38 HW 22 
Chapter 38 HW23 Q 11 

Saturday May 4 at 12pm    FINAL EXAM (curnulative) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

Attach: 

Rong Hua <rhua@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                9:59 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Left Over Food 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Ever/one, 

After tonight’s workshops, we have some sandwiches and chips from Jason’s Deli left. They are in the refrigerator of our 
break room. So help yourselves to have some. Wish ever/one have a great evening! 

DanDan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Welborn, Spencer" <swelbom@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 8:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; 
~uncaa unc edu>; Tom Timmennans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: EXSS Anatomy class 

TEXT htm 

From: MyeN, Joseph B 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:39 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer; 
Subject: EXSS Anatomy class 

Hello Spencer 
I am writing to state that the textbooks for EXSS should be considered required for 

and any other of the student athletes that are currently enrolled in the course 

Sincerely, 
Joseph Myers 

Joseph Myers, PhD, ATC 
Associate Professor: Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Director: Human Movement Science Doctoral Cu~+iculum 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 8700 Fetzer 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 
919-962-7543 
ioemversabemail unc edu 

On , at 9:59 AM, ~)live unc edu> wrote: 

Hi Joe, 
This is from your EXSS class. I am a student-athlete, and I talked to you on the first day of class 
about obtaining a note from you concerning the textbook for the class. Below is the email from my athletic adviser stating 
that all I need is a signed note from you (either handwritten or by email) saying that I need the book. I know you 
mentioned the actual textbook, but it sounded like the Illustrated Atlases were pretty important as well. It is completely 
up to you, but if you wouldn’t mind writing and signing a note for whichever one of those three books you think would be 
best for me to have, that would be great. 
Thank you so much in advance for your willingness to help me, and I look forward to learning from you this semester! 
Have a great rest of your day :) 
Sincerely, 

From: Welborn, Spencer [swelborn(o~emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,              7:24 AM 



Subject: RE: note to professor about getting txtbook for EXSS    Anatomy class 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,               10:42 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; gyount@email unc edu; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa unc edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Latest from Loudermilk 

TEXT htm 

FYI, the email below went out to senior staff and several key people on campus (Joy Renner, Abigail Panter, 
Lissa Broome, Jan Boxill) this morning Wanted to let you all know and also ask you to keep an eye out for 
info we could include -- awards (I will include links when there are stories on GoHeels corn), achievements 
anything we’d like to showcase 
This will go out each Tues or Wed 
Thanks[ 
-- Dana 

The Latest from Loudermilk 

* 7his is the.first ojweekl)’ emaiLs intended to qff~,r a briq[overview q/the latest news, event.s and 

successes.[bom UN( ; Smdent-A thlete Services, housed in the Loudermilk (’enter.f!)r lLvcellence. 

Thanks.~r readi,g~ 

ACADEMICS 
¯ Approximately 135 UNC strident-athletes earned Dean’s List recognition for the fall semester. 
This number is up slightly from last thll’s total (129) and is equal to nearly 20 percent of all UNC 
student-athletes. 
¯ Ten student-aflfletes earned perfect 4.0 grade point averages in the fall. 
¯ A total of 27 student-athletes earned their degrees in December. 

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 
¯ Look for our shirts, which feature the new logo of the newly renamed RichardA. Baddour 
Carolina Leadership Academy. Shirts are color-coded according to the participm~ts’ level of 

involvement be it CREED (gray), CREED Mentor (black), Rising Stars (na’,3z), GAP Year 

(white), and Veteran Leaders (Carolina blue). 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
¯ Carolina Outreach has set up a bin in Loudennilk to collect extra hotel toiletries student-atlfletes 
bring back fi-om road ttps. The toilettes will be donated to the Inter-Faith Conncil for Social 



¯ Student-athletes have taken a leading role in the planning of National Girls and Women in Sports 
Day, which will take place       fiom I I a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Eddie Smith Field House. The 
event is targeted to children in first through eighth grades and will include the opporttmity to 
interact with and learn skills ~oln representatives of each Tar Heel women’s team. 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa unc edu 



STOR Section 001: Introduction to Statistics 

General Information 

Sy]labus 



Homeworks 



material via ernail will be very dit~cult so p_ease come by ©~ce iIoLcs 

Office Hours 



Ex~;ra credit project 



Contact Information 

Administrative details 

Checklist, 





STOR Section 001: Introduction to Statistics 

General Information 

Sy]labus 



Homeworks 



material via ernail will be very dit~cult so p_ease come by ©~ce iIoLcs 

Office Hours 



Ex~;ra credit project 



Contact Information 

Administrative details 

Checklist, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:41 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Feedback Forms 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Eve~one, 

Feedback forms from the last two nights are on the H drive under Acadlemic~/Tutor Feedlback Forms/Your Sport/Spring 

There is also a Drop In spoE for you all to reviewto see which of your students attend a Drop in each night. Be 

sure to check each of your spor[s each day as sometimes drop in tutors will write up a student who does not have a 

specific appointment. Obviously ifthe file is empty, no feedback forms were completed. 

The plan is for     to be here each morning to scan the forms from the night before, and I will save them into each 

respective spot[ file as soon as possible each morning. 

I hope this works well for everyone. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 

919 962 9892 (omce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:41 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Everyone, 

Feedback forms from the last two nights are on the H drive under Aca~lemic~/Tutor 7ee~lbacl¢ Forms/Your Sport/Spring 

There is also a Drop In spoE for you all to reviewto see which of your students attend a Drop in each night. Be 

sure to check each of your spor[s each day as sometimes drop in tutors will write up a student who does not have a 

specific appointment. Obviously ifthe file is empty, no feedback forms were completed. 

The plan is for     to be here each morning to scan the forms from the night before, and I will save them into each 

respective spot[ file as soon as possible each morning. 

I hope this works well for everyone. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutodal Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (omce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Bridget, Beth" <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~’y 22, 2013 10:27 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Harold Woodard 
<haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; 
Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <or@email unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

staff meeting today 

TEXT htm 

All 

Sorry for any repeat emails. We will have a staff meeting today at 3pm. Please send me any agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

B¢lh Bddgcr 
College of AIrs ~: Sciences 
Associate Director 
Acadcngc Supporl Program [or SludcnI-Ailg¢lcs 
UNC-Clmpel Hill 
(’,~) 919-843 -5669 
(c) 
bridge~ffuncaa uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 10:43 AM 

Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent 

Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

harold_woodard@unc.edu; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines 

<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug 

Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony ¥ount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

RSVP FOR FREE BREAKFAST NEXT WEEK 

TEXT.htm 

For those of you who want to take advantage of this opportunity a ny day next week, then here’s the link. Enjoy : ) 

htt p://www.su bway.com/su bwayroot/de fa u It.as p x 

Tia 

Tia Overst feet 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 843 4400 w 
overst reCo)u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 10:43 AM 

Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent 

Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; harold_woodard@unc.edu; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 

< kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RSVP FOR FREE BREAKFAST NEXT WEEK 

TEXT.htm 

For those of you who want to take advantage of this oppor[unity a ny day next week, then here’s the link. Enjoy : ) 

Tia 

Tia Overst feet 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Suppor[ Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
919 843 4400 w 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3_2:09 PM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince [lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 

Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Miller <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete spring semester 

W Lacrosse Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Levy, 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are offcially eligible for competition for the spring semesten Please 
look it over and let me know if it matches up with your list or not. If you have any questions, iust let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, I:01 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers 
<mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Bteinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Miller 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermansOuncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Compete spring semester 

TEXT.htm 

We have all 33 It looks good! 

Thank you 

Phil 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 

Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 

>>> Lance Markos 

Coach Levy, 

12:09 PM >>> 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are officially eligible for competition for the spring semester Please look it 

over and let me know if it matches upwithyourlistornot If you have anyquestions, just let me know Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:09 PM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince [lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 

Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Miller <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

W Lacrosse - Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Levy, 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are offcially eligible for competition for the spring semesten Please 

look it over and let me know if it matches up with your list or not. if you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:01 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 

< uncwlax@unca&unc.edu > 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince [lie 

<ille@unca&unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 

Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Miller <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Compete spring semester 

TEXT.htm 

We have all 33. It looks good! 

Thankyou. 

Phil 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 

> > > La nee Markos 

Coach Levy, 

12:09 PM >>> 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are of~cially eligible for competition for the spring semesten Please 
look it over and let me know if it matches up with your list or not. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 20J_3 5:J_3 PM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 

<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 

Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [[ 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ann 

Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc~edu>; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Day < bday@live.unc.edu >; Mark Knowles 

< bear@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bob Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener 

< biener@uncaa.unc.edSubject: G roupWise is sending and receiving >; Mary 

Ellen Bingham <binghamm@emaikunc.edu>; Mario Ciocca 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu >; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.u nc.edu >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Dawn McPherson 

<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 

Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu>; 

Ganesh Kamath <ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu >; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@ad.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 

<harry stafford@med.unc.edu>; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Janine 

Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 

Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Latoya Wright <ljtaylor@email.unc.edu>; 

Logan Roberts <loganwr@live.unc.edu>; Meridith Petschauer 

<mbusby@emaikunc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 

Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 

< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@[acilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@[ac.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

@live.unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; Robin Ungano <rungano@unc.edu>; 

ryanmills@unc.edu; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner 

<tbrickne@email.unc.edu >; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Terry K. 

Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >;                     @live.unc.edu >; Tim 

Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu>; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu>; Kelly 

Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

< william.modlin @facilities.u nc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thank you for your patience. 

The problem was with the spam f’lter server, all issues are cleared and mail is flowing again. There may be a shoe delay 

while the messages work through the cues. 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 20J_3 5:J_3 PM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 

<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 

Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [[ 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ann 

Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc~edu>; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >;               ’@live.unc.edu >; Mark Knowles 

< bear@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bob Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; BrittanyRenn <bgrenn@uncaa.uX MS Exchange 

[nbox Rules Loop: tonyyount@unc.edu>; Eric Biener 

< biener@uncaa.unc.edSubject: G roupWise is sending and receiving >; Mary 

Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu >; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.u nc.edu >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Dawn McPherson 

<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 

Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu>; 

Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@ad.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 

<harry stafford@med.unc.edu>; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Janine 

Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 

Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Latoya Wright <ljtaylor@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; Meridith Petschauer 

<mbusby@emaikunc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 

Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 

< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@[acilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@[ac.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; Robin Ungano <rungano@unc.edu>; 

ryanmills@unc.edu; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner 

<tbrickne@email.unc.edu >; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Terry K. 
Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >;                     @live.unc.edu >; Tim 
Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu>; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu>; Kelly 

Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank you for your patience. 

The problem was with the spam filter server, all issues are cleared and mail is flowing again. There may be a shoe delay 

while the messages work through the cues. 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 7:52 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duf~ce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

5purling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry ¯           @gmail.com>; 

TonyYount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>;Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Spencer Welbom 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

J_28 ]_3.docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Centen Thank you. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 7:52 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duf~ce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince ]lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu >; James 5purling <jspurling @uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @gmail.com>; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu >; 

Spencer Welbom <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

J_28 ]_3.docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Centen Thank you. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bridget, Beth" <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 12:24 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email uric edu>; Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email uric edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

watch 

TEXT htm 

A little Monday pick me up... 

htt p://www.yout u be.co m/wat ch ?v-l-gQLqv9f4o 

Beth 

Befit Bridget 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for StudcnI-Alhlclcs 
UNC-Chap¢l Hill 
(x~) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bfidget~o~a uncaa uric edu 



A little Monday pick me up... 

htt p://www.yout u be.co m/wat ch ?v-l-gQLqv9f4o 

Beth 

Befit Bridget 
Co11¢g¢ of Arls & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Acadenfic Support Program for Student-Atltletes 
UNC-Chap¢I Hill 
(~) 919-843 -5669 
(c)~ 
btid~¢tb’a uncaa unc cdu 



All, 

In anticipation of Super Bowl weekend, the NCAA has issued the attached reminder regarding its prohibition on 

gambling. 

Please note that this regulation applies to all athletics department employees, as well as nonathletics staff members who 
have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., Chancellor, FAR). 

We will send this same reminder to our student athletes, as well. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have. 

DON’T BET ON IT!L! 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ Universit7 of North Carolina 

Off5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



All, 

In anticipation of Super Bowl weekend, the NCAA has issued the attached reminder regarding its prohibition on 

gambling. 

Please note that this regulation applies to all athletics department employees, as well as nonathletics staff members who 
have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., Chancellor, FAR). 

We will send this same reminder to our student athletes, as well. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have. 

DON’T BET ON IT!L! 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ Universit7 of North Carolina 

Off5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



All, 

In anticipation of Super Bowl weekend, the NCAA has issued the attached reminder regarding its prohibition on 

gambling. 

Please note that this regulation applies to all athletics department employees, as well as nonathletics staff members who 
have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., Chancellor, FAR). 

We will send this same reminder to our student athletes, as well. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have. 

DON’T BET ON IT!L! 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ Universit7 of North Carolina 
Off5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



All, 

In anticipation of Super Bowl weekend, the NCAA has issued the attached reminder regarding its prohibition on 

gambling. 

Please note that this regulation applies to all athletics department employees, as well as nonathletics staff members who 
have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., Chancellor, FAR). 

We will send this same reminder to our student athletes, as well. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have. 

DON’T BET ON IT!L! 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ Universit7 of North Carolina 

Off5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



All, 

In anticipation of Super Bowl weekend, the NCAA has issued the attached reminder regarding its prohibition on 

gambling. 

Please note that this regulation applies to all athletics department employees, as well as nonathletics staff members who 
have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., Chancellor, FAR). 

We will send this same reminder to our student athletes, as well. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have. 

DON’T BET ON IT!L! 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ Universit7 of North Carolina 

Off5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bridget, Beth" <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~N 30, 2013 1:40 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

educ 

TEXT htm 

All 

Please let me know if you have any students applying to the School of Education, application due Feb 12. 

Beth 

Befl~ Bridget 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Atlgetes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(x~) 919-843-5669 

bridge~a uncaa uric edu 



All 

Please let me know if you have any students applying to the School of Education, application due Feb 12. 

Beth 

Befit Bridget 

Co11¢g¢ of Arls & Sciences 

Associate Director 
Acadenfic Support Program for Student-Atlgetes 
UNC-Chap¢I Hill 
(~) 919-843 -5669 
(c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~N 30, 2013 6:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince 
Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom 
<welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 
Workshop Announcement 

TEXT htm 

Staff, 

I want to invite you to a workshop I’ve set up for the graduate learning assistants. On March 6th at 2 PM, 

a doctoral student in                      , will conduct a workshop titled "Great Expectations: Balancing 

Support and Structure to Promote Student Growth and Success". He will briefly present insights from research on the 

qualities that make a supportive relationship between a teacher/educator and student, and he will lead us in a 

discussion on how we might apply those insights to our relationships with our student-athletes. 

Please let me know if you will be attending, so that I can let him know how much of an audience to expect. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599I T (919) 962-2237 
c          I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 



Staff, 

I want to invite you to a workshop I’ve set up for the graduate learning assistants. On March 6th at 2 PM, 

a doctoral student in Educational Psychology, will conduct a workshop titled "Great Expectations: Balancing 

Support and Structure to Promote Student Growth and Success". He will briefly present insights from research on the 

qualities that make a suppoVdve relationship between a teacher/educator and student, and he will lead us in a 

discussion on how we might apply those insights to our relationships with our student-athletes. 

Please let me know if you will be attending, so that I can let him know how much of an audience to expect. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading m~d Writing SpcciMist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel I~ll 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd ] Campus Box 3197 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

] F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcfl~cl@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~N 30, 2013 6:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; 
gyount@email unc edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Workshop Announcement 

TEXT htm 

Staff, 

I want to invite you to a workshop I’ve set up for the graduate learning assistants. On March 6th at 2 PM, 

, a doctoral student in                     will conduct a workshop titled "Great Expectations: Balancing 

Support and Structure to Promote Student Growth and Success". He will briefly present insights from research on the 

qualities that make a supportive relationship between a teacher/educator and student, and he will lead us in a 

discussion on how we might apply those insights to our relationships with our student athletes. 

Please let me know if you will be attending, so that I can let him know how much of an audience to expect. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading m~d Writing Spccialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599I T (919) 962-2237 
C              I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcfl~cl@unc edu 



Staff, 

I want to invite you to a workshop I’ve set up for the graduate learning assistants. On March 6th at 2 PM, 

a doctoral student in Educational Psychology, will conduct a workshop titled "Great Expectations: Balancing 

Support and Structure to Promote Student Growth and Success". He will briefly present insights from research on the 

qualities that make a suppoVdve relationship between a teacher/educator and student, and he will lead us in a 

discussion on how we might apply those insights to our relationships with our student-athletes. 

Please let me know if you will be attending, so that I can let him know how much of an audience to expect. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading m~d Writing SpcciMist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel I~ll 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd ] Campus Box 3197 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 
C              ] F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcfl~cl@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, . 9::]_4 AM 

~gmail.com; andrew perrin@unc.edu; antoniot@email.unc.edu; 
I~bfoster@email.u nc.ed u; bjpolk@UNC.EDU;            @gmail.com; 

"@g mail.com;       :@gmail.com; cderickson@u nc.edu; 

i@live.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; clineberry@unc.edu; 

dmjohn@email.unc.edu;         @gmail.com;      @nc.rr.com; 

dstroman@email.unc.edu; epo@med.unc.edu; -Everyone <- 

Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu >; fclark@email.unc.edu;,       l@live.unc.edu; 

gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; 

Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland@unc.edu; Jan 

Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; joanna@unc.ed u; joy_renner@med.unc.ed u; 

katsaoun@email.unc.edu; kcsawyer@live.unc.edu; keadey@unc.edu; 

lissa_broome@unc.edu; Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; 

mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mosley@unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; 

or[@email.unc.edu; peterchalfin@gmail.com;       ~g mail.com; 

rockyh@email.unc.edu; rparsons@email.unc.edu; sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu; 

southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; stephens@sog.unc.edu; 

strohm@email.unc.edu; .@gmail.com; Terry K. Rober[s 

<tkrobert@email.u nc.edu > 

Compliance Newsletter - February, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 2-1-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the February, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletten 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
I)irec~or of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Depar tl~ent o f Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962 6002 

markos@uncaa, unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9::]_4 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com; Alain Aguilar <alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton 

<AlexCreig hton@med.unc.ed u >; andrewperrin@unc.edu; 
antoniot@email.unc.edu; Ann Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd 
<apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; bbfoster@email.unc.edu; Brian Day 

@live.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

bjpolk@UNC.EDU;            @gmail.com;           @gmail.com; 
!@gmail.com; cderickson@unc.edu;       @live.unc.edu; Mario Ciocca 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; cjbox@email.unc.edu; Sandy Albright 

<ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; clineberry@unc.edu; Christopher Sparrow 
<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Dawn McPherson 
<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; 
drnjohn@email.unc.edu;         @gmail.com;      :@nc.rr.com; 

dstroman@email.unc.edu; Eric Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; 
epo@med.unc.edu; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu>; fclark@email.unc.edu; 

Ganesh Kamath <ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu>; :@live.unc.edu; 
gregoryc@email.unc.edu; Ginny Ellis <grellis@ad.unc.edu >; 

gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry 
Stafford <harry stafford@med.unc.edu>; Holden Thorp@unc.edu; ]lsy Chappell 

<ichappell@unc.edu >; Jack_Evans@unc.edu;jackie_copeland@unc.edu; Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; 

joanna@unc.edu; Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 
katsaoun@email.unc.edu; kcsawyer@live.unc.edu; keadey@unc.edu; Kim Jones 
<kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 
< kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; lissa_broome@unc.edu; Latoya Wright 

< Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >;_                       @live.u nc.edu >; Meridith 
Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley 

< mccauled@ad.unc.ed u >; Margie Dubnansky < mdubnans@ad.unc.edu >; Dino 
Megaloudis <megaloud@ad.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@fac.unc.edu>; 
mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mosley@unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; 

or~@email.unc.edu;,         i@gmail.com; Pamela Higley 
< phigley@ad.unc.edu >; rhs2:]_13@gmail.com; rockyh@email.unc.edu; Ronnie 

Pendleton <Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; rparsons@email.unc.edu; 
Robin Ungano <rungano@unc.edu>; ryanmills@unc.edu; Randall Young 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ryoung@fac.unc.edu >; sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu; Sally Mays 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; 

stephens@sog.unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; Sue Walsh 

<suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com; Tim Taft <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; Terry K. Roberts 

<tkrobert@email.u nc.edu >                      @live.unc.edu >; Tim Smith 

<tsmith06@ad.u nc.edu >; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu >; Kelly Waicus 

<waicus@email.unc.edu >; William Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter February, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 2 1 13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the Februa~/, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletten 

Thanks!! 

Lance Markos 
Director o f Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Depar t~ent o f Athletics 

Phone: ~919) 843-7259 

Fax: ~919) 962 6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, Februa~’y I, 2013 2:56 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: 

Done 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, February 0 I, 2013 1:50 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: 

has graduated, posted in December 

She’s still on the team list should I make her inactive, or is that something you want to do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Bridget, Beth" <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Friday, Februa~’y I, 2013 5:47 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email uric edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email unc edu>; Elizabeth M 
Lyons <emlyons@email uric edu>; Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; 
Vince Ille <ille@email uric edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee 
<jaimielee@email uric edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<orr@email uric edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email uric edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa uric edu> 

Staff Meeting 

TEXT htm 

Just a reminder Staff Meeting, Tuesday 3pm. Please send me any agenda items. Also, Department Staff meeting will be 

in the morning, Tuesday at 8pro. Everyone needs to attend ! 

Beth 

Co11¢g¢ of Arts & Sci¢nc¢s 

Associate Director 
Acadenfic Support Pt’ogt-anl for Student-Atlfletes 

bfidgcrh’a uncaa talc ¢du 



Just a reminder Staff Meeting, Tuesday 3pro. Please send me any agenda items. Also, Depar[ment Staff meeting will be 

in the morning, Tuesday at 8pm. Everyone needs to attend ! 

Beth 

Befit Bridget 

Co11¢g¢ of Arls & Sciences 

Associate Director 
Acadenfic Support Program for Student-Atlgetes 
UNC-Chap¢I Hill 
(~) 919-843 -5669 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februal~ 4, 2013 8:04 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clare Duf~ <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince [lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderser~ices.com>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleal~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; MaRina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 
<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

<nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kilschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry ¯           @gmail.com>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith 
<tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

20413.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center Thank you 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 8:04 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duffTce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince ]lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu >; James Spurling <jspurling @uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken CleaR/ 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack 

<krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton 

<nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <           ~gmail.com>; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu >; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

20413.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Centen Thank you. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:24 AM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Miller 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete spring semester 

W Golf - Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are omcially eligible for competition this semesten Please let me know 

if this list matches the one you were expecting. If you have any questions, j ust let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:24 AM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince ]lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Miller <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger 

<wigger@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

W Golf - Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are omcially eligible for competition this semesten Please let me know 

if this list matches the one you were expecting. If you have any questions, j ust let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:43 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 

<bridgerb@unca&unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@unca&unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@unca&unc.edu > 

B]OL Exam Review - Wednesday    @ 8pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for BIOL 
conducting on Wednesday evening I. ) at 8:00pro in Room 2310B. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

that our Biology tutor, , will be 

Susan .~aloy 
TutoBal Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 

919 962 9892 (o~ce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:43 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

B]OL Exam Review - Wednesday    @ 8pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for BIOL 

conducting on Wednesday evening ( ) at 8:00pro in Room 2310B. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

that our Biology tutor, :, will be 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (omce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 
s o m ad o~@! nca a:t!!" c~o u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:32 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

PSYC Exam Review - Monday @ 8pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC that our Psychology tutor, 

will be conducting on Monday evening ( ) at 8:00pm in Room 23ZOB. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutodal Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:32 PM 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PSYC Exam Review Monday @ 8pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC that our Psychology tutor, 

will be conducling on Monday evening I    ) at 8:00pm in Room 23:]-0B. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 
8usalq 

Susan Ma~y 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (omce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:37 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

PSYC Exam Review - Sunday @ 9pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC 

will be conducting on Sunday evening ( ) at 8:00pm in Room 2310A. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

that our Psychology tutor, 

Susan Ma~y 
Tuto~al Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 

919 962 9892 (o~ce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:37 PM 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PSYC Exam Review - Sunday @ 9pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC 

will be conducting on Sunday evening (    ) at 8:00pm in Room 23~-0A. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

that our Psychology tutor, 

Susan Ma~y 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:40 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PSYC Exam Review Monday @ 6pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC that our Psychology tutor, 

will be conducling on Monday evening I    ) at 6:00pm in Room 23:]-0A. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan Ma~y 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3.:40 PM 

Bc¢: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PSYC Exam Review Monday @ 6pm 

TEXT.htm 

thatourPsychologytutor, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Bent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, :1:49 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: CORRECTION PSYC Exam Review Sunday @ 6pm 

TEXT.htm 

Correction to the 

Thankyou, 

previousemail ThereviewwillbeonSunday( 

>>> Susan Maloy 1:40 PM >>> 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC 

be conducting on Sunday evening ~    ) at 6:00pm in Room 2310A 

Hope you all can make it Bring any questions that you may have 

Thanks, 

) at 6pm and not Monday 

thatourPsychologytutor, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:49 PM 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Susan Maloy 

C¢: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson < wricha@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CORRECT]ON PSYC Exam Review Sunday @ 6pm 

TEXT.htm 

Correction to the previous email The review will be on Sunday ( 

Thank you, 

>>> Susan Maloy 1:40 PM >>> 

)at 6pm and not Monday 

thatourPsychologytutor, 

Susan Matoy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic 8UppOrL Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:50 PM 

Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: PSYC Exam Review Sunday @ 9pm 

TEXT.htm 

Correction to the body of the email prev ously sent. The review will be at 9pm and not 8pm on Sunday. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

>>> Susan Maloy 1:37 PM >>> 

] would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC              that our Psychology tutor, 

will be conducting on Sunday evening (     at 8:00pm in Room 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tuto~al Coo~inato~cademic Counselor 



UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (omce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:50 PM 

Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Susan 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@emaikunc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: PSYC Exam Review - Sunday @ 9pm 

TEXT.htm 

Correction to the body of the email prev ously sent. The review will be at 9pm and not 8pm on Sunday. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

>>> Susan Maloy i 1:37 PM >>> 

] would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC that our Psychology tutor, 
will be conducting on Sunday evening ( ) at 8:00pm in Room 23ZOA. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



Susan Maloy 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (off’ce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:59 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Drop in 

TEXT.htm; Drop In Schedule by Da~ .pdf 

Hey Guys, 

Just wanted to let you know that we have added another ECON    drop in on Wednesdays at 6pm with 

Please adve~ise to your students and encourage them to use both and is good too. 

Also, T changed the CHEM drop in on Mondays at 6pm to indicate CHEM/PHYS. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (offce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:59 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Drop in 

TEXT.htm; Drop In Schedule by Da~ pdf 

Hey Guys, 

Just wanted to let you know that we have added another ECON    drop in on Wednesdays at 6pm with 

Please adve~ise to your students and encourage them to use both and is good too. 

Also, I changed the CHEM drop in on Mondays at 6pm to indicate CHEM/PHYS. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
919 962 9892 (offce) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:58 PM 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECON Exam Review Wednesday @ 9pm 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for ECON : that our Economics tuto~ 

, will be conducting on Wednesday evening (    ) at 9:00pro in Room 2303. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan .~aloy 



Tutor al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (omce) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:58 PM 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson < wricha@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECON Exam Review Wednesday @ 9pro 

TEXT.htm 

that our Economics tutor, will 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

818 962 9892 (office) 

818 962 8247 (fax) 







To: <~yount@emaij=unc edu> 

Please let me know if these are e×cu sad 



Subject: No ShoWY 



From: "Maloy, Susail B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Sent: We&lesday, 3:22 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>: Brent Blanton <blantonCa mlcaa unc edu>: 
Beth Bridget <bfidgerbCa email talC edu>; Elizabefll M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; 
Jaimie Alexis Smnaiha Lee ~iaimielee¢(4 email unc edu>; Jenn To~nsend 
<jto~nsendCa talC edu>;                      @live unc edu>; IQm N Orr 
<orrCa!emml unc edu>: Tia O~ erstreet <overstre, a;email unc edu>: 

@unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <swelborn¢(4 email unc edu>: Tony Yount 
<tonyyountCa unc edu>: Wally Richardson <whtchaCa email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyountCa uncaa unc edu> 

BUSI Exmn Reviews - @ 7-9pm 

TEXT htm 

I believe you have an exam coming up soon in BUSI                    Three Drop in Exam Preparation sessions have been 

scheduled over the next two weeks that I would like to invite you all to attend our Business tutor, will be conducting 

the sessions as follows: 

Thursday( ~ 7:00 9:00pm in Room 2306 

Tuesday( ~ 7:00 9:00pm in Room 2306 

Thursday1 ) 7:00 9:00pm in Room 2306 

Hope you all can make it Bring any questions that you may have 

Thanks, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program I’or Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (g0.x) 
sbmalowt:uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:15 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; G uy Cathro <cathro@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Grant Fulton 

<gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Miller <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete semester 

Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Shelton, 

Attached is the list of your current student athletes who are eligible for competition this weekend as of dght now. I 

know we’ve had some additions for the      so a couple of them still have some things that are outstanding and will 

likely keep them from playing against the US tryout team this weekend. 

Please review the list carefully and make sure that only those listed as eligible actually participate and receive benefits 

(i.e. meals) this weekend. Tfyou have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:]_5 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; G uy Cathro <cathro@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Grant Fulton 

<gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Miller <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - semester 

Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Shelton, 

Attached is the list of your current student athletes who are eligible for competition this weekend as of dght now. I 

know we’ve had some additions for the      so a couple of them still have some things that are outstanding and will 

likely keep them from playing against the US tryout team this weekend. 

Please review the list carefully and make sure that only those listed as eligible actually participate and receive benefits 

(i.e. meals) this weekend, tfyou have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:25 PM 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince ]lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale 

<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham < rackham@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>; Steve Miller 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete - semester 

Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Sagula, 

See attached for the list of your student athletes who are officially eligible for competition this semesten Please review it 

and let me now if it matches up with what you were expec[ing. Tf you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:25 PM 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sally Mays 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Steve Miller <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - semester 

Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Sagula, 

See attached for the list of your student athletes who are officially eligible for competition this semesten Please review it 

and let me now if it matches up with what you were expecting, if you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bridget, Beth" <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Monday, Febma~-y 18, 2013 I 1:47 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Harold Woodard 
<haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrog@email unc edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

meeting tomorrow 

TEXT htm 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow, please let me know if you have any agenda items. 

Beth 

Befit Bridget 
Co11¢g¢ Of Arts & Sci¢nc¢s 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for StudcnI-Alhl¢l¢s 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(x~) 919-843-5669 

(c/ 
bfid~erb~a uncaa uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  12:3 I PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email unc edu>; 
Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tin Overstreet 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

No ECON Drop-In Tonight 

TEXT htm 

Hey Everyone, 

Just wanted to be sure you were all aware that 

9pro ECON drop-in hours tonisht. 

is u nable to tutor tonight. Therefore, there will be no 6pm and 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥(a)uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Orr, Kym N" <orr@email unc edu> 

Monday, Februa~’y 18, 2013 2:54 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email unc edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Mate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: meeting tomorrow 

TEXT htm 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 11:47 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Welborn, Spencer; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; 
Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Yarbrough, Nate; Woodard, Harold; Richardson, Wally; Overstreet, Tia; Jaimie Lee 
(jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu); Lane, Cricket; Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: meeting tomorrow 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow, please let me know if you have any agenda items. 

Beth 

Befit Bridget 
Co11¢g¢ of Arts & Sci¢nccs 
Associal¢ Dircclor 
Academic Support Program For StudenI-Add¢l¢s 
UNC-Chap¢l Hill 
(,,~) 919-843 -5669 
(c) 
bddRerb’a uncaa uric ¢du 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 7:37 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth B~idger <b~idgerb@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Harold Woodard 
<haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan 
Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Sandra S Restivo <srestivo@email unc edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Out Today 

All, 

I will be out today I hope that you all have a great day. 

Nate 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Johnson, Shelley H" <shelljo@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  6:24 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham 
<binghamm@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridget 
<bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

Shelley H Johnson <shelljo@unc edu> 

RE: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudennilk?!" Bingo 

TEXT htm; SAS Bingo          Results pdf; SAS Bingo          pdf 

And the identities are... 

The much anticipated reveal for and the new bingo card for 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, J2:44 PM 
Subject: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

Thanks for evep/one’s help! Here is the installment of bingo. Enjoy! Again, identities will be revealed 

at the end of the month. 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timmennans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> 

Thursday,                  9:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; 
Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa uric edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa uric edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregoryc@email uric edu>; Jacquelyn D Copeland <jacldecopeland@unc edu>; Janis 
Matson <jematson@email unc edu>; Kathy C~-iggs <kgfiggs@uncaa unc edu>; Latoya 
J Taylor <ljtaylor@ad unc edu>; Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa unc edu>; Rocky Hotton <rockyh@email unc edu>; 

@varsitymonitor corn’;                         @uncaa unc edu>; ’Todd Arnold’ 
<tgamold@psafety unc edu>; Tom Timmennans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaaacademics@groups unc edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaacompliance@groups unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

COS 

image001 jpg; image002 jpg 

All, 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

(quit as of       ) 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 959.962.7855 I Cell !             I Fax 919.962.6002 

We ,~,d~..J¢.:~ ~e :~nd !n li ~re ~hroc2gh a’:hle~c~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@unca&unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@emaiku nc.edu > 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Seniors List 

TEXT.htm 

Good Morning Everyone, 

This is       ¯ I am helping Cricket with this year’s Graduation Banquet. So if you can send me a list of all the seniors in 
the teams you are working with, that will be huge helpful! Here, the "senior" means a student athlete who will graduate 

in this May orthe coming December. 

I really appreciate your time and efforts. Looking forward to your repliesL 

Thanks, 

Student-Athlete Development Graduate Intern 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919-843-2306 (c) 

~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Bridget, Beth" <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Friday, March I, 2013 2:05 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email uric edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uric edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Harold Woodard 
<haroldwoodard@unc edu>; JaimieAlexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; 
Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email uric edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@email uric edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday Staff Meeting 

TEXT htm 

All 

Staff meeting Tuesday 3pm 

Please send me any agenda items. 

Beth 

B¢lh Bridget 
Co11¢g¢ of Arts & Sci¢nc¢s 

{c) 
btid~cPo’a uncaa uric ¢du 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 7:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince 
Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom 
<welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: Webinar Series and National Convention 

On March 20th at 3 PM, N4A is holding a free webinar on individual and program certification I will plan to 
set up the webinar in one of the classrooms, and I encourage everyone to be there In my opinion, individual and 
program certification should be one of our program’s top priorities 

Bradley RH Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C          I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@uric edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-request@lists nacda corn [mailto:n4a-request@lists nacda corn] On Behalf Of Byrd, Bart 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 10:47 AM 

To: N4A@lists nacda corn 
Cc: ’Rainy Mosbah’ 
Subject: [n4a] Webinar Series and National Convention 

Dear N4A Members, 

I am proud to announce that we are beginning our N4A Webinar series again this year Our plans are to offer 
three FREE webinars this year We will have another one in late April and then one more after our convention 
this summer Please click on the link below to register 

[https://admin xosn com/pics32/O/MK/MKZVGESQZPHQICM 20130227223656 jpg] 

N4A will be hosting a FREE webinar to its members on the topic of Individual and Program Certiftcarlon on 
Wednesday, March 20 at 3:00 pm ET Non-members are encouraged to participate as well for a fee of $30 For 
additional informarlon on the webinar, as well as the registration process, click 
here<http://www nacda com/sports/nfoura/spec-rel/022713aaa html? 
CONTENT ID 434546&DB OEM ID 12300> 

Also, registration is now live for our 38th National Convention that is being held this summer in Jacksonville I 
encourage everyone to make plans to attend this year’s convention Carla Winters and Dan Brinkman have put 
together an excellent convention that you will not want to miss!!! I hope to see everyone this summer 

[http://gffx cstv com/schools/nacda/graphics/N4AConvbox jpg] 
<http://wwwnacdacom/nfoura/convenrlonhtml?CONTENT ID 434546&DB OEM ID 12300> 



Ba~ Byrd 
Associate Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Sel~-ices Baylor University 

(254) 710-3790 Office 
Cell 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists nacda com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 7:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; 
gyount@email unc edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: Webinar Series and National Convention 

On March 20th at 3 PM, N4A is holding a free webinar on individual and program certification I will plan to 
set up the webinar in one of the classrooms, and I encourage eve~ayone to be there In my opinion, individual and 
program certification should be one of our program’s top priorities 

Bradley RH Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

c          I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 

..... O~iginal Message ..... 
From: n4a-request@lists nacda corn [mailto:n4a-request@lists nacda corn] On Behalf Of Byrd, Ba~ 
Sent: F~iday, March 01, 2013 10:47 AM 
To: N4A@lists nacda corn 
Cc: ’Rainy Mosbah’ 
Subject: [n4a] Webinar Series and National Convention 

Dear N4A Members, 

I am proud to announce that we are beginning our N4A Webinar series again tbis year Our plans are to ofi’er 
three FREE webinars this year We will have another one in late April and then one more after our convention 
this summer Please click on the link below to register 

[https://admin xosn com/pics32/O/Mt;/Mt;ZVGESQZPHQICM 20130227223656 jpg] 

N4A will be hosting a FREE webinar to its members on the topic of Individual and Program Certification on 
Wednesday, March 20 at 3:00 p m ET Non-members are encouraged to pa~icipate as well for a fee of $30 For 
additional information on the webinar, as well as the registration process, click 
here<http://www nacda com/sports/nfoura!spec-rel/022713aaa html? 
CONTENT ID 434546&DB OEM ID 12300> 



Also, registration is now live for our 38th Nahonal Convenhon that is being held this summer in Jacksonville I 
encourage eve12¢one to make plans to attend this year’s convention Carla Winters and Dan Brinkman have put 
together an excellent convention that you will not want to miss!I! I hope to see everyone this summer 

[http://grCx cstv com/schools/nacda/graphics/N4AConvbox jpg] 
<http://wwwnacdacom/nfoura/conventionhtml?CONTENT E) 434546&DB OEM I1) 12300> 

Ba~ Byrd 
Associate Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Services Baylor University 

(254) 710-3790 Office 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: hup://lists nacda com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Monday,               12:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince 
Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom 
<welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Workshop Wednesday 

TEXT htm 

Staff, 

I am sending a second invitation to a workshop I have arranged for Wednesday at 2 PM. The title is "Great Expectations: 

Balancing Suppor[ and Structure to Promote Student Growth and Success," and the presenter is                 a 

doctoral student in Educational Psychology. We will meet in the classroom on the football side. Please let me know 

whether you’ll be there. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridgc Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C,             I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Monday,               12:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; 
gyount@email unc edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Workshop Wednesday 

TEXT htm 

Staff, 

I am sending a second invitation to a workshop I have arranged for Wednesday at 2 PM. The title is "Great Expectations: 

Balancing Suppogc and Structure to Promote Student Growth and Success," and the presenter is                a 
doctoral student in Educational Psychology. We will meet in the classroom on the football side. Please let me know 

whether you’ll be there. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
c              I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcthcl@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 1:37 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email unc edu>; ElizabethM Lyons 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Staff Meeting Canceled 

TEXT htm 

All, 

Dean Woodard ask me to send out the following email regarding today’s staff meeting. Ou r staff meeting has been 

canceled for today. Please be aware of this change. Thanks. 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 ON) 

(C) 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc 

Cricket Lane <cricketCc~uncaa uric edu> 

Academics< Academics@uncaauncedu>; AsstHeadCoaches< AsstHead 

CoachesC~uncaa uncedu>; Head Coaches < Head CoachesC~uncaa uncedu> 



Subject: @ 7pm 

Attach: TEXT htm; I(atie ~(docx 

We were just given an opporLunity to have I<atie ~(oestner (see below) at no cost to speak with our 
student athletes on sexual assault and student safety in light of the campus climate, I do not think we can 
pass on this presentation I am asking that each team have at least 3 4 representatives at the 

presentation, which is Tuesday,          at 7pro on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk You can definitely send 
more it will only last one hour Please send names to me I will also be inviting CREED Mentors, Veteran 
Leaders, SAAC, and SWAG Coaches are also encouraged to attend 

This will not take the place of the Monday, alcohol and drug education workshop 

Please contact me if you have any questions 



Katie Koestner was the first survivor of date rape to speak out nationally. Her emotionally charged 
presentation creates an environment of understanding and helps lay the groundwork for behavioral 
transformation. Katie shares her story on a level that everyone can feel, and to which everyone can 
relation. 

Koestner is a national expert on student safety and teen relationship culture. She has appeared on the 
cover of TIME Magazine, The Oerah Winfrev Show. NBC Nightly News. CNBC Talk Live, CNN, Larrv King 
Live, Good Morning America, Later Today, MSNBC, Entertainment Tonight and other national television 
programs. She is the subject of an HBO movie and has lectured at over 1700 schools in North America. 
In 2010, the US Ambassador to India invited Katie to keynote and lead a 19 day campaign in India to 
raise awareness about Violence Against Women 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               12:40 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email unc edu>; 
Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Feedback Forms for Tomorrow 

TEXT htm 

Hey Guys, 

Just wanted everyone to know that I will not be in the office tomorrow and will not have access to email until late in the 

day. As a result,      is going to scan the feedback forms from tonight to me and to you so that you have them for 

Friday reporting. I will still save them on the H drive as normal. So once you have reviewed them tomorrow, no need 

for you to save them. You can simply delete when you are done. 

Thanks and have a great weekend everyone, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~buncaa uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 8:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday Drop in Feedback Forms 

Drop in.pall 

Advisors, 

attached are the drop in feedback forms from Thursday, 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 8:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 

<bridgerb@unca&unc.edu>; gyount@emaikunc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday Drop in Feedback Forms 

Drop in.pdf 

Advisors, 

attached are the drop in feedback forms from Thursday, 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Bridget, Beth" <bridgerb@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:19 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Harold Woodard 
<haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email unc edu>; 
Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <or@email unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; 
Spencer Welbom <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

staff meeting 

TEXT htm 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow, 3pm. Please send me any agenda items! 

I look forward to the most awesome staff meeting ever, as it will be my last one! 

Tony, please no cheers! 

Beth 

B¢lh Bddgcr 
College of AIrs ~: Sciences 
Associate Director 

Acadcngc Supporl Program for SludcnI-Ailg¢lcs 
UNC-Clmpel Hill 

(,,~) 919-843 -5669 

bfidget~v~ffuncaa uric edu 



Monday, 4:4i PM 

From: denn Townsend <itownsend@unc.edu> 
Subject: Managers 
Date:             3:42:53 PM EDT 
To: Beth Bridget <bridqerb,@,emaiLunc.edu>, <dYOUnt(@email.unc.edu>, Kym N Orr <orr@,emaiLunc.edu>, Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn(@.email unc.edu>, Tony Yount <tonwount(~..unc edu>, Brunt Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc.edu>, 
Susan Maloy <sbma[oy@uncaa ul)c,edu>, Wally Richardson <w!:icha@u])caa,unc edu> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"Timmennans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> 

Monday,              4:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; 
Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa uric edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa uric edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregoryc@email uric edu>; Jacquelyn D Copeland <jacldecopeland@unc edu>; Janis 
Matson <jematson@email unc edu>; Kathy Gn-iggs <kgliggs@uncaa unc edu>; Latoya 
J Taylor <ljtaylor@ad uric edu>; Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa unc edu>; Rocky Hotton <rockyh@email unc edu>; 
’sam@varsitymonitor com’;                         @uncaa unc edu>; ’Todd Arnold’ 
<tgamold@psafety unc edu>; Tom Timmennans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaaacademics@groups unc edu> 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa unc edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa unc edu>; Sarah 
K Haney <shaney@email unc edu>; UNCAA-Compliance 
<uncaa compliance@groups unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

COS 

image001 jpg; image002 jpg 

All, 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 959.962.7855                   I Fax 919.962.6002 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              10:41 AM 

Karen C Shelton <kshelton@email unc edu> 

Jr Larry A Ga0o <athgallo@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaaunc edu>; 
Gregory Gatz <ggg@email unc edu>; Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@email unc edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@email unc edu>; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@email unc edu>; Scott M Oliaro <oliaro@email unc edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@unc edu>;                                ~email unc edu>; Steve Miller 
<smiller@uncaa unc edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Ca-ant Fulton <w[’ulton@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete update 

TEXT htm;            - Spring Eligible to Compete 2pdf 

Coach Shelton, 

See attached for the latest on who is eligible for competition,               is now officially cleared for competition 

after getting through the Eligibility Center. Thanks to Grant for getting her through the process. If you have any 

questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



We do i~ot lave a manager for i~ext year 

Subject: Manage~ 
Date: March 18, 2013 3:42:53 PM EDT 
To: Beth Bridger <brid#erb{~email.unc edu>, <#~ount~,email unc.edu>, Kym N Orr <orr(~,email unc edu>, Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn@e]£a[! ul)c,edu>, Tony Yount <~ol]yyount@unc edu>, Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa ul)c,edu>, 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy(Zb, uncaa.unc.edu>, Wally Richardson <wricha~uncaa.unc.edu> 



Subject: Managers 
Date: 3:42:53 PM EDT 
To: Seth Bddger <bddqerb~temail.unc.edu>, <~¥ount~,emaiLunc.edu>. Kym N Orr <orr~emaiLunc.edu>, Spencer Welborn 
<swelborn~email.unc edu>, Tony Yount <tonYyount(~D, unc edu>, Srent SMnton <blantonC~,uncaauncedu>, Susan Maloy 
<sbma!oy@ut)caa uric edu>, WNly Richardson <wdci]a@uncaa unc edu> 



From: Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 
Subject: Managers 
Date:               3:42:53 F~M EDT 
To: Beth Bridger <b[idgerb@e!]]ai[,unc edu>, <8youl]t@e]~/aj! unc,edu>, Kym N Orr <orr@email un&edu>, Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>, Tony Yount <tonwount@unc.edu>, Brent Blanton <blanton@,uncaa.unc.edu>, 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy~,uncaa unc.edu>~ Wally Richardson <wricha~uncaa.unc edu> 

Hi¸ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               9:53 AM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email unc edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@unc edu>; 
~aol corn; Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc edu> 

Jr Lanay A Gallo <athgallo@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@unc edu>: Gregotay Gatz <ggg@unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

waiver 
TEXT htm; decision pdf 

All, 

gee attached for the approval from the NCAA on        waiver. This means that she may now re-join practice with the 

team and compete for UNC, effective im mediately, for the rest of the semester even though she is only enrolled in 

hours. Thanks to everyone, especially Tony, for their help on the waiver. Please pass the word along to 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks![ 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director o~ Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                I 1:25 AM 

Chris Ducar <duca@unc edu>;       ~aol corn; Lance M Markos 
<markos@email unc edu>; Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc edu> 

Jr LanT A Gallo <athgallo@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney(?bunc edu>~ ~gmail corn>; Grego~T 
Gatz <ggg@unc edu>; @uncaa unc edu>; Tom Timmem~ans 
<timmermans@unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: waiver 

TEXT htm 

Thank you guys, this is HUGE for us AND 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
~c: Yount, Tony; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; ~@uncaa.unc.edu; Timmermans, Tom; Gatz, Gregory; Blanton, 
Brent S 
Su~ect:           waiver 

All, 

See attached for the approval from the NCAA on        waiver. This means that she may now re-join practice with the 

team and compete for UNC, effective im mediately, for the rest of the semester even though she is only enrolled in 

hours. Thanks to everyone, especially Tony, for their help on the waiver. Please pass the word along to 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 11:38 AM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Chris Ducat <ducar@unc.edu>; 

@aoLcom; Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thomas J Sander 
< pacman@unc.edu> 

Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@unc.edu>;, 
@g mail.corn >; G regory Gatz < ggg @u nc.ed u >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu>; Tony 
¥ount <tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: waiver 

TEXT.htm 

Lance, Tony, and eve~lone else "who had a hand in this" 

This is great news and we all know that 

THANK YOU! 

Larry 

her teammates, and coaches are most appreciative. Well done and 

> > > "Dorrance, Alber[ A iV" <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 
Thank you guys, this is HUGE for us AND 

11:25 AM >>> 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AM 
TO: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
CO: Yount, Tony; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; ~@uncaa.unc.edu; Timmermans, Tom; Gatz, Gregory; 
Blanton, Brent S 
Subject:           waiver 

All, 

gee attached for the approval from the NCAA on        waiver. This means that she may now re-join practice with 

the team and compete for U NC, effective immediately, for the rest of the semester even though she is only enrolled in 

Thanks to everyone, especially Tony, for their help on the waiver. Please pass the word along to 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks[! 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 



University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday, 3:05 PM 

~email unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~uncaa uric edu>; 
~live uric edu>; 

~gmail com; ~gmail com; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; ~hotmail corn; @gmail corn; 

@orange k 12 nc us; ~email unc edu>; 
" " " ~email unc edu>; @gmail corn; 

@hotmail corn; @gmail corn; @gmail corn; 
@email unc edu>; ~gmail corn; 

,@unc edu>; 
~gmail com; 

@chccskl2ncus; 
~email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@email unc edu>; 

@gmail com; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~gmail corn; @gmail corn; 

@email unc edu>; 
~chccs k12 nc us; @chccs k12 nc us; 

~yahoo corn; 
~yahoo corn; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>;         " 

@gmail corn 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email unc edu>; Elizabeth M 
Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha gee 
<jaimielee@email unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Youm <tonyyoum@unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Closed over Easter Holiday 

TEXT htm 

Hello All, 

Due to the Easter Holiday weekend, the Academic Center will be closed on Thursday ( 

Tutorial sessions will not be conducted on those evenings. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

I look forward to seeing everyone at training on Wednesday afternoon { ) at 4:30pro. 

Thanks, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloyC~uncaa unc edu 

) and Sunday ( .) evenings. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susm~ B" <sbmaloy@cmail uric edu> 

Friday, I 1:50 AM 

~@ivc uric edu>: 
~ljlive unc edu>: 

@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>: 

a~livc uric edu>: 
@live unc edu>; 

?l~live unc edu>; 
a~livc unc edu>; 

a~livc unc edu>; 

@live uric cdu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

a~livc unc edu>; 
a~livc uric edu>; 
?l~live unc edu> 

~a;live unc edu>: 

ajlive unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>: 

~live unc cdu>; 
a~livc uric edu>; 

?l~live unc edu>; 

a~live unc edu>: 
agave unc edu>: 

a~livc unc edu>; 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@cmail unc cdu>; Brent Blanton <blm~ton a~uncaa uric edu>: 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb a~email unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <cmlyons@cmail uric cdu>: 
laimie Alexis Samatha Lee ~iaimielee@email unc edu>: Jenn Townsend ~itownsend@unc edu>; 

i;live unc edu>: Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>: Tia Overstreet 
<ovcrstre@cmail uric cdu>:                                        a~unc edu>: Spencer 
Welbom <swelbom@email tmc edu>: Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha a~cmml unc cdu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

ECON Scc 6 & 7 Exam Review - Tucsda5 @ 8:00pm 

TEXT htm 

will 

S~tsan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (t~ax) 
sbmalov a uncaa uric cdu 



Tean3, 

When you are putting your fall class schedules to~ether, please keep the followin~ in mind: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Friday, 3:56 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
(~{live unc edu>; @gmail corn: 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

,@Jive unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

~live unc edu>; 
,~)live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu> 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; ~ 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; I 
~live unc edu> 

~liveuncedu; 
~liveuncedu>: 

~liveuncedu>; 
~liveuncedu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
?bJive unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email unc edu>; Elizabeth M 
Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee 
<jaimielee@email unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

PSYC Exam Review - Sunday @ 6:00pro 

TEXT him 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC 

be conducting on Sunday evening     ) at 6:00pm in Room 2310C. 

Hope you all can make it. Brin9 any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

at our Psychology tutor, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu 





Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 









On 





Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:41 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; gyount@email unc edu; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa unc edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>;                       @uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

info session on b-school admissions 

TEXT htm 

Hi all, 
Anna Millar, who oversees the admissions process for the undergrad business program at Kenan-Flagler, has 
offered to come over to Loudermilk and speak to our staff about the undergraduate admissions process She’s 
free anytime on        , which is a Friday Maybe we shoot for 2 pro? The program takes about I hour 
If this is something you’d be interested in attending, please let me know whether 4/12 at 2 pm works for you 
(FYI, there’s an admissions ovetMew for students on , the reading day I will make sure students and 
counselors receive info about that ahead of time ) 
Any questions/comments, please let me know Thanks! 
-- Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa unc edu 









Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timmennans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> 

Wednesday,               1:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; 
Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa uric edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa uric edu>; 

~email uric edu>; Jacquelyn D Copeland <jacldecopeland@unc edu>; Janis 
Matson <jematson@email unc edu>; Kathy C~-iggs <kgriggs@uncaa unc edu>; 

@ad unc edu>; Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa unc edu>; Rocky Hotton <rockyh@email unc edu>; 

@varsitymonitor corn’;                         ~uncaa unc edu>; ’Todd Arnold’ 
<tgamold@psafety unc edu>; Tom Timmennans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaaacademics@groups unc edu> 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa unc edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa unc edu>; 
UNCAA-Compliance <uncaacompliance@groups unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Change of Stares 

image001 j pg; image002 j pg 

All, 

Please ADD the following student athletes to their respective team rosten 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7855 I~                   I Fax 9:19.962.6002 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc edu> 

Friday,              10:22 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham 
<binghamm@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridget 
<bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

@unc edu> 
REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudennilk?!" Bingo 

TEXT htm; SAS Bingo (       ) Results pdf 

Results from the edition of SAS Bingo... when all is revealed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Monday,             I 1:50 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email unc edu>; Elizabeth M 
Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

~unc edu>; @live unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

This Week 

TEXT htm 

Hi Everyone, 

I just wanted to be sure you all were aware that I will be on vacation beginning Tuesday late afternoon through Sunday 

¯ If there are any loose ends regarding tutoring for the week, please work with me on this no later than tomorrow 

afternoon,      will be scanning feedback forms directly to you beginning Wednesday morning so that you will not be 

without this information since I may not have regular access to email while I am away. She will also send them to me, 

and I will save them to the H drive as usual, so no need for you to save the emails once you have viewed the 

information. If you need to contact tutors regarding cancelations please copy me as well so that I am aware. 

Thanks so much and I hope you all have a great week!! 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (ofrice) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloyCa)uncaa unc edu 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms Drop in 

F]LE.msg 

Attached are the drop in feedback forms from Tuesday, 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

4/3 Feedback Forms Drop in 

TEXT.htm; F]LE.msg 

Attached are the drop in feedback forms from Wednesday April 3. 



From: <scanner@unc edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 20130404075313312pdf 

7:53 AM 

~uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "RI 1153" (Aficio MP 3500) 

Scan Date: 04042013 07:53:13 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner(?b~unc edu 
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nat onal championship. She was a major 



From: Sand or. Thomas J 

helped lead us to our national championship. She was a n-a or contributor o 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             2:47 PM 

Karen C Shelton <kcs@unc edu> 

Jr Lanay A Gallo <athgallo@unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
Gregory Gatz <ggg@unc edu>; Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@email unc edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@email unc edu>: Scott M Oliaro 
<oliaro(~&email unc edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@unc edu>; 

. @emailuncedu>; StevenLMiller<smiller21@uncedu>;TomTimmermans 
<timmermans@unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Grant Fulton 
<wfulton@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete update 

TEXT htm; Field Hockey - Spring Eligible to Compete 3 pdf 

See attached            is officially eligible for competition for the rest of the semester. I know the plan is for her to 

ju st be a practice player but I wanted to get her eligible to the same point as the rest of the team, so that we’re in the 

clear if she ends u p doing more than just practicing. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               12:19 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Raphael Espinal 
Levante <raphael levante@unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

PSYC Sec 002 Exam Review - Tuesday @ 9:00pm 

TEXT htm 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC    Section 002 that our Psychology tutor, 
be conducting on Tuesday evening      at 9:00pm in Room 2306. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~buncaa uric edu 

will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               12:22 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Raphael Espinal 
Levante <raphael levante@unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

PSYC Sec 003 Exam Review - Tuesday @ 8:00pm 

TEXT htm 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC    Section 003 that our Psychology tutor, 
be conducting on Tuesday evening      at 8:00pro in Room 2306. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

will 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloyabuncaa unc edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> 
Thursday,              4:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; 
C~ystal Nolan LinebelTy <clineberry@unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa unc edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregotNc@email unc edu>; Jacquelyn D Copeland <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Janis 
Matson <jematson@email unc edu>; Kathy C~-iggs <kgfiggs@uncaa unc edu>; Latoya 
J Taylor <ljtaylor@ad unc edu>; Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa unc edu>; Rocky Hotton <rockyh@email unc edu>; 

@varsitymonitor corn’;                         ~uncaa unc edu>; ’Todd Arnold’ 
<tgamold@psafety unc edu>; lom llmmermans <ttmmermans@uncaa unc edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaaacademics@groups unc edu> 

Raymond Joshua Langley <jlangley@unc edu>; Harlis James Meaders 
<meaders@unc edu>; UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Men’s Track Change of Status 

image001 j pg; image002 j pg 

All, 

Please ADD the following student athletes to their respective team rosten 

of 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 9~-9,962.785~- I Cell             Fax 919,962.6002 

~,, IMAGE 55 



Ol~ginai Message 

PSYC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email unc edu> 

Monday, .           4:48 PM 
Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Harold 
Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn 
Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Final Exam Review Sessions 

Susan, 
I need to cancel 7pm appointment for English tonight with 

Sent via DroidX2 on Verizon Wtretess T 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu>, "Lyons, Elizabeth M" 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>, "Orr, Kym N" <orr@email.unc.edu>, "Overstreet, Tia" 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>, "Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email.unc.edu>, "Woodard, Harold" 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu>, "Blanton, Brent S" 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon,            16:07:35 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Final Exam Review Sessions 

From: Jenn Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Sent= Honday,            10:34 AM 
To= Caldwell, Andrea L; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Maloy, Susan B; Welborn, 
Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Lane, Cricket; Woodard, Harold; Ille, Vince; Lee, Jaimie; Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent 
S; Wally Richardson 
Subject: Staff meeting tomorrow 

This is your reminder that we will have a staff meeting tomorrow, Tuesday, 

Loudermilk Conference room. 

at 3:00pm in the 

Please let me know if you have any items you would like to add to the agenda. 

Jenn 



Associate Direcior 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday, .          ~ 5:21 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>;. ~gmail corn; 

@live unc edu>; 
~)live unc edu>; 

~#live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc ed~>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

~live unc edu; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~)live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: PSYC Exam Review - Tuesday @ 8:00pm 

TEXT htm 

Noted! Ntudent~, do not forget about the "PA’YC 
students! 

exam review!" Advisors, please no@ your 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,            12:21 

~:: Richardson, Wally; Overstreet, Tia; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Orr, Kym N; Blanton, Brent; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Yount, Tony; 
Subject: PSYC          Exam Review - Tuesday    @ 8:00pro 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC 

be conducting on Tuesday evening      at 8:00pm in Room 2306. 

Hope you all can make it. Brin9 any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

that our Psychology tutor, will 

Susan Maloy 



Tutorial CoordinatoffAcademic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalog~a)uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince 
Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom 
<welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Michelle Brown 
(mjdbrown3@gmail corn); Stephen M Farmer <sfarmer@admissions unc edu> 

Frank DeFord 

TEXT htm 

Click here to read an interesting article from Frank DeFord today. Here’s a clip: 

"Athletes should get academic credit for playing on a team, no less than collegiate musicians get credit for 
music courses, or, say, collegiate journalists earn for taking courses where they can get credit for covering the 
athletes who don’t get credit for doing what the journalists get credit for writing about." 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading m~d Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I cmllpus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
c              I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcthcl@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; 
gyount@email unc edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Michelle Brown 
(mjdbrown3@gmail corn); Stephen M Farmer <sfarmer@admissions unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Frank DeFord 
TEXT htm 

Click here to read an interesting agdcle from Frank DeFord today. Here’s a clip: 

"Athletes should get academic credit for playing on a team, no less than collegiate musicians get credit for 
music courses, or, say, collegiate journalists earn for taking courses where they can get credit for covering the 
athletes who don’t get credit for doing what the journalists get credit for writing about." 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudcllnilk Ccntcr for Exccllcncc 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3197 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599I T (919) 962-2237 
c          I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              3:27 PM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Chris Ducat <duca@unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Transfer 

TEXT htm; docx 

All, 

Please see the attached transfer credit evaluation for a possible         transfer from        She will be entering 

her 7th semester this fall, so we’re needing 72 degree applicable hou rs and she looks to be in the Business School 

(finance) world academically down there. 

Tony and Brent could you guys take a look to make sure these may all be degree applicable to a degree? She’s actually 

got some decent course work coming in, so I’m hopeful. 

On the flip side, Anson and Chris could you ask      for syllabi for the N/A courses that are listed from the past 3 

semesters? We can get them evaluated by the Business School to see if we can get to 72 hou rs without 5u mmer 

School. Thanks[! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Friday,             12:14 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; Raphael Espinal Levante 
<raphael levante@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Final Exam Schedule - Olympic Sports 

TEXT htm; Final Exam Reviews - Olympic Sports xlsx 

Hey Everyone, 

Attached is the Final Exam Schedule for all students, excludin8 specific sessions. The only session that 

could not commit to yet is the Monday afternoon       So you could leave that off before you send to students 

if necessary. Overall, however, this is ready to be sent to all students. 

Let me know what other needs you have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~buncaa uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

@gmail corn) 

Malay Willingham Acceptance Speech 

TEXT htm 

Staff, 

You may want to read her speech, just so you know what she is saying: http://thedrakegroup.org/2013/O4/22/mary- 

willingham-2013-rmh-recipient-says-u niversity-failed-athletes/ 

I’m sure we’ll all have thoughts, and I look forward to discussing in person. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading m~d Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
c              I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; gyount@email unc edu; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

@gmail corn) 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Ma~-y Willingham Acceptance Speech 

TEXT htm 

Staff, 

You may want to read her speech, just so you know what she is saying: http://thedrakegroup.org/2013/O4/22/mary 

willingham 2013 rmh recipient says university failed athletes/ 

I’m sure we’ll all have thoughts, and I look forward to discussing in person. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudcnnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599I T (919) 962-2237 
c          I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, April 22, 2013 9:50 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; blanton@unc edu; 
emlyons@unc edu; j aimielee@unc edu; j enntownsend@email unc edu; 
nate~arbrough@unc edu; orr@email unc edu; overstre@email unc edu; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; wricha@email unc edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

TEXT htm 

Hello, 

I am looking forward to May 6th and finally being in the office [~During the first two weeks, I would like to 
have a meeting witb each of you This first meeting will give us the opportunity to begin our conversations 
regarding individual goals and office priorities This is also an opportunity to bring your questions 

Please email me with a few hour time slots that are open in your schedule (or that you can arrange to have open 
for the meeting) starting on May 7th through May 17th so that we can secure a time 

In addition, by Friday, April 26, please email me with answers to the following two questions 
I) After my last visit, I was provided with a brief summa~?~ of each individual’s job responsibilities (team 
assignments) I I Please provide me with a list of your current team assignments before you picked up anything 
due to the recent 2 vacancies (and you can add what you have added to help cover during the transition 
identifying them as such) [~Also, list any other projects or assignments that you contribute to or coordinate 

2) Briefly (we can discuss in greater detail at a later time) explain to me what you believe are the most critical 
tasks, projects, issues, or responsibilities that you have on your plate and that the ASPSA has that need the most 
immediate attention 

Thank you Please let me know if you have any questions 
Michelle[~ 

Michelle Brown 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Tuesday,             4:36 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
CTOPS list 

TEXT htm; CTOPSstudentathletelist xlsx 

Here is the first list of registered students for CTOPs. I will try to get updated lists at least weekly. Please remember 

that we will lose any reserved seats we have on       at noon, so any students who have a seat reserved for a 

particular session m ust register by then. Students must register by       or they fill have to pay a 550 late fee. 

There are two students who are not registered for the session for which they have a reserved seat; I have asked 

Orientation to correct this. Please let me know if you have any additions or deletions to this roster along with any other 

corrections. 

As you can see, we still have a long way to go in getting students registered. Please share this information with your 

coaches and encou rage them to get out the word to students that they need to register as soon as possible. 

Associate Director 

Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym 
Orr <knor@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Michelle Brown 
;@gmail corn); Stephen M Farmer <sfarmer@admissions unc edu> 

Academics and Athletics CSRI Panel 

TEXT htm 

For those who couldn’t attend the CSRI panel Friday (which included Gerald Gurney and Bart Byrd), you can watch it at 

the following web address: http://new.livestream.com/SBEN/CSRIConference 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading m~d Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
c              I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; gyount@email unc edu; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Michelle Brown 
@gmail corn); Stephen M Farmer <sfarmer@admissions unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Academics and Athletics CSRI Panel 

TEXT htm 

For those who couldn’t attend the CSRI panel Friday (which included Gerald Gurney and Bart Byrd), you can watch it at 

the following web address: http://new.livestream.com/SBEN/CSRIConference 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudenndk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C              I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcthcl@unc edu 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 1:43 PM 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa unc edu>; Donna J Papa <djp@unc edu>; Joe Holladay 
<jholladay@unc edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@unc edu>; Rich L DeSelm 
<richdeselm@unc edu>; Sampson L Paul <spaul@unc edu>; UNCAAAcademics 
<uncaa academics@groups unc edu>; Andre Williams <willia46@email unc edu> 

lony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

REMTNDER: 2013 Summer School Packets 

IEXI htm; image001 jpg; image002 jpg; Olympic Sport Recommendation Form doc; Cost 
Breakdown and Equivalencies xlsx 

All, 

Sent: Monday, March 28, 2023 2:26 PM 

To: Fox, Mike; Sapp, Andrew; Joe Breschi; Somoano, Carlos M (somoano@emaihunc.edu); DeSelm, Rich L 

(deselm@email.unc.edu); Paul, Sampson L (sampaul@emaihunc.edu); Meaders, Harlis James (meaders@unc.edu); Mock, 

Conrad D Jr; Shelton, Karen C; Mann, Jan M.; Galvin, Derek P; Levy, Jennifer S; Anson Dorrance; Papa, Donna J; Kalbas, Brian J 

(bkalbas@email.unc.edu); 5agula, Joseph A (jsagula@unc.edu) 

Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Beth Miller; Ille, Vince (ille@emaihunc.ed u); Lance Markos 

Subject: 2013 Summer School Packets 

You will receive your summer school grant in aid packets in campus mail in the next day or so. In case you want the forms 

electronically, I have attached them. Note that the cost for both sessions is the same. 

In your packet, you will also receive your sport-specific spreadsheet from 2012-2013 to use as a reference for the student- 

athlete’s equivalency for the academic year (which may not be exceeded during the summer). Please also use this 

spreadsheet to help identify the student-athletes’ residency status, Please let me know if you have any questions about any 

of this information while you are completing the forms! 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday,. 9:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Feedback Forms Drop in 

F]LE.msg 

Attached are the feedback forms from Thursday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email unc edu> 

Monday,              2:41 PM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email unc edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

TEXT htm 

Anson, 

When you get with     about Summer School, remember that we can not pay for her to attend here this summer 

since she will need those hours for her eligibility. She may attend on her own dime and have the hours count or she may 

take some hours at another school and transfer those in but we can’t pay for her to come to UNCthis summer, per the 

bylaw below. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks!! 

15.2.8.1.4 Prior to Initial Full-Time Enrollment at the Certifying Institution -- Athletics Aid. 

The following conditions apply to the awarding of athletically related financial aid to a prospective student athlete 

{including a prospective student athlete not certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center as a qualifier) to attend an institution 

in the sum mer prior to the prospective student’s initial, full time enrollment at the certifying institution (see also Bylaw 

13.02.12.1): 

{a) The recipient shall be admitted to the awarding member institution in accordance with regular, published entrance 

requirements; 

{b) The recipient is enrolled in a minimum of six hours of academic course work {other than physical education activity 

courses) that is acceptable degree credit toward any of the institution’s degree programs. Remedial, tutorial and 

noncredit courses may be used to satisfy the minimum six-hour requirement, provided the courses are considered by 

the institution to be prerequisites for specific courses acceptable for any degree program and are given the same 

academic weight as other courses offered by the institution; (Revised:       ~ 

(c) The recipient, if recruited (per Bylaw 15.02.8), is subject to NCAA transfer provisions pursuant to Bylaw 14.5.2 {h), 

unless admission to the institution as a full4ime student is denied; (Revised:                 e~[ective 

{d) During the summer term or orientation period, the recipient shall not engage in any countable athletically related 

activities except for those activities specifically permitted in Bylaws 13 and 17 (see Bylaws 13.11.3.9, 17.1.1 and 

17.1.1.1); and (Revised: 

{e) Summer coursework is not used for the purpose of completing initial eligibility or continuing eligibility {transfer 

eligibility, progress-toward-degree) requirements. However, the hours earned during the summer prior to initial full- 

time enrollment at the certifying institution may be used to satisfy the applicable progress-toward-degree requirements 

in following years (see Bylaw 14.4.3). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             I 0:42 AM 

Lance M Markos <markos@email unc edu> 

@uga edu); Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; 
@msn corn; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa unc edu>;       @aol corn; 

@gmail corn); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa unc edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmem~ans@unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: 

TEXT htm 

Thanks Lance, [ w[li copy her on this and see what she would like to do= If her family can afford it, i wii[ recommend she 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, 2:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
0:: Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent S; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: 

Anson, 

When you get with     about Summer School, remember that we can not pay for her to attend here this summer 

since she will need those hours for her eligibility. She may attend on her own dime and have the hours count or she may 

take some hours at another school and transfer those in but we can’t pay for her to come to UNC this summer, per the 

bylaw below. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks!! 

Lance 

15.2.8.1.4 Prior to Initial Full-Time Enrollment at the Certifying Institution -- Athletics Aid. 

The following conditions apply to the awarding of athletically related financial aid to a prospective student-athlete 
(including a prospective student-athlete not certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center as a qualifier) to attend an institution 

in the sum mer prior to the prospective student’s initial, full-time enrollment at the certifying institution (see also Bylaw 

13.02.12.1): (Adopted:        effective       , Revised:                effective             ) 

(a) The recipient shall be admitted to the awarding member institution in accordance with regular, published entrance 

requirements; 

(b) The recipient is enrolled in a minimum of six hours of academic course work (other than physical education activity 

courses) that is acceptable degree credit toward any of the institution’s degree programs. Remedial, tutorial and 



noncredit courses may be used to satisfy the minimum six hour requirement~ provided the courses are considered by 

the institution to be prerequisites for specific courses acceptable for any deBree proBram and are Biven the same 

academic weiBht as other courses offered by the institution; (Revised:       ~ 

{c) The recipient, if recruited {per Bylaw 15.02.8), is subject to NCAA transfer provisions pursuant to Bylaw 14.5.2 

unless admission to the institution as a full.line student is denied; [Revised:                 effective 

{d) DurinB the summer term or orientation period, the recipient shall not enBaBe in any countable athletically related 

activities except for those activities specifically permitted in Bylaws 13 and 17 {see Bylaws 13.11.3.9~ 17.1.1 and 

17.1.1.1); and (Revised:                 ~ 

(e) Summer coursework is not used for the purpose of completin~ initial-eligibility or continuin~-eligibilitV (transfer 

eligibility, progress-toward-degree) requirements. However, the hours earned during the summer prior to initial full- 

time enrollment at the certifying institution may be used to satisfy the applicable proBress toward degree requirements 

in followinB years (see Bylaw 14.4.3) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 1:58 PM 

Andrea L Caldwell <andreac@email uric edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Barbara E Lucido 
<blucido@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@unc edu>; ElizabethM Lyons 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc edu>; Michelle Brown 

@gmail corn>; KymN Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre~email unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom 
<swelborn@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Staff meeting on Tuesday, May 7th 

TEXT htm 

Hello, Everyone: 

I hope that you are all su rvivin8 the end of the semester. This is the official reminder that we will have ou r last staff 

meetin8 of the spring semester on Tuesday, May 7th at 3:00pm in the Loudermilk Conference Room on the 2nd floor. 

Please send me any asenda items you would like to discuss at the meetins. 

Thank you, 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timmennans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> 

Friday,           4:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; 
Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa uric edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa uric edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregoryc@email uric edu>; Jacquelyn D Copeland <jacldecopeland@unc edu>; Janis 
Matson <jematson@email unc edu>; Kathy C~-iggs <kgriggs@uncaa unc edu>; 

@ad unc edu>; Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa unc edu>; Rocky Hotton <rockyh@email unc edu>; 
’sam@varsitymonitor corn’;                        @uncaa unc edu>; ’Todd Arnold’ 
<tgamold@psafety unc edu>; Tom Timmennans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaaacademics@groups unc edu> 

Mike Fox <mfox@unc edu>; UNCAA-Compliance 
<uncaa compliance@groups unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Change of Stares 

image001 j pg; image002 j pg 

All, 

Please Delete the following student athletes to their respective team rosten 

as of (Illness) 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 959.962.7855 I                I Fax 9:1.9.962.6002 

~ ;O ~l’=r o:.’.The ; ,, A’a\, [. ~H~:el:~.,x rr, I"; ’MAGE 55 I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Friday,           4:15 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

(?*)live unc edu>; 
(?blive unc edu>; 

~)live unc edu>: 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>: 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym 
N O~T <orr@email unc edu>; Raphael Espinal Levante <raphael levante@unc edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

ECON Final Exam Review - Monday    @ 8pm 

TEXT htm 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for ECON    Section 

conducting on Monday evening ( ) at 8:00pm in Room 2310A. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

that our Economics tutor, will be 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@uncaa uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 9:41 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc edu>; Michelle Brown 

@gmail corn>; KymN Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Staff meeting reminder 

TEXT htm 

This is your friendly reminder about our staff meeting at 3:00 p.m. today. Please let me know if you have any items to 

add to the agenda. 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:57 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Michelle Brown <           ~gmail corn>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Incoming summer school students 

TEXT htm; SUMMER SCHOOL 2013 LIST (2) xlsx 

I am attaching the list of incoming first year students who will be attending summer school. Please let me know if there 

are any changes to the students listed. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic SuppoE Prog~mforStudent Athletes 

Unive~ity of Noah Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247(fa×) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 5:06 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; MichelleBrown            ~gmail corn>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Meeting follow up--response needed 

TEXT htm 

Hello: 

In follow up to our staff meeting this afternoon, we need to collect information for summer planning purposes. 

Please respond back to me by the end of the week with answers to the following questions: 

1. If you have not already provided your planned vacation periods, please let me know when you will be gone this 

2. Please let me know what times would work best for you on Wednesdays to meet during the summer. 

3. Please let me know if you are planning on attending the ACC Compliance meetings on June 25th-26th. 

Cou nselors, please do not forget to send your Team Capsules to Brent this week, also. 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Friday, May 10,2013 ll:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email unc edu> 

Michelle Brown            @gmail corn> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Updated Orientation list 

TEXT htm; CTOPSstudentathletelist5-10-13xlsx 

I am attaching the latest list of students who are registered for Orientation. Any student who is highlighted will have his 

or her session moved to his or her requested session. 

Please let you coaches know immediately who has not yet registered for Orientation. We will lose our reserved seats on 

Wednesday, May 15th at noon. I will send an updated list (hopefully) by Monday afternoon. Any student who has not 

registered by Wednesday, May 22nd will have to pay an extra 550 late fee. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic SuppoE Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 













From: Carol B McDonnell <cbmcdonn~email unc.edu> 
Subject: 
Date: May 14, 2013 4:08:06 PM EDT 
To: <qyountC~emai unc.edu>. Tony Yount <tonyvount~unc edu> 
Tony, 



From: Carol B McDonnell <cbmcdonn@ema!].unc edu-’, 
Subject: 
Date: May 14, 2013 4:08:06 PM EDT 
To: <#yount@ema!] un&edu>. Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc:edu> 
Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            7:08 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Tutor Schedules 
TEXT htm 

I believe most of the tutor sessions have been scheduled. Please review you r sports and be su re you r students are ready 

to begin tomorrow. The only two tutors who are not able to begin until next Monday, , are and 

. Please be sure your students are aware of this as well. 

Thanks, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
11NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalovCa)uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:05 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
@gmail corn>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Michelle’s contact information 

TEXT htm 

All, 

Here is Michelle’s contact information 

e-mail address: michellebrown@unc.edu 

Office: 919-962-9533 

Cell: 

Also I have put an updated Student Athlete Services Contact list in your mailboxes. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O-919-962-9537 











(:¢: U NCAA Compl ante: U NCAAAca demics; Holiday, ~’or ey L {cho lidayOunc edu); Williams. Andre (wil ia46@emai .unc.edu); Holladay, Joe Randall 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 11:45 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blamon 
~gmail corn>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Michelle Brown 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Tony Youm 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyoum@uncaa unc edu> 

E-Letterhead 

TEXT htm; 13-3160-CAS-Student Athletes E-Letterhead 2013dot 

All, 

Here is the new Academic Suppor~ Program for Student-Athletes E-letterhead. Please let me know if you have any 

questions. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

O 919 962 9537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email unc edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 2:57 PM 

Brent Blanton <brzaab@gmail corn>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jenn 
Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Michelle Brown <michellebrown@unc edu>; Kym N 

Orr <or@email unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@unc edu>; Susan B Maloy 
<sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

2013 Summer Travel Letter 

TEXT htm 

All, 

The 2013 Su mmer Travel Letter is now in the H Drive u nder Academics and in the Travel Letters Folder right click to 

open. If you have any questions please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

O-919-962-9537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             10:33 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

MATH/STAT Drop-In 

TEXT htm 

Hey Everyone, 

Please inform your students that ~ill be conductin8 MATH/STAT Drop-In sessions on Tuesdays and 

Thursdays at 8pro, in addition to the COMM drop-in session with             scheduled for 7pro on Thursdays. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@uncaa uric edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              2:33 PM 

~email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>;, 

~hotmail corn; 
@email unc edu>; 

@gmail corn; i 
~live unc edu> 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@hotmail corn; 
@live unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; 
~yahoo corn; 

@gmail corn; 
~gmail corn; 

@live unc edu> 

~liveuncedu>; 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>;          @gmail corn; Elizabeth M Lyons 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Korie Sawyer <kcsawyer@live unc edu>; Michelle Brown 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email unc edu>; RaphaelEspinal Levante 
<raphael levante@unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Tutorial Program Closed for Memo6al Day Weekend 

TEXT htm 

Hello Everyone, 

Just wanted to be sure you all are aware that the Academic Center will be closed for Tutorial and Structured Study on 

Sunday.. . and Monday due to the holiday weekend. All regularly scheduled appointments will resume on 

Tuesday, 

Thanks so much and enjoy the long weekend 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalogCa)uncaa unc edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday, 2:41 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
~ema~l unc edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>;                     @live unc edu>;, 
@email unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; 
@hotmail corn; 

@bellsouth net 
~@live unc edu>; 

it~email unc edu>; i 
~gmail com; 

@live unc edu> 
@live unc edu>: 

~gmail con 
@live unc edu> 

@email unc edu>; 
~hotman ~,,,~ : 

<1 /@unc edu>; 
@email unc edu>; 

@yahoo corn 
fie)ran ail corn; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

BradleyRichard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Michelle Brown <michellebrown@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; @unc edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@unc eOu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

General Tutorial Business - Susan Out of the Office Next Week 

TEXT htm 

HiEveryone, 

I just wanted to make you all aware that I will be out of town attending a conference for part of next week, 

If you have any needs or special requests for next week, please be su re to let me know by Tuesday, 

Otherwise, if any unexpected needs arise for extra sessions or cancelations while I am away, please be sure to email me 

as well as each student’s Academic Counselor. I may not be able to respond in a timely manner, so it will be important 

for you to reach out to the Counselor in order for students to be made aware of changes promptly. Counselor contacts 

by sport are noted below. 

Jaimie Lee FootbalI, W. Basketball jaimielee@email.unc.edu 

Brad Bethel Football bbethel@email.unc.edu 

KymOrr Track, Men’s Soccer orr@email.unc.edu 

Jenn Townsend M. Basketball, Softball, Swimming, M. Tennis itownsend~unc.edu 

Tony Yount - Field Hockey, W. Golf, W. Lacrosse, Volleyball, W. Soccer -tonyyount@unc.edu 

Brent Blanton Wrestling, M. Golf, W. Tennis, Gymnastics Blanton@unc.edu 

Susan Maloy Baseball, M. Lacrosse sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 

Thanksso much. 

Susan Maloy 



Tutorial CoordinatoffAcademic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalog~a)uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> 

Friday,             1:44 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<or@email unc edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

FW: Daily Schedule for Orientation 

TEXT htm; General Orientation information pdf; FY sched land2 pdf; 
FY sched/etterspdf; FY schednumberspdf 

t le~e s a more specific schedule for each group during Orientation. I am still working on getting our room nu tuber for 

the day 2 meetings, 

Jenn 

From: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Sent: Thursday, 6:31 AM 
TO: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: Daily Schedule for Orientation 

I think you should be receiving a copy of our student publication (New Student Guide) in campus mail soon-if you don’t 
have it by Friday, please let me know and we’ll get you a copy for sure. In the meantime, I’ve attached PDF’s of all of the 
schedules. In terms of who to email about Day 1 student-athlete meetings, please include: 

Shandol schoover@email.unc.edu 
Samantha Young: samyounq@unc.edu 
Scarlett Jordan: scarlett@unc.edu 

Thanks 
Shandol 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:36 PM 
To: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Subjeet: Daily Schedule for Orientation 

I can’t remember if you were the one who sent it to me in the past, but I think we always had a daily schedule of 

Orientation that showed all the registration times for the different groups. It also had all the room information for 

presentations. Would you mind sending this year’s schedule to me if you have it? 

Thanks! 



Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 





Th~nks, 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             10:49 AM 

BradleyRichard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaauncedu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email uric edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc edu>; Kym N Orr 
<orr@email uric edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 
Michelle Brown <michellebrown@unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 
Final Exam Review Schedule 

TEXT htm; Final Exam Review Schedule docx 

Hey Everyone, 

I have put together a final exam review schedule to take place on Friday Sunday and Monday The 

sessions in blue have not been confirmed and the sessions in red mean that the tutor is not available at that time. 

Please review the schedule and look for your students to be sure I have not missed anyone. I scheduled the sessions 

accordin8 to those who currently have tutor sessions in SSI. Jaimie, we may need to divide the students in the EXSS 

session with             to increase productivity. We could possibly move a few of them to the session with 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (of’rice) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy~a)uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             ~:58 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: 

docx 

Tony, 

Attached is where we ended up with her transfer credits - if those 4 hours of credit fit for her maj or and she’ll 
have 60% met after SS, then go for it 

Also, do you have her final grades from       Just want to be sure she has C’s or better from this past sp~ing so 
that I know we can count on the 9 hours from this past semester to get to 68 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

should be admitted today or tomorrow Would we be OK with putting her in an LFIT and one 3 hr 
summer school course (that fulfills at least 2 Gen Ed requirements) for summer II I want to be certain that 4 
hours is what we need to have her eligible for fall Can you confirm that before she registers? 

Thanks 

Tony 





Ramifications 

NCA~ Academic Requirements in order to be eliglble to ¢or~pete in games: 
I) Student must earn 2!t degree applicable hours (l~/law Id.4.3. I.a) with a 1,8 cure GPA 

{Bylaw 14~4.3.3) prior to the second year of 
2) Student must pass 18 degree applicable hours during the f~ll ~nd ~p}-ing ~errn~ (~ylaw 

14,4.3. I.b); 
3) Student must pass 6 degree ~pplicable hours d~ring the pre~ious semester in which 

the s~udent-athlete has been enrolled full-time (l~ylaw 14.4.3. i.c); 

If sanction is Probation without Exception to Cempe~e for 

-she would utilize her ’ and return wi~h three years 

eligibi]it7 remaining 

-possible scholarship implications as determined by the coaching s~aff 

-she could return in fully eligible as she has already met all requirements 
lis~ed above for the academic year 
-she would utilize her "redshb~" year in         and return with three years of 

~we could use the l~issed Term Excep~i~rl and prorate 9 hours towards requirement 2 
for ~014-2015 e]igibil~ ce~ificatio~. The prorated hours in conjunction with 
subseq~ ~nt           coursework would allow her ample oppo~uni~ to mee~ all 
subsequent e~igibilit~ requ~’emen~s 
-possible scholarship implications as d~ermined by the coaching staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton,/¥ount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 2:55 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Brent 

players requesting clearance to register for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 2:56 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Brent 

incoming requesting clearance to register for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 2:56 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

2nd session 

TEXT htm 

Brent 

incoming requesting clearance to register for 





Confidentiality Note: This e-mail, and any attachment to it, contains l}rivileged and confidential information intended 
only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named on the e-mail. If the reader of this e-mail is not the intended 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday,           ,4:19 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Re: 

TEXT htm 

6 hours is correct 

Perhaps the discrepancy is that BUSI    is 4 hours in the fall/spring 
On             at 4:13 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

From Amy in Compliance... B 

From: "Amv Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:            3:42:28 PM EDT 
To: "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Joe Sagula" 
<jsagula@uncaa.u nc.ed u> 
Subject: 

I’ve got her down for 7 hours on my GIA spreadsheet, but she’s only enrolled in 6 first session. Which is it? 

Thanks, 

Amy 



6 hours is correct 

Perhaps the discrepancy is that BUSI    is 4 hours in the fall/spring 
On            , at 4:13 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

From Amy in Compliance... B 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:            3:42:28 PM EDT 
To: "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Joe Sagula" 
<jsagula@uncaa.u nc.ed u> 
Subject: 

I’ve got her down for 7 hours on my GIA spreadsheet, but she’s only enrolled in 6 first session. Which is it? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday,           4:20 PM 

blanton~)uncaa unc edu 

Re: 

TEXT htm 

6 hours is correct 

Perhaps the discrepancy is that BUSI 
hours during summer school 

, is 4 hours in the fall/spring Its substitute course, BUSI is just 3 

OE at 4:13 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

From Amy in Compliance... B 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:           3:42:28 PM EDT 
To: "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Joe Sagula" 
<jsagula@uncaa.u nc.ed u> 
Subject: 

I’ve got her down for 7 hours on my GIA spreadsheet, but she’s only enrolled in 6 first session. Which is it? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



6 hours is correct 

Perhaps the discrepancy is that BUSI 
hours during summer school 

is 4 hours in the fall/spring Its substitute course, BUSI 105 is just 3 

On at 4:13 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

From Amy in Compliance... B 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:           3:42:28 PM EDT 
To: "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Joe Sagula" 
<jsagula@uncaa.u nc.ed u> 
Subject: 

I’ve got her down for 7 hours on my GIA spreadsheet, but she’s only enrolled in 6 first session. Which is it? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday,           4:20 PM 

aj schae@uncaa unc edu 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Re: 
TEXT htm 

6 hours is correct 

Perhaps the discrepancy is that BUSI    is 4 hours in the fall/spring Its substitute course, BUSI 
hours during summer school She is enrolled in BUIS 

Tony 

is just 3 

On at 4:13 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

From Amy in Compliance... B 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:           3:42:28 PM EDT 
To: "Breni Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Joe Sagula" 
<jsagula@uncaa.u nc.ed u> 
Subject: 

I’ve got her down for 7 hours on my GIA spreadsheet, but she’s only enrolled in 6 first session. Which is it? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



6 hours is correct 

Perhaps the discrepancy is that BUSI    is 4 hours in the fall/spring Its substitute course, BUSI 105 is just 3 
hours during summer school She is enrolled in BUIS 

Tony 

On at 4:13 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

From Amy in Compliance... B 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Bate:            3:42:28 PM EDT 
To: "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Joe Sagula" 
<jsagula@uncaa.u nc.ed u> 
Subject: 

I’ve got her down for 7 hours on my GIA spreadsheet, but she’s only enrolled in 6 first session. Which is it? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,. 4:47 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

has 1 - 

have no eligibility issues 

finished the semeste 



Gymnastics, Women’s Golf, Volleyball have no eligibility issues 

has 1 - 

finished the semeste 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, ,4:48 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

has 1 - 

have no eligibility issues 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 18 



Gymnastics, Women’s Golf, Volleyball have no eligibility issues 

has 1 - 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 18 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 4:48 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

has I - 

have no eligibility issues 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 1 89 

She has enrolled in UNC online summer school 



Gymnastics, Women’s Golf, Volleyball have no eligibility issues 

has 1 - 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 189 

She has enrolled in UNC online summer school 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 4:50 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

has 1 - 

have no eligibility issues 

, finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 

She has enrolled in UNC online school INLS    and needs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 4:51 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

has 1 - 

have no eligibility issues 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 

She has enrolled in UNC online school INLS and needs a    in the course to get her GPA over 
, and to address the hours issue 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 4:51 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

has 1 - 

have no eligibility issues 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 

She has enrolled in UNC online        school INLS    and needs a    in the course to get her GPA over 
, and to address the hours issue If she does not get a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,. 4:56 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

has 1 - 

have no eligibility issues 

She has enrolled in UNC online summer school INLS 
and to address the hours issue If" she does not get a 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 

and needs a    in the course to get her GPA over 
, she will have the hours to ret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 4:56 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

have no eligibility issues 

has I - 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 

She has enrolled in UNC online school IN LS and needs a    in the course to get her GPA over 
nd to address the hours issue If she does not get a she will have the hours to return, and be on 

academic probation With the both problems are solved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,. 4:57 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

have no eligibility issues 

has 1 - 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 

She has enrolled in UNC online school INLS and needs a    in the course to get her GPA over 
md to address the hours issue If" she does not get a she will have the hours to return, and be on 

academic probation With the , both problems are solved 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 4:58 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

has 1 - 

have no eligibility issues 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 

She has enrolled in UNC online        school INLS    and needs a    in the course to get her GPA over 
and to address the hours issue If she does not get a , she will have the hours to return, and be on 

academic probation With the , both problems are solved 

Putting her in first session course was consid 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,. ~ 4:58 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

has 1 - 

have no eligibility issues 

, finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 

She has enrolled in UNC online school INLS and needs a in the course to get her GPA over 
and to address the hours issue If she does not get a she will have the hours to return, and be on 

academic probation With the , both problems are solved 

Putting her in first session course was considered 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 4:59 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

has 1 - 

have no eligibility issues 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 

She has enrolled in UNC online school INLS and needs a    in the course to get her GPA over 
and to address the hours issue If she does not get a she will have the hours to return, and be on 

academic probation With the , both problems are solved 

Putting her in first session course was considered, but the likelihood of a final four appearance would cause her 
to miss 3 days in late    ,and 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 4:59 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Eligibility issues 

TEXT htm 

has I - 

have no eligibility issues 

finished the semester with 22 hours earned and a cumulative GPA of 

She has enrolled in UNC online        school IN LS    and needs a    in the course to get her GPA over 
and to address the hours issue If she does not get a , she will have the hours to return, and be on 

academic probation With the , both problems are solved 

Putting her in first session course was considered, but the likelihood of a final four appearance would cause her 
to miss 3 days in late , and the team is practicing during the day and all of the in school 
are ta 

Tony 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, 12:40 AM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 
Tutoring needs 

Chem 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, 9:45 AM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Tutoring needs 

TEXT htm 

Chem in first session Needs tutor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, 9:45 AM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Tutoring needs 

TEXT htm 

Chem in first session Needs tutor 

- Math in first session Needs tutor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, 9:46 AM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Tutoring needs 

TEXT htm 

Chem in first session Needs tutor 

- Math in first session Needs tutor 
,~*)email unc edu 



















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, 1:08 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

chem tutor 

TEXT htm 

@email unc edu and 
@email unc edu 

are in CHEM They would like to work with 





On 





On 



























Academic Adviser, Field Hockey 



Academic Adviser, Field Hockey 













SuNect: CTOPS visit 



SuNect: CTOPS visit 



SuNect: CTOPS visit 



Subject: CTOPS visit 













Sub~e~: spring grade report 



Sub~e~: spring grade report 



Sub~e~: spring grade report 



Date: 1:36:25 PM EDT 

Subject: spring grade report 
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From: Scarlet[ Jordan <sljordan@email unc.edu> 

Reply-To: sljor ({an @email u n c.e(tu 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 7:55 AM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Re: Carolina Leadership Academy: student-athlete panel 

TEXT htm 

On 

is in class from I 0 am - noon on Mondays 
, at 4:56 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Can you all look at these names and get back to me with the info tomorrow morning (early)? Thanks; CLA 
needs this pretty quickly and I will reassemble the list with those who can. 

From: "Shelley Johnson" <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:               3:45:34 PM EDT 
To: "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Carolina Leadership Academy: student-athlete panel 

Wouldyoubeabletotellif andwhen the following student athletes would be available on Monday 
morning (9am 12pm)? Thanks for your help with this. 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, 7:55 AM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Re: Carolina Leadership Academy: student-athlete panel 

TEXT htm 

On 

is in class from 10 am - noon on Mondays She is fl-ee from 9 am - 10 am 
at 4:56 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Can you all look at these names and get back to me with the info tomorrow morning (early)? Thanks; CLA 
needs this pretty quickly and I will reassemble the list with those who can. 

From: "Shelley Johnson" <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:              ,3:45:34 PM EDT 
To: "Bren-t Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Carolina Leadership Academy: student-athlete panel 

Wouldyoubeabletotellif andwhen the following student athletes would be available on Monday 
morning (9am 12pm)? Thanks for your help with this. 

Shelley 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, August 27, 2010 2:14 PM 

@nc rr corn; blanton@uncaa unc edu; b~idgerb@uncaa unc edu; 
emlyons@uncaa unc edu; j aimielee@uncaa unc edu; jtownsend@uncaa unc edu; 
knorr@uncaa unc edu; sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu; welborn@uncaa unc edu 

janmann@uncaa unc edu; j sagula@uncaa unc edu; pearley@uncaa unc edu; 
rackham@uncaa unc edu; tfilar@uncaa unc edu 
Language Placement Guidelines 

TEXT htm; Language Placement Guidelines I- 18-2010doc 

I’ve recently had two native speaker recruits from outside the US Dr Cowell provided me the written policy on 
language placement for foreign students who are native speakers 



Thank yru, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,_ 9:18 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Re: 10th SemesterNeeds 

On 

after 6 semesters there 
, at 6:47 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

OK, so the llst is ready to go except for your three od’oups (if you have rely). Remember to include mlyone 
who will need a loth next fall. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,. 9:19 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Re: 10th Semester Needs 

TEXT htm 

school now and will need the spring to finish 
On            , at 6:47 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

after 6 semesters there In the Business 

OK, so the llst is ready to go except for your three od’oups (if you have rely). Remember to include mlyone 
who will need a loth next fall. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, 9:30 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

Re: 10th SemesterNeeds 

TEXT htm 

straight from Connect Carolina 

On , at 9:26 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Thm~k you; she came in last year mid has a 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

school now and will need the spring to finish. 

Tony 

9a9 PM >>> 
after 6 semesters there. In the Business 

On at 6:47 PM, Brent Blanton >n’ote: 

OK, so the list is ready to go except for your three groups (if you have any). Remember to 
include anyone who will need a ruth next fall. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday, 1:15 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu 

New PRAC doc 

TEXT htm; Revised -Active Student-Athletes xlsx 

Sorry, 

Joe Sagula just emailed another name This is the correct file 





From: @email.unc.edu> 
Date: 9:54:59 PM EDT 
To: Glenn Anthony Younl <tonyyounl@uncaa unc.edu>, Amy Kleisslel <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
Subject: Mentodng on 









From: "Kym N Oir" <knoii@uncsa.unc edu> 

To: "Tony Yount" <ton’~q~ount@uncaa.unc edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Data from: UNC: Tutor Feedback 











Date: 3:08:05 PM EDT 
To: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Thanksforyourhelp 

[onv 



On 





On 





Date: 11:20:10 AM EDT 
To: @email.unc.edu 
Co: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa uric ec{u> 
Subject: DRAM Tutoria~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday,                   12:40 PM 

blanton@uncaa unc edu; knor@uncaa unc edu 

uncwlax@uncaa unc edu 

tutoring session with      for STOR 
are done and she will not need him anymore 

can be cancelled She informed me today that her projects 

Tony 



Date: 8:57:10 PM EST 
To: "Asst Head Coaches" < Asst Head Coaches@uncaa unc.edu>." Head Coaches" < Head 

Cc: "Andre ~.~illiams" <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Belh Bridge�’ 
<bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu>, "Corey Helliday" <cholliday@uncaa.unc edu>, "Dick Baddeur" 
<dbaddour@uncaa uric edu>, "Beth Lyons" <emlyons@uncaa uric edu>, "John Blanchard" 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>. "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>. "Kym N. err" 





Tony 

Orl 

All¸ 





On 



On 



















Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 





*AII exam reviews will be on the 3~’d floor unless otherwise denoted* 

FIFTH 

KFC 



Thursday, Decem ~er 9: 
Ft iday, Del’embet 
Sunday, December ~x 



From: Tony Yount <         DNmail corn> 

Date: December 28,2010 12:22:09 PM EST 

Subject Re: 



On 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday,               9:49 PM 

Brent Blantun <blantun@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: EXSS 

TEXT htm 

wants to go without a tutor 

silly girl 

Tony 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: 
Date: 9:44:51 PM EST 

@email.unc.edu> 

To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Tony, 

I don’t think that I want to use a tutor anymore I really want to see what I can do on my own first, 
so I know what things I am good at and struggle at Can we cancel mine? 

On , at 3:52 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

Tutor Session with 
night 

Sunday nights at 7 pm starting this Sunday 

Tony 



To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

Monday,               5:20 PM 

Beth Bridger <i~ridgerb@uncaa unc edu> 

TEXT htm 

Beth, 

wi th 
Oi1 

just texted me to tell me that she has a ASIR lab Monday nights fil 7:50 Obviously that conflicts 

at 11:45 &M, Beth Bridget wrote: 

All 

Here is the proposed schedule for mentors who have been requested outs de of Beth Lyon’s probation 

Beth 

Beth Blidgel 

Associate Direclor! Lealrlirlg Speciaiisl 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

bridqerb@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~’y 25, 2011 3:27 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

EXSS tutoring 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~T 25, 2011 3:28 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

TEXT htm 

EXSS tutoring witl" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton,/¥ount(~uncaa un c edu> 

Thursday,                 9:56 AM 

@email unc edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Tutor - GEOL 

You have a GEOL    tutor session each Wed night at 8 pm 
Please attend every week If for some reason you are unable to attend email or text me ahead of time so that I 
can notify the tutor 
These sessions occur each week 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Sunday,, 9: I I PM 

~@email unc edu>; 
(~*)email unc edu>; @email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa unc edu> 

No meetings today 

Today was much better than yesterday, but still not feeling well enough to come back in to the office yet 

No meetings today Text or email if you need anything 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,               1:30 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

ECON rotor 

has an ECON request in the system for tutoring Do we have ECON tutor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday,                  2:25 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Two IMMEDIATE Needs 

TEXT htm 

Progress report boxes have been checked 

Only has names for priority registration lists 

On , at 3: I I PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Good afternoon, 
Two needs of the utmost importance: 

Get me a list of ALL people you want included in the Priority Re~stration Request List and m’e NOT 

in the database by the end of the week, This means managers, etc, INCLUDE PIDs! We have ONE 

shot to give the PRAC names; if anyone is omitted, they will not receive priority, 

Check the Progress Report box for all students you want progress reports on by the end of the day 

tomorrow. I have the data fi’om the Reglstrar’s Office, and I wmlt to make stu’e the reports include 

the correct students. 

Thank you for your assistance with these items; let me know if you have any questions. 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday,                  2:27 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Two IMMI~DIATE Needs 

TEXT htm 

Progress report boxes have been checked 

Only has names for priority registration lists 

On , at 3: I I PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Get me a list of ALL people you want included in the Priority Re~stration Request List and m’e NOT 

in the database by the end of the week. Tl~s metals rummagers, etc. iNCLUDE PIDs! We have ONE 

shot to give the PRAC names; if anyone is omitted, they will not receive priority, 

Check the Progress Report box for all students you want progress reports on by the end of the day 

tomorrow. I have the data fi’om the Registrar’s Office, and I wm~t to make stu’e the reports include 

the correct students, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, February 16, 201 I 6:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: PRAC Student Listing 

TEXT htm 

will graduate and will not need to be on the list 
On Feb 16, 2011, at 4:56 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

<PRAC Request Listing.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, February 16, 201 I 6:10 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: PRAC Student Listing 

TEXT htm 

will graduate and will not need to be on the list 

On Feb 16, 201 I, at 4:56 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

<PRAC Request Listing.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, February 16, 201 I 6:12 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: PRAC Student Listing 

TEXT htm 

will graduate and will not need to be on the list 

will graduate and do not need to be on the list 

will graduate and do not need to be on the list 

On Feb 16, 201 I, at 4:56 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaauncedu> 

Thursday,                  3:26 PM 

Brent Blanton<blanton@uncaauncedu> 

Schedule 

Here is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday,                  3:26 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Schedule 

TEXT htm; xlsx 

Here i! schedule for 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 4:44 PM 

~@email.unc.edu> ; 

~ @email.unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu>i 

@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu> 

@yahoo.corn > I@email.unc.edu > 

@email.unc.edu ~ 

@email.unc.edu >; @u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

@email.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

@email.unc.ed u >; 
@e~nail.unc.edu >;                        @email.u nc.edu >; 

@email.u nc.edu >; 

@email.u nc.edu >; @email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; ~@email.unc.edu >; 

., ¯ I@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; .... @email.unc.edu>; 

I@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc~edu> 

~@email.unc.edu >; 

.... ,@uncaa.unc.edu>; i@email.unc.edu>; 

I@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
¯ @email.unc.edu >; ~@email.dnc.ed u >; 

"@email.u nc.ed u >; @email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >;                      ,@email.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ............. @email.unc.edu >; 

i@email.unc.ed u >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 
~@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; I 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~@email.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu>;, 
@email.unc.edu >; I 

@email.unc.edu >; 
~@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu > 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@gmail.com>; 

@email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu >; 

:@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

" "@email.unc.edu >;                         :@email.unc.edu >; 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Support Group Tonight! 

TEXT.htm; ]MAGE.BMP 



SAAC Members, 

Just a quick reminder that the second meeting of the Suppor~ Group for Student Athletes is tonight at 8pm in 
Cr cket’s office. 

We will discuss "finding your place" and other issues. Please tell your teammates and encourage them to attend! 

Also, a heads up that today is So if you see her, or you want to send her an email, text or message on 

facebook to say T’m sure that would be greatly appreciated!! 

Have a great Thursday and enjoy the sun!! 

Laura 

Laura Bernhard 
Spot[ Ad Illinist lation MA 2010 

Gladuate [ntern Student Athlete Selvices 

Office 919 843 2306 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 23, 2010 11:54 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton.uncaa.uncathletics>; Townsend, Jennifer 
<jtownsend.uncaa.uncathletics>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr.uncaa.uncathletics>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount.uncaa.uncathletics>; Welborn, Spencer B. 

<welborn.uncaa.uncathletics> 

summer question 

TEXT.htm 

Any familiadty with Econ 

Beth 

profs this summer or Cante for Comm 

Beth Bridget 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor[ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 









On 



From: Tony Yount <tonwou!)~@uncaa,unc edu> 
Date              5:3i :I 3 PM EDT 
To: "Susan B Maloy" <sbmaloy~uncaa unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Probation 

To: Tony Yount <ton~,¥ou!]t@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Probation 

















GEOGRAPHY 

B 

FALL 

email.unc.edu 
~ail unc edu 
#email unc edu 
email unc edu 

~email unc edu 
~mail unc edu 

email.unc.edu 
(~email.unc:edu 

~email unc edu 
ail unc edu 
email unc edu 
),email.unc.edu 
~maiE unc.edu 

{~email unc edu 
;#email unc edu 
;#email unc edu 

"~email unc edu 

~email unc edu 
~email unc edu 

~email unc edu 

~email un¢ edu 



I . oCIOL OO Y 

  !GEOGRAPHY’ 
lail unc edu 

I unc edu 

~ail unc edu 

unc edu 

I unc edu 

~ail unc edu 

I unc edu 

mail une edu 

all unc edu 

Hail uric edu 

email uric edu 

mail URG 8du 

qqail unc edu 

@email unc edu 



nail.unc.edu 
lemail uno edu 
~)email unc edu 



A B C 

,4 I PS YCHOLOGY 

~email unc edu 

mail unc edu 

email.unc.edu 

D 

SFC. # 
III1~ II1| 

007 
007 



0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

5/21/2000 8/21/2001 



A B C D 

4 Left Eligible 

9 

24 

27 

29 

33 

37 

12/29/2000 

N 

5/20/2001 

N 

N 

N 

8/20/2001 

8/20/2001 

8/21f2001 

N 

8/20/2001 

N 

8/2012001 

Left Eligible 

Left Ineligible 

Left Eligible 

Completing his degree while playing 

Playing 

Eligible Still in school 

Left Eligible 

Left Eligible 

Left Eligible Left eligible Spring 

Left Eligible Lef~ Eligible Fall 

Eligible Still in school 

Left Eligible 

Left Ineligible 

Left Eligible 

Eligible 



N Eligible 

N Eligible 

1213112001 

N Eligible 

N Eligible 

512012001 

5/20/2001 

5/20/2001 

5/20/2001 

5/20/2001 

N Left Ineligible 

5/20/2001 

N Left Eligible 

N Left Eligible 

N Left Ineligible 

N Left Eligible 

N Left Eligible 

12/29/2000 

5/20/2001 

N Eligible 

N Left Ineligible 

N Eligible 



A B C D E 

5/20/2001 

5/20/2001 

5/20/2001 

N 

5/2012001 

5/20/2001 

8/20/2001 

5/2012001 

N 

N 

5/20/2001 

5/2012001 

5/2012001 

8/2112000 

8/20/2001 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Left Eligible 

Le~ Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 



N Eligible 

N Ineligible 

N Eligible 

N Eligible 

N Ineligible 

N Eligible 

N Eligible 

N Eligible 

N Eligible 

N Eligible 

N Eligible 

5/20/2001 

N Eligible 

8/20/2001 

N Eligible 

N Eligible 

N Left Eligible 

N Left Ineligible 

N Left Ineligible 

N Left Eligible 

N Left Elisible 



Wed 1/23 & Thur 1/24 &Fri 1/25 Schedule 

Wednesday 

11am Span w/ 

6prn Exss w/ 

7prn Engl    w/ 

8prn Check in/out with (2303 or FB side, ask front desk if you can’t find her) 

Thursday 

6prn Span w/ 

7prn Check in/do work/check out with (2303 or FB side, ask front desk if you can’t find her) 

Friday 

1lain--See Beth 



Expectations 

Get ahead in all of your classes (have initial all that is completed) 

Comm 

® Ch 2 

® Ch 5 

o Ch 8 

o Ch 9 

o Ch 6 

o Sakai reading(if posted) 

Span HW 

Exss 

o Ch 2 

o Ch 3 

o Ch 9 

® Worksheet 13 

Engl 

o Revised paper 1 

o Citation exercise 

o In class celebrity paper 



SFP_ t_ _~ 

BETH AS NEEDED 

SPAN W/ 

BETH AS NEEDED 

SPAN W/ 

BETH AS NEEDED 

BETH AS NEEDED 

1230-230 

STUDY TABLE 



2 

4 

9 



rA B C D E F G H 

6-7pm 

STUDY TABLE 

7-8pro 

STUDY TABLE 

6-7pm 

SPAN DROP IN IF NEEDED 

7-SPM 

ENGL W/ 

6-7pro 

STUDY TABLE 

7-Spin 

STUDY TABLE 

EXSSW/ 

7-Spin 



2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 



1230-230 

STUDY TABLE 

BETH AS NEEDED 

BETH AS NEEDED 





2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

6-7pm 

5TUDY TABLE 

7-Spin 

STUDY TABLE 

6-7pm 

STUDY TABLE 

7-SPM 

ENGL W/ 

6-7pm 

STUDY TABLE 

7-Spm 

WOLO W/ 

6-7pro 

EXSSW/ 

7-8pro 

ENGLW/ 

H 





FRIDAY4/26/2013 SATURDAY4/27/13 SUNDAY4/28/13 I~1ONDAY4/29/13 TUESDAY4/30/13 WEDNESDAY5/1/13 



WBB S’13 Exam Schedule 

TUESDAY5/7/~3 











A 

107 
108 

109 

l ° T ~ o [ ~ ~ 



G H 



EXSS 

Week Three; Se ~ember 1-7 









"¢eek Nine: OCtober 13-19 Fall Break 





~/eek Fifteen: November 24-30, Thanksgiving Break 







P 











ACADEMIC UPDATE 

17 SCHOOL DAYS LEFT TO FINALS 

Academic Overview 
a. Message: KEEPWORKING HARD! 

L Following the program, work effort/ethic is present 

ii. Workahead not behind 

iiL Work outside of ’study table’ 

iv. Can’t drop off with start of game 

v. New thought of doing academics on game days 

b. Grade overview 

i. Biggest Concerns: 

Registration: NO CLASSES, 

Notes: 

: Port 

iii. : Math Subs and Withdrawals 

iv. will miss rest of Afam    for semester 

v. rescheduled Hist    Rec to 
vi. No more Wed night study table 7-9, now 12-2. 

a. Re-admission 

b. Major Declaration 

Recruiting and new NCAA rules 

a. Brief note on new 2.3 core GPA, 16 core courses 

i. sliding scale 2.5--820 SAT, now 2.5-- 1000 SAT 

ii. 10 core courses before senior year, 7 must be math, engl, sci 

iii. 10 core are locked in, can not be replaced with a re take 

iv. Dram writing example 



Current Impact Statement 

Current Impact 

In class I am struggling paying attention. On one specific topic the teacher may mean one thing and I 

think she means something else. This makes it hard to keep up with notes. I get confused keeping up. 

Being able to read and understand the plays in Drama    is really hard. It is a lot to keep up with. 

Impact within the past 1-2 years 

I took Spanish in 9~ and 10~ grade. The hardest part of Spanish was remembering and keeping track of 

all the meanings of words. I would get very confused. In high school I had a really good Spanish teacher 

who would go slowly and explain again so that I could remember. 

Sometimes I would run out of time on tests. 

It was hard sometimes to understand the teachers because they didn’t explain things well. 

Being able to understand the questions and what they are asking for is really hard. 

Accommodations 

I want to try to take a test but I think that having extra time to take my test would be good. Then I 

would be able to concentrate and understand what the professor is asking. 

Having notes would help me get stuff that I missed. Then when I am studying on my own I can read the 

notes and figure out how the notes relate to the plays. 

It would be helpful to take a class that is not a foreign language because I feel that the memorization is 

really hard. My spelling is awful so that makes it even harder. 



Spring 2007 TESTS 

4/27 

8 
AM 

PM 
Soci 

Chem 

Stor 

Bio 

Drama 

Exss 
(llam) 

Comm 

Exss 
(Sam) 

Drama 

Soci 

Math 

Hist 
LDS 

Port 

Span 

Fren 

Hist 

Econ 

Econ 

Hist 

Swah 

Phil 

Drama 

(I lam) 

Geol 

Soci 

Preparing for FINALS 

Drama 

(I lam) 

Dram 

Hist 

Poll 

Drama 

Engl 



pIM 
Math Anth 

HAVE YOU PREPARED THE BESTYOU CAN? GET PLENTY OF REST[ EAT BEFORE YOUR TEST[    GOOD LUCK[ 



A B I C 
Year Name Diagnosis 

Spring 

ADHD 

LD Reading/Writing 
ADHD 

LD Reading 

LD Reading/Math ADHD 

LD Reading/Writing/Math 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

lore taker 

~xtended time, separate 

eadingtechnology 

i~ltestin9 

~endedtime 

aped texts 

lore taker 
!xtended time 

!xtended time, separate 

lore taker 

aped texts 

lit coursework FL 

aped text 

lore taker 

~lt coursewerk math 

~x~ended time, separate 

eading technology 

)ral testing 

~cribe 

E I F 
Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 

lotetaker 

~xtendedtime 

lotetaker 

-~xtended time 

"eading technology 

LD Reading/Writing aped text 

lore taker 

=It coursewerk for Lang 

~xtended time, separate 

LS Bridger 

Updatedl/30f2015 



A c 

LD Reading/Writing/Math 

LD Reading/Writing/Math 

LD Reading/~Jriting/Math 

ADHD 

meds 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

aped text 

lore taker 

~lt coursewerk for math 

~xtended time, separate 

aped text 

lit coursework math 

!xtended time 

lore taker 

ape recorder 

~cribe 

)ral testing 

eading technology 

lit coursework for. Lang 

~xtended time 

note taker 

ape recorder 

)ral (computer) testing 
-eading tech 

E I F 
Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 

3/27 learned LDS never rec’d his 
requestfornotes;heneedsto 
contactBethLyonsASAPGavehim 
contactinfo buthele[titatstudy 
hall. pu rsuin~ him via email/text 

ADHD ¢ledication ~O ACCOMODATIONS 



A B 

Spring 

c 
Diagnosis 

LD Reading/Math ADHD 

LD Reading/Writing ADHD 

LD Math, ADHD 

LD Reading, Writing, ADHD 

LD Reading & Math, ADHD 

LD Math, ADHD 

ADHD 

LD Math, ADHD 

ADHD 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

aped texts 

lore taker 
!xtended time, separate 

lit coulsework math 

aped texts 

lore taker 
!xtended time, separate 

lit coulsework for. Lang needs to take MLAT 

lore taker 
!xtended time, separate 

lit coulsework for math 

aped texts 

~xtended time, separate 

aped texts 

lore taker 
!xtended time, separate 

lit coulsework for math 

¢ledication 

aped texts 

~xtended time, separate 

E I F 
Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 

note taker 

-~xtended time 

note taker 

~xtended time 

extended time, separate 

aped texts 

note taker 

~xtended time 

NO ACCOMODATIONS 

NO ACCOMODATIQNS 

LS Bridget 

Updatedl/30f2015 



A B I C 
Year Name Diagnosis 

;leshmen ADHD 

ADHD, LD ~ading 

ADHD, LD writing 

D 

~edication 

~xtended time, sepalate 

lore taker 

aped texts 

E I F 
Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 

~xtendedtime 

~xtended time 

~xtended time 

~xtended time 



A B 

Spring 

Diagnosis 

LD Reading, Wd~ing, ADD, D~splaxia 

ADHD 

ADHD, LD Math Writing 

ADD LD Reading, Math 

ADHD, LD writing 

ADHD 

ADD, LD reading, writing 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

~x~ended time 

!xtended time, separate 

writing technology 

lote taker 

~xtended time, separate 

~edication 

writing technology 

lit coursewerk for math 

!xtended time, separate 

aped texts 

lotes 

lit coursework for Language and Math 

~xtended time, sepalate 

~edication 

~xtended time, separate 

aped texts 

lores 

writing technology 

E 

Approved Accomo.(via LDS) 

~xtendedtime 

~edication 

-~xtended time 

lores 

~xtended time 

sit eoursework for math 

~xtendedtime, separate 

~xtended time, separate 

aped texts 

~xtendedtime 

~adingtech 

LS Bridger 

Updatedl/30f2015 



Accommodations 

Spring Language Substitutions 

A 
Year 

Seniole 

Juniors 

B 

Diagnosis 

LD Reading/Writing/Math, ADHD 

LD Reading/Writing 

LD Readin g/~Jritin g/Mat h 

ADHD 
rneds 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

~xtended time, separate 

aped texts 

aped text 

lore taker 

~lt coursewerk for language 

~xtended time, eepalate 

!xtended time 

lore taker 

ape recorder 

;cribe 

)ral testing 

eading technology 

E 

Approved Accomo. (via LDS) 

notetaker 

extended time 

reading technology 

extended time 

note taker 
tape recorder 

oral (computer) testing 

reading tech 

language substitution 



A 

27 

29 

3O 

32 

33 

B I c 
Name Diagnosis 

Accommodations 

Spring Language Substitutions 

LD Reading/Writing ADHD 

D E I F 
Accom. can get (via test results) Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 

aped texts 

late taker 
!xtended time, separate 

~lt coureework for language 



Accommodations 

Spring Language Substitutions 

A B I c 
Name Diagnosis 

ADHD, LD ~ading 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

!xtended time, separate 

lote taker 

E I F 
Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 

~edication 

~xtended time, separate 

lote taker 

aped texts 

lit coursewerk for math 

ADHD, LD writing, foreign lang alt 

extended time 

extended time 

asked for lang sub on orig CIS & 

rec’d Itr stating he was approved 

for accommodations. Still must 

aped texts alt eoursework for language 

~riting technology 

aped texts notes 

~xtended time, separate taped texts need 18 to Dean Woodald 



A    I B I F C 

Diagnosis 

LD Reading/~Jriting/Math, ADHD 

Juniors LD Reading/Math, ADHD 

Sophornotes 

LD ReadingfWdting/Math 

LD Readin g/~Jritin g/Mat h 

LD ReadingfWriting/Math 

LD Reading]Writing]Math 

ADHD 

LD Reading/Math, ADHD 

LD Math, ADHD 

LD Reading & Math, ADHD 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 
extended time, separate 

note take[ 

taped texts 

air coutsework for language 

taped text 

note taker 

air coursework math 

extended time, sepalate 

leading technology 

oral testing 

scribe 

alt coursework matin 

taped text 

note taker 

alt coursework for math 

extended time, separate 

air coursework matin 

E 

Approved Accomo. (via LDS) 

notetaker 

~xtended time 

reading technology 

extended time ==xtended time 

note taker note taker 
tape recorder ~ape recorder 

scribe 3ral (computer) testing 

oral testing reading tech 

reading technology 

taped texts 

note taker 

extended time, separate 

alt coulsework math 

note taker 

extended time, separate 

alt coursework for math 

notetaker 



C 

LD Math ADHD 

LD Math, ADHD 

ADHD, LD math & reading 

ADD ADHD, LD math & writing 

ADHD LD reading writing math 

ADHD LD Math, Writing 

ADD LD Reading Math 

D 

extended time, sepalate 

alt coursewerk for math 

note taker 

extended time, separate 

air coursewerk for math 

extended time, sepalate 

air coutsework for math 

dictation 

extended time, separate 

note taker 

air coursewerk for math 

medication 

medication 

extended time, separate 

note taker 

taped texts 

alt coursewerk for math 

note taker 

extended time, separate 

medication 

writing technology 

alt coursewerk for math 

extended time, separate 

taped texts 

notes 

air coursework for language 

air coursewerk for math 

E 

~=xtended time, separate 

tit coursework for math 



A 
Year 

Fifth Year 

B I c 
Name Diagnosis 

LD Reading 

LD Reading/Math, ADHD 

LD Reading/Writing/Math 

LD Reading/Writing 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

aped texts 

lore taker 
!xtended time 

aped text 

tit coureework math 

eading technology 

lral testing 

~cribe 

lore taker 

aped text 

tit coureework for. Lang 

E I r 
Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 

note taker 

LS Bridger 

Updatedl/30f2015 



o 
Diagnosis 

LD Reading/Writing/Math 

LD Reading/Writing/Math 

LD Readin g/~Jritin g/Mat h 

ADHD 
rneds 

D 

Accorn. can get (via test results) 

aped text 

tit coureework math 

E 

Approved Accorno. (via LDS) 

ADHD Vledication NO ACCOMODATIONS 

!xtended time extended time 

lore taker note taker 
ape recorder tape recorder 

~cribe oral (computer) testing 
lral testing reading tech 

~ading technology 

~lt coursewerk math 

tit coureework for. Lang 



A B 

LD Math, ADHD 

ADHD 

LD Math, ADHD 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

aped texts 

lore taker 
!xtended time, separate 

tit coulsework math 

aped texts 

lore taker 
!xtended time, separate 

tit coulsework for. Lang needs to take MLAT 

lore taker 
!xtended time, separate 

tit coursework for math 

lore taker 
!xtended time, separate 

tit coursework for math 

~edication 

E I r 
Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 

note taker 

extended time 

note taker 

extended time 

taped texts 

note taker 
extended time 

NO ACCOMODATIONS 

L8 Bridger 

Updatedl/30f2015 



A B I c 
Name Diagnosis 

ADD, ADHD LD math & wriling 

ADHD, LD mading 

ADHD, LD leading, writing, math 

ADHD, LD writing 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 

extended time 

extended time 

extended time 

alt ¢oursework for math 

extended time 



A B 

Diagnosis 

LD Reading, Writing, ADD, D~splaxia 

E 

Approved Accomo. (via LDS) 

extended time 

medication 

F 

Notes 

ADHD ]ledication extended time 

aped texts air eoursework for language 

Nriting technology 

~xtended time, separate extended time, separate 

Nriting technology writing technology 

aped texts notes 

tit coursework for Language and Math alt eoursework for math 

ADHD ~ledication extended time, separate 

aped texts notes 

~¢ri~ing technology 

LS Bridger 

Updatedl/30/2015 



A c 

ADHD, LD mading 

ADHD, LD math 

ADHD, LD Math Writing 

ADHD, LD Reading, 

ADHD, LD Reading, 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

!xtended time, separate 

Nriting technelogy 

!xtended time, separate 

~¢riting technelogy 

!xtended time, separate 

~riting technelogy 

~xtended time, separate 

~xtended time, separate 

E I r 
Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 



A 
Year 

Senior 

Juniors 

B I c 
Name Diagnosis 

LD Reading/Writing 

Accommodations 

Fall Language Substitutions 

LD Readin g/~Jritin g/Mat h 

ADHD 

reeds 

LD Reading/Writing ADHD 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

aped text 

!xtended time 

late taker 

ape recorder 

~cribe 

)ral testing 

eading technology 

aped texts 

late taker 
!xtended time, separate 

~lt cou~sework for language 

E I F 
Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 

note taker 

extended time 

note taker 
tape recorder 

oral (computer) testing 
reading tech 

language substitution 



25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

32 

33 

34 

36 

A 

Accommodations 

Fall Language Substitutions 

C 

Diagnosis 

ADHD, LD ~ading 

ADHD, LD reading, writing, math 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

~xtended time, separate 

lit coursewerk for math 

~xtended time, sepalate 

~edication 

~xtended time, separate 

E I F 
Approved Accomo. (via LDS) Notes 

extended time 

extended time 



Accommodations 

Fall Language Substitutions 

A B 

Diagnosis 

ADHD, LD writing, foleign lang air 

ADHD 

ADD LD Reading, Math 

ADHD 

ADHD, LD Reading, 

ADHD, LD Reading, 

D 

Accom. can get (via test results) 

lore taker 

aped texts 

lit coutsework for math 

~edication 

~xtended time, sepalate 

!xtended time, separate 

~edication 

~xtended time, separate 

aped texts 

lores 

writing technology 

~xtended time, sepalate 

~xtended time, sepalate 

E 

Approved Accomo. (via LDS) 

air eoursework for math 

extended time 

extended time 

math 

notes 

extended time 

air eoursework for math 

extended time, separate 

taped texts 

notes 

asked for lang sub an arig CIS & 

re~’d Itr stating lie was approved 

for accommodations. Still must 



Fall Math Substitutions 

LD Reading/Writing/Math 

LD Readin gf~ritin g/Mat h 

LD Reading/Writing/Math 

LD ReadingfMath, ADHD 

LD Math ADHD 

LD Reading & Math, ADHD 

D 

Aceom. can get (via test results) 

aped text 

lore taker 

lit coursework math 

~xtended time, separate 

eading technology 

iral testing 

;cribe 

]ore taker 

lit coursework math 

~xtended time, separate 

aped text 

lit eoursework for math 

~xtended time 

aped texts 

~xtended time, separate 

lote taker 

~xtended time, separate 

dt coursework for math 

aped texts 

lore taker 

~edication 

~xtended time, separaLe 

lit coursework for math 

I F 
Approved A¢como. (via LDS)    Notes 

extended time 

note taker 

tape recorder 

oral (computer) testing 

reading tech 

taped texts 

note taker 

medication 

extended time, separate 

alt coursework for math 

LD Math ADHD lote taker note taker 

~xtended time, separate 

lit coursework for math 



Fall Math Substitutions 



A 
Year 

Senior 

B I C D E F 

Name Diagnosis Ac¢om. can get (via test results! Approved Ac¢omo. !via LDS) Notes 

LD Wd~ing/Ma~h, ADHD 

LD Reading/Writing/Math 

LD Writing, ADHD 

extended time, eepalate 

taped text 

air couteework math 

extended time 

olal testing 

note taker 

taped texts 

math sub 

extended time 

note taker 

extended time 

note taker 

extended time 

~oesn’t need services 

LS Bridget 

Updatedl/30/2015 



A    I B I C D E F 

Year Name Diagnosis Aceom. can get (via test results! Approved Aceomo. !via LDS) Notes 

luniers 

LD Reading/Writing, ADHD 

LD Reading/Math, ADHD 

LD Reading/Writing ADHD 

LD Writing/Math, ADHD 

ADHD 

LD Reading/Writing/Math ADHD 

note taker 
extended time, separate 

no penalization for spelling/grammar 

extended time, sepalate 

taped texts 

note taker 

oral testing 

exLended time, separaLe 

alt coursewerk FL 

extended time, separate 

note taker 

computer for writing assignments 

air coutsework math 

alt coursewerk FL 

extended time, separate 

note taker 

taped text 

note taker 

ex~ended time, separate 

air coursewerk math 

extended time 

math sub 

note taker 

note taker 

extended time 

read technology 

note taker 

extended time 

math sub, if tried to take class 

reading tech 

~mailed 9/19 for status 

~till to have initial mtg 

las not made appt yet 

~issed meeting at LDS 

)n F 
escheduled to M 

LS Bridger 

Updatedl/30f2015 



A B I c 
Name Diagnosis 

ADHD 

LD Reading/Writing 

ADHD 

LD Reading 

ADHD 

LD Reading/Writing 

LD Reading/Writing/Math, ADHD 

LD Math 

LD Reading ADHD 

LD Reading/Writing/Math, ADHD 

LD Reading/Math, ADHD 

D 

Aceom. can get (via test results) 

note taker 
extended time, separate 

leading technology 

eral testing 

note taker 

extended time 

extended time 

ex~ended time, sepala~e 

taped texts 

note taker 

extended time, separate 

needs to take MLAT) FL all coursework 

ex~ended time, sepala~e 

Leading technology 

E 

Approved Aceomo. !via LDS) 

note taker 

extended time 

note taker 

reading technology 

extended time 

extended time 

extended time, separate 

note taker 

reading technology 

oral!computer) testing 
scribe for tests 

note taker math only 

extended time math only 

extended time, separate 

note taker 

reading technology 

F 

Notes 

leeds to reschedule from 

;leared T 

waiting to hear from LD8 

or initial meeting 

lad meeting 

lad meeting g117 3pro 

iff team Fall 

meeting T 

}ts no more accemod 

or this semester 

LS Bridger 

Updatedl/30f2015 



A    I B I c D E F 
Year Name Diagnosis Aceom. can get (via test results) Approved Aceomo. !via LDS) Notes 

’reshmen 

LD Reading/Writing/Math Joes not want to 

LD Reading~riting/Math 

ADHD 

leading technology 

oral testing 

scribe 

note taker 

extended time 

Pipeline: Waitlist: 

~tari 9121 Dykes, Gaskins, Houston, Smith 

extended time 

oral (computer) testing 

reading tech 

meeting T 

LS Bridger 

Updated1/3012015 



Academic Mentor Match-up Information Sheet 

Mentor 

Mentee 

Sport/GPA FB/none 

Meeting Days/Times M and T and W and TH 

Room # TBA 

Classes Afam Dram Engl Phil 

Previous First time mentee 

Mentors/Tutors 
Strengths Not for sure, word is he is a hard worker and seems to 

have a good personality. Any issues with behavior/lack 

of work, we can contact his family immediately! 

Weaknesses Test taking, reading comprehension 

Additional Notes is new to campus. He is a mid-year admit for the 

football team. He will need help in all areas, hence you 

working with him 4 nights a week. 



Academic Mentor Match-up Information Sheet 

Mentor 

Mentee 

Sport/GPA /:2.747 

Meeting Days/Times Mondavs 7pro (if Creed, will trv to find a different time 
to meet) Feel free to talk to     if a better time on 
Mondav or additional time will work for both of you. 

Room # Student Athlete Lounge 

Classes Afam Engl Art Hist Soci 

Previous Mentors 

Strengths Writing 

Weaknesses Math and staving engaged in topics, phone on during 

sessions 

Additional Notes 



Daily Schedule 



50 

52 

53 

54 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

66 

67 

68 

A B 

Daily Schedule 

H I J 





54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

F 



Daily Schedule 



54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

A     B 

Daily 8¢hedule 



Daily Schedule 



54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

A B 

Daily Schedule 

C D E F G 



Daily Schedule 





Daily Schedule 

I A B C D E F G H I 



54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

A B 

Daily Schedule 

C D E G H 



I A B C D E F G H I 

ol 
2 



54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

C D E G 



Daily Schedule 

~ol 

341 



54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

A B 

Daily Schedule 

C D E F 

7OO 





54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

D F G H 





54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

D       E F G H 





54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

A B 

Daily Schedule 



Daily Schedule 

I A B C D E F G H I 



54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

A B 

Daily Schedule 



Daily Schedule 





Daily Schedule 

~ol 

341 



54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

A B 

Daily Schedule 

D E F G H 



Daily Schedule 

I! A 



54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

A B D E F 

Daily Schedule 

J 



3 

4 

6 

7 

9 

2O 

SUNDAY 

A 

MANDATORY 

C 

6:00pro iAII FRESHMEN 

7:00pro iALL FRESHMEN 

8:00pro 



3 

4 

6 

7 

9 

2O 

MANDATORY 

D 

FRESHMEN STUDY TAISLE: STARTS AT 6:00 PM!H 



A B C D 

MONDAY 

2 

3 Time 

4 ~.2:30pm 

5 

6 

7 

8 

27 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

Student 

All FRESHMEN 

-- ALL FRESHMEN 43 B:OOpm 

44 



5 
6 
7 

E 

FRESHMEN STUDY TABLE: STARTS AT 3.2:30PM H! 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 



A B C 

TUESDAY              ~ 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

1:00pro ::ALL FRESIIMEN 

.7:00pro iALL FRESHMEN 

.8:00pro iALL FRESHMEN 



5 
6 
7 

D 

FRESHMEN STUDY TABLE: STARTS AT 3.2:00Pry]H! 



A B 

WEDNESDAY 

3:00pro 

5:O0pm 

6:O0pm 

7:O0pm 

7:30pro 

C 

Port 

ALL FRESHMEN 





THURSDAY 

lO:OOam 

B 

Student 



A B 

46 banquet 

47 

49 

SO 



FRIDAY 

3,0:00am 

3:00pro 

4:00pro 

A B D E 



H 



1 SUNDAY 

3 Time iStudent 

7 

20 

22 

24 

25 

27 



IVIONDAY 

2:00pro 

7:O0pm 

A B 

Student 

C 



TUESDAY 

2:00pro 

C D 

5×ss 



F G H 



1 WEDNESDAY 

6 

30 

33 
34 

36 

B 



3 

4 

6 

7 

9 

THURSDAY 

lO:OOam 

7:OOpm 

A B 

Finals: 

~tudent 

D 



F G 

3 

4 

6 

7 

9 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Tues Dec 4 

Sun Dec 9 
Sun Dec 9 

Mon Dec 10 
Mon Dec 10 

NOTES 

Port review 
TIME 

8pro 

2pro 
6pro 

8am 
7pro 

8am 

10am 
4pro 
7pro 

8am 
10pro 
7pro 

8am 

Port review 
Soci review 

PORT F1NAL 
Soci review 

Tues Dec 11 SOCI FINAL 

Wed Dec 12 Geol review 
Wed Dec 12 Geol review 
Wed Dec 12 Drama review 

Thurs Dec 13 DRAMA FINAL 
Thurs Dec 13 Geol review 
Thurs Dec 13 Geol review 

Fri Dec 14 GEOL FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY                 TIME                     NOTES 

Sun Dec 2         6pro       Study Table 

Mort Dec 3 1230pro Study Table 
Mort Dec 3 7pro Study Table 

Tues Dec 4 11 am Port review 
Tues Dec 4 12pro Study Table 
Tues Dec 4 7pm Study Table 

Wed Dec 5 8am PORT FINAL 

Wed Dec 5 11 am DRAMA FINAL 
Wed Dec 5 1230pm Study Table 

Sun Dec 9 6pm Study Table 

Mon Dec 10 2pm Study Table 

Tues Dec 11 8am EXSS FINAL 

Fri Dec 14 English PAPER due 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Sun Dec 2 

Mon Dec 2 
Mon Dec 2 

Tues Dec 3 
Tues Dec 3 

Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 

Sun Dec 9 

Mon Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

TIME 

6pro 

1230pro 
7pro 

12pm 

7pro 

8am 
1 lam 
1230pro 

6pro 

2pro 

NOTES 

Study Table 

Study Table 
Study Table 

Study Table 
Study Table 

PORT FINAL 
DRAMA FINAL 
Study Table 

Study Table 

Study Table 

8am EXSS FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY                 TIME                     NOTES 

Sun Dec 2         6pro       Study Table 

Mort Dec 2 1230pro Study Table 
Mort Dec 2 7pro Study Table 

Tues Dec 3 12pro Study Table 
Tues Dec 3 7pro Study Table 

Wed Dec 5 11 am DRAMA    FINAL 
Wed Dec 5 1230pm Study Table 
Wed Dec 5 7pm English UP#3 due 
Wed Dec 5 730pm Swah review 

Thurs Dec 6 1030am Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 3pm Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 8pro Swah review (aft banquet) 

Fri Dec 7 8am SWAH FINAL 

Sun Dec 9 6pm Study Table 

Mon Dec 10 2pm Study Table 

Tues Dec 11 8am EXSS FINAL 





MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Tues Dec 4 
Tues Dec 4 

Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 
Fri Dec 7 

Sun Dec 9 

Mon Dec 10 
Mon Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

NOTES 

AFRI    PAPER 
Swah review 

Swah review 

Swah review 
Swah review 

Swah review 

SWAH FINAL 
Soci review 

SOCI FINAL 

TIME 

llam 

llam 

1 lam 
4pro 

6pm 

9am 
7pm 

8am or 
12pro 

7pm 

8am 

Wed Dec 12 Drama review 

Thurs Dec 13 DRAMA FINAL 





MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

conflicts/changes see Octavus ASAP*s* 
DAY                 TIME                     NOTES 

Sun Dec 2 6pro Drama review 

Mon Dec 3 1230pro Drama review 

Tues Dec 4 10am Swah review 
Tues Dec 4 12pro Drama review 

Wed Dec 5 10am DRAMA FINAL 

Thurs Dec 6 10am Swah review 

Fri Dec 7 10am Swah review 
Fri Dec 7 3pro Swah review 

Sat Dec 8 12pro SWAH FINAL 

Tues Dec 11 4pro Afam review 

Thurs Dec 13 12pro AFAM FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octaw~s ASAP*~* 

DAY 

Mon Dec 3 
Mon Dec 3 

Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 

Fri Dec 7 

Mon Dec 10 

TIME 

3-5pro 

3pm 

3pm 

2pm 

NOTES 

Regular mentoring 
Study Table 

Regular mentoring 
Educ    review 

Educ review 

Exss Study Table 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

*~*Any conflicts/changes see OCTAVUS ASAP~*~ 

DAY 

Sun Dec 2 

Mon Dec 3 
Mon Dec 3 
Mon Dec 3 

Tues Dec 4 
Tues Dec 4 
Tues Dec 4 

Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 

Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 

Tues Dec 11 

Wed Dec 12 

Thurs Dec 13 

TIME 

6pm 

1230pm 
3pm 
7pm 

12pm 
lpm 
7pm 

8am 
10am 
1230pm 

130pm 

8am 

2pm 

2pm 

8am 

NOTES 

Study Table 

Drama    review 
Study Table 
Study Table 

Drama review 
Port review 
Study Table 

PORT FINAL 
DRAMA FINAL 
Study Table 

Geol review 

GEOL FINAL 

Study Table 

Study Table 

EXSS FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octaw~s ASAP*~* 

DAY 

Tues Dec 11 
Tues Dec 11 

Wed Dec 12 
Wed Dec 12 

Thurs Dec 13 

TIME 

2pro 
830pm 

2pm 
830pm 

7pm 

Exss 

Hist 

Exss 
Hist 

Hist 

NOTES 

Study Table 

review 

Study Table 
Review 

Review 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY                 TIME                     NOTES 

Sun Dec 2         6pm       Study Table 

Mort Dec 3 1230pm Study Table 
Mort Dec 3 7pm Study Table 

Tues Dec 4 lpm Study Table 
Tues Dec 4 7pm Study Table 

Wed Dec 5 11 am DRAMA    FINAL 
Wed Dec 5 1230pm Study Table 
Wed Dec 5 5pm Swah review 

Thurs Dec 6 9am Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 130pm Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 8pro Swah review (aft banquet) 

Fri Dec 7 8am SWAH FINAL 

Tues Dec 11 10am Drama review 

Wed Dec 12 7pm Drama review 

Thurs Dec 13 12pm DRAMA FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

*~*Any conflicts/changes see OCTAVUS ASAP~*~ 

DAY 

Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 
Fri Dec 7 

Mon Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

TIME 

10am 

10am 
3pro 

7pm 

4pro 

NOTES 

Swah review 

Swah review 
Swah review 

Drama review 

Afam review 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY                 TIME                     NOTES 

Sun Dec 2         6pro       Study Table 

Mort Dec 2 1230pro Study Table 
Mort Dec 2 7pro Study Table 

Tues Dec 3 12pro Study Table 
Tues Dec 3 7pro Study Table 

Wed Dec 5 11 am DRAMA    FINAL 
Wed Dec 5 1230pm Study Table 
Wed Dec 5 7pm English UP#3 due 
Wed Dec 5 730pm Swah review 

Thurs Dec 6 1030am Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 3pm Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 8pro Swah review (aft banquet) 

Fri Dec 7 9am SWAH FINAL 

Sun Dec 9 6pm Study Table 

Mon Dec 10 2pm Study Table 

Tues Dec 11 8am EXSS FINAL 





MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Mon Dec 3 

Wed Dec 5 

Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octavus ASAP*~* 

TIME 

3-5pm 

12pm 

130pm 

llam 

NOTES 

Study Table 

Math review 

Math review 

Math review 



MANDA TORY 
EINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Tues Dec 4 

Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 

Thurs Dec 6 
Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 
Fri Dec 7 

Thurs Dec 13 

TIME 

1245 

10am 

6pm 

130pm 

8am 

NOON 

NOON 

NOTES 

English    PORTFOLIO 

Math Tutoring 

Meet with 
Math Tutoring 

G¢ol Tutoring w/ 

Math Tutoring 
Geol Tutoring 

GEOL FINAL 
MATH FINAL 

EXSS FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

conflicts/changes see OCTAVUS ASAP~*~ 

DAY 

Sun Dec 2 

Mon Dec 3 

Tues Dec 4 

Wed Dec 5 

Fri Dec 7 
Fri Dec 7 

Wed Dec 12 
Wed Dec 12 

Thurs Dec 13 
Thurs Dec 13 

Fri Dec 14 

TIME 

8pro 

3pm 

3pm 

3pm 
7pm 

10am 
4pm 

10pm 
7pm 

8am 

NOTES 

Geol review 

Study Table 

AFRI PAPER DUE 

Educ review 

Educ review 
Educ FINAL 

Geol review 
Geol review 

Geol review 
Geol review 

GEOL FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Wed Dec 5 

Tues Dec 11 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octaw~s ASAP*~* 

TIME 

3pro 

4pro 

NOTES 

Educ review 

Afam review 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY                 TIME                     NOTES 

Sun Dec 2         6pro       Study Table 

Mon Dec 2 1230pro Study Table 
Mon Dec 2 7pm Study Table 

Tues Dec 3 12pm Study Table 
Tues Dec 3 7pm Study Table 

Wed Dec 5 11 am DRAMA    FINAL 
Wed Dec 5 1230pm Study Table 
Wed Dec 5 5pm Swah review 
Wed Dec 5 7pm English UP#3 due 

Thurs Dec 6 9am Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 130pm Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 8pm Swah review (aft banquet) 

Fri Dec 7 8am SWAH FINAL 

Sun Dec 9 6pm Study Table 

Mon Dec 10 2pm Study Table 

Tues Dec 11 8am EXSS FINAL 





MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Sun Dec 2 

Mon Dec 2 
Mon Dec 2 

Tues Dec 3 
Tues Dec 3 

Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 

Sun Dec 9 

Mon Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

TIME 

6pro 

1230pro 
7pro 

12pm 

7pro 

8am 
1 lam 
1230pro 
7pro 

6pro 

2pro 

8am 

NOTES 

Study Table 

Study Table 
Study Table 

Study Table 
Study Table 

PORT FINAL 
DRAMA FINAL 
Study Table 
English UP#3 due 

Study Table 

Study Table 

EXSS FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY TIME NOTES 

Tues Dec 4 945am Swah review 

Thurs Dec 6 10am Swah review 

Fri Dec 7 8am GEOL F1NAL 
Fri Dec 7 945am DRAMA FINAL 
Fri Dec 7 11 am Swah review 
Fri Dec 7 3pm Swah review 

Sat Dec 8 12pm SWAH FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
EINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octavus ASAP*~* 

DAY 

Mon Dec 3 
Mon Dec 3 

Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 

Fri Dec 7 

TIME 

3-5pro 

NOTES 

Regular mentoring 
Study Table 

3pm 

3pm 

2pm 

Regular mentoring 
Educ    review 

Educ review 

Mon Dec 10 Exss Study Table 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octaw~s ASAP*~* 

DAY TIME NOTES 

Mon Dec 3 3-5pm Study Table 

Sun Dec 9 2pm Port Review 

Mon Dec 10 2pm Exss Study Table 

Wed Dec 12 7pm Drama review 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Mon Dec 3 

Wed Dec 5 

Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 
Fri Dec 7 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octaw~s ASAP*~* 

TIME 

3-5pm 
NOTES 

Study Table 

3pm 

lOam 

10am 

Educ 

Swah review 

Swah review 

review 

3pm Educ review 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY TIME NOTES 

Mon Dec 3 1230pro Swah review 
Mort Dec 3 3pro Study Table 
Mort Dec 3 EMAIL PAPER TO 

ASK FOR 
SUGGESTIONS 

Tues Dec 4 7pm Mentoring w/ 

Wed Dec 5 1230pm Swah review 
Wcd Dcc 5 3pm Educ rcvicw 
Wed Dec 5 5pm Swah review 

Thurs Dec 6 1030am Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 3pm Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 8pro Swah review (aft banquet) 

Fri Dec 7 9am SWAH F1NAL 
Fri Dec 7 3pm Educ review 
Fri Dec 7 7pm EDUC FINAL 

Mon Dec 10 lpm Exss review 

Tues Dec 11 8am EXSS FINAL 
Fri Dec 14 English PAPER 





MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVI~W/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Mon Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

Tues Dec 11 

Wed Dec 12 
Wed Dec 12 

Thurs Dec 13 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octavus ASAP*~* 

TIME 

7pro 

2pro 
830pm 

2pm 
830pm 

7pm 

NOTES 

Drama review 

Exss Study Table 

Hist review 

Exss Study Table 

Hist Review 

Hist Review 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Mon Dec 3 

Tues Dec 4 

Wed Dec 5 

Thurs Dec 6 
Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 
Fri Dec 7 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octaw~s ASAP*~* 

TIME 

3-5pm 

12pro 

10am 
130pm 

10am 
llam 

NOTES 

Study Table 

Swah review 

Math review 

Swah review 
Math review 

Swah review 
Math review 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Sun Dec 2 

Mon Dec 2 
Mon Dec 2 

Tues Dec 3 
Tues Dec 3 

Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 

Thurs Dec 6 
Thurs Dec 6 
Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 

Sun Dec 9 

Mon Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

Fri Dec 14 

TIME 

6pro 

1230pm 
7pro 

12pro 
7pro 

1 lam 
1230pm 
5pro 

9am 
130pm 
8pro 

8am 

6pro 

2pro 

8am 

NOTES 

Study Table 

Study Table 
Study Table 

Study Table 
Study Table 

DRAMA 
Study Table 

Swah review 

FINAL 

SWAH FINAE 

Study Table 

Study Table 

EXSS 

English 

FINAL 

PAPER due 

Swah review 
Swah review 
Swah review (aft banquet) 





MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Sun Dec 2 

Mon Dec 2 
Mon Dec 2 

Tues Dec 3 
Tues Dec 3 

Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 
Wed Dec 5 

Thurs Dec 6 
Thurs Dec 6 
Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 

Sun Dec 9 

Mon Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

TIME 

6pro 

1230pro 
7pro 

12pm 

7pro 

llam 
1230pm 
7pro 
730pm 

1030am 
3pro 
8pro 

8am 

6pro 

2pro 

8am 

NOTES 

Study Table 

Study Table 
Study Table 

Study Table 
Study Table 

DRAMA 
Study Table 

FINAL 

English    UP#3 due 
Swah review 

Swah review 
Swah review 
Swah review (aft banquet) 

SWAH FINAL 

Study Table 

Study Table 

EXSS FINAL 





MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Wed Dec 5 

Fri Dec 7 

Tues Dec 11 

Wed Dec 12 

Thurs Dec 13 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octaw~s ASAP*~* 

TIME 

3pro 

3pro 

830pm 

830pm 

7pm 

NOTES 

Educ review 

Educ review 

Hist review 

Hist Review 

Hist Review 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

*~*Any conflicts/changes see OCTAVUS ASAP~*~ 

DAY 

Mon Dec 3 

Wed Dec 5 

Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 

Mon Dec 10 

Wed Dec 12 

TIME 

3-5pm 

3pro 

8pro 

3pm 

2pm 

7pm 

NOTES 

Study Table 

Educ review 

Econ review 

Educ review 

Exss Study Table 

Drama review 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY                 TIME                     NOTES 

Sun Dec 2         6pm       Study Table 

Mon Dec 2 1230pm Study Table 
Mon Dec 2 7pm Study Table 

Tues Dec 3 lpm Study Table 
Tues Dec 3 7pm Study Table 

Wed Dec 5 8am PORT FINAL 
Wed Dec 5 11 am DRAMA FINAL 
Wed Dec 5 1230pm Study Table 
Wed Dec 5 7pm English UP#3 due 

Tues Dec 11 10am Drama review 

Wed Dec 12 7pm Drama review 

Thurs Dec 13 12pm DRAMA FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
EINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

*~*Any conflicts/changes see OCTAVUS ASAP~*~ 

DAY 

Mort Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

Wed Dec 12 

TIME 

7pro 

2pro 

2pro 

Drama 

Exss 

Exss 

NOTES 

review 

study table 

study table 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

conflicts/changes see OCTAVUS ASAP~*~ 

DAY 

Mon Dec 3 

Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 
Fri Dec 7 

Mon Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

Wed Dec 11 

TIME 

3-5pm 

10am 

10am 
3pm 

7pm 

2pm 

2pm 

NOTES 

Study Table 

Swah review 

Swah review 
Swah review 

Drama review 

Exss study table 

Exss study table 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY                 TIME                     NOTES 

Sun Dec 2         6pro       Study Table 

Mon Dec 3 1230pro Study Table 
Mon Dec 3 7pro Study Table 

Tues Dec 4 lpm Study Table 
Tues Dec 4 7pro Study Table 

Wed Dec 5 11 am DRAMA FINAL 
Wed Dec 5 1230pm Study Table 
Wed Dec 5 5pro Swah review 

Thurs Dec 6 9am Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 130pro Swah review 
Thurs Dec 6 8pro Swah review (aft banquet) 

Fri Dec 7 8am SWAIt FINAL 

Tues Dec 11 10am Drama review 

Wed Dec 12 7pro Drama review 

Thurs Dec 13 12pro DRAMA FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Mon Dec 3 

Tues Dec 4 

Wed Dec 5 

Thurs Dec 6 
Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 
Fri Dec 7 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octaw~s ASAP*~* 

TIME 

3-5pro 

12pro 

l lain 
130pm 

l 0am 
1 lain 

NOTES 

Study Table 

Swah review 

Math review 

Swah review 
Math review 

Swah review 
Math review 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Sun Dec 9 

Mon Dec 10 

Wed Dec 12 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octaw~s ASAP*~* 

TIME 

6pro 

7pro 

7pro 

NOTES 

Soci review 

Soci review 

Drama review 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

*~*Any conflicts/changes see OCTAVUS ASAP~*~ 

DAY 

Mort Dec 3 
Mon Dec 3 

Tues Dec 4 

Mon Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

Wed Dec 12 

TIME 

3-5pm 
7-gpm 

12-2 

7pm 

2pm 

2pm 

NOTES 

Study Table 
Study Table 

Study Table 

Drama review 

Exss Study Table 

Exss Study Table 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIEW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Wed Dec 5 

Mort Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

Wed Dec 12 

~*~Any conflicts/changes see Octaw~s ASAP*~* 

TIME 

3pro 

7pro 

2pro 

2pro 

NOTES 

Educ review 

Drama review 

Exss Study Table 

Exss Study Table 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

*~*Any conflicts/changes see OCTAVUS ASAP~*~ 

DAY 

Fri Dec 7 

Mon Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

Tues Dec 11 

Tues Dec 11 

Wed Dec 12 
Wed Dec 12 

Thurs Dec 13 
Thurs Dec 13 

NOTES 

SOCI FINAL 
TIME 

8am 

7pm 

8am 
10am 
830pm 

lpm 
830pm 

12pm 
7pm 

8am 

Drama    review 

DRAMA FINAL 
Hist review 
Hist review 

Hist review 
Hist review 

EXSS FINAL 
Hist review 

Fri Dec 14 HIST FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

*~*Any conflicts/changes see OCTAVUS ASAP~*~ 

DAY                 TIME                     NOTES 

Wed Dec 5 3pro Educ review 

Fri Dec 7 7pro EDUC FINAL 

Sat Dec 8 12pro GEOG FINAL 

Tues Dec 11 2pro Exss Study Table 
Tues Dec 11 4pm Afam review 

Wed Dec 12 2pro Exss Study Table 

Thurs Dec 13 8am EXSS FINAL 
Thurs Dec 13 12pro AFAM FINAL 



MANDA TORY 
FINALS REVIeW/TUTOR SESSIONS 

DAY 

Tues Dec 4 

Thurs Dec 6 

Fri Dec 7 
Fri Dec 7 

Sun Dec 9 

Mon Dec 10 
Mon Dec 10 

Tues Dec 11 

Wed Dec 12 

Thurs Dec 13 

TIME 

1 lam 

llam 

1 lam 
4pm 

6pm 

9am 

8anl 

7pm 

8am 

NOTES 

Swah review 

Swah review 

Swah review 
Swah review 

Swah review 

SWAH FINAL 
Exss review 

EXSS FINAL 

Drama review 

DRAMA FINAL 

EXSS FINAL 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
Fa!! 2009 



Our only security is our ability to change. 

Just because everything is different doesn’t 
mean anything has changed. 

¯ Change is inevitable - except from a vending 
machine. 

2 



FXPF~TAT!~N~ 

¯ Communication 

¯ Work with us NOT against us 

¯ That which holds true for Football is 

the same for Academics 

3 



BETH BRIDGEB 
Assistant Director/LearrTing Specialist 

JA~FAIE LEE 
Academic Counselor 

- Eligibility, Registration 

DL, RB, WR, TE, SP 

AMY KLEIESSLEE 
Tem p Academic Counselor/Learr/irlg Specialist 

- Accommodations, Mentors, Subject Tutoring 

- Designated by Beth/Jaimie, Freshmen Walk ons 

4 



NCAA REO,U REMFNTS 
How many credit hours must you be ENROLLED in? 
- 12 credit hours (~~, classes) 

How many credits hours must you PASS to be Bowl 
Eligible? 

- 6 credit hours (del~ree applicable} {"2 classes) 

What GPA do you have to earn to be eligible + no 
UNC probation? 

- Freshmen: 2,0 
- Sophomores: 2.0 

-Juniors: 2,0 

-- Seniors/5th Years: 2.0 

5 



SCHEDULES 

NEED TO SEE BETH/JAIIVIIE A.S.A.P. 
FOR ANY SCHEDULE CHANGES! 

- LESSTHAN 12 HOURS 

- UNDERLOAD I 

- DROP A CLASS 

- SWITCH A CLASS 

- MWF- Mon, Wed, Fri 

- TR= Tue, Thur 

- HOLDS (Can’t helpifyou have a hold!} 

6 



SCHEDULES �Onto 

Please DO NOT CHANGE your 
SCHEDULE without speaking to 

Beth/Jaimie FIRST! 

This might be difference between 

going to a Bowl Game and 
watching it on TV. 

7 



~TII~FNT ~FNTR, A,[ 

studentcentral.unc.edu 
itarheel.com 

Access to check: 

- Class schedule 

- Stops/Holds 

- Grades 
- Look for classes (Course Search Engine) 

- Add/Drop classes 

8 



BOOKS 
BOOK FORMS 

Academic Center Computer Lab 
*can only be sJ~ned by Compliance* 

Monday 8/24 until Friday 8/28 

lOam-2pm 



¯ Beth/Jaimie/Amy CAN NOT SIGN BOOK FORMS 

° Did you DROP A COURSE and GETTHE BOOK? 

- You must return the book to staff!!! 

WHY? 

- ALABAMA BOO K SCAN DAL 
¯ Vacate 21 wins 
¯ 5 players suspended 

10 



~Tt!I’)Y TAR/F 
Kenan Football Center 

730-930pm 

Freshmen: Sunday-Thursday 

Start: WEDNESDAY 8/26 

Returners: Monday-Thursday 

Start: TUESDAY 9/1 

11 



IHere come the ~ro~ns ) 

ALL SCHOLARSHIP 

FRESHMEN 

RETURNERS 

¯ NEW TRANSFERS 

¯ RETURNERS 

(2.3 & Below) 

12 



¯ Please see designated staff to set up 
your weekly meeting by FRIDAY 8/28 

¯ Sooner you come, better time you get! 

¯ Copy of syllabi 

¯ Must bring your P.A.S.S. BOOK 

13 



All Scholarship 
Freshmen 

All Freshmen Walk-ons 

New Transfers 

Returners 12,3 & Below) 

Returners (designated 
by staff) 

Underloads 

RETURNERS 

14 



Please check your email and 
blackboard before class tomorrow. 

Professors have emailed course 
drops/changes and instructions for 

the first day of class, 

15 



Go to class 

PUT YOUR CELL PHONES AWAY 

STAY OFF OF NON-ACADEMIC 
WEBSITES 

-- Be early 

Sit in the front 

Separate frorn your teammates 

Participate, take notes 

Sit quietly without sleeping 

Class AssiRnments/Tests 
Know your due dates 

- Start Early 

Have working knowledge of the 

Ask for help (Professor/Tutors) 

Meet with your Professors 

-- gnow their names 

-- GO to office hours 

Turn in your Travel Letter 

16 



WF ARF PROUD OF YOU! 
Great Summer! Let’s carry it over to the Fall! 

100% passed Math 

100% passed Psyc 

Summer School TEAM GPA: 

Team GPA: 

Team GPA GOAL: 2.5 

Academic Support is READY TO GO! 

Are you? 

17 



SgrJr~g 

Semester He~ds U~: 
!m~ortnnt Academic In, formation 

~for F~ll    Eligibility 

Presented by: 



DEGREE APPLICABLE 

A COURSE OR CREDIT HOUR 

THAT CO U NTS TOWARDS 

GENERAL EDUC, THE 

IVIAJOR, OR ELECTIVES, 

COUNTED BY THE NCAA. 





So, if they are in 12 hours, why 
aren’t all of them DA? 

¯ History of Bailouts 

¯ Out of electives 
¯ Retake a course they didn’t get 
the required grade in 

¯ 5th year Senior 

4 



SPECIFIC !~XAMP~S 



AND Comm 

Must pass 9DA hours 

6 



PRORATION 
Needs to get Cure, GPA above 2.0 

INCOMPLETE in Dram still NOT RESOLVED 
Must pass 9DA ho~Jrs (6DA hoL~rs when IN is 

7 



8 



{lZDA) 

Must passgDA houF~ 

9 



Needs a Cot higher in Comm 

Need~ Cot higher in Comm 

Must pass 9DA hours 

Needs C or hisher in Con;m aad 

Must pass 9DA hours 

Must pass 9DA hours 

Must pass 9DA hours 

(12DA] 

10 



Must passSDA hours 

Must pass Hist or Soci 

only) 

(C or better in Soci 

Must pass9DA hours 

Must pass 7DA hours 

Must pass 9DA hours 

11 



resolved) 

Must pass 9DA hours (has chosen to be enrolled in 

12 



Must pass 9DA hours 

Needs a C or higher in Co~’n~ 

13 





PROBATION STt! DI~NT~; 



Wheat te de with a!! thi~ inferm~tienooo 
Beth, Jaimie, Tia, and Amy are well aware of 
these issues. 

¯ Our role is to continue to inform and remind the 
students of these issues and provide resources 
for them to be academically successful! 

Coaches--your continued communication with 
A¢ademi~ Staff and suppo~ for students to go to 
class,0 attend t~tor sessions~ bring m~teri~is 
work ~t study table is most helpfu!~ 

16 



@yahoo cem Freshman 

@aol corn Senior 
@ernail unc edu Sophomore 

@email uric edu Freshman 

Freshnlan 

~ @email uno edu Freshman 

i @email.unc edu Senior 
@email uno edu Sophomore 

, @ernail.unc edu Junior 
@hot mail corn Sophomore 

@hotmail corn Sophomore 

, @ernail unc edu Freshman 

@email unc.edu Freshman 

@email uric edu Junior 

@email unc.edu Freshman 



@ernail unc edu Sophomore 

@email unc.edu Freshman 



~.~email unc.edu Sophomore 

@mindspring corn Junior 

~email.unc edu Junior 

; @emmil uric edu Sophomore 



A E 

@email unc.edu Junior 

@email uric edu Senior 

Senior 

@email unc edu Senior 

I    ~email unc edu Junior 

, @email.unc edu Sophomore 

@email unc edu Junior 



B E A I 



I    D I 

~ @em~il uric edu Freshm~n 

i @email un¢.edu Freshman 

, @email un¢.edu Sephemore 

, @hot mail corn Junior 



~ I ~ I ~ I     ~ I 
i @email.unc edu Freshman 

@em~il uric edu Junior 

@yahoo corn Freshman 

@em~il uric edu Junior 

@email un¢.edu Freshman 

~.~email un¢.edu Freshman 



@email.unc edu Senior 

; @ernail unc edu Freshman 

~email unc.edu Sophomore 

,    (~.email uric edu Junior 

~ernail unc edu Junior 

~email unc.edu Freshman 
~.e m ail uric edu Sophomore 

@hotrnail.corn Sophomore 

@email uric edu Junior 

~ernail.unc edu Sophomore 

~aol corn Junior 

i @email unc.edu Junior 





@email.unc edu Sophomore 

@email unc edu Freshman 

, ~email unc.edu Sophomore 

@email uric edu 

@email.unc edu Sophomore 



A I     B ~ I 

@email unc.edu Sophomore 

@ernail un¢ edu Sophomore 

@email un¢.edu Freshman 

@email uric edu Freshman 

; @email unc.edu Freshman 
@email uric edu Sophomore 

@.email unc.edu Freshman 

I @email uric edu Sophomore 

@email un¢.edu Sophomore 







~ I ~ I ~ I     ~ I 
@aol.com Sophomore 

@ernail unc edu Sophomore 

@aol.com Freshman 

@ernail unc edu Junior 

@ernail unc edu Sophomore 
, @hot mail corn Senior 

i @ernail unc edu Freshman 

, @ernail.unc edu Freshman 

@email uric edu Senior 

@email unc.edu Sophomore 
@ernail unc edu Senior 

~ernail.unc edu Senior 
@ernail unc edu Freshman 

~hot mail com Freshman 

@aol corn Sophomore 

, ~email.unc edu Junior 

@aol corn Sophomore 

@hot mail com Freshman 





FALL 2000 TUTORING/STUDY HALL SEMESTER IN REVIEW 
Meeting Copy 

Evaluations 30 total responses 

Spnrts represented: Baseball (5), W-Basketball (1), Field Hockey (1), Gynumsfics (1), Football (1), 
Lacrosse (8 3 women’s, 2 men s), Softball (4), Soccer (3, I women s 1 mens) M-$winurdng (1) W- 

Swimnfing (2), Tmmis (1) Track (1), No sport (1) 

Part I 

AnswerKey: NA Nolapplicablc, SA SIronglyAgrcc, A Agrcc, D Disagrcc. SD Slrongly 
Disagr¢c 

The tutnrs were knnwledgeable nf the material. 
NA 0 
SA 20 6667% 
A 9 30%, 
D 0 
SD 1 333% 

The tutnrs were clear in explailfing the material. 
NA 0 
SA Ig 60% 
A I 1 3667% 
D 0 
SD I 333% 

The tutnrs helped me with study skills (i.e.: nntc taking, reading the text, finding key pnints, etc.) 
NA 7 2333%, 
SA 7 2333%, 
A 10 3333% 
D 5 1667%, 
SD 1 333% 

The tutors helped me do my work, rather than doing it tbr me. 
NA 1 333% 
SA 16 5333% 
A 12 40% 
D 0 
SD I 333% 

-1- 



I had adequate time Mth the tutors. 
NA 0 
SA 11 3636%, 
A 12 40% 
D 4 1333% 
SD 3 10% 

Part 

What tutor subject areas did you use most often this semester? 
Math 17 
English 12 
Foreign Language 9 
G¢ology 5 
Business 24 
Psychology 
gcollomics 

Biology I 
HisloD I 
Anlhropology 

Geography 

Wriltcn Respnnse Qucstinns: (nnt cnrrccted fnr spelling nr grammar) 

-2- 



ff you tact regularly on an individual basis with a spccific tutor, pleasc commcnt on its cffccfiveness. 

-3- 



Arc thcrc any sp~wific tutors you would likc to commcnt on, cithcr f~)r thcir cffcctivcncss or 
incffeclivcncss? 

-4- 



Part Ill. STUDY HALL 

1 ). Were you required to attend study hall or any Academic Support activity during the ~mester (i.e. 
study hall hours or tutoring)? 

Yes 19 6333%, 

No 8 2667%, 

2) Were you able to study effectively in the building at night? 

Yes 19 6333% 
No 6 20% 

Sometimes I 333% 

-5- 



3) Do you fccl that the facility is adequate fi~r evening study h all? (e.g.: Building too crowded? Is 
there enough quiet space to study? Comptuer Lab? Heatin~cooling? Noise? Seating?) 

-6- 



-7- 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

CC: 

Dr Stanley Mandel 

2000-2001 Senior Student-Athlete Exit Survey Data 

May 2, 2001 

Janice Hilliard, Doug Roberts 

I have enclosed the complete data report from the 2000-2001 Senior Student-Athlete Exit 
Sm~ey to be included in your report to the Faculty Committee on Athletics I have also enclosed 
the Exit Interview summaries except Dr Hilliard’s She will get that to you when she has it 
completed If you have any questions about the report, please contact Doug Roberts (         ) 

Also, if you could send me a copy of your final report for my files (CB# 8550), I would 
appreciate it Thanks again for all your help with this project 

enclosure 



Senior Student-Athlete Exit Survey 
Written Comments 

Coaches need to be more flexible with athletes and class times Coaches make us feel as 
if we are a burden when we have to miss because we have a test or something I came 
here to get an education not to run 20 sprints because I missed pa~ of practice for a exam 
review 

Not having a day off during the season really hurt in allowing the academic/athletic 
environment of Carolina mix well I did better academically and socially whenever we 

had a day of£ It helped me to get things done in my personal life and allowed me to get 
away fiom         I know there is a mandate of how much time can be spent but it 
should be mandated that all athletes in the sport of in NCAA be allowed I full 
day off 

Many of the academic Support Se~Mce Questions don’t apply to me b/c I use the advising 
and help fi-om business school advisors As a soph and fi-esh, I used the tutors quite abit 
though 

I think it’s stupid when you walk into a room during study hall hours, with NOBODY in 
it, but I can’t study in there because it’s a"        study hall room!" 

+        have always been a great help The only thing that I could stress is that 
the Academic Center might want to wy + work w/the Steele Building people a little 
closer There were times when I would seek help from AC, and they would give me 
advice that the Steele Building would later call pointless or "a mistake" Overall, I really 
appreciate everything the A C has done fur me Itisave~Ngoodideaanditworkswell 
The above mentioned problem was never b/c the AC was at fault, it was most likely b/c 
the space cadets in the Steele Building don’t know what they want or even what they are 
doing The problem is, the Steele Building people are in control of the students Thank- 

you 

The coaching staff+ Academic Center were supportive towards academics, but I rarely 
needed their resources or guidance when it came to school 

The Academic Center is very helpful whenever I have a question about something, but as 
I got more into my major I found that the tutoring wasn’t very helpful I know it would 
be hard, but if tutoring could be offered beyond just General College Stuff it would be 
helpful 

Coach Miller (        ~ puts a lot of emphasis on our school work it always comes first 
I admire that about him 

The guidance system @ UNC is, to be honest, terrible I was advised to take certain 
difficult classes @ the same time and so many hours my ibosh year that were not possible 
to complete well C-TOPS registration didn’t consider being an athlete in their 



recommendations I found it very difficult to get many classes to fit into my filled 
schedule Early registration is very necessary 

I have missed many opportunities to meet with professors during office hours because of 
practice conflicts Although I understand that professors have their own schedules, it has 
made further progress in my courses somewhat difficuh 

Some professors are completely understanding when athletes must miss class, while 
others seem to dislike athletes A few times (particularly during exams), the academic 
center was closed to athletes even when there was someone in there to let us in, she 
refused It was 7:00 at night 

My overall experience at Carolina w/sports: athletics has been positive However I think 
athletes should get pre registration for class (before students) A lot of times it is very 
hard to find classes that are open: accommodate to our sport schedule 

This questionnaire is biased (Question 32 for example) Why isn’t "no" an option? 

My coach not only stresses academic progress as well as athletic progress, but also how 
both fit into the big picture of life He talks about how the good habits we’re forming 
now in teams’ + school will help us in all walks of life 

My experience this year with the Academic Center was frustrating my counselor 
always refered me to the campus advisors Besides the computer lab, the Academic 
Center provided me with little help/support/advice It is frustrating when the 

players are loud & inconsiderate at night 

I wish the Academic Center had provided more helpful sessions/series on resumes, jobs 
etc In some ways I feel they should require this 



Group 1- Jerome Room 
Interviewers: 
Stanley Mandel 
Beth Miller 

Monday, 

Student-athletes: 

Group 2-Conference Room 
Interviewers: 
Jack Evans 
Larry Gallo 

Student-Athletes: 

Interviewers... 
Please compile the interview results into one detailed summary per group 
of student-athletes and return to (Academic Support 
Center, CB# 8550) by The interviewers for each group 
should collaborate the information into one report. 



Group 1-JeromeRoom 
Interviewers: 
Jack Evans 
Beth Miller 

Student-athletes: 

Tuesday, 

Group 2-ConferenceRoom 
Interviewers: 
Janice Hilliard 
Rich Rosen 

Student-Athletes: 

Interviewers... 
Please compile the interview results into one detailed summary per group 
of student-athletes and return to (Academic Support 
Center, CB# 8550) by The interviewers for each group 
should collaborate the information into one report. 



Wednesday, 

Group 1-Jerome Room 
Interviewers: 
Carol Arnosti 
Larry Gallo 

Student-athletes: 

Group 2-Conference Room 
Interviewers: 
Dick Baddour 
Celia Hooper 

Student-Athletes: 

Interviewers,,, 
Please compile the interview results into one detailed summary per group 
of student-athletes and return to (Academic Support 
Center, CB# 8550) by The interviewers for each group 
should collaborate the information into one report. 
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Minority Seniors 

:irst NamelLast NamellLocal Phone # REthnicity Email 

IB 
IB @hotmail.com 

IB @email.unc.edu 

IB I @email.unc.edu 

IB @email.unc.edu 

IB @email.unc.edu 

IB @email.unc.edu 

IB @email.unc.edu 

IB i: @email.unc.edu 
IB @email.unc.edu 

IB @email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 



Non-Minority Seniors 

First Name I Last Name Local Phone 

@hotmail.com 

~bschool.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@aol.com 

@hotmail.com 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

~hotmail.com 

~hotmail.com 

~bschool.unc.edu 

@hotmail.com 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

Sport        j 



First Name I Last Name Local Phone 

~aol.com 

~hotmail.com 

@email.unc.edu 

~yahoo.com 

@hotmail.com 

@aol.com 

@email.unc.edu 

yne@email.unc.edu 

es@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@aol.com 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

~bschool.unc.edu 

Spo[t 

~hotmail.com 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@aol.com 

@aol.com 



First Name [ Last Name [Local Phone 

@aol.com 

~bschool.unc.edu 

~hotmail.com 

@hotmail.com 

@email.unc.edu 

@springmail.com 

@email.unc.edu 

~hotmail.com 

~_.bschool.unc.edu 

@hotmail.com 

~bschool.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

Spo~t 



That~k you for your help with fire football ahumfi addresses and other information I’m sendhtg a 
copy of all fire adchesses that I have obtained dubmg tiffs piecess Several of them have been updated 
since I recehied )our hffonnation Tltoughl this would be useful 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Brian Bollingcr 

Dear Mr Bollinger: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium T[ds informal dinner will provide our scrdor and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plm~ning in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

:. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Jm~icc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Mike Delanev 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium T[ds informal dinner will provide our scrdor and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plm~ning in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

¯ or myself 

Sincerely, 

Jm~icc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Andy Dinkin 

Dear Mr Dinkin: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium Tiffs informal dinner will provide our scrfior and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Antonio Goss 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium T[ds informal dinner will provide our scrdor and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plm~ning in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla3 ers will hove copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Jm~icc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Gene Holdwa? 

Dear Mr Hol&xay: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium Tiffs informal dinner will provide our scrfior and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will have copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
Toxxer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Care}’, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Eddie Huff 

Dear Mr Huff: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium Tl~s informal dinner will provide our scrfior and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla3 ers will hove copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staff will meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr AI Johnson 

Dear Mr Johnson: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesda?, November 28, 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium This informal dinner will provide our senior and fifth year football players with 
an opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career hiterests and aspirations We ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests ]-he football players will have copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

Wc arc extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football team Tbank you. in 
advance, for your willingness to participate , hitern from my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will bc on hand to meet you during the dimmer You ma? park in 
fi’ont of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist in this endeavor Should you hax e any questions. 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Care}’, I r, 

, or myself 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Stadent-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Joc Knightkirk 

Dear Mr Knightkirk: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium Tl~s informal dinner will provide our scrfior and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will b~ve copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Steve Lowc 

Dear Mr Lowe: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesda?, November 28, 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium This informal dinner will provide our senior and fifth year football players with 
an opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career hiterests and aspirations We ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests ]-he football players will have copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

Wc arc extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football team Tbank you. in 
advance, for your willingness to participate , hiten~ from my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will bc on hand to meet you during the dimmer You ma? park in 
fi’ont of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist in this endeavor Should you hax e any questions. 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Care}’, I r, 

, or myself 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Stadent-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Rm~dall Parsons 

Dear Mr Parsons: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium T[ds informal dinner will provide our scrdor and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plm~ning in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Jm~icc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Paul Pdzzo 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium Tiffs informal dinner will provide our scrfior and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

:. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Pat Shcchan 

Dear Mr Sheehan: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium Tiffs informal dinner will provide our scrfior and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Clayton Somers 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium Tiffs informal dinner will provide our scrfior and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

:. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Gary Weaver 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium T[ds informal dinner will provide our scrdor and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plm~ning in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Jm~icc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 15, 2000 

Perez Boulware 

Dear Mr Boulware: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and 
Program that will take place on Tuesday, November 28, 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the 
North Box of the football stadium ]-his informal dinner will provide our senior and filth 
year football players with an opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career 
interests and aspirations We ask that you come prepared to talk about your current 

occupation and work experiences, as well as to give advice and suggestions regarding 
career planning in general During dinner the players will be seated with our guests 
according to their career interests The football players will have copies of their resume 

to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our 
continuous development of a comprehensive career education program for the football 
team Thank you, in advance, for your willingness to participate 
intern tbom my office, will call you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may 
park in fiont of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors 
nearest the Bell Tower Parking Lot Someone from the academics center staff" will meet 

you in the lobby and escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, 

we appreciate your taking time out of your already hectic schedule to assist in this 
endeavor Should you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to call my office 
(919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, Jr,                , or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janice L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 15, 2000 

Henry Frierson 

I wish to invke you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and 
Program that will take place on Tuesday, November 28, 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the 
North Box of the football stadium This informal dinner will provide our senior and filth 
year football players with an opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career 
interests and aspirations We ask that you come prepared to talk about your current 

occupation and work experiences, as well as to give advice and suggestions regarding 
career planning in general During dinner the players will be seated with our guests 
according to their career interests The football players will have copies of their resume 

to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our 
continuous development of a comprehensive career education program for the football 
team Thank you, in advance, for your willingness to participate 
intern fbom my office, will call you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may 
park in fiont of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors 
nearest the Bell Tower Parking Lot Someone from the academics center staff" will meet 

you in the lobby and escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, 

we appreciate your taking time out of your already hectic schedule to assist in this 
endeavor Should you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to call my office 
(919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, Jr,                , or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janice L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



Mr. Mark Atkinson 



Mr. Brian Bollinger 



Mr. Sean Crocker 



Mr. Pat Crowley 



Mr. Mike Delanev 



Mr. Andv Dinkin 



Dr. Jack Evans 



Mr. Randall Felton 



Mr. Antonio Goss 



Mr. Gene Holdway 



Mr. Ethan Hodon 



Mr. Eddie Huff 



Mr. AIJohnson 



Mr. Joe Knightkirk 



Mr. Steve Lowe 



Mr. Randall Parsons 



Mr. Paul Rizzo 



Mr. BJ Runyon 



Mr. PatSheehan 



Mr. James Spurling 



Mr. Steve Steinbacher 



Mr. Clayton Summers 



Mr. Tommy Thigpen 



Mr. Gary Weaver 



Mr. Perez Boulware 



Dr. Henry Frierson 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Mr. G@e Bomar 

Thmak you for parr~clpaung in the 2000 Football Career Night Program <in Tuesda?; 
November 28, 2000. \’% feel tlmt the eventng xv~ts quite a success! I k4aow the k)otball 

studcnt athlete. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r your part*c*pation in thc Football Carecr Night Progeam 
and I look t~rxxard to sceing you next ycar. 

Sinccrcl}. 

.lanice I~. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)irector, Acadcmic Support Progeam I’or Student Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Mr. Perez Boulx~e 

Th~mk you for partxclpaung in the 2000 Foo4)~ll Career Night Program on 
Nox’ember 28, 2000. \Ve feel tl~at the ex’entng x~ts quite a success[ I ~ow the fbotball 

smdcnt ~thlctc. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r yot~r part*c*p~tion in thc I’ootbal] Carccr Night Progeam 
and I look torxxard to sccing you next ycar. 

.lanicc I,. Hilliard, l’h.D. 
l)ircctor, Acadcmic Stxpport Progeam I’or Student Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Mr. Se;m Crocker 

Thmak you for paruclpaung in the 2000 Football Career Night Program <in Tuesda?; 
November 28, 2000. \’% feel tlmt the eventng xv~ts quite a success! I k4aow the kx)tball 
pla3ers are sincerely grate~tl for your words of wxsdom mad adx,ce. You hax e opened tlaeir 
eyes to the reali/3 that axv~uts tlaem upon the completion of tlaeir athleuc and academic 

student athlete. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r your part*c*pation in thc I’ootbal] Carecr Night Progeam 
and I look torxxard to sceing you next ycar. 

Sinccrcl}. 

.lanice I~. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)irector, Acadcmic Support Progeam I’or Student Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Mr. Pat Crowley 

Thmak you for parr~clpaung in the 2000 Football Career Night Program <in Tuesda?; 
November 28, 2000. \Ve feel tlmt the evening x~s quite a success[ I ~ow the k)otball 

studcnt athlete. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r your part*c*pation in thc Football Carccr Night Progeam 
and I look torxxard to sccing you next ycar. 

Sinccrcl}. 

.lanicc I~. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)ircctor, Acadcmic Support Progeam I’or Student Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Mr. Mike Dul;mey 

Dear Mike: 

Thmak you for parr~clpaung in the 2000 Football Career Night Program <in Tuesda?; 
November 28, 2000. \Ve feel tlmt the evening x~s quite a success[ I ~ow the k)otball 

studcnt athlete. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r your part*c*pation in thc Football Carccr Night Progeam 
and I look torxxard to sccing you next ycar. 

Sinccrcl}. 

.lanicc I~. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)ircctor, Acadcmic Support Progeam I’or Student Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Dn Jack E~ms 

DearJack: 

Thmak you for parr~clpaung in the 2000 Fooff)all Career Night Program <in Tuesda?; 
November 28, 2000. \Ve feel tlmt the evemng x~s quite a success[ I ~ow the k)otball 

studcnt athlete. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r your part*c*pation in thc Football Carecr Night Progeam 
and I look torxxard to sceing you next ycar. 

Sinccrcl}. 

.lanice I~. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)irector, Acadcmic Support Progeam I’or Student Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Mr. Rmadali Felton 

Thmak you for parr~clpaung in the 2000 Football Career Night Program <in Tuesda?; 
November 28, 2000. \Ve feel tlmt the evening x~s quite a success[ I ~ow the k)otball 

studcnt athlete. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r your part*c*pation in thc Football Carccr Night Progeam 
and I look torxxard to sccing you next ycar. 

Sinccrcl}. 

.lanicc I~. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)ircctor, Acadcmic Support Progeam I’or Student Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Dr./Iem7 Frierson 

Thmak you for parr~clpaung in the 2000 Football Career Night Program <in Tuesda?; 
November 28, 2000. \’% feel tlmt the eventng xv~ts quite a success! I k4aow the k)otball 

studcnt athlete. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r your part*c*pation in thc Football Carecr Night Progeam 
and I look t~rxxard to sceing you next ycar. 

Sinccrcl}. 

.lanice I~. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)irector, Acadcmic Support Progeam I’or Student Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Dear Gene: 

Thmak you for parr~clpaung in the 2000 Football Career Night Program <in Tuesda?; 
November 28, 2000. \’% feel tlmt the eventng xv~ts quite a success! I k4aow the k)otball 

studcnt athlete. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r your part*c*pation in thc Football Carecr Night Progeam 
and I look t~rxxard to sceing you next ycar. 

Sinccrcl}. 

.lanice I~. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)irector, Acadcmic Support Progeam I’or Student Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Mr. Joe Neik~rk 

Thmak you for parr~clpaung in the 2000 Football Career Night Program <in Tuesda?; 
November 28, 2000. \Ve feel tlmt the evening x~s quite a success[ I ~ow the k)otball 

studcnt athlete. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r your part*c*pation in thc Football Carccr Night Progeam 
and I look torxxard to sccing you next ycar. 

Sinccrcl}. 

.lanicc I~. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)ircctor, Acadcmic Support Progeam I’or Student Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Mr. Paul P~zzo 

Th~mk you for partxclpaung in the 2000 Foo4)~ll Career Niglat Program on 
Nox’ember 28, 2000. \Ve feel tlaat the ex’enmg xv~ts quite a success[ I k~aow the f\x)tball 
pla3ers ~e sincerely grate~tl for your words of wxsdom ~md adx,ce. You hax e opened tlaeir 
eyes to the reali/3 that axv~uts tlaem upon the completion of tlaeir athle/~c and academic 
careers. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r yot~r part*c*p~tion in thc I’ootbal] Carccr Night Progeam 

Sinccrcl}. 

.lanicc H. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)ircctor, Acadcmic Stxpport Progeam I’or Sttxdcnt Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Th;mk you for paruclpaung m the 2000 Foo4/;~ll Career Nigl~t Program on Tuesd;~?; 
Nox’ember 28, 2000. ~X~ f~el rl~at the ex’enmg ~ts quite a success[ I ~ow the f~x)tball 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r yot~r part*c*p~tion in thc I’ootbal] Carccr Night Progeam 
and I look torxxard to sccing you next ycar. 

.lanicc I~. Hilliard, ]’h.D. 
l)ircctor, Acadcmic Stxpport Progeam I’or Sttxdcnt Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

Mr. Jmnes Spuding 

Thmak you for parr~clpaung in the 2000 Football Career Night Program <in Tuesda?; 
November 28, 2000. \Ve feel tlmt the evening x~s quite a success[ I ~ow the k)otball 

studcnt athlete. 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r your part*c*pation in thc Football Carecr Night Progeam 
and I look torxxard to sceing you next ycar. 

Sinccrcl}. 

.lanice I~. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)irector, Acadcmic Support Progeam I’or Student Athletes 



Janu;~y 29, 2015 

De;~r Steve: 

Th;mk you for paruclpaung m the 2000 Foo4/;~ll Career Nigl~t Program on Tuesd;~?; 
Nox’ember 28, 2000. \Ve f~el rl~at the ex’enmg x~ts quite a success[ I k~ow the [\x~tball 

Again, 1 sincerely thank you fi)r yot~r part*c*p~tion in thc I’ootbal] Carccr Night Progeam 
and I look t~rxxard to sccing you next ycar. 

.lanicc I~. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
l)ircctor, Acadcmic Stxpport Progeam I’or Sttxdcnt Athletes 



Football Career Niqht 2000 
Guest List 

Gayle Bomar      968-4000 or 968-7552 (direct) 
First Vice-President, Investments 
I3L Wachovia 

Perez 8oulware 

Football Coach 
NC Central 

Sean Crocker 

Financial Planner 
World Marketing Alliance (WMA) Securities 

Pat Crowley 800-776-4848 

VP Investments, Stock Broker, Financial Investor 
Paine Webber 

Mike Dulaney 

Sales 
Coca-Cola 

Dr. 3ack Evans 962-4602 
McColl Building, CB# 3490 
Professor, UNC School of Business 

Randall Felton 
(Northern HS 560-3956) 

Law Enforcement 

Dr. Henry Frierson         ,962-7507 
:12:1 E. Peabody Hall, CB# 3500 
School of Education 

Gene Holdway 

Regional Manager, Josten’s Jewelers 



Joe Neikirk 

Retired as Vice Chairman of the Norfolk Southern Corporation 

Paul Rizzo 

Chairman, Franklin St. Partners 

Clayton Somers 

Lawyer 

James Spurling 

Business Owner 
Eastgate BP Inc. 

Steve Steinbacher 

Internet Sports Marketing 
Sports Capsule 

Also interested in assisting with career placement, but unable to attend the 
career night: 

Mark Atkinson 

First Union 

Andy Dinkin 

Steve Lowe 

Sports Marketing 

For resume information contact: 
Vergie Taylor     962-6706 
UNC Career Services, Nash Hall 
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November 3, 2000 

Mr Mark Atkinson 

Dear Mark: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium Tiffs informal dinner will provide our scrfior and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Scan Crocker 

Durham, NC 27713 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesda?, November 28, 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium This informal dinner will provide our senior and fifth year football players with 
an opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career hiterests and aspirations We ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests ]-he football players will have copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

Wc arc extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football team Tbank you. in 
advance, for your willingness to participate , hitern from my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will bc on hand to meet you during the dimmer You ma? park in 
fi’ont of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist in this endeavor Should you hax e any questions. 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Care}’, I r, 

, or myself 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Stadent-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Pat CroMcy 

Dear Pat: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 fi’om 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium T[ds informal dinner will provide our scrdor and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plm~ning in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will b~ve copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern from my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

or myself 

Sincerely, 

Jm~icc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Dr Jack Evans 
McColl Building 
CB# 3490 

DearJack: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner mad Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the Norrb Box of the 
football stadium TNs informal dinner will provide our scrfior and fifth year football players with 
ma opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests mad aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice mad suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla3 ers will b~ve copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important parr of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education progrmn for the football tcmn Thank you, ha 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~er Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center start’will meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist ha tl~s endeavor Should you have an3 questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, J r, 

¯ or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Rm~dall Felton 

Dear Randall: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium This informal dinner will provide our scrdor and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ors will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, hi 
advance, tbr your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
Toxxer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist hi this endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Care}’, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Ethan Horton 

I wish to invite you to parricipatc in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 

football stadium Tkfs informal dinner ~ill provide our scrfor and fifth year football players with 
an opportunity to meet and talk ~ith you about their career interests and aspirations Wc ask that 

you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 

advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated ~ith our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers ~ill b~ve copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tkns endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Care}’, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

MrBJ Runvon 

Dear BJ: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesda?, November 28, 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium This informal dinner will provide our senior and fifth year football players with 
an opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career hiterests and aspirations We ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football players will have copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

Wc arc extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football team Tbank you. in 
advance, for your willingness to participate , hiten~ from my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will bc on hand to meet you during the dimmer You ma? park in 
fi’ont of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist in this endeavor Should you hax e any questions. 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Care}’, I r, 

or myself 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Stadent-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr James Spurling 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium T[ds informal dinner will provide our scrdor and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plm~ning in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Jm~icc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Steve Steinbacher 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesday, November 28. 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium T[ds informal dinner will provide our scrdor and fifth year football players with 
m~ opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career interests m~d aspirations Wc ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plm~ning in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football pla? ers will bare copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

We are extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football tcmn Thank you, m 
advance, for your willingness to participate . intern fi’om my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will be on hand to meet you during the dinner You may park in 
front of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist h~ tl~s endeavor Should you have an? questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Carey, I r, 

. or myself 

Sincerely, 

Jm~icc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Student-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 3, 2000 

Mr Tormny Thigpen 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesda?, November 28, 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium This informal dinner will provide our senior and fifth year football players with 
an opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career hiterests and aspirations We ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests ]-he football players will have copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

Wc arc extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football team Tbank you. in 
advance, for your willingness to participate , hitern from my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will bc on hand to meet you during the dimmer You ma? park in 
fi’ont of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist in this endeavor Should you hax e any questions. 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Care}’, I r, 

, or lllyse[f 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Stadent-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 15. 2000 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesda?, November 28, 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium This informal dinner will provide our senior and fifth year football players with 
an opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career hiterests and aspirations We ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football players will have copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

Wc arc extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football team Tbank you. in 
advance, for your willingness to participate . hiten~ from my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will bc on hand to meet you during the dimmer You ma? park in 
fi’ont of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your ah-eady hectic schedule to assist in this endeavor Should you hax e any questions. 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Care}’, I r, 

, or myself 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Stadent-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 



November 15. 2000 

121 E Peabody Hall 
CB# 3500 

Dear Hank: 

I wish to invite you to participate in our UNC Football Fall Career Night Dinner and Program that 
will take place on Tuesda?, Novmnbcr 28, 2000 from 7:00-8:30 pm in the North Box of the 
football stadium This informal dinner will provide our senior and fifth year football players with 
an opportunity to meet and talk with you about their career hiterests and aspirations We ask that 
you come prepared to talk about your current occupation and work experiences, as well as to give 
advice m~d suggestions regarding career plmming in general During dinner the players will be 
seated with our guests according to their career interests The football players will have copies of 
their resume to pass on to you 

Wc arc extremely excited about this activity because it is an important part of our continuous 
development of a comprehensive career education program for the football team Tbank you. in 
advance, for your willingness to participate , hitern from my office, will call 
you to confirm your participation 

Several of the football coaches will bc on hand to meet you during the dimmer You ma? park in 
fi’ont of the Kenan Football Center and enter the building through the doors nearest the Bell 
To~xer Parking Lot Someone fi’om the academics center staffwill meet you in the lobby and 
escort you upstairs where the informal dinner will be held Again, we appreciate your taking time 
out of your already hectic schedule to assist in this endeavor Should you hax e any questions. 
please don’t hesitate to call my office (919/966-4102) and talk with Dr Carl E Care}’, I r, 

, or myself 

Janicc L Hilliard, PhD 
Director, Academic Support Program For Stadent-Athletes 

CC: Coach Carl Torbush, Head Football Coach 
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Freshmen Academic Success Proqram 
Fall 2000 Schedule 

DATE/TIME     [TOPIC               [SPEAKER 
Monday, September 11th , Academic Support Center Jerome Room 

FASP I Introduction of Program Academic Staff: Robert Mercer, 
7:00 - 7:45 p.m. Marisa Marucci, 

FASP II Introduction of Program Academic Staff: Robert Mercer, 
8:00 - 8:45 p.m. Marisa Marucci, 

Monday, September 18th, Academic BupporL Center Auditorium 
FASP I          I Effective Reading and Note 

7:00 - 7:45 p.m. D rector, Academ c Support Center Taking 
Dr. Kathy Parker; Assistant 

Monday, September 25t~, Academic SupporL Center Auditorium 

FASP I Academic Strategies Dr. Carl Carey; Associate Director, 
7:00 - 7:45 p.m. Academic Support Center 

FASP II Academic Services Fred Clark; Assistant Dean, General 
8:00 - 8:45 p.m. College 

Monday, October 2na , Academic SupporL Center Auditorium 

FASP I Effective Use of Time and Dr. Jan Boxill; Philosophy Professor 
7:00 - 7:45 p.m. How to Use Your Teaching and Women’s Basketball Academic 

Assistants and Professors /Adv sor 
L 

Monday, October 9t~, Academic SupporL Center Auditorium 

FASP I Test Strategies Mimi Keever; Director, UNC 
7:00 - 7:45 p.m. Learning Center 

FASP II Time Management Dr. Jan Boxill; Philosophy Professor 
8:00 - 8:45 p.m, and Women’s Basketball Academic 

Advisor 

Monday, October 16~h, Academic Support Center Auditorium 

FASP I           Honor Code               Don Appiarius; Associate Dean of 

I Students and Taylor Lea; Student 7:00 - 7:45 p.m, 
/Attorney General 



Fall 2000 Schedule, continued 

Monday, October 23~d, Academic Support Center Auditorium 

FASP I Registration Seth Leibowitz; Advisor, General 
7:00 - 7:45 p.m. College and Arts & Sciences 

FASP II Registration Seth Leibowitz; Advisor, General 
8:00 - 8:45 p.m. College and Arts & Sciences 

Monday, October 30t~, Academic Support Center Auditorium 

FASP I Open Session, Prepare Academic Staff: Robert Mercer, 
7:00 - 7:45 p.m.    Presentations Marisa Maruc¢i, 

Monday, November 6TM, Academic Support Center Auditorium 

FASP I Writing Term Papers Kim Ables; Director, UNC Writing 
7:00 - 7:45 p.m. Center 

FASP II Honor Code Don Appairius; Assistant Dean of 
8:00 - 8:45 p.m. Students and Taylor Lea; Student 

A~corney General 

Monday, November 13t~ , Academic Support Center Auditorium 

FASP I Survival Packet Presentations FASP I Tribes 
7:00 - 7:45 p.m. 

Monday, November 20t~ , Academic Support Center Auditorium 

FASP II Major Exploration Dr. Denise Saunders; Counseling 
8:00 - 8:45 p.m. Psychologist, Counseling and 

Psychological Services 
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Memo 

To: Coach Sagula 

From: Marisa Marucci 

Re: 

2/24/00 

I just wanted to document                 academic progress and 
recap Mlat we discussed on 2/23/00.           performance in Classics 
and Biology is very poor to date ( in Biology and in Classics). 

made it clear that she didn’t study much for the Biology exam 

which reflects the on the exam. After speaking with her Classics professor 
she realized her paper was wri~en in a vague maimer and wasn’t following 
his structure. She has a upcoming exam next week and feels better prepared 
after speaking with her professor. Her Classics professor did note on her 
progress report that her attendance was unsatisfactory, which has been a 
big factor why she hasn’t been performing to standard. Attached to this 
memo is the contract that I will meet with        about on 2/28/00 during 
our weekly meeting. Let me know if this meets your expectations and if 
you need to make any corrections. 



FALL 1999 GRADUATES 
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Fall 1999 Dean’s List 
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G.P.A. SUMMARY 

Fall 1999 
TEAM SEM. G.P.A. CUM. G.P.A. 

Spring 2000 
TEAM SEM. G.P.A. CUM. G.P.A. 



3.0 G.P.A’S and Above Summary 

Fall 1999 
TEAM FALL 

13 
18 
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16 

13 

23 
9 

Spring 2000 
TEAM SPRING 

I1 

12 

23 
18 

10 
22 

10 



MEMO 

TO: Sports Information 

FROM: Marisa Marucci 

Re: Arthur Ash Nominees (Spring 2000) 

The following is a list of our student-athletes that meet the academic criteria fbr the 
Arthur Ash Award This list was compiled from all of our sports teams 

Arthur Ash Nominees Spring 2000 





DEAN’S LIST STUDENTS 
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145 student-athlete’s on dean’slist 

3.67 average G.P.A. of student athlete’s on dean’s list 



DECEMBER 1999 GRADUATES 
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G.P.A. SUMMARY 1/13/00 

TEAM CUM. G.P.A. 

*This inchtdcs 2 IN’s so it will go up 



3.0 G.P.A’S and Above (Fall 1999 and Cumulative) 

TEAM 

Totals 

FALL CUM 

8 6 
2 2 

1 1 
13 12 

18 15 
8 9 
15 12 

5 3 
2 3 

11 8 
16 12 
13 11 

27 27 
12 11 
15 12 

4 4 

19 16 
16 11 

6 5 
5 3 

13 14 
23 24 

9 7 

11 10 

272 238 



MEMO 4/24/00 

To: Ron Miller 

From: Marisa Mamcci 

I wanted to make you aware that     will fail her English class if she doesn’t 
withdraw from it this semester After speaking with her professor, she made it clear to 
me that she has worked with     as much as possible to pull up her grade but     has 
not held up her end of the deal She has repeatedly missed class and has not provided any 
medical excuses for her absences Please let me know if you have any updates on her 
situation 



MEMO 

To: Coach Craddock 

From: Marisa Mamcci 

I just wanted to make you aware that        is on the verge of failing her Math 
course She needs to make a B or higher on her final to pass the course Afier talking 
extensively with her math tutor,         will have a very difficult time improving her 
grade that drastically without a lot of hard work If,        loes indeed fail her math 
course she will then be declared ineligible to compete in the Fall b/c she currently is 
only registered in 12 hours this semester and only passed 7 in Fall and I 
talked about averaging her but       didn’t believe that could be a option 



i lemo May 3, 2000 

To: Coach Craddock 

From: Marisa Mamcci 

I wanted to clarify what we had talked about regarding          situation 
would not need to earn the 78 hrs/I 9 GPA UNC requirement in order to return 

to school Spring 2001 because she is on an "odd" semester clock according to UNC 
semesters Unofficially, her current cumulative GPA would be a      after factoring 
in the    for the Psychology course (honor court case) Not passing her Math 
course this semester shouldn’t affect her academic status too drastically because she 
currently is enrolled in twelve hours this summer and will also have the opportunity to 
make some ground up during Fall     (UNC requirements) According to our 
conversation, it is my understanding that you plan to withhold her from competition for 
the entire           academic year as a                 However, please keep me 
informed of any possibility that        may compete in Fall      because she could be 
eligible per NCAA standards by averaging her credit hours Upon your notification, I 
will conduct an official assessment of her NCAA eligibility Due to the nature of 

case, I would like to remain in close contact with you in order to cover all 
bases 

Cc: JaniceHilliard 
Susan Berner 
KendraMackay 





MEMO 

To: Coach Craddock & Kendra Mackey 2/26/00 

From: Marisa Mamcci 

Re: Study Hall Requirements 

The following Track student-athletes did not make their hours for the week of 
2/20/to 2/25 

0 hours 

3:57 *You might want to check with 
might have other outside time that had approved 
2/29 

about b/c he 
will be out of the office until 

: 0 hours 





Weekly Meeting Report Form Spring 

Date: 

EngHsh French 

Historv Philosophv , /Rec. 



FALL Incoming Freshman 

Student-Athlete 

Student-Athlete 

Student-Athlete 

Student-Athlete 

Student-Athlete 

PID 

PID 

PID 

PID 

PID 

SAT/ACT 

SAT/ACT AI 
2.8 
2.1 
2.4 
1.9 

SAT/ACT AI 
2.8 
2.3 
2.7 
1.9 
2.4 
3.3 

SAT/ACT AI 
2.6 
3.1 
2.3 
1.9 
2.7 

SAT/ACT AI 
2.2 
2.1 

2.7 
2.1 
2.9 

AI FASP I 
2.3 
2.5 

FASP I 

FASP I 

FASP I 

FASP I 

FASP II 

FASP II 

FASP II 

FASP II 

FASP II 

Schedule 
YES 
YES 

Schedule 

YES 
YES 

Schedule 
YES 
YES 
YES 

YES 

YES 

Schedule 
YES 

YES 

YES 

Schedule 
YES 
YES 

YES 
YES 

YES 

Comments 
FASPII 
FASPII 

Comments 
FASPII 
FASPII 
FASPII 
FASPI 

Comments 

FASPI 

Comments 

FASPII 
FASPI 

Comments 
FASP II 
FASP II 

FASP II 



1 .2 I IYES 

Student-Athlete 

Student-Athlete 

PID 

PID 

SAT/ACT AI FASP I 

3.3 
2.1 
3.4 
2.4 
2.5 

FASP II 

SAT/ACT 

3.4 

2.2 

2.7 
2.0 
3.3 
3.2 
3.0 

2.7 
2.5 

Schedule Comments 

2.5 YES 
3.3 

2.5 YES 
2.2 FASP II 
2.0 YES FASP II 
2.0 YES FASP II 

YES 
FASP II 

YES 
YES 

AI FASP I Schedule 

YES 

FASP II 

Comments FASP II 

YES 

YES 

FASPI 
YES FASPII 

YES FASPII 

YES 
YES 

FASP II 



~ tYES FASPII 



FALL Incoming Freshman 

Student-Athlete 

Student-Athlete 

Student-Athlete 

Student-Athlete 

Student-Athlete 

PID 

PID 

PID 

PID 

PID 

STUDYHALL 
X 
X 

STUDYHALL 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

STUDYHALL 
X 
X 
X 
X 

STUDYHALL 
X 

FASP I 

FASP I 

X 

FASP I 

X 

FASP II 
X 
X 

FASP I 

X 

FASP II 
X 
X 

X 

X X 
X 

FASP II 

FASP II 

PHONE E-MAIL 

E-MAIL 

E-MAIL 

E-MAIL 

E-MAIL STUDYHALL FASP I FASP II 
X X 
X X 



Student-Athlete PID FASP I FASP II PHONE E-MAIL 

Student-Athlete PID 

STUDYHALL 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X X 
X X 
X 

X X 

X X 

STUDYHALL FASP I 

X X 
X X 

X X 

X X 

FASP II PHONE E-MAIL 





Weekly Meeting Schedule SPRING 2001 

~:OO 

~:30 

10:00 

10:30 

11:00 

11:30 

12:00 

12:30 

1:00 

1:30 

2:00 

2:30 

3:30 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday =riday 



4:00 



MEMO 

Coach Craddock 
Brian Blutreich 

From: Marisa Marucci 

I just wanted to inform you that                    is planning on taking a 
withdraw from the Fall     semester This seemed to be    best option given 

the circumstances Susan Berner and myself will also work on getting an NCAA 
waiver completed for the Fall      semester after    UNC        withdrawal 

is granted 



MEMO 

To:    Coach Craddock 

From: Marisa Marucci 

I just wanted to make you aware of                current academic status for 
the semester (FALL     ) He currently holds       grades in Biology , Exercise 
and Sports Science and Math I have talked with several times about his 
grades and how to better his performance I do see        attending the Math 
workshop but he is usually late on a consistent basis 

He does believe he should definitely do better in Exercise and Sports Science 

because the professor explained that most students do poor on the first exam and tend to 
do better as the class goes on I am concerned about him meeting the eligibility 
requirement to return back to school next semester if he doesn’t pull these grades up 
before finals He needs to pass a minimum of 9 hours with a    semester GPA to return 
back for Spring      and he is currently enrolled in only 12 hrs I have discussed with 

that he really needs to start buckling down between now and finals if he wants to 
pull these grades up We have just sent out our second round of progress reports last 
week and should sta~ getting those back soon I will update you on any change in his 
status 



11/29/00 
Weekly Academic Plan 

Weekl~ A cademic Plan 

7:30pm 

Monday 
English and HistoD: 

Tuesday Wednesday 
English and His t oi?. 

Thursday 

STUDY STUDY 

TIME TIME 

Friday 

* You will be required to see the above tutors from now until finals and your study hall 
hours each week will be based off of’your attendance to each 

Required Tutors: 

She will work with you on both English 
located in Room B, which is on the other end of the building 

and Histo13z She is 

~he will work with you on Geology She is located in Room 217 and 

you will need to make an appointment on a weekly basis with her Make your 
appointments early in the week to ensure a slot 

. They will help you with study skills with all of your 
classes but primarily your Histo~’y course 



O PI Q R S 

25 

27 

29 

3184 140 170 O0 O0 650 1/1 

2922 120 150 O0 O0 270 I/I 

3425 

3450 

2 675 

3660 

B+ 2 100 

B 2675 

2 075 

3.200 3.313I 

2.965 3.208 

3.120 2 898 

3.607 3.634 

1.750 I 925 

2.460 2.568 

2.740 2 408 

3603 150 130 O0 O0 1210 717 

1967 120 120 60 O0 830 5/5 

Honor Roll 
3ean’s List 

Honor Roll 

Honor Roll 
3ean’s List 

3raduated 

~HEI~I, Minor: ENGL 

777 

0 

0 

0 0          0 

0 

0 0 I 

0 

DRAM( 
=-LIGIBILITY CL~RED 

0 0 0 

EXSS0 0 

PORTC 0 

0 

2437 120 150 30 30 880 515 

2426 120 150 O0 O0 1090 7/7 

0 0      0 

0 

0 0      0 

0 



I T I U I V I w 

2 

3 

5 0 0 0 48.0 

7 89.1 

8 3 300 

10 0 0 0 50.4 

13 3 184 

15 0 0 0 468 

16 32.1 

18 2.922 

21 54 9 

22 101.8 

23 3 635 

26 25.2 

27 46 2 

28 1.925 

29 

30 0 0 0 36.9 

32 69.0 

33 2 556 

34 

35 0 0 0 41 I 

36 24.9 

37 66 0 

38 2.444 

1/30/2015 



~- 2720 2.880 2.600 

46 

48 

50 3 925 3.886 3 906 

52 

54 

~ CHEM0~ A 3871 3.677 3.774 

56 

37- 
58 

60 2 250 1.750 2 000 

62 

64 

~- 3044 2.143 2.594 

66 

68 

70 3260 3.836 3 548 

72 

74 

2800 150 150 O0 O0 480 1/1 

3832 120 140 O0 O0 1100 5/5 

3812 140 130 30 30 650 3f3 

2100 120 90 O0 30 620 3/3 

2768 150 140 O0 O0 590 313 

3556 150 100 O0 O0 1200 7/7 

~,CC Honor Roll 

Dean’s List 

Honor Roll 
Dean’s List 

~,CC Honor Roll 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

PI Q R S 

0 0      0 

0 

0 0      0 

0 

0 0      0 

0 

0 0      0 

0 

0 



I T I U I V I w 

2 

3 

40 0 0 0 44.1 

41 39 4 

42 83.5 

43 2 693 

45 0 0 0 43.2 

46 40 8 

47 84.0 

48 2 800 

50 0 0 0 54 4 

51 47.1 

52 I01 5 

53 3.904 

55 0 0 0 47.6 

56 54 2 

57 102.0 

58 3 778 

60 0 1 0 158 

61 27.0 

62 42 8 

63 2.036 

65 0 0 0 30.0 

66 45 7 

67 75.7 

68 2 609 

70 0 0 0 38 4 

71 46.9 

72 87 3 

73 3.490 



POLl’ 

PSYC 

3721 

3175 

2 585 

G+ 2075 

A- 2 746 

4000 

C 3200 

3.721 3.721 

2.425 2.800 

2.250 2 418 

2.315 2.195 

2.940 2 843 

4.000 4.000 

3.175 3 188 

3721 140 

2942 120 

2424 130 

2336 150 

3155 130 

3962 120 

3153 150 

140 O0 O0 750 1/1 

120 30 30 570 313 

120 O0 O0 250 I/I 

120 60 O0 1110 717 

150 30 30 730 3/3 

60 O0 O0 1665 717 

120 30 O0 72 0 3/3 

longer on team 

~,CC Honor Roll 

3ean’s List 

Honor Roll 

3raduated 

3USU & ECON 

~,CC Honor Roll 

0 

0 

0 

0 

777 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

R S 

0 

0 

0 

0 



I T I U I V I w 

2 

3 

75 0 0 0 52.1 

76 52 I 

77 104.2 

78 3 72 I 

79 

80 0 0 0 29.1 

82 67.2 

83 2 800 

85 0 0 0 27 0 



111 

113 

1~ ECOF A- 2575 2.850 2.713 

116 SOCII D+ 

118 

120 2 347 2.163 2 255 

122 

124 

1~ 1 000 2.385 1.693 

126 

128 

130 3 540 3.400 3 470 

132 

134 

1~ 3000 3.200 3.100 

136 

138 

140 3 323 2.506 2 915 

142 

144 

2670 120 120 60 30 680 41 

2559 150 160 O0 O0 1040 5/5 

1 877 90 120 O0 60 1130 717 

3504 150 150 O0 O0 930 5/5 

3107 130 150 00 00 280 

3048 130 160 O0 O0 900 

Fransferred to UNC F02 

~Jeeds a 1.9 Cum GPA 
=or F03 

~CAD INEL/G PENDING 

~,CC Honor Roll 

Dean’s List 

*,CC Honor Roll 
Dean’s List 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

PI Q R S 

0 0      0 

0 

0 0      0 

0 

0 0      0 

0 

0 0      0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0      0 

0 

7 1/30/2015 



I T I U I V I w 

2 

3 

12 35.2 

12: 37.6 

13 53.1 

14 43.2 



PI Q R S 

Team GPAs 

SPAN001 

Graduated 5 

Dean’s List 8 

ACC Honor Roll 14 

3.0’s and higher (Semester) 14 
3.0’s and higher (CUM) 16 

4.0’s !Semester) 2 

2.0 and below (Semester) 2 

2.0 and below (CUM) 2 

2925 3.400 3.1631 3308 

3533 4.000 3.767 3559 

FALL SPRING YEAR GUM 

2 930 2 920 2 925 2 969 

120 180 

120 90 

130 130 

130 140 

777 

777 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 



T I U I V Iw 

2 



5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

3561    3.750    3666 3571 220 120 4.0    3.0 1040 515 Dean’sList 

ACC Honor Roll 

4000 4.000    4000 3308    150 160    0.0    0.0    1260    7/7 ACC Honor Roll ??? 

700 3.593    3 147 3280 12 0 15 0 0 0    0 0 96 0 5/5 Dean’s List 

ACC Honor Roll 

3250 3.120    3165 3153 120 150 0.0    0.0 550 313 ACC Honor Roll 

3 386 3.150    3268 3277 14 0 12 0 0 0    0 0 43 0 I/I ACC Honor Roll 

3750 3.438    3594 3568 120 130 3.0    0.0 540 1/1 ACC Honor Roll 

2154 2.925 2540 2524 130 120 00    00 370 

QI R I s 

ACC .30 Sem .30 Cum 

0 0 0 



113012015 



?7? 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 



¯ u v wI x ¥ I z ~A I ’~ 

2 

3 

40 0 0 0 432 

41 462 

43 3 725 

45 0 0 0 408 

46 54 3 

48 3 522 

49 

51 423 

52 89 4 

53 3193 

55 0 0 0 321 

56 28 8 

57 609 

58 2 538 

59 

60 0 0 0 33 9 

63 2420 

64 

65 0 0 0 258 

67 569 

68 2 276 

70 0 0 0 0 39 4 

72 80 5 

73 3.220 

74 



2 
3 
4 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

82 

83 

85 

86 

87 

89 

9O 

92 

93 

94 

IJOMC IB- 3000 3.077 3039 2953 150 120 3.0 3.0 920 4/ ACC Honor Roll 

2867 2.850 2859 3031 120 120 0.0 3.0 860 4/ 

1 900 1 900 1 900 12 0 12 0 35 0 I/I No longer on team 

WITHDREW 

2600 2.675 2638 2638 120 120 0.0 3.0 240 1/1 

3 425 3.486 3 456 3 509 12 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 108 0 5/5 ACC Honor Roll 

3 054 3.400    3227 3220 13 0 12 0 0 0    0 0 50 0 I/I ACC Honor Roll 

3931 4.000    3966 3747 160 130 0.0    0.0 1030 5/5 Dean’sList 

ACC Honor Roll 

°lP QI R I s 

~rad DL ACC .30 Sem .30 Cum 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 



¯ u v wI x ¥ I z ~A I ’~ 

2 

3 

75 0 0 0 369 

76 45 0 

77 61 9 

78 3 034 

79 

80 0 0 0 342 

81 34 4 

82 686 

83 2 859 

85 0 I 0 0 

86 I 1 228 

87 22 8 

88 0950 

90 0 0 0 321 

92 633 

93 2 638 

94 

95 0 0 0 48 8 

97 89 9 

96 3458 

101 0 0 0 408 

102 397 

103 80 5 

104 3220 

106 0 0 520 

107 62 9 

109 3 962 



2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

??? 

777 

~1 ~ I s 

ACC ,30 Sem ,30 Cum 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 



¯ u v wI x ¥ I z ~A I 

2 

3 

112 33 0 

113 648 

114 2 700 

116 0 0 0 358 

117 41 8 

118 775 

119 2 983 

121 0 0 0 27 9 

122 510 

123 78 9 

124 3288 

126 0 0 0 453 

127 48 3 

128 936 

129 3 744 

131 0 0 0 252 

132 342 

133 59 4 

134 2475 

136 0 0 0 607 

137 56 6 

138 1173 

139 3 666 

141 0 0 0 40 5 

142 480 

143 88 5 

144 3472 

146 0 0 0 372 

147 51 9 

148 891 

149 3 300 

151 0 0 0 51 3 

152 429 

153 942 

154 3489 

156 0 0 0 508 

157 42 9 

159 3 748 

160 

161 0 0 0 252 

162 180 



2 
3 
4 

164 

166 

167 

169 

172 Team GPAs 

177 ACC Honor Roll 

179 3.0’s and higher (CUM) 

180 4.0’s (Semester) 
181 2.0 and below (Semester) 

182 2.0 and below (CUM) 

~AP NG 2 925 2.747    2 836 3 233 16 0 19 0 6 0    I 0 142 5 7/7 

=ALL SPRING ~’EAR CUI~ 

3115 3154 3115 3043 

Graduatec 

JOMC-Adverlising 

Cure GPA 2.588 

Graduated 

COMM Media Studies/Production 

21 21 20 



¯ u v wI x ¥ I z ~A I ~ 

2 

163 432 

164 1 800 

165 

10 113012015 



2 
3 
4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

29 

3~o 

32 

33 

34 

36 

37 

39 

BUSI 
F’Sy( 

2.500 3.175    2.636 I 2.653 12.0 12.0 O0 30 103.0 

2.444 

2 860 

2.400 

3 220 

B- 2.540 

C 

2 620 

2.600    2.522 

3 175    3 018 

3.675    3.036 

3 075    3 148 

2,675 2,606 

I 940 2 280 

2.437 16.0 

2477 150 

2.314 15.0 

2718 150 

2.550 15.0 

2280 150 

12.0 O0 

120 O0 

12.0 O0 

120 O0 

12.0 60 

120 O0 

O0 52.0 

60 790 

O0 79,0 

O0 820 

O0 62.0 

O0 270 



2 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

26 

27 

29 

30 

32 

4/4 

Transferred to UNC F01 

Needs 2 hours in Su03 

to reach 105 hours for F03 

ACAD INELIG PENDING 

0 0 0 1 

0 

0 0 0 0 

0 
0     0 0      0 

6/6 0 0 

0 

0 0      0 

6/6 Dean’s List 0 0      0 

6/6 0 0 

0 

0 0      0 

4/4 Transferred to UNC F02 

Watch electives as taking 

BUSU school courses 

0 0 

0 

0 0 0      0 

212 0 0 

0 

0 0 

300 

38 1 

681 

2 838 

391 

31 2 

703 

2 511 

42 9 

381 

81 0 

3000 

360 

44 1 

601 

2 967 

48 3 

369 

852 

3156 

381 

32 1 

702 

2 600 

39 3 

233 

62 6 

2318 



3 
4 

42 

43 

44 

46 

47 

48 

5O 

52 

54 

57 

64 

67 

JOMC 

2.600 2.150    2.375 

3.400 2.320    2.860 

2 631 NA 2 631 

3.350 3.877    3.614 

3 381    3 075    3 228 

2.575 2.650    2.613 

2 220 2 525    2 373 

2.400 15.0 12.0 00 00 27.0 

2.674 12.0 15.0 00 00 80.0 

2631 130 00 00 130 

3.624 12.0 13.0 00 00 55.0 

3307 160 120 00 00 730 

2.645 12.0 12.0 30 60 75.0 

2406 150 120 00 00 1150 

3 1130f2015 



2 

42 

43 

44 

46 

47 

48 

5O 

52 

54 

57 

58 

65 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

0 0 0 0 

0 
0     0 0      0 

Withdrew for medical purposes 0 1 0 

0 

0 0 

Watch electives 
Dean’s List 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

Needs 3 hrs in Su03 

to reach 78 hrs for F03 

ACAD INEL/G PEND/NG 

0 0 

0 

0 0 0      0 

Transferred to UNC F01 0 0 

0 

0 0 0      0 

W 

390 

25 8 

648 

2 400 

408 

34 8 

756 

2 800 

0    34 2 

#VALUE! 

~VALUE! 

#VALUE! 

402 

50 4 

906 

3 624 

54 1 

369 

91 0 

3250 

309 

31 8 

627 

2 613 

33 3 

303 

63 6 

2356 



2 
3 
4 

75 

77 

78 

82 

83 

84 

87 

89 

9O 

92 

93 

94 

97 

A 

2.420 2.740 2.580 

NA 3.080 3.080 

2 600 2 494 2 547 

2.600 2.425 2.513 

2.580 15.0 15.0 00 00 33.0 

3.080 NA 15.0 00 00 

2625 150 160 00 00 590 

2.600 15.0 12.0 00 00 33.0 

2841 150 120 O0 O0 1080 

2.156 16.0 12.0 00 00 55.0 

2146 130 120 30 30 760 



2 

75 

77 

78 

82 

83 

84 

87 

89 

9O 

92 

93 

94 

97 

2/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

Transferred to UNC S03 0 0 

0 

0      0 

4/4 0 0 

0 

0 0 0      0 

2/2 0 0 

0 

0 0 0      0 

8/8 0 0 

0 

0 0      0 

3/ Transferred to UNC S02 0 0 

0 

0 0 0      0 

6/6 Needs 2 hrs in Su03 

to reach 78 hrs for F03 

ACAD INELIG PEND/iVG 

0 0 

0 

0 0 0      0 

363 

774 

2 580 

0 #VALUE! 

46 2 

#VALUE! 

~VALUE! 

39 0 

399 

78 9 

2545 

390 

29 1 

681 

2 522 

53 1 

360 

89 1 

3300 

328 

30 9 

637 

2 275 

39 9 

261 

66 0 
2640 



2.922 15.0 12.0 O0 70 79.0 

2540 130 150 O0 O0 590 

2.140 12.0 12.0 O0 O0 112.0 

2761 120 120 O0 O0 850 

2.925 16.0 12.0 O0 O0 28.0 

2367 150 120 O0 O0 270 



2 

6/6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

6/6 0 0 

0 

0 0      0 

4/4 0 0 

0 

0 0      0 

8/8 0 0 

0 

0 0 0      0 

6/6 0 0 

0 

0 0 0      0 

2/2 0 0 

0 

0 0      0 

212 0 0 

0 

0 0 0      0 

492 

35 1 

843 

3122 

420 

36 0 

780 

2 889 

242 

453 

69 5 

2482 

390 

30 9 

699 

2 913 

36 0 

342 

702 

2925 

441 

37 8 

819 

2 925 

35 1 

288 

63 9 

2367 



B 

3.250 

2,200 2,675 

FALL SPRING 

2 724 2 731 

1.650    1.610 

2.280    2.765 

2.436 

YEAR 

2 732 

2.411 15.0 12.0 O0 

O0 58.0 

O0 80.0 

2 

8 

3 

0 

2 

~pleting eligibility or completed eligibility without graduating: 

COMM        B+                              2262                       30 30    1110 



2 

145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 

152 
153 
154 

157 

4/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 31 5 

0 198 

51 3 

1 832 

6/6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 390 

0 342 

732 

2711 

2/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 330 

0 32 1 

651 

2411 

0 2 11 3 0 2 



~T 



2 

197 

198 

199 

2OO 

201 

202 

203 

204 

2O5 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

o ~1~ * s TI u I v w 



ENGL 

ITAL0 

POLl( 

ENGL 

HIST( 

CLAR 
ENGL 

STAT 

AFRI( 

ENGL 

ITAL0 

PSYC 

JOMC 

B+ 
B+ 

D+ 

C 

B 

C 

D 

B+ C 

C+ 

B+ 

C 

B    C 

B 

B+ 

B 

B+ 

B 

B+ 

A 

B 

C+ 

B+ 

A 

B+ 

A 

C 

B 

D 

C 

B 

C+ 

B 

C 

B 

C 

B 

C+ 

C 

B+ 

B 

3425 3.4251 12.( 180 1/1 

3450 3.450 14.( 480 1/1 

2675 2675 12I 120 

3660 3.603 15.( 1080 717 

2100 1.932 12.( 650 515 

2675 2405 12( 70 0 5/5 

2075 2.377 12.I 940 717 

2462 2462 16I 190 I/I 

2720 2.720 15.( 330 111 

DL >3 0 Fall 

0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

0 

,30Cum 40Fall <20Fall 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

<2 0 Cure 



CHEM 3925 3.621I 12i 960 515 

PSYC( 

PSYC( A 

PSYC A- 

ANTH( B A- 3871 3.640 14i 490 

BIOL0! 

CHEM B+ A 

CHEM 

CLAR( A A- 

CLAR( C C+ 2250 2.214 12i 530 

HIST0 ’+ C 

PHILO: C 

ART0C A 3 044 3 002 15 I 45 0 3/3 

CHEM 

CHEM B 

PHYA( A 

AFRI01 

POLl0 

A 

B+ 

B+ 

CHEM + A- 

CHEM A 

COM~ B+ A 

MATH~ A A 

SO¢I0 A- A- 

SPAN( B+ B+ 

3260 3523 15I 1100 7/7 

3721 3721 14I 580 I/I 

CHEM C+ 3175 3.155 12i    420 

HIST0 B 

MUSC A- 

SERB A- 

BIOL0 C 2 585 2 585 13I 13 0 

BIOLO B- 

ENGL( B 

MATHI 

SPAN( B 

DL >3 0 Fall 

0      0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0      0 

0 

o I P I Q 

,30Cure 40Fall <20Fall 

0 0 

0 0 

R 

<2 0 Cure 





ANTH     IB IB ~3o 

Team GPAs 

3raduated 

Dean’s List 

3.0’s and higher (Fall) 

3.0’s and higher (CUM) 

$.0’s (Fall) 

2.0 and below (Fall) 

Z.0 and below (CUM) 

ANTH 

ANTH 

ITAL0 

JOMC 

ECOB 

ENGL 

SOCl[ 

ARM5 

CHEN 
CHEN 

PSYC 

B+ 

NA 

B 

B A- 

C+ B 

B B 

B 

B 

B 

A 

B+ 

PS 

B+ 

B B 

A 

B B+ 

D D 

C B- 

A A- 

C A- 

B 

B+ 

3000 3.ooo1 13.( 

3323 3.165 13.( 740 515 

2925 3291 12( 10557/7 

3533 3.515 12.( 1195 717 

2615 2615 13I 130 I/I 

3623 3623 13I 256 I/I 

FALL CUM 

2930 2993 

1000 2368 30 1210 8/NA Graduated 

Economics 

Minor in AFAM 

DL >3 0 Fall 

0 

0 

0      0 

0 

NO 

0      0 

0 

8     16 

,30Cum 40Fall <20Fall 

0     0 

<2 0 Cum 



November12,2002 

Dear 

I am writing at Coach Austin’s request to clarify academic policies and procedures 
that may have been improperly communicated. My role as the team’s academic 
counselor involves monitoring academic progress, structured study attendance, tutor 
availability and attendance, and course selection, is currently meeting weekly 
with an intern counselor on our staff, has been monitoring 

academic progress as well as offering academic survival skills such as time 
management, study skills, and learning styles,     updates me regularly so feel 
free to contact me at any time should you have any questions about 
academic performance. 

academic requirements for the athletic department are four hours of 
structured study each week (Sunday & Wednesday, 7-9 PM). In addition, we 
encourage students to utilize tutors for at least one hour each week. Tutors are 
available in various subjects Sunday through Thursday from 7:30-9:30 PM and 
Tuesday and Thursday from 12-2 PM. The university also offers tutoring for 
additional subjects. I will attach a copy of the tutor schedule that specifies which 
subjects are tutored on each day. Students are not permitted to see tutors during 
their assigned structured study time unless the tutor is only available at that time. In 
general, our guidelines are simply that - guidelines. I would be willing to work with a 
student at any point should they have an extenuating circumstance. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to let you know how      , is doing in her 
classes. Mid-term progress reports are provided by the university 1or all first-year 
students. At that time      grades were DRAIn1       FREN      and PSYC 

My office also requests academic progress reports from professors twice a 
semester. I received the following feedback from      professors: 
DRAIn1           never turned in the 1 ~ Writing Exercise assignment. "The 
Writing Exercise grade in and of itself will not cause to fail the course. It will be 
averaged together w/a number of other factors. Provided that    completes all 
subsequent assignments,    should be able to pass the course."; I~SYC ’ - 

919-843-2328 * ~uncaa unc edu 



(B-); $OCl -       This feedback was probably based or    performance 
prior to the university’s progress reports (submission dates are unclear). Our office 
sent the second set of progress reports on Monday, November 11,2002. 

For your information,     has attended one tutoring session. On November 7~h 
met with a French tutor for 30 minutes,     also missed study hall on October 

23~a and arrived late on October 27th and left after only fifteen minutes. 

I have included a copy of our 2002-2003 Policies and Procedures for your 
information. Should you have any questions feel free to give me a call. 

Take care, 

cc: Sally Austin 

919-843-2328 , ~buncaa unc edu 



STRUCTURED STUDY REPORT 

Week of March 16 
Date: 3/26/03 

Structured Tutoring Made Weekly Total 

Student-Athlete Study Hours Hours Meetings Hours Comments 

FRESHMEN 

2 0 Yes 3 Thursday 10 rains, late 

2 0 NA 2 

2 0 NA 2 

2 0 Yes 3 

UPPERCLASSMEN 

2 0 Yes 3 

ADDITIONAL TUTORING: 

- MATH 2:00 

COMMENTS: 

There was no study hall on Sunday (3/16/03) due to spring break. 



Incoming Freshmen 

UNDC 1290 
PHAR 1.704 910 
UNDC 1.889 980 
UNDC 1.798 940 
POLI 2.103 980 
BUSU 2.445 1310 
BUSU 2.868 1380 
EXSS 2.260 1200 
UNDC 2.117 1150 
UNDC 1.457 720 

Field Hocke I I~/~; 
UNDC 2.139 1070 
UNDC 2.239 1070 
UNDC 2.681 1200 
UNDC 2.274 1130 
UNDC 2.550 1080 
UNDC 3.337 1290 
UNDC 2.279 1090/25 
UNDC 2.428 1120 

3.680 
2.710 
3.500 
2.750 
3.830 
4.000 
3.500 
3.540 
3.370 
3.470 

3.080 
3.900 
3.780 

2C 560 3.250 
3.310 
4.300 
3.800 
3.680 

JOMC 3.090 1210/30 4.500 
COMM 2.394 1060 

UNDC 2.231 1070 3.520 
UNDC 2.200 1000 3.370 
UNDC 2.691 1030 4.050 
UNDC 1.996 1060 2.700 
UNDC 2.483 1070 3.750 
BUSU 2.306 1160 2.910 
BUSU 2.272 1060 3.810 
UNDC 2.042 1060 3.000 

BUSU 2.487 1210 
UNDC 2.348 1300 
UNDC 2.933 1360 
UNDC 2.063 1110/23 
UNDC 3.623 1310 
UNDC 2.641 1170 
UNDC 2.017 1110 
ART 2.777 1330 

UNDC 2.549 1160 
EXSS 2.654 25 
BIOA 2.951 1220 
EXSS 2.812 1070 
UNDC 1.778 960 
UNDC 2.330 1190/20 
BUSU 2.059 1010 
UNDC 2.895 1400 
UNDC 2.260 1160 
UNDC 3.682 1400 

AP/BC 3 

3.650 
4.420 
3.000 
4.030 
3.750 
4.200 
4.070 
4.150 
3.750 
3.700 

2.670 
3.190 
3.380 
4.020 
3.140 
4.400 



CHMA 
BIOA 
BUSU 
UNDC 

1240 ~ 4.660 

1440 | 4.550 

1270 | 2.970 

1150/27 / 



A B P I Q 
First Name      Last Name                                                                                                                                             Recruited Registered 

c I u     El F I    H    I     J I K IL    M     " I     0 PID Major       AI    SAT M SAT V SAT ACT MATH P HS GPA Rank Class HS Rank HS Cony Rank 

UNDC 2231 510 560 1070 3520 77 295 74% 56 

UNDC 2388 650 640 1290 3680 32 72 56% 58 

UNDC 1.889 420 560 980 3500 42 241 83% 59 

UNDC 2.239 530 540 1070 3900 77 332 77% 57 

UNDC 2274 520 610 1130 2C560 3250 190 356 47% 49 

UNDC 3.337 670 620 1290 4300 36 332 89% 62 

UNDC 2.042 540 520 1060 3.000 170 295 42% 48 

UNDC 2.838 580 570 1150 27 112 722 84% 60 

U N DC 2 933 630 730 1360 4 420 I 0 263 96% 68 

UNDC 2.641 540 630 1170 3750 33 127 74% 61 

UNDC 2017 560 550 1110 4200 137 538 75% 57 

UNDC 1.778 490 470 960 2670 104 130 20% 53 

UNDC 2330 610 580 1190 20 3190 170 483 65% 54/65 

UNDC 2.895 660 740 1400 4020 37 286 87% 61 

JOMC 3090 630 580 1210 30 4500 14 218 94% 69 

UNDC 3.623 600 710 1310 AP/BC 3 4030 8 84 90% 90/67 

UNDC 2681 600 600 1200 3780 47 513 91% 63 

UNDC 2.549 540 620 1160 4150 16 161 90% 63 

UNDC 2117 550 600 1150 3370 244 497 51% 50 

BUSU 2.487 580 630 1210 90 407 78% 58 

EXSS 2 654 25 3 750 78 600 87% 61 

UNDC 2 483 550 520 1070 3 750 64 378 83% 60 

U N DC 2 279 560 530 1090 25 3 800 108 332 67% 55 

UNDC 2.428 550 570 1120 3680 135 465 71% 56 

EXSS 2260 580 620 1200 3540 135 379 64% 54164 

UNDC 2.550 520 560 1080 3310 46 243 81% 59 

POLl 2 103 470 510 980 3 830 77 361 79% 58 

UNDC 2.139 560 510 1070 3080 361 531 32% 45 

U N DC 3 682 720 680 1400 4 400 5 530 99% 74 

CHMA 3.270 540 700 1240 4660 8 331 98% 70 

UNDC I 457 310 410 720 3 470 93 255 64% 54 

BIOA 2.951 600 620 1220 3700 12 59 80% 63 

BUSU 2.306 560 600 1160 2.910 70 137 49% 57 

UNDC 2.348 630 670 1300 3650 151 359 58% 52 

UNDC 2063 540 570 1110 23 3000 95 361 74% 74 

UNDC 2 200 540 460 1000 3 370 107 303 65% 54 

PHAR I 704 460 450 910 2 710 115 170 32% 54 

ART 2.777 680 650 1330 4070 6 30 80% 63 

UNDC 2.691 490 540 1030 4.050 17 149 89% 66 

UNDC I 996 550 510 1060 2 700 40 71 44% 56 

UNDC I 798 440 500 940 2 750 108 208 48% 50 

BUSU 2.059 490 520 1010 3380 131 436 70% 55 

BUSU 2445 620 690 1310 4000 117 508 77% 57 

COMM 2.394 470 590 1060 105 508 79% 58 

UNDC 2260 570 590 1160 3140 80 95 16% 52 

BUSU 2272 530 530 1060 3810 103 288 64% 54 

BIOA 3 552 720 720 1440 4 550 26 480 95% 66 



R s I T U v I w I x I    ~ I 
Sport =hone Email Date Street ICity State Zip Cell 

Z AA 

Sent 

4/23f2003 

4/23/2003 

4/23f2003 

4/23/2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/24/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4124f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4/23f2003 

4/23/2003 

4/24f2003 

4/23/2003 

4/23f2003 

4/23/2003 

4124f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 

4/23/2003 

4123f2003 



AB AC 

Head Coach 

>/28 left message on answering machine 

3128 . left message en answering machine 

left message on answering machine 

responded, was just admi~ed 



~ Below 2 0 AI 

SAT <1000 



~ I s I T I    u I v I w I x I    " I z 



AB AC 





8 I w I x I    " I z AA 



AB AC 





8 I w I x I    " I z AA 



AB AC 





8 I w I x I    " I z AA 



AB AC 



8/26 

8/27 

gf4 

9/4 

9/12 

9112 

9/12 

9112 

9/12 

9112 

9/12 

9112 

9/12 

9112 

9116 

9116 

9/17 

9/17 

9/17 

=ield Hockey 

3aseball 

3iving 

=ield Hockey 

8 9 

7:50 810 

7:45 815 

7:30 810 

7:30 930 

7:30 830 

7:45 950 

g:00 10:00 

9:00 925 

7:40 908 

7:40 950 

7:45 830 

8:00 900 

g:00 910 

8:00 840 

8:45 930 

7:30 820 

7:30 ? 

8:20 840 

7:30 10:15 

8 850 

9:00 930 

7:30 905 

7:30 830 

9:00 930 

9:25 935 

8:50 913 

9 917 

SPAN 2X 

MATH&PHYS 

ENGL 

PORT 

ENGL 

ENGL 

PORT 

ENGL 

STAT 

ECON 

ENGL 

MATH 

STAT 

GEOL 

BIOL 

PORT 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

MATH 



H 

used computer lab instead of study hall, went back and checked into s~udy hall 

quick question 





3aseball 

3wimming 

3wimming 

7:40 925 
6:30 945 
8:00 
1200 12:50 
7:30 745 
6:20 920 
7:30 820 

g20 

g20 
930 
950 
930 
10:00 
200 
935 
10:00 

930 
945 
930 

10:20 

g45 

PORT 

MATH 

GEOL 

GEOL 

PHIL 

PHIL 

PHIL 

SPAN 2X 

ENGL & HIST 

ECON 

ENG 

ENG 

ENG 

ENGL 

SPAN 

PHIL 

PHIL 

MATH 

For Lang 

For. Lang 

MATH 

MATH 

MATH 

MATH 

For Lang 

ENGL 

SPAN 

MATH 



H 



0:25 

0:40 

0:30 

0:30 

0:35 

0:45 

0:45 

1:40 

2:00 

1:00 

2:00 

0:47 





H 



1:00 

0:15 

1:05 

0:40 

1:35 

2:15 

1:30 

0:30 

0:30 

0:22 

0:24 

0:27 

0:44 

0:30 

0:30 

2:00 

2:00 

1:00 

1:30 

0:22 

0:09 

2:00 

2:00 

2:00 

0:30 

14:55 

0:20 

1:00 

1:30 

1:00 

2:15 

1:30 

0:10 

0:20 

1:40 

1:00 

1:30 

0:30 



10f24 

10f24 

10f27 

900 
845 
851 
12:35 
800 
900 
900 
930 

12:30 

900 

900 

900 

900 

750 

PHIL 

PHIL 

GEOG 

ENGL 

PORT 

PORT 

PORT 

ENGL 

ECON 

Math 

ENGL 

MATH 

MATH 

MATH 

MATH 

PORT 

SPAN 

SPAN 

SPAN 

ECON 

ENGL 

MATH 

MATH 

Spanish 

MATH 

ENGL 

MATH 

MATH 

SPAN 

SPAN 

SPAN 

SPAN 

MATH 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

BIOL 

MATH 

MATH 

FREN 

ENGL 

ENGL 

math 

For Lang 

Span 





1:00 

0:45 

0:35 

0:30 3:11 

0:30 

0:30 

0:25 

0:35 

0:20 

0:35 

0:15 

1:05 

0:45 

1:40 

0:30 

0:30 

0:30 

0:30 

1:00 

2:00 

0:20 

2:30 

1:00 

1:30 

1:00 

1:00 

1:00 

0:40 

0:30 

0:22 

0:30 

1:25 

1:30 

1:00 

2:20 

1:00 

0:30 

0:30 

0:20 

0:30 

1:05 

0:30 

1:00 

1:20 

0:15 

0:15 



7:15 745 
8:30 900 
7:40 800 
8:20 915 
8:30 900 
7:30 910 
9:00 10:00 
7:30 10:00 

900 

10:00 
12:45 

Eng/hist 

For. Lang 

ENG 

eng 

math 

math 

math 

math 

math 

math 

For. Lang 

BIOL 

math 

math 

math 

Math 

Math 

Math 

Math 

Math 

Math 

engl 

For. Lang 

Engl 

Engl 



H 

Needed paragreph unity 

Discussed peetry & peetics he was able te interpret text 



0:30 

0:30 

0:20 

0:55 

0:30 

1:40 

1:00 

2:30 

1:00 

0:14 

1:45 

0:30 

0:50 

0:35 

2:00 

1:00 

0:40 

2:00 

1:35 

2:00 

3:00 

0:20 

0:30 

0:15 

0:18 

0:28 

2:00 

0:20 

0:30 

0:30 

0:20 

1:30 

1:05 

2:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 



A 

4 Sep 

12Sep 

19-8ep 

3 Sep 

27-Aug 

17Sep 

18Sep 

B 

Spod 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Diving 

ENGL 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Golf 

I D    E 
in out 

9:00 925 

7:30 810 

9 917 

7:10 800 

7:30 930 

7:30 

7:30 830 

7:30 930 

7:50 810 

1245 115 

8:00 915 

7:40 925 

7:40 908 

7:56 900 

7:30 930 

7:30 950 

7:30 930 

8:00 820 

8:00 820 

7:40 950 

7:30 905 

9:00 

7:30 

7:30 

8:00 

8:20 

9:25 

8:55 

8:30 

8:30 

7:30 

7;30 

7:45 

7:30 

7:45 

7:30 

9:00 

8:00 

8:45 

7:30 

9 

7:30 

8:00 

7:45 

8:20 

7:45 

ENGL 

MATH 

MATH 

SPAN 2X 

PHIL 

ECON 

930 

830 

930 ECON 

820 PHIL 

840 STAT 

935 

used computer lab instead of study hall, went back and checked into study hall 

quick question 



12 Sop 
17-Sop 

15 Sop 

15 Sop 
19-Sop 

19 Sop 

19-Sop 

19 Sop 
12-Sop 

15-Sop 

26-Aug 

10 Sop 
12-Sop 

16 Sop 
18-Sop 

18 Sop 
12-Sop 

15 Sop 
17-Sop 

18 Sop 
19-Sop 

12 Sop 

12 Sop 

Lacrosse 8 850 

6:00 912 

7:30 930 

7:30 855 

7:30 10:00 

7:30 10:00 

Laclosse 1:15 200 

Lacrosse 7:30 830 

Lacrosse 7:30 820 

Lacrosse 7:30 945 

Lacrosse 8:15 935 

Lacrosse 8:06 830 

Swimmin 7:45 830 

Swimmin¢ 7:50 825 

Swimmin 8:00 840 

Swimmin¢ 8 9 

Swimmin 9:00 930 

Swimmin¢ 7:30 750 

Swimmin 8:00 830 

Swimmin¢ 7:30 745 

Swimmin 1200 12:50 

Swimmin¢ 7:50 10:00 

Swimmin 8:00 10:00 

Swimmin¢ 8:00 930 

Swimmin 8:00 

Swimmin¢ 7:30 10:00 

Swimmin 7:45 820 

Swimmin¢ 8:50 913 

Swimmin 9 910 

9:00 10:00 

GEOL 

GEOL 

ENGL& HIST 

BIOL 

ENGL 

SPAN 2X 

ENGL 

MATH Doing poorlyin Math badtestandnotwellonanyqui~es 

PORT 

ENGL 

ENGL 







B H I    J A I c I DI El F G 
Sporl in out tutor subject 

Baseball 7:30 7:52 ENGL 

Baseball 7:45 8:50 MATH 

Baseball 7:50 6:25 MATH 

Baseball 7:30 8:00 For Lang. 

Baseball 7:55 8:35 MATH 

Baseball 7:30 6:30 ENGL 

Baseball 7:45 9:37 MATH 

Baseball 7:30 9:05 MATH 

Baseball 7:45 8:15 PHIL 

Baseball 7:30 6:30 MATH 

Baseball 7:45 8:15 PHIL 

Baseball 6:45 g:00 PHIL 

Field Hockey 7:30 9:10 MATH 

Field Hockey g:00 9:40 SPAN 

Field Hockey 7:30 9:30 SPAN 

Field Hockey g:00 9:30 Fo[ Lang. 

Golf 8:30 9:30 For Lang 

Golf 7:30 6:15 Fo[ Lang. 

Golf 7:20 8:20 GEOL 

Laclosse 7:30 9:30 MATH 

Lacrosse 7:30 9:45 MATH 

Laclosse 8:11 8:35 ENGL 

Swimming 7:30 7:55 ENGL 

Swimming 7:58 6:45 MATH 

Swimming 8:00 9:30 MATH 

Swimming 7:30 8:15 For Lang. 

work is implovin9 

She had a test coming up so we went over all the material since nobody else showed up 



B H I C 

Baseball 

Bmsebmll 

Baseball 

Baseball 7:30 930 MATH 

has shown a ton of improvement 



A I I    c I ~    ~ I F I ~ 

Lacrosse 750 9:00 ECON 



AJ a c DIE 
1~24 Baseball 7:30 851 

1~22 Baseball 7:15 830 

1~23 Baseball 8:15 845 

1~22 Baseball 7:15 855 

1~22 Baseball 8:30 930 

1~22 Baseball 8:30 945 

1~24 Baseball 8:00 900 

1@22 Lacrosse 9:00 10:00 

1~24 Lacrosse 6:00 845 

1@23 Lacrosse 7:30 845 

1~21 Lacrosse 6:05 815 

1@22 £wimming 8:00 930 

1~24 Swimming 1200 12:35 

1@22 £wimming 8:35 855 

I G 
GEOG 

MATH 

MATH 

MATH 

SPAN 2X 

MATH 

PHIL 

MATH 

PHIL 

MATH 

ENGL 

FREN 2X 

ENGL 

ENGL 



H 

They had general questions about how to prepare, I offered to go through the lecture outlines highlight the stuff I think is important & give it to them to review for the next time I’m in so they can ask question~ 

~,ssignmen~ concerned something I’ve never studied, so I’m no~ sule how much I helped them 

~,ssignment concerned something I’ve never studied, so I’m not sule how much I helped them 

£eemed to have all the facts but none of the connections; I think we fixed that 
~Vas prepaled w/classnotes and own plewriting notes, developed an outline of her argumentive speech for ENGL 

draft needed more comprehensvie look a~ U~il Theory. Also discussed how ~o correc~ incomplete sentences/run on sentances. 



based on that since they didn’t have any specific questions to star~ with 



10/28 

10/29 

10/30 

10/29 

10/29 

10/29 

10/29 

10/28 

10/29 

10/29 

10/29 

10/27 

10/28 

10/29 

10/28 

10/29 

10/29 

10/27 

10/27 

10/27 

i E 
Baseball 7:30 805 

Baseball 1200 12:30 

Baseball 7:30 10:00 

Baseball 7:30 830 

Baseball 7:30 800 

Baseball 7:40 845 

Baseball 7:30 930 

Baseball 8:30 905 

Baseball 8:40 900 

Field Hockey 9:00 930 

Field Hockey 7:30 815 

Golf 7:30 800 

Golf 8:45 900 

Lacrosse 7:30 910 

Lacrosse 8:10 830 

Lacrosse 1:30 200 

Lacrosse 8:00 900 
£wimming 8:30 900 

Swimming 9:05 930 
£wimming 8:30 900 
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Date: 

Regarding 

Wednesday, 

Memorandum 

After ignoring my phone calls for most of the semester,    stopped in my office yesterday 
afternoon to seek my advice on getting her academics back on track I do not nor need to know 

the specifics of her recent        problems, but seems sincere in stating that she needed time 
to sort out some issues in her life She cites her recent problem as the cause of her academic 

struggle 

It affected her last semester when she did not attend her final exam in English    Though she 

still has until Friday to finish her assignments for the class, neither she nor I expects her teacher to 
be willing to offer a make-up final over the next two days She will ask him, however, for 
permission to do so She feels that she could quickly review the material in order to receive a 

passing grade to help towards graduation 

More pressing concerns relate to this semester She did not attend classes for several weeks, and 
she received virtually all    on her second progress reports assures me, however, that she 
has taken steps to speak to her teachers to discuss her options 

In Drama     her professor has been quke understanding She has turned in almost all of her 
work that was missed, and he does not seem inclined to lower her grade due to her absences 

Similarly, the Afii teacher has allowed her to turn in her late assignments 
will be fine in the course 

thinks that she 

The English professor, with whom I have previously spoken about     status, has been 
wonderfi~l He told that he understands his responsibility toward her as a professor, but he 
also bears a responsibility to Yeats and Chaucer Thus, he is willing to give her an incomplete for 
the semester, but he will not "give" a passing grade until she has actually learned the material that 
was covered in the class Since he will be out of the country all summer, he suggested that 
might meet once or twice per week with one of his graduate assistants to learn the material 
While such an arrangement is possible, we in the Academics Center cannot pay for those graduate 
assistants to be "tutors" here for the summer for the sole purpose of helping complete a course 



for which her scholarship has already paid I understands that she may be forced to pay for the 
graduate students’ tPne fiom her own pocket 

has still not spoken with her English professor, a highly intelligent and intPnidating old 
professor I emphasized that the worst he could tell her is that she cannot pass the course 

Hopefully, he will provide her with some avenue to complete the course without taking an 

Obviously,    needs as many hours toward graduation as possible She hopes to take full loads 
during both summer sessions and simultaneously finish her incomplete(s) from this semester in 
order to graduate before the fall semester 

Though ! am happy to see     renewed commitment and fully support her efforts, I warned her 
against overloading herself and risking another breakdown in her energy She will be careful to 

work at a diligent though reasonable rate 

Joe, I am unaware of the financial Pnplications that continuing     scholarship would have upon 
the         team Also, I am aware that it is frustrating to see a student with such obvious 
intelligence potentially waste a semester of work However, given what I believe are extenuating 
circumstances, I hope that we can all support in what could be a critical time in her life She 
has a great job with the waiting for her upon graduation; I intend to do eve~?cthing I 
can to help her reach it 

Please call if you have any questions, concerns, or suggestions Othe~w~-ise, I will continue to 
speak with and her teachers to facilitate her progress 



Date: Sunday, 

Regarding: 

Memorandum 

Player 

You bare all heard about the recent tragedy surrounding the          team 
While this would 

devastate an) one,        may be especially troubled since she bad already been really struggling with her 
adjustment to school in terms of both academics and athletics She left Tuesday night for        after 
Coach       gave her the horrendous nm~s 

I have already spoken with Dean Clark to make the steps necessary to see that her instructors arc reformed 
and that the path is cleared for either incompletes in her courses or an official withdraxx al from the 
semester However, she must inform the General College by Monday if she wishes to withdraw I wrote 

to inform her of her options and attempted to call her m,er the weekend However, I hax e not 
heard from her yet 

I gave        the number at the General College so tbat she can call directly She may also call the 
Academics Center for help If        calls, please help her get in touch with Fred Clark or Dem~ Cmmon 

Thanks for your help Fccl frcc to call mc at the Music Loft: 



To: John 

Date: Wednesday, 

Regarding: 

Memorandum 

’Reminders for the Team 

First o~ I want to be sure that you arc aware of the tcmn Coach 
called me last night to intbrm me that at on 

Tuesday         is a ffcshinan on the tcmn who has been really struggling with her adjusnncnt to school 
in terms of both academics and athletics                                   She left Tuesday night tbr 

after Coach                                    I have already spoken with Dean Clark to 
make the steps necessatT to see that her instractors are informed and that the path is cleared for either 
hicomplctcs hi her courses or m~ official withdrm~al from the semester 

In addition, I wanted to take advantage of you presence on the trip to remind the tealll of some upcomhig 
matters I had planned to meet with them this afternoon, but they will obviously not be able to attend 

i) Review the procedure of applying for underloads 
signed by dean of their college 
signed at Rcgistrar’s Office 
copies to Susm~ and 

2) Under 12 Hours (not undcfload): 
they have 5 flee class da?s on which to practice I don’t think they’ll even have practice, 
but it might be worth confirming 
be sure to haxe your PIN # to be able to make changes once Registration TRII opens 

3) Graduating Seniors: 
have you gotten a graduation audit yet? 
swim test? PE activity? 
apply tbr graduation!! 

4) Sophomores: 

declare your mNor tlds semester 

5) Career Seminars tbr Juniors and Seniors: 
Tuesday, in the Auditorium at 7:30pm 
Wednesday, n the Auditorium at 7:30pm 

see tbr specific help with resumes/cover letters/etc 

6) GOOD LUCK!!!!!!!! 





Thursday, December 4, 1997 

The Daily Tar Heel 

Carolina Union Suite 104 

To whom it i~/ay concern: 

As a master’s degree candidate in the Depa~ment of Physical Education, Exercise, and 

Sport Science’s sport administration program, I have studied the policies and philosophies of 

athletic depa~ments over the past year Every college sponsoring Division I intercollegiate 

athletics programs -- including most especially UNC boasts of a commitment to support the 

academic progress of those students who participate in school-sponsored activities Thus, I have 

been quite intrigued and upset over the past few days regarding the University of Texas’ pursuit 

of UNC Head Football Coach Mack Brown to become their coach 

My concern lies neither with Coach Brown’s consideration of the position nor with Texas’ 

interest in employing him I simply question the timing of the actions I realize that the Big 12 

Athletic Conference (Texas’ conference) would like to involve the new UT coach in its 

conference championship game promotions; I realize that the players, students, f~ns, and alumni 

of UT are desperately waiting to hear who their new leader will be However, it seems that Texas 

could have shown the courtesy to delay its search for a new football coach until the holiday break 

(if not after the bowl game season) 

Instead, Texas a university which I presume shares UNC’s dedication to supporting 

student-athletes’ academic progress has chosen to conduct its search immediately before final 

exams at UNC (and many other schools whose football coaches have been publicly considered) 

From speaking with several students on the UNC football team, I gather that the recent frenzy has 



made it difficult to finish off the semester’s last week of assignments and to begin the massive 

preparations for final exams Football is very important to them; when their head coach is 

considering leaving the institution, the players are obviously quite shaken In addition, local and 

national media have pressed them for their thoughts on "the Coach Brown situation’’ even before 

his decision has been ot~cially announced 

Is this the end of their chances to do well on the finals? Absolutely not However, this 

week’s events have clearly interfered with the players’ clarity of mind clarity that any student 

needs to prepare for exams 

It seems that Texas could have waited for 14 days before beginning its final stage of the 

search for a new coach Though the UT might have terribly upset its fans and the conference’s 

marketing and promotions department, surely Texas missed an opportunity to demonstrate the 

genuineness of its commitment to supporting the academic success of all student-athletes 

Sincerely, 

G~-aduate Student 
PE, Exercise, & Sport Science 



Memorandum 

To: Janice Hilliard 

From: Jennings 

Date: Wednesday, 

Regarding: Eligibility Status of Two 

, is a Today was my 

first look at his transcript, and he has had a unique background 1 want to review his histotT to 
ensure that we have the correct conclusion as to his eligibility 

entered UNC as a freshman in the fall of     and completed 30 academic hours during the 
first year In the fall of      he had a registrar-approved official withdrawal from all classes 
That semester should be "skippable" under NCAA 1443 5 a "Missed Term" Exception to 
SmisfactolT-Progress Rule: 

One time during a studem-athlete’s entire period of college enrollment, the <satisfactot3" 
progress> provisions may bc prorated at 12 hours per tcnn of actual attendm~ce if the 
studcnt-adllctc misses a complete tcnn or consecutive tOtalS during ml academic year, 
sul~iect to the follo~x ing conditions: I ) The student-athlete engaged in no outside 
competition hi the sport during the academic term or terms in which the student was not in 
attendance. 2) the student was eligible for enrollment during the student’s absence and 3) 
at the time of certification, the student has fulfilled the satist:acto~-progrcss requirements 

for the terms in which the student was in attendance 

NCAA Manual. p 155 

certainly meets terms 2 and 3 of the missed term exception, and I will confirm that he 
engaged in no outside       competition 

After completing 13 academic hours during the spring of,           again had an oft~cial 

withdrawal in the fall semester To further compound the problem, he did not enroll at all 

during the spring of 

Since the missed term exception cannot be utilized more than one tPne,     is responsible for full 
satisf~ntory progress in the completion of either 4 or 5 completed semesters, depending on 
whether we can choose between his two periods of missing school "The first missed period 
lasted for one term The second lasted for two terms) 

Not knowing whether we could choose the period to count as his missed term(s), we can look at 
the best case scenario to see that, even if’he were considered to be entering his 5~h semester rather 
than his 6t~’,     is not eligible Entering this f~ll     is completely eligible under UNC 



standards, but he has completed only 43 academic hours with a gpa He thus falls short of 
the NCAA required 48 academic hours 

The second , also appears ineligible Atter an abysmal 
first year, finished the second summer term of with 27 academic hours but only a 

gpa Thus, he did not return to UNC until the summer of      Since he was academically 
ineligible to attend the fall      and spring     terms, he cannot utilize the missed term 
exception to satisfactotN progress 

was granted a waiver by UNC to attend the fall      and spring     terms He also 
attended the second summer session of      which he finished with 62 total hours passed and a 

cum gpa Though he meets the NCAA requirement of having finished 24 hours during the 
past year,     does not have the required    cure gpa and is thus ineligible 
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Date: 

Regarding: 

Dr Janice Hilliard 

Memorandum 

Wednesday, 

Travel & Competition Conflicts with Registration for 

While I do not have a travel/competition schedule fi-om                          (even THEY 

still don’t have the schedule either{), the following is a complete list of travel and competition 
conflicts for the                                                   teams 

Senior Registration: Saturday, and Sunday, 

has no conflict 
competes on Saturday, but they play here and not until 6:00pro If they were 

unable to register by around 2:00 or 3:00pro, the match would cause problems for 
three team members 

Junior Registration: Saturday and Sunday, 

has the UNC Invitational on Saturday, but it should be finished by noon 

has no conflict 

Sophomore Registration: Saturday, and Sunday, 

will be returning fiom a meet on Saturday 
eight female team members 

has no conflict 

This will affect I 0 male and 

Freshman Registration: Saturday, and Sunday, 

has no conflict 
competes on Saturday, but they play here and not until 6:00pro If they were 

unable to register by around 2:00 or 3:00pro, the match would cause problems for four 
team members 





To: 

From: 

Date: 

Regarding: 

Janice Higiard 

MEMORANDUM 

Frank ComforFs Request that Scholarship be Renewed 

is currently enrolled m his 7th semester at UNC The current 
has been on scholarship for each of his four years 

The roots of        problems with completing his degree within four years were laid with unclear (and 
perhaps simply incorrect) advising during his junior year First, following the gnidclines of the College of 
Arts & Sciences, he met with an ad~ isor in his ma:ior department to assess his needs for completing the 
requirements for a Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree According to       the depamnent radically changed its 
major specifications in the past year, and he along with a number &his classmates felt that they 
received mnbiguous "advising" as to what courses they needed to take 

As such       crone to the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes in m~ attempt to clari~ his 
degree requirements UnfoWJnately, he came on a Monday or a Tuesday (the t~o days of e~et~," week upon 
~hich I, a part-time employee last year. worked at Tbe Music Lolt rather than the Academics Center) 
Since I was unavailable,       met with             , one oftha Sports Psychology graduate students 
~ho worked in the office at times during the week Alter that meeting,       apparently still did not have a 
clear view as to the courses hc needed to take to fulfill his degree rcqnircments 

In               defense, it is not clear that hc led      astra) h~ t~act, I catmot sa) thnt I would have 
given any difi’erent opinion regarding ~xhat      had and had not completed on his ma:ior (the Academics 
Center was usnig a workshcet based on the old requirements for the m~jor) However, I can say that 
apparently did not receix e fi’om      what he most needed to hear and what I certainly would hax e given 
hhn: an emphatic conclusion that, hascd on our inability to decipher the confnsing BFA degree workshact, 
he needed to go back to his major department for clear, detailed advice no matter hoax reluctant the 
advisor seemed to give      the time to make it clear m~d derailed 

This fall, after m) encouragement at the tcmn meeting that juniors and seniors meet with Arts & Sciences 
adx isors for degree audits to make sure that they would graduate on time,       went to Arts & Sciences 
and was told thnt they could not provide an official audit on a BFA workshcet because it depends in large 
part upon departmental approxal of courses Ho~xexer, the Art Department advising took the form of a 
brief mass address to all juniors m~d seniors in the major According to       neither hc nor man) of his 
peers understood ~xhat they were intended to take, and he found the adx isor unable to explain (or indeed to 
undcrstm~d hhnself) the requirement of the reformed degree progrmn 

Frustrated,       crone to me on           of the current semester Upon close nispcction of his new 
adx ising worksheet (which he brought fi’om the major department), I concluded that      needs 2 I 
additional hours after the t511 semester Assuming successful completion of his current courses,       MII 
hax e 107 completed hours and thus 13 remaining hours for his 120 hour degree minimum However, he 



also appears to need eight additional hours within the me~ior, and those hours do not count to~x ards the 120 
total hours because hc has already taken the ma:dmum 60 hours within the Art 

Department Because the worksheet suggests that some of his courses might be accepted as ha~ ing fulfilled 

certain requirements (if the depamnent were to specifically approve of them in        case) I clearly 

stressed that I am by no means a master of the BFA program, that only they ha~ e authority to approve of 

specific courses ~irllhi their nl~ior concentrations and that he needed to return to the department to obtain 

official and clear definitions &his degree requirements 

Though I didn’t learn this until today, alter our        meeting,       set up an appointment to meet 

agahi with the Art Department’s advisor However, the advisor did not sho~ up for the appointment 
~ill try to meet with him before classes start in to make sure that his current idea of the 

As wc stress again mid agahi, it is the student who is ulthnatcly responsible for her or his choice of classes 
However,        a student with                               was simply unable to decipher ~xhat is a 
quite confusing major The dcpamncnt’s revision of its major requirements furdlcr obfuscated his course 
needs Realizing that he needed help during his junior year,       sought advice #om the department, and 
they were apparently unable to ~rovidc it soundly Thus, he crone to the Academics Center and met with a 
part-time employee ~xho lelt      with the impression that he was on track to graduate and who did not 
make clear enough the need to return directly to tile dcpamncnt His problems continued this year when 
Arts & Sciences told hhn tbat they could not perform a degree audit and the Art Department once agahi 
offered ambigmous adz ising Only once he and I met in        did      understand that. based upon my 
hitcrprctations of the nl~jor workshcct, he would have additional requirements after the sprhig semester 
Had he been properly advised when he sought help last spring, he would have known that he needed to take 
courses during sunmlcr school of     to enable him to graduate hi four years 

As for his plan to complete his hour requirements (assumhig tbat wc were correct hi thinking hc needs 21 
hours to finish)       cannot finish his degree until next fall One of his remaining me~ior courses a class 
hi modern art history is not offered until the t~all Thus, he plans to take 12 hours hi the spring 
and nine in the fall 

In conclusion. I support Frank Comfort’s request that        scholarship be continued for a 9~h semester 

Though I recognize the validity of certain pohits that might bc raised agahist doing so, I feel that we should 
do all that is in our po~x er to support in his efforts to complete his degree has struggled 
mightily to overcome the challenges of his and hc has achieved wonderful 
success as both an athlete and a student &art 

was failed last year by the advising system Though ultimately responsible for his own courses, he 
recognized his hiability to decipher the major requirements and sought proper assistance but ultimately 
failed to receive adequate advising from Arts & Sciences, from the Academic Center. and most distarbingly 
from the Art Department itsel£ 

Fhially, as Frank Comfort pointed out, scholarship would need to cover only part-time, hi-state 
tuition rates, room. and board 





Date: 

Regarding: 

Janice Hilliard 

Memorandum 

Wednesday, September 8, 1999 

Thoughts from yesterday/Meeting Friday? 

FASP Mccth~: 

If it s still open, let’s meet ~ith Robert rcgardh~g the long-term FASP schedule on Frida) momh~g at 
I O:OOam 

Campus Computer h~itiati~c: 

I bavc a few thoughts from yesterday’s staffmccting First, regarding the computer initiative on campus, I 
think it’s ve~3" important that we not be prisoners to the fears about how technology might distance stadents 
from lcarmng There arc quite valid concerns, but I fmmly believe that h~ the long run, students will have 
many more resources available to them as a result of the computer initiatixe; several tours of the business 
school - - ~xhere professors and students can exchange lectare notes, homework, and presentation projects 
h~ man) media - - have confirmed that bclic£ For the entire umvcrsity to get to that point, the students, the 
f’acultv, and the university staff must be open-minded and creatix e as to hoax to best make use of the 
ubiquity of laptops 

Regarding our center s fi tt re, I flmik that x~e nat st ha ,c as man3 laptop cormcction terminals as possible 
in tutor rooms (xxhere homework can be reviexx ed "on screen") in the langmage lab, which may be 

more utilized for actual lm~guagc-lcamh~g if the lm~guagc progrmns arc at all in~ol~cd \aith the cmnpus 
computer initiative in the computer lab. xxhere xxe could have laptops available for check-out OR alloxx 
the students to use their oxen personal laptops Wc \aill ba~,c to see \ahcthcr these \aould materialize as 
modifications to the present building or as integral components of a new building 

For some stadents who come fi’om families without a ton of money, the laptop mandate will no doubt be a 
problem I t[fink that it is critical that we fred a way to supply the computers to those students who could 
not otherwise afford them Failure to do so would be far worse than simply a blow to recruiting; more 
disturbing, it would make attending this school hnpossiblc for the very poor I find it likely that the 
University as a ~xhole will recognize this problem and work the computers into a financial aid package 

RegaMing how the athletics department might handle the laptop sitaation for athletes on full scholarship, I 
suggest that some of our staffmcet with our counterparts at Wake Forest (m~d other schools that have such 
a computer initiative) We need to know if and how they supply computers, what challenges students hax e 
faced with the computer h~itiativc, and what improvements have been made upon the lcarmng cnviromncnt 
as a result of the initiatixe IfNCAA legislation is going to prohibit the provision of equipment that is 
mandato~ for an) UNC student, then the legislation will quite clearly have to change If need be, wc 
should request that Mr Gallo request a change in legislation 



Satellite Acadermc Centers: 

I would like to repeat m~d elaborate upon my point from yesterday’s meeting In all, bavh~g more 
computers axailable to student-athletes will saxe them time, perhaps their most valuable commodity For 
those students who arc able to work h~dependcntly, computers h~ their prachac l~acilitics will bc quite 
convenient Tbus, satellite labs are - - in and of themselves - - a benefit 

However, any computer labs will be expensive to maintain, and they might divert money fi’om the general 

Academics Center Furthermore, those students who need tutoring and study ball hours ~ill best use their 
time in an Academics Center which has all the computers, tutors, and stadv rooms necessary It is critical 

tbat our "signing-ofP’ on individual team requests for computers occur ~ith the clear conmmnication that 
the labs are a benefit so long as they are a complement to rather than a sphatering of the Academics 

Center’s computer lab 

The other issue to consider regarding satellite labs is whether they maalmizc the use of limited funds 
toward computers Some suggest that teams may have labs if they pumhase them themselves: that’s great, 
but it l~alls h~to the decades-old struggle between the bavc-$ teams m~d the have-nots If. on the other hand, 
money comes fi’om the department or the Educational Foundation, the question should be posed whether it 
makes sense to purchase computers for the use of 15 members of one team raffler than for a more 
encompassing group of student-athletes For example, will the volleyball, gynmashas, m~d wresthag teams 
soon be asking for their osxn labs in their osxn office/practice facilities? Would it not make more sense to 
build satellite labs that arc available to a group of tcan~s (cg, a Carrmcbael Lab for all of teams hascd h~ 
Carmichael rather than a women’s basketball lab?) Of course, the most efficient use of money would be to 
have 50 computers available to 750 students rather tban 5 to one team, 6 to one team, 10 to one reran, and 
15 to the rest of the lot If the stadents are finding that they do not have enough computers, I feel that we 
should build onto the present lab or build a additional lab(s) open to all 

Team Academic Meetings and the General College Advisors’ Contributions: 

As we discussed alter the swimming meeting, Don Mat~hews was less than captivating The problem was 
not l~s dclive~ so much as its content He discussed exactly what you bare said we hope to avoid: the 
details of the new advising system I do think it’s important to touch on that system, but the stadents 
clearly arc not interested h~ the finer points Perhaps Dean Cartoon rmght recmpbasize to the advisors the 
importance of discussing the differences be~x een our office’s "counselors" and their "last-word" advisors 
In addition, it might benefit their office most if thay arc able to stay for m~ entire temn meeting; doh~g so 
would help answer their lingering questions about what we might or might not discuss behind closed doors 

I’ll let you kno~x ~xhen the academic meeting for the fencing teams is scheduled 

That’s enough for no’~x ! 





1999 Team Additions 

Student PID High School(Last Attended} 



UPDATED PROBLEMS LIST 
-- WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27 - 

You can practice but not compete! 

~ You have 45 calendar days to practice beginning from the first oi~icial day of 

tlTouts/practice Once we have received word that you have been cleared by 

the Clearinghouse, you will be eligible to practice beyond the 45 day window 
and we will have the UNC registrar’s oi~ice certify you ~br competition 
¯ Day 1: Wednesday, October 27, 1999 
¯ Day45: Saturday, December4, 1999 

still need you to complete student-athlete paperwork 
with Susan Bemer in the Academics Center 

You cannot practice or compete! 
While you’ve been cleared by the Clearinghouse, you are only enrolled in l0 
academic hours! This is a violafion of both NCAA and UNC regulations 
You should see your General College advisor to be sure you won’t be in hot 
water with the University The only method for adding a class at this point in 
the semester is to find a professor who’s willing to enroll you in an 
independent study course 

You cannot practice or compete! 
you still can’t practice or compete due to the 

fact that you’re only in 11 academic hours 

~ You’re also ineligible to compete due to the 75%/25% rule 

You cannot practice or compete! 
~ Still waiting on the NCAA Clearinghouse 

You cannot practice or compete! 
~ Still waiting on the NCAA Clearinghouse 

You can practice but not compete! 
We are still waiting on the NCAA waiver Only once it’s received can you 
compete 

You cannot practice or compete! 
~ Still waiting on the NCAA Clearinghouse 
~ You’re also ineligible to compete due to the NCAA satisfactot2¢ progress rule 
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A 

11 

I 
Fall 

D E 

355 

2362 

3642 

2282 12 

3112 

372 





BOG 

#1 D 

E 

#2 

3307 13 

2212 

2 76,q 

2941 





BOG 

2612 12 

2458 6 

3513 12 

3302 12 

3634 15 

2574 15 

307 12 



157 

158 

159 ~3       7 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 )6 

166 

167 

168 

169 

171 ~35      7 

174 

176 ~4      7 

177 

179 

199 



BOG 

~sychology (.k~3) 

BOG 

I 
Fall 

502 12 

B 

B 

B 

2861 15 





([ 





Fall 

D 

C 

C 

B 

A 

B 

C 

C 

B 

C 

B 

A 

C 

D 

B 

C 

C 

C 

52 

26 

22 

Final Sum Sum Yuar Cure Sum Sum 1 11 
Grade GPA GPA GPA GPA [Its [Its [Its [Its 

Fall 

NG 

B 





A BI C D E 

Walk-on 

3185 





Walk-on 

ream GPAs 

I    c 

Fall 

[3 F I ~ I ~’ I ’ I     "~     I ~< I ~ I u I ~ 

2 788 

4 12 

2685 12 

2 513 





BO( 

D G      H 

GPA GPA 

2 35 

2 776 

3.334 

2 026 

2.738 

2 294 

2.823 



I K I L I M I N I 0 1m             Q 



BOG 

BI    c D 

D 





103 
104 
105 

BOG 

BI    c 

B 

D 

GPA GPA 

3.162 

2561 

3.002 

3.325 

3.397 

2485 

2.527 

2.565 



85    7 

60 

60 

52 



BOG 

BOG 

D 

2.786 

744 

2.731 

3.362 

~ 475 





Tcam GPAs 





F 

qG 

F 



12 32 3 

13 25 3 



425 

.592 



Sem 



BI    c J 

.742 

744 



Sem 



Emollcd 





Spring Semester GPA 

7 

Team GPAs S[)ring 



Spring Semester GPA 

2931 

3931 

36 

3 285 

228 

3 233 

3169 

3 888 

206 

3 575 

4 

Cumulative GPA 

2.137 

~ 426 

3.307 

2962 

2.741 

2941 

3.113 

~ 856 

2.571 

2685 

2.513 



Friday 

Administrative Board of Appeals for the General College 

The General College 
Campus Box #3100 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dear members of the Board, 

I have worked extensively this semester with                        !, a sophomore on the 
, through a series of fi-equent, though not mandato~3g meetings       and I met on a 

completely informal basis at the beginning of the semester just so that I could check in on his well 
being as he headed into what we both hoped would be a fresh new year at Carolina In early 
October, however, in the form of a progress report fi-om one of his instructors, I received my first 
indication that his semester was not proceeding as we had hoped 

The rest of this letter summarizes my conversations with or correspondences regarding      over 

the course of the semester In addition, I have enclosed copies of the notes or memos which this 
letter summarizes I risk drowning you with these papers only because my last day with the 

Academics Center is Friday, December 17, and thus I will not be available should you need any 
additional information 

Date Item 

I receixed progress reports fi’om each of       professors suggesting that he had 
been awa? from class for tx~o weeks Upon calling hhn on the 6~, informed 
me that he had 

I asked ~hether he had contacted his histructors to discuss 
rescheduling missed work. and he assured me that he had done so and was 
workhig hard to catch up In addition, he told me that he had not participated with 
the             due to his illness; I insisted that he not begin        until he had 
met the significant challenges that la) ahead 

Wc met to discuss the specifics of his plm~s to catch up on his courscwork 
Though I mentioned that he might start thinking about a medical withdrawal, he 
felt confident that he could catch up without too much trouble Hc was 



Date 

disappointed that he was not with the              Coach           had placed 
him on academic suspension until his grades were significm~tly improved Though 
I felt bad for his sitaation, [ did tell that I didn’t think he was out of the 
woods yet 
Item 

I sent a memo to              updating him on. among other issues. 
progress Snice our previous mcetnig, I had twice seen      on cmnpus, and both 
times he was as white as a ghost and worried because he was haxing trouble 
keeping a clear head m class 

I sent m~othcr memo to              that smmnarizcd a call I’d placed to 
that morning in order to check on his progress       sounded horrible sick 
and tired, but he said that hc would come to sec me that afternoon 

informed mc that hc had been sick again m~d had missed most of his classes 
for about the past IV2 weeks He had already spoken to his Drama professor, 
attempted to reach his Math nistructor, m~d set up a meeting with his Spanish 
teacher, and he assured me that he would meet with the Computer Sciences 
nistructor All told, he felt fltat hc would be able to obtani A’s or B’s ni Computer 
Science and Drama. but he was quite concerned about Math and Spanish I told 
hhn that m? greatest concern was that by havnig missed so much class time, he 
was well behind his classes Making up computer home~xork and drama 
assigmncnts would have been possible, but I felt that he would bc hard pressed to 
replace the missed class time from Spanish and math    courses in which 
participation ni class is especially essential for success 

In addition, I again suggested that one option might be taking a medical 
withdrawal from the semester Not wantnig to have wasted the time that hc had 
spent in class and making up for missed work,      was ex~tremely hesitant to 
proceed with such action However, I emphasized that his cbnilengc was 
enormous and that a withdra~xal would allow him to take a fresh start in the 
spring 

In a memo to Coach Miller, I gave a grim smmnar? of 
understood it from the previous week 

condition as I 

After receiving t~xo of the second round of progress reports from his instructors, I 
contacted      to hear his response to the professors remarks: hc had missed 16 
Spanish classes, and the computer instructor thought he had dropped       said 
that hc felt a bit over~hchned: he’d been trynig to catch up but still felt quite ill 
He agreed to come to my office on the 24th 

I again urged him to discuss obtaining a medical withdrawal with a dean in the 
General College Based on the number of classes he’d missed due to his illnesses, 
I could see no way for him to successfully finish his courses promised that 
he would set up a mcctnig with a dean 

I mct with       m~d he told mc that it had taken several da?s for hhn to make an 
appointment with Dean Stenross but that he had seen her on Tuesday the 7th (I 
am unsure whether this was their first or second mcctnig since November 24~) 



He told me that Dean Stenross had given him the paper~ork which he was to like 
to SHS and had requested a letter from me in support of his withdrawal 

I called Dem~ Stcnross to assess the format which the letter should take Noting 
that the most important aspect &his appeal for a medical withdrawal would be 
SHS’ verification that      had been severely ill, Dean Stcnross suggested that 
my letter be a brief summary," of my understanding of his challenges 

came back that afternoon to inform me that SHS had lost his records 
relating to (That’s wh? this letter is much longer than the one that 
Dean Stenross originally suggested[) and I discussed options ~xhere he 
might fred some documentation of his 

;), but he feared that his records had been placed into another student’s file in 
SHS m~d thus would never have been forwarded to m~y other agency with his rk-une 
on it I called the General College to schedule another appointment for      to 
meet with Dean Stcnross to discuss the latest Finally, I urged      to speak with 
each of his professors to inform them of the latest fe~x dexelopments in the 
semester long saga 

I send             the latest update of the situation and hidicated the importance 
of his writing a let*er summarizing his understanding of the timing of the illnesses 
which caused      to miss        tkrougbout the semester 

In summary, I fully support        appeal for a medical withdrm~al from the fall semester If he were to 
be denied the appeal and thus denied readmission to The University for a spring semester, I feel that 
would bc seriously set back hi his serious, though clearly false-started quest to succeed as m~ undergraduate 
student at UNC Though he has clearly struggled,       is a bright young man who if given the 
opportunity will make the most of The University’s decision to grant his medical witbdra~x al 

If you should hax e any questions or concerns, please feel free to conlict me by Friday, December 10 After 

that date I suggest that you work ~ith Dr Jm~ice Hilliard if you need to further discuss this issue Dr 

Higiard is ftdly aware of the siliation 

Sincerely, 

Jcl~lhigsDurand 

Academics Counselor 



Enclosurcs: copics of all notes of mcctings with and con-cspondcncc regarding 
iemester 

during the 

Copy: Dr Janice Hilliard 



1999 ream Additions 

Student PID Class 

Sophomore 
Sophomore 
Sophomore 
Sophomore 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Junior 
Junior 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Sophomore 
Freshman 

Freshman 
Sophomore 

Freshman 

Sophomore 

Sophomore 

Freshman 
5~h Year Senior 

Freshman 
Freshman 

Freshman 

Entered Fall ’96, UNC 4~h Semester 

Junior 
Freshman 

Freshman 
Freshman 

Freshman 

Entered Fall ’96, UNC 5Ih Semester 



1999 Team Additions 

Student PID High School(LastAttended) SociN Security Bi~hdav 





North Carolina 
Spring     Incompletes and Absent from Exams 

Student Course Status 

Gcog h~complctc 
Geog Absent from the Final 

Comm Absent from the Final 

Psyc h~complctc 

Asia Incomplete 

Psyc h~complctc 



Memorandum 

To: Larry Gallo and Lisa Deibler 

Copy: John Blanchard 

Date: Wednesday, 

Regarding: Years of Eligibility 

, a member of the UNC may be a candidate for a hardship waiver 
This memo provides a detailed summata£ of his academic, athletics, and medical histota£ It’s tSirly 
complicated, but I have spoken with hPn several times to verify that this summa~?¢ is a fi211 and 
accurate account Once you have read over this memo, please contact me to discuss our options 
and possible plans for applying for a                waiver 

is a at UNC who has competed for the this year However, 
he enrolled at UNC in both semesters of            Due to personal reasons (hatred of school), 
he withdrew tbom UNC during the fall semester After re-enrolling for the 
was granted an "official withdrawal" by the University Registrar afteT 

did not pa~icipate in varsity athletics at UNC in 

:lid not attend UNC again until the However, he did register to attend 
in the , but he never attended a class at 

before withdrawing Since he did not attend class, he is not considered a transfer 
NCAA Manual 14 5 2-a) 

While 1Mng in participated in a tournament as a member of a 
which met at and was coached by the PE Department’s teacher However, the 
club was not an official     ~rganization 

Since 
under 

has been considered a patient of 
According to 

Though he had clearly been active prior to this year 
and though he began practicing with the UNC last semester, was not officially 
cleared for athletics pa~icipation until 



Beyond the 

or any other university 
was not officially forbidden tbom enrolling in or attending UNC 

Two issues concern        eligibility status: satisfactot2¢ progress and years of competition 
satisfactotT progress "clock" did not begin at~er          since he did not complete an 

academic year in residence            NCAA Manual 1443 I) His satisfactot2¢ progress 
requirements will begin at the conclusion of this semester 

Regarding seasons of competition,        five year clock began in the           when he 
enrolled full time at UNC and attended classes until his withdrawal The final year of that five 
year clock is Thus, without a hardship waiver, will not be able to compete 
alter this semester 

I am unsure whether        situation warrants a hardship waiver The           NCAA 

Manual clearly states that an additional year of competition may be granted if "the incapacitating 
inju~T occurs in one of the four seasons of intercollegiate competition" (Manual 14 2 5-a) 

Since he after the onset of the and he was not a team 
member, we could not argue for a hardship waiver based on the season 

However, Bylaw 14253 I states that a "student-athlete may qualigj for the hardship waiver as a 
result of any incapacitating injury occurring at~er attending the first day of classes as a full- 
time student at a member institution " was medically unauthorized to compete in college 
athletics during the and ’ seasons Thus, he might be eligible for at least 
one year of a hardship waiver However, I was unable to find any reference to the hardship 
waiver’s application to a student who was not enrolled during a portion of his five year clock 
The leave of absence references I found related to the satisfactotT progress issue rather than 
seasons of eligibility 



Copy: 

From: 

Date: 

Regarding: 

Memorandum 

Dr Beth Miller; John Blanchard; Doug Roberts 

Tuesday, December 9, 1997 

UPDATE -- Eligibility to Practice and Compete 

Coach Miller 

I received word today that          did not pay his processing fee for the Clearinghouse They 

sent him a reminder notice, but he has still not sent payment He must send a check made to 
"NCAA Clearinghouse" to 2255 North Dubuque Road, PO Box 4044, Iowa City, Iowa, 52243 

He can also call to give them his credit card number to pay immediately: (319) 337-1492 

In addkion, Doug Roberts informed me today that he and Nancy Black had been working on 
certifying                 before I became involved in this process As such, I did not have her 
on my "to do" list in terms of keeping track of her progress with the Clearinghouse As you can 
see below, she is now on our minds 

Student Status 

Clearinghouse: 

UNC: 
ACC: 

All documents are in; we requested that the 
NCAA review his status as soon as possible 
Pending 
Pending 

Clearinghouse: 

UNC: 
ACC: 

There is no 48H form from his high school in 

He must contact the school 
and have them call the Clearinghouse at (319) 

337-1942 for information on how to classify 
foreign "core courses" 

Pending 
Pending 

Clearinghouse: Has not paid his $18.00 processing fee. Must 
either call them to give his credit card number 
or mail a check NCAA Clearinghouse 2255 

N Dubuque Road PO Box 4044 Iowa 
City, Iowa 52243 Phone: (319) 337-1492 



UNC: 

ACC: 

Clearinghouse: 
UNC: 

ACC: 

Pending 

Pending 

Clear 
The Registrar’s Office finished the paperwork 
today noting that       is eligible However, 
until he has been officially enrolled in his late- 
add class, he is not eligible. 
Clear 

Clearinghouse: 
UNC: 

ACC: 

Clear 
The Registrar’s Office finished his paperwork 

today 

Clear 

Clearinghouse: 
UNC: 

ACC: 

Clear 
The Registrar’s Office finished her pape~vork 
today 
Clear 

Clearinghouse: 
UNC: 

ACC: 

Clear 
The Registrar’s Office finished her paperwork 

today 

Clear 

Clearinghouse: 

UNC: 
ACC: 

Clearinghouse: 
UNC: 

ACC: 

Missing transcript(s); she must contact her 
school(s) to find out what the hold-up has been 
Pending 
Pending 

Clear 
The Registrar’s Office finished her pape~vork 
today 
Clear 

Clearinghouse: 
UNC: 

ACC: 

Clear 
The Registrar’s Office finished her paperwork 

today 

Clear 

Clearinghouse: 

UNC: 

ACC: 

Missing transcript from             High 

School She must contact the school to find out 
what the hold-up has been 

Pending 
Pending 

Clearinghouse: Clear 



UNC: The Registrar’s Office finished her paperwork 

today. 
ACC: Clear 

Clearinghouse: 
UNC: 

ACC: 

Clear 
The Registrar’s Office finished her paperwork 
today 
Clear 

Clearinghouse: 

UNC: Pending word from the Clearinghouse 
ACC: Pending 



Clearinghouse: 

UNC: 

ACC: 

No Student Release Form; she must either fax the 
copy of the SRF which she completed or (if she 
still does not have an SRF) come by the 

Academics Center to pick up a form and fill it out 
Pending 

Pending 

Clearinghouse: 

UNC: 

ACC: 

No transcript(s) or test scores She must contact 
her school(s) to find out what the hold-up has 

been If her ACT or SAT scores are listed on her 
transcript, then she does not need to contact the 

testing agencies If not, she must call the ACT at 

(319) 337-1313 or the SAT at (609) 771-7600 to 
have her test scores sent 
Pending 

Pending 



Wednesday, February I 0, 1999 

Mr David Thompson 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Marco Island Marriot 
Room 738 
400 South Collier Boulevard 
Marco Island, Florida 34145 

Dear Mr Thompson, 

Please accept my apologies for the late arrival of our nomination of UNC 

Postgraduate Scholarship In our office’s scramble to 
organize ourselves after John Blanchard’s depa~ure, we allowed this nomination to slip through 
the cracks As the new scholarships coordinator, i am most upset not by the commission of the 
error but by the fact that the error may have indirectly taken away a scholarship fiom a most 
deserving young woman 

is both an excellent student and a successful athlete As a year member of the UNC 
team,     has consistently finished near the top of the 

standings for both               She holds the UNC record       with a 
score of      With a      grade point average in 
school in the f~ll of 2000 

I hope you can see that the enclosed "Faculty Athletics Representative’s Nomination Form" is 
given to Jack Evans for his review and, given his approval, that it is distributed to the other 
members of the                        selection committee Please pass along my humble 

apology, my sincere thanks, my assurance that the additional forms will be forthcoming as soon as 

possible, and my hope that the committee will consider granting a scholarship to this student- 
athlete who so clearly embodies the ideals of the Atlantic Coast Conference 

Sincerely, 

Academics Counselor 





STUDENT-ATHLETE COUNCIL 

TEAM 

Women’s Track & Field 
Men’s Track & Field 
Men’s Track & Field 
Men’s Basketball 
Men’s Basketball 
Men’s Lacrosse 
Men’s Lacrosse 
Men’s Swimming 
Men’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Women’s Tennis 
Women’s Tennis 
Men’s Tennis 
Men’s Tennis 
Rowing 
Men’s Golf 
Men’s Golf 
Rowing 
Women’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Women’s Basketball 
Women’s Basketball 
Field Hockey 
Field Hockey 
Men’s Soccer 
Men’s Soccer 
Football 



Football 
Women’s Lacrosse 
Women’s Lacrosse 
Softball 
Softball 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Women’s Golf 
Women’s Golf 
Women’s Cross Countt?¢ 
Women’s Cross Count~ 
Men’s Cross CountlN 
Men’s Cross Country 
Women’s ]-rack & Field 



Dale: Friday, Oclobcr 1, 1999 

From: 

Regarding: Wcckly Tulor $cssions 

Complctcd 

Student Tutorials 

Math: 

Math: 

Spanish: 

Math: 

worked on a composition 



Dale: Friday, Oclobcr 1, 1999 

From: 

Regarding: Weekly Tulor Sessions 

Required 
Student Tutnrlals 

3 

English: dclailcd critique of English paper: outline help 

Gcnlngy: worked on mineral properties 

Spanish: review for 

Spanish: worked on a composition 

Math: review work 

Statistics: long review session 

FASP Session 

English: worked on outiine for critique 

Math: rcvicw¢d class notes/homework problems 

Statistics: leview session 

Statistics: review session 



3 

3 

FASP Session 

Statistics: review wink 

FASP Session 

Econ:    rcvicwcd solving for Tolal Cosls. Vafiablc 

COSIS, 

FASP Session 

Poll Sci: reviewed past exam and explained key terms to 
prepare for the first big test 

English: worked on the planning stages of a paper about 
a play flint she had a Mrd time understanding 

Chem: unit review & practice problems 

Classics: 

Math: 

organizcd thc inlroduction and tighlcncd 
stntctur¢on an othcrwisc wcllwrillcn term 
papcr 



Date: 

To: 

From: 

Regarding: 

Friday, Oclober 1, 1999 

Jo¢ Sagula, Kiran Mislr5, and Diana F¢lker 

Jcnnings 

Weekly Tulor Sessions 

Student 

Required 
Tutorials 

English: worked on the fiiml touches of stMe for wlmt 
was a pret~ good paper 



29 

30 

52 

SS # 

SS # 

IC 

CLASS 

COMMI 

COMM 

FREN 

PHYE~ 

GEOL 

GEOL’ 

PHID 

SOCI 

PHIL 

PHYEI 

PHYE 

PHYEI 

PORT 

DRAM 

HIST 
PHYEI 

PHYEI 

COMMI 

COMM 

DRAMI 

GEOL 

PHIL 

CLASS 

GEOL 

PHIL 

POLl 

DRAM 

ENGL 

FREN 

GEOG 

GEOG 

D 

MIDTERM 

GRADEI 

MIDTERM 

GRADEI 

E 

~IDTERM 

3RADEII 

~IDTERM 

3RADEII 

F       G 

FINAL # O~F 
GRADE TUTORIALS 

FINAL # O~F 
GRADE TUTORIALS 

HE IS WORKING, JUST NEEDS MORE HELP 

MISSED (NEEDS TO SEE TUTORS DAILY) 

,, AN EXCELLENT ATTITUDE, ASSET" 



66 

68 

69 

DRAM 

ENGL’ 

GEOG 

MATH 

DRAM’ 

ECON 

GEOGI 

HIST 

ENGLI 

GEOGI 

GEO[ 

HIST 

PORT 

DRAM 

FREN, 

MATH 

PHYEI 

COMM 

D E F G 

20% OF GRADE LAST 2 PAPERS WERE LATE 



UNACCE~TABLEABSENCES: 



22 

L L    D 
MIDTERM 

GRADE I 

MIDTERM FINAL # OF 

GRADE II GRADE TUTORIALS 

H 

GOI~MENTS 

TEST WAS TOO LONG FOR EVERYONE 

~/ELL pREPARED; AN A IS POSSIBLE 

COURSE WAS DROPPED 

SHOULD SEE PROF AND TUTOR 

SHOULD LOOK INTO DROPPING LAST TEST 

2 INCOMPLETES; POOR TEST 

1 ST EXAM 



39 

L 
SS # 

L    D 
MIDTERM 

GRADE I 

MIDTERM FINAL # OF 

GRADE II GRADE TUTORIALS 

H 

COMMENTS 

’HAS MADE A REAL EFFORT TO KEEP UP" 

SHOULD SEE PROF TO REVIEW TEST 

SHE SAW PROF AND HAS ASKED FOR HELP 

MISUNDERSTOOD AN ASSIGNMENT (0) 



Iss# 
MIDTERM 

ENGL 

GEOL 

GEOL 

MATH 

POLl 

SPANI 

GEOL 

MATH 

SPAN 

ENGL 

F 

FINAL 

GRADE 

# OF 

TUTORIALS 

H 

COMMENTS 

DOING OK; PERFORMANCE NOT SHINING 

GOOD JOB ON TEST/ DISCUSSION 

SEPT 5, 19, 19 MISSES UNCACCEPTABLE 

SHOULDSEE PROF FOR EXTRA HELP 



62 

63 

C D 

MIDTERM 

BIOL 

BIOL 

ENGL 

HIST 
MATHI 

POLt 

CHEM 

CHEMI 

CLAR 
GERM 

ENGLI 

GEOL 

F’SYC, 

SPAN 

COMM 

DRAM 

ECON 

PHIL 

SPAN 

MIDTERM 

GRADE II 

F 

FINAL 

GRADE 

G 

# OF 

TUTORIALS 

COMMENTS 

BAD TEST: SEE PROFESSOR ASAP 

CONSISTENTPERFORMANCE 

EXCELLENTSTUDENT 

EXCELLENT WORK 



NOOH 



BIOL 

ENGL 

GEOL 

HIST 

PSYC 

DRAM 

ECONI 

ENGL 

GEOL 

MATH 

BIOL 

BIOL 

ENGL 

LATN 

PHIl 

H 
HAD A BAD TEST 

HAD A BAD TEST 

IS MEETING WlTH PROF 



C D 

MIDTERM 

CLASS GRADE I 

BIOL 

ENGL 

MATH 

MUSC 

BIOL 

ENGL 

HIST 

MATH 

ENGL 

FREN 

PSYC 

l E        F         G 
MIDTERM FINAL # OF 

GRADE II GRADE TUTORIALS 

COMMENTS 

NEEDS TO PARTICIPATE IN CLASS 

SHOULDSEE PROF IMMEDIATELY/TUTORS 

DROPPEDTHECOURSE 



22 

29 

CLASS 

GEOL 

HIST 

SOCI 

SOCI 

DRAm 

ENGL 

GEO( 

GEOt 

ENGL 

HISTC 

AFAMI 

MATH’ 

FREN 

GEOL 

HISTC 

PHYE 

PORT 

NUTR 

PHYE 

PHYE 

PHYE 

COMM 

COMM 

ITAL 

PHIL 

SS# CLASS 

AMSq 

COMMI 

PHYE 

SPCL 

COMM 

55~43 I 

COMM 

53 FREN 

MATH 

D 

MIDTERM 

GRADEI 

MIDTERM 

GRADEI 

E 

MIDTERM 

GRADEII 

MIDTERM 

GRADEII 

F G 

FINAL # OF 

GRADE TUTORIALS 

FINAL # OF 

GRADE TUTORIALS 

COMMENTS 

PROF CURVED GRADE TO A "C" 

COMMENTS 

CAN’T MISS ANYMORE CLASSES: 



BIOL 

BIOL 

ENGL 

MATHI 

SPAN 

DRAM 

ENGL 

HISTC 

SEE PROF IF SHE STAYS IN CLASS GET TUTOR 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

PHYE’ 

HPAA 
HpAA 

HPAA 
HpAA 

PHYE 

CLASS 

# OF 

TUTORIALS 

EXCELLENT WORK 

COMMENTS 

AFAM 

GEOL 

PHIL 

WILL DROP COURSE 



Freshman Academic Success Program 
Fall     Study Groups 

Elements of Drama: DRAM 2:00 - 3:00 Room 213 

Black Experience: AFAM 2:00 - 3:00 Room 219 

Calculus II: MATH 2:00 2:30 Room 221 

(Math) 
Math ) 

Portuguese: PORT 2:00 - 2:30 Room 220 

ENGL 2:30 - 3:00 Room 215 

Spanish 2:30 - 3:00 Room 220 

Algebra: MATH 2:30 - 3:00 Room 221 



(in Biology 
(in Biology 

Comp. & Rhet: ENGL 

Portuguese: PORT 

3:00 - 4:00 Room 219 

) 

3:00 - 3:30 Room 215 

3:00-3:30 Room 220 

Algebra: MATH 3:30 - 4:00 Room 221 

English 3:30 - 4:00 Room 215 



Biology Study Group 
Freshman Academic Success Program 

Monday, 
Tonya McLeod, Study Assistant 
3:00- 4:00 PM 
Room 219 

Student 
Attendance: 

(Bio 11-2) 

(Bio 11-2) 
(Bio 11-3) 

(Bio 11-3) 

Session 

Objective: 

Session 

Summary-" 





Dear 

Tlfis semester, you will be a participmtt in the Acadenfic Support Progrmn’s "Proactive 

drop by the Acade~mc Support Prograin m the Keeimn Fieldhouse to leave copies of your course syllabi 

com~sefing progvmn ineet with their com~selors exet) week You and your com~sehir, however, will ineet 

your progress and upooimng requireinents for all of your courses 

in addifioo, you nmst coinplete at least one tutorial session per week *hr each of your classes (not 

lmve to meet with tutors ~hr your oflter courses While we higlfly encourage you to seek assistance from 

Scheduled tutorial sessim~s will take place bet~een 8:30 and 9:30 PM on Sm/da) fltrough 

English, ~hreigJt laltguages, histog’, and many other courses will take place bet~een 7:30 and 9:30 PM on 

Sincerely, 

Carohi~e Fura" 



Wednesday, 

Coach 
UNC ~ 

Dear Coach 

Last Monday, we kicked offthe Olympic sports’ Freshman Academic Success Program 
(FASP), a series of study skill training sessions for freshmen selected student-athletes Jan 
Boxill, Associate Chair of the Philosophy Depa~ment, gave the presentation on Time 
Management A copy of the program summa~2¢ is enclosed with this letter 

from the team, was not in 
attendance Please remind her that FASP is a mandatoi3, program I hope that~    views it not 

as a burden but as a benefit and a catalyst toward success with her studies Please have her stop 
by if she has any questions or concerns about the FASP program 

Sincerely, 

Copy: Dr Beth Miller 
John Blanchard 



Wednesday, 

Coach 
UNC 

Dear Coach 

Last Monday, we kicked offthe Olympic sports’ Freshman Academic Success Program 
(FASP), a series of study skill training sessions for freshmen selected student-athletes Jan 
Boxill, Associate Chair of the Philosophy Depa~ment, gave the presentation on Time 
Management A copy of the program summa~2¢ is enclosed with this letter 

the only player from your team participating in the program, was present 

While she is quiet, she paid attention to Professor Boxill’s presentation, interacted a bit, and 
seemed to get the message Both Professor Boxill and I stressed that since time is a scarcity for 
student-athletes,     needs to learn to make the most of what time she has -- time spent in the 

classroom, with tutors, in the FASP program itself, and on the pla~qng field 

Thank you for your continued support and encouragement As you know, FASP is a 
mandatoi3, program, but I hope that     views it not as a burden but as a benefit and a catalyst 
tuward success with her studies Please have stop by if she has any questions or concerns 
about the FASP program 

Sincerely, 

Copy: Dr Beth Miller 
John Blanchard 

Academics lntern/FASP Coordinator 



Wednesday, 

Coach 
UNC 

Dear Coach 

Last Monday, we kicked offthe Olympic sports’ Freshman Academic Success Program 
(FASP), a series of study skill training sessions for freshmen selected student-athletes Jan Boxill, 
Associate Chair of the Philosophy Department, gave the presentation on TPne Management A 
copy of the program summary is enclosed with this letter 

, the lone pamicipant from your team, was not in attendance Please remind 
him that FASP is a mandatot2¢ program I hope that     views it not as a burden but as a benefit 
and a catalyst toward success with his studies Please have him stop by if he has any questions or 
concerns about the FASP program 

Sincerely, 

Copy: Dr Beth Miller 
John Blanchard 



Program Schedule 

Freshmen Academic Success Program 

Date Study Skill Presentation Guest Speaker 

Monday, Managing Your Time 

7:30 - 8:30 

Monday, Taking Notes Effectively 

7:30 - 8:30 

Taking Tests 

Week ~ ACTMeeting u ith A II Freshme~ 

Efficient & Effective Reading 

Monday, 
7:30 - 8:30 

Monday, 
7:30 - 8:30 

Mond~ 
7:30- 8:30 

Jan Boxill 
AssoiciateDean, Philosophy 

Susanna Rhinehart 
Depa~mentofDram~ic Arts 

Mimi Keever 
Director, The Learning Center 

Pre-Registration Advising 

Your 
Extraordinat?/FASP Leader 

The Outstanding Counselors 

of the Academics Center 

Neek of 

Monday, 
7:30 - 8:30 

ACTMee#ng wilh All l+e.s~mett 

RELAX! Managing Stress 

Final Wrap-Up 

Sldlls & htterests ,~’itrvey 

Major and (~2treer Guidance 

Sport Psychology," Grad Program 

Studem Counseli~ ,’~’ervices 

Studem Counseli~ ,’~’ervices 

All FASP sessions meet in the Conference Room 
at the Academic Support Center for Student- 
Athletes The Academics Center is located in the 
Fieldhouse beside Keenan Stadium’s east end 
zone 



Position ~Cell Nu~be r 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Dick Baddour, Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

The Process for an NCAA Waiver for Spring 

) 
for 

I am writing with information regarding            (SS#,) and her request 
for an NCAA Waiver for Olympic Games training during the Spring     semester 
Since has been selected to attend the Olympic Team training camp for the Spring of 

, she would like us to process the NCAA waiver for Spring on her behalf 

In reviewing      transcript, 1 find her eligible to be away from UNC for the Spring 
semester and to return eligible for the Fall      semester Based on the NCAA’s 12 hour 

role, she is accountable for three semesters and only 36 hours;    has completed three 
semesters and a total of 40 hours at UNC/in her total collegiate career, and has a 

cumulative grade point average of In addition, since all of her hours were 
completed during Fall and Spring semesters, she meets the NCAA 75% role and is again 

eligible to return in the Fall of 

Please conkact me if you need more information regarding waiver Thank you 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Dick Baddour, Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

The Process for an NCAA Waiver for Spring 
) 

for 

I am writing with information regarding               (SS4           ) and her 
request for an NCAA Waiver for Olympic Games training during the Spring 
semester Since has been selected to attend the Olympic Team training camp for 
the Spring of , she would like us to process the NCAA waiver for Spring on 
her behalf 

In reviewing        transcript, I find her eligible to be away from UNC for the Spring 
semester and to return eligible for the Fall      semester Based on the NCAA’s 12 

hour rule, she is accountable for one semester and 12 hours;       has completed one 
semester and a total of 12 hours at UNC/in her total collegiate career, and has a 
cumulative grade point average of       (In addition, since all of her hours were 
completed during Fall/Spring semesters, she meets the NCAA 75% rule and is again 
eligible to return in the Fall of     ) 

Please contact me if you need more information regarding waiver Thank you 



Dear Scholar All-America Team: 

I am writing to recommend             ( S S#            ) for the     Scholar 

All-America Team I base my recommendation on academic achievements as a 
student at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

is a model student-athlete, dedicated to achieve in his sport and in his 
academic pursuits Able to balance the challenges of his        commitments with 

academics, he not only has sought out difficult courses to take, but has earned exempla~ 
grades in them For example, he has earned above average marks in upper-level natural 

science and economics courses, as well as foreign language and social science courses In 
addition, his academic interests have led him to choose to major in Economics while 

completing the prerequisites for        school, a course of study that requires extreme 
intellectual ability, dedication, and discipline However,     seeks out academic 

challenges such as this so as to enhance his learning experience and well-roundedness 
hard work has earned him a place on the university’s Dean’s List for all 

five semesters in attendance at UNC, and a place on the preshgious Atlantic Coast 
Conference Honor Roll for all three of his years at UNC He leads student-athletes in 

these academic accomplishments 

Fu~hermore,    , seeks counsel from his advisors when faced with academic 
concerns and questions He values others’ advice, and shows strength in his abilit?," to 
listen to others in formulating his decisions 

academic success and demonstrated maturity make him a natural role 
model for other students to follow He is a proven leader and mentor for other student- 

athletes and his peers 
Based on            exempla~i academic performance and leadership qualities, 

I believe that he is most worthy of receiving your honorable nominahon If you would 
like further information regarding candidacy, please contact me at the address and 

number above 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard 

Director 





National Wrestling Coaches Association 
All-Academic Wrestling Team Nomination 

Dear NWCA: 

I am writing to recommend for the All-Academic Wrestling Team 
Nomination I base my recommendation on academic achievements as a student 
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

is a model student-athlete, dedicated to achieve in his sport and in his 
academic pursuits Able to balance the challenges of his                      with 
academics, he not only has sought out difficult courses to take, but has earned exemplalN 
grades in them For example, he has earned above a~erage marks in the hard sciences, 
mathematics, and upper-level psychology courses In addition, his academic interests 
ha~e led him to choose to double major in           and                      , a 
course of study that requires discipline and extreme organizational ability However, 

seeks out academic challenges such as this so as to enhance his learning 
experience Lastly,        hard work has earned him a place on the prestigious Atlantic 
Coast Conference Honor Roll for his                    years I am confident that he 
will achieve a place on the ACC Honor Roll for the cullent year as well 

I hope you consider            for the 
Nomination He is a hard working student who has demonstrated success while 
embracing academic challenge He is most woghy of receiving your honorable 
nomination 

If you would like further information regarding candidacy, please contact 
me at the number above 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Assistant Director 



TO: 

FROM: 

Brian Davis, John Blanchard, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: and LDS 

DATE: 

I am writing in reference to my telephone conversation today with David Parker, 

Academic Consultant at Learning Disabilities Services 

David informed me today that for the past 6 meetings (since ), 
has showed for his mandatoE¢ meetings with David, but for eyeD" meeting: 
1 arrives late 
2 leaves early 
3 comes without required materials (specifically: notes, tests, papers, and textbooks for 

Drama ) 

As you know,     is in jeopardy of earning the minimum academic requirements of 9 
hours passed with a 1 0 His meetings with David Parker at LDS have been designed 
specifically to help him achieve his academic goals However, his current behavior adds 
another obstacle to him reaching these goals 

Please discuss this situation and behavior with , and advise accordingly Thank you 



N~MORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: The Process For an NCAA Waiver For Splhig 
for 

i aln writing on bebaF of (S S# ) and ber request for t~o NCAA Waix ers froln 

is l~er current trat~script, and following is a detailed accoun~ of ller current situation 

Since     lms been witbdrm~ n from UNC due to              from tl~e Spring     semester. 
would like/o apply/o the NCAA for a              from file Splhig     scnlcs/cr as \~¢11 
currentl} is beld accom~table for 3 semesters at UNC, 36 bore’s passed, and a cunmlatix e GPA For fl~e 

lms 42 l~ours passed and a GPA ~Br 3 semesters in residence, sbe lei~ UNC academicalb eligible, but 

to compete Hence, based on bet UNC waiver from bet fourth semester, sfie would like to be gral~ted this 

If    is granted tiffs medical \~aivcr for the Spring of     she would be f~ccom~/ablc for new ¢ligibili/5 
stm/dards: 3 semesters in residence, 36 flours passed, and a cunmlatix e GPA of    Tfiese ne~ standards 

currentl} eligible, sbe tl~en would like to be granted a ol~e-time missed term exception from d~e Fall 

Tlmtik you 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Karen Shelton 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
8 

HOURS EARNED 
24 

BIOI 
BIO[ 

finn 
ENGL 

GEOL 
MATH 

L 
exam#1 C-; exam#2 F+; exam#3 ?; final 
exam#1 60; write-up#1 2/2; write-up#2 7/8; exam#2 ?; essay ?; write-up #3 ?; 

unit#1 2/3(redoing it); unit#2 ?; unit#3/final 

exam#1 C/D; exam#2 B+; exam#3 ?; final 
Quiz#l 90; quiz#2 85; exam#l 89; quiz#3 80; quiz#4 70; quiz#5 85~ HW 83; 

quiz#6 100; exam#2 74; quiz#7 ?; quiz#8 ? 

¯ has a Biol exam this Mon 4/I, and I introduced her to the tutor that I want her to see She 
can see him three times this week in prep for the exam She is hoping to earn better than a D for 
tile course 

¯ In Bio Lab, she has another lab write-up due this week, and then tile final lab I will have more 
grades in by next week She is hoping to get a B for the course 

¯ In Engl , she has to redo the first unit soon, which I reminded her of again She says she is going 

to do it so as to bring tile overall grade up for tile course She would like to get at least a B Unit 
#2’s grade will come back next week hopefully 

¯ In Geol , she took the third exam this week, and now has the final left She is planning on getting 
about a C, or B maybe, in tile course 

¯ In Math , she has three more quizzes, another test, and tile final She should earn about a B in the 
course 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Devon Brouse 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
8 
8 
8 
8 

HOURS EARNED 
125 

0 

CON~I 
COMM 
DRAM 

GEOG 

GEOG 

B 
B 

Midterm 33(D/F); ppt--?; 
Quiz#1 ?; quiz#2 ?; quiz#3 ?; quiz#4 ?; quiz#5 ?; essay B; project? 
Midterm C-; ppr ?; clippings file ?; 
TesNI 65; test#2 82; test#3 ?; 
Exam#1 17/F; exam#2 ? 

¯ had no new grades for this week’s meeting, but he knows what is coming up for assmts and 

when By next week, he has to review his Comm B midterm with his prof, and get me the 
missing quiz grades, etc 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Sally Austin 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 9 
6 16 

Geol 3/2 I 
Geol 3/25 
Geol 3/26 
BusV 3/26 

Review ofmatefial 
Review oflecture notes 
Review oflecturenotes 
Review ofmatefialIbr exam 

DRAM 

ENGL 
GEOL 

HIST 

Exam#l 81; ppr#l B+; exam#2 8 I; final 

Unit#1 C/73; unit#2 ?; unit#3/final ? 
Exam#l 58; exam#2 61; exam#3 ?; final 
Quiz#l 30; quiz#2 40; quiz#3 missed/dropped; midterm 33; pp~-?; final 

¯ In Dram now has the final for which to study 

¯ InEngi ,sheiscompletingassmtstuwardthethirdandlastunitdue 
¯ In Geol she has Leen meeting with the tutor, to review class notes and prepare for the 

third test given on Fri 4/12 She says it is helping a lot Then there is the final 
¯ In Hist , she is meeting with the TA this week to review lecture notes and to begin preparing for 

the ppr due in April She also is to meet with the histo~N tutor this Monday" and every" Monday" for 
help She has to confirm with the TA who does the final grading (TA or proD, which could eft’ect 
whether or not she passes the course She will let me know next week 

¯ She wants to stay" in 12 hours, and knows she must pass at least 9 hours this semester We will talk 
about it again next week, after she asks the Hist TA about the grading situation 



COMM 
C Oi’vEVI 

COMM 

HIST 
POLl 

B biblio assm~A; midterm C-; pp~--? 

B essay B+; quiz#1 D; quiz#2 D; quiz#3 ?; quiz#4 ?; project pp~?; quiz#5 ? 

B speech #l nongraded; speech #2 83; speech #3 80;midterm/pp~--?; quiz#l ? 

midterm C-; 

exam#l 49; exam#2 ? 

¯ has a ppr due in Comm B, and then the final 
¯ In Comm B, she is waiting to get some quiz grades back, and just finished the project ppr assmt 

¯ In Comm B, she is waiting to get the midterm ppr back, and has a quiz this Thurs 4/4, and then 

the final 
¯ In Hist , she is going to talk to the prof in order to decide whether or not to do the 15 pg optional 

ppr assmt Her grade is currently in the C range, and doing the ppr would probably bring it up to a 

B, butitisalotofwork Wewilltalkmoreaboutitnextweek Then she has the final in this 
course 

¯ In Poll , she is taking exam #2 this week, and then has the final 
¯ We discussed summer and fhll preregistration 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

MEMORANDUM 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

None 

Geol 3/27 Review for test 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Dave Klarmann 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
6 
6 
6 

HOURS EARNED 
2 
6 
0 

4 

Math 3/22 
Math 3/22 
Math 3/24 
Busi 3/26 

Busi 3/27 

Review for exam 
Review for exam 
Review of material 
Review of material for exam 
Review of material for exam 

ANTH 
ENGL 
HIST 
MATH 

Quiz#l 73; quiz#2 ? 
Unitgl 4-5/6; unit#2 ? 

Pp~B-; quiz#l 61; quiz#2 ?; 

Quiz#l 70; quiz#2 I00; quiz #3 30; test#l 77; quiz#4 dropped; quiz #5 dropped; 
quiz#6 60; quiz#7 80;test#2 61; quiz#8 ?; quiz#9 ? 

¯ No show this week! 

DRAM 
ENGL._ 
GEOL 
HIST 

Exam#l F; ppr ?; exam#2 ? 

Unitgl 4/6; unit#2 ? 
Exam#1 65; quiz#l 0; quiz#2 ?; exam #2 ?; exam#3 ? 

Quiz#l ?; quiz#2 ?; quiz#3 ?; quiz#4 ?; quiz#5 ?; quiz#6 ?; essay#l ? 

¯ No showthis week! 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Bill Lain 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 
Math 

Engl 

Geol 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 

10 
6 

10 
10 

4 
10 

10 
4 

8 
4 

10 
8 

8 

3/24 Review for exam 
3/26 Editing ofppr 
3/27 Review for test 

HOURS EARNED 
8 
8 
7 

10 
0 

9 
0 

5 
5 

3 

8 

DRAM 
DRAM 

ECON 

ENGL 

midterm 92; ppr~l ? 
exam#1 B+; ppr#1 ?; exam#2 B+; 

exam#l C; exam#2 B-; exam#3 ? 
Ppr~l D (revising it); ppr#2 ? 

¯ No show this week! We spoke and he is to see me next week 



L 

unit#l ?; unit#2 ? 
exam #1 675; quiz #1 80; exam#2 ?; quiz#2 ? 

lab#1 100;lab#2 85;lab#3 ?;lab#4 ?;quiz#l 9l;midtern~ ? 

exam #1 73; midterm ?; exam#2 ? 
quiz#l 85; quiz#2 ?; exam#l ?; exam#2 ? 

¯ No showthis week! 

AFAM 
DRAM 
GEOG 
GEOL 
GEOG 

TesNI C; test#2 ? 
Exam#1 D+; ppr#1 ?; exam#2 ? 

Exam#l 58; pop quiz ?; exam #2 ? 

Exam#1 C; exam#2 C-; exam#3 ? 
Lab#l n/a; lab#2 n/a; lab#3 ?; lab#4 B; lab#5 ?; midterm F(doing extra-credit); 
quiz ?;lab #10 ? 

¯ is waiting to be assigned the test #2 date for Afam , and will complete the extra-credit assmt 
to add points to test #1 Then there is the final 

¯ In Dram , he must check his grades for the ppr and exam #2[ 
¯ In Geog , he has exam #2 next week, and has to get me the quiz grade 
¯ In Geol , he has one more exam and then the final 
¯ In Geol Lab, he has to get me some lab grades still, and a quiz grade Although he failed the 

midtern~, the prof is allowing him to turn in extra-credit, that he says will increase his grade to a C; 
I just want him to pass the course 

came to see me this week, after speaking with you He is in serlous jeopardy of not passing 
12 hours this semester, basically since he missed an exam and a ppr in his Dram class (He must 
pass 12 hours Spring to be eligible for practice and competition for Fall ; he has known this 
all along) He is going to talk to the prof, and he knows he has to do velN well on the third exam 
and final exam in order to have a chance of passing this course As for his other courses, he is 
earning a B/C in Dram , and a C in Geol As for his fourth course, Geog , he has not received 
any grades back yet, and so does not know how he is doing in the course (He has to make up the 
first exam in this class, which the profis letting him do, and will get back the second exam next 
week) 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Mack 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for & 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE 
PhiE 3/24 
Port: 3/27 
Port: 3/28 

COMMENTS 
Review of material ibr exam 
Review for exam 

Review for exam 

TUTOR 

GEOL 
PHIl 
PORT: 
SOCI~ 

SOCI 

L Lab#1 78; lab#2 73; lab#3 90; lab#4 95; lab#5 857; midterm 58;lab #6 ?; lab #7 ? 
Quiz#l C; midterm ? 
Exam#1 D; midterm D+(redoing parts of exam); exam#2 ? 
Ppr#l C+; ppr#2 C+; project ? 

test#l D; test#2 D+; obs project ? 

¯ is completing labs in Geol Lab until the final 
¯ In Phil , he is waiting to get the midtem~ back, and then has the final 
¯ In Port , he is redoing parts of the midterm for a higher grade, and has exam #2 this week and then 

the final He is meeting again with the port tutor this week for help 
¯ In Soci , he has a research project due and then the final 
¯ In Soci , he has an obsew, ation project due at the end of and then the final exam 
¯ Overall, is doing OK, but could be earning higher grades He at least is on top of his assmts 

due and is making some effort to improve his Port and Soci grades 

CO~vEvl 
EDSP 
PHK 

B First part of group project C; midterm 76 (not yet seen); summary ? 

Takehome midtem~ 86(not yet seen); 
Quiz#l 100; quiz#2 93; quiz#3 60; exam#l D; quiz#4 ?; quiz#5 ?; quiz#6 ?; 

midterm ? 
Quiz#l D; midterm ?; quiz#2 ? 

¯ did OK on the Comm B midterm, and has a one-page summary ppr due Thurs 



¯ In Edsp , he did well on the midterm, and now has a term ppr and final left to do 
¯ In Phil , he just took a really difficult midterm, and will get the grade back in the next couple of 

weeks, along with his quiz grades that are missing There are still a few quizzes in there before the 

final 
¯ In Phil , he is waiting to get last week’s midtem~ back, and has the second quiz on F6 4/12 
¯ We briefly discussed pre-registration, and he needs to see about it However, he needs to 

clear up two holds before he can pre-register! 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for & 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE 
At~am 3/25 
Geol 3/26 
Soci 3/27 

COMMENTS 
Review of old exam & ppr assmt 
Review of material for exam 
Review of material in textbook 

TUTOR 

AFAM 
ENGL 
GEOL 
SOCI 

Exam#1 48; ppr ?; exam#2 ? 

Unit#,l C+(posted); unit #2 C+(posted);unit#3 ? 
Exam#1 775; quiz#l 100; quiz#2 0; exam#2 60; exam#3 ?; quiz#3 100; 

Exam#l D; exam#2 F(58%); exam#3 ? 

¯ is waiting to get back his Afam, I ppr, and has the second exam on Tues 4/2 The prof 
mentioned to the class the possibility" of extra credit, and if he does poorly on the ppr, he will do the 
extra credit work 

¯ In Engl , he is working on the third and final unit now 
¯ In Geol, has the third exam on Fri 3/29 and will see the tutor and prof for review sessions 

He got a 100% on the third quiz, and after exam #3, has the final 
¯ InSoci , he failed the second exam, butspokewiththeprofaboutit Theprofsaidthatheisnot 

failing the course, and he knows     is working hard (He basically misunderstood the final essay 
question on the exam, bringing his grade down to a 58%) He is meeting with the profthis week 
and the tutor to prepare for exam #3 given on Thurs 3/28 After this exam, he has the final 

¯ We reviewed       final exam schedule 

AFAM 

BIOL L 
DRAM 
FREN, 

PSYC 

Exam#1 C; ppt--? 

Lab#1 2/2; test#1 11/15(C-); lab#2 6/10; test#2 15/20 C; lab #3 ? 
Quiz#l C; test#l ?; ppt-? 
Quiz#l A-; quiz#2 A; quiz#3 A-; quiz#4 ?; quiz#5 ? 

TesNI 49; test#2 ?; ppr ? 

¯ ~ has an Afam [ ppr due on Thurs 3/28, and will see the tutor this week if need be 



¯ In Biol Lab, he is doing OK on his tests and labs, and has lab #3 due Tues 3/26 
¯ In Dram , the prof assigned a ppr on a play due in so he has to see the play and write another 

ppr now 
¯ In Fren, , he has the fifth quiz Tues 4/2 

¯ In Psyc , he has the second exam this wed 3/27 and then a ppr due Wed 4/10 

¯ We discussed summer and f~ll preregistration He will see i next to finalize pre-registration 
¯ Overall, is organized and on top of his upcoming assmts, test, and pprs due 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE 
Psyc 3/26 

COMMENTS 
Review of material £br exam 

TUTOR 

BIOL 
BIOL 
HIST 

PHYE, 

PSYC 

L 

test#l D; test #2 C (posted); 

test#1 D;lab #1 2/2;lab #2 70; test#2 ?; essa}--?; lab#3 ? 
quiz#1 40; quiz#2 missed/0/dropped; quiz#3 missed/0/dropped; exam#1 D 
exam #2 ?; quiz#4 85(?); quiz #5 75(?); quiz#6 ? 

midterm D; 
test#1 C(posted); test#2 C(posted); test#3 ? 

¯ Noshowthisweek Icalled to reschedule our meeting time, but he never contacted me about 

it! 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Karen Shelton 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
8 0 

Engl 
Biol 
Biol 
Port 
Phil: 
Engl 
Fren 
Phil: 

Ppr devlpmt 

Review of material 

Review for exam 
Review for test 

Review for test 
Review of poets for exam 

Review for quiz 

Review for quiz 

BIOL 
BIOL L 
ENGL 
GEO L 
MATH 

exam#1 C-; exam#2 ? 
exam#1 60;write-up#1 2/2;write-up#2 ? 
unit~ 1 2/3(redoing it) 

exam#l 58/cu~wed to C/D; exam#2 ? 
Quiz#l 90; quiz#2 85; exam#l 89; quiz#3 80; quiz#4 70; quiz#5 85~ ~ 83; 

quiz#6 ? 

¯ took exam #2 in Biol , which she says went well She saw the tutor she says for j ust a few 
questions, but understood everything else for the test she says 

¯ In Biol Lab, she is waiting for write-up #2 to come back, and has test #2 on Thurs 
¯ In Engl , she is redoing unit #1 for a better grade, and has started work on unit #2 
¯ In Geol , she is waiting to get back exam #2, and has exam #3 on Tues 
¯ InMath ~, she has quiz #6 on Fri    and the next big test after spring break 
¯ Her notes are thorough and her notebooks are organized, as usual 



¯ seems in better spilits this week, although she is ready for spring break to rest and 
rejuvenate 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Devon Brouse 

FROM: Elizabetb Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
8 
8 
8 
8 

HOURS EARNED 
13 
0 
0 

Fren. 
Math 

Review for quiz 
has ability but little confidenc!! 

COiVIivl B Midterm ? 
COMM B Quiz#1 ?; quiz#2 ?; essay ? 
DRAM Midterm C- 
GEOG Test¢l 65; test#2 ? 
GEOG Exam#1 ? 

¯ In Comm B, is waiting to get his midterm back (taken last week) and is meeting with the TA 
this week about the material This notebook was stolen, and so now    t has to copy and re-enter 
class notes into a new notebook over Spring Break and show it to me in the following meeting 

¯ In Comm B, he is waiting to get back tbe first two quizzes, passed in his essay assmt, and is 
completing the research proj ect topic outline assmt due on Wed He has to meet with the TA 
this week as well about the material (same TA for Comm B and Comm 3) His notes are fairly 
organized and thorough for this course 

¯ In Dram , he got a C- on the midterm, and has staried the next assmt, the ppr due on This 
notebook was stolen, and so he is re-entering all the notes into a new notebook over Spring Break 

¯ In Geog , he has tbe second test on Wed     and so has to keep up with the class and readings 
His notebook was stolen as well, and so he has to re-create a new one with all the notes 



In Geog    he has the first exam, the midtem~, on Wed He says he has done all the reading 
and now just has to review for the test His notebook, however, is totally disorganized, which will 
hurt him We discussed this, and he says he works more from the reading and coursepack for the 
test 

¯ is currently earning a D in Soci I left him a message to call me about this 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Sally Austin 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

Geol 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
10 
6 

Ppr devlpmt 
Review of material 

HOURS EARNED 

DRAM 
ENGL 
GEOL 
HIST 

Exam#1 gl;ppr#1 ? 
Unit#1 C/73; 
Exam# I 58; 
Quiz#l 30; quiz#2 40; quiz#3 missed/dropped; midterm ? 

¯ In Dram is waiting to get back her ppr grade, and has the second test on Wed 
¯ InEngl ,shegotaConthefirstunit, andiscompletingintetwiewassmtstuwardsunit#2now 
¯ In Geol , she is meeting with the tutor on Tues and Thurs (except for this past Tues due to 

Hist exam given at 7:30pm) and has the second exam on Fri 
¯ In Hist , she took the midterm exam, and studied with a classmate with whom she reviewed and 

memorized ID’s and essay answers 
¯ ; notes and notebooks are well-organized and thorough, although she missed one week of 

classes due to her t~amily situation She is, however, working on rewriting missed notes into her 
notebook 

COiVIivl B biblio assmt A; midterm ? 
COMM B essay ?;quiz#l 13/21 D;quiz#2 ?;quiz#3 ? 
COiVIivl B speech #1 nongraded; speech #2 83; speech #3 ?; midterm/ppr ? 
HIST midterm ? 



POI~I exam#1 49; 

¯ In Comm )B, is waiting for tbe midterm grade and now is continuing to take notes and 
complete the readings The next assmt is the ppr due 

¯ In Comm B, she is waiting for the essay grade and quiz #2 grade She was disappointed with 

quiz # I’s grade, but thinks she did better on quiz #2 Quiz #3 is this week as well 
¯ In Comm B, she has the midterm/ppr due this week and has to give her third speech this week as 

well 
¯ In Hist , she has the midterm on Wed for which she is preparing, and will see the prof about 

the optional ppr assmt due at the end of the semester 
¯ InPoli , she reviewed exam # l in class and understands her mistakes Exam#2isnotuntil 
¯ Overall, is staying organized and on top of her work After this week’s midterm grades come 

back, we will have a better idea of her overall academic standing 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

MEMORANDUM 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

Fren, Review for quiz 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Dave Klarmann 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
6 
6 
6 

HOURS EARNED 
2 
3 
0 
4 

Math 
Math 
Span 
Span 
Econ 
gcon 
Fren 
Fren 

Questions answered 
More HW done 
Devlpmt of composition 
Help with devlpmt of composition 
Review tbr exam; seems lost[ 
Review for exam; seems lost! 
Review tbr quiz 
Review for quiz 

ANTH 
ENGL 
HIST 
MATH 

Quiz# I 73; 

Unit#1 4-5/6; 
Pp1-B-; quiz#l ? 
Quiz#1 70; quiz#2 100; quiz #3 30; test#1 ?; quiz#4 ?; quiz #5 ?; quiz#6 ?; 

quiz#7 ? 

¯ In Anth, has the second quiz on Thurs He did not have his notebook for this week’s 
meeting, so I could not check his notes and class progress 

¯ In Engl , he is starting drafts and research for the second unit now His notes and notebook look 
good 



¯ In Hist , he took a makeup for the first quiz, since he was sick, and will get me that grade next 
week Also, he has to rewrite his ppr #1 due on Wed (this is a whole class assmt) He did not 
have his notebook so I could not check his notes and class progress 

¯ In Math , he missed 2 quizzes, and has to talk to the prof concerning makeups and to prove that 
he has been to student health due to being sick Also, he has to get his test grade to me next week 

¯ Since    has been sick, he has to catch up on his work and make sure his profs know he has been 
sick so as to not be penalized unnecessarily 

DRAM 

ENGL 

GEOL 
HIST 

Exam#l F;ppr ? 
Unitgl ? 

Exam#1 65; quiz#l 0; quiz#2 ?; exam #2 ? 

Quiz#l ?; quiz#2 ?; quiz#3 ?; quiz#4 ?; essay#l ? 

¯ is not doing more that the bare minimum in his courses, and I am worried that he will not 
make the 24 hours passed with a 15 before the Fall of His notes are sketchy, and he does not 
have notes for each class day for his courses For example, in Hist , which is a lecture class, he 
has one side of one page of notes for one week’s worth of classes We discussed all this, and 
is not really receptive to my concerns 

¯ In Dram , he did not buy his privilege card or see the play "The Seagull" in order to write his ppr 
on it due He says he got class notes on the play and wrote a sketchy ppr from there Based 
on this, he has reduced his chances of bringing up his current failing grade in the course 

¯ In Engl , he says he got a 4 out of 6 on the first unit, but did not have it in his notebook to show 
me 

¯ InGeol , he says he got a C on quiz #2, but did not have it to show me Nordidhehavehis 
notebook to show me! He will get the second exam back next week 

¯ In Hist , he has to still show me quiz # 1-�~4 grades and essay �~ 1 (which he will get back next 
week) His notebook, as stated above, is messy and with only a few notes for each class/week 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Bill Lain 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 

10 
6 

10 
10 

10 

10 
4 

8 
4 

10 
8 

8 

HOURS EARNED 

7 

13 
0 
0 
0 
4 
11 

85 
0 

Phil 
Dram 
M~th 
Math 
M~th 
Math 
M~th 
Econ 
Fren 

Review of material 
Ppr devlpmt 
HW done 
General math help 
HW questions answered 
HW questions answered 
Review J%r quiz 
Review for exam 
Review J%r quiz 

DRAM midterm=?; ppr#l=? 
DRANb exam#1 B+; ppr#1 ? 



ECON exam#1 C 
ENGL unit#l/ppr#l ?;unit#1/ppr#2 ?;unit#1/ppr#3 ? 

¯ never saw me this week! 

ENGL 
GEOL 
GEOL 
PORT 
SOCI 

L 

unit# I ? 
exam #1 675; quiz #1 80; exam#2 ? 

lab#l 100;lab#2 85;lab#3 ?;quiz#l ?;midtem~ ? 

exam #1 ?; exam#2 ? 
quiz#l 85; quiz#2 ?; exam#1 ? 

called to say he has mono, and will see me after Spring Break 

AFAM 
DRAM 
GEOG 
GEOL 
GEOG 

TesNI ? 
Exam#1 D+; ppr#1 ? 
Exam#l 58;pop quiz ? 
Exam#1 C; exam#2 ? 
Lab#l n/a; lab#2 n/a; lab#3 ?; lab#4 ?; lab#5 2; midterm ? 

¯ In At~am , is still waiting for exam # 1 to come back, and he has exam #2 on Fri ..... 
¯ In Dram , he saw the pla} and completed the ppr assmt on it this week Exam #2 is Wed 
¯ In Geol , he had a pop quiz in class today, which he says went OK, and has exam #2 on Tues, 
¯ In Geol , he is waiting for exam #2’s grade to come back, and has exam #3 on 
¯ In Geol Lab, since he joined the class late, he and the prof agreed that he would hand in lab #3 

and #4 and not #1 and #2 Also, lab #5 and the midtem~ are on Tues     for which he is prepared 
¯ left his notebook for all his classes in his friend’s car, so will bring it next week 
¯ and I discussed summer school courses to take 

¯ Although                                  , just in case you see him I wanted to let you know 
that he is currently failing iV~ath" , since he earned a 38% on the first exam 

¯ s currently earning a D-/F in Math ! Please have him see me, the prof, and the tutors for 
help! (I do not have a wrestling phone # list and was unable to access his phone #) 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Mack 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for & 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE 
Port 

COMMENTS 
Extensive review for exam 

TUTOR 

GEOL 
PHIL 

PORT 
SOCI 

SOCI 

L Lab#1 78; lab#2 73; lab#3 ?; lab#4 ?; lab#5 ?; midterm ? 
Quiz# I C 

Exam#1 D;midterm ? 
Ppr#l ?; 

test#l D; test#2 ? 

In Geol Lab,      prof is going to accept lab #4 (he was sick and thus missed class then), and so 
next week will get me grades for labs #3-#5 The midterm is this week as well for he says he is 
prepared 
In Phil , he is reading and taking class notes until the midterm on 
In Port ¯ he has the midterm this Fri    and will attend the tutor review session for it 
In Soci: , he handed in his research project topic assmt for the ppr assmt due Mon He is 
waiting to get back the first short thought ppr assmt, and has the second one due Fri 
In Soci , he has the second exam on Thurs     for which he is preparing this week 

notebooks are all organized and his notes are t~airly thorough for each class 

COMM 

EDSP 
PHIl 
PHIL: 

¯ In Comm 
Thurs 

Group project ?; midterm ? 

[Term project & takehome final] 
Quiz#l I00; quiz#2 93; quiz#3 70(not seen yet); exam#l D; quiz#4 ?; quiz#5 ? 

Quiz# 1 D 

B,         ~s waiting to get his group project assmt back, and has the midterm on 
for which he is preparing this week 



¯ In Edsp , he is starting to do research for the term project he and a classmate are doing on 
"playground accidents and implications for children’s’ speech" There is also a takehome final for 

the course (two big assmts for the course) 
¯ In Phil , he got a D on the first exam, but spoke to the TA about it who said that since many 

students did this poorly on exam#l, the prof may reduce the weight of this exam and replace some 

percentage points with additional quizzes instead Quiz #4 and #5 grades will be in next week 
¯ In Phil , is attending lectures and reading until the midterm given on Fridav~ 
¯ did not bring his notebooks to our meeting because he came from the weight room and 

forgot his notebooks He has to bring them next week to check his notes and class attendance, and 

to veri~" his Phil quiz #1 grade and his Phil eriE quiz #3 grade 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for & 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE 
Soci 
Afam, 
Fren 

COMMENTS 
Review tbr exam 
Devlpmt ofppr outline & content 
Review tbr quiz 

TUTOR 

AFAM 
ENGk 
GEOI 
SOCI 

Exam#1 ? 
Unitg I C+(posted but not seen yet) 
Exam#1 775; quiz#l 100; quiz#2 0; exam#2 ? 
Exam#l D; exam#2 ? 

¯ In At~am, is still waiting for exam ~l’s grade He has scheduled meetings with the tutor to 
develop his ppr assmt due Exam #2 is His notes are a bit sketchy, but he says he fills in 
the content with the FASP tutor sessions 

¯ In Engl , he has a lot of notes and handouts, and is writing drafts towards unit ~2 due in March 
¯ In Geol , he went to the prof’s exam review this week and is seeing the tutor to continue to 

review for test #2 given on Wed His notes are pretty good 
¯ InSoci , he saw the tutor to prep for the exam on Tues      He does not have a lot ofnotes, 

because he says the prof rambles and he and the tutor outline the book for themes instead 

AFAM 

BIOL L 
DRAM 
FREN~ 

PSYC 

Exam# I ? 

Lab#1 2/2; test#1 11/15(C-); lab#2 ? 
Quiz#1 ?; 
Quiz#l A-; quiz#2 A; quiz#3 ? 

Test¢l 49; test#2 ? 

¯ is still waiting for exam ~ l’s grade to come back, and is keeping up with the reading until the 
ppr assmt is due at the end of March 

¯ In Biol Lab, he is waiting for the second lab grade, and has the second test on Tues 
¯ In Dram , he is waiting for the first quiz grade, and does not have the midterm until Thurs 



In Fren , he got an A on the second quiz and will attend the review for quiz #3 on Thurs 
In Psyc , he spoke with his prof about the first exam, the upcoming ppr assmt (draft is due on Fri 

~, and the second exam on Wed He feels well prepared, especially after speaking with 
the prof about things 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE 
Psyc 

COMMENTS 
Questions answered for exam 

TUTOR 

BIOL 
BIOL 
HIST 
PHYE 
PSYC 

L 
test#l D 

test#1 D;lab#1 2/2 
quiz#1 40; quiz#2 missed/0/dropped; quiz#3 missed/0/dropped; exam#1 ? 

test#l C(posted) 

¯ This is the second week in a row did not meet with me! Please speak to him about this! 
Thank you. 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Karen Sheltun 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
8 

HOURSEARNED 
145 

Biol Lab 
Span 
Phil 
Span 

Review of lab exercises 
Grammar reviewed 
Practice probs done 
Pronunciation reviewed 

BIOL 
BIOL L 

ENGL 
GEOL 

MATH 

exam#1 ? 

exam# I 58; 
Quiz#l 90; quiz#2 85; exam#l ? 

¯ expressed frustration in this week’s meeting in reference to her academic ped’ormance and 
results, which seem to not show the effort she has put into her courses and studying I suggested to 
her to talk to her profs about this, since they are the best source for how to succeed in a specific 
class Although her notes and notebook organization for ever3/class are excellent-thorough, clear, 
and organized- she may not be focusing on the fight themes when studying, or may be putting lots 
of quantity time into her studies, rather than quality time I also suggested that she see two of our 
best tutors (she has tbeir schedule) who are here a total of 5 nights a week for Bio and Geol 
tutoring The profs and tutors can help her in reviewing mistakes on tests and homework, 
preparing for upcoming exams, and answering daily/weekly questions that come up in class 

has not seen a tutor or her profs yet for questions/help, but is now realizing that that would 
benefit her in terms of academic ped’ormance in the long run We went through specific scenarios 
as to how to approach and deal with some not so inviting profs so as to get help 

¯ In Biol,          is waiting for exam ~1 to come back, but she says it was difficult, and is worried 

that she did not do well 



¯ In Biol Lab, she completed lab #1 and lab #2 which are not graded, and scored a    on the write- 
up assmt #1 The first test is Thurs and the second write-up is due on Thurs 

¯ In Engl , she has unit #1 due Mon , and has completed the drafts for it up until now Her 
draft grades, however, seem to fluctuate, as some drafts earned higher points than others ]-he 
prot~s comments said that the better drafts had more in-depth material and analyses, so she needs to 
keep this in mind for the final unit assmt, which she knows and is learning from 

¯ In Geol , she scored a 58% on exam #1, which totally surprised her since she"studied long and 
hard for the test" We discussed this and she is going to review the test with her profand start 
woridng with the tutors 

¯ In Math ~, she is waiting for test#1 to come back and has a quiz this Friday 
¯ Overall, I think tbat has the right organizational skills to succeed, but must seek help from 

the profs, tutors, classmates, etc in the learning process She seems shy to do so, as it takes guts 
and effort to seek help, but I think she sees the benefits of doing so 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Devon Brouse 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 

8 

HOURS EARNED 

o 
o 

11 
IO5 

Math Review & correction of exam taken 

cOMM 
C OIVEVl 

DRAM 

GEOG 
GEOG 

B 
B 

¯ , John Blanchard, and I met on Fri    to reiterate the importance of him meeting with me 
weekly, and doing what is supposed to be doing academically I hope he got the message, as it was 
clear, direct, and serious 

¯ We begin again next Mon with the weekly meetings 

Afri~ prof, Professor         , writes that     currently is earning an F (5% of grade) due 
to a failed map quiz on which he scored 20% Also, he has not turned in an analysis of two news 
media reports on an African topic, which will hurt his grade The prof comments that     can 
take the map quiz again, but should talk to the prof about it He should also turn in the reports! 

¯ failed his first Math exam, and is cunently earning a D- in the course (20% of grade) 1 
spoke with him about this progress report and he says he spoke with the prof about the exam, and 



will start using tutors here on a regular basis to do better In fact, he came in for individual tutoring 
help on , which is a great sign (l warned him that if he continues to do poorly, weekly meetings 
with me will become mandatory again) 

¯ Please remind    to drop Math: by Fri     ! I told him this again on Thurs , but want to 
ensure that he does it before the deadline 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Sally Austin 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
l0 
6 

Comm B 
Poli 
Geol 

Review of speech; 
Review for exam 
Review for exam 

HOURSEARNED 
l0 
14 

was well-prep’d 

DRAM, 
ENGL 
GEOL 
HIST 

Exam#1 81; 

Quiz#1 3; quiz#2 4 

¯ is disappointed that she only earned an 81% on Dram ’s exam #1 She is going to speak to 
the prof about it so as to see where she went wrong She now has to see the play "The Seagull" and 
write a ppr on it due , Mon 

¯ In Engl , she is completing drafts towards the first unit due on Thurs 
¯ In Geol , she has the first exam on Fri    which she is worried about She is meeting 

individually with hte tutor on Thurs    to review Also, the Geol tutor is here 5 nights a week, so 
she can meet with him often for help 

¯ In Hist , she scored a 3 and 4 on the first two pop quizzes She does not know if these scores are 
out of 5 or 10 and it is not explained on the syllabus Therefore, she will meet with the prof to 
discuss her actual quiz scores The midterm is on Tues , and she is keeping up with the 
lectures and readings 

¯ notes are excellent for each class Ve1T detailed, tborough, and neat She is going to meet 
with her profs to make sure she is focusing on the right material for her tests and quizzes 



CON~I B 
COMM B 

CON~I B 
HIST 

PO~ 

¯ In Comm B, continues to attend the lectures, take thorough notes, and keep up with hte 
reading for the midterm given on 2/20 

¯ In Comm B, she has an essay due Wed    and discussed her topic and outline in detail with me, 

and also this past week with the prof 
¯ In Comm B, she saw the prof to discuss her speech and format, which she is giving this Thurs 

In Hist , she says she is proud of the fact that she finally caught up with the reading, and has the 
midtem~ on She is planning on meeting with the prof to clari6" some points from the 
material 
In Poli , she is meeting with the tutor individually this Thurs    at 9:3 0am to prep for the exam 
on Mon She has been keeping up with the lectures and readings, but wants help in clarit~ving 
and outlining themes and ideas 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

MEMORANDUM 

TUTOR USE 
None 

NOTES 

¯          ~Frer prof writes that although         current grade is a C+ (I 0% of grade), she is a 
delight to have in class, and just needs to apply herself more Further, there is no reason why she 
can not earn a B or even an A in the course 
¯.           Chin: profwrites that         current grade is a B- (15% of grade) due to earning a C 

on a difficult quiz Howe’~er, she should do fine in the course with attention 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Dave Klarmann 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
6 8 
6 6 
6 6 
6 5 

Stat__ 
Span 

Math 
Math 

Problems reviewed 
Review of rules for verb conjugations 

Practice tests reviewed for test 

Practice tests reviewed for test 

ANTH, 
ENGL 
HIST 
MATH 

Quiz#l ? 
Unit~ I ? 
Pp~? 
Quiz#1 70; quiz#2 100; quiz #3 30; test#1 ? 

¯ In Anth, is waiting to get the first quiz back His notes look pretty good, and he says he is 

keeping up with the reading 
¯ In Engl , he is writing drafts towards unit #1 due Tues His profwrites that is one of the 

most perceptive and a~iculate members of the class, and that he is currently earning a B in the 

course[ 
¯ In Hisl , he has completed his ppr assmt due Mon , and is reading now for the quiz #1 on 

Wed His notebook has been stained with soda, and so he says he has to get a new one and copy 

his notes into it along with borrowing a classmates notes to copy over as well 
¯ In Math ,, he got a 100 on quiz #2 but on quiz #3 he did the wrong HW section for the take-home 

quiz and thus scored a 30 However, the prof drops the lowest 3 quizzes, so    is planning on 



dropping this one He is waiting to get the first test grade back, and has the fourth quiz on Wed 
2/7 His notes look pretty good, and he has a fairly organized folder for his notebook 

DRAM Exam #1F 
ENGL Uni~l ? 

GEOL Exam#1 65;quiz#l 0; 

HIST Quiz#1 ? 

¯ In Dram,        failed the first exam, which is not good The prof also noted that "has not 

been present for some tests or quizzes" I do not know if this means that     did not take the first 

exam, since there has only been one exam so far (iVlaybe there was a pop quiz that he missed) 
is required to show me his test, and if I do not see it next week, I will make sure I either see it 

in the next two weeks or conclude that he did not take the test Also, he needs to buy the privilege 

card this week to see the first play, the Seagull, on which he has to write the paper by He now 
has a notebook which is organized, but he has to transfer his various pages of notes into it by next 

week to be fully organized 
¯ In Engl , he is writing feeders toward unit #1 due ’ Fri His notebook is organized now 
¯ In Geol , he has a notebook now but has to transfer his notes into it to be fully on top of class 

notes taken He got a 65% on exam # I, and missed the first quiz! He currently has a D+ in the 

course so far He has the second exam on 
¯ In Hist , he is waiting for quiz #1 to come back and has quiz #2 on Tues His notes are 

sketchy which we discussed, and he needs to ask the prof about the essay assmts for the course, and 
their due dates (not specified on the syllabus) 

¯ In Span , is currently earning a D due to a poor quiz grade, 4 classes missed so t~ar (because he 
was ill the prof says), a lab turned in late, and 3 assignments not turned in at all! I spoke to him 
about this, and he says he is going to make up the work missed 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Bill Lam 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
IO 
6 
IO 
10 
4 
10 
IO 

IO 

Engl 

Math 

Math 
Geog 

Econ 
Math 

Stat 
Math 
Engl 

Math 

Devpmt & edit ofppr 

Some probs done 
More probs done 

Review for quiz 

Rev for exam 
HW probs done 

Problems worked out 
Word probs done 
Passage & poems clarified 

Word probs done 

HOURS EARNED 

75 
8 
4 
3 

6 

0 
5 

9 

6 
0 

0 

DRAM 



DRAM 
ECON 
ENGL 
[DRAM 

exam#1 B+ 

¯ j ust added Dram , and so now is catching up on work for midterm # 1 on Mon 
¯ In Dram , he scored a B+ on exam #1 and has a ppr to write now due Mon 
¯ In Econ 2 ~’, he is preparing for exam # 1 on Fri - ’- 
¯ In Engl , he is waiting for his grade for ppr# 1 for Unit# 1 and has ppr#2 for Unit# 1 due on Mon 

did not have any draft pprs in his notebook and admitted to not doing some of them 
He says that the prof only collects the final ppr drafts, which he has done, and so this should not 
affect his grade We discussed tbis 

¯        is tly’ing to add Dram to his schedule, and is tly’ing to talk to the prof Tues     :o get 
added into it 

¯ Overall, notes and notebooks are now t~airly well-organized However, he has some days 
with sketchy notes taken, and some days of notes missing from his notebook, which he attributes to 
his claim that those days of notes are in another notebook that he is not using anymore since he 
bought this new one I told him to get all his notes for all classes in one place/one notebook for 
next week’s meeting 

ENGL 
GEOL exam #1 675; quiz #1 80; 
GEOL L    lab #1 16/16; lab #2 ? 
PORT exam #1 ? 
SOCI 

¯ is completing draft ppr assmts for unit #1 in Engl due Mon now 
¯ In Geol , he got a D on exam # 1, and a B on the first quiz, thus giving him a C- in the course so 

far His notes and notebook look great for this course 
¯ In Geol Lab, he got a 16/16 on lab #1, and he is waiting to get back lab #2 while starting lab #3 

assmt this week Excellent notes and organized notebook 
¯ In Porl , he is waiting for exam # 1 grade, and says parts of the test were hard and other parts easier 

He attended two review sessions for this test as well Good notes for the course 
¯ In Soci., he is waiting for the grade for the pop quiz to come back, and is preparing for exam # I 

on Mon ’ His notes for this class are a bit skimpy! 

¯ As you know, had not contacted me in awhile, and he is only enrolled in one course/3 
hours/Dram~ , However, 1 did catch him this week and sat him down to talk about what is going 
on He is going to be signed in to 3 more classes by the dean: Hist , Geog , and Geo , and 
says he has been going to these classes all semester 

¯ has a hold on his account due to an unpaid phone bill, and has to pay the bill before the dean 
can add him into those three courses[ 



¯ The first progress report for Dram shows that he got an F on the first exam, worth 30% of his 
grade told me he missed the first exam and thus got an F on it! 

¯ As soon as he is back on the team, he is to come back here to start our weekly meetings Please let 
me know when he is straight with you and wrestling 

¯ and I are going to complete a major selection activit?," this week, and begin meeting weekly 
starting next week 

¯ I got a progress report from his Dram prof stating that he got a D+ on the first exam He is 
capabl e of doing much better in thi s cl ass ! 

¯ Geol prof writes that      attendance is unsatisfacto~2;, he missed quiz #1, and got a 675 
on exam # 1, thus earning a D+ so far in the course I am concerned, again, about class 
attendance! 



MEMORAN3)UM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Mack 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for  

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE 
Port 

Geol L 

DATE COMMENTS 
Review session for exam 
Review of lab problems 

TUTOR 

GEOL L Lab#l 78(?);lab#2 ?;lab#3 ? 
PHIL Quiz# 1 C 
PORT Exam# I ? 

SOCI 
$OCI test#1 ? 

¯ In Geol , says he got a 78 on the first lab, but forgot to put it in his notebook to show me this 
week He will bring it next week He has a lab due each week, and then has the midterm coming 
up on     Tues 

¯ In Phil , he is reading and taking class notes until the midterm on Fri 
¯ In Port , he is waiting to get the first exam back, and has the midterm on Wed 
¯ In Soci , he is reading now, and has the research project topic due on Fri instead of 

now The prof is giving out the possible topics this week in class 
¯ In Soci , he has the first test this week, and then the second one on Thurs 
¯ brought all his notebooks this week and the last syllabus I needed (Geol Lab) His notes are 

really neat and quite thorough for each class 

COMM 
EDSE 

PHIL 

PHIL: 

B 

Quiz#1 100; quiz#2 93; quiz#3 ? 

Quiz#l C?; 



¯ InComm B, ismeetingwithhisgrouptoprepfortheirgroupprojectdue The 

midterm is then on t’or which he is reading, etc 

¯ In Edsp , he still has to get a copy of the syllabus from his prof, who will bring more copies to 

the next class There may be a quiz on Wed , for which he is reading 
¯ In Phil , he is doing well on the quizzes and has the first exam on Mort 
¯ InPhil , he says he got a C on the first quiz, butwillbringitintoshowmenextweek Heis 

completing weekly notebook assmts (due at the final) and does not have the midterm until Fri 
¯ Due to a car problem this week caused by the snow,         left his 3-rlng binder/notebook in his 

car and thus could not bring it to me for this week’s meeting He will bring it next week 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for ~ & ’ 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE 
Ai~am 
Geol 
Soci 
Geol 

DATE COMMENTS 
Review of notes & material 
New chapter reviewed 

Review of Ch 5; ~as prep’d 
Review for quiz 

TUTOR 

AFAM 

ANTH 

BIOL**L 
DRAM 
FREN, 

PSYC 

¯ Due to the weather in the beginning of the week,     could not meet with me (delayed with 
team) He missed the rescheduled meeting, and called me on Thurs    to schedule another 
meeting However, we did not meet this week, which is a pattern that I hope does not continue 

AFAM 

ENGI Unit#1 ? 
GEOL Exam#1 775; quiz#1 100 

PSYC Exam#1 ? 
SOCI Exam# I ? 

In Afam, ,     still has to buy the coursepack at Kinko’s on Franklin Street[      met with 

the FASP tutor and will meet her again this week, Wed    at 9pro, to prepare for the upcoming 

exam # 1 on Tues He is also going to meet with the prof this week during office hours to get a 
sense of the exam topics and essays, the upcoming ppr assmt, and to tall< a bit about his academic 
circumstances and disabilities He was thinking of taking the course Pass~D~Fail but we discussed 

that option and decided it would not be beneficial to him However, he is going to find out his 



grade on the first exam before the drop date (Fri    ) so as to decided whether or not he should 
drop the class, thus remaining in 12 hours this semester (Note: hastupass 12 hours this 
semester to be eligible to compete Fall ) 
In Engl , he has written numerous ppr drafts towards the first unit due on Wed He likes this 

type of course because it allows lots of experimentation and many chances to write a solid ppr 
before it is due 
In Geol , he has been working with the FASP tutor and scored a 77 5 on exam #1 and a 100% on 
quiz#l ! He continues to work weekly with the tutor in this course The second exam is on Fri 

¯ In Psyc , he met with the tutor last week, but did not come with his book, which prevented them 
from covering much His lecture notes are skeletal, since he struggles with note-taking in class, but 

will continue to work with the tutor weekly with his text book and class notes He is waiting to get 
back exam # I but is going to speak with the prof this week du~ing ofl]ce hours to talk about the 

exam, his academic situation, and his trouble with note-taking and essay writing on exams He has 
already spoken initially with the prof about his situation, but wants to speak to the prof again about 
this so as to get some advice on succeeding in the course The second exam is Wed 

¯ In Soci , he is waiting to get back exam #1, and has sta~ed to outline the book more thoroughly, 

compensating for the prof~ s disorganized and somewhat unclear lecture fore, at Also, the tutur he 

works with weekly has helped him to organize and understand information, and they will continue 

to work together The second exam is Tues 
¯ Overall, I have seen       motivational level increase In addition, he is staying more organized, 

writing down appointments in his planner, and referring to his planner regularly These are all 
positive and successful academic skills 

¯ As for LDS, he says he has been meeting with             at LDS each Thurs at 9:30am 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTOR USE 
None 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

BIOL 
BIOL 

HIST 
PHYE 

PSYC 

L 

test41 ? 

test#1 ?; lab #1 2/2(?) 
quiz#1 40; quiz42 missed/0; quiz#3 missed/0; 

test#l ? 

¯ First and foremost, is completely unorganized He has notes for various classes stuffed into 
random sections of different notebooks, if in a notebook at all And he is using notebooks from last 
semester to compile notes for this semester’s classes! In addition, many of his notes, he says, are 
at home, but he is not even sure where at home they are This is a formula for academic disaster, 
which we discussed while demonstrating what an organized, neat, and productive notebook system 
looks like! is to have new, neat, and organized notebooks for each class by next week’s 
meeting! Very important, so please stress this to him Thanks 

¯ Also, has been sick this week and in student health as a result However, he did not think to 
get a doctor’s note for his profs to explain/prove that he went there because he was sick He has 
been speaking to his profs about this and the classes he has missed as a result, but I am worried that 
he will get behind in all his classes because of missing class 

¯ As for Biol , he is waiting to get test #l’s grade 
¯ InBiol Lab, heiswaitingfortest#1andsayslab#1’sgradeisa2outof2, but I did not see it for 

myself 
¯ In Hist , he scored low on quiz #1, and has missed quiz #2 and quiz #3! (He missed quiz #3 due 

to being sick and absent from class on that day) Two quizzes will be dropped, namely quiz #2 and 
#3, and so now he has to do well on all remaining quizzes! Exam #1 is on Tues 2/13 prof 
writes that his attendance is unsatisfactory" in the course! 

¯ InPhye ,hestillhasnotgottenthesyllabusfortheclassandsodoesnotknowwhentest#1will 
be, and neither do I since I do not have a syllabus He also does not even have a notebook for this 
course yet which we discussed last week and this week! 



In Psyc ,, he is waiting for test #1 ’s grade 

Overall, I am extremely wollied about    ’because he does not have complete notes for class 
lectures, nor does he have the small amount of notes taken in an organized place In addition, he 

does not see the tutors for help! Therefore, it is hard for me to be optimistic about this past week’s 
test performance, since he does not have clear, thorough notes to study from for each test! He 

needs to get organized and now, and see tutors for help! 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Karen Shelton 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
8 27 

Span 
Eng 

Composition corrected 

Ppr devlpmt 

BIOL 
BIOL 

ENGL 

GEOL 
MATH 

L 
exam#1 C-; exam#2 F+; exam#3 C; final 
exam#l 60; write-up#l 2/2; write-up#2 7/8; exam#2 77; essa}--95; write-up #3 ?; 
final 
unit#l 2/3(redoing it); unit#2 5/6; unit#3/final 
exam#1 C/D; exam#2 B+; exam#3 B+; final 
Quiz#l 90; quiz#2 85; exam#l 89; quiz#3 80; quiz#4 70; quiz#5 85; HW 83; 

quiz#6 100; exam#2 74; quiz#7 85; quiz#8 ?; quiz#9 ?; test #3 100; final 

¯         is now preparing for her finals in Biol , Biol Lab, Engl (ppr due as final), Oeol , and 
Math 

¯ We estimate now that she will earn a C/C- in Biol , a B/C in Biol Lab, a B in Engl , a B/C in 
Geol , and a B in Math This will give her a cum gpa of about a 24 with 25 hours passed 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Devon Brouse 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
8 
8 
8 
8 

HOURS EARNED 
o 

o 

CO~vEvl 

COMM 

DRAM 
GEOG 
GEOG 

B 
B 

Midterm 33(F?D); ppt--?; final 
Quiz#1 ?; quiz#2 ?; quiz#3 ?; quiz#4 ?; quiz#5 ?; quiz#6 ?; project#l B; 
project#2 ?; project#3 ?; final 

Midterm C-; ppr ?; clippings file ?; final 

Test#l 65; test #2 82; test#3 ?; final 

Exam#l 17/F; exam#2 C; final 

¯ has a ppr and then the final left in Comm B He spoke with the TA about his pefformance, 
and with the ppr and final, he is shooting to earn at least a C- in the course 

¯ In Comm B, he is waiting to get back the second research project and has the third one due on 
Wed He still has to get me quiz # 1-#6 grades[ He is hoping to earn a B, but may earn a B or 
C in the course 

¯ In Dram , he is waiting to get back the ppr, and then has the clippings file and final exam to 
take He is estimating a C- for the course 

¯ In Geog , he has test #3 and then the final, and is estimating a C for the course 
¯ In Geog , he spoke with the prof at length about his performance, and the prof said that with 

exam #2 and the final, he should be able to earn a C for the course We are estimating a C or D for 
the course 

¯ We figured out his estimated cum gpa after Spring With 2 C- grades and 3 C grades, he will 
have a 17 cure gpa, and will then need 2 B grades this summer to reach the needed I 8 cum gpa 



Wealsofiguredwhathe’dneedthisspringtohavethe I 8 after spring semester In that case, he 
would need 2 C grades, 2 C+ grades, and a B grade this semester to reach 1 8 cure gpa It is 

possible, yet a Iongshot for which he is going to reach, knowing that summer school will get him to 

the 18ifneedbe 

¯         Afri, ’ prof writes that     got an F on the map quiz and the midterm, but has not come to 
talk with the prof about his grades and how to do better Please talk to him about seeing his prof 
asap [ 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Sally Austin 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 7 
6 0 

His1 

His1 
Geol 

Comm 

Review of readings 
Ppr devlpmt 
Review of all semester notes 
Editing of extra-credit ppr 

DRAM, 

ENGL 
GEOE 
HIS~I 

Exam#l 81; ppr#l B+; exam#2 8 I; final 

Unit#1 C/73; unit#2 C+/79; unit#3/final 
Exam#l 58; exam#2 61; exam#3 65; final 
Quiz#l 30; quiz#2 40; quiz#3 missed/dropped; quiz#4 80; quiz#5 70; midterm 33; 
ppt-?; final 

¯ has the final left in Dram, and Engl and she is completing the necessary work for both 
¯ In Geol , she continues to work with , the tutor, in review of semester notes and course 

concepts He says she is retaining information, and they are working on organizing the info as well 
as retaining it However, she did not do that well on exam #3 and was really upset about it She 
reviewed her exam with and is going to talk to the prof about it to t~y to earn some more 
points for her work 

¯ In Hist , she is working with , the tutor, in developing her ppr Right now she has the 
outline worked out, and is continuing witll the tutor to write the ppr She continues to meet with 
the TA (and tutor) to review the readings 

¯        is going to the Learning Ctr this Wed     with her Geol exam #3 to review her 
pefi’ormance and test-taking strategies Good sign 



COMM B midterm C-;ppr ?; final 
COiVIiVl B biblio assmt A; project #1 B+; quiz#1 D; quiz#2 D; quiz#3~; quiz#4 ?; project 

#2 B+; quiz#5 ?; quiz#6 ?; project #3 ?; final 
COiVIiVl B speech #1 nongraded; speech#2 83; speech#3 80;midterndppt--B-; quiz#1 ?; final 
HIST midterm C-; final 
POLI, exam#1 49; exam#2 69; final 

¯ has a ppr due the last day of class in Comm B, and then the final We are estimating a C for 
the course 

¯ In Comm B, she has done poorly on the quizzes, but well on the projects There is one more 
project grade o come in and then the final We estimate a B-/C+ grade 

¯ In Comm B, she has one quiz grade to come in and then has the final We estimate a B-/C+ in 
this course 

¯ In Hist , she has the final We estimate a C/C- grade 
¯ In Polb , she did a bit better on exam #2, and must do well on the final to pass the course/maintain 

an overall D grade There is no extra-credit allowed in the course 
¯ We further discussed summer and fall registration should maintain about a 20 cure gpa after 

this semester/going into summer school 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

MEMORANDUM 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Dave Klarmann 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
6 
6 
6 

HOURS EARNED 
0 
0 

0 
0 

Math 
Math 
Math 
Math 
Math 
Math 
Math 

Review of material 
More review for exam 
Review of material 
More review for exam 
Review of material 
More review for exam 
Review for test 

ANTH 
ENGL 
HIST 
MATH 

Quiz#l 73; quiz#2 ? 
Unitgl 4-5/6; unit#2 ? 

Pp~B-; quiz#l 61; quiz#2 ?; 

Quiz#l 70; quiz#2 I00; quiz #3 30; test#l 77; quiz#4 dropped; quiz #5 dropped; 
quiz#6 60; quiz#7 80;test#2 61; quiz#8 ?; quiz#9 ? 

¯ No show againthis week! 

DRAM 
ENGL 
GEOL 

Exam #1 F/absent; ppt--?; exam#2 ?; final 

Unit#1 4/6; unit#2 5/6; unit#3 final 
Exam#l 65; quiz#l absent!0; exam #2 67; exam#3 60; quiz#2 absent/0; 
quiz#3 absent/0; final 



HIST Quiz#l=?; quiz#2=?; quiz #3=?; quiz~4=?; quiz~5=?; quiz#6=?; essay ~1=7; 
essay#2=?; final 

¯ No show again this week! 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Bill Lain 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 

10 
6 

10 
10 

10 

10 
4 

8 
4 

10 
8 

8 

HOURS EARNED 
5 

7 
4 

11 
l0 

0 

10 
2 

13 
5 

10 
7 

Math 
Math 
Geol Lab 

Review of problems & material 
Problems done for take-home exam 
Concepts reviewed for lab report 

DRAM 
DRAM 

ECON I 

ENGL 1 

midterm 92; ppr~l 65/D (handed it in late!); midtern~ #2 84; final 
exam#1 B+; ppr#1 ?; exam#2 B+; final 

exam#l C; exam#2 B-; exam#3 B; final 
Ppr~l D+; ppr#2-#6 ? (in progress); final 

¯ should earn about a B in Dram and Dram , depending on his performance on the finals 
¯ In Econ , he should earn about a low B, again depending on the final 



In Engl , he is making up ppr assmts in the next two weeks, and then has the final ppr assmt He 
should at least pass the course 
As for his remaining 3 hours he needs to pass this summer, he has submitted his letter to the dean 
requesting to be able to pass those three hours at a school in          , and will let me know the 
results by next week Otherwise, he must complete a correspondance course this summer, before 
the end of August (which is cutting it really close, which he knows)! 

[ENGL ] [Withdrawn by Dean] 
GEOL exam #l 675; quiz#l 80; exam#2 45; quiz#2 100; exam#3 ?; quiz#3 ?; final 
GEOL L lab#l 100;lab#2 85;1ab#3 100;lab#4 92;quiz#l 91;midterm 50;lab#5 ?;final 
PORT: exam #l 73; midterm 76; exam#2 F(redoing parts); oral exam ?; final 
SOCI quiz#1 85; quiz#2 70; exam#1 54; exam#2 ?; final 

¯ has been withdrawn from Engl by the Dean, and will retake it this summer or Pall 
¯ In Geol , he did not do well on exam #2, and I urged him to talk with the prof and use the tutors 

for help in this class so as to at least pass the course He says he feels confident that he will pass 

"because he has to" and then we talked about specific actions needed to be taken in order to ensure 
that he passes He is still waiting to get back exam #3’s grade, has the third quiz this week, and 
then has the final 

¯ In Geol Lab, he has to get me lab #5’s grade, and has the final lab next week He expects a C+ 
grade for the course 

¯ In Porl , he is redoing exam #2 this Fri for a new grade, is waiting to get back the oral exam 
grade, and then has the final He hopes to earn about a C for the course 

¯ In Soci , he has to get back exam #2’s grade, and then has the final This is another course in 
which he is in danger of t~ailing, and I urged him to use the tutors and see the profto get help so as 
to at least pass the course He thinks he will get a D for the course 

¯ should pass the I 0 hours in which he is enrolled this sp~ing, and then will pass the 
remaining 2 hours this summer so as to be eligible (He will take at least 2 courses this summer to 
work on hours passed and his cure gpa) He is preregistered for Pall, but has to get enrolled in 
Port , Port , and maybe Engl for summer school He knows all this and is working on it 

AFAM 
DRA2vl 
GEOG 

GEOL 
GEOG 
#7 85; 

L 

TesNI C-; test #2 ?; extra-credit ppt--?; final 
Exam#1 D+; ppr#1 ?; exam#2 C; final 
Exam#l 58; pop quiz #1 70; exam #2 59; pop quiz#2 80; proj #1 70; proj #2 95; 
proj #3 95; final 
Exam#l C;exam#2 C-;exam#3 D; quiz#l ?;quiz#2 ?;final 
Lab#1 n/a; lab#2 Na; lab#3 100; lab#4 80; lab#5 90; midterm D; quiz ?;lab 

lab #10 100; lab #12 ?; final 

¯ ts waiting for the second exam and extra-credit grades to come back in Afam He now has 
the final to take We hope he will earn about a C in the course, depending on the final grade and 



counting in the extra efforts he has made in the past month or so He spoke with this prof about his 
circumstances, etc 

¯ In Dram , he passed in his ppr and is waiting for its grade to come back We estimate him 

earning about a C in this course as well, depending on the ppr and final grades He has spoken with 
the prof about his situation 

¯ spoke with his Geog prof who says that if    continues to improve and does well on the 
final exam, he will do better than j ust pass the course For now, we estimate him earning a D in the 
course 

¯ In Geol , he is getting two quiz grades back and then has the final He still has to see this prof 
this week We expect about a C- for the course grade 

¯ In Geol Lab, he has to get back a lab grade and a quiz grade and then has the final He is seeing 
the prof this week about his grades, efforts, and circumstances We estimate about a C for the lab 
grade 

¯ With his estimated spring grades, he will need summer school, but can become eligible (have the 
1 8 cum gpa) by tMI We discussed the specific courses to take and grades needed 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Mack 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for & 

TUTOR USE 
None 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

GEOL L Lab#1 78; lab#2 73; lab#3 90; lab#4 95; lab#5 85; midterm 58; lab #6 78; lab 

PHIL 
PORT: 
SOCI 
SOCI 

final 

Quiz#1 C; midterm D+; optional ppr ?; final 

Exam#1 D; midterm D+; exam~2 C; final 
Ppffl C+; ppr#2 C+; project ?; final 

test~l D; test~2 D+; obs project ?; final 

¯ In Geol Lab, has one morelab and then the final 
¯ In Phil , he did not have the second quiz, and so now has the 2-3 pg optional ppr to write and then 

the final 
¯ In Port_, he has the oral and written parts of the final to do 
¯ In Soci , he has the research project to do and then the final 
¯ In Soci , he has the obse~,ation project and then the final 
¯ is in good shape to maintain academic eligibility beginning summer school We discussed 

summer and fall courses to take 

C OiVEVl B 
EDSP 
PHI~ 

PHIL 

First part of group project C; midterm 76 (not yet seen); final group project ?; final 
Takehome midtem~ 86(notyet seen); term pp~-?; final 

Quiz#l A; quiz#2 A; quiz#3 C; exam#l D; quiz#4 C; quiz#5 A; quiz#6 B; 
midterm C; quiz #7 ?; final 
Quiz#l D; midterm C-; quiz#2 ?; optional ppi--?; final 



¯ andlhaveestimatedhimeamingaCinComm ;B, aBinEdsp ,,aCinPhil ,anda 
C- in Phil With these estimated grades, he will need to earn two B grades a C and a D+ in 12 
hours of summer school courses to have the needed 20 cum gpa for Fall 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for  

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE 
Afiam, 4/15 

COMMENTS 
Plan dis’d for extra-credit project 

TUTOR 

AFAM, 
ENGL 
GEOL 
quiz#4 ?; 
SOCI 

Exam#1 48; ppr B-/C+; exam#2 51; extra-credit ?; final 
Unit~l C+;unit#2 C+;unit#3/final 
Exam#1 775; quiz#1 100; quiz#2 0; exam#2 60; exam#3 75; quiz#3 100; 

final 
Exam#1 D; exam#2 F(58%); exam#3 F(54%); extra-credit ?; final 

¯ In Afam did poorly on exam #2 because he did not answer the ID questions, and missed 
points as well on some essays He needs to do the extra-credit movie assmt, see the prof about 
what else he can do, and get at least a 60% on the final to pass the class He knows all this 

¯ In Engl , he is finishing the third unit due Mon He should maintain a C+ for the course 
¯ In Geol , he has one more quiz and then the final He should maintain about a C for the course 
¯ In Soci , he did poorly on exam #3 and must do the extra-credit that is available Since he still 

has not talked to the prof about the specifics for extra-credit, he must do so this week! He has to do 
better on the final as well to pass the course Also, he did not see the tutor on Wed as 
required! 

¯ will be taking his Afam and Soci finals in the proFs office (arranging this with the profs) 
and will take the Geol final in class since it does not merit extra time at LDS 

¯ As for his books on tape for summer and fall courses for which he is registered, he orders them 
directly fiom the book company (LDS gave him the info in the past and the tapes come directly to 
his dorm room) 

AFAM 
BIOL L 

DRAM 
FREN. 

Exam#1 C; ppt--?; test#2 ?; final 
Lab#1 2/2; test#1 11/15(C-); lab#2 6/10; test#2 15/20(C); lab #3 4 5/10(redoingit); 
final 
Quiz#1 C; char analysis #1 80; test#1 C-; ppt-?; char analysis #2 ?; final 
Quiz#l A-; quiz#2 A; quiz#3 A-; quiz#4 A; quiz#5 A; quiz#6 exempt; final 



PSYC Test~l 49; test#2 68; ppt--?; final 

¯ is heading into finals with all previous assmts handed in He should have most grades in next 
week He knows his exam schedule, and is taking all exams (except Biol Lab) at LDS 

¯ We discussed summer and fall registration as well, and is working with LDS to get his 
upcoming books on tape 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTOR USE 
None 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

BIOL 
BIOL 
HIST 

PHYE 

PSYC 

L 

test#l D; test #2 C (posted); 

test#1 D; lab #1 2/2; lab #2 70; test#2 ?; essa}--?; lab#3 ? 
quiz#1 40; quiz#2 missed/0/dropped; quiz#3 missed/0/dropped; exam#1 D; 
exam #2 ?; quiz#4 85(?); quiz #5 75(?); quiz#6 ? 

midterm D; 
test#1 C(posted); test#2 C(posted); test#3 ? 

¯ No show again this week 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Karen Shelton 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED HOURSEARNED 
16 

Math 
Star 

Word problems done 
Problems reviewed 

BIOL 
BIOL 
ENGL 
GEOL 
MATIq Quiz# 1 90; 

¯ and I completed and reviewed her semester calendar and syllabi 
¯ So far, she has taken one math quiz and has the second one on Fri She also has the first 

Engl feeder due on Fri 
¯ Next week, she has the first Geol test on Tues , for which there is a review session at 

the Academics Ct, 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Devon Brouse 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

8 9 

8 1 25 

Math 
Fren 

Rev of manipulations of functions 
Review for quiz 

¯ and I spoke about meeting weekly, and since he has a 20 gpa and is organized with his 

academics right now, I suggest that he and I meet/talk on an on-call/as needed basis Please 
reply 

¯ missed his weekly meeting with me, but I suggest that since 
meet/talk on an on-call/as needed basis Please reply 

has a 20 gpa, he and I 

COMM B 
C O~vEVl B 

DRAM 

GEOG 
GEOG 

[SPAN 

¯ and I are going to meet weekly, at least for the beginning of this semester He handed in 
his syllabi, except for Geog , and his completed calendar of assmts due, with the exception 
of Geog 



¯ has a quiz in Comm this Fri , and a ppr topic due on Mon in Comm as 
well In his other courses, he has to keep up with the reading in prep for tests in 

¯ He will probably drop Span , thus still being enrolled in 15 hours 
¯ He knows he needs to pass 13 hours and earn a minimum 1 8 cure gpa to be eligible for Fall 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Sally Austin 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
l0 7 
6 6 

DRAM 

ENGL 
GEOL 

HIST 

In Dran,         is getting her privilege card on Wed     so that she can see the required 
plays for the course She showed me her class notes and textbook notes, all of which look 

organized and quite tborough, and show that she is keeping up with the class lectures and 

readings She only needs to introduce herself to the prof (only prof that does not know her 

yet by name) She can easily do tbis as she sees him about the upcoming exam given on Mort 

¯ In Engl , she has concise notes from class, and is preparing assmt #1 due Tues She 
knows how to see the tutors, on 5 nights a week in the Ram’s room for her use, and will see 
one in prep for this first assmt 

¯ In Geol , she also has concise class notes and an outline from the readings done The first 
exam i s on Fri , and I introduced her to our Geol tutor who is tutoring for this course and 
text specifically She can see him 5 nights a week as well in the Ram’s room 

¯ In Histl , her notes are also well done and complete, both for the lectures and the text The 
midtem~ is on Tues     and tbe tutors can help her prepare if need be as well 

¯ Overall,    . is starting the semester off well She is using her note-taking, reading, and 
study skills well We discussed reasons behind failing two courses (Geo~ and Dram ) 
last semester, and exploring a possible learning disabilitT with LDS attributes her 
failing grades to the freshman transitional experience, the t~act that the classes were very 



large, and the fact that she was accustomed in high school to not doing much work and still 
earning high grades She says she thought she could pull it off in those two courses, but 
learned that she could not We decided that if at midterm time, her grades are not 
satisfactul?,,, she will go to LDS for an evaluation Also, I strongly urged her to make an appt 
with the learning ctr on campus to delve into her reading, note-taking, and overall study skills 
more thoroughly She was positive about that and is going tu go there for this 

CON~I B 
COMM B 

CON~I B 
HISJ 

POM 

¯ and I organized her semester calendar, and assmts’ due dates 
¯ In Comm B, she has to contact the profto explain last Tuesday’s class absence She was 

sick, and tried unsuccessfully to email him with the inIb She will call him today She is 
reading now and the first test is the midtern~ on She did not have her notebook to show 
me this week, but will bring it next week 

¯ In Comm B, she has the first bibliography assmt due this Fri and has excellent notes 

taken so far She is keeping up with the reading too 
¯ In Comm B, she is doing her first speech on Thurs , and is prepared for it (it is 

ungraded) She will bring me this notebook next week 
¯ In Hist , she is keeping up whir the reading for hte midterm on Mon and has excellent 

notes taken so far fi-om the lectures and readings 
¯ In Poll, , she is reading and has the first exam on Again, her notes are thorough and 

quite organized for this course 
¯ Overall,    is organized and has thorough and clear notes taken from the readings and the 

class lectures Good signs to start the semester off right 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Derek Galvin 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

Math 
Math 

Math 

HW problems done and reviewed 
~ problems done and reviewed 
HW problems done and reviewed 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Dave Klarmann 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
6 
6 
6 

HOURSEARNED 

7 
3 

Stat 
Psyc 

Span 

Probs done & reviewed 
Theories rev’d for quiz; 

needs to read the book! 
Commands reviewed 

ANTH 

ENGL 
HIST 

MATH 

¯ and I outlined his semester calendar with his course syllabi He and I each have a copy 

of his assmts due, and when they are due He and I will begin our monitoring meetings next 
week, star~ing Mon ’ at 10am 

¯ Dad called me about progress, and I returned his call leaving this info on his 
answering machine 

DRAM, 

ENGL 
GEOE 

HIST 



¯ and I completed his semester calendar of assignments this week 
¯ In Drarn, , he has the first exam on Mon , and says he has been keeping up with the 

reading and lecture note taking He did not have his notebook for the course, and will bring it 
to me next week to check on his notes, etc 

¯ InEngl ,hisnotebookwasprettyunorganizedandwecleaneditupwhilediscussing 
successful organizational tricks and habits He has the first feeder draft due on Mon 

¯ In Geol , he has the first exam on Wed    , which was moved from Mort    , (but he did 
not know that and needs to confi~ in class on Fri ) He did not have his notebook for 
this class and will bring it to me next week 

¯ In Hist , he has the first quiz on Tues    , and since again his notes in the course are 
sketchy, we discussed the importance of taking more detailed notes 

¯ He has a copy of the tutor schedule, and knows to see them for help in preparing for each 
class and upcoming quizzes/tests 

¯ I also urged him to stay more organized and to follow a daily planner closely so he does not 
miss appts, assmts due, etc! 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Bill Lain 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 
Math 
Econ 
Math 
Geol 
Math 

NOTES 

L 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
IO 
6 
IO 
10 
4 
10 
IO 

8 

IO 

HOURS EARNED 

7 
6 

35 
3 

0 
7 

0 
55 
[total missing from computer[ 

I0 

0 

8 
0 

Problems done 
Material & HW reviewed 
Problems done 
Assignment explained 
Questions on HW probs 

DRAM 
ECON 
ENGL 

MATH 



came to see me but did not have his calendar or syllabi He is filling out his semester 
calendar this week and will bring it to me along with his syllabi for our first monitoring 

meeting on Tues     at I I am 

Also, is t@ng to pick up another class, or even two, so he can drop Math 

FYI: is on academic warning because he only passed 9 hours Fall , and has to 
pass 24 UNC hours before his third semester here, Fall Therefore, he must either pass 

15 hours thi s Sp~ing , or pass 12 hours this Spring and pass 3 hours during 

Summer at UNC (he can not pass hours at another institution to have a total of 24 UNC 
hours passed) is clear on his situation and what he must do to be eligible for Fall 



MEMORAN3)UM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Mack 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for & i 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE 
Phil 

COMMENTS 
Review for quiz 

TUTOR 

GEOL L 
PHIl 
PORT 
SOCI, 

SOCI 

¯ did not show this week for our weekly scheduled appointment on Tues 
It was vet), clear that he was to meet me then[ 

at I 1:30am 

COMM B 
EDSP 
PHIl 
PHIL 

¯ and I reviewed his semester calendar of assignments and due dates 
¯ He took the first quiz in Phil last Friday and is waiting to get it back this week He is 

preparing for the second Phil quiz this Fri    , and the first Phil quiz this Wed 
¯ In Comer B and EDSP , he is getting the books now, and does not have assmts due until 

mid Feb 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for ;, & 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE 
At~am 

Engl 
Fren. 

COMMENTS 
1 introduced himself 

& reviewed course outlines 
PreliminatT help with assmt 
Review for quiz 

TUTOR 

AFAM 

ANTH 

BIOL 
DRAM 
FREN, 

PSYC 

L 

¯ and I reviewed his syllabi for all his classes (except Dran" for which he does not have 

a syllabus yet) We reviewed assmts, pprs, and tests required for each class and their due 
dates 

¯ is starting offthe semester being organized He has already been to LDS to start the 
processes for receiving accommodations (note-takers, test-taking at LDS, books on tape) 

AFAM 
AFAM 
C OiVEVl B 
DRAM 
ENGL 
HIST 

¯ and I reviewed each course, assmts due, and their due dates We also completed the 
organization process for his notebook He is enrolled in 6 courses/I 8 hours right now to 



decide which course to drop so as to maximize the amount of courses he can pass this 
semester The last day to drop a course with Dean’s permission is Friday, 

¯ As for Afam , his first test is on Fri ; So far, he has class notes from each day since 
enrolling in the class, but he admits to being behind in the reading assmts 

¯ In Attain , he has complete class notes, and is trying to stay up with the reading for the first 

test, which has not been announced/assigned yet 
¯ In Comm B, he is missing notes from Thurs , although he says he went to class that day 

and just did not take any notes We discussed the importance of class attendance and 
thorough note taking duling each class day[ He is behind in the reading for this course as 
well, and needs to stay up with the course in prep for the midterm on Tues    I 

¯ In Dram , he needs to get his Privilege Card before mid February when he has to see the 
first play (Fifth of July) He also is missing notes from the first week of school, which he 
attributes to the fact that the TA taught the class then and since the TA was unclear, 
according to       , he did not take notes We discussed this as well He is also behind on 
the reading, which is not a good sign since the first test is Fri - ~- [ 

¯ Overall,        has organized his notebook and sections for each course However, he must 
I) go to all his classes, and 2) complete all reading assignments/any assignments before each 
class so as to stay up with the course content[ 

¯ We have hired a Study Assistant,             , to work with        10 hours a week (or as 
much as needed) to guide him and monitor his academic progress As a result, will 
report to me, , and the coaching staff from now on as to progress 

AFAM 
ENGL 
GEOL 
PSYC 
SOCI 

¯ and I reviewed his courses, and semester calendar filled in with assmts and due dates 
¯ As for LDS, he has all his books on tape now, which is a good sta~ to the semester, and he 

has signed up to meet with David Parker at LDS eve~?," Thurs at 9:30am 
¯ As for Afam ,, his notes are sketchy He says that he is focusing on listening to the prof 

during class time, and filling in the details with the books on tape he listens to at night I 
urged him to listen to the tape, stop it when necessau, and write down notes from the taped 
text so as to have a written record of what he listened to He says he will start doing that 
more thoroughly, which we will check on next week His first test is on Thurs    and he has 
a list of the tutor’s weekly schedule 

¯ In Engl , he got a ’check minus’ on the first feeder for unit # 1, and is doing the second 
feeder and first draft for unit # I thi s week and next 

¯ In Geol , he is going to work with the tutor ( ) for a special FASP study group for 
this course every Tues night at 7:30pro (except for next week they are meeting on Mon 
at 7:30pm instead) ’ , first exam is on Wed , and he is attending the prof’s review 
session on Tues , as well as the FASP session on Mon to prepare His notes in this 
class are more thorough than in Afam and he says he is listening to his books on tape 



¯ In Psyc , has good notes and has his books on tape He has made an appt to see his 
prof this Mon at 11 am to review the course so far in prep for the first exam on Fri ; 
He has the tutor schedule for this exam as well, and I am in the process of getting him an 
individual tutor to work with him on the course 

¯ In Soci , his notes are really sketchy because, he says, the prof rambles and is hard to 

follow However, he is following the books on tape to fill in the content for the course and 
his notes The first test is Thurs    and he is seeing the tutor this week and next he says to 
start preparing Also, he is going tu tl?," to see the prof this week during ofiSce hours (Thurs 

) to discuss course content for the exam 
¯ Overall,     is much more organized and aware this semester of his duties and course 

requirements He is also has taken good initiative in each course so as to stay up on things 
due and things he needs to do 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTORUSE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

BIOL 

BIOL L 
HIST 
PHYE 

PSYC 

¯ and I finally completed his semester calendar of assignments, but he is still missing 
syllabi for Biol and Phye ! He says he will get those to me this week, which is important 
Next week, after I receive all his syllabi, we will fully begin our monitoring meetings 

¯ So far he has had quiz 31 in Hist , which he says did not go well since he got into the class 
late, but I want him to bring me the returned quiz next week, at least so he can have it to help 
him prep for the next quizzes and tests 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Karen Shelton 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
8 0 

Span 

Math 

Fren. 
Engl 

Span 

Review of verbs for quiz 
Review for exam 
Problems done 
Review for quiz 
Poems rev’d & ppr discussed 
Compositions reviewed & corrected 

BIOL 
BIOL L 

ENGL 
GEOL 
MATH 

exam#1 C-; exam#2 F+; exam#3 C; final 
exam#l 60; write-up#l 2/2; write-up#2 7/8; exam#2 77; essa}--95; write-up #3 ?; 
final 
unit#l 2/3(redoing it); unit#2 ?; unit#3/final 
exam#1 C/D; exam#2 B+; exam#3 B+; final 
Quiz#l 90; quiz#2 85; exam#l 89; quiz#3 80; quiz#4 70; quiz#5 85; HW 83; 

quiz#6 100; exam#2 74; quiz#7 85; quiz#8 ?; quiz#9 ?; test #3 ?; final 

¯ is beginning to bring up her grades She got a C on the third exam in Biol , and a 95% on 
the lab essay assmt She now has the final left in both the class and lab 

¯ In Engl , she is getting the second unit grade back next week and is working on the last unit until 

the end of April 
¯ In Geol , she got a B+ on the third exam and now has the final 
¯ In Math ~, she is earning B grades on quizzes, has one more quiz, another test, and then the final 
¯ is finally seeing the tutors for help, which she says has not only helped her with her grades, 

but has given her confidence to do better 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Devon Brouse 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
8 
8 
8 
8 

HOURS EARNED 
0 

0 
0 

Fren I Review for quiz 

COMM 
C OiVEVl 

DRAM 

GEOG 
GEOG 

~B 
B 

Midterm 33(F/D); ppt--?; 
Quiz#l ?; quiz#2 ?; quiz#3 ?; quiz#4 ?; quiz#5 ?; essay B; project ? 
Midterm C-; ppr ?; clippings file ?; 
Test~l 65; test #2 82; test#3 ?; 
Exam#l 17/F; exam#2 ? 

¯ and I were unable to meet this week, but will meet again next week We spoke on the phone, 
however, and he had no new grades to report 

Geog profwrites that      performance has fallen greatly since mid-semester His grade 
is now a D- since he did poorly on two exams and the last 2 out of 6 quizzes I spoke with 
about this, and he says that the course is difficult, but he needs to work with the prof until the end 
of the semester to improve his grade He will speak to his profthis week 

¯        Psyc prof writes that      grade has gone from the B range to the D~’ range I1"    does 
not improve his performance, he is in danger of failing the course! I left him a message about this 
Please have him see his prof asap! Thanks 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Sally Austin 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 8 
6 0 

Geol Review of old exam taken 

DRA2vl 
ENGL 
GEOL 
HIST 

Exam# 1 =81; ppr# 1 =B+; exam#2=81 ; final 

Unit~tl C/73;unit#2 C+/79;unit#3/final ? 

Exam#1 58; exam#2 61; exam#3 ?; final 
Quiz#l 30; quiz#2 40; quiz#3 missed/dropped; quiz#4 80; quiz#5 ? midtem~ 33; 
pp~-?; final 

¯ In Dram and Engl , has the final assmtsleft to do 
¯ In Geol , she did not see on Tues    as scheduled, but is going to see him t~vice this 

week before the end of the week She will review old tests taken as discussed and also has a 
classmate with whom she can study for the third exam on Fri She says that the second exam 

did not cover much from the review sheet which she studied extensively, and so as a result she did 
poorly on the exam She knows to review the review sheet, her notes, the text, and old tests to 
prepare for the upcoming exam #3 next week 

¯ In Hist , she did not see the tutor on Mort    to begin her ppr assmt due    , and will see him on 

Mon    for sure I am also tty’ing to set up an individual tutor mtg with her and the Hist tutor 
twice per week for the rest of the semester       continues to review class lectures and text 

material each Thursday with the TA, which is helping, and she knows she must write extensively in 
the blue books for each exam to earn more possible credit She did do better on the fourth quiz, 

and now has one more quiz, the final ppr, and the final exam left in the course 
¯ . made an appt from my office with the learning ctr for Wed at 12:30pro to review test- 

taking skills and strategies (Hallelujah!) 



She has agreed to meet with the counseling ctr this summer to explore the possibility of a learning 
disability At least then we will have a better idea as to whether        problems stem from 1) a 
lack of practice with analyzing information in a test-taking situation (helped with practice over time 
and assistance from the learning ctr), or 2) whether she lacks the learning ability to perform in 
standardized test-taking situations (helped through LDS’s selw-ices) 

CON~I 
COMM 

CON~I 
HIST 

POM 

B biblio assmt A; midterm C-; ppt--? 
B essay B+;quiz#l D;quiz#2 D;quiz#3 ?;quiz#4 ?;projectppt--?;quiz#5 ? 
B speech #1 nongraded; speech #2 83; speech #3 80; midterm/pp~?; quiz#l ? 

midterm C-; 
exam#1 49; exam#2 ? 

¯ No meeting this week due to the circumstances 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

MEMORANDUM 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

Fren 
Fren 

Review for quiz 
Review for quiz 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Dave Klarmann 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
6 
6 
6 

HOURS EARNED 
6 

0 

Busi 
Math 
Fren 
Fren 
Anth, 

Review of old tests in prep for exam 
Take-home assmt discussed 
Review for quiz 
Review for quiz 

Review of old exam & material 

Anth Review of old exam & material 

NOTES 

ANTH 
ENGL 
HIST 
MATH 

Quiz#l 73; quiz#2 ? 

Unit#1 4-5/6; unit#2 ? 
Pp1-B-; quiz#l 61; quiz#2 ?; 
Quiz#l 70; quiz#2 100; quiz #3 30; test#1 77; quiz#4 dropped; quiz #5 dropped; 

quiz#6 60; quiz#7 80;test#2 61; quiz#8 ?; quiz#9 ? 

¯ No showthis week 

DRAM Exam #1 F/absent; ppt--?; exam#2 ?; final 

ENGL Unit#1 4/6; unit#2 5/6; unit#3 final 



GEOL 

HIST 
essay#2 ?; 

Exam#1 65; quiz#l absent/0; exam#2 67; exam#3 60; quiz#2 absent/0; 

quiz#3 absent/0; final 
Quiz#l ?; quiz#2 ?; quiz#3 ?; quiz#4 ?; quiz#5 ?; quiz#6 ?; essay#l ?; 

final 

¯ called and rescheduled our meeting, but he did not show at the rescheduled time 
¯ I got a progress report from his Dram, prof who reported that i did not turn in the ppr and 

missed the first exam and quizzes says that he did turn in the ppr and he is going to talk to 
the prof about it 

¯ Geol prof writes that current grade is a D-, his attendance is poor, and he has 
missed three quizzes due to being absent : says he did miss 3 quizzes, but has been going to 
class 

¯ In Hist , he estimates his quiz grades averaging a D, and needs to bring me the graded quizzes in 

our next meeting 
¯ Things for are not looking good However, he does not see me regularly at scheduled hines, 

and he is not seeing the tutors for help, so his situation is only getting progressively worse He will 
probably fail Dram, , get a C/B in Engl , and hopefully get a D in Geol and Hist Therefore, 
he should plan on summer school 

¯ is earning a D in Hist due to many class absences and three missed quizzes I left him a 

message about this 

¯           ; Span profwfites taht          absences have brought his grade down to a D (64%) 
She writes that although he is vet), bright and does well when in class, he needs to be careful about 
attendance and handing in assignments I left him a message about it 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Bill Lain 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR USE 
Math 

Engl 
Engl 

Fren 

Fren 
Math 
Engl 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 

10 
6 

10 
10 

10 

10 
4 

8 
4 

10 
8 

8 

HW problems done 
Ppr devlpmt 
Ppr devlpmt 
Review for quiz 
Review for quiz 
Review of problems 
Ppr devlpmt 

HOURS EARNED 
6 

8 
35 

8 
l0 

6 
0 

6 
6 

8 
8 
8 

DRAM 
DRAM 
ECON 
ENGL 

midterm 92; ppr~l ? 
exam#1 B+; ppr#1 ?; exam#2 B+; 

exam#1 C; exam#2 B-; exam#3 ? 
Ppr~l D (revising it); ppr#2 ? 



¯ and I were unable to meet this week, but he will see me next week 

ENGL 
GEOL 
GEOL 
PORT 
SOCI 

L 

unit#[ ?; unit#2 ? 
exam #1 675; quiz #1 80; exam#2 ?; quiz#2 ? 

lab#1 100;lab#2 85;lab#3 ?;lab#4 ?;quiz#l 9l;midtem~ ? 

exam #1 73; midterm ?; exam#2 ? 
quiz#l 85; quiz#2 ?; exam#l ?; exam#2 ? 

¯ No show for weekly meeting! 
¯ Geol prof writes that he has an F for the course, which probably means he failed the 

second exam and second quiz 

AFAM 

DRAM 
GEOG 
GEOL 

GEOG L 

Test#l C; test #2 ?; extra-credit ppt--?; final 

Exam#l D+; ppr#l ?; exam#2 ?; final 
Exam#1 58; pop quiz ?; exam#2 ?; final 

Exam#l C;exam#2 C-;exam#3 D; quiz#l ?;quiz#2 ?;final 

Lab#1 n/a; lab#2 n~a; lab#3 ?; lab#4 B; lab#5 ?; midterm F(doing extra-credit); 
quiz ?;lab#10 2; 

is doing an extra-credit ppr in Aim and has to make up the second exam this week Then 
there is the final 
In Dram , he told me he wrote his ppr, but the profwrote that he did not turn it in, that his 
attendance is poor, and he is earning an F in the course! Hopefully he passed the second exam so 
as to have a better chance of passing the course I talked with    who says he wrote and handed in 
the ppr; he will speak to the prof this week about it, and let me know in next week’s meeting what 
is going on 

In Geog , he took the second exam and will have that grade and a quiz grade next week The next 
assmt is the final 
In Geol , he got a D on the third exam, has to get me two quiz grades, and now has the final for 
which to prepare His profwrites that he missed 2 quizzes, but    told me he took them We will 
talk about it during next week’s meeting 
In Geol Lab, he has to get me three lab grades and a quiz grade, and will have two more labs and 
then the final lab to do He still is going to complete extra credit work to improve his midtem~ 
grade 

We discussed summer and fall preregistration     knows he has to have a 1 8 with 51 hours 
passed before the Fall      semester 

¯ did not show for our scheduled meeting this week! 
¯ His Geol profwrites that he has missed 2 quizzes and 2 of 3 exams now, and so is earning an F 



¯ is earning a D- in his Hisl course because he has not passed in 2 short 2-page paper assmts! 
¯ He is also earning a D in Geol He missed 2 quizzes so far[ 
¯ And in Phil ,hehasa 
¯ and I talked at length this week about his lack of motivation (self-declared laziness), poor 

academic performance, and uneasiness with his current academic and personal expelience 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Mack 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for & 

TUTOR USE 
None 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

GEOL L 

PHIL 
PORT 
SOC? 
SOCI 

Lab#1 78; lab#2 73; lab#3 90; lab#4 95; lab#5 85; midterm 58; lab #6 78; lab #7 ? 
Lab#8 ?;lab #9 ?; final 
Quiz#l C; midterm ?; quiz#2 ?; final 
Exam#l D; midterm D+(redoing parts of exam); exam#2 ?; final 
Ppr#l C+; ppr#2 C+; project ?; final 
test#1 D; test#2 D+; obs project ?; final 

¯ has two more labs and then the final lab to do in Geol Lab 
¯ In Phil ’, he has a quiz in mid-April and then the final He will have the midterm grade by next 

week 
¯ In Port , he is meeting with his profthis week to get his exam #2 grade, is still going to redo parts 

of the midterm to improve his grade, and then has the final for which to prepare He meets with the 
tutor often for help 

¯ In Soci , he handed in the research project, and now has the final 
¯ In Soci , he has an obsetwation term ppr due at the end of April, and then the final 

COMiVl 
EDSP 
PHIL 

PHIL 

B First part of group project C; midterm 76 (not yet seen); summary ? 
Takehome midtem~ 86(not yet seen); 
Quiz#l 100; quiz#2 93; quiz#3 60; exam#l D; quiz#4 ?; quiz#5 ?; quiz#6 ?; 

midterm ? 
Quiz#l D; midterm ?; quiz#2 ? 

¯ did not see me this week 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for & 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE 
Fren 
Afam, 
Geol 
Afam 
Soci 

COMMENTS TUTOR 
Review ~br quiz 
Review of text for extra-credit ppr 
Review of test taken & new material 
Review of material for exam 
Review of material in text 

AFAM 
ENGL 
GEOL 
quiz#4 ?; 
SOCI 

Exam#1 48; ppr ?; exam#2 ?; final 
Unitgl C+; unit#2 C+; unit#3/final 

Exam#1 775; quiz#l 100; quiz#2 0; exam#2 60; exam#3 75; quiz#3 100; 

final 

Exam#1 D; exam~2 F(58%); exam#3 ?; final 

¯ is taking the second Afam test this week, and if his ppr grade is low, will definitely speak to 
the prof about extra-credit to raise his grade 

¯ In Engl , he spoke to his prof about his 5 absences, and knows he can not miss any more classes 

He has about a C/C- (due to hi s absences) going into the last assmt which is unit #3 
¯ In Geol , he is earning about a C grade so far, and has one more quiz and then the final 
¯ In Soci ,, he is still waiting to get exam #3’s grade back, and now has the final 
¯ Overall, continues to use the tutors weekly for help as assigned He is fully aware that he 

must pass 12 hours 

AFAM 

BIOL L 
DRAM 
FREN 

PSYC 

Exam#1 C; ppt--?; test#2 ? 

Lab#1 2/2; test#1 11/15(C-); lab#2 6/10; test#2 15/20(C); lab #3 ? 
Quiz#l C; char analysis #1 80; test#1 C-; ppt--?; char analysis #2 ? 
Quiz#l A-; quiz#2 A; quiz#3 A-; quiz#4 A; quiz#5 ?; quiz#6 ? 

Test¢l 49; test#2 68; ppt--? 

¯ is waiting to get his ppr back and has a second test this week in Afam , and then the final 



¯ In Biol Lab, he has to hand in the third lab this week, and then has the final lab left to do 
¯ In Dram , he has a ppr assmt on the play"Mississippi Delta" which he has seen, one more 

character analysis, and then the final 
¯ In Fren, , he has two more quizzes and then the final 
¯ In Psyc , he got a 68% on the second test and spoke to the prof about it The prof says he is 

passing and to do well on the upcoming ppr and then the final 
¯ Overall, is in good shape with his current grades, and in prep for upcoming assmts, pprs, and 

final exams 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTOR USE 
None 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

BIOL 
BIOL 
HIST 

PHYE 

PSYC 

L 

test#l D; test #2 C (posted); 

test#1 D; lab #1 2/2; lab #2 70; test#2 ?; essa}--?; lab#3 ? 
quiz#1 40; quiz#2 missed/0/dropped; quiz#3 missed/0/dropped; exam#1 D; 
exam #2 ?; quiz#4 85(?); quiz #5 75(?); quiz#6 ? 

midterm D; 
test#1 C(posted); test#2 C(posted); test#3 ? 

¯ No show for weekly meeting! 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

MEMORANDUM 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

HOURS REQUIRED 
8 

HOURS EARNED 

NOTES 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Devon Brouse 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

HOURS RE QUII~ED 
8 
8 

8 
8 

HOURS EARNED 

NOTES 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

MEMORANDUM 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

HOURS REQUIRED 
10 

6 

HOURS EARNED 

NOTES 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Da’~’e Klarmann 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 

6 
6 

6 

HO[JRS EARNED 

NOTES 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: January 19, 1996 

TO: Bill Lain 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
10 

6 
10 

10 
4 

10 
10 

4 
8 
4 
10 

8 
8 

HOURS EARNED 

NOTES 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Mack 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for ,& 

TUTORUSE COURSE    DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

NOTES 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for ,, & 

TUTORUSE COURSE    DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

NOTES 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTOR USE COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

NOTES 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: ; 

TO: Karen Shelton 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

TUTOR USE 

Hist Review for final 
Hist Review for final 
Dram Review for final 
Fren, Review for final 
Econ Review for final 
Poli Review for final 
Port Review for final 
Dram Review for final 

NOTES 

Grade reports will be sent next week after grades come in. 

Appeals: 
¯ Please refer to the enclosed sheet detailing the pertinent information 
¯ I will be in the office until Fri I , and should know of any appeals situations by then 
¯ Since I will be going to the Carquest Bowl with the football team from , I can 

be reached at #~ on those dates 

The following students must declare a major Spring     : 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Devon Brouse 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

TUTORUSE 
Fren Review for final 
Fren Review for final 
Fren Review for final 

NOTES 

Grade reports will be sent next week after grades come in. 

Appeals: 
¯ Please refer to the enclosed sheet detailing the pertinent information 
¯ I will be in the office until Fri ~ and should know of any appeals situations by then 
¯ Since I will be going to the Carquest Bowl with the football team from i , I can 

be reached at # ~n those dates 

Major Declaration: 
All men’s golfers entering their fourth semester this Spring have declared their majors! 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

MEMORANDUM 

TUTOR USE 
None 

NOTES 

Grade reports will be sent next week after grades come in. 

Appeals: 
¯ Please refer to the enclosed sheet detailing tbe pertinent information 
¯ I will be in the office until Fri , and should know of any @peals situations by then 
¯ Since I will be going to the Carquest Bowl with the football team from , I can 

be reached at #1 on those dates 

The following students must declare a major Spring     : 

(Business School?) 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

MEMORANDUM 

TUTOR USE 
None 

NOTES 

Grade reports will be sent next week after grades come in. 

Appeals: 
¯ Please refer to the enclosed sheet detailing the pertinent infom~ation 
¯ I will be in the office until Fri , and should know of any appeals situations by then 
¯ Since I will be going to the Carquest Bowl with the football team from I can 

be reached at # on those dates 

The following students must declare a major Spring     : 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Dave Klarmann 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

Hisl Review for final 
Hisl Review for final 
Hisl Review for final 
Math Review for final 
Math Review for final 
Math Review for final 
Math Review for final 
Fren Review for final 
Fren Review for final 
Fren Review for final 
Span Review for final 
Geol Review for final 
Dram Review for final 
Poli Review for final 
Geol Review for final 
Geol Review for final 
Dram Review for final 
Geol Review for final 
Span Review for final 

Grade reports will be sent next week after grades come in. 

Appeals: 
¯ Please refer to the enclosed sheet detailing tbe pertinent information 
¯ I will be in the office until Fri , and should know of any appeals situations by then 
¯ Since I will be going to the Carquest Bowl with the football team from , I can 

be reached at #             on those dates 



The following students must declare a major Spring     : 

[Some may have applied to the Business School; all must declare a major by end of Sp ’ ’~] 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Bill Lain 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

TUTORUSE 
Math 

Math 
Math 

Dram 
Math 

Math 
Math 

Math 
Math 

Math 
Math 

Afam 

Geol 
Afam 
Ai~am 

Fren 

Dram 
Geol 

Dram 
Dram 

Dram 
Dram 

Biol 
Dram 

Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 



NOTES 

Grade reports will be sent next week after grades come in. 

Appeals: 
¯ Please refer to the enclosed sheet detailing the pertinent information 
¯ I will be in the office until Fri , and should know of any appeals situations by then 
¯ Since I will be going to the Carquest Bowl with the football team from , I can 

be reached at #~ on those dates 

The following: students must declare a major Spring     : 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for ,& 

TUTOR USE COURSE 
Fren 
Port 

Port 

Fren 
Comm 

Afri 

DATE COMMENTS 
Review for final 

Review fbr final 
Review for final 

Review fbr final 
Review for final 

Review Ibr final 

TUTOR 

NOTES 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTORUSE COURSE 
Dram 
Biol 
Fren 
Port 

Soci 
Dram 

DATE COMS~NTS 
Review for final 
Review for final 

Review for final 
Review for final 

Brief mtg to begin review 
Review for final 

TUTOR 

NOTES 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTOR USE COURSE DATE COMMENTS 
Math Review for final 

TUTOR 

NOTES 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Karen Shelton 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL HOURS REQUIRED 
8 
10 
8 

HOURS EARNED 
10 

10 
8 

TUTOR USE 
Poli 
Econ 

~ Econ 

NOTES 

Rev of last test & prep for next test 
Review for exam 
Help with HW 

COACHES: 
I Please refer to the enclosed set of progress/grade reports #2 for targeted students 

2 Please review the list of students’ names on the grade report list, and let me know if there are 

any names missing, or any names not needed on the list Thanks 

DRAM 

ENGL 

GEOG 
MATH 

Exam#1 F/56%; exam#2 F/51% 
Unit~l C-;unit#2 B- 
Quiz #1 15/15; exam#1 78%; quiz#2 15/15; exam#2 64%(C on grading scale) 

Quiz #1 I00; quiz #2 I00; test#1 95%; quiz#3 I00; test#2 93%; quiz#4 I00; 
quiz#5 175/20; 

¯ and I talked at length about her Dram course and current failing progress She is 
going to see her prof on Wed to discuss her two tests and what she did wrong, 

strategies for the final, and the possibili~ of doing extra-credit She is nervous that she is 

going to fail this class, as she should be, but talking to the prof (for the first time[) will give 
her some pointers to follow for the rest of the semester Also, since she has not seen the prof 

or any tutors for this class yet this semester, we talked about the importance of seeing these 
key people in any course during college 

¯ In Engl , she is earning in the C-range, and in Geo8 , she is doing C/C+ work (with the 
good quiz grades) 



¯ Math continues to be her forte this semester as she gets A’s on all the tests and quizzes 
¯ I think is learning that her academics take more time and effort than she had thought, 

and that seeing the profs and tutors are critical for her success 

¯ currently has a D in Biol We discussed this and she says that her grade went from 

a C to a D due to not studying enough for the second test, that she earned an F on She has 
seen her prof twice and the tutors three times so far, and we talked about the importance of 
seeing the prof before tests so as to effectively prepare for them 

¯ In Dram and Engl she is earning A’s and in Geog: , she has about a C+ grade, which 
should improve with the map tests and final 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Devon Brouse 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL HOURS REQUIRED 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 

HOURS EARNED 
0 
0 
15 
10 

10 
8 
9 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

Econ 
Econ 
Fren 

Review for exam; understands info 
Review for exam; completely lost! 
Review for quiz 

COACHES: 
I Please refer to the enclosed set of progress/grade reports #2 for targeted students 

2 Please review the list of students’ names on the grade report list, and let me know if there are 

any names missing, or any names not needed on the list Thanks 

DRAM 

DRAM 

ENGL 
GEOL 

Exam#1 F/45%;exam#2 11/20/55% 
Exam#1 F/50%; ppr#l B; exam#2 C- 

Unit#1 B; unit#2 A 
Exam #1 50% (will be dropped); exam#2 B 

¯ has a third Drama : test on Mon , and really needs to do better on this one He did 
speak with the prof after the last test to get some help, but he says it was not too helpful Our 
tutor did a review sheet for this third exam, and he will get it from me before the test 

¯ In Dram, , his grades are improving, and in Engll , he is doing well 
¯ In Geol , his third exam is on Wed and he knows to see the tutor for help 



ENGL 
GEOE 

GEOL 
MATH 

SPAN X 

L 

Unit#1 C-; unit#2 C 
Exam#l C-; exam#2 54%/C on grading scale; 

Lab#1 100;lab#2 93;1ab#3 79; lab#4 100; midterm 63%; lab#5 88% 
Quiz#1 19/25; test#1 80; quiz#2 missed/not counted; quiz#3 not given; 
quiz#4 85/10; quiz#5 20/20; test#2 77; quiz#6 100 

Quiz#1 9/20; quiz#2 55/20; comp#1 C+; tape D; test#l 56%; quiz#3 not 
take~dnot counted; quiz#4 175/20; quiz#5 85/20; oraltest B+; quiz#6 105/20; 

test#2 F/585; quiz#8 65/10 

is putting more effort into Span ~, so as to at least pass the class In his other classes, 
he is earning C and B grades 

¯ is earning a B in Span x, does not have a grade back yet in Dram (make-ups done), 
has a C in Econ ~, and is currently failing his Geog , course He must see the profto 
prepare for the next two tests! 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Sally Austin 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 5 
6 7 

TUTORUSE 

NOTES 

COACHES: 
I Please refer to the enclosed set of progress/grade reports #2 for targeted students 

2 Please review the list of students’ names on the grade report list, and let me know if there are 

any names missing, or any names not needed on the list Thanks 

MATH 

AFAM 

DRAM 

ENGL 
GEOG 

Quiz#l 80; Quiz#2 70; Quiz#3 80;Quiz#4 70; Test#l 64; Quiz#5 35; 
test#2 58; quiz#6 30; quiz#7 30; quiz#8 88; quiz#9 30; quiz#10 45 
Group task C+; test#l C+ 

Unit#1 2/6; unit#2 3-4/6 
TesNI 52%; map quiz#l ?; map quiz#2 9/15 

¯ Although is not earning high quiz grades in Math , she works with the prof alot for 

help with understanding concepts and HW due I think this will pay off in her final grade 
given 

¯ In At~anq , she is doing fine, and in Engl she has about a C or D 

¯ In Geog , she is seeing her prof this week to go through the chapters for themes and 

concepts to study, and to review her second test she will get back as well 

¯ In Dram,         has had two tests and a ppr due, but has not checked her grades! I told her 
she has to do that by next week! She thinks that she has done well, since the tests she says 

were not that difficult, but she has to know for sure! She is meeting with the profthis week, 
she says, to get her grades and discuss general progress 



¯ is earning a D in Phil , a B in Comm , an F in Geol , and has no grades back yet in 
Soci She really needs to see her profs and the tutors to bring up the Geol and Phil 
grade, and get an estimate of her Soci grade from the prof 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

MEMORANDUM 

TUTOR USE 
None 

NOTES 

COACHES: 
1 Please refer to the enclosed set of progress/grade reports #2 for targeted students 
2 Please review tbe list of students’ names on the grade report list, and let me know if tbere are 

any names missing, or any names not needed on the list Thanks 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Dave Klarmann 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

HOURS REQUIRED 
10 

6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

HOURS EARNED 

4 
6 
3 
0 
3 
105 

4 
4 
2 
4 
3.5 

Geol 
Poll 
Span 

Span x 
Phil 
Math 

Fren 

Fren 
Fren 

Help with concepts 

Rev of last test & prep for next test 
Review of pronouns 

More review of pronouns 
Devlpmt & discussion ofppr outline 
Problems worked out 
Review for quiz 
Review for quiz 
Review for quiz 

NOTES 

COACHES: 
I Please refer to the enclosed set of progress/grade reports #2 for targeted students 

2 Please review the list of students’ names on the grade report list, and let me know if there are 

any names missing, or any names not needed on the list Thanks 



did not show for the FASP session on Mon 

earned another 2/6(D grade) on his second unit assmt in Engl , he got another F on his 
second Geog I test (first test was an F, not a D like he originally thought), and he is waiting 
for the next set of test grades to come back in Dram and His 
Basically, is earning about a D in Engl and Dram , and about a D- in Geo~_ and 
Hist We discussed reasons for this, and is not completely sure as to why he is doing 
poorly However, he has not used the tutors for any of these subjects (except for maybe a 
night-before-the-test type meeting), and has only talked with his Hist: prof about his 
progress I urged him to start meeting with his profs for help, and to see the tutors as well 
Hopefully, he will learn from this semester so as to work to his ability next semester 

¯ Fren x prof wrote on the second progress report that is almost never in class, 
when he does show he does not do anything, and due to these two points his grade currently 
is a D-~F He says he is trying now to participate more, but hardly gets the answers correct 
Probably because he is never in class to learn and understand the material! 

¯ Biol prof writes that he misses class, has missed 2 quizzes ( & ,) and has 
an F for a grade currently He says he did not know he missed two quizzes, because he was 
not in class those Fridays tu take them! He has a test this Friday and says he sees his TA for 
help He should be seeing the tutors as well, if he was really concerned about t~ailing this 
course 

¯ Biol Lab’s final exam is Tues , and he is doing C work in there 
¯ InDram ;, he has the third test on Mon and is earning about a C- in there so far 
¯ In Geog , he has a ppr due Fri and says he is starting it this week He is cu~lently 

earning about a D in the course 
¯ says that in high school, he did minimal work to earn OK grades In college, however, 

he is learning that he will earn D and F grades with the same minimal amount of work 

¯      is earning a D- in Psyc so far this semester, according to his prof     and I talked 
about this, and he says he has spoken with the prof; and is taking the appropriate steps to 

improve his grade 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Bill Lain 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTOR [JSE 
Math 
Math 

Afam. 

Span 
Math 
Math 

Math 
Math 

Fren. 
Math 
Math 
Math 

HOURS REQUIRED 
8 
10 
8 
10 
10 

10 

10 

10 

10 
10 

10 

HOURS EARNED 
8 
8 
10 

9 
16 
20 

11 
10 

11 
10 

105 

6 
10 
10 

10 

Questions answered 
Problems worked out 
Ppr devlpmt & edit 
Review & prep for test 

Review of HW done 
Attempted to review for test; 

is ~+ay behind & in trouble! 
Review of sections & exs for quiz 

Attempted to review for test; 

is way behind & in trouble! 
Review for quiz 

Questions answered 
Exs & problems done for quiz 
More review for quiz 



NOTES 

COACHES: 
I Please refer to the enclosed set of progress/grade reports #2 for targeted students 

2 Please review the list of students’ names on the grade report list, and let me know if there are 

any names missing, or any names not needed on the list Thanks 

DRAM 

ENGL 

GEOG 
GEOG 

Test~l 70%; tust#2 F 

Unit~l B-;unit#2 C 
Quiz#l lost; quiz#2 ?; quiz #3 will take make-up? 

TesNI F/missed; test#2 F/46% 

¯ failed his second Dram test, and has to study hard for the third test given this Mon 

He also needs to talk to the prof! 
¯ InEngl ,heisdoingOK 
¯ In Geog he has not checked for his grade on quiz #2 taken 6 weeks ago In addition, he 

missed the third quiz and says he worked it out with the prof to take a make-up quiz next 

week       did not tell me that he missed the third quiz; rather, he told me that the quiz is 
to be given next week He needs the points from a make-up quiz, and so hopefully, the prof 

will give it to him 
¯ is in danger of failing Geo~ 

PORT 
ENGL 
PHm 
MATH 

Quiz#l F; midterm 81% 
Unit~ I C 

Exam#1 B-; ppr~l C+; exam#2~ 
Exam#l F/missed (final will count more); quiz # l 9/20;quiz#2 16/20; 
quiz#3 8/20; quiz#4 10/20; quiz#5 7/20; quiz#6 3/20; quiz#7 5/20; 

test#2 F/49%; quiz#8 ?; quiz#9 75/20 

¯         has the second midterm in Port on Fri      , but he has to reschedule with the prof 

asap due to the weekend competition He says he will see the tutor for help in preparing for 
this test 

¯ In Engl , he is waiting for the second unit’s grade 

¯ In Phil , he failed the second test since he did not even attempt to answer the second part of 
the exam (essay part), although he did well on the first part 

¯ In Math , he continues to do poorly on his quizzes, and has test #3 on Wed He has 

begun his individual tutoring this week, so hopefully it is not too late to pass this course 

¯ I hope that       learns from his experience this semester, and lack of effort and 

organization on his part He says that he sees the mistakes he made this semester, which 
usually is half the battle 



DRAM 

ENGL 
FREN 

MATH 

Exam#l 75%; exam#2 ?; ppr#l ? 

Unit#1 B-; unit#2 C+/B- 
Quiz#l missed/excused; quiz#2 B; quiz#3 B; quiz#4 missed/dropped; 
quiz#5 missed/taking make-up; quiz#6 ? 

TesNI 68%; quiz#l 100; quiz#2 missed/0; quiz#3 75; quiz#4 missed/0; 
quiz #5 35; quiz #6 60; quiz#7 65; test#2 67%; quiz#8 ?; quiz#9 ?; 

quiz#10 ?; quiz#11 ? 

¯ did not see me for three weeks! 
¯ In Fren, , he is making up the fifth quiz missed, and has taken the sixth one He spoke with 

the prof about his progress and the profis willing to work with him 
¯ In Dram , he has to check his second test grade! 
¯ InEngl ,heisdoingOK 
¯ In Math , he is not doing well, basically because he has missed some classes and has not put 

the appropriate effort into the class He took the third test this week, and needs to get me four 
quiz grades! He may not pass the course 

¯ let me know he could not make his appt this week, but was going to come in to talk 
another time I did not see him this week about his classes 

is currently failing Span because, as his prof says, he has missed several classes, 
quizzes and homework assmts! I talked with      about this, and he says that those absences 
stem from the beginning of the semester, and since then, he has been diligent about the 
course Nevertheless, he is still earning an F ~ight now, and so he will see the prof again 
about ways to improve his grade so as to at least pass the course 

¯ InDram ,      saysthatheisearninganAgradebasedonthelasttwotests InEngl , 
hehasaD, butsaystheprofisworkingwithhimtobringupthatgrade lnGeog ,itlooks 
like he has about an A-~B (contrary to the proI" s original report), and in Geog ~, he is t~ailing 
tile course 

is earning an F in Psyc due to 2 F’s and one D on quizzes/tests The prof doubts he can 
pass the course now, so definitely needs to talk with him about his options and possibility 

of doing extra-credit has been spending alot of time studying his Math, but needs to pick 
it up in Psyc as well! I have left him a msg about this, but he has not come in to see me 

yet 

¯ is earning a D in Biol now the prof reports 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTOR USE COURSE DATE COMMENTS 

40 Review for exam 

NOTES 

TUTOR 

AFRI 
COMM -B 
C OiVEVl 
PHIL 

Map quiz C; exam#1 C 
Exam# I D 
Exam#1 C 
Quiz#1 6/10; quiz#2 6/10; exam#1 B-; quiz#3 7/10 

has no new grades to report this week His Phil exam#2 is due this week now, and 
his second Afri exam is this week as well He has spoken with his Affi ~ TA in prep for 
the exam, and feels comfortable with the subject material He is starting his research project 
for Comtll (due     ) and has spoken to his prof about it In Comm B, he is starting to 
organize his ideas for his ppr due     and has discussed it with the prof 

AFRI~ 
CO~ 

CO~ 

Quiz# I D+ 
Exam#1 D; lab#1 ungraded; lab#2 40/40; lab #3 32/32; lab#4 27/36; 
lab#5 24/32; lab#6 32/32; lab#7 36/36; extra-credit +Spts; lab#8 36/36 
Proj#l B; proj#2 B; proj#3 B; proj#4 C+; proj#5 B; proj#6 B- 

In Comp ,      is completing weekly projects with his group 
In Affi , he is working with his prof for the ppr due      Tues, and for an extra-credit 
assmt he is completing by Fri      (watching and critiquing a movie) 
In Coml: he is doing well on the lab assmts and thinks he got a D/62% on the second test, 

but will confirm this with me next week 
He knows he needs to take the swim test flris Fri 
He says he will attend Job Hunt I 01 at Univ Career Se~w-ices on Wed or Thurs so 
as to get registered with them, allowing him to use their services (Thur is the last Job 
Hunt I 01 series for this semester) 



AFAM 

DRAM 
FREN, 

PORT 

Test#l 58%;ppr#1 C-(redoingit) 
TesNI C 
Quiz#l A;quiz#2 A-; quiz#3 A-; quiz~4 ?; quiz~5 ?; quiz~6 ? 
Quiz#l F (redid it & points were added to test# l grade); test#1 C (actual test not 
handed back yet) 

¯ InAfam, iswaitingforthesecondtestgradetocomeback, and the next test!assmt is 

the final exam 
¯ In Dram , he still has to check the posted grade for his second test, which he thinks is an F 

grade The third test is on Mon and he knows he has to bear down and put more effort 
into this class so as to earn more than a D grade in this introductory course 

¯ In Fren , he is getting me the fourth and fifth quiz grades, and has the fifth one on Thurs 
11/16 

¯ In Por~ , he says the proftold him that his test#1 grade is a C, due to his earning points from 

the retake of the first quiz However, the test has not been handed back yet, and so I am 
waiting to see it next week to be sure The second test is on Fri 

¯ is going to LDS with his Port prof this week to begin the testing for the foreign language 
substitution process 

COMM 
C OiVEVl 

FREN 

SOCI 

B Research assmt #l B;midterm C;pp~l C 

Quiz#l A; quiz#2 A; quiz#3 A; quiz#4 A; quiz#5 ?; quiz#6 ? 
Quiz#l 9/10; quiz #2 75/10; quiz#3 C; test#1 64%; test#2 83% 

¯ is taking the next quiz in Fren this week and will attend the review session for it 
¯ In Soci , he is waiting to get his third midterm back, and has a 3-5 pg ppr due on Wed 

or Fri      (topic to be given out this week) 

¯ In Comm B, he has a group project ppr due this Tues     , and        says he has 

completed and turned in his part to the group After this, there is another project and then the 

final 
¯ In Comm , he is still waiting for his midterm grade to come back, and is going to get the 

ppr topic this week in class for a 3-5 pr ppr to write, due before the final 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTORUSE 

NOTES 

COURSE 
Math 
Math 
Math 
Port 
Biol 

DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 
New section’s HW explained 
Review of last sectn for exam 
Practice test done for exam 
Review 
Questions answered 

DRAM 
DRAM 
ENGL 
MATH 

TesNI 50%; test#2 55% 
Ppr#l D; ppr#2 D; test#1 D/60%; test#2(acting) B- 
Unitgl 3-4/6; unit#2 6/6 
Test~l 39%(scaled from a 19/100); quiz#l 0/missed; quiz#2 0/missed; 

quiz#3 8/10; quiz#4 9/10;test#2 F; quiz#5 9/10; quiz#6 9/10 

¯ did vetT well on his second Engl ’ unit assmt and is writing drafts now towards the 
third/final unit due 

¯ In Dram , he is preparing for the third test on Mon and knows to see the prof and 
tutor for help! 

¯ In Dram , he and the prof decided that he will write 6 one-pg pprs on the rehearsals he does 

for homework to add points to his first test grade He did well on the second test on acting, is 
waiting for the third ppr to come back, and has the fourth ppr due this Tues (outline 
done so fat-) 

¯ In Math ,, he is gearing up for the third test on Wed      to be taken at LDS Although 
missed two quizzes (due to not being in class at the beginning of the semester and thus 

earaing 0 grades for them), he has done well on the last 4 quizzes and has spoken with the 
prof who knows he is showing a concerted effort to achieve in this course Also, he is 
meeting with the tutor every, day this week to prep for this third exam 

¯ I think     is bearing down more, which has been necessaE¢, and thus is more in control of 
his academics now than in September He meets weekly with his LDS counselor, sees me 
and the tutors, and has been doing his work a bit more diligently than before 



¯ ,, Coach Thompson, David Parker from LDS, and I had a vel?," thorough and productive 
conversation this week about our roles, concerns, goals, and most effective ways to assist 

in his learning process and progression 

DRAM 

FREN 
PORT 
SOCI 

Exam#1 F; exam#2 F; ppr#1~ot done/F 

Quiz #1 A-; quiz#2 B; quiz#3 A; quiz#4 ?; quiz#5 C; 

Quiz#l(redone) C-; midterm#1 D- 
Midterm#l C-/70%; midtem~#2 F/54% 

¯ did not do well on his Port midterm#1, and he has the oral part of the second 
midtem~ this Wed and the written part of it on Fri The prof wants to wait and 
see how he does on this test and then will decide on extra-credit possibilities in this course 
If continues to work with his prof, he can earn a D l think for the course I have made 
it mandatory now for him to see the Port tutor evetaj Mon (before the Soci tutor) and Wed 
night 

¯ In Fren , he got a C on the last quiz, but has about a B in the course He needs to get a B+ 
¯ In Dram ~, he has failed the first and second tests, and he finally has admitted not writing the 

ppr due a few weeks ago! He says that he did not see the Othello play and so did not write 
the ppr about it Consequently        lied to me about his situation and his grades in this 
course, which we discussed He is going to talk with the prof about possibilities of writing 
another ppr and/or ways to salvage the course; he has an appt for Mon at 8am with the 
prof 

¯ In Soci] , he failed the second test, bringing his grade down to a D?F He is going to work 
with the tutor on Sun and Mon nights for the rest of the semester so as to hand in a decent 
obsew, ation ppr due     and to do better on the final He needs to earn a C in the course! 
He is meeting with the profon Fri      to discuss the second test grade 

¯ will have a cure gpa of 15 and thus be eligible for the Spring if he earns the 
following grades this semester: 

DRAM F 
FREN, B+ 
PORT D 
SOCI C 

BIOL 
DRAM 

MATH 
PHIL 

Exam#l F; exam#2 D; exam#3 D (scaled to C range) 
Exam#1 D; ppr#1 B; exam#2 81% 
Quiz#1 10/10 (not counted); exam# I 82%; exam#2 82% 
Quiz#l 5/10; exam#l C-; take-home quiz#2 6/10 

¯ is improving his perfom~ance in Biol , and continues to work with the tutor and the 

prof individually He did not see the Biol2 tutor this past Tues because he took the 

test that day and did not have any material to go over 
¯ In Dram and Math ,heis doing well 
¯ In Phil , he is handing in a ppr on Fri , and is hoping to earn at least a C in the course 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTOR USE 
None! 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

DRAM 
ENGL 
GEOG 
MATH 

Exam#1 85%; exam#2 80%(posted) 

Unit~ I B 
Exam#1 F; exam#2 D(posted) 

Quiz#1 10/10;quiz#2 10/10;exam#1 D;quiz#3 10/10;exam#2 F; 
quiz#4 10/10; quiz#5 10/10 

¯      is doing well on the Math quizzes, but has to improve his efforts for the second exam 
given on Tues He is waiting for the second unit assmt to come back, and is writing 
drafts towards the third one 

¯ In Dram and Geog 3, he has the third tests on Mon     ~ He spoke with the Geog ) prof 
about his grades and progress, and got some pointers for the third test 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Karen Shelton 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
8 
10 
8 

HOURS EARNED 
125 

10 
125 

Engl 
Engl 
Poli 

Ppr devlpmt 
Ppr devlpmt & edit 
Ppr devlpmt & review 

DRAM 
ENGL 
GEOG 
MATH 

Exam#1 F/56%; exam#2 F/51%; ppr#l C- 

Unit#1 C-; unit#2 B- 
Quiz #1 15/15; exam#l 78%; quiz#2 15/15; exam#2 64%(C on grading scale) 
Quiz #1 100; quiz #2 100; test#l 95%; quiz#3 100; test#2 93%; quiz#4 100; 

quiz#5 175/20; tesN3 A 

¯ met with her Dram ; prof, and will meet with her again this week to review her tests 
and paper Also, the prof encouraged her to attend the various review sessions she is holding 
to prep for the final exam Hopefully, she will earn at least a D, and preferably a C 

¯ In Engl , she is handing in the third and final unit on Wed 
¯ In Geog , she has a third map quiz grade to come back and then the final Hopefully, she 

can earn at least a C in tbis course, and preferably a B, if she continues to talk to the prof and 
study diligently for the final 

¯ In Math , she is doing great She has to get me two quiz grades (#6, 7), will take quiz #8 
and 9 this week and next, and then the final 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Devon Brouse 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 

HOURS EARNED 
0 
0 
11 

0 
10 
9 

85 

DRAM 
DRAM 

ENGL 

GEOL 

Exam#1 F; exam#2 D/F; ppr B-; exam#3 A+ 

Exam#1 F; ppr #1B (worth 10% of grade); exam#2 C- 

Unit~l B;unit#2 A; 
Exam #1 F (will be dropped); exam#2 B; exam#3 D 

¯ has improved his g~ade in Dram going into the final, and hopes to earn in the C-range 
¯ In Dram , he spoke to his prof about his pefi’ormance and the final, and is hoping to earn at 

least a D in the course 
¯ In Engl , he has the third unit due next week and hopes to earn at least a B 

¯ In Geol , he has the final left and hopes to earn in the C-range 

ENGL 

GEOL 
GEOL 

MATH 

Unit~l C-;unit#2 C 
Exam#1 C-; exam#2 54%/C on grading scale; 

Lab#1 100;lab#2 93;lab#3 79; lab#4 100; midtem~ 63%; lab#5 88% 
Quiz#1 19/25; test#1 80; quiz#2 missed/not counted; quiz#3 not given; 
quiz#4 85/10; quiz#5 20/20; test#2 77; quiz#6 100 



SPAN X Quiz~l 9/20; quiz~2 55/20; compel C+; tapeD; test#1 56%; quiz#3 not 
taken/not counted; quiz#4 175/20; quiz#5 85/20; oral test B+; quiz#6 105/20; 
test#2 F/585; quiz#8 65/10 

¯ No show this week! 1 left him a message 

¯ No show this week for his appt with 

¯ I have not seen    ~ lately, and would like him to check in with me before finals start 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Sally Austin 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 .5 
6 95 

MATH 

AFAM 
DRAM 
ENGL 
GEOG 

Quiz#l 80; Quiz#2 70; Quiz#3 80;Quiz#4 70; Test#1 64; Quiz#5 35; 
test#2 58; quiz#6 30; quiz#7 30; quiz#8 88; quiz#9 30; quiz#10 45; 

test #3 45 
Group task C+; test#l C+ 

Exam#l 41%; exam#2 51%; ppr#l D+ 

Unit#1 2/6; unit#2 3-4/6 
TesNI 52%; map quiz#l ?; map quiz#2 9/15; test #2 3 I% 

¯ In Math, is diligently working with the proI; and knows to do so right up to the final 
so as to increase her chances of earning at least a D in the course 

¯ In Afam , she has a group task and tben the final, and sees the prof regularly for help She 
should earn at least a C+ in the course 

¯ In Dram , she did much more poorly than she thought on the two tests and the ppr She 
spoke with the prof last week and is planning on seeing the prof to review the tests and ppr 
for specific problems and to prep for the final She can pass the course, but needs to keep 
working with the prof straight until the end so as to pass it! 

¯ In Engl , she sees the prof and has one more assmt due 
¯ In Geog , she is not doing well, but reviews each chapter with the profwhich will help her 

bring up her final grade She has to get me the map quiz grades which may also improve her 
grade 

¯ is aware of her mistakes this semester and sees how difficult it was for her to make the 
basic transition to college She now sees the importance of organizational skills and working 
individually with the prof These skills will pay off I told her in future semesters 



¯ , and myself met this week to outline what grades she needs to reach the 
minimum cum gpa of a 20 to play this Spring She knows she needs to work with her profs 
right until the end to reach these goals[ 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update 

MEMORANDUM 

TUTOR (JSE 
None 

NOTES 
Please see the enclosed progress/grade reports 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Dave Klarmann 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
10 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

HOURS EARNED 

7.5 
7 

1 
2 
65 

65 

3 
1.5 

2.5 
5 

5 

Poli 
Poli 
Poli 

Ppr devlpmt & review 
Final ppr devlpmt & review 
Prep for a make-up test 

is earning a D in Engl , and is turning in the last unit assmt this Fti His prof and 
I have encouraged him to see tbe tutors to assist him in his organization and development of 
his papers, and he has yet to do so 
In Dram , he has to check his grades for the third test and get the ppr back in the next few 
weeks, but for now, he is earning a C in the course The next and last assmt is the final 
In Geo~ , he has F grades on the tests, and A’s on the short map quizzes He is hoping to 
get at least a D after the final is taken 
In Hist , he is earning a DFF grade due to his test and quiz grades He has spoken with the 
prof, and is hoping to get a D after the final is taken 

knows he needs a 10 with 9 hours passed after this semester, and hopes to get that with 
aDinEngl ,aDinHis~ and/orGeog ,andaCinDram 



We discussed the possibility that he has a learning disability, only because he said he was LD 
in junior high, but passed out of it in high school I referred him to LDS to explore this 

further Whether or not he is LD, he is doing extra poorly this semester since he has not been 
going to all classes nor has he been putting in the effort needed to do well here We 

discussed this realiD" 

¯ is hoping to get a D in Biol , but really needs to see the prof about his chances to do so, 
and about the two quizzes he missed and the possibility to make them up Also, since he has 

missed many classes, he is in serious danger of failing the course 
¯ In Biol Lab, he is hoping to get a C for the course 
¯ In Dram , he got an A on the ppr and a C+ on the third exam He hopes to getaCinthe 

course 

¯ In Fren x, is hoping to pass with a D, but since he has missed so many classes and has 

been earning D or F grades all semester, he is in serious danger of failing the course 

¯ InGeo8 , he is handing in a ppr and then has the final He is hoping to get a D in the 

course 
¯ knows that he has to pass at least 9 hours with a 1 0 to be eligible to return in the Spring 

]-his means he has to pass either Biol or Fren ~, along with Dram and Geog , to make 

the minimum 

¯ In Phye ,    has missed 11 classes, has turned in assmts late, does not participate and is 
earning a D grade the prof writes on the second progress report! 

¯ I have not seen this week, not received any progress reports for him 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: Bill Lain 

FROM: Elizabeth Ancarana 

RE: Weekly Update 

STUDY HALL 

TUTORUSE 

NOTES 

HOURS REQUIRED 
8 

8 

10 

10 

10 
10 

10 

10 
10 

10 
10 

HOURS EARNED 
8 

85 

5 

9 
5 
8.5 

10 

4 

9 
21 

Math 
Math 

Math 
Math 

Math 
Math 

Math 

HW checked 
Probs done in prep for exam 
Probs done in prep for exam 
More probs done in prep for exam 
Review for test 
New section’s ~ reviewed 
Expl anation of concepts, m ateli al 

DRAM 
ENGL 
GEOG 
GEOG 

Test~l 70%; test#2 F 

Unit~l B-;unit#2 C 
Quiz#l lost; quiz#2 ?; quiz #3 will take make-up? 

Failed 



¯ In Dram, needs to check his third test grade and then prepare for the final 
¯ In Engl , he saw his prof about the drafts that he did not do (thus bringing down his grade 

from a B/C to a C/D!) and knows what he needs to do for the third and last assmt due 
¯ In Geog , he has to get me his second quiz grade, and is taking the third quiz this week 
¯ In Geog , he did not take the third test, and now has definitely failed the course! 
¯ As a result, knows he needs a 10 with 9 hours passed Since Geo~ is an F, he needs 

two D grades and a C [ 

PORT 

ENGI 
PHIL , 

MATH 

Quiz#1 F; midterm 81%; exam#2 77% 

Unit#1 C; unit#2 C- 
Exam#l B-;ppr#l C+;exam#2 F 
Exam#1 F/missed (final will count more); quiz #1 9/20; quiz#2 16/20; 

quiz#3 8/20; quiz#4 10/20; quiz#5 7/20; quiz#6 3/20; quiz#7 5/20; 
test#2 F/49%; quiz#8 55/20; quiz#9 75/20; quiz#10 excused; quiz#ll 2/20; 

test #3 45% 

In Porl ,       is earning about a C- going into the final 

In Engl , he has about a C- and has the third unit assmt to do and pass in 

In Phil ~, he has to get his essay #3 grade back and then take the final Hopefully, he can 
earn about a C in this class as well 

In Math ~, the profwrites that has missed 8 classes, one test, and one quiz, and has 

an F grade currently He is probably going to fail the course, due to a lack of constant effort 
on his part this semester He still is required to work with the tutor and I urged him to see the 

prof so as to discuss possible ways to pass the course Note: he did not show for his 
mandatory tutor session with the Math tutor on Thurs      at 11:30am! 

DRAM 

ENGL 
FREN 

MATH 

Exam#l C; exam#2 F; ppr#l ?; exam#3 A 

Unit#1 B-; unit#2 C+fB-; unit#3 ? 
Quiz#1 missed/excused; quiz#2 B; quiz#3 B; quiz#4 missed/dropped; 
quiz#5 missed/taking make-up; quiz#6 A- 

TesNI 68%; quiz#l 100; quiz#2 0/missed; quiz#3 75; quiz#4 0/missed; 
quiz #5 35; quiz #6 60; quiz#7 65; test#2 67; quiz#8 80; quiz#9 59; 

quiz#10 60; quiz #l I 0/missed; test#3 58%; quiz#12 ? 

¯ is hoping to get at least a C in Dram , after the final is taken 
¯ In Engl , he is hoping to get a B-/C+ after the third and final unit is graded 
¯ In Fren, ~, he is making up the missed quizzes #4 & #5 on Fri and is hoping to get at 

least a B in the course 
¯ In Math ,, he is hoping to get a D, but is in serious danger of failing the course, basically due 

to the missed classes and missed quizzes (for which he earned 0%’ s) 
¯ He knows he needs 9 hours passed with a 1 0 gpa 



is currently earning a C in Afam , Engl , Geol amd Port , and a D in Mathl 
However, his continued efforts with the rotors and the profs should pay off in an increase in 
final grades He has a study plan to follow for finals, and is highly motivated (half the 
battle) 

rescheduled his appt with me this week, and then did not show! 

DRAM 

ENGL 

GEOG 
GEOG 

Test#l 75%; test#2 90%; 
Unit~,l D; Unit#2 B; 
Quiz#l A-; quiz#2 will take make-up?; quiz#3 A- 
TesNI F;test#2 F; 

¯ Engl prof writes that has missed 7 classes and has not turned in a feeder ppr, 
bringing his grade down to a C- The prof also notes that it appears that is slipping 
away lately in terms of class participation and weekly oft]ce meetings with the prof to discuss 
his assmts and progress! 

¯ As I told you, did not show this week for his appt on Thurs 

¯ In Stat,       misses class, has not turned in 10 of I I homework assmts, and is earning an F! 
Each week when I see I urge him to see the prof and the tutors, but he has chosen not to 
do so 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTOR USE COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 
None 

NOTES 

AFRI 
COMM 
COMM 
PHIl 

Map quiz C; exam#1 C 
Exam# I D 

Exam#1 C; exam#2 C (not shown to me) 
Quiz#l 6/10; quiz#2 6/10; exam#l B-; quiz#3 7/10 

¯        is waiting for his second    and     exam grades, and a Research proj ect grade in 
Comm Other than that, he is starting to think ahead for the four finals he has to take and 
the one ppr in Comm B he has to do (due at the final) 

AFRI 
COM~ 

COMP 

Quiz#1 D+; quiz #2 C- 
Exam#1 D;lab#1 ungraded;lab#2 40/40; lab #3 32/32; lab#4 27/36; 
lab#5 24/32; lab#6 32/32; lab#7 36/36; extra-credit +Spts; lab#8 36/36; 
lab #9 30/36; lab #10 30133; exam#2 D+ 
Proj#l B; proj#2 B; proj#3 B; proj#4 C+; proj#5 B; proj#6 B-; proj#7 B; 
proj#8 B; proj#9 B- 

has his group presentation, project # 10, and the final to prepare for now in Comp 
In Afi-i~ , he has to see his prof about handing in the ppr late (he says he has been sick), and 
then has the final to study for 
In Comp , he has lab #11 and then the final to study for 

only needs to pass his courses to maintain a 20 with 120 hours passed to graduate I 
am confident that he will do so 
As for his career planning process, he has only to complete the computer disc that will 
register him with Univ Career Services He will do that in the next few weeks and make an 
appt with an advisor there so as to get going on the job search 



AFAM 

DRAM 
FREN, 

PORT 

Test~l 58%;ppr#1 C-(redoingit) 

TesNI C; test#2 F 
Quiz#l A;quiz#2 A-; quiz#3 A-; quiz#4 A; quiz#5 A; quiz#6 waived dueto 

all A quiz grades 

Quiz#l F (redid it & points were added to test#1 grade); test#1 C (actual test not 
handed back yet); test #2 72% 

¯ still has to get me his second Aflam test and grade, and then has the final to study for 
¯ In Dram , he is still waiting for the ppr grade, and has to check the posting for the third test 

and get me that grade Then he has the final 

¯ In Fren. , his quizzes equal an A grade, but he has the final to do well on to keep this grade 
¯ In Port , he is in the testing process with Univ Counseling and LDS, but is continuing with 

the course He now has the final to study for 

COMM 
COMiVl 

FREN 

SOCI 

Research assmt #1=B; midterm=C; ppr~l=C 

Midterm C- 
Quiz#l A; quiz#2 A; quiz#3 A; quiz#4 A; quiz#5 A; quiz#6~vaived(has A’s 
on 5 of 5 quizzes; only 5 graded) 

Quiz#l 9/10; quiz#2 75/10; quiz#3 C; test#l 64%; test#2 83%; test#3 C 

¯ has to study now for four finals, and has a group ppr 42 due in Comm B as well as 

a final ppr for Comm    to do 
¯ We estimated his grades as a C, C-, B, and C respectively, and with this, he easily clears the 

minimum required to maintain a 1 9 entering the Spring (his 7th semester for UNC) 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

5D]MORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTORUSE 

NOTES 

COURSE 
Math 

Dram 
Port 

Soci 

Soci 

DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 
Probs done in prep for quiz 

Final exam prep discussed 

Review of verbs 
Ppr devlpmt (data analysis, 

intro, theory, & methods) 
Ppr devlpmt & edit 

DRAM 
DRAM 
ENGL 
MATH 

Test~l 50%; test#2 55% 
Ppr#1 D; ppr~2 D; tust#1 D/60%; test#2(acting) B- 

Unit#1 3-4/6; unit#2 6/6 
TesNI 39%(scaled from a 19/100); quiz#1 0/missed; quiz#2 0/missed; 
quiz#3 8/10; quiz#4 9/10; test#2 F; quiz#5 9/10; quiz#6 9/10; Test#3 46% 

¯ has the third/last unit in Engl due on Mort 
In Dram , he is waiting for his ppr grade, and has to check the third test grade and give it to 

me Also, he really has to see his profthis week to review the third test and get pointers for 
the final He meets with the tutor this Tues and Thurs this week and next to prep for the final 
He has to do all he can to pass this class! 

¯ In Dram , he has done 3 of the 6 HW assmts (to help his grade) but since one of them was 
handed in late, the prof does not want to count it He has to talk with the prof about this 

asap! Also, he has to get me grades for the third and fourth pprs done 
¯ In Math , he has to see his proftu review the third test he failed and get pointers for the 

final He will most likely have 2 more pop quizzes and then the final, and needs to do 

evetTthing in his power to end strongly so as to increase his chances to pass the course He 
needs to see the prof this week and next, continue to see the tutor twice a week, and review 

and study hard for the final The tutor ~+rote that on Mon      , he only stayed briefly 

during the mandatory 1 hour tutor meeting, due to a "prior commitment." This 
behavior will not help him pass the course! (He did see the tutor on Tues for a 
lengthier session) 



DRAM 

FREN. 
PORT 
SOCI 

Failed 
Quiz #1 A-; quiz#2 B; quiz#3 A; quiz#4 ?; quiz#5 C; quiz#6 ? 

Quiz~l(redone) C-; midterm#1 D-; midterm#2~ 
Midterm#l C-/70%; midtem~#2 F/54% 

¯ Since Dram is failed, is required to be in the Academics Center each Tues and 

Thurs from 8:30-10:30 am to study instead 
¯ In Fren , he needs to end strong with a B+ grade! 
¯ In Port , he failed the second midtem~ test, and will struggle to get a D in the course (which 

is the minimum needed!) His prof writes that he has an F currently, due the fact that he has 

not turned in homework assmts and has done poorly on the last tests He is going to talk to 
the prof about salvaging the course He is required to see the tutor, but has not been meeting 

his commitment, which is only keeping him from reaching his gpa goals 
¯ In Soci , he has to see the tutor this week (so far he has not made his commitments here 

either) in order to prepare a decent observation assmt due Fri He has 3 pages of notes 

written so far, but needs to get going on the rough draft of the ppr! The prof has agreed to 
replace the final with the second midterm grade, which can help to reach the C grade 

he needs in this course 

BIOL 
DRAM 

MATH 
PHIL 

Exam#1 F; exam42 D; exam#3 D 
Exam#l D; ppr#l B; exam#2 81% 

Quiz#l 10/10 (not counted); exam#1 82%;exam#2 82%;exam#3 73% 
Quiz#l 5/10; exam#l C-; take-home quiz#2 6/10 

¯ has to prepare now for four finals, all to be taken at LDS (he’s filled out the forms), and 
is waiting for a ppr and outside assmt grades to come back in Phil 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Ancarana 

Weekly Update for 

TUTOR USE 

NOTES 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS 
Math Review for quiz 

TUTOR 

DRAM 

ENGL 

GEOG 
MATH 

Exam#1 85%; exam#2 80%(posted); ppr#l 80% 
Unit~, I B 
Exam#1 F; exam#2 D(posted); exam#3 D 

Quiz#1 IO/lO;quiz#2 10/10;exam#1 D;quiz#3 10/10;exam#2 F; 
quiz#4 10/10; quiz#5 10/10; quiz#6 8/10 

¯ In Dram,       is earning a B grade, has to still get his grade for the third test, and then has 
to prep for the final 

¯ In Engl he is getting his second unit grade back this week, and has the third and final unit 

due on Tues The prof writes positive remarks about     and his efforts made in 
making up work missed at the beginning of the semester 

¯ In Geog , he is meeting with the prof to review his tests and performance, and to prep for 

the final 
¯ In Math :, he is taking the third test this week, may have another quiz, and then has the final 

to prep for 
¯ He is shooting for the following minimum grades: B in Dram and Eng!l , and D in 

Geog and Math 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAM~ HOURS REQUfl~D 

5 
5 

5 

HOURS EARNED 

5 
I* 

5 

2) Tutor Use: 
Fren [no comments reported] 

3) Progress Reports and C~-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4) Notes: 

came to see me about selecting a major, and writing a cover ltr and 
resume for a summer job at a health club She is going to go to the Select a Major workshops 
next week, and writu a sample cover Itr and resume, and see me again when those tasks are 
completed 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Devon Brouse 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ~ Study Hall : 

NAivlE HOURS REQU1RED HOURS EARNED 

10 125 

10 0* 

2) Tutor Use: 
None 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported g*ades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4)Notes: 

missed his weekly mtg with me this week on Mon      In addition, his 
Hist prof noted on the prog report that     has missed 2 of the 3 allowed class absences (Jan 

&    ) 

; I spoke with about his F in Psyc ’; he met with the prof and they reviewed his 

test together Since the prof says he understands the material, but has trouble taking multiple 
choice tests, I suggested to that he go to the Learning Ctr to get help taking muir choice 

tests 

called saying he was sick, so we spoke on the phone on     instead As for 

Dram , he presented a "conversation with Coach Brouse" for his 2-3 min presentation; he says 
the prof and classmates liked his work He will see "The Visit’ before it ends on    , for which 



he will have a quiz in the beginning of In Engl , he handed in ppr # 1 on Fri     before 
leaving for PR with the team, and is wliting another set ofppr drafts now In Geol , he is wtg 
to get back his grade from test # 1 on , is getting nts from the    class he missed, and is 
reading now to prep for next test In Geol Lab, he is wig to get back lab #1 and had finished 
lab#2 In Ling 1, he is wig to receive test #1 on    ~ and is reading now In Phye , he is 
preparing for the midterm and is reading and reviewing class notes in the next 2 wks for the 
exam 

still must speak with his LSRA prof about his grade and poor prog report 
(details in last week’s report) For tbe course, he is rdg now for homework In LSRA , he has 
an exam on     (moved from     ) for which he is preparing In Phil , he is wtg to get back 
exam # I taken on     and is reading now In Soci , he is wtg for the grade from exam #1 
taken on ; however, since the course prog report shows a D grade, he will see the prof about 
this and about his work in the course 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I) Stud,," Hall: 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 14 

2) Tutor Use: 
None 

3) Progress Reports and C~-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4) Notes: 

is seeing the play "The Visit" o1~ ; once the whole class has seen the play, 
then they will have a quiz on it As for assmts, she has done the readings for the course so Par In 

Engl , she has a portfolio due     and needs to talk to the proftu clarify the grading system 
(checks, check pluses and minus used instead of letter grades) In Math , she reviewed her last 

test with the prof like she said she would last Wed ; she made careless mistakes she said, but 
now understands what went wrong after reviewing the test Since she understood the HW assmts 

last week, she did not see the tutor in the Acad Ctr However, she had trouble with the     quiz, 
and therefore will see the prof to review it this Wed Also, she has a test     in Math 

which she needs to study for and see the prof about in the next week In Span , she had tbe 
written part of the test on    ;, and she said it ’went well’ until the last section On     she has 

the oral part of the test She saw the prof 2-3 times last week with questions and will continue to 

do so for help The prof noted on the prog report that    is working a lot to improve in the 
course, has asked the profto recommend someone with whom she can work, is studying now 
with that person, and also comes to talk to the prof often to go over doubts and mistakes 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Tutor Use, C~ade Reports, & Notes 

1 ) Tutor Use: 
None 

2) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported g~ades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

3)Notes: 

;Art prof noted that the 2rid homework assmt is a week and a half late 

since she was sick, thus affecting her grade to date 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Dave Klarmann 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

10 7* 
6 85 

12 5* 

6 2* 
6 0* 

6 3* 
10 10 

10 10 
6 3* 

6 8 
6 7 

2) Tutor Use: 

None 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4) Notes: 

As you know, is withdrawing from the Spring semester due to health 

reasons Therefore, before returning for the Fall , semester, he will request a Medical Waiver 
for Sp from the NCAA I instructed    to do the following before leaving: See you, go to 
the Cashier’s Office, See tbe Dean of A & S, get a CO~Tespondence course brochure from lndep 
Studies, get documentation from his Drs about his condition (for future NCAA purposes), see 



his History advisor, Dr Kohn, and come back to see me before leaving In addition, Dean 
Cannon called me to let me know what the outcome is of her decision about his foreign language 
requirement After speaking with       Port prof; Dean Cannon believes that     , with effort 
on his part, is capable of learning a foreign language She is sending him a letter outlining all 
this, and le~ing him know his options for appealing her decision (I informed her of his health 
and leave for the Sp semester as well ) 

Math prof noted on the prog report tbat "it looks like could do 
more homework, and from the looks of his test, he may not be paying attention in class" In 
addition,    is still wtg to get back the first two quiz grades and the grade from test #1 taken on 

The next quiz is      As for Engl,       passed in the     ppr and has another ppr 
assmt due for which he is doing rough drafts for the next month In Geog , he has an 
exam # 1 on for which he is studying with a group and on his own In Hist , he is still wtg 
to get back the quiz grade, handed in the ppr, and is rdg now The next quiz is in 
March As for the LDS process, he still has to contact Jane Byron at LDS to schedule the second 
round of tests for a Dyslexia diagnosis 

Please note F grade in Dram , (worth 33% of total grade); I spoke with him 
about it and he was shocked and will speak with the profto verify the grade and review the test 
Test #2 will be In Engl , he passed in tl~e project due     and is wliting more drafts of 
pprs In Geol , he has a test Thurs     and has a C grade so far In Hist , a tougher class 
than he oliginally thought, he has written one ppr (not graded yet) and has the first quiz/exam on 

(He was thinking of dropping this class, since he has 15 hrs this semester, but after talking 
with his parents, has decided to keep it I reminded him of tbe drop date deadline) In 
Port :, he got a C on test ~1 and so has a C for a grade 

: Did not show for a mtg he scheduled with me for Fri at 11 am 

Asl prof left me a message stating that 

called him witll this info; he needs to go to class! 

has not been going to class I 

: Note that       Psyc F grade is due to the missed exam he needs to make-up; 
I left a msg for him to contact me about this 

called to see if he was still enrolled in Hist, , which he was As a result, I 
told him tbe process he needed to complete before 5pro today (Fri ) to drop Hisl from his 
Sp enrollment 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Anson Dorrance/Bill Paladino 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

1) Study Hall: 

NAivlE HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

6 25* 

4 0* 
6 0* 

4 0* 
6 3* 

6 0* 
10 425* 

5 225* 

2) Tutor Use: 

Marl~ 

Stat 

Phye Review of notes, questions for exam, 
Probs done; has practical undstng & 
needs clearer theoretical explanations 
Theor concepts & practice w/probs 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4)Notes: 

: Please note~      F gradein Dram 
to see the prof and tutors for help, as have I! 

(wo~h 33% of total grade) and encourage her 

: Please note F grade in Dram (worth 33% of total grade) and 
encourage her to see the prof and tutors for help, as have 1! In addition, she missed her wkly 
mtg with me on Thurs     at 10:30am! 



and I discussed her courses, and her academic priorities for this semester In 
Attain ,    still needs to see her prof about her grade, effort, and missed classes In Biol 

she got an F on the    exam #1, and needs to see the prof about it as well as seeing a tutor 
regularly In Biol Lab, she has passed in all her lab reports due, including make-up work In 

Phil , she is waiting to get back her    test grade, and is going to work with delinquent 

children for her volunteer component In Phye , she got a C on the    test and wants to see the 

prof about her grade since she thought she did a lot better than that on the test As for the AB in 
Phye , she has been trying to reach the prof and left some messages; I suggested she see 
Prof Sherry Salyer about it since she only has until       to change that grade before it 
turns to an F! She still needs to bring me her semester calendar of assmts and still must declare 

1 left a msg for       to contact me and her Econ prof about her F grade; since 
she had her       out last week, she needs to convey that t~act to her Econ prof, who noted that 

has missed classes and the profhas not seen her 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bill Lam 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
8 
10 
8 
10 
4 
8 
10 
10 
8 

HOURS EARNED 

5* 

10 
725* 

10 
0* 

5* 
105 

1’ 

2) Tutor Use: 
Econ 

Econ 

Chem 
Span 

Span 

Review of exam/probs missed; 
problems sets done 
Concepts discussed; muir-choice 
test-taking strategies developed 
Problems done 
lndiv session: needs to drill 
verb endings; he is behind in class 
[no comments reported] 

3) Progress Reports and C~-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4) Notes: 



: Dram prof called to say that’ has not been attending class 
regularly, and has only passed in I of 3 assmts I talked to      about this, and he spoke with 
the prof about making up the missed work and going to class when not away for          As 
for the Dram test taken on , he is still wig for the grade since the prof is scaling the grades In 
addition,      is going to do some extra-credit for the class to improve his overall grade, and 
will talk with the prof about the assmt once the prof clarifies the extra-credit options As for 
Comm , he has a midterm , and met with the prof last week to clarify his term ppr topic, 
which is "Minorities and the Documental’" (I suggested to      that he ask the prof about 
incorporating the new documentary, "Hoop Dreams" into the term ppr) As for Comm , he is 
wtg to get back the    exam # I grade, is rdg now, and has exam #2 on    ) In Port , he has the 
midterm on     and is reviewing for the next 2 wks to prepare for it Lastly, he has oft~cially 
dropped Anth , and so is all set witb his Sp registration Overall, I am quite impressed with 

s increasingly better developed organizational skills and level of responsibility for his 
academic career He seems much more on top of and in control of his academic welfare, as he 
has begun to communicate with his profs about problems that have arisen, and about upcoming 
assmts, etc I think he will pevI’orm better this semester than last, as he has begun to exercise the 
proper skills of being a successful student 

He 

may complete summer school elsewhere in order to improve his grades and reapply to a college 
or university for Fall In order to be eligible athletically for the Fall semester, 
must complete the IN he has from the Fall semester in Drama and complete 3 hours of 
summer school     , thus giving him a total of 12 hours done after completing these 2 tasks; 12 
hours is the minimum requirement he is responsible for after completing one semester/Fall 
semester at UNC As per the NCAA rules on pg 157 (14436a Medical Absence), he will 
apply for a medical absence for Spring and therefore be responsible for completing only 12 
hours of satisfactory progress (9 hrs from Fall and 3 hrs from Summer )       came by to 
see me on Mon     and we discussed what he needs to do to be eligible for school (any 
coll/univ) for the Fall      semester I explained clearly to him that he must complete the IN in 
Dram and complete 3 hrs of summer school     to have 12 hrs passed before the Fall of 

In addition, I left a msg with parents at home tu verify that they in fact are coming 
to get him on Fri 

Phy~ prof noted on the prog report that 

assiguments are due when stated, not 2-3 days later!" 
"needs to realize that 

Math prof noted on the prog report that ’it would benefit him to complete 
the extra-credit assignments to lift up his quiz scores," and the prof can tell that "he has the 
ability to do much better in this class if he works harder" In Span , the indiv tutor I have 
working with    told me that    is not understanding the basic concepts in Span, and is not 



studying/memorizing the info enough I spoke with    about this and the importance of him 
putting more effort into his own academic progress Please reiterate to him as well Thanks 

came to see me about summer school and corr course options I referred 
him to the advisor, Sharon, at JOMC with whom he has worked, and to Indep Studies to see what 
co~1- courses are offered for He will come back once he knows what is being offered for 
both situations 

Geol prof noted on the prog report that    did not take Quiz ~1 on 
and so currently has an F grade I left him a msg about this; please speak to him 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

STNT COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

Hist Ppr devpmt; has good grasp 

of matefi al 

2) Progress Reports and G~-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 

enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 

about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

3) Notes: 

has officially dropped Fren , leaving him with 4 courses, a lab, and a 
phys activity course In Afam , he has an essay-type test on Tues     for which he will study 
with a group of classmates In Afam he is reading and researching now for the large term ppr 
due at the end of the semester He says he is familiar with the prof and the type of research he 
needs to do for the ppr Geol Lab, he got a 99% on the     quiz and is handing in the assmts 
on time In Hist , he has a test Fri for which he is reading and preparing In Soci , he is 
meeting with the prof on Wed to get caught up on his journal assmts; now he is rdg in the 
course       still needs to change his major to Attain Studies, and hand in to me his Hist, 
syllabus and his semester calendar Lastly, he says he is going to speak to his profs about missed 
class(es) coming up over the course of the semester due to          -esponsibilities 

: is rdg now in Afam , and no tests have been assigned yet In Dram , he 
says he got a 68% on his    exam (33% of total grade) Since exam #2 in Dram is on , he 
is rdg now for the next couple of weeks In Engl , he has one chapter left of l , for 
which he is writing a 2-3 pg ppr to present in class on Tues or Th He has the rough 
draft for the ppr already written, and will see an Engl tutor if necessary to finish/edit his ppr 
for the class presentation In Geog , the prof is at a conference, so his     exam has been 



moved to next wk exact date not assigned yet) Since the midterm was originally assigned for 
next week as well     ), that date may change too 

In Astr Lab, he took a quiz on and got an 80%; however, the profis 
not counting that ’trial’ quiz and is giving the class the real one on    , for which     " is 

going to study again In Comm ;, he is waiting to get his exam # I grade back (taken ) 
However, he spoke with the prof who says she thinks he got about a C, so he is going to check 

for sure at the prof~s off] ce this week He says he arrived early for class tuday (    ) and had a 

chat with the prof about various subjects (This is a great habit to get into, as I told him) In 
Dram , he is waiting to get the exam # I grade back and is rdg "A Doll House’ now In 
Geol he got an F/58% on the exam # 1, but spoke with the prof about doing make-up work 

(~vhich he is doing) Since the exam was mult choice, he was thrown off Consequently, he is 
going to meet with the prof tu review the test and see what he did wrong ffhe had a problem 

with content, he should work with the prof, but if the problem lied mainly with fore, at (mult 

choice test-taking skills), I referred him to the Learning Ctr on campus to get help with taking 

tests He was responsive to both suggestions and will let me know the outcome of reviewing the 
test with the pro£ In Hist , he is waiting to get the exam # 1 grade back (taken ), and is 
writing a 3-4 pg ppr due Tues    on C~eek Civ Since needs to focus on the text material and 

his own ideas in wfiring the ppr, I suggested to him to see the Hist and Engi tutors to review his 
rough drafts before passing in the ppr on              told me that he made appts with each of 

his profs during office hrs next week to go over his progress and understanding in the courses I 
commended him on his initiative and active behavior Lastly, he is going to change his major (at 

Arts & Sciences) form Ill to Comm Studies 

: missed his weekly mtg with me (Thurs at 2:30pm) 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

1) Tutor Use: 

COURSE DATE 

None 

COiVIMENTS TUTOR 

2) Progress Reports and Ga-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

3) Notes: 
I reminded that he needs to officially drop Biol by Fri As for Engl , he is rdg and 
writing ppr drafts this week In Phil , he says his     exam "went well" and he gets the grade 
next week Now he is rdg this week for the class In Port, , he is doing readings and is meeting 
with his group on     to review what they need to do/prepare for the group assmt on In 
Psyc , he sacs he spoke with his prof about arriving late to class (an 8am class) and told me it is 
not due to          but due to being so early in the morning He is going to tD" harder now to 
get to class on time so as not to miss the important review part of the class In addition, he is 
going to see the prof, as the prof suggested, for help reviewing for the     exam 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 
SocJ Clarification of missed exam problems 

2) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufticient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

3) Notes: 
Soci profwrote on the progress report tbat" shows interest, but performance 

has been poor so far" After having spoken with       , the prof is going to consider some 
regrading of parts of the hours exam, but "any changes made from this would still leave him with 
a less than a desirable grade" I met with       since, and the prof has regraded the redone 
assmt, and since       did not fully understand the assmt or do it conectly (he did not clarify 
with the prof in advance what exactly he needed to do or see him to verify that he was on the 
right track), his grade went up only one point, still leaving him with a D However,       has 
been working with the Soci tutor, and has talked with the prof about mtg with him (the prot) for 
help in the future The next assmt is for the intetwiew due In Phye , is waiting to 
get test # 1 back on (he studied with a group for it), and has test #2 on In Phye , he 

took an ’easier’ test on as well, and is waiting to get it back also For most of the semester 
in this class, he is working on the budget assmt due in April In Psyc , he has obsecv, ation # 1 
due Mon tbat he has already prepared, the midtem~ is due , and tben obse~w-ation #2 is 
due In Soci , the prof is discussing the term group proj ect assmt in class on ; the 
group project fom~s the bulk of class assmts 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAM~ 

5 
5 

5 

HOURS EARNED 

5 
5 

5 

2) Tutor Use: 
Biol Review of genetics wksht for test 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 

enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester Et addition, any comments 

about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4) Notes: 
[None] 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Devon Brouse 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ~ Study Hall : 

NAivlE HOURS REQUIRED 

10 

10 

HOURS EARNED 

15 
2* [away part of week] 
7* [away part of week] 
0* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Span Homework checked 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported g*ades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report flris early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4)Notes: 

No show for Mon ’ 10:30am mtg 

: In Dram , : saw "The Visit" on and will have a quiz and skit on In 
Engl , he got a B on his Unit #1 Project, and is writing a one-pg rough draft (a hypothesis) 
due Mon In Geol , he got a 76% on the test #1; the grade may have gotten scaled to a 
B, but was not exactly sure Test#2ison InGeol Lab, he got a 20% on lab # l, a 
37% on lab #2, and an 85% on lab #3 He spoke with the prof about these grades, and since the 
lowest lab grade will get dropped, tbe prof thinks he will do OK if he keeps his grades up from 
now on In addition,     will start seeing the Geol tutor Tues nights in prep for the labs due 
eachWed InLing , he got a 54% on test #1 on    ,andsawtheprofaboutit Since he gets 
A’s on the HW assmts, he did not understand why he did so poorly on the test The proftold him 
that he most likely should do better on tbe next tests, and did poorly on test # I due to ’test 



jitters’ However, I urged     to go over test �~1 with the profto see concretely what he did 
wrong, and he said he did not do this specifically Also, I am going to ask the Ling tutor to work 
with     individually in prep for the next test in March;     will let me know the test date so I 
can schedule the tutor accordingly with him In Phye , he has a midterm    , but will be away 
with     ; therefore,     says that          and he are going to work it out with you and the 
prof for them to take the test on the road (I called you     and left a msg for you about this so 
as to clarify the exact procedure and now am wtg for your response) Overall,     is developing 
positive habits of meeting and communicating with his profs; however, he must review his 
specific mistakes on tests and assmts so as to gain a more concrete understanding of what he is 
doing right and wrong I do see him being more organized this semester, and want him to follow 
through with each and ever), detail needed to do so as to fully benefit academically 

is mtg with his LSRA proftoday ( ) about his grade He is rdg now and 
the next exam is scheduled for In LSRA , he took the midterm exam on     and has a 
surv’ey due on ; the survey is on the accessibility of the bldg at Finley Gold Course In Phil 
he is still wig to get the     exam # I grade back, and has 2 outside assmts or volunteer sel~-ice 
work due on He is going to see the prof about the details involved with the vol service, 
since he would rather do that that the 2 outside assmts In Soci , he got an F/59% on the 
exam and must speak with the prof about what he did not understand and how he can improve 
his understanding and grades in the course He says he will see the proftbis week The next 
assmt is exam �~2 on 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I) Stud,," Hall: 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 135 

2) Tutor Use: 
Math Basic tlig functions & inverses discussed; 

has good undstng of concepts, but 

needs to practice more 

3) Progress Reports and C~-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4) Notes: 

 saw "The Visit’’ last week, and has a skit and quiz on the play on in class 
In Engl , she needs to talk with the prof still about the grading system, and is doing a group 

assmt (a smwey and 5 pg written project) for the next 2 wks In Math , she got a 60% on the 
quiz and reviewed it with the profon      She confused components of Math problems, 

causing her to do poorly on the quiz tbat she thought she understood I urged    to study more 
intensely, and see not only the prof but also the tutors here at the Academic Ctr, since she clearly 

needs more assistance and must put more effort intu her academic progress The midterm in 
Math has been moved to    now and she will see the prof and the tutors for help in advance she 

says In Spar , she got a D on the tests     and    , and will review it with the prof as well 
Again, I urged her to study more intensely, and see the prof and the tutors for help; she must 

pinpoint what she does not understand, get help with it, and tben study it harder On her 
calendar, there is a Span quiz listed for     but    is not sure if it will be given and so will ask 

the prof about it Overall,    needs to be more active in her learning process, for example make 
flashcards, review homework problems with classmates, tutors, and profs, test herself with verbs 



and vocab in the chapters, and get help when needed[ Seeing the prof once a week seems to not 
be enough if she is still perforating at the D level in Math and Span It is up to    to study and 
get assistance when needed, and she will not be successful until she internalizes the motivation to 
act on her own behalf I keep telling her weekly what she should be doing to succeed, but she 
needs to do it! 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Tutor Use, C~ade Reports, & Notes 

"1 ) Tutor Use: 
[None] 

2) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

3)Notes: 

came to see me about a BS in Bio major leading to PT school We 
completed a worksheet for tbat major and discussed her options as well as making an appt with 
an advisor in Bio for further advice 



MEMORAND[IM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Dave Klarmann 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, lutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

10 725* 
6 55* 

12 35* 

6 3* 
6 8 

6 2* 
10 7* 

10 9* 
6 15" 

6 7 
6 45* 

Tutor Use: 
Engl Devpmt of prof’s ppr suggestions 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4) Notes: 

Those who attended the Select a Maior Workshop on Tues    : 
and 



came in to discuss selecting a major We talked about his interests 
(Soci, PoliSci, or Hist) Now he will attend the Select a Major Workshop on Tues for 
further clarification of his options, and will see me again to discuss his thoughts further 

: In Engl,      is still wtg to get his grade for the ppr and is writing rough 
drafts for the , ppr due In Geol , he got a D/66% on his exam #1 taken , but the profis 
thinkingofscalingthegrades will let me know ifthe grade changes InHist ,heiswtgto 
get grades back for the quiz and ppr He is rdg now and taking a quiz In Math 
he is wtg to get a lot of grades back: quiz # 1, #2, and #3, and test taken on The next 
quizzes he is preparing for are to be given on and As for the LDS process, he had an 
appt and the second set of tests done Mon , and now needs to bring his HS transcripts from 

to who is doing the testing He has another appt with on 

: No show this week (Tues ) for appt 

2 Please note      i Psyc prog report grade of F I left a msg for him to contact 
me about it 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Anson Dorrance/Bill Paladino 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

1) Study Hall: 

NAivlE HOURS REQIYlRED 
6 
4 
6 
4 
6 
6 
10 
5 

HOURS EARNED 

55* 

525 
9 

2* 
0* 

2* 
0* 

0* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Mat| 
Biol 

Derivatives & 2nd derivatives employed 
Review of concepts 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4)Notes: 

No show for our weekly mtg (Thurs at 10:30am) 

has been sick lately and is going to Stnt Health (    ) As for her courses: In 
Afam. , she met with the profbriefly, is almost fully caught-up with the rdg, and is attending 
class more regularly now I encouraged her to meet with the prof again to get to know each other 
better so he does not think she is slacking off in the course In Biol , she had an appt with the 
prof to go over the    exam # 1, but the prof was backed up with appts and     still needs to 
reschedule as a result She has exam #2 on for which she is preparing In Biol Lab, she got 



a 70% on lab#1 and is wtg to get her test #1 score back In Phil , she missed class     due to 
being sick, and needs to contact the prof about this and missed work She is still wig for the 2/8 
test score in this class In Phye , she is doing extra-credit due     (to compensate for the C 
grade on the    test), and has test #2 on     for which she will study      still needs to declare 
her Comm major, and still is having difficulty getting in touch with Prof Wagoner to make up her 
AB in Phye She spoke with Prof Salyer, who oversees the course, who told her to meet Prof 
Wagoner in the gymnastics gym this Mon    ~ at 12:30pm b/c she teaches there at that time 
Since     is pretty sick today (    ), I doubt she will meet with Prof Wagoner, but I urged her to 
take care of this matter before 

came to see me about the process of getting excused for the 
Camp the week before Sp~ing Break I sent her to see you so that you can work with Beth Miller 
on this In addition, I urged her to speak with her profs now about it, so as to be excused and 
make up any missed work Since she and her Span prof do not get along, she may have difticulty 
getting excused from this class In addition, the prog report from Span states that"       was 
absent due to surge~?," and returned to class on the day of an exam but did not take it b/c she did 
not know that there was an exam that day, even though she had a copy of the syllabus, which 
clearly outlines all exams/classwork for the semester" Consequently,        needs to work out 
making up this missed work with the proL; as well as working out any time taken off due to 

Camp (l stated this clearly to,     . when she came to see me     ~ 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bill Lam 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
8 
10 
8 
10 
4 
8 
10 
10 
8 

HOURS EARNED 

8 

10 

10 

25* 

7* 

1025 

2) Tutor Use: 
Fren 
Math 

Math 
Port 

Span 

Chem 

Devpmt of composition 

Rev of differentiation probs; needs 

to work on rules more 
Review of problems 
Corrections to paragraph 

Basics (verb conj, vocab); shows 
considerable improvement! 

Review of concepts 

3) Progress Reports and C~-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

4) Notes: 



Those who attended the Select a Maior Workshop on Tues 

: In Comm, is preparing for a midterm    for which he is going to form a 
study group and see the profin advance for help clarif?,’ing themes to study for test Now he is 
going to the class lectures and watching films/documentaries in class In Comm , he got a C 
on exam #1 on , since he did not study the notes thoroughly enough and instead focused more 
on the readings to prep for that test Exam #2 is In Dram , he got a D on exam #1 on 
since he was more worried about Comm ’s exam and so studied more for that one and less for 
this one as a result Also, the prof said that most stnts had trouble with the exam and so future 
exam formats will be different as a result In addition,      is doing the extra-credit work (3 pg 
ppr) after Nationals to earn more credit Lastly for this class, since      will be away for 
Nationals mid-March, he needs to reschedule his exam #2 in Dram , which he will do by 
speaking with the prof In Port , he has a midterm and will see the prof and study the 
review outline in order to prep for the exam 

is working with one of my interns, and the reports show that he is not 
motivated to do his work, especially in Geol I think he is exhibiting the same destructive 

behavior as last semester, since he is not self-motivated to do his work, let alone to excel to his 
capabilities If he does not want to do well, we can not force him Please speak to him about 

this, aswill I Thankyou 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

STNT COURSE DATE 

ANm 

Afam 

COMMENTS TUTOR 

Rev of ms, questions for midterm; 
has solid undstug of material 

Rev of ms, questions for midterm; 
needs to concentrate harder on material 

and practice answering test-type questions 

2) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

3) Notes: 

No show Tues     for appt 

:     has an At’am exam on and he is mtg with the Afam tutor on to 
review InDram , he is rdg now until he preps for his     exam lnEngl ,hepassedinhis3 
pg ppr and did the class presentation on Frankenstein last week, and is rdg Uncle Tom’s Cabin 
now while listening to class presentations this week In Geog , he has a midterm on Fri 
for which he is preparing For 1/2 the midterm, the take-home part, he is writing an essay 
(question passed out last wk in class), and for the other I/2, the in-class exam, he needs to 
review I spoke with him about seeing the prof for help when needed and about making sure he 
always goes to class In addition, he is seeing the Geog tutor once-twice this wk for preparation 
(I called him to remind him to see the Geog tutor     at night; he said that he has been sick, 
and is going to tD" to get with the tutor I told him that even though he is sick, I want him to see 
the tutor for a minimum of 1/2 hr anyway)    knows to see the tutors and his profs for help, 
and he is organized enough to know what he needs to do to do well on the two upcoming exams 
this wk (At’am and Geog ) 



: In Astro Lab,        is wtg to get back the quiz he took on    , and is 
writing up lab #2 due In Comm ~. _, he got a C on exam # 1 on , and spoke with the prof 

about his grade They made an appt for Fri    to go over the exam and the prof also told 
him that she is willing to see him regularly to help him prep for upcoming exams In Dram , he 
got a B on exam #1 on , is rdg "The Doll House" this week still, and saw the play "Never In 
My Lifetime" last Sat (on which there most likely will be a pop-quiz next week in class) In 
Geol , he spoke with the prof about writing a 3-4 pg ppr to replace the exam grade (58%/F) 
He is going to write the ppr and get help from the prof and tutors to pass in a polished ppr In 
addition, he reviewed the test he failed with the prof (right answers, wrong answers, and reasons 
for answers) so he feels now that he understands the concepts and material better Exam #2 is 

In Hist , he is still wig to get back the    exam # I but has an appt with the prof    at 
which time he will ask for his grade Also, he passed in a 4 pg ppr     for which he worked 
hard with the tutor in developing it Overall,        has really begun to develop those 
necessary academic skills and behaviors that lead to success He meets with his profs during 
office hours and speaks to them after class As a result, he communicates with them and they are 
sta~ing to see him as a person and a student, and not j ust as one of many members of a class or 
as an athlete only He feels that his profs are actually more approachable and interesting that he 
thought before he began communicating with them on another level, and he is more interested in 
his own learning process, which is the initial key to success I feel confident that we will see 
some improvement in his academic performance as a result 

: Since      missed last week’s appt, we are mtg twice this week. At the first 

mtg ( ~ l~lon), we discussed his progress so far: In Comm ’., he did the optional project due 
(worth 15 pts total) So far, he has earned 7 5 pts total (out of 10) on an assmt due in    ; 

however, he spoke with the prof and he is going to redo and retTpe that assmt this wk to t~2~ to 
earn a total of 10 pts In addition, he is taking the (optional) midterm (worth 15 pts) on ~ , and 

is completing the (optional) group project due    ; (worth 25 pts) In Comm , he got a C on 

the : exam, is rdg now, and has the next exam on I In Afam i, his exam got moved 

to ; I told him I want him to see the Afam tutor to prep for the exam, and will look on 
the tutor report to make sure the tutor saw him on In Afri , he has an exam    for which 
he is preparing now and finishing the rdgs As for the LDS process of dropping the Port "F" on 

his transcript, made an appt with David at LDS for Thurs    at 12:30pro At the seemed 

mtg (Thurs 2:3~}pln}, we discussed his courses and progress again In Comm , he did the 
proj ect due (worth 15 pts) and handed in the group proj ect due (worth 25 pts), and 

turned in the redone project due in     (~vorth I 0 pts, first time it was done he received 75 pts) 
He is wig to get the points earned for these assmts He did not take the optional midterm, since 
after reading the questions on it, he did not feel comfortable answering them (He is better off 
not doing it and focusing instead on take-home optional projects to rack up pts to the needed total 

of 65-75 pts) The next project is due    which he will do (worth I 0 pts) Basically, we agreed 
that he would continue to do the projects for the course until he earned a needed total of 65-75 

pts Since the course grade is based on 100 pts earned (65-75 for projects, l0 for class 
participation, and 15-25 for the final exam), I have encouraged      to earn as close to 75 pts for 

the projects so as to make the final exam worth closer to 15 pts rather than 25 pts In Comm 
he is rdg now and has exam #2 on In Afam , he saw the tutor last week for the 



exam, which he is wtg to get back next week In Afri , the    exam has been moved up to 

Tues; he will see tbe Afam tutor Mon     for final clarifications In addition, he is almost 
done with the book that will be the focus of the test questions (he has a few chapters to go) As 

for the process and the possibility of clearing the F in Povi from his transcript, Laurie at LDS 

told me that      has not completed the process of testing to be granted a foreign language 
substitution Since he still needs to take the MLAT (Modern Language Association Test) test 
which tests for a deficiency in second language acquisition,      is at the beginning steps of this 

process (In addition, he will need letters from foreign lang profs, such as the Port prof, stating 

a good faith effort on his part to t~i to learn the language) He is being instructed by l~DS?Laurie 

as to exactly what he needs to do for this process: I) go to Univ Counseling to get an appt to take 
the MLAT test, and 2) then see Dean Cannon at Steele Bldg to evaluate test results and complete 
process (      gave him a referral form for Univ Counseling and      is to go there on Fri 

to make an appt and/or take the test) Note that      must be granted the foreign language 

substitution before Port can be removed from the transcript However, if he is not granted the 
substitution, he must complete through level 3 of a foreign language 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

1) Tutor Use: 

COURSE DATE C OiVEVIENT S TUTOR 

[None] 

2) Progress Reports and Ga-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

3[ Notes: 
officially dropped Biol In Engl , he is rdg and writing rough drafts of pprs this week 

In Phil , he is still wtg to get back his     exam grade, is rdg this week, and is preparing two 
outside assmts due (The outside assmts focus on observations from outside class as they 

relate to Phil theory’) In Port , he met with his group on     and again on     to prep for the 

class presentation InPsyc ,hemetwiththeproff’orhelpinprepafingforthe     exam 
(for which he is wtg now for the grade) Next week,     will bring me the second half of his 

semester calendar of assmts (March-May), and I will give you a copy Overall, he is working 
with his profs and classmates in the completion of assmts and understanding of material He is 

developing successful study habits 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Dick 

RE: Weekly Update for, 

I) Tutor Use: 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

[None] 

2) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported g*ades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below 

3) Notes: 
had Jury. Dut?‘" (Mon-Wed) and spoke with his profs about missed class and 

work In Soci , he is getting the interview worksheet from a classmate on By Mon 
he needs to write up the questions, inte~w-iew 2 ppl (me and his girlfriend probably), and write up 
the interview responses As well, the midterm for this class is scheduled for In Phye , he 
got a D/65% on test # I taken      Since the highest class grade was a 77%, the prof told the 
stnts that this was going to be the hardest test/assmt in the course Test #2 scheduled for has 
been cancelled and not yet rescheduled This week, they went over guidelines for the I 0 cards 
they need to complete for the course In Phye          earned a 94% on test #1 taken 
(This of course has increased his confidence in his academic performance) In addition, he is 
already halfway through the budget he is developing and due in April So far, he has done 
estimates of overall costs and revenue (9 pgs) and is starting now on equipment and weightroom 
costs In Psyc , he is wtg to get back observation #1 handed in on    , and is organizing a 
study group to prep for the    midtem~ In Soci , he has to develop a one-pg thesis/outline 
for the term ppr; the outline is due Overall, has communicated effectively with his 
profs as to his absences this week due to Jut?," Du .ty, and is preparing now for the Soci 
inte~’iew (due    ) and the Psyc midterm (due ) 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAM~ 

5 
5 

5 

HOURS EARNED 

55 
55 
0* 

2) Tutor Use: 

3)Notes: 

i: I spoke with John B about what needs to do to be eligible to return to 

UNC for Fall : 
1) Coach Shelton and Dick Baddour: complete the process with the NCAA to obtain an 

Obqnpic Waiver for Fall and Spring semesters 
2) Coach Shelton: confirm with Dick Baddour that transfer credit hours can be accepted 

from another institution while is away on an Obqnpic waiver (for example, if she would 
like to get credit for hours passed at ) 

3) Coach Sheltun: confirm w~th D~ck Baddour that      can accept a tuition waiver 

from the Olympic Committee to complete these hours while away 

4)     ,: complete 6 hrs of academic work before Fall so as to be eligible to return to 
UNC in Fall (to have a total of 48 hrs passed towards NCAA satisfactotT progress) These six 
hrs could possibly come from , but this needs to be confirmed with Dick Baddour 
first 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Devon Brouse 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAivlE 

2) Tutor Use: 
Geog 
Span 
Soci 
Phil 

Notes: 

HOURS REQU1RED HOURS EARNED 

10 13 

10 2* 

Questions on content 
Undstng of assrnt 
Rev of quiz; data for ppr 
Study tips 

Fren, : 
Histl : 
Math : 

exam#1 C+;exam#2 A- 
book review B- 
quiz#l 56%/F; quiz #2 C- 
exam # I A- 

got an A- on his exam #2 in Fren , and is rdg shovt stories for the final now InHist ,he 
is still wtg to get back the 10 pg ppr due     and is getting the takehome midterm assmt today 
which will be due Wed In Math , he is still wig for quiz #3’s grade (tim prof lost the 
class’ quizzes) and is wtg for quiz #4 as well He did see the tutor for quiz #4 help, which is a 
good sign The prof looked at his thesis for the term assmt and said it was good, Quiz #5 will 
most likely be next Wed    as well In Port , he has exam #2 on     and has read the books 
for it already As for pre-reg, he missed the dates with Jim Kessler, and I advised him to go talk 
with Jim to at least have the chance to pre-reg before the Soph class; he says he will try to see 
Jim this week asap 



Dram 

Engl 

Geol 
Geol 
l~ing 

Phye 

[none yet] 

Unit#1 B;Unit#2 4/6 

Quiz 100%; test #1B; test #2 72% 
Labs 20%, 37%, 85% [lowest lab grade dropped]; midterm D 

HW A’s;test#1 54% 

Midterm 16/20 (B-) 

In Dram, is still wtg to get back the graded scene and quiz from and will ask the prof 

about it Also, he said that his neutral scene done with a partner on went great He is seeing 

"Charlie’s Aunt" this week and writing up the review due    for it In Engl , he got a    on 
Unit #2 and is doing rough drafts for Unit #3 due In Geol , he got a 72% on test #2 and 
has test #3 to prep for on     In Geol Lab, he got a D on the midterm and saw the prof about it 

as well as his overall performance and grade He is wtg for lab #4 and #5 grades In Ling ), he 
met with the tutor and profto prep for the last test #2 which he says was quite difficult He has 
the final left now for which to study In Phye , he is mtg with the prof on Thurs     to discuss 

golf-excused absences (and will let me know if this office needs to follow up on his behalf) and 
will talk to the prof to review the midterm There is a 4 pg ppr due     and the final left for this 

class l stressed to     the importance of building working relationships with profs, as it can add 
to a student’s overall grade in many cases We discussed pre-reg and summer school procedures 

for his taking courses at              this summer As for pre-reg: 

Summer: Hist and Lit equivalents 
Fall Phil , Port , Dram , Soci , and Psyc 

LSRA 

LSRA 

Phil 

Soc 

Exam #1 F; book review 7/10; exam #2 21/24 
Midterm C;II/15 sul~ey 
Quiz #1 100%; Exam 311); quiz #2 7/10 

Exam#l F/59%;HW 5/5 on 13 of 14&0/5on I of 14; exam #2 69% 

Tutors assigned: LSRA & 

Soci 
Phil 

Tuesdays 9:30-10:30am 
Tuesdays 10:30-11:30am 

Mon 10-11am 

In LSRA got a 7/10 on the bk review, and a 21/24 on the exam #2 He passed in the vol 
exp assmt and has the final left to take is working with him in this course and 
LSRA togethisworkdoneanddoitwell InLSRA ,hehasal3pgpprdue    now 
(extended from    ) and is working with     to get it organized and edited John Blanchard 
spoke with Prof Bullock (since he knows him) and the prof said that     goes to class regularly, 
talks to the prof about the course, and has about a C?D a~erage grade so far (The profis not 
wolvied about him) In terms of suggestions, the prof said that     probably could work harder 
to improve his grade In addition,     would be better off to get notes from more than one 
classmate (for more sources of notes to study from) and should study with others in the class to 
prep for the final (since final consists of essay questions) In Phil , he got a 7/10 on a quiz and 



has to see the prof still about the vol exp assmt due at the end of semester Exam #2 is a 

takehome test and will be assigned to the class    and be due the next week He is working with 
the tutor and will address format and content for this take home test with the tutor during next 

week’s session I spoke with his Phil prof, Jan Boxill, who said that she has noticed an 

increased effort on      part He goes to class regularly now and is participating more In 
addition, she said that her class notes ave available to all stnts, and he just has to see her to copy 

them Also, he can make up the one quiz that he missed, and once again, should speak to her 

aboutthis InSoci , he got a 69% on exam #2 and has a ppr due Heisworkingwiththe 
tutor to review tests taken and to prep for pprs and tests to be done 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I) Stud,," Hall: 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 17 

2) Tutor Use: 

3)Notes: 

Math Help with HW 

Span Review for test 

Dram 

Engl 
Math 
Span 

[quiz #1 C] 

Unit #1 B/C 
Quiz#l 100%;test#1 78%;quiz#2 60%;midtem~ D 
test #11); quiz #1 D; oral test #1 B 

In Drmr,       is wtg for the takehome quiz and graded scene she did this week, and she saw 

"Charlie’s Aunt" for which she is writing a review due the wk of In Engl , she passed 
in Unit #2 and has Unit #3 rough drafts due for the next couple of weeks In addition, she went 
to the Auckland Museum (a class assrnt) and is writing up a ppr comparing two pieces of artwork 
due at the end of March or so In Math , she has test #3 on    and has copies of old tests from 
which to study HW is going better she says due to the help she’s getting from the tutors In 
Span , she has a test     (pa~ 1) and     (part 2) and is seeing the tutor     and the prof for 
help This week we discussed selecting a major She is going to read the Undergrad Bulletin to 
get more in-depth info on majors she likes now We will explore this topic over the next couple 
of semesters 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Tutor Use, C~ade Reports, & Notes 

Tutor Use: 

2) Notes: 

Chen3 

Port 

Review ofmidterm; prep for final 
Translation of dialogue 

came in to discuss her possible interest in Sports Infom~ation as a career 
field I suggested she make an informational interview with someone at the Sports Info office a 
UNC (Dave Lohse) to learn more about the field, its rewards and challenges, typical duties and 
career pah one follows in the field She is going to try to set up an info interview and will see 
me with feedback on what she learned, and where to go from there 



MEMORAND[IM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Dave Klarmann 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, lutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

10 10 
6 8 

12 12 
6 45* 

6 5* 
6 3* 

10 725* 
10 7 

6 0* 
6 525* 

6 2* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Stal 

Math 

Help with HW 
Indiv session: theories 

discussed; he’s progressing 

Notes: 

EngL : 
Geog : 
Hist : 
Math 

35/6 2/14 ppr 
map quiz 65%; exam #1 D [maybe crowed] 
quiz 41 D; quiz #2 C; ppr42 C 
test#1 20/20; quizzes 20/20, 20/20, 15/20; test#2 70% 

needs to reschedule an appt still with LDS for more testing In Engl , he is wig for Unit 
#2’s grade and has Unit #3 due In Geog , he is wig for the ppr grade and test 42’s grade 
For test #2, he went to tbe review session and felt fairly wall-prepared going into it Now he has 
another ppr due     and the final InHist ,hegotaConquiz#2andonppr42 Heiswtgto 



get back ppr #1 He has a quiz on    andapprdue    , InMath , he is wtg to get back a 2 
class quizzes and a takehome quiz, got a 70% on test #2, and has a quiz    and a test 

Dram ,: test#l F 
Engi : Unit#l 45/6 

Geol : map quiz C; test #1~ 

Hist : ppr#l C;quiz#l C 
Port : test#1 C;test42 C- 

In Dram,,      has a test and went to a review session to prepare; he knows he has to do 

well on test #2 to pull up his failing grade In Engl , his Unit #1 grade went up from a 4/6 to a 
45/6 afier talking with the prof about his work He is wtg for Unit #2’s grade and is starting 

rough drafts for Unit #3 now In Geol , he got an F on test #1 and did not review the test with 

his prof as I suggested He is wtg for a ppr grade and test #2 taken    ; There is a ppr due 
andaquizin     and the final is not cumulative InHist , he got a C on quiz #1, is wtg for ppr 
#2 to come back and has another quiz, ppr, and the final left to do In Port , he has an oral exam 

(not     as oliginally planned), and a written exam    or On    , he is watching a 
movie to complete extra-credit in the course 

Port 
Dram 
Hist : 

Psyc : 
Math : 

group assmt A; midterm C 

quiz#1 C;quiz#2 C;ppr#1 C- 

test #1 1); test #2 C- 
test #1 F; test #2 D; quiz average B range 

came to talk to me about his grades and current pevl’ormance He is feeling like he can not 
get better than C grades and has not been able to manage his time well so as to work more 
effectively within the time he has allotted for each class We broke his courses down into more 
manageable pieces and as a result discovered that he does not need to put much more time into 
his studies, just needs to work more effectively in how he is studying In addition, he needs to 
begin to utilize ’down time’ such as time on the lax bus, time waiting for a friend to go eat lunch, 
time before and after practice, etc 

: 1 spoke with Mr about summer school options, correspondence 
courses, and date for reapplication to UNC ( ) 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Mason Dorrance/Bill Paladino 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

1) Study Hall: 

NMvlE HOURS REQUfl~D 
6 

HOURS EARNED 
7 
10 
65 

10 

2[ Tutor Use: 
Math 
Math 
Phye 

Afam 
Stat 

Phye 

Devpmt of problems 

Questions in calculus 
Review session for test 

Review session for test 
Ppr devpmt 

lndiv session: review for test; 

Stnt missed Mot of class & is 
behind/’lost’ in class 

3[ Notes: 

Dram : test#l F 
Geol : [none passed back yet] 
Phye : [none passed backyet] 
Phye’ : test#l D 

lnDrar~ took test #2 on andsaiditwentwell Thenexttestisthefinal In 

Geol ,she s st ll wtg for test #1 s grade and took test 21astweek She said it went OK but is 

not certain of her performance since no graded work has been passed back to her yet In Phye , 
sheiswtgfortest#1 onunit#l (g~imnastics), and just completedtes~dunit #2 (bball) Test/Unit 

#3 (softball) is the last test given at end of In Phye , she took test #2 on     and has left 

to do for the semester: 10 cards on sports a~icles (synopsis of articles), a class project/ppr assmt 
(about 10 cards and articles), test #3 in    , and the final exam We discussed the grades she 



needs to get this Sp semester in order to have the necessary 1 9 cum gpa and 78 hrs passed 
Basically,        needs a C+ average in her courses to not have to go to summer school She 
estimated the following final grades in order to earn a 1 9 cure gpa after Sp : 

Dram : rain grade needed C- goal C 

Geol : rain grade needed C goal C 

Phye : rain grade needed B+ goal A 
Phye : rain grade needed C+ goal B- 

I stressed to        the importance of communicating with her profs about her current 
performance and desire to improve her understanding of course content and overall grade To 
give you and advance notice: Next v, eek (, :), I am going to require that she meets 
with each prof by or else she will not be able to compete in the next soccer game. 

Afam : 
Biol : 
Biol Lab: 
Phil : 
Phye : 

exam#l F; exam#2 D+ 
lab#1 7/10;exam#l 85/15;exam#2 12/15;lab#2 75/10 
quiz#1 9/10; test#! C+; quiz#2 7/10 

test#1 C; extra crediwcompleted 

is still v~g to get back her exam # I in Afam , has a 2-3 pg ppr due      and the next 
exam is the final She says she spoke with the prof about the course and her performance In 

Biol , she got a D+ on exam #2 and has exam #3 on, She is studying with others in the 
class for the exam and has old tests from which to review and prepare In Biol Lab, she got an 

85/15 on exam #1 and a on exam #2 She passed in her "Life on Earth" 2 pg ppr and has 

exam #3/the final on On Lab #2 she got a 75/10 but is going to talk to the TA about her lab 
grades to t~?," to get more credit for her work In Phil , she is wig for quiz #2 and the next test is 

going to be a takehome due in the first week of April In Phye , she did the extra credit work, is 
wtg for exam #2’s grade and has exam #3 on The next test is the final Basically, Afam 
and Biol are her most difficult courses, and she is possibly needing summer school to have a 

18gpa entering the Fall’ /5th semester 

is failing her Stats course, so I set her up with a Stats tutor ( , Tues 
and Thurs at 9:30pm) for indiv sessions Hopefully the}, can work to improve her undstg and 
perfom~ance so as to pass the course Otherwise, she will have to go to summer school We 
discussed her options for summer school 

: We discussed Fall pre-reg courses 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bill Lam 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
8 
10 
8 
10 
4 
8 
10 
10 
8 

HOURSEARNED 

6 

10 

10 
0* 

2* 

6* 
8 

2) Tutor Use: 
Soci 
Soci 
Math 
Port 
Geol 
Geol 
Span 
Chem 
Econ 
Econ 

Review session for make-up test 
Catch up with HW and research ppr 
Problem solving 
Lab exercises 
Indiv session: rev of exam 
lndiv session: rev of class and notes 
Indiv session: verb tenses reviewed 
Questions on Chem 
Review for exam 
Review for exam 

3) Notes: 

; 
Comm : midterm C 
Comm : exam # I C 
Dram : exam#1 D 



test #1 85%; midterm 78% 

In Comm got a C on the midterm and is researching now for a ppr due Also 
there 

is a 10 min presentation he has to do on the ppr His topic is re-enactment/dramatization in 
documentau-type movies In Comm , he took exam #2 on    ’ (not     since he was away 
with         ) and has a ppr due    ’ The profis giving the ppr topics out in April Exam #3 

is 
the final In Dram , he is wtg for exam #2’s grade He says he got behind in this class with 

and now is working hard to catch up In addition, he is doing extra-credit for the 
course 

(a 3 pg ppr on a play) due in April and has a ppr due for the class as well on In Port ,he 
got a 78% on the midterm and has exam #2 on There is a review session on in class 

and 
he may see the tutor this week to review for the test 

: I called about Summer School registration, as well as to remind him to resolve his 
schedule! To graduate, needs the following,after this Sp , semester: 
For lang level 1-3 [or one more for lang substitution course, if approved by the Dean] 
Comm /Speech 
Natural Science Lab 

In addition, should finish his correspondence course (Phil ) and approve his courses to 
graduate with tbe A & S advisor before starting summer school 

: We discussed what courses      still needs to take for his IR major Since he 
has redshirted (Fall! -Sp ), he will grad in 10 semesters (Sp ~ 

and I discussed reqs and courses to take for his IR and Comm majors 

missed both Math individual tutor sessions this week! In addition, I have 
not seen him to talk to him about this and what is causing this behavior I left a msg on his 

phone machine about it Please send him in to see me asap Thanks 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

& 

I) Tutor Use: 

STNT COURSE DATE COMMENTS 
Phye         Devpmt of prelim expense plan for 

budget assmt (HS Baseball tin) 

TUTOR 

2) Notes: 

Afarn 
At~am 

Geol Lab: 

Hist 
Soci’. 

[none] 
[none] 
1/30 quiz A+/99%; HW B; midtem~ 70% & 90% (2 parts) 
2/17 test D/60%; dig pp,--B+ 
3/2 midterm F/35% 

is still wtg to get back his Afarn test taken , and will ask the prof for it/about it this 
week He has a 4-5 pg ppr due    (or so) and so is rdg and researching now for that In 
Afarn ,, he is working on the 35 pg tem~ ppr, and since his topic is "The Duke Family and its 

treatment of African-Americans during the early 1900’s," he is going to do research at Duke U 

this week to gather sources and info In Geol Lab, he is wtg for the group assrnt grade and got 
a 70% and 90% on his midterm (2 pa~s to midterm) He is doing HW assmts weekly for this 

class In Hist , he is wig for midtem~ #2 to come back, is wtg for his grade for the ’dig’ 

discussion, and got a B+ on his ’dig’ ppr In Soci , he still has not talked with his prof yet 

about the F he got on the rnidterm, and handed in his journal assmt He is rdg now until the next 
assmtitest is announced As for Summer school reg (courses needed to grad), he is seeing Dean 

Cannon to I) sign up for 2 appropriate Math sub courses, such as Comp. and Musc (she 
approved him to take 2 sub courses to satisfy math requirement), 2) will change his major 

officially to Afam, and 3) will verit~v his worksheet with the Dean so as to be sure he is prepared 
to grad this summer Basically, if passes all his classes this Sp semester, he only needs 

2 math sub courses to graduate 



Afam : Exam#l C+ 
Dram : Exam#l 68% 
Engl : Midterm C 
Geog : 

In At’am, is rdg for the final which is the next and last test In Dram , he is preparing for 
exam #2 on I; there was a review session for the test on and he spoke with the prof 
privately about preparing for it In Engl i, he is still wtg for the Frankenstein 3 pg ppr to be 
handed back, and thinks the prof might not be handing them back He finished Watching God 
and now has to buy and read Song of Solomon for the final ppr and project due in April In 
Geog , he is wtg to get back the midterm grade and since the prof was not in class again on 

, he did not get his test back There is a group presentation due     and his group members 
are             and The group needs to get together to discuss the topic and 
procedure for this group work due          did meet with the prof on Fri     to catch up with 
stuff he missed the first week of class (joined class late); he said this helped After the group 
work, the next and last test is the final on 

Astl [Lab: 
Comm : 

Geol : 
Hist : 

quiz B-; lab #l & #2 OK;lab#3 C 

exam#1 C;exam~2 C 
exam # I B 

exam#1 F [ppr rewrite instead] 
exam # I C 

is now seeing his Gen Coll advisor, Mr Hogan, (since Dean Cannon is not accepting 
appts) on    for pin# and change of maj or process In Astr Lab, he got a C on lab #3 and is 

wtg for lab #4 and the final taken on In Comm , he saw the TA about his exam #2 (C) 
and the ppr due and is mtg with the TA again on to go over specific exam answers and 

the     ppr format and procedures In Dram , he is wtg for the    quiz grade, exam #2 grade, 
and the 4 pg ppr grade Now he has plays to see/read, maybe a quiz, and the final In Geol , he 

is handing in the replacement ppr     and is vctg for exam #2’s grade Exam #3 is on In 
Hist , he is wtg for exam #2’s grade, but he said it was a difficult exam due to tricky I1) 

questions He is going to discuss his grade and undstg of the course with the TA this coming 

week 

Comm 
Afam : 
Afri 

75/10 project [redone & being regraded]; group project 22/25 
2/8 exam C; midterm B 
2/21 exam C 
exam#1 C 

In Comm,         is wtg still to get his project grades back, and has two more next week ( 
and ,) to do In Comm , he got a B on his midtem~ and has a ppr due     that he is going 
to start researching and writing for this week-end ForAfam, andAfri i, heisrdgnowforthe 



finals As for LDS and M3~A for lang testing, he has an appt for the actual test on 4/3 Also, he 

is going to arrange with LDS to take his Afri and Afam finals with them Lastly, he registered 

with Jim Kessler and got all the courses we discussed for Summer and Fall 

Geo8 : 3 annotations 7/10 8/10 6/10 [rewliting all 3]; midteml 36/80 
Phye : test #1~ 
Phye : [none] 
Geol : [none] 

finally came to see me He did have an organized 3 -ring binder notebook In Geog , he 
got a 36/80 on his midterm, but said since the prof has her own grading scale, he is not sure what 
that translates into He is to talk to the prof about it and bring the test to next week’s mtg with 
me In addition, I told him he had to complete the 3 rewritten annotations and hand them in 
as discussed; he had most of them rewritten and just needed to make final touch-ups before 
passing them in Now he has to read the book for the readings essay due in April and then 
prepare for the final exam In Phye , he has test #2 on    and needs to organize a study group 
with classmates to help him prepare Also, the budget is due     and he is to see the Phye tutor 
Thurs     to get ideas and guidelines from which to proceed In Phye , he is wtg for test # 1 
and test #2 grades, is doing class activities and lab assmts now and has test #3 in April/May (may 
be final exam) In Geol , he is wtg for test #2’s grade (which will determine whether or not he 
isgoingtowriteapprtoreplacetest#1 that he missed or have test #2 count twice) Hehasa 
group presentation due for which to prepare and see the prof about, test #3 in April and then 
the final 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

1) Tutor Use: 

COURSE 

[None ] 

DATE CONEVIENTS TUTOR 

2) Notes: 
Engl 
Phil 

Port 

Psyc 

5/4 Unit #1; 5/6 Unit #2 
8/10 quiz #l ; 67% scaled to a C exam#l 
4/5 quiz #3; 5/5 quiz #4 

A group assmt 

86%/B exam #1 

8/10 quiz #2; 

has Unit #3 in Engl due    , not     now In Phil , he is wtg for the     quiz to 
come back and exam #2 is now going to be a take-home due in the first week of April It has not 

been handed out yet to the class In Port , he is wtg for the midterm grade and is now rdg for 
the next test!the final exam In Psyc ’,, he has exam #2 on     and has an appt with the prof 

to review for the test In addition, he has his books on tape for Psyc at LDS now and will 

pick them up on , On , the ppr assmt is due as well As for pre-reg, 3 will see Jim 
Kessleron togetpre-registeredforhiscoursesforSummerandFall ; [, metwith 

about specific courses for which to register for the Summer and Fall ] 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORAND[JM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS 
Phye’ Review session for test 

TUTOR 

2) Notes: 
Soci 

Phye 
Phye 
Psyc 
Soci 

D 2/3 test #1 (still a D grade after redoing assmt); A+ inte~,iew assmt; 
midterm 61% 
D~est #1 
A test #1 
A+ observation 41; B midterm 
[none yet] 

In Soci, did not do so well on the midterm (61%), but he saw the prof about his grade 
and overall performance in the course It" he does well on the other class assmts and keeps 
showing effort and interest in the course, his grade can go up He has completed 4 out of 10 
inte~’iew assmts and has now until    to get the 10 inte~’iews done In Phye , he is wtg for 
test #2’s grade (taken    ), and he went to the review session which he said prepared him well 
for the test He has to complete 10 cards on sports articles for this class due In 
Phy~ , he still has to see the prof to review his budget draft, and has a quiz In Psyc , 
observation ~2 is due now, he has a group project due    , and a 1 pg synopsis for it due 

He is mtg with the group to prepare In Soci , his class presentation on his ppr 
(History of Football) has been moved to from , and the prof said his ppr outline tbr it 
looks clear and good 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAM~ HOURS REQUfl~D 

5 
5 

5 

HOURS EARNED 

7 
8 

5 

2) Tutor Use: 
Fren 
Hist 
Beol 
Bio 

Edit of compositions 
Review for final exam 
Review for exam 
Review of muir choice for final 

3) Notes: 

COACH: PLEASE SEND ME YOUR LIST OF INCOMING FRESHMEN {NAME, 
ADDRESS, AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Devon Brouse 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAivlE HOURS REQU1RED HOURS EARNED 

10 O* 

10 O* 

2) Tutor Use: 

3) Notes: 

COACH: PLEASE SEND ME YOUR LIST OF INCOMING FRESHMEN (NAME, 
ADDRESS, AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 

Histl : 
Math : 
Port : 

exam # I C+; exam #2 A- 
book review B- 
quiz #1 56%/F; quiz #2 C- 
exam #1 A- 

No show again for weekly mtg Mon at 10:30am 

DFam : 

Engl : 
Geol : 
Geol Lab: 

Ling : 
Phye : 

graded scene I 0/I 5; quiz I 0/I 5; ’Charlie’s Aunt’ revie~ 15/20 or 75% 

Unit #1 B; Unit #2 4/6; Unit #3 4/6 [FINAL GRADE B] 
Quiz 100%; test #l B; test #2 72%; test #3 74% 
Labs 20%, 37%, 85% [lowest lab grade dropped]; midterm D; 
lab #6/ppr 83%; final 72% [FINAL GRADE D] 

~ A’s;test#1 54%;test#2 60% 
Midterm 16/20 (B-); ppt-- 14/I 5 or 93% 



In Dram,        got a 15/20 on the ’Chaflie’s Aunt’ play review, is doing the MacBeth review 
for extra-credit, and has the final scene to do on In Engl , he got a    for the Unit #3 

grade, and has been given a B for the final grade In Geol , he has the non-cumulative final on 

In Geol Lab, he is wtg for lab #4 and #5 grades, got a 72% on the final and was given the 
finalgradeofaD lnLing ,, he has the final    andisworkingw-iththeprofandthetutorto 
prepare for it In Phye , he got a 14/15 on the ppr, and spoke with the prof about the absences 

issue He will see her at the end to make sure the golf absences do not count against him The 

final is Overall,    t is estimating the following grades, giving him a 2425 sem gpa and 
thus a 1814 cure gpa: 

Dram ;: B+ 
Engl : B [grade given] 

Geol : C+ 
Geol Lab: D [grade given] 
Ling ’: D 
Phye, : B 

or 

LSRA 

LSRA 

Phil ’ 

Soci 

Exam#l F; book review 7/10; exam#2 21/24; vol exp 9/10 

Midterm C; I 1/15 sul~ey; pp~--17/20 or 85%; content analysis 135/15 

90% 
Quiz # I 100%; Exam 31 D; quiz #2 7/I 0; quiz #3 8/10; takehm 

exam C 

Exam#l F/59%;HW 5/5 on 13 of 14&0/5on I of 14; exam #2 69%; 
ppI--80% 

Tutors assigned: LSRA ~& 
Soci 
Phil: 

Tuesdays 9:30-10:30am 
Tuesdays 1@30- I 1:30am 
Mon 10-1 lam 

is preparing for his Lsra final on    and is going to study with two classmates who do 
well in the course In Lsra , he earned a 13 5/15 (90%) on the content analysis assmt and is 
preparing for the final by studying with these same two students in this class as well In 
Phil ’, he earned a C on the Iakehome exam and is wtg for the vol exp assmt to come back ]-he 
final is    for which he got study questions from the prof and is working with the tutor to 
prepare further In Soci , he got a 80% on the ppr and is mtg with the tutor to prep for the 
final Overall, it looks like he has a strong chance to earn the C average for the semester that he 
needs to stay on track to complete his academic goals to graduate 

came to see me about transferring procedures He needs to I) leave 
eligible, which should not be a problem, and 2) get a clearance letter from you, if needed for his 
status I will miss him! 

: contacted me about the process he is completing to enroll in summer session 
#1 (classes sta~ ) He has 1) cleared his holds, and 2) is applied for readmission (and will 



hear/be readmitted by Fri    or so), and then will 3) get his PIN# next week and 4) see me next 

week to discuss Summer and Fall courses for which to register Reminder:     must pass 8 

hours of summer school courses to be eligible to compete in the Fall semester. 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I) Stud,," Hall: 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 10 

2) Tutor Use: 
Engl Edit of ppr 
Engl Edit of ppr 
Span Review for final exam 

3) Notes: 

COACH: PLEASE SEND ME YOUR LIST OF INCOMING FRESHMEN (NAME, 
ADDRESS, AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 

Engl 
Math 

Span 

[quiz #1 C]; takehm quiz B; graded scene C; ’Charlie’s Aunt’ 

review 17/20 

Unit#l B/C; Unit#2 B; Unit#3 ’check’ 
Quiz#l 100%; test #1 78%; quiz #2 60%; test #2 D; test #3 62% 

test #l D; quiz #1 D; oral test #1 B; test #2 66%; quiz #2 D 

got a 17/20 (or 85%) on the ’Charlie’s Aunt’ play review, and is passing in the MacBeth 
extra-credit assmt    (day of final) For the final, she has a final scene, but no quiz now In 

Engl , she got a ’check’ (or B range grade) for Unit #3, and has the portfolio to do for the final 

assmt, due She has seen the Engl tutors and her prof for help with the portfolio (best 3 out 
of4pprsffomthesemester) InMatb , she is wtg for a quiz grade and has the final In 

Span , she got a D on the quiz    and the class has to redo their composition assmts to pass in 
again Consequently, that grade is not yet in The oral, that she thinks she did well on, has not 
been graded yet, and she has the final     She feels confident that she can earn an A~B in Drama 

and English, and hopefully a C- in Math and Span each I told her to shoot for two A’s and 2 

C’s 





DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Tutor Use, C.ade Reports, & Notes 

Tutor Use: 

Bio Review of muir choice for final exam 

2) Notes: 

COACH: PLEASE SEND ME YOUR LIST OF INCOMING FRESHMEN {NAME, 

ADDRESS, AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Dave Klarmann 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, lutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

10 4* 
6 7 

12 6* 
6 0* 

6 6 
6 15" 

10 0* 
10 0* 

6 0* 
6 0* 

6 0* 

2) Tutor Use: 
[None] 

Notes: 

COACH: PLEASE SEND MI~ YOUR LIST OF INCOMING FRESHMEN (NAME, 
ADDRESS, AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 

Engl 
Geog 

Hist 
Math 

2/14ppr 35/6 
map quiz 65%; test 41 D [may be curved]; ppr A; 

test #2 68% [crowed to a C] 
quiz ~1 D; quiz #2 C; ppr42 C 

test#l 20/20; quizzes 20/20, 20/20, 15/20; test #2 70% 

No show for mtg Wed at I 1:30am 



Engl 

Geol 

Hist 
Port: 

test#1 F; test #2 89% 

Unit #1 45/6; Unit #2 5/6 
map quiz C;test#l F;ppr#1 86%; test #2 F 
ppr#1 C; quiz#1 C; ppr#2 C- 

test #1 C; test #2 C-; midterm 68% 

No show for mtg Tues at 1:30pm 

Port, ,: 

Dram 

Hist2 _: 

Psyc 
Math: 

group assmt A; midterm C 

quiz#1 C;quiz#2 C;ppr#1 C- 

test#1 D;test#2 C- 
test #1~; test #2 D; quiz average B range 

came to see me about Summer school courses taken elsewhere, and Fall 
pre-registration I gave him a written copy of the 3-step process he must follow/complete in 
order to take courses at another university and transfer them back into UNC As he nears the end 
of his first year in college, he seems more mature and in control of his academic welfare 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Anson Dorrance/Bill Paladino 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

1) Study Hall: 

NAME HOURS REQU]KED HOURS EARNED 

6 0* 

10 
5 0* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Math 
Math 

Phye 

Phye 

Help with HW problems 
Help with problems 
Review for final exam 

Review for final exam 

3) Notes: 

COACH: PLEASE SEND ME YOUR LIST OF INCOMING FRESHMEN (NAME, 
ADDRESS, AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 

Geol 
Phye 
Phye 

test#1 F 

test #1 68%; test #2 60% 
test#l A-;test#2 B- 
test #113; test #2 73%~D [profs scale] 

Geol 
Phye 

Phye’ 

rain grade needed C- goal C 
rain grade needed C goal C 
rain grade needed B+ goal A 
rain grade needed C+ goal B- 

does not know her grade yet for test #2 in Dram ,, but is calling the prof today to see 

what her grade is going into the final In Geol , she got a 60% on test #2, is wtg for test 
#3’s grade and has the final lnPhye , she got an A- on test #1 and a B- on test #2 and has 



the final In Phye , she has the final Since she may not make her goals for Spring 

grades, she is planning on going to summer session # I to achieve the needed 19 cure gpa for Fall 

Afan~ : 

Biol : 
Biol Lab: 

Phil : 
Phye : 

exam#l F; exam#2 D+; exam#3 D+ 
lab#1 7/10;exam#l 85/15;exam#2 12/15;lab#2 75/10 
quiz#1 9/10; test#l C+; quiz#2 7/10; quiz #3 11/10; quiz #4 90% 

test#1 C; extra crediwcompleted; exam #2 C; exam #3 C 

In Afa~r,        is really struggling However, she has been afraid all semester to see the prof 
and therefore, does not know the exact grades she earned on the first exam and two ppr she did 
However, the prof wrote that she has an F grade, so she really is in jeopardy of failing this class 
The final is , and she says she is getting help from another student who did well in the course 
inthepast lnBio Lab, sheisstillwtgtogogetherfinalgradeandsayssheisdoingitthis 
week and will let me know In Bio , she got a D+ on the exam #3 and has the final : In 
Phil: , she is wtg for the takehome test grade and got a 90% on the quiz #4 The final is    and 
the prof gave the class sample test questions from which to study In Phye , she got a C on 
exam #2 and #3 and has the final 

As for pre-reg,     still has not gotten her PIN#, causing her to be behind in pre-registering for 
Summer and Fall classes Therefore, she will be closed out of the preferred courses, and will 

have to take what is still open and/or hustle to be let into some desired courses in the Fall She 
says she is going to see the Comm advisor in A & S to change her major and get her PIN # this 

week In addition, she is vctg for her student loan to come through so as to clear her registration 
so that she can pre-reg next week She is planning to have everything set to pre-reg by Fri 

orMon In terms of courses tu take, I would like her to be able to enroll in the following: 
Sum Sess #1: Comm and Span (her choice to take Spanl in Summer) 

Fall :       Span , Phil , Comm           , Soci     , or Hist persp, Elective 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bill Lain 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
8 
10 
8 
10 
4 
8 
10 
10 
8 

HOURSEARNED 

5* 

8* 

6* 
0* 

9 
5* 

3* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Comm 

Hist 
Math 

Soci 
Math 

Span 
Econ 
Phye 

Math 

Edit of ppr 
Ppr devpmt & edit 
Ppr devpmt 
HW problems 
Research ppr devpmt 
Prep for final; prob solving 
Sample final done for review 
Review for final exam 

Review for final exam 
Review of old exam for final 

3) Notes: 

COACH: PLEASE SEND M]~ YOUR LIST OF INCOMING FRESHMEN (NAME, 

ADDRESS, AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 



Comm 

Comm 
Dram : 
Port : 

midterm C 
exam#1 C;exam#2 D 
exam #1 D; exam #2 B-/C+; ppt--B 
test #1 85%; midterm 78%; exam #2 B (written)& B (oral) 

No show for weekly mtg Thurs at 9:30am 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

STNT 
[None] 

2) Notes: 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

Afam : 
At~am : 
Geol Lab: 
Hist : 
Soci : 

[none] 
[none] 
1/30 quiz A+/99%; HW B; midtem~ 70% & 90% (2 pacts) 
2/17 test F/57%; dig ppt-B+; test #21)/66% 
3/2 midterm F/35% 

No show again Tues    ; at 9:30am 

Engl 
Geog : 

Exam#1 C+ 
Exam #1 68%; exam #2 74% 
Midterm C 
Midterm D 

In Afam handed in his final ppr on and has the final on Sat In Dram , he has 
the final In Engl , he is seeing a tutor to edit his final ppr due , and may have a 
written final (will check with prof for sure on ) In Geog , he handed in his final ppr 

, and is attending a final exam review session on     to prep for the final I have 
enjoyed worldng with    this semester, and would welcome the oppoctunity to work with him 
during upcoming semesters if need be 

Astrl Lab: quiz B-; lab #1& #2 OK;lab#3 C;Lab#4 ’check’;lab#5 I/2credit 
Comm : exam#1 C;exam#2 C 



Dram 

Geol 

Hist : 

exam #1 B; quiz B-; exam #2 C+; pp~--C 
exam # I Ic [ppr rewrite instead]; exam #2 C [ppr rewrite]; exam #3 C 
[ppr rewrite] 
exam#l C;exam#2 D;ppr#l C;ppr#2 C 

In Astrc Lab,        is wtg for the lab #6 grade and the final grade for the course (final taken 
) He is going to the prof’s office to get the grade, and since the prof said the overall class 

peffom~ance was lower than expected, is anticipating a D for a grade In Comm , he 
is wtg for his ppr grade and has the final He anticipated a C for a grade, but is trying to earn 
a B In Dram , he got a C on his last ppr, but thinks he dese~w-ed a higher grade on the ppr since 
he felt it was a solid piece of work Therefore, he is going to see the prof about it to discuss 
reasons for the grade He had the final on    , which he says went well, and so will probably 
get his final grade when he speaks with the prof about the ppr He is estimating a B in that class 
In Geol , he rewrote a ppr to replace test # I’s grade, rewrote another ppr to replace test #2’s 
grade (prof allowed class to do this), and is rewriting a third ppr to replace the C he got on exam 
#3 The ppr #3 is due at which time the class and prof are having a review session to prep 
for the final given , He estimates a C+ in Geol lnHist , he got a D on exam #2 and a C 
on ppr #2 The prof said that since everyone did poorly on exam #2, the grades might be scaled a 
bit The final is              is estimating a C in this course Hopefully, he will earn at least 
the grades he is estimating, thus bringing his cum gpa up to a 1825, allowing him to earn the 
needed summer grades to have the 1 9 cure gpa for the Fall It has been a pleasure to work with 

this semester, and to watch him mature academically I hope to continue working with 
him in the future, if need be 

Comm : Completed 75/75 pts 
Comm] : 2/8 exam C;midterm B 
Afam : 2/21 exam C 
Afri : exam#1 C 

was a joy to work with this semester, and I would be happy to work with him again in the 
future I think that he has gained more confidence in his abilities which will hopefully show in 
the next coming years 

Geog 
Phye 
Phye 

Geol : 

3 annotations 7/10 8/10 6/10 [rewriting all 3]; midterm 24/80 

test #1~; test #2 78%/C- 
test #l ?; test #2 46%; lab #l 17/17; lab #2 15/15; quiz #l 5/6; 
quiz #2 6/6; quiz #3 1/8 

[none] 

1 caught     in the hallway on Thurs     and made him meet with me before leaving town for 
the day In Geog , he still does not know his ppr grade, redid 2 of 3 annotations, and has the 

final In Phye , he passed in the budget assmt and has the final In Phye , he does not 
know still fue grades for test ~1 and#3, but got a 17/17 and 15/15 ontwolabs He also received 



his quiz grades: 5/6, 6/6, and 1/8 The final is In Geol , he has or is rewriting pprs to 
replace his three test grades, and will have all 3 pprs handed in by Fri 1-he profis giving a 
review session     for the     final Overall,     has been a challenge, since his level of 
rnaturi~, and sense of personal responsibili~" are low However, I think he will benetSt from 
constant academic monitoring and support, and over time, we should see him grow and develop 
into a more accountable, responsible young adult Although he requires much energy and time, I 
think will benefit from long-term monitoring and contact 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

1) Tutor Use: 

COURSE 

[None ] 

DATE COMiVIENTS TUTOR 

2) Notes: 
Engl 
Phil 

Port 

Psyc 

Unit 41 5/4; Unit 42 5/6; Unit 43 6/6 
quiz #1 8/10; exam #1 67% scaled to C; quiz #2 8/10; 
2 assmts 4/5 & 5/5; quiz #3 9/10; quiz 44 10/10 

group assmt A; midterm D 

exam #1 86%/B; exam #2 69 5%/D+ 

In Engl,        is preparing his final assmt, Unit #4 due, In Phil , he is still wtg for his 

exam #2 grade and then has the final In Port , he is wig to get back the group assmt grade and 
then has the final In Psyc , he is wtg for his ppr grade and met with the profto go over old test 
in prep for the final      is taking his exams at LDS Overall,     seems to have matured 
well, and may not need academic monitoring in the Fall However, I would welcome the 
opportunity to work with him again, maybe meeting bimonthly versus weekly Let’s discuss 
what you all think of his status after Spring grades are in this May 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Dick 

RE: Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS 

[None] 

TUTOR 

2)Notes: 
Soci : 

Phye : 
Phye : 
Psyc : 
Soci : 

D 2/3 test # I (still a D grade after redoing assmt); A+ intelw-iew assmt; 
midterm 61%; 10interv, iews 100%; 2analyses 65% 

D test #1; test #2 75%/C 

A~est #1; test #2 87% 
A+ obselwation #1; B midtem~; synopsis 86%; obse~wation #3 92% 

[none yet] 

In Soci,          only earned a 65% since he misunderstood the directions for the second half of 

the assmt (I/2=historical analysis and I/2=obse~w-ation) However, he is doing extra-credit (an 
SPSS computer program assmt) due     to hopefully add up to 15 points to his grade The final 
is InPhy~ , he has the final     andinphy~ , he has the final Heisworkingwith 
the Phye tutor and going to review sessions to prep for these finals In Psyc24, he got an 86% on 
the synopsis, has not been handed back obs #2 yet, and got a 92% on obs #3 The final is In 
Soci , he is having the tutor do a final edit of his term ppr and then is handing it in by 
Overall, since he has prepared well all semester and done his work diligently, he is ready to 
prepare for and do well on his finals He has been a joy to work with, and I welcome working 
with him this summer and next fall if need be 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAM~ 

5 
5 

5 

HOURS EARNED 

55 
5 

55 

2) Tutor Use: IPlease post the enclosed flyers of tutor info and encourage your players to 

see the tutors often for help!!!I 

Econ 
BusiComm 

Review of class info 
Devpmt & edit of ppr 

3) Progress Reports and G~-ade Reports: Enclosed please find a comprehensive list of your 
current players and the courses in which they are enrolled for the Spring     semester I have 

hig|fiighted the names of students for which I am requesting progress reports fi-om professors If 

there are any students not highlighted for which you would progress reports, please let me know 

asap In addition, please review tbe enclosed list and let me know if there is a student on the list 
that is not on your team roster, or if I have omitted any player on your team from the list Thank 

you 

4) Notes: 

: came to see me about the that has been moved to 
June     (exact date unknown as of    ) Since     has enrolled in 12 hrs and 1 hr of phys 

act (an hr that does not count towards her acad hrs completed since it is not an academic hr), she 
will still need to complete one more hour before Fall     in order to return to UNC with 51 hrs 

passed by Fall She now has 38 hrs passed plus 12 hrs for Spring     equaling an 
estimated 50 hrs passed by the end of Sp (I specifically explained to the players during the 

team meeting that the phys act hour does not count towards total hrs enrolled;     said she was 
not fully listening and so enrolled in the phys act hour thinking it counted towards the 13 hrs she 



needs to pass to come back for Fall ) Therefore, options to complete this one hour to 
have a total of 51 hrs passed by Fall are: 

1) go to summer school this summer (    ) and complete at least one acad hr 
2) if the      trip conflicts with summer school, she can t~?," to obtain an indep study 
with one of her Sp profs for one hr, maybe an hr added on to one of her current 
courses or an extra class worth one credit hr 
3) she could ttT to pick up a one-hour course (I gave her a list of 3 possibilities), but at 
this late date she may have dill]cultT getting in to one of these courses 
4) enroll in a correspondence course now, during the Spring     semester, and complete 
it before the start of classes in the Fall      (note that she needs Dean’s approval to 
enroll in a correspondence course during the acad yr) 

I have spoken with     about this, and she is going to find out the exact dates of the i     tlip 
so as to pursue option #1 (UNC summer school) She will let me know asap so we can resolve 
this issue 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Devon Brouse 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAivlE HOURS REQU1KED HOURS EARNED 

10 12 

10 145 

2) Tutor Use: [Please post the enclosed flyers of tutor info and encourage your players to see 
the tutors often for help!!!] 

Engl 

Span 
Math 
Math: 

Devpmt and Edit of ppr 

(tutor noted that work was rushed[) 
Review of HW 
Evaluation of radicals 

Physics-like prob discussed 

3) Progress Reports and C~-ade Reports: Enclosed please find a comprehensive list of your 
current players and the courses in which they are enrolled for the Spring     semester I have 
highlighted the names of students for which I am requesting progress reports fi-om professors If 
there are any students not highlighted for which you would progress reports, please let me know 
asap In addition, please review the enclosed list and let me know if there is a student on the list 
that is not on your team roster, or if I have omitted any player on your team from the list Thank 
you 

4) Notes: 

: After congratulating     on his Fall overall academic performance, and I 
discussed his Sp courses For Fren , he has 3 essays to write for the course, and is reading 

the first novel now He says it is his most manageable class this semester For Hisl , he has his 
first assmt due , which is a review of the book The Influence of Sea Power on Ancient History 



(80 pg bk) He is going to start rdg the book after he finishes the Port book he is currently 
reading In Math , he handed in his first HW assmt     and is preparing for a quiz on     Fri 
He likes the prof and the course so Par In Phil , he still needs to buy the coursepack which 
contains the syllabus; he says it was sold out and is going to the bookstore to check for it 
again to buy it In Port , he is rdg Barren Lives now and has his first exam will 
complete a semester calendar of assmts and exams for me (a copy of which I will send you next 
wk) and we will review it during our next mtg Mort Overall,     seems to know what is 
due for each course, and what to expect from the profs and of himself in order to succeed in the 
classes he is taking He seems more motivated and energetic this semester than he did last 
semester, and seems to have an increased level of academic confidence In addition, we 
discussed his choosing Psyc as a major, and the consequent requirement of Biol and 
Biol Lab for that major, and he will probably pursue that major and amend his plans if need be 
(He does have the whole semester, his 4th, to decide and declare his major) Lastly, he agreed to 
report his study hall hours on the study hall log sheet each week 

and I discussed his courses In Dram , a class with mandatolT attendance, he 
has the following requirements for the semester: class participation and attendance, a ppr, a 
neutral scene, two quizzes, and a final scene In Engl , he is doing the next feeder ppr due Mon 

In Geol , he got a 100% on the     quiz and is preparing for test #1 given on , In 
total, he has quizzes, 3 exams and a final exam for course requirements In Geol Lab, he has 
his first lab on    ; In Ling , he has homework assmts, 2 tests, and a final exam to do; test #1 
isonFri     forwhichheisreadingandpreparing InPhye , he has requirements of 
mandatory, attendance, a midterm, a final, the workbook and an essay assmt to do Now he is rdg 
for the class and has a contract due Th Overall, he likes his classes and profs and feels 
much more organized than last semester All his assmts are noted in his daily planner book and 
on the calendar he has given me In addition, he says he is ahead in his reading assmts for his 
classes so Par Let’s hope the good behavior continues 

is more organized and ’on top of~ his assmts this semester than he has been in 
the past He has completed his sere calendar and now knows in advance when assmts are due 
and exams are to be held ForLSRA ,hehasdueatotalof3exams, anin-classassmt, anda 
se~wice component He is mtg with his Drof tuday     to discuss the setwice component of the 
course as many proj ects conflict with    practice (Note that doing volunteer sew, ice is one of 
many choices he can take to complete this component of the class) He will let me know next wk 
what the prof and he have worked out Note that he has an a~icle review due as an assmt on 
For LSRA , he has a ppr or volunteer experience, class participation, a midterm, a final exam, 
content analysis and an accessibility survey to do Now he is focusing on reading for the first 
assmtwhichistheupcoming    midterm lnSoci,        has3exams, atermppr, andassmts 
to do The first exam is on , giving him 3 exams to take that week We discussed the 
importance of doing the necessaE¢ rdg now and seeing the profs now with questions so as to be 
better prepared for his tests later i     assmts are outlined on the enclosed calendar and I gave 
him, at his request, the study log sheet we are going to use weekly for the semester 

contacted me in regards to the process he needs to follow to return to UNC 
for the Fall semester I confirmed with John Blanchard and Dick Baddour what we all had 



discussed in December     about      situation and have relayed the following info to    on 
must do tbe following to use the Spring     as a one-time semester out (NCAA one- 

time exception rule) and to be eligible to return Fall 
I) can not compete in any amateur events Spring 
2) must complete 8 hours in Summer School i to have a total of 60 hrs 
passed by Fall      (he is held accountable for 12 hrs x 5 semesters 60 hrs) 
3)    must work with Student Health to clear his hold on his registration and 
account before Summer 

*Please note that Fall semester will be counted as his 6th semester for the NCAA and 
his 5th semester for UNC 

Overall,    seemed to be working on the issues he set out to work on and says he likes 
living where he is living It is a positive sign that he is planning ahead to resume his academic, 
athletic, and personal life as a student at UNC 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I) Stud,," Hall: 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

2) Tutor Use: [Please post the enclosed flyers of tutor info and encourage your players to see 

the tutors often for help!!!] 

Matl~ Review of concepts and problems 

3) Progress Reports and C~-ade Reports: Enclosed please find a comprehensive list of your 
current players and the courses in which they are enrolled for the Spring     semester I have 
highlighted the names of students for which I am requesting progress reports from professors If 
there are any students not highlighted for which you would progress reports, please let me know 
asap In addition, please review tbe enclosed list and let me know if there is a student on the list 
that is not on your team roster, or if I have omitted any player on your team from the list Thank 
you 

4) Notes: 

and I discussed her courses: In Dram , her assmts focus on the devpmt & 
perfection of her character, one who is within 5 yrs of her own age She is a little uncomfortable 
with this assmt, as it is not as concrete other tTpes of assmts she is used to in the past However, 
she likes the course and is working on this assmt In Engl , she is preparing her first 2-pg 
feeder ppr due    ; as this is a familiar type of course, she feels comfortable with the work due 
for the semester In Math , she likes her prof, saw a tutor last week and tells me she will meet 
regularly with the Math tutor this semester, and is preparing her next HW assmt due Fri In 
Span: , another course format with which she is familiar, she is preparing and completing her 
daily/weekly assmts due She tried all last week to get into a fifth course, Geog, but at the last 
minute the prof informed her that she could not let    into the full class However, I am 



confident that    is enrolled in four solid and veta£ manageable courses this semester I think we 
will see steady improvement in her confidence and academic pevl’omlance 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Tutor Use, C.ade Reports, & Notes 

q ) Tutor Use: IPlease post the enclosed flyers of tutor info and encourage your players to 

see the tutors often for help!!!I 

Chem 

Math 

Questions answered; 

(tutor noted that had solid undstdng of material) 
Word problems discussed 

5) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: Enclosed please find a comprehensive list of your 

current players and tbe courses in which they are enrolled for the Spring    ,semester lhave 
highlighted the names of students for which I am requesting progress reports from professors I1" 

there are any students not highlighted for which you would progress reports, please let me know 
asap In addition, please review the enclosed list and let me know if there is a student on the list 

that is not on your team roster, or if I have omitted any player on your team from the list Thank 

you 

3)Notes: 
grade still needs to be posted on the computer; as 

through 
, it still had not gone 



MEMORAND[IM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Dave Klarmann 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, lutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

10 105 
6 7 

12 6* 
12 135 

6 0* 
6 65 

6 4* 
10 9* 

10 12 
6 2* 

6 6 
10 0* 

6 7 

2) Tutor Use: [Please post the enclosed flyers of tutor info and encourage your players to see 
the tutors often for help!!!I 

Geog 
Econ 

Review? (no comments from tutor) 
Devprnt ofppr 

3) Pro~zress Reports and G~-ade Reports: Enclosed please find a comprehensive list of your 
current players and the courses in which they are enrolled for the Spring     semester I have 
highlighted the names of students for which I arn requesting progress reports from professors If 
there are any students not highlighted for which you would progress reports, please let me know 
asap In addition, please review tbe enclosed list and let me know if there is a student on the list 
that is not on your team roster, or if I have omitted any player on your team from the list Thank 
you 

4) Notes: 



missed his scheduled mtg with me so I called him and we discussed his 
classes In Dram , he has 3 tests and a final due over the semester; right now he is reading a 
book for the first test on In Engl , he has a feeder ppr due Thurs     and has his first 
proj ect due In Geog , he has a map quiz Th     for which he is preparing, and has a 
total of 3 mult choice exams, 2 pprs, and a final overall In Hist , he has 3 pprs, 2 quizzes, and 
a final, and is reading now for the upcoming quizzes and ppr due In Porl , he has the same prof 
as he had for Port in the Fall semester, and so has a better understanding right fiom the start 
of the subject matter, expectations of him, and assmts due He seems confident and more 
motivated this semester than last in completing the work he needs to do In addition, he is 
enrolled in literature and rdg type courses, course styles with which he is more proficient in (vs 
math-tTpe subjects) 

: I asked    to come in to discuss his classes Overall, he seems to be on top of his 
assmts and coursework so far In Comm B, he has 4 speeches to present and is now doing 
research for speech # I In addition, he spoke with his TA on     for help about the first speech 
In Comm B, he is involved with a good, motivated group with which he is going to complete 
the 2 group projects due for the course In Geol , he likes his prof and finds the course more 
interesting than Geol that he took since this one focuses on geohazards He has 3 exams and a 
final exam for the course In Comm B, he also likes the prof and has 75 pts worth of projects 
to do and a final exam He is often in the academic ctr to complete his study hall hours and 
seems quite conscientious about his courses I think that now that he is involved more in-depthly 
with his Comm major, he will be more motivated academically 

and I rev’d his courses In Engl , he has a prof that he says is not that good 
but he knows that we have tutors to help him developing his pprs In Geog I, he had a map quiz 
on    , and his next assmt is the midterm on For the course, he has a midterm, 
quizzes/assmts, and the final In Hist , he has his first exam on    and is reading now to prep 
for it Overall he has 2 exams and a final for that course In Phye, , he got into the class via 
Dean Jicha’s approval, and is reading now for the upcoming quiz Overall there are quizzes, two 
tests and a final is completing his semester calendar of assmts for me for next week and is 
going to see at LDS to begin mtg with a counselor there to ensure that he gets the LD 
accommodations to which he is entitled 

and I reviewed his classes and organization of assmts due In Engl he 
is writing feeder pprs weekly In Geog , he has a map quiz     and is rdg now for test #1 in 

Overall, he has 2 pprs, 2 tests, and a final in the course In Hist , he is preparing for a 
quiz and is reading now for it Overall he has 4 short quizzes, 3 pprs and a final for the 
course In Math , he had quiz # 1 last week and is waiting for his grade He is taking quiz #2 

on Since he has one section to review and study per night, he has gotten into the habit (he 

says) of reading and doing the prob sets for each section every night so as to prepare for the 
upcoming tests (test #1 is in the beginning of    ) Overall there are 13 quizzes (lowest 3 quiz 

grades get dropped) 3 tests and a final - ! has completed his sem calendar and will bring it to 

me 



; I let know that he is still enrolled in 15 hrs this Sp ! semester He thought 
he dropped one of his two Econ classes but both are on the Univ computer (In order to drop a 
course now, he needs to fill out the form at the A & S Dean’ s Office, have the Dean sign it, and 
return it to the Registrar’s OftSce in Hanes before Feb        !) 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Anson Dorrance/Bill Paladino 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

1) Study Hall: 

NAivlE HOURS REQUll~D HOURS EARNED 

6 0* 

4 3* 
6 65 

4 0* 
6 6 

6 0* 
10 65* 

5 55 

2) Tutor Use: [Please post the enclosed flyers of tutor info and encourage your players to see 
the tutors often for help!!!I 

Bio Review of photosynthesis & glycosis 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: Enclosed please find a comprehensive list of your 
current players and tbe courses in which they are enrolled for the Spring      semester lhave 
highlighted the names of students for which I am requesting progress reports from professors I1" 

there are any students not highlighted for which you would progress reports, please let me know 
asap In addition, please review the enclosed list and let me know if there is a student on the list 

that is not on your team roster, or if I have omitted any player on your team from the list Thank 

you 

4)Notes: 

has already been missing meetings with me and has not been earning 
the necessary amount of study hall hours John Blanchard and I would like to meet with you and 
her so that we together can relay to her what will not be tolerated from her in terms of her 
behavior I have left you a message on     regarding setting up a time for us tu meet; please call 
me this coming week to set something up Thank you 



, thinking that the phys act I hr course counted as an academic hr, enrolled 
in 11 hrs and 1 phys act hr this semester (This issue was specifically addressed at the team 
meeting that      did not attend) Therefore, she is now under-enrolled and is t~y’ing at this late 
date to get into a one hour course (I gave her a list of courses that fit her schedule) She is in the 
process of contacting profs and will let me know asap the results Othela~-ise, she will have to see 
the Dean of A & S for further help in getting another academic credit hr added to her Sp list of 
courses 

came and spoke with me about withdrawing from the Sp semester in 
order to train with the               Team John Blanchard and Dick Baddour are working on 
the papel~vork now to apply/receive the NCAA waiver for participation in an Olympic-sponsored 
activity In addition, has spoken with the Dean and has been withdrawn from her classes 
for the Sp semester 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bill Lam 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURSEARNED 

6 6 
8 2* 
10 1’ 
8 85 
10 10 
4 O* 

8 4* 
10 1025 

10 7* 
8 85 

2) Tutor Use: [Please post the enclosed flyers of tutor info and encourage your players to see 

the tutors often for help!!!] 

Phys: 

Fren 
Math 

HW review 
[no comments reported] 
Review ofprob sets 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: Enclosed please find a comprehensive list of your 
cu~+ent players and the courses in which they are enrolled for the Spring     semester lhave 
highlighted the names of students for which I am requesting progress reports from professors I1" 
there are any students not highlighted for which you would progress reports, please let me know 
asap In addition, please review the enclosed list and let me know if there is a student on the list 
that is not on your team roster, or if I have omitted any player on your team from the list Thank 
you 



4)Notes: 

I asked to see me b/c I wanted to review his courses with him, and to 
make sure he saw the JOMC school advisor, Sharon, as he said he was going to do He did in 
t~act see her the first week of classes, and together they reviewed his worksheet and requirements 
for admission to the JOMC school In addition,        met with the JOMC Dean who feels 
confident that        will be admitted to the School upon passing the Spelling and Grammar test 
with a 70% grade this March        is studying with a JOMC specialist for this test and is 
working hard in his courses this semester He says he likes his 3 JOMC courses and profs, and 
enjoys his 2 RELI courses (that he is taking to fulfill the JOMC concentration requirement) 

Although is not on the team this Sp semester, I wanted to 
update you on the latest happenings regarding his present situation ALter leaving two phone 
msgs on        answering machine the first week of classes, and not hearing back from him or 
seeing him, I was unsure if he in fact was here this semester Then on Fri     at 4pro, 
came to my office for the first time this semester (two weeks after classes started!) He told me 
he did not know what classes he was enrolled in and was (finally) coming to see me to ’find out 
what classes he had’ and to ’get into some open ones’ if need be Note that two weeks of classes 
passed before he decided to see me regarding his schedule Since he was and still is only 
enrolled in 7 hrs, I sent him with a list of open classes as of    ’ to see first the Dean of the Gen 
College and then someone at LDS to see if they could help him get into some classes (a power I 
do not have) In addition, l asked him to report back to me on Mon     with the results of his 
mtgs with the Dean and LDS, which he never did I have not seen him since, and can not help 
him until he begins to help himself by taking the initiative for his own academic career at UNC 

has completed 120 hrs and only needs one phys activity hr to complete to grad 
May However, John Blanchard advised him to stay enrolled in the 3 academic hr class he 
has as well as the phys act hr this semester so as to avoid any NCAA eligibility complications 
Please advise him of this as well Thank you 

came to see me and gave me his semester calendar with assmts and exams 
filled in it He has a copy for you which he will give you this week He knows that the LSRA 
grade change still has not gone through, and has been trying to connect with Prof Sessums as a 
result He will keep t~?,’ing until he speaks with him about when the grade will be posted 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for  

I) Tutor Use: [Please post the enclosed flyers of tutor info and encourage your players to see 
the tutors often for help!!!] 

STNT COURSE DATE COMiVlENTS TUTOR 
[None this week] 

2) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: Please refer to the enclosed lists of players and the 

courses in which they are enrolled for the Spring semester I will send you their progress 
reports twice this semester as well as final grades, etc 

3[ Notes: 

came to see me on Tues l discussed with him what courses/credit 
hrs he needs to grad this May or Summer , and gave him a written copy of this (same 
sheet ofinfo I gave you at beginning of Sp sere) He is enrolled in all courses needed to grad, 
except the two math sub courses which he is thinking of taking via correspondence this 
Spring/Summer 

is in the process of reading ch I & 2 on the Iberian Peninsula for 

Attain The outline/underlining in his texts look good, and he says that he likes the subj ect 
matter of this course so far For Dram , he has read ch I-3, and is rdg ch 4 In addition, he is 

taking a tour of the theater with the class on Fri For Engl i, he is rdg two short stories due 
Tues    , and has not had the short oral report and ppr #1 assigned yet to the class However, 
he is aware of the rdg due and is keeping on top of it For Geog , he is taking a class tour of 

the museum    ~ and is rdg ch 5 & 7 due this week His updated calendar ofassmts is quite 

complete and thorough, and he says it is helping him to keep up to date with assmts due and to 
know in advance what is due He knows that now he needs to keep up with the rdg due for each 

class so as to be able to understand and perform more effectively on the up-coming written 
assmts that will be due in each course later on in the semester 

and I discussed his courses To start with, he is going to drop 

Attain and I explained the exact process he needs to cart), out in order to drop the class (step 
# I : fill out drop/add form and get proper signatures at Dean’s Office in Steele Bldg, and step #2: 



deliver form to Registrar’s Office in Hanes) As for Astr [L, he starts the class next Mon 
since it meets eve1?," other week In addition, he will need to go to the Planetarium lab too on 
Tues, Wed, or Thurs of next week at 3pm For Comm , he has total 2 exams, a writing assmt, 
and a final Since exam # I is on Wed , he is rdg "Television" by Bogle right now to prepare 
for it I reviewed his notes with him, and they are quite complete and extensive He says he likes 
the class and the prof For Dram , he has a total of 3 exams and a ppr The first exam is Fri 

and he already read MacBeth (ahead of schedule) and is reviewing Oedipus now in class to 
prep for the exam Onceagain, hisnoteswereexcellentforthisclass InGeol ,hehasatotal 
of 3 exams and a final However, since there is no text book, he has to rely heavily on his class 
notes (attendance therefore is essential!) which consist of diagrams and drawings that explain 
material These diagrams and class notes that he has done look good too In Hist , he is getting 
the syllabus on Th     and will bring me a copy asap However, he has a midterm and a final, 
and might have a ppr assmt due as well (the prof has not decided on this yet) Now he is reading 
for the class as to stay on top of the material While looking at         ~ notes, I noticed that he 
keeps them all in one folder Since this is not an organized way to keep notes and assmts for 4 
difPerent classes and a lab, l strongly urged him to purchase one medium size 3-ring binder, blank 
filler ppr, and subject dividers to help him stay organized Overall, I was quite impressed with 

level of comprehension and organization 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: [Please post the enclosed flyers of tutor info and encourage your players to see 
the tutors often for help!!!I 

COURSE DATE COMiVlENTS TUTOR 
[None this week] 

2) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: Please refer to the enclosed lists of players and the 

courses in which they are enrolled for the Spring i semester I will send you their progress 
reports twice this semester as well as final grades, etc 

3[ Notes: 
After missing his reg scheduled appt with me, came to see me on Tues to discuss his 
courses and assmts due As for his courses, in Biol , he is going to take the first test and see 
how he did before contemplating dropping the course (drop date~eb        , of which he is 
aware) In Engl , he has a 4 pg ppr due .... for which he is reading and organizing his 
thoughts this week I encouraged him to bring to me and/or to the Engl tutors his rough drafts of 
that ppr before handing it in on In Phil , he is studying and preparing for a quiz on 
In Port and Psyc , he is rdg now in prep for upcoming assmts due in    ; Overall, he seems 

to have a solid grasp of what he needs to do this semester for each class, and seems more 
confident and at ease with his academic life than he did when I first met him in the Fall (His 
completed calendar of Spring assmts and exams will be done and a copy sent to you asap) 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

1) Tutor Use: [Please post the enclosed flyers of tutor info and encourage your players to see 

the tutors often for help!!!] 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

Soci HW assmt #1 revisions discussed 

2) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: Please refer to the enclosed lists of players and the 

courses in which they are enrolled for the Spring semester I will send you their progress 
reports twice this semester as well as final grades, etc 

3) Notes: 
and I met on to review his courses and to get him organized for the semester In 

Soci , he has to revise his assmt #1 due Mon , he is seeing the Soci tutor Th for help 

with the revisions (he saw the tutor last week as well) To prep for exam # I on , he is reading 
ch 1-5 Overall, his grade is based on graded assmts, 2 exams, a final, and class 

attendance/participation His notes look quite complete for this class as well as all others 

However, he must purchase a 3-ring binder, filler ppr and dividers in order to keep his 

class notes for each class separate, neat, and organized, l have urged him to go ahead and buy 
these things at student stores this week[ In Phye’ overall he has due 2 quizzes, one exam, a 

project or ppr and I 0 cards He is cunently rdg ch 3 and is going to read ch I-8 for test #1 on 

Again, his notes for this class are very thorough In Phye , he still needs to buy the book 
and is checking at stnt stores to see when the new order arrives For this class he has 2 tests, a 

budget assmt and a final He has already started working on the budget assmt, for which he has 

to prepare a budget for the athletic dept or a sport at a college/university The assmts for this 
course have not been given due dates yet In Psyc he has overall a midterm, final, 2 in-class 
obse~wations and I out-of-class obse[w-ation, a group presentation and individual report, and class 
participation He is reading ch 1-5 and ch 12 due for the midterm (No other assmt has a due 

dateyet) Hisnotesforthiscourseaswell are quite thorough In Soci,           isstudying 
social theories and decision-mkg The course format is that of a seminar, and since he has taken 

classes witb this prof before, he feels comfortable with the format of study and what is expected 
of him He has to complete a term ppr for the course, with which the prof will help him, and 

class discussion is necessa[y We talked more informally about his courses and he really seems 

to be fairly involved in what he is leamthg In addition,,       enthusiasm and interest in his 

subjects is high and he likes the work he is doing so far As he takes an active approach to his 



studies and utilizes the support se~’ices available to him (me, the tutors, the profs and TA’s), I 
believe that he has the capabilities to be a successful student and young adult 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAM~ 

5 
5 

5 

HOURS EARNED 

6 
5 

3* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Geol Review of material 

Notes: 

2 We discussed Fall registration 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Devon Brouse 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ~ Study Hall : 

NAivlE HOURS REQU1RED HOURS EARNED 

10 O* 

10 O* 

2) Tutor Use: 

3)Notes: 

Math Calculus questions 

Fren 
Hist 
Math 
Port 

exam#1 C+;exam#2 A- 
book review B- 
quiz #1 56%/F; quiz #2 C- 
exam #1 A- 

No show again for our weekly mtg Mon at 10:30am 

EngV - : 
Geol : 
Geol Lab: 

Ling_ _ : 
Phye : 

graded scene 10/15;quiz 10/15 

Unit #1 B; Unit #2 4/6 
Quiz 100%; test #1 B; test #2 72%; test #3 74% 
Labs 20%, 37%, 85% [lowest lab grade dropped]; midterm D; 
lab #6/ppr 83% 

HW A’s;test#l 54%;test#2 60% 

Midterm 16/20 (B-) 



In Dram he got a 10/15 on the graded scene and the quiz, and he spoke with the prof who said 

his grade now stands at about a B He is wtg for the ~Charlie’s Aunt" review grade and is doing 
extra-credit by seeing "MacBeth" and writing a review on it due at the end of the class For the 

finalon , there is a final scene and quiz InEngl , he has to pass in his f]nal project, Unit#3 

due In Geol , he got a 74% on test #3 and has the final to prepare for on In 
Geol Lab, he got his lab #4 and #5 grades back, but forgot the grades and so will tell me next 

week On lab #6/a ppr, he got an 83% He spoke with the prof about his grade (d/f now) and the 
prof said that if he does well on the final, , his grade will reflect the improvement In Ling , 
he got a 60% on test #2 and has the final He worked with the tutor to pass this last test and 

will work with the tutor again to prep for the    final In Phye , he has a ppr assmt due 

which he says he has completed; I advised him to have it edited by the l~ngl tutor before passing 
in the final copy The final exam for the class is scheduled for Overall, ~    and I 

estimated ~+hat he needs for Sp grades in order to have a 1.5 cure gpa entering the Fall 
semester. He needs a 1.875 {C/C- average) Spring sem gpa in order to obtain a 1.5 cum 

gpa. If he does not earn this, he must go to UNC summer school in order to bring up his 
gpa to a cum 1.5 and earn the needed hours. If he does earn this, then he can go to 

to earn hours only to be academically eligible for the Fall ! semester. [Note: 
needs a 1.5gpa and 24 hrs passed to enter his 3d semester/Fall semester.I 

LSRA 
LSRA 
Phil 
Soc 

Exam #1 Ic; book review7/10; exam #2 21/24; vol exp 9/10 
Midterm C; 11/15 survey; ppt--17/20 or 85% 

Quiz#l 100%;Exam31 D;quiz#2 7/10;quiz#3 8/10 

Exam#1 F/59%;HW 5/5 on 13 of 14 & 0/S on l of14; exam #2 69% 

Tutors assigned: LSRA & 
Soci 
Phil 

Tuesdays 9:30-10:30am 
Tuesdays 10:30- I 1:30am 
Mon 10-1 lam 

Sp’ 
Summer 
Fall 
Sp 
Sum or 
Fall 

and I discussed the hours and grades he needs to graduate Summer or even Fall 
necessa~?," in temas of courses ofi’ered and needed to graduate from UNC 
Proiected ~rades     needs to inaintain acadeinic eligibility to ~raduate: 

C average in 12 hours 
B & B+ in 6 hours [gives him a 1 9 entering 7th semester/Fall 95] 
C+ (23) average in 15 hours or B- (27) average in 12 hours 
C+ (23) average in 12 hours [gives him the 20 needed to enter 9th sere/Fall 

C average in 5 hours or 8 hours [to total 120 hours and 20 to graduate] 
Additional requirements: Swim test & Physical Activity[ 

if 

As for his courses, in Lsra ,     is preparing for the final he has on In Lsra , he got a 
85% on his ppr, has the content analysis due , on which he is working this week, and then has 
the final (tba) In Phil , he got a 8/10 on the last quiz, and passed in the takehome exam For 
the takehome exam, he saw the prof for help but was rushed in completing it since he did the 
bulk of it the night before it was due, which was the same night of celebrating the ACC win (Sun 



I He also got pointers and class notes from the profto help him prep for the final There is 
a volunteer experience he has to do next week, and he may volunteer at the Ronald McDonald 
House and write a one-pg ppr on the experience Then he has the Phil final on In Soci , he 
is wtg for his ppr grade and is doing HW assmts until the final 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I) Stud,," Hall: 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 10 

2) Tutor Use: 
[None] 

3) Notes: 

Dram ~ 

Engl : 
Math: 
Span : 

[quiz #1 C]; takehm quiz B; graded scene C 

Unit#1 B/C; Unit#2 B 
Quiz#l 100%; test #1 78%; quiz #2 60%; test #2 D; test #3 62% 

test#l D; quiz#l D; oral test#l B; test#2 66% 

In Draw,       got a B on his take-home quiz and a C on the graded scene (done in     ) She 
is wtg for the grade for the review on "Charlie’s Aunt" and will do a 2 point extra-credit review 
assmt on MacBeth The final scene and quiz are on , exam day In Engl , she got a ’check’ 
(B range grade) on Unit #2 and has Unit #3 due The portfolio assmt is the final assmt (it 
is due     and worth 50% of total grade) It consists of rewriting 3 out of 4 of her course pprs; 
she is seeing the prof [ for guidance on this assmt In Matl" , she got a 62% on test #3 and 
has not seen the prof about it because she says her mistakes consisted of missing the first 
problem (15 pnts worth since she got one fact wrong in the beginning of the problem) The next 
quiz is     and tben she has the final     In Span she got a 66% on test #3 and spoke with the 
prof about it She is going to get me the grade on the    quiz, had a comp on, , will have an 
oral on      and tben reviews for the final exam : We also discussed Spring grades she 
should shoot for (a-/b+ in Drama; a-/b+ in English; c/c- in Math; c/c- in Span) so as to get above 
a D in each course These grades witb summer school will bring up her cure gpa considerably 
going into next Fall 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Tutor Use, C~ade Reports, & Notes 

"1 ) Tutor Use: 
[None] 

2) Notes: 
[None] 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Dave Klarmann 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, lutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

10 8* 
6 9 

12 5* 
6 7 

6 [card missing]* 

6 0* 

10 3* 
10 I* 

6 0* 
6 0* 

6 0* 

2) Tutor Use: 
[None] 

Notes: 

Engl 
Geog 

Hist 
Math 

2/14 ppr 3 5/6 

map quiz 65%; test #1 D [may be culwed]; ppr A; 

test #2 68% [curved to a C] 
quiz #1 D; quiz #2 C; ppr#2 C 
test #1 20/20; quizzes 20/20, 20/20, 15/20; test 42 70% 

No show for weekly mtg Wed at 11:30am 

Dram : test#1 F;test#2 89% 
Engl Unit 41 45/6; Unit 42 5/6 



Geol 
Hist : 
Port~ : 

map quiz C; test #1~; ppr ~1 86%; test ~2 F 

ppr#l C;quiz#l C;ppr#2 C- 

test #1 C; test #2 C-; midterm 68% 

In Dram,        ast has the final for which to study In Engl , he has Unit #3 due In 

Geol , he needs to see his prof about the two Ic grades but has not done so He has ppr #2 due 
and then the final In Hist , he got a C- on ppr #2, has ppr ~3 due,    and then the final 

Since he missed quizzes #2 and #3, his grade has been lowered going into the last ppr assmt and 
the final In Pot~ , he got a 68% on midterm and now has the oral exam and the written final 

Dram : 
Hist : 

Psyc 
Math : 

group assmt A; midterm C 

quiz#1 C;quiz#2 C;ppr#1 C- 

test #1 13; test #2 C- 
test #1 F; test #2 D; quiz average B range 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Mason Dorrance/Bill Paladino 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

1) Study Hall: 

NMvlE HOURS REQIYfl~D HOURS EARNED 

6 0* 

10 
5 0* 

11 

2) Tutor Use: 
[None] 

3)Notes: 

Geol : 
Phye : 
Phye : 

test#1 F 

test #1 68% 
[none passed back yet] 

test #11); test #2 73%~D [prof’s scale] 

Geol : 
Phye : 

Phye : 

rain grade needed C- goal C 
rain grade needed C goal C 
rain grade needed B+ goal A 
rain grade needed C+ goal B- 

In Dram, still does not know her grade for test #2, and has the final on She did 
seeherprofforstudytipsgoingintothefinal lnGeol , she does not know her grades for test 
#2 and test #3, and has the final In Phye , she does not know her grades for test #1 and #2 
and has the final on In Phye , she has the final on     Basically, her goal grades may not 
be achieved, which results in her having to take summer school to make up for this semester’s 
performance in order to achieve the 1 9cure gpa needed to enter Fall 



Biol : 
Biol Lab: 

Phil 
Phye 

exam#l F; exam#2 D+ 
lab#l 7/lO;exam#1 85/15;exam#2 12/15;lab#2 75/10 
quiz#1 9/10; test#l C+; quiz#2 7/10; quiz #3 11/10 

test#1 C; extra crediwcompleted 

: We discussed selecting a major (Phye undergrad for Phys Therapy grad work) and 
pre-reg for Fall 

2 I tried to contact about the F grade she has in Geog but she does not have an 
answering machine ( The prof sent back a report stating that the grade F,     has improved on 
exam #2, and the prof has not yet met ) Please have her see me about this course and grade 
Thank you 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bill Lam 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
8 
10 
8 
10 
4 
8 
10 
10 
8 

HOURSEARNED 

7 
7 

11 

10 
0* 

5* 

8 
8 

2) Tutor Use: 
Math 
Math 
Port 
Math 
Soci 
Span 
Econ _ 

Indiv sess: theories and questions discussed 
HW problem-solving methods discussed 
Lab exercises devlpmt 
Problems reviewed 
Term ppr devpmt 
Review of preterit tense; careless errors! 
Review 

3) Notes: 

Soci Computer lab & data analysis; problems 
opening     file on comp program 

Comm 
Comm 
Dram 

mi&erm C 
exam #1C;exam#2 D 
exam#1D;exam#2B-/C+;ppt-B 



Port test #1 85%; midterm 78%; exam #213 (written) & B (oral) 

In Comm        . did the class presentation and is wtg for the grade, has a ppr due     that he 
is completing, and has the final on In Comm , he is wig for the ppr grade and has the 

final 
as well In Dram , he got a B on the ppr and is doing the extra-credit due before the final 

(he 
has to see and c~itique a play tba by the prof) Thefinalis InPort , he has to study for the 
final given on 

and discussed Summer and Fall pre-registration: 
Summer: Span , or Port 
Fall: Engl ; Span ; Attain or Afri ; Soci ; Math again or 

Phye or Dram 
In addition, we explored choosing a major; he will read up on possibilities and see me again with 
thoughts and questions 

: is in danger of failing Geol and Span Therefore, he may have to appeal 
with 

the Dean for readmission for the Fall semester In addition, he will have to attend summer 
school in order to earn hrs and improve the gpa He and I discussed the specifics, but I would 

like 
to talk with ou about his case as well 

needs a C+~B- (2 52) average for the Sp semester in order to have the 2 0 
cum gpa needed entering his 9th semester/Fall 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

STNT 

[None] 

2) Notes: 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

Afam : 
Afiam : 
Geol Lab: 

Hist : 
Soci 

[none] 
[none] 
1/30 quiz A+/99%; HW B; midtem~ 70% & 90% (2 parts) 
2/17 test D/60%; dig pp,--B+ 
3/2 midterm F/35% 

No show for weekly mtg Tues 9:30am 

Afam : 

Engk : 

Geog 

Exam#1 C+ 
Exam #1 68%; exam #2 74% 
Midterm C 
Midterm D 

In Afam,,       has a 5 pg ppr (on the Maroon Plantation in Jamaica) due     and then has the 
final In Dram, , he is preparing for the final In Engl , he has a presentation on The 
Son~ of Solomon and a 5-6 pg ppr on the book due On , he is seeing the prof for help 
on the paper and presentation He may have a final as well in this course, and will find out by 
next week’s mtg In Geog , he got a D on the midterm and talked with the prof about it The 
midterm counts less than 50% of the total grade since there is a ppr and a final as well The prof 
is probably going to offer a final review session for the class and will discuss it with the class 
next week The 5 pg ppr is due    (SE Asia) and then the final 



Astr_ _Lab: 
Comm : 
Dram : 
Geol 
Hist 

quiz B-; lab #1 & H2 OK; lab H3 C; Lab #4 ’check’; lab H5 1/2 credit 

exam#l C;exam#2 C 
exam #1 B; quiz B-; exam #2 C+ 
exam # I g [ppr rewrite instead]; exam #2 C 

exam #1 C 

got a 1/2 credit for his lab #5 in Astr Lab and is wtg for lab H6’s grade The final test 
for the course will be given on In Comm , he is wig for his ppr grade and has the final 
on InDram , he got a C+ on exam #2 and is wtg for his ppr grade to come back Heis 
seeing "MacBeth" on     or    ¯ and is completing the necessaly readings for the final    i In 
Geol , he is wtg for the test #1/ppr rewrite grade to come back still, got a C on exam #2 and is 
wtg for exam #3’s grade to come back as well The final is In Hisl , he is wtg for exam 
#2 and the ppr grades and has the final on officially changed his major to Comm 
Studies as well 

Comm 
At~am~ : 

Afri : 

Completed 75/75 pts 
2/8 exam C; midterm B 
2/21 exam C 
exam# I C 

In Comm , has completed the max # of points (75) and now has to take the final (worth 
25 pts) on In Comm he is wtg for his ppr grade and has the final : In Attain , he is 
wtg for his ppr grade and has the final on     at LDS In Afri , he has the final on    at LDS 

received a ltr from Dean Cannon stating that the for lang sub committee is in the decision- 
making process concerning his lang waiver and will let him know asap 

Geog : 3 annotations 7/10 8/10 6/10 [rewriting all 3]; midterm 24/80 

Phyel : test#l F;test#2 78%/C- 
Phye : test#1 ?;testH2 46% 
Geol : [none] 

In Geo8         is writing a ppr for     and is redoing the 3 annotations for as well 

Since there is a Geog tutor here Thur     and Sun    i, I urged him to see him for help The 
finalis ; InPhye , he got a 78% scaled to a C- on prof~s scale on tust #2 The budget assmt 

has been handed in ( ,) and he has the final In Phye , he does not know his grade for 

test # I and I urged him to get it so he knows his grade going into the final On test #2 he got a 
46%, may have test #3 during the last week of class, and has the final on In Geol , he does 

not know test #2’s grade (which has been posted by now-) and is rewriting a ppr for test #1 that he 

missed However, he does not plan to see the prof for help picking an exact topic for this assmt 
or for help editing the ppr before he passes it in He is wtg for test #3’s grade and then has the 

final on           thinks he will get at least a C average this semester in his courses; however, 
he does not even know some of his test grades, and is not making any effort to communicate with 

his profs for help or guidance or to at least try to salvage this semester He is definitely looking 



at a lot of summer school courses if he does not do well this semester in order to earn the 1 9 cum 
gpa for Fall Lastly, his attitude with me during this session was borderline disrespectful l 
asked him why he was acting this way and he said he was just tired However, a basic mutually 
respectful environment is a pre-requisite for our session I can not help him if he is not willing to 
listen to me or work with me in the process After all, I am here for his benefit, but can not be 
effective without his participation in the process 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

1) Tutor Use: 

COURSE 

[None ] 

DATE COMiVIENTS TUTOR 

2) Notes: 
Engl 
Phil 

Port 

Psyc 

Unit 41 5/4; Unit 42 5/6; Unit 43 6/6 
quiz #1 8/10; exam #1 67% scaled to C; quiz #2 8/10; 
2 assmts 4/5 & 5/5; quiz #3 9/10; quiz #4 10/10 

group assmt A; midterm D 

exam #1 86%/B; exam #2 69 5%/D+ 

In Engl,        has Unit 44 due In Phil , he got a 10/10 on quiz #4, handed in exam #2 

on    , and then has the final In Port , he did the group assmt and is waiting for the grade, 
and then has the final exam In Psyc , he handed in the ppr and met with the profto review test 
#l and #2 so as to prep for the final has arranged to take his 3 final exams at LDS 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Dick 

RE: Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

COURSE DATE COMMENTS 

[None] 

TUTOR 

2)Notes: 
Soci 

Phye 
Phye 
Psyc 
Soci 

D 2/3 test # I (still a D grade after redoing assmt); A+ intetwiew assmt; 

midterm 61%; 10imerviews 100% 

D test #1; test #2 75%/C 

A~est #1; test #2 87% 
A+ obselwation #1; B midtem~ 
[none yet] 

In Soci , is wtg for his grade for the 2 analyses for which he saw the tutor, and has the 
final on In Phye , he is wig for the grade for the 10 cards and needs to speak with the prof 
about his reason for missing the class group presentation on them (friend’ s situation) The final 
is In Phye , he got a 87% on test #2, and is passing in the budget     for which he saw 
the prof for guidance The final is In Psyc , he is wtg for obs #2’s grade and has obs #3 
due He did the group presentation and will be graded on the one-pg analysis he did for this 
assmt The final is In Soci , he is passing in the tm ppr between     and,    and will 
seetheprofandtutor forhelpbeforeturningitin He has 8 pgs done and will add 2-4 more to 
total 10-12 pgs (He may include a bio ofVince Lombardi to finish the ppr) Heading into 
finals,,       is organized and faMy calm as to what he needs to do; his finals are spaced out 
nicely, so he has the time to prepare for each exam 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAM~ HOURS REQUfl~D 

5 
5 

5 

HOURS EARNED 

2) Tutor Use: 
Fren 
Geol 

Review 
Review for exam 

3) Notes: 
[None this week] 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Devon Brouse 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAivlE HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

10 2* 

10 O* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Geog 
Math 
Math 
Ling 

Ppr edit; minor changes only 
Strip symmetry explained 
Strip symmetry explained 
lndiv session: Review for exam 

Notes: 

Fren : 
Hist{ : 
Math : 
Port : 

exam #1 C+ 
book review B- 
quiz#l 56%/F; quiz #2 C- 
exam # I A- 

In Fren,        is wtg to get back exam #2 taken     ; he says he did really well, so we’ll see 
He is rdg short stories now for the final (next/last test) In Hist, ~, he is wig to get back the 10 pg 
ppr turned in     ; he says it was a well thought out ppr as well, which is good There will be a 
take-home midterm assigned this week, and due at the end of    i most likely In Math i, he is 
still wtg to get back quiz #3 and has quiz #4 on      he signed up to see a tutor     in prep for 
the quiz, and I am allowing him to come in at 7:30pm on     (instead of 8:30pm) to work more 
time with the tutor In Port , he has exam #2 on     and is rdg the second book now for the 
exam (He finished book # 1 for the exam already) As for pre-reg,     is seeing his A & S 
advisor for his Pin# and to hopefully officially declare a Psyc major, and then will see Jim 



Kessler to register him for classes directly (Due to being LD diagnosed at UNC, he can reg 
directly with Jim) 

Engl : 
Geol : 
Geol Lab: 
Ling : 
Phye : 

[none yet] 
B Unit#l project 

Quiz 100%; test#1 B 
Labs 20%, 37%, 85% [lowest lab grade dropped] 

HN A’s;test#1 54% 

Midterm 16/20 (B-) 

We needed to reschedule weekly mtg (l had to be out of ofl]ce at scheduled time) but we played 
phone tag for rest of week 

LSRA 
LSRA 
Phil : 
Soci : 

Exam #1 F 
Midterm C; 11/15 survey 

Quiz I00%; Exam 31 D 

Exam#1 F/59%;HW 5/5 on 13 of 14 & 0/S on l of14 

Tutors assigned: LSRA 
Soci 
Phil 

Tuesdays 9:30-10:30am 

Tuesday, s 10:30- I 1:30am 

Mon 10-1 lam [except Mon 
3/27: will meet with tutor Tues at 
7:30pro in AC to replace Mon    mtg] 

In LSRA , he is wtg to get back his    bk review and exam #2    ~ also needs to speak to his 
prof on Mon duling ofiSce hours (10am) to discuss an extension on the 6 hr vol exp assmt due 

since he misread his syllabus and thought it was due much later in the semester He will let 
me know what Kim says about it; I think she will be accommodating, especially since she is 
going to work much more closely with him for the rest of the semester now In LSRA , he got 
a I 1/15 on his    sulwey He has a 13 pg ppr due and he is getting and compiling his 
sources In Phil he is preparing for a quiz for which he is catching up in the rdg and 
studying this week He still needs to see the profre: vol exp assmt In Soci he has not seen 
the profto review exam #1, but will review it now with the tutor instead As for HW assmts, he 
had 14, got a 5/5 on 13 of 14, and 0/5 on I of 14 We also discussed pre-reg: 

Summer session#2: Educ &Dram 
Fall                 Por~ , Span [doesn’t count toward grad but probably needs to 

sta~ another lang from beginning for gpa purposes], LSRA ,, 
LSRA    & Dram 

We talked a bit about his maj or, courses taken that he has liked, the importance of a college 
degree in societT, especially in the culture     will be dealing with as a               later on 
in life, and the importance of a college degree in terms of his own personal and intellectual 
growth and life-long competency" I told him that I will not allow him to give up, since I know he 
can do it, but I expect him to take the initiative to use the support systems put in place for him 



(tutors, profs, counselors, etc) He says he is going to try and appreciates the help and concern 
for his welfare 

: I talked witll 
by Fall ) and his foreign language waiver (not accepted, but 
to get it accepted again with Dean Cannon) saw me Fli 
options: 

I) get the for lang sub granted the second time of t~2;ing 
2) take Port over again this summer at UNC, take Pori 

tl~is Fall at UNC 

Dad about courses he needs to take, hours needed (105 
is in the process of t~aying 

and we discussed his 

this summer at UNC, and Pot~ 

3) take Portl again this summer at UNC without Port - since says first summer 
session is probably out of tl~e question due to tournaments- and Port this 
Fall 

4) take Span I & 2 tlais summer at UNC and Span3 this Fall (start over w/new lang) 
5) take Span 1 & 2 at another school and transfer in requirements before returning to 

UNC this Fall (Port usually is not oft’ered at other schools, but if it is, he can take it) Note: if 
he takes these courses at a community college/2 yr school, the hours will not count towards UNC 
graduation but the requirements will be met If he transfers in these hours from a 4-yr school, 
both the hours will count and the lang requirements will be met (Then he will have to take 
Port/Span3 this Fall to satisfy lang requirement through level 3) 

Note that       needs to pass 2 hrs this summer to have 105 hrs passed by the Fall of 
Port at UNC will not count towards this since he will be repeating the course (taken Fall ), 
but Porl at UNC will count towards this He should enroll in another course this summer just in 
case he does not pass Port In addition,      , says that he will definitely be in Chapel Hill this 
summer, so taking summer courses at anotl~er school is not an option However, his father is 
reluctant to finance his UNC summer school bill, so taking lang courses elsewhere may have to 
occur        needs to clarify his options with his Dad so as to let me know where he will be this 
summer so I can advise him accordingly I have spoken with both and ivh- about 
the above outlined options 



IM EIMORAN D UIM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I) Stud,," Hall: 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

10 9* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Engl Devlpmt & edit of ppr 
Engl Edit of ppr 

3)Notes: 

&              ~They gave me their (Summer and) Fall 

Dean to reg them while away for 
reg forms for the 

Since Busi School advisor, Jeff Cannon, can enroll her in courses 
directly (and enroll her in any closed busi school courses as well), he is going to do so this 

weekend l spoke with him to veri6" 

Engl : 
Math : 
Span : 

[quiz #1 C] 

Unit #1 B/C 
Quiz#l 100%; test #1 78%; quiz #2 60%; midterm D 

test#l D;quiz#l D; oral test # l B 

[Above is a summary of grades to date for the semester]     has a final scene/skit due in May 
which is going to be worth 50% of her total grade in Dram , and the quiz is going to be 
counted for less (C grade) There is a take-home quiz and graded scene on for which she is 
preparing, and she has to see "Charlie’s Aunt" by    and write a review on it due that week In 
Engl , she has Unit #2 due     (not    I) now and is seeing the tutor for help on In 
Matl~ , she reviewed the midterm (D) with her prof and the prof gave her a copy of a sample 
final test to study for the final exam Test #3 is    and the HW is going well she says In Span , 
she got a D on the     quiz and a B on the    oral test There was supposed to be a quiz on 



but the prof did not give it or mention a new date for it Test #2 is     and     for which 
she is preparing As for Summer and Fall pre-reg, we discussed the following options: 

Summer: Dram , Afam, ,, Geol or Astr (2 out of 3 courses) 
Fall: Soci , Engl , Afri or Afam , Phil~ Phye or Geol or 

Astr 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Tutor Use, C~ade Reports, & Notes 

"1 ) Tutor Use: 
[None] 

2)Notes: 

We reviewed Fall course selectionforBsBiomajor and pre-med pre- 
requisites 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Dave Klarmann 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, lutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED 

6 
12 
6 
6 
6 
10 
10 
6 
6 
6 

HOURSEARNED 

15 

9 

7 

2* 

65 
6 

5* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Math 
Math 

lndiv session: Rev of stnt’s probs w/content 
Indiv session: steps to solve probs discussed 

3) Notes: 

Engl : 
Geog 

Math : 

35/6 2/14ppr 

map quiz 65%; exam ~1 D [may be curved] 
quiz #1 D 
2/10 test 20/20; quizzes 20/20, 20/20, 15/20 

has Unit #2 in Engl due     now and he is working on it now In Geog , he is wig to 

get back his     ppr and has test #2 on He says he w-ill see the prof and tutor, go to the 
class review session, and study will classmates to prepare In Hist , he is still wig for the 
quizgrade, ppr#l and ppr #2 grades Hehasa3-5pgpprduethelastwkofclassandaquiz 
In Math , he is still wtg to get back the    quiz and test We discussed summer and fall 



pre-reg; he is taking Math equivalent at a school in    and so I told him explicitly what he 
needed to do to ensure the transfer of that credit back to UNC before playing in the Fall of 
Also, he is still in the testing process for Dyslexia 

Engl ~ _ 
Geol 
Hist 
Port- 

test#1 F 
Unit ~1 4/6 [may be changed to a 45/6 or 5/6] 

map quiz C 
ppr#l C 

test#l C;test#2 C- 

No show for mtg this week! 

says he spoke with his Hist 
date to turn in the late ppr 

We discussed Fall pre-reg 

prof on Mon and a~angedwiNhima 

now is going to meet weekly with an indiv Math 

as to improve his understanding and perl’ormance in that course 

: We discussed Fall pre-reg and selecting a major He will see me again after he 
has narrowed down the possibilities with the list I gave him 

: We discussed Fall pre-reg 

: We discussed Summer and Fall pre-reg 

tutor every Tues at 9am so 

cameintodiscussthepossibilityofdroppinghisMath course Since 
he must stay enrolled in a min of 12 hours for the season, he can not drop out of Math 
However, if he fails the course, he can try to retroactively drop the course, and given the tragedy 
this semester (that is causing the problem mostly),     says he should not have difficulty 
dropping it after the season is over      is going to raise this concern with the Deans this week 
and get back to       with more info asap about it In addition, we       and I reviewed his 
BA Psyc and pre-med worksheets/courses still needed to take 

We discussed Summer and Fall pre-t-eg for his Studio Art major Note: he 

must pass Ig hrs Fall to be eligible Sp (since he is not going to summer schoolL 

: We discussed Summer 
credit fi-om summer courses 

pre-reg and clarified process for non-UNC transfer 

We discussed Fall pre-reg and possibilities of exploring another major, since he is 
not 100% sure about the Busi major (he is waitlisted for Busi Schl) 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Anson Dorrance/Bill Paladino 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

1) Study Hall: 

NAJvlE HOURS REQUll~D 
6 

10 
5 

HOURS EARNED 
7 
10 
3* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Engll                    Ppr editing 

3)Notes: 

Dram : test#1 F 

Geol : 
Phye : 
Phye : test #1 13 

and I reviewed her courses and progress In Dram~ ), she did not see her profto review 
test # l, and is preparing for test #2 given She has a study group with which to study this 
coming week In Geol , she is wig still for test # 1 results and took test #2 The next test is 
the final In Phye: , she is wtg for test #1 on Unit #1 and test #2 on Unit #2 is given at end of 
March (no date assigned yet) In Phye , she got a D on test # 1 and is studying now for test #2 
given    ; I told her that there is a study group set up here on     to prep for Phye s test 

~ Since        has a hold (parking ticket not paid), she knows she must pay it in order to 
clear her acct to pre-reg effectively As for pre-reg, we discussed the following: 

Fall :      Phil ,Phye ,Phye ,Matt , and an elective 
Summer : Tobe determined based on Sp grades 

i: Please refer to memo sent this week in reference to her status with this office 
came to see me Fti :    and we discussed her responsibilities with our office in general, and 

specifically study hall and mtgs with her counselor I expect that she will improve upon her 



performance As for her courses, she failed test #1 in Dram and did not see her prof to review 

the test as she should have Test #2 is     and she has a study group organized with which to 
study In Phy~ , she is wtg to get back test 3 l’s grade (she took a make-up test) and has test #2 

on I informed her of the phye . study group set up in the acad ctr on In Geog , she 

is wtg for grades for test #1 and test #2 and I urged her to see the profto discuss her progress and 
overall undstg of the course content In Geol , she got a D on test # I and is wig for test #2’s 
grade (on which she thinks she did fairly well) We discussed summer school, which she must 

attend for at least one academic hour psd (Phys activit?," does not count tuwards hrs passed to 
graduate[) and fall registration: 

Summer: Biol or Phye’ , and Physical activity 

Fall : Phil orMatl" ,Afann I, Phil Phye ,andBiol or Port 

No show for two mtgs scheduled this week[ 

finally met with me Tues and has agreed to meet with me regularly in 
place of study hall hours In addition, we discussed her courses and Fall ’ pre-reg So far, she 
is earning B/C grades in all four of her courses 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bill Lain 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
8 
10 
8 
10 
4 
8 
10 
10 
8 

HOURSEARNED 

6 
8 

13 
8 

13 
0* 

2* 

5* 
9 

2) Tutor Use: 
Math 
Engl 
Span 

Math 
Port 
Soci 

Calc questions discussed 
[no comments listed] 
Indiv session: Worksheet 
rev’d for test 
Indiv session: basics covered 
Dialogue edited for exam 
Prep for postponed exam 

3) Notes: 

: We discussed Fall pre-reg, courses to take, and possibilities of declaring an Art 
major or applying and getting accepted to the Journalism school 

has a weekly indiv Math tutor, meeting Wed at 2pro each week In addition, 
he is going to see the Geol tutor at night He needs to make use of these academic services, as 
well as the profs, so as to improve his performance, pass all his classes, and not have to take 
summer school (he says he can’t take summer school) 



and I discussed Fall pre-reg 

called and we are mtg next week to resume our sessions 

and I discussed Fall pre-reg for his Poli Sci major In addition, I urged 
him to verify courses with dept since the Poli Sci worksheet is kind of vague 

I called to check in on his courses in which he is enrolled and those which he is 
attending, and he says he still needs to speak with the Geog profand drop the Hist course with 

the 
Dean He also said that he spoke with Dean Cannon about his for lang situation, and he is going 
to talk with the Port profs about getting a ltr from them stating that he gave a good faith effort to 
learn the lang while enrolled (He attempted (and dropped) Port Fresh and Soph yrs as well as 
Fall ) As for the court process, he goes to appeals court on    and has a lawyer to help him 

We reviewed pre-reg for Fall for his Psyc and Comm maj ors 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

STNT COURSE DATE 

Geol 
Dram 

COMMENTS 
Review for exam 
Ppr devpmt [thesis & supp info] 

TUTOR 

2) Notes: 

Afam : [none] 
At~am : [none] 
Geol Lab: 1/30 quiz A+/99%; HW B 

Hist : 2/17 test D/60% 
Soci : 3/2 midterm F/35% 

missed his mtg, and came by when I was busy Please have him show for our regularly 
scheduled mtgtime on Tues at 9:30am Thankyou 

Alan : Exam#1 C+ 
Dram : Exam41 68% 
Engl : Midterm C 
Geog : 

gotaC on his exam 41in Afam and is now rdg There may/may not be another 
exam before the final InDram, , he has exam #2 on Since he did poorly on exam #l, l 
stressed to him the importance of studying intensely for this test, seeing the prof for study tips 
and strategies for understanding concepts to be on test, studying with a group of classmates, and 
taking good notes in the class review session In Engl , he got a C on the    midterm, and is 
wtg to get his Frankenstein ppr back He is rdg Watching God now and for his final ppr and 
class presentation in 4/95, he has to read Song of Solomon and write a ppr on it in the next 



month In Geog , the prof was sick today (    Mon) so he is still wtg to get his     midterm 
back As for the group presentations due    , the group has to get together to discuss topic, 
format, responsibilities of group members, and presentation organization 

Astl Lab: quiz B- 
Comm] : exam#1 C;exam#2 C 
Dram : exam#1 B 
Geol : exam #1 F [ppr rewrite instead] 
Hist : exam#l C 

has to I) see Dean Cannon     for Pin# and change of major to Comm Studies, and 2) 
discuss pre-reg with BD (he signed up to do so) As for his courses, he got a ’check’ on lab #2 in 
Astrl Lab, andiswtgforlab#3’sgrade Lab#4isdue InComm , he got a C on the 
exam #2, and since he thought he would do better, spoke with the prof about it before class On 

, the class is reviewing the exam and the prof said that her final grade is not based solely on 
grades, but also on effort, class attendance and participation On    , the prof will had out the 
4-5 pg ppr topic (ppr due    ) In Dram , he is wtg to get back the    quiz and the prof has 
them at the office to be picked up He is wtg for the     exam #2 that he said went well On 

’, there is a 3-4 pg ppr due (topic MacBeth and Oedipus Rex and a contrast of the main 
characters)  has a solid undstdg and ovew, iew of what he is going to write for the ppr 
In Geol , he has written the replacement ppr (replacing exam # I’s grade) and is going to see an 
Engl tutor for ppr editing before turning it in by Exam #2 is on and he saw the tutor 

for a review session given and saw the Geol prof as well in prep for this exam 
level of confidence in his academic abilities seems to have grown since the beginning of the 
semester; it is nice to see 

Comm 
Comm 
At~am 

Afri 

75/10 project [redone & being regraded]; group project 22/25 
2/8 exam C 
2/21 exam C 
exam# I C 

In Comm, got a regraded group assmt, so his grade went from a 17/25 to a 22/25 He is 
seeing his TA to get his other proj ects grades back and will gi~ e me the totals next week 
In Comm , he is wtg to get back the     midterm, which he says went well, and still has not 
been given the specific topic and assmt from the prof for the ppr due NAt’am heis rdg 
for the final, andinAfii , he got a C on exam #l and is rdg now for the final AsfortheLDS 
process, his     appt has been rescheduled for     1 l:30am to discuss the MLA test [In 
addition to the MLA test,      will need to get a supporting ltr from his Port (Fall ) prof 
stating that after making a good faith effort, he was unable to learn the language] In terms of pre- 
reg,      will reg with Jim Kessler from LDS; we discussed summer and fall courses: 

Summer #1: Dram and Comm or [he wants to take a course w/these profs] 
Summer #2: Comm and Dram 
Fall Afri ’, Comm Comm , Phil Math 



Geog 
Phye 
Phye 
Geol 

3 annotations 7/10 8/10 6/10 [rewriting all 3] 
test #1~ 
[none] 
[none] 

No show Thurs at 11 : 15am for weekly mtg 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

5IEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

1) Tutor Use: 

COURSE 

[None ] 

DATE COMiVIENTS TUTOR 

2) Notes: 

Engl 
PhiE 

Port 

Psy¢ 

5/4 Unit#l;5/6 Unit #2 
8/10 quiz #1; 67% scaledto a C exam #1; 8/10 quiz 

4/5 quiz #3; 5/5 quiz #4 

A group assmt 
86%/B exam #l 

got his Unit #2 grade, which is a 5/6 (83% more or less) Unit #3 is due    for which he 
is writing rough drafts In Phil , he has a quiz    and exam #2 4/3 In Port , he is wtg for 
his grade on the , midtem~ and is rdg now for the next couple of weeks In Psyc. , he has a 
4-5 pg ppr due (moved up from ), and has test #2 on , He is planning on seeing the 
profthis week to discuss study strategies and content for the    ’ test Overall,     is in good 
shape, I think He is organized and clear on what he needs to do for upcoming assmts In 
addition, he has developed effective working relationships with his profs (’name of the game’) 
and the LDS center (needed for accommodations in test-taking, etc) 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

COURSE 
Soci 

DATE COMMENTS 
Revof~udyguide~rtest 

TUTOR 

2) Notes: 
Soci 
Phye 

Phye 

Psyc~ 
Soci 

D 2/3 test # I (still a D grade after redoing assmt); A+ intelw-iew assmt 

D~est #1 
A test #1 

A+ observation #l B mitlterm 
[none yet] 

took the     Soci midterm and is not so confident about his perfom~ance However, 
he saw the tutor for review and studied with a group to prep for it He is going to see his prof 
about it     (the profis also his advisor for registration) He also has 10 inte~wiews due 
and has 3 done so far; this Thurs he will ttT to do 2 so as to do the other 3 on the weekend 
In Phy{ r, he has test #2 on ; there is a study group here on with the tutor to prepare 
and he is going to attend In Phye , he already finished his budget (23 pgs written) due    ; 
since it is done in advance, he is going to see the prof to review it for format and content and 
make necessatT changes before passing it in In Psyc [, he got a B on the mitlterm, and thinks he 
did not get an A since he rushed tl~rough it Obse~wation #2 is due i    , not     now For the 
group project due    , he still has not received the info requested from his HS on children with 
mental and developmental disabilities, so he is going to do and compile his research from UNC’s 
libraries instead On    , he has to hand in a one-pg synopsis on the process of this group 
project In Soci ,, he handed in the one-pg outline on    , (not     since profwas not in 
class), and saw the prof last week to discuss ideas for his big term ppr On    , he has to do a 
class presentation of his outline for the term ppr and is going to discuss his topic: History and 
Development of Football He had a good handle on what he is going to discuss in his ppr 
(relation between football and war, especially in early stages of sport, and the emergence of the 
NCAA as a regulatory body) I congratulated       on developing the academic/intellectual 
side of himself this semester We discussed the Iong-tem~ implications and ’payback’ of 
developing academic competency in college, and I let him know that as an academically as well 
as athletically competent young adult, he will be extremely marketable and successful in tl~e 



future (Needless to say, I thoroughly enjoy working with him and seeing the progress he is 
making firsthand) 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAM~ 

5 
5 

5 

HOURS EARNED 

55 
65 

15" 

2) Tutor Use: 
BA Devpmt & edit of ppr draft 

3) Progress Reports and G~-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 

enclosed sheet with any reported grades fbr the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient in£brmation" to report this early in the semester h addition, any comments 

about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below Also, please make sure that 

each of your players check the enclosed list of £~..ag course schedules, and have them 
see me before Friday             if there are any discrepancies. Thank you. 

4)Notes: 

Hist prog report reflects a D grade worih 5% of total grade; therefore, she 

must of earned a D on the first quiz Please encourage her to utilize the prof and tutors for help, 

as will I Thanks 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Devon Brouse 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAJvlE HOURS REQU1RED HOURS EARNED 

10 O* 

10 26 

2) Tutor Use: 
Math 

Math 

Solving of Calculus prob s 
Practice integrating concepts 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below Also, please make sure that 
each of your players check the enclosed list of Spring course schedules, and have them 
see me before Friday            ’ if there are any discrepancies. Thank you. 

4)Notes: 

In Fren , l is still wtg to get back his ppr due , and he may be getting a 
new prof since prof Daniels is sick Consequently, the class may not be as ’interesting’ as he 
originally planned In Hist , he is wtg to get the    book review back, has book review #2 due 

and the midtem~ on For now, he is rdg for the upcoming assmts In Math , he got a 
45/80 or a 56% on quiz #1 Since he thought he did a lot better than that, he is going to see the 
profto go over the quiz and to see if the grade can be amended as a result of their conversation 
Quiz #2 is on    for which he is preparing In Port! exam #1 is on ’ which will focus on 
literat2¢ temps which he is memorizing, the book he finished rdg, and class notes I    has 
dropped Phil , and is thinking about choosing a major: Psyc or Sociologi Since there is a 



Select a Maj or Workshop at the Acad Ctr on Tues     (I will be sending you a flyer to distribute 

to certain players), I hope will attend to get a better sense of a rational process to follow in 
selecting a major 

Note that and ~ Geol D grades only represent 5% of 
their grade, and reflect a quiz grade of D for each student There is the exam #l in that course on 
2/9 which is worth 20% of the course grade for each of them 

In Dram , his performance is this Th    (now he is thinking of doing a cony with 
his Morn for the perfom~ance) In Engl ¯ he has a big ppr due for which he is drafting this 
week In Geol , he has test #1 on Th and went to a review session on Sun    (the Mon 
session was cancelled) He is going to prep for the test by studying the definitions and readings 
with on He gets the Geol Lab #1 back on    or In Ling , he has 
test # I on Fri ~; he has done the rdg, and is studying the HW, lecture notes, readings, 
definitions and transcriptions of words to symbols to prepare In Phy{ , he has a midterm on 

and so now is reading and reviewing class notes      definitely seems more organized and 
focused this semester I will stay with him weekly, and hopefully we will see academic 
improvement along the way 

cancelled his weekly mtg with me and never rescheduled In addition, please 
note his LSRAI prog report grade (F/27% of total grade) The profnoted that "at this point, 
students could have earned up to 27 points through assmts and one exam, and     has 145 
points total; the best grade ]    could receive for the course is a B if he does all A-/B+ work 
throughout the semester" Therefore, since    + did a HW assmt and a short class quiz, he got 
about a 50% on the first exam    ~ finally contacted me on Fri     and I gave him this info 
from his LSRA pro£ Since he thought he did much better on the exam, he is going to see the 
prof soon to discuss his performance and how to improve his understanding of course content, 
etc 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I) Stud,," Hall: 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 5* 

2) Tutor Use: 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 

about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below Also, please make sure that 
each of your players check the enclosed list of Spring’ course schedules, and have them 
see me before Friday             if there are any discrepancies. Thank you. 

4) Notes: 

short Dram presentation went well and the prof liked her work This 
weekend, she has to see "The Visit" and will be quizzed on it briefly in class next week 

sometime (no exact date has been set) In Engl , she is working on completing Unit Project I’s 
draft which is due In Math ,, she has got a 78% on the    test and I have urged her to meet 

with the prof to go over her mistakes on the test (so as to know what not to do on the next tests) 

She said she will see the prof Wed    in her office Note that the prof noted on the prof report 
that she knows that"    is making efforts to fully understand the material in order to be 
successful in trigonometry" (Good for her[) The next Math test is In Span she saw the 

prof Mort    and they went over her pronunciation Now she is preparing for a test Mort 

(pan 1) and Wed     (part 2) The prof is giving the class an outline for the exams this week 
Overall, she is in touch with her profs, especially Math and Span, and is seeing them or the tutors 
weekly for help 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Tutor Use, C~ade Reports, & Notes 

Tutor Use: 
Math Review for quiz 

2) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 

about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below Also, please make sure that 
each of your players check the enclosed list of Spring course schedules, and have them 
see me before Friday             if there are any discrepancies. Thank you. 

Notes: 

D prog report grade in Chem reflects a 44% she got an on exam where 
the class median was a 61 the prof noted The overall grade for this course consists of 2 X Final 
+ 2 hr exams divided by 4 (There are actually 3 hr exams, but the stuts may drop the lowest 
exam grade in computing their final grade) 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Dave Klarmann 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, lutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

10 85* 
6 45* 

12 7* 

6 2* 
6 4* 

6 6 
10 105 

10 9* 
6 6 

6 9 
10 0* 

6 5* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Econ 
Math 

Edit ofppr (to complete F course) 
Solving of problems 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 

about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below Also, please inake sure that 
each of your players check the enclosed list of Spring course schedules, and have them 
see me before Friday             if there are any discrepancies. Thank you. 

4) Notes: 



finally has an appt on Wed    at LDS to get set up with LD Sew, ices for the 
semester As for his courses, he has seen his Engl prof about missed work, and is going to see 
his other 3 profs this week to find out what he has missed, and to make up all work missed In 

Engl he is starting to do research on "Chemist~?,"’ for the Unit I project due     (5-7 pgs) 

Since he does not know much about chemistry, he is a bit uneasy about doing the research in 
order to write the ppr However, since he is already familiar with the libra," system on campus, 
he says he can compile info to go ahead and write a ppr for In addition, I encouraged him 

to work with      , an English tutor, to organize his ppr and complete the research as well He 
will see her Mon and Wed nights In Geog , he got the missed notes and handouts, but missed 

a map quiz (His prog report with a D grade reflects this make-up quiz that still needs to be 
completed) He is going to talk with the prof Tues    he says to reschedule that quiz and find 

out if there are any other assmts or quizzes missed Since the midtem~ is    ,, he needs to 
review all the notes and catch up on the reading in order to prepare lnHist ,theprofexempted 

him from the quiz/exam on , but he still needs to talk with the profin greater detail about 
making up missed work Since he knows a girl in the class, he is going to get class notes from 

her this week In addition, since there is the ppr #l due    , he needs to keep up with the rdg 
(which he says he has been doing) and see the prof about that assmt as well In Phye , he must 

see the prof asap since he still does not have a copy of the syllabus or the pamphlet (workbook- 
type class info) yet In addition, he must make up class assmts, readings, and class notes missed 
I am t~?,’ing to encourage him to be involved again However, his ’morale’ and d6ve still seem 
low I will continue to be sensitive to his demeanor so as to help him get back to his studies in a 

timely manner 

Econ IN grade has now been changed to a C Consequently, his Fall 
sem and cure gpa is a 2766 

got an extension on his Engl ppr due Tues (was due Th ~ and so 
he is working on that this week InGeog , he got a 65% on the    , map quiz and has exam #l 
on Th In Hist , he is still waiting to get back his grade for the quiz taken on     but I 
got a prog report reflecting a D grade (5% of grade) Also, he has a 2 pg Hist ppr due Mon : 
for which he is writing drafts In Math l he is still waiting for his grades for the first 2 quizzes 
and since he has a test on Fri    , he is studying for it this week As for the LDS process, he has 
taken the first round of tests and still needs to schedule the next set of tests He still needs to 
follow up as well on LDS’s receipt/lack of receipt of his HS transcripts (supposedly sent twice 
over Christmas Break) 

missed his weekly meeting with me; please remind him of the importance of 
this Thank you 

cametoseemeabouthiscourses He is most likely going to drop Geol Lab 
(before    ) In Geoll , he had the test # 1 fight after the funeral, and so did poorly as a result 
(68%) However, the profwill drop the lowest test grade and replace it by making the final 
worth double Test #1 is at the end of or beg of In Geog , a boring course he says, 
he got a 100% on a short quiz and is preparing for the midterm In Engl , he has a ppr due 
Mon     and the prof is OK about him making up missed work in that class In Stat I, he has 



test #1 on Tues     and is going to see the Stat tutor Sun     to prepare In Psyc , he had test 
#1on    and since it was multiple choice, he does not know how he did We discussed his 
feelings about getting back to school work etc and his lack of full motivation due to the tragedy 
(l refereed him to Stnt Psyc Se~w-ices if he feels comfortable going) I think he is struggling to get 
back to his ’normal’ routine; it may take a little longer for him to adjust We are meeting again 
next week 

Geog    profnoted that        has missed some classes Please 
speak to him about tla~s llaank you 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Anson Dorrance/Bill Paladino 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

1) Study Hall: 

NAivlE HOURS REQIYlRED 
6 
4 
6 
4 
6 
6 
10 
5 

HOURS EARNED 

125’ 

45 
625 

125’ 
6 

3* 
75* 

2* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Hist 
Math 
Math 
Phil 

Phil 
Engl 
Phil 

Edit of ppr 
Review for test 
Solving of prob s 
Ppr devpmt & review of 
written assmts (well prep’d) 
Org of ideas into ppr 
Edit of ppr 
Question for assmt 
Review for exam 

3) Progress Reports and G~-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 

enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 
about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below Also, please make sure that 

each of your players check the enclosed list of Spring course schedules, and have them 
see me before Friday             if there are any discrepancies. Thank you. 

4)Notes: 



: Prof Sherry Salyer called me to discuss lack of attendance in Phye In 

addition, she felt that     needed to drop the course or t~ace failing it due to the probability that 
she would fail section I of the course due to a lack of attendance so far this semester       was 
going to speak with     about this and then they were going to make a decision from there 

Since     is now enrolled in 15 hrs, she can drop Phye~, ; however dropping to 12 
hrs/dropping below 13 hrs this Sp semester means that she will have to complete a 
summer school course worth at least 2 hrs to be eligible to return Fall    I have spelled this 

out ve~?," clearly to     ; she knows her situation 

The proF s comments on the Phil progress report relay that 
in an assmt due 

had not turned 

Phye profnoted on the prog report that’ attendance is 
borderline l spoke with her about this, and she said she has spoken with the prof about being 
absent due to the tragedy As for her assmts in Phye , she had a test on    that she is waiting 
now to get back, and now will start another component of the course In Dram, , she had a test 
on    and the next test will be     In Geol , she had a test on    and the next test will be 

In Phys , her    test has been moved to     so she is preparing for it this week 
Overall, she says she did well on all her tests, but we will see once the grades come in next week 
I urged her to keep her appts with me this semester, and mentioned to her again that we are going 
to schedule a mtg with you,                , and myself regarding her academic behavior 

missed her mtg with me and I finally spoke with her We rescheduled for a 

Mon 2pm weekly time which is easier for her to remember and keep Also, I reminded her that 
she must complete the IN in Phye from Fall by March 3,      Please stay on her as 
well. Thank you In addition,     s Biol prog report reflects an F grade (25% of grade) since 

she got a 44% on a test She really needs to see the Biol prof and our tutors weekly for help! 

Please reiterate this to her, as will 1 Thank you Lastly,       Afam prof noted that she 
has an F grade (worth 15% ), turned in a ppr late that the prof did not accept, and has only 
been to one class (Feb 2) since the beginning of the semester. In addition, the prof wrote, 

"Why is this student even enrolled in my class? If this is typical of her academic habits, why is 

she in the university?" I spoke to her about this, and hopefully you can stay on her as well 
Thanks 

still has AB’s for grades from Fall ¯ in Ital and Dram . Please 
remind her, as have I, that these need to be changed to grades by the end of the Spring 
semester. Thank you 

still has an AB for Phye from Fall 
to get this changed to a grade before the end of the Spring 
changes to an F). 

semester. Please remind her 

semester (at which time it 



Please note~      D grade (25% of grade) in Biol Since is familiar with 
the tutorial system here, and often sees Math tutors, I am confident that she will see the Bio 
tutors as well now However, please encourage her to do so, as will I Thank you 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bill Lam 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
6 6 
8 15" 
10 10 
8 3* 
10 10 
4 0* 
8 8 
10 10 
10 8* 
8 0* 

2) Tutor Use: 

Span 

Span 
Engl 

pm 

lndiv session: rev from beginning 
of verb conj ugation and a~icles 
[no comments written] 
[no comments written] 

3) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 

about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below Also, please make sure that 
each of your players check the enclosed list of Spring course schedules, and have them 
see me before Friday             if there are any discrepancies. Thank you. 

4) Notes: 



Please note that the prof’s progress report for one of courses in which he 
is cmlentlv enrolled, Geol , shows that      has missed 2 quizzes (    and     ) and so has 
an F for the course so far In addition, the first exam in this course is on    and reflects 20% of 
the course grade If you happen to see i ~, you may want to give him this info (in case he does 
not already have it) Also, both of parents called me in regards to his situation (7 hr 
enrollment, lack of effort on his part, reasons for his status, etc) They called Fred Clark, 
Gen College advisor to find out what their options are, and      most likely is going to 
withdraw (after seeing a Dr at Stnt Psyc Selwices) and then decide at home what really is best for 
him His Mother is going to relay this info to ( ) and also is going to contact Fred 
Clark and/or Dean Jicha in reference to options In addition, we discussed 
NCAA options, and if returns to UNC Fall then the univ will apply for a medical 
waiver for Spring semester However, must complete the IN in Dram by 
pass at least 3 hrs Summer School , and be allowed fiom Stnt Psyc Se~-ices to return as a 
full-time student by Fall 

and I have been in close contact in reference to his schedule and changes in 

progress Since he is working on picking up an indep study right now (a Pott Lit course with 
Prof Fred Clark), he is waiting to drop his Hist course (and Geog course) Therefore, he has 
not attended the Hist or Geog courses and does not plan to The Hist prof called me since is 

still on the class list still, and I explained to him     current status As a result, the prog report 
for Hist reflects an F grade, but is not planning on staying enrolled in the course However, 

please remind that Fri     is the last day to drop a course, so he needs to get moving on 
arranging his finalized schedule (planning on dropping Hisl & Geog ). Thank you 

and I discussed his courses this semester In Engl , he has his first long ppr 
due on Mon     and since he has drafts for the ppr due this week, he is preparing a well- 
developed ppr In Geol , he got a 57 5%/F on test # l; when he gets the actual test back (only 
grades were posted), he is going to see the prof to discuss what he did wrong on the test, 
especially since he thought he did better on the test In Geol Lab, he has completed 2 labs so 
t~ar and is working on the third one He likes working on the computers in the lab which helps 
him tu enjoy the course InMath , he got a B+ on test # l and has test #2 on Thisisnota 
difficult course he says and overall he likes the class In Span x, he got an 86% on quiz 41, an 
87% on his homework, then a 47% on quiz #2, a B+ on his first composition, and a 43% on quiz 
#3 He says that he performed poorly on quiz 42 and #3 because he did not pay attention to detail 
(accent marks, etc) and did not thoroughly memorize the vocab in prep for the quizzes 
Consequently, he knows he needs to study better the vocab and stay diligent and focused in 
completing his HW assmts each night for that type of class On Mon , he has the oral and 
written exams in Span for which he is preparing this week Overall, says that his courses 
this semester are more interesting than they were last semester, and that he likes English, 
Geology, and Math Lastly, in reference to his study hall hours, he says that often times he 
studies and works on the computer in his dorm building or goes to various libraries on campus 
during the day However, I stressed to him the importance of completing hours at the Acad Ctr 
or in Davis LibraD" during the designated times, or of talking with me or you about his hours if a 
problem arises 



Please note that I received a note from Prof Ainsworth, the Phye secl prof, 
that      is not enrolled in the class However, on the Univ computer,      is enrolled in this 

course (The profnoted that "waited 4 weeks into the class to ttT and add the class and I 
[the proI] said ’no’ ) So may think he is enrolled in the class, and technically he is, but the 

prof says he is not in the course I left a message on his parents answering machine in Raleigh, 
since I think he is living there, to call me about this I do not know what else I can do It" you see 

him, please relay the info Thanks 

still needs to drop Anth by , which he says he is going to do today 
( ) InComm ,hehasamidterm    andismtgwiththeprofabouthistermpprtopicon 
Mon      In Comm , he thinks he got about a C on the    exam # I and will let me know 
asap In Dram , he thinks he got about a C as well on the exam # 1 on    and will let me know 
asap In addition, he is going to do the extra-credit for Dram that will help him improve his 
grade In Port he got an 85% on the    test, which reflects improvement in his comprehension 
and performance in port! In addition, he is preparing for a midtem~ on     which is his next 
assmt Overall, he has to catch up on some rdg in Comm    (50 pgs) and keep up on his reading 
and studying for tlae next two weeks until the next round of tests come up (end of and beg of 

) 

came to see me (at my request) to discuss his current progress in his courses He 
really likes his Reli course The first test is a take-home to be handed out next week, and he 
has to complete weekly a one-pg position ppr for the course Although there is a lot of reading in 
the course, he likes what he is rdg and studying In Geol , a boring class for him, he has a quiz 
on :    and a midterm in     t’or which to study (even though he’s not fully enthused with the 
course material) In Math , he has a test on Fri     and is seeing the prof on    to review the 
draft he has of the ppr due Fri Overall,    seems well-adj usted to academic life here, and has 
taken the fight kind of initiative so far (ie mtg with profs to review assmts and rough drafts of 
work, staying involved in his coursework and rdgs for his classes, and taking courses that are not 
’t?,,pical’ yet in which he expresses a personal interest) Lastly, we discussed his plans for 
selecting a major, and since he is still unsure, I encouraged him to attend the Select a Major 
Workshop we are having in the Acad Ctr on Tues at 7:30pm (a flyer for you to distribute 
will be sent in the next week) 

I have been speaking with practically evetaj day about his courses Since 
Spanish is his most difl]cult course, I got him working weekly and individually with a Span tutor, 
who is helping him understand Spanish, the verbs conjugations, a~icle placements, etc by 
starting from scratch In addition, I spoke to    about his Span prof’s comments on the prog 
report that show that    did not turn in two workbook assmts[     said that he did not 
understand the workbook or know how to do it; however, he did not see the prof or the tutors last 
week for help either! I stressed to him the importance of communicating and working with the 
profwhen need be, and now of working weekly with the Span tutor for further help He seems 
motivated to do so (I think he has been intimidated to see the prof so far, but we talked it 
through and I told him that I want him to report to me next week that he met with the Span prof 
for help) In addition,    is struggling a bit in Geol and I urged him to see the prof and the 



tutors for this as well Overall, I think it is taking him time, due to being intimidated, to get into 

the right study habits so as to get help when he needs it I will encourage him, and ask you to do 

the same Thanks 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

STNT COURSE DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

Hist Study tips for test 

Afam~ Undstng lectures & 
subject matter; interpreting 

certain processes discussed 

2) Progress Reports and G~-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 

enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 

about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below Also, please make sure that 

each of your players check the enclosed list of Spring course schedules, and have them 
see me before Friday             if there are any discrepancies. Thank you. 

3)Notes: 

No show for our weekly meeting (Tues    at 9:30am) 

is reading "New World Cultures" still this week for At’am ; they do not 

have any assmts or tests posted yet in the course, but in anticipation of a midterm assmt,    is 
keeping up with the readings In Dram, he saw the play "The Visit" which he liked so much 

that he is going to see it again For the exam #1, he is to review that play, class notes, and the 
readings In addition, he is going to study with a group of classmates in prep for the exam In 

Engl , he is starting to read Frankenstein since he has to make a presentation on it later on in 

the month (date not assigned yet) In Geog , he has an exam     on map locations, is 
watching "The Killing Fields" this wk on his own, and has the midtem~ Overall, 

is organized in terms of planning his time in order to complete various assmts and study for 
upcoming tests He says he follows his calendar, which is fairly detailed, each day to keep 
himself on top of what he needs to do and when he needs to do it 



showed me his organized notebooks- one for each subject As for 
his classes, he started his Astr Lab (they learned how to identit~v and look at certain stars last 
week), and is preparing for a quiz on     on the operation of the telescope The lab prof gave 
the stnts a hand-out on what to study/know for the quiz In Comm,            says his    exam 
went well, and he will receive the grade on Mon      Since he studied with two groups of stnts, 
he hopefully was faMy well-prepared In Dram , the exam #1 is on Fri ; the profreviewed 
main points on Fri in class, and he is attending study groups on and to prepare In 
Geol , he says his exam went well, and will get the grade by Th In Hist , he got the 
syllabus and is speaking again with the prof Wed    to change the Recitation time His exam #1 
on Tues    was difficult he says (ID’s and essays) since he only had 8 rain per item/essay for a 
response Consequently, he had problems organizing and writing his ideas clearly and 
completely However, hesayshestudiedandfeltquitepreparedforthetest We discussed 
strategies to follow to be better prepared for limited time exams (the week before the exam, 
practice by anticipating questions and writing out answers to them with a stup-clock, writing a 
short outline before answering each question on the exam, etc) Overall,         seems quick 
and hard-working; he takes initiative and works with class-mates to study and review for tests 
In addition, he is not threatened to communicate with his profs, which is a big asset With a 

more organized academic life, he hopefully can be in control of his studies and show his abilities 
and talents through improved grades 

and I talked initially on Wed He is enrolled in Comm , Comm ¯ 
Afam and Affi( He says that his problems lie in being organized, note-taking and reading 
effectively, and staying on top of his studies He is going to complete a semester calendar and 
bring it to me with his syllabi tomorrow for our first lengthy meeting (Thurs    at 2:30pro) We 
met again on , and discussed his courses In Comm , he has to earn a total of 100 pts from 
assmts, an optional midterm, and a required final He has completed an assmt for I0 pts already, 
and has an optional proj ect due For this assmt, he is going to read over the assmt and 
decide this weekend if he is going to complete this optional one (I urged him to complete the 
maj ority of these assmts before the semester midterms start coming up) On     he has the 
optional midterm (on class notes and rdgs) in this class, and he is going to take it (worth 15 pts 
towards the 100) In Comm , the    exam went OK he says, and he will get his grade next 
week He is rdg now, and exam #2 is :     In Afam, , he has an exam on     on the readings, 
and has been keeping up with what is due I stressed to him the need to understand clearly what 
he reads, and to see the prof for clarifications In Afi-i he has an exam    and is reading now 
As for the LDS process,      says he saw           last week, but still has not met with his 
counselor, David, over there for weekly meetings Since David and LDS are the ones to process 
the pape~vork to get the F in Port on his transcript removed, I stressed to the need to at 
least make an appt with David at LDS before our mtg next week/Thurs , (Since is 
LD and has been granted the tbreign language substitution approval, he can get that F wiped from 
his record; however he must communicate with LDS to complete that process) Please urge him 
tomeetwithDavidatLDS asap Thankyou 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update fol 

1) Tutor Use: 

COURSE DATE COMiVIENTS TUTOR 

2) Progress Reports and Grade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 
enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 

with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 

due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 

about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below Also, please make sure fhat 
each of your players check the enclosed list of Spring course schedules, and have them 
see me before Friday             if there are any discrepancies. Thank you. 

3) Notes: 
is most likely going to drop Biol ; he is waiting to get the    test results back first (this 

week) In Engi , he got a"5/4" on the     ppr assmt The prof’s comments touched upon 
improvement so far this semester and his "good job" he did on the ppr There is another 

ppr due     Fri that he is in the process of completing now In Phil , he is preparing for the 
exam In Port ,, he is reading now and his next assmt is the group proj ect due In 

Psyc he is reading now as well as beginning to prep for the , test. Ills Psye prof called 
me on Fri     to say that      has been arriving 5-10 minutes late to class, causing him to 
miss the prof’s review of the previous class work. The prof said that this could cause     to 
not fully understand the concepts of the course, or to be able to tie them all together cohesively 

In addition, the prof said that he spoke to     about this, as well as about the prof’s willingness 
to help during office hrs next week to prep for the test Please reiterate to , as 
will l Is practice and responsibilities causing him to arrive late for class, or are there 
other reasons? Please explore with      as will I 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

COURSE    DATE COMMENTS TUTOR 

2) Progress Reports and G~-ade Reports: The estimated grades are being sent to us Please see the 

enclosed sheet with any reported grades for the students requested (names are in bold for students 
with reports requested) Note that an X means that the profreturned the report without a grade 
due to "insufficient information" to report this early in the semester In addition, any comments 

about students will be relayed to you in the "notes" section below Also, please make sure that 

each of your players check the enclosed list of Spring course schedules, and have them 
see me before Friday             if there are any discrepancies. Thank you. 

3) Notes: 
says he purchased a 3-ring notebook, and is going to show it to me next week since he 

did not bring it this week to our mtg In Soci , he got a 56% on the    test; however, he 
already has talked with the prof who allowed to complete a ’redo’ assmt which he passed 
in on    Wed The prof will probably have a new grade for him based on this redo this Fri 
In addition, we will see the prof more for help and guidance before tests and for the clarification 
of theories and problems discussed in the course (For this test, he relied on the tutor’s help, 
which was extensive, but needed to communicate with the prof more to understand the specific 
prof’s point of view, etc) Also, on     he has due a question set/survey that will eventually be 
used during the inte~w-iews he will complete in He is clear on the questions he is going to 
write up and has thought about the assmt quite thoroughly (general student body views on 
athletes and se~w-ices for stnt-athletes, etc) In Phyl , he has test #1 on     for which he has 
already read the chapters (1-7) He told me that he plans on getting a week head start for this 
exam, so as to perform more effectively Also, in Phye , he has a Test #! on too Since 
the textbook still is not in stnt stores (the Proflends out his copy to stnts), is going to 
meet with the prof to discuss exactly what he (and the class) are responsible for on the     test 
In addition,       has been given the budget assmt (due ) for which he has been thinking 
and formulating ideas (to do a budget for a sport or for an athletic dept) In Psyc , he has a 
group assigned with which to complete a project on mentally retarded children The group 
presentation will include certain topics and a I-pg ppr from each group member on the project 
For        topic, he is going to get info from his HS teacher who works in that area and from 
the libraw on campus here In Soci , he saw his prof last Tues    about his topic for the tem~ 



ppr (hist of devpmt of a sport), and his group is going to present the connection between a sport 
(football) and the display/development of the concept of cooperation in that sport Overall, 

is quite alert and has thought out many of his term assmts; if he stays focused, diligent, 
and prepared, and if he continues to see his profs and develop working relationships with them, 
he will do well 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAM~ 

5 
5 

5 

HOURS EARNED 

825 
0* 
0* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Hist 
Beol 
Bio 
Math 

Fren 

Review for final exam 

Review for exam 
Review ofmult choice for final 

Review of practice exam & 
problems for final exam 

Review for final exam 

3)Notes: 

Please referto enclosed grade reports forthe Spring semester 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Devon Brouse 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQU1RED HOURS EARNED 

10 O* 

10 O* 

2) Tutor Use: 

Notes: 

Soci 
Ling 

Review tbr final exam 
Review for final exam 

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR LIST OF INCOI~HNG FRESI~’IEN (NAME, ADDRESS, 
AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 

Please refer to enclosed grade reports for the Spring semester 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I) Stud,," Hall: 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
10 10 

2) Tutor Use: 
Span 
Math 

Review for final exam 
Review for final exam 

3) Notes: 

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR LIST OF INCOMING FRESHMEN (NAME, ADDRESS, 
AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 

Please refer to enclosed grade reports for the Spring semester 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Tutor Use, C.ade Reports, & Notes 

Tutor Use: 

Bio Review of muir choice for final exam 

2) Notes: 

PLEASE SEND IME YOUR LIST OF INCOIMING FRESHMEN (NAME, ADDRESS, 

AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 

Please refer to enclosed grade reports for the Spring semester 



MEMORAND[IM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Dave Klarmann 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, lutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED 

10 

lO 
6 
12 
6 
6 
6 

6 
6 
6 

HOURSEARNED 

35* 
0* 

0* 
0* 

0* 
0* 

0* 
0* 

0* 
0* 

0* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Mat|~ 
Math 
Hist 
Fren 

Review for final 
Review tbr final; practice probs 
Review for final exam 
Review of verbs for final 

3) Notes: 

Please refer to enclosed grade reports for the Spring semester 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Anson Dorrance/Bill Paladino 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

1) Study Hall: 

NMvlE HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 
6 0* 

10 
5 2* 

2) Tutor Use: 

Phye" 
Phil 
Chem 

Phye Review for final exam 
Review for final exam 

Ppr devpmt & edit 
Review for final exam 

3) Notes: 

PLEASE SEND N~ YOUR LIST OF INCONHNG FRESHMEN (NAME, ADDRESS, 

AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 

Please refer to enclosed grade reports for the Spring semester 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bill Lain 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED 
6 
8 
10 
8 
10 
4 
8 
10 
10 
8 

HOURSEARNED 

3* 
0* 

0* 
9 

3* 
0* 

1’ 
0* 

1’ 
0* 

2) Tutor Use: 
Econ 

Phye 
Math 

Math 
Math 

Math 

Review for final exam 
Review for final exam 

Review of old exam for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 
Review for final 

3) Notes: 

PLEASE SEND N~ YOUR LIST OF INCONHNG FRESHMEN (NAME, ADDRESS, 

AND PHONE #). THANK YOU. 

Please refer to enclosed grade reports for the Spring semester 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORAND[JM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

STNT COURSE DATE 

Geog 
Geog 

COMMENTS 
Review for final exam 
Review for final exam 

2) Notes: 

Please refer to enclosed grade reports for the Spring 

TUTOR 

semester 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

1) Tutor Use: 

COURSE DATE CONEVIENTS 

[None] 

2) Notes: 

Please refer to enclosed grade reports for the Spring semester 

TUTOR 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Williamson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

I) Tutor Use: 

COURSE 
Phye 

Soci 
Phye 

2)Notes: 

DATE COMMENTS 

Review for final exam 
Help with questions for final exam 

Review for final exam 

Please refer to enclosed grade reports for the Spring semester 

TUTOR 



Stnts Below 20 Cmn GPA: 

Sln/s Above 30 Cure GPA: 

Dean’s List for FMI Sorties/or [32 \~,iih 15 or more hrs, or 35 \~,i/h raider 15 hrs. & no grade belo\’, C]: 

Need to Declare Maior Spring 

Should Enroll in 15 Hrs Spring 

S/ud’, Hall Assm/s for Spring 

NAME HOURS LOCATION 
5 AC 
5 AC 
5 AC 



Stats Bclo\~ 20 Cure GPA: 

Sm/s Above 30 Cure GPA: 

Dean’s Lisl for F~dl 
None 

Scnlcslcr [32 wi/h 15 or more hrs. or 35 wi/h under 15 hrs. & 11o grade belo\~ C]: 

Need to Declare Maior Spring 

Should Enroll in 15 Hrs Spring 

Study Hall Assmts ~br Spring 

NAME HOURS LOCATION 

DorAC 

DorAC 

DorAC 

DorAC 

Other Conunents: 

Needs 19 GPA for Fall 

Needs 15 GPA for Fall 



Stats Bclo\~ 20 Cure GPA: 

Stats Aboxe 30 Cmn GPA: 

Dean’s Lisl for FMI Sorties/or [32 wi/h 15 or more hrs. or 35 wi/h imdcr 15 hrs. & 11o grade bclo\~ C]: 

Need to Declare Maior Spring 

Should Enroll in 15 Hrs Spring 

S~dv Hall Assmts lbr Spring 

NAME HOURS 

Needs 15 GPA for Fail 

LOCATION 

DorAC 



S/hiS Bclo\~ 20 Cure GPA: 

Stats Above 30 Cmn GPA: 

Dean’s List lbr Fall Semester 132 wiflt 15 or more lu’s, or 35 with under 15 ltrs, & no grade below 

Need to Declare Maior Spring 

Should Enroll in 15 Hrs Spring i 

Study Hull Assents lbr Spring i 

AB in Phye & 7 hrs psd Fall 

Needs 20 Cunl GPA for/c~nl ~md to gmdl~alc 



Stats Bclo\~ 20 Cure GPA: 

Sm/s Above 30 Cure GPA: 

Dean’s Li$l for FMI Scnlcslcr [32 wi/h 15 or more hrs. or 35 wi/h under 15 hrs. & 11o grade belo\~ C]: 

Need to Declare Maior Spring 

Should Enroll in 15 Hrs Spring 

Study H311 Assmts fbr Spring 

NAME HOURS LOCATION 

10 DorAC 

6 DorAC 



12 D or AC 

12 DorAC 

6 DorAC 

6 DorAC 

6 DorAC 

10 DorAC 

10 D or AC 

6 DorAC 

6 DorAC 

10 DorAC 

6 DorAC 



Stats Bclo\~ 20 Cure GPA: 

Stats Above 30 Cmn GPA: 

Dean’s List tbr Fall Semester 132 wiflt 15 or more ltrs. or 35 wiflt under 15 ltrs. & no grade below 

Need Io Declare Maior Spfin~ 

Should Enroll in 15 Hrs Spfin~ 
[IN] 

lAB. SPAN POL| ] 

S/ud~ Hall Assmls for Spfin~ 

NAME HOURS 
6 
4 
6 
4 
6 

LOCATION 

DorAC 

DorAC 

DorAC 

DorAC 

DorAC 

DorAC 

DorAC 



Needs to nmhttaht at least a 20 GPA ~r Fall 

Needs a 1 9 GPA for 

AB in Dram & in ital , (clmnge to at end of Sp semester) 



Stats Bclo\~ 20 Cure GPA: 

Stnts Abo~e 30 Cum GPA: 

Dean’s List ~br Fall Semester ]32 with 15 or more hrs. or 35 wiflt raider 15 ltrs. & no grade below C I: 

Need Io Declare Maior Sptin~ 

Should Enroll in 15 Hrs Sptin~ 

S/ud~ Hall Assm/s for Spfin~    ; 

NAME HOURS LOCATION 
10 D or AC 
6 Dot AC 
6 Dot AC 
8 Dot AC 
10 DorAC 
8 Dot AC 
10 D or AC 
4 DorAC 
4 DorAC 
8 Nighl Hall [S,M,T,W] 
10 D or AC 



8 

D or AC(41trs)&NigN 

DorAC 

zutd graduation 



TEAM COURSE 

PROGRESS REPORTS 
FALL 

Due Due 

GRADE % ATTNDCE? GRADE % ATTNDCE? 

BIOL C 25 

HIST 

MATH A I8 

ENGL C 10 

BIOL L C I0 

MATH A+ 15 

ENGL X X 

COM~J A 30 

POLl C+ 22 

PSCY B+ 15 

GEOG C- 20 

MATH B/C 17 

ENGL 

PSCY C 33 
ENGL 
MATH D+ 15 
COMM C 2O 

CLAS B 3 

AFAM 

ENGL B 10 

ENGL 

JOMC 

ENGL C+ 10 

ART B 33 

NOTES : 
; i ltave spoken with regardhtg lter maflt course With fire ltelp of her professor, slte 

utilize the Acade~mc Center tutors as often as necessm3" Overa[1, she is quite conscientious and is seeldng 

ou~ ~md utilizing the support so.ices av~ilablc 



TEAM COURSE 

PROGRESS REPORTS 
FALL 

Due Due 

GRADE % ATTNDCE? GRADE % ATTNDCE? 

ENGL B+ 10 

ECON 

GEOL C X 

GEOL L X X 

PSYC 

ECON 

ENGL B 30 

MATH D/F 20 

ANTH X X 

GEOG D 20 

ENGL C+ X 

MATH F 25 

SPANX 

ASTR 

MATH C X 

ENGL X X 

MATH 
ENGL1 B- 3O 
FREN K A 14 * 
GEOG C 20 

HIST 

STAT 

DRAM 

GEOG 

PHYE D- 25 

AFAM 

ECON 

GEOL F X 

PSYC C 33 

LING F 31 

DRAM 

ENGL    F 2O 

CLAS 

POLI 

ENGL    C 10 

MATH     C- 15 



NOTES 

concenled about Iris progress so lhr He is gohlg to speak with Iris Geograpl\~ prol~ssor to ttT, to go over file 

contacted Iris math professoL Mr Ozluk mid encouraged lmn to work lnore closely with    t wbile 

tbe senlester in addition, is encouraged to attend tbe Writhlg Center and to utilize tbe AC Ellgiish 

bas come to talk wifll hie t~ice in tbe past t~o weeks Col~secluentl? i mn elated wifll l~is effort 

beg,~n to work with a counselor fllere wbo will belp hitn define file specif]c servioes and acconttllOdatiol~s be 

date: be has been encouraged to lneet wifll each prot~ssor to discuss wa?s to hi, prove Iris m/derstal/dmg and 

approaclL i w~ll be able to help to help lmnself He is a good llamred indin idual mid a pleasure to 

~ i spoke with    concenmlg lfis imtial grades AJfllough lie bas gotten off to a bad start he is 

successflll in lfis courses 



TEAM COURSE 

PROGRESS REPORTS 
FALL 

Due Due 

GRADE % ATTNDCE? GRADE % ATTNDCE? 

ENG[ 

ECON 

MATH 

ASTR 

ASTR L 

PSYC C+ 15 

ENGL C+ 10 

ANTH X X 

SPAN X D 25 

NOTES 

lter Spanish professor in order to receive extm-ltelp and study tips so as to improx e lter grades Now tbat 
she is enrolled hi twelve hours (af/cr dropping Bio and Bio Lab), I believe thai she will be able to more 
effectively concentrate on ller shidies in additimk we have spoken about file trials mid tribulatim~s of 

existence in a collegiate setting As time passes, i think that sbe will begin to rely less on bet former 

that she begins to feb on bersetf first, and Ofllers secm/darib : cm~sequentl?, this forms tbe fllenle and 



TEAM COURSE 

PROGRESS REPORTS 

FALL 

Due Due 

GRADE % ATTNDCE? GRADE % ATTNDCE? 

AFAM 

ENGL B 10 

MATH A 17 

PORT A+ 10 

MUSC 

ECON X X 

SPAN, A 15 

STAT 

CJdEM A 2 

CHEN L 

PSYC F 22 
FREN X C- 14 
MATH B/C25 
ENGL 

STAT B/C30 

PSYC D 22 

ENGL 

DRAM 

LATN B 25 

ENGL B- 10 

MATH 

CJdEM F X 

CHEM L 

SPAN 
AHTN 

CHEM H 

MATH 

ENGL 

ENGL B+ 13 
FREN D+ 18 
MATH B/C 26 

BIOL C 25 

BIOL L 

BIOL B- 22 

PHIL 
BIOL, C 25 

C/D35 



BIOL F X 
BIOL L 
PHYE 
ENGLI B X X 

NOTES     : 

retun~ed lny call nor stopped by! Please eimourage her to do so! 

meets with lne weeld) al/d is going to talk with her Cbeimstt3 prot~ssor to discuss bet 
lest (Iowesl grade will be dropped) and improve her grade 

, who lneet s wifl~ me weekly, is quite cm~scientious m~d cm~cerned about bet perfonnal~ce to 

develops m~ orgatffzed plan of stud3", sbe wit1 iinprove acadenffcally 

been able to relay her progress report information to bet i lmve lei~ two lnessages at her residence, but sbe 

can l~elp bet fl~rough tiffs son~ewlmt cmkfl3sh~g tinge 



TEAM COURSE 

PROGRESS REPORTS 

FALL 

Due Due 

GRADE % ATTNDCE? GRADE % ATTNDCE? 

ENGL B- 10 

MATH 

DRAM 

FREN X 

COMM D 2O 
MATH C 20 
ENGL C 2O 
HIST 

PHIL E 

ENGL L 

MATH 

PORT    D 10 

LSRA 

HIST D X 

GEOL F X 

ENGL B/CI0 

ENGL 

LSRA 

DRAM 

MATH C- 20 

GEOL X X 

POLI. F 22 * 

ENGL D+ 33 * 

POLI F 22 
BIOL C+ 28 
ENGL C+ 30 
LATN F 20 

MATH B+ 17 

HIST AJB 10 

ENGL A 25 

GEOL C 25 

ECON 

ENGL B/C 15 

GENR 

AFAM. 

ECON 



GEOG E 
ENGL G C+ 5 

DRAM 
LSRA X X 

CONEM B 

DRAM~ 

HIST 

COMM B 

POLl 
DRAM 
HIST B 2{) 
GEOG D 20 
MATH C/D20 * 

PORT 

AFAM 

COMM, 

CONEM B 

DRAM~ 

PSYC C+ 2!) 

ANTH 

BIOL C 28 * 
DRAM 

PHYE: 
PHY~I B- 25 

PHYE. 

COMM, B 

[PHYA] ] 

PHYE 

HIST, C 9 

MATH1 B 25 

JOMCI 
DRAM 

SOCI ) C 10 

PSYC C+ 20 

DRAM 

HIST B 20 

NOTES     : 



lms seen me mid is quite zonsziemious about lfis azadenfiz perlbmmnce He is going to see lds 

has been d~ligent m keeping Ns meetings wifl~ me in utilizing tl~ rotors for PoliSzi 
and English, ~md in meeting x~i/h his profcsso~ for ¢x~-hclp He is s~ill in the process of being cleared 
wdh LDS Tlmy ~x e ~mtffied     tlmt nmre papen~oN ~meds to be sent from Ns patens:     comacted 

and nmtfitor Ns progress 
; AI/hough    has had initial difficul/5 in Lalin and Poli/ical Science. he has spoken with m¢ aboul his 

courses, nmets regNN@ with rotors, and is gohtg to spe~ wdh Ns it~tn~ctors about Ns pro~ess 

about doing be~er 

I have been It) ing to roach in reference to/~o progress repots (C- in Biol and Biol 



TEAM COURSE 

PROGRESS REPORTS 

FALL 

Due Due 

GRADE % ATTNDCE? GRADE % ATTNDCE? 

HIST B+ I0 

BIOL B 25 

ENGL 

DRAM 

BIOL L 

GEOG C 20 

MATH B/C 25 

ENGL B- 10 

SPAN X A- 25 

MATH 

ENGL B- 25 

BIOL 

AFAM 

BIOL L 

AFRI 
MATH: C+ 15 
FREN B 10 
ENGL X X 

PHIL: E 
ENGL L 
SPAN K B- 25 
MATH     A 20 

PHIL E 

ENGL L 

STAT B- 10 

AFRI 

PSYC 

PHYE    X X 

PHYE D 25 

ITAL 

BMME 

SPAN B 20 
PHYE B- 25 

PSYC 

LSRA X X 

GEOG C 20 

DRAM D 25 



SPAN 
PHYE X X 
ITAL 

DRAM ’ 
DRAM 

NOTES 

i lmve left lnessages with about her progress reports and lmssed meeting wifl~ me on 

confi~mes to be ajw to work with as she conmmt~icates wifl~ me about her courses and aW 

She is quite conscientious tNs smnester 

with her and tl~e necessity" of a meeth~g 



TEAM COURSE 

PROGRESS REPORTS 

FALL 

Due Due 

GRADE % ATTNDCE? GRADE % ATTNDCE? 

MATH F 25 * 

ENGL X X * 

BIOL D+ 28 * 

DRAM 

ENGL 
PORT B 10 
HIST 
DRAM A- 25 

DRAM 

HIST C 10 

GEOG F 20 

EDUC 

COMM, B X X 
HIST 
SPAN < C- 25 
ENGL 
GEOG D/F 20 

ENGL B- 33 

CHEM C- 20 
CYcl~ N L 

SPAN 

MATH B 11 

GEOG D 20 

HIST B/C 10 

MATH A/B X 

ENGL 

PSYC C+ 15 

SOCI 

SPAN B 10 

SOCI 

PORT X X 

PHIL D 20 
PORT B- 10 
COMM 
GEOG: D 2!) 

ECON     C 7 



RELI 

HIST A 10 

PSYC C 20 

ECON X X 

SOCI Cfl) 15 

HIST 

COMP A 10 

PHIL D 16 
BMME 
COMM 
EDUC~ 
PHYE 
[PHYA ] 

BIOL F X 
PHYE D 25 
MATH D/F 20 
SOCI 

JOMC X X 

JOMC 

COMM B X X 

DRAM A 15 

PSYC ; 

[PHYA ] 

NOTES       : 
As you kno~x,     and i have lnet frequently in the past ~xeek to discuss lfis acadenfic as ~xell as 

personal straggles He is Ding to salvage his English and Math co rscs, as ~ ’ell as Biolog~ He is no ~ 
sig]ted up ~xiflt an hidMdual nmflt hitor from tlte ninth depattlnent and Ires met with lfis English and Math 

tutorial services and to meet reg, aflarl.,~ with lfis professors to revie~x assig~ted, ~xork h~ progress, i believe 

~xeek i believe tlmt is interested and mothiated to improve his peffommnce Wifl~ thne, i mn 

is extremel.’~ cot~scie~ttious about his it~itial grades, As a result, lte Ires spoken with lfis i~tstructors, 
has reviewed his Drama tes/wi/]l his professor. \ isi/s/he His/oD tulor here (also his TA), and is going to 
speak with his Geograpby i~tstructor as well 

to hoax to improve his grades 

Since we meet weekly at least, ’ mid i ltave ongoing discussim~s about ~xlmt he ~teeds to do in order to 
achie~ ¢ his goal of gradtm/ing \~ilh a 20 

is conscientious about conmmoicating with me and his pro*~ssors We meet ~x eekb,, and he 

acade~mc peffornmnce 



TO: Bill Lain 

FROM: Elizabcill Dick 

RE: Appeals Fall 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

/ Spring 

follow in order to appeal to tbe Dean to be reiltstated at UNC *Br tlte Spring semester As per your 

enclosed sltould you want to send it to bint Note tbat tbe letter is due ht the Dean’s Office by 5ptn on 

Jolm Blanchard will be at until Otbem ise i can be reaclted back in ~n> office on 



DATE: 

TO: Karen Shelton 

FROM: Elizabeth Dick 

RE: Weekly Update 

Enclosed is the updated list of progress reports received and study hall hours completed 
for the past week 

Tutor Use 10/9-10/14: 
Math 10/10, 10/12 

General Notes 10/9-10/14: 
She has visited the Math tutor twice this past week to review homework 

problems for her quiz 
was concerned about her study hall hours We reviewed the policy for hours 

accrued for FASP (a total of two hours from 7:30-9:30pm Monday night) and the 
confusion seems to be cleared 

I have left a message for     to call me about her attendance situation with 
JOMC Please have her contact me to discuss how we are going to proceed (as per 

suggestions) 
Based on progress reports and overall academic 

performance, I am going to speak with you in reference to study hall hours for these two 
I am thinking that it is reasonable now to excuse them from study hall Let’s discuss 



DATE: 

TO: Devon Brouse 

FROM: Elizabeth Dick 

RE: Weekly Update 

Enclosed is the updated list of progress reports received and study hall hours completed 
for the past week 

Tutor Use 10/9-10/14: 
Star 10/12 

General Notes 10/9-10/14: 
is going to speak with his Math professor this week concerning extra-help He 

is informed of the availability of a Math tutor both from the Math dept and the Academic 
Center Overall, he says he is feeling more adjusted and was prepared for his Anthro test 
and is ahead in his English assignments 

came to talk with me again this week! He is aware of his upcoming tests and 
seems to have a clearer idea of how to prepare/study in advance for each of them He 

In 
terms of study hall, I spoke with him again about the importance of completing his 
responsibili~" for his own good, and he says that he is going to improve in that area At 
least we are developing a cohesive working relationship; the rest hopefully will come in 
time 

called me after his missed weekly appointment to inform me that he was away, 
which I was unaware of I am glad that he called an~wcay, and we will meet again next 
week 

{ PAGE } 



DATE: 

TO: Sally Austin 

FROM: Elizabeth Dick 

RE: Weekly Update 

Enclosed is the updated list of progress reports received and study hall hours completed 
for the past week 

Tutor Use 10/9-10/14: 
Span 10/11 

General Notes 10/9-10/14: 
has seen the Spanish tutor for help on her in-class composition 

contacted me about her Spring     underloadthg semester 

She has been informed that since her tenth semester has been approved by the Arts and 

Sciences Dean, she now only needs to apply (with the Dean) at the beginning of the 
Spring     semester for the 4 hour Spring semester underioad approval She will do so 

and give me a copy of the approved application in Januata£ I spoke with John Blanchard 
who said that once her underload is completely approved in Janua~2¢, she will be all set 
with her financial aid, eligibility, and allocated funds for her last semester 

{ PAGE } 



DATE: 

TO: Derek Galvin 

FROM: Elizabeth Dick 

RE: Weekly Update 

Enclosed is the li st of progress reports received 

Tutor Use 10/9- I 0/14: 

None 

General Notes 10/9-10/14: 

I am a bit concerned that     is struggling to adj ust to University life I think that 
UNC, being quite different from high school, is overwhelming to her She mentioned 
that the test-taking methods necessary at this level are somewhat unfamiliar to her I 
encouraged her to communicate with her professors about this so as to gain insight on 
test-taking strategies to improve her performance and confidence In addition, I have left 
two messages with     to contact me in reference to her Bio Lab progress report, and 
uncharacteristically, she has not returned my calls Please encourage her to do so asap 

t is clear as to what she needs to study in the upcoming weeks 
Although she missed last week’s appointment with me (and called in advance to 

let me know she could not make it), she came to see me Monday and we discussed her 
current progress, academic plans for Spring     registration, and career progress She is 
quite busy thi s week with upcoming tests, but will make an appointment with a career 
counselor later on in the semester Also, she made her scheduled appt with me this week, 
and seems stressed over the amount of work she has due this coming week and the short 
amount of time in which to prepare for each exam [She has: Phye test Mon 10/17, Bio 
Lab due Tues I 0/I g, Engl midterm Wed I 0/19, and Bio test Th I 0/20] We discussed the 
importance of taking one day of preparation at a time and to utilize the support services 
available to her for each exam 

{PAGE} 



DATE: 

TO: Dave Klarmann 

FROM: Elizabeth Dick 

RE: Weekly Update 

Enclosed is the updated list of progress reports received and study hall hours completed 
for the past week 

Tutor Use 10/9-10/14: 

Math 10/10 
Econ 10/12 

Geol 10/13 
Latn 10/13 

General Notes 10/9- I 0/14: 
The Latin tutor has agreed to meet on a weekly individual basis with so that he 

has a better chance to pass tbat class His professor has noted tbat he has been missing 

classes, which is unacceptable if he is to progress, and highly encourages him to get extra 
help However, this tutorial help must be coupled with a diligent effort on      part if 
he is going to succeed Please stress to him the importance of 1) going to every class, 2) 

meetin~ regularly with the tutor, and 3) studying more frequently on his own 
contacted me in reference to petitioning for a foreign language 

requirement waiver I informed him that he needs a letter fi-om two UNC Portuguese 
professors to accompany his MLA test score I tried unsuccessfully to reach his PORT 

Professor, Miguel Ceita, who is not in residence at UNC this semester nor has left a 
forwarding address/phone number Consequently, I am going to try to substitute one of 

these requested letters for tutor use documentation fi-om the past semesters he was 

enrolled in Portuguese to show a "good t~aith effort" on       pa~ to succeed in foreign 
language acquisition      is going to t~?," to contact his POR~I Professor through the 

Portuguese Department in order to get the second necessary letter When we spoke last 
week, he said he did not have the time at the present to locate his professor, but will do so 
and let me know when his pa~ is completed, so I can go ahead and contact Dean Cannon 

in regards to his request 
I stressed to him the importance of improving his study hall efforts 

l spoke with each of them in reference to the importance of making 

our scheduled weekly appointments, and not just relying on seeing me at their 

convenience 

{ PAGE } 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Anson Dorrance/13ill Paladino 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update 

Enclosed is the updated list of progress reports received and study hall hours completed 
for the past week 

Tutor Use 10/9-10/14: 

Math 10/9 
Math 10/11 

General Notes 10/9- I 0/14: 

I still have not seen or heard from Sarah. Consequently, John Blanchard 

wrote her requesting her to have a meeting with me before 5pm on Wednesday 

10/19/94. (See enclosed letter and note the consequences if a meeting does not take 
place by this date and time.) Please reiterate the importance of this meeting 

has not seen me for two weeks and has not contacted me to 
reschedule I am aware that the team has been away, but it is responsibility to 

contact me and reschedule 
Based on progress reports, 

tutor use, and overall academic performance, I am going to speak with you in reference to 

a reduction of these four students’ study hall hours I am thinking that it is reasonable to 
reduce their hours from 10 to 6 per week Let’s discuss 

{ PAGE } 



DATE: 

TO: Bill Lain 

FROM: Elizabeth Dick 

RE: Weekly Update 

Enclosed is the updated list of progress reports received and study hall hours completed 
for the past week 

Tutor Use 10/9-10/14: 

Math 10/9 

Comm 10/10 

Chef~ 10/11,10/12 
Mat| 10/12 

Science 10/12 
Span 10/12 
Hist 10/13 

General Notes 10/9-10/14: 
has continued to tl?," to "bend the rules" in terms of completing his study 

hall requirement As discussed, if he notifies me in advance of his desire to complete his 

hours in Davis Libral?," during the day, for example, I am willing to allow him to do so 

However, communicating this with me prior to doing it is of utmost importance Please 
stress this to him 

After missing his weekly appt with me, came to see me the next 

day and we discussed his academic progress He met with his English professor to work 
out a plan for completion of assignments and improvement in the course, he is meeting 
regularly with his Math tutor, and he likes his Biology professor and class more now than 
before Drama as of now is not causing a problem, but we stressed the importance of 

studying "bit by bit" so that the upcoming test is not as difficult 

{ PAGE } 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Karen Shelton 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAM~ HOURS EARNED 

10 13 

10 10 

Tutor Use: 
Math 12/6 
Math 12/7 
Math 12/7 

Solving of problems 
Review for final 
Review of problems 

3) Progress Reports and Final Grades: By 12/21, I will send you the progress report list with the 
final grade reports added for your students for the Fall      semester 

4) General Notes: 

is now preparing for her Pscy final, Math final, and Comm 
final Sheis still waiting tu get her last Math testtaken 11/21 back, and got a B on her 12/I 
research Dor Her En~l final ppr was passed in 12/5, so she has three exams ahead, all of 

and I discussed her thoughts on majoring in Int’l Studies and we did a 
worksheet outlining requirements for the major She will see me after she meets with a major 
dept advisor for advice 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Devon Brouse 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQU1RED HOURS EARNED 

10 125 
10 2 

6 65 
8 0 

10 8 

2) Tutor Use: 
Econ 12/7 Review for exam 
Econ 12/8 Review for exam 
Econ 12/7 Review for exam 
Econ 12/8 Review for exam 
Math 12/8 Review for exam 

3) Progress Reports and Final Grades: By 12/21, I will send you the progress report list with the 
final grade reports added for your students for the Fall semester 

4) General Notes: 

and I discussed: I) the NCAA implications of taking the Fall and Spring 
semesters off: if he is not registered at the beginning of Spring he can 

use the Spring      semester as his semester not counted However, he is responsible for his 
Fall semester, his fifth semester, and so in order to be eligible for Fall (his sixth 
semester b/c he would be taking Sp off), he must pass 8 hours during Summer 2) his 
scholarship           : he says he is going to discuss the details again with Coach Brouse, and 

his Father said not to worry about the money 3) the hard reality of working full-time in place of 
being a student Sp 4) The chance that Student Health will keep a 6 month hold on his 

enrollment, and 5) the fact that he has been officially dropped from the Fall      semester 



let me know if the mtg with changes the Fall withdrawal status; I did not 
mention to that this mtg would be taking place) In addition, made an appt v, ith me 
on  at 9:30am to further discuss in person his options for Sp but he did not shov, 
and did not reschedule. Therefore, I have not had a chance to talk with him in further 
detail about his situation. 

got an F on the I I/I 8 test b/c the prof said he did not read the questions well He 
also spoke with the prof about how he could prep so as to make a B in the class In l~ngl , he is 
mtg again with the prof 12/8 to discuss the rewrites he is doing due 12/9 In Math , he saw the 
prof and the profis not going to accept the missed assmts    did not do In addition, there is a 
review session 12/8heisgoingtoforprepforthefinal InGeog , he saw the profwho gave 
him copies of his class nts and tips for the final I asked     what he learned about studying and 
succeeding academically this semester, and he said he learned to I) not procrastinate, 2) see the 
profs often, and 3) to not miss mtgs with me 

is still wtg to get his Dram ppr grade and is preparing for the final In 
Star , he is wtg for his homework grade and is going to the prof’s final review session 12/9 to 
prep In His and Geog , he has the finals to prep for and take He will call me  to 
check his grades to see if he can go to Australia! 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sally Austin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I) Stud,," Hall: 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURSEARNED 

6 7 

10 6 

2) Tutor Use: 
Anth 12/5 Extensive review for final exam 

3) Progress Reports and Final C~ades: By 12/2 I, I will send you the progress report list with the 
final grade reports added for your students for the Fall     semester 

4) General Notes: 

passed in her Anth ppr on 12/1 for which she saw the tutors and the prof for 
help The final is 12/6 so she is preparing for that by seeing the tutor 12/5 and studying on her 
own In Span , she got an A/90% on the oral quiz, still sees the prof regularly, and has only the 
final left to take In Psyc , the 12/I test was difficult and she got an F for the grade 
Consequently, she has a C-/D grade going into the last assmt/the final and will see the tutors for 
help preparing In Engl , she passed in the final ppr/assmt 12/5 and did speak with the prof 
about her C grade on the last ppr/assmt (no grade change) 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Derek Galvin 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURS EARNED 

6 3 

2) Tutor Use: 
Engl 12/5 
Fren 12/6 

Second rdg of ppr; grammar correction 
Devpmt of rough draft of ppr 

3) Progress Reports and Final C~ades: By 12/2 I, I will send you the progress report list with the 
final grade reports added for your students for the Fall     semester 

4) General Notes: 

In Bio        is still waiting for her grade on the I 1/30 test as she prepares for the 
final In Binl    ~ and Engl , she is waiting for her final grades to be posted In Fren she has 
one more late work assmt due, which she is seeing the tutor for on 12/6 In Math , she will see 
the prof this week about the C/74% she got on the 11/22 test (she said last week she would see 
the prof, but did not have time and so will see the profthis week) Overall,     seems more 
adjusted and enthusiastic about her academic life as she heads into exams In addition, I think 
her weekly meetings with     , my intern, have been effective as they have addressed and sorted 
out some issues she has been dealing with over the semester (time management, adjustment to 
college, playing the college game, etc) 

got a D on the I 1/23 test and so went to speak with the prof about how to 

improve her grade/performance on the final The prof said that if she gets an 86% on the final 
exam, she will get a C in the course; she is going to see the tutors for help in preparing for the 
final exam In Fren ~, she has a C/76% grade and is seeing the prof about bringing her final 

grade up to a B InPsyc , she got a D+ on the l l/14 test and to prep for the final, she is looking 
over that test, is seeing the tutors, is studying with           and is reviewing class notes In 

Engl she is mtg with the prof 12/8 about her grades on the last two pprs passed in 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Dave Klarmann 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 
Study Hall, lutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURSEARNED 

10 65 
I0 155 

10 5 
I0 35 

10 6 
I0 125 

10 9 
I0 25 

10            1 
6 4 

6 6 
I0 0 

10 35 
I0 55 

6 10 
6 15 

2) Tutor Use: 
Math 12/5 
Math 12/8 

Hist 12/6 
LSRA 12/8 
LSRA 12/8 
........ 12/8 

Practice test done for final exam prep 
Review for final 
Ppr draft reviewed 
Review for exam 
Review for exam 
Editing of Busi Schl Application 

3) Progress Reports and Final C~ades: By 12/2 I, I will send you the progress report list with the 
final grade reports added for your students for the Fall     semester 



4) General Notes: 

got a C+ on his I 1/17 Bio ppr and has only the final left now to study 
for In Latn 1, he failed the 11/22 quiz, and I urged him again to see the prof about what he did 
wrong on the quiz and to keep t@ng in that class right until the vetT end He did not see the 
Latnl proflast week as I strongly suggested Now he has just the final left to take as well In 
Poll , he got a C-/70% on the I 1/23 ppr which will improve his urade uoin~ into the last 
assmt/the final In Engll0, he passed in his final assmt 12/5 

did not show again  at 2pm for his indiv Math tutor session!!!! 
I left a message for him, but if he does not use the servrices offered to him, it will be more 
difficult for him to pass the class[I! In addition, I left a msg with his mother,     , so that she 
knows that the services have been set up for him, but he is not using them as he needs to 

: In Soci the profnoted on the progress report that although is 
currently earning a C in the course, he needs to improve the qualit5" of his work in the class since 
more than 1/2 of the final grade will be for the final exam and final assignment Please speak to 
him about this since I tried to call him but his # has been temporarily disconnected Thank you 

brought me the ltr from his Port prof and I looked up his tutor use from Spring 
when he took Port~ Basically, the ltr is fairly weak/does not do much to support 

case, and     only saw the tutor four times while taking (and then failing) Port2 I spoke with 

Dean Cannon about this, and she would like to meet with him about it aftur he finishes his Fall 
exams on  Therefore, l am sending him to see her, and will let her give him her 
feedback and opinion on the case herself, after he finishes exams I instructed     to make an 

apptwithDeanCannonfor  before he leaves for Break Please do not mention this tu 

him now, as it will be more beneficial for him to hear it from the Dean after exams (I wanted 
you to know this now though) 

and I discussed his Business Schl application and effective wording of 
his essay, awards listed, etc He will see the Engl tutor to edit his essay and will see me again 

before passing in the final application (due 12/9) 

In Engl he got an A- on the final ppr In Hist , he saw the tutor for help with 
his ppr due 12/7 and now has just the final to study for In Geol and LSRA , he is seeing the 
tutor to study for the finals 

came to see me (first time speaking with him since 10/5) about his Matl 
course and hours passed/hours needed to be eligible Sp As for Math , he saw his prof who 
said that he needs a B+ to pass the course, but if he gets a C, she will consider his case more in- 



depthly As for his UNC eligibility, he has only 64 hrs passed and is in his 6th semester now 
(Fall ~ Since he is enrolled in 13 hrs now, he will have at the most 77 hours passed going into 
his 7th semester (Sp ) Since he needs 78 hrs passed and a 1 9 going into his 7th semester to 
be eligible, he will be I hr short and must appeal his Sp eligibilit?,, by In addition, if 
he fails Math he will be 4 hrs short of the 78 hrs needed and will need to appeal, although he 
may have a tougher time of winning the appeal Note that if his GPA stays above a 20 after Fall 

, he will have an easier time of winning an appeal I told him what he must do by 

:Concerning feelings of discrimination from his Comir TA, he must 
first di scuss the issue of his grades with the TA, not mentioning any other students for 
comparison, and them if he feels it necessataj, he can take his complaint to the head of the Comm 
Dept for further exploration will keep me updated on his conv with the prof and will go 
from there 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Anson Dorrance/Bill Paladino 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

1) Study Hall: 

NAivlE HOURS REQUll~D HOURS EARNED 

6 2 

6 2 
6 8 

6 2 
10 0 

10 1 
10 0 

10 10 

2) Tutor Use: 
Dram 12/4 Ppr devlpmt, interpretation of assmt 

3) Progress Reports and Final C~ades: By 12/2 I, I will send you the progress report list with the 
final grade reports added for your students for the Fall     semester 

4) General Notes: 

Drama prof said that has missed six pop-quizzes, and 
consequently, is in danger of failing the course because of this         needs to speak with 
Prof Owen about the situation soon, and to see if there is any way she can make-up those missed 
quizzes so as to have a better chance at passing the class I have told        this and she is 
reluctant to see the prof, but knows that she must see her to improve her chances of passing the 
course In addition, since she has not been attending that class lately, she does not know the 
grade on her 11/9 ppr and so currently has a D- for the course going into the final (test#1 D, 
test#2 F) Shewillletmeknowhowherconvwiththeprofgoes AsforSpan ,shehasnot 
been seeing the tutor I assigned to her and has not seen the prof either for help However, she got 
aC-onthell/29assrntandgoesintuthefinalwithaboutaDgrade InPhye , she knows she 
has to complete the Spring     coaching component to pass the course, and knows she is 
responsible for doing so She sees the prof often and has the final left to take for now In Ital 



she has an A/B grade going into the final I stressed to        the importance of salvaging 
Drama and improving Spanish since she must pass at least 9 hours this semester with a l0 
semester GPA to be eligible to return Sp (without going through the appeal process) She 
feels confident that she will pass all her courses, so hopefully she will take the necessary steps 
that will help her pass (see the Drama prot; resume mtg with the Span tutor, study hard for each 

final, etc) 

: She spoke with me about taking the Spring     semester off‘to participate in the 
I confirmed with Dick Baddour that it is alright for her to take the 

Sp semester to participate on the Nat’l Team, but the NCAA counts the semester as a semester 
in residence Therefore, to be eligible for Fall      she needs a 1 0 (UNC requirement) and 24 
hours passed (NCAA requirement for two semesters in residence counted) Since she will have 

15 hours completed for Fall      and another 13 hrs transferred in (AP credits from high school), 
and since she will most likely earn at least a I 0GPA, she will have the minimum requirements 
completed to be eligible to return for Fall       In addition, if she wants to take Correspondence 

Courses starting Sp she can but she must pay for them herself during that time lhave 
relayed this info to on 12/7 

: It is alright for to work for Adidas/Nike, etc during the Spring 
semester, but if she is working for them as a       athlete, she will not be allowed to be on UNC 
scholarship for the Fall      semester when she returns I suggested to her that she has it 
stipulated in the company’s contract with her that the co pays for her tuition, fees, and stipend so 
that she can finish her degree Fall In addition, she is thinking of taking a Correspondence 
Course Sp so as to only have 15 hours left to grad in Fall She will pay for the course 
herself; unless the co will pay for it 

asked me to write a ltr in support of her taking a correspondence course, 
Nutr since it is a pre-requisite for Veterina~N School However, Dick Baddour has confirmed 
that we/UNC can not pay for this course since it is not required to continue her eligibility status, 
not is it required to graduate (and not available at other times) Therefore,       will have to 
payforthecourseherself(about$16500) Irelayedthemsgtoher;pleasedothesame Thanks 

is having a problem with attendance in her Span pro£ However, 
since I do not have an updated list of classes missed due to team travel and competition, I can not 
yet write a ltr to the prof confirming her absences for this reason I left a msg witk        for 
you or    to send me an update list asap so I may help her and the others in the same 
predicament Right now, only list, dated      , states that the following dates are to be missed 
due to team travel:  However, I know more days were 
missed legitimately, but I do not have them in writing from you Please send me an updated list 
so I may proceed Thanks 

asked me to write a Itr to Prof McMu~lay confirming two dates she was 
awayforsoccerandthereforemissedherPhye Labclass After Anson confirmed the dates 

(I 0/31 and I I/2 I), I wrote the prof and then called the next day to follow up We had a cordial 
conversation and the prof said that he was frustrated b/c he did not have the missed dates in 



advance, causing him to have to gi~e 3-hour make-ups labs without advance notice howe~er, 

who is doing well in the course, and the profjust wanted to veri~" the 

missed dates and voice his concern 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bill Lain 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update: 

Study Hall, Tutor Use, Grade Reports, & Notes 

I ) Study Hall : 

NAME HOURS REQUIRED HOURSEARNED 

l0 2 

10 11 

10 155 
l0 125 

10 10 
6 75 

6 8 
l0 175 

10 11 
8 4 
10 10 
10 15 

2) Tutor Use: 
Comn 12/6 
Comn 12/8 
Chem 12/7 
Chem 12/8 

Ppr devpmt 
Final edit and proof of ppr 
Review for final 
Review for final 

3) Progress Reports and Final Grades: By 12/21, I will send you the progress report list with the 
final grade reports added for your students for the Fall      semester 

4) General Notes: 

met with his Drama prof Wed 12/7 at 3pro about his missed ppr and 
t~ailinggrade lnaddition, the profcalled me about his missed ppr and failing grade Shethinks 



that      had many opportunities to complete the work, and that it was his responsibility, along 
with eve~?/other student, to do the assigned work and pass it in on the correct due dates She 
listened to what he had to say on 12/7 at their mtg, and called me to say that she is not going to 
accept from him late work that is now ve~" overdue, since it would entail giving him ’preferential 
treatment’, which is unfair to the other students She said that she encouraged him to work and 
study hard for the final, and if he does ve~?/well, she will take that into consideration I have tuld 

that he is responsible for all assmts due on the due dates for each course; he is learning that 
he must begin to act accordingly if he is to succeed at UNC In Math         is excited because 
he got a B on his 11/17 exam[ Therefore, his grade and confidence have been boosted going into 
the last assmt!the final He is studying regularly with the Math tutor to prep for the final as well 
In Bio , he missed his mtg with the prof 11/6 to discuss missed work and the final Therefore, 

his prof called me 12/6 stating that she has not seen      in class since I I/I 7 or so, he did not 
go to class 12/6 or see her 12/6 as he said to me he was going to do, he has not passed in his ppr 
due I I/I 7 or the redo ppr he had a chance to do, and he has not done the homework over the 
semester Asaresult, the profis worried about him and his chances to pass the class Stevesaid 
that he has done the I 1/17 ppr and the redo ppr and is going to tt?," to get in touch with the prof to 
see if he can pass them in now, and he will talk to the prof about the last four classes he missed 
as well As for Engl , he knows he is receiving an F for a grade He also knows that he must 
t~), his best to pass the other nine hours in which he is enrolled; he expressed a strong desire to 
perfom~ much better Spring     and to at least finish out the Fall      semester as strongly as 
possible However, his actions must accompany his words! 

it is prepared and given to him Overall, I see a bit of a change in he seems a little more 
concerned about his responsibilities and the implications of his actions We will see how things 
turn out Fall     and Spring .... 

is preparing now for his Geog final He is still waiting to get his 12/2 test 

and I 1/23 ppr back, and his grade is estimated at about a C now going into the final In Phil 
he is waiting to get his 11/22 ppr back as he prepares for the next assmt/the final His grade is 

estimated at about a C as well in this class In Comm , he is meeting with      the tutor, on 

12/6 to continue to work on the 10-20 pg ppr due 12/8 and worth 45% of the grade Since he got 

a 59% on the I I/8 test, he must continue to work with     to pass in a well-developed ppr 
Concerning the 11/8 test,       prof commented that he started strong and finished poorly on 

the test, causing him to not be able to earn enough points to pass the test      said that he ran 
out of time on the test I suggested strongly that he meets with the Comm profto discuss his 

running out of time, and to develop a more effechve way to study and take the final in that class 
so that he does not run out of time again He said he is going to make an appt to speak with the 

prof on 12/6 after class In addition, he is mtg with the tutor this week again 12/8 to review for 
the final exam His grade is about a D in Comm    now In Port , he has only the final left to 

take and goes into it with about a B grade If Tony can get an average of 3 C’s and a B, he will 
have a 2 25 GPA for the Fall      semester, rounding out his overall GPA to a 1 9 which is the 

minimum he needs so as to not have to retake the IN/F LSRA course he unsuccessfully 
appealed He is going to t~), to bring his Port grade up to a B+ and his Phil grade up to a C+ so as 

to have a bit more leeway with his other two courses’ final grades 



and I reviewed his Speech major worksheet, Sp 
requirements for an Afam and/or Science minor 

course registration, and 

got a C+ on his 11/22Geog20pprandisnowpreparingforthefinal In 
Engl , he is seeing his prof 12/7 after the last class he says to discuss the missed work he has 

due His final ppr is being passed in 12/7 as well I have been urging him for three weeks now to 
see the Engl prof, since she noted that she would accept late work only up until the last day of 
class Therefore, she may not allow him to pass in the missed assmts, further negatively affecting 

his grade I have made him aware of this very clearly each week during our conversations In 
Math , he does not know his exact grade on the I 1/23 test and is preparing for the final In 

Psyc he got a C on the 12/1 test and is preparing for the final In Hist , he got an F on the 
I I/I g ppr He said that his ppr was not long enough, and he did not prepare with the tutors, the 

prof, or on his own to compete the ppr, causing him to earn an F on the ppr We discussed his 

attitude which reflects a lack of concern, initiative, or motivation for his academic career He 
says that he really does not care about his academic success right now, and that skating by with D 
suits him fine light now We then discussed the long-term personal and professional 
implications of his grades and lack of effort now; he will reflect on what we discussed I think 

that     is in a "stopping out" stage right now, and since he is a talented and capable student, he 

will grow out of this stage and into a more motivated one in the future Hopefully, Sp he can 
enroll in one-two courses that he is interested in taking as discussed in addition to the "boling" 
requirements he must take I will monitor his progress as I know he canJwill succeed once the 

desire to do well is internalized/comes from within himself At least, the fact that he continues to 

meet with me on time each week to discuss this matter shows that he at the vet), least thinks 
about this issue and is concerned about his present emotional status 

As discussed, Comm prof requested a mtg with    before 5pro on 
to discuss the students’ accusation that cheated on an exam in the course 
confirmed that this i s not the .typical procedure, but since the prof requested a mtg,    needs to 
go ahead and comply Therefore, he has written a ltr to the prof explaining his intention to meet 
with the prof and w-ill deliver the ltr in case the profis not in his office on 12/7 He has spoken 
with me about how to converse with the prof during their meeting and has given me a copy of the 
written Itr (we edited the Itr before finalizing it) He is seeing you today 12/7 with a copy of the 
ltr and for fu~her advice as to how to approach the prof during their mtg I told    that we will 
work together throughout this process and that you and I w-ill support him fully in this matter 

As tbr Span , he got a B+/88% on the 11/30 oral 
inte~w-iewandisnowpreparingforthefinal lnChem ,heisstillwaitingforhisll/8testgrade 
as he preps for the final In Math , he got a 58% on the 12/1 test and will see the prof about 
what he did wrong and advice for studying for the final If he continues to meet with the prof, 
the profmay take his effort into consideration in deciding his final grade It can not hurt to 
continue communicating with the prof, and I relayed this msg to    again In Engl , he passed 
in his final ppr 12/1 and so is done with that course I gave him a final exam tutor schedule so he 
knows when the tutors are here for him during exam period 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody, Coach Thompson 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for  

1) Tutor Use: 

COURSE DATE 

Psyc 11/30-12/6 

Pscy 12/7 

C OiVIiVIENT S 

Daily review for final; devpmt of index cards for studying 
Index cards devlpd from study guide 

2) Progress Reports and Final Grades: By 12/21, I will send you the progress report list with the 
final grade reports added for     for the Fall      semester 

3) Weekly Notes: 
Please see the enclosed list of grade and schedule for final exams 

As for his current progress, has been mtg with , the Psyc tutor, eveD" day for the 

past week (11/30-12/7) to review for the final They reviewed test #2 (will not review test #1 

since it is not as beneficial as other review strategies       has set up), and     is making 
extensive index note cards to prepare for the final Since Cheryl will be out of town until Tues 

12/13,     with see the other Psyc tutor,      , on 12/7 and 12/I I and will see       again on 
Tues 12/13 and any other time they can arrange up until the final on Fti 12/16 at 8am In 

addition, there are other tutors scheduled for Psyc throughout finals week (please refer to the 
final exam tutor schedule sent to you earlier this week) In Phye , he is organizing a study 

group to prepare for the final and saw his prof for advice (the prof tuld him to review his notes 
andthetext formajorthemes) lnGeog he got an A+ on the 12/2 group project and has a 

study group set up to prep for the final In Soci he got an A- on the I 1/22 ppr and a B on the 
11/17 quiz He has a study group in this course as well to prep for the final 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

John Blanchard, Brian Davis, Coach Moody 

Elizabeth Dick 

Weekly Update for 

1) Tutor use: 

COURSE DATE C OiVIiVIENT S 

Afam 12/6 Editing ofppr 

2) Progress Reports and Final C~ades: By 12/2 I, I will send you the progress report list with the 
final grade reports added fo~      for the Fall     semester 

3) Weekly Notes: 
is preparing for his Phil final ad is seeing the prof  for study tips and review 1 

Af~am his 35 pg ppr now only needs to be 25 pgs long and is due 12/7 He is planning to see 

the Afam tutor 12/5 and 12/7 for help; I strongly urged him to see this tutor as he is excellent 

with Afam studies and can help him edit this large ppr assmt In addition, since he has a diary 
and correspondences due on  but is two weeks behind with the assmt, he is going to 

talk with the prof to see if he can get an extension so as to have more time to complete the 
assmts In Engl he passed in his I 1/30 ppr after seeing the tutor twice to edit and review his 
drafts, and the midterm is going to be on  for which he has a study group organized In 

Phil , he has only the final to take for which he will start preparing after he completes I) his 
Af~am ppr 12/7, 2) the Afam diary and correspondences 12/7 or soon thereafter, and 3) the 

Eng1  midterm 12/8 Lastly, still needs to change his major to Afam Studies which he 

says he will do when he has time in between finals; he needs to go to Steele Bldg?Dean’s Office 

to change his major 



Date: 

To: Coach Austin 

From: Robert Mercer 

Re: Ehgibihts" Status 

This memo is to cotffirm file ca~rrent acadenfic mid eligibilti) stat~s of                At this time 
hasa     CUM GPA with 52las passed entering her 5~h semester UNC reqnires that        have 

a     with 51 Ins passed to be eligible to enter her 5 
is eligible Io rclum for her 5th scmcslcr However Ihc NCAA requires [hal        Ila,,c a     GUM GPA 

NCAA cligibildy got Ihc spring scmesler by raising her CUM GPA 

l flmtk flint tins is a good tnne tbr all of us, including to again review hei acadeimc progress at 
UNC and to attempt to determine her comnfitlnent toward eallthlg a degree flora tiffs instillation Currently, 

is a                                 Major Her GPA’s wlfile emolled at UNC have been as 
follows: 

ssI 

In order rot       Io gmd~mlc with a degree in                                 she will need to 
pass 120hrs widl a CUJVI GPA of 2 00 hi addilion, she musI ]lave C or belier ~ork in al leasI 18hrs of die 

24hrs or PHWE course work required In Ihc only Iwo PHWE courses Ihal       has laken she has earned 
grades of ill PHYE and in PHYJ~    This means dial from I]lis poin[ fo~ a~d        1nits[ make a 
C or belier in all PHYE courses in order for Ihe classes Io counl for degree credil 

Durhlt         tenure at UNC several strategies hax e been einplo? ed to help her succeed acadeinicall? 
Pro-active meethlgs, i~tofing, study skills, mid study hall have been made available on both a nlmldatoln 
mid non-nlmldator~ basis Ulffortmlately, fllere has yet to be an appreciable impiovement in 
grades 

Coach, I now that we share shlldm concerns regardhlg         acadeinic peffornlmlCe For this reason, I 
believe that now is file time for       to re-evatimte her comnfitlnent to eamhlg a degree flora UNC M? 
hope is tim        will retunl in the fall wifll a reheated hlterest in mlproving her acadenfic status and with 
a better understanding of the value of higher education 





MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Coach Lain 

Robert Mercer 

Weekly Meetings/Directed Study 0 

NAME STUDY STUDY TIME FASP TUTORIALS TUTORIALS INDIVIDUAL 
TIME COMPLETED REQUIRED COMPLETED MEETINGS 

REQUIRED 
Yes Yes Missed meeting 

8hrs 7.15 again 
8hrs 4.12 Yes 

0.00 
3 2 

8hrs 5.70 Yes 
4hrs 4.82 
8hrs 8.65 Yes Yes Yes 
6hrs 6.27 
8hrs 0.00 
8hrs 5.47 
8hrs 0.00 

8hrs 0.00 



COMMENTS:         hours are probabb ~rong There ~ere a couple of nights it appears he clocked in but did not clock out Tiffs nmkes it dill]cult to 
determhle lfis actual hours 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Coach Lam 

Robert Mercer 

Weekly Meetings/Directed Study 0 

NAME STUDY STUDY TIME FASP TUTORIALS TUTORIALS INDIVIDUAL 
TIME COMPLETED REQUIRED COMPLETED MEETINGS 

REQUIRED 
Missed meeting 

8hrs 8.37 Yes 
8hrs 8.06 Yes Missed meeting 
8hrs 2.35 Yes Yes 

3 3 
8hrs 8.63 
8hrs 7.73 
8hrs 8.26 
8hrs 9.70 
8hrs 8.68 
8hrs 8.36 
8hrs 9.27 
8hrs 8.18 
8hrs 9.24 



COMMENTS: 
Let’s meet with 
No repor~ next week due to fall break. 

to discuss mid-termgrades. 



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

12/06/99 

Coach Klarmann 

Robert Mercer 

Weekly Meetings/Directed Study 0 

NAME STUDY STUDY TIME FASP TUTORIALS TUTORIALS INDIVIDUAL 
TIME COMPLETED REQUIRED COMPLETED MEETINGS 
REQUIRED 

Yes 
8hrs 4.47 Yes 
8hrs 7.50 Yes No 
8hrs 0.00 Yes No 

COMMENTS: 
is in the process of appealing to be withdrawn from his Math class. He has met with Dean Stenross and 

on 10/06 will meet with Dean Clark. I have spoken with             several times concerning the appeal, 
performance in his classes, and the academic/counseling support available to him. 



Dale: 12/02/98 

To: Parking and Transpottadon Services 

From: Robett Mercer 

Re: Pinking Fine # 980406564 

Dear Sh or Madam: 

1 ant writing m reference to a letter I have recemly received flora ?our office concermng a parking citation 
written on 06/16/98 The letter states flint I owe $2000 for a parking violation While I was in Austin on 
this date for a conference, to my knowledge I never received a parking ticket posted on m? velficle Tlfis is 
wit3" 1 did not take care of tlfis nmt~er wlfile m Austin So, for this reason I mn requesting an appeal of tlfis 
parking citation Thank you for your consideration ht tiffs nmtter 

Sinceieb, 

Reran1 Address: 



M ellorandum 

To: Coach Shelton 

From: Robert Mercer 

RE: Weekly Report 

Study Hall: Hrs. Req. 

10 

10 

10 

Hrs. Comp. 

758 

862 
1243 

916 
523 

595 
702 

530 
117 

1000 

Tutor Use: 

* Ihavespokenwith 

Math 
Seeking Latin 

and we are currently seeking a Latin tutor 

Pro-Active Meetings: 

I will call to arrange a weekly meeting 

* If you have any questions concerning this memo or any of the student-athletes, please 

call me at 966-4102 

Thanks- 

Robert 



TUTOR USE: 

Econ 
lqist 

Pro-Active Meetings: 

- see attached report 
- see attached report 
- see attached report 
- see attached report 



Tu: Cuach Williams 

Frum: Rubert Mercer 

Subject: Weeldy Repurt 

Date: 2/06/98 

Student Name 

Tutoring: 

Required Tuturials/Study HMI Tuturials Cumpleted 

2 2 

2 0 

2 0 

Study Hall 3 nights 2 

Study Hall 3 nights 3 

Afam 02/04 Reviewed notes with tutor 

English 02104 
English 02/05 

Worked on short paper 
Worked on paper for music class 

Pro Active Meetings: 

- met with to discuss how study hall is going, classes, etc.., has 
taken his first math test and said he does not feel good about it. I have advised him to start 
seeing the math tutor...if he has not stm’ted seeing the math tutor by the middle of next 
week I will be calling,       missed one night of study hall unexcused, l told him next time I 
would require him to make it up. 

- missed his appointment. 

have called tnd none have returned my calls or stopped in. 

If you have questions about these or any of your student-athletes, please call me. 

Thank you, 
Robert 



To:    Coach 

From: Robe~’~ 

RE: Weekly Report 

NAME REQUIRED 
TUTORIALS 

COMPLETED 
TUORIALS 

3&SH 3 
5 5 
1-2 3 
4 0 
3 5 

Tutor Use: 

Psychology 
Psychology 
English 
Economics 
FASP 

Reviewed for exam. 

Reviewed for exam. 

Draft review. 

Review for exam. 

FASP 

English 

E¢on 

English 

English 

English 

Reviewed composition. 
Review for exam. 
Studied at table working on 
correspondance courses. 
Studied at table. 
Studied at table. 

Sociology 
English 

Biology 

Questions concerning test preparations. 
Reviewed draft of paper with tutor...tutor 
is unsure if understands the concepts 
used to wright the paper. 
Help with mitosis. 



English 

English 

English 

Worked on thesis statement. 
Work on paper. 
Work on paper. 

Pro-Active Mee6ngs: 

LSRA no grades this week 
English - no grades this week. 
PHYE will miss test on Friday, needs to reschedule. 
Drama - "F" on exam...everyone did bad on this test. 
Afri no grades this week. 

will be in Drama tutoring the first of next week...l have also asked her to make an 
appointment with her Drama professor...please help motivate her to do this. 

History - "D+" on exam...taking exam to the prof next week to go over. 
Psychology exam on Friday...going to try and take it on Thursday or early next week. 
Economics - exam on Thursday. 
English no grades. 
Math - no grades. 
Very busy week for      ...attended FASP on Monday night and said she thinks the 
program information will be helpful to her in preparing for her next exam. 

Biology - taken exam, no grade yet. 
Biology lab taken test, no grade yet. 
Soc - late in completing an interview project, needs to complete it this week...mid-term 
paper due 
History - needs to confirm make-up test with profess0r...said she is finding the class to be 
difficuh,       is still behind in her classes...the grade reports aren’t pretty! Hopefully the 
study hall hours in the afternoon will help her catch up...so far she has made all of these 

Ifyou have any questions aboutthismemo or any ofyou student-athletes, please call me at 
966-4102. 
Thank you- 



English 

Math 

English 

Wnrkcd nn 2 drafts. 
HW and re~’icw. 
Revie~ed papers...had to ~ork on her o~n. 

Econ 

Geology 

Worked on HW problems. 
Revie~ t~r exam. 

English 

Pro-Active Meetings: 

LSRA test on Tuesday. 
Engl no grades. 
PHYE no grades 
Drama first exam on 
Afri map quizon Thursda3. 

~ill meet ~ith me on a ~eekly basis and attend 3-4 tutor sessions a week. I will not start 
counting her tutors until next week due to her travel this week. 

Only made 3 tutors this ~eek, supposed to see 4. 

~ I ~ill not be meeting ~ith       on a ~eekly basis, ho~ever she is required to see 
5 tutors a ~eek. As of Friday        had only made 2 tutor sessions. 



Econ has turned in some HW problems, no grades yet. 
Math has gotten 6/5pts (ex credit) on t~o quizzes, had an exam on Tuesda3 and f~lt really good 
about it. 
Histot\~ first exam on 
Engl paper due on teacher meeting on 
Psyc no grades. 
- " t has agreed to meet ~ith me on a ~eekly basis and to attend 3 tutor sessions a ~eek. 

* NO sign of 

It" you have any questions about this memo or any of you student-athletes, please call me at 966-4102. 
Thank you- 
Robert 



M ellorandum 

Tn: Coach Lam 

Tutor Use: 

Worked on HW 

Worked on HW for both asked several qucs/ions 

Phil 

Worked on coinprehel~sion zutd essa~ 

Worked on HW 

Biolog) 

FL 
Rex iewed notes tbr upconfing quiz 

Workcd oll work book cxcrciscs 

Rex iewed class readings 

Workcd oll work book cxcrciscs 

Pro Active Meetings: 

Has d ~pped Econ and picked up Geog will see 2 tutors this week and next will see 4 



Biu Lab - exam on 

English - lms htrned in first tEeder: first paper due on 

English - lms turned in 2 essays, receix ed cbecks 

Spanish - exaln on 

adnfitted tbat be bad not been keeping up with tile reading in the class ~s also agreed to go xisit mt 
of his pmfs this \~¢¢k 

Dropping Histot? 
¯ (will bring h~ syllabi next week) 

will see 2 rotors tlfis week and tben pick up 3-4 a week for tile rest to tile 

hath p~f visited me today and said tha~      : had come to F~iday’s class late and 
unp~epared for the quiz. Consequentl        made a 5/20 pts on the quiz. His p~f would like to 
see        n her office or in uur office lhr tutorin!! I am meeting with        ,n Munday! 



Date: 09/19/97 

To: Coach 

From: Robert Mercer 

RE: Weeldy Report 

Tutor Use: 

09/15 

09/17 

09/18 

Review of clmpters 
Brought in draft for review 
Discovms" analysis 

English 09/18 Worked on a paper 

Biology 

Porl 

Porl 

Porl 

Biology 

09/15 

09/14 

09/15 

09/17 

09/18 

Worked on scnlcnccs did a good job 
Worked on paragraph 

Spanish 
Spanish 
Spanish 
HisloD 

09/16 

09/18 

09/15 

09/18 

Workbook exercises 

English 
Spanish 
Spanish 
HisloD 

09/15 

09/15 

09/16 

09/17 

09/18 

Workbook exercises 
Oral paragraph 

Econ 09117 Reviewed class nolcs 



Spanish Worked on two readings 

Math 

Math 

Math 

09/14 
09/23 
09/24 

HW 

HW 

HW 

BioloD" 
Afain/Afri 

BioloD" 
English 
BioloD" 

Discussed ideas for a paper lmving 
trouble with the reading 
Reviewed for test 
Worked on paper 
Practice exam 

BioloD" 
English 

( 

Math 

Math 

09/15 
09/17 

09/17 
09/15 

Worked on short essay not vm? prepared 

HW 
Worked on HW assigmnents 

Spanish 09115 

Pro Active Meetings: 

Made all of his tutors. 

Biolog3 - exam on Wednesda) 
Bin Lab - exain on 9/25 
English 11o gradcs 



Geog - 26 5/30pts on HW 
[list - exam on Friday. 

English - project 1 duc on Tuesday 

Hist - exam on Frida) 
Poli - exam on Thursday 
Spanish "A" on pap¢r, 58 on pop quiz 

is considering dropping Poli He is wailing Io see how th¢ firsl tests is going Io b¢ 

rcporls to his profs 

Afam - paper due on Tuesday. 
English - feeder 2 due on Tuesday 

If you have any que~ionsaboutthis memo or any of your ~udent-athletes, please call meat966- 
4102. 
Thanks-Robe~ 



To: Coach 

RE: Weeldy Report 

NAME 

Tutor Use: 

REQUIRED 

TUTORIALS/STUDY HALL 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

Studyhall 3 nights 

TUTORIALS 

COMPLETED 

2 
0 

2 
0 

Spanish 

Psychology 
HW and comp 
Read text 

Port Studied for quiz 

Math I~W 

Psychology Read text 

Pro-Active Meetings 

- still has not turned in all of his grades and I’m real concerned 

about his effort...l’ll call you about it. 

register. 

I chased him down to get go over registration...he still needs to 

- no grades to report. 



reviewed registration procedures at length. 

reviewed classes and registration. 

Registration Update: 
Rising sophomores 



To: Coach 

RE: Weeldy Report 

NAME REQUIRED 

TUTORIALS/STUDY HALL 

2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
Studyhall 3 nights 

TUTORIALS 

COMPLETED 

3 
5 
3 
2 
4 
3 

Tutor Use: 

PL 

English 

Spanish 

Spanish 

FL 

G¢ogmphy 

G¢ogmphy 

Worked on Don Quixo[¢ sloD 

Wrol¢ journal enid 

Workbook questions 

Worked on I~,V 
HW 

HisloD 
Geography 

HisloD 
Afam/A fri 

Geography 

Read for 

Ps3 cholog3 Reviewed conditioning 
Afilm Read for class 
English Worked on resume 



Pro Active Meetings: 

Only score back is the C-fD in Geology...still ~aiting on his History paper and 

Afa~n te~t scores. 

D in Psycholog3, D in Geography, C- in Math...tutoring improved this ~ eek. 

missed meeting. 

studied the ~ tong material for his Psycholog3 test, is meeting ~ith the professor about 

improving on the next test, A- in English 12, 82 on Spanish test, 83 on Geograph3 test. 

78 on Potx exam, 100 on Geography quiz, C- in Math, B- in English. 

~as vet\~ disappointed in his Potx and Math scores, really ~ants to make a 3.00 this semester. 

at this point in the semester seems better offthan this time last semester...I 
think study hall on M,T, and W nights have helped as has the ~ restling season.., seems to 

do best s~hen he has a very structured environment. 

If you have any que~ionsaboutthis memo or any of your ~udent-athletes, please call meat966- 
4102. 
Thanks-Robe~ 



STRUCTURED STUDY REPORT 
DATE: 
TEAM: 09/28/01 

Student-Athlete 

FRESHMAN 

Attended 
Structured 

Study 

Attended 
Tutoring 

Y N Y 

Y Y Y 

Y N v 

Y N Y 

Y Y Y 

Y N Y 

N N 

Attended 
Weekly 

Meeting 

Attended COMMENTS: 

FASP 

CRG CAREER 
PROGRAM 10/03 

Y 

NA 

Y 

Y 

Y 

NA 

NA 



Attended Attended Attended 
UPPERCLASSMEN Structured Tutoring Weekly 

Study Meeting 

Y N N 

y y v 

Y N NA 

1DAY N NA 

Y N NA 

COMMENTS 



STRUCTURED STUDY REPORT 
DATE: 
TEAM: 11/02/01 

Student-Athlete 

FRESHMAN 

Attended 
Structured 

Study 

Attended 
Tutoring 

1 of 2 N Y 

1 of 2 N Y 

No N Y 

1 of 2 Y Y 

1 of 2 Y Y 

1 of 2 N Y 

1 of 2 N Y 
eXCllssed 

Attended 
Weekly 

Meeting 

Attended COMMENTS: 

FASP 

FASP II DID NOT 
MEET THIS WEEK~ 
NO STUDY HALL ON 
10/31 

NA 

NA 

Y 

Y 

Y 

NA 

NA 



L .L I .L I I 



UPPERCLASSMEN 

Attended Attended Attended 
Structured Tutoring Weekly 
Study Meeting 

Y N N 

y y v 

Y N NA 

1 OF 2 N NA 

1 OF 2 N NA 

COMMENTS 



To: Coach Shelton 

From: Robert 

Re: Weekly Report 

Stu@ Hall 

Student Name Reqaired Hours # Completed 

6 107 

6 000 

Learning SMlls Class Required Nights 

3 

3 

# Completed 

3 

3 

Individual Meetings: 

17/20pts & 20/20pts on Star quizzes. 

O6°A, on Afri map quiz; B on Phil paper. 

92 on Jomc exam; ~aiting on Port exam grade. 



CAREER NIGHT DINNER GUESTS 
Sally Brown lnvitees 

Carl Fox, Orange County District Attorney 

Mark Atkinson, Branch Manager 
First Union Bank 
I00 E Franklin St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

George White 

Ken Huff 

Jim Heavner, Presidem 
Village Companies 

PO Box 3300 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Roger Jennings 
Jennings and Company 
1801 E Franklin St, Suite 205B 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dr Garland Hershey 

Vice Chancellor for Health Affairs 
214 South Building 

CB# 8000 

Moses Carey 

Mark Royster 

Europa CCB 
100 Europa Drive, Suite 490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



G 
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Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
Y 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 



s 
I~OMETOWN2 

v 

: LASS3 
W 

~OMETOWN3 

Y 
ST4NAME 

z 

C LASS4 

Junior 

Junior 





D 



K [ L 

Y/N FB 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 







STRUCTURED STUDY REPORT 

DATE: April 15 
Structured Study SI/Tutoring Made Weekly Total 

Student-Athlete Hall Hours Hours Meetings Hours 

4 Yes 4/6 

6 Yes 6/6 

0 Yes 0/6 

lhr 

0 ~hr Yes 2/8 

ITAL tutor: 
HIST tutor: 
ENGLtutor: 
ECON tutor: 

ENGLtutor: 
HIST tutor: 

ITAL tutor: 
PHIL tutor: 

SI/DRAM 

SI/GEOG 
SI/GEOL 
s~/soc 

COMMENTS: "NO" under SI means that the individual did not attend either of the two SI 

sessions for the week. 

¯ cannot afford to miss ANYTHING from here on out. As discussed last week, she is on the 
verge of digging to deep a hole to get out of before fa!l. She REALLY concerns me. 







We would like to take this opportunity to thank you, as a former parttime staff member within our Academic 
Suppod Program for Student Athletes, for your service to our studen#athle[es and to our Program We take 
great pride in the academic accomplishments of our studen#athle[es, and our tutorial program ~s a key 
component of this success 

Please note that only currently employed tutors and learning assistants are permitted to work with our student- 
athletes. It is through monitoring and supervision that we are able to ensure the proper environment for them 
As a result of your departure from our Program, you are no longer permitted to work with our student- 
athletes in an academic setting outside of our Academic Support Program from this point forward. This 
includes any tutoring, mentodng, academic counseling, etc 

We would also like ~o remind you that some NCAA rules and regulations continue to apply ~o you, even though 
you are no longer an institutional staff member Along with ceasing the provision of academic assistance, you 
must also refrain from providing benefits of any nature to our student-athletes, eg. travel expenses, meals, 
lodging, etc. Continuing to provide academic assistance or other benefits will jeopardize the NCAA 
eligibility of our student-athletes. 

By virtue of your past employment within the Department of Athletics, you are deemed a ’rrepresen[ative of 
athletics interests" by the NCAA. Therefore, the Department of Athletics maintains responsibility for your future 
involvement with our studen#a[hle[es. Thus, we hope that this letter is helpful in terms of explaining the 
~mpodance of the required restrictions placed on your future interaction with our studen#athle[es 

If you have any questions about this information, we encourage you to contact us for clafffication Thank you 
again for your time and dedication to the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Sincerely, 

Dr. [Vlichelle Brown Maffelle vanGelder 
Director Associate Athletics Director for 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Compliance 



Evaluation - Fall 2013: Student Pen~ormance 

Prepaled fol theil 

present 

Participated and engaged 

17 

3 

uestions when 0 15 

Had appropriate 0 8 

Effectively 1 20 

For answers of "Never" and "Rarely" please provide further explanalion: 

42 

44 

46 

29 31 

32 16 

33 22 

36 6 

1 365 

16 421 

10 405 

46 471 

422 

375 

The vast majority of the time my students had not completed any of the readings that 

students used our tutorin, sessions as time to write their weekl 

For the "sometin]es" and "most times,’ answers I replied looking at an average across 

outside of the session 

7 

Category1 

Category6 

Category7 

Category K 

3 3 

63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
4 

Updated 

12/20/2013 

0 4 2110 
8 14 4 63 

63 
63 

Occasionally I would have no shows 

The only infiactions were "no shows." 

Infraction about amving more than 5 minutes late 

I had one student arrive almost 20 minutes late to a session (his advisor had to call 
I’ve been helping      with math drop ins and only had one night where I met 

There were times when a student was 6 or 7 minutes late, and I did not give him/her 

The most frequent problems were students coming to sessions late or not at all and 

Drop-ins only 

If someone was a no show I reported the infraction Sometimes if they forgot 

I always report an infraction of not showing up. If it’s for use of devices or something 

The main infraction that occurred was just not showing up Additional infractions were 

N 



B    L C    I D I    E    I    F 

Most infractions were just a student folgetting about the session, or running over time 

All of my inflactions were either because a student was more than 5 minutes late or 

Only happened a couple of times 

Inflactions included not ploviding proper notice for missing a session 

Sometimes students are on non academic websites during sessions This is not 

3 

2 

H 

M 

M 

3 
0 
9 

2 
0 
o 
0 

Two of my students caused some concern with legard to their motivation 

Some of the standout students I had this semester included: 

I would just like to say that                and 

I think my students made a lot of progress over the semester: I noticed that many 

They have always been open tu whatever kind of help I could (and thought it would be 

I most enjoyed wolking with 

Some of these lesponses don’t really apply as worded, since I had no recurring 

ii leally enjoyed working with my students this semester My English 100 students, in 

was always plepared, leady to learn for each tutur session, and helped 

Some of my sessions are with gloups of students, and often they are grouped by 

am concerned for no of my students ) because of the apathy 

Overall, most of my students were great. I will give a shout-out tu 

Nas one of my outstanding students He always blought a completed 

I’m concerned about one of my Human Physiology students He’s a senior and 

They were all attentive and good students, even if the material was di~cult fur them al 

was a gleat student tu work with I lately had tu ask him what he wanted tu 

M y Wednesday 8:00 session was one of the best gloups I’ve ever tutoled ~ 

H 
H 

C 
8 
N 

6 

K 
8 
8 

H 

H 
H 
8 

H 
H 
H 
H 
H 

7 

K 

K 

K 
H 

10 H 

7 

M 

C 

K 

H 

K 

7 K 

K 



K A E~    I    C    I D I E I F I ~ 

Total 

Cat~gory2 1 1 1 0 0 0 

Cat~gory7 3 3 3 2 1 0 

Cat~gory 13 1 1 1 0 0 0 

Category 16 1 1 1 0 0 0 

Cat~gory 31 2 2 2 2 0 0 

Category C 2 2 2 1 0 0 

Cat~gory H 16 16 16 4 1 0 

Category I 5 5 5 3 O O 

Category M 1 1 1 1 0 0 

Cat~gory N 1 1 1 0 0 0 

H 
2 H 

H 



A I B I C I    D I E I F I G I H I    ~    I    J 
Tutor Pro,qram Evaluation - Fall 2013: Staff Pefformance 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 

N/A 
Agree 

0 4 19 32 8 4 51 63 
10 17 9 15 8 3.38 63 
0 10 28 25 0 4 24 63 
0 6 25 32 0 4.41 63 

Answer Options 
Strongly 

Disagree 

Whenlbroughtan 

Iknew the counselor 4 

Additionalcomments orclarification: 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

15 

U nderstandably enough, the system of communication and ongoing 

I never met the counselor of any of my students. 

Some academic advisers did not communicat~ cancellations properly, so I 

I knew a few of the counselors but not the majority 

I never met the counselors fur my students I think I was under the 

Sometimes I felt that the counselor was not reading the comments left on 

It would really be helpful if tuturs got an email tu clarify any schedule 

I have no idea who the counselors are. I’ve novel been furmally introducec 

Cat~gory 13 1 1 

Category 16 1 1 

Cat~gory 17 4 4 

Category 18 13 13 

Cat~gory 24 1 1 

Category 31 1 1 

Cat~gory B 1 1 

Category C 1 1 

Cat~gory K I I 



A I B I    C    I    D    I    E 
Tutor Program Evaluation - Fall 2013: Tutor Program 

Not Explained Unclear Need 

Answer Options          Extremly        more 

unclear information 

Payloll plocess 0 0 

TIMS timesheets 1 0 

Feedback furms 0 3 

Student Inflaction 0 1 

No contact policy (w/ 

Scheduling and 0 0 

Tutu[ job expectations 0 1 

Access to and use of 0 0 

Tutur session 

For unclear topics please list your questions here: 

zxplained, bu 

22 

4 

22 

23 

2O 

36 4 54 
38 4.56 
39 4 52 
43 4.66 
57 4 93 
38 4.61 
36 4 54 
39 4.56 
39 4 61 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Extra benefit violalions 

Academic fraud 

Answer Options Not Explained More 

Information 

0 

0 

0 

2 

:xplained, bu 

0 

0 
4 

Mostly Clear 

Few questions 

3 
4 

3 

Thorough-No 

58 4.95 

57 4 93 

46 4.72 

45 4 70 

58 4.95 

37 4 48 

6O 

3 



Ca~gory 31 5 3 1 1 

Ca~gory M 1 1 0 

Ca~gory N 1 1 0 0 

Answer Options 

I felt adequately 

I had access to 

All tutor training 

My personal needs 

My initial schedule was 

All schedule changes 

Strongly 
Disagree 

4 

6 

0 

2 

3 

Additional comments regalding the tupics listed above: 



A B I    C    I    D    I    E    I     F     I    G 
11 My schedule changed a lot in the fllst few weeks However, I thought it was experily handled, 

12 The only reason I had a te~ibook fur my psyc 101 sessions was because I had one flonl a 

13 It would be very helpful to have a copy of the book the students are using. 

14 It would have been helpful to have access to the te~ibook of the classes I tutoled fur (like a 

15 Lesslulorlraining! Getluloring sessionsstartedearlieHn thesemested (llealizethislast 

16 It might be helpful tu get a text AND an ernail if a session is canceled the day of -- some of us 

H I        J 
5 B 

2O 
2O 
2O 
24 30 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 



A B I    C    I    D    I    E    I     F     I    G 
22 Bett~[ access tu texts 

23 A tlaining on how to manage multiple students in one session that have different learning 

24 In my limited experience thus far, there’s leally nothing I can think of that would mak~ the 

25 would vary by subject area 

26 More books for foreign language tutors would be of greal help This would help me get exlra 

27 I was unable tu attend the tutor meeting where they discussed issues that had come up during 

28 More lraining on infiaction and f~edback forms 

29 Mock tutor session when things ale slow in a class. 

30 Providing optional tlaining sessions or maybe online modules or links 1o lesources on how 1o 

31 I would lik~ tu continue to hear about best plactices and tu hear about what is working fur 

32 I1 would be gleal if I had access 1o a copy of lhe te~ribooks my sludents use in order to keep 

33 The Writing Center could use a haiti-copy, do-not-lemove style manual--at least one copy. 

34 I lhink it would be a lot easier from the beginning if we could lequesl ceriain books and 

35 I feel fully suppor t~d and don’t have any suggestions at this time. 

36 DO tutors have access to textbooks for the coulses they’re tutoring for? I would often have 

37 Perhaps a shadowing session in which we sit in on a session with Bladley (or one of the tutol8 

38 N/A 

39 Having access to lectule notes before sessions to p[epale fur what students are covering in 

40 n/a 

41 The mid-semester gloup-orient~d training, whole I got to talk tu more experienced tutors, 

42 I lhink it leally just come down 1o gaining the experience over lime 

43 No complaints, at times a few of the small looms wele a bit crowded fur my sessions 
z~. An explanation of the resources in lhe Loudermilk Center and specifically what is available for 

45 For the wring lab, I think having writing education soulces (like they do at the writing center) 

46 I liked lhe tlaining workshop held around midlerm A handout with a liltle mole info on those 

47 Exchange of best practices workshop 

48 I1 would be helpful 1o leceive some indicalion lhat lhe counselors ale reading and lesponding 

49 nothing comes to mind 

50 n/a 

51 Sometimes I have tu go scavenge for a marker. Other than that, the accommodations ale 

52 Textbooks dileclly available mole dl7 elase markels (!) smaller sessions (most of mine wele 

53 No need fur additional tlaining -- maybe betier options for changing schedules 

54 Continued information about study stlategies: online feedback forms would be great 

55 none 

56 None that I can think of at plesent 

57 Access to a desk copy of the textbook would be good. Also learning how tu work with dill]cult 

58 Training in working with writing tasks 

59 I would be a more effective tutor if I wasn’t belittled and halassed by the academic counselols 

60 None 

61 I think having personal stalls in more of the study rooms might be helpful. Some people just 

Total 

20 

N K 

2O 
24 
15 29 
26 
25 29 
29 
2O 
20 
2O 
C N 
2O 6 
26 
N 

N 
24 
M 
31 N 
17 29 
2O 
Q 31 

N 
22 N 

0 

N 
20 29 

N 

3 3 

2 2 

22 



2O 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
29 

C 
K 
M 
N 
0 

3 2 

3 2 

3          3 

8           2 

6          5 

2 2 

5 4 



A I 8 I    c    I    D    I    E    I F I    G    I H I    ~    I 
Tutor Pro,qram Evaluation - Fall 2013: Overall 

K 

N/A I intend to return next 8erlest~[ 87 9% 51 

Graduating and/or lelocating 3 4% 2 

Incleased demand in academic 6 9% 4 

Obtained another position related to 1 7% 1 

Obtained another bett~r paying 6 9% 4 

Dissatisfied with the work environment 0 0% 0 
Dissatisfied with my number of work 0 0% 0 

Other (please specify) 6 9% 4 



D I    E F I G I H I ~ J K 



K A 8 I    c    I D I    E    I F I G 
41 Connecting with the students. See them progress and the lightbulb go on! 

42 Helping othels because I’ve been there befule and I know how frustrating it can be to not 

43 Interaction with students 
z~. When a student has grasped a dif~cult concept or te~i thanks in pari to the way that I 

45 Feeling like I’ve made a difference and helped students betier fulfill their roles as student 

46 Seeing student success 

47 Interacting with the student athletes 

48 helping students realize their academic strengths. 

49 When students come back to me after a quiz or e×am and tell me they did very well on it 

50 Working with hald working students who have a desile tu do their best academically and 

51 The houls work well with my schedule 

52 Interactions with students and counselols. 

53 I enjoy all of it though I really enjoy interacting with the student athletes and seeing them 

H 
H 
M 
H 

H 

H 
M 

H 
L 
H 
C 

C 4 4 3 1 0 
H 33 33 30 3 

P 9 9 5 4 0 



A 8 I    C    I D I    E    I F I G 
15 I have a hald time working with students who do not want to be helped. Some students 

16 When students do not come prepared (without books without having done the reading 

17 When students do not do the leading outside of class. 

18 AS a tutor ifs always frustrating when you can’t find the best way to drive a difficult 
1 g parking? and working with students when they ale really liled or not that inlelested 

20 When students are not plepa[ed or ’in the mood’ fur the tutoring sessions However, this is 

21 The majority of my students don’t care about academics and see lhe sessions as a forced 

22 Use of electronic devices. Being unprepaled by not having text books or not having any 

23 When students don’t lequile my help I’m not exactly sure what to do 

24 The students ale lat~ and do not complete work outside sessions, using our time to 

25 When students are doing certain pieces well but are still not meeting their goals Also 

26 The most frustrating pad is students who come intu session not wanting to do work, most 

27 Knowing that I can’t do much to help a student writer when hefshe comes in with a velar 

28 Coming t~ work and having a no-show 

29 It can be frustlating when a studenl leaves work lo lhe last minute and I can’t help as much 

30 Feedback fonlqs 

31 When sludents haven’l read lheir assignments and are clueless aboul what kind of paper 

32 I am frustrated by many students who ale completely unmotivated. 

33 Trying to keep sludents on lask when they don’l want 1o be presenl for the session 

34 It can be hard when thole is a student that is not actively engaged in the lesson and then 

35 For sludents who leally don’l want 1o be lhere (and I had two specifically) luloring 

36 Students that don’t really need tutoring- i.e. fieshman in exceptionally easy coulses that 

37 None in particular 

38 When students don’t come plepared or tak~ tuo long to figule out what assignments they 

39 students that are present but not engaged 

40 to see how much student athletes have te struggle given the enormous load of 

41 Lack of prepalation or work outside of sessions 

42 Sometimes not knowing how to ask the questions te get them to pariicipat~ and have them 

43 The evaluation run,is if done well take more than ten minutes Plus I often tutor 4 or 

M, Trying tu motivate students who have inevocably given up for the day. 

45 Studenls who never participate in discussion or seem to cale about anything I’m doing lo 

46 Students coming to sessions unprepaled and without textbooks 

47 when they come unp[epaled or will not focus 

48 parking and students who expect the whole coulse te be covered by the tutor instead of 

49 When sludents come unplepared and expect me to explain all the material to them without 

50 When a gloup of students does not work well and cannot focus, it’s very taxing te try te get 

51 The pay and that the hours ale often inflexible when something does come up and I need 

52 Surveys and tutur tlainings. 

53 Students who waste lime and are not productive during sessions even when they have 

M 

4 7 

7 

7 31 

13       M 

7 

7 

8 

5 

N 

2 4 

6 7 

24 

2 2 1 
2 2 2 
2 2 1 
2 2 0 
3 3 2 

4 4 2 

7 

M 

K 
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5 

2 
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3 

2 

3 3 

7 7 

4 4 

24 

M 
N 

53 

4 

0 
2 
2 
2 

0 
5 
3 

K 
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Tutor P[og[a[n Evaluation Fall 2013: Gene[al Feedback 

Answer Options 



40 Communication B 
41 Supports lheir lulols and alhleles C O 

42 Being flexible and lesponsive 1o changing schedules L 

43 I1 gives lhe studenl athletes slru¢lule in their weekly routines [3 
z~. Scheduling especially given the number of tutols and athletes E 

45 There are sevelal great lesources available; flexibility with B L 

46 Things ale much mole olganized now A 

47 Supporting student athletes in managing their time and become D 

48 Provides a good environment for students to study and get the G 

49 Providing the services fur the students and support for the tutors C D 
50 I lhink lhey match sludents 1o lhe strength of the tutor I also think A D K 

51 This question is tuo broad. You do quite a bit well K 
Total 

Oat~gory 31 2 2 2 0 0 

Category A 12 12 12 0 0 

Cat~gory B 14 14 10 4 0 

Category C 13 13 8 5 0 

Oat~gory D 19 19 9 9 1 

Category E 7 7 3 3 1 

Cat~gory 1 1 1 0 0 

Category G 2 2 2 0 0 

Cat~gory K 11 11 3 4 4 

Category 5 5 1 2 2 

Cat~gory O 1 1 0 0 1 

7 



A B I    C    I D I E IFI G 
14 Fewer tlaining events (or more streamlined velsions fur returning 

15 I~ would be gleat to know the ovelall "success" rates of our 

16 My experience thus far has been limited, but I can’t think of any 

17 minor sluff mentioned above 

18 Nothing come to my mind 

19 There needs to be less cancellations allowed by advisels for their 

20 More notice for cancelled sessions More training on f~edback 

21 Having an online database or lesource page for how to teach 

22 It seems like we still need to work on this question of how to 

23 I would lecommend more communication bet~vee n tuturs and 

24 A more quiet envilonment would help students as well as tutors 

25 I would lecommend a way to provide some academic materials tu 

26 I don’t have any suggestions at this time 

27 Perhaps consider adding another drop-in tutor on Wednesday 

28 I think the ploglam does a poor job of undelstanding that ceriain 

29 Possibly imposing restrictions on intelaction with other players not 

30 I would prefer not to have to tutor so late in the evening 

31 A higher hourly wage. 

32 Parking vouchers for game day tutoring Also its hald when you 

33 A few times my students f~lt like they were told infractions would 

35 I haven’t had any ploblems 

36 I1 may be useful to somehow have formal meeting wilh academic 

37 Follow up bet~vee n counselors and tutols legaridng f~edback, 

38 N/A 

39 Bett~r utilization of tuturs (i.e. assign more students to small each 

40 There must be some way to get the students to take an interest in 

41 Smaller sessions (as mentioned befole), try to k~ep all sessions in 

42 Easier ways to leport sessions and share infurmation with other 

43 The only issue I have at this time is the number of students in a 
z~. Sessions on note taking fur students to apply to all coulses 

45 To have the advisols communicat~ with the tutors te discuss 

47 I can mak~ far more money tuturing privately with students who are 

H 
24 

N 
N 
N 
8 

27 
2O 
N 

5 
3 
3 

24 
N 

N 
6 

6 
6 

25 

29 

8 

3 

3 
5 
3 
4 

4 
4 
5 

3 

3 
0 

28 
29 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 



A B C I [i) E IF G I H 
Cat~go[y 19 0 0 

Category 20 2 2 

Cat~gory 24 3 3 

Category 25 1 0 

Category 26 1 1 

Cat~gory 27 1 1 

Category 28 1 0 

Cat~gory 29 2 0 

Category 30 1 1 

Cat~gory 31 17 17 6 

Category N 9 £ 

I 

Answer Options 

I 
0 

0 

0 

J 

0 

0 

0 

2 

29 



__1 A B I    C I D I E I F I 
190 29 Gooooo Gamecocks! 

191 

192 Catego[y 

G H 
M 

Total 
2 

6 

2 
6 

2 

0 

2 
3 

0 

0 

0 

0 
3 
0 

3 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 



1 ack of plepalation (no leading books notes ere ) 

2 xpect tutur tu t~ach/let~ach all material 

3 "ool pay would like higher pay 

4 "arking, especially on game days 

5 douls (# time of day) Scheduling schedule changes 

6 nefficienl use of tutol sessions tutols 

7 ~tudent attitude (apathetic, passive, lacking motivation/focus) 

8 31oup sessions (mixing weak and strong students football w! other sporis) 

9 NCAA rules 

10 Students don’t wantJneed help; don’t want to attend sessions 

11 Nothing to do (class cancelled, iust had an exam, etc) 
12 mphasis on assignments over building study skills 

13 Taldiness, absences, cancellations 

14 "[oclastination needing a lot of help at the last minute 

15 =eedback fonlls (time consuming, plef~r online, other) 

16 3isrespectful threatening 

17 ackof communication (timeliness, clarity, etc.) 

18 ack of f~edback flora and lelationship w/counselors 

19 Need course syllabi, course updates 

20 Need access to Te~ibooks 

21 Need Powerpoints, lectule not~s 

23 Need Feedback, communication with coulse instructurs 

25 "rovide Online training/discussion/resoulces 

27 oud environment, needs to be quieter 

29 Vlore training needed (various tupics) 

31 Vliscellaneous contructive or negative comments 



A             B 
Tutor Program Evaluation L Fall 2013: ~ummary" 

D E F 

Updated 12/13/13 

63 

77 
75 82% 

Answer Options Never Rarely 

Prepared for their sessions 0 3 

Pariicipat~d and engaged in their sessions 0 

Were receptive tu receiving help 0 

Had appropriat~ expectations of my purpose and 0 

lanation For answers of "Neve¢’ and "Rarely," please provide further ex 

3 
7 

3 

8 
2O 

42 
44 
46 

29 
32 
33 
36 

1 3 65 63 

16 4.21 63 

10 4 05 63 

46 4.71 63 

31 4 44 63 

16 4.02 63 

22 4 22 63 

6 3.75 63 

4 

Answer Options Never Rarely Sometimes Most Times Always N/A 

My students incurred in#actions meeting the 13 29 16 0 1 4 2 10 

When a student incurred an in#action, I reporied 2 0 1 8 38 14 4.63 

Additional comments or clarification 

Studenls Positive Students Negative 

63 
63 

0 



A I B C I D E I F e I H I ~ J 

Anewer Options 

6 

19 32 8 4.51 63 
9 15 8 3 38 63 

28 25 0 4.24 63 
25 32 0 4 41 63 

4 

Explained, Not 

Answer Options                                 Explained- Unclear-Need more 
Exlreml¥ information 

unclear 

Payroll process 0 0 

TIMS-timesheets 1 0 

3 

Mostly Clear-Few Thorough- 

questions No 

queslions 

22 36 4.54 61 

21 38 4 56 61 



A I B c D 
3 

0 

0 
0 

E 

5 

2 

F 

4 

22 

23 

20 

G H I 
39 4 52 61 
43 4.66 61 
57 4 93 61 
38 4.61 61 
36 4 54 61 
39 4.56 61 
39 4.61 61 

8 

Exira benefit violations                                0 

Academic fraud violations                             0 

0 

0 

0 
2 

0 
o 
3 
o 
0 
4 

3 
4 

3 

58 4.95 61 
57 4 93 61 
46 4.72 60 
45 4 70 61 
58 4.95 61 
37 4 48 61 

3 

Disagree      Neutral       Agree      Agree 



....................................... skipped ~uestio~ ’ ......... ~ 

20 
29 

N 
O 5 

Answer Options Poor Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied 
al ~y~ra~et 



A E F G 

Category Totals Totals 

1 22 22 

2 3 3 

3 5 5 

4 4 4 

7 26 26 

8 20 20 

10 8 8 

12 2 2 

14 3 3 

16 3 3 

18 20 20 

19 2 2 

20 22 22 

21 3 3 

22 3 3 

24 12 12 

25 2 2 

26 4 4 

27 2 2 

28 2 2 

29 10 10 

30 2 2 

31 45 45 



D I E I F IG A B C 
Total Categoly 11 4 



A IB c 
Cat~goly 24 1 

Cat~gory 24 3 

Cat~gory 24 1 
Total Category 24 12 

Cat~gory 25 1 

Cat~gory 25 1 

Total Category 25 2 

Cat~gory 26 3 

Cat~gory 26 1 

Total Category 26 4 

Cat~gory 27 1 

Category 27 1 

Total 27 2 

Category 28 1 

Cat~gory 28 1 

Total 28 2 

Category 29 8 

Category 29 2 

Total 29 10 

Category 30 1 

Cat~gory 30 1 

Total 30 2 

Category 31 1 

Category 31 2 

Cat~gory 31 5 

Category 31 1 

Category 31 6 

Cat~gory 31 3 

Cat~gory 31 2 

Category 31 17 

Category 31 6 

Cat~gory 31 31 2 

Total 31 45 

D I E I F IG 

A 12 

12 Categon/ Totals 

B 1 C 22 22 

C 1 G 4 4 

C 1 H 49 49 

C 4 J 2 2 

C 13 K 39 39 

C 2 L 6 6 

22 M 33 33 

D 19 N 52 52 

19 0 6 6 



IB c    D I E I F I 
E 1 P 9 
E 7 

8 

G 2 
G 2 

4 
33 
16 
49 

2 
2 

K 2 

K 4 

K 6 

39 

5 
6 

M 2 
M 2 
M 2 

M 2 
M 15 
M 7 

33 

N 19 
N 4 
N 
N 16 

52 
O 5 

6 



Category 

Category 

Total P 



iMUSC 001 

H 

iMATH 001 i Daghestani, Hikmat iTuesday i06:00 PM iN/A 

iMATH 006 i Daghestani~ Hil(~at iWednesday 06:00 PM iN/A 

iMATH 002 i Daghestani, Hikmat iWednesday i07:00 PM N/A 

PHYS 001 i Daghestani, Hil(~at Wednesday 08:00 PM N/A 

BIOL 006 iThursday i08:00PM iN/A 

GEOL 00I Thursday 09:00PM N/A 

GEOL 001 

GEOL 002 Wednesday 08:00PM N/A 

GEOL 002 iWednesday 08:00PM N/A 



46 

47 

48 

50 

52 

53 

55 

56 

57 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

65 

66 

70 

73 

75 

78 

9O 

GEOL 001 

GEOL 001 

GEOL 001 

BIOL 002 

BIOL 002 

iWednesday 07:00PM N/A 

Wednesday i06:00PM 

Wednesday 06:00PM N/A 

iSunday 08:00 PM N/A 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00PM 

iWednesday :07:00PM 

ENGL: 001 Wednesday 08:00 PM N/A 

GS FeHcelli, Frank Sunday 07:00 PM 

GS Felicelli, Frank Sunday 07:00 PM N/A 

SOCI 001 FeHcelli, Frank Wednesday 09:00 PM 

iMonday 08:00PM iN/A 

Monday 09:00PM 

Monday 08:00PM iN/A 

!Wednesday 07:00PM iN/A 

iMonday 07:00PM 

Monday 08:00PM N/A~ 

iWednesday I12:00PM N/A 

i Wednesday ll:00 AM 

Wednesday ll:00 AM iN/A 

STOR 001 Horton, Mashala 

MATH 003 Horton, Mashala 

MATH 003 iHorton, Mashala 

MATH 004 

MATH 004 

MATH 004 

MATH 004 

MATH 004 

MATH 004 

iGEOL 002 

GEOL 002 

GEOL 002 

GEOG 001 

iGEOL 002 

DRAM 001 

DRAM 001 

DRAM 001 

DRAM 003 

DRAM 001 

DRAM 001 

DRAM 001 

Sunday I08:00PM 

Wednesday 08:00PM N/A 

Wednesday 08:00PM 

iWednesday 09:00PM iN/A 

iWednesday 09:00PM N/A 

Wednesday ll;O0 AM iN/A 

i Wednesday i11:00 AM N/A 

Wednesday 10:00AM iN/A 

iWednesday 10:00AM N/A 

Monday 08:00PM 

iThursday 08:00PM N/A 

Thursday 09:00PM N/A 

Wednesday 08:00PM iN/A 

iThursday :07:00PM N/A 

Thursday 08:00PM iN/A 

iThursday i08:00PM iN/A 

Thursday 09:00PM N/A 

iThursday !08:00PM 

iThursday 07:00PM N/A 

Thursday 08:00PM 



DRAM 001 Thursday 07:00 PM N/A 

DRAM 001 Lindel(u~el, Kim 

DRAM 001 Lindekusel, Kim 

MATH 951 

MATH 951 

MATH 001 Tuesday 09:00 PM N/A 

MATH 001 Tuesday 09:00 PM FJ/A 

MATH 002 Tuesday 07:00 PM N/A 

BIOL 001 McManamy, Mary Thursday 09:00 PM N/A 

BIOL 001 McManal~w, Mary Thursday 09:00 PM N/A 

CHEM 002 McManamy, Mary Thursday 08:00 PM 

BIOL 001 McManal~w, Mary Thursday 09:00 PM N/A 

A/S Thursday 1:00 PM 

AL£ Thursday 8:00 AM N/A 

A/S Thursday 10:00 AM 

AL£ Wednesday 1:00 PM N/A 

A/S Wednesday 9:00 AM 

Wednesday 8:00 AM N/A 

A/S Wednesday 12:00 PM N/A 
EXSS 001 Monday 09;00 PM 

EXSS 001 Monday 07:00 PM N/A 

ENGL 020 

ENGL 088 

ENGL 016 

AAAD 001 

AAAD 001 

FREN 004 

FREN 003 

Wednesday 06:00PM iN/A 

iWednesday i09:00PM iN/A 

Wednesday 11:00 AM N/A 

iThursday 07:00PM N/A 

Thursday 07:00PM 



WOLO 001 

ENGL 020 

SOCI 001 

SOCI 004 

SOCI 002 

SOCI 004 

SOCI 004 

ENGL 067 

ENGL 001 

iDRAM 001 !RosendahI, Todd iWednesday i09:00PM iN/A 

DRAM 001 RosendahI, Todd Wednesday 07:00PM iN/A 

DRAM 001 iRosendahI, Todd iWednesday I07:00PM 

DRAM 001 RosendahI, Todd Wednesday 08:00PM iN/A 

DRAM 001 iRosendahI, Todd iWednesday I09:00PM 

DRAM 001 RosendahI, Todd Wednesday 07:00 PM N/A 

AAAD 005 iMonday !09:00PM N/A 

AAAD 003 Thursday I:OOPM iN/A 

HIST 001 Wednesday 08:00PM 

ECON 008 Monday OG:0OPM 

ECON 007 

ECON 008 Wednesday OG:0OPM iN/A 

ECON 007 iWednesday i06:00PM iN/A 

ECON 008 Wednesday 8:00 AM N/A 

ECON 007 Wednesday 06:00PM N/A 

ECON 008 Wednesday 07:00PM iN/A 

ECON 002 Wednesday 08:00PM 

ECON 007 Wednesday OG:0OPM iN/A 

ECON 008 iWednesday i07:00PM 

HIST 001 iSunday 08:00PM 

PSYC 003 

PSYC 002 iTuesday 08:00PM N/A 

COMM 990 i Wednesday 9:00 AM 

PORT 003 iMonday O9;00PM 

POLl 003 iWednesday 06:00PM 



I     F G I 
iThursday ii:00 AM N/A 

!Thursday il0:00AM !N/A 

iThursday 12;00PM N/A 

iWednesday 10:00AM N/A 

!Wednesday 12:00PM N/A 

Wednesday 11:00 AM IN/A 

GEOG 001 iWard, Ashley iWednesday 09:00PM iN/A 

HIST 002 iWard, Ashley Wednesday 07:00PM N/A 

ANTH 006 iWednesday i08:00PM iN/A 

jANTH 006 Wednesday 08:00PM N/A 

AIS Thursday 10:00 AM IN/A 

A/S 

PORT 008 

EXSS 002 

Wednesday 12:00 PM N/A 

Wednesday 9:00 AM N/A 

F riday 8:00 AM N/A 

Friday 12:00 PM N/A 

F riday 11:00 AM N/A 

Wednesday 9:00 AM N/A 

Wednesday 8:00 AM N/A 

Wednesday 12:00 PM N/A 

Wednesday 1:00 PM N/A 

Monday 08:00 PM N/AY 

Wednesday 09:00 PM N/A-Y 

BUSI 001 Wednesday 06:00 PM Need to email 

SOCl 001 Brunk, Mary Wednesday 09;00 PM Need to ema]l 

SOCI 001 Drunk, Mary Wednesday 09:00 PM Need to email 

SPAN 009 Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

PORT 005 

SPAN 009 jSunday 07:00 PM Y 

PORT 002 Sunday 09:00 PM Y 

SPAN Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

PORT Tuesday 10:00 AM Y 

AL£ Tuesday 1:00 PM ¥ 

A/S Tuesday 12:00 PM Y 

AL£ Tuesday 11:00 AM ¥ 

A/S Wednesday 1:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 9:00 AM ¥ 

A/S Wednesday 8:00 AM Y 

Writing Drop-in Monday ¥ 

Writing Drop in Monday Y 

Writing Drop-in Tuesday Y 

Writing Drop in Tuesday Y 



226 
L    ~    I ~ L " ~ I ~ 
Wednesday Y 

Wednesday Y 

Monday 07:00 PM y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM ¥ 

Monday 07:00 PM y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM ¥ 

Sunday 08:00 PM Y 

Thursday 09:00PM Y 

!Thursday 09:00PM Y 

iThursday 07:00PM Y 

iWednesday i08:00PM Iy 

Wednesday 07:00PM Y 

!Wednesday 08:00PM y 

Wednesday 07:00PM Y 

Wednesday !08:00PM Y 

iWednesday i07:00PM y 

Thursday 08:00PM Y 

Thursday 0G:00PM Y 

iThursday 08:00PM iY 

iThulsday i06:00PM Y 

iTuesday 07:00PM Iy 

Tuesday 08:00PM Y 

jSOCl 001 iBrunl{, Mary Tuesday ii:00 AM y 

SOCI 001 iBrunk, Mary iTuesday 32:00PM iY 

SOCI 001 iBrunl£Mary !Wednesday 07:00PM y 

SOCI 003 iBrunk, Mary iWednesday i06:00PM Y 

iSOCI 001 iBrunl£ Mary Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

iSOCI 001 iBrunk, Mary iWednesday O£:OOPM Y 

SOCl 001 iBrunl{, Mary Wednesday 09:00 PM Y 



272 

273 

274 

275 

277 

278 

280 

282 

283 

29O 

30O 

302 

303 

304 

305 

307 

308 

310 

312 

314 

SOCl 003 Brunk, Mary Wednesday 06:00 PM y 

SOCI 003 Brunk, Mary Wednesday 06:00 PM Y 

SOCl 001 Brunk, Mary Wednesday 07:00 PM ¥ 

POLl 001 

Wednesday 07:00PM Y 

iWednesday 08;OOPM Y 

Wednesday 06:00PM Y 

Thursday 07:00PM Y 

iThursday I08:00PM Y 

Tuesday 07:00PM Y 

Tuesday !08:00PM Y 

iTuesday i07:00PM Iy 

Tuesday 06:00PM Y 

Tuesday 09;OOPM Y 

Tuesday 06;OOPM Y 

iWednesday I08:00PM Y 

Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

iSunday !08:00 PM Y 

iSunday i08;00 PM Iy 

Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

Sunday 08:00 PM Y 

jSunday 09;00 PM Y 

Sunday 109:00 PM Y 

Sunday 07;00 PM Y 

Thursday 06:00PM Y 

iThursday 07:00PM Iy 

Thursday 07:00PM Y 

Thursday 07:00PM Y 

Monday 09;00 PM y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 

Monday 06;00 PM Y 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM ¥ 

jSunday 07;00 PM Y 

Sunday 08:00 PM Y 

Sunday 07;00 PM y 

iThursday 07;OOPM Y 

Thursday 07:00PM Y 



316 

317 

318 

320 

322 

323 

324 

325 

326 

327 

329 

340 

343 

344 

345 

348 

350 

353 

355 

358 

HIST 002 

HIST 007 

HIST 007 

HIST 007 

POLl 001 

iPOLI 002 

POLl 001 

HIST 007 

POLl 001 

jPOLI 001 

PORT 

iThursday 07:00PM y 

Tuesday i06:00PM Y 

Tuesday 06;00PM y 

iTuesday 06:00PM Y 

Tuesday 09;00PM y 

Tuesday 07;00PM Y 

Wednesday 08;00 PM Y 

Wednesday 06:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 08;00 PM y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 09;00 PM ¥ 

Wednesday 09;00PM Y 

iWednesday I09:00PM Y 

Monday 09;00 PM Y 

iMonday 06:00 PM Y 

i Monday 08:00 PM Iy 

Tuesday 08:00PM Y 

Tuesday OG:0OPM Y 

Tuesday 07:00PM Y 

i Wednesday 9:00 AM iY 

Wednesday 07:00PM Y 

iTuesday 06:00PM Iy 

Tuesday 08:00PM Y 

Tuesday 07:00PM Y 

Tuesday 07:00PM Y 

iTuesday 08:00PM iY 

Wednesday 06:00PM Y 

iWednesday 08:00PM Iy 

iWednesday 06:00PM Y 

Wednesday 07:00PM Y 

Tuesday 08:00 PM y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM ¥ 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 



Monday 07:00 PM y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 362 

363 

364 

366 

367 

368 

37O 

372 

373 

374 

375 

377 

378 

39O 

393 

394 

395 

397 

398 

GEOL 001 

GEOL 001 

GEOL 001 

GEOL 001 

GEOL OOi 

GEOL 

GEOL 003 

GEOL OOi 

GEOL 001 

BIOL 006 

GEOL 001 

GEOL OOi 

GEOL 001 

GEOL OOi 

GEOL 001 

GEOL OOi 

EXSS 002 

EXSS 002 

iEXSS 001 

iThursday 09:00PM Y 

Thursday 07:00PM y 

Thursday 07:00PM Y 

Thursday 09:00PM y 

iTuesday I06:00PM Y 

Tuesday 08:00PM Y 

Tuesday 06:00PM Y 

iTuesday 09:00PM y 

Tuesday 09:OOPM Y 

Tuesday 09:00PM Y 

Tuesday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM y 

Monday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 06:00 PM Y 

iSunday 08:00 PM y 

iWednesday 06:00PM Y 

Wednesday 06:00PM Y~ 

Wednesday 08:00PM y 

Wednesday 06:00PM Y 

Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 07:00PM Y 

iWednesday 08:00PM Y 

Wednesday 06:00PM Y~ 

Wednesday 06:00PM y 

Wednesday 07:00PM Y 

Wednesday 08:OOPM ¥ 

Monday OG:O0 PM y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday OG:O0 PM y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 



407 

408 

410 

412 

413 

414 

417 

420 

424 

428 

44O 

443 

444 

448 

i Monday i08:00 PM Y 

!Monday i07:00PM 

i Monday 09:00 PM y 

i Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Thursday 06:00PM y 

Thursday 09:00PM ¥ 

Thursday :09:OOPM Y 

Wednesday 08:00PM y 

iWednesday I09:00PM Y 

Wednesday 09:00PM Y 

Wednesday !09:OOPM Y 

iSunday 08:00 PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

Sunday 09:00 PM Y 

Thursday OG:OOPM Y 

Thursday 07:00PM Y 

Wednesday 09:00PM Y 

Wednesday 07:00PM Iy 

HIST 001 Felicell], Frank Monday 07:00 PM Y 

SOCl 001 Felicelli, Frank Monday 09:00 PM Y 

AAAD 001 Felicell], Frank Monday 08:00 PM Y 

HIST 001 Felicelli, Frank Monday 07:00 PM Y 

GS Felicell], Frank Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

GS Felicelli, Frank Sunday 06:00 PM Y 

GS Felicell], Frank Sunday 06:00 PM Y 

GS Felicelli, Frank Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

PHIL Felicell], Frank Sunday 09:00 PM Y 

GS Felicelli, Frank Sunday OG:O0 PM Y 

GS Felicell], Frank Sunday 06:00 PM Y 

GS Felicelli, Frank Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

GS Felicell], Frank Sunday 08:00 PM Y 

GS Felicelli, Frank Sunday 08:00 PM Y 

POLl 001 Felicell], Frank Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 

SOCl 001 Felicelli, Frank Wednesday 09:00 PM y 

iHIST 006 !Felicelli, Frank i Wednesday i08:00 PM iY 

HIST 006 Felicelli, Frank Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

PORT 008 

LING 001 Monday 05:00 PM y 

PORT 003 iMonday 07:00PM Y 

SPAN 009 Monday O9:OOPM Y~ 

SPAN 009 

PORT 003 iMonday 07:00PM Y 

PORT 008 iMonday 06:00PM Y 



476 

477 

" L ± L 
i Monda~ i06:00 PM Y 

Sunda 08:00PM Y 

iSunda 09:00PM y 

iSunda 08:00PM Y 

Sunda 08:00PM Y 

Sunda OG:0OPM Y 

Sunda :07:00PM Y 

iSunda 09:00PM y 

Wednesday OG:0OPM y 

!Wednesday i09:00PM Iy 

Wednesday 06:00PM Y 

Tuesday OG:0OPM Y 

Tuesday 09:00PM Y 

!Wednesday i08:00PM Iy 

Wednesday 07:00PM Y 

Tuesday OG:0OPM y 

iTuesday 06:00PM iY 

Tuesday i09:00PM y 

iTuesday iOG:0OPM Iy 

Wednesday 09:00PM Y 

iWednesday I08:00PM Y 

!Wednesday 08:00PM Y 

!Wednesday 07:00PM iY 
Monda, 08:00 PM Y 

iMonda, 06:00PM Y 

iMonda~ i09:00PM Iy 

Monda’ i07:00PM Y 

Monda~ 09:00 PM Y 

iMonda’ :07:00PM Y 

iSunda 07:00PM y 

Sunda i06:00PM iY 

Sunda 09:00PM Y 

iSunda 08:00PM Y 

iSunda 06:00PM Y 



500 

501 

502 

503 
504 

505 

507 

509 

513 

515 

520 

528 

Sunday OG:O0 PM y 

Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

Sunday 08:00 PM Y 

Sunday 09:00 PM Y 

Sunday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 12:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 11:00 AM Y 

Monday Y 

Monday 11:00 AM Y 

Monday 12:00 PM Y 

Monday 10:00 AM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM y 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

MATH 003 Horton, Mashala Monday 08:00 PM Y 

RELI 001 Horton, Mashala Monday 07:00 PM Y 

MATH 003 Horton, Mashala Monday 08:00 PM Y 

MATH 002 Horton, Mashala Monday 06:00 PM Y 

RELI 001 Horton, Mashala Monday 09:00 PM Y 

MATH 002 Horton, Mashala Monday 06:00 PM Y 

STOR 001 Horton, Mashala Sunday 08:00 PM Y 

~OR 003 Horton, Mashala Sunday 06:00 PM Y 

STOR 001 Horton, Mashala Sunday 08:00 PM Y 

ECON 001 Horton, Mashala Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

STOR Horton, Mashala Sunday :06:00 PM Y 

MATH 006 Horton, Mashala Tuesday 06:00 PM y 

ECON 006 Horton, Mashala Tuesday 08:00 PM Y 

ECON 002 Horton, Mashala Tuesday 09:00 PM Y 

ECON 001 Horton, Mashala Tuesday 09:00 PM Y 

RELI 001 Horton, Mashala Wednesday 09:00 PM Y 

RELI 001 Horton, Mashala Wednesday 09:00 PM Y 

STOR 002 Horton, Mashala Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 

STOR 002 Horton, Mashala Wednesday 07:00 PM y 

BIOL 001 Monday 08:00 PM Y 

BIOL 001 Monday 08:00 PM y 

MATH 001 Monday 06:00 PM Y 

MATH 002 Monday 09:00 PM y 

BIOL 001 Monday 08:00 PM Y 



542 

543 

544 

55O 

552 

553 

557 

57O 

572 

573 

Monday 09:00 PM y 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 9:00 AM Y 

Monday 11:00 AM Y 

Monday 11:00 AM y 

Monday 10:00 AM Y 

Monday 10;00 AM y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Sunday 06:00 PM y 

Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

Sunday 08:00 PM y 

Sunday 09:00 PM Y 

Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

Sunday 09:00 PM Y~ 

Sunday 06:00 PM y 

Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 09:00 PM ¥ 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM y 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 09:00 PM y 

Thursday 07:00 PM Y 

Thursday 07:00 PM y 

Tuesday 08:00PM Y 

iTuesday 08:00PM Y 

iTuesday 06:00PM Y 

Tuesday !08:00PM Y 

iTuesday 09:00PM Iy 

Tuesday 07:00PM Y 

Tuesday 09:00PM Y 

Tuesday 06:00PM y 

iTuesday 08:00PM Y 

iTuesday 06:00PM y 

Tuesday 07:00PM Y 

Wednesday 09:00PM y 

iWednesday 08:00PM Y 

I 
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586 

587 

588 

589 

590 

591 

592 

593 

594 

595 

596 

597 

598 

599 

601 

603 

605 

607 

611 

613 

615 

617 

62O 

624 

GEOL 002 
’ GEOL 002 

GEOL 002 

DRAM 002 

DRAM 001 

DRAM 001 

DRAM 001 

I DRAM 003 

DRAM 001 
’ DRAM 001 

DRAM 003 

DRAM 001 

DRAM 001 

DRAM 001 

I DRAM 001 

EXSS 002 
’ EXSS 001 
’ EXSS 001 

I F G I 
iWednesday 07:00PM y 

Wednesday jOS:0OPM Y 

Wednesday 07:00PM Y 

Thursday 06:00PM Y 

Tuesday 06:00PM Y 

Tuesday 06:00PM Y 

Tuesday 09:00PM Y 

iTuesday I07:00PM Y 

Tuesday 08:00PM y 

Tuesday !09:00PM Y 

iTuesday 08:00PM y 

Tuesday 08:00PM Y 

Tuesday 07:00PM y 

Tuesday 07:00PM Y 

i Monday 07:00 PM Y 

Monday 06:00PM Y~ 

Monday OG:00 PM y 

Monday 8:00 AM Y 

Monday 2:00 PM Y 

Monday 12:00 PM Y 

Tuesday 11:00 AM Y 

A/S Tuesday 10:00 AM Y 

AL£ Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Lindekusel, K[m Thursday 07:00 PM Y 

DRAM 002 Lindekugel, Kim Thursday 07:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Lindekusel, K[m Tuesday 09:00 PM Y 

DRAM 002 Lindel(ugel, Kim Tuesday OG:00 PM Y 

DRAM 002 Lindekusel, K[m Tuesday 06:00 PM Y 

D~AM 002 Lindeku~el, Kim Tuesday 07:00 PM ¥ 

DRAM 001 Lindekusel, K[m Tuesday 09:00 PM Y 

DRAM 002 Lindeku~el, Kim Tuesday 08:00 PM ¥ 

DRAM 002 Lindekusel, K[m Tuesday 06:00 PM Y 

DRAM 002 Lindeku~el, Kim Tuesday 08:00 PM Y 

DRAM 002 Lindekusel, K[m Tuesday 08:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Lindeku~el, Kim Tuesday 09:00 PM Y 

DRAM 002 Lindekusel, K[m Tuesday 07:00 PM Y 

D~AM 001 Lindekugel, Kim Tuesday 09:00 PM ¥ 

MATH 001 Sunday 06:00 PM Y 

MATH 001 Sunday 09:00 PM Y 

MATH 951 Sunday 08:00 PM Y 

MATH 001 Sunday 06:00 PM Y 

MATH 002 Sunday 07:00 PM Y 



632 

633 

634 

635 

636 

637 

638 

640 

642 

643 

644 

67O 

jSunday 07:00 PM Y 

Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

Sunday 09:00 PM Y~ 

Sunday 07:00 PM y 

Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 1:00 PM Y 

Monday 3:00 PM y 

Monday 9:00 AM Y 

Monday 8:00 AM Y 

Monday 12:00 PM Y 

Monday 4:00 PM y 

Thursday 11:00 AM Y 

Thursday 12:00 PM y 

Monday 09:00 PM y 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 09:00 PM y 

Wednesday 07:00 PM y 

Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 



I F G I 
iWednesday 07;00PM Y 

Thursday jog:0OPM Y 

Thursday 09;00PM ¥ 

Thursday 08:00PM Y 

Tuesday 08;00PM y 

Tuesday 06;00PM Y 

y 

Y 

Y~ 

y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

iY 

y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 



721 

722 

723 

724 

725 

726 

727 

728 

72g 

730 

731 

732 

733 

734 

735 

736 

737 

738 

74O 

741 

742 

743 

744 

745 

746 

747 

748 

74g 

75O 

751 

752 

753 

754 

755 

756 

757 

758 

75g 

76O 

761 

762 

763 

764 

765 

PSYC 001 

PSYC 003 

Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 

Monday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 

Monday 08;00 PM Y 

Sunday 09;00 PM y 

Sunday 06:00 PM Y 

Sunday 09;00 PM y 

Sunday 06:00 PM Y 

Sunday 07:00 PM y 

Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 06;00 PM y 

Wednesday 06;00 PM y 

Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 08;00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Rosendahl, Todd Monday 08:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Rosendahl, Todd Monday 09:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Rosendahl, Todd Monday 08:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Rosendahl~ Todd Monday 09:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Rosendahl, Todd Monday 07:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Rosendahl, Todd Monday 08:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Rosendahl, Todd Monday 08:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Rosendahl, Todd Sunday 06:00 PM Y 

COMM 002 Rosendahl, Todd Sunday 08:00 PM Y 

COMM 002 Rosendahl, Todd Sunday 08:00 PM Y 

COMM 001 Rosendahl, Todd Sunday 09:00 PM Y 

COMM 002 Rosendahl, Todd Sunday 08:00 PM y 

GEOG 001 Rosendahl, Todd Thursday 07:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Rosendahl, Todd Tuesday 06:00 PM Y 

DRAM 001 Rosendahl, Todd Tuesday 06:00 PM Y 

J 



77O 

772 

773 
774 

775 

777 

779 

790 

794 

798 

810 

DRAM 

GEOG 

DRAM 

MUSC 

GEOG 

001 RosendahI, Todd iTuesday OG:0OPM Y 

001 RosendahI, Todd Tuesday 09:00PM Y 

001 RosendahI, Todd Tuesday 06;00PM Y 

001 iRosendahI, Todd iTuesday 07:00PM Y 

001 RosendahI, Todd Tuesday 09;00PM y 

PHIL 001 iTuesday 08;00PM i¥ 

PHIL 001 Tuesday 09:00PM Y 

PHIL 001 Tuesday 09:00PM ¥ 

PHIL 001 

AAAD 001 Monday 07:00PM ¥ 

AAAD 001 iMonday 07:00PM Y 

HIST 001 Monday 08:00PM ¥ 

AAAD 003 iMonday 06:00PM Y 

AAAD 001 iMonday 07:00PM y 

AAAD 003 Tuesday I:OOPM Y 

iAAAD 005 Wednesday 09:00 PM ¥ 

AAAD 005 iWednesday i09:00PM iY 

AAAD 003 Wednesday 07:00PM ¥ 

AAAD 003 iWednesday I07:00PM Y 

AAAD 001 Wednesday 06:00PM y 

AAAD 003 Wednesday 07:00PM Y 

AAAD 001 Wednesday 06:00PM y 

ECON 008 Monday 08:00PM Y 

ECON 007 Monday 08:00PM y 



A                                                 E 

812 

813 

814 

820 

822 

823 

824 

825 

827 

828 

830 

832 

834 

838 

840 

842 

843 

844 

845 

848 

85O 

852 

853 

854 

PSYC 002 

Wednesday OG:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 09:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 06:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 8:00 AM y 

Monday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM ¥ 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 06:00 PM ¥ 

Monday Y 

Monday 08:00 PM y 

Monday 08:00 PM y 

Monday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM ¥ 

Wednesday 06:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 08:00 PM y 

Wednesday 06:00 PM Y 

Sunday 08:00 PM y 

Sunday 07:00 PM y 

Sunday 07:00 PM Y 

Thursday 08:00 PM Y 

Thursday 08:00 PM Y 

Tuesday 07:00 PM y 

Tuesday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM ¥ 

Monday 06:00 PM ¥ 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 

Monday 06:00 PM ¥ 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Tuesday 08:00 PM Y 

Tuesday 08:00 PM Y 

Tuesday 08:00 PM Y 

Tuesday 06:00PM y 

iTuesday I06:00PM Y 

Tuesday 07:00PM Y 

Tuesday 09:00PM Y 

iTuesday 09:00PM Y 

Tuesday 08:00PM Y 



PSYC 002 Tuesday 07:00 PM y 

PSYC 002 Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 

PSYC Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 

PSYC 002 Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

PSYC 002 Wednesday 07:00 PM y 

PSYC 002 Wednesday 08:00 PM ¥ 

PSYC 002 Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 

WMST 002 Wednesday 09:00 PM Y 

HIST 002 Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 
HIST 002 Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

GERM 002 

HIST 002 Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

HIST 002 Wednesday 07:00 PM Y 

WMST 002 Wednesday 09:00 PM Y 

COMM 990 Towns, Arrnond Monday 9:00 AM Y 

COMM 001 Towns, Art~lond Tuesday 08:00 PM y 

COMM 001 Towns, Arrnond Tuesday 06:00 PM Y 

COMM 001 Towns, Arl~lond Tuesday 07;00 PM Y 

COMM 001 Towns, Armond Tuesday 08:00 PM Y 

COMM 990 Towns, Ar[~lond Wednesday 09;00 PM Y 

Monday 06:00 PM y 

Monday 06:00 PM y 

Monday 06:00 PM Y 

Tuesday OG:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 

Monday OG:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Thursday 08:00 PM y 

iThursday 08:00PM y 

Thursday 07:00PM Y 

Thursday 07:00PM y 

Wednesday 07;00PM y 

iWednesday I08:00PM Y 

Wednesday 09:00PM ¥ 

i Monday 2:00 PM Y 

i Monday 20;00 AM Y 

iMonday 22:00 PM Y 



901 

903 

905 

906 

908 

910 

912 

914 

GEOG 001 Ward, Ashley Monday 06:00 PM Y 

HIST 002 Ward, Ashley Monday 07:00 PM Y 

GEOG 001 Ward, Ashley Monday 08:00 PM Y 

GEOG 001 Ward, Ashley Monday 08:00 PM y 

GEOG 001 Ward, Ashley Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

[lIST 002 Ward, Ashley Wednesday 06:00 PM Y 

GEOG 001 Ward, Ashley Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

GEOG 001 Ward, Ashley Wednesday 08:00 PM y 

GEOG 001 i Ward, Ashley 

PSYC 002 

PSYC 003 

iPSYC 003 

PSYC 003 

PSYC 

ANTH 001 

iANTH 006 

ANTH 006 

ANTH 006 

ANTH 001 

ANTH 006 

ANTH 006 

ANTH 001 

ANTH 006 

iANTH 006 

ANTH 006 

ANTH 001 

A/S 

A/S 

A/S 

A/S 

Wednesday 08:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM y 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 09:00 PM y 

Monday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM y 

Monday 06:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 

i Monday 07;00 PM y 

iThursday 09:OOPM iY 
iThursday 07:00PM Y 

Thursday 09:00 PM Y 

Monday 07:00 PM Y 

Monday 08:00 PM Y 

Wednesday 09:00 PM y 

Monday 10:00 AM Y 

Monday 11:00 AM y 

Monday 12:00 PM Y 

Monday 9:00 AM y 

Monday Y 

Thursday 11:00 AM Y 

Thursday 12:00 PM Y 

Tuesday 10:00 AM y 

Monday 9:00 AM Y 

Monday 8:00 AM Y 

Monday 12:00 PM Y 

Monday 1:00 PM Y 

Tuesday 12:00 PM Y 



Thursday 06:00PM 

iThursday 07:00PM 

Thursday 09:00PM 

iSunday !08:00 PM 

iSunday i08:00 PM 

Monday 06:00PM 

Monday 07:00PM 

Thursday 07:00PM 

iThursday 08:00PM 

Wednesday 07:00PM 

iSunday i06:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00PM 

Monday 08:00PM 

!Monday i09:00 PM 

Wednesday 1:00 PM 

iThursday 08:00PM 

STOR 001 Horton, Mashala Sunday 08:00 PM 

BIOL 002 Monday 07:00 PM 

MATH 002 Monday 09:00 PM 

GEOL 404 Wednesday 09:00 PM 

DRAM 002 Lindekugel, Kim Thursday 07:00 PM 

MATH 951 Tuesday 08:00 PM 

BIOL 001 M cMa nal~w, Mary Sunday 09:00 PM 

CHEM 951 McManarny, Mary Sunday 06:00 PM 

CHEM 002 McManar~w, Mary Thursday 08:00 PM 

EXSS 002 

EXSS 002 

EXSS 002 

iWOLO 

WOLO 001 

WOLO 

ENGL 045 

COMM 001 

COMM 001 

COMM 001 

MUSC 001 iRosendahI, Todd 

iSunday 07:00 PM 

!Wednesday i08:00PM 

Wednesday 08:00PM 

Wednesday 08:00PM 

!Wednesday I08:00PM 

Wednesday 08:00PM 

iThursday 08:00PM 

Monday 09:00PM 

iWednesday 09:00PM 

iMonday 06:00PM 
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991 

993 

995 

996 

998 

1000 

1002 

1003 

1004 

1005 

1006 

1007 

1008 

1009 

1010 

1012 

1013 

1014 

1015 

1016 

1017 

1018 

1019 

1020 

GEOG 001 RosendahI, Todd 

GEOG 001 RosendahI, Todd 

AAAD 001 

ECON 002 

ECON 002 

ECON 001 

HIST 001 

MU$C 002 

HIST 001 

COMM 001 Towns, Armond 

iCOMM 

iThursday OG:0OPM y 

Tuesday 09:00PM 

Wednesday OG:0OPM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00PM 

Tuesday O9:00PM 

iWednesday 08:00PM 

Thursday 08:00PM 

001 Towns, Arrnond iThursday !08:00 PM 

001 iTowns, Arl~lond iThursday 08:00 PM 

iCOMM Towns, Armond Wednesday 10:00 AM 

GEOG 001 

PORT 004 Monday 09:00PM 

iPORT iThursday 09:00PM 

PORT Thursday 09:00PM 

PORT 004 Wednesday 09:00PM 

iPSYC 002 iMonday i07:00PM 

ANTH 006 

ANTH 001 Monday 06:00 PM 

A~ 

Tuesday 9:30 AM 

N/A+ 201 N/A 

Complete 



Bethel, Bradley 

Brunl£ Mary 

22 

Felicelli, Frank 

Horton, Mashala 

5 

6 

0 

6 

0 

0 

25 

2 

2O 

7 

0 

7 

0 

22 

24 

6 



Robinson, Michele 

RosendahI, Todd 

7675747~Ward’A£hley 



SundayTutorConfiflenceSurveys 

A B C D 

I’uter If Instru~ion Sheets Week 2 Week 3 

7 3 3 

2 0 0 

4 0 0 

Felicelli, Frank 1 0 0 

8 3 3 

7 0 0 

McManamy, Mary 8 2 2 

Rosendahl, Todd 6 2 2 



A                B 



46 

A B C D 

4 1 0 

4 1 0 

4 0 0 

272 55 18 



A B 

# Ins$ru~ion Sheets 

3 

Bethel, Bradley 4 

2 

Brunk, Mary                          2 

2 

6 

5 

4 

7 

2 

4 

6 

Horton, Mashala                         5 

Undeku~el, Kim                      13 

4 

2 

McManarny, Mary                    3 

3 

2 

10 

4 

3 

4 

3 

3 

2 

166 



A 

Brunk, Mary 

Fel[celli, Frank 

Horton, Mashala 

Lyons, Beth 

Rosendahl, Todd 

Ward, Ashley 

Total 

0 

6 

9 

6 

3 

2 

4 

4 

5 

6 

9 

4 

5 

9 

2 

2 

172 

D 

Week 2 Week 

O 

4 

2 

O 

0 

O 

O 

O 

O 

2 

O 

O 

5 

O 

3 

O 

2 

O 

3 

O 

O 

5 

2 

2 

3 

O 

3 

O 

O 

O 

O 



4 

5 

4 

3 

89 25 



Friday Tutor Confidence Surveys 

~ 

Tutor 
# Instruct n Sheets 

Lyons, Beth 



LS Lyons, Beth :Friday 12:00 PM 

LS Lyons, Beth :Friday 11:30 AM [ 

LS Lyons, Beth :Monday 5:00 PM 

LS Lyons, Beth IWednesday 11:30 AM 

LS Lyons, Beth Tuesday 11:30 AM 

LS Lyons, Beth : Fr[day 8:30 AM 



I F 
LS Lyons, Beth :Monday 9:00 AM 

LS Lyons, Beth :Thursday 8:30 AM 

LS Lyons, Beth Wednesday 2:00 PM 

LS Bethel, Bradley :Friday 8:00 AM N/A 

LS Bethel, Bradley :Wednesday 8:00 AM N/A 

LS Bethel, Bradley :Monday 8:00 AM 

LS Bethel, Bradley Friday 10:00 AM IN/A 

LS Bethel, Bradley !Wednesday 10:00 AM 

LS Bethel, Bradley iMonday 10:00 AM 

LS Bethel, Bradley IThursday 1:00 PM N/A 

LS Bethel, Bradley :Tuesday 1:00 PM 

LS Bethel, Bradley !Thursday 10:00 AM N/A 

LS Bethel, Bradley ITuesday 10:00 AM 

LS Bethel, Bradley Friday 9:00 AM N/A 

LS Bethel, Bradley iWednesday 9:00 AM N/A 

LS Bethel, Bradley :Monday 9:00 AM 

LS Bethel, Bradley Friday 1:00 PM 

LS Bethel, Bradley :Wednesday 1:00 PM N/A 

LS Bethel, Bradley :Monday 1:00 PM 

LS Bethel, Bradley !Thursday 12:00 PM N/A 

LS Bethel, Bradley Tuesday 12:00 PM 

LS Bethel, Bradley :Friday 12:00 PM N/A 



46 

47 

49 



Tutor Schedule 

Course 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

S©CI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

Student Spo~ Day 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

O&O0 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

O&O0 PM 

O&O0 PM 

Room 

q 

q 

Q 

Q 

q 

Q 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

07:00 PM 

07:QO PM 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

07:00 PM 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT DAY 

07:00 PM 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT 

Wednesday 

Wednesd~ 

Wednesday 

Wednesd~ 

Wednesday 

TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT DAY 

01:00 PM 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

07:00 PM 

06:QO PM 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT 

Wednesday 

TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SClll~I)ULE 

STUI)IINT TIME 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



Tutor Schedule 

Course 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Writing 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Student TIME 

06~00 PM 





Tutor Schedule 

Course Student 

EC©N 



Tutor Schedule 

Course Student 

SPAN 

Sport TIME 

06~00 PM 

Room 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

L 

L 

2405 

2405 





Tutor Schedule 

Course Student 

MATH 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

Sport TIME 

06~00 PM 

Room 

0 

o 

0 

J 

J 

J 

J 

o 





Tutor Schedule 

Course 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

Student Sport Room 



Tutor Schedule 

Course 

EXSS 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

BIOL 

Student Sport TIME 

07~00 PM 

Room 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

U 

U 

U 

U 

F 

F 

F 

M 

M 

K 

K 





Tutor Schedule 

Course Student 

ENGL 06:00PM 

08:00PM 

Room 



Tutor Schedule 

Course 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Writing 

Student Sport TIME 





Tutor Schedule 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

Student Sport 



Tutor Schedule 

Course Student 

EXS$ 

E×SS 

Sport TIME 

07~00 PM 

Room 

O 

G 

O 

O 

V 

S TIO 

S TIO 

S TIO 

S TIO 





Tutor Schedule 

Course Student 

GEOL 

GEOL 

®EOL 

®EOL 

ANTH 

®EOL 

®EOL 

GEOL 

GEOL 

GEOL 

GEOL 

GEOL 

®EOL 

GEOL 

BIOL 

®EOL 

®EOL 

®EOL 

GEOL 

®EOL 

®EOL 

®EOL 

®EOL 

ANTH 

GEOL 

®EOL 

GEOL 

GEOL 

BIOL 

GEOL 

GEOL 

®EOL 

®EOL 

Sport Da), TIME 

Monde 06~00 PM 

Monde 06~00 PM 

Monde 06:00 PM 

Monde 06:00 PM 

Monde 07:00 PM 

Monde 08:00 PM 

Monde 08:00 PM 

Monde 08~00 PM 

Monde 08~00 PM 

Tuesdc 06:00 PM 

Tuesdc 06:00 PM 

Tuesdc 06:00 PM 

Tuesdc 06:00 PM 

Tuesde 07~00 PM 

Tuesdc 08:00 PM 

Tuesdc 09:00 PM 

Tuesdc 09:00 PM 

Tuesdc 09:00 PM 

Tuesdc 09~00 PM 

Room 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 





Tutor Schedule 

Course 

CHEM 

CHEM 

CHEM 

PHYS 

CHEM 

CHEM 

PHYS 

PHYS 

PHYS 

Student Sport TIME 

06~00 PM 

Room 

c 





Tutor Schedule 

Course Student 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

Sport TIME 

06~00 PM 





Tutor Schedule 

Course Student 

EC©N 

Room 



Tutor Schedule 

Course Student 

EXS$ 

E×SS 

Sport TIME 

07~00 PM 

Room 

R 

R 





Tutor Schedule 

Course 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

Student Sport TIME 

06:00 PM 





Tutor Schedule 

Course 

Writing 

Writing 

Writing 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Student Sport 

06:00PM 

08:00PM 

09:00PM 



Tutor Schedule 

COUF$O 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

HIST 2 

AAAD 

AAAD 

Student Sport 



Tutor Schedule 

Course 

ANTH 

ANTH 

ANTH 

ANTH 

ANTH 

ANTH 

ANTH 

Student Sport 



Tutor Schedule 

Course Student 

PHIL 

PHIL 



Tutor Schedule 

CoUr$o 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

Student SPort 



Tutor Schedule 

Course Student 

MUSC DROPIN 

MUSC 

MUSC 

MUSC 

MUSC 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

Spo~ Day 
Sunday 



Tutor Schedule 

Course Student Sport TIME Room 



Infractions Breakdown 

Baseball 

Football 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Cross Country 

Mens Golf 

aeRs Lacrosse 

Uens Soccer 

Mens Swimmin8 & Divin8 

UensTennis 

Mens Track & Field 

Wrestlin8 

Field Hockey 

Gymnastics 

Novice Rowin8 

Infractions 

No-Shows Tardies No-Shows Tardies 

GS ALS 

No-Shows Tardies 

0 

59 



GS : Fellcelli, Frank Student No-Show OG:O0 PM 

POLl : Student No Show 06:00 PM 

PSYC Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

SPAN ~Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

SPAN :Student No Show 07:00 PM 

PSYC iStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

PSYC ~Student No Show 07:00 PM 

STOR :Horton Mashala IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

GS : Felicelli, Frank :Student No Show 06:00 PM 

GS Fehcelh, Frank ~Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

PORT :More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

ANTH IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

PORT :Halperin, Jack :Student No Show 09:00 PM 

PSYC iStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

PHYS :Daghestan[, Hikmat :More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

MATH IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

STOR :Student No Show 06:00 PM 

DRAM IRosendahl, Todd IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

GEOL iStudent No Show 06:00 PM 

CHEM IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

HIST :More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

MATH iStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

GEOL IStudent No Show 06:00 PM 

GEOL IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

SOCI :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

PSYC , IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

HIST ~ 
iStudent No Show 06:00 PM 

CHEM IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

CHEM :Student No Show 06:00 PM 

HIST iStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

A/S IStudent No Show 11:00 AM 

GS :More than 5 m;nutes late 9:00 AM 

MATH IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

STOR McManamy, Mary Igtudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

GS :Student No Show lO:O0 AM 

HIST :Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

ECON More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

GS IStudent No-Show lO:O0 AM 

GS :Student No Show lO:O0 AM 

ECON IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

HIST :More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~ooibaii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Student No-Show 10:00 AM 

Student No-Show 10:00 AM 

Student No Show 10:00 AM 

Student No-Show 10:00 AM 

IStudent No-Show 10:00 AM 

;Student No Show 10:00 AM 

;Student No-Show 9:00 AM 

IStudent No Show 9:00 AM 

IStudent No-Show 10:00 AM 

:Student No Show 10:00 AM 

~S uden No-Show 9 00 AM 

:More than 5 minutes late ~0:00 AM 

[Student No Show 10:00 AM 

~Student No-Show 0g:O0 PM 

~5tudent No Show 10:00 AM 

:More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

:Student No Show 10:00 AM 

~S uden No-Show 9 00 AM 

More than 5 minutes late 0g:O0 PM 

:More than 5 m;nutes late 9:00 AM 

~Student No-Show 9:00 AM 

~5tudent No Show 08:00 PM 

ZOMM Towns, Armond Igtudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

COMM [Towns, Armond :Student No Show 09:00 PM 

~ORT More han 5 mlnu es la e 0g:O0 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 0g:O0 PM 

:More than 5 m]nutes late 08:00 PM 

:Student No-Show 0g:O0 PM 

:More than 5 m]nutes late 08:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 0g:O0 PM 

3RAM :Rosendahl, Todd :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

41ST IStudent No-Show 0g:O0 PM 

~I4~M McManamy, Mary iStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

3HEM IStudent No-Show 0g:O0 PM 

iStudent No Show 1:00 PM 

;Student No-Show 11:00 AM 

~Student No Show 11:00 AM 

IStudent No-Show 10:00 AM 

:Student No Show 12:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 01:00 PM 

:More than 5 m]nutes late 10:00 AM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~ooibaii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

,Student No-Show I:00 PM 

,Student ~P Shov ~:00 4~ 
Student No-Show 10:00 AM 

Student No Show 10:00 AM 

Student No-Show 10:00 AM 

~Student No-Show 12:00 PM 

:Student No Show 11:00 AM 

iStudent No-Show 11:00 AM 

IStudent No Show 11:00 AM 

:More than 5 minutes late 1:00 pM 

:Student No Show 01:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

:Student No Show 08:00 PM 

DRAM :Lindekugel, Kh~l iStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

DRAM Lindeku~el, Kim IStudent No Show 09:00 PM 

GS 

GS 

i 

IStudent No-Show 10:00 AM 

iStudent No Show 10:00 AM 

More hart 5 mlnu esla e 0£:00 AM 

:More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

:More than 5 minutes late 9:30 AM 

:Student No Show 06:00 PM 

IStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

COMM Towns, Armond IS uden No-Show 08:00 PM 

GEOL IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

GEOG :Rosendahl, Todd :Student No Show 09:00 PM 

COMM ITowns, Armond iStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

A/S ~Student No Show 8:00 AM 

SOCl IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

DRAM :Rosendahl, Todd Student No Show 09:00 PM 
AL£ ~S uden No-Show 8 O0 AM 

MUSC :Rosendahl, Todd :Mole than 5 minutes late 

DRAM :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

COMM :Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

DRAM ~Student No Show 08:00 PM 

HIST F~licelli, Frank IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

COMM :Student No Show 09:00 PM 

MUSC :Rosendahl, Todd IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

HIST : Felicelli, Frank :Student No Show 07:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~ooibaii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

L c J 
,Student No-Show Og:O0 PM 

MUSC i Rosendahl, Todd Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

MATH ,Student No Show 08:00 PM 

GS :More than 5 minutes late 8:30 AM 

MATH IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

AL£ :More than 5 minutes late 8:00 AM 

COMM :Rosendahl, Todd ~Student No Show 09:00 PM 

GS I :More than 5 minutes late 08:30 AM 

A/S :Student No Show 08:00 AM 
GEOL ’ More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

AL£ IStudent No-Show 12:00 PM 

A/S iStudent No Show 12:00 PM 

AL£ ;Student No-Show 12:00 PM 

GS IStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

SPAN IStudent NO-Show 0g:O0 PM 

SPAN :Student No Show 09:00 PM 

AL£ ~Student NO-Show 12:00 PM 

SPAN :More than 5 minutes late 09:00 PM 

SPAN :More than 5 minutes late 0g:O0 pM 

AIS iStudent No Show 12:00 PM 

GS ;Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

GS ~Student No Show 08:00 PM 

AL£ IStudent No-Show 12:00 PM 

GS :More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

GS IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

SPAN :Student No Show 09:00 PM 

PORT IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

A/S :More than 5 minutes late 12:00 PM 

A/S :More than 5 minutes late 12:00 PM 

PORT Halperin, Jack IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

GEOL :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

AL£ IStudent No-Show 10:00 AM 

GEOL iStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

GEOL IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

A/S iStudent No Show 10:00 AM 

GEO[ iStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

A/S IStudent No Show 1:00 PM 

AL£ IStudent No-Show 1:00 PM 

GEOL :More than 5 minutes late 09:00 PM 

SPAN IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

GEOG iStudent No Show 09:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~ooibaii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

I    c    I 
:More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

RELI :Horton, Mashala IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

PHIL : Felicelli, Frank iStudent No Show 09:00 PM 

PORT ;Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

PHIL : Fel;¢elli, Frank IStudent No Show 09:00 PM 

AL£ i :More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

A/S ~ 
:Student No Show 10:00 AM 

COMM ’ iStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

AL£ IStudent No-Show 10:00 AM 

COMM , :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

COMM ;Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

SOCI i :More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

AL£ More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

SOCI ~ :More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

AL£ ’ IMoe han5mnue ae IO00AM 

SOCl :More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

GS ! :Student No Show 11:00 AM 

COMM Rosendahl, Todd iStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

COMM :Rosendahl Todd :More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

GS ~ More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

A/S :More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

SOCl IStudent No-Show 11:00 AM 

A/S :More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~ooibaii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

L c    I__ ~ __I [ F J G 
Student No-Show Og:O0 PM 

Student No-Show 11:00 AM 

:More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

:More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

~Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

:Student No Show 11:00 AM 

IStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 

:More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

~Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

:More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

:Student No Show 09:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 9:00 AM 

iStudent No Show 09:00 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 09:00 AM 

iStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

IStudent No Show 09:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

:Student No Show 08:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

iStudent No Show 09:00 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

:Student No Show 09:00 AM 

IStudent No-Show 09:00 AM 

iStudent No Show 9:00 AM 

IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

iStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

IStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

:Student No Show 08:00 PM 

:Student No Show 08:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~ooibaii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

I    c    I 
,Student No-Show 0g:O0 PM 

3RAM :Rosendahl, Todd Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

&IS Student No Show 08:00 AM 

3RAM :Lindekugel, Kh~l Student No-Show 0g:O0 PM 

~LS More than 5 minutes late 8:00 AM 

3S !Student No Show 09:00 AM 

3S :More than 5 minutes late 0g:O0 AM 

>OLI IStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

,OLI IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

>OLI :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

VIATH Hot on, Mashala IS uden No-Show 08:00 PM 

~OCI :Brunk, Mary IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

3RAM :Lindekugel, Kim More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

41ST :More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

~NG[ ~Student No Show 08:00 PM 

3S IStudent No-Show 08:30 AM 

3S :More than 5 m;nutes late 08:30 AM 

&L£ IStudent No-Show 9:00 AM 

3EOG iStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

&L£ :More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

3EOL iStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

3EOL iStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

~CON ~Student No Show 09:00 PM 

~L£ iStudent No-Show I:00 PM 

&IS :More than 5 minutes late 2:00 PM 

3S More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

&IS IStudent No-Show 10:00 AM 

3EOG :Rosendahl, Todd !Student No Show 09:00 PM 

&L£ :More than 5 minutes late 1:00 PM 

&IS More than 5 minutes late 12:00 PM 

&L£ IStudent No-Show 12:00 PM 

~USC :Student No Show 09:00 PM 

VIUSC IStudent No-Show 0g:O0 PM 

3S ;Student No Show 10:00 AM 

~S :More than 5 minutes late 08:00 pM 

~USC :Student No Show 09:00 PM 

~USC ~Student No Show 09:00 PM 

3S IStudent No-Show 10:00 AM 

3S :More than 5 minutes late 10:30 AM 

ZOMM :Rosendahl, Todd IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

3S : Felicelli, Frank ;Student No Show 08:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~ooibaii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

SOCl 

SOCl 

MATH Horton Mashala IStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

COMM iSt~d~nt N~:ShO~ 0?00 ~M 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~ooibaii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

L c I 

ilO~ :Student No Show 08:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~ooibaii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~oo£baii 
Football 

PORT 

AAAD 

I F I G 
,Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

~Student No-Show 12:00 PM 

AL£ 

PORq 

PORq 

BIOL 

BIOL 

A/S 

BIOL 

BIOL 

AL£ 

A/S 

Brunk, Mary 

AAAD 

GS 

AAAI 

HIST 

AAAD 

SOCl 

SOCI 

SOCI 

AAA[ 

SOCl 

GS 

GS : Felicelli, Frank iStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

0g:O0 PM 

12:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

11:00 AM 

11:00 AM 

12:00 PM 

9:00 AM 

03:00 PM 

9:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 AM 

3:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

11:00 AM 

0g:O0 PM 

09:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

11:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

11:00 AM 

SOCl iStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

SOCI :Felicelli Frank IStudent No Show 09:00 PM 

SOCl Felicelli, Frank IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

SOCI : Felicelli, Frank :Student No Show 09:00 PM 

ANTH IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

ANTH iStudent No Show 08:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

~ooibaii 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Cross Countr 

Mens Cross Countr 

Mens Cross Countr 

Mens Cross Countr 

Mens Cross Countr 

Mens Cross Countr 

Mens Cross Countr 

Mens Cross Countr 

Mens Golf 

Mens Golf 

Mens Lacrosse 

Mens Lacrosse 

Mens Lacrosse 

Mens Lacrosse 

L J o     I 
SOCl : Felicelli, Frank ,Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

EXSS Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

SOCI : Felicelli, Frank Student No Show 09:00 PM 

GEOG Rosendahl, Todd Student No-Show Og:O0 PM 

COMM Towns, Armond ~Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

COMM !Towns, Armond :More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

COMM ITowns, Armond ;Student No-Show Og:O0 PM 

GS ~Student No Show 10:00 AM 

GS :More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

COMM :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

COMM !Towns, Armond IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

STOR             , 

MATH IStudent No-Show Og:O0 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

:More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

~Student No Show 9:00 AM 

:More than 5 minutes late Og:O0 AM 

iStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

SOCl i :More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

COMM , iStudent No Show 01:30 PM 

COMM iStudent No-Show 1:30 PM 

COMM ~Student No Show 1:30 PM 

ENGL :More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

DRAM :Rosendahl, Todd :Student No Show 07:00 PM 
EXSS ’ ~S uden No-Show 07 O0 PM 

FREN: , :More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

AAAD I IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

ECON , iStudent No Show 07:00 PM 

PSYC , :More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

ECON IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

~ObJ : :Student No Show 06:00 PM 

ECON , IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

ECON I IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

GEOG ~ :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

GEOG ~ iStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

PHIL ~Student No Show 08:00 PM 

BUSI IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

STOR :Horton, Mashala Student No Show 07:00 PM 

GS IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

GS :Student No Show 06:00 PM 



Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

A 

Men£Lacros£e 

MensLacrosse 

Men£Lacros£e 

MensLacrosse 

GS 

GS 

ANTH 

ENGL 

PSYC 

ENGL 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student Na Shaw 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

l~tuden~ N£ Sbaw 09:00 fM 
:More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

IStudent Na Shaw 09:00 PM 

STOR :Horton, Mashala iStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

GS           I 

ANTH             i 

MATH 

GS 

COMM 

SPAN 

ANTH             i 

:Mare than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

More han 5 mlnu es la e 08:00 PM 

:Mare than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

;Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

~Student Na Shaw 09:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

:Student Na Shaw 07:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

:Student Na Shaw 07:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

:Student Na Shaw 07:00 PM 

;Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

~Student Na Shaw 07:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

:Student Na Shaw 07:00 PM 

ECON :Horton, Mashala IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

HIST :Student No Shaw 09:00 PM 

HIST IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

HIST :Student No Shaw 09:00 PM 

BUSI iStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

STOR : Hartan, Mashala IStudent No Shaw 07:00 PM 

ANTH IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

POLl Felicelli, Frank Student Na Show 07:00 PM 

ECON , IStudent No-Show OG:O0 PM 

ECON I :Student No Shaw 06:00 PM 

GS ¯ More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

BIOL :McManamy, Mary :Mare than 5 minutes late 09:00 PM 

GS iStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

MATH ~Student Na Show 08:00 PM 

GS :More than 5 minutes late 07:00 pM 

GS :Student Na Show 07:00 PM 

GS IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

CHEM :McManamy, Mary :Student Na Show 09:00 PM 



A     J 

Mens Swimming & Diving 

Novice Rowing 

Novice Rowing 

Rowing 

Row]n6 

Rowing 

Row]n6 

Rowing 

Row]n6 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

CNTH 

HIST 

ECON 

DRAM :Rosendahl, Todd ,Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

JStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

ECON :Horton, Mashala ;Student No-Show Og:O0 PM 

IStudent No Show 09:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

:Student No Show 06:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 06:00 pM 

$S Rosendahl, Todd :Student No Show 07:00 PM 
EXSS ’ iStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

iStudent No Show 07:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

iStudent No Show 07:00 PM 

IStudent No Show 07:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show Og:O0 PM 

:Student No Show 08:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

$S Rosendahl Todd :Student No Show 07:00 PM 

$S Rosendahl, Todd ;Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

~PAb ~Student No Show 07:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show Og:O0 PM 

:Student No Show 08:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

iStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

:Student No Show 08:00 PM 

:Student No-Show Og:O0 PM 

:More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

:Student No Show 08:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

:Student No Show 08:00 PM 



A 

Softball 

Wol~le ns Basketball 

Wamens Basketball 

Wo[~le ns Basketball 

Wamens Basketball 

Wol~le ns Basketball 

Wamens Basketball 

Wornens Basketball 

Wol~le ns Basketball 

Wornens Basketball 

Wol~le ns Basketball 

Wornens Basketball 

Wol~le ns Basketball 

Wornens Basketball 

Wornens Basketball 

Wo~e ns Cross Country 

Wornens Fendn8 

Wornens Golf 

Wol~le ns Golf 

Wornens Golf 

:More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

GEOL iMore than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

ECON :Horton, Mashala Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

PORT Student No Show 09:00 PM 

SOCI :Brunk, Mary Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

BIOL IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

BIOL , ,IStudent No Show 07:00 PM 

CHEM McManamy, Mary :More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

GS ;Lyons, Beth IStudent No Show 07:00 PM 

MUSC i IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

BIOL ;Student No Show 08:00 PM 

BIOL IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

PHIL IStudent No-Show Og:O0 PM 

BIOL iStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

BIOL iStudent No-Show 11:00 AM 

EXSS ~Student No Show 07:00 PM 

EXSS IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

MUSC ;Student No Show 07:00 PM 

GS IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

BIOL iStudent No Show 10:00 AM 

CHEM IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

MATH ;Dashestan[, Hikmat iStudent No Show 06:00 PM 

MATH :Da~hestani, Hikmat ;Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

ECON IStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

DRAM :Rosendahl, Todd IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

;Student No Show 08:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

iStudent No Show 06:00 PM 

iStudent No-Show Og:O0 PM 

IStudent No Show 07:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show Og:O0 PM 

;Student No Show 06:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show Og:O0 PM 

IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

iStudent No Show 07:00 PM 

;Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

IStudent No Show 06:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

;Student No Show 06:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

;Student No Show 06:00 PM 



E A 

PSYC 

PSYC 

SPAN 

ENGI 

POLl 

HIST 

I F I G 
Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

,S~ud~nt ~:Sh~w 06:?? PM 
Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

:Student No Show 06:00 PM 

iStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

IStudent No Show 06:00 PM 

DRAM :Rosendahl, Todd IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

PHIL :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

PHIL More than 5 m;nutes late 08:00 PM 

GEOL IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

PHYS ;Daghestan[, Hikmat :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

MATH iStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

MATH IStudent No Show 08:00 PM 

MATH IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

MATH :Student No Show 09:00 PM 

POLl IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

ECON :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

POLl IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

POLl :More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

POLl iStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

HIST ~Student No Show 09:00 PM 

ECON IStudent No-Show 0g:O0 PM 

POLl :Student No Show 07:00 PM 

BUSI IStudent No-Show 0G:O0 PM 

MATH Horton, Mashala IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

PHYS :Student No Show 07:00 PM 

EXSS ;Student No-Show 0g:O0 PM 

EXSS ~Student No Show 07:00 PM 

SOCl :Brunk, Mary IStudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

SpAi~ :Student No Show 07:00 PM 

SOCl ;Brunk, Mary IS uden No-Show 0g:O0 PM 

HIST iStudent No Show 07:00 PM 

EXSS IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

EXSS :Student No Show 07:00 PM 

COMM iStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

HIST More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

SPAN IStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

SPAN :Student No Show 06:00 PM 

MATH More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

MATH :Student No Show 07:00 PM 



A 

Wol~le ns Track & Field 

Womens Track & Field 

Wol~le ns Track & Field 

Womens Track & Field 

Womens Track & Field 

L c I o I 

EXSS Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

EXSS Student No Show 07:00 PM 

SPAN Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

SPAN i Gtudent No-Show 09:00 PM 

GS I :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

GS i ;Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

SPAF i IStudent No Show 06:00 PM 

EXSS IStudent NoIS how 07[00 PM 

HIST I :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

HIST I IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

MUS( i iStudent No Show 07:00 PM 

ENGL IStudent No-Show Og:O0 PM 

HIST ! :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

MUS( ! iStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

ENGL IStudent No Show 09:00 PM 

MATH 

BIOL McManamy, Mary iStudent No Show 09:00 PM 

SPAN I iStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

ECON I IStudent NoIS how 0g[00 PM 

ECON ! :Student No Show 08:00 PM 

PSYC iStudent No-Show 06:00 PM 

GS i ~Student No Show 06:00 PM 

BIOL I iStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

MATH :Student No Show 07:00 PM 

COMM Town ,A mond S uden No-Show 0600 PM 

MATH 

SPAN :More than 5 minutes late 06:00 pM 

SPAN , :Student No Show 06:00 PM 

SPAN ;Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

SPAN : IStudent No Show 06:00 PM 

ECON IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

HIST ’ ~S uden No-Show 06 O0 PM 

HIST 

HIST ¯ More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

ENGL , :More than 5 minutes late 09:00 PM 

CHEM McManamy, Mary ;Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

CHEM :McManamy, Mary IStudent No Show 06:00 PM 

PHYS ;Daghestani, Hlkmat IStudent No-Show 08:00 PM 

STOR :Horton, Mashala Student No Show 08:00 PM 

GEOL IStudent No-Show 07:00 PM 

GEOL iStudent No Show 07:00 PM 





A 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

D 

41ST 

41ST 

Rosendahl, Todd 

Felicell[, Frank 

Horton, Mashala 

Felicelli, Frank 

Felicelli, Frank 

IRosendahI, Todd 

McManamy, Mary 

G 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 11:00 AM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 10:00 AM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

3S Student No Show 10:00 AM 

3S Student No-Show 10:00 AM 

~CON Student No Show 08:00 PM 



’ ° I A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

F 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Towns, Armond Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

10:00 AM 

09:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

lO:O0 AM 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

I0:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

I0:00 AM 

I0:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

I0:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

0g:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

0g:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

12:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

F 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Undeku~el, Kim Student No Show 

Lindekugel, Kh~l Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

ITowns, Armond Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Rosendahl, Todd Student No-Show 

Towns, Armond Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Rosendahl, Todd Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

I Rosendahl, Todd Student No Show 

Felicelli, Frank Student No-Show 

1:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

12:00 PM 

01:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

I0:00 AM 

06:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

8:00 AM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

8:00 AM 

08:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 



I B C E 

RosendahI, Todd 

A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

D 

:OMM RosendahI, Todd 

Halperin, Jack 

Halperin, Jack 

F 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 AM 

09:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

0g:O0 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

0g:O0 PM 

12:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

~PAN Student No Show 09:00 PM 

3EOG Student No-Show 09:00 PM 



Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

C 

3[ok 

3EOL 

3EOL 

3EOL 

3EOL 

3EOL 

Horton, Mashala 

Felicelli, Frank 

RosendahI, Todd 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Og:O0 PM 

8:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

01:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

Og:O0 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

Og:O0 PM 

1:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

F 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Rosendahl, Todd Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

9:00 AM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 AM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 AM 

09:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

° I E 

IRosendahI, Todd 

UndekugeI, Kim 

Horton, Mashala 

Horton, Mashala 

Brunk, Mary 

I    G 
Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 AM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 AM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:30 AM 

Student No Show 9:00 AM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 1:00 PM 

Rosendahl, Todd Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 10:00 AM 

Rosendahl, Todd Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 12:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 10:00 AM 

Student No-Show Og:O0 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 10:00 AM 

Rosendahl, Todd Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Felicelli, Frank Student No-Show 08:00 PM 



Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

:OMM 

415T 

ZOMM 

41ST 

415T 

Felicell[, Frank 

Horton, Mashala 

Felicelli, Frank 

Horton, Mashala 

F 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

0g:O0 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

0g:O0 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

0g:O0 PM 

12:00 PM 

0G:O0 PM 

10:00 AM 

1:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

i0:00 AM 

I:00 PM 

i0:00 AM 

I0:00 AM 

i:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 



Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

RosendahI, Todd 

UndekugeI, Kim 

RosendahI, Todd 

RosendahI, Todd 

RosendahI, Todd 

RosendahI, Todd 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

10:00 AM 

12:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

0G:O0 PM 

08:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

0G:O0 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

2:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

0G:O0 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

12:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

o I 

Felicelli, Frank 

Felicelli, Frank 

Felicelli, Frank 

F 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

I    G 
09:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

9:00 AM 

03:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 AM 

3:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 



A T 
Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

D 

3EOG 

:OMM 

:OMM 

:OMM 

:OMM 

RosendahI, Todd 

Towns, Armond 

3RAM RosendahI, Todd 

I    G 
Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 10:00 AM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 9:00 AM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show I:00 PM 

Student No-Show 01:30 PM 

Student No Show 1:30 PM 

Student No-Show 1:30 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

&AAD Student No Show 07:00 PM 

ZCON Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

~CON Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 



A F 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Horton, Mashala Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Horton, Mashala Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Horton, Mashala Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Felicelli, Frank Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

IMcManamy, Student No-Show 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

Og:O0 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

OG:O0 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 



I B D E 

RosendahI, Todd 

A 

MensSoccer 

MensSoccer 

MensSoccer 

Mens Swimming & Diving 

Mens Swim ruing & D[vin8 

Mens Swimming & Diving 

Mens Tennis 

Mens Tennis 

Mens Tennis 

Mens Tennis 

Mens Tennis 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & F;eld 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & F]eld 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & F]eld 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Row]ng 

Rowing 

Row]rig 

Rowing 

Horton, Mashala 

RosendahI, Todd 

RosendahI, Todd 

RosendahI, Todd 

F 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

Og:O0 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

Og:O0 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 



softball 

~Vomens Basketball 

Wol~le ns Basketball 

Wornens Basketball 

Wol~le ns Basketball 

Womens Basketball 

A B C D F I G 

~COb Student No Show 08:00 PM 

"OR1 Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

lOCI Student No Show 07:00 PM 

31OL Student No Show 07:00 PM 

31OL Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

E 

Horton, Mashala 

Brunk, Mary 

Daghestani, Hikmat 

Dashestan[,H;kmat 

IRosendahI, Todd 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 1;:00 AM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 10:00 AM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 



A       I 

IRosendahI, Todd 

IDaghestani, Hikmat 

Horton, Mashala 

Brunk, Mary 

Brunk, Mary 

I    G 
Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 08:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 08:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 09:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 06:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 09:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

Student No-Show 07:00 PM 

Student No Show 07:00 PM 

~PAN Student No Show 06:00 PM 

;PAN Student No-Show 06:00 PM 

Womens Track & Field , /~ATH Student No-Show 07:00 PM 



A 

Womens Track & Field 

Womens Track & Field 

Womens Track & Field 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

Wrestling 

;PAN 

;PAN 

415T 

41ST 

McManamy, Mary 

McManamy, Mary 

Daghestani, Hikmat 

Horton, Mashala 

F 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

Student No Show 

Student No-Show 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

0g:O0 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

0g:O0 PM 

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

0g:O0 PM 

08:00 PM 

0g:O0 PM 

06:00 PM 

0G:O0 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 





A B C 

HIST 

ECON 

HIST 

E 

More than 5 I~lin utes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 I~lin utes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 [~lin utes late 06:00 PM 

More than 5 i~lin utes late 9:00 AM 

More than 5 [~lin utes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 [~lin utes late 08:00 PM 

G 



SOCI More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

GS 

GS 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

PORT More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

PORT More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

PORT More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

PORT More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

PORT More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

Football AL£ More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 



Football 

Football 

Football 

ALS More than 5 minutes late 1:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 09:00 AM 

More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

More than 5 minutes late 9:30 AM 

MUSe Rosendahl, Todd More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

AAA~ More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 



Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

More than 5 minutes late 8:30 AM 

A/S More than 5 minutes late 8:00 AM 

GS More than 5 minutes late 08:30 AM 

GEOL More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

SPAN More than 5 minutes late 09:00 PM 

SPAN More than 5 minutes late 09:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 12:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 12:00 PM 

GEOL More than 5 minutes late 09:00 PM 



A 

Football 

Football 

Football 

More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 12:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

OCl More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

dS More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

OCI More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

dS More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

SOCI More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

COMM Rosendahl, Todd More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

GS More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

AL£ More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

AL£ More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 



Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

£OCl More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

SOCI More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

SOCI More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

£OCl More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

G$ More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

A/S More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

£OCI More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

COMM sosenrJanl, I orJrJ More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

£OC More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

GS More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

ALS More than 5 minutes late 09:00 AM 

HIST More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

Football A/S More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM ’ Football                                                                                                                   More than 5 minutes late     11:00 AM 

I 



Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

o I 

More than 5 minutes late 8:00 AM 

More than 5 minutes late 09:00 AM 

DRAM More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:30 AM 

ALS More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

GS 

More than 5 minutes late 2:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

More than 5 minutes late 1:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 12:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

Football GS More than 5 minutes late 10:30 AM 





A 

Football 

D 

GS 

pORT 

More than 5 minutes late 12:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

EX$$ 

COMM RosendahI, Todd 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

ALS More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 



Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

A/S More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

AL£ More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

SOCI Brunk, Mary More than 5 minutes late 12:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

More than 5 minutes late 3:00 PM 



Football 

Football 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

Mens Basketball 

MensCrossCountry 

o I     E     I 

COMM Towns~ Armond 

ENGL 

FREN 

SOCl 

GEO[ 

SOCl 

ENGI 

FREN 

PSYC 

More than 5 minutes late 11:00 AM 

More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 09:00 AM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 9:00 AM 

More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 

More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 10:00 AM 



POLl More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

GS 

More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

GS More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 

BIOL McManamy, Mary More than 5 minutes late 09:00 PM 

More than 5 minutes late 07:00 PM 



Mens Swimming & Diving 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & Field 

Mens Track & F]eld 

HIST More than 5 [~lin utes late 06:00 PM 

ECON More than 5 [~lin utes late 06:00 PM 

GEOL More than 5 rn[nutes late 06:00 PM 

ECON More than 5 t~lin utes late 06:00 PM 

GEOL More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

PORT More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

POLl More than 5 [~lin utes late 07:00 PM 



A 

Softball 

Softball 

Wornens Basketball 

C ol 
GS 

GEOL 

CHEM 

More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

More than 5 i~lin utes late 06:00 PM 

McManarny, Mary More than 5 rn[nutes late 07:00 PM 



Womens Track & Field 

PHIL More than 5 minutes late 08:00 PM 

POLl More than 5 I~lin utes late 06:00 PM 

HIST More than 5 I~lin utes late 06:00 PM 

MATH More than 5 rn[nutes late 07:00 PM 



SPAN More than 5 minutes late 06:00 PM 

HIST More than 5 rn[nutes late 06:00 PM 

ENGL More than 5 r~lin utes late 09:00 PM 





Adrian Greene 
Depa~ment of English 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
G~-eenlaw Hall CB 3520 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Depariment of Student Success and Academic Counseling 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3365 

November 14, 2012 

Dear Ms Maloy: 

I highly recommend              to be a Swahili tutor as part of your program       was my student in my 
English composition and rhetoric classes in the flail of2011 and spring of 2012 We have remained in close 
touch since then 

is one of’the hardest workers you are likely to find When I gave an assignment, she began work on it 
beIbre I had even finished reading the prompt She explored texts with, as writer Janice M Lauer says, "an 
urgency to discover"       always produced good and interesting work It displayed a level of’thought richer 
and more complex than most in the class For these reasons, it was always a pleasure to read essays 
and to engage her in discussion about that writing afterward 

The aspect that stands out the most to me about      , and which ! think makes her most worthy of’working in 
your program, is her commitment to critical and creative thinking She is never satisfied with only one solution 
but looks for a diversity of ways to approach a problem In a respectful but honest way in her writing, 
considered these various viewpoints She kept in mind other avenues for exploration so that her papers became 
ahnost dialogues With these written explorations and her class leadership,       did not just make, as Rabbi 
Michael Matuson says, "pretty noise" She evinced a genuine desire to uncover fi~itful thoughts and concepts 
As evidenced by her writing and personal interactions,       is willing to share but also willing to listen This 
tireless commitment to expanding her worldview makes her work and thought sing 

I am confident that              will be an invaluable addition to your program, one that values creativity, 
diligence, deep thought, and openness to others 

Please let me know if you have any questions 

Sincerely, 

Adrian Greene 
Instructor of English 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
adrianag~,email unc edu 



Orientation Training Fall 2013 Check-In 8/20 Everyone Time OUT @ 8pm 
8/21 Everyone Time OUT @ 8pro 

23 

2~54 Daghestani 

26 

%-~ 

35 

A I B D I E F G 

; 
i 

I                                                                    8/20 ~me 

]/2& Time 4onesty 

irst Name Phone Number N N 

7:05 pM 5:45 PM 

5:59 PM 6:00 PM 

5:45 PM 5:53 PM 

5:55 PM 5:55 PM 

5:50 PM 5:55 PM 

5:52 PM 

6:00 PM 

6:00 PM 

G:05 PM G:O0 PM 

5:53 PM 6:05 PM 

5:45 PM 5:52 PM 

6:00 PM 

6:05 pM 6:00 PM 

6:00 PM 5:46 PM 

5:50 PM 5:50 PM 

5:50 PM 6:10 PM 

5:41 PM 5:53 pM 

6:00 PM 5:56 pM 

5:46 PM 

G:O0 PM 5:57 PM -- 

6:00 PM 

5:33 PM 5:54 PM 

6:00 PM 5:55 PM 

5:34 PM 

5:49 PM 

G:O0 PM -- 

5:55 PM 



Orientation Training Fall 2013 Check-In 8/20 Everyone Time OUT @ 8pm 
8/21 Everyone Time OUT @ 8pr~l 

Completed ? 

Completed i0/14/i~ - TIM$ recorded on 10/21 

Completed 10/27/13 

Completed 9/24/13 

Completed 11/7/13 

Completed 1/8-9/14 -TIMS recorded 

Completed 9/5/13 

Completed 1/8-9/14 -TIMS recorded 

Completed 8/27/13 



Orientation Training Fall 2013 Check-In 8/2o Everyone Time OUT @ 8pm 
8/21 Everyone Time OUT @ 8pill 

Last Name First Name 

451Halperin ack 

46 

50 

585756555~Jones 

IKim 

__Lindekugel JKim 

60 

62 IMcManamv IMarv 

o 
Phone Number 

F 

1121 Time 

N 

5:51 PM 6:00 PM 

5;48 PM 5;43 PM 

5:54 PM 6:00 PM 

5:25 PM 5:40 PM 

5:40 PM 

5:35 pM 5:40 pM 

6:00 PM 6:00 PM 

5:55 PM 

6:55 PM 6:00 PM 

5:40 PM 

5:56 PM 5:49 PM 

5:58 PM 5;00 PM 

6:00 pM 

6:04 PM 5:55 PM 

7:00 PM 

5:55 PM G:O0 PM 

6:00 PM 6:52 PM 

G 
4onesty 



Orientation Training Fall 2013 Check-In 8/20 Everyone Time OUT @ 8pm 
8/21 Everyone Time OUT @ 8pr~l 

Completed 8/30/13 -TIMS recorded 

Completed 12/11/13 TIMS recorded 

Completed 8/27/13 

Completed 9/10/13 

Completed 9/18/13 

Completed 9/3/13 

Completed 8/26/13 

Completed 8/27/13 

Completed 9/17/13 

Completed 10/14/13. TIM$ recorded 



Orientation Training Fall 2013 Check-In 8/20 Everyone Time OUT @ 8pm 
8/21 Everyone Time OUT @ 8pill 

99 

A                                                                               G 

4onesty 

@live unc edu 

@med unc edu 

~yahoo.¢om 

5email unc edu 

,email unc edu 

Ibwartski@chccs k12 no.us 

D E 

Phone Number N 

5:57 PM 

5:52 PM 

5:50 PM 

6:00 PM 

5:56 PM 

6:00 PM 

5:55 PM 

5:49 PM 

6:07 PM 

F 
6:07 PM 

5:55 PM 

5:54 PM 

5:50 PM 

5:50 PM 

5:50 PM 

6:00 £M 

5:55 PM 

5:46 PM 

6:00 PM 

6:00 PM 

5:57 PM 

5:55 PM 

5:50 PM 

6:0Q PM 

6:00 PM 

6:00 PM 

5:52 PM 

~03 trained for 4 hours 



Orientation Training Fall 2013 Check-In 

Completed 1/12/14 -TIMS recorded 

Completed 8/28/13 ~IM5 recorded 

Completed 8/24/13 -TIMS recorded on 8/27/13 

Added to TIMS on 9/30/13 

Completed 8/30/13 -TIMS recorded 

8/20 Everyone Time OUT @ 8prn 

8/21 Everyone Time OUT @ 8pro 



Daghestani 

Halperin 

444 Horton 

A F G 

IJack 

IMashala 

L    C 
° 1 E 

8/15/2013 8/16/2013 

AI~ Training AL$ Training 

5 

8/20/2013 

1¸8 

2.5 

8/23/2013 9/6/2013 

Writing     IWdting 

1¸7 





Rosendahl ITodd 

F 

5 





_1 
91 Ward 

100 TOTAL 

B 

Ashley 

D E F G 

2.2 1.£ 



96 1.8 



A I B D 

Last Name ]First Name Sign In 

29 Felicell[ [Frank 

36 

@live unc.edu 

~yahoo tom 

~live unc.edu 



Last Name 

Lindekugel 

McManamy 

Rosendahl ITodd 



ASPSA Staff Meeting 

Wednesd~ 5/29/2013 

Notes: 

Jenn Townsend 
Michelle Brown 

Reminders/items for next meeting: 



1 

3 
4 
5 
6. 
7 

9 
10 

12 
13 
14 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

23 
24 



3 

7 

12 
13 

14 

15 

16 
17 

18 

-19 
20 

21 

22 

23 

24 



7 

9 

I0 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
20 

21. 

22 

23 

24 



,/ 

1 

3, 

6 

7 

9 

I0 

II 

12 

13 
14 

15 

~16 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 



2 
3 

5 

7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21. 
22 
23 
24 



DROP-IN TUTORIAL SIGN-IN: 

2 

4 
5 
6 
7 

9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 



5 
6 

8 

13 
14 

17 

2O 



2 

3 

7 

10 
11 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

23 
24 



2 
3 

9 
I0 

11: 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 



1 
2 
3 
4 

8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
111 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 



8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

24 



1 
2 
3 

5 
6 
7 

9 
10 
11 

13 

14 

15 

16 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 



1 
2 
3 

7 

-9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

-24 



6 
7 

8 
9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

21 



2 
3 
4 
5 

7 

9 
IO 

13                      , 
14 

¯ 15                              ’ 
16 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 



9 
IO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 



7 

9 
I0 

15 
16 
17 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 



O~ 
6I 

91 

g! 

Ol 
6 

9 



I 
2 
3 

5 

6 

7 

~9 
10 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 



~ 
(Da~e) 

2 
3 

9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 



All 

c D I E 
Spert Time Staff 

MBB 12:00pr~l 

MBB 11:00am 

MFB l:00pm Bethel, Bradley 

MFB 10:00am Bethel, Bradley 

MFB 11:00am Bethel, Bradley 

MFB 12:00pr~l Bethel, Bradley 

MLA l:00pm Lyons, Beth 

WBB 8:30am Lyons, Beth 

MFB ll:00am Clay[o n, Nicole 

MFB 12:00pr~l Clayton, Nicole 

MFB 8:00am 

MBA 12:30pm Lyons, Beth 

MLA 2:00pm Lyons, Beth 

MBA 4:00pm Lyons, Beth 

MFB l:00pm Bethel, Bradley 

MFB 10:00ar~l Bethel, Bradley 

MFB ll:00am Bethel, Bradley 

MFB 12:00pro Bethel, Bradley 

MFB l:00pm Bethel, Bradley 

MFB 8:00am Bethel, Bradley 

MFB 9:00am Bethel, Bradley 

MFB 10:00a m Bethel, Bradley 

MBB 12:00pm 

scanned under 10/4/13 out sick 

scanned under 10/4/13-out sick 

GS crossed off on FB form 

GS-crossed off on FB form 

Blank feedback form scanned 

Blank feedback form scanned 

Blank feedback form scanned 

GS-crossed off on FB form 

G5 crossed off on FB form 

scanned under 10/15/13 

scanned under 10/15/13 

cancelled for fall break? 

cancelled for fall break? 

cancelled fer fall break? 

Blank feedback form scanned 

cancelled fer fall break? 

cancelled for fall break? 

cancelled fer fall break? 

cancelled for fall break? 

cancelled fer fall break? 

cancelled for fall break? 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 



A 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/22/2013 

10/23/2013 

10/23/2013 

10/13/2013 

10/24/2013 

10/24/2013 

10/24/2013 

10/24/2013 

10/24/2013 

10/24/2013 

10/25/2013 

10/25/2013 

10/25/2013 

10/25/2013 

10/25/2013 

10/25/2013 

10/25/2013 

10/28/2013 

10/28/2013 

10/28/2013 

10/28/2013 

10/30/2013 

10/30/2013 

10/30/2013 

10/31/2013 

10/31/2013 

c D I E 
MWR l:00pm Lyons, Beth 

MLA 2:00pm Lyons, Beth 

W[A 9:00AM Lyons, Beth 

scannedunder10/22/13 

scannedunder10/22/13 

scannedunder10/22/13 

glanl(feedbackform scanned 

Blank feedbackform scanned 

scannedunder10/22/13 

scannedunder10/23/13 

outoftheoffice? 

out ofthe office? 

outoftheoffice? 

out ofthe office? 

scannedunder10/27/13 

out of the office? 

crossed out on FB form 

out of the office? 

out of the office? 

out of the office? 

out of the office? 

out of the office? 

GS no folder for 10/25/13 

GS-no folder for 10/25/13 

LS no folder for 10/25/13 

scanned under 10/29/13-no show 

scanned under 10/29/13 

Blank feedback form scanned 

GS crossed off on FB form 

GS-crossed off on FB form 

scannedunderll/5/13 

scannedunder11/5/13 

scannedunderll/5/13 

scannedunderll/5/13excused 

out of the 

outoftheoffice? 

G 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 



AT 
FB 10:00am 

LA 1;O0pm 

BB 8:30am 

SO ll:00am 

LA 11:30am 

Bethel, Bradley 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Bethel, Bradley 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Met at 9am instead oflpm 

"?"on feedbackform 

Lvons. Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Clayton, Nicole blank feedback form scanned 

Clayton, Nicole blank feedback form scanned 

Clayton, Nicole blank feedback form scanned 

Clayton, Nicole blank feedback form scanned 

Clayton, Nicole blank feedback form scanned 

Clayton, Nicole blankfeedbackform scanned 

Clayton, Nicole blankfeedbackform scanned 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Bethel, Bradley 

Lyons, Beth 

Bethel, Bradley 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 



A 

MFB ll:00am 

MBA 1 l;00al~l Lyons, Beth 

MBA ll:30am Lyons, Beth 

"student met w/Bradley Bethel" 

"student met w/Bradley Bethel" 

Y 

Y 

Y 



A 

Date Student 

9/30/2023 

9/3o/2o23 
9/30/2023 

9/3o/2o23 

9/26/2023 

9/24/2023 

9/20/2023 

C 

Sport 

MFB 

MBB 

MBB 

MLA 

MBA 

MBB 

WSB 

MLA 

WLA 

MFB 

MWR 

MBA 

MLA 

MFB 

MFB 

MBA 

MFB 

MWR 

WBB 

WBB 

WBB 

WBB 

MFB 

MFB 

MFB 

MFB 

MFB 

MLA 

MBA 

MLA 

MFB 

MFB 

MFB 

MFB 

MFB 

MFB 

MFB 

MFB 

MFB 

WLA 

MBB 

MFB 

MFB 

MFB 

rime 

t:O0am 

L:O0pm 

L:O0pm 

!:O0pm 

i:00pm 

L2:0Opm 

[2:00pm 

L:O0pm 

[:OOpm 

L:O0pm 

[:OOpm 

l:30pm 

!:O0pm 

[:OOpm 

I:O0pm 

l:OOpm 

l:O0pm 

i:OOpm 

i:O0pm 

;:OOpm 

i:O0pm 

;:OOpm 

I:O0am 

):OOam 

L2:0Opm 

Halpedn, Jack 

Halperin, Jack 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Halperin, Jack 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Bethel, Bradley 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Clayton, Nicole 

Clayton, Nicole 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Bethel, Bradley 

Bethel, Bradley 

Bethel, Bradley 

Bethel, Bradley 

Bethel, Bradley 

Bethel, Bradley 

Bethel, Bradley 

Bethel, Bradley 

Bethel, Bradley 

Lyons, Beth 

Bethel, Bradley 

Bethel, Bradley 

;canned under 9/2g/13-n o show 

;canned under 9/26/13 

;canned under 9/25/23 

;canned under 9/24/23 

;canned under 9/24/23 

3S 

3S 

iS-cancelled due to team travel? 

:rossed out on FB form 

;canned under 9/17/23 

;canned under 9/17/23 medical excuse 

;cannedunderg/12/23 

G 

Found 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 



47 g/g/201~ Football 

51 9/6/201~ Football 

MFB L:OOpm 

MFB I:OOam 

E 

Clayton, Nicole 

Clayton, Nicole 

Clayton, Nicole 

Bethel, Bradley 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

Lyons, Beth 

F 

IGuided Study 



A 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/21/2013 

10/22/2013 

10/22/2013 

10/22/2013 

10/22/2013 

10/22/2013 

10/22/2013 

10/22/2013 

10/22/2013 

10/22/2013 

10/22/2013 

10/22/2013 

E 

Staff Initial 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

(5A) emailed 

Itutor) ortutoraccounttoreschedule 

Only one word written on feedback form 

7pm w/ was this cancelled in 

7pm w/ ,--worked on online 

u]z is this ok? 

Great detail! 

6pm w/ did not circle Yes/No in 

Lop portion; good detail in comments section 

student needs Microsoft Office on computer 

7pm group session--need more detail 

7pm w/ did not circle Yes/No in 

Lop portion 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

on 10122/13 KMN 

on 10122/13 KMN 

on 10122/13 KMN 

In 10/22/13 KMN 

on 10122/13 KMN 

on 10122/13 KMN 



Session Date Check Date Spor~ Tutor Staff Initial 

~0/22/20~3 ~0/23/20~3 Brunk KMN 

20/22/2023 

20/22/2023 

20/22/2023 

20/23/2023 

30/23/2033 

30/23/2033 

20/23/2023 

30/23/2033 

20/23/2023 

20/23/2023 

30/23/2033 

20/23/2023 

Lindekugel 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

G 

Comments follow up 

12pro w/ -student was going to try to have :opy 

unprepared and left early for weights; tutor the materials during his meeting on 

wrote good, detailed commentary and would Thurs prior to his sessions with 

like articles and powerpoints emailed to her 

in advance (fur all sessions). 

GS sessions most feedback forms could use 

more detail; GS w/ .-Yes/No was not 

circled in top portion. 

8pm w student was marked tardy, 

but it was not discussed in the comments or 

circled in the infraction section 

gpm w/ did not circle tardy in 

infraction section when student was 14 rain 

late 

GS sessions most feedback forms could use 

Bpm w/ and Feedback forms 

Bpm w/ student seems down, tutor 

GS sessions most feedback forms could use 

more detail; did not complete Yes/No portior 

Iur 

~pm w/ --allowed student to 

study for STOR test during ENGL tutor 

~essio n, did not complete Yes/No portion; 

7pm w/ did not complete Yes/No 

portion 

Need more detail 

ema]led on 20/23/23 kmn 

ema]led on 20/23/23 kmn 

ema]led on 20/23/23 kmn 

ema]led on 20/23/23 kmn 

ema]led on 20/23/23 kmn 

ema]led on 20/23/23 kmn 

ema]led on 20/23/23 kmn 

emailec on 20/23/23 kmn 



A 

20/24/2023 

20/24/2023 

E 

Staff Initial 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

GS sessions most feedback forms could use 

more detail 

Good comments; did not circle Yes/No 

Great comments/detail! Concerned about 

struggling with the material and 

he left session early 

Tutor should include her last name on the 

Feedback forms; good detail and comments 

7pm w/ .did not complete Yes/No 

ortion of form; GS sessions could use more 

detail 

6pm w/ student was surfing the 

internet instead of reading the plays, should 

~his have been marked as an infraction? 

9pmw/                 I not sure if the 

~tudent was excused or not (infraction or 

not?); need more detail 

Wants to meet w/7pm students on Monday 

before the midterm (12/47) 

follow up 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

G 

on 20/23/23 kmn 

on 20/24/23 KMN 



A 

J SpCor~ JTutorD 

McManamy 

E 

Staff Initial 

KMN 

BHS 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

BHS 

BHS 

BHS 

BHS 

BHS 

BHS 

BHS 

BH$ 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

F 

Greatdetail!Verythoroush 

Concernedre: (studentis 

discouraged, exam 2) 



G A 

21/4/2013 

Lindekugel 

Rosendahl 

~McManamy 

D E 

Staff Initial 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

Needs updated syllabus for 12pro session w/ 

would like readings in 

1lain w/ : student did not meet w/ 

rof and did not complete blog readings for 

Bpm GS w/ unproductive, poor 

8pm w/ tutor excused student bc 

he did not have any ENGL HW 

Concerned re: lad{ of sleep and as 

a result lack of productivity in session 

9pm w/ marked "NO" for "Bring all 

necessary books and materials" but did not 

mark an ]nfraction? 

9pm w, (GEOG     suggested 

looking into exam 2 grade-may be incorrect 

9pm w/ -not very focused durin 

9pm w/ did not complete Yes/No 

Needs to include last name on drop in FB 

Follow up 

emailed 

emailed 

emailec 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 



A 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

] SpCor~ ]TutorD 

Lindekugel 

Rosendahl 

E 

Staff Initial 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

F 

Need more detail 

Did not include last name on drop in form; 

did not complete Yes/No portion on 

scheduled FB form 

Could use a little more detail 

~’ery good detail[ 

Needs to include last name on drop in FB 

Could use a little more detail 

G 

follow up 

emailed Susan/Ben on 11/8/13 KMN 

emailed Susan/Ben on 11/8/13 KMN 



A 

11/6/2013 

11/8/2013 

E 

Staff Initial 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

F 

9pm w/ tutor reports not being 

needed anymore; only has lab final 

Could use a little more detail 

gpm w/ was crying and upset 

about a personal situation Tutor let him 

Bpm w/ student seems a bit behind 

Bpm w/ student lef~ room for 

9pm w/ : needs to keep up with 

Dnline HW better 

9am w/ was sluggish; tutor 

had to repeat himself 

Follow up 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

emailed 

emailec 

G 



A 

I Sp~ ]TutorD 

Rosendahl 

Lindekugel 

Rosendahl 

E 

Staff Initial 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

Could use more deta]l 

Need more detail 

emailed Susan/Ben on 11/18/13 KMN 

emailed on 11/18/13 KMN 



A 

11/17/2013 

11/17/2013 

11/17/2013 

11/17/2013 

11/17/2013 

11/17/2013 

11/17/2013 

11/17/2013 

11/17/2013 

11/17/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/19/2013 

11/19/2013 

11/19/2013 

11/19/2013 

11/19/2013 

11/19/2013 

B 

~heck Date 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/18/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

11/22/2013 

I spCor~ ITutorD 

McManamy 

????? 

Rosendahl 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

Drop in at 7:05pm tutor did not put their 

name on the feedback form 

Bpm w~ I: keeps attending 

8pm w/ tutor recommends meetir 

individually at a different time, since student 

is "1 month behind on the material 

7pm w/ student is concerned 

[hey will have to retake the course 

9pm w student has not been to 

very many sessions this semester 

Need more detail 



A 

I Sp~or~ ITutorD 

Daghestani 

E 

Staff Initial 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

Need i~lor e detail; one FB form was blank 

except for circled Yes at the top 

7pm w, student left to work on 

geography paper 

Could use i~lor e detail 

Needs to complete yes/no portion 

11/25/2013 12/4/2013 KMN 

11/25/2013 12/4/2013 KMN 

11/25/2013 12/4/2013 {Felicelli KMN 



Session Date Check Date Spor~ Tutor Staff Initial 

11/25/2013 12/4/2013 KMN 

12/4/2013 

12/4/2013 

12/4/2013 

12/4/2013 

12/4/2013 

12/4/2013 

12/4/2013 

12/4/2013 

12/4/2013 

12/4/2013 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

F 

Could use a little more detail 

6pmsession:let students out early;7pmw/ 

8pm w/ instructorhad 

~urgery and is out the remainder ofthe 

semester 

12pro w/ Student did not go to 

class and lefi session at 12:45 to go to 

~veights; tutor did not receive article in 

advance as requested 

G 

on 12/4/13 KMN 

11/26/2013 12/4/2013 KMN 



Tutor Feedback Form 
Drop-In Session 

I //~ 

D(~to 



Tutor Feedback Form 
Drop-In Session 

.~or Signafure 



I)ROI~-IN TUTORIAL SIGN-IN: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
17 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 



I)ROP-IN TUTORIAL SIGN-IN: 
,~ath w/ 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 



1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 



DROP-IN TUTORIAL SIGN-IN: 
Math 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
17 

18 
19 
2O 
21 
22 
23 
24 



I)IIOP-IN TUTOIIIAL SIGN-IN: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

I0 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

IB 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 



DROP-IN TUTORIAL SIGN-IN: ~ ~,~,, 
Math w~ 

2 
3 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
l~g 

19 

20 

21 
22 
23 
24 



DROP-IN ~I’UTOI~IAL SIGN-IN: 
Math wl 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

9 
10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 
24 



Tutor Feedback Form 
Drop-In Session 



Tutor Feedback Form 
Drop-In Sessicn 

7:~o 



Tutor Feedback Form 

Reasons for Infractions= S|udenf No-Show ] at leasf 5 minutes late J unprepared - no malerials 

unauthorized use of personal devices I hehc~v~ora~ issue~ 



Tutor Feedback Form 
~loence, For~’est 

SUBJECT: ECON DATE: ]0/23/2013 

Tulor Signature Date 



Tutor Feedback Form 

SUBJECT: 



Tutor Feedback Form 

SUBJECT: ?ORT/SPAH DATE: 10/23/2013 

~ ~o 7 O0 

Date 



Tutor Feedback Form 
Shrago, Brad 

SUBJECT: 

l(E~ll 

ECON DATE: 10/23/2013 

70ok~ 











- 

600 e~ t 



Drop-In Session 



~utor Feed~ac~ Forn~ 
Drop In Session 



Drop-In Session 



Tutor Feedback Form 

SUBJECT: ECON DATE:    10/14/2013 

TutorSignature Dole 



Tutor Feedback Form 

SUBJECT: h~ATH!STAT DATE: 10,/I4/’2013 

Tutor Signature Date 



Tutor Feed~acff F~rm 
Drop-In Session 



T~tor Feedbac~ Forth 
Drop-In Session 

Date 



Tutor Feedback Farm 

SUBJECT: MATH DATE:    1 I/’25/2013 

Tulor Signature Dale 



T~tor 
Drop-In Session 

DterS~ture 
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Z003 Grades 

_   1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 HIST 

ECON 

PHIL 

AFRI 

EXSS 

PHIL 

AFAM 

PORT 

HIST 

POLl 

t.325 2.460 t.893 1.992 9 t5 104 7(7) 

B- 3.075 1.050 2.063 1.931 12 9 6 81 6(6) 
D 

2 250 2.350 2 300 2.157 12 12 79 5(5) 

3.575 2.900 3.238 3.337 16 12 90 5(5) 

2940 3.500 3220 3.055 15 6 121 8(8) 

C 1.425 0.675 1.050 1.734 9 6 3 78 6(6) 

D 

B 2.t3t 2.250 2.t9t 2.186 t6 t2 6 89 6(6) 

Kym Orr 1 1/30f2015 
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~ECEIVED ,,FA,, IN ONLINE COURSE; IS 
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ELIGIBILITY ~LEARED 

GRADE REPORT SPRING 2003 

Kym 0[[ 2 1/3012015 



B 

3USI 

JNDC 

COMM 

1.369 I 581 

1.540 t .720 

2.325 2 038 

2.531 

2.425 2 800 

2.500 

2.250 2 213 

1.946 

12 

14 

12 

12 

12 

59 3(3) 

3    1t6 7(7) 

73 3(4) 

55 3(3) 

54 3(3) 

24 1(1) 

24 I(1) 

Kym Orr 3 1/30f2015 
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rRANSFER 

GRADE REPORT SPRING 2003 

Kym Orr 4 1/30/2015 



B 

JNDC 

JNDC 

JNDC 

JNDC 

JNDC 

MATH 

MATH 

ECON 

POLl 

PHIL 

2.275 

2.900 

2.700 

2.769 

2.663 

2.488 

3.067 

2.580 

2.559 

2.9t7 

1.832 

33 13 

6 93 

Kym Orr 5 1/30/2015 
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4A8 19 BE CREDITS 

~edical Withdrawal 4/17 

las 9 hrs from BE credit 

NELIGIBLE FOR FALL; WILL DO APPEAL 

GRADE REPORT SPRING 2003 

Kym Orr 6 1130f2015 



B 

3U81 

POLl 

POLl 

AFRI 

BIOL 

BIOL 

CHEM 

B 

B+ 

O+ 

C 

15 

15 

12 

15 

12 

15 

13 

64 3(3) 

33 I(1) 

49 3(3) 

120 7(7) 

91 5(5) 

93 5(5) 

75 4(4) 

Kym Orr 7 1/30f2015 



O GRADE REPORT SPRING 2003 



B 

JNDC 

2.600 

3.940 

2.453 

2.770 

2 508 2.504 

2 496 2.582 

22 12 34 I(1) 

129 5(5) 

Kym Orr 9 1/30/2015 
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)ean’s List SP02 

GRADE REPORT SPRING 2003 
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B 

UNDC 

COMM 

EXSS 

COMM 

FREN B+ 

0OMM 

AFAM D [~ C 

COI~M C C- C 

F D 

2.t00 

27 

33~432ECON 
33 

35 2.000 65 
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.viii return in Spr 03 pending paperwork per Susan 

ELIGIBILITY CLEARED 

ELIGIBILITY CLEARED 

ACC Honor Roll 



000% 

V 



Q S 

AOO HONOR ROLL 

NEEDS 24 HRS FOR FALL; 

ENROLLED IN COURSE AT 

ELIGIBILITY CLEARED 

ACC Honor Roll 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



B 

UNDC 

UNDC 

BOG 1999 

MGMTIECON 

BOG1999 

JOMC 

AFAM 

B 

B+ B 

B B 

F 

F 
D+ 

3.000 

UNDC 

3 000 

B 

C    C 

COMM 3.350 

OOMM 



has 26 BE credits 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



UNDC 

UNDC 

AFAM 

EXSS 

B- 

B 

B 

3OMM 

JOMC 

3 020 

81 

F 

C    C 



ACC Honor Roll 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

HONOR ROLL 

NEEDS 1.9 CUM GPA FOR 

FALL ELIGIBILITY 

CURRENTLY INELIGIBLE 



B 

UNDC 

COMM 

EXSS 

F F 

F 

D 

C+ 

2.150 

C+ 

2.63t 

BUSI 

36 

COI~M B B- B+ 

HIST 76 D 

COI~M F C- C 

Business Admin 

C+ 

VG 

3 75O 

COMM 

2 66O 

UNDC 

INTL STUD 

F 

F D/D+ 

2 323 

C C 

B 

UNDC 

58 C 



Q S 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

COI~IpUTED INELIGIBLE 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

HONOR ROLL 

ELIGIBILITY CLEARED; ’AB’ IN 

POLl 88 CHANGED TO A- 



B 

70 

UNDC 

UNDC 

BUSU 

BOG 1999 

ECON 

TRANSFER 

TEAM AVERAGE 

SUMMARY 
DEAN’S LIST 

&CC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATES 

AFAM 

BUSI 

C 

A 

¢ 

3.000 

3 275 



ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



6 

9 3.419 3.175 331’ 16/ 12 

:OMM 4.000 2.675 2.975 2.763 12/ 12 

~Syc C 2.000 2.660 2.800 2.66~ 15/ t5 

~NGL A 4.000 3.93t 4.000 3.98! 13/ t2 



Dean’sLis~Fall2002 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

127 7 TRANSFER: will gladua~e after Summer 

87 TRANSFER 



42 

5554535~ PSYCH 
56 INF SCI 

i 
JOMC 

7O 



WILL BE AVERAGED FOR FALL ELIGIBILITY 

Dean’s List Bpring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

ELIGIBILITY CLEARED; will be evaluated in Spring 2004 

ELIGIBILITY CLEARED 

WILL BE AVERAGED FOR FALL ELIGIBILITY 



9RAM 



Dean’s List Spring 03 

ELIGIBILITY CLEARED 

Dean’s Lis~ Spring 03 

ACC Honer Roll 

5 TRANSFER 

ACC Honor Roll 



I 

120 

13 JNDC 

2.825 2.650 2731 12 I: 

IOMC B÷ 3.020 2.433 2.85; 15/ 



M I     N 0 P 

Dean’s List Fall 2002 

Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

Dean’s List Fall 2002 

Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 







CHEM 

JOMC 



Q 

DEAN’B LIBT FALL 02 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

will graduate after Summer 

ELIGIBILITY CLEARED 



TRANSFER 

G 

2.325 

2 46(             2.925 

UNDC 

1.53I             1.825 

2 25(            #DIVI0! 

UNDC 

UNDC 

t .57!             1.775 

EXSS 

Team GPA’s FALL 

2.239 

Graduates 

DEAN’S LIST 

3.0’S and higher 

3.0’S and higher (CUM) 

2.0 and below 

2.0 and below (CUM) 



Medical Withdrawal 4123/03 

WILL NOT RETURN FOR THE FALL 



B 

UNDC 

AFAM, 

SOCI 

Undecided 

PSYC 

ENGL 

JOMC 

COMM 

PHIL 

PSYC 



DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 

TRANSFER 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 







BL BM BN BO BP BQ 
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57565551UNDC 58 BUSI 

B 

AFAM 

PSYC 

BUSI 

TEAM GPA’s 

Graduates 

DEAN’S LIST 

3.0’S and higher (SPRING) 

3.0’S and higher (CUM) 

4.0’S (SPRING) 

2.0 and below (SPRING) 

2.0 and below (CUM) 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

B+ 2 51 

B+ 3000 12.531 12.77 

 ooo 1 ooo 

FALL SPRG YEAR 

!600 12/12 

!968 12/12 

K    L M N 

30/30 

30/60 

35/35 

35/65 
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3RADUATED 5/18/03 

3RADUATED 5118/03 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

---LIGIBILITY CLEARED 

3EAN’S LIST 

*,CC HONOR ROLL 

3RAUDATED 5/I 8/03 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

~CC HONOR ROLk 



B 

37 

39 JOMC 

~-UN~C 

47 BIOL(BS) 

ECON 

E×SS 



Q 

3RADUATED 5118/03 

3EAN’S LIST 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

---LIGIBILITY CLEARED; ’IN’ CHANGED 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

~CC HONOR ROLk 

3EAN’S LIST 

*,CC HONOR ROLL 



AFAM 

$0Cl 

STAT 



Q 

DEAN’S LIST 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

~CC HONOR ROLk 



B 

I~0JOMC 

101 

,~g5UNDC 

~ 
UNDC 

112 

113 



Q 

3EAN’S LIST 

HONOR ROLL 

HONOR ROLL 



B 

MATH 18 



ABinJOMC 

3RADUATED 

DEAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 



H 

72 

JOMC 

E×SS 

HIST 

ITAL 

SOCI 

ITAL 

.32= 

.30’ 



-=LIGIBILITY CLEARED 



B 

CHEM 

CHEM 

220 EXSS 

221 

223 

222 



Q 

DEAN’S LIST 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

’REPEATaD SOCI 10 



B 

rEAM GPA’s 

;raduates 

3EAN’S LIST 



Q 

WITHDREW 8P 2002 



3lade Repot[ 
Spring 2003 

6 

HIST 

BOG 1999 

COMM 

UNDC 

Business Admin 

POLISCl 

3O 

33333~432 ECON 

39 

JOMC 

POLISCI 

AFRI 

COMM 

COMM 

DRAM 

SOCI 

ENGL 

SOCI 

DRAM 

GEO( 

PHIL 

PORT 

ITAL 

POLl 

POLl 

ECON 

ECON 

HIST 

PHIL 

GEOL 

JOMC 

RECR 

DRAM 

JOMC 

MUS( 

SOCI 

GEOG 

POLl 

POLl 

SOC 

B+ 

D 

C 

F 

D 

C 

1 925 

B 2720 

D 2 100 

C 

D 

3140 

2900 

B+/A 

2 777 

C+ 2556 

C 

C 

2 600 

A 3.464 

B 

IN t.t50 

B+ 

FA 

D+ 

B+ 2.400 

C 

C+ 

C 

D t 1075 

O 

D+ 

F 

B 2.800 

B+ 

B 

A- 3.250 

B+ 

B 

B 

C- 2.t00 

B 

C 

D+ 2.075 

C+ 

B 

B- 2.525 

3 464 

I 538 

2.560 

I 588 

2,970 

3,075 

2 439 

2.316 

2 563 

2.564 120 

2.025 12 90 

2.568 13 25 

t.813 12 45 

2.552 15 85 

2.917 15 54 

2.907 12 61 

2.657 16 56 

2.443 15 94 

Kym N Orr                                                                                         1 
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COMMENTS 

ACC Honor Roll 

ACC Honor Roll 

HONOR ROLL 

Kym N Orr                                                                                         2 



B 

BIOL 

PORT B 

F 

D 

B+ 

C 

1.676 I 963 1.963    12 

Kym N Orr 3 1/30/2015 
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P Q R 



ECON070 2 850 

ECONI01 

MGMT ITAL040 

SOC1031 

FIG /~/ ~/ J / " I L I MI " /° 

AFAM 065 

DRAM 060 

BOG 1999 MUSC 081 

POLl POLl 050 

POLl 085 

3 833 A 3.080 

B 

B 

3457 3.230 18 118 7(7) 

JOMC 

POLl SCI 

UNDC 

82 

88~543 UNDC 
84 

86 

8~BOG 1999 

89 MGMT/ECON 

92 

~IBOG 1999 
94 JOMC 

961 

98 

~IUNDC 

EXS8 2819 B+ 

JOMC C+ C+ D+ 

POLl B 

PSYC 62.5 62 D 

2.t50 2 485 2.69t 16 

ENGL B ~B 
HIST C+/B- 

SOCI 90 
SPAN C+/B- 

ANTH 

CLAS 

MATH 

SPAN 

ENGI B 
PLC3 B+ B 

SPA~ B B 

POLl 

ECOP 

FREk 

SOCI 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

MUSC 

POLl 

3000 B+ 2.825 

C+ 

B 

2 907 A 3.325 

A 

C+ 

B 

2350 B+ 2.769 

2 750 C- 2.600 

2075 D 1.680 

D 

C 

COMM’ 2600 C- 1.175 

COMM’ F D 

GEOL F C D 

2.913 2.916 

3 116 3.093 

2.560 2.568 

2 675 2.463 

1.676 2.197 

1.888 2.118 

53 3(3) 

51 3(3) 

Kym N Orr 5 1/30/2015 



ACC Honor Roll 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

has 26 BE credits 

Kym N Orr 6 1/30/2015 
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UNDC 

UNDC 

B 

C C 

84 

SPAN A A 

AFAM, 2925 B- 2.340 2.633 2.402 12 

COMM COMM C- 

COMM C+ 

RECR B- 

VG 2950 

B B 

GEOG 1 820 B- 

MATH 

PORT B 

PSYC D 

ENGL B- 

C+ C 1.340 2.075 I 708 t.667 12 

B 

B 

CHEM 3063 B+ 3.071 3.067 3.049 16 

FREN A- 

MATH C 

PHY8 B 

PHYA A 

COMk 2340 B 1.825 2.083 2.123 15 

EDUC C+ 

3020 2.260 2640 2.893 15 

ENGL 

GEOG 

JOMC 

JOMC 

POLl 

RECR 

3 000 B- 

A 

B+ 

B 

B 

C+ 

C+ 

D 

B+ 

2.963 2 982 2.979 12 

3.100 3.025 2.991 16 

2.220 2 020 2.020 15 

83 5(5) 

65 3(3) 

3o 

24 I(1) 

75 3(3) 

80 5(5) 

90 5(5) 

Kym N Orr 9 1/30/2015 
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B 

ECON 

Glade Repoll 

Kym N Orr I1 1/30/2015 
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150 

152 

P Q R 

Kym N Orr 12 1/30/2015 



COMM 

UNDC 

INTLSTUD 

UNDC 

Glade Repoll 

COMM 

PHIL 

RECR 

8OCI 

ENGL 

POLl, 

8TAT 

AFAM 

COMM 

COMM 

PHIl 

ECON 

ITAL 

POLl 

POLl 

ANTH 

COMM 

PHIL 

PHIL 

DRAM 

ENGL 

GEOG 

PORT 

HIST 

MUSC 

POLl 

POLl 

ASTR 

ENGL 

FREN 

MATH 

SOCI 

F 

66 D 

C+ 

B B- 

76 

C+ 

F C 

C C+ 

VG 

F D 

F D/D+ 

C C 

B 

58 C 

7O 

2 631 

3075 

2 567 

3 75O 

2 660 

2600 

2 323 

2161 

D t .500 

D+ 

C 

B+ 3.150 

B 

B 

B+ 

C 2.000 

C+ 

D 

C+ 3.000 

B+ 

C+ 2.t75 

D 

D+ 2.075 

B 

D 

B 

C+ t .750 

C 

AB 

2 066 t.967 

3.113 3.100 

2 284 1.968 

3375 3.296 

2 418 2.470 

2.336 2.338 

2037 2.539 

13 52 

36 54 

9 99 

12 82 

15 88 

12 24 

13 92 

16 32 

3(3) 

Kym N Orr 13 1/30/2015 
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ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

HONOR ROLL 

Kym N Orr 14 1/30/2015 



UNDC 

UNDC 

BOG 1999 

ECON 

TRANSFER 

MGMT 

TEAM AVERAGE 

SUMMARY 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATES 

DRAM 

ENGL 

MUSC 

POLl 

ECON 

ENGL 

PLCY 

BUSI 

BUSI 

EXSS 

EXSS 

ECON 

ECON 

HIST 

PHIL 

ECON 

EXSS 

GEOG 

MATH 

SOCI 

C 2 394 

3936 

3 500 

3 540 

3275 

2 750 

2 640 

2.250 

B 

B 

D 

3.323 

B+ 

B 

B 

3.225 

B+ 

PS 

A 

C+ 

2.750 

C+ 

B 

3.425 

A 

B 

B 

2.675 

C 

C+ 

2.428 

0 

2322 2.832 

3.630 3.641 

3363 3.230 

3145 3.224 

3.350 3.138 

2 713 2.438 

2586 2.578 

28 

26 

120 

55 

109 

80 

Kym N Orr 15 1/30/2015 
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ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

Kym N Orr 16 1/30/2015 



3OMM 

30MM 

30MM 

30MM 

DRAM 

AFRI 

POLl 

PORT 

POLl 

.050 

2.350 

2.900 

2.250 

2.325 

2.53t 

L M I Q 

ACC Honor Roll 

Has 6 hrs prior to full time enrollment 

has 3 hrs of BE credit 

Kym N Orr 1 1/30f2015 



G 

2.425 

2.500 

2.250 

2.275 

2.900 

2.700 

2.769 

LM 

HAS 19 BE CREDITS 



A 

JNDC 

A~IIIIIIII I1~11;11~ I~1 I1~ III1,~111 I1~ I1~1 Ir~ r~l ~111 ~11 I~ ILl IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIli 
3HEM B B 3231 2.663 2.947 2.917 13 16 29 1(1) 
3HEM B- 

ENGL A ~+ B+ 

~ATH B B 

£OCI 84 C 

SPAN B C 

DRAM 

ENGL 

PSYC 

)+ 1925 12 1(1) I~edical Wit hdrawal 4/17 

[3+ 

DRAM 

ECON 

PSYC 

RECR 

RELI 

C 

D 

D+ 

C 

1 531 1.800 1.666 1.851 10 15 87 5(5) has 9 hrs from BE cledit 

3U81 

3U81 

JNDC 

ANTH 

PSYC 

RELI 

SPAN 

3TAT 

ECON 

ENGL 

PSYC 

DRAM 

EDUC 

ENGL 

SPAN 

C+ 

B 

C 

B+ 

B 

B 

B 

C 

C 

B+ 

3 075    2.720 2 898 2.823 13 15 64 3(3) 

2 825    2.540 2 683 2.667 18 15 33 1 (I) 

3250 3.t00 3175 2.896 12 12 49 3(3) ACCHonorRoll 

DRAM 

PHIL 

RELI 

A 3160 2.880 3.020 3.235 15 15 116 7(7) ACC Honor Roll 

Kym N Orr 3 1/30f2015 



~ 
UNDC 

138 

139 

140 

142 

1461451441UNDC 

rEAM AVERAGE 

~UMMARY 

)BAN’S LIST 

kCC HONOR ROLL- 

3RADUATES 

G 

3.280 

1.518 

2.600 

3.940 

SPRING 

2.518 

2.770 

2 

7 

L M N     0 1            P 

Kym N Orr 4 1/30/2015 
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SPRING 2003 GRADE REPORT 

Spring 2003 

ROML 

ENSC 

BOG 1999 

JOMC 

BOG 1999 

EXSS 

INTS 

BOG 1999 

INTS 

BIG 

ENGL 

LING’ 

3HEM 

3HEM 

3OMM 

ENGL 

PHIL 

EDUCI 

JOMC 

JOMC 

DRAM 

DRAM 

3EGG 

3EGG 

3HEM 

FREN 

A 

A 

A 

B/B C+ 

B 

B 

A    A 

A A 

B+ 

A 

B+ 

C+ 

A 

A 

B 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B 

B 

A 

A 

B+ 

B÷ 

C 

3 736 

3419 

3 600 

3308 

3 925 

3925 

3 307 

3 480 

3812 3.798 16 14 

3.360 3.359 16 16 

3440 2.776 9 12 

3.367 3.212 12 12 

3785 3.740 15 15 

3.963 3.956 13 12 

3419 3.4t5 13 28 

2957 3.2t5 12 15 

70 3/3 

120 W7 

121 W7 

109 5/5 

141 W7 

84 5/5 

has 9 BE credits 

Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

Dean’s List Spring 03 
ACC Honor Roll 

ACC Honor Roll 

has 9 BE credits 

ACC Honor Roll 

has 11 BE credits 

Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

has 21 BE credits 
Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

has 8 BE credits 

Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

Kym Orr 1 1/30/2015 



SPRING 2003 GRADE REPORT 

P 

BOG i 999 

EDUC 

EXSS 

ENST 

POLl 

TEAM AVERAGE 
SUMMARY 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATES 

Kym Orr 

3HEM 

3HEM 

ENGL 

EXSS 

FREN 

3EO( 

3HEM 

3HEM 

ENGL 

EXSS 

EXSS 

PSYC 

ENS] 

MATH 

POLl 

POR1 

3HEM 

NUTR 

BIOL 

3HEM 

3HEM 

PHIL 

B 

A A- 

C+fB B 

PS 3 820 

A 

A 3 025 

B+ 

B 

B+ 

B+ 

B- 3400 

B+ 

A 

A 

B+ 

D 2 425 

B 

C 

D+ 

C 

A 3 300 

A 

A 
A 

A 4000 

A 
A 

A 

C+ 2600 

A 

3418 

8 

0 

4.000 3 910 2.960 

3.400 3 213 3.239 

3.525 3.463 3.340 

t.860 2 143 2.440 

4.000 3 650 3.440 

4.000 4.000 4.000 

2.877 2.739 2.673 

3.411 3.414 3.302 

4 

2 

16     42 

121 

58 

100 

6O 

5O 

73 

104 

7/7 ACC Honor Roll 

1/1 has 30 BE credits 

Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

5/5 Dean’s List Spring 03 
ACC Honor Roll 

3/3 has 8 BE credits 

3/3 Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

3/3 has 16 BE credits 
Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

5/5 



B 

CHEM 

JOMC 

TRANSFER 
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Glade Repori Spring 

DEAN’S LIS" 

ACC HONOR ~L)LL 
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B 

UNDC 

UNDC 

UNDC 

EXSS 

Team GpA’s 

Graduates 

DEAN’S LIST 

3.0’S and higher 

3.0’S and higher (CUM) 

2.0 and below 

2.0 and below (CUM) 

Kym N Orr 3 1/30/2015 
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7 

9 

11 120 7 Approved underload for Spring 2003 

15 58 I Dean’s List Fall 2002 

16 ACC HONOR ROLL 

20 123.5 7 Dean’s List Fall 2002 

21 Dean’s List Spring 03 

22 ACC HONOR ROLL 
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J K M 
II 
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94 

95 
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B 
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P 

Dean’s List Spring 03 
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B 

1.~30BIOL (AB) 

171 

172 
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141 60 3 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 69 I Dean’s List Spring 03 

148 ACC Honor Roll 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 82 TRANSFER 

155 ACC Honor Roll 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 24 I 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 28 1 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 22 1 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 24 I declared eligible after appeal tl03 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184    141 TRANSFER 
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Dean’s List Fall 2002 

Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

Dean’s List Fall 2002 

Dean’s List Spring 03 

ACC Honor Roll 

GRADUATED 

IN MAC PROGRAM FALL 02 
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K 

2 875 2 773 12 

2410 2350 15/ 16 

2729 

M 
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P 

IN MAC PROGRAM FALL02 
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A B 

T PHYA 
7 IBIOL (BS~ PHYS 

11 

POLl RUSS 

10 STAT 

16 GEOC 

IOMC JOMC 

SPAN 

AFRI 

EDUC 

~SYO(AB) ENGL 

PSYC 

PSYC 

;OMM 

COMMI 

COMMI 

COMM 

SPAN’ 

JOMC MUSC 

35 POLl’ 

36 PSYC 

38 EDUC 

HIS] 

MUSC 

ENG[ 

PHY# 
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3RAUDATED 5/t8/03 

2EAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 
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~ A B CI[~/E I F /G I " ’ I J I ~ ILIM/" /° 

I~1U°D° I~.T I I I~:1 I I I I I I I I I I 
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64636~ HIST 

~ 
JOMC 

69 

BIOL 

CNEM 

STAT 

AFAM 

AFRI 

HIST 

HIST 

PHIL 

ENGL 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

POLl 

C 

BUSI 

BUSI 

ITAL 

JOMC 

COMM 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

AFAM 

AFRI 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

31OL(AB) 

PSYC 

~ 
EXSS 

101 

102 

ENGL 

EXS8 

GEOG 

PHYA( 

PORT 

B 

3 100 

3.125 

2.181 

B+ 

3.386 

2.820 

B 3 175 

O 

4 

6 

6 

2 

6 

7 

4 

2 

4 
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P 

NELIGIBLE until IN in PHI 

s changed 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

~EAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

~EAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

~EAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 
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145 

~-6 

i 
UNDC 

149 

151 

152 NUTR 

153 

B 

ENGL 

HIST 

MATH 

SOCI 

DRAM 

ECON 

MASC 

SPAN 

CLAR 

SLAV 

JOMC 

JOMC 

SPAN 

SPAN 

DRAM 

ENGL 

PSYC 

RUSS 

SOCl 

ECON 

ENGL 

3.438 

Grade Report 

G H 

3200 

2700 2.94 

3182 309 

2 746 2 92 

2680 2.77 

3792 3.80 

2425 2.65 

3 000 3 20 

2475 2.65 

3 000 2 82 

9 

3.44 

2.928                                                   2 

3 161                                                   4 

2 894                                                   6 

2.768                                                   2 

3.809 

3.064 

2 901 

4 

4 

6 

ECON 2.722 2 

ENGLI 

2 800                                                   2 
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HONOR ROLL 

HONOR ROLL 

?NAN’S LINT 
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~ 
COMM 

173 

174 

EXS8 

FREN 

PSYC 

COMM 

DRAM 

SPAN 

LTAM 

STATI 

ENGL 

HIST 

HIST 

JOMC 

RELI 

EXSS- 

EXSS 

EXS8 

EXSS 

CHEM 

DRAM 

A 

A 

Grade Repot1 
D F G n 

3138 8 

2.671 4 

3.325                                                   2 

3.000 

3.462 

2 917 

3.269 

3 362 

4 

4 

6 

8 

2 
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P 

3RADUATED 51t 8/03 

2EAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

2EAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

~EAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

~EAN’S LIST 

3RADUATED 5/18103 

)EAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 
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237 

238 

239 

24O 

242 PSYC (AB) 
243 

EXS8 

EXSS 

RECR 

CLAS 

AFAMI 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

POLl 

CHEM 

CHEM 

ENGL 

FREN 

MATH 

DRAM 

ENGL 

PHYI( 

PSYC’ 

SPAN 

EXS8 

EXSS 

PSYC 

SOCl 

CHEM 

DRAM 

ENG[ 

C 

A 

B+ 

C 

C+ 

Grade Report 

G 

B÷ 

2.420 3325 2.~7 

0 575 3 306 I 94 

3 660 3 520 3 59 

2813 2200 251 

B+ 3 600 3 860 3 73 

3 006 3 675 3 34 

3.535 3300 3.42 

2 375 2 980 2 68 

B 

B+ 

I 800 2 540 2 17 

7 8 

6 

6 

2 

2 

6 

4 

2 

6 
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NELIGIBLE (Needs 4 hrs 

!nrolled in 12 hrs. Summer) 
)EAN’S LIST 

)EAN’S LIST 

3EAN’S LIST 

3EAN’S LIST 
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J 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

PHYA, 

ENGL 

FREN 

PSYC 

Grade Repo~ Spring 

F G H 0 

7 

2 
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WITHDRE~ 
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A B 

ART 3.54 3.431 3 

BIOL 3 

31eL (BS) BIOL 3 

FREN 3 

FREN 3 

F’HYA 

ENGL 3 85 3.877 3 

HIST 3 

3 

BIOL 2.888 3.004 3 

CHEM 4 

3 

3 

Nicele Hudson 1 1/30/2015 



Nicole Hudson 2 1/30/2015 



Nicole Hudson 3 1/30/2015 
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A B 
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A B 

COMP 1.923 2.792 

OR 

STAT 

STAT 

ANTH 3 3 

ASTR 

ASTR 

ASTR 

ENGL 

MUSC 

PNIL 

CLAS 

ECON 

RELI 

Nicele Hudson 9 1/30/2015 





A B 

CLAR 2.894 2.894 3 

ENGL 3 

3 

3 

FREN 2 633 2.633 3 

FREN 3 

MUSC I 

MUSC 1 

PHYA 3 

Nicole Hudson I1 1/30/2015 
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A B 

CHEM 2.613 2.613 

GEOG 

BUS 3 3 
ECON 

ENGL 

PHYA 

POLl 
SPA[~ 

ream GPAs 

)EAN’S LIST 

!.0 and below (SPRING) 

Nicole Hudson 

ECOK 

FREN 

PHIL 

13 1/30/2015 
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!.0 and below (CUM) 
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)EAN’S LIST 

)EAN’S LIST 
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A B 

PSYC 2 075 1.977 

SPAN 

PSYC 

PSYC 

SPAN I 313 2.264 

GEOL 

SPAN 
SF~AN 

MNGT 3 075 2.829 

ECON 

ECON 

HIST 

VIET 

3 667 3.253 

JOMC 
SF~AN 

PHYA 2 954 2.707 

AFAM 

AFAM 

JOMC 

dOMC 
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B 

GEOL D 3 

GER~ C 2 3 2.305 3 

ANTH’ B 3 

HIS] C 3 

RELI B 3 

JOMC C 2 5 2.684 3 

ECON C 3 

ENGL B+ 3 

POLl B 3 

MATH 1.042 2.64 0 

ANTH D 3 

SPAN A 3 779 3.707 3 

BIOI A 3 

MATH B+ 3 
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)EAN’S LIST 
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A B 

MATH 2.515 2.615 

NAV8 

ARMY 

COMF 

ENSTI 

CHIN 0.74 1.783 

DRAM 

ECON 3075 3.54 

8TAT 

ANTH’ 2.631 2.631 

FREN 

8TAT( 

ECON 

3008 3.191 

ENGL 

ANTF 3.34 3.494 

PHYA 1923 2.792 

8TAT 

ANTH 

COMP 
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)EAN’S LIST 
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A B 

SOC B 3 

COMM B 3 

HIS3 B 3 
CLA81 B 3 

CMPL B 3 

MUSC A 3.733 3.936 3 

PHYS A 3 

BIOL B 4 

HNRS A 3 

PSYC A 3 

GERM C 2.244 2.244 3 

HIST C+ 3 

MATH D 3 

ANTH B 3 



)EAN’S LIST 
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B 

2.894 

GEOG 

C©MM 

ASTR! 

MUS( 

POLl 

ENGL 2633 2.633 

MUSC 

PHYA 

MUSC 

BIOL 

BIOL 

FREN 

MATH 

SPAN 3792 3.792 
ENGL, 

CHEM 

ANTH’ 

CHEM 

HNRS 4 4 

COMP 

LING 
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A B 

PH¥,~ 2.613 2.613 
C©Mr~ 

©©Mr~ 

PSYC 
pHy,~ 

CLAS 

©©MM 

ENGL 3 3 

MATH 
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A       I     B     IClDIEI F ICI.I I I J IKI     L    IMl.I o I    P        O 
3RADE REPORT FALL 2002 

BIOL(BS) 

ENVST 

B 

B 

A 

B 

B+ 

2.622 2 911 

BUSI 

B+ 

B+ 

3 540 3.281 3EAN’S LIST 

Nicele Hudson 1 1/30/2015 



Nicole Hudson 2 1/30/2015 



IClDIEI F IClHI I I J IKI     L    IMl.I o I    P    I Q 
GRADE REPORT FALL 2002 

JOMC 

EXSS 

3.562 

4.000 

3.540 

3.360 

2.789 

3.519 

3.928 

3.570 

3EAN’S LIST 

3EAN’S LIST 

3EAN’S LIST 

3EAN’S LIST 
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BIOL(AB) 

IClDIEI F IClHI I I J IKI     L    IMI NI o I    P    I 
GRADE REPORT FALL 2002 

3 333 

I 807 

3 424 

2 256 

~EAN’S LIST 

Q 
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STUD ART 

IClDIEI F IClHI I I J IKI     L    IMI NI o I    P    I 
GRADE REPORT FALL 2002 

3.080 

2.861 

3 361 

3.550 

2.977 

2.862 

3.563 

3.362 ~EAN’S LIST 

Q 
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IClDIEI F IClHI I I J IKI     L    IMl.I o I    P        O 
GRADE REPORT FALL 2002 

B+ 

B 

3 500 3.301 3EAN’S LIST 

UNDC 

B+ 

B+ 

B 

3 306 3.323 3EAN’S LIST 

ANTH 

A 

B+ 

A 

A 

A 

3 869 3.663 3EAN’S LIST 

41ST C+ 

Nicole Hudson 9 1/30/2015 





IClDIEI F ICI.I I I J IKI     L    IMl.I o I    P        O 
GRADE REPORT FALL 2002 

STUDY ABROAD 

UNDC 

BIOL(BS) A 

3 775 3.7~7 3EAN’S LIST 

~TUDY ABROAD 

BIOL (BS) 

JOMC 

~XSS A- 2.960 2.993 

JC)MC A. 

Nicele Hudson I1 1/30/2015 
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Icl DI 
GRADE REPORT FALL 2002 

I~11 ~]3tl !1 !111111111 FP!I~!~I PlSI~ I~l~l~, I lillllllllllllllllll I !111111 ~11 

B 2.675 2.675 

B 

~PAN, B 3.300 3.300 

B- 3.056 3.056 

B 

B+ 

C+ 2.457 2.900 

B+ 

B+ 

B 

B 

B+ 
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263 

264 

265 

266 

B 

GRADE REPORT FALL 2002 

2.623 

2.398 

3.880 

3.925 

3.800 

~EAN’S LIST 

~EAN’S LIST 

~EAN’S LIST 
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IClDIEI F IClHI I I J IKI     L    IMl.I o I    P        O 
GRADE REPORT FALL 2002 

A 

A 

A 

B 

3.700 3.700 3EAN’S LIST 

B+ 

A 

3.446 3.446 3EAN’S LIST 

~NGL A 2.969 2.969 

B+ 

A 

A 
A 

A 

3 860 3.860 3EAN’S LIST 

Nicole Hudson 17 1/30/2015 



Nicele Hudson 18 1/30/2015 



IClDIEI F IClHI I I J IKI     L    IMI NI o I    P    I 
GRADE REPORT FALL 2002 

3 55O 

3017 

3813 

3.150 

3.420 

3.6t3 

3.0t7 

3.8t3 

3.150 

~EAN’S LIST 

3EAN’S LIST 

3EAN’S LIST 
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A I     B     IOIDIEI F IClHI ’ I J IKI     L    IMl"l O I    P Q 
GP~,DE REPORT FALL 2002 

~1©1 O 2.069 2.764 

:REN[ 

3SYC[ 

~IATHI B. 2 786 2.786 

COMM C 2 140 2.140 

A 

A 

B 

A 

3.700 3.700 ~EAN’S LIST 

ENGL A. 3.469 3.469 
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IClDIEI F IClHI I I J IKI     L    IMl.I o I    P    I Q 
GRADE REPORT FALL 2002 

4311 

3.167 

3.700 

3 75O 

3.469 

3100 

JEAN’S LIST 

~EAN’S LIST 
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IClDIEI F ICI.I I I J IKI     L    IMl.I o I    P        O 
GRADE REPORT FALL 2002 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

3.947 3.947 3EAN’S LIST 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

4.000 4.000 3EAN’S LIST 

:REN B 2 787 2.787 

3NYA IN 
~RMy A- 

C©M~ A. 

3EO5 B 

~ATN C 
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A 

A 

A 

A 

3.894 3.961 3EAN’S LIST 

TEAM AVERAGE GPA 3.180 3.234 

SUMMARY 

DEAN’S LIST 26 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATES 
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F 

NA 

C 

D 

D 

A 

B+ 

D+ 

C 

C 

D 

C 

B 

2925 242! 2675 2590 12C 120 6O 00 490 3/3 Needs 2 hrs in Su03 

to reach 51 hrs for F03 

ACAD INELIG PENDING 

B 

C+ 

D+ 

2 400    2 60[ 2500 2524 13C 150 40 00 820 5/5 

B 

B 

B 

C 

2850    275[ 2800 2839 14C 120 6O 00 540 3/3 

6f6 INELIGIBLE NEEDS 78/1.9 

00 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

B 

D 

C 

NA 

B 

B 

C 

B 

B 

B+ 

3075    3 00[ 3038 3039 150 00 00 310 I/I ACC Honer Roll 

D D 

B 

FA 

3675    142! 2550 2365 12C 120 00 00 1070 7/7 Needs to register for 13 hrs 

F03 to grad in December 

Currently only registered 

for 10 hre 

0 

0 

0 

0 

&FAM B+      3.175    3.32~ 3250 3.036 15.C 12.0    3.0    0.0    124.0 7f7 ACC HonorRoll ??? 0 

ENGL B NO 0 

JOMC A- 
JOMC B+ 
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5 

26 

32 

35 I 

29.1 

39.C 

2.507 

0     0      0 0 0 39 £ 

33.C 

72 £ 

2.80z 

3.03E 

0 0 0 I 0 0 44 I 



42 

44 

45 

47 

49 

~6- 

53 

55 

57 

59 

~6- 

65 

67 

~6- 

75 

C+ 

C 

C    C 

C+ C+ 

C+ 2 538 

c+ 

2 02! 2 281 2350 13C 130    60 00 500 

AB* 

D B- 

C    D D 

1615 1.916 6.0    0.0 82.0 515 AB changes to F on 

December 8 2003 

B+ 

B+ 

B 

3.775 3132~ 3550 2.750 0.0    0.0 115.0 717 ACC Honor Roll 

C    B 

B+ 2575 

D 

D+ 

D 

I 66( 2 118 2 067 12C 150    00 00 270 

C+ 

C 2 081 

D+ 

D 

C 

I 57! 1 828 I 969 16C 120    60 00 520 3/3 

B÷ 

B 

B 

B+ 

3.538    3.09: 3315 3.496 13.C 13.0 0.0    0.0 63.0 313 ACC Honor Roll 

O0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 



44 

45 

47 

49 

~ I u Iv w x I ¥ Iz 

0 0 0 0 0 0 33 ( 

26.2 

59.2 

2 281 

0 0 0 0 0 45.2 

59 0 0 0 I 0 0 

1 1 0 0 0 0 

3O £ 

24.£ 

2.067 

1.86z 

Rachel Melchione 4 1/3012015 



Q 

78 

79 

IOl 

3RAM 

3RAM 

B 

A 

B 

PS 

B 

A 

B+ 

B+ 

A 

B+ 

B 

A 

A 

A 

B+ 

3813 346! 3641 3659 16C 140    00    00 300 I/I ACC Honer Roll 

C 

B+ B+ 

B B 

2.260 3.46~ 2861 2.818 15.C 13.0 0.0 0.0 28.0 

C+ 

C+ 

D 

C+ 

2820 370[ 3260 2914 15C 120 60 00 1170 7/7 ACC Honer Roll 

Dean’s List 

3000 321! 3108 2746 15C 120 40 00 1150 7/7 ACC Honer Roll 

3080 274I 2910 2910 15C 150    00    00 300 I/I 

1925 197! 1950 1950 9C 120    00    00 425 Transferred to UNC F02 

Needs 3 hrs in Su03 for 

NCAA eligibility, Needs 

hrs AT UNC~H in SU03 

for UNC eligibility 

ACAD INELI~ PENDIN~ 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 



83 

87 1 0 0 0 

89 

93 1 0 0 0 

95 

97 

99 0 0 0 0 

101 

1 O3 

105 0 0 0 I 

107 

109 

111 

x I " 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

44.z 

23.7 

1.95z 



3OC1( 

B 

B+ 

NA 

D 

B- 2 350 I 85C 2 100 2 100 12 C 9 0 6 0 0 0 21 0 I/I Needs 3 hrs in Su03 for 

B Sat Prog 

AB* ACAD /NELIG PENDING 

C- AB changes to F on 

Decembe[ 8, 2003 

B 

B 2.023 

C+ 

B+ 

B 

2.90( 2462 2.444 13.C 12.0    6.0    6.0 25.0 

O0 

0 

0 0 

0 

3LAR 

£NGL 

D+ 

B 

F 

D 

F 

D 2.575 2.19~ 2384 2.586 12.C 13.0 6.0 0.0 50.0 3/3 Needs 1 hr in Su03 
C+ to reach 51 hrs for F03 

B ACAD/NELIG PENDING 

C÷ 

B 

C 

B+ 

D 

D+ 

2.592 2.06! 2331 2.476 13.C 16.0    0.0    0.0 87.0 515 

C+ B 2.950 

C 

2.62~ 2788 2.788 16.C 16.0    0.0    0.0 39.0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

3OM~ B+      2.531     2.75( 2641 2.270 16.C 12.0    3.0    0.0     88.0 515 0 0 

3OM~ D C B- 0 

3OM~ B C+ C+ 

EXSS B- 



lulv     w     xl¥1z 

0 0 0 I 0 0 

0     0 0 

0     0 0 

59.z 

0     0 0 0 33.7 

33 I 

0     0 0 

0 0 0 0 



Team GPAs 

Graduated 

Dean’s List 

ACC Honor Roll 

3.0’s and higher (Semester) 

3.0’s and higher (CUM) 

4.0’s (Semester) 

2.0 and below (Semester) 

2.0 and below (CUM) 

YEAR CUM 

2665 2609 

Students that completed eligibility pri 

A 

B+ 

B 

C+ 

C 

D+ 

D 

F 

NA 

2 

0 

2 

5 

2 

4 

9 

8 

3 

3 

39 

0 

0 

109 

2 500 

PS 3.733 

PS 

2 90C 2335 13C 90 

3.491 15.C 16.0 

O0 O0 

0.0    0.0 

127 0 9/NA 

143.0 9/NA 



I u Iv     w     x I ¥ Iz 

8 4 6 3 3 



4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

26 

27 

29 

30 

32 

34 

40 

42 

44 

A 

AFAI 

EDU 

EXS 

AFR 

ANT 

POR 
F’OR 

AFAI 

EXS 

PSY’ 

AFAI 

POR 

NA 

F 

NA 

NA 

C+ 

A 2.500 

C+ 

A- 2.444 

C 

A 2 860 

C+ 

B 2.425 

C+ 2 520 

D 

C+ 

A- 2.400 

B 

A 

A 

A- 3 220 

C+ 

C+ 

A 

3.175    2.838 

2.600    2.522 

3 175    3 018 

3.000 2.713 

I 825 2 173 

3.675    3.038 

3 075    3 148 

2.653 12.0 

2.437 16.0 

2477 150 

2.130 12.0 

2158 150 

2.314 15.0 

2718 150 

2.600 15.0 

12.0 

12.0 

120 

30 

120 

12.0 

120 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

6¸0 

3¸0 

O0 

6O 

00 

00 

00 

00 

3¸0 B- 2.540 

B- C+ B- 

C O 

B B+ 



0 0 1 0 

0 

v I w I × 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

300 

38 1 

681 

2 838 

391 

31 2 

703 

2511 

42 9 

381 

81 0 

3000 

291 

90 

381 

2 540 

37 8 

21 9 

59 7 

2211 

360 

44 1 

801 

2 967 

48 3 

369 

852 

3156 



ASTI 

MAT 

ASTI 

ENG 

GEC 

SOC 

POR 

AFAI 

PSY’ 

CLAI 

EDU 

D+ 

B 

D 

C 

B 

C 

C+ 

NA 

A 

C 

C+ B 

D+ 

C+ 

C+ C 

B- B+ 

B C+ 

C+ C 

C C 

F 

B 

C+ 

A 
A- A 

A A 

B 

B 

B+ 

B 

2 60O 

3.400 

2.631 

3 250 

3 35O 

3 381 

1.940 2.280 2.280 15.0 12.0 00 00 

2 150    2 375 

2.320    2.860 

NA 2.631 

3 220 3 235 

3877    3614 

3 075    3 228 

2400 150 120 

2,674 12,0 15.0 

2.631 13.0 

2964 120 150 

3624 120 130 

3307 160 120 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 



3 
4 

46 

47 

48 

49 

52 

53 

54 

57 

6O 

62 

63 

70 

72 

27.0 212 

27 0 2/2 

80.0 616 

13.0 110 

120 0 8/8 

55 0 2/2 

73 0 4/4 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 

0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 

0 

393 

23 3 

626 

2 318 

39 0 
258 

64 8 

2400 

408 

34 8 

756 

2 800 

342 

~VALUE! 

#VALUE! 

~VALUE! 

39 0 
483 

87 3 

3233 

402 

504 

90 6 

3624 

54 1 

369 

91 0 
3250 



A 

84 AFRI 

COM 

COM 

9~ 

Eco 

9~ 

B 2.575 

C+ 

B C O 

A B+ 

C    C 

NA 

A- B 

B 

A- B B 

C 

B+ B+ B+ 

B B 

2.650    2.613 

A- 2.220 2.525    2.373 

D 

2 420 2 740    2 580 

NA 3 080 3 080 

2 600 2 494 2 547 B 

B 

C 

C 2.600 2.425 2.513 

B B 

F C O 

B B- 

B+ 3 540 3 000 3 270 

B 

A 

2.645 12.0 12.0 30 

2.406 15.0 12.0 O0 

2580 150 150 O0 

3080 NA 150 O0 

2625 150 160 O0 

2.600 15.0 12.0 O0 

2841 150 120 O0 

6¸0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 



3 
4 

84 

87 

88 

9O 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 
IO0 

I02 

103 

104 

105 

I06 

75.0 

115.0 

33 0 

59 0 

33.0 

108 0 

2/2 

4/4 

212 

8/8 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 
309 

31 8 

627 

2 613 

0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 ~VALUE! 

0 462 

~VALUE! 

#VALUE! 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 0 
0 399 

78 9 

2545 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 390 

0 29 1 

681 

2 522 

0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 53 1 

0 360 

89 1 

3300 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 333 

0 30 3 

636 

2 356 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 3 

77 4 

2560 



A 

2.575    2.313 2.158 16.0 12.0 00 00 123 

124 

126 

127 

129 

133 

134 

135 

137 

139 

143 

145 

147 

149 

153 

155 

157 

159 

163 

165 

167 

169 

173 

174 

ANT 

AFA 

C+ 

C 

D+ 

F 

B+ 

F 

F 

D 

F 

C+ 

D 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B+ 

D 

B 

B+ 2.050 

B+ 

C 

A- 3.069 2.175    2.622 

D 

B 3 280 2 925    3 103 

B 

A- 2.800 3.000    2.900 

C+ 

B+ 

A- I 862 3 020    2 441 

B 

A 3 250 

C 

D+ 

B 

2575    2913 

C+ 3.000 2.850 2.925 

B+ 2 756 3 150 2 953 

B 

B+ 

B 

B- 2.340 2.400 2.370 

B+ 

D+ 

D+ I 969 I 650 I 810 

D 

C÷ 

A- 3.250 2.290 2.765 

2.146 13.0 12.0 

2685 150 120 

2.922 15.0 12.0 

2540 130 150 

2140 120 120 

2.761 12.0 12.0 

2925 160 120 

2.367 15.0 12.0 

1817 160 120 

2.301 12.0 15.0 

30 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

30 

O0 

70 

00 

00 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 



2 
3 
4 

123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 

132 
133 
134 

a RIs ¯ u v I wI x ¥ z 

)L ACC >30Sere >30Cure ~0Sem .20 Sere .20 Year .20Cure 

0     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

55.0 

76,0 

84 0 

79,0 

59 0 4/4 

1120 8/8 

85.0 

28 0 2/2 

27.0 2/2 

58 0 4/4 

80.0 

6/6 0 

6/6 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0      0      0 

0 

0 0 0 

0 

0 0 1 0 

0 

0 0 I 0 

0 

0     0 0      0 

0 0 0 0 

0     0 0      0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

328 

30 9 

637 

2 275 

399 

26 1 

660 

2 640 

492 

351 

84 3 

3122 

420 

36 0 

780 

2 889 

242 

453 

69 5 

2482 

39 0 
309 

69 9 

2913 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 360 

0 342 

702 

2 925 

0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 44 1 

0 378 

81 9 

2925 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 351 

0 28 8 

639 

2 367 

0 198 

1 832 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 390 



HIS 

STA 

3 

9 

3 

0 

3 

F D 

B B C+ 

C C 

B- 2.200 2.675    2.438 2.411 15.0 12.0 O0 O0 

B+ B 

FALL SPRING YEAR 

2 725 2 726 2 729 



2 
3 
4 

175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 

182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 

2O2 

2O7 

2O9 

222 

27.0 212 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

342 

732 

2711 

330 

32 1 

651 

2411 



227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

234 

235 



2 
3 
4 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

234 

235 

*1s ¯ u v I wI x ¥ z 



ANT 

ANT 

CLA B 

C+ 3075 

B 

B 

3.000 3.03~ 3.422 12 0 12.0 0.0 00 640 4 ACC HONOR ROLL 

ART 

FRE 

FRE 

PHY 

B+ 

B+ 

A 

3540 3436 DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

Graduated 5/18/2003 

BIOB, Minor: FREN 

CLA 

ECC 

FRE 

GEC 

AB 

B+ 

2631 2031 2331 2.331 250 100 00 00 650 2 TRANSFER 

JOM 

JOM 

JOM 

JOM 

JOM 

C÷ 

B 

C+ 

D 

2954 2260 26072.652 120 150 00 00 1210    8 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

AFA C+ 1 700 I 575 I 638 2.051 130 120 30 00 680 4 0    0 

DR~ D 0 

ECC C- 

PHIl D+ 



5      0 

28      0 

3O 

32 

34      I 

36 

38 



ARTC 

ENGI 

PHY! 

B 

A 

C+ 

A 

3008 3077 3043 3.174 120 120 00 00 1120    6 ACC HONOR ROLL 

CLA~ A 3340 

ECOI B+ 

HISTI A 

MAT~ B+ 

RELI( A 

3.660 3.50C 3.534 150 15.0 0.0 00 770 4 DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 0 

HIST~ B 1313 

SPAF D 

SPAF B 

SPAF C- 

2.175 1.744 2.253 9.0 12.0 0.0 00 102.0    6 0 0 

0 

COMI 

OR04 

STAT 

F 

C 

D 

1 923 I 425 16742.582 90 )0 00 00 740 6 ACAD INELIG PENDING 0 0 

0 

ANTF 

ASTF 

ASTF 

ENG[ 

MUS( 

PHIL( 

B+ 3000 

A 

A 

C+ 

A 

3.494 3.247 3.272 40.0 16.0 0.0 00 560 2 DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 0 

PSY( 

PSY( 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

3733 4000 3867 3.947 150 170 00 00 1200    6 DEAN’8 LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

0 

0 

0 

0 



6O 

7O 

72 



CLA 

ECC 
PHIl 

REL 

HIS" 

POL 

CHE 

CLA 

FRE 

FRE 

HIS" 

HIS 

B- 2 300 

B 

C 

B 

A- 2244 

B 

B+ 

A 3 880 

A 

A 

B- 2 888 

C 

F 2 894 

B 

B- 2 633 

B 

O+ 2500 

2469     238£ 

3.425     2.835 

4000 394C 

2210 2546 

2140 2517 

3136     288£ 

2,550     2,57~ 

2.344    13 0 

2.750    40.0 

3.891 150 

2.936 17 0 

2.541 35 0 

2.853    41 0 

2.676     12.0 

130 00 

12.0 0.0 

)0 00 

100 OO 

120 OO 

130 00 

12.0 0.0 

00 620 

00 520 2 

00 1570 8 

00 1210 8 

00 470 2 

00 540 2 

00 530 4 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

Gladuated 5/18/2003 

POLl 

Graduated 5/18/2003 

PSYA 

0 0      0 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 



74      0 

85      0 

87 

99      0 



2 

3 

12O 

122 

124 

126 

128 

13O 

132 

134 

136 

138 

14O 

142 

144 

146 

147 

BIOLC A 3931 

CHE~ B+ 

CHE~ A 

ENGL A 

PSYC A 

COMF A 4000 

LINGC A 

MATH A 

MATH A 

PSYC A 

pLAN, 

SPCL, 

ART0 

PSYC 

PSYC 

RELI0 

ENGL 
F’HYA 

SPAN 

BIOLC 

CHE[V 

CHE[V 

ENGL 

ENGL 

B+ 3119 

B+ 

A 

PS 

B- 1777 

C 

C+ 3000 

C+ 

A 

B 

B 

A- 3 475 

C 

B+ 

3850 3891 3.889 390 140 70 00 530 2 

4.000 4.00C 4.000 

3.575 3.347 3.314 

2.319 2.048 2.643 

2.931 2.96~ 2.962 

2 971 3 223 3.395 

49.0 15.0 

21.0 15.0 

9.0 16.0 

20.0 15.0 

120 170 

0.0 00 

3.0 60 

7.0 00 

0.0 00 

00 00 

640     2 

670     2 

136.0    8 

350     2 

103 0    6 

DEAN’8 LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

TRANSFER 
DEAN’8 LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

0 

0 

??? 0 

NO    0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 





31OL 

31OL 

31OL 

31OL 

NTS 

1 042 

3 779 

3215 

2625 

2515 

3075 

1829     1436 

3925     3852 

1.793     2.504 

3.148     2.85S 

2.980     2.748 

2.725     2.90C 

2.4,28 90 

3.753 140 

2.490 130 

2.859    29.0 

2.717     10.0 

2.815    12.0 

140 00 

120 40 

13.0 0.0 

20 710 

40 660 4 

O0     105.0 

O0    420     2 

O0    660     4 

O0 860 6 

DEAN’S LIST 0 0 

AOO HONOR ROLL 1 

0 0      0 0 0 0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0     0 

0     0 

0     0 

0     0 



u I v 



2821 3343 30822.6t5 140 140 00 00 1220 8 ACC HONOR ROLL ?7? 0 I I 0 0 

NO 

Feam GPAs 

3raduated 

)EAN’S LIST 

&CC Honor Roll 

L0’s and higher (SEM) 
L0’S and higher (CUM) 

BIOL 

BIOL 

B+ 

B 

B 

B 

A 

B+ 

ANTF 

DRA[ 

ENGI 

HIST 
F’Sy( 

D+ 

D 

2 075 I 880 I 978 1.966 00 O0 130 0    8 

JOM( 

A 

B 

A 

3 667 3 675     3 671 3.309 120 12 0 00 O0 99 0 6 DEAN’8 LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

FALL SPR YEAR CUM 

2789 2.878 2833 2.939 

3 

4 

0 

3    9    14 16 





5 

6 

ECOI 

ITAL( 

MATI 

B 

B 

B 

ANT 

ANT 

EX8 

PSY 

3 350 3 054 12 0 39 0 3 

ECOI 

ENGI 

C 

B 

CLAF 

ECOI 

POR" 

ENGI 

B 

B 

A 

3 480 3 480 15 0 31 0 I 

CLAF 

ECOI 

ENGI 

D÷ 

F 

C+ 

B 

1 650 1 650 90 90 1 

A 

AB 

FA 

1 315 1 882 6 0 89 0 7 

ENGI 

F 

D+ 

D 

1 000 1 000 9 0 9 0 I 

PSY( 

PSY( 

B 

D 

2 263 2 396 107 0 7 



V W X Y I z 

2 

5 

22 

27 

29 

42 

52 

Wayne Walden 2 1/30/2015 



BIO 

EN( 

MA 

C+ 2531 

C 

C+ 

C 

B- 3008 

B+ 

A 

B 

B- 2238 

B 

B 

B 2750 

¢÷ 

A 3925 

A 3673 

B 1 750 

2531 

2810 

2 819 

2750 

3844 

3792 

22 

1 750 

130 

130 

130 

120 

150 

120 

9¸0 

130 1 

470 3 

6103 

77 

320 1 

830 5 

90 1 

QI R sI T I u 

~d    DL IACC !’30Sem !.30Cum 



V W X Y I z 

2 

Wayne Walden 4 1/30/2015 



11( 

112                                  MAq 
D 

D 

D 

B 

C 

D 

B 

B 

B 

C+ 

C+ 

C+ 

C 

B 

C+ 

C+ 

B+ 

B+ 

C 

1 000 1 000 9 0 9 0 I 

2392 2797 130 730 5 

1 765 2 157 17 0 47 0 3 

2675 3111 120 880 5 

2 225 2 225 12 0 18 0 I 

3500 2960 800 6 

sI t 

5 1/30/2015 



V W X Y I z 

2 

143 O0 

Wayne Walden 6 1/30/2015 



CH 

CH 

CH 

CH 

DR 

PH 

C+ 

B 

B 

A 

2 467 2 547 112 0 7 

sI t 

EC( 

EN( 

ps’t 

RE[ 

A 

B 

3 620 3 620 15 0 29 0 I 

AN 

GE 

PH 

A 

B+ 

A 

B+ 

3 608 3 518 106 0 7 

EC( 

ED[ 

GE( 

GE( 

RE( 

CHE 

HIS 

B- 3077 

PS 

B 

A 

B+ 

B 

B 2 650 

B 

C+ 

C+ 

C- 2162 

C 

B 

C+ 

3 001 111 0 7 

2500 2500 120 150 1 
EC( C- 

EN( B+ 



V W X Y I z 

2 

172 O0 
173 

178 O0 
179 

Wayne Walden 8 1/30/2015 



P 

2 621 

Gradu~ed 
6 

3.0’s and higher (Semester) 11 

3.0’s and higher (CUI~) 12 

2.0 and below (Semester)       6 

2.0 and below (CUM)            5 

ECC A 

B 

C+ 

3231 130 426 3 

Wayne Walden 9 1/30/2015 



V W X Y I z 

2 



GYMNASTICS                  I 

IProglProg I Sere : Sere : CUM ICumlNCAAI 

Courses #1 #2 Grade, GPA , GPA HRS Appl GPA SIR 

ENGL A 13.85013.807 15 84 5/5 has 9 BE credits 

LING A- , Dean s L~st 

ENVR A B+ , 

MATH C+ 

ENGL 

ISTAT 

+ 

÷ 
I MATH 

I SLAV 

!MUSC 
+ 

!RUSS 

+ 

! STAT 

B+ ..... 

: : A : B ,3.675,3.675 12 12 : 36 : 1/1 :has21BEcredits 

, A , A , A ..... DEAN LIST 

~ ~ i A 13.83813.7781 151 16 i 1371 7/7 ihas11BE credits 

, A 3.340 3.340, 13: 15 : 39 : 1/1 :has 24 BE credits 

A A , , .... DEAN S LIST 

C C C+ 



:Prog:Prog : Sere : Sere : CUM               :Cum:NCAA: 

IENG[ 

!ENG[ 

LENGL 

T 

TEXSS 
PHIL 

!ENGL 

#1 #2 !Gradei GPA,; GPA !HRS ! Appl !GPA! SIR ! 

A B 12.96213.268 13 13 54 3/3 1as 8 BE credits 

C+ : 

B- C+ 

A 

A- :3.794:3.7941 15! 16 34 1/1 !has15 BE cred~t hours 

A A A IDEAN’S LIST 

B+ 

B- i3.254i3.277 16i 13 77 3/3 ihas 30 BE credits 

, A- 151 ’    ’ l has 8 BE credits 2.825 2.513, 12 , 72 , 5/5 



:Prog:Prog : Sere : Sere : CUM               :Cum:NCAA: 

IHIST( 

IPORT 

ANTI- 

ICHEIV 

ICHEIV 

~HiST i 

PHYS 

IANTH 

ENGL 

GEOC 

#1    #2 !Gradei GPA,; GPA !HRS ! Appl !GPA! SIR ! 

B- B 13.60013.454 12 15    65 3/3 ;Dean’s List 

B* 

’ ’ ’ iFALLiCUM: .... 

3.440 : 3.381 



~lame Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Appl i Appl . SIR i 

C 0.825 1.806 6 87 7/7 INELIGIBLE FOR SPRING 2004 
GEOI F 

POR" D÷ 

AFA~ A 3 D 1.825 1.831 12 105 7/7 INELIGIBLE FOR SPRING 2004;NEEDED 1.9 
EDU( C CUM GPA AFTER WAIVER 

EXS~ 3 C 2.750 2.533 12 36 3/3 

EXS~ 3 C 2.392 2.276 13 37 3/3 
GEOI 3 C 
GEOI 3 C 
HIST’ B 

DRAt B 2.850 2.248 12 91 7/7 

ECOI C- 
POR" A 

ANTF 95 A 3.320 3.320 15 55 1/3 DEAN’S LIST 
ECOI B- 
ENG[ B÷ 
RELII B÷ 
SOCI B÷ 

COM C+ B 3.080 3.282 15 111 7/7 
COM B- 
COM C+ 



Name 3ourses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Appl i Appl . SIR i 

3OM A 
3OM 
3OCI B+ 

3OM A 
3RAt 74 
ENGI 

%MS" 90 
ANT 
3LAF 
--COl 
ENGI 

3OM B 
ENGI 
,3EO B 
,3EO 
=OR" C 

ENGI 

3EO, 

--COl B 
,3EO 

ENGI F 

GEO’ 

3+ 

3 

B 2.860 
B 

B+ 
C+ 

B 

B 

B 

B 

F 0.200 
F 
D 
F 

2.839 15 

2.759 12 

2.989 15 

2.584 13 

3.009 13 

2.364 14 

0.200 3 

79 5/5 

12 1/1 

37 3/3 

13 1/1 

34 1/1 

3 1/1 INELIGIBLE FOR SPRING 



3ourses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Appl i Appl . SIR i 

A- 2.425 2.033 12 71 5/5 
6- 79 C 

--CON 

--CON 

POLl( 

POLl" 

:OLK 

--CON 

PORq 

STAT 

--CON 

VlATH 

ENGL 
JOMC 

SPAN 

C 

3 

33 

CHE[V 

CHEiV 

HIST0 

B 
D 

B+ 3.363 3.157 
A 

B÷ 
B+ 

B 3.221 3.184 

B 
B 

B 2.325 2.838 
C 

B+ 
D 

A 3.100 2.729 

B 

B+ 2.720 2.617 
B+ 

B÷ 
C 

F 0.675 1.850 
F 
F 

F 

15 106 

13 106 

12 39 3/3 

12 42 3/3 

3 78 5/5 

7/7 Morehead Scholar 
DEAN’S LIST 

7/7 

3/3 HAS 19 BE CREDITS 



GEO[ 

AMS" 
ANTE 

PORI 

COMI 

COMI 
EDU( 

EXSS 
HIST( 

ANTE 

GEO[ 

HIST( 

PORq 

PSYC 

GEO[ 
ITALC 

63 

C     cC++ 

2.580 2.533 

c+B+ 

B B+ B- 

3.400 2.523 

B÷ 3.254 3.021 
95 

84 
B÷ABB 

C 

2.485 2.485 

D C C 

C+ C+ 

7B5 B 

~_+ 
11.2.6002.243 

~ 
NELIGIBLE FOR SPRING 

15 49 3/3 HAS 9 BE CREDITS 

15 73 5/5 has 3 hrs of BE credit 

13 45 3/3 

13 60 1/4 

13 112 7/5 

12 66 5/5 



3ourses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Appl i Appl ¯ SIR i 

~,ST A- 1.925 1.925 

DR,~ B 2.575 2.575 
ENG B 
GEC C c. 
POL B 3.813 3.729 
POL A 
PSY A 
PSY A 

ECC C 2.215 2.219 

SPA 3 B- 

ECC A- 3.538 3.538 
EN( 3+ A 
HIS B- 

FALL CUM 

5 
0 

9 
0 
6 
6 

12 12 1/1 

12 12 1/1 

16 145 7/7 Dean’s Li~ 
Dean’s lis 
Dean’s Li~ 
Dean’s Li~ 

13 28 1/1 

13 22 1/1 DEAN’S LIST 



Name 3ourses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Appl i Appl . SIR i 

I I 



FALL Grade Report 

EDU( 

Fall Fall/ Cure/ UNC/ 
Prog. Prog. Final Sere Cure Degr. Degr. NCAA 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR 

C C C- 1800 1.870 15 43 3/3 
D C 

C+ 

63 63 D+ 

C B- 3 450 3.450 10 66 1/5 

A- B 
B+ 
A 

B+ 
A A 

A 

B 3 031 3.224 13 71 3/5 

B+ 

B+ 
C+ 

AFAI C B 3 186 2.819 14 100 3/7 

GEO B A- 
HIS] B 

SPAI B B+ 
SPAI B 



Grade Report 
Fall Fall/ Cure/ UNC/ 

Prog. Prog. Final Sere Cure Degr. Degr. NCAA 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR 

CHE 
CHE 

CHE 

ENG 

EN( 

AFAI 

DRA 

JOM 

JOM 

CHE 

CHE 
ENG 

MAT 
PHY 

JOM 

SPC 

POR 

ANT 

CHE 
CHE 

MAS 
ENG 

DRA 
EDU 

ENG 

MAT 

GEC 

C÷ 2025 2.025 12 81 1/6 

C- D 

C÷ 

~. 
3 581 2.853 12 78 5/5 

B 3265 3.265 17 20 1/1 

B- B+ 
A 

B 

~] 

p~,_ 

3 675 3.487 12 61 3/3 

A 

90 B 3 146 3.146 13 17 1/1 

C 
B A 

B+ 
A 



FALL:    Grade Repo  

ENG[ 

GEO( 

ENG[ 

PHIL 

SPAF 

AFAk 

BIOL( 
EDU( 

POLl( 

EDU( 
ENG[ 

BUSI 
BUSI 

BUSI 

FREF 
BUSI 

GEO[ 

GEO[ 

POR- 

GEOL 

PHIL( 

ECOr 

Fall Fall/ Cum! UNC/ 
Prog. Prog. Final Sere Cure Degr. Degr. NCAA 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR 

D+C C-D 

NBGCc 

2333 2.333 9 54 1/4 

A 2 780 2.663 15 53 3/3 

C C+ 
PS 

C+ 
A B- B 

B C+ 

A 4 000 3.981 14 96 1/3 
A 

B A 
A A 

A 

C/B C C+ 2615 2.680 13 40 3/3 

A A 

B B B- 
C C C 

C B 1846 2.261 13 73 5/5 
D 

D D 

D C C+ 



FALL : Grade Report 
Fall Fall/ Cure/ UNC/ 

Prog. Prog. Final Sere Cure Degr. Degr. NCAA 

Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR 

&NT B B- 2813 2.813 16 26 1/1 
&ST C+ B B 

&ST B 
3LA C 

£NC B÷ 

ART 
ART 
ART 

ART 
ART 

EXS 
EXS 

ANT 

ECC 

POL 

HIS 
PO[ 

POL 
POL 

B+ B    2600 2,244 15 94 3/6 
B 

B 
D C 

B C+ 

B B 2 760 2.104 15 75 5/5 

C C B- 
F C- 

A A- 



FALL , Grade Report 

5TA 

Fall Fall/ Cure/ UNC/ 
Prog. Prog. Final Sere Cure Degr. Degr. NCAA 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR 

A 3306 2.634 16 68 5/5 
A 

A 
C+ 

C 

CLA 

CHE 

POL 
PHIl 

CLA 
HIS 

C C 2721 2.721 13 23 1/1 
B+ 

C+ 
A B+ 

89 B 

&R] C+ 2875 2.875 16 16 1/1 
EN~ B+ B 

SEC A- 
SEC A 

41S" C+ C+ 



FALL Grade Report 
Fall Fall/ Cure/ UNC/ 

Prog. Prog. Final Sere Cure Degr. Degr. NCAA 

Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR 

3RAI A 3438 3.393 15 97 5/5 
DRAI A 

ENGI B B 

DRAI C- 1 100 1.100 9 9 1/1 

c GEO’ 79 68 
MATI 43 55 

~ POR" D 

ECCBIO[ B       B 

~+ ~}: 

2600 2.600 12     C 
~B 

65 1/5 

HIST 

POLl B+ 

BIO[ D C 1 925 2.200 12 36 3/3 

CLA 
ENG B 
SOC - 

STAqEDuIECoICOM 
CF CD 

DB~+ 
2 

575 

2.284 12 43 3/3 

DRAI B- 2340 2.’185 15 40 3/3 
ENGI C C 

GEO’ D+ 
PHIL B 

SOC B- 



FALL 2003 Grade Report 

SPAI 

SPAI 
SPAI 

BIOL 
BIOL 

ENG 

SPAI 
GEO 

HBT 

JOM( 
JOM( 

MAC: 
MAC: 

EDU[ 

GEOI 
ENGI 

ECOI 

ENGI 

Fall Fall/ Cum/ UNC/ 
Prog. Prog. Final Sere Cure Degr. Degr. NCAA 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR 

B 3079 3.079 14 14 1/1 
C÷ 

B B+ B÷ 

C B B- 

BA~ 3 085 2.896 
13 74 5/5 

c 
2_ 

B B 3 400 3.392 15 62 3/3 

B+ B+ 

B+ 



FALL 2003 Grade Report 

Team GPA’s 
FALL CUM 

2.698 2.630 
Graduated 
DEAN’S LIS~ 10 
3.O’S and higher 18 

3.O’S and higher (CUM) 12 

2.0 and below 9 

2.0 and below (CUM) 6 

I Fall Fall/ Cum/ UNC/ 

Prog, Prog. Final Sere Cure Degr. Degr. NCAA 

IName Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR 

COMM I A- 3175 2.907 12 42 3/3 
JOM 

POR 
PHIL 

COM A- 3425 2.86’1 12 70 5/5 

POR 



COMMENTS 

ENROLLED IN MAC PROGRAM 
GRADUATED MAY 

TRANSFER 



COMMENTS 

WILL APPEAL; "AB" RESULTED IN GPA 
BELOW 1.5 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

Dean’s List 

[INELIGIBLE FOR SPRING 04 DUE TO GPA;NEEDS TO APPEAL 

Kym Orr 10 3/16/2004 



COMMENTS 

NG IN ENGL 12 DUE TO HONOR COURT VIOLATION 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

Kym Orr 11 3/16/2004 



COMMENTS 

Kym Orr 12 3/16/2004 



COMMENTS 
DEAN’S LIST 

Kym Orr 13 3/16/2004 



COMMENTS 

DEAN’S LIST 
TRANSFER 

Kym Orr 14 3/16/2004 



COMMENTS 

DEAN’S LIST 

Graduated May 03/MAC program 

[Dean’s List 

Kym Orr 15 3/16/2004 



COMMENTS 



;rade Report Fall 

Name 

ECOI 

HIST 

RELI 

SPAP 

G~6, 
~EO] 

Eco~, 
PH[Li 

i #1 I #2 I Gradel GPA I GPA I Appl I Appl I SIR 

C-- 0.963 0.963 9 9 1/1 

D 

65%F 

ID!C- 

F 

D 

C 
il 

~.5~1 3.080 13 46 3/3 

EXSS 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

CLAR 

ENGL 

A- 3.183 3.248 18 121 7ff 

B 

C+ B- 

B B 

B 

B     
AB_ 3.425 

3.425 12 18 1/1 



~Prog. i Prog. ~ Final ~ Sem i Cum i Hrs/Deg ~ Hrs/Deg i NCAA 

GEC 

SPAh 

PHIL                          - 

DRAI C C- C- 1.825 2.860 9 12 1/1 

ECOI D D F 

GEOI 

ENGI B+ B+ 

CB++ 

’ENGI B+ B 2.100 2.100 12 12 1/1 

POLl 

ECO 

ECO 

EXS 

MAT 

ENG 

GEC 

SOC 

SPA 



Grade Report 

DRAI C C+ B- 2.600 2.600 

ENGI B B 

HIST C÷ 

PSYC C÷ 

SPAh B 

COM 

PHIL 

SOCI 

ANT 

PHIL 

CLAF 

DRAI 

ENG 

GEC 

POLl 

C+ 1.575 1.977 

C 

F F F 

C 

9 96 7/7 

C- D+ B- 2.600 2.771 12 63 5/5 

C 

B 

C 2.400 2.400 15 21 1/1 

C C C 

C C+ B- 

C D C+ 

B 

AFR 

AFR 

ARM 

ECO 

PHIL 

SOCI 

B B- 

A 

A    A 

C 

C+ C 

C÷ 

2.688 2.938 12 100 7/7 



Grade Report Fall 

ECC C 2.080 2.080 15 66 1/5 

EDU C 

ENG C- 

GEC 66 79 B 

REC F 68 C 

BIOL A 3.231 3.231 13 16 1/1 

BIOL B 

ENGI B B 

HIST B B B 

MATI B 

DRAI D C- C 3.215 3.215 16 25 111 

ENGI B+ 

RELI B+ 

SPAr A A A 

ECC A A    3.275 3.084 12 49 3/3 

ENG A- 

SOC A- 

SPA C- 

ANT~ 40% F O.O0(~ 0.000 0 50 1/5 

BIOL F FA 

CLAF AB 

ENGI F 



Grade 

AMS 

DRAI 

GEO 

GEO 

ENGL 

HIST 

GEO( 

ENGI 

SOCl 

GEO 

I #1 I #2 I Gradel GPA I GPA I Appl I Appl I SIR 

C+ C+ 

!i 

2.750 2.750 12 12 1/1 

c 

2+ 
2.325 2.325 12 12 1/1 

I I I I z.3~el z.4e’l I I I 

EDU( 

ENGL 

HIST 

PHIL 

MATI 

0 

FALl 5 

6 

0 

FALt 7 

3 



COMMENTS 

ineligible because of GPA; has 
written ;letter of appeal 

6 BE credits 



COMMENTS 



COMMENTS 

.......................................... 



COMMENTS 

TRANSFER 

ACADEMICALLY INELIGIBLE 



COMMENTS 

waiver eligibility; missed finals beca- 
use of international competition 



Fall    ,3rade Report                                  i     i     i 
Fall Fall Sere Cum ~UNC/ 

Name ,Prog.,Prog. F~nal , Sere Cure , Hrs/Deg , Hrs/Deg NCAA 

CLAS 

ENGLC 

PHILC 

PHIL( 

EDUC 

MATh 

PHIL 

! #1 !#2 !Grade! GPA ! GPA 

A 4.000 3.746 

A 

A 

A 

Appl Appl ;SIR 

12 88 3/3 

B- 1.675 1.861 9 75 

F 
D 

5/5 

AFAN A 3.756 3.304 15 76 5/5 

PHIL A- 

PSYC B+ 

BIOL A- 3.329 3.611 14 63 3/3 

MATh B 

ENGL A- 3.162 3.118 12 48 3/3 

JOMC B 

AFAN A 3.260 3.295 15 46 3/3 

AMS] B+ 

ITAD B+ 

POLl A 



Report i     i     i Grade 
Fall        i Fal!Sem i Cum ~UNC/ 

Name ,Prog.,Prog. F~nal , Sere Gum , Nrs/Deg , Hrs/Deg NCAA 
, Courses ! #1 !#2 !Grade! GPA ! GPA 

DRAI~ B- 1.680 1.680 
EDUC C 
ENGL B- 
GEOC D 
MATI- F 

Appl Appl ;SIR 
12 12 1/1 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BIOL 

GEO( 

PHY8 

ENGL 

MATE 

B+ 3.243 3.635 14 87 5/5 
C+ 
B+ 
B+ 
A 

D+ 1.900 2.381 13 71 5/5 
C+ 
C+ 
C 

B- 2.675 2.675 12 12 
C+ 

C 

1/1 

EXS8 A 3.650 3.041 12 91 

EXS8 A 

HIST B+ 

HISTC B+ 

7/7 

JOM( B+ 3.320 3.213 15 105 7/7 
JOM( B+ 
JOM( B 
PHIL A- 
POLl B+ 



Report i     i     i Grade 
Fall i Fal!Sem i Cum ~UNC/ 

Name ,Prog.,Prog. F~nal , Sere Gum , Nrs/Deg , Hrs/Deg NCAA 
Courses    #1 !#2 !Grade! GPA GPA    Appl     Appl ;SIR 

COMI~ B+ 3.340 

EXS5 A- 

JOMC B 

JOMC B 

JOM( A- 

3.301    15 110    7/7 

BIOL B 3.429 3.539 17 95 

NUTF A- 

PHIL A- 

PHYS, B 

PSYC B+ 

JOM( B- 3.075 3.075 16 37 

MUSC A- 

POLl B+ 

SPAN~ B 

STAT B- 

BIOL B 3.000 2.455 12 81 

PSYC B+ 

RECF B- 

SOCI B 

CLAS B 3.000 3.880 15 21 

ENGL B+ 

HIST B+ 

MATh B- 

PHIL B- 

5/5 

5/5 

1/1 

CHE~ B 3.580 3.492 14 49 3/3 

CHEM A- 

ENG[ A- 

LING B 

SPAh A 



f : G[~d~ Report [    i    ’ 
Fall Fall Sere Cum ~UNC! 

Name 
i iProg.~Prog.i Final i Sem ~ Cam iHrs/Deg~Hrs/Deg:NCAA 

PO 
RE( 
REI 

EN( 

EN( 

PO 

SPA 

C+ 2.256 2.256    15      61     1/3 
C 

C 

il 
2.700 2.700 13 13 1/1 

EDL PS 2.980 2.911 16 58 I 3/3 
EDL C+ 

PHI B+ 
PO B 

BIC C 3.100 3.140 16 77 I 5/5 

CHE B 

RU,< B+ 

AR A- 3.631 3.631 13 28 1/1 
BIC 

BIO 
EN( - 
FRE 



Report i     i     i Grade 
Fall         Fall Sere Cure ~UNC/ 

Name                                                              I         iPr°g’~Pr°g’i Final i Sem L Cum ~Hrs/Deo~Hrs/Deg:NCAA 

JOMC 
POLl 

SPAN, 

ENGL 
GEO[ 

HIST 
GEOL 

BIOL 
GEO( 

EX~ 

ENGL( 

HIST 

POLl 

JOM( 

JOM( 

JOM( 

JOM( 

POLl 

D 2.362 2.639 13 41 3/3 

C+ 

B 

i 
+ 3.171 2.939 13 116 7/7 

_ 

3.175 2.862 12 39 3/3 

i _+ 

2.800 2.860 15 45 3/3 

B+ 3.120 2.968 15 112 7/7 



...... Grade Report i     i     i 
Fall i Fal!Sem i Cum ~UNC! 

Name                                                                                              ,Prog.,Prog. F~nal , Sere Gum , Nrs/Deg , Hrs/Deg NCAA 
Courses    #1 !#2 !Grade! GPA GPA    Appl     Appl ;SIR 

AMS] A- 3.020 2.745 15 76 5/5 

RELI B- 

AFAN B 2.925 2.925 12 12 1/1 

ENGL B- 

POR3 B 

JOM( B- 2.925 2.984 16 86 5/5 

JOM( B+ 

JOM( B 

JOM( B- 

POLl B 

JOMC B 3.300 3.427 16 84 5/5 

JOM( A 

POLl B+ 

EXS5 A 3.738 3.049 15 119 7/7 

BIOL B 3.323 3.407 13 71 5/5 

CLA8 A- 

NUTF A 



Grade Report i     i     i 
Fall Fall Sem Cum ~UNC! 

Name                                                                                              ,Prog.,Prog, F~nal , Sere Cure , Hrs/Deg , Hrs/Deg NCAA 
Courses    #1 !#2 ! Grade! GPA GPA    Appl     Appl ;SIR 

EDUC 
ENGL 
SOCI 

ANTI- B 2.783 2.889 18 104 17/7 
CLAF B 
CLAS D 

MUS( B 
POLl B 

JOMC A 3.850 3.642 12 95 7/7 
JOMC 
PHIL 
POLl 

CHEM 

PSYC 
PSYC 

AFRI 

PSYC 

B- 1.931 2.320 16 50 I 3/3 
C 

D 
D 

i+ 
+ 3.400 3.216 

12 106 7/7 



Report i     i     i Grade 
Fall i Fal!Sem i Cum ~UNC/ 

Name ,Prog.,Prog. F~nal , Sere Gum , Nrs/Deg , Hrs/Deg NCAA 
Courses    #1 !#2 !Grade! GPA GPA    Appl     Appl ;SIR 

ANTI- C+_ 
GEO[ F 
GEOL F 
SOCI F 
SOCI F 

0.531 1.841 3 99 7/7 

ENGL C- 2.160 2.538 15 47 3/3 

HIST C 

SOCI C 

FALL CUM 
2.920 2.920 

0 

26 

22 

FALL 1 

FALL 4 

3 



COMMENTS 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 



COMMENTS 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 



COMMENTS 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 



COMMENTS 

DEAN’S LIST 



COMMENTS 



COMMENTS 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 



COMMENTS 

DEAN’S LIST 

GPA WILL CHANGE IN SPRING; AB’S ARE 
A RESULT OF ILLNESS DURING FINALS 



COMMENTS 



Cell: 
Comment: 



IName ;Courses #1 ; #2 ;Grade GPA i GPA ; Appl ; Appl SIR COMMENTS 
~,NTI- B+ 2.900 3.151 12 135 7/7 
3USI" B+ 
41ST( C+ 

~,FRI" A 2.708 2.543 10 62 5/5 

5XS6 A 
3EOL - 
3EOL 

V]ATF 

3EOL 
3EOL 
V]ATF 

RECF 

5NGL 
3EOL 
3EOL 

5DUC 

F C C 2.250 2.250 12 12 1/1 
B 

B 

B+ 

cBB 

3.040 3.057BB++~- 
15 102.55/6 

Kym Orr 1 3/16/2004 



~,FRI1 A 3.40[ 2.715 
3OMI~ C+ 
3OMI~ A 
3OMI~ A 
EXSS~ B- 

15 103 7/7 DEAN’S LIST 

EDUC 

ENGL 

3EOL 

3EOL 

STAT( 

EDUC 

3EOL 

SPAN 

ANTP 

EDUC 

ENGL 

B 
~_ 

~i 2.2501.850 

12 37 3/3 

A 

ii 3.469 2.992 

13 47 3/3 DEAN’S LIST 

B+ 

B B+ 3.28~ 3.265 16 27 1/1 DEAN’S LIST 

B 

B A- 

B+ 

A A B 

PALL CUM ............ 

5 

3 

3 

5 
5 
2 

Kym Orr 2 3/16/2004 



B 



DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 

TRANSFER 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 







BL BM BN BO BP BQ 



A 

49 

50 

52 

53 

54 

56 

57 

AFA 

PS¥ 

BU~c 

TEAM GPA’s 

Graduates 

DEAN’S LIST 

3.0’S and higher (SPRING) 

3.0’S and higher (CUM) 

4.0’S (SPRING) 

2.0 and below (SPRING) 

2.0 and below (CUM) 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

B 

B+ 2 51 

36O013O0O1330 

!600 12/12 

M N 

30/30 

30/60 

35/35 

35/65 



O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 





O p R S ¯ U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE 





AV AW ,~ AY ~Z BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BJ BK 



BL BM BN BO BP BQ 



I M-LAX ****ALL NEW GRADES IN BOLD** I ****ALL NEW GRADES IN BOLD** 

AF~ A 3.464 3464 2.564 I1 

DR/ 

ENC 

HIS" 

B+ 

86 

B+ 

FA 

D+ 

I 925 t.t50 1 538 2.025 6 12 

B+ 

C 

C+ 

C 

2.720 2.400 2560 2.568 12 13 

DR/ D D 2 100 t.075 1 588 t.813 9 12 

GE( C IC C 

PHIl F D+ 

POF F 

GE( 

HIS" 

POL 

POL 

D 

C 

B 

B+ 

B 

C 

3.140 2.800 2970 2.552 15 15 

ECC 

ECC 

HIS 

PH 

HIS 

POL 

POL 
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73 
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PSYC 
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ENG B B- B- 2 350 I 85( 2 100 2 100 12 C 9 0 6 0 0 0 21 0 I/I Needs 3 hrs in Su03 for 0 0 

~IST B Sat Prog 0 

~AT F F AB* ACAD/NELIG PENDING 

3OC C C- AB changes to F on 

£NG B+ B 2.023 2.90( 2462 2.444 13.C 12.0    6.0    6.0 25.0 0 0 

0 

3OM D+ D D 2.575 2.19~ 2364 2.586 12.C 13.0 6.0 0.0 50.0 313 Needs 1 hr in Su03 
3OM C+ to reach 51 hrs for F03 

3EO D B ACAD/NELIG PENDING 

3EO D F C+ 

3EO B- 

B 

C 

B+ 

D 

D+ 

2.592 2.06! 2331 2.476 13.C 16.0    0.0    0.0 87.0 

B 2.950 

C 

2.62~ 2768 2.786 16.C 16.0    0.0    0.0 39.0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

3OM B+ 2.531 2.75C 2641 2.270 16.C 12.0    3.0    0.0 86.0 515 0 0 

3OM D C B- 0 

3OM B C+ C+ 



lulv     w     xl¥1z 

0 0 0 I 0 0 

0     0 0 

0     0 0 

59.z 

0     0 0 0 33.7 

33 I 

0     0 0 

0 0 0 0 



Team GPAs 

Graduated 

Dean’s List 

ACC Honor Roll 

3.0’s and higher (Semester) 

3.O’s and higher (CUM) 

4.0’s (Semester) 

2.0 and below (Semester) 

2.0 and below (CUM) 

Students that completed eligibility prior to Fall 2002: 

30MM 

B+ 2 500    2 2 335 

PS 

PS 

3.733    3.70[ 3.491 15.C 



I u Iv     w     x I ¥ Iz 

8 4 6 3 3 



2 
3 
4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

26 

27 

29 

30 

32 

34 

40 

42 

44 

AFA 

EDL 

EXS 

EXS 

AFR 

ANT 

POF 
F’OF 

AFA 

EXS 

PSY 

EXS 

AFR 

NA 

F 

NA 

NA 

C+ 

A 2.500 

C+ 

A- 2.444 

C 

A 2 860 

C+ 

B 2.425 

C+ 2 520 

D 

C+ 

A- 2.400 

B 

A 

A 

A- 3 220 

C+ 

C+ 

A 

3.175    2.838 

2.600    2.522 

3 175    3 018 

3.000 2.713 

I 825 2 173 

3.675    3.038 

3 075    3 148 

2.653 12.0 

2.437 16.0 

2477 150 

2.130 12.0 

2158 150 

2.314 15.0 

2718 150 

2.600 15.0 

12.0 

12.0 

120 

30 

120 

12.0 

120 

12.0 

O0 O0 

O0 60 

O0 O0 

O0 O0 

O0 O0 

O0 O0 

B- 2.540 

B- C+ B- 

C O 

B B+ 



2 
3 
4 

5 103.0 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 52.0 

15 790 

20 127.0 

22 

24 

25 78 0 

26 

27 

29 

30 79,0 

32 

33 

35 82 0 

36 

40 56.0 

42 

43 

44 

N Iol P Ia RIs ¯ u v I w I x 

0 0 0 

0 

0 0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 0 

0 

¯ransferred to UNC F01 

Needs 2 hours in Su03 

ACAD INELIG PENDING 

6/6 No longer on tean 

4/4 ¯ransferred to UNC 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

300 

38 1 

681 

2 838 

391 

31 2 

703 

2511 

42 9 

381 

81 0 

3000 

291 

90 

381 

2 540 

37 8 

21 9 

59 7 

2211 

360 

44 1 

601 

2 967 

48 3 

369 

852 

3156 



4~ ASTR 

ENGL 

MATP 

ASTR 

ENGL 

GEO[ 

PSYC 

D+ 

B 

D 

C 

B 

C 

C+ 

NA 

A 

C 

C+ B 

D+ 

C+ 

C+ C 

B- B+ 

B C+ 

C+ C 

C C 

F 

B 

C+ 

A 
A- A 

A A 

B 

B 

B+ 

B 

2 60O 

3.400 

2.631 

3 250 

3 35O 

3 381 

1.940    2.280 

2 150    2 375 

2.320    2.860 

NA 2.631 

3 220 3 235 

3877    3614 

3 075    3 228 

2.280 15.0 

2400 150 

2,674 12,0 

2.631 13.0 

2964 120 

3624 120 

3307 160 

12.0 

120 

15.0 

150 

130 

120 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 



3 
4 

46 

47 

48 

49 

52 

53 

54 

57 

6O 

62 

63 

70 

72 

27.0 212 

27 0 2/2 

80.0 616 

13.0 110 

120 0 8/8 

55 0 2/2 

73 0 4/4 

Wit hdlew for medical purposes 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 I 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

0 I I 0 0 0 0 

0 I I 0 0 0 0 

0 

393 

23 3 

626 

2 318 

39 0 
258 

64 8 

2400 

408 

34 8 

756 

2 800 

342 

~VALUE! 

#VALUE! 

~VALUE! 

39 0 
483 

87 3 

3233 

402 

504 

90 6 

3624 

54 1 

369 

91 0 
3250 





3 
4 

84 

87 

88 

9O 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 
IO0 

I02 

103 

104 

105 

I06 

75.0 

115.0 

33 0 

59 0 

33.0 

108 0 

616 Needs 3 hrs in Su03 

to reach 78 hrs for F03 

ACAD INEL/G PEND/NG 

71 ¯ransferred to UNC 

Transferred to UNC 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 
309 

31 8 

627 

2 613 

0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 ~VALUE! 

0 462 

~VALUE! 

#VALUE! 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 0 
0 399 

78 9 

2545 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 390 

0 29 1 

681 

2 522 

0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 53 1 

0 360 

89 1 

3300 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 333 

0 30 3 

636 

2 356 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 3 

77 4 

2560 



124 

126 
127 

129 

133 

135 

137 

139 

143 

145 

147 

149 

153 

157 

159 

163 

165 

167 

169 

173 
174 

ANTH 
GEO[ C+ 

AFRI( 

ANTH 

CON’ D 

CON’ 

GEO( 

JOMC 

JOMC 

ANTH 

PORI 

ANTH 

CON’ B 

GEO( 

JOMC 

JOMC 

ANTH B- 

ANTH 

ENG[ 

GEO[        F 

C+ 

D 

B 

B 
B 

B 

B+ 

D 
B 

B+ 2.050 

B+ 

C 

2,575    2,313 

A- 3.069 2.175 2.622 

D 

B 3 280 2 925 3 103 

B 

A- 2.800 3.000 2.900 

C+ 

B+ 

A- I 862 3 020 2 441 

B 

A 3 250 

C 

D+ 

B 

2575    2913 

C+ 3.000 2.850 2.925 

B+ 2 756 3 150 2 953 

B 

B+ 

B 

B- 2.340 2.400 2.370 

B+ 

D+ 

D+ I 969 I 650 I 810 

D 

C÷ 

A- 3.250 2.290 2.765 

2.158 16.0 12.0 O0 

2.146 13.0 12.0 30 

2685 150 120 O0 

2.922 15.0 12.0 O0 

2540 130 150 O0 

2140 120 120 O0 

2.761 12.0 12.0 O0 

2925 160 120 O0 

2.367 15.0 12.0 O0 

1817 160 120 00 

2.301 12.0 15.0 O0 

30 

O0 

70 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 

O0 



2 
3 
4 

123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 

132 
133 
134 

a RIs ¯ u v I wI x ¥ z 

)L ACC >30Sere >30Cure ~0Sem .20 Sere .20 Year .20Cure 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

55.0 

76,0 

84 0 

79,0 

59 0 4/4 

1120 8/8 

85.0 

28 0 2/2 

27.0 2/2 

58 0 4/4 

80.0 

3/ Transferred to UNC 0 

6f6 Needs 2 hrs in 8u03 0 
to reach 78 hrs for F03 
ACAD INELIG PENDING 

6/6                                          0 

o 

s 

o 

o 

o 

0 0      0      0 

0 

0 0      0 

0 

0 0 1 0 

0 

0 0 I 0 

0 

0     0 0      0 

0 0 0 0 

0     0 0      0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

328 

30 9 

637 

2 275 

399 

26 1 

660 

2 640 

492 

351 

84 3 

3122 

420 

36 0 

780 

2 889 

242 

453 

69 5 

2482 

39 0 
309 

69 9 

2913 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 360 

0 342 

702 

2 925 

0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 44 1 

0 378 

81 9 

2925 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 351 

0 28 8 

639 

2 367 

0 198 

1 832 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 390 



A 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 Team GPAs 

187 

188 

189 Graduated 

190 Dean’s List 

191 AQQ Honor Roll 

192 3.0’s and higher (Semester) 
193 3.0’s and higher (CUl~) 

194 4.0’s (Semester) 

199 

2O2 

2O4 

2O7 

2O9 

222 

224 

CO~ F D O 

CO~ B B C+ 

HIS C C O- 

ST,~ C- C C- 

AFB B- 

EN( B+ B 

GE( C D O 

MU~ C B 

3 

9 

3 

0 

3 

2.200 2.675 

FALL SPRING YEAR 

2 725 2 726 2 729 

2.438 2.411 15.0 12.0 O0 O0 



2 
3 
4 

175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 

182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 

2O2 

2O7 

2O9 

222 

27.0 212 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

342 

732 

2711 

330 

32 1 

651 

2411 



A 



2 
3 
4 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

234 

235 

*1s ¯ u v I wI x ¥ z 



A 

5 

6 

ECO 

ITAL 

MAT 

PHIL 

CHE 

CHE 

GER 

MAT 

MUS 

ENG 

GEO 

SPAI 

CHE 

DRA 

AFAr 

AFAr 

AFRI 

pSyI 

B+ 

B 

A 

3.2001 3313 3.300 ~2.oI 
Dean’s List 

B 

B 

3 45C 2.965 3208 3184 140 170 0 0    0 0 65 C 1/1 ACC Honor Roll 

B B 

A B+ 

B B+ 

B+ A B 

B B 

2.675     3.120 2898 2.922 0.0    0.0 27.C 1/1 

B÷ 

B+ 

A 

3.66C     3.607 3634 3.603 15.0 13.0 0.0    0.0 121.~ 7/7 ACC Honer Roll 
Dean’s List 

Graduated 

CHEM, Minor: 

NA C 

B+ 210C 

D 

D 

t.750 1 925 I 905 12 0 120    60 Needs 1 hr in Su03 

to reach 78 hrs for F03 

ACAD INEL/G PENDING 

Must stay above 

I 9 Cure GPA for F03 

NA 

B 

C 2 67£ 

B 
D+ 

B 

B 

2.460 2 568 2 415 120 150 3O 3O 

QIR S 

0 0 

0 0 0 

??? 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 



l ¯ U     VI W I × IY 

2 

5 1 1 0 0 0 48.C 

7 89.1 

8 3 



48 

49 

63 

69 

73 

77 

IA- 2.075I 

B+ 

2.7401 2408 2.426 ~2.oI o.ol o.ol 

EC( B+ 

EN( NA    B B- 

FRE C C 

2.940 2701 2718 160 150 00 00 34C 1/1 

EN( 

HIS 

RE[ 

B 

C+ 

272C     2.880 2800 2800 150 150 00 00 48C 1/1 

A 

B+ 

A 

A 

392~     3.886 3906 3832 120 140 00 00 I10C 5/5 ACC Honor Roll 

Dean’s List 

BIO 

CHE 

CHE 

A 

A 

B+ 

B+ 

A 

3871     3.677 3774 3802 140 130 3O 3O 62 C 3/3 ACC Honor Roll 

Dean’s List 

B- 225C 

C+ 

C 

t.750 2000 2100 120 90 00 3O 62C ~3 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 0 

PHI B C+ 



l ¯ U     VI W I × IY 

2 



78 

79 

84 

86 

88 

9O 

92 

94 

96 

98 

100 

1 O2 

1 O4 

1 O6 

1 O8 

B 

D 

B+ 

D 

~5.ol 14.ol o.ol o.ol 

A 

A 

A 

326C     3.836 3548 3556 150 100 00 00 

Graduated 

POLl 

A 

A 
A 
B 

3721     3.72t 3721 3721 140 140 00 00 75C 1/1 No longer en team 

ACC Honer Roll 
Dean’s List 

C+ 

B 

317£ 2.425 2800 2980 120 120 3O 3O 

D 

C+ 

2.250 2418 2.424 0.0    0.0 

B 

C 

C 

C 

B 

A 

D 

2.315 2195 2355 150 120 6O 00 

B 

A 

C+ 

274~     2.940 2843 3125 130 150 3O 3O 

0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 



l ¯ U     VI W I × IY 

2 



ECON 

BUSI 

COMM 

DRAMI 

ECON 

AFAMI 

ECON, 

ECON 

GEOG B 

CLAR 

HIST 

PHIL 

STAT 

BIOL 

CHEM 

CHEM 

CHEM 

AFAM 

COMM 

COMM 

GEO( 

ANTH 

ECON 

ECON 

4.0001 4.0001 40o0 3.~82    ~2.01    8.01 0.0 0.01 ~88.51~7 ACCH ........ 
Graduated 

B+ 

B 

C+ 

B 

B 

B 

C+ 

C+ 

D+ 

A 

A 

B 

B 

B+ 

3.20C 3.175 3188 3.219 15.0 12.0    0.0    0.0 69.C 313 ACC Honor Roll 

2 17~ 2.325 2 250 2 358 12 0 12 0    0 0    0 0 81 C 5/5 

2.57." 2.850 2713 2.713 12.0 12.0    3.0    6.0 621¢ 4/ TransfenedtoUNCF02 

2347 2.163 2255 2559 150 160    00    00 104C 5/5 

100£ 2.385 1 693 1877 90      120    00    60    113£ 7/7 Needs a 1.9 Cure GPA 

for F03 

ACAD INEL/G PENDING 

354£ 3.400 3470 3504 150 150    00    00 93 ~ 5/5 ACC Honer Roll 

Dean’s List 

??? 0 

0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 



l ¯ U     VI W I × IY 

2 



157 

MA] 

ANT 
EDL 

AFA 
AFR 

B+ B 

C 

B+ B+ 

B+ C+ 

C 

B+ 

C 

IA- 3.0001 3.2001 3100 3.107    ~3.01 ~5.01 0.01 0.01 28.01 ACC Honor Roll 

B 

C+ 

B+ 

B 

B+ 

B+ 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B+ 

B 

C+ 

B÷ 

B 

B 

B+ 

B 

3323 2.506 2915 3048 130 160 00 00 90C 5/5 

292£ 3.400 3163 3308 120 180    00    00 123£ 7/7 ACC Honer Roll 

Dean’s List 

Graduated 

BUSU 

3533 4.000 3767 3559 120 90    00    00 128£ 7/7 ACC HonerRoll 

Gradu~ed 

BUSU 

2.61." 2.331 2473 2.473 13.0 13.0 4.0 0.0 26.C 1/1 

3.62~ 3.086 3355 3.344 13.0 14.0 0.0 0.0 39.~ 1/1 ACC Honor Roll 

ACC 

0 0 0 

?7? 

0 0 0 

0 0 



l ¯ U     VI W I × IY 

2 



193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

198 

199 

ZOO 

201 

2O3 

ream GPAs 

2.0 and below (Semester) 

Z.0 and below (CUM) 

IFALL ISPRING YEAR CUM 
2 930 2 920    2 925 2 968 

8 

2 

ACC 



2 

20 



2 

3 

26 

30 

32 

34 

36 

ENGI 

HIST 

BUSI 

GEO, 

HIST 

ART( 

BIOL 

B 

1140 2760 I 95C 2.121 120 150 00 O0 540 4 0 0 

C+ 3075 

B 

B 

3.000 3.038 3.422 12 0 12.0 0.0 O0 640 4 ACC HONOR ROLL 0 0 

0 

B+ 

B+ 

A 

3540 3436 34883.431 150 150 00 O0 1410    8 DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

Graduated 

BIOB, Minor: 

AB 

B+ 

2631 2031 2331 2.331 250 100 00 O0 650 2 TRANSFER 0 0 

0 

B 

C+ 

D 

2954 2260 26072.652 120 150 00 O0 1210    8 

D 

D+ 

1 700 1 575 I 638 2.051 13 0 12 0 3 0 O0 680 4 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 



5      0 

28      0 

3O 

32 

34      I 

36 

38 



A B N 

ART 

ENG 

PHY 

SPA 

B 

A 

C+ 

A 

3008 3077 3043 3.174 120 120 00 00 1120    6 ACC HONOR ROLL 

CLA A 3340 

ECC B+ 

MAT B+ 

REL A 

3.660 3.50C 3.534 150 15.0 0.0 00 770 4 DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 0 

HIS1 B 1313 

SPA D 

SPA B 

SPA C- 

2.175 1.744 2.253 9.0 12.0 0.0 00 102.0    6 0 0 

0 

OR0 

STA 

STA 

F 

C 

D 

1 923 I 425 16742.582 90 )0 00 00 740 6 ACAD INELIG PENDING 0 0 

0 

ANT 

AST 

AST 

ENG 

MUS 

PHIL 

B+ 3000 

A 

A 

C+ 

A 

3.494 3.247 3.272 40.0 16.0 0.0 00 560 2 DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 0 

BIOL 

PHY 

PSY 

PSY 

PSY 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

3733 4000 3867 3.947 150 170 00 00 1200    6 DEAN’8 LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

0 

0 

0 

0 



6O 

7O 

72 



ENG[ 

GEOI 

GEOl 

GERI 

PHIL( 

CLA8 

ECOI 

PHIL( 

RELI( 

HIST 

BIOL 

COMI 

ENGI 

JOM( 

B- 2300 

B 

C 

B 

A- 2244 

B 

B+ 

A 3880 

A 

A 

B- 2888 

C 

F 2894 

B 

B- 2633 

B 

O+ 2500 

2469     238£ 

3.425     2.835 

4000 394C 

2210 2546 

2140 2517 

3136     288£ 

2.650     2.575 

2.344    130 

2.750    40.0 

3.891 150 

2.936 17 0 

2.541 35 0 

2.853    410 

2.676     12.0 

130 00 

12.0 0.0 

)0 00 

100 OO 

120 OO 

130 00 

12.0 0.0 

00 620 

00 520 2 

00 1570 8 

00 1210 8 

00 470 2 

00 540 2 

00 530 4 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

Gladuated 5/ 

POLl 

Graduated 

PSYA 

0 0      0 0 0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 



74      0 

85      0 

87 

99      0 



A B N 

MAT 

MAT 

PSY’ 

CHE 

GEC 
pLAI 

SPC 

pSy, 

pSy, 

RELI 

BUS 

ECO 

ENG 

PHY 

POL 

SPA 

BIOL 

CHE 

CHE 

ENG 

ENG 

HIS] 

A 3 931 

B+ 

A 

A 

A 

A 4000 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B+ 3119 

B+ 

A 

B- 1 777 

O+ 3000 

B 

A 

B÷ 

3 850 3 891 

4.000 4.00C 

3.575 3.347 

2.319 2.048 

2.931 2.96~ 

2 971 3 223 

3.889 39 0 

4.000 49.0 

3.314 21.0 

2.643 9.0 

2.962 20.0 

3.395 120 

140 70 

15.0 0.0 

15.0 3.0 

15.0 0.0 

170 00 

O0 530 

60 670 2 

O0 136.0    8 

O0 350 2 

O0 1030    6 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

TRANSFER 
DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

0 

0 

??? 0 

NO    0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 





149 

16O 

162 

164 

166 

168 

18O 

182 

CHE~ .... D 1 042 I 829 I 436 2.#,28 9 0 14 0 0 0 2 0 71 0 4 

CHE~ B 

CLA8 B 

DEAN’8 LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

0 0      0 0 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 



u I v 



2821 3343 30822.6t5 140 140 00 00 1220 8 ACC HONOR ROLL ?7? 0 I I 0 0 

NO 

Feam GPAs 

3raduated 

)EAN’S LIST 

&CC Honor Roll 

L0’s and higher (SEM) 
L0’S and higher (CUM) 

ASTR 

ASTR 

BIOL( 

BIOL( 

MUS( 

MUS( 

B+ 

B 

B 

B 

A 

B+ 

ANTH 

ENGL 

HIST( 

D+ 

D 

2 075 I 880     I 978 1.966 00 O0 130 0    8 

A 

B 

A 

3 667 3 675     3 671 3.309 120 12 0 00 O0 99 0 6 DEAN’8 LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

FALL SPR YEAR CUM 

2789 2.878 2833 2.939 

3 

4 

0 

3    9    14 16 





2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

4O 

42 

44 

EDU( 

£DU( 

EDU( 

3EOI 

JOM( 

B+ 

A 

B+ 

B+ 

C+ 

NA 

B 

B+ 3.581 

A 

A 

PS 4000 

A 

PS 

2.700 

A 

B+ 

A 

B 

B 

B+ 

B B 

A B 

B+ 

B+ B+ 

B 

B+ B- 

B+ 

A 

3.250 

3 386 

3.750 

2.154 

3.750    3.666I 

4.000    4 000 

3.593    3.147 

3.120    3.185 

3.t50    3 268 

3.438    3.594 

2.925    2.540 
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1240 
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32 4 
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3196 

1 1 0 0 0 468 

39 0 
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3178 

1 1 0 0 0 37 8 
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852 

3277 

1 1 0 0 0 447 

45 0 
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28 0 

631 
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A 

B+ 

B 
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NO 
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57 
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72 
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0 0 0 0 0 321 

28 8 
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0 0 0 0 0 33 9 
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0 0 0 0 39.4 
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1/1 
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63 3 
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0 0 0 488 
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0 0 0 408 
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3220 

52 0 

629 

1149 
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0 0 0 31 8 
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64 8 

2700 

0 0 0 358 

41 8 
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0 0 0 279 
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A 

B 
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C+ 

A 

B+ 

A 

D 
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A 
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B 

B 

A 

A 
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B+ 

B 

A 
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2.475 12.0 12.0 O0 O0 24.0 

3689 160 160 O0 O0 930 

3278 135 120 00 60 1145 

3093 150 120 O0 O0 1210 

A- 3575 3.420    3498 2927 120 150 30 O0 920 0 

B+ 

A 3 575 3.908 3 742 3 336 12 0 13 0 00 1 0 121 0 ~?~ 

2.135 12.0 12.0 30 30 85.0 
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5/5 Dean’s List 

ACC Honor Roll 
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1173 
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1 1 0 0 0 40 5 
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88 5 
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1 1 0 0 0 372 

51 9 

89 1 
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1 0 0 0 0 51 3 
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942 
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1 1 0 0 0 50 8 
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93 7 

3748 

0 0 0 0 0 252 
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0 1 0 0 0 52 2 

468 
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#1 
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#2 
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Grade 
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BUSl 

BUSl 
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COMI 

S= 

B- 
A- 
B÷ 
B- 

3.02 
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POLl 
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A 4 

A 

A 

A 



INLS " 
PHYA 

AFAM 
BUSI " 
BUSI " 
BUSI " 
BUSI " 
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ART ( 
ENGL 
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COM~ 
COM~ 
DRAIV 
ENGL 

Fall 
Cours 

BIOL ( 
EDUC 
EDUC 
MATH 
PHYS 

A 3.433 
B+ 
B 
B+ 
B 

A &433 
A- 
A 
A- 

B 3.1 
B? B 
B-/B B- B- 
B/A A- 

Prog. 
#1 

Fall 
Prog. Final Sem 
#2 Grade GPA 

C 3.364 
A 
A- 
B+ 
B 



EXSS 
EXSS 
PHY$ 
PSYC 
SOCI 

ART 
DRAI~ 
POLl 
POL 

COMI 
HIST 
MATI- 
POL 

A 3.944 
A 
A 

A 

A 3.85 
A- 
A 
A- 

B+ 1.825 
C 
C 
F 

COMI 

COMI 

COMI 

DRAI~ 

SOCI 

B- 

C+ 

86% 
A-/A 
C÷ 

A 
B 
B+ 
C+ 

3.26 



JOMC 

JOMC 

MATH 

SPAN 

BUSI 

GEOC 

INTS " 

RELI ( 

DRAIV 

PSYC 

PSYC 

SOCI 

C+ &075 
B 
A- 
B+ 

B+ 3.575 
A 
B+ 
A- 

B+ 3.575 
A 
A 
B 



Fall Final 
Courses Grade 

Name Prog. 
#1 

Prog. 
#2 

Fall 
Sem 
GPA 

ASTR 
ECON 
JOMC 
PHIL 
PSYC 

B 
A- 
B+ 
A 
A 

3.6 

CLAR 
ENGL 
MATH 
PHYS 
SPAN 

JOMC 
PHIL 
POLl 
PSYC 
PSYC 

A 3.088 

A- 

B- 

C÷ 

B 

A- 3.54 
B+ 
A 
A- 
B 

BUSl ( 
GEOC 
SOCI~ 
STAT 

JENGL 

B 2.6 
B- 
B 
C- 

± L     [B÷    13.075       I 



HIST 
PHIL 
POL 

COMI 
GEO( 
PHIL 
PHY$ 
SPAk 

BIOL 
CLAR 
ENGL 
EXSS 
EXSS 

GEO( 
HIST 
PHIL 
PHY,~ 

PHY$ 

A- 3.6 
A- 
B+ 
B+ 
A 

D(65) 

C C+ _?.323 

B+ 

C+ B- 

D+ 

D C 

B 80% B 3.525 
B-/B A- 
B÷ A- 

PS 
A A- 

BIOL 
BIOL 
DRAR 
MATP 

C÷ 

D+ 
B 
D 

_~.246 



SPAN 

COMI~ 
ENGL 
PHIL 
POR] 
SOCI 

~/B 
B 

C+ 
D D 

B 
C 



Fall Final 
Courses Grade Name 

Prog. 
#1 

Prog. 
#2 

Fall 
Sem 
GPA 

DRAI~ 
ENG[ 
FREi’, 
POLl 

B 
B- 

B 
B 

S’+ 

B+ 
B 
B- 

3.069 

ANTI- 
CHEI~ 
CHEI~ 
ENG[ 
SPAi~ 
MAT~- 

DRAI~ 
ENG[ 
FREi’, 
H ST 

DRAI~ 
ENG[ 
HIST 
PSY( 

BIOL 
BIOL 
ECO 

B/B- 
PS 

C+ 

C 
B- 
B 

C 

B/B+ 
C* 

B+ 

B- 
B 
B+ 
B 
D 

C 

2.681 

B 
B 
C 

C 

B 

2.7 

C+ 

B+ 
C+ 
F 

1.975 

3.023 



FCC A- A B+ 
B- PH 

I I I I 

I Name 

[ 
BIO 
DR/ 
PHIl 
PS~ 
SPA 

AM~ 
CHF 
CHF 
CHF 

Fall Prog. 
Cou #1 

Fall 
Prog. Final Sem 
#2 Grade GPA 

I 

B &475 
B÷ 
B÷ 
A 
A- 

PS    4 
A 
A 
A 



Team GPAs 

Graduated 
Acc Honor Roll 
DEAN’S LIST 
3.0’S and higher (FALL) 
3.0’S and higher (CUM) 

4.0’S (FALL) 
2.0 and below (FALL) 
2.0 and below (CUM) 

13 
22 
21 

2 
2 
2 

FALL 

3.149774194 



Spring 
Sem Year Cum 
GPA GPA GPA 

I 

Fall Spr Sum Sum UNC/ 
Sem Sem / II Cum NCAA Status & 
Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs SIR Comments 

I 
Left Eligible 
Study Abroad 

Still Enrolled 

Left Eligible 

Graduate 



Spring 
Sem 
GPA 

Year Cum 
GPA GPA 

Fall Spr Sum Sum UNC/ 
Sem Sem / II Cum NCAA Status & 
Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs SIR Comments 

3.152 15 115    7 

3.805 12 13     7 DEAN’S LIST 

3.224 15 102    7 

INo Longer on Team 

DEAN’S LIST 



3.096 18 116    7 

3.096 18 116    7 DEAN’S LIST 

2.224 12 95     7 

Spring 
Sem 
GPA 

Year Cum 
GPA GPA 

Fall Spr Sum Sum UNC/ 
Sem Sem / II Cum NCAA Status & 
Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs SIR Comments 

3.037 14 73     5 



3.691 16 77 5 DEAN’S LIST 

3.65 12 89     5 DEAN’S LIST 

1.956 

68 5 

9 82 5 

JNo Longer on Team 

3.877 15 71 5 DEAN’S LIST 



3.04 

3.396 

12 72     5 

12 85     5 DEAN’S LIST 

3.172 12 81 5 DEAN’S LIST 



Spring 
Sem Year Cum 
GPA GPA GPA 

I 

Fall Spr Sum Sum UNC/ 
Sem Sem / II Cum NCAA Status & 
Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs SIR Comments 

I 
3.491 15 51 3 DEAN’S LIST 

3.351 16 52 3 

3.37 15 61 3 DEAN’S LIST 

2.895 12 45     3 

I I 13.22 112 I I I 143 13 I I 



3.602 15 58     3 DEAN’S LIST 

2.405 13 41 3 

Transfer 

3.57 12 46 3 

2.455 13 43 3 



I I                                       I 
2.371 15 42 



Spring 
Sem Year Cum 
GPA GPA GPA 

I 

Fall Spr Sum Sum UNC/ 
Sem Sem / II Cum NCAA Status & 
Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs SIR Comments 

I 
3.069 13 13 1 

2.681 16 13 1 

2.7 13 13 1 

1.975 9 9 1 

3.023 13 68 3 3 TRANSFER 



I I 

Spring 
Sem Year Cum 
GPA GPA GPA 

I 

Fall Spr Sum Sum UNC/ 
Sem Sem / II Cum NCAA Status & 
Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs SIR Comments 

I 
*Eligibility Exhausted 

I I 
3.475 16 69     3 DEAN’S LIST 

3.922 15.5 76.5 3 DEAN’S LIST 



SPRG    YEAR CUM 
3.096483871 



"" - Grade Report 
FALL 

Name 

Fall Spring 
Semester Prog. Prog. Final Sem Sem 
Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA 

I I I I I I II 

DP~ B+ 3 
EC( C 
EC( W 
POI A- 





I 
Fall Spring 

Name Semester Prog. Prog. Final Sem Sem 
Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA 

EC( D D/C- D 
EC( F 
EXS B 
INL~ A 

DE~( B                            B 

3.5 

ISO~ A 

~ B- 3.075 

PS 





Fall Spring 
Name Semester Prog. Prog. Final Sem Sem 

Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA 

EN B+ 3.515 

EN A- 

PH B+ 

PH A- 

D C 2.63 

C PS 

C C+ 

A A- A- 

B+ 3.325 

B 

A- 

B+ 

A 3.74 

A- 

A- 

A 

B+ 

EX 
PH 

PC 

PC 

PH 

PC 

PC 





I Name 
Fall Spring 

Semester Prog. Prog. Final Sem Sem 
Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA 

DR,, F D C- 2.1 
GE( D C B 
HIS B- 
VIA D 

~ 
C- 1.675 
B- 

C+ C+ 
C-* F 

B+ 3.65 

A 

B+ 

A 

~ B- 2.4 

~ NG 

~ C+ 

~ C 

~ B- 

~ C+ 

DR,, C- F* FA 
EC( F* AB 
VIA AB 
PHI N/G AB 







I Name 
Fall Spring 

Semester    Prog. Prog. Final Sem Sem 
Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA 

3H 
3H 
DR 
EN 

CL 

DR 

HE 

SP 

A A- 3.769 
PS A- 
B- B C+ 
A- A- A 
A A A- 

C C C- 2.35 
C C B- 
C+ C- 
B+ B+ B+ 

A B 3.138 
95% B 

C+ 
B+ 

A A- A 

C C B 3.25 
B A- 
B- B 
A- B B+ 

B          3.1 
B+/B            A- 
B B+ B- 

84% B+ B 





I Name 
Fall Spring 

Semester    Prog. Prog. Final Sem Sem 
Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA 

I 
B ~.15 
B+ 
B 
B+ 

II 

BU 
BU 

BU 

BU 

JO 

JO 

B+ 3.257 
B+ 
A- 
B- 
B+ 

C 2.767 

B+ 

B 

PS 

B B C+ 2.25 

D+ 

B- 

B B- 





I 
Fall Spring 

Name Semester    Prog. Prog. Final Sem Sem 
Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA 

II 
~,HI 

~,HI 

EN( 

VIA 

PHI ..... 

C- 2.35 
B- 
C 
B 

A 3.711 
A- 
B 
A 
A 

I I I I 
D B- -~.808 

PS C÷ 

B- B 

C÷ B- 

B 

~ 
tSPRG 



Graduates 
ACC HONOR ROLL 
DEAN’S LIST 
3.0’S and higher (FALL) 
3.0’S and higher (CUM) 
4.0’S 
2.0 and below (FALL) 
2.0 and below (CUM) 

1 

9 
18 
16 

1 
3 
4 



Fall Spr Sum Sum 
Year Cum Sem Sem I II Cum 
GPA GPA Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

I 

UNC/ 
NCAA Status & 
SIR Comments 

Left Eligible 

GRADUATED 

2.844 9 117     8 9 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATEDL= 

Graduated 



I I I 
Graduated 

Graduated 

Graduated 

Graduated 

Graduated 



Fall Spr Sum Sum 
Year Cum Sem Sem I II Cum 
GPA GPA Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

I 

2.403 

UNC/ 
NCAA Status & 
SIR Comments 

No Longer on Team 

9 94 7 

2.998 12 107 7 DEAN’S LIST 

2.841 15 109 7 

[No Longer on Team 





Fall Spr Sum Sum UNC/ 
Year Cum Sem Sem I II Cum NCAA Status & 
GPA GPA Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs SIR Comments 

I 
[No Longer on Team 

3.588 13 80 5 DEAN’S LIST 

2.354 12 70 5 

3.167 12 73 5 

3.524 15 80 5 DEAN’S LIST 

I 13.945 112 I I I 1133.5 15 IDEAN’SLIST I 



1.699 12 65 5 

3.521 16.5 86.5    5 DEAN’S LIST 



Fall Spr Sum Sum 
Year Cum Sem Sem I II Cum 
GPA GPA Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

I 
1.783 12 37 

UNC/ 
NCAA Status & 
SIR Comments 

3 

2.124 9 4O 3 

3.816 14 71 3 DEAN’S LIST 

2.336 15 72 5 5 TRANSFER 

No Longer on Team 

1.63 27 3 



2.285 12 42 3 

2.784 13 51 3 

3.57 15 36 3 DEAN’S LIST 

2.774 12 40 3 No Longer on Team 

3.207 16 43 3 





Fall Spr Sum Sum 
Year Cum Sem Sem I II Cum 
GPA GPA Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

I 
3.769 13 19 

UNC/ 
NCAA Status & 
SIR Comments 

DEAN’S LIST 

2.35 12 28 

3.138 13 13 

3.25 12 27 

3.1 12 29 





Fall Spr Sum Sum 
Year Cum Sem Sem I II Cum 
GPA GPA Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

I 

UNC/ 
NCAA Status & 
SIR Comments 

3.122 12 115.5 7 

3.18 14 108 7 

3.085 12 114.5 7 

1.986 12 103     7 





Fall Spr Sum Sum 
Year Cum Sem Sem I II Cum 
GPA GPA Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

I 

2.37 12 66 

UNC/ 
NCAA Status & 
SIR Comments 

5 

5 

3.377 15 72.5    5 DEAN’S LIST 

2.808 13 17 

12871 





NAME SEM MID    MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL SPR SSI    SS2 
COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM SEM HRS HRS 

#2 GPA GPA HRS HRS 



GRADE REPORT 

NAME 

hy 

SEM 
COURSE 

MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL SPR SSI    SS2 
GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM SEM HRS HRS 

#2 GPA GPA HRS HRS 



GRADEREPORT~ 

NAME SEM 
COURSE 

MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL SPR SSI    SS2 
GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM SEM HRS HRS 

#2 GPA GPA HRS HRS 

3.540 4.000 3.770 3.639 15 15 

2.140 2.950 2.545 2.667 12 18 

2.860 2.725 2.793 2.671 15 15 



GRADEREPORT~ 

NAME SEM 
COURSE 

MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL SPR SSI    SS2 
GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM SEM HRS HRS 

#2 GPA GPA HRS HRS 

FRE A 

A 

2.500 3.367 2.934 3.005 12 15 6 

2.400 2.800 2.600 2.563 12 15 

1.971 1.971 2.511 

3.075 3.740 3.408 3.139 12 15 



GRADE REPORT 

NAME SEM 
COURSE 

AFAM 

EXSSI 

FREN 

MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM 
GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA 

#2 GPA GPA 

A- 2.317 2.850 2.584 2.984 

B+ 3.450    3.535 3.493 3.630 
A 

A 
A 

3.260 3.460 3.360 3.090 15 15 

3.075 3.000 3.035 2.790 12 12 

FALL SPR SSI    SS2 
SEM SEM HRS HRS 
HRS HRS 

2.925 2.520 2.723 2.845    12 15 



GRADE REPORT 

NAME SEM 
COURSE 

MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL SPR SSI    SS2 
GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM SEM HRS HRS 

#2 GPA GPA HRS HRS 

2.723 3.462 3.092 3.092 13 13 

2.075 1.600 1.811 1.811 12 15 

3.231 3.775 3.503 3.492 13 12 

B 3.150    3.433 3.271 3.244    12 12     6 
B+ 

1.392 2.600 2.200 2.200    13 15     3 

2.114 2.114 2.114 

3.860 3.925 3.893 3.944    12 15 



GRADE REPOR] 

NAME SEM 
COURSE 

MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL SPR SSI    SS2 
GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM SEM HRS HRS 

#2 GPA GPA HRS HRS 

TEAM AVERAGE 

SPRING 2001 SUMMARY: 
ACC HONOR ROLL -12 
Dean’s List - 7 
Eligibility Concerns: 0 

3.180 3.400 3.310 3.341 15 12 

3.350 3.350 3.296 12 

2.796 3.130 2.963 2.956 



CUM 
HRS 

UNC/ COMMENTS 
NCAA 
SIR 

BAin ECON/ 

GRADEREPORT~ 

Left ineligible 

BA in Economics 

BA in COM~ 

BA in Industrial Rel. and 
minor in German 

Left ineli~ 

BA in Industrial Relations 

turned pro elig 

Transferred elig 

Transferred elig 



GRADE REPORT 

CUM 
HRS 

UNC/ COMMENTS 
NCAA 
SIR 

Turned pro 

BA in Mgmt. & Society 

BA in International Studies 
and Spanish 

Cut from tear¢ 
Still en rolle( 

BA in JOMC-Advertising on 

BAinCOMM 

turned pro during 

BA in JOMC-Electronic Comm 

BS Business Adm 

Not enrolled 



GRADE REPORT 

CUM 
HRS 

122 

121 

UNC/ COMMENTS 
NCAA 
SIR 

Cut from tearT 
BA in COMM 

8 (8; Dean’s List 
BS in BUSI 
ACC Honor Roll 
Left ineligible 

8 (8~ BA in COMM 

Transferred elig 

121 8 (8) &dv 

Still enrolled 

Cut from team 
Left ineligible SS 

Still enrolled SP, 

turned pro after ~ eligible 



GRADEREPORT~ 

CUM UNC/ COMMENTS 
HRS NCAA 

SIR 

Quit team 009- still enrolled 

Quit team 
Still enrolled 

91 6 (6~ Dean’s List .... 
ACC Honor Roll 

80 6 (6~ Must pass 15 hrs in or UNC 

65 5 (5~ Must pass 15 hrs in for UNC 

quit team after F00-still enrolled 

ACC Honor Roll 

82 6 (6; Dean’s Li~ 
ACC Honor Roll 



GRADE REPORT 

CUM UNC/ COMMENTS 
HRS NCAA 

SIR 

85 

Quit team. 
Still enrolled 

Quit team after F 00-still enrolled 

94 4 (4~ Dean’s Lis 
ACC Honor Roll 

61    4 

58 4 (4~ Dean’s Li~ 
ACC Honor Roll 

52 4 (4~ ACC Honor Roll 

Quit team ~ 
Still enrolled 

Quit team after    -still enrolled 



GRADEREPORT~ 

CUM UNC/ COMMENTS 
HRS NCAA 

SIR 

41 2 (2~ ACC Honor Roll 

27 2 (2~ 

Quit team F 00-enrolled 

28 2 (2} Dean’s List SP 01 
ACC Honor Roll 

30 2 (2} ACC Honor Roll 

31 2 (2~ 

54 4 (4~ 

156 8(8~ BA in ECON mi[ 
Dean’s List F 00 
ACC Honor Roll 



GRADE REPORT 

CUM UNC/ COMMENTS 
HRS NCAA 

SIR 

79 4 (4~ ACC Honor Roll 

44 2 (2~ 



NAME SEM 
COURSE 

MID    MID 
GRD GRD 

#2 

SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL SPR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ 
GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM SEM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 

GPA GPA HRS HRS SIR 

Page 15 



JOMC 3.425 3.175 3.300 2.961 12 12 4 

3.400 3.433 3.417 3.260 12 

135 

122.5 

Page 16 



r 
JOMC 
JOMC 
PHYA 

FREN 

JOMC 

MATE 

EXSS 

PORT 

FREN 

JOMC 

A 
C 

A 
C 

3.260 3.429 3.343 3.326 15 12 

3.000 2.429 2.713 2.739 12 12 

2.685 1.750 2.218 2.177 13 12 

1.175 2.250 1.713 2.179 9 12 

1.675 2.250 1.963 2.600 12 12 

2.840 2.750 2.795 2.664 13 12 

2.400 2.726 2.560 2.566 15 15 

64 4 (4’~ 

52 4 (4’~ 

54 4 (4’~ 

58 4 (4’~ 

68 5 

30 2 (2’~ 

Page 17 



SPAN 

TEAM AVERAGE 

SUMMER-A 2001 SUMMARY: 
ACC Honor Roll -4 
Dean’s List - 0 
Eligibility Concerns -0 

3.006 3.000 3.128 3.128 16 15 

2.651 2.686 2.669 2.718 

Page 18 



COMMENTS 

BA in Communication Studies 

BA in Psychology/Minor in 

BS in B 

BA in Industrial Relations 

BA in Communication Studies 

Not registered fo 

Left inelig, aftc 
Returned S~,m 
Still enrolle( 

BA in EXS,~ 

Page 19 



BS in 

BA in 
ACC Honor Roll 

BS in BUSI minor in 
ACC Honor Roll 

Left eligible 

Transferred 

left 

Left 

Exhausted eliaibilitv 
left ineligible 

Left school[ 

Page 20 



ACC Honor Roll 

left eligible after 

Must review his eligibility every sere. 

Page 21 



ACC Honor Roll 

Page 22 



NAME SEM MID    MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL SPR 881 SS2 GUM 
COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM SEM HRS HRS HRS 

II GPA GPA HRS HRS 

2.325 2.308 2.317    2.448 12    14 7; 

JOMC 
JOMC 

B÷ 

3.480 3.888 3.684 3.690 15 16 

2.823 3.600 3.212 3.031 13 12 

2.892 2.831 2.859 2.859 13 16 33 

3.880 3.485 3.683 3.696 15 17 33 

3.062 2.740 2.901 2.883 13 15 8~ 

3.425 3.680 3.553 3.347 12 15 9~ 

3.300 3.608 3.454 3.359 14 13 12~ 

Page 23 



3.677 3.862 3.770 3.658 13 13 155 

PHIL A 

A 

3.107 2.426 2.766 2.738 14 

3.194 3.188 3.191 2.979 15 

2.007 2.138 2.073 2.007 11 

3.507 3.593 3.550 3.466 16 

3.506 3.250 3.378 3.198 16 

2.950 2.555 2.753 3.302 13 

3.550 4.000 3.760 3.760 16 

16 3 

12 3 

15 4 

121 

94 

74 

12C 

6C 

Page 24 



BIOL 
BIOL 

B 

3.273 3.650 3.412 3.416 14 16 

3.920 4.000 3.960 3.911 15 17 

C+ 2.400 2.740 2.570 2.653 15 15 4 
C 

3.075 3.392 3.234 3.084 12 13 

94- 

3.623 3.613 3.617 3.617 13 16 

2.162 2.823 2.402 2.576 13 13 

2.540 3.176 2.858 2.768 15 15 

3.650 4.000 3.825 3.634 13 13 

3.086 4.000 3.543 3.623 13 14 

121 

151 

Page 25 



3.300 3.506 3.403 3.539 13 16 7~ 

3.006 3.000 3.003 2.952 15 15 7; 

4.000 2.880 3.440 3.588 16 12 67 

2.757 2.769 2.763 2.763 14 12 2~ 

2.500 3.600 3.050 2.856 15 16 

3.460 3.225 3.339 3.339 15 16 

2.986 3.007 2.997 3.257 13 15 

3.308 3.450 3.379 3.361 12 12 

Page 26 



3.600 3.306 3.453 3.448 16 16 3~ 

1.392 2.256 1.824 1.974 13 17 6; 

3.236 3.307 3.272 3.530 14 14 8~ 

3.825 3.656 3.741 3.773 12 16 13e 

3.314 3.785 3.541 3.541 14 13 4~ 

2.000 2.000 2.674 9 

3.175 3.000 3.088 3.032 16 15 

3.068 3.221 3.144 3.144 

117 

Page 27 



[ELIGIBILITY CONCERNS-0 

Page 28 



UNC/ 
NCAA 
SIR 

4 (4) 

2 (2) 3EAN’S 

4 (4) 3EAN"~ 

2 (2) 

6 (6) 

Page 29 



8 (8) BS in BIOL minor Crtv Writ 

3EAN’S I 
&CC Honor Roll 

9 (10) 

6 (6) b, CC Honor Roll 

6 (6) 

4 (4) 3EAN’S LIST 
&CC Honor Roll 

8 (8)     BA in 

&CC Honor Roll 

4 (4) 

2 (2) 3EAN’S 
&CC Honor Roll 

4 (4) 

Page 30 



4 (4) 3EAN’S 

4 (4) 3EAN’S 
&CC Honor Roll 

4 (4) 

6 (6) &CC Honor Roll 

(1) 3EAN’S I 
&CC Honor Roll 

2 (2) 

7 (8) 

8 (8) BA in EXS8 
3EAN’S LIST F00 
&CC Honor Roll 

8 (8) B8 i~ 

Page 31 



3EAN’S I 
&CC Honor Roll 

4 (4) 3EAN’S I 

4 (4) &CC Honor Roll 

3 (3) 3EAN’~ 

(1) 

6 (6) 3EAN’~ 

2 (2) 3EAN’S LI.~ 

4 (4) 

4 (4) &CC Honor Roll 

Page 32 



2 (2) 3EAN’S LIST F 0C 
&CC Honor Roll 

4 (4) 

4 (4) &CC Honor Roll 

8 (8) 3EAN’S LIST F 0’ 
&CC Honor Roll 

2 (2) 3EAN’S LISq 

&CC Honor Roll 

7 (7) 

4 (4) ~CC Honor Roll 

Page 33 



J 

Page 34 



NAME SEM ~ID    MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL SPR 
COURSE 3RD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM SEM 

#2 GPA GPA HRS HRS 

Page 35 



ART 

Page 36 

2.280 2.878 2.578    2.868 



r 
PHIL                         C 

PHIL 

PHY, 

JOM 

POLl 

HIST 

3.540 3.377 3.459 3.136 15        12 

3.400 2.896 3.148 2.608 15 18 

3.460 3.326 3.393 2.629 15 12 

B 
A 

3.675 2.888 3.282 2.676 15 16 

3.675 4.000 3.838 3.676 12 12 

3.260 3.600 3.430 2.978 15 12 

1.750 1.826 1.788 1.874 12 12 

2.175 3.175 2.675 2.101 12 12 

Page 37 



HIST 

COM 

B 

B 
F 

84- 

2.767     2.880 2.824    2.928 

3.750 4.000 3.875    3.890 

2.925 3.676 3.250    3.349 

1.333 2.250 1.792    1.806 

1.860 2.676 2.268    2.136 

2.280 2.150 2.215    2.464 

2.860 2.926 2.893    2.850 

13.5 
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COMI 

AFRI( 

BIOL( 

COMI 

EXS8 

POR] 

B- 2.200 2.225 2.213 2.272 15 12 

B+ 2.825 3.250 3.038 2.650 12 12 

A 3.340 3.150 3.245 3.430 15 14 

C 2.075 2.900 2.488 2.420 12 12 

2,250 2.150 2,200 2.200 12 12 

3.031 3.123 3.077 3.077 13 13 

1.400 1.260 1.322 1.390 9 12 

2.277 1.750 2.021 2.021 13 9 
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2.554 2.575 2.564 2.564 13 12 

1.850 1.600 1.711 1.711 12 15 

2.292 3.250 2.771 3.033 12 15 

3.400 3.000 3.200 2.869 12 12 

2.660 2.809 2.735 2.618 
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SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ COMMENTS 
HRS HRS HRS NCAA 

SIR 

BS in BUSI & 
minor in 

BA in Journalism 

BA in Psychology 

BA in PSYC and EXSS 

BS in Biology and minor in 

BA in Communications 

BA in Elem. Education 

BA in Sociology 5/^" 

BA in JOMC/Adve~ising 

NOT ENROLLED 
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NOT ENROLLED 

BA in Psychology 
Minor ir 

BS in Geology 
Minor in 

BS in Business 

BS In Psychology 

BA in JOMC/Advertising 

BAin Mgmt.& 

BA in POLl & 

BA in JOMC-Pub Rel minor in : 

6 120 8 (8) BA in POL 
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121 8 (8) BA in COMM SPCH & HRNG ! 
Dean’s Lis 
ACC Honor Roll 

121 8 (8) BA in ECOI 
Dean’s List F 00 
ACC Honor Roll 

123 8(8) BA in SOC 
Dean’s List F 08 
ACC Honor Roll 

126 8(8) BA in JOM, 
Dean’s List F 00 
ACC Honor Roll 

130 8(8) BA in AMST& COMM 
Dean’s List F 0C 
ACC Honor Roll 

86 6 (6) Dean’s List 
ACC Honor ~o~ 

93 6 (6) Needs a B- in 

77 6 (6) Needs 1 hr in for UNC 
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87.5 6 (6) 

96 6 (6) Dean’s List F 00 
ACC Honor Roll 

87 6 (6) Dean’s List 
ACC Hono ...... 

6 56 4 (4) 

3 55 4 (4) 

3 60 4 (4) 

3 65 4 (4) 
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3 54 4 (4) 

58 4 (4) ACC Honor Roll 

81 4 (4) Dean’s List F 00 
ACC Honor Roll 

58 4 (4) 

24 

49 

24 

25 

2 (2) 

2 (2) ACC Honor Roll 

2 (2) Needs a 1.50 GPA 

2 (2) 

rUNC 
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28 2 (2) 

27 2 (2) 

84 6 (6) Dean’s Lisl 

111 6(6) ACC Honor Roll 
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NAME SEM MID MID SS1 FALL SPR YR CUM FALL SPR 
COURSE GRD GRD FIN SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM SEM 

II GRD GPA GPA HRS HRS 
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2.175 2.175 2.231 12 
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r 
3.200    3.140 3.170    2.844      15      15 

3.092 3.308 3.200 2.758 16 12 

3.070 3.513 3.292 3.569 12 15 

2,825 1.850 2,338 2.108 12 12 
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~ A 1.250 2.075 1.663 2.048 12 12 
B+ 

2.670 3.000 2.835 2.518 12 12 

1.920 1.925 1.923 2.180 12 9 

2.925 2.350 2.638 2.289 12 12 
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EXS8 

EXS8 

EXS8 

A 
B+ 

A 
B+ 

2.880 3.600 3.240    3.268 15 12 

1.762    2.175 1.969    2.123 13 12 

1.325 1.326 1.325 1.732 9 

1.175 1.175 1.793 9 

0.675 2.076 1.830 1.830 6 12 
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3.086 2.486 2.786 2.786 14 14 

2.340 1.986 2.175 2.176 15 13 

2.500 3.377 2.939 2.939 12 14 

2.750 2.759 2.750 2.759 12 12 

3.260 2.940 3.100 3.100 15 15 

2.800 3.657 3.229 3.248 15 13 

2.950 2.663 2.797 2.797 14 16 

2.000 1.250 1.625 1.626 12 
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A 0.992 2.350 1.974 1.974 9 10 EXSS, 

EXSS, 

EXSS 

EXSS 

FREN 

3.850 

4.000 4.000 4.000 3.571 13 12 

3.180 3.073 3.127 3.273 15 16.5 

1.820 2.740 2.280 2.172 9 15 

2.575 2.000 2.288 2.389 12 12 
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TEAM AVERAGE 

SUMMARY 

DEAN’S LIST-4 

ACCHONORROLL-8 

GRADUATES-1 

ELIGIBILITY CONCERNS- 

2.415 2.624 2.513 2.569 
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SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ 
HRS HRS HRS NCAA 

SIR 

BS PUBLIC HLT| 

left ineligible afle[ 

left ineligible after 

BS BUSI 

BA COMM 

still enrolled 

left eligible a 

left eligible af 
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BS BIOL 

118 9 (9) 

Quit team in 

BA in EXS8 ’ 

left ineligible after 

left ineligible after SS 98 

BA in MGMT & SOC ’ 

left eligible during 

left ineligible afte 
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118 8 (8) transferring 
Dean’s List 
ACC Hono~ 

110 8 (8) ACC Honor Roll 

BA PHYE 

left eligible durin~ 

left ineligible after 

left ineligible after 

121 8(8) BA in ECON w/minor in 
Dean’s List 
ACC Honor Roll 
left eligible during 

108 8 (8) 
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left ineligible afte 

left ineligible afte 

transferred after : 

87 B (6) 

80 B (6) 

50 4 (4) Needs 1 hr ir 

58 4 (4) 

for UNC 
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still enrolled 

62 4 (4) Dean’s List ~ 
ACC Honor [~Oll 

still enrolled 

56 4 (4) 

52 4 (4) Needs a 1.80 GPA for NCAA 

36 3 (3) medical withdrawal from 

still enrolle~ 

left eligible during 

6 24 2(2) 
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39 2 (2) 

28 2 (2) 

26 2 (2) 

69 5 (6) 

37 

65 

36 

2 (2) Dean’s List 

4 (4) Dean’s List 
ACC Honor ~o~ 

2 (2) 

182(2) Needs 6 hrs in ~r UNC / NCAA 
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6 25 2 (2) 

144 5 (8) Dean’s List F 00 
ACC Honor Roll 

99.5 5 (6) ACC Honor Roll 

still enrolled 

82 5 (6) 

still enrollee 

88 5 (6) 

still enrollec 
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NAME SEM MID    MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL SPR SS1    SS2 CUM 
COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM SEM HRS HRS HRS 

#2 GPA GPA HRS HRS 
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2.860 2.176 2.518 2.847 15 12 112 

2.600 3.700 3.150 3.008 12 13 9O 
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EX~ C 2.740 2.000 2.370 2.194 15 15 6 75 
PHI B- 

YAI NG 3.170 1.755 2.463 3.133 12 6 0 88 

4.000 3.850 3.925 3.872 12 12 85 

PHI B+ 3.050 2.725 2.888 2.879 12 12 3 86 

PH’ 

A 
A 

3.39 3.200 3.295 3.093 13 15 

3.210 3.140 3.175 3.041 15 15 

72 

86 
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2.462 2.076 2.269 2.249 13 12 57 

EXS: A 2.650 2.660 2.655 2.657 12 15 3 42 

2.670 3.188 2.929 2.846 12 16 41 

BUS 

3.838 3.826 3.832 3.828 13 16 

3.480 3.119 3.300 3.294 15 16 

3.090 3.090 3.090 13 

2.450 2.450 2.450 16 

75 

35 
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ECC B 2.700 2.680 2.689 2.832 13 15 6 89 
FRE A 

2.908 2.740 2.818 2.818 13 15 31 

3.069 3.177 3.123 3.123 13 13 32 

EXS B 2.420 2.000 2.263 2.610 15 6 6 27 

3.575 3.700 3.638 3.230 12 12 

3.769 3.350 3.560 3.329 13 12 

106 

135 

3.157 3.430 3.324 3.324 14 15 33 

3.052 2.898 2.975 2.944 
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SPRING .~UMMARY: 
ACC HONOR ROLL - 13 
Dean’s List - 5 
Graduates- 0 
Eligibility Concerns - 0 
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UNC/ COMMENTS 
NCAA 
SIR 

BA in PHYS. ED. 

BA in Comm Studies 

BA in PSYC and 

BA in PSYC 

BA in Phys. Ed. 

minor in 

BA in Phys. Ed. 1 

BA in Communication~ 

BA in Comm Studies 

IBA in Phys. Ed. 
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Exhausted Eligibility 
JS Soccer Residency Spring 

Exhausted Eligibilit 
eft eligible after F ’ 

BA in EXSS 

Eligibility exhausted 
eft eligible after F 

BFA in Studio Ar 

BA in PSYC 
&CC Honor Roll 

BA in COMM 

BA in Anthropology & 

BA in EXS 
&CC Honor Roll 

BA in Economics ’ 
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Transferred inelig 

eft ineligible after Fall 

BA in ENGL Minor in 

&CC Honor Roll 

BA in Anthropology & 

TRANSFERREE 

8 (8) 

BA in EXSS 

BA in COMM 

6 (6) &CC Honor Roll 
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5 (5) 31ympic Development in 
Spring 2u00 

6 (6) 1as an AB in 

6 (6) 3ean’s List F 
&CC Honor ~ 

6 (6) 

"~uit team F ’00- left ineligible 

5 (5) ~/ithdrew for Olympic 
Development in Sprin£ 

3eaR’s Lis 
&CC Honor Roll 
_eft ineligible 

5 (5) 3ean’s List ) 
&CC Honor Roll 
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4 (4) 

3 (3) 

3 (3) 

4 (4) 

2 (2) 

2 (2) 

2 (2) 

Dlympic Development in 

kleeds to pass 9 hrs in 

~val eligibility evepJ semester 

Dlympic Development i~ 
Xleeds to pass 10 hrs in 
~val eligibility eve~ semester 

3fficially withdrew -eligible 

:ransferred eligible 

a, CC Honor Roll 

a, CC Honor Roll 
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6 (6) 

2 (2) 

2 (2) &CC Honor Roll 

2 (2) 

8 (8) 3ean’s Lisl 
4ono ...... 

8 (8) 3ean’s List 

&CC Honol ..... 

2 (2) 3ean’s List ; 
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GRADES 

NAME SEM MID    MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL ~PR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ 
COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM ~EM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 

#2 GPA GPA HRS ~RS SIR 



GRADES 

NAME SEM 
COURSE 

MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL ~PR SS1 SS9 CUM UNC/ 
GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM ~EM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 

#2 GPA GPA HRS 4RS SIR 

AFAM 

ENGL 

EXSS 

GEOG 

PHYA 

ENGL 

EXSS 

EXSS 

AFRI( 
GEOL 
MUSC 
PSYC 

JOMC 
PSYC 

EDUC 

A 
B+ 
A 
A 

B 

D+ 
C+ 

B 

B 

A 

B+ 

B+ 

PS 

3.760 3.270 12 

2.320 2.560 12 

3.100 2.470 12 

3.570 3.180 12 

3.400 3.080 15 

84 

110 

64 

7O 

7(7) 

8(9) 

5(5) 

5(5) 

5(5) 



FALL, GRADES 

NAME SEM 
COURSE 

ENGL 
HIST( 
JOMC 
PORT 

AFAM 

GEOC 

SPAN 

EDUC 
ENGL 
HIST( 

ART( 

ECON 

ENGL 

FREN 

MATH 

MATH 

AFAM 

ENGL 

PSYC 

SPAN 

MID    MID 
GRD GRD 

#2 

SEM FALL SPR YR     CUM 
GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA 

GPA GPA 

A 

B 

B+ 

B+ 

C+ 

B 

A 

A 

PS 

B 

C+ 

A 

C 

B 

B 

PL 

B 

B+ 
BE 
C 

3.250 

3.100 

3.000 

2.675 

2.450 

2.630 

3.000 

2.900 

FALL 
5EM 
HRS 

~PR SS1 
~EM HRS 
4RS 

SS2 CUM UNC/ 
HRS HRS NCAA 

SIR 

48 

3(3) 

3(3) 

1(1) 

1(1) 



FALL, GRADES 

NAME 

NR’S 

TEAM AVERAGE 
Dean’s List - 2 
Fall 3.0 - 8 

SEM 
COURSE 

DRAM 

EDUC 

ENGL 

GEOG 

MID MID     SEM FALL SPR YR     CUM 
GRD GRD     GRD SEM    SEM GPA GPA 

GPA GPA 

B 3.000 

PS 

B+ 

3.000 

2.854 

FALL ~PR SS1    SS2 CUM    UNC/ 
SEM ~EM HRS HRS HRS    NCAA 

#2 HRS 4RS SIR 

1(1) 



FALL, GRADES 

COMMENTS 

Left elig. after 

BA in History and PSY( 

BA in Communications and 

BA in Psyc and 

tDismissed from team 

BA in Communications -Media Relations 

BA in POLl 

BA in JOMC minor in 

BAinECON~ 



TENNIS FALL, GRADES 

COMMENTS 

Dean’s List 

Elig. must be evaluated every 
sere. per NCAA 
and UNC rules. 

Dean’s List 



................... FALL iRADES 

COMMENTS 



TENNIS FALL, ~ GRADES 

COMMENTS 





raduate 

P 

3RADUATEE 



B 





B 

DRAM 



, Exhausted 
Not enrolled 

LEFT INELIGIBLE 

TRANSFER 
Eligibilty Exhausted 

"Left Ineligible 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 



B 



Qui~ 
94                                                NO LONGER ON TEAM 

95 

96 



B 



P 

,3 RADUATED 5/02 

SRADUATED 5/02 

,3 RADUATED 5/02 



B 



er on Tem 

Longer on Team 

3RADUATED~ 

DEAN’S LIST 



B 



3.188 120 8 8    GRADUATED 



B 

SPAN 



NO LONGER ON TEAM 

No Longer on Team 

No Longer on the Team 

TRANSFER 
Graduated Su 

3.010 13.5 15 3 89.5 6 &CC HONOR ROLL 

2.330    15 12 83 6 



B 



No Longer on Team 

No Longer on Team 

2.292 60 4 

1.905 "118 8 10 TRANSFER 
Graduated 

Left Ineligible Spring 

2.402 6 56 4 ~NEEDS 3 HOURS 



B 

AFAI 
COIM 

EXS! 



2.140 4 WITHDRAWAL 

3.573 4 DEAN’S LIST 
&CC HONOR ROLL 

2.756 1 8 8    TRANSFER 

1.964 6 6    TRANSFER 



B 



2.564 100 5 6 TRANSFER 

4.000 88 6 6 TRANSFER 

DEAN’S LIST 

&CC HONOR ROLL 

2.645 38 2 



2.075 2.531 2.30: 



1.934 13 10 

1.721 13 10 

2.393 12 12 

2.393 10 15 

26 

26 

33 

25 

’NEEDS3HOURS 

~NEEDS 3 HOURS 

2.312 12 13 25 2 

TRANSFER 

No Longeron Team 



B 





B 

32( 



P 

DEAN’SLIST 
&CC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’SLIST 
ACC HONOR ROLL 

~Enrolled Spr 
’Needs 51/1 

DEAN’SLIST 
ACC HONOR ROLL 



Team GPA’s 

and higher (CUM) 

~..0 and below (SPRING) 

~..0 and below (CUM) 







P 

,~O LONGER ON TEAM 

3raduated Spring 2002 

3raduated Spring 2000 

~O LONGER ON TEAM 

3RADUATED 5/02 





M N 0 P 

tRANSFER 

~o Longer on TeamlMedical 

125 8 3RADUATED 

tRANSFER 

qo Longer on Team 

)ismissed 

3RADUATEE 

tRANSFER 

Red shirting 

3RADUATEI 



A                              I    ’~      C    D    [     ~     ~     " I ’    ~    ~ 

B~~~~~ ~ III~ I~ ~11111 ~11111 ~11111:~111 ~11 ~IB 
3.000 3.20( 3100 2.98( 15 15 

~H C- 0.000 2.08( 1040 2.36( W 15 

3.260 3.00( 3130 3.02( 15 15 



~.OO HONOR ROLL 

~o Longer on team 

3 79 5 

94 6 ACO HONOR ROLL 





M N P 

~4~11 ~1111 

85 

~Jo Longer on Team 

6 81 
*NEEDS 12 HI 

5 *WITHDREW 



A                              I    ’~      C    D    [     ~     ~     " I ’    ~    ~ 

B~~~~~ ~ III~ I~ ~11111 ~11111 ~IIIII:~NIII ~11 ~IB 
2.425 3.21~ 2820 2.80~ 12 13 

3.215 3.26[ 3238 3.18.~ 13 15 

3.675 3.42[ 3548 3.30~ 12 15 



I 97 qo Longer on Team 

1101 56 4 )EAN’S LIST 

103 

104 

105 

109 

106 

~ 07 61 4 )EAN’S LIST 

1o8 ~.CC HONOR ROLL 

113 qo Longer on Team 



A                              I    B      O    [~    E     ~     G     H I ’    J    K L 

B~~~~~ ~ I1~ I~ ~11111 ~11111 ~11111:~,~111 ~11 ~IB ~11 
A        3.880 3.06~ 3472 3.85{    15    13 



M N P 

~J~ll ~1111 

6 80 ~.CC HONOR ROLL 

84 3 )EAN’S LIST 

~.CC HONOR ROLL 

3 64 

38 FRANSFEREI 



A                              I    B      O    [~    E     ~     G     H I ’    ’J    K L 

B~~~~~ ~ I1~ I~ ~11111 ~11111 ~IIIII:~,NIII ~11 ~IB 
145 2794 307~ 2935 295~ 16 12 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 3 000 1 80[ 2 400 2 70[ 15 12 

152 

153 

154 

155 -X.~ C 2 425 2 67~ 2 550 2 30[ 12 12 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 3660 365[ 3655 362~ 15 14 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 3480 300[ 3240 313~ 15 12 

167 

168 

169 

1701 



M N P 

~J~ll ~1111 

~o Longer on Team 

60 

77 

3 84 tRANSFER 

53 3EAN’S LIST 

~.CC NONOR ROLL 

67 ~.CC NONOR ROLL 



A I B 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

178 =RI 

179 

180 

2.454 2.66C 2557 2.49z 13    15 

B 

A 

250 1 07[ 1 163 1 89[ 



M I N 

61 60 

P 

’NEEDS12 HRS. SUMMER’02 

~+,B+,B+ & B 



A I    B O    [~ E ~ G H I ’ ’J    K L 

B~~~~~ ~ I1~ I~ ~11111 ~11111 ~11111:~,~111 ~11 ~IB ~11 
183 2.369 2.59~ 2481 2.52~ 13 13 

192 

193 

194 3.400 3.46~ 3430 3.43~ 15 15 

197 

200 ~FAI A 2.060 1.35~ 1705 2.12~ 15 9 

202 

203 

204 

205 3.850 3.86: 3856 3.85( 12 13 

207 

209 

210 

212 

213 

214 

215 

2~6 3.000 3.85C 3425 3.50~ 16 12 
217 

218 



M N    0 

104 6 6 tRANSFER 

6 30 2 NEED8 12 HR8 



A I    ’~ C    D [ ~ ~ " I ’ ~    ~ 

B~~~~~ ~ III~ I~ ~11111 ~11111 ~11111:~111 ~11 ~IB 
221 1925 210[ 2013 2012 12 12 

222 

226 3 308 3 16; 3 235 3 23[ 12 16 

227 

228 

232 3 436 3 50[ 3 468 3 46[ 14 12 

237 2931 265[ 2791 2811 16 12 



M N P 

~J~ll ~1111 

45 

25 ~.CC HONOR ROLL 

35 3EAN’S LIST 

~.CC HONOR ROLL 

34 



A                              I    ’~      C    D    [     ~     ~     " I ’ 

B~~~~~ ~ III~ I~ ~11111 ~11111 ~IIIII:~NIII 
3.150 2.50{ 2825 3.08{ 12 

2460 188C 2170 226~ 15    12 

3244 330~ 3275 325: 16    15 



M N    0 

125 9 ~RADUATE~ 

92 

93    8 )EAN’S LIST 

:~CC HONOR ROLL 



A I    B O    [~ E ~ G H I ’ ’J    K L 

B~~~~~ ~ I1~ I~ ~11111 ~11111 ~11111:~,~111 ~11 ~IB ~11 
264 2.623 3.00{ 2812 2.72~ 13 12 

266 

267 

269 

270 3 563 3 36~ 3 463 3 46~ 16 16 

271 

272 

273 

274 

275 

276 

277 3854 379z 3824 3821 13 16 

278 

279 

28O 

281 

282 

283 

285 

286 

288 

289, 



57    2    )EAN’S LIST 

:~CC HONOR ROLL 

38    2 )EAN’S LIST 

~.CC HONOR ROLL 



A                              I    ’~      C    D    [     ~     ~     " I ’    ~    ~ 

B~~~~~ ~ III~ I~ ~11111 ~11111 ~11111:~111 ~11 ~IB 
2.500 2.92{ 2710 2.735 12 15 

3585 334C 3463 345z 13 15 

2800 252~ 2663 267: 14 12 

TEAM GPA’s FALL ]PRG YEAR SUM 

2905 285~ 2850 293~ 

Graduates 3 

ACC Honor Roll 19 

DEAN’S LIST 14 



2 )EAN’S LIST 

~.CC HONOR ROLL 

2 



1.433 3.28 3.357 2.894 12 15 136 10 

}14 3 3070 3.510 15 12 142 8 

~ 425 3 608 3 517 3.247 12 18 126 8 



3A in MATH SCI 

3A in CLAS/HIST 



3 

57 

58 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

67 

69 

7O 

72 

73 

74 

76 

82 

83 

84 

87 

89 

9O 

92 

93 

94 

97 

99 

1 O3 

3.925 3.963 3.884 15 12 133 6 

!.938 3.131 3.035 3.026 16 16.0 94 6 

1.617 3.9 3.754 3.9 16 13 100 6 

! 88 2 862 2 871 2.88t 15 12 99 6 

~ 925 3 925 3 925 3.886 12 12 108 6 

! 754 2 256 2 505 2.455 13 16 94 6 

) 675 2 2 I 438 t .825 6 15 93 6 



NELIG PENDING 



A B 

! 8       I 94 2 370 2.42t 15 15 62 4 

} 732 3 667 3 700 3.617 19 18 78 4 

3285 3013 3150 3.24t 14 15 78 4 

1.469 3.7 3.585 3.719 12 12 76 4 

!1471 21673 2.672 2.707 10 13 49 4 

1.06 3.563 3.312 3.153 15 16 69 4 



NELIG PENDING 

)ean’s List 



3 

4 

16[ 1.775 3.333 3.554 3.751 12 12 59 4 

17~ !.571 3.075 2.823 2.616 13 12 68 6 

18( !.507 1.8 2.154 2.289 13 12 40 

18t !.627 1.938 2.283 2.307 23 9 36 2 

20~ 1.75 3.35 3.550 &622 39 14 59 2 

20! ~ 194 2 944 3 069 3.069 28 16 44 2 



P 

uit team 



A B 

1.279 4 3.640 3.626 20 13 33 2 

1.769 2.265 3.017 2.951 13 10 79 6 

!.807 2.5 2.653 2.665 29 12 41 2 





A                       B 



P 

2ean’s List 



A B 





A B 





I A B F G I 



Q R S T U V W X Y Z AA 

raduated 

BA in COMM/FREN 

Still Enrolled 

GRADUATE~ 

Lef~ Eligible 

Gradu~ed, 



AB AC 



2 

3 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 
4O 

42 

44 

46 

47 

48 

52 

54 

57 

58 

A t.02 3517 

B+ 

B 

PS 3767 

B+ 

A 

PS 

A 

B+ ~433 3387 





AB AC 



B 

B 

COl B 
COl A- B+ 

DR) D(66) 3(74) D+ 

3215 

2825 

324 5236 

!.963 2292 

EDt 

MA" 

A 

3 688 5156 

925 5 708 

AR A 

HIS A 

POI A 



grad5/02 (ENGL) 

ath elig exhausted 

U 

107 ELIGIBLE 

ath elig exhausted 

89 ELIGIBLE 

NO LONGERON TEALS1 
left eligible 

101 ELIGIBLE 

Dean’s List 



AB AC 



B 

B 

C+ 

2 173 173 

2725 !,275 2057 9     12 CO~ B C 1.625 

CO~ C+ 

CO~ B+ 

CO~ B+ 



NO LONGER ON TEAM 

left eligible ~ 

U 

94 ELIGIBLE 

NO LONGERON TEALS1 
left eligible 



AB AC 



EX: 

PS’ 

PS 

B 

B 

B 

B÷ 

B 

B+ 

B 

B 

B+ 

B 

O75 

t.575 

t.575 

306 

3¸4 

038 5 036 

B 

B+ 

3 425 

BIC 

BIC 

CH 

SO, 

AS1 

CH 

HIS 

MU 

B+ 

A 

A 

A 

B+ 

3 088 3 515 

~ 54 3 677 } 609 5 44 15 13 

CO A- !.6 306 !.64     2943 12 15 





AB AC 



A B F G I 

GE( B. 

HIS A- 

HIS B 

POI C 

B+ t.075 

B+ 

B+ 

2¸9 

AN A 3.6 3794 1.697 

BIO B+ 

HIS A- 

SP/ A 





AB AC 



2 

3 

180 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

192 

193 

194 

203 

208 

AFA 

BUS 

MAI 

EDL 

HIS 

MA1 

AFA 

PSY 

SOC 

SOC 

C 

A 

C 

C+ 

,83% 

C+ 

B+ 

C 

B 

A 

B+ 

B 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

D+ 

B 

B+ 

B+ 

C+ 

B+ 

265 

3575 

3.525 

!.246 2756 

2354 

3367 

3.763 

!.501    2541 

3694 





AB AC 



B÷ 

B 

B+ 

C+ 

A 

CHE C B-IC 

CHE NG B+ 

ENG B B+ 

MAT A 

PHIL A- 
pHy B+ B. 

BIOI D+ 3+ D+ 

ENC B+ B+ 

GEC BqB D+ 

MAI C(76) 3(66%) C- 

3.069 

2.681 

27 

1.975 

3.023 

3.11 3.125 

2 45 

263"    2.303 

3.3~ 3.187 

2 42~ 13 

BUS A- 

SOC 5+ A. 

STA B 3/B- B 





AB AC 



9 

22 

3 

0 

0 

A 
A 
A 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

:ALL 
3.118586207 

3 764 

SPR6 

3250967742 

(EAR 

1.20 

5473 

5944 





AB AC 







AB AC 







AB AC 



2 





AB AC 



A B F G I 

2 





AB AC 



A B F G I 





AB AC 



A B F G I 





AB AC 







AB AC 



A B F G I 





AB AC 







AB AC 







AB AC 





P 



2.325 

B 

C+ 



P 

left spring 

Left Spring 

Exhausted eligibility Bpring 

left ineligible spring 

left eligible after Bpring 

ELIGIBLE 

changed major from JOMC to 



B 

2000 

C 

C- 

2 515 

C- 

C+ 

2792 

C 

C+ 

B 

0.825 

D 

D 

D+ 



ELIGIBLE 

ACAD INELIG PENDING 







EC                                         B- 



Left Eligible 

3RADUATED/ 

123 9 10 

tth elig exhausted 

raduated wl 

BA (POLI/EOON) 

3RADUATED/ 

3RADUATED/: 



C 

C 

C/C+       C 

B+       B 



109 8 ELIGIBLE 

~th elig exhausted 

~th elig exhausted 

!CONII~GMT&SOC) 

121 8 nolongeronteam 

~h ellg exhausted 

ELIGIBLE 

Dean’s List 

ELIGIBLE 



A C 





A C 

B÷ 

B+ 2 4 

C+ 

D 

B 

246 243 2 368     15 

NG 
c(77) 

AB 

NG 

FA 

F 

0 114 

16 2.72 216 2.406     12 15 



87 6-Jan TRANSFER 

No Longer on Team 

left eligible 

&cademic IneligPending 



A C 

]10 C+ 2392 25 2446 272 13 15 

~,Ff~ A 334 3.75 3545 3.522 15 12 

-NC A 





2 

3 

2O7 

2O8 

2O9 

210 

212 

213 

214 

215 

216 

217 

218 

219 

22O 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

A 

A/B+ 

C 

C 

A 

A 

84 

C 

C+/B 

B+ 

OK 

AB 2 35 

B 

B 

AB 

1 592 1 97 1 956     12 7 

B B 

C C 

B 

B 

A A 

A 325 

B+ 

B B 

3138 3.154 3144 3.146 13 13 

3.54 3395 3.411 12 15 

B 

B/B+ B+ 

A 

B+ 

88% B+ 

31 3392 3245 3252 12 13 



R 

35 2 ELIGIBLE 

26 2 ELIGIBLE 

42 2 ELIGIBLE 

Dean’s List 

42 2 ELIGIBLE 



2 

3 



120 5 8 ~rad 

~th elig exhausted 

120 8 ELIGIBLE 

~th elig exhausted 

123 5 8 ~rad 

ath elig exhausted 

115 8 ELIGIBLE 

tth elig eshausted 

~on’t know when left 

LEFT ELIGIBLE 

78 6 ELIGIBLE 





R 

g7 5 6 ELIGIBLE 

30 2 ELIGIBLE 





























S 

GRADUATED 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATED 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATED 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATED 

GRADEREPORTSUMMER 



GRADE REPORT SUMMER 

A B 

243 2.88 2.85 18 900 120 8/8 

FREt~ IN 235 2.50 2.30 12 1200 77 6/6 



S 

GRADUATED 

INELIGIBLE-NEEDS 

GRADEREPORTSUMMER 



GRADE REPORT SUMMEF 

A B 

3.32 3.00 2.77 12 12 65 5/4 

I 65 t.32 t.75 9 6 73 6/6 

EX B 2.24 1.25 2.00 16 6 

EX B 

55 

2.’~5 2.15 2.36 16 12 53 4/4 

332 2.67 3.30 12 12 124 8/9 



S 

AGO HONOR ROLL 

INELIGIBLE-NEEDS 78HRS& t.gCUM 

ELIGIBLE 

3.00 SSt GPA 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

GRADUATED 

GRADEREPORTSUMME~ 



GRADEREPORTSUMMER 

A B 

SO 

FR 

2.42 13 9 56 4/4 

B I 92 2.25 2.t0 9 12 61 4/4 

2 25 t.60 t.97 16 9 25 2/2 

2.53 2.60 2.57 13 15 28 2/2 

I 50 2.35 1.92 12 12 24 2/2 

1.66 2.85 2.18 13 12 34 2/2 

2 42 2.75 2.58 12 12 24 2/2 

I 98 1.16 1.61 16 10 70 212 

B I 92 0.50 1.61 13 6 25 2/2 



2.70 SSt GPA 

3.00 SSt GPA 

ELIGIBLE 

GRADEREPORTSUMMER 



GRADE REPORT SUMMER 

MA A 

2.14 2.10 2.12 13 12 

I 31 t .50 2.00 9 4 

3.54 3.44 3.27 15 12.00 

I 97 t.82 t.94 13 12 

2.57 3.17 3.15 13 12 

3 62 3.65 3.67 13 14 

25 2/2 

121 10/10 

1104 6/6 

52 4/4 

113 6/6 

66 2/2 



3.15 SSt GPA 

GRADUATED 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

3.85 SSt GPA 

GRADEREPORTSUMMER 





GRADEREPORTSUMMER 





P 

NELIGIBLE NEEDS 1             3Ul~ 

NELIGIBLE NEEDS t 05HRS/2.00CUM 

!.5 SS1 GPA 

NELIGIBLE NEEDS t05HRS & 2.00 CUM 

~EEDS 9HRS IN SS 

!.70 SS1 GPA 

GRADEREPORTSUMMER 



A B 

3 02 2.75 2.73 15 12 

3.67 3.00 2.61 12 15 

3F B 2 52 0.67 1.77 12 3 

~E drop 

3 77 3.68 3.65 12 15 

£N C 1.50 1.50 2.04 12 9(6) 6 84(81) 
EX B+ 



P 

NELIGIBLE 

L00 SS1 GPA 

)EAN’S LIST 

!.65 SS1 GPA 

GRADEREPORTSUMMEI 



2.13 1.50 2.17 13 12 

~R~ A- 1.32 2.32 1.93 9 12 6 

1.92 2.75 2.38 13 12 

2 42 2.42 2.42 16 13 

2.00 1.15 1.59 13 6 

3.75 3.26 3.48 18 14 

3 33 3.32 3.33 22 13 



~O LONGER ON TEAM 

LS0 SS1 GPA 

NELIGIBLE N1EETS HRS DUE TO 6TR HR 

:ROM HS-NEEDS 24HRS/1.SCUM FROM 

IST YEAR HERE. 

~EEDS 6HRS IN SS 

~EAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

GRADEREPORTSUMMERI 



A B 

2 53 2.04 2.43 19 14 I01 

I 98 t.80 t.88 t3 t2 

B 0 77 t .50 t .49 10 9 6 

B+ 

1.3g 2.26 1.85 9 15 

2.33 3.08 2.33 13 15 

B 1 1 t.25 t.53 9 6 3 

I 65 t.82 t.73 15 12 

B 3.67 3.40 3.43 15 15 3 



P 

NELIGIBLE NEEDS 24HRS & 1.5CUM 

L15 SS1 GPA 

NELIGIBLE NEEDS 24HRS & 1.5 CUM 

DOES NOT MEET 75% 

L00 SS1 GPA 

L00 SS1 GPA 

GRADEREPORTSUMMER 



3 35 3.23 3.21 14 13 

2.82 4.00 3.35 15 16 

I 36 2.35 2.t0 13 12 

2 56 2.72 2.72 13 13 

2.47 



P 

3RADUATED 

~EAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

!.85SS1GPA 

GRADEREPORTSUMME~ 





GRADEREPORTSUMMER 



FIELD HOCKEI 

IIIIIIIIIIII1~IIIIIIIIIIIIII ~1111111~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I~ ~ ~I ~1~11111~1111 

25 1 92 3.16 9~ 

33 

355 3.43 102 



6 

9 

12 ~RADUATED 

18 ~RADUATED 

22 

23 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

32 3EAN’S LIST 

33 ~CC HONOR ROLL 

35 

36 

37 

39 !.02 SSt GPA 

43 

45 

47 

48 NELIGIBLE NEEDS 105HRSI2.0 

49 ~UM --MUST COMPLETE "IN" 
5(~ ~,CC HONOR ROLL !PENDING "IN") 

52 

53 

GRADEREPORTSUMMER 



GRADE REPORT SUMMER 

54 BU~ A- 35C 3.6t 25 106~ 7/7 

56 

59 

63 

65 

67 

73 

75 

77 

79 

83 

87 

93 

95 

97 



GRADEREPORTSUMMER 



1531SUMMARY 

GRADE REPORT SUMMER 



4 

P 

GRADEREPORTSUMMER 





GRADE REPORT SUMMER 



*****all new < 

GRADEREPORTSUMMEF 

RECI 

HIST 

2 O0 2.5: 

297 2.2~ 

230 2.9z 

NG 307 3.1z 

2.02 

3.28 

262 2.9[ 2.97 1~ 15 



115 8/8 INTERNSHIF~ FOR GRADUATION 

79 6/6 

81 6/6 

61 4/4 ~,00 HONORROLL 

72 4/4 



2 46 

307 

2 6O 



M I N I o I 

45 3/3 No longer on team 

25 212 

46 212 

GRADEREPORTSUMMER 



GRADE REPORT SUMMER 

I    B I    c 

3RADUATED 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

3RADUATED 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

BIO 3RADUATED 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

YAPC 

ECO 

INLS( 

MATt 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

STUDY ABROAD 

3.35SSIGPA 

Z.85SSIGPA 

drop 

AUDITING MATH 



GRADEREPORTSUMMER 

C Q 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

PHIL021 

HIS] 

STA 

NURS081 



GRADEREPORTSUMMER 

Q 

HONOR ROLL 

3RADUATED 

HONOR ROLL 

CHI 

INL 



GRADE REPORT SUMME~ 

A I B E 

M-LAX ..... all new grade listed in italics 





GRADEREPORTSUMMER 

M-LAX ..... all new grade reports are listed in italics ..... 

2 85    ~.07 

2 44    Z.50 

COl 
PHI 

1 680 Z.0t 

$8~ NG 3 71    ~.77 135 

3.48    ~.70 



GRADEREPORTSUMME~ 

97 7/7 

123 8/8 GRADUATED 

93 7/9 2.50 tSS GPA 

121 5 8/8 STUDYING ABROAD SS 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

116 8/8 ACC HONORROLL 

140 8/8 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



GRADEREPORTSUMMER 

M-LAX ..... all new grade reports are listed in italics ..... 

2.76 Z.64 13           1 

220 1.68 15 1: 

EC B 2.66 !.85 13 
FR A- 

232 Z.60 12 1: 



GRADEREPORTSUMMER 



GRADEREPORTSUMMER 

..... all new grade reports are listed in italics ..... 

2.32 !.85 12 

FRE B+ I 65 1.35 9 

PSY drop 

SOC C+ 

COk D 2 32 Z.25 12 1: 

PHY B 



GRADEREPORTSUMMER 

58 4/4 

3.30 tSS GPA 

2.65 tSS GPA 

1.50 tSS GPA 

55 4/4 

3.35 1SS GPA 

52 4/4 



GRADEREPORTSUMMER 

..... all new grade reports are listed in italics ..... I I I I I I 

,I,I,,,,,,,,,,,,,,I~ ,I,I, ,,, I~,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,,,,!,,~,~ i.~,,’,;,,, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I, ,I,I,, ,I,I,, 

FRE 3 70    ;.26 26 

239 1.38 16 

DR/ 

I 30    1.65 

2.86    !.32 

3.12 3.07 15 



GRADEREPORTSUMMER 

68 5 4/4 ACC HONOR ROLL 

3.00 1SS GPA 

52 4/4 

45 2/2 ACC HONOR ROLL 

3.001SS GPA 

25 212 



GRADEREPORTSUMME~ 

..... all new grade reports are listed in italics ..... 

3.19    !.85 

ECC 

PHIl 
C 
C 

1.82 1.50 12 

DR,~ 

GE( 

2.25 !.13 12 1: 

2.76    !.05 





GRADEREPORTSUMMER 

299 

3O2 

342 

..... all new grade reports are listed in italics ..... 

GE( B 

EC( D 1.33 !.48 7 1~ 

EX~ B 1.10 1.50 9 
EX8 B+ 

232 LOT 12 1 



GRADEREPORTSUMME~ 

72 TR ACC HONOR ROLL 

3.00 1SS GPA 

25 2/2 0.50 1SS GPA 

18 2/2 INELIGIBLE 

NEEDS 24HRS & t.5 CUM 

DOES NOT MEET 75% 

25 2/2 

37 212 

25 2/2 ACC HONOR ROLL 



A 

FRE 

JOM 

GRADEREPORTSUMMER 

..... all new grade reports are listed in italics ..... 

A- 300 Z.67 12 

B 

2.54 1.75 15 

360 Z.32 12 1 

2.20 !.92 9 

2.51 !.43 



GRADEREPORTSUMME~ 



GRADE REPORT FALl 

__1 A I B I c 
~ ROWING 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIn  llllllllllllllP lllllllllllii 
CHI 

CHI 

9 

BIC 

CHI 

BIC 

19 DR, 

27 

29 

IDIE    F I G I HI I I J /K I L I M 

O 1.20C 2.160 
F 
F 

C 

A 3 712 3.698 
B 
A 
A 
A 

O 2.77S 3.145 

B 

B 

B 

B- 2.952 2.893 

B 

A 2.881 2.883 

D÷ 

B÷ 

A 3 60C 3.600 

I " I ° I          ~ 

i  lllliB: ",llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
a6 s (s) 

74 3 (3) Dean’s List 



I 

DRAI 

ENG 

FREt 

MNG 

LING 

MATI 

PHY, 

CHEI 

ENG 

HIST 

CHEI 

PSY( 

SOC 

ECO 

SPAI 

GEO 

GER 

MATI 

CHEI 

CHEI 

FREt 

HIST 

DRAI 

MATI 

CHEI 

CHEI 

ENG 

B 

GRADE REPORT FALL 

I D I E I F I G I H 

A 3.86C 3.419 107 7 (7) Dean’s List 

B+ 

B 

A 

3 32~ 3.325 36 I (I) Dean’s List 

A 

A 

B+ 

3.677 3.130 118 5 (7) Dean’s List 

B+ 

B 

3.075 3.075 18 1 (1) 

D+ 

A 

B 

B 

B 

B 

2 70~ 2.706 20    I (I) 

A 

B 

B 

B+ 

330C 3.028 111 7(7) Dean’s List 

C+ 

B+ 

2.738 2.738 32J 32 1 (1) 

I 38~ 2.31t 9 I 51 3 (3) AFA~ B+ 

BIOL F 

CHEI D 

MATI O- 



GRADE REPORT FALl 

-IIIIIIIIIIIIIIll  llllllllllllllr lllllllllllii   lllllllllll ill i ll  ,’, 
EX 

EX 

EX 

PH 
PS 

A 

A 

C+ 

B 

3.41S 3.353 79 5 (5) Dean’s List 

EN A 3.60C 3.600 41J 41 1 (1) 
FR A 

HN A- 

CC A 3 392 3.392 13 ~ 88 I (10) *Not eligible for 

competition based on 

NCAA 5 year rule 

BI( 

BI( 

CC 

FR 

PC 

AN 

HI.< 

PH 
RE 

B+ 

A 

A 

A 

B 

B+ 

B 

B 

A 

B+ 

B 

3 877 3.795 68 3 (3) 

3 20C 3.200 24 I (I) 

3 231 3.26t 82 3 (5) 

SE NG 3.910 96 4 (5) 

1.575 2.400 78 5 (5) 
EX C 

JO C 



I 
ROWING 

-IIIIIIIIIIIIIIl l llllllllllllllP lllllllllllii 
pHI 

3.076 117 7 (7) 

A 

A 

B 

3 48C 3.480 15 I (I) Dean’s List 

EC( 

GE( 

GE( 

POI 

C 

A 

C+ 

A 

2 65C 2.650 14 I (I) 

B+ 

A 

A 

B+ 

3.656 3.490 63 3 (3) Dean’s List 

BIO 

BIO 

EN( 

HIS 

PSh 

RE[ 

A 

A 

B+ 

B+ 

3.663 3.663 28 1 (1) Dean’s List 

EN( 

CHE 

EN( 

B 

D 

B+ 

2 746 2.746 17 I (I) 

A 

B 

B 

A 

3 46~c 3.520 50 3 (3) 

I 888 2.322 42 3 (3) 

BIO F 

CHE B 

CHE B 



GRADE REPORT 

NIIIIIIIIIIN, ll i ll n,’, 
B 

B+ 

B+ 

A 

3.46C 3.460 39 1 (1) Dean’s List 

C 

c+ 

B 

B 

W 

2.55C 2.650 14 1 (1) 

B 

C+ 

A 

2 846 2.846 19 I (I) 

CH 

CH 

HIE 

NA 

PO 

SP 

C+ 

B+ 

C+ 

B 

2.63~ 2.636 20 1 (1) 

YA NG 3.539 75 5 (5) 

AN 

BIC 

CH 

CH 

GE 

PH 

CO 

DR 

EC, 

GE 

MA 

PH 

B+ 

C+ 

2 963 2.589 46 3 (3) 

B÷ 

B+ 

C+ 

B 

A 

3.147 3.147 37 1 (1) 

3 42~ 2.967 39 3 (3) DR B 

EN B+ 

RE A- 



GRADE REPORT 

 llllllllllllll  llllllllllllllP lllllllllllii NIIIIIIIIIIN II;@ II n’,:           , 
2.738 76 5 (5) 

B+ 

B+ 

B 

NG 

3 323 3.269 99 3 (3) 

PHIl 

PO[ 

B 

F 

D 

D 

D 

B+ 

C 

D 

C 

AST B 3341 

DR# A- 

POL B 

SP# B 

B 

B 

B+ 

B+ 

B 

A 

A 

B+ 

1.385 1.806 34 2 (3) 

2.20C 2.200 15 1 (1) 

3.266 73 5 (5) 

3.34t 38 I (I) 

3 286 3.286 32 I (I) 

3 594 3.594 64 I (3) Dean’s List 





A        I     ~     I C I D 

~llllllllllllll~l~llllllllllllllF~llllllll ii 
ISP 

GRADE REPORT FALl 

NIIIIIIIIIIN~ll~i~lll~n,’, 
AN 

CHI 

CHI 

MA 

CL! 

CHI 

CHI 

HIS 

B 
B 
A 
B+ 

B 
B+ 

B 

B 

B 

3.182 3.182 23 1 (1) Dean’s List 

3 31~c 3.319 33 I (I) Dean’s List 

3.05t 



GRADE REPORT SPRIN5 

3 

4 

6 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

5O 

M. BASKETBALL I I 

135 1( 

AF’ 

EC 

PO 

1.250 3042 125 

124 

MU 

PH 

80 

2260 0429 1345 2281 12 118 

124 

AF 

AF 

AF 

CC 

PH 

B+ 3 600 2 977 3 289 2 745 15     I: 121 

P 

BA in EXSS 

BA in GEOG 

BA in COMM 

BA in AFAM 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

Eligible Fal 

2 Ins in 



GRADE REPORT SPRIN( 

4 

53 

55 

57 

59 

63 

65 

67 

69 

73 

75 

77 

79 

83 

85 

87 

89 

A 

AFA 3 425 3 250 3 338 2 903 12 121 

78 

42 

AFA 

AFA 

AFA 

AFR 

ECC 

3.350 3600 3.475 3613 12 1~ 6 85 

2.525 3250 2.888 2809 12 1; 3 61 

2.825 2620 12 45 

AFA 2.425 2460 2.443 2680 60 

2 425 3 040 2 733 2 782 33 

P 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 
Dean’s List 

93 AFA B+ 

95 AFR B+ 



GRADE REPORT SPRING 

A 

AFRI 

ENGI 

B+ 

2 250 3 060 2 655 2 664 12 I! 6 33 

P 

AFRI 

ENGI 
GEO, 

BUSI 

BUSI 
GEO, 

B+ 

I 250 2 980 2 115 2 291 12 I! 6 33 

B+ 

3 377 3 767 3 572 3 397 12 121 ACC HONOR ROLL 

AFRI 

HIST 

HIST 

POLl 

PSY( 

COM 

POLl 

3.575 3833 3.704 3764 12 11 

2 425 3 350 2 888 2 938 

89 ACC HONOR ROLL 
Dean’s List 

58 

HIST 

POLl 

I 688 1 000 I 344 1 589 12 48 

2.577 2.8 2.753 2.808 

INELIGIBLE 



GRADE REPORT SPRIN5 

14zl42 Eligibility Problems Damien Price 



A B C 

M+MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I i lllllllll i  n lllll  
B OI 

BIC 

BIC 

PS 

SO 

CO 

DR 

EX 

FR 

DR 

JOI 

JOI 

PO 

AFI 

JOI 

JOI 

PO 

AFI 

FR 

FR 

HN 

ED 

EN 

EX 

HE 

PO 

NG 

C+ 

B 

A 

PS 

B 

B 

B+ 

2.79 2.72 27~ 2.76 10 

304 3.25 31~ 2.78 13 

2 68 2.85 2 77 2.62 12 

3.30 3.35 333 3.19 12 

4.00 4 40C 3.95 12 

3 22 2.68 2 9£ 2.84 15 

120 8/8 

96 6/6 

116 ~6 

116 ~6 

88 6/6 



Q 

GRADUATED 05102 

GRADUATED 05102 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



3 74 

3.11 

3.36 

3.50 

3.68 15 

17 

13 

9 

73 4/4 

75 414 

57 4/4 

56 4/4 

3.76 3.66 16 16 68 4/4 



Q 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 





Q 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



3.212 



GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 





BS in BUSI & 

minor in Info. Sys. 

BA in Journalism 

BA in Psychology 

BA in PSYC and EXSS 

BS in Biology and minor in 

Chemistry 

BA in Communications 

BA in Elem. Education 

BA in Sociology 5198 

BA in JOMCIAdvertising 

NOT ENROLLED 

NOT ENROLLED 

BA in Psychology 
Minor in EXSS 

BS in Geology 

Minor in I~larine Science 

BS in Business 





BA in JOMClAdvertising 

BA in Mgmt. & Society 

BA in POLl & French 

~A in JOl~lC-Pub Rel minor in SPAN 

BA in POLl 

BA in COMI~I SPCH 

& HRNG 

BA in ECON 

BA in SOCI 

BA in AMST 

& COMM 



EX8 

REC 

REC 

AFA 

BUS 

BUS 

BUS 

CHIt 

A 3850 3.760 3805 3.160 

A 

B+ 

A 

C+ 2650 2.440 2545 2.030 

B÷ 

B÷ 

B 3260 3.620 3440 3.090 

B÷ 

A 3630 4.000 3815 3.450 13 



GRADUATED 05102 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATED 05102 

GRADUATED 05/02 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATED 05102 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



141 

158 

178 

180 

B    I c I D E I F I G I, H ~ ,~ E IL M I r~ I oI 

AF 

CC 

CC 

HIE 

CC 

CC 

CC 

CC 

AF 

CC 

CC 

GE 

AF 

EN 

EN 

JO 

JO 

JO 

AN 

CC 

CC 

CC 

ED 

AF 

JO 

JO 

JO 

AF 

C+ 

C 

AB 

AB 

B+ 

C 

NG 

D+ 

B 

B 

C 

D 

B+ 

B+ 

B+ 

C 

A 

B 

D 

B 

B 

C+ 

B 

2 520 1.170 1 845 1.740 12 

2790 2.570 2660 2.300 13 

2750 2.250 2500 2.470 12 

3 350 2.980 3 165 2.970 16 

3060 2.620 2840 2.470 15 

3120 3.060 3090 2.800 14 

6 



P 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 7814.9 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



191 

AF 

c( 

c( 

P( 

E) 

PF 

c( 

B 

C 

B 

3250     2.900 3075     2.420 12 15 

D+ 

C+ 

B 

C 

NG 

D 

B+ 

D+ 

B 

D+ 

A 

D 

D 

C 

c 

c+ 

NG 

C+ 

B+ 

C+ 

NG 

2920     2.250 

2250     1.670 

2.17 2.35 

2670 2.4 

2340     2.460 

2585     2.390 12 12 

1 960     1.970 12 15 

2.26     2.260 12 12 

2535     2.550 12 12 

2400     2.070 15 15 



ACC HONOR ROLL 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 51/1.8 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 51-1.8 



234 

236 

2~ 
238 

239 

241 

2~ 
243 

2~ 
245 

2~ 
247 

2~ 
249 

251 

253 

255 

257 

259 

261 

2~ 
263 

2~ 
265 

267 

269 

2~ 
271 

2~ 
273 

C 

D    D+/C 

D 

C 

C 

C 

C 

B+ 

F D 

B 

B 

D+ 

B 

B 

B 

B 

C 

B 

B 

NG 

A 

A 

B+ 

2320 2.67 2495     2.500 12 

2880 2.86 2870     2.870 15 

2520 2.32 2420     2.420 12 

3620 3.75 3685     3.680 13 

2900 2.67 2785     2.790 13 



DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



PS A 3580 3.850 3715 2.924 13 6 130 10/1( 
pS A- 

2 893 2.801 2 847 2.621 

9 

4 

5 



GRADUATED 05102 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



E 
~***ALL NEW GRADES IN BOLD** 



~ ~1111111!~111111111111111111111111~11111111111111111 
GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 

ELIGIBILITY COMPLETE 



231 2.30 2.31 2.37 3 12 



1~10      GP~DUATED 

DECEASED 

GRADUATEE 

DECEASED 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 



COMM041 

B 

B+ 308 2.83 296 2.60 13 15 

D+ 2 4{3 2.42 2 41 2.46 12 12 

280 t.85 233 2.t6 12 15 



P 

8/8 

8/8 

8/8 

INELIGIBLE NEES 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



COMI 

HIS 

HIS 

PQL 

POL 

PQL 

POL 

GE( 

DR/ 

312 3.23 318 3.t4 12 15 

221 2.85 253 2.54 12 13 

3.07 2.t2 13 0 



P 

AO0 HONOR ROLL 

A¢¢ HONOR ROLL 

INELIGIBLE 



250 1.85 2.18 2.41 9 12 

338 3.02 320 3.t2 12 15 

~+ 307 t.76 242 2.36 12 12 

D÷ 

2 65 t.85 2 25 2.29 12 16 





326 3.25 326    3.t9 12 15 

2 68 t.75 2 22    2.04 9 16 

252 1.42 1.97 1.84 9 9 

342 2.92 3.17 3.15 12 12 

306 3.17 3.12 3.07 12 15 

316 2.38 2.78    2.33 15 16 





B 

POL 

POL 

POL .... 

234 1.82 2.08 2.33 12 15 

2 79 2.57 2 68 2.49 12 13 

2 17 t.73 I 95 t.98 13 12 





304 

307 

3O9 

311 

313 

315 

317 

319 

321 



P 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 51/1.8 



B 

COt 

INT 

2 89    2.69 

3+ 1 94 2.75 2 35 2.32 12 16 

1 92 2.t5 2 04 2.03 12 12 

280 2.75 2.78 2.77 12 15 

323 2.75 2.92 2.92 12 13 

281 2.92 2.87 2.86 12 13 





1 92 2 

1 82 2.7 2 26 2.t5 9 15 

300 2.92 2.96 2.96 12 15 

332 3.t 321 3.22 12 16 

1 32 2 I 66 t.63 13 18 



P 

AOO HONOR ROLL 

ACe HONOR ROLL 







300 3.06 303 3.03 15 16 

B+ 

2.51 



GRADUATED 

AOO HONOR ROLL 



CHORT 

ECON 



raduate 

GRADUATED/ 

P 



E 





E 

OHORT 
PHIL 

PHYA 



, Exhausted 
Not enrolled 

LEFT INELIGIBLE 

TRANSFER 
Eligibilty Exhausted 

"Left Ineligible 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 



3 

4 

5 

93 

94 

95 

96 

A 



Qui~ 
94                                                NO LONGER ON TEAM 

95 

96 



E 



P 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 



E 

CHOW[ 

138 

ECON 



P 

er on Tem 

Longer on Team 

GRADUATED 

DEAN’S LIST 



A 



111114~sl4!4~4: 

3.188 120 8 8 GRADUATED 



E 

FREN 
POLl’ 

EXSS 



P 

Longer on the Team 

TRANSFER 
Graduated ! 

&CC HONOR ROLL 



E 

JOMC 

MATH 



P 

er on Team 

TRANSFER 
Graduated 

~NEEDS 3 HOURS 



B 

PHIL 

PSYC 

E 



’NEEDS3HOURS 

WITHDRAWAL 

DEAN’S LIST 

~CC HONOR ROLL 

TRANSFER 

TRANSFER 



A B E 

OHORT 1 
3.100 2.06~ 

4.000 4.00£ 

2.660 2.62~ 

4.00( 

2.64~ 



2.564 100 5 6 TRANSFER 

4.000 88 6 6 TRANSFER 

DEAN’S LIST 

&CC HONOR ROLL 

2.645 38 2 



VAHd 



1.934 13 10 

1.721 13 10 

2.393 12 12 

2.393 10 15 

26 

26 

33 

25 

’NEEDS3HOURS~ 

~NEEDS 3 HOURS 

2.312 12 13 25 

TRANSFER 
No Longer on Team 



E 





COMP 



P 

DEAN’SLIST 
&CC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’SLIST 
ACC HONOR ROLL 

~Enrolled 

’Needs 51/1.8 by .~ 

DEAN’SLIST 
ACC HONOR ROLL 



Team GPA’s 

and higher (CUM) 

~..0 and below (SPRING) 

~..0 and below (CUM) 







qOLONGERONTEAM 

3RADUATED 





M N 0 P 

tRANSFER 

~o Longer on TeamlMedical 

125 8 3RADUATED 

tRANSFER 

qo Longer on Team 

)ismissed 

3RADUATED 

tRANSFER 

Red shirting 

3RADUATED 



A I B C D E F G H I J K L 

~~~~~ I1~ I~ I~Ii~1 ~1111 f~lllll A~lll ~111 ~11 ~1 ~ 
CHORT 1999 

-REN A 300( 320¢ 3.100 298¢ 15    1.~ 



M N P 

=r4~ll ~1111 

97 )EAN’S LIST 

,Jo Longer on team 

76 5 9 hrs removed from 

(honor court) 

NEEDS 9 SUMMER ’02 

94 6 ACC HONOR ROLL 



A I B C D E F G H I J K L 

~~~~~ I1~ I~ I~Ii~ ~1111 ~11111 A~lll ~111 ~11 
78 8USI1 292( 275¢ 2.835 3061 15 

87 JOMC C 1 38[ 253/ *9 iN 

88 MATH B 



78    5    WITHDREW 





M N 0 P 

52 4 

qo Longer on Team 

56 4 )EAN’8 LIST 

~.CC HONOR ROLL 

61 4 ~EAN’S LIST 

~.CC HONOR ROLL 

qo Longer on Team 



A                                               I      B         C      D       E        F        G        H        I       J      K      L 

~~~~~ I1~ I~ I~Ii~ ~1111 ~11111 A~lll ~111 ~11 r~l ~ 
388( 3063 3.472 3365 15 1‘, 

383~ 388� 3859 3781 12 1.~ 

"HIL B 297.~ 237[ 2676 2813 12 1." 



M N P 

~J~ll ~1111 

71 ~.CC HONOR ROLL 

84 3 )EAN’S LIST 

~.CC HONOR ROLL 

38 FRANSFERED 



A                                               I      B         C      D       E        F        G        H        I       J      K      L 

~~~~~ Ill~ I~ I~i~1 ~1111 f~lllll A~lll ~111 ~11 r~l ~ 
279z 3075 2935 295~ 16 1~ 

300~ 180� 2400 270� 15 1~ 

-XSS A 2 42.~ 2 675 2 550 2 315 12 1 ~ 

-XSS O 

366[ 365� 3655 3625 15 lz 

-XSS C+ 3 48~ 3 00� 3 240 3 13~ 15 1 ~ 



M N P 

~J~ll ~1111 

,Jo Longer on Team 

60 

77 

81 tRANSFER 

53 )EAN’S LIST 

:~CC HONOR ROLL 

67 :~CC HONOR ROLL 







A I B C D E F G H I J K L 

~~~~~ I1~ I~ I~Ii~1 ~1111 f~lllll A~lll ~111 ~11 
CHORT 2001 

81OL B- 236( 2582 2.481 2522 13 

~,FR B+ 0531 1 425 0.878 1 65C 6 

2XS B+ 

340( 346C 3.430 343~ 15 

206( 135~ 1.705 1744 15 

385( 3862 3.856 385~ 12 

243~ 2175 2.307 2325 16 

300( 385¢ 3.425 3507 16 



M N 0 

104 6 6 tRANSFER 

24 2 NEED8 12 HRS. 



A                                               I      B         C      D       E        F        G        H        I       J      K      L 

~~~~~ I1~ I~ I~Ii~ ~1111 ~11111 A~lll ~111 ~11 r~l ~ 
192.~ 210� 2013 2013 12 1~ 

330~ 3162 3235 3235 12 1~ 

343~ 350� 3468 3465 14 1~ 

2931 265� 2791 2811 16 1~ 



M N P 

~J~ll ~1111 

45 

25 ~.CC HONOR ROLL 

35 3EAN’S LIST 

~.CC HONOR ROLL 

34 





125 9 ~RADUATED 

93    8 )EAN’S LIST 

:~CC HONOR ROLL 



A I B C D E F G H I J K L 

~~~~~ I1~ I~ I~Ii~ ~1111 f~lllll A~lll ~111 ~11 r~l ~ 
NR’s 2000 

2625 300C 2.812 272~c 13 1~ 

NR’s 2001 
356." 3363 3463 3463 16 1~ 

385z 3794 3824 3821 13 1~ 

258~ 288� 2730 291/ 15 1.~ 



57    2    )EAN’S LIST 

:~CC HONOR ROLL 

38    2 )EAN’S LIST 

~.CC HONOR ROLL 



__1 A B D E F G I J K      L 

~~~~~ 4~11111 """~ ,,~°*"~°~’ ~,,,,’~,,,,’"’ ~,,,,,°°,,,,,’°’"’"’ =~~= ==~,,, r~i I~ 
290 250( 292C 2733 12 1~ 

3 58.~ 3 34� 3 454 13 1 .~ 

2 80( 2 525 2 673 14 1 ~ 

TEAM GPA’s FALL ~PRG ~UlV] 

2 90.~ 2 85~ 2 90~ 

Graduates 

DEAN’S LIST 



2 )EAN’S LIST 

~.CC HONOR ROLL 

2 





GRADUATED 

QUIT TEAM F 

Quit 

GRADUATED 

Quit Team 

Quit Team I 



AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AS AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 



C D E         F G H I 

411 ~11 ~1 ~1111111 ~qlllllllllllllllllll ~11111111111111111111,~111111111111111111 
~.6 3.6 36 3.45 

~11~1111~1 
12    14 110 

JOMC 

MATH 

PHYAI 

B 

D 

A 

!.9 2.854 2877 2.674 12    13 87 

EXSS~ B 1.9 2.058 2131 2355 
PSYC C+ 

12    16 "110 

&FAM A- }.85    3.75 38 3.802 12    12 90 

PORT’ A 



DEAN’S LIST 
ACC HONOR ROLL 

*Possible grade change 
PSYCH 

DEAN’S LIST 
ACC HONOR ROLL 



AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 



57 

58 INL8 

6O 

62 

C D E F G H I 

411 ~11 ~1 ~1111111 ~31111111111111111111 ~11111111111111111111,~111111111111111111 
~,- 3.29 3575 3.155 

C÷ 1.483 

~11~111:~1 
12    12 67 

12 6 49 



DEAN’S LIST 
ACC HONOR ROLL 



AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 



306 

G 

~1111111 ~qlllllllllllllllllll 
!.838 2.538 2688 2.688 

~11~111:~1 
12    13 26 

SPAN 
2.05 2025 2.371 12    12 

~.325 3.432 33785 3.444 12    15 80 

A ~.071    3.677 3374 3.386 14    13 49 

!.825 3.12 297 2.989 12    15 27 



TRANSFER 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 



~.175 2.944 30595 ~.043 12    16 28 

469 3 5845 ] 585 13    13 38 

rEAM GPA’s                                                                  :all     Spring         Year           SUM 
2.874 3.151714286 3.106115385 3.0087333%" 

~,CC Honor Roll 

3EAN’S LIST 

].0’S and higher (Spring) 

~.0’S and higher (CUM) 

E0 and below (Spring) 

Z.0 and below (CUM) 

2 

9 

7 

9 

9 

0 

0 

0 



ACC HONOR ROLL 



AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 



~OG 1998-1999 

RELIO_ 





AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AS AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 



32 ~OG 1999-2000 
33 

34 BIOL B ~.6 3.6 36 3.45 

35 CHEI B+ 

36 CHEI A 

37 PSY( A 
36 PSY( A- 

39 

4O GEO B     !.9 2.854 2877 2.706 

41 GEO B 

42 JOM~ C- C C 

43 PSY( A- 

44 

45 GEO B 1.9 2.056 2131 233~ 

46 JOM~ C C- C 

47 PSY( C C 6- 
46 PSY( B 

12    16 "104 

12    12 84 



DEAN’S LIST 
ACC HONOR ROLL 

*Possible grade change 
PSYCH 

DEAN’S LIST 
ACC HONOR ROLL 



AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 



5e 30G 2000-2001 
57 

58 ~,NTI- A 3.29 3575 3.126 

59 HISTI B+ 

60 INTSI B 

61 SPAF A 

62 

63 ~,F RI~ B- ).5 

64 SOCI B 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

 11 1111 1 
12    12 64 

12 6 43 



DEAN’S LIST 
ACC HONOR ROLL 

*Ineligible/Spring 2002 



AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 



30G 2001-2002 
~11 ~11 ~1 ~1111111 ~11111111111111111111 ~11111111111111111111 ~llllllllllllllllll ~11 ~1111~1 

BIOL( C C !.838 2.538 2688 2.888 12 13 26 

BIOL( B- B 

ENGL B- 

MATI- B+ B B 

SOOI~ C+ C+ 

ENGL 

HIST( 

PSYC 

B- C 
CIB 

C C 

C 

C 

2.05 2025 24 

CLAR B B+ 

HIST( C+ B- 

3.432 33785 3.444 12    15 8O 

MATh B+ A- 

3.677 3374 3.363 14    13 48 

CLAS C+ !.825 

ENGL B+ 

MUS( B 

3.12 297 2.989 12    15 27 



TRANSFER 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 



AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 



ASTI B 

ENG B B B+ 

ITAL B B 

STA C- B- B 

 qlllllllllllllllllll  11111111111111111111, 111111111111111111  1111 1 
2.944 30595         3.043           12    16               28 

ANTI B+ A A t 7 

ECO A- B B- 

FREI A- B+ B+ 

GEO B- A- 

GEO A- A 

3 469 3 5845 ] 585 13    13 38 

rEAM GPA’s 

~,CC Honor Roll 

3EAN’S LIST 

].0’S and higher (Spring) 

~.0’S and higher (CUM) 

-~.0 and below (Spring) 

Z.0 and below (CUM) 

2 

9 

7 

9 

9 

0 

0 

0 

:all    Spring        Year          3UM 
2.874 3.151714288 3.1081~ 5385 3.08807142~ 



ACC HONOR ROLL 



AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 







AE AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV 





BN BO BP BQ 



2 

7 

1.750 2.71,~ 2.23: 

ECON 2.500 1.28~ 1.89: 



raduate 

) 

Marisa Brnardic 2 1/30/2015 



E 

Marisa Brnardic 3 1/30/2015 



5 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

GRADUATED 

Graduated/ 



~NGT 

CHORT 
PHIL 





E 

Marisa Brnardic 7 1/30/2015 



66                                    120 

67 

6o 2.275 1~ 8    GRADUATED 
70 

Marisa Brnardic 8 1/30/2015 



2 

3 

4 

72 

73 

74 

76 

80 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

89 

92 

97 

H 

Marisa Brnardic 9 1/30/2015 



GRADUATED 

Marisa Brnardic 10 I/30/2015 



3.520 3.831 3.67~ 



121.5 

10( 

~o: 3.523 1~ 8 ,GRADUATED 

Marisa Brnardic 12 1/30/2015 



CHORT .... 

ECON 

Marisa Brnardic 13 1/30/2015 



DEAN’S LIST 
&CC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATED 

Marisa Brnardic 14 1/30/2015 



EXS 
PHIl 

Marisa Brnardic 15 1/30/2015 



P 

Longer on Team 

Marisa Brnardic 16 1/30/2015 



E 

FREN 

POLl0 

EXSSI 

Marisa Brnardic 17 1/30/2015 



P 

er on the Team 

TRANSFER 
Graduated 

&CC HONOR ROLL 



CHORT 

JOMC 
MATH 



No Lon£er on Team 

No Longer on Team 

2.292 

1.905 

2.334 

6O    4 

"118 8 10 TRANSFER 
~Jeeds to drop NUTR. 40 to have 2.0 
~o graduate 

INELIGIBILE : 

50 4 ~NEEDS 3 HOURS ~ 

Marisa Brnardic 20 1/30/2015 



E 

Marisa Brnardic 21 1/30/2015 



J ~l~K I L/ ~1 I ~ I 

Marisa Brnardic 22 1/30/2015 



CHORT 

PHIL 

PSYC 

Marisa Brnardic 23 1/30/2015 



P 

’NEEDS 3 HOURS ! 

WITHDRAWAL 

DEAN’S LIST 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

TRANSFER 

TRANSFER 

TRANSFER 



SOC 

AFAMI 

AFA[V 
PHY# 

Marisa Brnardic 25 1/30/2015 



TRANSFER 

DEAN’S LIST 

&CC HONOR ROLL 

’NEEDS3HOURS 

~NEEDS 3 HOURS 

Marisa Brnardic 26 1/30/2015 



E 

Marisa Brnardic 27 1/30/2015 



26, 

27( 

27 

27, 

J ~l~K I L/ M I " I o 

ml 

2.312    12    1-~ 25 2 

TRANSFER 
No Longer on Team 

Marisa Brnardic 28 1/30/2015 



NR 2000 

Marisa Brnardic 29 1/30/2015 



P 

DEAN’SLIST 
&CC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’SLIST 
ACC HONOR ROLL 

Marisa Brnardic 30 1/30/2015 



Team GPA’s 

3raduated 
~,CC Honor Roll 
DEAN’S LIST 
t.0’S and higher (SPRING) 

MATH 

COMP 

Marisa Brnardic 31 1/30/2015 



’Enrolled 
by 

DEAN’S LIST 
&CC HONOR ROLL 

Marisa Brnardic 32 1/30/2015 



E 

32! ~.0’S and higher (CUM) 

33 L0 and below (SPRING) 
s3:~..0 and below (CUM) 

Marisa Brnardic 33 1/30/2015 



J ~l~K I L/ ~1 I ~ I o 

Marisa Brnardic 34 1/30/2015 



A 

CHORT 1998 

Marisa Brnardic 1 1/30/2015 



tRANSFER 
,Jo Longer on Team 
)ismissec 

Marisa Brnardic 2 1/30/2015 



B 

Marisa Brnardic 3 1/30/2015 



Marisa Brnardic 4 1/30/2015 



76 3USI 

77 3USI 

78 3USI 

80 

82 

83 

84 

86 

87 

88 

~9 CHORT 2000 
90 SEOL 

95 

96 

97 

~    Icl ~I ~ I F I ~ I H I ’ IJIKILI 

Marisa Brnardic 5 1/30/2015 





B 

Marisa Brnardic 7 1/30/2015 







Marisa Brnardic 10 1/30/2015 



A B 

CHORT 2001 
810LO 2.369 2481 2.481 
810LO 

Marisa Brnardic I1 1/30/2015 



6 6 tRANSFER 

2 NEEDS 12 HRS. 

Marisa Brnardic 12 1/30/2015 



B 

3RAM( 

-NGL 

MATH 

Marisa Brnardic 13 1/30/2015 



Marisa Brnardic 14 1/30/2015 



B 

Marisa Brnardic 15 1/30/2015 



Marisa Brnardic 16 1/30/2015 



A B 

~ 
NR’s 2000 

27O 

272 

273 

274 

NR’s 2001 
276 

JOM( 

30MI 

2812 2~2.~ 13    12 

3463 3462 16    16 

Marisa Brnardic 17 1/30/2015 



Marisa Brnardic 18 1/30/2015 



B 

Marisa Brnardic 19 1/30/2015 



Marisa Brnardic 20 1/30/2015 



COHORT 

BS in BUSI 

BAin JOMC 

BSinBUSI minor in 



A        /~    /c I £ IEI F /c /H ~1J 

 IIIIIIIIIIIIIII NIIIIIIIIIIIII  IIIIII III IIIIIli  II  IIII  III IIIIE!, 
42 I¢OHORT 

46 

48 

54 

56 

58 

6O 

64 

66 

~COHORT1 

68 

70 

72 

74 

76 

GEO( 

C C+ 2.233 2.325 2.279 

B 

C+/B- C+ 

2.623 12 12 

left eligible after 

6(6 ELIGIBLE 
changed major from JOMC to 

GEOG during       I semester 

earned C- in major class in 

Lel~ team 



A /B    /C I £    E I F /C /H ~ I J K I ~ /M N I OI P 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIl NIIIIIIIIIIIIIr  llllllr lll lllllli  ll  llll  lll llllE!,  lll i lli  

OOHOR" 

EXSB 

GEOG 

JOMC 

MUSC 

DRAM’ 

ECON 

GEOG 

MUSC’ 

DRAM 

HIBT 

PHIL 

RECI 

ENGL 

eEOC 

MATH 

SPAN 

BIOL 

ENG[ 

MUS( 

2 325 2.575 

B 

C 

C+ C 2 000 2.000 

C C 

C+ 

D+ D+ 

B- C+/B- 2515 2.175 

C C 

C+ C+1B- 

2.792 2.4 

2 175 0.825 

2450 2.556 

2000 2.433 

2345 2.465 

2.604 2.604 

1500 1.500 12    9 

82 

95 

55 

25 

Left team 

6(6 ELIGIBLE 

7(8 Must review his eligibility every sere. 

ELIGIBLE 

let Susan check) 

4(4 ELIGIBLE 

2(2 ELIGIBLE 

2(2 ACAD INELIG PENDING 



A /B    /C I £    E I F /G /H ~ I J K I ~ /M . I O I P 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIl NIIIIIIIIIIIIIr  llllllr lll lllllli  ll  llll  lll llllE!,  lll i lli  
BUSI 

ENGL 

FREN 

MUSC 

TEAM AVERAGE 

BUSI 

BUSI 

CHEf 

INTS 

D/F D+/C C 3.013 3.08 

B B 

B B 

A A- 

B C C+ 1.500 1.15 

F D/F IN 
C- D D 

C/C 0+ 3.392 2.888 

B 

C+/B C/B ¢+ 

A A/B B+ 

2.158 

3.047 3.045 

1.325 1.325 

3.190 3.121 

2.408 

53 4(5 Must evaluate UNC eligibility 

ELIGIBLE . let Susan check 

lg 2(2 ACAD INELIG PENDING 

78 4(4 ELIGIBLE 

SPRING 2002 SUMMARY: 

ACC Honor Roll 
Dean’s List. 

Eligibility Concerns 



B 

/Valk -:~ n 1998-1999 

1.433 3.28 

1.308 2.78 

1.575 2.475 

3.357 2.894 

3 070 3.510 

3 517 3.247 

3.044 2.948 

3.025 3.160 

3 663 3.41 

136 10 

142 8 

126 8 

149 6 

137 6 

113 6 





A B 

3.925 3.963 3.884 15 12 133 6 

!.938 3.131 3.035 3.026 16 16.0 94 6 

1.617 3.9 3.754 &9 16 13 100 6 

! 88 2 862 2 871 2.88t 15 12 99 6 

~ 925 3 925 3 925 3.886 12 12 108 6 

! 754 2 256 2 505 2.455 13 16 94 6 

) 675 2 2 I 438 t .826 6 15 93 6 



P 

NELIG PENDING 



~Valk-on 2000-2001 

A B 

! 8       I 94 2 370 2.42t 15 15 62 4 

} 732 3 667 3 700 3.617 19 18 78 4 

3285 3013 3150 3.24t 14 15 78 4 

1.469 3.7 3.585 3.719 12 12 76 4 

!.471 2.873 2.672 2.707 10 13 49 4 

1.06 3.563 3.312 3.153 15 16 69 4 





1.775 3.333 3.554 3.751 12 12 59 4 

t.571 3.075 2.823 2.616 13 12 88 6 

t.507 1.8 2.154 2.289 13 12 40 

t.627 1.938 2.283 2.307 23 9 36 2 

! 769 2 769 2 769 2.769 16 13 29 2 

1.75 3.35 3.550 3.622 39 14 59 2 

~ 194 2 944 3 069 3.069 28 16 44 2 



P 

uit team 



B 





A B 

3.936 3.968 3.97 43 18 65 2 

Feam GPAs :ALL SPR YEAR CUM 

3.0472 3.115 3.117 

~,CC Honor Roll 2C 
)EAN’S LIST 

L0’s and higher (SPRING) 17 

L0’S and higher (CUM) 17 

L0’s SPRING 

!.0 and below (SPRING) 

!.0 and below 



P 

2ean’s List 



A B 





A B 





GRADEREPORT~ 

i/ 
COHORT 

A 

BL I cI D E I F G H i I J I K L M N 

135 1( 

P 

BA in EXSS 

AFRI0 

ECON 

HIST0 

POLl0 

B+ 1.250 3042 125 

124 

BA in GEOG 

BA in COMM 

MUSC 

PHYA 

SOCI( 

226{3 0429 1345 2281 12 118 

124 BA in AFAM 

COHORT 

AFAM( 

AFAM 
AFRI01 

COMM 

PHYA( 

B+ 3 600 2 977 3 289 2 745 15 I: 

B+ 

121 ACC HONOR ROLL 

Eligible 

Susan B Maloy 1 1/30/2015 



A 

AFAM( 3 425 3 250 3 338 2 903 12 121 

PHYAI 

P 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

78 

COHORT 
42 

COHORT 

AFAM 

AFRIC 

SOCI( 

3.350 3600 3.475 3613 12 1~ 6 65 ACC HONOR ROLL 
Dean’s List 

AFAM( 

AFAM( 

AFRI01 

ECON 

2.525 3250 2.888 2809 12 1; 3 

2.625 2620 12 45 

COHORT 

AFAM’ 

AFRI0 

GEOL’ 

2.425 2460 2.443 2660 6O 

AFAM 

AFAM 

AFRIC 

ENGL I 

B+ 

B+ 

B+ 

3+ 

2 425 3 040 2 733 2 782 33 

Susan B Maloy 2 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

ENG[ 

B+ 

2 250 3 060 2 655 2 664 12 I! 6 33 

P 

NR 

AFRI( 

ENGL 

B+ 

I 250 2 980 2 115 2 291 12     I! 6 33 

BUSI 

BUSI 

GEO( 

B+ 

3377 3767 3572 3397 12 121 ACC HONOR ROLL 

AFRI( 

HIST 

HIST 

POLl( 

PSYC 

3.575 3833 3.704 3764 12     11 89 ACC HONOR ROLL 
Dean’s List 

COMM 

POLI0~ 

RELI0: 

SPAN( 

2425 3350 2888 2938 58 

TEAM AVERAGE 

SPRING 2002 SUMMARY: 

Dean’s List. 2 

Fall 30 5 

Spring 3 0 - 8 

ACC Hono[ Roll 5 

ANTP 

HIST( 

POLl( 

I 688 1 000 I 344 1 589 48 

2.577     2.8 2.753 2.808 

INELIGIBLE 

Susan B Maloy 3 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

__f A I ~ Icle ~1 ~    ~    " 
~ M. BASKETBALL 

i i d i K 
L M N    O P 

I 

Susan B Maloy 4 1/30/2015 



SPRING, 2002 

f A I    B    I C I D I E I FIGI HI , I U IKILIMINI OI P 

5 ~OHORTt997 

6 ~OHORT1996 

7 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

43 

44 ~OHORT1997 

Eligibility exhausted 
left eligible after 

BFA in Studio Art 5121100 

BA in PSYC 

BA in COMM 

BA in Anthropology & 

BA in 

BA in 

Transferred inelig 

left ineligible after 

BA in ENGL Minor in 

BA in Anthropology & 

Spanish 

TRANSFERRED 

Left Eligible 

Kathy Parker1/30/2015 



SPRING, 2002 

 111111111111  11111111111 49 

55 

62 IOMC174 

63 "HIL046 

7O 

72 

86 

92 

J    K 

III II1[111111   11111111111111 Left Eligible Spring 2001 

Playing Professional 

BA in EXSS 12129/00 

BA in COMM 5120/0t 

graduated 5/02 (EXSS) 

Dean’s List 

Olympic Development in 

Spring 2000 

left eligible Spring 2002 

ELIGIBILITY EXHAUSTED 

ACAD INELIGIBILITY PENDING 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

Dean’s Lis~ 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

Quit team F ’00. left ineligible 

Kathy Parker 1/30/2015 



SPRING, 2002 

113 3OMM010B 

115 3OMM024 

116 COMM062 

119 EXSS065 

120 5XSS073 

121 ~ATN018 

122 "SYC010 

123 

124 31OL011 

125 31OLOI1L 

126 ~1ST053 

127 41ST074 

128 ~1ST145 

129 ~OLI086 

131 ~NIL034 

132 "HYAO01P 

133 

H J L P 

Withdrew for Olympic 

Development in Spring 2000 

LEFT ELIGIBLE SPRING 2002 

Left ineligible 12198 

LEFT ELIGIBLE SPRING 2002 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

Olympic DevelopmentinSP00 
ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

Olympic DevelopmentinSP00 
ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

graduated 5/02 (EXSS) 

transferred BP 01. eligible 

Kathy Parker 1/30/2015 



SPRING, 2002 

A 

"LSH104 

5CON010 

ECON010 

3EOL011L 

(ECON) 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

Kathy Parker 1/30/2015 



SPRING, 2002 

/iii"iii, :: /i-/ // ///// 

Kathy Parker1/30/2015 



SPRING, 2002 

188 ;OHORT 2001 

189 

191 eigh Blomgren 

192 ~093 66449 

201 ;HEM (BB) 

202 

2O3 

206 ~ophie Gelvais 

207 ~077-37418 

J    K L P 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

Kathy Parker 1/30/2015 



SPRING, 2002 

 11111111111  111111111111 219 ~nnie Morrell 

220 ~093-08285 

221 JNDC 

222 

223 

225 

226 ~ara Randolph 

227 ~091 43176 

228 JNDC 

229 

232 ~my Bteadman 

234 Jndecided 

235 

238 My Winger 

240 JNDC 

242 

244 aura Winslow 

245 ~084 27549 

J    K N    0 P 

a l  llllllllllllllff[ 1 111111111111111 24 2(2    ACAD INELIG PENDING 

I(1) Joinedteam I/8/02 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

24 2(2) ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

33 2(2)     ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

Kathy Parker 1/30/2015 



SPRING, 2002 

250 ~IR’S 

251 ~usie Ball 3U81024 

252 ~073 64731 ~-LAR050 

263 BUS1 ~IUBC02 I 

254 SPAN003 

256 

257 ~rin Carroll ~RT030 

258 ~065 55899 ~RT030 

259 JOMC ENGL028 

260 ~1ST022 

261 ~UBC046 

262 "HIL020 

263 

264 ~atalie daime ~RAM 020 

265 ~07337632 ENGL 012 

266 ;OMMfDRAM 3EOL 011 

267 3 EOL 011 L 

268 5OCl 010 

269 ;PAN 002 

J    K L NI O P 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

Joined team 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE 

Kathy Parker 1/30/2015 



A C 

~OG 1997 







Q R 

Ith elig exhausted 

ith elig exhausted 

lrad     w/BA 

ECON/MGMT&SOC) 

]rad     (MGMT&SOC) 

Ith elig exhausted 

2ean’s List 

ELIGIBLE 



A C 

3.325 

3.74 385 1795 3.573    15 95 

3.955 12 12 148.5 

1.15 !4 1775 1.821    12 15 8O 



ELIGIBLE 

)ean’s List 

ELIGIBLE 

)ean’s List 

ELIGIBLE 



A C 

31OL ( 

:NGL 

-XS8 

B+ 2 4 

.3+ 

2 368    15 87 

:XSS 

3RAM 

NG 
c(77) 

B-(80) C- 

c 

3+ 

D+ 

B+ 

114 0 

2.406    12 

27    4 

57    4 



Q R 

tRANSFER 

eligible 

~,¢ademi¢ Inelig Pending 



A C 

2392 !5 446 2 72 

3.34 3.522    15 

3 175 

B+ 

29    12 

:NG[ C+ B#B+ 

2 985     3 I£ 16 

66    4 

63    4 

55    4 

58    4 

=NGL 

STATI B+/A     B+ B+ 

3 769 3 824    13 35    2 



)ean’s List 

.EFT ELIGIBLE 

)ean’s List 

)ean’s List 



A C 

3LAS’ 

=REN 

A 

C D 

1592    197 1 956    12 35    2 

-COk 

:NGL 

C 

8O% 

A 

84 

B 3.136 

C 

3.25 

B+ 

B 

3.146    13 

3.411    12 

26    2 

42    2 

B+ 

3 252    12 42    2 

C+/B     B/B+ 

B+ 

OK B+ 

88% B+ 





A C 

~Valk~n 1998-1999 

Nalk ~:~ n 1999-2000 

315 361 ~38 3165    12 1205 

~OM( 3.257 1129 3.16    14 12 120 

=OLI 

2.25 3077    !665 2.105    12 12 115 

8 

~,FRI 2.35     !6 !475 2.405    12 12 78 6 



lrad 

ith elig exhausted 

ELIGIBLE 

=th elig exhausted 

lrad     (BUSI) 

ith elig exhausted 



A C 

3 314    15 87 5 

Nalk-~n 2001-2002 

~CC HONOR ROLL 
)EAN’S LIST 
L0’s and Higher(SPR) 

1.0’S and higher (CUM) 

!,0 and below (SPR) 

!,0 and below (CUM) 

2O 

3 

4 

2.808 

FALL 

2 812 

2.977    13 

CUM 

2 887 

3O 



Q R 

ELIGIBLE 



A C 



Q R 



A C 



Q R 



A C 



Q R 



A C 



Q R 



A C 



Q R 



2 

3 

4 



Q R 

2 



.~OHORT 1994 

7 

.~OHORT 1995 

:OHORT 1996 

:OHORT 1997 

BA in History and PSYC 

BA in Communications and PSYC 

BA in JOMC minor in MASC 



W. TENNIS 
K L I M N 0 P 

BA in ECON 

;OHORT 1998 

B+ 

3 769 3 40C 3 58! 3 286 12 1 ; 108 8/8’~ ELIGIBLE 

Athletic Eligibility Exhausted 

B+ 

~OHORT 1999 
AFRI B B. 

DRAI B 

PHIL 

SOC C B- 

AFRI 

JOM( 

JOM( 

PHIL 

2325 225C 228~ 2528 12 122 Elig. must be evaluated every 

sere. per NCAh, 

and UNC rules. 

ELIGIBLE 

At hletie Eligibility Exhausted 

3100 285C 297! 2523 12 83 6/6~ ELIGIBLE 

B+ 

77 6(6~ ACAD INELIG PENDING 

~needs t hr. $ 

B+ 

3400 2.goI 315’ 3.056 15 15 83 ELIGIBLE 

80%      ~5% 

~OHORT 2000 

CHEM’ dmpped 

DRAM’ B- 

PSYG{ B 

8TATC A 

RECR( B 

3250 2.62~ 3031 2.536 12 1~ 53 4(4~ ELIGIBLE 

Kathy Parker 1/30/2015 



Spdng, 2002 

P 

AFRI040 

COMM010B 

PHIL030 

POLl041 

B+ 

3100 2.82~ 296~ 2.682 12 % 60 4(4~ ELIGIBLE 

ECONI01 

FREN003 

GEOL011 

GEOL011L 

BTAT031 

B+ B+ 

3 000 2 98! 2 99! 2 993 16     1~ 29 ELIGIBLE 

ANTH010 

ANTH010 

ENGL012 

GEOG020 

MATH018 

B 

NG 

33 2(2; ELIGIBLE 

Kathy Parker1/30/2015 



Sp[ing, 2002 

W. TENNIS 

10 " ...... ARMY006E B+* 3 000 3 z 3 22! 3 229 12 

10: DRAM015 B 3 

10, PSYC010 C(76) 3 B+ 

11 3119 295! 304( 2892 

K L I M N O P 

Kathy Parker1/30/2015 



1/30/2015 



~HHIIIIII II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II I~I ~11 ~HIII I~IIHH IHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHI ~]1 

NO LONGER ON TEAM. BACK IN SCHOOL 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 

NO LONGER ON TEAM-MLB 

GRADUATED ....... 

NO LONGER ON TEAM-MLB 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 105/2.0 

GRADUATED 

*very poor perf on easy quiz 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 105/2.0 

Robe~ Mercer 2 1/30/2015 



Mercer 3 1/30/2015 



#JHHIIIIII II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II I~I Ill 
,I I1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1111111111 

ELGIBILITY COMPLETE 

~HIII I~IHH IHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHI~I 

GRADUATED 

NO LONGER ON TEAM ELIGIBILITY COMPLETE 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

ood attitude; 1st paper just turned in 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

Robert Mercer 4 1/30/2015 



GRADE REPORT 

"SY( A- 

=8Y( B- 

SOC PS 

~,FAI C 2.320 2.25 229 2.51[ 15 12 79 6/6 

Robe~ Mercer 5 1/30/2015 



~11 IHIIHHIIIHIIIIIII II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II I~I ~11 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

NO LONGER ON TEAM-- 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 7811.9 

firstpaperturnedinontime;midterm 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

Robe~ Mercer 6 1/30/2015 



A L    ~ j _~ j _D j E J _~ i ~- i ~- i ~ I J J K L L L-~ L-~ L 
GRADE REPORT :           : 

2 ~,M#I II II II II II II II II llI ill ~ IIIIIII!~lllll !~,~11 IIl~l~] I Illl~lql ~l~l, ,~l~i~l ~ ~ BI I ~Blll ~ II ~, ~BI~ ~ ~1 II ~1, 

Mercer 7 1/30/2015 



2 

3 

4 

14£ 

157 

16C 

~HIII I~IHH IHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHI~I 

Robe~ Mercer 8 1/30/2015 



. GRADE REPORT 
I,~f,4~l II II II II II II II II llI ill H IIIIIIIHlllll HIB~I~ IIl~l~] I Illl~lql B~LIII3, ,~i~l rll WR’I IHI I ~{11 II ~ II ~, =F~HIH ~:B ~1 II ~’i~’~HI, 

2767 2.30 253 2.60( 

3OM C B 

418T’ B+ B+ B+ 
JOM( B. 

292 2.86 289 2.6~ 15 12 

Robe~ Mercer 9 1/30/2015 



~HHIIIIII II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II I~I ~11 ~HIII I~IIHH IHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHI ~]1 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 5tlt.8 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

*"needs to meet with professor." 

*putting in effort; exam result worrisome (D+) 

Robe~ Mercer 10 113012015 



le~ eligible 

Mercer I1 1/30/2015 



2 

3 

4 

21z 

~HHIIIIII II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II I~I ~11 ~HIII I~IIHH IHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHI ~]1 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

Robe~ Mercer 12 1130/2015 



A B 

1 GRADE REPORT 
I,~M~I II II II II II II II II llI ill H IIIIIIIHlllll IL~II IIl~l~] I Illl~lql ~IH~ ,~i~l rll W~I IHI I ~11 II ~’~,~ II ~J ~ ~HIH ~:B ~11 II ~i~’~HI, 

Mercer 13 1/30/2015 



~HHIIIIII II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II I~I ~11 ~HIII I~IIHH IHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHI ~]1 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

"dedieatedtothecourse 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 5111.8 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 7811.9 

"needs help 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 2411.5 "missed 2 pop quizzes & failed 1 st exam 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 2411.5 *missed 3 of 4 pop quizzes 

Robe~ Mercer 14 1130/2015 



B 

Robe~ Mercer 15 1/30/2015 



2 

3 

4 

267 

Robe~ Mercer 16 1/30/2015 



A L    B j _~ j _D j _E J _F i ~- i ~- i ~ I J J K L L L-~ L-~ L 
GRADE REPORT 

Mercer 17 1/30/2015 



~HHIIIIII II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II I~I ~11 ~HIII I~IIHH IHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHI ~]1 

GRADUATED       I 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATED! 

GRADUATED 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

Robert Mercer 18 113012015 



A I B    I C I D I E I F I ~ I H I ~ I ~ I K I L I M I " I 0 
. GRADE REPORT 

2 I,~M~I II II II II II II II II ll’] ll’] H IIIIIIIHlllll n=~ill Illfill~)] I Illl~lql ~llt3 ,~1~1111 ~1 Ill I eP~III=HI ~’~,~ II ~J ~ ~HIH ~:B ~11 II ~i~’~HI, 

Robe~ Mercer 19 1/30/2015 



2 

3 

4 

321 

~HHIIIIII II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II I~I ~11 ~HIII I~IIHH IHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHI ~]1 

Robe~ Mercer 20 1130/2015 



GRADE REPORT 

A I [~    I el D 

OHORT 

Robert Mercer 1 1/30/2015 



BS in BUSI & 

minor in Info. Sys. 

BA in Journalism 

BA in Psychology 

BA in PSYC and EXSS 

BS in Biology and minor in 

Chemistry 

BA in Communications 

BA in Elem. Education 

BA in Sociology 

GRADEREPORT 

BA in JOMClAdvertising 

NOT ENROLLED 

NOT ENROLLED 

Graduated 

BA in Psychology 

Minor in EXSS 

BS in Geology 

Minor in Marine Science 

Robert Mercer 



GRADE REPORT 

[~    I cl    D 

COHORT 

Robert Mercer 3 1/30/2015 



BS in Business 

BS In Psychology 

BA in JOMClAdvertising 

BA in Mgmt. & Society 

BA in POLl & French 

BA in JOMC-pub Rel minor in SPAN 

BA in POLl 

BA in COMM SPCH 

& HRNG 

GRADEREPORT 

BA in ECON 

BA in SOCI 

BA in JOMC    I 

BA in AMST 



COM~ .... A 3850 3.760 3805 3.160 

COM~ A 

EDUC B+ 

HIST{ A- 

PHY~ A 

DRA~ C+ 2 650 2.440 2 545 

EXSS A 

PHILC FA 

REC~ B+ 

RECB B 

Robe~ Mercer 5 1/30/2015 



GRADUATED 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATED 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATED 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

Robert Mercer 6 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

D 

B B- 2520 1.170    1 845 1.740 

C 

AB 

AB 

B+ 2790 2.570 2660 2.300 

C+ C 

Robert Mercer 7 1/30/2015 



INELIGIBLE NEEDS 78/1.9 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADEREPORT 

Robert Mercer 8 1/30/2015 



GRADE REPORT 

[~    I cl    D 

COHORT 

AFR 

PSY 

CON 

POL 

POL 

POR 

PSY 

BIOL 

HIST 

PHY, 

POR 

PSY( 

COM 

DRAI 

8OC 

COM 

HIST 

HIST 

POLl 

STA 

B 

B 

B 

C 

NG 

D 

D+                  B+ 

D+ 

B 

D+ 

A 

D 

D 

C 

C+ 

NG 

12 

2920     2.250 2585     2.390 

12 

2.17 2.35 2.26 2.260 

2.4 2535     2.550 

Robe~ Mercer 9 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT: 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 5111.8 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 51-1.8 

Robert Mercer 10 1/30/2015 



GRADE REPORT 

A I cl    D 

COHORT 

DRAM 

FREN( 

PHILO: 

PHILO: 

BIOL0 

CHEM 

ENGL( 

HIST0 

ITALOI 

C 

A 

C 

C+ 

B+ 

C+ 

NG 

c 

c 

B 

AFAMI C B 2320     2.67 2495    2.500 

BIOL0 D D+/C- D+ 

BIOL0 D B 

ENGL( C B 

SOCI0 B 

B 2880 2.86 2870     2.870 

DRAM 

ENGL( /B+ C+ 

F 

B 

GEOG B 
POLIO B- 

POLIO NG 

ENGL( A 3620 3.75 3685 3.680 

HISTO A- 

MATHI A A 

B 3+ B 

B 

B 

2900 2.67 2765 2.790 DRAM 

ENGL( 

SOCI6 

Robert Mercer I1 1/30/2015 



DEAN’S LIST 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADEREPORT 

Robert Mercer 12 1/30/2015 



NR’S 

PSY( A 3580 3.850 3715 2.924 

PSY( A- 

Robe~ Mercer 13 1/30/2015 



GRADUATED 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADEREPORT 

Robert Mercer 14 1/30/2015 



Robe~ Mercer 1 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

P 

GRADUATED 

G~DUATED 

GRADUATED 

GRADUATEDI 

GRADUATED; 

GRADUATED 

ELIGIBILITY COMPL~T~ 

Robert Mercer 2 1/30/2015 



Robe~ Mercer 3 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT~ 

P 

GRADUATED 

DECEASED 

G~DUATED 

DECEASED 

G~DUATED 

GRADUATED 

Robert Mercer 4 1/30/2015 



E 

~***ALL NEW GRADES IN BOLD** 

COMP 

GEOL( 

JOMC 

JOMC 

ANTHI 

ANTH( 

B C 

B÷ 

B 

B 

C+ 

D÷ 

NG 

B 

D 

B 

3.08 

2.40 

COMM 

COMM 

GEOL( 

F 

C+ 

D 

C 

2.34 

3.52 

B- 

C 

A 

PS 

B 

A 

Robert Mercer 5 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

P 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS10512.0 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

GRADUATED 

Robert Mercer 6 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

E 

~***ALL NEW GRADES IN BOLD** 

A 

C 

B 

C+ 

NG 

2 75 

BUS1 

BUSI 

312 

B+ 

PS 

221 

NG 

A 

B 

3.52 

B 

NG 

C+ 

B 

3OG t999 

ECOF 

POLl( 

POLl( 

POR] 

PSYC 

POLl( 

POLl( 

POLl( 

POLl( 

ANTH 

COMI ..... 

NG 

A 

B 

B+ 

B 

Mercer 7 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPOR] 

P 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

AOC HONOR ROLL 

INELIGIBLE 

Robert Mercer 8 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

E 

"**ALL NEW GRADES IN BOLD** 

B 

3.38 

PS 

D+ 

3.07 

c 

C 

NG 

2.65 

eft eligible I 

Robe~ Mercer 9 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

P 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 78/1.9 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

Robert Mercer 10 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

E 

~***ALL NEW GRADES IN BOLD** 

BUS 

BUS 

MNG 

POLl 

AFAr 

COM 

COM 
JOM, 

POLl 

COM 

COM 

DRA 

RELI 

POLl 

A 

B+ 

B 

3.26 

NG 

C 

2.68 

B 

D 

NG 

F 

2 52 

3 42 

ECO 

ECO 

GEO 

POLl 

A 

B 

B 

3 O6 

HIST 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POE 

B 

C 

C+ 

C+ 

C+ 

318 

Robert Mercer I1 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT: 

P 

GRADUATED 

AGO HONOR ROLL 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 78/1.9 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

Robert Mercer 12 1/30/2015 



GRADE REPORT 

I~ I I****~LL ~EW GR~OES ~ BOLO** I I    I I    I    I    I 

Robe~ Mercer 13 1/30/2015 



GRADE REPORT 

I M n o 

~ilIIII,I~IIIIIL,I~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINN/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL 

Robe~ Mercer 14 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPOR1 

~***ALL NEW GRADES IN BOLD** 

B 

D+ 

D+ 

2 34 



GRADEREPORT 

P 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 51/1.8 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 51/1.8 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 51/1.8 



GRADEREPORT 

|****ALL NEW GRADES IN BOLD** I I    I I 

C- 

B- 

NG 

B 

NG 

C 

C 

B- 

B 

NG 

C 

B 

CLAS( 

C 

B 

NG 

SOClC 

C 

D+ 

C+ 

B 

A 

B 

C+ 

B+ 

NG 

B 

D 

B 

C+ 

2 41 2.28 2 35 2.38 

3 I1 2.67 2 89 2.69 

1.94 2.75 235 2.32 

1.92 2.15 204 2.03 

2 80 2.75 2 78 2~7 

3 23 2.75 3 O0 ~ 

2 81 2J~6 

Robe~ Mercer 17 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

P 

2/2 

AOO HONOR ROLL 

2/2 

Robert Mercer 18 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

E 

~***ALL NEW GRADES IN BOLD** 

Robert Mercer 19 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

P 

AOC HONOR ROLL 

AOC HONOR ROLL 

2/2 

Robert Mercer 20 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

E 

~***ALL NEW GRADES IN BOLD** 

~ON-BOG 

3.00 

C+ 

B+ 

A- 

B 

2.71 

SUMMARY 

0 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

2 

Robe~ Mercer 21 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT~ 

P 

GRADUATED! 

ACC HONOR ROLL 

Robert Mercer 22 1/30/2015 



G P~&,D E REPORT 

~OG 1998 

4 BIOL(’". BIOL C 2.72 2.76 

BIOL( BIOL NG 

ENGL- - pSy, B. 

SOC A- 

CO~/ C+ 3.25 3.15 

DRA A- 

EXS B 

FRE A 

SPL( PS 

ORA B- 2.85 2.77 

JOM B- 

JOM B 

POL B 

AFR B+ 330 3.35 333 3.19 

JOM B- 

JOM A- 
POL A- 

AFR A 4 00 4 4 00 3.95 

FRE A 

FRE A 

HNR A 

EDU B 2.68 2.95 

ENG C- 

POL B- 

Mercer 1 1/30/2015 



Q 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 SRADUATED 

8 

9 

13 SRADUATEE 

14 ~CC HONOR ROLL 

22 

25 

27 

28 ~OO HONOR ROLL 

34 )EAN’S LIST 

Robe~ Mercer 2 1/30/2015 



A B c H 

GRADE REPORT 

30G 2000 

~001 COHORT 

DRA 

DRA 

DRA 

JOM 

RUB 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

ECO 

ECO 

SOC 

ITAL 

EN8 

ENS 

EN8 

GEC 

GEC 

STA 

DRA 

ENG 

SPA 

DRA 

ENG 

EN8 

A 
A 

A 

B 

NG 

B 

NG 

B 

B 

A 

NG 

B+ 

0+ 

A 

B 

A 

AB 

NG 

A 

NG 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B+ 

NG 

A 

B 

3 74 

311 

3 36 

3 50 

3 76 

3 78 

2 9O 

3 71 

3 17 

3 41 

2 87 

3 64 

3 77 

2 80 

3.72 

3.3t 

3.26 

3.07 

3.66 

3.77 

2.79 

Robe~ Mercer 3 1/30/2015 



2 
3 
4 

51 3EAN’S LIST 
52 ~,CC HONOR ROLL 
53 

56 

60 ~,CC HONOR ROLL 

63 

69 ~CC HONOR ROLL 

81 ~CC HONOR ROLL 

89 )EAN’S LIST 
90 ~CC HONOR ROLL 

92 

Robe~ Mercer 4 1/30/2015 





Robe~ Mercer 6 1/30/2015 



Name 

Grade Report 

ECON 
ECON 

PHILO: 
PHYA( 

GEOLI 

SPANI 
SOCI8 

COMF 
COMF 
MATH 

MATH 
MATH 

PSYC( 

POLl0 
HIST0 

EXSS( 
EDUC 

COMN 
COMN 

HIST0 
HIST0 

SPANI 

BIQL0 
BIQL0 
CHEM 
EXSS( 

COMN 
EDUC 

Fall Fall/ Cum/ UNCI 

Prog. Prog. Final Sem Cum Degr. Degr. NCAA 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR COMMENTS 

C+ 2.794 2.794 16/ 78/ 1 TRANSFER 

B+ 

B B- B+ 

B B 

A- C 

B 

F 
C 
C 
C 

B+ B+    3.419 3.419 16/ 46/    1     Dean’s List 
A A A- 

B+ 
B 

A- 3.600 3.573 15/ 107/ 7 Dean’s List 

B+ 
PS 

~ 
.TRANSFER 

B 

C+ 

B 

C- C 

B- B 

2.660 2.660 15/ 69/ TRANSFER 

A 
A 

A 
A 

3.931 3.979 13/ 101/ 7 7 TRANSFER;Dean’s List 

Kym Orr                                                                                   1 



Jame 

Grade Report 

POLl 
POR" 

SOCI 

ENGI 

GERI 

ENGI 

GEO’ 

GEO’ 

ENGI 

GEOI 

SOCI 

HIST 

DRAI 

EDUI 

MATI 

GEOI 

GEO’ 

POLl 

GEOI 

MATI 

MUS 

DRAI 

DRAI 

ENGI 

POLl 

JOMI 

ENGI 

GEO’ 

Fall Fall/ Cum/ UNC/ 

Prog. Prog. Final Sem Cum [~gr. Degr. NCAA 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR COMMENTS 

C+ 3.340 3.340 15/ 33/ 1 Dean’s List 
A- B+ A 

B B A 
A A A- 

C C+    2.400 2.195 13/ 42/    3 
B B 

PS 
D+ D+ C 
C+ B- C+ 

A 3.377 3.505 12/ 41/ 3 
C 
B+ 
A 
A 

Kym Orr 2 



Name 

Grade Report 
Fall Fall/ Cum/ UNC/ 

Pron. Pron. Final Sem Cum Degr. Degr. NCAA 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR COMMENTS 

COUP 

MATH~ 

NAVS( 

NAVS( 

SPAN( 

F 
D+ 

B+ 
B 

2.171 1.945 13/ 52/ 4 

’Needs 51/1.8 by .~         3 
’Review Degree hours w/Susan 

CLAn( 

ECON 

INTS0" 

SPAN( 

CLASC 

DRAM 

HIST0" 

DRAM 

EXSS( 

GEOG 

HIST0: 

HIST0: 

NAYS( 

NAYS( 

PHILO, 

PHYA( 

SOCI0 

AFRI0, 

COMN 

SOCI0 

PHILO: 

ANTHI 

COMN 

PORTI 

EXSS( 

ANTH( 

ECON 

D RAM 

D+ 1.325 2.050 9/ 46/ 3 
F 
C 
C 

BE A 2.940 2.511 15/ 71/ 5 
B B B- 
B- B B 
B+ B B 
C C 

B+ 3.294 3.357 17/ 80/ 5 Dean’s List 

A 
A 

A 
B+ 

I I    Ic÷ 12.13812.65763/ 144/ 13 I                          I 

Kym Orr 3 



Name 

Grade Report 

PSYC 

COMI 

GEO( 

RELI( 

ENG[ 

ENG[ 

GEO( 

STAT 

PSYC 

BIOL( 

BIOL( 

ENG[ 

HIST( 

ENG[ 

HIST( 

ENG[ 

PSYC 

POR- 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

ANTI- 

COMI 

Fall Fall/ Cum/ UNCI 

Prog. Prog. Final Sem Cum Degr. Degr. NCAA 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR COMMENTS 

A 3.393 3.393 14/ 52/ 1 Dean’s List 
B 

A 

~ 
.TRANSFER 

D D 1.462 1.462 13/ 13/ 1 

C C+ 
D+ C+ C- 
D D 

~ 
declared eligible after appeal 

A 
B 
C+ 
B 

3.000 2.808 16/    129/ 9 9 TRANSFER 

Kym Orr 4 



Name 

Grade Report 

CHEM~ 
CHEM 
HIST0" 

SPANC 
MATH( 

EXSSC 
SOCI0 

BIOL0" 

HIST0; 
HIST0" 

PHILO( 

ENGL( 

CHEMI 
GEOG, 

ENGL( 

POLI0z 
HIST0; 

BUSl2; 
BUSl2, 
BUSl2, 
BUSl2, 
BUSl2, 
BUSl2, 
BUSl21 

BUSl2; 
BUSl2, 
BUSl2, 
BUSl2, 
BUSl2, 
BUSl2, 

Fall Fall/ Cum/ UNCI 

Prog. Prog. Final Sem Cum Degr. Degr. NCAA 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR COMMENTS 

B- 3.500 3.500 14/ 44/    1 Dean’s List 

A 
A 
B+ 

B 3.075 3.020 16/ 105/ 7 

B 
C+ 

A 4.000 4.000 15/ 48/ 1 Dean’s List 
A A 

A A A 

A    B+ A 

GRADUATED 

N MAC PROGRAM 

GRADUATED 

N MAC PROGRAM 

Kym Orr 5 3/7/2003 



Name 

Grade Report 
Fall Fall/ Cum/ UNC/ 

Prog. Prog. Final Sem Cum Degr. Degr. NCAA 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA Hrs Hrs SIR COMMENTS 

DRAM�-" 
EXSSC 
EXSSC 
EXSS¢ 
MATH( 

C 
C 

B 

2.280 2.323 15/ 98 7 

tTeam GPA’s 

Graduated 

DEAN’S LIST 

~.0’S and highcr (FALL) 

~.0’S and highcr (CUM) 

5.0 and below (FALL) 

2.0 and below (CUM) 

ECONI 

ENGL( 

MUSC, 

GEOL[ 

~NTH( 

ECONI 

FREN( 

STAT0 

STAT0 

B 
B 
A 
B+ 

3.400 3.400 15/ 40/    1 

0 
8 

3 

Kym Orr 6 3/7/2003 



ssna 

017Od 

~wa 

o~or! 

~NVdS[ 

t#~M#. ................................ 



GRADE REPORT 

]EDUC 

]EDUC 

]EDUC 

]ENGL 

!PHYA 

]CLAS 

ENGL 

FREN 

LING 

JAFRI C 

iCHEM 

JEXSS 

JEXSS 

JEXSS 

iPORT 

iRELIC 

iSTATI 

IENGL 

IPORT 

!ENGL 

!MATH 

!NUTR 

!NUTR 

!CHEM 
!CHEM 
IENGL 

!NUTR 

A 3.820 2.930 12 1067/7 Dean’s List 
A 

A 

C- 3.025 3.026 42    421/1 has 30 BE credits 

B 

A                        r 
A                        r 
[B÷ 

[B- 2.425, 2.976 12 4513/3 has 8 BE credits 

W 3.300 3.224 13 383/3 

B+ 

A 

A 4.000 4.000 14 603/3 has 16 BE credits 
A Dean’s List 
A 
A 
A 

C 2.600 2.618 13 91"5/5 

TEAM AVERAGE 3.418 3.278 
SUMMARY 
DEAN’S LIST 8 
&CC HONOR ROLL 
GRADUATES 0 

Kym Orr 2 



Name 

Grade Report 

AFRI( 

POLl( B 

EXS8 
GEO( C 
PSYC C+ 

MATI- D 
PHIL( B+ 
PSYC B 
SOCI, C+ 

EDU( 

ENGL C- 

GEO( F 

SOCI, D 

BIOL( 

HIST( 

Prog. Prog. 

91 #2 

C B 

B 

A 

A 

D 

POLl( F    **D 

Fall 

3rade GPA 

B 3.406 

3+ 

B 

B+ 

6+    2.120 

6= 

3+ 
3+ 

B+ 1.650 
3+ 

3     2.564 
3+ 
6 
6 

D 1.925 

6 

Spring Year 

Sem    Cum 

GPA    GPA 

Fall/ 

Cum Degr. 

GPA Hrs 

3.181 16/ 

2.555 7/ 

2.484 9/ 

2.850 

2.456 12/ 

~egr. Degr. 

trs Hrs 

Kym Orr                                                           1 



Name 

Team GPA’s 

Graduates 
DEAN’S LIST 

Kym Orr 

Grade Report 
Fall Spring Year Fall/ 

Prog. Prog. :inal Sem Sem Cum Cum Degr. 

Courses 91 #2 ~rade GPA GPA GPA GPA Hrs 

AFAIV B+ 3.267 3.133 13.5/ 

BUSI" B+ B B- 

AFRIC B+ 2.460 2.546 15/ 

PSYC D 3+ 

SOCI( C C- 3- 

CLAS F F 1.538 1.569 10/ 

ENGL B B B 

PSYC F D B 

SPAN C C ,3 

EDUC B 2.250 1.757 9/ 

ENGL B- *B- B 

GEOL B 

SOCI( A- B B 

E C Oi’, F C 3 2.415 2.415 13/ 

ENGL B- C B- 

SOCI( C+ B- 

SPAN B- 3+ 

AFRIC 3 1.575 1.575 12/ 

ENGL D D B 

SOCI( B- D D 

FALL SPG ~’EAR CUM 

2.239 2.35 

6 2.272 2.333 

)egr. Degr. 

trs Hrs 



Grade Report 

Name 

3.0’S and higher (FALL) 
3.0’S and higher (CUM) 

4.0’S (FALL) 
2.0 and below (FALL) 
2.0 and below (CUM) 

Prog. Prog. 

91 #2 

2 

2 

0 

6 

4 

Fall 

3rade GPA 

Spring Year 

Sem    Cum 

GPA    GPA 

Fall/ 

Cum Degr. 

GPA Hrs 

~egr. Degr. 

trs Hrs 

Kym Orr 3 



Degr. Degr. NCAA 

Hrs Hrs SIR COMMENTS 

07/ 5 DEAN’S LIST 

37/ 2 

36/ 3 

Kym Orr 4 



Degr. Degr. NCAA 

Hrs Hrs SIR COMMENTS 

66.5/ 6 7 

76/ 5 

33/ 3 

22/ 1 

w/grade changes on ’;add 

Kym Orr 5 



Degr. Degr. NCAA 

Hrs Hrs SIR COMMENTS 

Kym Orr 6 



GRADE REPORT 

NAME       ISEM     F MID i MID;PS2~FALLICUM IFALLLCUM !UNC/ 
iCOURSE       , GRD GRD, FIN ISEM ~GPA iSEM IHRS    INCAAI 

, II ,GRD,GPA HRS , ,SIR , 

ICOMM, ;LI ,IC i 1.32511.9091 9 
~ 89!7(7) ~Needs 4 hrs in for UNC 

:COMM’ iB :B A- 3.600: 2.475:12 103i7(7) 

:COMM :B 

:AFAM9 : ,:A .’ 3.075 2.876 12 L 66L5(5) 
ICOMM, B 
:ENGL0 ,A/B B 

:DRAM( 

+ : MATHC D , D D 

:PHIL03 C+ C+ 

AFAMO : :B :2.940 3.817 15 : 115:8(8) 

;EDUCC ; ;C ; 1.425 1.812 9 63;5(5) ACADEMIC REVIEW -Eligible 

 A/B A .... 
Kym Orr 



GRADE REPORT 

NAME       ISEM     F MID i MID;FS2~FALLICUM IFALLLCUM !UNC/ 

iCOURSE , GRD GRD, FIN ISEM ~GPA iSEM IHRS INCAAI 

, II ,GRD,GPA HRS , ,SIR 

;GEO 

Kym Orr 
2 



GRADE REPORT 

NAME       ISEM     [ MID i MID;PS2~FALLICUM IFALLLCUM !UNC/ 

iCOURSE       , GRD GRD, FIN ISEM ~GPA iSEM IHRS    INCAAI 

, II ,GRD,GPA HRS , ,SIR 

IDRAI~ i C 2.000 2.298 12 38~3(3) 

iPHIL0 
I PSYC 

iSOC0 

Kym Orr 

IAFAM 
: 

[C+ j l.900 2.490 12 ~ 98i7(7) ~TRANSFER 

:SOC0 : 

I i DRAI~ LD iC [B- 12.35012.3501 12 1211(1) 

: DRArv iF iD 2.175:2.175:12 12i1(1) 

:ENGL 
IGEO( 

iHISTC 
i iAB NEEDS TO APPEAL; 



GRADE REPORT 

NAME       ISEM     F MID i MID;FS2~FALLICUM IFALLLCUM !UNC/ 

iCOURSE , GRD GRD, FIN ISEM ~GPA iSEM IHRS INCAAI 

, II ,GRD,GPA HRS , ,SIR 

Kym Orr 
4 



GRADE REPORq 

NAME       ISEM     F MID i MID[FS2~FALLICUM IFALLLCUM [UNC/ 
iCOURSE       , GRD GRD, FIN ISEM ~GPA iSEM IHRS    INCAAI 

, II ,GRD,GPA HRS , ,SIR 

Kym Orr 

IARMY 
:ASTRI 
iCLASl 
IENGL, 

IGEOL 
iGEOL 
MATH 

iBIOL0 
;BIOL0 
iENGL, 

MATH 

IENGL’ 
:GEOC 

:ECON 
:ENSTI 

iPOLIO 
iPOLI0 

:HIST0 
i)HYS 

i PSYC~ 

:EDUC 

iMUSC 

~A A 2.379 2.379 14 14q(1) 

, .2.364; 2.364; 14 ~ 33i1(1) ~HAS 19 BE CREDITS 

~ [C+ ~ 

,~D IF 
~ ’ ’ ’ 



GRADE REPORT 

NAME       ISEM     FMID i MID[FS2~FALLICUM IFALLLCUM !UNC/ 
iCOURSE       , GRD GRD, FIN ISEM ~GPA iSEM IHRS    INCAAI 

, II ,GRD,GPA HRS , ,SIR 

IENGL ~B+ B+ 2.825 2.825 18 18q(1) 

:MUS( ,B ,B 

:ENGL iB+ 3.250:2.830:12 37i33) 

iBUSI( 

iLATNI 
:RELIO 

Kym Orr 
6 



GRADE REPORT 

NAME ISEM     F MID i MID;FS2~FALLICUM IFALLLCUM !UNC/ ~ 
iCOURSE       , GRD GRD, FIN ISEM ~GPA iSEM IHRS    INCAAI 

, II ,GRD,GPA HRS , ,SIR , 

IEDUC ~ B+ 2.900 2.825 12 46~3(3) has 6 hrs from BE credit 
:ENGL B 
:HISTC ..... 

iEXSS , IC- 3.160i3.291i 15 101 7(7) 

-#~ -,~-----~ ..... ~#---, ...... ~ ...... ~ ...... , ...... , ...... z ..................................... 

Kym Orr 

iDRAN 

IENGL 

iPHYS 

iPOLl[ 

,~C C ’ 
" 

22 I 2211(1) IHAS9BECREDITS 



GRADE REPORT 

NAME       ISEM     F MID i MID;FS2~FALLICUM IFALLLCUM !UNC/ 
iCOURSE , GRD GRD, FIN :SEM ~GPA iSEM :HRS :NCAA: 

, II ,GRD,GPA HRS , ,SIR 

Kym Orr 
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CLAR 

ECON 

GEOL 

GEOL 

PSYC 

3 762 t 704 13 135 Bean’s List 

109 



A C N 

3 3OO 

2 34O 

2 925 

2 475 

3 O25 

3 5OO 

110 

2 900 

t514 12 83 Dean’s List 

2 631 

Kym O[[ 2 1/30f2015 



A C N 

88 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

I1, rEAM GPA’s 

~,CC HONOR ROLL 

I1~ L0’Sandhigher (FALL) 

121 L0’Sandhigher (CUM) 

2 798 Z850 

Kym Orr 3 1/30f2015 



B 

/Valk -:~ n 1998-1999 

1.433 3.28 

1.308 2.78 

1.575 2.475 

3.357 2.894 

3 070 3.510 

3 517 3.247 

3.044 2.948 

3.025 3.160 

3 663 3.41 

136 10 

142 8 

126 8 

149 6 

137 6 

113 6 





A B 

3.925 3.963 3.884 15 12 133 6 

!.938 3.131 3.035 3.026 16 16.0 94 6 

1.617 3.9 3.754 &9 16 13 100 6 

! 88 2 862 2 871 2.88t 15 12 99 6 

~ 925 3 925 3 925 3.886 12 12 108 6 

! 754 2 256 2 505 2.455 13 16 94 6 

) 675 2 2 I 438 t .826 6 15 93 6 



P 

NELIG PENDING 



~Valk-on 2000-2001 

A B 

! 8       I 94 2 370 2.42t 15 15 62 4 

} 732 3 667 3 700 3.617 19 18 78 4 

3285 3013 3150 3.24t 14 15 78 4 

1.469 3.7 3.585 3.719 12 12 76 4 

!.471 2.873 2.672 2.707 10 13 49 4 

1.06 3.563 3.312 3.153 15 16 69 4 





!1 

A B 

IWalk-on 2001-2002 

1.775 3.333      3.554     3.751 12 12 

!.571 3.075 2.623 2.616 13 12 86 6 

!.507 1.6 2.154 2.289 13 12 40 

!.627 1.936 2.283 2.307 23 9 36 2 

! 769 2 769 2 769 2.769 16 13 29 2 

1.75 3.35 3.550 3.622 39 14 59 2 

~194 2 944 3 069 3.069 28 16 44 2 



P 

uit t~am 

uit t~am       J 



A B 

1.279 4 3.640 3.626 20 13 33 2 

1.769 2.265 3.017 2.951 13 10 79 6 

!.807 2.5 2.653 2.665 29 12 41 2 





A B 

3.936 3.968 3.97 43 18 65 2 

Feam GPAs :ALL SPR YEAR CUM 

3.0472 3.115 3.117 

~,CC Honor Roll 2C 
)EAN’S LIST 

L0’s and higher (SPRING) 17 

L0’S and higher (CUM) 17 

L0’s SPRING 

!.0 and below (SPRING) 

!.0 and below 



P 

2ean’s List 



A B 





A B 





FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 

COHERT 1998 

C R Reynolds Page 1 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 

COHORT 1999 

C R Reynolds Page 2 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 

7 
C 

7 
C 
N 

J 
7 
E 

K 
7 

L 
7 

N 

7 

L 

N 
7 
C 

C 

P 

7 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 

C R Reynolds Page 5 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 

COHORT 2000 
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After’ 

NAME 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 

C R Reynolds Page 8 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 

COHORT 2001 
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Academic Grid 
After 

NAME 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaw grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 

COHORT 2002 
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

NAME 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

I 470 

2110 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

12,50 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

1 5/0 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

12,30 

1 470 

2110 

2(3O 

1553 

I 270 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

3010 

1 470 

2270 

2 470 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

2 470 

2 410 

253O 

1 970 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

1 710 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F Afte[ 

2170 

I 570 

I 710 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

2170 

I 270 

1630 

2750 

2TJO 

2 410 

C R Reynolds Page 28 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

I 310 

1 970 

I 670 

1 7/0 

0990 

1230 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

3 151 

I 310 

2 42/ 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

1688 

1723 

1 817 
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

UNC 

Entry ISEMESTER 

<F82 S Date COURSE 

2CE6 $ F98 AFA 

AFA 

AFR 

COI~ 

[    GEC 

2~32 s [ F98 AFA 

BIOL 

[    EXS 

EXS 

2625 s F98 HIS] 

2013 s F98 GEC 

................... ........ ................. 

PHIl. 

s AFA 

PWl 
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

UNC 

Entr7 ISEMESTER 

<F82 S Date COURSE 

MATI 

2230 s F01 HIST 

SOCl 

SOCl 

3208 W F99 DRAI 

2302 $ F99 AFAi~ 

AFRI 

ENGI 

HIST 

CON 

CHEI 

DRAI 

DRAI 
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

UNC 

Ent~ ISEMESTER 

<F82 S Date COURSE 

2254 W F99 DRA~ 

PHIL( 

POR- 

:.soc~ 

2520 w F99 COal 

~.coa~ 
EDU( 

1913 s F99 AFAN 

AFAN 

PHIL( 

AFAN 

SOCl 

PSYC 

PSYC 

LAW 
LAW 

1952 S F99 COMI 

COMI 

POR- 

2320 w F01 ENG[ 

s !ENG[ 

POR- 

1£~7 s F99 AFAN 
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

UNC 

Entr7 ISEMESTER 

<F82 s Date COURSE 

EXS 

EXS 

AFA 

AFR 

CO~ 

EXS 

GE( 

POL 

POF 

1~4 s F99 ECC 

soc 

C R Reynolds Page 38 



FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F After 

UHC 

Ent~ ISEMESTER 

<F82 s Date COURSE 

3147 s F99 BUSK~^ 

BUSI" 

/%7 s F99 AFAiV 

AFAiV 

GEO( 

24S~ S F99 AFAiV 

BIOL( 

BIOL( 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

3/27 s F99 AFRI( 

ENGL 

JOM( 

C R Reynolds Page 39 



FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 
F 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

UNC 

Entr7 ISEMESTER 

<F82 S Date COURSE 

/~ S FOO COMM 

:.COMa 

EXSSO 

EXSSO 

1&54 s FOO DRAM( 

GEOL( 

2024 s FOO COMM 

COMM 

PSYC0 

18,o s AFAMC 

ENGLC 

GEOL( 

SWAH 

EXSSO 

GEOG, 

PHIL03 

22~3 s FOO AFAMC 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

1828 s FOO COMM 

COMM 

! ! iDRAM~ 
EXSSO 

C R Reynolds Page 40 



FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

UHC 

Entry ISEMESTER 

<F82 s Date COURSE 

1904 s F00 EXSS 

GEOI 

socl~ 

SWAI 

2£57 w F00 ENGL 

EXSS 

EXSS 

GEO( 

Exss 
EXSS 

EXSS 

PHY8 

HIST( 

2~ s F00 AFAiV 

PHIL[ 

soc~ 

252~ s sPo2 AFAiV 

GEO( 

SWAI 
=. 
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Aca~lemlc ~rld 
force of an F 

UHC 

Entr7 ISEMESTER 

<F82 S Date COURSE 

AFRI 

COM 
COM 

SWA 

2e,~ w F00 ENGI 

PSY( 

2£G2 s F00 AFAi~ 

PSY( 

soc  
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

UNC 

Entr7 ISEMESTER 

<F82 S Date COURSE 

2&3~ $ F01 ENGL 

:.MUS( 

POR] 

PSYC 

2370 S F01 DRAk 

FREK 

GEO( 

3039 w F01 BUSK 

ECOP 

PHILC 

PHILC 

21~3 s F01 EXSS 

GEO( 

SWAI 

2530 s F01 COM~ 

ENGL 

PSYC 

C R Reynolds Page 43 



FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic (3rid 
force of an F 

UHC 

Entr7 ISEMESTER 

<F82 s Date COURSE 

NUTF 

soc, 
T $ F02 ENG[ 

POR- 

19~7 s F0~ 

ENG[ 

iGEO, 
i 

POR- 

/8/5 S F01 AFA[~ 

AFRI( 

GEOI 

SWA 

ENG[ 

SPAF 

/ 7/7 W F01 AFAi~ 

SOCl 

:.SPAF 

C R Reynolds Page 44 



FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic (;rid 
force of an F 

UHC 

Ent~ ISEMESTER 

<F82 s Date COURSE 

ECO 

[ ENG 

POR 

1879 s F0~ AFAI 

GEO 

!    PSY~ 
SW,a 

/7~0 s F01 DRA 

GEQ 

PHIL 

3912 s F01 EGO 

ENG ÷ 
HIST 

SPAI 

297"3 w F01 DRA ÷ 
ENG 

POLl 

3&97 s F01 EDU 

ENG 

GEO 

PHIL 

3&94 w F01 HIST 

JOM 

POLl 

SPAI 

2@ S F01 !ENG 

C R Reynolds Page 45 



FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

UHC 

Ent~ ISEMESTER 

<F82 S Date COURSE 

2242 s F01 ENGU 

GEOL 

[ MUSC 

PHILO: 

/8~3 w F01 DRAM 

GEOL 

HISTO 

SOClC 

2419 w F01 BUSIO 

ECON 

ENGU 

SOCIC 

2370 S F01 DRAM 

ENGU 

GEOD 
HISTO 

1717 S F01 

DRAM 

ECON 

ECON 

HISTO 

2o5o s FO~ ENGU 

GEOG 

MUSC 
PSYCl 

3%0 w F01 COMP 

FRENI 

JAPN1 

MATH 

C R Reynolds Page 46 



FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

UHC 

Ent~ ISEMESTER 

<F82 s Date COURSE 

2170 s F01 EXSSP’" 

GEO( 

PSYC 

SWAp 
26~ s FO1 ENGL 

HISTC 

PORT 

PSYC 

ENGL 

GEOC 

PSYC 

20// W FO1 AFAM 

CHEiV 

MATH 

PORT 
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

UNC 

Ent~ ISEMESTER 

<F82 S Date COURSE 

W F02 DRAM[ 

:.ENGL0 

GEOG( 

HIST02 

S F02 DRAM[ 

ENGL0 

GEOGI 

SOCI01 

$ F02 DRAM[ 

ENGL0 

GEOG( 

SOCI01 

W F02 DRAM[ 

ENGL0 

GEOG( 

SWAH( 

$ F02 ENGL0 

GEOG( 

PORTO 

s F02 DRAM[ 

ENGL0 

GEOG( 

SOCI01 

SWAH( 

S F02 ENGL0 

GEOG( 

GERM[ 
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FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

UHC 

Entry ISEMESTER 

<F82 s Date COURSE 

:.ENGL 

POR] 

ENGL 

GEO( 

ENGL 

POR] 

s F02 AFAiV 

ENGL 

i 
S F02 ENGL 

GEO( 

POR] 

$ F02 AFAiV 

ENGL 

POR] 

w F02 BIOL( 

ENGL 

HIST( 

C R Reynolds Page 49 



FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

UHC 

Ent~ ISEMESTER 

<F82 S Date COURSE 

W F02 BIOU- 

RELI( 

ECOt 

POR- 

SOCl 

ENG[ 

ENG[ 

GEOI 

POR- 

SOCI 

$ F02 ENG[ 

GEOI 

SOCI 

÷ 
ENG[ 

GEOI 

SOCI 

S F02 ENG[ 

GEOI 

SPAt, 

ENG[ 

C R Reynolds Page 50 



FA=student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB=Temperaq~ grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

UNC 

Ent~ ISEMESTER 

<F82 s Date COURSE 

EXSS( 

PORT 

S F02 AFAM~ 

DRAM 

ENGU 

IGEOG 

s F02 AFAM~ 

DRAM 

ENGU 

PORT 
$ FQ2 DRAM 

t 
ENGU 

GEOD 

PORT 

SOCIC 

$ F02 DRAM 

ENGU 

GEOD 

PORT 

SOCIC 

$ F02 DRAM 

ENGU 

GEOD 

PORT 

W F02 AFAM~ 

DRAM 

ENGU 

PORT 

C R Reynolds Page 51 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

F 

D 

F 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

B 

B+ 

B+ 

D 

C 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

F 

B 

B 

B 

B 

C 

B 

F 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

c 

c 

F 

B 

B+ 

C 

B 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

D 

F 

B 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

B 

F 

D 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

c+ 

B+ 

F 

C 

C 

C 

C 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
tonon-completionofwork Carries Academic Grid 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

c+ 

B 

D 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

c 

B 

B 

B 

B 

C 

B 

D 

C 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

c+ 

D 

D+ 

F 

D+ 

C 

B 

C 

F 

D 

F 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

F 

B 

B 

C 

B 

F 

D 

C 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

B 

D 

F 

B 

B 

C 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

B 

B 

D 

D 

F 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

c 

D 

C+ 

F 

C+ 

D 

C 

D 

F 

B 

B 

C 

C 

C+ 

D 

B 

B 

C 

D 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

B 

C+ 

C 

B 

D+ 

D 

C+ 

D 

B+ 

D+ 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

B 

B 

C+ 

C+ 

B 

C+ 

B 

F 

F 

C+ 

B 

D 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Prog. 

#1 

B 

C+ 

D 

F 

C 

C 

C 

B 

D+ 

B 
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FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

I I 
i Final 

Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Term:. #2 Grade 

A 

F 

B 

F 

C 

C R Reynolds Page 69 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

I I 
i Final 

Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Term:. #2 Grade 

A 

B+    A 

B+ B+ 

A 

C R Reynolds Page 70 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Termi #2 Grade 
D 

F 

F D 

B 

C B 

B 

C+ 

64- 

D C- 

D+ 

C÷ 

C- D 

A 

D 

B+ A 

A 

B B+ 

B B+ 

C C- 

C B- 

D+ D+ 

F D 

B B+ 

B B+ 

C 

C 

C+ 

C R Reynolds Page 71 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Term:. #2 Grade 

A 

B 

B 

A- A 

A 

A A 

A 

B A 

A 

C R Reynolds Page 72 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Termi #2 Grade 
B+ B+ 

B+ B 

B+ A- 

C+ 

C C 

A 

B A 

B B 

C R Reynolds Page 73 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

I I 
i Final 

Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Term:. #2 Grade 

C R Reynolds Page 74 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Termi #2 Grade 
C 

B 

B 

D D 

B B+ 

B 

F 

C+ 

C 

B+ 

C+ B 

C C+ 

C C 

D D 

A B 

B+ 

B 

C+ C+ 

A A 

A 

C R Reynolds Page 75 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Termi #2 Grade 

C+ 

D 

C- C 

F C- 

C+ 

C÷ 

B 

C- B 

C- C+ 

F D+ 

C 

C B 

B 

C R Reynolds Page 76 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

I I 
i Final 

Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Term:. #2 Grade 

C R Reynolds Page 77 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Termi #2 Grade 
B C 

D C 

C- C 

B+ 

C 

C 

F 

D+ C 

C 

C- C 

B+ 

F 

C B 

D C- 

F D 

C C- 

D 

F D 

C 

C C 

B- B 

C+ 

F F 

B 

C= C+ 

D 

D D 

C R Reynolds Page 78 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Termi #2 Grade 
C- F 

C- C 

C- C+ 

B- B 

C+ 

B B 

B 

F FA 

A A 

F 

C C 

A- A 

B B+ 

A 

B- B 

B A 

B B 

B+ 

S PS 

B A 

B+ 

B 

B 

A 

B 

B+ 

C R Reynolds Page 79 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Termi #2 Grade 
C+ 

C D 

FA 

D+ 

D C 

D 

C+ 

D D 

C+ C+ 

C C 

B 

B B 

B B- 

C+ 

B- C+ 

F D 

A A 

C 

F 

F 

C+ 

C+ B 

B 

C+ 

C- C+ 

A- A 

A- A 

C R Reynolds Page 80 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Termi #2 Grade 
B 

B A 

D- D 

C 

A 

C 

C+ 

C- D 

D 

C- F 

B 

C- C 

F F 

D+ 

C R Reynolds Page 81 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Term:. #2 Grade 

B C 

C+ 

C+ 

D 

B B 

B B+ 

B 

C R Reynolds Page 82 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

I I 
i Final 

Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Term:. #2 Grade 

~÷ 

C R Reynolds Page 83 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Termi #2 Grade 
D 

B C+ 

D C+ 

B 

C+ C+ 

F C- 

B B 

B+ 

B F 

B 

F F 

D D- F 

F C 

C+ D- D+ 

D 

B C B 

B 

B C 

C+ B- 

C+ 

F F D 

B+ 

D 

C+ B- B 

C C+ 

B 

B+ B 

B B 

B 

D F 

C R Reynolds Page 84 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

i Final 
Mid iPr°g. Sem. 

Termi #2 Grade 
C D+ C- 

B 

C C+ B 

F D 

D B+ 

C C- 

C- C+ B 

F C+ 

C+ B B 

B 

C C 

C- C C+ 

B B+ 

C B B 

D 

C C+ C 

B B B+ 

B B+ 

D+ C- C 

B 

F F 

B B- 

B B+ 

F F C- 

C- C+ 
A- B B+ 

C R Reynolds Page 85 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

3.o15 

1.154 

2.800 

2.150 

1.404 

2.350 

C R Reynolds Page 86 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

1.o75 

2.325 

3.860 

2.350 

2.350 

3.250 

1.233 

C R Reynolds Page 87 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

2.400 

2.250 

2.075 

3.650 

1.675 

2.650 

1.750 

C R Reynolds Page 88 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

2.000 

1.175 

3.540 

2.400 

4.000 

2.000 

C R Reynolds Page 89 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

3.500 

2.675 

2.375 

3.425 

C R Reynolds Page 90 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

1.675 

1.o75 

2.425 

1.o75 

1.85o 

1.575 

C R Reynolds Page 91 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

2.400 

2.575 

2.000 

3.162 

1.75o 

3.175 

3.325 

C R Reynolds Page 92 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 
2.000 

2.425 

2.400 

2.925 

C R Reynolds Page 93 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

3.000 

2.825 

2.900 

2.600 

3.400 

3.425 

C R Reynolds Page 94 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

2.279 

2.225 

1.500 

2.100 

1.825 

C R Reynolds Page 95 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

1.920 

3.1oo 

1.500 

3.746 

3.325 

3.325 

3.500 

2.350 

C R Reynolds Page 96 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 
1.250 

1.500 

1.825 

2.675 

2.400 

1.075 

2.575 

4.000 

C R Reynolds Page 97 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

2.500 

2.600 

1.o75 

1.575 

C R Reynolds Page 98 ~ 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

1.6oo 

2.060 

2.975 

2.400 

2.925 

2.460 

2.438 

C R Reynolds Page 99 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

2.250 

2.600 

1.500 

1.25o 

3.075 

2.075 

2.080 

C R Reynolds Page 100 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wet k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

2.15o 

2.575 

2.425 

0.860 

2.606 

2.075 

2.750 

3.175 

C R Reynolds Page 101 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Fall 

Sem 

GPA 

1.75o 

2.825 

2.320 

2.720 

3.000 

C R Reynolds Page 102 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA    Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

13 2.177 13 13 136 136 Grad retroactive 

16 1.960 6 6 126 126 APPEALED 

C R Reynolds Page 103 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

= 1.900 6 = = = 99 = 

2.257 

3.300 

2.383 9 9 

106 DEAN’S LIST 

91 IAPPEALED 

C R Reynolds Page 104 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA    Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

2.158 12 114 

2.505 12 94 

1.947 12 102 

1.951 12 96 

2.775 12 99 DEAN’S LIST 

1.951 12 108 

2.414 12 87 

1.971 9 102 

C R Reynolds Page 105 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

= 1.957 9 = = = 94 = 

1.927 9 9 112 112 Must finish Psy papers for grade change 

2.670 18 106                  DEAN’S LIST 

2.176 12 110 

3.698 13 114 DEAN’S LIST 

1.994 12 105 

C R Reynolds Page 106 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

3.189 12 116 DEAN’S LIST 

2.068 12 102 

2.470 13 106 

3.158 12 . . 115 SA 

C R Reynolds Page 107 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cur~ Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

= 1.900 9 = = = 78 = 

= 1.724 6 = = = 60 APPEALED 

= 1.885 9 = = = 76 = 

1.936 12 63 

1.712 6 61 ~PPEALED 

2.184 12 76 

1.793 12 71 

C R Reynolds Page 108 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f war k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA    Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

1.979 13 79 

2.878 12 74 

1.908 12 71 

2.789 12 89 SA 

2.818 12 69 SA 

C R Reynolds Page 109 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

2.194 12 66 

2.004 12 66 

2.625 12 81 

2.931 12 87 

C R Reynolds Page 110 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

= 2.713 12 = = = 49 SA 

= 2.500 12 = = = 42 = 

= 2.998 12 = = = 43 = 

2.600 12 62 

= 2.853 12 = = = 51 SA 

2.428 12 51 SA 

= 2.257 12 = = = 42 = 

C R Reynolds Page 111 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

2.370 14 61 

2.225 9 9 27 27 CHECK PROGRESS TOWARDS DEGREE 

1.997 9 34 

1.941 9 45 

C R Reynolds Page 112 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA    Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

2.716 12 40 

2.150 12 51 SA 

1.686 6    . . 33 [APPEALED 

HONOR CODE VIOLATION 

. . Dismissed from Team 

3.866 13 61 DEAN’S LIST 

3.067 12 . . 46 

3.460 13 61 SA 

3.496 12 78 DEAN’S LIST 

2.421 12 42 

= = = = CHANGE MAJOR ?? 

C R Reynolds Page 113 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

1.994 9 39 

1.763 12 80 

Comm major?? 

2.253 12 43 

2.487 12 42 

1.888 12 42 

2.028 6 51 CLEARED 

2.181 12 57 

3.944 13 67 DEAN’S LIST 

SA 

C R Reynolds Page 114 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cur~ Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

2.264 12 43 

2.660 12 40 

1.500 9 9 42     42 

1,900 9 44 

C R Reynolds Page 115 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cur~ Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

= 1.600 12 12 = = = 12     12 = 

2.640 

2.060 15 15 

2.400 

2.680      12        12               18 

2.383 15 15 18     18 

CHANGE MAJOR TO UNDC 

2.438 13 13 13 13 

C R Reynolds Page 116 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporap! grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

= 2.250 12 12 = = = 12 12 = 

= 2.600 12 12 = = = 12 12 = 

= 1.660 9 9 = = = 12 = 

1.250 6 6 6 6 APPEALED 

= i2.080 15 15 = = = 15     15 = 

C R Reynolds Page 117 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temperaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f wor k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

2.150 12 12 22 

2.575 12 12 12 

2.425 9 9 9       9 

0.860 9 9 9 9 HONOR CODE VIOLATION 

2.606    16 . 16 . 

CHANGE MAJOR TO UNDC 

2.750 12 12 12 12 

3.175 12 19 SA 

1.600 9 9 9 9 

C R Reynolds Page 118 



FA-student cannot pass regardless of final grade 

IN or AB-Temporaq~ grade due 
to non-completion o f war k Carries 
force of an F 

Sere . Year Fall, CUll1 . Fall Hrs-Fa Spring ~ Hrs-Sp ~ Hrs-SU 1 ~ Hrs-SU 2 cuM Degree NCAA . 

GPA GPA Hrs GPA Hrs Earned Hrs Earned Earned Earned Hrs-E Hrs-E SIR = 

= 2.167 12 12 = = = 18 = 

= = = = = CHANGE MAJOR TO UNDC 

2.320 16 16 16 

2.000 9 9 

3.000 12 12 18 SA 

C R Reynolds Page 119 



GRADEREPORT 

_f A I 

5 COHORT 1996 

~6 
7 

23 

27 

29 

33 

35 

37 

38 

135 1( ~A in EXSS 

125 ~A in GEOG 

124 

118 I( 

]A in COMM 

Susan B Maloy 1 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

A B 

M. BASKETBALL 

COHORTt998 

N 

121 3A in COMM 

3A in AFAM 

121 3A in COMM 

78 

COHORT1999 

42 

AFAM 

COMk 

COMk 

DRAM 

PSYC 

A 

B+ 

B 

3340 3.596 85 )EAN’S LIST 

Susan B Maloy 2 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

A B 

COHORT 2000 

N 

r~ansferred 

45 transferred    I 

60 rlansferred 

COHORT 2001 

AFAM~ 

GEOGI 

GEOG 

SWAH 

AFAM[ 
OEOGI 

GEOG 

£WAH 

B 

C 

D 

B+ 

2325 2782 33 

B 

C 

D 

B 

2250 2.524 33 

AFAM~ 

OEOG 

PHIL0~ 

£WAH 

B 

C+ 

C 

2250 2.282 33 

Susan B Maloy 3 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPOR] 

NR 

AFRI( 

2200 2.386 

B+ 

AFRI( 

ENGL 

SWAI 

B 

C+ 

C 

C 

2400 2.529 

AFRI( 

B 

B 

D 

B 

C+ 

2460 2.571 

ENGL 

8WAI 

D+ 

C 

B 

2250 2.283 

PHIL¢ 

D 

C 

C+ 

2200 2386 

ENGL 

B 

B 

C+ 

2500 2838 24 

AFRI( 

ENGL 

POLl 

POLl 

RELI( 

A 

A 

B+ 

A 

PS 

3825 3.772 15 104 )EAN’S LIST 

3140 3055 

B- 

79 

Susan B Maloy 4 1/30/2015 



GRADEREPORT 

A 

HIST 

PHIL 

B 

B 

A 

OOM 

FREI 

GEO 

MUS 

PHIL 

D 

C+ 

1 985 2 246 67 

N 

TEAM AVERAGE 

AFAr 

AFAr 

GEO 

PHIL 

PHIL 

£OC 

B÷ 

AB 

C 

C+ 

2167 1.877 77 

2.521 2.652 

FALL 2002 SUMMARY: 

Dean’s List 2 

Spring 30 

ACC Honor Roll - 

Eligibility Problems 

Susan B Maloy 5 1/30/2015 



BIOLO 

BIOLO 

HISTO 

PHYS 

ECON 

ENGL, 

PSYC 

£TAT( 

/c/ DI E I F 

2561 

3 029 

1 733 

3135 

2 388 

3 O0 

3 469 

Marisa Brnardic 1 1/30/2015 



P 

TRANSFER 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

Marisa Brnardic 2 1/30/2015 



3193 15/ 

~ 3763 15/ 

BUSIC 

EDUC 

~ 2463 14/ 

B OLC 

P~ 

JOM( 3271    13/ 

TALC 

~ 2336 15/ 
pHy,a 

PSYC 

Marisa Brnardic 3 1/30/2015 



P 

DEAN’S LIST 

Marisa Brnardic 4 1/30/2015 



3467 14/ 

2 820 I 

2 400 I 

3675 12/ 

3175 12/ 

3153 15/ 

2919 

2869 13/ 

B OL 

Marisa Brnardic 5 1/30/2015 



P 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

Marisa Brnardic 6 1/30/2015 



ECON 

EDUC( 

3814 15/ 

~NTHC 3251 15/ 

ECON( 

EDUCI 

STAT0 

ECON( 2879 

£LAVO 

BIOL0" 2920 121 

HIST0 

JOMC 

PWAE 

2640 15/ 

2970 16/ 

3062 13/ 

~,FAM, 2 807 15/ 

Marisa Brnardic 7 1/30/2015 



P 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

Marisa Brnardic 8 1/30/2015 





P 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

TRANSFER 

Marisa Brnardic 10 1/30/2015 



&NTH )575 2172 

HISTC 

PSYC 

EXSS ~660 3632 

Marisa Brnardic I1 1/30/2015 



P 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 

DEAN’S LIST 



B OL 

BIQL 

2 443 12/ 

2 825 161 

TEAM GPA’s 
--ALL SPRG YEAR CUM 

Graduates 2.97~ 2.967 
DEAN’S LIST 

Marisa Brnardic 13 1/30/2015 



P 

~WITHDREW 

Marisa Brnardic 14 1/30/2015 



ENGL( 

EXSS( 

PHILO, 

PORT~ 

ANTH( 

ENGL( 

GEOL~ 

GEOU 

PHIL0; 

PORT~ 

PHILO: 

AFAMI 

EXSS( 

EXSS( 

EXSS( 

DRAM 

AFRI0 

ART0 

ENGL( 

GEOG 

PHIL01 

BIOL0 

DRAM 

EDUCI 

GEOG 

ENGL( 

DRAM 

ECON 

GEOG 

HIST0 

£TAT[ 

B 

D C 

C+ 

C C 

B 

C    F 

B+ 

C 

A A- 

B B 

B 

B     B+ 

B C+ 

C 

B B+ 

CF 

C+     C+ 

CB 

DC- 

C 

D+ C+ 

D+ D+ 

D+ C+ 

B 

F 

F    F 

B    B 

C+    B 

D+ C. 

C C 

B B 

B 2500 

C 

C+ 

D+ 2444 

A 

B+ 

B 2 860 

B 

C+ 

C+ 

A 2 425 

D 

C÷ 2520 

B 

B÷ 

C÷ 

O+ 2400 

B 

F 0000 

AB 

A- 3 220 

B 

C+ 2 540 

B 

2.492 120 

2.388 160 

2357 150 

2111 120 

2.218 150 

2.070 150 

1.800 0.0 

2657 150 

2540 150 

91.0 7f 

40.0 3f 

67 0 

1240 

66.0 5f 

67.0 5f 

24.0 

70 0 

44 0 

TP~NSFER 

No longer on team 

Not included in team data 

OFFICIAL WITHDRAWAL 

"Grade change in COMM 

Dean’s List 

TRANSFER 

DL >3 0 Fall >3 0 Cure 

0 0 0 

0 

0 0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0       0 

0       0 

0       0 

40 Fall ~2 0 Fall <2 0 Cure 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 

Rachel Melchione 1 1/3012015 



2 
3 
4 

57 
58 
59 
6O 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

69 
70 

72 
73 
74 

76 

92 

96 
97 

ENGL C C+ 

POR1 C+ B- 

SOCI’ B+ C- 

B 

c 

DL >30Fall >30Cure 40Fall ~20Fall <20Cure 

2620 I 2.620 150 15.0 I If 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

DRA& C C+ 2 600 2 600 15 0 15 0 I/ 0 0 

ENGL B+ A- 0 

HIST( B C+ 0 

0 

AFA~ C+ B B 3 400 2 766 12 0 65 0 5/ 0 1 0 0 0 

EDUC A 0 

ENGL B B+ 

POR1 A A B+ 

ANTI" F D 2631 2.631 130 13.0 If 0 0 

ENGL B- B B+ 0 

SOCI’ B+ B B- 

£PA~, B B+ B+ 

A 

B 

C+ 

3250 2924 120 1050 0 

0 

PSYC 

PSYC 

A A- A 

B 

3350 3.350 120 42.0 0 

0 

ANTP 

POLl( 

PSYC 

B+ A 

B 

B+ 

A 

3 381 3 372 16 0 49 0 3/    Dean’s List 

GEOL 

GEOL 

PSYC 

0 

0 

0 

0 

AFAiV B B A- 2575 2.644 120 63.0 5f 0 0 0 0 0 

DRA& B- B+ B+ 0 

ECO~ C D 

PHIL( C C+ 

COMf B- B- 2 220 2 369 15 0 103 0 6/ TRANSFER 0 0 0 0 0 

COMI C D+ 0 0 

DRA~ C+ B B- 

GEO( C C+ 

PHIL( C+ C 

ENGL C+ C+ C+ 2420 2420 150 180 I/ 0 0 0 0 0 

MATP .... C- 0 

Rachel Melchione 2 1/3012015 



2 
3 
4 DL >3 0 Fall >3 0 Cure 4 0 Fall ~2 0 Fall <2 0 Cure 

Rachel Melchiorre 3 1/3012015 



A I    B I 

COMM~ 

EXSSO 

MATHC 

8PAN0 

STATO 

ANTHO 

ENGLO 

GEOLO 

GEOL0 

PHILS2 

PORTO 

DRAM~ 

ENGLO 

GEOG[ 

B 2600 I 2.678 

¢+ 

C 

B- 2 631 2 545 

C- C C 

B- C 

D C G+ 2600 2.717 

B+ 

A 3540 2.821 

B+ 

A 

A- 3069 2.140 

B+ C C+ 

B+ 

C B B 

B B 

O÷ 2050 1.997 

C 

D 

B 

D+ 

C 

A- 3280 2 643 

A B- 

B+ B+ B 

B 

B 2 800 2 907 

B 

C 

B+ 

150 21.0 

150 96.0 

130 64.0 

160 43.0 

150 720 

150 670 

7f    Dean’s List 

2f    TRANSFER 

L M N I 0 P ~ I " 

0 0 0 0 

0 

0 0 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 0 0 

0 

D D 1 862 2.350 130 44.0 31 0 0 0 0 1 

Rachel Melchione 4 1/3012015 



3 

4 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

BIOL .... C C 

ENG B B B- 

GEO 

PHIL C 

DL >3 0 Fall 

0 

>3 0 Cure 4 0 Fall ~2 0 Fall <2 0 Cure 

Rachel Melchiorle 5 1/3012015 



AFAM 

COMk 

EXSS’ 

C+ 

A 
C+ 

A 

325012.093 

M " I o P Q I R 

DL >30Fall >30Cure 40Fall ~20Fall <20Cure 

1 0 0 0 0 

0 

AFAM 

PHILO 

B 

B+ 

3175 2.789 120 89.0 0 

0 

DRAM 

ENGL’ 

PHILO 

PORT 

B 

C+ 

B 

3 000 2 747 120 730 0 

0 

DRAM 

ENGL’ 

MATH 

SPAN 

C C 

C+ B 

D B 

C C+ 

C+ B 

C 

B 

B 

B 

2756 2.756 160 16.0 0 
0 

DRAM 

ENGL, 

PORT 

C C 

B B- 

D D+ 

B+ 

B+     D+ 

C+ 

C 

D 

2340 2.340 150 15.0 0 
0 

EDUC 
ENGL, 

EXSS, 

GEOL 

GEOL 

PORT 

B B- 

B+ D+ 

C B 

F F 

C+ 

D+ 

D 

1969 1.868 160 46.0 0 
0 

EDUC 

ENGL, 

GEOL 

MATH 

B 

C 

B B+ 

A 

B 

B 

B 

3250 2 301 120 650 0 

0 

DRAM 
ENGL, 

GEOL 

D    F 

B+ 

D 

C C 

B+ 

B 

C 

D 

2200 2.200 150 15.0 0 
0 

FALL ~UM 

2735 !526 

4      12 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Rachel Melchiorle 6 1/30/2015 



2 

3 

4 

222 

224 

227 

229 

242 

252 

262 

I.O’e and higher (CUM) 

!.0 and below (Fall) 

!.0 and below (CUM) 

DL >3 0 Fall >3 0 Cure 4 0 Fall ~2 0 Fall <2 0 Cure 

lefore completing eligibility or completed eligibility without gladuating: 

Graduated 

COMM IOC 
Cum GPA 

Rachel Melchiorre 7 1/3012015 



L IMI N o I P I ~ R 

23 

27 

29 

33 

37 

39 

43 

47 

49 

53 

Rachel Melchiorre 

DRAM 

POLIO 

GEOLI 

PHILO: 

BIOLO! 

CHEM 

ITALO( 

MATHI 

ENGL( 

FREN( 

HIST0: 

PSYC( 

FREN( 

SOClO 

JOMC 

JOMC 

PHYA( 

POLIO 

C+ 
B+ 

B 

B 

C 

C 

C+ 

A 

B 

A 

D 

AB 

D 

C 

B+ 

F 

Ic+    IB- 
B3- 

B+ 

2925 

2400 

2850 

3 O75 

3675 

3175 

2538 

1 750 

3775 

2.643I 

2.507 

2.864 

3 O75 

2477 

3.002 

2465 

2.007 

2 678 

12.01 370 

13.0 670 

14.0    420 

160 160 

120 980 

15.0 1120 

130    370 

12.0    700 

120 1030 

717 

Grad 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

INELIGIBLE NEEDS 7811.9 

0 0 

0 

Dean’s List 0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

Dean’s List 0    0 

DL >30Fall >30Cure 40Fall <20Fall <20Cure 

0 0 0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 



Grad DL >30Fall >30Cure 40Fall <20Fall <20Cure 

Rachel Melchiorre 2 1/30/2015 



L IMI ~ O I P I e 

AFAM 
ENGLI 

GEOL 

GEOL 

PHILO 

SWAb 

CHEM 

CHEM 

MATH 

RELIO 

ENGLI 

HISTO 

POLIO 

SPAN’ 

DRAM 

ECON 
ENGLI 

GEOL 

HIST0 

AFAM 

HISTO 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

ENGLI 

PSYC 

WM81 

AFAM 

DRAM 

ECON 

ENGLI 

MATH 

DRAM 

PORT 

PSYC’ 

SOClC 

C÷ 

B 

C 

B 

B 

B 

BC 

D 

D 

B 

B 

Grad 

B 

B 

A 

D 

B 

C 

DL >3 0 Fall >3 0 Cure 4 0 Fall <2 0 Fall 

0 0 2575 2.5751 ~2.01 120 I111 

2061 2.079 16.0 400 

3 538 3 634 13 0 50 0     3/~ Dean’s List 

3813 3813 160 160 I/I Dean’sList 

2260 2260 150 150 I/I 

2820 2813 150 1050 

3 000 2 684 15 0 103 0 

3080 3080 150 150      I/I 

1 925 I 925 9 0 30 5 2, TRANSFER 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Rachel Melchiorre 

R 

<2 0 Cure 

0 



K 

Team GPAs 

Graduated                0 

Dean’s List               4 

3.0 and higher (Fall)      8 

&0 and higher (CUM)    5 

4,0 (Fall) 

2.0 and belew (Fall)      2 

2.0 and below (CUM)     I 

HIST0t 
MATH( 

DRAMI 

ENGL[ 

SO¢I0 

SPAN[ 

COMM 

ENGLC 

HIST0: 

PSYC[ 

ENGLC 

GEOL( 

GEOL( 

HIST0; 

MATH( 

MUSCI 

AFRI0~ 

COMM 

COMM 

FRENC 

GEOL( 
RECR" 

D 

C+ 

D 

B 

B 

B 

A 

A 

B 

A 

D 

B 

C+ 

D 

A 

that ~nmpleted eligibility prior to Fall 2002: 

C 

B+ 

2350 2350 

2023 2023 

2575 2.724 

2592 2572 

2950 2950 

2531 2.195 

FALL CUM 

2762 2641 

120 120 

130 130 

12.0 370 

130 710 

160 230 

16.0 760 

I/I 

I/I 

I/I 

Grad DL >30 Fall 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 4 

o I P I Q      R 

>30Cure 40Fall <20Fall <20Cure 

0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

5 0 

0 

0 

0 

Rachel Melchiorre 4 1/30/2015 



B         C                                                                                              L              N          O          P         Q          R I 

165 

MAT~, 

SPC 

EDU’ 

EDU, 

EDU’ 

EDU, 

EDU’ 

Grad DL >30Fall >30Curn 40Fall <20Fall <20Curn 

3733 3.489 15.0 1270 

Rachel Melchiorre 5 1/30/2015 



A B K MI 

AMST 

ANTH 

JOMC 

JOMC 

PSYC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

SOCl 

ECOK 

MATH 
PHILO 

PSYC 

BIOLC 

BIOLC 

ENGL 

SPAN 

GEOL 

BIOLC 

BIOLC 

ENGL 

GEOC 

PORT 

ARTO: 

HISTC 

POLIO 

POLIO 

FREN 

GEOL 

HISTC 

LINGC 

PSYC 

B 

D 

B 

3.581 

B 

A 4 000 

A 

A 

A 

A 

C+ 2700 

C 

C 

B+ 

B+ 

250 

B- 3.386 

C+ 

A 

B 

A 

A 3.750 

B 

A 

A 

D 2.154 

D 

C+ 

B 

A 3.850 

A 

A 3 620 

A 

3520 16.0 

3 301 15 0 

3215 12 0 

3165 12 0 

3386 14.0 

3750 12.0 

2154 13.0 

3729 12.0 

3 504 15 0 

107 0    7/7 

81 0 5/5 

40 0 3/3 

41 0     1/1 

250 1/1 

113.0 7/7 

67 0 3/3 Dean’s List 

DL 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

N I O I 

,3 0 Fall >3 0 Cure 

0       0 

P     Q 

Rachel Melchiorre 1 1130/2015 



2 
3 
4 <2 0 Cure 
5 0 
6 
7 
8 
9 

17 0 

2O 

22 

24 

26 

5O 

52 

54 

Rachel Melchiorre 2 1/30/2015 



57 
58 
59 
6O 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

69 
70 

72 
73 
74 

76 

92 

94 

97 

ENGLO°° IA- 3.254 

JOMC~ B+ 

PSYC( B+ 

PSYC B- 

ENGL( A 3+ B+ 2.400 

MATH~ C O 

PSYC( F D+ 

SPAN( C+ B 

ENGL( C+ 2 580 

HISTO B- 

PHILO; C- 

PSYC( B+ 

SOCI0 B 

AFAMI B B- 2392 

DRAM C 3 C+ 

ENGL( B- 3- C+ 

SPAN( B 3+ C+ 

AFRIO A 3.000 

DRAM B 

JOMC B- 

JOMC 

PHILO: B 

MATHI C- 3+ 

PHILO: 
POLIOI C+ 

PSYC( A *, 

DRAM 

ENGL( 

LINGO 

PSYC( 

DRAM 

PSYC( 

SPAN( 

CLAR( C+ 

ITAL0( 

PSYC( 

3406 13.0 I 870 5/5 

2400 12.0 120 1/1 

2477 150 440 3/3 

2392 130 130 1/1 

B+ 2.667 3063 12.0 740 4/ 

B 

PS 

D 2725 2725 120 350 1/1 

B+ 

B+ 

B+ 

C- 2.600 2600 12.0 120 1/1 

B+ 

A 3425 3513 120 950 5/5 

B+ 3.054 3054 13.0 380 1/1 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Rachel Melchiorre 3 1/30/2015 



2 
3 
4 <2 0 Curn 

57 0 

59 

62 0 
63 

67 0 

69 
7O 

79 

99 0 

Rachel Melchiorre ,~ 1/30/2015 



A D I E L 

3 

109 

120 

122 

INLS P$ 

MATI A 

SPAt A- 

3700 160 900 5/5 

HIST’ B+ B- 2.750 2457 12.0 370 3/3 

MATI A B 

POR B 3+ B+ 
SOCl C+ ~+ C 

AFA~ C- D+ 3 215 2 663 13 0 73 0 515 

ORAl A A 
EXS~ B+ 

SPAt A 

COM B+ 3.400 

ENGI B 

EXS.< A B A 
EXS~ A- 

EXS.< 3+ B 

2245 15.0 112.0    7/7 

AFA~ A A 3.715 3715 13.0 400 1/1 

ENGI B+ A 

POLl’ B A- 
SPA~ A- 3+ B+ 

DRA~ F C 2850 2850 120 120 1/1 

ENGI B 3+ A. 

EXS~ B- 

POR C+ 3+ B 

EDU( A A 3.538 

INLS B+ 

ITAL[ B- 

BUSI A 3+ A- 3.556 

BUS1 A 

BUSI B B+ 

BUS1 B 

DRAI A A 

AFRI’ B+ 3.460 

EXS.~ A 

EXS.< A 

JOM( B 

JOM( B 

3663 16.0 770 

3249 13.5 102.5 7/ 

3092 15.0 109.0    7/7 

TRANSFER 

Dean’s List 

MI N I O P Q 

DL ~30Fall >30Cure ~0Fall <20Fall 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Rachel Melchiorre 5 1130/2015 



2 

4 <2 0 Cure 

110 

121 0 

122 

126 0 

127 

137 0 

142 0 

148 0 

154 0 

Rachel Melchiorre 6 1130/2015 



A 

2 

3 

4 

160 AFAI 

161 AFR 

162 SOC 

163 

164 

165 

166 EXS 

167 PSY’ 

D+ 

D+ 

B+ 

A 

A 

B+ 

B+ 

3.575 2827 

3.575 3258 

C 1500 2141 

C 

D 

D 

B 2.925 3316 

B 

B+ 

C+ 

B 

FALL CUM 

3143 3046 

A- 2.619 2.361 

C 

B+ 

D 

A 

12.0 I 770 

12.0 106.0 

12 0 73 0 

16.0 123.5 

15.0 1220 

5/5 Dean’s List 

7/7 Dean’s List 

5/5 

7/7 

Graduated 

JOMC Advertising 
Cure GNA 2 588 

Graduated 
COMM-Media St udies/Production 

DL 

0 

0 

,3 0 Fall >3 0 Cure 

0 
0 

777 0 0 

NO 0 

0 

P     Q 

Rachel Melchiorre 7 1130/2015 



2 
3 
4 <2 0 Cure 

160 0 

162 
163 
164 
165 0 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 0 

175 0 
176 

161 0 

Rachel Melchiorre 6 1/30/2015 



ENGL 

ITAL0 

POLIO 

SOCI( 

ECOh 

ENGL 

HISTC 

CLAR 

ENGL 
PLAN, 

STATI 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ITAL0 

PSYC 

GEOL 

PHILO 

ENGL 

JOMC 

PORT 

PSYC 

COMF 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

ENGL 

FREN 

MATH 

ASTR 

CLAR 

ENGL 

B+ 

D+ 

B+ 

C 

B 

C 

D 

C 

C+ 

B+ 

C 

C 

B 

B+ 

B 

B+ 

B 

B+ 

A 

B 

C+ 

B+ 

A 

B+ 

A 

C 

B 

D 

C 

B 

C+ 

B 

C 

B 

C 

B 

C+ 

C 

B+ 

B 

3425 3.4251 12.( 180 1/1 

3450 3.450 14.( 480 1/1 

2675 2675 12I 120 

3660 3.603 15.( 1080 717 

2100 1.932 12.( 650 515 

2675 2405 12( 70 0 5/5 

2075 2.377 12.I 940 717 

2462 2462 16I 190 I/I 

2720 2.720 15.( 330 111 

DL >3 0 Fall 

0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

0 

,30Cure 40Fall <20Fall 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

<2 0 Cure 

Rachel Melchiorre 1 1130/2015 



CHEM 

PSYC’ 

PSYO 

PSYC 

ANTHI 

BIOL0 

CHEM 

CHEM 

CLARI 

CLARI 

HIST0 

PHILO 

PSYC’ 

ART0( 

ART0( 

CHEM 

CHEM 

CHEM 

PHYA 

RELI0 

B 

B+ 

A 

C 

D+    C 

A 
A 

A 
A 
A 

B 

A 

B+ 

C+ 

B 

A 

3925 3.621I 12.( 

3871 3.640 14.( 

2250 2.214 12.( 

3044 3002 15C 

DL >3 0 Fall 

0      0 

0 

0 

~3 0 Cure 4 0 Fall <2 0 Fall 

0 0 

AFRI0 A 3260 3523 15I 1 I 1 0 

COM[V B+ 0 

POLIO B+ 
POLIO A- 

&+ 3721 3721 14I 1 0 CHEM 

CHEM 

MATH 

SOCIC 

SPAN’ 

960 515 Dean’s List 

490 313 Dean’s List 

530 313 

45 0 3/3 

110 0 7/7 Dean’s List 

58 0 I/I Dean’s List 

420 3f3 

130 I/I 

A 

B+ B+ 

A 

A 

A 

B+ 

B 

C 

B 

C+ 

B 

0 

0      0 

0 

CHEM 

HIST0 

MUSC 

SERB 

BIOL0 

BIOL0 
ENGLI 

MATH 
SPAN, 

3175 3.155 

2585 2585 13( 0     0 

<2 0 Cure 

Rachel Melchiorre 2 1130/2015 



MI N O I P I a R 

COMPn~’ 

EDUC 

ITALC 

POLl( 

POLl( 

BUS1( 

GEO[ 

GEO[ 

PHIL( 

SOCI 

PHIL( 

PHIL( 

STAT 

GEO[ 

PHIL( 

POLl( 

POLl( 

BUS1( 

BIOL( 

POLl( 

POLl( 

SPAk 

IPS 2075 
B+ 
C+ 
D 

B- 2 746 

B 

B 

C+ 

PS 4 000 

A 

A 

A 

B 3200 

B+ 

B 

B 

C+     B 2175 

3+ C+ 

B-C-C- 

B 2 575 

D 

A 

C+ 

B 2 347 

C 

C 

C 

C+ 

F F 1 000 

C C 

NA D C 

F FA 

D 

B- 3 540 

B+ 

A 

A 

2.3611 15.( 

3195 13( 

3959 12( 

3.233 15.( 

2.364 12.( 

2575 

2631 15( 

1819 

3526 15( 

55 0 3/3 

160 5 7/7 

570 3/3 

690 

50 0 4/ 

88 0 

101 0 7/7 

78 0 

TRANSFER 

DL >3 0 Fall ,3 0 Cure 4 0 Fall <2 0 Fall <2 0 Cure 

0 0 0 0 

0 

0      0 

0 

NO 

0 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0      0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Rachel Melchiorre 3 1130/2015 



B 

B 

B 

B+ A. 

B A- 

S+ C+ B 

B B 

B 

B 

B 

A 

B+ 

3000 3.0001 13.( 130 

3323 3.165 13Z 740 515 

2925 3291 12( 10557/7 

3533 3.515 

PS 

B+ 

B 2615 2615 13( 

A 

B+ 

D 

A- 3623 3623 13C 

B 

A 

B+ 

195 7/7 

130 I/I 

256 I/I 

DL >3 0 Fall 

0 

0 

0      0 

0 

NO 

0      0 

0 

,3 0 Cure 4 0 Fall <2 0 Fall 

0 0 

Team GPAs FALL CUI~ 8 16 18 1 

2 930 2 993 

D 1000 2368 50 1210 8/NA 

8 

PSYC 

3raduated 
Dean’s List 

3.0’s and higher !Fall) 
3.0’s and higher (CUM) 

$.0’s (Fall) 

2.0 and below (Fall) 

Z.0 and below (CUM) 

Graduated 

Economics 

Minor in AFAM 

<2 0 Cure 

Rachel Melchiorre 4 1130/2015 



000056.1681741.0001 .xls 

GRADE REPORT 
NAME SEM MID MID 

COURSE GRD GRD 

3RAM 

NST( 

NSTI 
qBHE: 

PHIL0: 

SEM FALL SPR YR 
GRD SEM SEM GPA 

CUM FALL      SPR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ 
GPA SEM 6 SEM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 

HRS Hrs. HRS SIR 

2.98    16 Y 1~ 118 6 

GPA GPA 

B+ 3.63 
A 
A 
A 

B 

DRAM 

B+ 

C+ 

NG 
A 
D 
C+ 
C+ 

A 
B 

2.56 2.563 16 Y 32 1 

2.33 2.331 15 Y 24 1 

ANTHI 

CLAS( 

B 

B 
B 

3.28 3.280 15 Y 25 

D 
D 
D 
A 

COMMENTS 

1.64 1.638 15 Y 75 5 5 TRANSFER 

BRNARDIC                                          1 



000056.1681741.0001 .xls 

GRADE REPORT 
NAME SEM     MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL 

COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM 
II GPA GPA HRS 

SPR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ 
6 SEM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 

Hrs. HRS SIR 

3MP 

B 
A 
A 
A 
A 

3.75 3.750 16 Y 49 

COMMENTS 

30kt A 3.76 

~ A- 
=HY, A 
SOC A 

3.645 15 Y 13 55 3 

1 

A 
B 
C+ 
B+ 
B 

3.12 3.120 15 Y 28 

3.87 3.400 15 Y 13 8O 

EXS! B+ 2.15 2.438 9 Y 53 3 

BRNARDIC 2 



000056.1681741.0001 .xls 

GRADE REPORT 
~ NAM~ S~ID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL      SPR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ COMMENTSI 

COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM 6 SEM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 
II GPA GPA HRS Hrs. HRS SIR 

LP°Rn I I IB I I     I    I I I I    I    I    I    I     I 

ENGI 

SOC 

POLl 

3.43 

B 
B 
B 

3.425 12 Y 44 1 

3.12 3.124 17 Y 

B 
A 
A 

B+ 

3.68 3.675 16 Y 42 

F 
B 
B 

B+ 

2.28 2.276 14 

COl 

COl 

COl 

B+ 3.49 
B 
A 
A 

B+ 

3.504 15 Y 99 

,BRNARDIC 3 : 



000056.1681741.0001 .xls 

GRADE REPORT 
NAME SEM     MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL       SPR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ 

COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM 6 SEM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 
II GPA GPA HRS Hrs. HRS SIR 

COMMENTS 

ART ( C 

FREK B- 

HIST( C 

HIST( B 

CHEI 

CHEk 

ENGL 

GEOL 

GEOL 

BIOL( 

PSYC 

ENGL 

GEOL 

ANTb 

BRNARDIC 

2.60 2.600 15 Y 73 5 5 TRANSFER 

D 
C+ 

D 

2.638 14 Y 97 

C+ 
C 
B 

2.52 2.521 14 Y 

1 
1 
1 



000056.1681741.0001 .xls 

GRADE REPORT 
NAME SEM     MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL 

COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM 
II GPA GPA HRS 

SPR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ 
6 SEM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 

Hrs. HRS SIR 

COMMENTS 

COMb .... A 3.93 

EXSS A- 

VIETC A 

EXSS A 

a, FRIC 

REN 

3.681 13 Y 89 5 

94- 

A 

B 
B 

B 
A 
A 

A 
A 
B 
B 
NG 

3.51 

3.38 

3.159    15 Y 1~ 77 5 

3.54 

3.381 16 Y 32 1 

2.994 15 Y 13 81 5 

2.205 13 Y 16 105 7 

, BRNARDIC 5 
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GRADE REPORT 
NAME SEM     MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL 

COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM 
II GPA GPA HRS 

SPR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ 
6 SEM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 

Hrs. HRS SIR 

COMMENTS 

3HEM 

3HEM 

ENGL 

=REN 

41ST[ 

SPAN 

ARMY 

CHEM 

MATH 

BIOL0 

CHEM 

CHEM 

ANTHI 

~ANTHI 

94- 

A 

B+ 
B+ 
B+ 

3.48 3.482    17 Y 44 

B 

B+ 
B 
A 

3.419 3.419    16 Y 34 

94- 

B 
B 

2.80 2.722    15 Y      1~ 89 

B 

B 
B+ 
B 

3.123 3.426    13 Y 

2.888~ 

, BRNARDIC 6 



000056.1681741.0001 .xls 

GRADE REPORT 
NAME SEM MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR 

COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA 

II GPA GPA 

NGL B+ 

CUM 
GPA 

FALL      SPR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ 
SEM 6 SEM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 
HRS Hrs. HRS SIR 

COMMENTS 

PHILC 

EXSS 

PSYC 

A 
B 
B+ 

B 

A 
B 
B+ 
B 

3.2 

3.4 

3.200    15 Y 23 

3.400 15 Y 15 1 

3.302 ~7 I’RANSFER 

3.600 3.600 14 Y 15 1 

, BRNARDIC 7 



000056.1681741.0001 .xls 

GRADE REPORT 
~ NAM~ S~ID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL      SPR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ COMMENTSI 

COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM 6 SEM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 
II GPA GPA HRS Hrs. HRS SIR 

LPHY#     I    I IA I     I     I    I I    I I    I    I    I    I     I 

,BRNARDIC 8 
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GRADE REPORT 
NAME SEM MID MID SEM FALL SPR YR CUM FALL       SPR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ COMMENTS 

COURSE GRD GRD GRD SEM SEM GPA GPA SEM 6 SEM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 
II GPA GPA HRS Hrs. HRS SIR 

~NT~ B      2.688 2.449 15 Y 50 3 

ENGI B+ 

ENGI 

POLl’ 

SPCL 

PSY( 

ENGI 

LING 

POLl’ 

ECOI 

A 
A 
A 

A 

C 

C 
B+ 
B 
D 

C+ 
C 

3.90 3.867 18 Y 84.3 3 

2.188 2.188 16 Y 29 1 

2.28 2.280 15 Y 

3.225 

44 3 TRANSFER 

3.225 16 Y 16 1 

1 

BRNARDIC 9 
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GRADE REPORT 
NAME SEM MID MID 

COURSE GRD GRD 

NGL 

REK 

SEM FALL SPR YR 
GRD SEM SEM GPA 

CUM FALL      SPR SS1 SS2 CUM UNC/ 
GPA SEM 6 SEM HRS HRS HRS NCAA 

HRS Hrs. HRS SIR 

3.480    15 Y 35 1 

GPA GPA 

A 
A 3.48 
B 
B 
C 

C 
C 
A 
B+ 
C+ 

2.523 2.523 13 Y 44 

D 
C 
B 
C+ 
C 

2.069 2.069 13 Y 

£XSS 

£XSS 

A 
B 
A 
B 
A 

3.5 3.072    13 Y 13 97 

TEAM AVERAGE 

DEAN’S LIST 
GRADUATES 
3.0 & above (FALL) 
3.0 & above (CUM) 
2.0 & below (FALL) 
2.0 & below (CUM) 

GPA FALL YEAR CUM CUM 
3.07 3.029083333 

COMMENTS 

BRNARDIC 10 



Name 

Grade Report 

ENG 
MAT 

SPA 

SPA 
MAT 

AFR 
DRA 

SOC 
GEC 

ENG 
GEC 
PSY, 

PSY, 
PSY, 

AFAI 

Fall Spring Year Fall/ Sprg/ Suml/ 

Prog. Prog. Final Sem Sem Cum Cum Degr. Degr. Degr, 

#1 #2 Grade GPA GPA GPA GPA Hrs Hrs Hrs 

B/C B/C B+ 2.838 2.838 13 

A B+ B- 

A- B B 

B C-/D C+ 

B+ 3.520 3.402 15 
A 
B 

D+ B+ 
A 

C C+ 3.000 3.418 14 
B 
A 
B+ 
C+ 

, Brnardic Page 1 



Grade Report 

Name 

CLAS 

ITAL0 

INTSC 
PHIL� 

SPAN 
SOCI( 

EXSS 

PSYC 
GEOC 

MUSC 

PORT 

PHIL� 

ENGL 

GEOC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

ANTH 

ENGL 

PSYC 
PHILC 

BUSI( 
ECOB 
FREN 
FREN 

Fall Spring Year Fall/ Sprg/ Suml/ 

Prog. Prog. Final Sem Sem Cum Cum    Degr. Degr. Degr. 

#1    #2    Grade GPA GPA GPA GPA    Hrs Hrs Hrs 

A 3.119 3.352 16 
C+ 

B 

B- C+ 

, Brnardic Page 2 



Grade Report 
Fall Spring Year Fall/ Sprg/ Suml/ 

Name Prog. Prog. Final Sem Sem Cum Cum Degr. Degr. Degr. 

Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA GPA GPA Hrs Hrs Hrs 

TEAM GPA’s FALL SPRG YEAR CUM 

3.08 3.037 

Graduates (~ 

DEAN’S LIST 3 

3.0’S and higher (FALL) 11 
3.0’S and higher (CUM) 8 

4.0’S (FALL) (] 

2.0 and below (FALL) 1 

2.0 and below (CUM) 1 

, Brnardic Page 3 



Degr. 6    Degr. NCAA 

Hrs Hrs. Hrs SIR    COMMENTS 

Y" 45 C    Dean’s List 

~ 
Transfer 

Y 140 9     TRANSFER 

, Brnardic Page 4 



Degr. 6    Degr. NCAA 

Hrs Hrs. Nrs SIR COMMENTS 

Y 21 1 Dean’s List 

~ 
Dean’s List 

, Brnardic Page 5 



Degr. 6    Degr. NCAA 

Hrs Hrs. Nrs SIR    COMMENTS 

, Brnardic Page 6 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME SPRING 2002 SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
PROG SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

COURSES    #1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

:. 

Parker, Carey Page 1 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

COURSES    #1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

Parker, Carey Page 2 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME r SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
~, SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 
COURSES    #1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

1997 COHORT - ELIGIBILITY WILL BE EXHAUSTED END OF FALL 2001 

iGEC L 

PHIL 
PHY 

2.046 9 6 0 113 

FREN0, 

2.601 13.5 0 0 112.5 

2.09 12 3 3 127 

2.358 13 3 0 119 

2.214 13 3 3 124 

Parker, Carey Page 3 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

COURSES    #1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

COMM 

Parker, Carey Page 4 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME 

COURSES #1 #2 

GEO[ 
RECF 
STAT 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 
GPA HRS HRS RES 

2.202 13 3    3 106 

COMP -- 
COMP 

COMP 
COMP 

PHYA{ 

Parker, Carey Page 5 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

COURSES    #1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

Parker, Carey Page 6 



000056.1681804.0001.Ms 

NAME SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

COURSES    #1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

1998 COHORT - NEEDS 105 HRS./2.0 GP,&J90 DEGREE HRS. TO RETURN 78 HRS/1.90/60DEGREE HRS TO RETURN FALL 2001 

AFRK 2.216 12 3 6 100 
PSYC 

’:sock, ’. 

soc  ,. 

AFAM 1.912 12 3 6 96 
AFRIC 

GEOL 
PSYC 

AFRI 1.919 12 6 3 93 
BIOL 

AFAI 
AFAI 

iCOM 
iGEO 

PHIL 
PHIL 

Parker, Carey Page 7 



000056.1681804.0001.Ms 

NAME SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

COURSES    #1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

HIST 

[HIST 

HIST 
PHIL 
PHIL 

PHY, 
PHY, 
POLl 

COM 
COM 

1.995 6     6     3     847,7 

1.939 6 6 6 81 6 

HIST 
HIST 
MATI 
PHY, 

COM 
DRA 

FREI 

2.643 12 3 3 102 6 
DRA 

STA- 

2.007 9     3     0     78 

Parker, Carey Page 8 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

COURSES #1         #2                   GPA HRS HRS RES 

BIOD 2.248 12 3 3    88 
EDU( ........ 

~ 

EXS,~ 
EXS,~ 

Parker, Carey Page 9 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COURSES #1 #2 

PSYC 

AFRE 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 
GPA HRS HRS RES 

1.932 9 6     6     96 

GEOL 
INTSC 

PHIL� 
PHILC 
PHYA 

2.117 9 6 0     90 6 

2.0981 12; 0; 0i 84; 

iGEOC                                                              i 

Pa~er, Carey Page10 



000056.1681804.0001.Ms 

NAME 

COURSES 

1999 COHORT - NEEDS 78 HRS./1.9/60 DEGREE HRS. TO RETURN FALL 2002 

#1 #2 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 
GPA HRS HRS RES 

pup,z 
pup,z 

soc  

HIST( 

COMI 
COMI 
GEO( 
JOM( 

HIST( 
PSYC 

PSYC 
PSYC 

BIOL( 
BIOL( 

GEO[ 

1.908i 9i 6i 0i 69i 

2.5921 151 621 4 

3.0591 i 15i 0i 0i 59i 

2.6821 i 121 61 6i 651 

Parker, Carey Page 11 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME 

COURSES 
AFAMt"-^ 

DRAM~ 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

#1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

Pa~er, Carey Page12 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME 

COURSES    #1 #2 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 
GPA HRS HRS RES 

2.228 12 54 

1.925 18     3     3     69 

PSY( 

POLl 

COM 

COM 

COM 
COM 
COM 
COM 
DRA[ 

PHY/ 

COM 
COM 
DRA[ 
PSY( 

BIOD 
BIOD 
DRA[ 

PSY( 
PSY( 

2.414! 13! 0! 3i 56! 

1.87 i     6 6 3i 57 4 

Pa~er, Carey Page13 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

COURSES    #1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

SOClO! 

Pa~er, Carey Page14 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME 

COURSES    #1 

PSYC 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

#2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

3.266 16 0    6 67 

2.1701 12; 3; 3i 66; 

2.0771 121 61 3 751     4 

BIOLC 

COMP 
FREN 
FREN 

PHIL� 

EXSS 
EXSS 

PHIL� 

EXSS 
POLE 
POLIC 
POLl[ 

SPAN 

GEOL 
GEOL 

PSYC 

AFAIV 

PHILC 
PHIL� 

GEOL 

AFAIV 
EXSS 
EXSS 
EXSS 

1.828 *6; 6; 6 62; 

Parker, Carey Page 15 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

COURSE5 #1 /~Z GPA HRS HRS RES 

PSY¢ 

Pa~er, Carey Page16 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COURSES 

BUS 
BUS 
DRA 

soc 

DRA 

PHIL 
PHIL 

AFRI 
DRA 
GEO 

JOM’ 
POLl 
soc 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

#1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

3.149 12 3    3 70 

ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
GEO 
PSY( 

1.667 12 36 

2.415 15 3 *0 *62 

2.956 13 3 3 70 

2.271 9 6 6 82 4 

Pa~er, Carey Page17 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

~’~,~v]= : SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

COURSES    #1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

2000 COHORT - NEEDS 51 HRS./30 DEGREE HRS/DECLARED MAJOR TO RETURN FALL 2002 

AFA[~ 2.007 15 3 3 42 
COMI 
GEO[ 
PHIL[ 

GEO[ 

SWA 

GEO( 

:.CLAP 
HIST[ 
MUS( 

:.PHIL[ 
pHy,a 

ENGL 
GEO( 

ANTI- 
ANTI- 
ENGL 

GEO( 

PSYC 

ANTI- 

GEO( 
GEO[ 
HIST[ 

AFRI( 

GEO[ 

SWA 

GEO[ 

1.967! 12! 6! 3i 36! 

2.4441 16; 3; 3i 37; 

1.771 9i 3i 3i 27i 

2.055 i    15 0 3i 33 2 

Pa~er, Carey Page18 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME 

COURSES i#1 i#2 

iGEOL018L 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 
GPA HRS HRS RES 

Parker, Carey Page 19 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME 

COURSES #1 

HIST( 
PHIL( 
PHIL( 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

#2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

2.932 13 6    3 37 

COMI 

PSYC 

AFAN 

GEO( 

:.GEO( 

SWA 

ANTI- 
ANTI- 

ANTI- 

GEO[ 

ANTI- 
ENG[ 
GEO( 

AFRI( 

PSY¢ 

GEO( 

AFAN 

ANTI- 
ANTI- 
ENGI 

iCMP[ 
iPOLI( 

Pa~er, Carey Page20 ; 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

Football 
NAME 

COURSES 

iGEO( 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

#1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

2.482 17 4    0 37 

STAT 

Parker, Carey Page 21 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME 

COURSES 

GEO( 
HISTC 
HISTC 
MATE 
PSYC 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

#1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

2.807 15 6 3 42 

PORT 
PSYC 
SOCI( 
STATI 

Parker, Carey Page 22 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

I 
NAME SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 

SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 
COURSES    #1 #2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

2001 COHORT - NEEDS 24 HRS/1.5 GPA TO RETURN FALL 2002 

DRAM016 
ECON010 
ECON010 
ENGL012 

AFRI040 
DRAM016 
DRAM060 
ENGL012 
GEOG010 

ARMY006E 
DRAM016 

MATH022 
PSYC010 
SWAH002 

AFAM065 
AFRI040 

SOCI010 

ARMY006 
DRAM016 

SOCI010 

ENGL006M 
ENGL012B 

DRAM016 
ENGL006M 
ENGL011 
PORT002 

DRAM016 
ENGL012 

ENGL012 

MUSC046 

ENGL011 
MATH010 

Pa~er, Carey Page23 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME 

COURSES #1 

MUSC, 
MUSC, 
PSYC( 
SPAN( 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 

#2 GPA HRS HRS RES 

]ENGL[ 

PORT( 
STAT0 

ARMY( 

ENGL( 

soc o 

:.ENGL( 
ENGL( 
GEOG, 
PORT( 

ANTHC 

ENGL( 
PHILO; 
PHILO; 

iDRAM~ 
ECON( 
ECON( 
ENGL( 
PSYC( 
SPAN( 

AFAM( 

GEOG, 
PORT( 

ARMY( 

ENGL( 
GEOG, 

ARMY( 
ENGL( 
HIST0; 
SOCI0 

ECON( 
ECON! 
ENGL( 
MATH( 

:.SPAN( 

ARMY( 
ENGL( 

Parker, Carey Page 24 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

NAME 

POR .... 
PSY( 

soc  

iDRA  
ENGI 

SUM YR SUI SUII CUM FALL SPR SUI SUII CUM SEM 
SEM GPA GPA GPA GPA 
GPA HRS HRS RES 

POR" 
PSY( 

ARM’ 
DRAI 
ENGI 

POR" 
SOCI 

ANTI- 

ECOI 
EDUI 
ENGI 
GEOI 

ECOI 
ECOI 
ENGI 
PSY( 

ENGI 

CohoA1995 #REF! 
Coho~ 1996 #DIV/0! 
Coho~ 1997 2.3093125 
Coho~ 1998 i 2.209764706 
Coho~ 1999 

Pa~er, Carey Page25 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STA]]JB--ELIGIBLE 

GRADUA]]ED          3 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

GRADUATING 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

GRADUATING ~ 

NOT ENROLLED 

INELIGIBLE 

]~ANSFERRED TO NCCU 

Transferred t, 

GRADUA]]ED I 

Quit Team 

Tra nsferred to 

Odd Semester-UNC/NCAA 

COMPUTED INELIGIBLE/TWO IN’S 

UNC ineligible 

GRADUA]]ED 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

GRADUA]]ED 

Quit team 

GRADUA]]ED 

Parker, Carey Page 26 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

GRADUATING ~           I 

NO LONGER ON THE ~EAM 

LEFT INELIGIBLE 

Graduatec eith Distinction 

GRADUATED I 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 
Graduating ; 

UNC INELIGIBLE, PLANS TO RETURN DURING SUMMER TO 

FINISH DEGREE 

Pa~er, Carey Page27 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STA]]JS--ELIGIBLE 

Tra nsferred to 

STA~JS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

REPEAT COURSES (2)+CHEM 11 ~-IIS SEMESTER 
NO LONGER ON TEAM 

STATUS-ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

QUIT TEAM ’, 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
HAS 2 AB’s that need to be removed from his transcript. He was registered 
but did not attend the class 

ELIGIBILITY EXHAUSTED 

Pa~er, Carey Page28 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

FINISH DEGREE 

Parker, Carey Page 29 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
Has grades pending in RECR summer internship 

Quit team 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

Quit Team 

Repeat Course 
STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS - ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
NO LONGER ON TEAM 

Ineligible         75/25 Rule 
STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

Odd Semester-UNC/NCAA Star[~ 
STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

Ineligible Fall ’    .24 Hour Rule 
Odd semester UNC/NOT NCAA 
STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
QU IT TEAM 
¯ RANSFERRED TO 

Pa~er, Carey Page30 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

Parker, Carey Page 31 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STA]]JS--ELIGIBLE 

Quit team 

Quit team 

Withdrew 

STA~JS--ELIGIBLE 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

IN should post nexl week...does not affect eligibility status 

Withdrew 

Quit team 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

QU IT TEAM 

Morehead Scholar 

Parker, Carey Page 32 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

STA~JS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

Quit team 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

AVERAGEABLE--conflrm 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

DID NOT A~i]END CLASS --.-GRADES SHOULD BE REMOVED 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

Suspended from tearr 

IN FROM SUII 

Transferred to a university in MISS 

QUIT TEAM : 

Transfer UNC 

3 UNC/3 NCAA Semesters Transferred 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

Pa~er, Carey Page33 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

Parker, Carey Page 34 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

Pa~er, Carey Page35 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STA]]JS--ELIGIBLE 
CUM HRS include 6 hrs. 
IN in FREN Computed as an F until finished 

QUIT TEAM APPRO~ 
NEEDS TO MAKE UP INC AND AB 
SSII --RETRO DROP EXECUTED FOR ECON 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
QUIT TEAM PER COREY HOLLIDAY I I) 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

QUIT TEAM PER RICK STEINBACHER 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
officially withdrew fron ok by Susan to average 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--UNC/NCAA INELIGIBLE 
QU IT TEAM 

Quit team 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
71 UNC hrs. includes repeat of D in CHEM in NCAA hrs. =68 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
CUM HRS include 3 hrs. Summer Bridge 

Parker, Carey Page 36 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

Can~ing D in AFAM    D+ in AFAM (included in GUM HRS 
2 F’s removed from transcript (GEOL & DRAM ) 

Pa~er, Carey Page37 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

QUIT TEAM PER COREY HOLLIDAY         ) 

STATUS - ELIGIBLE 
PSYC IN from conv~ried to 
HONOR COURT- ACQUI~I]ED - SOCI grade 
changed from NGto D+ on 

AB grade in PORT computed as F until fixed 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
UNC HRS = 60, but repeat of STAT D+ to C =57 

NCAA hrs. 
Quit team , per Corey Holliday 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS -- ELIGIBLE 
UNC hrs. = 59, but repeat of ECON C-to B= 56 

NCAA hrs. 

STATUS-ELIGIBLE 
63 cure hrs. includes 3 hrs. passed in pdor to FfT enrollment 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
64 CUM HRS includes 3 hrs. ECON C- 
No longer on team (SUM I, 2001) 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
)er Susan, can use averaging at end of summer 

NO LONGER ON TEAM PER COREY HOLLIDAY              ) 

STATUS - ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
QUIT TEAM PER COREY HOLLIDAY, 

Parker, Carey Page 38 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

4=T0-4 TRANSFER 
QUIT TEAM PER CORE¥ HOLLIDA¥ (       ) 
DEAN’S LIST 

Pa~er, Carey Page39 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
QUIT TEAM PER JANICE - : 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
FREN remedial; UNC shows 68 hrs. 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
QUIT TEAM PER Susan Maloy I        ) 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
Withdrew from on 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS - ELIGIBLE 
MUST HOLD HIM ACCOUNTABLE FOR 
HONOR COURT CONVICTED=SUMMER PROBATION 
LEFT ELIGIBLE 
STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS-ELIGIBILITY CLEARED 
¯ RANSFERRED ELIGIBLE 

Pa~er, Carey Page40 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
QUIT TEAM PRIOR TO 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

Passed English in Summer Bridge 

Repeat ng ECON    n        (C-: ,    ,~ 
*60 UNC hrs., 57 NCAA hrs. (repeat of ECON t 

Parker, Carey Page 41 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STATUS - ELIGIBLE 
WAITING ON 6 HRS CREDIT FOR SPANISH 

Passed English in 
STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS- ACADEMIC INELIGIBILITY PENDING 
QUIT TEAM PER JANICE- 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
Will be repeating MATH (D+) in 
*65 UNC hrs./62 NCAA hrs. (repeat of MATI- ) 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
3 HRS. PASSED SUMMER PRIOR TO F/T ENROLLMENT 
LATN -Remedial; taken in freshman year; Latin was h.s. lang) 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 
PHYA    excluded from academic hrs./included in gpa 

INCOMPLETE in AFAM 

Parker, Carey Page 42 





000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

NO LONGER ON TEAM 

Parker, Carey Page 44 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS= ELIGIBLE 

Passed 3 houl~ in 
STATUS= ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

8 hours credited "by exam" 
STATUS= ELIGIBLE 

STATUS= ELIGIBLE 

STATUS--ELIGIBLE 

STATUS= ELIGIBLE 

Pa~er, Carey Page45 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STATUS= ELIGIBLE 

Parker, Carey Page 46 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

STATUS=ELIGIBLE 

Transferred 3 credit hours in... 
STATUS= ELIGIBLE 

Pa~er, Carey Page47 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

Pa~er, Carey Page48 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

Pa~er, Carey Page49 



000056.1681804.0001.~s 

COMMENTS 

Pa~er, Carey Page50 





Grade Renort : : 
; L Fall Spring Year ~Fall/ Cum/ UNC/ 

qame ¯ ;Prog. Prog. ;Final Sem ;Sem    Cum ;Cum ~Degr. Degr. 
Courses #1 #2 Grade GPA GPA GPA GPA iHrs Hrs SIR COMMENTS 

ENGL 

GEO( 

SPAK 

f 
DRA  
GEO[ 

JOM( 

AMS7 

JOM( 

JOM( 

ENGL 

PHIL( 

PORT 

ENG[ 

GEO( 

EXSS 

PHIL( 

ENGL 

SPAK 

3 300 

2.340 

2 925 

2 475 

3098 15 110     7 

2083 12 66 5 

3025 2733 12 36 3 

3.500 3.514 12 83 5 Dean’s List 

2900 3073 12 70 5 

2.631 2.631 19 19 1 

Kym Orr 2 



Grade Report .... Fo,, s rm Year" -Fall/ Cum/ "UNC/ " 

AFRI(cLAR 

1 825 2 200 9 70 5 

COMr 

f 
OOMr 2.000 2.050 12 36 3 

ENGL 

1-1 PHIL( 
PSY¢ 
SOCI 

AFRI( 

GEO 

2.850 

2.750 

2410 12 90 7 

2.850 15 15 1 

2.750 12 12 1 

rEAM GPA’s                                       [iii! I ! I ! 217981 ! 121850 ! ! I I 

4 
5 
6 

~raduates 
&CC HONOR ROLL 
DEAN’S LIST 
310’S and higher (FALL) 
3.0’S and higher (CUM) 
~.O’S 

2.0 and below (FALL) 
2.0 and below (CUM) 

Kym Orr 3 



Afam A 2 740 

Afri I B+ 

Chert C+ C/C+ 

Chert B- B+/A. 

Coral A A 

2.358 

2.593 

3.888 

3.953 

3.560 

3.379 

3.413 

t .974 

1/1 

1/1 

5/1 

3/3 

5/5 

1/1 

7/7 

Ma~ Brunk 1 1/30/2015 



Ma~ Brunk 2 1/30/2015 



57 Engl 

A 

A 

Busi A- 

63 Busi 

73 

75 

77 

79 

83 

85 

69 

3 740 3.740 Y 

3262 3.529 Y 165 5/5 

Eco= C 2 480 2.69t Y 15 3/3 

Ital ( C 

Phil B 

Plan B 

Ma~ Brunk 3 1/3012015 



2 
3 

54 

56 

63 

69 
7O 

72 
73 

79 

Ma~ Brunk 4 1/30/2015 



Engl A B+ 

2 538 2.538 1/1 

Chel D F 

Chel C+ C 

Dran B- B. 

Engl B BIB 

2465 2.485 Y 13 1/1 

Ecor A 3545 3.319 Y 20 5/5 

Mus~ A A 

Mus~ A A 

Mus~ A A 

Mus~ A A 

Mus~ B C 

Engl 

Plan 

A 

A 

A 

C 

A 

B+ 

3850 

3 750 

3.850 Y 

3.709 y 7 5/5 

Dran A- 

Psy¢ A 

3 880 3.950 Y 9 5/5 A 

A 

A 

Mal¥ Brunk 5 1/3012015 



2 
3 
4 

105 
106 
107 
108 

Ma~ Brunk 6 1/30/2015 



A B 

Anth ^,^ A 3.652 Y 17 3/3 

A 

A 

A 

A 

D 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

F 

D+ 

B 

C+ 

C 

D 

C 

B+ 

B 

B 

B 

B 

A 

B+ 

A 

B 

2.474 Y 15 3/3 

3.371 Y 8 9/9 

1.722 Y 14 1/1 

2 807 2.988 Y 14 3/3 

2.849 Y 17 7/7 

Maw Brunk 7 1/30/2015 



4 

156 

160 

162 

164 

178 GRADUATED 

Ma~ Brunk 8 1/30/2015 



201 Jeml 

202 Jeml 

203 Joml 

204 Jeml 

205 Poli ( 

2O6 

207 Appl 

208 Appl 

209 Appl 

210 Appl 

211 Appl 

212 Cem 

213 

214 Biel ( 

215 Cher 

216 Cher 

217 Cher 

218 Chef 

220 

222 

223 

224 

225 

227 ream GPAs 

229 

231 3EAN’S LIST 17 

232 ~CC Honor Roll N/A 

233 ~.0’s and higher (SEN) 20 
234 1.0’S and higher (CUM) 19 

235 ~.0’s (SEM) 0 

236 ~.0 and below {SEM) 6 

237 Z.0 and below (CUM) 3 

B 

B 

B+ 

B 

B 

A 

B+ 

A 

A 

C+ 

B 

C 

C+ 

B 

F 

3 056 3.453 Y 13 5/5 

3344 3.222 Y 16 7/7 

1 993 3.032 Y 8 7/7 

FALL SPRING SPR (EAR    CUM 

2.978 #DIV/0!    #DIV/0! fDIV/0! 3.0#,0 

Maw Brunk 9 1/30f2015 



2 

3 

4 

201 

2O2 

2O3 

2O4 

205 

2O6 

2O7 

2O8 

2O9 

210 

212 

213 

214 

215 

220 

222 

225 

227 

229 

0 0 0 

Ma~ Brunk 10 1/30/2015 



A 



redshirt this season 

eligibility 



3OMM060 A- 3.40C 3.795 3.598 2.883 15 17 121 8f8 

30MMll2 B 

EDUC041 A 

EXSS090 A 

EXSS099 A 
~,FAM 190 A 

3.O’S and higher                                                                   3 

3.0’S and higher (CUI~)                                                             3 

2.0 and below (CUM)                                                                2 



DEAN’S LIST 

needs 5t total hrs. for eligibility 

DEAN’S LIST 



A I    B IOIDI ~1 ~1 0 I"1 ’ I ~ I ~ I [I MI"Io 



5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 NEEDS 1.S GPA and 24 hrs for I eligibility 





39 

4O 

44 

46 

48 

5O 

53 

54 

57 

7O 

72 



741 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

83 

85 

87 

89 

9O 

92 

93 

96 

99 

IO0 

102 

I03 

1041 



74 

75 

76 

78 

79 

83 

85 

87 

88 needs 1.9 gpa for eligibility 



A B C D E F O H J K L M N O 

GEO C- 

PNIL C B. 

psy( C. 

SPA[ 89 B÷ 

EXS B 2.120 2.562 2 34~ 2.$63 15 13 46 2/: 

3.O’S and higher (CUl~)                                                                             6 

2.0 and below (CUI~)                                                                                3 





B 



AN’S LIST 



ECOr 

RELI 



37 

38 

40 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

53 

72 



A ~ c D E    ~! 0 I , I,    J K L 

EXSS C- I 846 2.325 2.086 13 

EXSS C 

M N 

107 

87 

2/2 

6/6 

6/6 

5/5 



;:EDSHIRT 



A B 

EDUI 

ENGI 

B 2 129 2.523 2.562 2.326    7 2/2 

B+ 

D 

ECC D 2 721 2.650 2.688 2.686 13 
ENGI B+ 



~1     R     I     s 

13< 

3EAN’S LIST 

TRANSFER 





R L s 









)ean’s List 



22 

28 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 
4O 

42 

44 

46 

47 

48 

5O 

52 



reeds 1 .~ cure GPA and 24 hrs 

~EAN’S LIST 

~EAN’S LIST 



B 

REL 







3 hrs for t05 total hrs; enrolled in 

~ hrs in 

3EAN’S LIST 

)EAN’S LIST 

)EAN’S LIST 

3EAN’S LIST 



10i 2256 
2.591 10~ ENG B- 2.925 2.543 15 12 73 





I    B 

ENC 3 100 2.750 2.925 2.925 24 

HIS 

POF 

DRA 2 700 2.480 2.590 2.582 28 

CLA 2 980 3.020 3.000 2.937 73 

ENGI 

glO 3100 2.977 3.039 3.1t7 77 

CHEI 

CHE 

AN" 3 631 3.838 3.735 3.735 44 



)EAN’S LIST 







EXSS 2800 3.400 3.100 2.998 121 

JOMC 
F~ORT 

AFAM 3020 2.500 2.760 2.7t0 88 

CLAS, 

DRAM 

RELI( 

EDUC 2925 2.750 2.838 2.838 24 

ENGL 

PORT 

PSYC 



)EAN’S LIST 

)EAN’S LIST 

~EEDS 3 HRS TO HAVE 24 TOTAL HRS 

:OR THE ACADEMIC YEAR; enrolled in 

I hrs for 



A H I ~ I ,~ I ~      L I ~ 

4.000 3.925 3.682 12 12 107 



)EAN’S LIST 



rEAM CPA’s 

BIOL 

CHEb 

CHEM 

CLAR 

EDU( 

HIS] 

SOCI 

SPAN 

SPAh 

3400     3.375 

BIOL 

CHIN 

MATF 

3277     3.085 

GEO( 

2 160     t.750 

SPRING 

3.031 

SPRING 

SPRING 

8 
27 

27 
22 

4 
3 

2.097 

3.825 

3.239 

3.306 

2.378 

CUM 

3.038 

60 

63 

122 

39 

56 





Kym N Orr 1 1/30f2015 



~ledical Withdrawal 4/04 

leeds 6 hrs for t05 total hrs for eligibility 

2EAN’S LIST 



Kym N Orr 3 1/30/2015 



P 

leeds 3hrs for 5t total hrs for eligibility; 

!nrolled in 3 hrs in 

~orehead Scholar 

2EAN’S LIST 

3raduated 

3raduated 5 



A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O 

Kym N Orr 5 1/30/2015 





A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O 

GEO A 3813 3.74( 3.77; 3.730 16 15 16~ 7/7 

PHIL A- 

POLl A 

POLl A- 

PSY( B+ 

ECO D+ 

POLl B- 

8OC D+ 

SPAI D+ 

ECO A 3538 3.07~ 3.30~ 3.316 13 12 34 212 
GEO C+ 

8F’AI B 

Kym N O[[ 7 1/30/2015 



P 

)EAN’S LIST 



I A I ~ Ic B/ E/ F I 







L 

~EEDS 3 HRS TO HAVE 24 TOTAL HRS 

THE ACADEMIC YEAR; enlolled in 

hrs for ; WILL ENROLL IN 6 HOURS 



2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

28 

4O 

42 

44 

46 

5O 

52 

54 

f A I B I c I D I El F I G I H I ’ I J K IL MI N Io P 

BIOL( 

EDUC 

ENGL 

GEe[ 

GEOL 

STAT 

ENGL 

PeR1 

ART( 

ENGL 

PSYC 

ENGL 

HIST( 

MUS( 
pHy,a 

B 

B 

B+ 

B 

B 

C 

C 

PL 

PL 

D 

C 

B 

c 

B 

B+ 

PL 

PL 

B 

3.2501 3o69 

C 3 35I 2 575 2 962 2 941 12 0      12 0 51 0 4 

B 

B 

2.131 2000 2.072 

3.48( 2869 3.165 

C+     I 65I 2 500 2 07~ 2 075 9 0      12 0 3 0 24 0 2 

PL 

PL 

1.31~ 1200 1.254 

1.00( 2575 1.788 

AB 

FA 

PL 

D 

B÷ 

C 

B+ 

PL 

PL 

3143 120 130 40 620 4 

2072 160 130 320 2 

3165 150 160 470 2 

ACC Honor Roll 

ACC Honor Roll 

GPA below 2.0 

QIR sI t 

Rachel Melchierre 1 1/30/2015 



2 
3 
4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

26 

27 

29 

42 

52 

u Iv w x Y I z 

¯ 3 0 Cure 4 0 Sere ,2 0 Sere ,2 0 Cum 

Rachel Melchiorre 2 1/30/2015 



A I     B     Icl 

2 
3 
4 

57 
58 
59 
6O 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

69 
7O 

72 
73 
74 

79 

93 

POLIO 

ENG[ 

PHY! 

PHY! 

PSY( 

PSY( 

PWA 

MUS( 

ENGI 

LATH 

PHY! 

STA] 

PHY! 

PHY! 

ANTF 

BIOD 

BIOU 

PHY! 

A 

C 

A 

PL 

C 

C 

B 

B 

C+ 

PL 

PL 

B 

B 

C 

A 
B 

B+ 

C 

PL 

PL 

A 
A 
A 
PL 

A 

B+ 

PL 

2 26! 2 771 

2.531 2600 2.568 

3 00~ 2 820 2 907 

2 23~ 2 246 2 554 

2.75( 2629 2.685 

3 92[ 40SO 3 947 

3 672 3 600 3 638 

250C 2442 

2568 

2 813 

2 686 

2685 

3 852 

3 770 

160 130 

130 150 

130 150 

130 120 

120 140 

120 40 

150 140 30 30 

120 0 8 

280 2 

62 0 4 

73 0 4 

460 2 

120 0 8 ACC Honor Roll 

103 0 6 AGO Honor Roll 

Rachel Melchiorre 3 1/30/2015 



2 
3 
4 

57 
58 
59 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

69 
70 

72 
73 
74 

92 

97 

u Iv w x Y I z 

¯ 3 0 Cure 4 0 Sere ,2 0 Sere ,2 0 Cum 

Rachel Melchiorre 4 1/30/2015 



P 

PSYC 

PHIL 

PHY! 

PSY( 

8OCI 

GEOI 

JOM( 

PHY! 

PHY! 

ENGI 

PHY/ 

ECOI 

PHY! 

BIOL 

GEOI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

PHY! 

POLl, 

POLl 

B÷ 

C 2 82! 

B 

PL 

C+ 

B 

B       1 

C 

PL 

PL 

C 

PL 

PL 

D 2 39; 

C+ 

PL 

D 

C 

C+ 

A 

D 2 67! 

B 

PL 

B 

2575 27 

2162 1.964 

2600 167~ 

1 531 I 962 

2877 2.247 

2586 2627 

23 120 

1964 90 

1 940 9 0 

2 596 13 0 

2325 170 

3 026 12 0 

120 

120 

120 

120 

89 

250 2 

60 2702 

85 0 6 

640 4 

100 0 6 

Rachel Melchiorre 5 1/30/2015 



u Iv w x Y I z 

¯ 3 0 Cure 4 0 Sere ,2 0 Sere ,2 0 Cum 

Rachel Melchierre 6 1/30/2015 



2 
3 
4 

162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 

172 
173 

20o 

202 

204 

206 

208 

EDUC 

ENGL 

PHILC 

BUSl 

BUSI 
BUSl 

BUSI 

ENGL 

POLK 

EXSS 

FREN 

FREN 

COMF 

ENGL 

GEO( 

PHY# 

STAT 

ASIA( 

B- 2.225I 

C+ 

B 

C+ 

F’L 

PL 

B- 2 72! 

D+ 

C+ 

C 

PL 

C- 2 67! 

C 

PL 

B 

B 3.20( 

C- 2 46; 

B 

C 

A 

PL 

A 3.62( 

B+ 

A 

PL 

PL 

A 

A 

A 

A 

2575 2.4001 

2264 2477 

2175 242~ 

3525 3.344 

2645 2542 

3860 3.74C 

3740 3676 

2400 120 120 

2 950 12 0 

2374 110 90 

3025 120 

2555 140 110 

3740 150 150 

3547 130 140 

120 60 

300 2 

102 0 6 

980 8 

101 0 AGO Honor Roll 

1200 8 

440 2 AGO Honor Roll 

120 0 8 AOC Honor Roll 

QIR sI t 

Rachel Melchiorre 7 1/30/2015 



3 
4 

162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 

169 
170 

172 

2O2 

2O7 

2O9 

u Iv w x Y I z 

¯ 3 0 Cure 4 0 Sere ,2 0 Sere ,2 0 Cum 

O0 

Rachel Melchierre 8 1/30/2015 



213 

214 

215 

216 

217 

218 

219 

22O 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

226 

229 

230 

231 

233 

235 

239 

240 

249 

25O 

252 

254 

261 ACC Honor Roll 

262 3.0’s and higher (Semester) 

263 3.O’s and higher (CUM) 

264 4.0’s (Semester) 

DR/ 

EDL 

DR/ 

ENGL 

HIST( 

HIST( 

4 

9 

B 

A 

PL 

B÷ 

B+ 

B+ 

A 

A 

PL 

C+ 

B 

C+ 

B 

B+ 

C+ 

D+ 

PL 

PL 

B+ 

PL 

PL 

B 

3.07i 3075 3.07~ 

2 65( 2 777 2 716 

2 16; 2 769 2 46~ 

2 50( 2 550 2 

3231 3538 338~ 

2.61i 2.712 2.664 

3067 130 

2 976 12 0 

2 481 13 0 

2 525 12 0 

3 364 13 0 

2.792 

120 

130 30 

120 

130 

610 4 ACC Honor Roll 

120 0 8 

59 0 4 

27 0 2 

55 6 4 ACC Honor Roll 

Rachel Melchierre 9 1/30/2015 



2 
3 
4 

213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
216 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 

227 
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7 COMI F 
8 GEO( F 

9 SOCl D 
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13 COMI B 
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15 JOM( C 
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25 
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CAROLINA 

ATHLETICS 

EXPENSE 

REPORT 

Date 

Date 

**HOTEL 

City, State 

Date 

NAME 

EMAILADDRESS 

HOMEADDRESS 

PURPOSE 

DATE 

Signed 

@hotmail.com 
Soc Sec # 

Interview - Job candidate for Director of Academic Support position 

10/9/02 

[] Recruiting Visits r~Game exper6es 

Cost Center (Spod) 

Meals/Banquets DOther 

19030 

Itinerary (Description) 

Cab from RDU to University Inn 

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES (including tolls, parking and gas) 
(Lisl nar~s of prospective st udent~thletes or others involved oll separate sheet) 

Miles Traveled Cost Per Mile Milage Amount 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

$0 00 

$0.00 

Miscellaneous 
Only) 

$35 00 

(Amount 
Daily Total 

$00( 

$00( 

$35.0( 

Billed to 
Paid A~hletics 

$3500 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$35.00 $o.oe 

City/State 

SUBSISTENCE EXPENSES (including Entedainment) 
(Lisl nar~s of prospective st udent~thletes or others involved oll separate sheet) 

Lodging 

Total Subsistence 

Daily Total 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$0.0( 

Billed to 
Paid A~hletics 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$o.oo $o.oe 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 
(List nar~s of prospective st udent~thletes or others involved on separate sheet) 

Miscellaneous E~q~enses 

Total Expenses Paid 

*,~dvance Check Amount 

Due From UNC AA 

Due to UNC-AA 

*Advance Check # 

Total Paid Out + 

$35.00 

Total Billed AA - 

0.00 

Grand Total 

35.00 

$35.00 

Daily Total 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$0.0( 

Date 

ACCOUNT OBJECT )EPT 

Billed to 

Paid Athletics 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$o.oo $o.og 

AMOUNT 

Approved Date 
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CAROLINA 

ATHLETICS 

EXPENSE 

REPORT 

Date 

Date 

**HOTEL 

City, State 

Date 

NAME 

EMAILADDRESS 

HOMEADDRESS 

PURPOSE 

DATE 

Ratskeller, Chapel Hill, NC 

@psu.edu 
Soc Sec # 

Interview for Director of Life Skills position 

[] Recruiting Visits r~Game exper6es 

Cost Center (SpotD 

Meals/Banquets DOther 

19030 

Itinerary (Description) 

Taxi from RDU to Hotel (Chapel Hill) 

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES (including tolls, parking and gas) 
(Lisl nar~s of prospective st udent~thletes or others involved on separate sheet) 

Miles Traveled Cost Per Mile Milage Amount 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

$0 00 

$0.00 

Miscellaneous 
Only) 

$30 50 

(Amount 
Daily Total 

$305( 

$00( 

$0 O( 

$0 O( 

$00( 

Billed to 
Paid A~hletics 

$3050 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$30.50 $o.oe 

City/State 

SUBSISTENCE EXPENSES (including Entertainment) 
(Lisl nar~s of prospective st udent~thletes or others involved Oll separate sheet) 

$6 83 

Lodging 

Total Subsistence 

Daily Total 

$68." 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$6.8; 

Billed to 

Paid A~hletics 

$6 83 

$000 

$000 

$0 00 

$000 

$6.83 $0.0~ 

Signed 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 

Miscellaneous E:,q~e nses 

Total Expenses Paid 

*,~dvance Check Amount 

Due From UNC AA 

Due to UNC-AA 

*Advance Check # 

Total Paid Out + 

$37.33 

Total Billed AA - 

0.00 

Grand Total 

37.33 

$37.33 

Daily Total 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$0,0( 

Date 

ACCOUNT OBJECT )EPT 

Billed to 

Paid Athletics 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$000 

$o.oo $o.og 

AMOUNT 

Approved Date 



Candidate for Learning Specialist Position 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Agenda 

Thursday 5/25 

12:00 Noon 

2:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

Lunch with Robert Mercer, Director of Academic Support 

Hiring Committee * 

Octavus Barnes, Academic Counselor 

Friday 5/26 

9:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

11:00 AM 

Fred Clark, Associate Dean of Academic Services 
@ Steele Building, UNC Campus 

Conference Call with John Bunting, Head Coach - Football 

Cynthia Reynolds, Associate Director of Academic Support 

* Hiring Committee 
Cynthia Reynolds, Chair (Associate Director, Academic Support Program) 
Brent Blanton (Assistant Director, Academic Support Program) 
Mary Willingham (Learning Specialist, Academic Support Program) 
Mimi Keever (Director, Learning Center) 
Corey Holliday (Asst. Athletics Director, Football Student-Athlete Development) 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Ann Penn 
Jeanette Florence, University Administrative Manager 

May 3 I, 2006 

Recruitment Plan Number 894 

This is an addendum to Recruitment Plan Number 894 A total often additional 
applicants have been received 

1 White Woman + 6 Unknown Women 7 Total Women 
3 Unknown Men 3 Total Men 
7 Total Women + 3 Total Men 10 Additional Applicants 

Academic Support for Student Athletes would like to add 2 applicants fiom that 
additional pool often for consideration of the Learning Specialist position 
and               are still under consideration also 

The following additional candidates under consideration are listed below: 

1 White Woman (              ) + 1 Unknown Woman 
2 Additional Applicants under Consideration 

Excluded: 
Excluded because the applicants did not meet minimum requirements for the position and 
had a lack of experience with student population 

5 Unknown Women + 3 Unknown Men 8 Total Applicants Excluded 

Thanks, 

Jeanette 



~art II TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT (to be completed after travel) 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA A T CHAPEL HiLL 

TRAVEL REQUEST FOR~I 

Part I TRAVEL AUTHORIZATION (to be completed prior to travel) NOTES 



I     ¯ Iw 

642 

Date 



r~o T 160324 



~artll TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT (tobecompletedaffertravel) 



Travel Au~he riza~ie n/Reim bur seme nt 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 















INTERIM EQUAL OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Initial Appointment 

I i~1 tqe~iZri~ ~PoP.°rtunity OffIce Use Only 

C. Dates Listed in Employment Opportunities (EPA Non-Faculty Only) 

School/College Arts & Sciences 

3 years 

I1. RECORD OF APPLICATIONS 

Summary tabulation of all applicants (an applicant is any person recommended, nominated or who makes written 
application to or is solicited by a University department, school or other employing unit for employment as a faculty 
or EPA non-faculty employee). 

African 
American 

Women 
Men 

Unknown 
Total 

White Asian Hispanic 
Native 
American Unknown Total 

7 7 

III. RECORD OF CONSIDERATIONS TO DATE 

A. Summary tabulation of all applicants who have been 

Women 
Men 

Unknown 
Total 

excluded from furiher consideration. 
African Native 
American White Asian Hispanic American Unknown 

9 
Total 

9 
7 

B. Give specific reasons for the exclusion from further consideration of any minority and women applicants. 
- Applicants did not meet minimum requirements for the position 
- Applicants had lack of experience with student population 

C. List each person remaining under consideration. 
NAME RACE GENDER 

White Female 

White Female 

D. Other comments on the selection process. 

IV. We certify that at each state of the recruitment and selection activities that the process has conformed to 
the principles and objectives of the Equal Employment Opportunity Plan. 

DEPARTMENT EQUAL OPPORTUNITY OFFICER Tammy McHale 

DEPARTMENT HEAD/DIRECTOR Fred Clark 

DEAN Bernadette Gray-Little 

UNIVERSITY EQUAL OPPORTUNITY OFFICER 

DATE 

DATE 

DATE 

DATE 

EOF-2 



Robed J. Cannon 

Equal Opportunity Policies and Guidelines for Initial Appointments 

The Interim Equal Opportunity Statements are required to be submitted after the application 
deadline and before interviews are offered to candidates. Exceptions to this policy require 
prior approval of the Equal Opportunity Officer. 

Please contact the Equal Opportunity Office (966-3576) if you have any questions concerning 
the required procedures for completing this form. Keep a copy for your dept. files. 

Send Original to: 
The Equal Opportunity Office 
CB# 9160, 100 Pettigrew Hall 
Carolina Campus 

EOF-2 
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